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Policy/Section:

E2 - Land adjacent to American Express Community
Stadium, Village Way, Falmer

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
The SDNPA supports the wording in paragraph 3.19 in the preamble to the policy
regarding key views into the SDNP, the stadium and the setting of the SDNP, and in
paragraph 3.20 that the stadium has been designed to sit within the natural curves of the
downland. We strongly support the wording in paragraphs a) and b) of Policy E2.
To be consistent with the SDNPA's response to the Brighton and Hove Draft City Plan
Part 2 Consultation (Regulation 18), Policy SSA7 (site adjacent to E2) the following
comments are made. We suggest adding to the preamble paragraphs that the site is
also a gateway into the SDNP from the City of Brighton and Hove. We suggest adding to
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Representation ID: REP/012/E2
the policy the need to provide visual connectivity to the SDNP, and therefore
consideration of the setting in proximity to the SDNP, in terms of the design of any
proposed development. In the preamble paragraphs suggest adding wording referencing
the proposal site as a gateway to the SDNP when exiting the City along a key transport
route. Also suggest adding the need to use materials and design reflecting the setting of
the SDNP and referencing the SDILCA, specifically the Landscape Management and
Development Considerations described in Appendix A, Landscape Type A: Open
Downland and A2: Adur to Ouse Open Downs area http://www.southdowns.gov.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2015/03/ILCA-Appendix-A-Open- Downland.pdf
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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05 November 2018

Tondra Thom
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
BN7 1AB
Dear Tondra
Subject: SDNPA representation to Lewes Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and
Development Management Pre-Submission Document consultation (Regulation
19)
Thank you for consulting the South Downs National Park Authority (SDNPA) on the PreSubmission version of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 (LLPP2).
The SDNPA and all relevant authorities are required to have regard to the purposes of the
South Downs National Park (SDNP) as set out in Section 62 of the Environment Act 1995.
The purposes are ‘to conserve and enhance the natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage
of the area’ and ‘to promote opportunities for the understanding and enjoyment of the
special qualities of the national park by the public.’
Duty to Cooperate
The SDNPA has a set of six strategic cross-boundary priorities. I would like to take the
opportunity to again highlight these which provide a framework for ongoing Duty to
Cooperate discussions:
•
Conserving and enhancing the natural beauty of the area.
•
Conserving and enhancing the region’s biodiversity (including green infrastructure
issues).
•
The delivery of new homes, including affordable homes and pitches for Gypsies,
Travellers and Travelling Showpeople.
•
The promotion of sustainable tourism.
•
Development of the local economy.
•
Improving the efficiency of transport networks by enhancing the proportion of
travel by sustainable modes and promoting policies which reduce the need to travel.
Housing
The housing provision figures set out in the emerging LLPP2 and the South Downs Local Plan
(SDLP) both flow from and need to be consistent with the Lewes Joint Core Strategy
notwithstanding the quashing of Policies SP1 and SP2 of the JCS insofar as they relate to the
SDLP. This set a figure of 6,900 net additional dwellings to be provided in the plan area,
which is equivalent to approximately 345 net additional dwellings per annum. Table 1 of the
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Statement of Common Ground between LDC and the SDNPA signed in March 2018, which I
am attaching for your reference, sets out a SDLP housing provision figure of 1,307 for the
plan period 2014-2033. Table 1 of the LLPP2 gives a housing figure of 1,432 for that part of
Lewes District within the SDNP for the plan period 2010-2030. The difference of 125 is
most likely due to the different plan periods. It would be good to meet and discuss the
matter and consider whether a focused review of the Statement of Common Ground is
needed.
Site Allocations
Policy GT01 – Land south of The Plough
Welcome the proposal to allocate this site for five net additional permanent Gypsy and
Traveller pitches, and the potential for meeting the assessed need for the Lewes District
outside the SDNP.
Policy E1: Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
The planned expansion of Newhaven Port is already committed to with permission granted
for the building of a new road link and bridge that will come into the area allocated as site E1
and connecting to the scheme with planning consent for the redeveloped East Quay area to
the south west of the allocation. Under the conditions of the planning permission for the
redeveloped East Quay area is the agreed provision for an area of nature reserve
immediately to the east of site E1 and adjacent to the SDNP boundary in the area of Tide
Mills. Part of the Tide Mills area is within the SDNP to the east.
Emerging SDLP Local Plan Policy SD18: The Open Coast describes the area of Tide Mills, up
to the SDNP boundary adjacent to the proposed nature reserve, as the Zone of
Undeveloped Coast as shown on Figure 5.6 relating to that policy. At the coast this zone
extends from west of Seaford to the SDNP boundary and the edge of the agreed nature
reserve. Paragraph 5.162 of the supporting text for emerging Policy SD18 asserts the
landscape sensitivity of this coastal area and the need for a coordinated approach to
development which recognizes the adjacent pressures on this vulnerable area.
Core Policy 10 (CP10) of the Joint Core Strategy (JCS), Lewes Local Plan Part 1 refers to the
first purpose of the SDNP, to conserve and enhance the natural beauty, wildlife and cultural
heritage of the area. CP10 also refers to appropriate mitigation and compensation where
development impacts on the SDNP. The SDNP is in close proximity to site E1 and through
the open nature of the coastline and the adjacent agreed nature reserve is visually connected
to the allocated site. Therefore it is suggested Policy E1 cross-references policy CP10 and
refers positively to the setting of the SDNP, and the need to respect the landscape character
of this connected area with appropriate mitigation and compensation as required.
Also it is suggested the preamble paragraphs to the policy also make reference to the South
Downs Integrated Landscape Character Assessment (SDILCA), specifically the Landscape
Management and Development Considerations described in Appendix F, Landscape Type F:
Major River Floodplains, and F2: Ouse Floodplain area http://www.southdowns.gov.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2015/03/ILCA-Appendix-F-Major-River-Floodplains.pdf The wording should
include the need for Visual and Landscape Character Assessment to be carried out on
detailed proposals for site E1 using the SDILCA, due to the proximity of the SDNP and the
setting it provides to the proposed allocated site.
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It is suggested Policy E1 cross references Policy DM24: Protection of Biodiversity and
Geodiversity, given the Local Nature Reserve and Local Wildlife Sites that are likely to be
effected by development on site E1, especially the proximity to the east of the agreed nature
reserve.
In addition it is suggested the policy contains wording on the protection of existing
connectivity on non-motorised travel routes through site E1, including to the nearby area to
the east in the SDNP. This reflects the intention in the JCS Core Policy Policy 13: Sustainable
Travel, bullet point c, and the policy intention for the adjacent area of the National Park as
covered by Strategic Policy SD20: Walking, Cycling and Equestrian Routes in the Submission
SDLP.
Policy E2: Land Adjacent to American Express Community Stadium, Village
Way, Falmer
The SDNPA supports the wording in paragraph 3.19 in the preamble to the policy regarding
key views into the SDNP, the stadium and the setting of the SDNP, and in paragraph 3.20
that the stadium has been designed to sit within the natural curves of the downland. We
strongly support the wording in paragraphs a) and b) of Policy E2.
To be consistent with the SDNPA’s response to the Brighton and Hove Draft City Plan Part
2 Consultation (Regulation 18), Policy SSA7 (site adjacent to E2) the following comments are
made. We suggest adding to the preamble paragraphs that the site is also a gateway into the
SDNP from the City of Brighton and Hove. We suggest adding to the policy the need to
provide visual connectivity to the SDNP, and therefore consideration of the setting in
proximity to the SDNP, in terms of the design of any proposed development. In the
preamble paragraphs suggest adding wording referencing the proposal site as a gateway to
the SDNP when exiting the City along a key transport route. Also suggest adding the need to
use materials and design reflecting the setting of the SDNP and referencing the SDILCA,
specifically the Landscape Management and Development Considerations described in
Appendix A, Landscape Type A: Open Downland and A2: Adur to Ouse Open Downs area
http://www.southdowns.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/ILCA-Appendix-A-OpenDownland.pdf
Lewes Local Plan Part 2 and Neighbourhood Plans Habitats Regulations
Assessment (HRA)
The SDNPA overall supports the methodology and conclusions of the HRA in particular the
use of the Joint Habitat Regulations Assessment Addendum which forms Appendix B of the
Lewes Local Plan Part 2 HRA.
Yours sincerely

Lucy Howard
Planning Policy Manager
Lucy.howard@southdowns.gov.uk
01730 819284
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Natural England
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E2 - Land adjacent to American Express Community
Stadium, Village Way, Falmer

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
Policy E2: Land Adjacent to American Express Community Stadium, Village Way,
Falmer
This allocation also lies in the setting of the South Downs National Park. We advise that
they are consulted for their advice on this allocation site.
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Representation ID: REP/021/E2
'
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Date:
Our ref:

05 November 2018
259464

Customer Services
Hornbeam House
Crewe Business Park
Electra Way
Crewe
Cheshire
CW1 6GJ

BY EMAIL ONLY

T 0300 060 3900

Dear Sir/Madam
Planning consultation: Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations, Development
Management Polices Pre-Submission Document and Habitats Regulations Assessment
(HRA)
Thank you for your consultation on the above dated 05 December 2017 which was received by
Natural England on the same day.
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that the
natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present and future
generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development.
Please find our comments in relation to the Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations,
Development Management Policies and Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA)
Habitats Regulations Assessment-clarification required
We advise that the Habitats Regulations Section presented in the Pre -Submission document does
not concur with the findings of the accompanying Habitats Regulations Assessment for the Local
Plan Part 2. Although Natural England agrees with the findings of the attached HRA, following the
recent People Over Wind European Judgement, aspects of the HRA and its interpretation within the
core document need to be amended as follows:
Conclusion of NSLE for the Plan
Natural England does not agree with the conclusion that the implementation of the Lewes Local
Plan Part 1 or 2 will have no Likely Significant Effect as cited in the Lewes Local Plan Part 2
Document . We advise that this conclusion needs to be revised to concur with the published HRA
and the recent People Over Wind European Judgement. Following this judgement competent
authorities are no longer able to include mitigation for impacts to European Sites at the screening
stage of an HRA. Therefore it is not appropriate to rely on ameliorative (mitigation) measures such
as SANGS and SAMS and policies pertaining to these when determining any likely significant
effects within Habitats Regulations Assessments. We advise that an appropriate assessment will be
required if, in the absence of mitigation, the competent authority cannot conclude “no likely
significant effect”. However mitigation can be used at the appropriate assessment stage.
The HRA correctly interprets this judgement and sets out that any development within 7km of
Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC (within the plan area) without the mitigation set out in Core Policy 10
of the Local Plan Part 1 could have an in-combination on the international site via recreational
pressure; therefore concluding a likely significant effect cannot be ruled out. The HRA therefore
takes this through to appropriate assessment as no likely significant effect cannot be concluded. We
agree with this approach.
Including Air Pollution impacts in the Appropriate Assessment stage
Page 1 of 6
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We note the following statement:
3.39 states that In summary, the only impact pathway that requires consideration in the LPP2 HRA
is recreational pressure upon Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC as this is the only impact pathway
for which a conclusion of no likely significant effect or no adverse effect on integrity could
not be reached for the growth in the Joint Core Strategy without mitigation.
We advise that air pollution also needs to be included here as an-in combination effect remains for
this impact in the absence of mitigation. We recognise that the HRA has indeed taken this through
to appropriate assessment, but for clarity and to ensure no misinterpretation is made we advise that
the above sentence is revised to include air pollution.
Overall conclusion for the HRA
We agree with the following statement:
It is therefore be concluded that no adverse effect upon the integrity of Ashdown Forest SAC is
expected to result from development provided by the South Downs Local Plan/Lewes JCS, even
in- combination with other plans and projects.
However the audit pathways taken (through appropriate assessment ,where relevant) in order to
reach this conclusion should be more clearly defined in the HRA as above and importantly,
accurately interpreted within the LLPP2 Submission Document.
Further advice
1.19 We advise that the following sentence should be re-worded
A Likely Significant Effect must be established both in terms of the individual plan and of the plan in
combination with other policies and proposals,
We advise that this should read:
Any likely Significant Effect must be established both in terms of the individual plan and of the plan
in combination with other policies and proposals
Overarching advice-net gain
Since the Publication of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 The NPPF has been amended and contains a
clear direction to ensure new development demonstrates a net gain in biodiversity. We welcome this
approach. The various allocation sites will need to echo this direction stemming from a clear steer
within Policy DM24 to include net gain as advised variously throughout our advice letter below:
The revised NPPF states the following:
170 d). Planning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and local
environment by“minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity….” 174 b) Plans
should ”….identify and purse opportunities for securing measurable net gains for biodiversity”
118. Planning policies and decisions should: a) encourage multiple benefits from both urban and
rural land, including through mixed use schemes and taking opportunities to achieve net
environmental gains-such as developments that would enable habitat creation or improve public
access to the countryside”
Site Allocations
Policy NH01 - South of Valley Road
This allocation is close to the National Park boundary and we welcome the inclusion of the
requirement to fully assess the impacts of views on any development here.
Policy NH02 - Land at The Marina
Page 2 of 6
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We note that this allocation has the potential to impact on biodiversity. We advise that the allocation
policy includes a requirement for a net gain in biodiversity in order to comply with he recently
revised NPPF (further discussed in Policy DM24).
Policy BH01 - Land at The Nuggets, Valebridge Road
This Site allocation is surrounded by ancient woodland and networks of natural Habitats. We
welcome that this policy has been amended to include the irreplaceable nature of ancient woodland
and note the additional information pertaining to this in the supporting text. Thank you for consulting
Natural England on this matter.
Again the development will need to demonstrate a net gain in biodiversity and we further advise that
networks of natural habitats should be maintained and enhanced in order to provide a development
which is sympathetic to its location and clearly biodiversity-lead. We advise this should be a key
requirement to guide any development proposals.
We also advise re-iterate that the policy should state that impacts to ancient woodland should be
avoided to echo to the recently updated NPPF as follows:
175 c) “development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats (such as ancient
woodland and ancient or veteran trees) should be refused unless there are wholly exceptional
reasons (footnote 58) and a suitable compensation strategy exists”.
Policy BA03 - Land at Bridgelands Barcombe Cross
We further advise that this policy includes the consideration of the use of SuDS. We welcome that it
is included in the supporting text but it is not a requirement within the policy. We advise that welldesigned SuDS have multiple benefits for wildlife and people, providing habitats and valuable
ecosystems services such as, flood amelioration. A SuDS lead scheme would be welcome here.
Policy CH01 – Glendene, Station Road
We note that ancient woodland lies adjacent to the site and would refer you to our Standing advice
with regard to this matter. This includes a requirement for a buffer of at least 15m between the
woodland and the development. We welcome that SuDS are cited for use here and we note that full
ecological surveys to include protected species have and will be carried out.
Policy CH02 – Layden Hall, East Grinstead Road
This site lies adjacent to Chailey Common Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). Chailey
Common Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) is afforded statutory protection under the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended).Thank you for consulting Natural England regarding this
allocation policy which I note has been amended to include the SSSI. We have the following
additional comments to make regarding the following:
An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and
implemented accordingly to mitigate potential adverse impacts on Chailey Common SSSI and the
local biodiversity. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity
and enhancement where possible; and
Again due to the nature and location of this site we advised that the term where possible was
omitted as enhancement should be a requirement of new development (as for policy BH01). We had
understood that this had been revised to reflect our advice. We further add that the need to
demonstrate biodiversity net gain will be of key importance here. Consideration of this will also need
to be made with regard to any tree felling on site.
We advise that the policy states that impacts to the SSSI must be avoided.
Newick
We note Policy DM Planning Boundaries that states Development proposals that result in a net
increase of one or more dwellings within 7km of the Ashdown Forest will only be permitted where
they comply with Core Policy 10(3) of the Local Plan Part 1. As Newick falls within this zone we
Page 3 of 6
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advise that it is worth noting that development will need to be commensurate with this specific DM
Policy here.

Employment Site Allocations
Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
Natural England has serious concerns regarding this allocation.
The allocation site is directly adjacent to and in the setting of, the South Downs National Park. There
is therefore clear potential for a significant impacts on the Special Qualities of the South Downs
National Park. The policy states that visual impacts will be minimised however, from the information
supplied, the impact from the development of this land in both landscape and visual terms is likely to
be significant. This allocation did not form part of previous iterations of the LLPP2 although we note
that part of this land was included in the 2003 Local Plan. We are very concerned that it has been
included at this late stage. We also note that the employment quota has already been fulfilled
elsewhere within the Local Plan area. Due to the sensitive location o f this site we therefore question
the need for the inclusion of this site in the Plan. The site is located in an area of open coastline
surrounded by a nature reserve.
Furthermore the allocation site contains valuable priority habitats of vegetated shingle and floodplain
grazing marsh for example. The allocation boundary stretches down to the mean high water mark.
This is of key concern to Natural England. The policy and supporting text make no mention of the
biodiversity value of this site and this is of key concern to Natural England. We advise that this
allocation site is removed from the LLPP2. We advise that you contact the South Downs National
Park Authority for their advice on this matter. We will be also be happy to advise further on this
matter.
We further advise that any obstruction to public rights of way and any intrusion of the England
Coastal Path is avoided.
Policy E2: Land Adjacent to American Express Community Stadium, Village Way, Falmer
This allocation also lies in the setting of the South Downs National Park. We advise that they are
consulted for their advice on this allocation site.
Policy DM14: Multi-functional Green Infrastructure
We welcome this policy which recognises the importance of the provision of multifunctional green
infrastructure throughout new development. Multifunctional G.I provides a wealth of benefits for
people and wildlife and provides a key role in the provision of ecosystems services. We fully support
this policy.
We note the following wording which we advise requires clarification:
(G.I) would be provided where justified by the character of the area or the need for outdoor playing
space. We advise that Green Infrastructure, if well designed, should incorporate a multitude of
functions as identified in the supporting text, and that accessible natural greenspace rather than
outdoor playing (amenity) space should be a governing factor for this. We advise that the important
role that Green Infrastructure has in contributing to biodiversity and environmental net gain should
be highlighted here.
Strategic provision of GI
We advise that GI should be strategic in Nature. Planning for GI at a strategic scale based on a
robust evidence base has clear benefits for people and wildlife. A well-designed G.I strategy can
provide Natural Capital and secure Ecosystems services in a resilient way that safeguards
resources for people and wildlife into the future. Links to wellbeing, heath and climate change
provision for example are clear. Natural England would welcome the opportunity to contribute to the
formation of any future GI strategy. We attach a GI checklist in support of this.
Children’s Playing Space
Page 4 of 6
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We fully support this policy. Interaction with the natural world has multiple benefits for people and
linking this to G.I networks and cycle routes for example can enhance this.
Policy DM18: Recreation and Rivers
We support this policy
Policy DM24: Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity
We note this policy ad have the following amendments to make:
The protection pertaining to SSSIs is provided to mimic that of the NPPF but the wording provided
lacks the strength of the NPPF in the following ways.
Development which would be likely to adversely affect a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI),
National Nature Reserve (NNR), or a Marine Conservation Zone (MCZ) will only be permitted where
the benefits of the development, at this site, outweigh the damage to the nationa lly recognised
special interest of the designated site and any adverse impacts on the wider network of SSSIs.
The NPPF states that:
175 c). “development on land within or outside a SSSI, and which is likely to have an adverse effect
on it (either individually or in combination with other developments), should not normally be
permitted. The only exception is where the benefits of the development in the location proposed
clearly outweigh both its likely impact on the features of the site that make it of special scientific
interest, and any broader impacts on the national network of SSSIs”
The phrases highlighted above provide a greater level of protection that those included in the Local
Plan.
We advise that collaboration is required between the hierarchy of sites in order to reflect the NPPF
as follows:
Outside of designated sites
Irreplaceable habitats
We advise that irreplaceable habitats be placed above local sites in the hierarchy of designation s to
reflect their national importance and complexity. Once lost these habitats are by their very nature,
irreplaceable. The NPPF reflects this and has recently been revised to give greater weight to the
protection of ancient woodland for example.
175 c) “development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats (such as ancient
woodland and ancient or veteran trees) should be refused unless there are wholly exceptional
reasons (footnote 58) and a suitable compensation strategy exists”.
Priority habitats and species
These include species and habitats listed under S41 of the NERC Act 2006. This includes priority
habitats and species and should be clearly referenced separately to protected species.
Section 40 of the NERC Act 2006 places a general duty on all public authorities, i ncluding local
planning authorities, to conserve and enhance biodiversity. Further information on this duty is
available in the Defra publication ‘Guidance for Local Authorities on Implementing the Biodiversity
Duty’.
We further advise that links to Green Infrastructure policies should be made.
We would re-iterate our advice in our letter of January 2018 that the policy includes networks of
natural habitats and the consideration of biodiversity on a landscape- scale. Habitat networks are
not only rich in biodiversity in their own right but also act as key stepping stones for species
throughout the landscape. For example the provision interlinking habitats play an important role in
enabling genetic exchange between populations within habitats throughout the landscape. They
also act as flightlines and foraging areas for bats for example and provide migratory pathways
through the landscape.
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I would refer you to the SDNP Local Plan Policy SD12 for an example of a Biodiversity Policy which
encompasses these issues and which we fully support. The SDNP Local Plan also has an
overarching requirement for net gain. We advise that net gain is included in this policy as an
overarching requirement. The NPPF States the following:
170 d). Planning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and local
environment by“ minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity….” 174 b) Plans
should ”.identify and purse opportunities for securing measurable net gains for biodiversity”
118. Planning policies and decisions should: a) encourage multiple benefits from both urban and
rural land, including through mixed use schemes and taking opportunities to achieve net
environmental gains-such as developments that would enable habitat creation or improve public
access to the countryside”
Policy DM27: Landscape Design
We advise that this policy includes the requirement to protect the Special Qualities of the South
Downs National Park as future developments outside the National Park may nevertheless affect it’s
setting or views in or out of this nationally designated landscape.
Policy DM35: Footpath, Cycle and Bridleway Network
We advise that links to Green Infrastructure could be made in this policy.
I hope the above is helpful and please do not hesitate to contact me should you wish to disc uss this
matter. Please send further correspondence, marked for my attention, to
consultations@naturalengland.org.uk quoting our reference 259464
Yours sincerely

Rebecca Pearson
Lead Adviser
Sustainable Development
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thom, Tondra
06 November 2018 15:15
ldf
FW: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission

Please see and add to NE rep the below clarification
From: Pearson, Rebecca (NE) [mailto:Rebecca.Pearson@naturalengland.org.uk]
Sent: 06 November 2018 14:56
To: Thom, Tondra
Subject: RE: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission
Hi Tondra
You are absolutely right, the confusion was that the level of detail provided was an enhanced level but this did not of
course mean that mitigation was required to concluded no likely significant effect!
So, in answer to your query
You do not need to add air pollution as an impact pathway for which mitigation is needed. We are satisfied with the
evidence provided for air pollution impacts and concur that no mitigation is required in order to conclude no likely
significant effect.
I hope this is helpful, please do get in touch should you wish further clarification.
Warmest wishes
Rebecca

From: Thom, Tondra [mailto:Tondra.Thom@lewes‐eastbourne.gov.uk]
Sent: 06 November 2018 12:14
To: Pearson, Rebecca (NE)
Cc: ldf
Subject: RE: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre‐Submission

Hi Rebecca,
Thank you for the Natural England rep you submitted, I appreciate that you managed to submit
this within the timeframe of the consultation period, that’s most helpful. I accept that the People
over Wind Judgement means we need to reword the LSE section as mitigation has to be applied
through AA rather than at screening stage – this applies to the 7km recreation impact zone for
Ashdown Forest.
I do have one query though, on which I would like some clarification on please. On page 2 of your
rep under air pollution impacts heading, you state the following:
We note the following statement:
3.39 states that In summary, the only impact pathway that requires consideration in the LPP2
HRA is recreational pressure upon Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC as this is the only impact
pathway for which a conclusion of no likely significant effect or no adverse effect on
integrity could not be reached for the growth in the Joint Core Strategy without mitigation.
(my emphasis)
1
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We advise that air pollution also needs to be included here as an-in combination effect remains for
this impact in the absence of mitigation. We recognise that the HRA has indeed taken this through
to appropriate assessment, but for clarity and to ensure no misinterpretation is made we advise
that the above sentence is revised to include air pollution. (my emphasis)
Whilst I agree that our work on air pollution did result in AA being undertaken - due to the scientific
rigour of assessment it could hardly be considered screening and the ecological interpretation did
result in conclusions regarding the integrity of the Forest; however at no point was it concluded
that mitigation is required alone or in combination. To add air pollution to the sentence in bold
would imply that mitigation is required.
I am concerned that your rep implies that mitigation is required for air quality impacts, when our
conclusion in the HRA does not identify this requirement.
Could you please clarify that we do not need to add air pollution as an impact pathway to the
above sentence and can you confirm that you agree with the conclusion of the HRA that no
mitigation is required?
Thank you
Tondra
Tondra Thom
Planning Policy Manager
Lewes District and Eastbourne Borough Councils
Tel: 01273 085677 or 01323 415677
Mobile: 07824 596 985
E: tondra.thom@lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk
W: lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk

From: Pearson, Rebecca (NE) [mailto:Rebecca.Pearson@naturalengland.org.uk]
Sent: 05 November 2018 17:48
To: ldf
Subject: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission

Dear Sir/Madam
Please find attached Natural England’s comments on the above document.

Kind regards
Rebecca Pearson
Lead Adviser
Sustainable Development Team
Natural England
Guildbourne House, Chatsworth Road
Worthing BN11 1LD
Tel: 0300 060 4090 Mobile: 07810694335
I work part-time Monday to Wednesday.
www.gov.uk/natural-england
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We are here to secure a healthy natural environment for people to enjoy, where wildlife is protected and
England’s traditional landscapes are safeguarded for future generations.
In an effort to reduce Natural England's carbon footprint, I will, wherever possible, avoid travelling to meetings and
attend via audio, video or web conferencing.

Natural England is accredited to the Cabinet Office Customer Service Excellence Standard

This email and any attachments is intended for the named recipient only. If you have received it in error you
have no authority to use, disclose, store or copy any of its contents and you should destroy it and inform the
sender. Whilst this email and associated attachments will have been checked for known viruses whilst
within the Natural England systems, we can accept no responsibility once it has left our systems.
Communications on Natural England systems may be monitored and/or recorded to secure the effective
operation of the system and for other lawful purposes.
This email and any attachments is intended for the named recipient only. If you have received it in error you
have no authority to use, disclose, store or copy any of its contents and you should destroy it and inform the
sender. Whilst this email and associated attachments will have been checked for known viruses whilst
within the Natural England systems, we can accept no responsibility once it has left our systems.
Communications on Natural England systems may be monitored and/or recorded to secure the effective
operation of the system and for other lawful purposes.
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Initial advice on providing GI strategies in Local Plans
Key principles
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states in paragraph 114 that local
planning authorities should:
“set out a strategic approach in their Local Plans, planning positively for the creation,
protection, enhancement and management of networks of biodiversity and green
infrastructure;”
Supporting guidance to the NPPF is set out in the National Planning Practice Guidance at:
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/naturalenvironment/biodiversity-ecosystems-and-green-infrastructure/
GI is multifunctional and provides ecosystem services; if well-designed it encompasses
linking habitat networks, climate change mitigation, flood management, health and
wellbeing, alternative transport links, improved air quality, food production, and habitat
creation for example.GI can also be effectively used to provide biodiversity net gain.
Stages of creating a GI Strategy
Use mapping tools (see below) to evaluate:
1) Evidence Base-Existing GI
a) Typology Mapping -What GI resources are already there? (for example
woodland extent)
b) Functionality Mapping - What is the GI currently doing?
2) What is required in your Plan Area?
c) What are the functional needs of the area? Priority themes, local plan policy,
how can the GI resource be improved?
d) Where are these needs? Spatial mapping.
3) Design The GI Strategy based on evidence from 1-4 above

Evidence base-what tools are available to provide this?
There are a variety of tools available to provide the evidence base. The Ecosystems
Knowledge Network https://ecosystemsknowledge.net/ includes further information and
range of tools available. The tool adopted will depend on local requirements.
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Links between Natural Capital, GI and Ecosystems Services

Green Infrastructure, Natural capital and Ecosystems services are fundamentally linked as
demonstrated above. Understanding these links is key to developing a GI Strategy.

A GI strategy can be used to:





Inform development decisions and design .Ensure project-level interventions
contribute to the strategy;
Support the development of Green Infrastructure Policy and other policies in the
Local Plan (for example biodiversity, health and wellbeing, climate change due to
multifunctional nature) and support Local Plan reviews;
Provide evidence to inform and guide other strategic actions and bids for resources
(LEP/LNP for example);
Provide a baseline for periodical review and monitoring.
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Representation ID: REP/023/E2

Representation ID:

REP/023/E2

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/023

Name:

Sandra Rogers

Organisation:

Brighton and Hove City Council

Consultation Body:

Specific

Stakeholder Type:

Other Local Authority

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

Sandra.Rogers@brighton-hove.gov.uk

Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

E2 - Land adjacent to American Express Community
Stadium, Village Way, Falmer

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
The council welcomes the allocation of the Land Adjacent to American Express
Community Stadium Village Way, Falmer at Policy E1. This reflects the opportunity the
site (located within the boundaries of both Lewes District Council and Brighton Hove City
Council) has to enhance the stadium facilities by providing offices or health/education
uses associated with stadium.
The policy wording reflects the policy wording in the Draft Brighton & Hove City Plan
Part 2 and is therefore supported. It suggested that the wording in footnote 16 is
amended to reflect the policy reference in the draft City Plan Part 1 is Policy SSA7: The
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Representation ID: REP/023/E2
Brighton & Hove City Plan Part 2 is also proposing to allocate the part of the site within
its administrative area for the uses set in Policy SSA7.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/310/E2

Representation ID:

REP/310/E2

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/310

Name:

Simon Neale

Organisation:

University of Sussex

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

4th Floor, Bramber House, University of Sussex
Refectory Road
Falmer
BN1 9QU

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E2 - Land adjacent to American Express Community
Stadium, Village Way, Falmer

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
The University supports this allocation. It provides the opportunity for development of the
site to assist with the further development and enhancement of the role of the Lewes
Road area as Brighton and Hove's academic corridor, in accordance with Policy DA3 of
the Brighton and Hove City Plan Part One. With respect to the potential of the land to
deliver health or education uses, the proposed allocation accords with Strategic
Objecive 5 and Core Policy 7 of the District Council's Local Plan Part 1Joint Core
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Strategy.
The University welcomes and supports the recognition within supporting paragraph 3.21
of the draft Plan that the design and massing of any proposed development will need to
consider the visual impact of the development on the Grade II registered historic
Stanmer Park and Listed Buildings within the University of Sussex campus.
It is noted that there is no acknowledgement of the need for improvements to be made
to access off and onto the A27 from the B2123 Falmer to Woodingdean Road in view of
existing traffic congestion at peak times. The University believes this problem should be
acknowledged in the supporting text to the policy with the need for consideration to be
given to the scope for improvements to be made to this junction as part of the
development proposals for this site
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in
Public?

No, I do Not
wish to
participate at
the oral
examiNoatioNo

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/341/E2

Representation ID:

REP/341/E2

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/341

Name:

Martin Perry

Organisation:

The Community Stadium Limited

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Planning Consultant

Agent Details:

Name:

Daniel Frisby

Organisation:

DMH Stallard LLP

Contact Details:

Email Address:

daniel.frisby@dmhstallard.com

Address:

Gainsborough House
Pegler Way
Pegler Way
West Sussex
RH11 7FZ

Representation:

Policy/Section:

E2 - Land adjacent to American Express Community
Stadium, Village Way, Falmer

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes
Not Positively Prepared
Not Justified

Representation:
We are generally supportive of the wording of the proposed policy however we consider
that the range of acceptable uses should include a retail store associated directly with
the American Express Community Stadium. This would allow sufficient flexibility for the
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Representation ID: REP/341/E2
range of uses that may be required to support use of the Stadium, furthermore it would
allow the retail store within the Stadium itself to be reconfigured as part of these
proposals and ensure the effective use of the Stadium and proposed East Stand
building.
The above is considered necessary to make the proposed allocation positively prepared
and in accordance with the NPPF (2018) which states that planning policies should 'be
flexible enough to accommodate needs not anticipated in the plan…and to enable a
rapid response to changes in circumstance'.
With regards to bullet point 3, it should be noted that the Community Stadium already
lies in a highly sustainable location which has received significant investment due to
construction and expansion of the Universities and Community Stadium. Both the
Universities and Community Stadium operate under detailed Travel Plans to promote
sustainable transport in compliance with Planning Conditions and Legal Agreements.
The Proposed Development will be for a complementary use to these existing facilities
and it is considered unnecessary and too prescriptive to require any significant
additional sustainable transport infrastructure. It is considered that any significant
additional sustainable transport infrastructure would not be justified, due to the highly
sustainable location and the proposed uses.
With regards to bullet point 4, it is considered that reference to green walls and roofs is
too prescriptive and should be removed, as such features will not always be either the
best or achievable solutions to any specific project. The use of such features would not
be in keeping with the architecture of the Stadium, and it is unlikely that they would be
the best landscape approach to the Proposed Development. It is considered that the
specific detailed landscape design of the Proposed Development would be more
appropriately addressed at the Planning Application stage. Therefore it is considered
that reference to specific features should be removed as they would be too prescriptive
and the approach to be taken has not been justified in design terms.
With regards to bullet point 6, it is considered unnecessary and unjustified to require a
training place agreement given the level of training being provided already to local
people throughout various aspects of The Community Stadium Limited's business and
having regard to the proposal which will comprise part educational use. The requirement
for additional financial contributions to training may make any scheme unviable.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
We would request that:
1. the Policy is amended to include Retail (A1) directly associated with use of The
American Express Community Stadium to be included as part of the mixture of
acceptable uses;
2. removal of reference to provision of new sustainable transport infrastructure; and
3. removal of reference to green roofs and walls.
4. removal of reference to the requirement for a training place agreement
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
We consider that the policy as drafted is unsound and therefore would seek to provide
evidence at the oral examination to set out our reasons for this to the Inspector.
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Policy-specific Representations

DM1: Planning Boundary
Representation References: DM1
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Representation ID: REP/020/DM1

Representation ID:

REP/020/DM1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/020

Name:

Lois Partridge

Organisation:

Mid Sussex District Council

Consultation Body:

Specific

Stakeholder Type:

Other Local Authority

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

lois.partridge@midsussex.gov.uk

Address:

Oaklands Road
Haywards Heath
E Sussex
RH16 1ss

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM1: Planning Boundary

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
MSDC welcomes the fact that the Planning Boundary on the Plan's Policies Map, Inset
Map 11 – Edge of Burgess Hill, has been amended since the previous consultation, to
exclude land east of Valebridge Road, which is not allocated for development. This will
help to ensure that this land is protected as open countryside, and will help to deter
speculative development in this area.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Oaklands Road
Haywards Heath
West Sussex

Switchboard: 01444 458166
DX 300320 Haywards Heath 1
www.midsussex.gov.uk

RH16 1SS
Contact:
Councillor Andrew MacNaughton Tel: 01293 522817
email: andrew.macnaughton@midsussex.gov.uk

Your Ref:
Our Ref:

AMN/LP

Date:
th
5 November 2018

BY EMAIL

Dear Sir/Madam,
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Polices
Pre-Submission Document September 2018
Mid Sussex District Council (MSDC) welcomes the opportunity to comment on the Lewes District
Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission document (‘the Plan’). The Council has a number of comments it
wishes to make.
Planned Housing Growth
Spatial Policy 2 of the Joint Core Strategy Lewes District Local Plan Part 1 identified that provision
would be made for 6,900 new homes in Lewes District between 2010 and 2030. Provision was
made for 1,073 units through strategic allocations, with 2,216 units built or committed as at 1 April
2015, and supply from windfall and rural exceptions sites allowance of 545 units.
MSDC notes that the residual housing requirement to be provided in the Plan is 1,660 units.
However, the Plan only allocates sites to meet 432 units of that residual need, with the other 1,250
units to be delivered from made and emerging Neighbourhood Plans. MSDC has concerns with
this approach.
Of the 1,250 homes identified in the Plan which are anticipated to be delivered from
Neighbourhood Plans, a total of 865 units are identified in the Newhaven, Peacehaven and
Telscombe and Seaford Neighbourhood Plans. These plans are still emerging, and are at a
relatively early stage of their preparation.
Peacehaven and Telscombe have only this year carried out a Call for Sites, Seaford has not yet
consulted on its Regulation 14 draft Plan, and Newhaven Town Council has not yet consulted on
its Regulation 16 draft Plan. As such, the allocation of sites through these plans has not been
tested through the Examination process, nor approved through a referendum.
It is acknowledged that Lewes District Council (LDC) commits to closely monitor the progress of
the Neighbourhood Plans, and has set out a mechanism to review the Council’s approach to
Neighbourhood Planning, if any concerns arise regarding timings.
Paragraph 2.16 of the Plan notes that LDC will consider what, if any, measures are needed to
resolve the issue. These might include LDC recovering the role of identifying allocations through a
subsequent development plan document or a future review of the Local Plan.

Working together for a better Mid Sussex

Councillor Andrew MacNaughton
Cabinet Member for Housing and Planning
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This would have been a pragmatic approach, if all the Neighbourhood Plans were already ‘made’.
However, as several of the Neighbourhood Plans on which the Plan relies to deliver housing are
not yet close to this stage, there is a significant risk that they may not deliver the required housing,
and a further risk that if the housing does come forward, it will not be delivered by 2030, the end of
the Plan period.
MSDC notes the requirements of the NPPF, paragraph 23 of which states that:
‘Strategic policies should provide a clear strategy for bringing sufficient land forward, and at a
sufficient rate, to address objectively assessed needs over the plan period, in line with the
presumption in favour of sustainable development. This should include planning for and allocating
sufficient sites to deliver the strategic priorities of the area.’
MSDC questions whether the reliance on emerging Neighbourhood Plans represents a clear
strategy for bringing sufficient land forward, to deliver the strategic priorities of the area.
Lewes District Council is therefore encouraged to identify further sites to allocate for housing
through the Plan preparation process, to remove the uncertainty of delivery associated with as yet
untested, draft Neighbourhood Plans. This approach will seek to ensure that there is minimum
unmet need within Lewes District, and that neighbouring authorities are not asked to review
whether they are able to meet this unmet need.
Policy BHO1 (Land at The Nuggets, Valebridge Road)
Policy BH01 allocates land at The Nuggets for 14 homes, which is proposed to be accessed
through the property ‘Woodreeves’. The site lies immediately adjacent to the border with Mid
Sussex District, with the proposed access to the site from land in Mid Sussex District.
In response to Lewes District Council’s previous, Regulation 18 consultation on the draft Site
Allocations and Development Management Policies document, MSDC noted that the policy should
acknowledge the impact of the proposed development on services and facilities provided in Mid
Sussex District, due to the proximity of the development to the district boundary. This is particularly
relevant now, as there is a current planning application for 25 homes on this site, rather than the 14
units set out in the draft allocation.
It is disappointing to note that, while paragraph 2.47 of the supporting text to Policy BH01 notes
that the proposed access for the site lies within the county of West Sussex, the text and the policy
still do not acknowledge that the shops, services and public transport provision which will support
the new residents of the development lie within Mid Sussex District.
As set out in our previous response, in line with the spatial strategy set out in our District Plan
Burgess Hill is subject to a major growth programme for 5,000 new homes, and 25 hectares of
employment land along with associated infrastructure. MSDC is working closely with service and
infrastructure providers to ensure that the corresponding social, community and highways
infrastructure is provided in a timely manner to support this strategic development.
MSDC will be responding to future Lewes District Council ‘Community Infrastructure Levy Window
for Bidding’ to ensure that development on the border with Mid Sussex makes a proportional
contribution to the impact that the development will have on local services and facilities.
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BH02 (Land at Oakfields, Theobalds Road)
Mid Sussex District Council welcomes the removal of the draft allocation of Land at Oakfields,
Theobalds Road, Burgess Hill which was in the previous version of the Plan.
Gypsy and Traveller Provision
MSDC welcomes the inclusion of the proposed allocation of Land south of the Plough for 5
additional permanent Gypsy and Traveller pitches in Policy GT01, and notes that this allocation
meets the need identified in the Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Assessment, 2015, for
Lewes District outside of the National Park, over the Plan period.
Policy DM1: Planning Boundary
MSDC welcomes the fact that the Planning Boundary on the Plan’s Policies Map, Inset Map 11 –
Edge of Burgess Hill, has been amended since the previous consultation, to exclude land east of
Valebridge Road, which is not allocated for development. This will help to ensure that this land is
protected as open countryside, and will help to deter speculative development in this area.
Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA)
The District Council remains committed to co-operating with the other affected local authorities
through the Ashdown Forest Officer Working Group and looks forward to working in partnership to
protect the Ashdown Forest SAC in an appropriate manner.
If you would like to discuss any of these comments, please contact Alice Henstock, Senior
Planning Policy Officer, alice.henstock@midsussex.gov.uk
Yours sincerely,

Councillor Andrew MacNaughton
Cabinet Member for Housing and Planning
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Representation ID: REP/021/DM1

Representation ID:

REP/021/DM1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/021

Name:

Rebecca Pearson

Organisation:

Natural England

Consultation Body:

Specific

Stakeholder Type:

National group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

Rebecca.Pearson@naturalengland.org.uk

Address:

Guildbourne House
Chatsworth Road
Worthing
West Sussex
BN11 1LD

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM1: Planning Boundary

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
We note Policy DM Planning Boundaries that states Development proposals that result
in a net increase of one or more dwellings within 7km of the Ashdown Forest will only be
permitted where they comply with Core Policy 10(3) of the Local Plan Part 1. As Newick
falls within this zone we advise that it is worth noting that development will need to be
commensurate with this specific DM Policy here.
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What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Date:
Our ref:

05 November 2018
259464

Customer Services
Hornbeam House
Crewe Business Park
Electra Way
Crewe
Cheshire
CW1 6GJ

BY EMAIL ONLY

T 0300 060 3900

Dear Sir/Madam
Planning consultation: Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations, Development
Management Polices Pre-Submission Document and Habitats Regulations Assessment
(HRA)
Thank you for your consultation on the above dated 05 December 2017 which was received by
Natural England on the same day.
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that the
natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present and future
generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development.
Please find our comments in relation to the Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations,
Development Management Policies and Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA)
Habitats Regulations Assessment-clarification required
We advise that the Habitats Regulations Section presented in the Pre -Submission document does
not concur with the findings of the accompanying Habitats Regulations Assessment for the Local
Plan Part 2. Although Natural England agrees with the findings of the attached HRA, following the
recent People Over Wind European Judgement, aspects of the HRA and its interpretation within the
core document need to be amended as follows:
Conclusion of NSLE for the Plan
Natural England does not agree with the conclusion that the implementation of the Lewes Local
Plan Part 1 or 2 will have no Likely Significant Effect as cited in the Lewes Local Plan Part 2
Document . We advise that this conclusion needs to be revised to concur with the published HRA
and the recent People Over Wind European Judgement. Following this judgement competent
authorities are no longer able to include mitigation for impacts to European Sites at the screening
stage of an HRA. Therefore it is not appropriate to rely on ameliorative (mitigation) measures such
as SANGS and SAMS and policies pertaining to these when determining any likely significant
effects within Habitats Regulations Assessments. We advise that an appropriate assessment will be
required if, in the absence of mitigation, the competent authority cannot conclude “no likely
significant effect”. However mitigation can be used at the appropriate assessment stage.
The HRA correctly interprets this judgement and sets out that any development within 7km of
Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC (within the plan area) without the mitigation set out in Core Policy 10
of the Local Plan Part 1 could have an in-combination on the international site via recreational
pressure; therefore concluding a likely significant effect cannot be ruled out. The HRA therefore
takes this through to appropriate assessment as no likely significant effect cannot be concluded. We
agree with this approach.
Including Air Pollution impacts in the Appropriate Assessment stage
Page 1 of 6
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We note the following statement:
3.39 states that In summary, the only impact pathway that requires consideration in the LPP2 HRA
is recreational pressure upon Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC as this is the only impact pathway
for which a conclusion of no likely significant effect or no adverse effect on integrity could
not be reached for the growth in the Joint Core Strategy without mitigation.
We advise that air pollution also needs to be included here as an-in combination effect remains for
this impact in the absence of mitigation. We recognise that the HRA has indeed taken this through
to appropriate assessment, but for clarity and to ensure no misinterpretation is made we advise that
the above sentence is revised to include air pollution.
Overall conclusion for the HRA
We agree with the following statement:
It is therefore be concluded that no adverse effect upon the integrity of Ashdown Forest SAC is
expected to result from development provided by the South Downs Local Plan/Lewes JCS, even
in- combination with other plans and projects.
However the audit pathways taken (through appropriate assessment ,where relevant) in order to
reach this conclusion should be more clearly defined in the HRA as above and importantly,
accurately interpreted within the LLPP2 Submission Document.
Further advice
1.19 We advise that the following sentence should be re-worded
A Likely Significant Effect must be established both in terms of the individual plan and of the plan in
combination with other policies and proposals,
We advise that this should read:
Any likely Significant Effect must be established both in terms of the individual plan and of the plan
in combination with other policies and proposals
Overarching advice-net gain
Since the Publication of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 The NPPF has been amended and contains a
clear direction to ensure new development demonstrates a net gain in biodiversity. We welcome this
approach. The various allocation sites will need to echo this direction stemming from a clear steer
within Policy DM24 to include net gain as advised variously throughout our advice letter below:
The revised NPPF states the following:
170 d). Planning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and local
environment by“minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity….” 174 b) Plans
should ”….identify and purse opportunities for securing measurable net gains for biodiversity”
118. Planning policies and decisions should: a) encourage multiple benefits from both urban and
rural land, including through mixed use schemes and taking opportunities to achieve net
environmental gains-such as developments that would enable habitat creation or improve public
access to the countryside”
Site Allocations
Policy NH01 - South of Valley Road
This allocation is close to the National Park boundary and we welcome the inclusion of the
requirement to fully assess the impacts of views on any development here.
Policy NH02 - Land at The Marina
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We note that this allocation has the potential to impact on biodiversity. We advise that the allocation
policy includes a requirement for a net gain in biodiversity in order to comply with he recently
revised NPPF (further discussed in Policy DM24).
Policy BH01 - Land at The Nuggets, Valebridge Road
This Site allocation is surrounded by ancient woodland and networks of natural Habitats. We
welcome that this policy has been amended to include the irreplaceable nature of ancient woodland
and note the additional information pertaining to this in the supporting text. Thank you for consulting
Natural England on this matter.
Again the development will need to demonstrate a net gain in biodiversity and we further advise that
networks of natural habitats should be maintained and enhanced in order to provide a development
which is sympathetic to its location and clearly biodiversity-lead. We advise this should be a key
requirement to guide any development proposals.
We also advise re-iterate that the policy should state that impacts to ancient woodland should be
avoided to echo to the recently updated NPPF as follows:
175 c) “development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats (such as ancient
woodland and ancient or veteran trees) should be refused unless there are wholly exceptional
reasons (footnote 58) and a suitable compensation strategy exists”.
Policy BA03 - Land at Bridgelands Barcombe Cross
We further advise that this policy includes the consideration of the use of SuDS. We welcome that it
is included in the supporting text but it is not a requirement within the policy. We advise that welldesigned SuDS have multiple benefits for wildlife and people, providing habitats and valuable
ecosystems services such as, flood amelioration. A SuDS lead scheme would be welcome here.
Policy CH01 – Glendene, Station Road
We note that ancient woodland lies adjacent to the site and would refer you to our Standing advice
with regard to this matter. This includes a requirement for a buffer of at least 15m between the
woodland and the development. We welcome that SuDS are cited for use here and we note that full
ecological surveys to include protected species have and will be carried out.
Policy CH02 – Layden Hall, East Grinstead Road
This site lies adjacent to Chailey Common Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). Chailey
Common Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) is afforded statutory protection under the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended).Thank you for consulting Natural England regarding this
allocation policy which I note has been amended to include the SSSI. We have the following
additional comments to make regarding the following:
An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and
implemented accordingly to mitigate potential adverse impacts on Chailey Common SSSI and the
local biodiversity. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity
and enhancement where possible; and
Again due to the nature and location of this site we advised that the term where possible was
omitted as enhancement should be a requirement of new development (as for policy BH01). We had
understood that this had been revised to reflect our advice. We further add that the need to
demonstrate biodiversity net gain will be of key importance here. Consideration of this will also need
to be made with regard to any tree felling on site.
We advise that the policy states that impacts to the SSSI must be avoided.
Newick
We note Policy DM Planning Boundaries that states Development proposals that result in a net
increase of one or more dwellings within 7km of the Ashdown Forest will only be permitted where
they comply with Core Policy 10(3) of the Local Plan Part 1. As Newick falls within this zone we
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advise that it is worth noting that development will need to be commensurate with this specific DM
Policy here.

Employment Site Allocations
Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
Natural England has serious concerns regarding this allocation.
The allocation site is directly adjacent to and in the setting of, the South Downs National Park. There
is therefore clear potential for a significant impacts on the Special Qualities of the South Downs
National Park. The policy states that visual impacts will be minimised however, from the information
supplied, the impact from the development of this land in both landscape and visual terms is likely to
be significant. This allocation did not form part of previous iterations of the LLPP2 although we note
that part of this land was included in the 2003 Local Plan. We are very concerned that it has been
included at this late stage. We also note that the employment quota has already been fulfilled
elsewhere within the Local Plan area. Due to the sensitive location o f this site we therefore question
the need for the inclusion of this site in the Plan. The site is located in an area of open coastline
surrounded by a nature reserve.
Furthermore the allocation site contains valuable priority habitats of vegetated shingle and floodplain
grazing marsh for example. The allocation boundary stretches down to the mean high water mark.
This is of key concern to Natural England. The policy and supporting text make no mention of the
biodiversity value of this site and this is of key concern to Natural England. We advise that this
allocation site is removed from the LLPP2. We advise that you contact the South Downs National
Park Authority for their advice on this matter. We will be also be happy to advise further on this
matter.
We further advise that any obstruction to public rights of way and any intrusion of the England
Coastal Path is avoided.
Policy E2: Land Adjacent to American Express Community Stadium, Village Way, Falmer
This allocation also lies in the setting of the South Downs National Park. We advise that they are
consulted for their advice on this allocation site.
Policy DM14: Multi-functional Green Infrastructure
We welcome this policy which recognises the importance of the provision of multifunctional green
infrastructure throughout new development. Multifunctional G.I provides a wealth of benefits for
people and wildlife and provides a key role in the provision of ecosystems services. We fully support
this policy.
We note the following wording which we advise requires clarification:
(G.I) would be provided where justified by the character of the area or the need for outdoor playing
space. We advise that Green Infrastructure, if well designed, should incorporate a multitude of
functions as identified in the supporting text, and that accessible natural greenspace rather than
outdoor playing (amenity) space should be a governing factor for this. We advise that the important
role that Green Infrastructure has in contributing to biodiversity and environmental net gain should
be highlighted here.
Strategic provision of GI
We advise that GI should be strategic in Nature. Planning for GI at a strategic scale based on a
robust evidence base has clear benefits for people and wildlife. A well-designed G.I strategy can
provide Natural Capital and secure Ecosystems services in a resilient way that safeguards
resources for people and wildlife into the future. Links to wellbeing, heath and climate change
provision for example are clear. Natural England would welcome the opportunity to contribute to the
formation of any future GI strategy. We attach a GI checklist in support of this.
Children’s Playing Space
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We fully support this policy. Interaction with the natural world has multiple benefits for people and
linking this to G.I networks and cycle routes for example can enhance this.
Policy DM18: Recreation and Rivers
We support this policy
Policy DM24: Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity
We note this policy ad have the following amendments to make:
The protection pertaining to SSSIs is provided to mimic that of the NPPF but the wording provided
lacks the strength of the NPPF in the following ways.
Development which would be likely to adversely affect a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI),
National Nature Reserve (NNR), or a Marine Conservation Zone (MCZ) will only be permitted where
the benefits of the development, at this site, outweigh the damage to the nationa lly recognised
special interest of the designated site and any adverse impacts on the wider network of SSSIs.
The NPPF states that:
175 c). “development on land within or outside a SSSI, and which is likely to have an adverse effect
on it (either individually or in combination with other developments), should not normally be
permitted. The only exception is where the benefits of the development in the location proposed
clearly outweigh both its likely impact on the features of the site that make it of special scientific
interest, and any broader impacts on the national network of SSSIs”
The phrases highlighted above provide a greater level of protection that those included in the Local
Plan.
We advise that collaboration is required between the hierarchy of sites in order to reflect the NPPF
as follows:
Outside of designated sites
Irreplaceable habitats
We advise that irreplaceable habitats be placed above local sites in the hierarchy of designation s to
reflect their national importance and complexity. Once lost these habitats are by their very nature,
irreplaceable. The NPPF reflects this and has recently been revised to give greater weight to the
protection of ancient woodland for example.
175 c) “development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats (such as ancient
woodland and ancient or veteran trees) should be refused unless there are wholly exceptional
reasons (footnote 58) and a suitable compensation strategy exists”.
Priority habitats and species
These include species and habitats listed under S41 of the NERC Act 2006. This includes priority
habitats and species and should be clearly referenced separately to protected species.
Section 40 of the NERC Act 2006 places a general duty on all public authorities, i ncluding local
planning authorities, to conserve and enhance biodiversity. Further information on this duty is
available in the Defra publication ‘Guidance for Local Authorities on Implementing the Biodiversity
Duty’.
We further advise that links to Green Infrastructure policies should be made.
We would re-iterate our advice in our letter of January 2018 that the policy includes networks of
natural habitats and the consideration of biodiversity on a landscape- scale. Habitat networks are
not only rich in biodiversity in their own right but also act as key stepping stones for species
throughout the landscape. For example the provision interlinking habitats play an important role in
enabling genetic exchange between populations within habitats throughout the landscape. They
also act as flightlines and foraging areas for bats for example and provide migratory pathways
through the landscape.
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I would refer you to the SDNP Local Plan Policy SD12 for an example of a Biodiversity Policy which
encompasses these issues and which we fully support. The SDNP Local Plan also has an
overarching requirement for net gain. We advise that net gain is included in this policy as an
overarching requirement. The NPPF States the following:
170 d). Planning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and local
environment by“ minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity….” 174 b) Plans
should ”.identify and purse opportunities for securing measurable net gains for biodiversity”
118. Planning policies and decisions should: a) encourage multiple benefits from both urban and
rural land, including through mixed use schemes and taking opportunities to achieve net
environmental gains-such as developments that would enable habitat creation or improve public
access to the countryside”
Policy DM27: Landscape Design
We advise that this policy includes the requirement to protect the Special Qualities of the South
Downs National Park as future developments outside the National Park may nevertheless affect it’s
setting or views in or out of this nationally designated landscape.
Policy DM35: Footpath, Cycle and Bridleway Network
We advise that links to Green Infrastructure could be made in this policy.
I hope the above is helpful and please do not hesitate to contact me should you wish to disc uss this
matter. Please send further correspondence, marked for my attention, to
consultations@naturalengland.org.uk quoting our reference 259464
Yours sincerely

Rebecca Pearson
Lead Adviser
Sustainable Development
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thom, Tondra
06 November 2018 15:15
ldf
FW: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission

Please see and add to NE rep the below clarification
From: Pearson, Rebecca (NE) [mailto:Rebecca.Pearson@naturalengland.org.uk]
Sent: 06 November 2018 14:56
To: Thom, Tondra
Subject: RE: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission
Hi Tondra
You are absolutely right, the confusion was that the level of detail provided was an enhanced level but this did not of
course mean that mitigation was required to concluded no likely significant effect!
So, in answer to your query
You do not need to add air pollution as an impact pathway for which mitigation is needed. We are satisfied with the
evidence provided for air pollution impacts and concur that no mitigation is required in order to conclude no likely
significant effect.
I hope this is helpful, please do get in touch should you wish further clarification.
Warmest wishes
Rebecca

From: Thom, Tondra [mailto:Tondra.Thom@lewes‐eastbourne.gov.uk]
Sent: 06 November 2018 12:14
To: Pearson, Rebecca (NE)
Cc: ldf
Subject: RE: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre‐Submission

Hi Rebecca,
Thank you for the Natural England rep you submitted, I appreciate that you managed to submit
this within the timeframe of the consultation period, that’s most helpful. I accept that the People
over Wind Judgement means we need to reword the LSE section as mitigation has to be applied
through AA rather than at screening stage – this applies to the 7km recreation impact zone for
Ashdown Forest.
I do have one query though, on which I would like some clarification on please. On page 2 of your
rep under air pollution impacts heading, you state the following:
We note the following statement:
3.39 states that In summary, the only impact pathway that requires consideration in the LPP2
HRA is recreational pressure upon Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC as this is the only impact
pathway for which a conclusion of no likely significant effect or no adverse effect on
integrity could not be reached for the growth in the Joint Core Strategy without mitigation.
(my emphasis)
1
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We advise that air pollution also needs to be included here as an-in combination effect remains for
this impact in the absence of mitigation. We recognise that the HRA has indeed taken this through
to appropriate assessment, but for clarity and to ensure no misinterpretation is made we advise
that the above sentence is revised to include air pollution. (my emphasis)
Whilst I agree that our work on air pollution did result in AA being undertaken - due to the scientific
rigour of assessment it could hardly be considered screening and the ecological interpretation did
result in conclusions regarding the integrity of the Forest; however at no point was it concluded
that mitigation is required alone or in combination. To add air pollution to the sentence in bold
would imply that mitigation is required.
I am concerned that your rep implies that mitigation is required for air quality impacts, when our
conclusion in the HRA does not identify this requirement.
Could you please clarify that we do not need to add air pollution as an impact pathway to the
above sentence and can you confirm that you agree with the conclusion of the HRA that no
mitigation is required?
Thank you
Tondra
Tondra Thom
Planning Policy Manager
Lewes District and Eastbourne Borough Councils
Tel: 01273 085677 or 01323 415677
Mobile: 07824 596 985
E: tondra.thom@lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk
W: lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk

From: Pearson, Rebecca (NE) [mailto:Rebecca.Pearson@naturalengland.org.uk]
Sent: 05 November 2018 17:48
To: ldf
Subject: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission

Dear Sir/Madam
Please find attached Natural England’s comments on the above document.

Kind regards
Rebecca Pearson
Lead Adviser
Sustainable Development Team
Natural England
Guildbourne House, Chatsworth Road
Worthing BN11 1LD
Tel: 0300 060 4090 Mobile: 07810694335
I work part-time Monday to Wednesday.
www.gov.uk/natural-england
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We are here to secure a healthy natural environment for people to enjoy, where wildlife is protected and
England’s traditional landscapes are safeguarded for future generations.
In an effort to reduce Natural England's carbon footprint, I will, wherever possible, avoid travelling to meetings and
attend via audio, video or web conferencing.

Natural England is accredited to the Cabinet Office Customer Service Excellence Standard

This email and any attachments is intended for the named recipient only. If you have received it in error you
have no authority to use, disclose, store or copy any of its contents and you should destroy it and inform the
sender. Whilst this email and associated attachments will have been checked for known viruses whilst
within the Natural England systems, we can accept no responsibility once it has left our systems.
Communications on Natural England systems may be monitored and/or recorded to secure the effective
operation of the system and for other lawful purposes.
This email and any attachments is intended for the named recipient only. If you have received it in error you
have no authority to use, disclose, store or copy any of its contents and you should destroy it and inform the
sender. Whilst this email and associated attachments will have been checked for known viruses whilst
within the Natural England systems, we can accept no responsibility once it has left our systems.
Communications on Natural England systems may be monitored and/or recorded to secure the effective
operation of the system and for other lawful purposes.
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Initial advice on providing GI strategies in Local Plans
Key principles
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states in paragraph 114 that local
planning authorities should:
“set out a strategic approach in their Local Plans, planning positively for the creation,
protection, enhancement and management of networks of biodiversity and green
infrastructure;”
Supporting guidance to the NPPF is set out in the National Planning Practice Guidance at:
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/naturalenvironment/biodiversity-ecosystems-and-green-infrastructure/
GI is multifunctional and provides ecosystem services; if well-designed it encompasses
linking habitat networks, climate change mitigation, flood management, health and
wellbeing, alternative transport links, improved air quality, food production, and habitat
creation for example.GI can also be effectively used to provide biodiversity net gain.
Stages of creating a GI Strategy
Use mapping tools (see below) to evaluate:
1) Evidence Base-Existing GI
a) Typology Mapping -What GI resources are already there? (for example
woodland extent)
b) Functionality Mapping - What is the GI currently doing?
2) What is required in your Plan Area?
c) What are the functional needs of the area? Priority themes, local plan policy,
how can the GI resource be improved?
d) Where are these needs? Spatial mapping.
3) Design The GI Strategy based on evidence from 1-4 above

Evidence base-what tools are available to provide this?
There are a variety of tools available to provide the evidence base. The Ecosystems
Knowledge Network https://ecosystemsknowledge.net/ includes further information and
range of tools available. The tool adopted will depend on local requirements.
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Links between Natural Capital, GI and Ecosystems Services

Green Infrastructure, Natural capital and Ecosystems services are fundamentally linked as
demonstrated above. Understanding these links is key to developing a GI Strategy.

A GI strategy can be used to:





Inform development decisions and design .Ensure project-level interventions
contribute to the strategy;
Support the development of Green Infrastructure Policy and other policies in the
Local Plan (for example biodiversity, health and wellbeing, climate change due to
multifunctional nature) and support Local Plan reviews;
Provide evidence to inform and guide other strategic actions and bids for resources
(LEP/LNP for example);
Provide a baseline for periodical review and monitoring.
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Representation ID: REP/050/DM1

Representation ID:

REP/050/DM1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/050

Name:

Craig Barnes

Organisation:

Gladman Developments Ltd

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Planning Consultant

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

Craig.Barnes@gladman.co.uk

Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM1: Planning Boundary

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
5.7.1 As set out in Section 5.1 of this representation, and further to the concerns raised
relating to a number of proposed allocations, Gladman consider that there is a strong
case for greater degree of flexibility for the types of development permittable within the
open countryside. Policy HOU5 of the Ashford Local Plan (as quoted in Section 5.1), is
considered by Gladman to provide an appropriate basis for the rewording of Policy DM1.
This approach would secure the delivery of additional sustainable, proportionate
development, which is consistent with the spatial strategy, and responsive to identified
constraints and issues.
5.7.2 Gladman consider that the Policy should be applied to the settlements of
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Representation ID: REP/050/DM1
Newhaven, Seaford, Peacehaven and Telscombe, Ringer and Broyle Side,
Cooksbridge, Barcombe Cross, North and South Chailey, Newick, Plumpton Green,
Wivlesfield Green, and areas adjacent to Burgess Hill.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
i.

This submission provides Gladman Developments’ written representations to the Pre-submission
version of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations and Development Management Policies
Document.

ii.

Gladman specialise in the promotion of strategic land for residential development with associated
community infrastructure.

iii. This representation makes comments on the following matters:
a. Housing provision
b. Allocations in Newhaven (NH01/NH02), Barcombe Cross (BA01/BA03), South Chailey (CH03)
and Ringmer (RG01)
c. Planning Boundary (Policy DM1)
d. Protection of Agricultural Land (Policy DM19)
e. Heritage Assets (Policy DM33)
f.

Site Submissions

2
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2

INTRODUCTION

2.1

Context

2.1.1

Gladman Developments Limited (Gladman) specialise in the promotion of strategic land for
residential development with associated community infrastructure. This submission provides
Gladman Development’s representations to the pre-submission version of the Lewes Local Plan Part
2 Site Allocations and Development Management Policies (the Part 2 Local Plan).

2.1.2

The Part 2 Local Plan is prepared in the context of the Lewes Core Strategy: Local Plan Part 1 (the
Part 1 Local Plan) which was adopted by the Council in May 2016. The Part 1 Local Plan provides the
strategic and spatial context for planning within the District. The Part 2 Local Plan must therefore
be consistent with overall approach of the Part 1 Local Plan and seek to support its full and effective
delivery.

2.1.3

Since the previous consultation, National Planning Policy has evolved. In July 2018, the Government
published an updated National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF2). For plan making NPPF2 will
apply for Local Plans submitted to the Secretary of State for examination following the 24th January
2019. Plans submitted ahead of this date will be assessed against the policies of the original NPPF
(as published in March 2012). Even for these plans however, it is considered prudent for local
planning authorities to take into account the revised policy framework provided by NPPF2 in order
to future proof the development plan. In the case of Lewes District, the Part 2 Local Plan is being
prepared during this transitional period, and as such, Gladman consider that the Council should
have regard to both versions of the NPPF.

2.1.4

For the avoidance of doubt, Paragraph 85 of NPPF2 sets out four tests that must be met for Local
Plans to be considered sound:
x

Positively Prepared – Providing a strategy which, as a minimum, seeks to meet the area’s
objectively assessed needs; and is informed by agreements with other authorities, so that
unmet need from neighbouring areas is accommodated where it is practical to do so and
is consistent with achieving sustainable development;

x

Justified – an appropriate strategy, taking into account the reasonable alternatives, and
based on proportionate evidence;

x

Effective – deliverable over the plan period, and based on effective joint working on
cross-boundary strategic matters that have been dealt with rather than deferred, as
evidenced by the statement of common ground; and

x

Consistent with National Policy – the plan should enable the delivery of sustainable
development in accordance with the policies in the Framework.

3
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Gladman also notes the significant emphasis directed within NPPF2 to securing the sustainable and
full delivery of housing requirements. Amongst other new policy requirements, NPPF2 introduces
a new housing delivery test to monitor and measure housing delivery over the plan period, with
specific measures outlined for those authorities unable to demonstrate sufficient levels of delivery.
The NPPF2 also redefines what sites are considered deliverable, and the level of evidence required
to illustrate this.
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FIXING OUR BROKEN HOUSING MARKET – WHITE PAPER
FEBRUARY 2017

3.1

Overview

3.1.1

The Government is in no doubt that the housing market in Britain is broken which, according to the
Prime Minister, is one of the greatest barriers to progress in the country today.

3.1.2

Average house prices are almost eight times average earnings which is an all-time record and
soaring prices and rising rents caused by a shortage of the right homes in the right places has
slammed the door of the housing market in the face of a whole generation.

3.1.3

The reason for this crisis is that the country is simply not building enough homes and has not done
so for far too long. The consensus is that we need from 225,000 to 275,000 or more homes per year
to keep up with population growth and to start to tackle years of under-supply.

3.1.4

Everyone involved in politics and the housing industry therefore has a moral duty to tackle this issue
head on. The White Paper states quite unequivocally that ‘the housing shortage isn’t a looming crisis,
a distant threat that will become a problem if we fail to act. We are already living in it.’

3.1.5

Tackling the housing shortage is not easy. It will inevitably require some tough decisions. The
alternative, according to the White Paper, is a divided nation, with an unbridgeable and everwidening gap between the property haves and have-nots.

3.1.6

The challenge of increasing supply cannot be met by Government alone. It is vital to have local
leadership and commitment from a wide range of stakeholders, including local authorities, private
developers, housing associations, lenders and local communities.

3.1.7

The starting point is building more homes. This will slow the rise in housing costs so that more
ordinary working families can afford to buy a home and it will also bring the cost of renting down.
We need more land for homes where people want to live. All areas therefore need a plan to deal
with the housing pressures they face.

3.1.8

At the stage at which the White Paper was published, it was identified that over 40 percent of local
planning authorities did not have a plan in place to fully meet the projected growth in households
in their area. All local authorities should therefore develop up-to-date plans with their communities
that meet their housing requirement based upon an honest assessment of the need for new homes.

3.1.9

Local planning authorities have a responsibility to do all that they can to meet their housing
requirements, even though not every area may be able to do so in full. The identified housing
requirement should be accommodated in the Local Plan, unless there are policies elsewhere in the
National Planning Policy Framework that provide strong reasons for restricting development, or the
adverse impacts of meeting this requirement would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the
5
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benefits. Where an authority has demonstrated that it is unable to meet its entire housing
requirement, it must be able to work constructively with neighbouring authorities to ensure that
the remainder is met.
3.1.10

Plans should be reviewed regularly and are likely to require updating in whole or in part at least
every five years. An authority will also need to update its plan if its existing housing target can no
longer be justified against its objectively assessed housing requirement.

3.1.11

Policies in Local Plans should also allow a good mix of sites to come forward for development, so
that there is choice for consumers, places can grow in ways that are sustainable, and there are
opportunities for a diverse construction sector including opportunities for SME housebuilders to
deliver much needed housing.

3.1.12

In terms of rural areas, the Government expects local planning authorities to identify opportunities
for villages to thrive, especially where this would support services and help meet the need to
provide homes for local people who currently find it hard to afford to live where they grew up. It is
clear that improving both the availability and affordability of homes in rural areas is vital for
sustaining rural communities, alongside action to support jobs and services. There are
opportunities to go further to support a good mix of sites and meet rural housing needs, especially
where scope exists to expand settlements in a way which is sustainable and helps provide homes
for local people. This is especially important in those rural areas where a high demand for homes
makes the cost of housing a particular challenge for local people.

3.1.13

The Government has also made it clear through the White Paper that local planning authorities are
expected to have clear policies for addressing the housing requirements of groups with particular
needs, such as older and disabled people.

3.1.14

The White Paper is the cornerstone of future Government policy on fixing the broken housing
market. It provides the direction of travel the Government is intending to take and is a clear
statement that this Government is serious about the provision of the right number of houses in the
right places. Local plans therefore need to consider these policy intentions now in order to ensure
that they support the Government’s agenda and provide the homes that local communities need
in the right locations. The implementation of the White Paper has already been triggered through
more recent government announcements and in particular the recent consultation on the
proposals for a move towards a standardised methodology for calculating housing needs.

3.1.15

More recently, in October 2017, the Prime Minister reaffirmed the Government’s commitment to
addressing the broken housing market by bringing forward measures to boost home ownership
and housing supply, stating:
“I will dedicate my premiership to fixing this problem – to restoring hope. To renewing the British Dream
for a new generation of people. And that means fixing our broken housing market.”
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“For 30 or 40 years we simply haven’t built enough homes. As a result, prices have risen so much that the
average home now costs almost 8 times average earnings. And that’s been a disaster for young people
in particular.”
3.1.16

Furthermore, in a message to housebuilders, the Prime Minister indicated that:
“We, the government, will make sure the land is available. We’ll make sure our young people have the
skills you need. In return, you must do your duty to Britain and build the homes our country needs.’”

7
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4

SUSTAINABILITY APPRAISAL

4.1.1

In accordance with Section 19 of the 2004 Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act, policies that are
set out in local plans must be the subject of a Sustainability Appraisal (SA). Incorporating the
requirements of the Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004, SA is a
systematic process that should be undertaken at each stage of the Plan’s preparation, assessing the
effects of the Local Plan’s proposals on sustainable development when judged against all
reasonable alternatives.

4.1.2

The Local Plan should ensure that the results of the SA process clearly justify any policy choices that
are ultimately made, including the proposed site allocations (or any decision not to allocate sites)
when considered against ‘all reasonable alternatives’. In meeting the development needs of the
area, it should be clear from the results of the assessment why some policy options have been
progressed and others have been rejected. Undertaking a comparative and equal assessment of
each reasonable alternative, the Council’s decision making and scoring should be robust, justified
and transparent.

8
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LEWES LOCAL PLAN PART 2 SITE ALLOCATIONS AND
DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIES

5.1

Site Allocations Overall Comments

5.1.1

The strategic context for the distribution of housing in the Part 2 Local Plan is set out within policies
SP1 and SP2 of the Part 1 Local Plan. Policy SP1 sets out the housing requirement for the plan area
with 5,494 dwellings required between 2010 and 2030. Policy SP2 sets out the required distribution
of this housing requirement within the Plan area and National Park. Taking into account completed
and committed development, Policy SP2 identifies x6 strategic sites with a collective capacity for
1,728 dwellings. Beyond this, further non-strategic growth is identified at various named
settlements within the plan area (all expressed as minimum requirements) the balance of which is
to be met through the Part 2 Local Plan.

5.1.2

In order to meet the housing requirement of the Part 1 Local Plan in full, housing land capacity for
a further 1,660 dwellings is identified by the Council as the starting point for the preparation of the
Part 2 Local Plan. Further assessment of completions and committed development since April 2015,
together with monitoring of provision for new housing outlined within locally prepared
Neighbourhood Plans, reduces this residual need to 105 dwellings. In response to this context, the
Council has sought to allocate sufficient land to deliver a further 132 dwellings. This provides for a
marginal oversupply, however is responsive to the level of development which is required in order
to meet each of the identified minimum housing requirements for each settlement as set out in
Policy SP2 of the Part 1 Local Plan.

5.1.3

In broad terms Gladman welcome the Council’s commitment to meet and respond to the minimum
targets as identified through both Policy SP1 and SP2 of the Part 1 Local Plan. Ensuring sufficient
supply on a settlement by settlement basis as set out in the Part 1 Local Plan, is critical in ensuring
that the Part 2 Local Plan is consistent with the strategic approach of the adopted development
plan. It will also ensure that housing supply is most responsive to local development needs and
provides adequate support of settlement vitality and vibrancy consistent with the Council’s spatial
strategy.

5.1.4

Gladman however, do not believe that there is sufficient flexibility within the supply to ensure that
the housing requirement of the plan area will be met in full. Capacity for only 27 dwellings in excess
of the minimum housing requirement identified for the District (outside of the National Park) is
proposed by the Council through the Part 2 Local Plan. This provides flexibility of just 0.5% in the
context of the overall housing requirement. As a result, the Council is hugely reliant on full delivery
of all identified and committed sites moving forwards over the plan period. This is inclusive of a
windfall allowance of 600 dwellings and rural exceptions sites allowance of 125 dwellings over
which the Council has limited influence over. As a result, Gladman conclude that there is a distinct
9
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possibility that the housing requirement will not be met in full, contrary to Policy SP1 of the Part 1
Local Plan.
5.1.5

The allocation of housing land within the Part 2 Local Plan is also made in the context of an
acknowledged shortfall in the overall level of housing provision made within the Part 1 Local Plan
against objectively assessed housing needs.

5.1.6

No means of meeting this shortfall have yet been identified by the Council, and a potential
resolution to this shortfall will not occur until the commencement of a future Local Plan Review. In
the interim Gladman consider that this context provides the Council with further cause to ensure
that housing delivery is maximised through the Part 2 Local Plan.

5.1.7

Gladman believes that enhanced delivery within the plan area can be secured by adopting the
following two measures.

5.1.8

First, is the need to allocate further land through the Part 2 Local Plan. Gladman consider that an
additional supply of at least 10% (above the housing requirement) should be planned for (circa 550
dwellings). This approach will provide greater certainty that the minimum requirements of the Local
Plan can be met in full. It will also ensure that the Local Plan is more adaptable to change which may
be experienced during the plan period. In response, Gladman submit two sites for consideration as
allocations for housing through the Part 2 Local Plan (see Section 6 of this representation).

5.1.9

Secondly, the Council should adopt a flexible and positive policy framework for the determination
of applications submitted on sites which are not allocated for development within the Local Plan.
Such a policy would provide scope for proportionate and appropriately scaled development to
come forward on sites which are located on unidentified sites beyond the settlement boundary,
provided they are well related and adjacent to existing specified settlements, and subject to
meeting other local and national planning policy requirements. The adoption of this approach
would prove a boost to sustainable housing delivery.

5.1.10

Such a policy has been prepared relatively locally by Ashford Council through Policy HOU5 of the
Ashford Local Plan 2030 (currently at examination). The policy text (as modified) reads:
“Proposals for residential development adjoining or close to the existing built up confines of
[listed] settlements will be acceptable.. provided that each of the following criteria is met:
a) The scale of development proposed is proportionate to the size of the settlement and the
level, type and quality of day to day service provision currently available, and
commensurate with the ability of those services to absorb the level of development in
combination with any planned allocations in this Local Plan and committed development,
in liaison with service providers;
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b) The site is within easy walking distance of basic day to day services in the nearest
settlement, and/or has access to sustainable methods of transport to access a range of
services;
c)

The development is able to be safely accessed from the local road network and the traffic
generated can be accommodated on the local and wider road network without adversely
affect the character of the surrounding area;

d) The development is located where it is possible to maximise the use of public transport,
cycling and walking to access services;
e) Conserve and enhance the natural environment and preserve or enhance any heritage
assets in the locality; and
f)

The development (and any associated infrastructure) is of a high-quality design and meets
the following requirements:
i)

It sits sympathetically within the wider landscape;

ii)

It preserves or enhances the setting of the nearest settlement;

iii)

It includes an appropriately sized and designed landscape buffer to the open
countryside;

iv)

It is consistent with local character and built form, including scale, bulk, and the
materials used;

v)

It does not adversely impact on neighbouring uses or a good standard of amenity
for nearby residents;

vi)

It would conserve biodiversity interests on the site and/or adjoining area and not
adversely affect the integrity of international and national protected sites in line
with Policy ENV1.

5.1.11

Gladman consider that a similar policy should be implemented in the case of Lewes. Safeguards
relating to size, location and impacts included within the policy would ensure that the overall spatial
strategy as defined in the Part 1 Local Plan would be safeguarded and reflected in decision making
when applying the policy. The policy would be beneficial in enabling additional development not
otherwise provided by the development plan, ensuring that sustainable housing delivery in
maximised within the District.
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5.2

Neighbourhood Plans

5.2.1

Great emphasis is placed by the Council on securing the delivery of the residual housing
requirement through Neighbourhood Planning. Of the residual need for 1,660 dwellings, 1,250
dwellings are identified through the Neighbourhood Planning process (75%). Gladman notes the
strong take up of Neighbourhood Plans within the plan area, with ‘made’ neighbourhood plans in
four areas and allocating sites sufficient to deliver 385 dwellings. A further three emerging
Neighbourhood Plans would deliver 865 dwellings.

5.2.2

Whilst a positive start has been made in Lewes in relation to Neighbourhood Plan making, the
Council must recognise the risk associated with reliance on Neighbourhood Plans in securing
housing delivery. The Council will need to closely monitor the implementation of Neighbourhood
Plans and ensure that the appropriate policy mechanisms are in place should allocated sites not
come forward as and when envisaged within the Neighbourhood Plan.

5.3

Newhaven: Policy NH01 and NH02

5.3.1

Two previously saved allocations for housing within Newhaven are carried forward through the
Local Plan Part 2. Both allocations form part of the committed supply within Newhaven, and as such
make an important contribution in meeting the identified housing requirement in full.

5.3.2

In our previous representation to the Draft version of the Part 2 Local Plan, Gladman raised concerns
relating to the deliverability of both sites. No evidence has been provided by the Council since the
conclusion of this consultation which has satisfactorily addressed these concerns.
NH01 – South of Valley Road

5.3.3

NH01 is carried forward from the 2003 Local Plan and has a history which extends into the 1970s.
Whilst parts of the site have come forward for development over this period, development of the
site has been taken at a considerably slow pace, with a further capacity for 24 dwellings yet to be
developed. Despite being available and suitable for development for a period of at least 35 years,
this part of the Site has thus far not come forward for housing development. No evidence has been
produced by the Council to confirm what has altered in the site conditions and market which means
that this Site is now likely to be developed.
NH02 - Land at the Marina

5.3.4

NH02 is also a previously allocated site and has been subject to a previous and now lapsed planning
consent for a mixed-use development which included some 331 dwellings (lapsed in May 2015).
Beyond this lapsed planning permission, there is little evidence that the site could be developed for
300 dwellings during the plan period. The Site is subject to multiple constraints and planning issues
such as its small area, proximity to heritage assets, active use as a marina, and site pollution issues.
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Whilst Gladman agrees that the potential exists for some development to come forward over the
plan period at both NH01 and NH02, Gladman cannot conclude with any certainty on the extent
and timing, which is particularly significant given the absence of flexibility within the wider plan.
Gladman consider that this uncertainty further underlines the need for additional allocations and a
relaxed policy position as previously set out in Section 5.1 of this representation.

5.4

Barcombe Cross: Policy BA01 and BA03

5.4.1

Gladman welcome the Council’s decision to allocate land at Barcombe Cross for housing
development through the Part 2 Local Plan. This is consistent with Policy SP2 of the Part 1 Local
Plan, which identifies the need for Barcombe Cross to accommodate new development within the
plan period. Barcombe Cross is a sustainable settlement with a primary school, post office, shop,
public house, village hall, and bus services. Further development is necessary to ensure that existing
services remain viable and provide a response to the housing needs of the village and its rural
hinterland.

5.4.2

Whilst housing allocations at Barcombe Cross is supported, Gladman hold concern with the
suitability of some of the sites identified by the Council for allocation for housing within the village
through the Part 2 Local Plan. Gladman believe that there are more appropriate locations for growth
at Barcombe Cross which should be explored first by the Council (see Section 6).
BA01 – Land at Hillside Nurseries, High Street

5.4.3

Site BA01 is known to experience access constraints which require third party land in order to be
suitably addressed. The 2018 Housing Site Options Background Paper illustrates that there is
currently disagreement about the availability of this land as providing the solution for safe and
sufficient means of access to the Site. The Paper reveals a dispute on whether an agreement has
been reached for this land to be used. The agent of this land disputes the claim that an agreement
on this matter has now been reached. It is unclear, whether the Site could be developed without
this third-party land.
BA03 – Land at Bridgelands

5.4.4

This Site is known to experience surface water flooding issues and currently provides flood water
capacity with features such as a pond and ditches. The development of this site may have an
adverse effect for flood risk for off-site locations contrary to policy and will require further study
before the developability of the Site can be confirmed. The Site is also located within a part of the
village which is assessed to have a low capacity for change in landscape terms. As such, even a
modest development of the Site could have significant adverse effects for local landscape quality
contrary to national planning policy.
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5.5

South Chailey: Policy CH03

5.5.1

The Council state that a limited level of allocations is made in South Chailey on account of the
limited range of services available within the village and the sensitivity of the landscape to
development. Gladman dispute the Council’s position with regard to the sustainability of the village
and its capacity for further development.

5.5.2

Gladman consider South Chailey to be a sustainable settlement. The village benefits from various
services and facilities such as Chailey School, a GP, church, a playground, and village a shop/post
office. The village is served by the 121-bus service which links the village to the nearby higher order
settlements of Newick and Lewes. The 121-bus services operates 6 days week (not Sunday) at 2
hourly intervals. The service provides access to both Newick and Lewes during rush hour, affording
a viable alternative means of travel for accessing wider services and employment facilities available
within these centres.

5.5.3

Gladman consider that there are alternative locations for development within South Chailey which
are contained from wider long views which have not been explored by the Council (see section 6).
Gladman believe that it is important that the Council explore all options available to secure
sustainable development within the District, in order to maximise housing delivery in the context
of significant housing need and in order to provide greater certainty that the minimum
requirements of the Part 1 Local Plan.

5.6

Ringmer: Policy RG01

5.6.1

The Part 2 Local Plan seeks to role forward the allocation of Caburn Field for housing from the 2003
Local Plan. The Site is in active use as the home of Ringmer Football Club. The club’s owners wish to
relocate the club to an alternative site, however, despite being allocated for housing development
within the previous local plan, the site has not yet come forward.

5.6.2

Policy RG01, like its predecessor, requires the relocation of the football club to an alternative site,
ahead of permitting its development for housing. Gladman support this approach, however holds
concerns about the deliverability of this when an alternative site has yet to be identified. Gladman
is aware that land is identified for playing fields within the made Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan on
a site to the east of Ringmer Community College (Site RG3). However, it is clear from the supporting
text within the Neighbourhood Plan that this field is required in order to meet existing shortfalls in
open space provision. It is unclear whether the football club could be accommodated at this site in
addition to the needs identified in the Neighbourhood Plan.

5.6.3

Gladman consider that in order to heighten the certainty of this site coming forwards within the
plan period, there is a need for the Council, in partnership with the Parish Council, to identify an
alternative location for the football club. The demonstrated availability of a suitable alternative
would alleviate Gladman’s concerns regarding the deliverability of this site.
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Should this not prove possible, Gladman consider that further allocations and/or greater flexibility
in decision making (as set out in Section 5.1 of this representation) should be provided by the
Council in order to give greater certainty that the Plan’s minimum development requirements will
be met in full.

5.7

Policy DM1: Planning Boundary

5.7.1

As set out in Section 5.1 of this representation, and further to the concerns raised relating to a
number of proposed allocations, Gladman consider that there is a strong case for greater degree of
flexibility for the types of development permittable within the open countryside. Policy HOU5 of
the Ashford Local Plan (as quoted in Section 5.1), is considered by Gladman to provide an
appropriate basis for the rewording of Policy DM1. This approach would secure the delivery of
additional sustainable, proportionate development, which is consistent with the spatial strategy,
and responsive to identified constraints and issues.

5.7.2

Gladman consider that the Policy should be applied to the settlements of Newhaven, Seaford,
Peacehaven and Telscombe, Ringer and Broyle Side, Cooksbridge, Barcombe Cross, North and
South Chailey, Newick, Plumpton Green, Wivlesfield Green, and areas adjacent to Burgess Hill.

5.8

Policy DM19: Protection of Agricultural Land

5.8.1

The policy adopts a sequential approach to the development of best and most versatile agricultural
land. This represents a departure from national planning policy where no sequential approach is
applied. No evidence is provided by the Council to justify the application of this strict approach.

5.8.2

Furthermore, it is unclear how an assessment of alternatives could be undertaken given that only
indicative mapping of best and most versatile land is available, and accurate testing can only be
undertaken following site investigation. It is also not clear on what basis the alternative assessment
will be undertaken (settlement based? Parish based? District based? Etc). As drafted therefore, the
policy could not be effectively implemented.

5.8.3

In response, Gladman consider that the policy should be reworded. The policy should set out that
the development of Best and Most Versatile land should be avoided, and that proposals on best and
most versatile land will need to demonstrate that the benefits of that proposal will significantly
outweigh the adverse effects of its loss. This is consistent with the approach of the NPPF.

5.9

Policy DM33: Heritage Assets

5.9.1

The approach to protecting the historic built environment must fully reflect the guidance set out in
NPPF2 paragraphs 184-201.

5.9.2

The Policy should ensure that a graded approach to assessing the weight applied to the
conservation of the asset depending on the importance of that asset.
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With reference to designated heritage assets, the Council should refer specifically to paragraphs
194 and 195 of NPPF2, which set out the need to assess the significance of a designated heritage
assets and where there is less than substantial harm, this should be weighed against the public
benefits of the proposal. Where there is deemed to be substantial harm, then the proposal would
need to achieve substantial public benefits to outweigh that harm.

5.9.4

For non-designated assets, the policy must reflect the guidance set out within paragraph 197 of
NPPF2. This states that the policy test that should be applied in these cases is that a balanced
judgement should be reached having regard to the scale of any harm and the significance of the
heritage asset.
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6

SITE SUBMISSIONS

6.1

Land at Barcombe Mills Road, Barcombe Cross

6.1.1

Land at Barcombe Hills Road, Barcombe Cross extends to circa 3.7 hectares. The parcel of land is
well related to the existing pattern of the settlement and its release for development would form a
suitable, sustainable extension to Barcombe Cross. A significant amount of additional land is within
the same ownership and has the potential to be used for additional community benefit.

6.1.2

The development brief for the Site is again submitted to the Council in Appendix 1. The
development brief illustrates how the site could be developed, however this is not fixed, and
Gladman is flexible to change subject to further to discussion with the Council and the local
community.

6.1.3

It is considered that this site has the capacity to deliver 50-70 dwellings and could provide for a mix
of house types and needs. The scale of development is proportionate to the size of Barcombe Cross
and could make an important contribution to the District’s housing land supply.

6.1.4

Development in this location would be deliverable in the short term and increase the supply and
choice of housing, including affordable housing, in Barcombe Cross and the wider area. In addition,
it would contribute towards economic growth and have wider social benefits to the local
community.

6.2

Land to the West of the A275, South Chailey

6.2.1

As set out in Section 5.5 of this representation, Gladman considers that South Chailey has a good
level of services and facilities and as such forms a sustainable location for new development.
Gladman propose that land to the west of the A275, South Chailey (see development brief at
Appendix 2) is allocated for residential development.

6.2.2

The site extends to 2.6 hectares and is well related to the existing built environment of South
Chailey, as well as being well contained by existing woodland and a public right of way. The site
would be capable of delivering circa 55 dwellings as well as improvements to pedestrian links and
a new play area.

6.2.3

This development, as proposed, clearly constitutes ‘sustainable development’, and is viable and
deliverable and should be considered as a potential housing allocation.

6.2.4

This proposal would be deliverable in the short term and increase the supply and choice of housing,
including affordable housing, in South Chailey and the wider area. In addition, it would contribute
towards economic growth and have wider social benefits to the local community.

6.2.5

Gladman would welcome the opportunity to discuss the potential of the site further with both the
District Council and the local community.
17
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7

CONCLUSION

7.1.1

This submission has provided Gladman Developments’ written representations to the presubmission version of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2.

7.1.2

Gladman hold significant concerns that the approach adopted by the Council in its allocation of
housing land through the Part 2 Local Plan risks the deliverability of the housing requirement. The
Council is reliant on the full delivery of committed and allocated sites, as well as other sources of
land such as windfall development and rural exception housing to meet its housing requirement,
with minimal flexibility provided. As such, there is a high degree of risk that the full minimum
housing requirement as set out in the Part 1 Local Plan will not being achieved.

7.1.3

To address this, Gladman consider that further allocations are necessary. Gladman also consider
that the Council should adopt a flexible approach to the determination of applications which are
submitted on sites which are located beyond but adjacent to existing settlement boundaries.
Gladman submit the wording of Policy HOU5 as amended within the emerging Ashford Local Plan
as an exemplar policy for the Council’s consideration. Gladman has also identified the settlements
located within the plan area at which this policy could be sustainably implemented.

7.1.4

Gladman maintain their concerns regarding the deliverability of a number of allocations proposed
through the Part 2 Local Plan which have not been addressed by the Council since the previous
consultation. Gladman consider that the deliverability issues highlighted within this representation
provides a further case for additional allocations to be made through the Part 2 Local Plan and for
greater flexibility to be implemented by the Council in decision making as highlighted above.

7.1.5

In response, Gladman has submitted two sites for consideration as allocations for housing, at
Barcombe Mills Road, Barcombe Cross and west of the A275, South Chailey. Both sites are
considered by Gladman to provide for suitable locations for housing, and both are deliverable
within the remaining plan period.

7.1.6

Beyond this, Gladman has concerns with the soundness of the proposed policy approach outlined
in relation to Best and Most Versatile Land and Heritage and has suggested suitable amends to both
policies.
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Should you wish to further discuss our
proposals, please contact:
Planner: LaVSB5JMTUPO
Email: l.UJMTUPO@gladman.co.uk
Telephone: 01260 288

The indicative framework plan is, of course, just our first
attempt at considering the development potential of the site.
Gladman would welcome the opportunity to discuss the
potential delivery of this site with you in more detail so it can be
considered fully in the preparation of your emerging Local Plan
Part 2.

This document includes an initial indicative framework
plan, indicating how the site might accommodate a future
residential development with high quality open space and
landscaping. This will complement the site’s surroundings to
achieve seamless integration.

A new residential development on this site would
incorporate both new market and affordable housing of a
variety of types and tenures, to help meet the current and
future housing needs of Barcombe Cross and the District.

Gladman Developments Ltd wishes to promote land at Barcombe
Mills Road, Barcombe Cross for development. The 3.7
hectare QSPQPTFE EFWFMPQNFOU site JEFOUJGJFECZUIFSFEMJOF
CPVOEBSZ  presents an ideal opportunity to create a
sustainable, high quality residential development situated
in a sought-after location whilst responding to the
existing landscape context and nearby heritage assets.

Introduction
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Village Hall

•

•

•

Bus links to Cooksbridge and Lewes

Post Office and Store

Barcombe Cross is well placed to host additional development to meet
future housing need and support future economic growth. Spatial Policy 2
of the Core Strategy identifies that a minimum of 30 additional units are to
come forward within the settlement across the plan period.

Royal Oak Public House

Barcombe Primary School

•

•

Barcombe Cross is an active and successful community and provides
residents with direct access to community facilities including:

Barcombe Cross is a vibrant settlement with a population of 741 according
to the 2011 Census.

A Vibrant Community

As can be seen on the aerial view of the site on the previous page, the land
identified by the red line boundary is the proposed development site, with
the remaining land under the landowner’s control identified by the blue
boundary, which will be retained as agricultural land. It is anticipated that
the majority of the site would provide for residential development, with the
remainder comprising green infrastructure and public open space.

It must be noted that two of the proposed allocations for Barcombe Cross
comprise developments of fewer than 11 dwellings. Therefore, the threshold
for on-site affordable housing provision as set out in adopted Core Policy 1
will not apply and there will be no policy requirement for affordable housing
on these sites. New residential development on land off Barcombe Mills
Road will provide the full policy compliant amount of affordable housing
on-site, which should be seen as a considerable benefit of the proposals.

The emerging Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development
Management Policies proposes to allocate 3 sites for residential development
in Barcombe Cross, providing 38 dwellings across the plan period. Gladman
believe that Barcombe Cross is capable of supporting further growth
beyond the amount currently proposed within the emerging Local Plan,
and housing development need not be limited to this amount.

The Full Objectively Assessed Housing Need for Lewes District cannot be met
due to constraints across the area such as the South Downs National Park.
Therefore, further opportunities to deliver appropriate and sustainable sites
for housing development will be very important for local people to meet
existing housing need. Barcombe Cross is a settlement that is relatively free
from constraints (such as the national park) and therefore is an appropriate
location for housing growth.

The village of Barcombe Cross is located approximately 3.5 miles north of
Lewes town and 4.5 miles south west of Uckfield.

The site is located to the south of Barcombe Cross, to the west of
Barcombe Mills Road and is approximately 3.7 hectares in size. The site is
immediately adjacent to existing residential development on Monger’s
Mead to the north.

Principle of Development

Site & Surroundings

Site & Planning Context

Grade II Listed Buildings

Remaining land within control
of the Applicant
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Gladman considers that housing on this site is capable of being brought
forward within the next 5 years.

Delivery

The site is capable of delivering approximately 50 dwellings of varying sizes,
types and tenures (including affordable housing delivered in accordance
with planning policy).

Housing Delivery

This site oﬀers a unique opportunity for Lewes District Council to
plan, and more importantly deliver, a new development where people
will genuinely want to live and choose to stay, whilst embracing
the distinctive character of the surrounding area. This will be
achieved by:

Site Development Potential

The village hall on the opposite side of Barcombe Mills Road and the footpath
connection to the existing residential area to the northwest would link the
site to the existing fabric of Barcombe Cross. Through sensitive design, the
development of the site can be absorbed into the wider landscape without
causing any unacceptable landscape and visual harm.

The site is not designated for its environmental value, and does not feature
any landscape features which would elevate it above that of the open
countryside in which it sits. The site can be developed in such a way to
retain and positively manage any key landscape features and to provide
substantial areas of structural planting to act as a landscape buffer, as
identified on the indicative framework plan within this development brief.

Landscape Character
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The development proposal falls entirely within the Environment Agency
Flood Risk Zone 1 i.e. land assessed as having a less than 1 in 1,000 annual
probability of flooding. The site is also not within a surface water flood
risk area.

Hydrology

The proposed development is set back from the heritage asset in this area,
and the site has been selected to retain agricultural land directly to the
south to minimise any adverse impact to the setting of the listed building.
The site is well screened from other listed buildings and the conservation
area within the village and will be carefully designed to integrate with
existing development.

The site is located in close proximity to Monger’s Farmhouse, a grade II listed
building. Having sought advice from heritage consultants at Pegasus, we
understand the immediate setting of the listed building and the converted
barn to the south has changed considerably as they were once a farmstead
set a little distance apart from Barcombe Cross, however recent residential
development has joined the farmstead to the settlement to its west and
north. Monger’s Farm is no longer used for farming and its character has
changed completely to residential with the former farmyard now being in
use for parking and gardens. This change to character has diminished the
contribution of the wider agricultural setting to its significance.

The proposed development will aim to enhance the environment through
the provision of green infrastructure, comprising new publically accessible
greenspace and recreational paths increasing permeability to surrounding
areas of interest and facilities.

Ecology surveys will be undertaken prior to the determination of the
planning application and work will also be carried out to assess any impact
on nearby ecological designations. The development proposals will provide
adequate mitigation as required to ensure species are protected, with
enhancement where possible.

Heritage

Biodiversity, Green Infrastructure & Local Wildlife

Site Development Potential
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Accessibility
Development in this location will provide quality pedestrian, cycle and
public transport connections with Barcombe Cross and the wider highway
and footpath / cycle network. The site fronts directly onto land in the
adopted highway so a vehicular access is achievable. The nearest bus stop
is located around 350m from the centre of the site and can be reached by
an accessible footpath.

Socio-economic
Our preliminary research shows that the proposed development could
lead to a significant boost in local spending and there is an indication that
the gross spending power of the new residents could be in excess of £1.6
million each year, a proportion of which will be spent in the locality.

Design

A design-led approach, informed by consultation with the District Council,
key stakeholders and the local community, would inform plans for the site
so that a future development responds sensitively to the site’s village and
landscape setting. The development would make a positive addition to
Barcombe Cross, complementing the character of the surrounding area in
terms of scale, density, character and quality.

Topography

TheMBOEXJUIJOUIFSFEMJOFCPVOEBSZis flat with no technical barriers to
overcome in order to secure its development.

Site Development Potential
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Site Plan With Indicative Framework Plan
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LauSB5JMTUPO
01260 288
l.UJMTUPO@gladman.co.uk
www.gladmanland.co.uk

For further details, please contact

Gladman Land
Gladman House, Alexandria Way,
Congleton, CW12 1LB
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Should you wish to further discuss our proposals,
please contact:
Planner: LauSB5JMTUPO
Email: l.UJMTUPO@gladman.co.uk
Telephone: 01260 2889

The illustrative framework plan is, of course, just our first attempt
at considering the development potential of the site. Gladman
would welcome the opportunity to discuss the potential delivery
of this site with you in more detail so it can be considered fully in
the preparation of your emerging Local Plan Part 2.

This document includes an initial illustrative development
framework plan, indicating how the site might accommodate
a future residential development with high quality open space
and landscaping.

A residential development on the site would incorporate both
new market and affordable housing (of a variety of types, from
affordable rented properties to discounted sale properties
to help key workers and first time house buyers) to help meet
the current and future housing needs of both South Chailey and
the District.

Gladman Developments Ltd wishes to promote land west of the
A275, South Chailey for development. The 2.5 hectare site can
accommodate a sustainable, distinctive residential development
situated in an attractive market location to ensure the delivery of
high quality homes.

Introduction
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South Chailey hosts a population in the region of 1,000 people providing
access to community facilities including:
•
Chailey School
•
GP
•
Church
•
Bus links
•
Shop and Post Office
South Chailey is well placed to host additional development to meet future
housing need and support future economic growth.

A Vibrant Community

The Full Objectively Assessed Housing Need for Lewes District cannot be
met due to constraints across the area such as the South Downs National
Park. Therefore, further opportunities to deliver appropriate and sustainable
sites for housing development will be very important for local people to
meet existing housing need.

The site consists of 2 open fields and is situated at the southern end of
South Chailey, immediately adjacent to existing development on the A275.
The site is bound by the A275 and existing development to the east, hedge
and woodland to the north and west, with a public footpath along a road
forming the southern boundary. The site topography is relatively flat with a
small rise of around 5 meters to the northern extent.

SCHOOL

South Chailey is a settlement that can support development and is free of
the national park constraint and it can therefore accommodate additional
much needed homes in the District.

Principle of Development

Site & Surroundings

Site & Planning Context
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Landscape Character
The site is not designated for its environmental value, and its development
can be sensitively designed to sit within the wider landscape
without causing harm to local, nationally and internationally important
designated assets.

Housing Delivery

The site is capable of delivering approximately 55 dwellings of varying sizes,
types and tenures (including affordable housing delivered in accordance
with planning policy). Gladman considers that housing on this site is
capable of being brought forward within the next 5 years.

This site oﬀers a unique opportunity for Lewes District Council to plan, and more importantly deliver, a new development where people will
genuinely want to live and choose to stay, whilst embracing the distinctive character of the surrounding area. This will be achieved by:

Site Development Potential
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The site is located near to the Swan Public House a grade II listed buildings, but
the significance of the building is derived from its function as a community
buildings in a village locations. The setting of the heritage asset is such
that the development of the site for additional residential development in
the village will have a neutral effect. The site is well screened from other
heritage assets within the village and will be carefully designed to integrate
with existing development.

Market Appeal

The development proposal falls entirely within the Environment Agency
Flood Risk Zone 1 i.e. land assessed as having a less than 1 in 1,000 annual
probability of flooding. The site is also not within a surface water flood risk
area.

Hydrology

The site is located near to the Swan Public House a grade II listed buildings, but
the significance of the building is derived from its function as a community
buildings in a village locations. The setting of the heritage asset is such
that the development of the site for additional residential development in
the village will have a neutral effect. The site is well screened from other
heritage assets within the village and will be carefully designed to integrate
with existing development.

The proposed development will aim to enhance the environment through
the provision of green infrastructure, comprising new publically accessible
greenspace and recreational paths increasing permeability to surrounding
areas of interest and facilities.

Ecology surveys will be undertaken prior to the determination of the
planning application. The development proposals will provide adequate
mitigation as required to ensure species and habitats are protected, with
enhancement where possible.

Heritage

Biodiversity, Green Infrastructure & Local Wildlife

Site Development Potential
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Development in this location will provide the quality pedestrian and cycle
links into the settlement, as well as, public transport connections with
adjacent developments and communities.

Accessibility

The site is flat with no technical barriers to overcome in order to secure its
development.

Topography

A design-led approach, informed by consultation with the District Council,
key stakeholders and the local community, would inform plans for the site
so that a future development responds sensitively to the site’s village and
landscape setting. The development would make a positive addition to
South Chailey, complementing the character of the surrounding area in
terms of scale, density, character and quality.

Design

Site Development Potential
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SOUTH
CHAILEY

Site Plan With Indicative Framework Plan

Existing Public Rights of Way

Existing Trees & Hedgerows

3URSRVHG:LOGÀRZHU0HDGRZ
Habitat Creation

Proposed Pedestrian Links

(Incorporating LEAP - 0.04ha)

Proposed Play Area

(Location subject to engineers recommendation)

Proposed Attenuation Area

(overall GI includes below)

Proposed Green Infrastructure

Green Infrastructure

Proposed Vehicular Access Point

Indicative Shared Driveways

Indicative Primary Road

0.96Ha

1.65Ha

Residential Area
Up to 55 Units @ 34dph

2.61Ha

Application Site Boundary

Ordnance Survey Mastermap - Crown Copyright. All rights reserved.
Licence Number: 100019980 (Centremapslive.com)

This drawing is the property of FPCR Environment and Design Ltd and
is issued on the condition it is not reproduced, retained or disclosed to
any unauthorised person, either wholly or in part without written consent
of FPCR Environment and Design Ltd.
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LaurB5JMTUPO
01260 2889
l.UJMTUPO@gladman.co.uk
www.gladmanland.co.uk

For further details, please contact

Gladman Land
Gladman House, Alexandria Way,
Congleton, CW12 1LB

Representation ID: REP/090/DM1

Representation ID:

REP/090/DM1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/090

Name:
Organisation:

DLA Delivery

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Planning Consultant

Agent Details:

Name:

Joseph Carr

Organisation:

David Lock Associates

Contact Details:

Email Address:

JCARR@DAVIDLOCK.COM

Address:

David Lock Associates
50 North Thirteenth St
Milton Keynes
Buckinghamshire
MK9 3BP

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM1: Planning Boundary

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared
Not Justified
Not Effective
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
This policy seeks to restrict development to locations within the 'planning boundary 'of
established settlements within the District. The policy takes a similar functional role to
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Representation ID: REP/090/DM1
that of Policy CT1 of the currently adopted Local Plan 2003. The planning boundaries
have been revised alongside this draft plan, and are tightly drawn around the respective
settlements. These boundaries omit peripheral areas of land which are associated with
the settlements themselves, and which are unconstrained and well related to services
and amenities.
The draft policy states:
"Outside the planning boundaries, the distinctive character and quality of the countryside
will be protected and new development will only be permitted where it is consistent with
a specific development plan policy or where the need for a countryside location can be
demonstrated."
Reviewing this wording, the Council seems to have completely failed to recognise that
the ability to protect the countryside for its own sake has been written out of national
guidance. National policy now seeks only to recognise the intrinsic character of the
countryside and is to be contrasted with the Green Belt which does remain protected
(see the NPPF Core Principles paragraph 17, bullet point 5).
The combination of the restrictive wording of the policy itself and the tight nature of the
boundaries creates a situation where very little flexibility to accommodate sustainable
development is provided. This is a situation compounded with the lack of windfall
exemption policy within the plan, despite 468 dwellings required to be found from
windfall sites throughout the plan period outside the National Park (Table 2 of the LP2).
There is no indication within these draft development management policies or supporting
text on how this windfall development is to be accommodated.
Therefore, we write to object to the wording of this policy, as it is too restrictive and does
not plan to provide sustainable development, thereby failing to meet the objectives of the
NPPF 2012 and subsequent government policy (such as that held in the new NPPF
2018). Further, the lack of a windfall policy held within the draft plan, coupled with the
tight settlement boundaries and restrictive development management policies, as a
whole, create a position where it is unclear how the additional 468 windfall dwellings are
to be provided. This is unacceptable in a context where there is an acute housing need
in Lewes, and even more unacceptable in a national context where government focus is
to increase housing supply. Therefore, it cannot be said that this policy is consistent with
national policy, and thereby is unsound.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
We would also wish to be contacted in the event of any examination hearings should this
plan proceed to examination, so we can be appropriately represented by Counsel. As
you will be aware, DLA Delivery were represented at the JCS Examination, and would
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Representation ID: REP/090/DM1
wish to continue our involvement as a local land promoter keen to develop in the district.
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Tondra Thom
Southover House,
Southover Road,
Lewes,
BN7 1AB

31st October 2018
ZMK038/JGC/JF

Dear Tondra
LEWES DISTRICT LOCAL PLAN PART 2: SITE ALLOCATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT
MANAGEMENT POLICIES PRE-SUBMISSION DOCUMENT
Comments on behalf of DLA Delivery
We thank you for your email of 19th September 2018 inviting us to participate in the consultation
on the above document. As you will be aware, David Lock Associates act on behalf DLA
Delivery in their promotion of the development site known as Mitchelswood Farm, off Allington
Road, Newick. It is in this context we wish to write to express our concerns with the above draft
plan and wish to object to its progression in its current form, as we do not believe the plan
meets the tests of soundness. Specifically, we do not believe the plan is positively prepared,
justified or is consistent with National Planning Policy due to deficiencies in its underlying
strategy, and its approach to establishing a ‘planning boundary’.

Overall development strategy
The overall development strategy which is realised through the development management
policies is too restrictive and potentially prevents sustainable development in sustainable
locations. Whilst a strategy has been outlined to meet the housing requirement set out in the
Local Plan Part 1: Joint Core Strategy (JCS), it was widely acknowledged during examination
and within the inspector’s report that the objectively assessed housing need is not being met
by the JCS target of 6,900 dwellings. The strategy also relies upon a significant number of
windfalls coming forward.
It was considered suitable to adopt the plan despite this shortfall, due to the presence of
constraints within the District, such as the South Downs National Park. Within this context it is
imperative that the development management policies contain sufficient flexibility to deliver
sustainable development where it can be accommodated in areas without these constraints.
The policies in this plan do not achieve this, therefore cannot be said to meet the tests of
soundness as, the policies are not:
a) Positively prepared: the policies do not, as a minimum, seek to address the area’s
objectively assessed needs (OAN), or seek to allow for sufficient flexibility to even
slightly meet the unmet need which was apparent in the adoption of the JCS.
b) Justified: When an OAN is not met at a strategic scale, as in this case with the deficit
in supply within the JCS when compared with the OAN, it is important that areas which
David Lock Associates Limited
50 NORTH THIRTEENTH STREET, CENTRAL MILTON KEYNES, MK9 3BP
t: 01908 666 276 f: 01906 605 747 e: mail@davidlock.com
www.davidlock.com
VAT Reg. No. 486 0599 05. Registered in England No. 2422692. Registered Office as above.
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could contribute to meeting this unmet need are able to, especially in areas which are
not subject to the constraints which have led to the shortfall against the OAN. The
strategy held within this Part 2 Local Plan (LP2), by simply allocating the bare minimum
of land for development against the JCS, is too restrictive, and this is reflected in the
overly restrictive policies held within. This approach is not justified, as it is not an
appropriate strategy taking into account reasonable alternatives.
c) Consistent with National Planning Policy: Notwithstanding the clear fact this plan has
been rushed towards submission to enable examination on the basis of the previous
NPPF, there are significant inconsistencies within the overall strategy and National
Planning Policy, even in its previous form (NPPF 2012). Principally, the NPPF 2012 at
paragraph 14 sets out the presumption in favour of sustainable development, which
states that “local planning authorities should positively seek opportunities to meet
development needs in their area” (my emphasis). The overly restrictive nature of the
planning policies within the LP2 does not demonstrate that opportunities have been
positively sought, especially when coupled with the allocation of the bare minimum of
land to meet a target which is significantly below the OAN for the area. This does not
enable the delivery of sustainable development in accordance with the policies of the
framework.
In order to make this plan sound, the entire strategy of the plan would need to be reformulated
to seek to flexibly promote development in sustainable locations. This could be achieved by a
proactive approach to site allocation, allocating more than just the bare minimum of sites across
the district, and directing local neighbourhood plans to meet a more ambitious target growth
figures, especially in those areas subject to less development constraints. This change in
strategy would need to be replicated in relevant policies, including the addition of mechanisms
within individual policies which seek to promote sustainable development.
Policy DM1: Planning Boundary
This policy seeks to restrict development to locations within the ‘planning boundary’ of
established settlements within the District. The policy takes a similar functional role to that of
Policy CT1 of the currently adopted Local Plan 2003. The planning boundaries have been
revised alongside this draft plan, and are tightly drawn around the respective settlements.
These boundaries omit peripheral areas of land which are associated with the settlements
themselves, and which are unconstrained and well related to services and amenities.
The draft policy states:
“Outside the planning boundaries, the distinctive character and quality of the countryside will
be protected and new development will only be permitted where it is consistent with a specific
development plan policy or where the need for a countryside location can be demonstrated.”
Reviewing this wording, the Council seems to have completely failed to recognise that the ability
to protect the countryside for its own sake has been written out of national guidance. National
policy now seeks only to recognise the intrinsic character of the countryside and is to be
contrasted with the Green Belt which does remain protected (see the NPPF Core Principles
paragraph 17, bullet point 5).
The combination of the restrictive wording of the policy itself and the tight nature of the
boundaries creates a situation where very little flexibility to accommodate sustainable
development is provided. This is a situation compounded with the lack of windfall exemption
policy within the plan, despite 468 dwellings required to be found from windfall sites throughout
David Lock Associates Limited
50 NORTH THIRTEENTH STREET, CENTRAL MILTON KEYNES, MK9 3BP
t: 01908 666 276 f: 01906 605 747 e: mail@davidlock.com
www.davidlock.com
VAT Reg. No. 486 0599 05. Registered in England No. 2422692. Registered Office as above.
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the plan period outside the National Park (Table 2 of the LP2). There is no indication within
these draft development management policies or supporting text on how this windfall
development is to be accommodated.
Therefore, we write to object to the wording of this policy, as it is too restrictive and does not
plan to provide sustainable development, thereby failing to meet the objectives of the NPPF
2012 and subsequent government policy (such as that held in the new NPPF 2018). Further,
the lack of a windfall policy held within the draft plan, coupled with the tight settlement
boundaries and restrictive development management policies, as a whole, create a position
where it is unclear how the additional 468 windfall dwellings are to be provided. This is
unacceptable in a context where there is an acute housing need in Lewes, and even more
unacceptable in a national context where government focus is to increase housing supply.
Therefore, it cannot be said that this policy is consistent with national policy, and thereby is
unsound.
Thank you for the opportunity to make these comments on this draft plan. We would also wish
to be contacted in the event of any examination hearings should this plan proceed to
examination, so we can be appropriately represented by Counsel. As you will be aware, DLA
Delivery were represented at the JCS Examination, and would wish to continue our involvement
as a local land promoter keen to develop in the district.
If you have any queries in relation to any of the comments made, then please do not hesitate
to contact me.
Yours sincerely

JOSEPH CARR
Senior Planner
email: jcarr@davidlock.com

David Lock Associates Limited
50 NORTH THIRTEENTH STREET, CENTRAL MILTON KEYNES, MK9 3BP
t: 01908 666 276 f: 01906 605 747 e: mail@davidlock.com
www.davidlock.com
VAT Reg. No. 486 0599 05. Registered in England No. 2422692. Registered Office as above.
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Representation ID: REP/215/DM1

Representation ID:

REP/215/DM1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/215

Name:

Pippa Hildick-Smith

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM1: Planning Boundary

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared
Not Justified
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
Theobalds Road is an ancient Bridleway - It is therefore of historic importance and the
area surrounding it must surely fit with being designated as "land set aside to conserve
national landscape”
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/215/DM1

Planning boundaries should exclude land around Theobalds Road from any future
housing development
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Unless voiced in person I have no confidence that EAST Sussex council will take into
account my views as a WEST Sussex resident regarding Theobalds Road which is an
ancient bridleway.
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Representation ID: REP/251/DM1

Representation ID:

REP/251/DM1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/251

Name:

John Kay

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM1: Planning Boundary

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Justified
Not Effective
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
The proposed new planning boundary for Ringmer is neither logical nor justified nor
compatible with the policies of the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan, and does not
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Representation ID: REP/251/DM1
accurately reflect changes since the planning boundary was last drawn in 2003.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
The proposed new Broyleside planning boundary appears intended to reflect residential
and employment allocations made in the 2016 Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan but does
not do so accurately.
The proposed new Ringmer village planning boundary appears intended to reflect
residential allocations made in the 2016 Lewes Joint Core Strategy and the 2016
Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan but does not do so in a sensible way. It is completely
illogical and unjustified to continue to exclude the house called 'Culverden', Norlington
Lane, now that it is surrounded on three sides by established and proposed new
residential development, all of which is proposed for inclusion within the new planning
boundary. This section of the planning boundary should simply run down Norlington
Lane.
It is also illogical for the proposed new Ringmer village planning boundary to continue to
exclude the row of houses on the south side of Gote Lane and Rushey Green, which are
clearly part of Ringmer village, and which on the Proposals Map are sandwiched
between the South Downs National Park boundary (new since the planning boundary
was last revised) and the current and proposed new Ringmer Village planning boundary.
Everywhere else (except on Norlington Lane, as noted above) the Ringmer village
planning boundary follows the actual boundary of the houses, other premises and
curtilages of Ringmer village. These houses were excluded in 2003 with the intention of
controlling extensions so as to protect public views from the public highway up towards
the Downs. However this has proved completely ineffective, because it has never been
enforced. In the intervening years several of these houses have had substantial
extensions approved, and other developments such as tall fences which have blocked
the views that this exclusion was intended to protect have been permitted. In no case
has the 'saved' 2003 policy that supposedly restricted the size of such extensions been
applied when considering the relevant applications, and this policy is no longer proposed
for inclusion in the same form in the new Local Plan part 2. In addition this intention has
been frustrated at several other locations by the residents growing tall hedges against
the lanes to protect their privacy and their property against the impact of motor traffic.
This section of the Ringmer Village planning boundary should thus be moved to coincide
with the South Downs National Park boundary, as it is around the rest of the village's
southern and north-western boundaries against the National Park.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
This would enable me to explain and justify in detail to the Inspector the changes that I
propose.
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Representation ID: REP/367/DM1

Representation ID:

REP/367/DM1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/367

Name:

Rachel Richardson

Organisation:

Thakeham Homes Ltd

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Planning Consultant

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

rachel.richardson@thakeham.com

Address:

Thakeham House
Summers Place, Stane Street
Billingshurst
West Sussex
RH14 9GN

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM1: Planning Boundary

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
Policy DM1 states that within the development boundaries, as defined on the Proposals
Maps, development will be permitted providing it accords with the policies of the
development plan.
Accompanying the LPP2, Lewes District Council have published revised proposals
maps, which have sought to amend the planning boundaries to include the allocations
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Representation ID: REP/367/DM1
specified within the LPP1, the LPP2 and made neighbourhood plans. We support the
revision of the settlement Planning Boundaries to include all allocations.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Planning Policy (Local Plan Consultation)
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
BN7 1AB
5th November 2018

Dear Sir/Madam
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies DPD - Pre-Submission version
Re: Former Woods Fruit Farm, Newick
Introduction
Thakeham Homes Ltd are submitting representations to the Lewes Local Plan Part 2: Site
Allocations and Development Management Policies (‘LPP2’) as local stakeholders. Thakeham
are a house builder based in Sussex with a track record for delivering high quality, sustainable
scheme across the South East. We are progressing a number of potential development sites
within this district at varying stages of the planning process, therefore our representations
relate to the role of the emerging Local Plan in the delivery of the District’s adopted housing
objectives over the plan period.
We have previously made representations on Local Plan Part 1 and most recently on Local
Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management policies (Regulation 18) dated
24th January 2018. We therefore have a long-standing interest in the Local Plan preparation
which we support.
Local Plan Part 2 must have due regard to the primary document which is Local Plan Part 1,
given it forms a strategic level plan for the whole district. We have concerns that this has not
occurred.
These representations are submitted in respect of Thakeham Homes’ interests at the Former
Woods Fruit Farm, Newick (‘the site’). The site is also known by SHELAA (2018) reference
27NW, with 22NW also forming part of the site which has the benefit of a Neighbourhood Plan
allocation (Policy HO4) in the ‘Made’ Newick Neighbourhood Plan, for 38 net additional
residential dwellings. A red line location plan for the site is appended to this representation at
Appendix 1.
We confirm within these representations that this site is available and deliverable within the
next five years and is set within a highly sustainable location. As such we wish to make
representations on the policies contained within the Draft LPP2.

Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
www.thakeham.com
Company Registration No. 07278594. Registered Office Address: Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
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We wish to support the progression of the LPP2 and make comments within our
representations on the basis that the site allocations document should be prepared to ensure
conformity with the spatial requirements of the adopted Lewes Core Strategy: Local Plan Part
2 (‘LPP1’) and further site allocations should be sought to ensure that the requirements of the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) are met.
NPPF, paragraphs 10 and 11 set out the presumption in favour of sustainable development
(Section 2),
Paragraph 11(a) identifies a requirement for Local Planning Authorities ‘to positively seek
opportunities to meet the development needs of their area’. Whilst Paragraph 119 states that
“Local planning authorities, and other plan-making bodies, should take a proactive role in
identifying and helping to bring forward land that may be suitable for meeting development
needs”.
Para 120 states that Planning policies and decisions need to reflect changes in the demand
for land. They should be informed by regular reviews of both the land allocated for development
in plans, and of land availability.”
We also wish to make representations to the proposed changes to the planning boundaries
and the proposed ‘Provision of Outdoor Playing Space’ and ‘Children’s Play Space in New
Housing Development’ policy. As such, these representations also respond to Policy DM1,
DM15 and DM16 of the Draft LPP2.
Spatial Distribution
Table 3 (Residential site allocations) of the Draft LPP2 provides an indication of the planned
level of housing in the District, outside of the National Park:

Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
www.thakeham.com
Company Registration No. 07278594. Registered Office Address: Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
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Table 3 which provides residual housing growth to be identified in LPP2, which in the case of
Newick is 0. As stated in our earlier representation in January 2018, this is unacceptably low
as these figures represent a minimum and all appropriate sites should be assumed to come
forwards.
Whilst Spatial Policy 2 of the adopted LPP1 makes clear that all planned housing growth
numbers are stipulated as minimums, and the LPP2 does state at paragraph 2.7 that ‘It should
be borne in mind that the figures contained within the Spatial Policy 2 are expressed as
minimums and where appropriate growth should exceed this minimum figure’, in our view the
above table does not address these figures as minimum requirements.
This is because it is clear at Table 2 that most parishes have not sought to exceed their
minimum requirements within adopted and emerging Neighbourhood Plans. The Council has
not sought to allocate sites within the LPP2 over and above the housing growth identified within
these adopted and emerging Neighbourhood Plans, thus only meeting the minimum
requirement for most settlements. In our view, this falls short of the requirements of the NPPF
as the Plan has not been positively prepared to meet the District’s development needs.
Additionally, and with particular relevance to Thakeham Homes’ interests at the Former Woods
Fruit Farm, Newick, the Newick Neighbourhood Plan was adopted prior to the Core Strategy
(LPP1). Therefore, as the latest development plan adopted, we would continue to maintain that
the Core Strategy requirements should take precedent.
This is particularly since Regulation 18 stage of LPP2, there has been the publication of the
revised NPPF (July 2018) which provides additional weight to promoting house building and in
maintaining a sufficient supply and delivery of homes. Specifically, Paragraph 59 states:“To support the Government’s objective of significantly boosting the supply of homes, it is
important that a sufficient amount and variety of land can come forward where it is needed,
that the needs of groups with specific housing requirements are addressed and that land with
permission is developed without unnecessary delay”.
Paragraph 16 (a and b) of the NPPF states that Local Plans should “be prepared with the
objective of contributing to the achievement of sustainable development and be prepared
positively, in a way that is aspirational but deliverable”, whilst Paragraph 11(a) makes clear
that Local Plans should ensure flexibility to adapt to rapid change. The LPP2 has identified at
Table 5 that most parishes have not sought to exceed their minimum requirements within
adopted and emerging Neighbourhood Plans. The Council has not sought to allocate sites
within the LPP2 over and above the housing growth identified within these adopted and
emerging Neighbourhood Plans, thus only meeting the minimum requirement for most
settlements. In our view, this falls short of the requirements of the NPPF as the plan has not
been positively prepared to meet the district’s development needs. Additionally, some
Neighbourhood Plans, such as the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan were adopted prior to the
Core Strategy. Therefore, as the latest development plan adopted, the Core Strategy
requirements should take precedent.
Table 3 shows that Newick does not have a residual requirement from the minimum
requirements set out in Policy S2 of the LPP1. However has all the requirements are
minimums it could be questioned as to why the council are not seeking more sites or pursuing
Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
www.thakeham.com
Company Registration No. 07278594. Registered Office Address: Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
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opportunities where more sites are available for development. A brief explanation is provided
at paragraph 2.6:
‘Housing growth at Newick, Plumpton Green, Ringmer and Wivelsfield Green is planning for
through their respective ‘made’ neighbourhood plans (shaded yellow). Neighbourhood Plans
are currently progressing and will identify the housing growth for the following settlements
(shaded blue):
•
•
•

Peacehaven and Telscombe;
Newhaven; and
Seaford.

Local Plan Part 2 is therefore required to identify the planned housing growth at the remaining
settlements of Edge of Burgess Hill (within Wivelsfield Parish), North Chailey, South Chailey,
Barcombe Cross and Cooksbridge.’
Whilst paragraphs 2.114 – 2.115 state:
2.114 Spatial Policy 2 of the Local Plan Part 1 sets the requirements for a minimum of 100 net
additional dwellings to be provided within the settlement of Newick.
2.115 Newick Parish Council has a ‘made’ Neighbourhood Plan, adopted July 2015, that
allocates sites for 100 net additional dwellings. One allocated site, Newick Hill identified for 30
net additional dwellings. Any future planning applications or potential review of Newick
Neighbourhood Plan which considers housing allocations, will need to take into consideration
policies within the adopted development plan.
In our view, the intention to only address minimum requirements is an unsound and obstructive
approach as there is no flexibility should development not come forward for a whole variety of
reasons.
Land at Woods Fruit Farm, Newick is a sustainable site and would enable the LPP2 to be more
robust in its approach to housing delivery. This would ensure that the LPP2 has been more
positively prepared for robustness of the plan at examination. We would reiterate that the
council should seek to increase the provision of housing in the LPP2 to ensure a robust
strategy for housing delivery which conforms with the requirements of the LPP1 and the NPPF.
Policy DM1: Planning Boundary
Policy DM1 states that within the development boundaries, as defined on the Proposals Maps,
development will be permitted providing it accords with the policies of the development plan.
Accompanying the LPP2, Lewes District Council have published revised proposals maps,
which have sought to amend the planning boundaries to include the allocations specified within
Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
www.thakeham.com
Company Registration No. 07278594. Registered Office Address: Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
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the LPP1, the LPP2 and made neighbourhood plans. We support the revision of the settlement
Planning Boundaries to include all allocations.
Policy DM15: Provision of Outdoor Playing Space & Policy DM16: Children’s Play Space
in New Housing Development
Policy DM15 sets out the requirements for the provision of outdoor playing space, including
outdoor sports, equipped/designated children’s playing space and MUGAs and skateboard
parks.
Policy DM16 provides a requirement for the provision of on-site Children’s Play space, for
developments of 20 or more units in accordance with the minimum standards set out in Policy
DM15.
Whilst as a housing developer we fully support the inclusion of children’s play space within
new housing development, in our view this policy is overly prescriptive and lacks flexibility. On
a small site which may be able to accommodate 20 units, the provision of an on-site play area
to the standards set out in Policy DM15 may jeopardise the delivery of much needed housing,
in our view a threshold of 20 units seems quite low and an unreasonable requirement.
Additionally, the policy needs to provide clarity regarding the existing local provision and the
need for on-site provision if this is deemed to be sufficient or can be upgraded to provide a
wider betterment to the existing and future communities.
Woods Fruit Farm, Newick
Thakeham Homes recommends the site for residential development and as such seeks to
promote the site in its entirety for residential development. The red line for the site has been
appended to this representation in Appendix 1.
Newick Neighbourhood Plan
The western area of the site has the benefit of a neighbourhood plan allocation for 38 net
additional dwellings.
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Figure 1 Neighbourhood Plan Allocation of the Western Section of the Application Site

The site has continuously been promoted in its entirety, and whilst the eastern parcel did not
emerge as a formal allocation in the Made Newick Neighbourhood Plan, it was considered as
part of the Plan’s evidence base.
The ‘Newick Neighbourhood Plan: Sustainability Appraisal and Development Site Selection’
report refers the site as Site 10, which extends the full site area:

Figure 2 Site 10 as assessed for housing capacity by Newick Parish
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In reference to Site 10, the Sustainability Appraisal notes the following:
‘Though the whole of Site 10 was taken into account in ranking the sites only the western part
of this Site is required to provide space for the balance of the 100 homes required’
The above note infers that, whilst the whole of Site 10 is suitable for housing on social,
economic and environmental grounds, only a portion of it was required as an allocation with a
view to meeting the then emerging JCS policy provision of 100 homes in Newick.
The Newick Neighbourhood Plan (NNP) was adopted in 2015, prior to the adoption of the LPP1
in 2016. Whilst the NNP progressed utilising the evidence available at that time, the NNP only
sought to meet the housing requirement of the then emerging JCS of 100 units. During the
JCS Examination the Inspector requested the wording changed to a ‘minimum’ of 100 units. It
is therefore in our view the council should seek further allocations in Newick over and above
the NNP allocations to ensure sufficient flexibility.
Lewes District Council 2018 Strategic Housing and Employment Land Availability Assessment
(SHELAA)
The 2017 SHELAA assessed the site under reference 27NW, deeming the entire site at 3.6
hectares: suitable, available, achievable and deliverable for the delivery of 69 residential
dwellings.
Given the councils own SHELAA assessment, we consider that the whole site could provide
much needed housing development within the plan period, help provide the Local Plan with
sufficient flexibility to be able to adapt to rapid change in accordance with the NPPF and
support the provision of housing in accordance with policy SP2 of the adopted LPP1.
Conclusions
In conclusion, whilst the site has the benefit of a partial housing allocation within the Made
Newick Neighbourhood Plan, it is clear the identified housing growth within the Spatial Policy
2 of the adopted LPP1 stipulates minimum requirements. Consequently, in our view the
Council should seek to increase the provision of housing in the LPP2 to ensure a robust
strategy for housing delivery which conforms with the requirements of SP2 and the NPPF.
We support the revision of the proposals map in accordance with the spatial requirements for
housing delivery and would suggest that the council needs to revisit the requirements
stipulated in policies DM15 and DM16 to ensure that these represent a feasible approach.
As detailed above, we are actively promoting the site for residential development and we have
therefore demonstrated within these representations that we consider the site to be achievable,
suitable and available for residential development.
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We trust that these representations will be useful and clear and we would be grateful for
confirmation of receipt. In the meantime, please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any
queries or require any further information.
Yours Sincerely,

Rachel Richardson
Senior Planner
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Representation ID: REP/424/DM1

Representation ID:

REP/424/DM1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/424

Name:

Sarah Sutcliffe

Organisation:

Thakeham Homes

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Developer/Landowner

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

sarah.sutcliffe@thakeham.com

Address:

Thakeham House, Summers Place
Stane Street
Billingshurst
West Sussex
RH14 9GN

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM1: Planning Boundary

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
Policy DM1 states that within the development boundaries, as defined on the Proposals
Maps, development will be permitted providing it accords with the policies of the
development plan. Accompanying the LPP2, Lewes District Council have published
revised proposals maps which have sought to amend the planning boundaries to include
the allocations specified within the LPP1, the LPP2 and made neighbourhood plans. We
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Representation ID: REP/424/DM1
support the revision of the settlement Planning Boundaries.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Planning Policy
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
BN7 1AB
5th November 2018
Dear Sir/Madam,
Lewes Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Policies
Development Plan Document – Pre-Submission version – Representation
Re: Bishops Lane, Ringmer
Introduction
Thakeham Homes Ltd are submitting representations to the Lewes Local Plan Part 2: Site
Allocations and Development Management Policies (‘LPP2’) as local stakeholders. Thakeham
are a house builder based in Sussex with a track record for delivering high quality, sustainable
schemes across the south east. We are progressing a number of potential development sites
within this district at varying stages of the planning process, therefore our representations
relate to the role of the emerging Local Plan in the delivery of the District’s adopted housing
objectives over the plan period.
We have made representations now on Local Plan Part 1 and recently on Local Plan Part 2:
Site Allocations and Development Management policies (Regulation 18) dated 24th January
2018. We therefore have a long-standing interest in the Local Plan preparation which we
support.
Local Plan Part 2 must have due regard to the primary document which is Local Plan Part 1,
given it forms a strategic level plan for the whole district. We have concerns that this has not
occurred.
These representations are submitted in respect of Thakeham Homes’ interests at Bishops
Lane, Ringmer (‘the site’). This site is the land immediately to the east of Diplocks Industrial
Estate, also known by SHELAA (2018) reference 21RG, for 75 net additional residential
dwellings. A location plan for the site is appended to this representation at Appendix 1.
We confirm within these representations that this site is available and deliverable within the
next five years and is set within highly sustainable locations. As such we wish to make
representations on the policies contained within the Draft LPP2
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We wish to support the progression of the LPP2 and make comments within our
representations on the basis that the site allocations document should be prepared to ensure
conformity with the spatial requirements of the adopted Lewes Core Strategy: Local Plan Part
2 (‘LPP1’) and further site allocations should be sought to ensure that the requirements of the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) are met.
NPPF, paragraphs 10 and 11 set out the presumption in favour of sustainable development,
with Paragraph 11(a) identifying a requirement for Local Planning Authorities ‘to positively seek
opportunities to meet the development needs of their area’. Whilst Paragraph 119 states that
“Local planning authorities, and other plan-making bodies, should take a proactive role in
identifying and helping to bring forward land that may be suitable for meeting development
needs”.
Para 120 states that Planning policies and decisions need to reflect changes in the demand
for land. They should be informed by regular reviews of both the land allocated for development
in plans, and of land availability.”
Paragraph 9 also comments that, “Planning policies and decisions should play an active
role in guiding development towards sustainable solutions”
In addition to our comments regarding spatial requirements we also wish to make
representations to the proposed changes to the planning boundaries and the proposed
‘Provision of Outdoor Playing Space’ and ‘Children’s Play Space in New Housing
Development’ policy. As such, these representations also respond to Policy DM1, DM15 and
DM16 of the Draft LPP2.

Spatial Distribution
Table 3 (Residential site allocations) of the Draft LPP2 provides an indication of the planned
level ofhousing in the District, outside of the National Park:
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Table 3 provides the residual housing growth to be identified in LPP2, which in the case of
Ringmer and Broyle Side is 32 net additional dwellings.
Although this has increased from previously being 12 (as stated in our earlier representation
in January 2018) it is still unacceptably low as these figures are a minimum and all sites should
be assumed to come forward.
Whilst Spatial Policy 2 of the adopted LPP1 makes clear that all planned housing growth
numbers are stipulated as minimums, and the LPP2 does state at paragraph 2.7 that ‘It should
be borne in mind that the figures contained within the Spatial Policy 2 are expressed as
minimums and where appropriate growth should exceed this minimum figure’, in our view the
above table does not address these figures as minimum requirements.
It is clear from Table 2 that most parishes designated to produce a neighbourhood plan, have
not sought to exceed their minimum requirements within adopted and emerging
Neighbourhood Plans. The Council has not sought to allocate sites within the LPP2 over and
above the housing growth identified within these adopted and emerging Neighbourhood Plans,
thus only meeting the minimum requirement for most settlements. In our view, this falls short
of the requirements of the NPPF as the Plan has not been positively prepared to meet the
District’s development needs. Additionally, and with particular relevance to Thakeham Homes’
interests at Lewes Road, Ringmer, the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan was adopted prior to the
Core Strategy. Therefore, as the latest development plan adopted, we would continue to
maintain that the Core Strategy requirements should take precedent.
This is particularly since Regulation 18 stage of LPP2, there has been the publication of the
revised NPPF (July 2018) which provides additional weight to promoting house building and in
maintaining a sufficient supply and delivery of homes. Specifically, Paragraph 59 states:“To support the Government’s objective of significantly boosting the supply of homes, it is
important that a sufficient amount and variety of land can come forward where it is needed,
that the needs of groups with specific housing requirements are addressed and that land with
permission is developed without unnecessary delay”.
Paragraph 16 (a and b) of the NPPF states that Local Plans should “be prepared with the
objective of contributing to the achievement of sustainable development and be prepared
positively, in a way that is aspirational but deliverable”, whilst Paragraph 11(a) makes clear
that Local Plans should ensure flexibility to adapt to rapid change. The LPP2 has identified at
Table 5 that most parishes have not sought to exceed their minimum requirements within
adopted and emerging Neighbourhood Plans. The Council has not sought to allocate sites
within the LPP2 over and above the housing growth identified within these adopted and
emerging Neighbourhood Plans, thus only meeting the minimum requirement for most
settlements. In our view, this falls short of the requirements of the NPPF as the plan has not
been positively prepared to meet the district’s development needs. Additionally, some
Neighbourhood Plans, such as the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan were adopted prior to the
Core Strategy. Therefore, as the latest development plan adopted, the Core Strategy
requirements should take precedent.
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Table 3 shows that Ringmer has a shortfall of 32 dwellings. As all the requirements are
minimums it could be questioned as to why the council are not seeking more sites or pursuing
opportunities where more sites are available for development.
There is a small difference of 32 dwellings within the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan once the
overlap with commitments in Local Plan Part 1 (Table 5, p53) and the strategic allocation
Spatial Policy 6: Land north of Bishops Lane, have been taken into account. A detailed
explanation is provided within the Ringmer and Broyle Side section (paragraphs 2.118 to
2.121).
‘2.118 Spatial Policy 2 of the Local Plan Part 1 sets the requirement for a minimum 215 net
additional dwellings to be provided within Ringmer and Broyle Side. Ringmer Parish Council
has a 'made' neighbourhood plan which contains a number of housing policies and allocations.
A number of these allocated sites have since gained planning permission.
2.119 As referred to earlier in paragraph 2.8, a number of sites within Policy 6.4 of the Ringmer
Neighbourhood Plan (RNP) overlap with commitments or the strategic allocation, Land north
of Bishops Lane, identified in Spatial Policy 2 and Table 5 of Local Plan Part 1. The removal
of these duplications results in a total of 183 net additional dwellings identified within the RNP;
a shortfall of 32 net additional dwellings, against the planned housing growth figure of minimum
215 net additional dwellings.
2.120 The shortfall was recognised and discussed at the Local Plan Part 1 Examination, during
which it was agreed that the retained 'saved' 2003 Lewes District Local Plan housing allocation
RG1: Caburn Field was highly likely to deliver above the original target minimum of 40
dwellings (the number contained within the commitments figure for Spatial Policy 2). An
additional 20 dwellings, thereby providing a total of 60 net additional dwellings, was considered
at that time to be a reasonable anticipated capacity for an eventual proposal.
2.121 The increase in capacity was partly due to the inclusion of adjacent Lewes District
Council owned land. A further 12 dwellings, however, is still required to meet the minimum of
215 net additional dwellings. Progress has since been made on the development proposals
for this site, which indicate a yield of 96 dwellings. It is therefore proposed to allocate Caburn
Field for approximately 90, meeting the shortfall of 32 and providing an additional 18 over the
minimum of 215 net additional dwellings. This represents an uplift of 50 over and above the
'saved' 2003 allocation.
Paragraph 2.124. then goes on to state that ‘The housing growth and Ringmer and Broyle
Side, as identified within Local Plan Part 1, is limited due to current highways constraints of
the B2192. Current identified junction improvements, to be delivered by the strategic site at
Bishops Lane, allow for a total of 385 net additional dwellings to be accommodated within the
settlement. Due to the junction capacity constraints there is effectively a cap on development
in Ringmer and Broyle Side beyond the planned 385 net additional dwellings. This is even
allowing for the planned junction improvements that will be delivered through the strategic
allocation at Bishops Lane.”
Paragraph 2.11 discussed the overall requirements for the LPP2 following the assessment of
individual settlement requirements. “The Local Plan Part 2 is therefore required to deliver a
minimum 127 net additional dwellings. In respect to Table 5 it shows that Local Plan Part 2 is
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meeting the minimum required figures”. Again, this should not address minimum requirements
as there is no flexibility should development not come forward for a whole variety of reasons.
It is noted in respect to Table 5 that in the case of Ringmer and Broyle Side that 50 no. units
are allocated in LPP2. It should in fact be upwards of this number to take full account of national
planning policy.
Land at Bishops Lane, Ringmer is a sustainable site and its inclusion as an additional allocation
would enable LPP2 to be more robust in its approach to housing delivery. This would ensure
that LPP2 has been more positively prepared for the robustness of the Plan at Examination.
We would reiterate that the Council should seek to increase the provision of housing in the
LPP2 to ensure a robust strategy for housing delivery which conforms with the requirements
of SP2 and the NPPF.
Policy DM1: Planning Boundary
Policy DM1 states that within the development boundaries, as defined on the Proposals Maps,
development will be permitted providing it accords with the policies of the development plan.
Accompanying the LPP2, Lewes District Council have published revised proposals maps
which have sought to amend the planning boundaries to include the allocations specified within
the LPP1, the LPP2 and made neighbourhood plans. We support the revision of the settlement
Planning Boundaries to include all allocations.

Policy DM15: Provision of Outdoor Playing Space & Policy DM16: Children’s Play Space
in New Housing Development

Policy DM15 sets out the requirements for the provision of outdoor playing space, including
outdoor sports, equipped/designated children’s playing space and MUGAs and skateboard
parks.
Policy DM16 provides a requirement for the provision of on-site Children’s Play space, for
developments of 20 or more units in accordance with the minimum standards set out in Policy
DM15.
Whilst as a housing developer we fully support the inclusion of children’s play space within
new housing development, in our view this policy is overly prescriptive and lacks flexibility. On
a small site which may be able to accommodate 20 units, the provision of an on-site play area
to the standards set out in Policy DM15 may jeopardise the delivery of much needed housing,
in our view a threshold of 20 units seems quite low and an unreasonable requirement.
Additionally, the policy needs to provide clarity regarding the existing local provision and the
need for on-site provision if this is deemed to be sufficient or can be upgraded to provide a
wider betterment to the existing and future communitites.
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Bishops Lane, Ringmer
Thakeham Homes recommends the site for residential development and as such seeks to
promote the site in its entirety for residential development. The red line for the site has been
appended to this representation in Appendix 1.
Land north of Bishops Lane is included in the Lewes District Council SHELAA (2018) under
reference 21RG. The site is around 2.5 ha in size and a yield of 75 dwellings is suggested, the
site has been assessed as ‘suitable, available and achievable’ with the rationale for this
assessment stating:
‘Site is actively being promoted through Part 2 of Local Plan. Greenfield site adjacent to
planning boundary, within walking distance of bus stop and local shops. Area of potential
archaeological interest. ESCC landscape architect considers that the area north of Bishops
Lane should be assessed as a unit to identify developable areas and suitable landscape setting
to redefine village edge. LCS concludes wider landscape character area to have medium
capacity for change. Relocation of right of way required. Significant development in Ringmer
would impact upon Earwig Corner junction. Based on current information and views of ESCC
highways this is considered possible and achievable. Access can be achieved independently
or through one of the adjacent sites. Development of this scale is likely to require an upgrade
to the Neaves Lane Waste Water Treatment Works, which is considered deliverable within the
next five years, which is considered deliverable within the next five years. Site is not identified
for housing within the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan.’
As per the Council’s own SHELAA assessment, the site is considered to be available, suitable
and achievable, with no evident constraints that would prevent the delivery of housing on the
site, and therefore considered deliverable. As such, we consider that the whole of the site
could provide much needed housing development within the plan period, helping to provide
the Local Plan with sufficient flexibility to be able to adapt to rapid change in accordance with
the NPPF and support the provision of housing in accordance with policy SP2 of the adopted
LPP1.

Conclusions
In conclusion, it is clear the identified housing growth within the Spatial Policy 2 of the adopted
LPP1 stipulates minimum requirements. Consequently, in our view the Council should seek
to increase the provision of housing in the LPP2 to ensure a robust strategy for housing delivery
which conforms with the requirements of SP2 and the NPPF.
We support the revision of the proposals map in accordance with the spatial requirements for
housing delivery and would suggest that the council needs to revisit the requirements
stipulated in policies DM15 and DM16 to ensure that these represent a feasible approach.
As detailed above, we are actively promoting the site for residential development and we have
therefore demonstrated within these representations that we consider the site to be achievable,
suitable and available for residential development.
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We trust that these representations will be useful and clear and we would be grateful for
confirmation of receipt. In the meantime, please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any
queries or require any further information.
Yours Sincerely,

Rachel Richardson
Senior Planner

Enc. Appendix 1 - Location Plan
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Planning Policy
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
BN7 1AB
5th November 2018
Dear Sir/Madam,
Lewes Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Policies
Development Plan Document Consultation (Regulation 18) – Representation
Re: Land at Lewes Road, Ringmer
Introduction
Thakeham Homes Ltd are submitting representations to the Lewes Local Plan Part 2: Site
Allocations and Development Management Policies (‘LPP2’) as local stakeholders. Thakeham
are a house builder based in Sussex with a track record for delivering high quality, sustainable
scheme across the south east. We are progressing a number of potential development sites
within this district at varying stages of the planning process, therefore our representations
relate to the role of the emerging Local Plan in the delivery of the District’s adopted housing
objectives over the plan period.
We have made representations now on Local Plan Part 1 and recently on Local Plan Part 2:
Site Allocations and Development Management policies (Regulation 18) dated 24th January
2018. We therefore have a long-standing interest in the Local Plan preparation which we
support.
Local Plan Part 2 must have due regard to the primary document which is Local Plan Part 1,
given it forms a strategic level plan for the whole district. We have concerns that this has not
occurred.
These representations are submitted in respect of Thakeham Homes’ interests at Lewes Road,
Ringmer (‘the site’). Thakeham has a developer interest in a site north of Lewes Road available
for development that is approximately 4.8 ha in size. A location plan for the site is appended
to this representation at Appendix 1.
We confirm within these representations that this site is available and deliverable within the
next five years and are set within highly sustainable locations. As such we wish to make
representations on the policies contained within the Draft LPP2.
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We wish to support the progression of the LPP2 and make comments within our
representations on the basis that the site allocations document should be prepared to ensure
conformity with the spatial requirements of the adopted Lewes Core Strategy: Local Plan Part
1 (‘LPP1’) and further site allocations should be sought to ensure that the requirements of the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) are met.
NPPF, paragraphs 10 and 11 set out the presumption in favour of sustainable development,
with Paragraph 11(a) identifying a requirement for Local Planning Authorities ‘to positively seek
opportunities to meet the development needs of their area’. Whilst Paragraph 119 states that
“Local planning authorities, and other plan-making bodies, should take a proactive role in
identifying and helping to bring forward land that may be suitable for meeting development
needs”.
Para 120 states that Planning policies and decisions need to reflect changes in the demand
for land. They should be informed by regular reviews of both the land allocated for development
in plans, and of land availability.”
Paragraph 9 also comments that, “Planning policies and decisions should play an active
role in guiding development towards sustainable solutions”
In addition to our comments regarding spatial requirements we also wish to make
representations to the proposed changes to the planning boundaries and the proposed
‘Provision of Outdoor Playing Space’ and ‘Children’s Play Space in New Housing
Development’ policy. As such, these representations also respond to Policy DM1, DM15 and
DM16 of the Draft LPP2.

Spatial Distribution
Table 3 (Residential site allocations) of the Draft LPP2 provides an indication of the planned
level of housing in the District, outside of the National Park:
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Table 3 provides the residual housing growth to be identified in LPP2, which in the case of
Ringmer and Broyle Side is 32 net additional dwellings.
Although this has increased from previously being 12 (as stated in our earlier representation
in January 2018) it is still unacceptably low as these figures are a minimum and all sites should
be assumed to come forward.
Whilst Spatial Policy 2 of the adopted LPP1 makes clear that all planned housing growth
numbers are stipulated as minimums, and the LPP2 does state at paragraph 2.7 that ‘It should
be borne in mind that the figures contained within the Spatial Policy 2 are expressed as
minimums and where appropriate growth should exceed this minimum figure’, in our view the
above table does not address these figures as minimum requirements.
It is clear from Table 2 that most parishes designated to produce a neighbourhood plan, have
not sought to exceed their minimum requirements within adopted and emerging
Neighbourhood Plans. The Council has not sought to allocate sites within the LPP2 over and
above the housing growth identified within these adopted and emerging Neighbourhood Plans,
thus only meeting the minimum requirement for most settlements. In our view, this falls short
of the requirements of the NPPF as the Plan has not been positively prepared to meet the
District’s development needs. Additionally, and with particular relevance to Thakeham Homes’
interests at Lewes Road, Ringmer, the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan was adopted prior to the
Core Strategy. Therefore, as the latest development plan adopted, we would continue to
maintain that the Core Strategy requirements should take precedent.
This is particularly since Regulation 18 stage of LPP2, there has been the publication of the
revised NPPF (July 2018) which provides additional weight to promoting house building and in
maintaining a sufficient supply and delivery of homes. Specifically, Paragraph 59 states:“To support the Government’s objective of significantly boosting the supply of homes, it is
important that a sufficient amount and variety of land can come forward where it is needed,
that the needs of groups with specific housing requirements are addressed and that land with
permission is developed without unnecessary delay”.
Paragraph 16 (a and b) of the NPPF states that Local Plans should “be prepared with the
objective of contributing to the achievement of sustainable development and be prepared
positively, in a way that is aspirational but deliverable”, whilst Paragraph 11(a) makes clear
that Local Plans should ensure flexibility to adapt to rapid change. The LPP2 has identified at
Table 5 that most parishes have not sought to exceed their minimum requirements within
adopted and emerging Neighbourhood Plans. The Council has not sought to allocate sites
within the LPP2 over and above the housing growth identified within these adopted and
emerging Neighbourhood Plans, thus only meeting the minimum requirement for most
settlements. In our view, this falls short of the requirements of the NPPF as the plan has not
been positively prepared to meet the district’s development needs. Additionally, some
Neighbourhood Plans, such as the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan were adopted prior to the
Core Strategy. Therefore, as the latest development plan adopted, the Core Strategy
requirements should take precedent.
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Table 3 shows that Ringmer has a shortfall of 32 dwellings. As all the requirements are
minimums it could be questioned as to why the council are not seeking more sites or pursuing
opportunities where more sites are available for development.
There is a small difference of 32 dwellings within the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan once the
overlap with commitments in Local Plan Part 1 (Table 5, p53) and the strategic allocation
Spatial Policy 6: Land north of Bishops Lane, have been taken into account. A detailed
explanation is provided within the Ringmer and Broyle Side section (paragraphs 2.118 to
2.121).
‘2.118 Spatial Policy 2 of the Local Plan Part 1 sets the requirement for a minimum 215 net
additional dwellings to be provided within Ringmer and Broyle Side. Ringmer Parish Council
has a 'made' neighbourhood plan which contains a number of housing policies and allocations.
A number of these allocated sites have since gained planning permission.
2.119 As referred to earlier in paragraph 2.8, a number of sites within Policy 6.4 of the Ringmer
Neighbourhood Plan (RNP) overlap with commitments or the strategic allocation, Land north
of Bishops Lane, identified in Spatial Policy 2 and Table 5 of Local Plan Part 1. The removal
of these duplications results in a total of 183 net additional dwellings identified within the RNP;
a shortfall of 32 net additional dwellings, against the planned housing growth figure of minimum
215 net additional dwellings.
2.120 The shortfall was recognised and discussed at the Local Plan Part 1 Examination, during
which it was agreed that the retained 'saved' 2003 Lewes District Local Plan housing allocation
RG1: Caburn Field was highly likely to deliver above the original target minimum of 40
dwellings (the number contained within the commitments figure for Spatial Policy 2). An
additional 20 dwellings, thereby providing a total of 60 net additional dwellings, was considered
at that time to be a reasonable anticipated capacity for an eventual proposal.
2.121 The increase in capacity was partly due to the inclusion of adjacent Lewes District
Council owned land. A further 12 dwellings, however, is still required to meet the minimum of
215 net additional dwellings. Progress has since been made on the development proposals
for this site, which indicate a yield of 96 dwellings. It is therefore proposed to allocate Caburn
Field for approximately 90, meeting the shortfall of 32 and providing an additional 18 over the
minimum of 215 net additional dwellings. This represents an uplift of 50 over and above the
'saved' 2003 allocation.
Paragraph 2.124. then goes on to state that ‘The housing growth and Ringmer and Broyle
Side, as identified within Local Plan Part 1, is limited due to current highways constraints of
the B2192. Current identified junction improvements, to be delivered by the strategic site at
Bishops Lane, allow for a total of 385 net additional dwellings to be accommodated within the
settlement. Due to the junction capacity constraints there is effectively a cap on development
in Ringmer and Broyle Side beyond the planned 385 net additional dwellings. This is even
allowing for the planned junction improvements that will be delivered through the strategic
allocation at Bishops Lane.”
Paragraph 2.11 discussed the overall requirements for the LPP2 following the assessment of
individual settlement requirements. “The Local Plan Part 2 is therefore required to deliver a
minimum 127 net additional dwellings. In respect to Table 5 it shows that Local Plan Part 2 is
meeting the minimum required figures”. Again, this should not address minimum requirements
as there is no flexibility should development not come forward for a whole variety of reasons.
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It is noted in respect to Table 5 that in the case of Ringmer and Broyle Side that 50 no. units
are allocated in LPP2. It should in fact be upwards of this number to take full account of national
planning policy.
Land at Lewes Road, Ringmer is a sustainable site and its inclusion as an additional allocation
would enable LPP2 to be more robust in its approach to housing delivery. This would ensure
that LPP2 has been more positively prepared for the robustness of the Plan at Examination.
We would reiterate that the Council should seek to increase the provision of housing in the
LPP2 to ensure a robust strategy for housing delivery which conforms with the requirements
of SP2 and the NPPF. This site could deliver an additional 90 houses which would only seek
to strengthen the Council’s position in terms of their housing land supply.
Policy DM1: Planning Boundary
Policy DM1 states that within the development boundaries, as defined on the Proposals Maps,
development will be permitted providing it accords with the policies of the development plan.
Accompanying the LPP2, Lewes District Council have published revised proposals maps
which have sought to amend the planning boundaries to include the allocations specified within
the LPP1, the LPP2 and made neighbourhood plans. We support the revision of the settlement
Planning Boundaries.

Policy DM15: Provision of Outdoor Playing Space & Policy DM16: Children’s Play Space
in New Housing Development
Policy DM15 sets out the requirements for the provision of outdoor playing space, including
outdoor sports, equipped/designated children’s playing space and MUGAs and skateboard
parks.
Policy DM16 provides a requirement for the provision of on-site Children’s Play space, for
developments of 20 or more units in accordance with the minimum standards set out in Policy
DM15.
Whilst as a housing developer we fully support the inclusion of children’s play space within
new housing development, in our view this policy is overly prescriptive and lacks flexibility. On
a small site which may be able to accommodate 20 units, the provision of an on-site play area
to the standards set out in Policy DM15 may jeopardise the delivery of much needed housing,
in our view a threshold of 20 units seems quite low and an unreasonable requirement.
Additionally, the policy needs to provide clarity regarding the existing local provision and the
need for on-site provision if this is deemed to be sufficient or can be upgraded to provide a
wider betterment to the existing and future communities.

Land at Lewes Road, Ringmer
Thakeham Homes recommends the sites for residential development and as such seeks to
promote the sites in their entirety for residential development. The site has been assessed in
Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
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the Council’s latest SHELAA (2018) as not deliverable or developable, however in our view the
assessment raises no constraints which could not be suitably overcome as part of any future
planning application. The site north of Lewes Road we believe is suitable, available and
achievable. The red line for the sites has been appended to this representation in Appendix 1.
Availability, Suitability and Achievability
We wish to promote the site in its entirety for residential development and can confirm that the
site is Available, Suitable, Achievable and therefore deliverable within the next 5 years.
Availability
As highlighted within this and previous representations, the site is controlled by Thakeham
Homes Ltd and are actively being promoted for residential development.
Thakeham has a proven track record for delivering a number of high quality residential
schemes across Surrey, Sussex and Hampshire and will be seeking to deliver a range of
dwellings on the sites.
Suitability
The site is located on the north eastern edge of Ringmer village and is within walking distance
of the various local amenities of Ringmer. Ringmer falls in the third tier of the settlement
hierarchy and is therefore considered to have a range of services and facilities to meet the
needs of the existing community as well as providing key services for surrounding rural
villages. The site has good transport links, with a frequent bus service available from a number
of stops around the village.
Achievability
Given the acute housing need within the District and the location if the site, it is considered
that there is a reasonable prospect of residential development being achieved in the next five
years.
As stated above, Thakeham has a proven track record for delivering schemes of a similar size
and scale throughout Surrey, Sussex and Hampshire, and has the capacity to deliver the
development of the site to provide much needed new homes within the first 5 years of the plan
period.
Deliverability
For the reasons above, the site is considered to be available, suitable and achievable, and
therefore deliverable in accordance with the NPPG. As such, we consider that the site could
provide much needed housing development within the plan period, help provide the Local Plan
with sufficient flexibility to be able to adapt to rapid change in accordance with the NPPF and
support the provision of housing in accordance with policy SP2 of the adopted LPP1.
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Conclusions
In conclusion, it is clear the identified housing growth within the Spatial Policy 2 of the adopted
LPP1 stipulates minimum requirements. Consequently, in our view the Council should seek
to increase the provision of housing in the LPP2 to ensure a robust strategy for housing delivery
which conforms with the requirements of SP2 and the NPPF.
We support the revision of the proposals map in accordance with the spatial requirements for
housing delivery and would suggest that the Council needs to revisit the requirements
stipulated in policies DM15 and DM16 to ensure that these represent a feasible approach.
As detailed above, we are actively promoting the site for residential development and we have
therefore demonstrated within these representations that we consider the site to be achievable,
suitable and available for residential development.
We trust that these representations will be useful and clear and we would be grateful for
confirmation of receipt. In the meantime, please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any
queries or require any further information.
Yours Sincerely,

Rachel Richardson
Senior Planner

Enc. Appendix 1 - Location Plan
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Representation ID: REP/454/DM1

Representation ID:

REP/454/DM1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/454

Name:

Robin Walker

Organisation:

Theobalds Road Residents' Association

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Residents Association

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM1: Planning Boundary

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
4.5 Planning boundaries identified in LPP1 should be respected.
4.7 Development outside the Planning boundaries is only acceptable to support vital
rural communities.
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Representation ID: REP/454/DM1
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
The plans in LDPP2 and SHELLA 2018 are well beyond the identified boundaries of
LPP1 without any justification. There is certainly no possible "support for vital rural
communities" in this plan; quite the opposite, as it serves to compress and reduce the
countryside and removes vital community green spaces.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
As noted previously, LDC should be challenged to develop a plan that is compliant with
national guidelines
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Representation ID: REP/497/DM1

Representation ID:

REP/497/DM1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/497

Name:

Tony Turk

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM1: Planning Boundary

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:

No
Not Justified
Not Effective

Representation:
I refer to the need to protect vulnerable gaps of countryside separating adjacent
settlements. I am particularly concerned regarding the green gap separating Newick
from North Chailey. The Newick Parish Council and Newish Village Society, as well as
myself, raised issues on this in January 2018.
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Representation ID: REP/497/DM1
The text associated with policy DM1 on Planning Boundaries mentions important gaps of
countryside but the policy itself doesn't refer to such gaps. The old Local Plan policy
CT1, which BM1 would replace, was much stronger in specifically saying 'the retention
of the open character of the countryside is of heightened importance where it separates
settlements and prevents coalescence..' Indeed, the National Planning Policy
Framework 2012 allowed you to do this, stating in paragraph 157 that 'Local Plans
should identify land where development would be inappropriate, for instance because of
its environmental or historic significance.
Lewes District Local Plan 2 - Site allocations and development management policies Summary of Consultation Draft Document (30/11/17-25/01/18) on pages 20/21 points
out that supporting text to policy DM1 (Planning Boundaries) does refer to the need to
protect important gaps, so the District Council sees no need to amend the actual policy. I
object to that approach. The policy itself needs strengthening rather than just relying on
some words in the accompanying text. The new National Planning Policy Framework
surely allows you to do this.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
See section 6 above. Please include the Policy itself the relevant words from the old
policy CT1... The retention of the open character of the countryside is of heightened
importance where it separates settlements and prevents coalescence.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/498/DM1

Representation ID:

REP/498/DM1

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/498

Name:

Janet Clifford

Organisation:

Newick Village Society

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM1: Planning Boundary

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:

No
Not Justified
Not Effective

Representation:
Your attention is drawn to the comments of the Newick Village Society as originally
submitted in January 2018 regarding the green gap between Newick and Chailey
The Newick Parish Council and Newick Village Society raised issues on this, saying that
although the text associated with policy DM1 on Planning Boundaries mentioned
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Representation ID: REP/498/DM1
vulnerable gaps, the policy itself didn't. The old local plan policy CT1, which DM1 would
replace, was stronger in specifically saying, 'the retention of the open character of the
countryside is of heightened importance where it separates settlements and prevents
coalescence...' Indeed, the national planning policy framework 2012 allowed out to do
this... it stated paragraph 157 that 'local plans should identify land where development
would be inappropriate, for instance because of its environmental or historic
significance'.
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 - Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies - Summary of consultation Draft Document (30/11/17-25/01/18) on pages 20/21
points out that the supporting text to policy DM1 (Planning Boundaries) does refer to the
need to protect important gaps, so the District Council sees no need to amend the actual
policy. However, Newick Village Society reiterates the point that the policy itself needs
strengthening rather than just relying on some words in the accompanying text. The new
National Planning Policy Framework surely allows you to do this.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
See section 6 above. Please include in the policy itself the relevant words from the old
policy CT1... The retention of the open character of the countryside is of heightened
importance where it separates settlements and prevents coalescence.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Policy-specific Representations

DM2: Affordable Homes Exception
Sites
Representation References: DM2
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Representation ID: REP/135/DM2

Representation ID:

REP/135/DM2

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/135

Name:

Ken Dijksman

Organisation:

Dijksman Planning (UK) LLP

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Planning Consultant

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM2: Affordable Homes Exception Sites

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
This policy is inconsistent with Paragraph 71 of the NPPF. This is a very positive
National Government Policy that specifically urges Local Authorities to support the
delivery of Entry Level homes (as defined within the 2016 Act) – The NPPF states:
71. Local planning authorities should support the development of entry-level exception
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Representation ID: REP/135/DM2
sites, suitable for first time buyers (or those looking to rent their first home), unless the
need for such homes is already being met within the authority's area.
This places the burden upon the Local Authority to demonstrate that the need for entry
level homes is already being met.
This Government policy does not require that such sites are justified based upon need,
the need for them is assumed within the policy – it is for the decision maker to show that
the need is 'already being met.' The policy does not require the applicant to demonstrate
that the need has not been met, this is an important and distinctive element of this
policy. It is positively worded and should be followed until the Council can demonstrate
otherwise.
The wording of the proposed policy DM2 focusses upon rural sites, this emphasis does
not appear in the NPPF. In addition, the proposed policy makes no mention of the key
'Starter Homes' element of the Government policy.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Policy DM2 needs to be re-worded to accord with the principles set out within the NPPF,
to include Starter Homes as the key qualifying criteria, to delete the emphasis within the
text upon rural exceptions, it relates to all settlements, and to delete the requirement to
prove need, the NPPF puts the onus upon the Council to demonstrate that starter
homes need has been met, or to allow such schemes – subject to usual design criteria
and limitations as set out within the NPPF.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Because the Council are seeking to reduce and undermine the positive effect of this
Government Policy
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Representation ID: REP/210/DM2

Representation ID:

REP/210/DM2

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/210

Name:

Shirley Heapy

Organisation:

Rentplus UK

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Other group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

sheapy@rentplus-uk.com

Address:

Floor 2, Sudios 5-11
5 Millbay Road
Plymouth
Devon
PL1 3lf

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM2: Affordable Homes Exception Sites

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:

No
Not Effective
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
We represent Rentplus UK Ltd, an innovative company providing affordable rent to buy
housing for working people aspiring to home ownership with an accessible route to
achieve their dream through the rent - save - own model. This is achieved through a
combination of a secure affordable rented period (whichever is the lower of 80% of open
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Representation ID: REP/210/DM2
market rent, including any service charge, or Local Housing Allowance), giving time to
save, and a 10% gifted deposit to enable tenants to buy their own home in 5, 10, 15 or
20 years.
We previously responded to the consultation draft SPD on New Affordable Housing,
seeking a local review of the delivery of a wider array of affordable housing tenures to
meet local needs. In the time since that consultation closing in January 2018 the
Government has published a revised NPPF (and further consultation document on
assessing housing need), with many changes within this relating to how developers and
LPAs working in partnership can deliver a much greater supply of housing, and in
particular of affordable housing.
Given the scale of change in national policy and the scale of the challenge in meeting
affordable housing needs across the country and in Lewes District more specifically, it is
important for the Council to consider how its policies will be used in determining planning
applications in the longer term, and to modify this prior to examination where this will
assist with its effectiveness over the long term.
There is significant unmet need for affordable housing across Lewes, and this is well
recognised by the Council and highlighted in both the Part 1 and Part 2 Plans.
Affordability is constraining access to home ownership, keeping many potential home
owners locked in private rented accommodation or in other affordable tenures without
support towards ownership. Access to a deposit remains one of the most challenging
blockers to accessing home ownership which can only be resolved through a significant
step change in delivery of all tenures, and in ensuring a supply of tenures that
specifically address the inability of households to save for a deposit.
The exception site policy set out by the Council rightly seeks to address local housing
needs at Lewes' rural communities but does this by placing an unnecessary blocker to
delivering the wide range of tenures which those communities need. Policy DM2 should
not seek to restrict all housing being delivered on exception sites in perpetuity as the
NPPF allows for cross-subsidy by market housing, and supports the delivery of
affordable housing for sale for those who cannot access the market.
It is important that policies such as these enable delivery of affordable housing for rent to
rural communities in perpetuity, but also allow for rural communities to thrive by having a
vibrant housing stock. Delivering shared ownership that is capable of being staircased to
full ownership, and other forms of affordable housing including rent to buy, will ensure
that those communities continue to be vibrant and viable – without new development
many areas stagnate, and hard working families are forced to move elsewhere to afford
a home. 2
This policy should therefore take a proactive approach to welcoming the delivery of the
wider range of affordable tenures as set out in the revised Framework to encourage a
more diverse housing stock and to improve the ability of all developers to deliver an
appropriate and higher quantum of affordable housing across the district. Without such
change, the Council is restricting developers to a narrow form of development, and
communities to a narrow stock of housing that will not meet all needs.
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Representation ID: REP/210/DM2
Policy DM2 can readily be amended to allow for a wider tenure mix by the below
wording:
Outside the planning boundaries, as defined on the Policies Map, proposals for
affordable housing to meet local needs, including housing for sale and rent for those
whose needs are not met by the market, will be permitted where the following criteria are
met:
(4) the affordable housing for social and affordable rent is made available to, and will be
retained in perpetuity for, households with a local connection;
The above changes are minor in scope but will ensure the policy can be found sound at
examination by ensuring the policy adequately reflects the definition of affordable
housing as now set out in the NPPF, remaining compliant with national policy and
ensuring effectiveness over the long term.
The definition in the revised Framework includes affordable housing for sale, including
rent to buy, which for the first time enables households with an aspiration for purchase to
save for a mortgage deposit while living in that home. The Rentplus rent to buy model
delivers a home for rent at an affordable rent for up to twenty years at a maximum of
80% of market rent (an affordable rent), with the ability to set a lower percentage where
this would allow access to housing benefit.
All Rentplus dwellings are leased to Registered Providers at an affordable rent for up to
20 years – the RP manages and maintains each property, giving tenants the assurance
of renting through a responsible housing provider. This builds resilience into local
communities; each Rentplus development is sold on a phased basis every 5 years –
those homes not sold at year 5 are re-let to tenants for a further 5 years.
This form of tenure and development enables partner Housing Associations to diversify
local housing stock and for local households to find the right type of home for them.
Rentplus developments delivered in partnership across England with housing
associations have already delivered significant benefits to those people who could not
previously access housing that was affordable to them. Case studies are set out on the
Rentplus website (accessible via http://www.rentplus-uk.com/about/case-studies),
highlighting the difference that a broad mix of affordable housing can make to
communities – and that the delivery of rent to buy can make to people who could not
access social or affordable rent, or shared ownership previously, or were able to move
on and free up those homes for others in greater need.
The proposed changes will enable the Council to continue to seek affordable housing
through exception sites that targets local housing needs, while enabling a wider range of
households to access housing that meets their needs, retaining people within the rural
communities' they are already connected to. The above changes will also enable the
Council when acting as decision-maker to respond to and support planning applications
that seek to deliver the wider range of affordable housing tenures without radical policy
changes – or departure from the Framework.
By wording the policy in this way developments will be encouraged to come forward with
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Representation ID: REP/210/DM2
a greater diversity of tenures that reflect not only priority needs, but also those needs not
currently met by the delivery of social and affordable rent, or intermediate tenures. The
policy changes will ensure the plan remains justified against the identified housing
needs, and consistent with national planning policy. This will safeguard the plan against
becoming outdated in the short term and therefore at risk of failing to deliver critical
numbers of affordable housing.
It is important for the Council to consider inclusion of a policy on entry-level exception
sites where this will also assist in delivering a step change in supply of affordable
housing across the District. 3
We would like to be notified when the Local Plan is submitted for Examination, and
request attendance at the hearings for any session covering Policy DM2.
Please notify Tetlow King Planning as agents of Rentplus by email only to
consultation@tetlow-king.co.uk.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
To ensure the Inspector has a full understanding of our comments and the need for a
diverse supply of affordable housing.
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Unit 2 Eclipse Office Park High Street Staple Hill Bristol BS16 5EL
T: 0117 956 1916
F: 0117 970 1293

Planning Policy Team
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
BN7 1AB

E: all@tetlow-king.co.uk
W: www.tetlow-king.co.uk

Date:

5 November 2018

Our Ref:

MR

M15/0715-231

By email only:
ldf@lewes.gov.uk
Dear Sirs
RE:

LEWES DISTRICT LOCAL PLAN PART 2: SITE ALLOCATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT
MANAGEMENT POLICIES DPD - PRE-SUBMISSION VERSION

We represent Rentplus UK Ltd, an innovative company providing affordable rent to buy housing for
working people aspiring to home ownership with an accessible route to achieve their dream through the
rent - save - own model. This is achieved through a combination of a secure affordable rented period
(whichever is the lower of 80% of open market rent, including any service charge, or Local Housing
Allowance), giving time to save, and a 10% gifted deposit to enable tenants to buy their own home in 5,
10, 15 or 20 years.
We previously responded to the consultation draft SPD on New Affordable Housing, seeking a local
review of the delivery of a wider array of affordable housing tenures to meet local needs. In the time
since that consultation closing in January 2018 the Government has published a revised NPPF (and
further consultation document on assessing housing need), with many changes within this relating to
how developers and LPAs working in partnership can deliver a much greater supply of housing, and in
particular of affordable housing.
Given the scale of change in national policy and the scale of the challenge in meeting affordable housing
needs across the country and in Lewes District more specifically, it is important for the Council to
consider how its policies will be used in determining planning applications in the longer term, and to
modify this prior to examination where this will assist with its effectiveness over the long term.
There is significant unmet need for affordable housing across Lewes, and this is well recognised by the
Council and highlighted in both the Part 1 and Part 2 Plans. Affordability is constraining access to home
ownership, keeping many potential home owners locked in private rented accommodation or in other
affordable tenures without support towards ownership. Access to a deposit remains one of the most
challenging blockers to accessing home ownership which can only be resolved through a significant
step change in delivery of all tenures, and in ensuring a supply of tenures that specifically address the
inability of households to save for a deposit.
The exception site policy set out by the Council rightly seeks to address local housing needs at Lewes’
rural communities but does this by placing an unnecessary blocker to delivering the wide range of
tenures which those communities need. Policy DM2 should not seek to restrict all housing being
delivered on exception sites in perpetuity as the NPPF allows for cross-subsidy by market housing, and
supports the delivery of affordable housing for sale for those who cannot access the market.
It is important that policies such as these enable delivery of affordable housing for rent to rural
communities in perpetuity, but also allow for rural communities to thrive by having a vibrant housing
stock. Delivering shared ownership that is capable of being staircased to full ownership, and other forms
of affordable housing including rent to buy, will ensure that those communities continue to be vibrant
and viable – without new development many areas stagnate, and hard working families are forced to
move elsewhere to afford a home.
Chairman
R S J Tetlow MSc Dip Surv FRTPI FRICS FCIH FRSA
Tetlow King Planning Limited
Registered Office Unit 2 Eclipse Office Park High Street Staple Hill Bristol BS16 5EL Registered in England No. 2165802
Government Approved Constructionline Registered No. 8559

Directors
J Sneddon BSc (Hons) MRTPI
J M Adams BA (Hons) BTP MRTPI
J Stacey BA (Hons) Dip TP MRTPI
I Warner BSc (Hons) Dip TP MRTPI
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This policy should therefore take a proactive approach to welcoming the delivery of the wider range of
affordable tenures as set out in the revised Framework to encourage a more diverse housing stock and
to improve the ability of all developers to deliver an appropriate and higher quantum of affordable
housing across the district. Without such change, the Council is restricting developers to a narrow form
of development, and communities to a narrow stock of housing that will not meet all needs.
Policy DM2 can readily be amended to allow for a wider tenure mix by the below wording:
Outside the planning boundaries, as defined on the Policies Map, proposals for affordable
housing to meet local needs, including housing for sale and rent for those whose needs are not
met by the market, will be permitted where the following criteria are met:
(4) the affordable housing for social and affordable rent is made available to, and will be
retained in perpetuity for, households with a local connection;
The above changes are minor in scope but will ensure the policy can be found sound at examination
by ensuring the policy adequately reflects the definition of affordable housing as now set out in the
NPPF, remaining compliant with national policy and ensuring effectiveness over the long term.
The definition in the revised Framework includes affordable housing for sale, including rent to buy,
which for the first time enables households with an aspiration for purchase to save for a mortgage
deposit while living in that home. The Rentplus rent to buy model delivers a home for rent at an
affordable rent for up to twenty years at a maximum of 80% of market rent (an affordable rent), with the
ability to set a lower percentage where this would allow access to housing benefit.
All Rentplus dwellings are leased to Registered Providers at an affordable rent for up to 20 years – the
RP manages and maintains each property, giving tenants the assurance of renting through a
responsible housing provider. This builds resilience into local communities; each Rentplus development
is sold on a phased basis every 5 years – those homes not sold at year 5 are re-let to tenants for a
further 5 years.
This form of tenure and development enables partner Housing Associations to diversify local housing
stock and for local households to find the right type of home for them. Rentplus developments delivered
in partnership across England with housing associations have already delivered significant benefits to
those people who could not previously access housing that was affordable to them. Case studies are
set out on the Rentplus website (accessible via http://www.rentplus-uk.com/about/case-studies),
highlighting the difference that a broad mix of affordable housing can make to communities – and that
the delivery of rent to buy can make to people who could not access social or affordable rent, or shared
ownership previously, or were able to move on and free up those homes for others in greater need.
The proposed changes will enable the Council to continue to seek affordable housing through exception
sites that targets local housing needs, while enabling a wider range of households to access housing
that meets their needs, retaining people within the rural communities’ they are already connected to.
The above changes will also enable the Council when acting as decision-maker to respond to and
support planning applications that seek to deliver the wider range of affordable housing tenures without
radical policy changes – or departure from the Framework.
By wording the policy in this way developments will be encouraged to come forward with a greater
diversity of tenures that reflect not only priority needs, but also those needs not currently met by the
delivery of social and affordable rent, or intermediate tenures. The policy changes will ensure the plan
remains justified against the identified housing needs, and consistent with national planning policy. This
will safeguard the plan against becoming outdated in the short term and therefore at risk of failing to
deliver critical numbers of affordable housing.
It is important for the Council to consider inclusion of a policy on entry-level exception sites where this
will also assist in delivering a step change in supply of affordable housing across the District.

2
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We would like to be notified when the Local Plan is submitted for Examination, and request attendance
at the hearings for any session covering Policy DM2. Please notify Tetlow King Planning as agents
of Rentplus by email only to consultation@tetlow-king.co.uk.
Yours faithfully

MEGHAN ROSSITER BSc (Hons.) MSc MRTPI
PRINCIPAL PLANNER
For and On Behalf Of
TETLOW KING PLANNING
meghan.rossiter@tetlow-king.co.uk

3
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Policy-specific Representations

DM4: Residential Conversions in the
Countryside
Representation References: DM4
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Representation ID: REP/022/DM4

Representation ID:

REP/022/DM4

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/022

Name:

Jess Price

Organisation:

Sussex Wildlife Trust

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

swtconservation@sussexwt.org.uk

Address:

Woods Mill
Henfield
West Sussex
BN5 9SD

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM4: Residential Conversions in the Countryside

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
(SEE PDF FOR FULL REPRESENTATION)
SWT are encouraged to see that our comments from the regulation 18 consultation have
been implemented, so that the supporting text for this policy talks more broadly than just
habitat surveys and now includes wording related to Ecological Impact Assessments.
However this wording is not reflected in policy DM4 itself and as such we do not believe
the policy is compliant with national policy.
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Representation ID: REP/022/DM4
In SWT's experience, supporting text does not carry the same weight as policy wording
in planning decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording.
The importance of policy wording in determining decisions is reflected in section 2.22 of
the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 (pre submission), which states:
'Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of
development, planning permission must still be obtained through the planning
application process. Planning applications will be determined in accordance with the
development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1, Development
Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted,
and policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given.
Other relevant plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove
Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be given appropriate consideration at the time. '
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we
request that an additional criterion is added to policy DM4 to ensure it is in line with
section 165 of the 2012NPPF:
'(9) the proposal would not have an unacceptable impact on biodiversity, particularly
protected species. The Council will normally require this to be demonstrated through the
submission of an ecological assessment.'
We acknowledge LDC’s comments made within the Summary of Consultation on the
Consultation Draft Document (30 November 2017 - 25 January 2018) in relation to
SWT's proposed modification to this policy. We respect the council's approach to ensure
the Local Plan Part 2 should be concise and should avoid undue repetition or duplication
by using generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of
development. However, neither Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft Policy
DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for planning
decisions to be informed by up to date environmental information. Therefore, if our
modification is not accepted for this policy we will be seeking an amendment to policy
DM24 to reflect the need for planning decisions to be informed by up to date ecological
information to ensure the policy is compliant with section 165 of the 2012NPPF.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Contact:

By email only
ldf@lewes.gov.uk

Jess Price

Direct Dial: 01273 497511
E-mail:

swtconservation@sussexwt.org.uk

Date:

5 November 18

Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD PreSubmission Version – November 2018
The Sussex Wildlife Trust (SWT) recognises the importance of a plan led system as opposed to a
developer led process and supports Lewes District Council’s (LDC) desire to produce a cohesive Site
Allocations Local Plan. Therefore, we hope that our comments are used constructively to make certain
that this pre-submission version properly plans for the natural capital needed within the district and
ensures that any development is truly sustainable.
Where we are proposing a change to policy or the supporting text, recommended additions are
highlighted in bold and deletions are struck through.
We note that LDC’s Guidance Notes for Making Representations states that it is anticipated that the Plan
will be examined in the context of the 2012 National Planning Policy Framework (2012NPPF). However
the timeline for the progression of this plan could slip and paragraph 213 of the 2018NPPF states that
due weight should be given to policies according to their degree of consistency with the new Framework.
SWT has therefore related its comments to both the 2012 and 2018 versions of the NPPF.

SECTION 2 – RESIDENTIAL SITE ALLOCATIONS
As SWT stated in our regulation 18 comments, the allocation of strategic areas for development and
delivery policies should always be informed by evidence of the functioning of ecological networks at a
landscape scale and underpinned by up-to-date, site specific data as per paragraphs 114 and 165 of the
2012NPPF and 31 and 174 of the 2018NPPF. We are still concerned that LDC has not taken this aspect
of the NPPF into full consideration. In particular there appears to be little information of how the site
allocations relate to the district’s ecological and green infrastructure networks or what the current
biodiversity value of the sites are.

Policies NH01, BA01, BA02, BA03, CH01, CH03, RG01 and GT01
SWT are pleased to see that these policies all now include a requirement for an ecological impact
assessment, however the wording of the relevant criterion is not consistent with national policy and
therefore the policies are unsound.
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In particular, the 2018NPPF is clear in paragraph 170 that planning policies and decisions should
minimise impacts on and provide net gains for biodiversity. There is no longer the caveat of ‘where
possible’ indicating that all development should achieve net gains. We do note that policy BH01 already
does not contain the caveat.
Additionally, a principle of planning, which should contribute to achieving net gains, is the mitigation
hierarchy of first avoiding harm, then mitigating for any residual harm, before, as a last resort, considering
compensation (2012NPPF paragraph 118 and 2018NPPF paragraph 175). It is not acceptable permit
through policy wording mitigation, before avoidance.
We therefore recommend the following amendments to the criteria in order to make the policies listed
above consistent with national policy:
‘…An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on biodiversity. Where adverse impacts are
unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and compensation measures must be employed, commensurate to the
importance, the legal protection or other status of the species or habitat. Development allows for the
protection of biodiversity and enhancement where possible; and…’

Policy NH02 – Land at the Marina
SWT are pleased to see that this policy now includes a requirement for an ecological impact assessment,
however as stated for policies NH01, BA01, BA02, BA03, CH01, CH03, RG01 and GT01, we do not
believe the wording is currently compliant with national policy.
We also support the inclusion of paragraphs 2.35 to 2.37 which highlight the potential impacts of
development on habitats of principle importance. However, in SWT’s experience, supporting text does
not carry the same weight as policy wording in planning decisions and is instead used to explain the
reasoning of the policy wording. Indeed, the importance of policy wording in determining decisions is
reflected in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 (pre submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we request that the
policy wording is strengthened. In particular we do not believe it is currently compliant with paragraphs
117 or 118 of the 2012NPPF or paragraphs 170, 174 or 175 of the 2018NPPF. SWT requests the
following amendments:
‘g) An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on biodiversity, particularly priority habitats.
Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and like for like compensation measures
must be employed, commensurate to the importance, the legal protection or other status of the species or
habitat. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity and enhancement where possible; and…’

Policy BH01 – Land at the Nuggets, Valebridge Road
SWT note that our regulation 18 comments have resulted in an amendment to the supporting text for this
policy. However as stated above, in SWT’s experience, supporting text does not carry the same weight as
policy wording in planning decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording.
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The importance of policy wording in determining decisions is reflected in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local
Plan Part 2 (pre submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we request that the
policy wording is strengthened to include a requirement for at least a 15 metre buffer between the
development and the ancient woodland. We note that policy CH01 does include a minimum figure for the
buffer and we believe this is consistent with the national policy on irreplaceable habitats.
We also seek amendments to criteria d) and f) which currently does not comply with the principle of the
mitigation hierarchy as stated paragraph 118 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 175 of the 2018NPPF. In
order to be made sound, SWT recommends that the following changes are made to policy BH01:
‘d) Tree surveys undertaken and appropriate measures, including proper buffers of at least 15 metres, are
identified and implemented accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on the Tree
Protection Order group and Ancient Woodland on and/or adjacent to site;
e) Development is subject to appropriate assessment and evaluation of archaeological potential and
mitigation measures implemented accordingly;
f) An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measurers identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts, either directly or indirectly on biodiversity,
including irreplaceable habitats. Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and
compensation measures must be employed, commensurate to the importance, the legal protection or other
status of the species or habitat. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity and enhancement;
and ’

Policy CH01 – Glendene, Station Road
We strongly support the addition of ‘at least 15m’ into criterion f. It is unclear why this requirement has
not been added to other site allocations containing/adjacent to ancient woodland. Please see our
comments above in relation to amendments required for criterion e).

Policy CH02 – Layden Hall, East Grinstead Road
SWT does not believe that this policy is currently compliant with paragraph 118 of the 2012NPPF or
paragraph 175 of the 2018NPPF. In particular there is a clear requirement to avoid adverse impacts to
biodiversity before mitigation is considered. Additionally, given the proximity of the site to the SSSI, net
gains to biodiversity should be required as per paragraph 170 of the 2018NPPF. We therefore
recommend that criterion d) is amended as follows:
‘d) An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on Chailey Common SSSI and the local
biodiversity. Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and compensation measures
must be employed, commensurate to the importance, the legal protection or other status of the species or
habitat. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity and enhancement where possible; and…’
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SECTION 3 – EMPLOYMENT SITE ALLOCATIONS

Policy E1 – Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
SWT strongly objects to the inclusion of this policy and does not consider it to be sound as it is neither
justified nor consistent with national policy.
Whilst there is no acknowledgement of this in the policy or the supporting text, the whole of policy area
E1 is designated as Tide Mills Local Wildlife Site (LWS), which is designated in particular for it importance
as an area of feeding and breeding ground for a good number of waders and for its rare vegetated shingle
habitat (a habitat of principle importance). A significant proportion of the LWS has already been
destroyed through development and it is unacceptable for the LWS to be encroached on further.
Both paragraph 117 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 171 of the 2018NPPF are clear that locally
designated sites are key components of the local ecological network and that priority habitats, such as
vegetated shingle, should be protected and restored through the planning process (paragraph 117
2012NPPF and paragraph 174 2018NPPF). However the ecological value of this site seems to have been
disregarded.
SWT accepts that the LWS area to the east of policy area E1 has been lost through the expansion of the
East Quay permitted in 2016. An additional area that is allocated to the Port Access Road (PAR) will also
be lost and given that East Sussex County Council consider that they have planning permission for this,
SWT do not see why this area has not also been removed from the policy area. The remaining area to the
east and the south of the PAR route should be allocated as countryside and fall outside the development
boundary for Newhaven.
It is stated in paragraph 3.5 that policy E1 is carrying forward saved policy NH20 ‘with appropriate
amendments to bring it up to date’. Since 2003 there have been significant changes in Newhaven Port and
in national policy and SWT do not consider that LDC have taken this into account. In particular, NH20 was
part of an overarching policy to regenerate the port, however paragraph 3.13 states that the East Quay
development, permitted in 2016, is anticipated to allow the port to remain competitive.
Similarly, paragraph 3.3 of the plan states that there is no requirement for additional employment space
within the district. It should also be noted that policy area E1 also falls outside of the Newhaven
Enterprise Zone which is the focus for sustainable regeneration of Newhaven and its shift towards a
higher value economy.
Core Policy 10 states that ‘the natural environment of the district, including landscape assets,

biodiversity, geodiversity, priority habitats and species and statutory and locally designated sites, will be
conserved and enhanced by:…
ii. Ensuring that new development will not harm nature conservation interest, unless the benefits of
development at that location clearly outweigh the harm caused…’
The pre-submission Lewes Local Plan part 2 provides no rationale for why the allocation of a Local
Wildlife Site is justified or how the benefits of development of this site, which have not been made clear,
will outweigh the significant harm. Given that there is no objectively assessed need for additional
employment space and that the NPPF requires that development is sustainable in terms of the economy,
society and environment, and in particular achieves net gains to biodiversity, the destruction of a Local
Wildlife Site is not acceptable.
SWT believe that this policy should be removed. Or if LDC would like a policy to cover the area for the
PAR, then the policy area covered by E1 should be significantly reduced to exclude any of the LWS to the
east or south of the PAR route.
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SECTION 4 - DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIES

Policy DM4 – Residential Conversions in the Countryside
SWT are encouraged to see that our comments from the regulation 18 consultation have been
implemented, so that the supporting text for this policy talks more broadly than just habitat surveys and
now includes wording related to Ecological Impact Assessments. However this wording is not reflected in
policy DM4 itself and as such we do not believe the policy is compliant with national policy.
In SWT’s experience, supporting text does not carry the same weight as policy wording in planning
decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording. The importance of policy
wording in determining decisions is reflected in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 (pre
submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we request that an
additional criterion is added to policy DM4 to ensure it is in line with section 165 of the 2012NPPF:
‘(9) the proposal would not have an unacceptable impact on biodiversity, particularly protected species. The
Council will normally require this to be demonstrated through the submission of an ecological assessment.’
We acknowledge LDC’s comments made within the Summary of Consultation on the Consultation Draft
Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018) in relation to SWT’s proposed modification to this
policy. We respect the council’s approach to ensure the Local Plan Part 2 should be concise and should
avoid undue repetition or duplication by using generic policies to set out principles that may be common
to different types of development. However, neither Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft Policy
DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for planning decisions to be
informed by up to date environmental information. Therefore, if our modification is not accepted for this
policy we will be seeking an amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for planning decisions to be
informed by up to date ecological information to ensure the policy is compliant with section 165 of the
2012NPPF.

Policy DM6 – Equestrian Development
SWT welcomes the inclusion of the bullet point which considers the cumulative impact on of equestrian
developments on landscape character and biodiversity. However we are concerned the policy fails to
refer to the importance of determining the value of the existing site for biodiversity and the need to
deliver net gains to biodiversity via development.
As said, in our previous representation on DM4, we respect LDC’s approach to ensure the Local Plan Part
2 should be concise and should avoid undue repetition or duplication by using generic policies to set out
principles that may be common to different types of development. However neither Core Policy 10 in
Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need
for decisions to be informed by up to date environmental information and as per paragraph 165 of the
2012NPPF.
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Due to our proposed modification not being accepted within this policy, we will be seeking an amendment
to policy DM24 to reflect the need for decisions to be informed by up to date ecological information to
ensure the policy is compliant with section 165 of the 2012NPPF.

Policy DM9 – Farm Diversification.
As stated in our regulation 18 response, SWT are supportive of bullet point (4). We also continue to
acknowledge the need to create a concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or duplication by using
generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of development. However, as
we have stated previously we do not feel that the current Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft
Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for decisions to be informed
by up to date environmental information, as per paragraph 165 of the 2012NPPF.
Therefore, because our proposed modification has not been accepted for this policy, we will be seeking an
amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for decisions to be informed by up to date ecological
information to ensure the Lewes Local Plan part 2 complies national policy.

Policy DM10 – Employment Development in the Countryside
SWT are pleased to see that our recommendation for the reference to ‘habitat surveys’ in the previous
consultation draft to be replaced with ‘ecological surveys’ has been delivered through the requirement
for Ecological Impact Assessments in paragraph 4.39 of the pre-submission plan. However, as expressed
previously in our response, in our experience supporting text does not carry the same weight as policy in
planning decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording. This is reflected in
the wording in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan part 2 (pre-submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
We acknowledge the need to create concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or duplication by
using generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of development.
However, as we have stated previously we do not feel that the current Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part
1 or Draft Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for decisions to be
informed by up to date environmental information, as per section 165 of the 2012NPPF.
Therefore, because our modification as highlighted in our regulation 18 consultation response was not
accepted for this policy, we will be seeking an amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for
decisions to be informed by up to date ecological information.

Policy DM11 – Existing Employment Sites in the Countryside
We are encouraged to see the changes to the policy wording that acknowledge that landscape and
biodiversity are not mutually exclusive.

Policy DM14 – Multi-functional Green Infrastructure.
Having re-examined our regulation 18 comments, SWT note that we supported the inclusion of the Green
Infrastructure policy and highlighted the need for LDC to commit to undertake a Green Infrastructure
(GI) Strategy. Producing a GI strategy would help LDC to meet the requirements of Core Policy 8 in the
Lewes Local Plan Part 1 and ensure DM14 is deliverable.
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However, we are concerned that our comments have not been reflected in this way on page 34 of the
Summary of Consultation on the Consultation Draft Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018).
The document states:

The Sussex Wildlife Trust objects because the policy is called 'multi-functional green infrastructure' and
should therefore relate to all types of GI.
SWT’s actual comment stated:

Given the inclusion in the plan of a specific policy on Children’s Play Space (DM16), we are unclear why it
is singled out in DM14. This policy is called ‘multi-functional green infrastructure’ and therefore it should
relate to all types of GI. We recommend the following changes to widen out the policy and make it more
effective at achieving positive contributions to the GI network:
In relation to our comments, we remind the council that section 7.80 of Lewes Local Plan Part 1 covers a
number of types of green spaces that are included in the LDC’s GI network.
In our regulation 18 response we also sort specific changes to the policy wording so that it could reflect
Core Policy 8. LDC has suggested that our proposed changing to wording is too vague in relation to the
term ‘need.’
Below highlights the proposed changes we suggested to the policy text in our regulation 18 consultation
response:

‘Development will be permitted where opportunities for the provision of additional green infrastructure
have been identified, fully considered and would will be provided where justified by need the character of
the area or the need for outdoor playing space. The additional provision should seek to enhance the
district’s existing green infrastructure network and should be multifunctional and creative in its approach.
Green infrastructure provided as part of new development should incorporate features to encourage
biodiversity and retain or, where possible, enhance existing features of nature conservation value within
and adjacent to the site. Existing ecological networks should be identified and ecological corridors should,
where practical and appropriate, form an essential component of green infrastructure provision to ensure
habitat connectivity.’
We suggested the term ‘need’ so that it could reflect the ‘need’ as identified in the evidence base for the
allocation/application. The evidence base might be either a district Green Infrastructure Strategy (or
equivalent) and/or an Ecological Impact Assessment of the site. The intention is not for the term to be
vague but to deliver the ‘need’ as identified by the evidence base that informs the allocation/application,
as aspired to in Core Policy 8 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 1.
In particular, Core Policy 8 states:
‘The local planning authority will promote a connected network of multifunctional green infrastructure by

protecting and enhancing the quantity, quality and accessibility of open spaces throughout the district.
This will be achieved by:
1. Identifying in the Site Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD or SDNPA Local Plan
areas where there is potential for the enhancement or restoration of existing green infrastructure and
opportunities for the provision of new green space...’
We remind LDC of their obligations to ensure the local plan takes a strategic approach to maintaining and
enhancing networks of habitats and green infrastructure, as per section 114 of the 2012NPPF and
section 171 of the 2018NPPF. We therefore ask what evidence base has been used to ensure a consistent
approach to the identification of GI provision and enhancements within the site allocations? In particular,
we note that only policy E2 specifically refers to the provision and enhancement of Green Infrastructure
being delivered through the development. This appears inconsistent with the Core Policy 8.
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As demonstrated above, we do not believe that policy DM14 is currently consistent with national policy
or the Lewes Local Plan Part 1. We again ask for the following amendments to ensure the policy is
effective in delivering green infrastructure network enhancements as required in both the 2012 and
2018 NPPF:
‘Development will be permitted where opportunities for the provision of additional green infrastructure
have been identified, fully considered and would will be provided where justified by need the character of
the area or the need for outdoor playing space. The additional provision should seek to enhance the
district’s existing green infrastructure network and should be multifunctional and creative in its approach.
Green infrastructure provided as part of new development should incorporate features to encourage
biodiversity and retain or, where possible, enhance existing features of nature conservation value within
and adjacent to the site. Existing ecological networks should be identified and ecological corridors should,
where practical and appropriate, form an essential component of green infrastructure provision to ensure
habitat connectivity.’

Policy DM17 – Former Lewes /Sheffield Park Railway Line
We are pleased to see that LDC have taken on board SWT’s constructive comments in relation to this
policy and have made amendments that help to reflect the importance of this route for biodiversity.

Policy DM18 – Recreation and Rivers
SWT are encouraged to see that our comments relating to the natural functioning of the river and
associated wetland are now reflected in the policy wording.

Policy DM22 – Water Resources and Water Quality
SWT supports the adoption of our comment reflecting the importance of Chalk Streams in the supporting
text of this policy.

Policy DM24 – Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity
SWT acknowledge that some amendments have been made to this policy in light of comments and
suggestions made by ourselves and Natural England. However, we remain concerned that this policy still
fails to consider LDC’s responsibility to the district’s wider biodiversity assets. This is because neither
Core Policy 10 in the Lewes Local Plan Part 1 or this pre-submission policy specifically stipulate the need
for decisions to be based on up to date environmental information or for development to result in net
gains to biodiversity.
We note LDC’s response to our regulation 18 comments on this matter on page 42 of the Summary of
Consultation on the Consultation Draft Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018):

A policy requirement for all development proposals to submit information on biodiversity is considered to
be unduly onerous and unlikely to be justified for the majority of planning applications. It would therefore
fail to have regard to the NPPF and no amendment is proposed to Draft Policy DM24 in this respect.
In response to this, SWT would highlight that we recognised the need for a proportionate response to
applications, but section 165 of the 2012NPPF states Planning policies and decisions should be based on

up-to-date information about the natural environment and other characteristics of the area…..
Both the 2012 and 2018 NPPFs are clear that achieving sustainable development means pursuing
opportunities to secure economic, social and environmental net gains in an interdependent way. SWT
does not agree that requiring that ecological information is submitted with planning application is
onerous. Indeed many other adopted local plans include this requirement, for example in policy NE3 of
the East Herts District Plan1.
1

https://www.eastherts.gov.uk/districtplan
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By incorporating wording into policy DM24 that stipulates the need for up-to-date environmental
information and net gains this will enable LDC at development management stage to swiftly assess
applications to ensure they are fulfilling their requirements to deliver net gains to biodiversity as per
paragraph 109 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 170 of the 2018NPPF.
We also refer back to comments made throughout the Summary of Consultation on the Consultation
Draft Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018) where LDC have resisted modifications to
earlier policies that sought to seek policy wording to include the submission of ecological assessments.
LDC reasoning was that they wish to create concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or
duplication by using generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of
development. We understand this view point and therefore seek the modifications to draft policy DM24
to enable the plan to ensure it is consistent with national policy and deliver the responsibilities
consistently and effectively. As it stands we do not believe this policy is sound.
Therefore, SWT seeks the following addition to ensure that the DM24 is consistent with national policy:
‘All development proposals must provide adequate up-to-date information about the biodiversity which
may be affected and any avoidance, mitigation and compensation measures required to ensure no net loss
to biodiversity and ensure measurable net gains are delivered.
Development which would be likely to adversely affect a designated Ramsar site, designated or candidate
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) or a classified or potential Special Protection Area (SPA) will only be
permitted where adverse likely significant effects can be avoided and/or mitigated against…’

We hope our recommendations are adopted to ensure that the policies within the Lewes Local Plan Part 2
are as robust and effective as possible. SWT would be happy to discuss any of the above points with LDC.
We do wish to attend the Examination in Public to ensure our views are given due consideration in light of
any contrary comments that are received.

Yours sincerely,

Jess Price
Conservation Officer
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Representation ID: REP/215/DM4

Representation ID:

REP/215/DM4

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/215

Name:

Pippa Hildick-Smith

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM4: Residential Conversions in the Countryside

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared
Not Justified
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
Manor Nursery site, on Theobalds Road has recently been cleared by a developer. This
site was previously a nursery. It has never had a dwelling on it. There were some old
sheds and the land was previously homw to bats and other animals - however the
developer cleared the site so this biodiversity has been completely lost. The area has
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Representation ID: REP/215/DM4
been decimated.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Any proposed plans to develop Manor Nursey as a residential site should be strongly
opposed. Any such building would detract from the character and identity of the locality
(Policy DM4 point 3).A residence on this site would detract from the rural setting (Policy
DM4 point 5).There would be unacceptable impact on the current road network and
there is NO satisfactory vehicular access (Policy DM4 point 6).
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
The Theobalds Road area is a well loved community asset, an ancient bridleway, and a
local amenity used by residents and locals. Proposals to permit development on land
adjacent to the bridleway should NOT be permitted. This land should NOT sit in the area
designated as part of the neighbourhood plan.
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Policy-specific Representations

DM6: Equestrian Development
Representation References: DM6
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Representation ID: REP/011/DM6

Representation ID:

REP/011/DM6

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/011

Name:

Mary Greenwood

Organisation:

CPRE Sussex

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM6: Equestrian Development

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
CPRE Sussex is concerned that policy DM6(5) is too weak. Light pollution from this
source in dark rural areas should be avoided in the interests of protecting dark
landscapes, nature conservation (particularly bat foraging) and local amenity. Our
concerns could be met by deletion of the word 'unacceptable 'from the policy. Such
equestrian use is of insufficient importance to justify any adverse impact in currently dark
countryside. The change we propose is necessary for the policy to be in accord with
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Representation ID: REP/011/DM6
NPPF 2012 para.125 or NPPF 2018 para.180(c).
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Comments made by the Lewes District Branch of CPRE Sussex
Secretary: Mrs Mary Greenwood,

Representing: CPRE Sussex, Brownings Farm, Blackboys, East Sussex, TN22 5HG
CPRE Sussex believes the sections of the draft Local Plan referred to below to be neither sound nor
effective in their current forms, and in some cases not compliant with national legislation. In most
cases appropriate modifications are suggested.
CPRE Sussex considers the most significant comments below to be comments 1, 2, 6, 8 & 11. We
would welcome the opportunity to present more detailed evidence and argument at a later stage
to assist the Inspector examining the draft Local Plan part 2.

1.

Comment on Housing Policy Context (paragraphs 2.1-2.11: pages 12-15)

CPRE Sussex strongly disagrees with the conclusion in paragraph 2.1 and Table 1 that the Housing
Requirement Figure for Lewes District from the adopted Lewes District Joint Core Strategy should be
6,926. The correct figure, approved by the Inspector and included in policy SP1, is 6,900 (345 per
annum). This number is reiterated in the introduction to policy SP2.
The fact that the sum total of the different allocations, categories and provisions in policy SP2 is
6,926, a very modest over-provision given the uncertainty of some supply categories at that time, is
of no relevance. The starting number for line 1 of Table 1 should thus be 6,900, which represents
345 dwellings per annum.
The basis of the division of the number that should be 345 dwellings per annum (6,900 total)
between the part of Lewes District outside the South Downs National Park (covered in this draft
Local Plan part 2) and that part of the District within the SDNP (to be covered in the emerging SDNP
Local Plan) is not clear. The division proposed in paragraph 2.2 and Tables 1 & 2 is stated as if an
agreed objective fact, but appears to CPRE Sussex to be unexplained and, apparently, arbitrary. The
basis for this division, and whether it has been the subject of any consultation or examination, needs
to be explained. It is important to appreciate in this context that the town of Lewes, which is entirely
within the National Park, is nevertheless the best connected, and by some margin the most
sustainable, location for new development within the District and offers a considerable number of
brownfield redevelopment opportunities. Lewes town has an advanced Neighbourhood Plan that
appears set to deliver a higher level of new housing (predominantly on brownfield sites) than was
envisaged at the time that the Lewes District Joint Core Strategy was adopted.
For this new draft Local Plan part 2 to be sound, it needs to deliver not only the correct numbers of
new homes but also to deliver them at an appropriate development speed. Given that the evidence
suggests that recent housing delivery in the District overall has been very close to the required
annual rate, and the profile in the 2016 Lewes District Joint Core Strategy suggested high rates of
delivery in the next few years, it is a matter of some concern that the 1 April 2018 assessment of the
District’s Housing Land Supply was that it had fallen slightly below 5 years. CPRE Sussex believes this
assessment to be incorrect, and that the actual supply is significantly above 5 years. We have
supplied detailed supporting evidence to the Council. To be sound this draft Local Plan part 2 needs
to address the question of the profile of delivery, and in particular to demonstrate that it will deliver
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an adequate and secure supply of new homes over the coming 5-year period. It does not at present
appear to address this important question.
There is a small but not completely insignificant numerical error in Table 5. Table 3 indicates that the
adopted Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan will provide 183 new homes, but that a further 32 are to be
identified in LPP2 (para.2.118 et seq). Draft Policy RG01 then allocates a Ringmer site [an extended
version of site RG1 in the 2003 Lewes Local Plan] for 90 homes, contributing an additional 50 new
homes, against the Ringmer requirement for 32. Unfortunately Table 5 overlooks the fact that the
extension of the 2003 site RG1 to create the new site RG01 in this Plan encompasses Ringmer
Neighbourhood Plan site RES3, so to this extent there is a double-counting of the new homes to be
delivered. The necessary correction takes the ‘Units allocated in LPP2’ in Table 5 from slightly above
the ‘Housing growth to be identified in LPP2’ to slightly below it. However, the compensating
correction that CPRE Sussex contends above should be made to the starting total would, if made,
restore a surplus over the requirement here.
2.

Comment on the Sustainability Appraisal of new rural housing developments, as used
throughout Section 2

CPRE Sussex notes that when potential new housing sites are appraised for sustainability there are
no differences between the appraisals of sustainably-located urban sites and much less sustainable
village sites against the objectives considering travel (objective 3) and carbon dioxide emissions
(objective 12). If new homes are located in villages (particularly villages such as Barcombe with few
local services and little or no public transport) then the lives of the new residents will inevitably be
much more dependent on use of their private cars, and car ownership will be much higher, than if
the same new homes had been more sustainably located in urban areas. East Sussex County Council
has published detailed evidence on car ownership and use for commuting for the different urban
and rural communities in Lewes District [eastsussexinfigures.org.uk]. The inspector examining part 1
of the Local Plan made this specific point, recommending that additional new housing should, in so
far as is possible, be located in the District’s towns. The principle is enshrined in Core Policy CP13 of
the adopted Lewes District Joint Core Strategy. This should certainly have been reflected in the
sustainability appraisals of new housing sites. It is not, even though in several cases it is specifically
noted that the rural housing site appraised is likely to be car-dependent. Because the sustainability
appraisals ignore this important factor, they cannot be considered sound.
3.

Comment on Section 3, Employment (Policy E1, paragraphs 3.11-3.17)

CPRE Sussex is concerned that the proposed new employment site E1 intrudes into the existing Tide
Mills shingle beach area, which has high value both for recreational and leisure use and as a
distinctive wildlife area. We support the comments from Community Action Newhaven that the area
of site E1 should be reduced and that it should not include any of the present shingle seafront beach.
4.

Comment on Policy DM6(5). Light pollution from equestrian development

CPRE Sussex is concerned that policy DM6(5) is too weak. Light pollution from this source in dark
rural areas should be avoided in the interests of protecting dark landscapes, nature conservation
(particularly bat foraging) and local amenity. Our concerns could be met by deletion of the word
‘unacceptable’ from the policy. Such equestrian use is of insufficient importance to justify any
adverse impact in currently dark countryside. The change we propose is necessary for the policy to
be in accord with NPPF 2012 para.125 or NPPF 2018 para.180(c).

2
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5.

Comment on Policy DM9. Farm diversification

CPRE Sussex supports the general intention of this policy. However, an additional condition about
car parking is required. It is likely that effective farm diversification schemes will generate an
additional requirement for such parking. Insensitive vehicle parking outside a farm curtilage can
have a strongly negative urbanising impact on the rural landscape. It is essential to include an
additional condition to ensure that vehicle parking is either confined within the farmyard concerned
or otherwise effectively screened.
6.

Comment on Policy DM14. Multi-functional green infrastructure.

This policy is weak and generic. As written it does not meet the requirements of NPPF 2012
paras.113-114 or NPPF paras.170-171 & 181. It merely repeats them. It needs to be strengthened
and made more specific. The first sentence of the draft policy is unfortunately phrased, and
presumably is not intended to mean what it actually says. CPRE Sussex suggests that this policy
should include a clear strategy that, as a minimum, gave a clear indication of the types of natural
assets that contribute to the important ecological networks in the different parts of the District.
They should include woodland, valuable trees, established hedgerows, ponds, ditches and streams.
Specific locally-important habitats should be identified. The policy should require that these should
be retained within new development. Where such assets are not pre-existing, they should be
provided by new planting and provision. Domestic gardens can make an important contribution to
biodiversity, but only if they are of reasonable extent and linked by appropriate green infrastructure
to the surrounding countryside.
7.

Comment on Policy DM15. Provision of outdoor playing space.

CPRE Sussex welcomes this policy. However, it would be stronger, and clearer to developers, if
accompanied by an indication of the current situation for the different communities in the District
and/or an indication of where up-to-date information about this will be obtainable in the future.
Such information will be necessary to enable developers to assess development viability at an early
stage (e.g. prior to site purchase). Larger developments can reasonably be expected to make on-site
provision, and this should be specified as a requirement. This will not be practicable for smaller sites.
8.

Comment on Policy DM24. Protection of biodiversity.

CPRE Sussex is very concerned that an arbitrary 7 km distance from Ashdown Forest is not adequate
or sufficient to discriminate whether or not an impact on a protected site may occur. The scale of
the development obviously matters. A very small (e.g. single house) development at 6.9 km from the
Forest is very unlikely to have any impact while a large development (e.g. 1,000 houses) at 7.1 km
from the Forest should be of much greater concern, and an appropriate assessment should be
required. We do not believe the policy as written to be sound.
CPRE Sussex recommends that to be sound paragraph 3 of policy DM24 should also require an
additional condition that there is no suitable alternative site before a development with an adverse
impact on an SSSI, NNR or MCZ is approved.
In paragraph 4 of policy DM24 the term ‘irreplaceable habitat’ should be defined in the glossary or
more specific information should be included in the policy. We assume that, for example, that this
term encompasses both ancient woodland and ‘important’ hedgerows.

3
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9.

Comment on Policy DM31. Advertisements.

CPRE Sussex believes that this policy should specify that advertisements in the countryside (outside
planning boundaries) should not be illuminated.
10.

Comment on Policy DM36. Station Parking.

CPRE Sussex strongly supports the intention of protecting car parking provision at railway stations,
to encourage sustainable travel. However, the term ‘adjacent’ has a specific meaning that is not
appropriate here. For example, at Glynde railway station the ‘adjacent’ parking is extremely limited
and much too small to encourage commuter use of the railway here. The important car park for rural
car/rail commuters is about 200 metres away. To encourage railway use the wording needs to be
revised to protect this car park too.
11.

Comment on the need for an additional DM policy or policies, required but not currently
included

To be sound a Local Plan needs to plan to deliver not only an adequate number of new homes in the
District, but it also needs to ensure that the types of new homes match the projected requirement
(see NPPF 2018 para.61). To take an extreme example, a need for 6,900 new 1-2 bed homes for new
small households of modest means would not be met by the delivery of 6,900 expensive market 4+
bed homes, nor would a requirement for 6,900 large family homes be met by the provision of 6,900
1-bed flats.
There is no policy in this Local Plan (or in the Lewes District Joint Core Strategy) to ensure that the
new homes delivered are of the right type to meet the assessed housing need. The recently
(September 2018) issued 2016-based ONS projections show that for England as a whole all the new
households formed to 2041 will be headed by people aged over 55; that almost 90% of them will be
headed by people over retirement age; and that a quarter of them will be headed by people aged
over 85. A similar pattern could be deduced from the 2014-based household projections issued by
ONS in 2016. It is extremely unlikely that this situation is not fully reflected in Lewes District, which
has a significantly higher proportion of older residents than England as a whole.
No Local Plan that fails to include specific quantitative policies to deliver the types of housing they
are likely to require can be considered sound. Policy SD27 of the emerging South Downs National
Park Local Plan provides a model for a step in the right direction, but more specific policies to
address the needs of older residents are also essential.

4
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Representation ID: REP/022/DM6

Representation ID:

REP/022/DM6

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/022

Name:

Jess Price

Organisation:

Sussex Wildlife Trust

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

swtconservation@sussexwt.org.uk

Address:

Woods Mill
Henfield
West Sussex
BN5 9SD

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM6: Equestrian Development

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
(SEE PDF FOR FULL REPRESENTATION)
SWT welcomes the inclusion of the bullet point which considers the cumulative impact
on of equestrian developments on landscape character and biodiversity. However we
are concerned the policy fails to refer to the importance of determining the value of the
existing site for biodiversity and the need to deliver net gains to biodiversity via
development.
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Representation ID: REP/022/DM6
As said, in our previous representation on DM4, we respect LDC’s approach to ensure
the Local Plan Part 2 should be concise and should avoid undue repetition or duplication
by using generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of
development. However neither Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft Policy
DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for decisions to be
informed by up to date environmental information and as per paragraph 165 of the
2012NPPF. Due to our proposed modification not being accepted within this policy, we
will be seeking an amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for decisions to be
informed by up to date ecological information to ensure the policy is compliant with
section 165 of the 2012NPPF.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Contact:

By email only
ldf@lewes.gov.uk

Jess Price

Direct Dial: 01273 497511
E-mail:

swtconservation@sussexwt.org.uk

Date:

5 November 18

Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD PreSubmission Version – November 2018
The Sussex Wildlife Trust (SWT) recognises the importance of a plan led system as opposed to a
developer led process and supports Lewes District Council’s (LDC) desire to produce a cohesive Site
Allocations Local Plan. Therefore, we hope that our comments are used constructively to make certain
that this pre-submission version properly plans for the natural capital needed within the district and
ensures that any development is truly sustainable.
Where we are proposing a change to policy or the supporting text, recommended additions are
highlighted in bold and deletions are struck through.
We note that LDC’s Guidance Notes for Making Representations states that it is anticipated that the Plan
will be examined in the context of the 2012 National Planning Policy Framework (2012NPPF). However
the timeline for the progression of this plan could slip and paragraph 213 of the 2018NPPF states that
due weight should be given to policies according to their degree of consistency with the new Framework.
SWT has therefore related its comments to both the 2012 and 2018 versions of the NPPF.

SECTION 2 – RESIDENTIAL SITE ALLOCATIONS
As SWT stated in our regulation 18 comments, the allocation of strategic areas for development and
delivery policies should always be informed by evidence of the functioning of ecological networks at a
landscape scale and underpinned by up-to-date, site specific data as per paragraphs 114 and 165 of the
2012NPPF and 31 and 174 of the 2018NPPF. We are still concerned that LDC has not taken this aspect
of the NPPF into full consideration. In particular there appears to be little information of how the site
allocations relate to the district’s ecological and green infrastructure networks or what the current
biodiversity value of the sites are.

Policies NH01, BA01, BA02, BA03, CH01, CH03, RG01 and GT01
SWT are pleased to see that these policies all now include a requirement for an ecological impact
assessment, however the wording of the relevant criterion is not consistent with national policy and
therefore the policies are unsound.
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In particular, the 2018NPPF is clear in paragraph 170 that planning policies and decisions should
minimise impacts on and provide net gains for biodiversity. There is no longer the caveat of ‘where
possible’ indicating that all development should achieve net gains. We do note that policy BH01 already
does not contain the caveat.
Additionally, a principle of planning, which should contribute to achieving net gains, is the mitigation
hierarchy of first avoiding harm, then mitigating for any residual harm, before, as a last resort, considering
compensation (2012NPPF paragraph 118 and 2018NPPF paragraph 175). It is not acceptable permit
through policy wording mitigation, before avoidance.
We therefore recommend the following amendments to the criteria in order to make the policies listed
above consistent with national policy:
‘…An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on biodiversity. Where adverse impacts are
unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and compensation measures must be employed, commensurate to the
importance, the legal protection or other status of the species or habitat. Development allows for the
protection of biodiversity and enhancement where possible; and…’

Policy NH02 – Land at the Marina
SWT are pleased to see that this policy now includes a requirement for an ecological impact assessment,
however as stated for policies NH01, BA01, BA02, BA03, CH01, CH03, RG01 and GT01, we do not
believe the wording is currently compliant with national policy.
We also support the inclusion of paragraphs 2.35 to 2.37 which highlight the potential impacts of
development on habitats of principle importance. However, in SWT’s experience, supporting text does
not carry the same weight as policy wording in planning decisions and is instead used to explain the
reasoning of the policy wording. Indeed, the importance of policy wording in determining decisions is
reflected in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 (pre submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we request that the
policy wording is strengthened. In particular we do not believe it is currently compliant with paragraphs
117 or 118 of the 2012NPPF or paragraphs 170, 174 or 175 of the 2018NPPF. SWT requests the
following amendments:
‘g) An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on biodiversity, particularly priority habitats.
Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and like for like compensation measures
must be employed, commensurate to the importance, the legal protection or other status of the species or
habitat. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity and enhancement where possible; and…’

Policy BH01 – Land at the Nuggets, Valebridge Road
SWT note that our regulation 18 comments have resulted in an amendment to the supporting text for this
policy. However as stated above, in SWT’s experience, supporting text does not carry the same weight as
policy wording in planning decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording.
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The importance of policy wording in determining decisions is reflected in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local
Plan Part 2 (pre submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we request that the
policy wording is strengthened to include a requirement for at least a 15 metre buffer between the
development and the ancient woodland. We note that policy CH01 does include a minimum figure for the
buffer and we believe this is consistent with the national policy on irreplaceable habitats.
We also seek amendments to criteria d) and f) which currently does not comply with the principle of the
mitigation hierarchy as stated paragraph 118 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 175 of the 2018NPPF. In
order to be made sound, SWT recommends that the following changes are made to policy BH01:
‘d) Tree surveys undertaken and appropriate measures, including proper buffers of at least 15 metres, are
identified and implemented accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on the Tree
Protection Order group and Ancient Woodland on and/or adjacent to site;
e) Development is subject to appropriate assessment and evaluation of archaeological potential and
mitigation measures implemented accordingly;
f) An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measurers identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts, either directly or indirectly on biodiversity,
including irreplaceable habitats. Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and
compensation measures must be employed, commensurate to the importance, the legal protection or other
status of the species or habitat. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity and enhancement;
and ’

Policy CH01 – Glendene, Station Road
We strongly support the addition of ‘at least 15m’ into criterion f. It is unclear why this requirement has
not been added to other site allocations containing/adjacent to ancient woodland. Please see our
comments above in relation to amendments required for criterion e).

Policy CH02 – Layden Hall, East Grinstead Road
SWT does not believe that this policy is currently compliant with paragraph 118 of the 2012NPPF or
paragraph 175 of the 2018NPPF. In particular there is a clear requirement to avoid adverse impacts to
biodiversity before mitigation is considered. Additionally, given the proximity of the site to the SSSI, net
gains to biodiversity should be required as per paragraph 170 of the 2018NPPF. We therefore
recommend that criterion d) is amended as follows:
‘d) An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on Chailey Common SSSI and the local
biodiversity. Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and compensation measures
must be employed, commensurate to the importance, the legal protection or other status of the species or
habitat. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity and enhancement where possible; and…’
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SECTION 3 – EMPLOYMENT SITE ALLOCATIONS

Policy E1 – Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
SWT strongly objects to the inclusion of this policy and does not consider it to be sound as it is neither
justified nor consistent with national policy.
Whilst there is no acknowledgement of this in the policy or the supporting text, the whole of policy area
E1 is designated as Tide Mills Local Wildlife Site (LWS), which is designated in particular for it importance
as an area of feeding and breeding ground for a good number of waders and for its rare vegetated shingle
habitat (a habitat of principle importance). A significant proportion of the LWS has already been
destroyed through development and it is unacceptable for the LWS to be encroached on further.
Both paragraph 117 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 171 of the 2018NPPF are clear that locally
designated sites are key components of the local ecological network and that priority habitats, such as
vegetated shingle, should be protected and restored through the planning process (paragraph 117
2012NPPF and paragraph 174 2018NPPF). However the ecological value of this site seems to have been
disregarded.
SWT accepts that the LWS area to the east of policy area E1 has been lost through the expansion of the
East Quay permitted in 2016. An additional area that is allocated to the Port Access Road (PAR) will also
be lost and given that East Sussex County Council consider that they have planning permission for this,
SWT do not see why this area has not also been removed from the policy area. The remaining area to the
east and the south of the PAR route should be allocated as countryside and fall outside the development
boundary for Newhaven.
It is stated in paragraph 3.5 that policy E1 is carrying forward saved policy NH20 ‘with appropriate
amendments to bring it up to date’. Since 2003 there have been significant changes in Newhaven Port and
in national policy and SWT do not consider that LDC have taken this into account. In particular, NH20 was
part of an overarching policy to regenerate the port, however paragraph 3.13 states that the East Quay
development, permitted in 2016, is anticipated to allow the port to remain competitive.
Similarly, paragraph 3.3 of the plan states that there is no requirement for additional employment space
within the district. It should also be noted that policy area E1 also falls outside of the Newhaven
Enterprise Zone which is the focus for sustainable regeneration of Newhaven and its shift towards a
higher value economy.
Core Policy 10 states that ‘the natural environment of the district, including landscape assets,

biodiversity, geodiversity, priority habitats and species and statutory and locally designated sites, will be
conserved and enhanced by:…
ii. Ensuring that new development will not harm nature conservation interest, unless the benefits of
development at that location clearly outweigh the harm caused…’
The pre-submission Lewes Local Plan part 2 provides no rationale for why the allocation of a Local
Wildlife Site is justified or how the benefits of development of this site, which have not been made clear,
will outweigh the significant harm. Given that there is no objectively assessed need for additional
employment space and that the NPPF requires that development is sustainable in terms of the economy,
society and environment, and in particular achieves net gains to biodiversity, the destruction of a Local
Wildlife Site is not acceptable.
SWT believe that this policy should be removed. Or if LDC would like a policy to cover the area for the
PAR, then the policy area covered by E1 should be significantly reduced to exclude any of the LWS to the
east or south of the PAR route.
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SECTION 4 - DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIES

Policy DM4 – Residential Conversions in the Countryside
SWT are encouraged to see that our comments from the regulation 18 consultation have been
implemented, so that the supporting text for this policy talks more broadly than just habitat surveys and
now includes wording related to Ecological Impact Assessments. However this wording is not reflected in
policy DM4 itself and as such we do not believe the policy is compliant with national policy.
In SWT’s experience, supporting text does not carry the same weight as policy wording in planning
decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording. The importance of policy
wording in determining decisions is reflected in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 (pre
submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we request that an
additional criterion is added to policy DM4 to ensure it is in line with section 165 of the 2012NPPF:
‘(9) the proposal would not have an unacceptable impact on biodiversity, particularly protected species. The
Council will normally require this to be demonstrated through the submission of an ecological assessment.’
We acknowledge LDC’s comments made within the Summary of Consultation on the Consultation Draft
Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018) in relation to SWT’s proposed modification to this
policy. We respect the council’s approach to ensure the Local Plan Part 2 should be concise and should
avoid undue repetition or duplication by using generic policies to set out principles that may be common
to different types of development. However, neither Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft Policy
DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for planning decisions to be
informed by up to date environmental information. Therefore, if our modification is not accepted for this
policy we will be seeking an amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for planning decisions to be
informed by up to date ecological information to ensure the policy is compliant with section 165 of the
2012NPPF.

Policy DM6 – Equestrian Development
SWT welcomes the inclusion of the bullet point which considers the cumulative impact on of equestrian
developments on landscape character and biodiversity. However we are concerned the policy fails to
refer to the importance of determining the value of the existing site for biodiversity and the need to
deliver net gains to biodiversity via development.
As said, in our previous representation on DM4, we respect LDC’s approach to ensure the Local Plan Part
2 should be concise and should avoid undue repetition or duplication by using generic policies to set out
principles that may be common to different types of development. However neither Core Policy 10 in
Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need
for decisions to be informed by up to date environmental information and as per paragraph 165 of the
2012NPPF.
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Due to our proposed modification not being accepted within this policy, we will be seeking an amendment
to policy DM24 to reflect the need for decisions to be informed by up to date ecological information to
ensure the policy is compliant with section 165 of the 2012NPPF.

Policy DM9 – Farm Diversification.
As stated in our regulation 18 response, SWT are supportive of bullet point (4). We also continue to
acknowledge the need to create a concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or duplication by using
generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of development. However, as
we have stated previously we do not feel that the current Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft
Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for decisions to be informed
by up to date environmental information, as per paragraph 165 of the 2012NPPF.
Therefore, because our proposed modification has not been accepted for this policy, we will be seeking an
amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for decisions to be informed by up to date ecological
information to ensure the Lewes Local Plan part 2 complies national policy.

Policy DM10 – Employment Development in the Countryside
SWT are pleased to see that our recommendation for the reference to ‘habitat surveys’ in the previous
consultation draft to be replaced with ‘ecological surveys’ has been delivered through the requirement
for Ecological Impact Assessments in paragraph 4.39 of the pre-submission plan. However, as expressed
previously in our response, in our experience supporting text does not carry the same weight as policy in
planning decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording. This is reflected in
the wording in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan part 2 (pre-submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
We acknowledge the need to create concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or duplication by
using generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of development.
However, as we have stated previously we do not feel that the current Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part
1 or Draft Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for decisions to be
informed by up to date environmental information, as per section 165 of the 2012NPPF.
Therefore, because our modification as highlighted in our regulation 18 consultation response was not
accepted for this policy, we will be seeking an amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for
decisions to be informed by up to date ecological information.

Policy DM11 – Existing Employment Sites in the Countryside
We are encouraged to see the changes to the policy wording that acknowledge that landscape and
biodiversity are not mutually exclusive.

Policy DM14 – Multi-functional Green Infrastructure.
Having re-examined our regulation 18 comments, SWT note that we supported the inclusion of the Green
Infrastructure policy and highlighted the need for LDC to commit to undertake a Green Infrastructure
(GI) Strategy. Producing a GI strategy would help LDC to meet the requirements of Core Policy 8 in the
Lewes Local Plan Part 1 and ensure DM14 is deliverable.
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However, we are concerned that our comments have not been reflected in this way on page 34 of the
Summary of Consultation on the Consultation Draft Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018).
The document states:

The Sussex Wildlife Trust objects because the policy is called 'multi-functional green infrastructure' and
should therefore relate to all types of GI.
SWT’s actual comment stated:

Given the inclusion in the plan of a specific policy on Children’s Play Space (DM16), we are unclear why it
is singled out in DM14. This policy is called ‘multi-functional green infrastructure’ and therefore it should
relate to all types of GI. We recommend the following changes to widen out the policy and make it more
effective at achieving positive contributions to the GI network:
In relation to our comments, we remind the council that section 7.80 of Lewes Local Plan Part 1 covers a
number of types of green spaces that are included in the LDC’s GI network.
In our regulation 18 response we also sort specific changes to the policy wording so that it could reflect
Core Policy 8. LDC has suggested that our proposed changing to wording is too vague in relation to the
term ‘need.’
Below highlights the proposed changes we suggested to the policy text in our regulation 18 consultation
response:

‘Development will be permitted where opportunities for the provision of additional green infrastructure
have been identified, fully considered and would will be provided where justified by need the character of
the area or the need for outdoor playing space. The additional provision should seek to enhance the
district’s existing green infrastructure network and should be multifunctional and creative in its approach.
Green infrastructure provided as part of new development should incorporate features to encourage
biodiversity and retain or, where possible, enhance existing features of nature conservation value within
and adjacent to the site. Existing ecological networks should be identified and ecological corridors should,
where practical and appropriate, form an essential component of green infrastructure provision to ensure
habitat connectivity.’
We suggested the term ‘need’ so that it could reflect the ‘need’ as identified in the evidence base for the
allocation/application. The evidence base might be either a district Green Infrastructure Strategy (or
equivalent) and/or an Ecological Impact Assessment of the site. The intention is not for the term to be
vague but to deliver the ‘need’ as identified by the evidence base that informs the allocation/application,
as aspired to in Core Policy 8 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 1.
In particular, Core Policy 8 states:
‘The local planning authority will promote a connected network of multifunctional green infrastructure by

protecting and enhancing the quantity, quality and accessibility of open spaces throughout the district.
This will be achieved by:
1. Identifying in the Site Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD or SDNPA Local Plan
areas where there is potential for the enhancement or restoration of existing green infrastructure and
opportunities for the provision of new green space...’
We remind LDC of their obligations to ensure the local plan takes a strategic approach to maintaining and
enhancing networks of habitats and green infrastructure, as per section 114 of the 2012NPPF and
section 171 of the 2018NPPF. We therefore ask what evidence base has been used to ensure a consistent
approach to the identification of GI provision and enhancements within the site allocations? In particular,
we note that only policy E2 specifically refers to the provision and enhancement of Green Infrastructure
being delivered through the development. This appears inconsistent with the Core Policy 8.
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As demonstrated above, we do not believe that policy DM14 is currently consistent with national policy
or the Lewes Local Plan Part 1. We again ask for the following amendments to ensure the policy is
effective in delivering green infrastructure network enhancements as required in both the 2012 and
2018 NPPF:
‘Development will be permitted where opportunities for the provision of additional green infrastructure
have been identified, fully considered and would will be provided where justified by need the character of
the area or the need for outdoor playing space. The additional provision should seek to enhance the
district’s existing green infrastructure network and should be multifunctional and creative in its approach.
Green infrastructure provided as part of new development should incorporate features to encourage
biodiversity and retain or, where possible, enhance existing features of nature conservation value within
and adjacent to the site. Existing ecological networks should be identified and ecological corridors should,
where practical and appropriate, form an essential component of green infrastructure provision to ensure
habitat connectivity.’

Policy DM17 – Former Lewes /Sheffield Park Railway Line
We are pleased to see that LDC have taken on board SWT’s constructive comments in relation to this
policy and have made amendments that help to reflect the importance of this route for biodiversity.

Policy DM18 – Recreation and Rivers
SWT are encouraged to see that our comments relating to the natural functioning of the river and
associated wetland are now reflected in the policy wording.

Policy DM22 – Water Resources and Water Quality
SWT supports the adoption of our comment reflecting the importance of Chalk Streams in the supporting
text of this policy.

Policy DM24 – Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity
SWT acknowledge that some amendments have been made to this policy in light of comments and
suggestions made by ourselves and Natural England. However, we remain concerned that this policy still
fails to consider LDC’s responsibility to the district’s wider biodiversity assets. This is because neither
Core Policy 10 in the Lewes Local Plan Part 1 or this pre-submission policy specifically stipulate the need
for decisions to be based on up to date environmental information or for development to result in net
gains to biodiversity.
We note LDC’s response to our regulation 18 comments on this matter on page 42 of the Summary of
Consultation on the Consultation Draft Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018):

A policy requirement for all development proposals to submit information on biodiversity is considered to
be unduly onerous and unlikely to be justified for the majority of planning applications. It would therefore
fail to have regard to the NPPF and no amendment is proposed to Draft Policy DM24 in this respect.
In response to this, SWT would highlight that we recognised the need for a proportionate response to
applications, but section 165 of the 2012NPPF states Planning policies and decisions should be based on

up-to-date information about the natural environment and other characteristics of the area…..
Both the 2012 and 2018 NPPFs are clear that achieving sustainable development means pursuing
opportunities to secure economic, social and environmental net gains in an interdependent way. SWT
does not agree that requiring that ecological information is submitted with planning application is
onerous. Indeed many other adopted local plans include this requirement, for example in policy NE3 of
the East Herts District Plan1.
1

https://www.eastherts.gov.uk/districtplan
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By incorporating wording into policy DM24 that stipulates the need for up-to-date environmental
information and net gains this will enable LDC at development management stage to swiftly assess
applications to ensure they are fulfilling their requirements to deliver net gains to biodiversity as per
paragraph 109 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 170 of the 2018NPPF.
We also refer back to comments made throughout the Summary of Consultation on the Consultation
Draft Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018) where LDC have resisted modifications to
earlier policies that sought to seek policy wording to include the submission of ecological assessments.
LDC reasoning was that they wish to create concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or
duplication by using generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of
development. We understand this view point and therefore seek the modifications to draft policy DM24
to enable the plan to ensure it is consistent with national policy and deliver the responsibilities
consistently and effectively. As it stands we do not believe this policy is sound.
Therefore, SWT seeks the following addition to ensure that the DM24 is consistent with national policy:
‘All development proposals must provide adequate up-to-date information about the biodiversity which
may be affected and any avoidance, mitigation and compensation measures required to ensure no net loss
to biodiversity and ensure measurable net gains are delivered.
Development which would be likely to adversely affect a designated Ramsar site, designated or candidate
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) or a classified or potential Special Protection Area (SPA) will only be
permitted where adverse likely significant effects can be avoided and/or mitigated against…’

We hope our recommendations are adopted to ensure that the policies within the Lewes Local Plan Part 2
are as robust and effective as possible. SWT would be happy to discuss any of the above points with LDC.
We do wish to attend the Examination in Public to ensure our views are given due consideration in light of
any contrary comments that are received.

Yours sincerely,

Jess Price
Conservation Officer
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Representation ID: REP/362/DM6

Representation ID:

REP/362/DM6

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/362

Name:

Sarah Rayfield

Organisation:

British Horse Society

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Other group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

sarah.rayfield@bhs.org.uk

Address:

British Horse Society
Abbey Park, Stareton
Kenilworth
Warwickshire
CV8 2XZ

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM6: Equestrian Development

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
* "Commercial riding schools, livery stables and other commercial facilities should have
satisfactory access to the public bridleway network without the use of unsuitable roads."
"Unsuitable roads" is subjective, even amongst equestrians, and this needs clarification
with the relevant parties.
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Representation ID: REP/362/DM6
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Patron Her Majesty The Queen

The British Horse Society

Email enquiry@bhs.org.uk

Abbey Park,

Website www.bhs.org.uk

Stareton,

Tel 02476 840500

Kenilworth,

Fax 02476 840501

Warwickshire CV8 2XZ
Bringing Horses and People
Together

Planning Policy Team
Sent via email
2nd November 2018
Dear Sir or Madam
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2
Further to our correspondence in April of this year, please find below comments relating to the
current consultation regarding the above in respect of the plan’s provision for equestrians
within the plan.
You will be aware that equestrian access is limited to just 22% of the public rights of way
network nationally (significantly less for carriage drivers) and even this figure is somewhat
misleading as much of it is fragmented, resulting in dead-end bridleways or restricted byways.
Increased traffic on roads which puts the most vulnerable road users at still more risk at a time
when the limited off road access they have is being threatened by development. It is within
the scope of each local plan to provide, not just for walkers and cyclists, but also for
equestrians at no additional cost, simply by recording paths as “bridleways” rather than
cycleways or footpaths.
Policies contained within the National Planning Policy Framework which support our requests
are as follows:
Section 91c of ‘Promoting Healthy and Safe Communities’:

“Planning policies and decisions should aim to achieve healthy, inclusive and safe places
which:[…]enable and support healthy lifestyles, especially where this would address identified
local health and well-being needs”

The British Horse Society is an Appointed Representative of South Essex Insurance Brokers Limited
who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Registered Charity Nos. 210504 and SC038516. A company limited by guarantee. Registered in England & Wales No.
444742
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Section 96 of ‘Open Space & Recreation’:
“Access to a network of high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and physical

activity is important for the health and well-being of communities. Planning policies should be
based on robust and up-to-date assessments of the need for open space, sport and recreation
facilities (including quantitative or qualitative deficits or surpluses) and opportunities for new
provision.”
Incorporating the requirement to actively seek every opportunity to create new links and/or
new circular routes within Lewes DC area for ALL non motorised users, including equestrians
would help support the policies above.
Within the local plan we welcome the Council’s acknowledgement that,

“4.23 Horse riding and other equestrian activities are increasingly popular forms of recreation
in the countryside that can complement agricultural activities and help to diversify rural
economies”
Further comment on the benefits of equestrian activities both to the equestrian and the
economy are detailed towards the end of this letter.
Specific observations on the document policies are below:
Policy BH01 - Land at The Nuggets, Valebridge Road
Point 1 “Access, including provision for pedestrians and cyclists, to be provided from

Valebridge Road” needs “equestrians” including in this provision. Existing bridleways should
not be used as ‘private access’ for these developments or alternative provision of new publicly
maintainable rights of way of adequate amenity and convenience should be supplied in their
place for all users.
Policies BA01, BA02, Barcombe Cross
Point 1 “Access, including provision for pedestrians and cyclists…” “equestrians” should be
added in to this provision.
Policy DM6
1. “Commercial riding schools, livery stables and other commercial facilities should have

satisfactory access to the public bridleway network without the use of unsuitable roads.”
“Unsuitable roads” is subjective, even amongst equestrians, and this needs clarification with the
relevant parties.
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Policy DM9: Farm Diversification

“4. The proposed development would not create an unacceptable impact on the local road
network or require highway improvements that would harm the landscape or ecological value
of rural roads in the area.”
Priority should be given to schemes where additional off road access for ALL vulnerable road
users would be provided as a result of such schemes via dedicated bridleways and/or long
term permissive routes.
Policy DM14: Multi-functional Green Infrastructure

“Development will be permitted where opportunities for the provision of additional green
infrastructure have been fully considered and would be provided where justified by the
character of the area or the need for outdoor playing space.”
Provision of public rights of way (for ALL NMUs) should be included within this policy as it
fulfils NPPF section 91c and 96.
Policy DM15: Provision for Outdoor Playing Space

“The Council will seek to achieve provision of outdoor playing space, which is as a matter of
practise and policy available for public use, to the following minimum standards:
1.6 ha per 1000 population for outdoor sports, including playing pitches, tennis courts, and
bowling greens;”
Within the UK, there are 2.7 million horse riders compared with approximately 0.4 million
tennis players and 0.4 million bowls players. We would suggest that the need for equestrian
access vastly exceeds the requirement for further tennis courts and bowling greens and so
should be given, at the very least, equal consideration.
DM17 – Former Lewes/Sheffield Park Railway Line
“Development which would prejudice such uses will not be permitted unless proposals are

accompanied by alternative route provision.”
We support this and propose that this should extend to all development, not just the specific
project mentioned.
However, of concern is the phrase above the policy in section 4.57:

“The Council will therefore encourage opportunities to increase access to the countryside by
enabling the provision of a footpath, cycleway or bridleway along the undeveloped part of the
former line.”
This sentence must be amended to
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“The Council will therefore encourage opportunities to increase access to the countryside by
enabling the provision of a bridleway/restricted byway along the undeveloped part of the
former line.”
This provides for equestrians, cyclists AND walkers whereas “footpath, cycleway or bridleway”
excludes equestrians from at least two of the options.
DM35 – we welcome the inclusion of this policy but would further comment that bridleways
over which there is currently limited private vehicular access ought not to be used as access
routes for further development. Where it is possible that unofficial use of the public right of
way could happen then steps should be taken wherever possible to prevent this in the form of
vehicle barriers and/or the provision of alternative routes of equal value and amenity.
We are pleased to note that you recognise equestrianism as an increasingly popular form of
exercise. Within an area such as Lewes DC, a good, connected, well maintained rights of way
network at the higher status will also result in increased equine tourism as can be witnessed
by the number of summer camps run at Plumpton College. Worthy of note also is that The
British Horse Society operates a “Horses Welcome” scheme where B&Bs can be approved by
the BHS for equine tourism. Along with tourism, the cost of keeping a horse was estimated
nationally by BETA in 2015 at £3600 pa per horse with costs in the South East being
substantially higher (a small survey in West Sussex in 2017 found the spend was between £4k
and £15k pa). Much of this benefits the local economy as it is spent on local businesses: livery
yards, vets, farriers, saddlers, feed merchants, forage providers, etc. The value of equestrianism
should not be overlooked in any development plan.
Finally, I have attached for your interest a document entitled “The health benefits of horse
riding in the UK” which explains the key importance of horse riding for physical and emotional
wellbeing. This helps explain why including equestrians fulfils requirements within the NPPF as
mentioned above. Some key findings include:
 More than two thirds (68 percent) of questionnaire respondents participate in horse riding
and associated activities for 30 minutes or more at least three times a week. Sport England

estimate that such a level of sporting activity will help an individual achieve or exceed the
government’s recommended minimum level of physical activity.
 A range of evidence indicates the vast majority (90 percent plus) of horse riders are female
and more than a third (37 percent) of the female riders who took part in the survey were
above 45 years of age. Horse riding is especially well placed to play a valuable role in

initiatives to encourage increased physical activity amongst women of all ages.
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 Amongst the horse riders who took part in the survey, 39 percent had taken no other form

of physical activity in the last four weeks. This highlights the importance of riding to these
people, who might otherwise be sedentary.
 Horse riders with a long-standing illness or disability who took part in the survey are able to
undertake horse riding and associated activities at the same self-reported level of frequency

and physical intensity as those without such an illness or disability.
The British Horse Society is very happy to advise and be included in any planning with the
possibility of inclusion of rights of way.
Yours faithfully

Sarah Rayfield
Access Field Officer – London & the South East
Email: sarah.rayfield@bhs.org.uk
Tel:

02476 840713

Mob: 07971 059262
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The health benefits of
horse riding in the UK

Research undertaken by the University of Brighton and Plumpton College
on behalf of The British Horse Society
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The health benefits of horse riding in the UK
Executive Summary
Key findings
The physical health benefits of horse riding and
associated activities
l

l

l

l

l

l

Horse riding and activities associated with horse riding, such as mucking out, expend
sufficient energy to be classed as moderate intensity exercise.
Regular periods of trotting in a riding session may enhance the energy expended and
associated health benefits.
More than two thirds (68 percent) of questionnaire respondents participate in horse
riding and associated activities for 30 minutes or more at least three times a week.
Sport England estimate that such a level of sporting activity will help an individual
achieve or exceed the government’s recommended minimum level of physical activity.
A range of evidence indicates the vast majority (90 percent plus) of horse riders are
female and more than a third (37 percent) of the female riders who took part in the
survey were above 45 years of age. Horse riding is especially well placed to play a
valuable role in initiatives to encourage increased physical activity amongst women
of all ages.
Amongst the horse riders who took part in the survey, 39 percent had taken no other
form of physical activity in the last four weeks. This highlights the importance of riding
to these people, who might otherwise be sedentary.
Horse riders with a long-standing illness or disability who took part in the survey are
able to undertake horse riding and associated activities at the same self-reported level
of frequency and physical intensity as those without such an illness or disability.

The psychological and social benefits of horse riding
l
l

l

Horse riding stimulates mainly positive psychological feelings.
Horse riders are strongly motivated to take part in riding by the sense of well-being
they gain from interacting with horses. This important positive psychological interaction
with an animal occurs in a very few sports.
Being outdoors and in contact with nature is an important motivation for the vast
majority of horse riders.

Study methods
The British Horse Society commissioned the University of Brighton in partnership with
Plumpton College to research the physical health, psychological and well-being benefits
of recreational horse riding in the United Kingdom.
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Sport England UK have adopted a threshold value for the contribution of sport to meeting
Government guidelines on the recommended intensity and frequency of exercise that is
likely to achieve physical health benefits. The threshold value measures the degree to
which an individual participates in sport of moderate intensity activity for at least 30
minutes or more, three times a week. The research, therefore, assessed whether horse
riding can be classified as a moderate intensity exercise and examined the frequency
with which individuals take part
The research also examined the psychological and social benefits of horse riding. Reliable
existing evidence indicates that physical exercise produces well-being benefits linked to
social interactions and changes in mood, anxiety, self esteem and other personal
emotions.
Two scientific exercise testing trials were undertaken to analyse the physical exercise
intensity of recreational horse riding using validated scientific measurements of energy
expended and current definitions of what constitutes moderate intensity exercise in terms
of energy expenditure measured in metabolic equivalents (METs).
The first trial involved 17 participants cycling in a laboratory to assess their aerobic fitness
levels. Measurements were also taken of their descriptive anthropometric characteristics.
In the second trial the same 17 participants rode a horse for 45 minutes at the Plumpton
College equestrian centre following a protocol that replicated the pattern of a typical riding
lesson.
A questionnaire survey was undertaken of 1,248 horse riders. The quantitative and
qualitative data gathered by the questionnaire allowed an analysis of the respondents’
self reported measures of exercise intensity and frequency, and their perceptions of the
social and psychological benefits of horse riding.
Physical health benefits
The scientific trials indicated general horse riding energy expenditure was equivalent to
3.7 METs and trotting equated to approximately 5.0 METs. These levels are clearly within
the moderate intensity exercise band recommended by the UK’s ABC of Physical Activity
for Health guidelines that considers moderate intensity to be typically characterized as
between three-six METs.
The national compendium of physical activities categorises energy expenditures for
different recreational physical activities and reports levels of four METs for general horse
riding and 6.5 METs for trotting, which are similar to those obtained in the scientific trials.
The compendium also reports that the energy expenditure for saddling and grooming
was 3.5 METs which is in the moderate intensity band
More than two thirds (68 percent) of questionnaire respondents achieved the government
guidelines for exercise intensity and frequency (30 minutes for three times a week or more at
moderate intensity) from horse riding and associated activities alone. Of these respondents
69 percent achieved this level of intensity and frequency through horse riding and the other
21 percent did so through associated activities such as mucking out and grooming.
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Women have been identified in government studies as a social group with relatively low
levels of participation in physical activity. Some 93 percent of questionnaire respondents
were women and 49 percent of female respondents were aged 45 or above. These are
comparable figures to a major Sport England survey which found that 90 percent of those
participating in equestrianism are women and 37 percent of the female participants in
equestrianism are aged 45 or above. The gender and age profile of equestrianism is not
matched by any other sport in the UK.
Thirty nine percent of questionnaire respondents indicated that horse riding was the only
form of physical activity in which they had participated during the last four weeks. These
respondents, if they did not ride, would be sedentary people unless they changed their
exercise habits, thus stressing the importance of horse riding for these individuals.
Qualitative data obtained in the questionnaire suggests that for some respondents with
long-standing illnesses or disability, horse riding had actually improved their physical or
mental condition.
Psychological and social benefits
More than 80 percent of questionnaire respondents reported that horse riding made them
feel ‘quite a lot’ or ‘extremely’ cheerful, relaxed, happy or active. Qualitative data suggests
that horse riding can play a role in managing negative feelings relating to anxiety and
depression. The experience of these psychological benefits amongst questionnaire
respondents was not influenced by the frequency of participation in horse riding and most
psychological benefits were experienced by riders who did not participate regularly.
Asked to rate different motivations for going horse riding 82 percent of questionnaire
respondents rated the motivation of ‘interaction with horses’ as either ‘very important’ or
‘extremely important’. No other motivation received such a high importance rating. Existing
evidence suggests that companion animals can provide owners with certain
psychological benefits. These findings suggest that the interaction with horses may be
very positive psychologically for horse riders.
More than 80 percent of questionnaire respondents rated the motivations ‘contact with
nature’ and ‘scenery and views’ ‘important’, ‘very important’ or ‘extremely important’. Some
personal development motivations identified as important by respondents included
‘escape’, ‘develop skills’, ‘challenge myself’, ‘experience excitement’, ‘to be physically
active’ and ‘to relax’. Participation in horse riding provides a range of psychological and
social benefits, some of which are particular to the interaction with animals and nature
and therefore would not be gained from other forms of sporting activity.

The British Horse Society, Abbey Park,
Stareton, Kenilworth, Warwickshire CV8 2XZ
Call: 02476 840500
Email: enquiries@bhs.org.uk
Registered Charity Nos
Website: www.bhs.org.uk
210504 and SC038516
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Representation ID: REP/454/DM6

Representation ID:

REP/454/DM6

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/454

Name:

Robin Walker

Organisation:

Theobalds Road Residents' Association

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Residents Association

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM6: Equestrian Development

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Effective

Representation:
4.23 - Equestrian development. Most of this relates to the addition of equestrian facilities
- such as stables, sand schools and jumps, which should be managed carefully.
However it notes 'Horse riding and other equestrian activities are increasingly popular
form of recreation in the countryside'. This implies that the maintenance and
enhancement of established bridleways (of which the whole of Theobalds Road is an
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Representation ID: REP/454/DM6
example, both in East Sussex and West Sussex), to gain access to that countryside, is
important and should be managed properly.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
This section should also include the issue of bridleways, which under national leglislation
should be protected - yet LDC has quite improperly and without justification attempted to
re-designate the Theobalds Road bridleway in East Sussex, which is a designated
bridleway, as a public highway, without any evidence and in direct conflict with its own
assessment of Theobalds Road as being a bridleway in the early 2000s
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
REP must be held accountable for the incompleteness, inconsistencies and inaccuracies
in its plan
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Policy-specific Representations

DM8: Residential Sub-Divisions and
Shared Housing
Representation References: DM8
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Representation ID: REP/023/DM8

Representation ID:

REP/023/DM8

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/023

Name:

Sandra Rogers

Organisation:

Brighton and Hove City Council

Consultation Body:

Specific

Stakeholder Type:

Other Local Authority

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

Sandra.Rogers@brighton-hove.gov.uk

Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM8: Residential Sub-Divisions and Shared Housing

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
The council welcomes the clarification provided in response to previous comments that
the principle of providing PBSA within Lewes District is supported through Policy DM8. It
would beneficial to make this clearer I the supporting text to this policy as the currently
working focuses very much on market pressures, sub-divisions and conversions of C3
housing. The characteristics and market sui generis PBSA are somewhat different and it
is not immediately obvious that this policy would be used to assess applications for this
type of developments.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/023/DM8

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Policy-specific Representations

DM9: Farm Diversification
Representation References: DM9
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Representation ID: REP/011/DM9

Representation ID:

REP/011/DM9

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/011

Name:

Mary Greenwood

Organisation:

CPRE Sussex

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM9: Farm Diversification

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
CPRE Sussex supports the general intention of this policy. However, an additional
condition about car parking is required. It is likely that effective farm diversification
schemes will generate an additional requirement for such parking. Insensitive vehicle
parking outside a farm curtilage can have a strongly negative urbanising impact on the
rural landscape. It is essential to include an additional condition to ensure that vehicle
parking is either confined within the farmyard concerned or otherwise effectively
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screened.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Comments made by the Lewes District Branch of CPRE Sussex
Secretary: Mrs Mary Greenwood,

Representing: CPRE Sussex, Brownings Farm, Blackboys, East Sussex, TN22 5HG
CPRE Sussex believes the sections of the draft Local Plan referred to below to be neither sound nor
effective in their current forms, and in some cases not compliant with national legislation. In most
cases appropriate modifications are suggested.
CPRE Sussex considers the most significant comments below to be comments 1, 2, 6, 8 & 11. We
would welcome the opportunity to present more detailed evidence and argument at a later stage
to assist the Inspector examining the draft Local Plan part 2.

1.

Comment on Housing Policy Context (paragraphs 2.1-2.11: pages 12-15)

CPRE Sussex strongly disagrees with the conclusion in paragraph 2.1 and Table 1 that the Housing
Requirement Figure for Lewes District from the adopted Lewes District Joint Core Strategy should be
6,926. The correct figure, approved by the Inspector and included in policy SP1, is 6,900 (345 per
annum). This number is reiterated in the introduction to policy SP2.
The fact that the sum total of the different allocations, categories and provisions in policy SP2 is
6,926, a very modest over-provision given the uncertainty of some supply categories at that time, is
of no relevance. The starting number for line 1 of Table 1 should thus be 6,900, which represents
345 dwellings per annum.
The basis of the division of the number that should be 345 dwellings per annum (6,900 total)
between the part of Lewes District outside the South Downs National Park (covered in this draft
Local Plan part 2) and that part of the District within the SDNP (to be covered in the emerging SDNP
Local Plan) is not clear. The division proposed in paragraph 2.2 and Tables 1 & 2 is stated as if an
agreed objective fact, but appears to CPRE Sussex to be unexplained and, apparently, arbitrary. The
basis for this division, and whether it has been the subject of any consultation or examination, needs
to be explained. It is important to appreciate in this context that the town of Lewes, which is entirely
within the National Park, is nevertheless the best connected, and by some margin the most
sustainable, location for new development within the District and offers a considerable number of
brownfield redevelopment opportunities. Lewes town has an advanced Neighbourhood Plan that
appears set to deliver a higher level of new housing (predominantly on brownfield sites) than was
envisaged at the time that the Lewes District Joint Core Strategy was adopted.
For this new draft Local Plan part 2 to be sound, it needs to deliver not only the correct numbers of
new homes but also to deliver them at an appropriate development speed. Given that the evidence
suggests that recent housing delivery in the District overall has been very close to the required
annual rate, and the profile in the 2016 Lewes District Joint Core Strategy suggested high rates of
delivery in the next few years, it is a matter of some concern that the 1 April 2018 assessment of the
District’s Housing Land Supply was that it had fallen slightly below 5 years. CPRE Sussex believes this
assessment to be incorrect, and that the actual supply is significantly above 5 years. We have
supplied detailed supporting evidence to the Council. To be sound this draft Local Plan part 2 needs
to address the question of the profile of delivery, and in particular to demonstrate that it will deliver
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an adequate and secure supply of new homes over the coming 5-year period. It does not at present
appear to address this important question.
There is a small but not completely insignificant numerical error in Table 5. Table 3 indicates that the
adopted Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan will provide 183 new homes, but that a further 32 are to be
identified in LPP2 (para.2.118 et seq). Draft Policy RG01 then allocates a Ringmer site [an extended
version of site RG1 in the 2003 Lewes Local Plan] for 90 homes, contributing an additional 50 new
homes, against the Ringmer requirement for 32. Unfortunately Table 5 overlooks the fact that the
extension of the 2003 site RG1 to create the new site RG01 in this Plan encompasses Ringmer
Neighbourhood Plan site RES3, so to this extent there is a double-counting of the new homes to be
delivered. The necessary correction takes the ‘Units allocated in LPP2’ in Table 5 from slightly above
the ‘Housing growth to be identified in LPP2’ to slightly below it. However, the compensating
correction that CPRE Sussex contends above should be made to the starting total would, if made,
restore a surplus over the requirement here.
2.

Comment on the Sustainability Appraisal of new rural housing developments, as used
throughout Section 2

CPRE Sussex notes that when potential new housing sites are appraised for sustainability there are
no differences between the appraisals of sustainably-located urban sites and much less sustainable
village sites against the objectives considering travel (objective 3) and carbon dioxide emissions
(objective 12). If new homes are located in villages (particularly villages such as Barcombe with few
local services and little or no public transport) then the lives of the new residents will inevitably be
much more dependent on use of their private cars, and car ownership will be much higher, than if
the same new homes had been more sustainably located in urban areas. East Sussex County Council
has published detailed evidence on car ownership and use for commuting for the different urban
and rural communities in Lewes District [eastsussexinfigures.org.uk]. The inspector examining part 1
of the Local Plan made this specific point, recommending that additional new housing should, in so
far as is possible, be located in the District’s towns. The principle is enshrined in Core Policy CP13 of
the adopted Lewes District Joint Core Strategy. This should certainly have been reflected in the
sustainability appraisals of new housing sites. It is not, even though in several cases it is specifically
noted that the rural housing site appraised is likely to be car-dependent. Because the sustainability
appraisals ignore this important factor, they cannot be considered sound.
3.

Comment on Section 3, Employment (Policy E1, paragraphs 3.11-3.17)

CPRE Sussex is concerned that the proposed new employment site E1 intrudes into the existing Tide
Mills shingle beach area, which has high value both for recreational and leisure use and as a
distinctive wildlife area. We support the comments from Community Action Newhaven that the area
of site E1 should be reduced and that it should not include any of the present shingle seafront beach.
4.

Comment on Policy DM6(5). Light pollution from equestrian development

CPRE Sussex is concerned that policy DM6(5) is too weak. Light pollution from this source in dark
rural areas should be avoided in the interests of protecting dark landscapes, nature conservation
(particularly bat foraging) and local amenity. Our concerns could be met by deletion of the word
‘unacceptable’ from the policy. Such equestrian use is of insufficient importance to justify any
adverse impact in currently dark countryside. The change we propose is necessary for the policy to
be in accord with NPPF 2012 para.125 or NPPF 2018 para.180(c).

2
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5.

Comment on Policy DM9. Farm diversification

CPRE Sussex supports the general intention of this policy. However, an additional condition about
car parking is required. It is likely that effective farm diversification schemes will generate an
additional requirement for such parking. Insensitive vehicle parking outside a farm curtilage can
have a strongly negative urbanising impact on the rural landscape. It is essential to include an
additional condition to ensure that vehicle parking is either confined within the farmyard concerned
or otherwise effectively screened.
6.

Comment on Policy DM14. Multi-functional green infrastructure.

This policy is weak and generic. As written it does not meet the requirements of NPPF 2012
paras.113-114 or NPPF paras.170-171 & 181. It merely repeats them. It needs to be strengthened
and made more specific. The first sentence of the draft policy is unfortunately phrased, and
presumably is not intended to mean what it actually says. CPRE Sussex suggests that this policy
should include a clear strategy that, as a minimum, gave a clear indication of the types of natural
assets that contribute to the important ecological networks in the different parts of the District.
They should include woodland, valuable trees, established hedgerows, ponds, ditches and streams.
Specific locally-important habitats should be identified. The policy should require that these should
be retained within new development. Where such assets are not pre-existing, they should be
provided by new planting and provision. Domestic gardens can make an important contribution to
biodiversity, but only if they are of reasonable extent and linked by appropriate green infrastructure
to the surrounding countryside.
7.

Comment on Policy DM15. Provision of outdoor playing space.

CPRE Sussex welcomes this policy. However, it would be stronger, and clearer to developers, if
accompanied by an indication of the current situation for the different communities in the District
and/or an indication of where up-to-date information about this will be obtainable in the future.
Such information will be necessary to enable developers to assess development viability at an early
stage (e.g. prior to site purchase). Larger developments can reasonably be expected to make on-site
provision, and this should be specified as a requirement. This will not be practicable for smaller sites.
8.

Comment on Policy DM24. Protection of biodiversity.

CPRE Sussex is very concerned that an arbitrary 7 km distance from Ashdown Forest is not adequate
or sufficient to discriminate whether or not an impact on a protected site may occur. The scale of
the development obviously matters. A very small (e.g. single house) development at 6.9 km from the
Forest is very unlikely to have any impact while a large development (e.g. 1,000 houses) at 7.1 km
from the Forest should be of much greater concern, and an appropriate assessment should be
required. We do not believe the policy as written to be sound.
CPRE Sussex recommends that to be sound paragraph 3 of policy DM24 should also require an
additional condition that there is no suitable alternative site before a development with an adverse
impact on an SSSI, NNR or MCZ is approved.
In paragraph 4 of policy DM24 the term ‘irreplaceable habitat’ should be defined in the glossary or
more specific information should be included in the policy. We assume that, for example, that this
term encompasses both ancient woodland and ‘important’ hedgerows.
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9.

Comment on Policy DM31. Advertisements.

CPRE Sussex believes that this policy should specify that advertisements in the countryside (outside
planning boundaries) should not be illuminated.
10.

Comment on Policy DM36. Station Parking.

CPRE Sussex strongly supports the intention of protecting car parking provision at railway stations,
to encourage sustainable travel. However, the term ‘adjacent’ has a specific meaning that is not
appropriate here. For example, at Glynde railway station the ‘adjacent’ parking is extremely limited
and much too small to encourage commuter use of the railway here. The important car park for rural
car/rail commuters is about 200 metres away. To encourage railway use the wording needs to be
revised to protect this car park too.
11.

Comment on the need for an additional DM policy or policies, required but not currently
included

To be sound a Local Plan needs to plan to deliver not only an adequate number of new homes in the
District, but it also needs to ensure that the types of new homes match the projected requirement
(see NPPF 2018 para.61). To take an extreme example, a need for 6,900 new 1-2 bed homes for new
small households of modest means would not be met by the delivery of 6,900 expensive market 4+
bed homes, nor would a requirement for 6,900 large family homes be met by the provision of 6,900
1-bed flats.
There is no policy in this Local Plan (or in the Lewes District Joint Core Strategy) to ensure that the
new homes delivered are of the right type to meet the assessed housing need. The recently
(September 2018) issued 2016-based ONS projections show that for England as a whole all the new
households formed to 2041 will be headed by people aged over 55; that almost 90% of them will be
headed by people over retirement age; and that a quarter of them will be headed by people aged
over 85. A similar pattern could be deduced from the 2014-based household projections issued by
ONS in 2016. It is extremely unlikely that this situation is not fully reflected in Lewes District, which
has a significantly higher proportion of older residents than England as a whole.
No Local Plan that fails to include specific quantitative policies to deliver the types of housing they
are likely to require can be considered sound. Policy SD27 of the emerging South Downs National
Park Local Plan provides a model for a step in the right direction, but more specific policies to
address the needs of older residents are also essential.

4
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Representation ID: REP/022/DM9
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Jess Price

Organisation:
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Consultation Body:

General
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Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM9: Farm Diversification

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
(SEE PDF FOR FULL REPRESENTATION)
As stated in our regulation 18 response, SWT are supportive of bullet point (4). We also
continue to
acknowledge the need to create a concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or
duplication by using
generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of
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development. However, as
we have stated previously we do not feel that the current Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local
Part 1 or Draft
Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for decisions
to be informed
by up to date environmental information, as per paragraph 165 of the 2012NPPF.
Therefore, because our proposed modification has not been accepted for this policy, we
will be seeking an
amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for decisions to be informed by up to date
ecological
'information to ensure the Lewes Local Plan part 2 complies national policy.
'
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Contact:

By email only
ldf@lewes.gov.uk

Jess Price

Direct Dial: 01273 497511
E-mail:

swtconservation@sussexwt.org.uk

Date:

5 November 18

Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD PreSubmission Version – November 2018
The Sussex Wildlife Trust (SWT) recognises the importance of a plan led system as opposed to a
developer led process and supports Lewes District Council’s (LDC) desire to produce a cohesive Site
Allocations Local Plan. Therefore, we hope that our comments are used constructively to make certain
that this pre-submission version properly plans for the natural capital needed within the district and
ensures that any development is truly sustainable.
Where we are proposing a change to policy or the supporting text, recommended additions are
highlighted in bold and deletions are struck through.
We note that LDC’s Guidance Notes for Making Representations states that it is anticipated that the Plan
will be examined in the context of the 2012 National Planning Policy Framework (2012NPPF). However
the timeline for the progression of this plan could slip and paragraph 213 of the 2018NPPF states that
due weight should be given to policies according to their degree of consistency with the new Framework.
SWT has therefore related its comments to both the 2012 and 2018 versions of the NPPF.

SECTION 2 – RESIDENTIAL SITE ALLOCATIONS
As SWT stated in our regulation 18 comments, the allocation of strategic areas for development and
delivery policies should always be informed by evidence of the functioning of ecological networks at a
landscape scale and underpinned by up-to-date, site specific data as per paragraphs 114 and 165 of the
2012NPPF and 31 and 174 of the 2018NPPF. We are still concerned that LDC has not taken this aspect
of the NPPF into full consideration. In particular there appears to be little information of how the site
allocations relate to the district’s ecological and green infrastructure networks or what the current
biodiversity value of the sites are.

Policies NH01, BA01, BA02, BA03, CH01, CH03, RG01 and GT01
SWT are pleased to see that these policies all now include a requirement for an ecological impact
assessment, however the wording of the relevant criterion is not consistent with national policy and
therefore the policies are unsound.
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In particular, the 2018NPPF is clear in paragraph 170 that planning policies and decisions should
minimise impacts on and provide net gains for biodiversity. There is no longer the caveat of ‘where
possible’ indicating that all development should achieve net gains. We do note that policy BH01 already
does not contain the caveat.
Additionally, a principle of planning, which should contribute to achieving net gains, is the mitigation
hierarchy of first avoiding harm, then mitigating for any residual harm, before, as a last resort, considering
compensation (2012NPPF paragraph 118 and 2018NPPF paragraph 175). It is not acceptable permit
through policy wording mitigation, before avoidance.
We therefore recommend the following amendments to the criteria in order to make the policies listed
above consistent with national policy:
‘…An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on biodiversity. Where adverse impacts are
unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and compensation measures must be employed, commensurate to the
importance, the legal protection or other status of the species or habitat. Development allows for the
protection of biodiversity and enhancement where possible; and…’

Policy NH02 – Land at the Marina
SWT are pleased to see that this policy now includes a requirement for an ecological impact assessment,
however as stated for policies NH01, BA01, BA02, BA03, CH01, CH03, RG01 and GT01, we do not
believe the wording is currently compliant with national policy.
We also support the inclusion of paragraphs 2.35 to 2.37 which highlight the potential impacts of
development on habitats of principle importance. However, in SWT’s experience, supporting text does
not carry the same weight as policy wording in planning decisions and is instead used to explain the
reasoning of the policy wording. Indeed, the importance of policy wording in determining decisions is
reflected in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 (pre submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we request that the
policy wording is strengthened. In particular we do not believe it is currently compliant with paragraphs
117 or 118 of the 2012NPPF or paragraphs 170, 174 or 175 of the 2018NPPF. SWT requests the
following amendments:
‘g) An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on biodiversity, particularly priority habitats.
Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and like for like compensation measures
must be employed, commensurate to the importance, the legal protection or other status of the species or
habitat. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity and enhancement where possible; and…’

Policy BH01 – Land at the Nuggets, Valebridge Road
SWT note that our regulation 18 comments have resulted in an amendment to the supporting text for this
policy. However as stated above, in SWT’s experience, supporting text does not carry the same weight as
policy wording in planning decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording.
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The importance of policy wording in determining decisions is reflected in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local
Plan Part 2 (pre submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we request that the
policy wording is strengthened to include a requirement for at least a 15 metre buffer between the
development and the ancient woodland. We note that policy CH01 does include a minimum figure for the
buffer and we believe this is consistent with the national policy on irreplaceable habitats.
We also seek amendments to criteria d) and f) which currently does not comply with the principle of the
mitigation hierarchy as stated paragraph 118 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 175 of the 2018NPPF. In
order to be made sound, SWT recommends that the following changes are made to policy BH01:
‘d) Tree surveys undertaken and appropriate measures, including proper buffers of at least 15 metres, are
identified and implemented accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on the Tree
Protection Order group and Ancient Woodland on and/or adjacent to site;
e) Development is subject to appropriate assessment and evaluation of archaeological potential and
mitigation measures implemented accordingly;
f) An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measurers identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts, either directly or indirectly on biodiversity,
including irreplaceable habitats. Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and
compensation measures must be employed, commensurate to the importance, the legal protection or other
status of the species or habitat. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity and enhancement;
and ’

Policy CH01 – Glendene, Station Road
We strongly support the addition of ‘at least 15m’ into criterion f. It is unclear why this requirement has
not been added to other site allocations containing/adjacent to ancient woodland. Please see our
comments above in relation to amendments required for criterion e).

Policy CH02 – Layden Hall, East Grinstead Road
SWT does not believe that this policy is currently compliant with paragraph 118 of the 2012NPPF or
paragraph 175 of the 2018NPPF. In particular there is a clear requirement to avoid adverse impacts to
biodiversity before mitigation is considered. Additionally, given the proximity of the site to the SSSI, net
gains to biodiversity should be required as per paragraph 170 of the 2018NPPF. We therefore
recommend that criterion d) is amended as follows:
‘d) An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on Chailey Common SSSI and the local
biodiversity. Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and compensation measures
must be employed, commensurate to the importance, the legal protection or other status of the species or
habitat. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity and enhancement where possible; and…’
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SECTION 3 – EMPLOYMENT SITE ALLOCATIONS

Policy E1 – Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
SWT strongly objects to the inclusion of this policy and does not consider it to be sound as it is neither
justified nor consistent with national policy.
Whilst there is no acknowledgement of this in the policy or the supporting text, the whole of policy area
E1 is designated as Tide Mills Local Wildlife Site (LWS), which is designated in particular for it importance
as an area of feeding and breeding ground for a good number of waders and for its rare vegetated shingle
habitat (a habitat of principle importance). A significant proportion of the LWS has already been
destroyed through development and it is unacceptable for the LWS to be encroached on further.
Both paragraph 117 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 171 of the 2018NPPF are clear that locally
designated sites are key components of the local ecological network and that priority habitats, such as
vegetated shingle, should be protected and restored through the planning process (paragraph 117
2012NPPF and paragraph 174 2018NPPF). However the ecological value of this site seems to have been
disregarded.
SWT accepts that the LWS area to the east of policy area E1 has been lost through the expansion of the
East Quay permitted in 2016. An additional area that is allocated to the Port Access Road (PAR) will also
be lost and given that East Sussex County Council consider that they have planning permission for this,
SWT do not see why this area has not also been removed from the policy area. The remaining area to the
east and the south of the PAR route should be allocated as countryside and fall outside the development
boundary for Newhaven.
It is stated in paragraph 3.5 that policy E1 is carrying forward saved policy NH20 ‘with appropriate
amendments to bring it up to date’. Since 2003 there have been significant changes in Newhaven Port and
in national policy and SWT do not consider that LDC have taken this into account. In particular, NH20 was
part of an overarching policy to regenerate the port, however paragraph 3.13 states that the East Quay
development, permitted in 2016, is anticipated to allow the port to remain competitive.
Similarly, paragraph 3.3 of the plan states that there is no requirement for additional employment space
within the district. It should also be noted that policy area E1 also falls outside of the Newhaven
Enterprise Zone which is the focus for sustainable regeneration of Newhaven and its shift towards a
higher value economy.
Core Policy 10 states that ‘the natural environment of the district, including landscape assets,

biodiversity, geodiversity, priority habitats and species and statutory and locally designated sites, will be
conserved and enhanced by:…
ii. Ensuring that new development will not harm nature conservation interest, unless the benefits of
development at that location clearly outweigh the harm caused…’
The pre-submission Lewes Local Plan part 2 provides no rationale for why the allocation of a Local
Wildlife Site is justified or how the benefits of development of this site, which have not been made clear,
will outweigh the significant harm. Given that there is no objectively assessed need for additional
employment space and that the NPPF requires that development is sustainable in terms of the economy,
society and environment, and in particular achieves net gains to biodiversity, the destruction of a Local
Wildlife Site is not acceptable.
SWT believe that this policy should be removed. Or if LDC would like a policy to cover the area for the
PAR, then the policy area covered by E1 should be significantly reduced to exclude any of the LWS to the
east or south of the PAR route.
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SECTION 4 - DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIES

Policy DM4 – Residential Conversions in the Countryside
SWT are encouraged to see that our comments from the regulation 18 consultation have been
implemented, so that the supporting text for this policy talks more broadly than just habitat surveys and
now includes wording related to Ecological Impact Assessments. However this wording is not reflected in
policy DM4 itself and as such we do not believe the policy is compliant with national policy.
In SWT’s experience, supporting text does not carry the same weight as policy wording in planning
decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording. The importance of policy
wording in determining decisions is reflected in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 (pre
submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we request that an
additional criterion is added to policy DM4 to ensure it is in line with section 165 of the 2012NPPF:
‘(9) the proposal would not have an unacceptable impact on biodiversity, particularly protected species. The
Council will normally require this to be demonstrated through the submission of an ecological assessment.’
We acknowledge LDC’s comments made within the Summary of Consultation on the Consultation Draft
Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018) in relation to SWT’s proposed modification to this
policy. We respect the council’s approach to ensure the Local Plan Part 2 should be concise and should
avoid undue repetition or duplication by using generic policies to set out principles that may be common
to different types of development. However, neither Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft Policy
DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for planning decisions to be
informed by up to date environmental information. Therefore, if our modification is not accepted for this
policy we will be seeking an amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for planning decisions to be
informed by up to date ecological information to ensure the policy is compliant with section 165 of the
2012NPPF.

Policy DM6 – Equestrian Development
SWT welcomes the inclusion of the bullet point which considers the cumulative impact on of equestrian
developments on landscape character and biodiversity. However we are concerned the policy fails to
refer to the importance of determining the value of the existing site for biodiversity and the need to
deliver net gains to biodiversity via development.
As said, in our previous representation on DM4, we respect LDC’s approach to ensure the Local Plan Part
2 should be concise and should avoid undue repetition or duplication by using generic policies to set out
principles that may be common to different types of development. However neither Core Policy 10 in
Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need
for decisions to be informed by up to date environmental information and as per paragraph 165 of the
2012NPPF.
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Due to our proposed modification not being accepted within this policy, we will be seeking an amendment
to policy DM24 to reflect the need for decisions to be informed by up to date ecological information to
ensure the policy is compliant with section 165 of the 2012NPPF.

Policy DM9 – Farm Diversification.
As stated in our regulation 18 response, SWT are supportive of bullet point (4). We also continue to
acknowledge the need to create a concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or duplication by using
generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of development. However, as
we have stated previously we do not feel that the current Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft
Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for decisions to be informed
by up to date environmental information, as per paragraph 165 of the 2012NPPF.
Therefore, because our proposed modification has not been accepted for this policy, we will be seeking an
amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for decisions to be informed by up to date ecological
information to ensure the Lewes Local Plan part 2 complies national policy.

Policy DM10 – Employment Development in the Countryside
SWT are pleased to see that our recommendation for the reference to ‘habitat surveys’ in the previous
consultation draft to be replaced with ‘ecological surveys’ has been delivered through the requirement
for Ecological Impact Assessments in paragraph 4.39 of the pre-submission plan. However, as expressed
previously in our response, in our experience supporting text does not carry the same weight as policy in
planning decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording. This is reflected in
the wording in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan part 2 (pre-submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
We acknowledge the need to create concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or duplication by
using generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of development.
However, as we have stated previously we do not feel that the current Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part
1 or Draft Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for decisions to be
informed by up to date environmental information, as per section 165 of the 2012NPPF.
Therefore, because our modification as highlighted in our regulation 18 consultation response was not
accepted for this policy, we will be seeking an amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for
decisions to be informed by up to date ecological information.

Policy DM11 – Existing Employment Sites in the Countryside
We are encouraged to see the changes to the policy wording that acknowledge that landscape and
biodiversity are not mutually exclusive.

Policy DM14 – Multi-functional Green Infrastructure.
Having re-examined our regulation 18 comments, SWT note that we supported the inclusion of the Green
Infrastructure policy and highlighted the need for LDC to commit to undertake a Green Infrastructure
(GI) Strategy. Producing a GI strategy would help LDC to meet the requirements of Core Policy 8 in the
Lewes Local Plan Part 1 and ensure DM14 is deliverable.
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However, we are concerned that our comments have not been reflected in this way on page 34 of the
Summary of Consultation on the Consultation Draft Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018).
The document states:

The Sussex Wildlife Trust objects because the policy is called 'multi-functional green infrastructure' and
should therefore relate to all types of GI.
SWT’s actual comment stated:

Given the inclusion in the plan of a specific policy on Children’s Play Space (DM16), we are unclear why it
is singled out in DM14. This policy is called ‘multi-functional green infrastructure’ and therefore it should
relate to all types of GI. We recommend the following changes to widen out the policy and make it more
effective at achieving positive contributions to the GI network:
In relation to our comments, we remind the council that section 7.80 of Lewes Local Plan Part 1 covers a
number of types of green spaces that are included in the LDC’s GI network.
In our regulation 18 response we also sort specific changes to the policy wording so that it could reflect
Core Policy 8. LDC has suggested that our proposed changing to wording is too vague in relation to the
term ‘need.’
Below highlights the proposed changes we suggested to the policy text in our regulation 18 consultation
response:

‘Development will be permitted where opportunities for the provision of additional green infrastructure
have been identified, fully considered and would will be provided where justified by need the character of
the area or the need for outdoor playing space. The additional provision should seek to enhance the
district’s existing green infrastructure network and should be multifunctional and creative in its approach.
Green infrastructure provided as part of new development should incorporate features to encourage
biodiversity and retain or, where possible, enhance existing features of nature conservation value within
and adjacent to the site. Existing ecological networks should be identified and ecological corridors should,
where practical and appropriate, form an essential component of green infrastructure provision to ensure
habitat connectivity.’
We suggested the term ‘need’ so that it could reflect the ‘need’ as identified in the evidence base for the
allocation/application. The evidence base might be either a district Green Infrastructure Strategy (or
equivalent) and/or an Ecological Impact Assessment of the site. The intention is not for the term to be
vague but to deliver the ‘need’ as identified by the evidence base that informs the allocation/application,
as aspired to in Core Policy 8 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 1.
In particular, Core Policy 8 states:
‘The local planning authority will promote a connected network of multifunctional green infrastructure by

protecting and enhancing the quantity, quality and accessibility of open spaces throughout the district.
This will be achieved by:
1. Identifying in the Site Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD or SDNPA Local Plan
areas where there is potential for the enhancement or restoration of existing green infrastructure and
opportunities for the provision of new green space...’
We remind LDC of their obligations to ensure the local plan takes a strategic approach to maintaining and
enhancing networks of habitats and green infrastructure, as per section 114 of the 2012NPPF and
section 171 of the 2018NPPF. We therefore ask what evidence base has been used to ensure a consistent
approach to the identification of GI provision and enhancements within the site allocations? In particular,
we note that only policy E2 specifically refers to the provision and enhancement of Green Infrastructure
being delivered through the development. This appears inconsistent with the Core Policy 8.
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As demonstrated above, we do not believe that policy DM14 is currently consistent with national policy
or the Lewes Local Plan Part 1. We again ask for the following amendments to ensure the policy is
effective in delivering green infrastructure network enhancements as required in both the 2012 and
2018 NPPF:
‘Development will be permitted where opportunities for the provision of additional green infrastructure
have been identified, fully considered and would will be provided where justified by need the character of
the area or the need for outdoor playing space. The additional provision should seek to enhance the
district’s existing green infrastructure network and should be multifunctional and creative in its approach.
Green infrastructure provided as part of new development should incorporate features to encourage
biodiversity and retain or, where possible, enhance existing features of nature conservation value within
and adjacent to the site. Existing ecological networks should be identified and ecological corridors should,
where practical and appropriate, form an essential component of green infrastructure provision to ensure
habitat connectivity.’

Policy DM17 – Former Lewes /Sheffield Park Railway Line
We are pleased to see that LDC have taken on board SWT’s constructive comments in relation to this
policy and have made amendments that help to reflect the importance of this route for biodiversity.

Policy DM18 – Recreation and Rivers
SWT are encouraged to see that our comments relating to the natural functioning of the river and
associated wetland are now reflected in the policy wording.

Policy DM22 – Water Resources and Water Quality
SWT supports the adoption of our comment reflecting the importance of Chalk Streams in the supporting
text of this policy.

Policy DM24 – Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity
SWT acknowledge that some amendments have been made to this policy in light of comments and
suggestions made by ourselves and Natural England. However, we remain concerned that this policy still
fails to consider LDC’s responsibility to the district’s wider biodiversity assets. This is because neither
Core Policy 10 in the Lewes Local Plan Part 1 or this pre-submission policy specifically stipulate the need
for decisions to be based on up to date environmental information or for development to result in net
gains to biodiversity.
We note LDC’s response to our regulation 18 comments on this matter on page 42 of the Summary of
Consultation on the Consultation Draft Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018):

A policy requirement for all development proposals to submit information on biodiversity is considered to
be unduly onerous and unlikely to be justified for the majority of planning applications. It would therefore
fail to have regard to the NPPF and no amendment is proposed to Draft Policy DM24 in this respect.
In response to this, SWT would highlight that we recognised the need for a proportionate response to
applications, but section 165 of the 2012NPPF states Planning policies and decisions should be based on

up-to-date information about the natural environment and other characteristics of the area…..
Both the 2012 and 2018 NPPFs are clear that achieving sustainable development means pursuing
opportunities to secure economic, social and environmental net gains in an interdependent way. SWT
does not agree that requiring that ecological information is submitted with planning application is
onerous. Indeed many other adopted local plans include this requirement, for example in policy NE3 of
the East Herts District Plan1.
1

https://www.eastherts.gov.uk/districtplan
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By incorporating wording into policy DM24 that stipulates the need for up-to-date environmental
information and net gains this will enable LDC at development management stage to swiftly assess
applications to ensure they are fulfilling their requirements to deliver net gains to biodiversity as per
paragraph 109 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 170 of the 2018NPPF.
We also refer back to comments made throughout the Summary of Consultation on the Consultation
Draft Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018) where LDC have resisted modifications to
earlier policies that sought to seek policy wording to include the submission of ecological assessments.
LDC reasoning was that they wish to create concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or
duplication by using generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of
development. We understand this view point and therefore seek the modifications to draft policy DM24
to enable the plan to ensure it is consistent with national policy and deliver the responsibilities
consistently and effectively. As it stands we do not believe this policy is sound.
Therefore, SWT seeks the following addition to ensure that the DM24 is consistent with national policy:
‘All development proposals must provide adequate up-to-date information about the biodiversity which
may be affected and any avoidance, mitigation and compensation measures required to ensure no net loss
to biodiversity and ensure measurable net gains are delivered.
Development which would be likely to adversely affect a designated Ramsar site, designated or candidate
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) or a classified or potential Special Protection Area (SPA) will only be
permitted where adverse likely significant effects can be avoided and/or mitigated against…’

We hope our recommendations are adopted to ensure that the policies within the Lewes Local Plan Part 2
are as robust and effective as possible. SWT would be happy to discuss any of the above points with LDC.
We do wish to attend the Examination in Public to ensure our views are given due consideration in light of
any contrary comments that are received.

Yours sincerely,

Jess Price
Conservation Officer
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Representation ID: REP/362/DM9

Representation ID:

REP/362/DM9

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/362

Name:

Sarah Rayfield

Organisation:

British Horse Society

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Other group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

sarah.rayfield@bhs.org.uk

Address:

British Horse Society
Abbey Park, Stareton
Kenilworth
Warwickshire
CV8 2XZ

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM9: Farm Diversification

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
4. The proposed development would not create an unacceptable impact on the local
road network or require highway improvements that would harm the landscape or
ecological value of rural roads in the area."
Priority should be given to schemes where additional off road access for ALL vulnerable
road users would be provided as a result of such schemes via dedicated bridleways
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Representation ID: REP/362/DM9
and/or long term permissive routes.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Patron Her Majesty The Queen

The British Horse Society

Email enquiry@bhs.org.uk

Abbey Park,

Website www.bhs.org.uk

Stareton,

Tel 02476 840500

Kenilworth,

Fax 02476 840501

Warwickshire CV8 2XZ
Bringing Horses and People
Together

Planning Policy Team
Sent via email
2nd November 2018
Dear Sir or Madam
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2
Further to our correspondence in April of this year, please find below comments relating to the
current consultation regarding the above in respect of the plan’s provision for equestrians
within the plan.
You will be aware that equestrian access is limited to just 22% of the public rights of way
network nationally (significantly less for carriage drivers) and even this figure is somewhat
misleading as much of it is fragmented, resulting in dead-end bridleways or restricted byways.
Increased traffic on roads which puts the most vulnerable road users at still more risk at a time
when the limited off road access they have is being threatened by development. It is within
the scope of each local plan to provide, not just for walkers and cyclists, but also for
equestrians at no additional cost, simply by recording paths as “bridleways” rather than
cycleways or footpaths.
Policies contained within the National Planning Policy Framework which support our requests
are as follows:
Section 91c of ‘Promoting Healthy and Safe Communities’:

“Planning policies and decisions should aim to achieve healthy, inclusive and safe places
which:[…]enable and support healthy lifestyles, especially where this would address identified
local health and well-being needs”

The British Horse Society is an Appointed Representative of South Essex Insurance Brokers Limited
who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Registered Charity Nos. 210504 and SC038516. A company limited by guarantee. Registered in England & Wales No.
444742
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Section 96 of ‘Open Space & Recreation’:
“Access to a network of high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and physical

activity is important for the health and well-being of communities. Planning policies should be
based on robust and up-to-date assessments of the need for open space, sport and recreation
facilities (including quantitative or qualitative deficits or surpluses) and opportunities for new
provision.”
Incorporating the requirement to actively seek every opportunity to create new links and/or
new circular routes within Lewes DC area for ALL non motorised users, including equestrians
would help support the policies above.
Within the local plan we welcome the Council’s acknowledgement that,

“4.23 Horse riding and other equestrian activities are increasingly popular forms of recreation
in the countryside that can complement agricultural activities and help to diversify rural
economies”
Further comment on the benefits of equestrian activities both to the equestrian and the
economy are detailed towards the end of this letter.
Specific observations on the document policies are below:
Policy BH01 - Land at The Nuggets, Valebridge Road
Point 1 “Access, including provision for pedestrians and cyclists, to be provided from

Valebridge Road” needs “equestrians” including in this provision. Existing bridleways should
not be used as ‘private access’ for these developments or alternative provision of new publicly
maintainable rights of way of adequate amenity and convenience should be supplied in their
place for all users.
Policies BA01, BA02, Barcombe Cross
Point 1 “Access, including provision for pedestrians and cyclists…” “equestrians” should be
added in to this provision.
Policy DM6
1. “Commercial riding schools, livery stables and other commercial facilities should have

satisfactory access to the public bridleway network without the use of unsuitable roads.”
“Unsuitable roads” is subjective, even amongst equestrians, and this needs clarification with the
relevant parties.
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Policy DM9: Farm Diversification

“4. The proposed development would not create an unacceptable impact on the local road
network or require highway improvements that would harm the landscape or ecological value
of rural roads in the area.”
Priority should be given to schemes where additional off road access for ALL vulnerable road
users would be provided as a result of such schemes via dedicated bridleways and/or long
term permissive routes.
Policy DM14: Multi-functional Green Infrastructure

“Development will be permitted where opportunities for the provision of additional green
infrastructure have been fully considered and would be provided where justified by the
character of the area or the need for outdoor playing space.”
Provision of public rights of way (for ALL NMUs) should be included within this policy as it
fulfils NPPF section 91c and 96.
Policy DM15: Provision for Outdoor Playing Space

“The Council will seek to achieve provision of outdoor playing space, which is as a matter of
practise and policy available for public use, to the following minimum standards:
1.6 ha per 1000 population for outdoor sports, including playing pitches, tennis courts, and
bowling greens;”
Within the UK, there are 2.7 million horse riders compared with approximately 0.4 million
tennis players and 0.4 million bowls players. We would suggest that the need for equestrian
access vastly exceeds the requirement for further tennis courts and bowling greens and so
should be given, at the very least, equal consideration.
DM17 – Former Lewes/Sheffield Park Railway Line
“Development which would prejudice such uses will not be permitted unless proposals are

accompanied by alternative route provision.”
We support this and propose that this should extend to all development, not just the specific
project mentioned.
However, of concern is the phrase above the policy in section 4.57:

“The Council will therefore encourage opportunities to increase access to the countryside by
enabling the provision of a footpath, cycleway or bridleway along the undeveloped part of the
former line.”
This sentence must be amended to
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“The Council will therefore encourage opportunities to increase access to the countryside by
enabling the provision of a bridleway/restricted byway along the undeveloped part of the
former line.”
This provides for equestrians, cyclists AND walkers whereas “footpath, cycleway or bridleway”
excludes equestrians from at least two of the options.
DM35 – we welcome the inclusion of this policy but would further comment that bridleways
over which there is currently limited private vehicular access ought not to be used as access
routes for further development. Where it is possible that unofficial use of the public right of
way could happen then steps should be taken wherever possible to prevent this in the form of
vehicle barriers and/or the provision of alternative routes of equal value and amenity.
We are pleased to note that you recognise equestrianism as an increasingly popular form of
exercise. Within an area such as Lewes DC, a good, connected, well maintained rights of way
network at the higher status will also result in increased equine tourism as can be witnessed
by the number of summer camps run at Plumpton College. Worthy of note also is that The
British Horse Society operates a “Horses Welcome” scheme where B&Bs can be approved by
the BHS for equine tourism. Along with tourism, the cost of keeping a horse was estimated
nationally by BETA in 2015 at £3600 pa per horse with costs in the South East being
substantially higher (a small survey in West Sussex in 2017 found the spend was between £4k
and £15k pa). Much of this benefits the local economy as it is spent on local businesses: livery
yards, vets, farriers, saddlers, feed merchants, forage providers, etc. The value of equestrianism
should not be overlooked in any development plan.
Finally, I have attached for your interest a document entitled “The health benefits of horse
riding in the UK” which explains the key importance of horse riding for physical and emotional
wellbeing. This helps explain why including equestrians fulfils requirements within the NPPF as
mentioned above. Some key findings include:
 More than two thirds (68 percent) of questionnaire respondents participate in horse riding
and associated activities for 30 minutes or more at least three times a week. Sport England

estimate that such a level of sporting activity will help an individual achieve or exceed the
government’s recommended minimum level of physical activity.
 A range of evidence indicates the vast majority (90 percent plus) of horse riders are female
and more than a third (37 percent) of the female riders who took part in the survey were
above 45 years of age. Horse riding is especially well placed to play a valuable role in

initiatives to encourage increased physical activity amongst women of all ages.
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 Amongst the horse riders who took part in the survey, 39 percent had taken no other form

of physical activity in the last four weeks. This highlights the importance of riding to these
people, who might otherwise be sedentary.
 Horse riders with a long-standing illness or disability who took part in the survey are able to
undertake horse riding and associated activities at the same self-reported level of frequency

and physical intensity as those without such an illness or disability.
The British Horse Society is very happy to advise and be included in any planning with the
possibility of inclusion of rights of way.
Yours faithfully

Sarah Rayfield
Access Field Officer – London & the South East
Email: sarah.rayfield@bhs.org.uk
Tel:

02476 840713

Mob: 07971 059262
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The health benefits of
horse riding in the UK

Research undertaken by the University of Brighton and Plumpton College
on behalf of The British Horse Society
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The health benefits of horse riding in the UK
Executive Summary
Key findings
The physical health benefits of horse riding and
associated activities
l

l

l

l

l

l

Horse riding and activities associated with horse riding, such as mucking out, expend
sufficient energy to be classed as moderate intensity exercise.
Regular periods of trotting in a riding session may enhance the energy expended and
associated health benefits.
More than two thirds (68 percent) of questionnaire respondents participate in horse
riding and associated activities for 30 minutes or more at least three times a week.
Sport England estimate that such a level of sporting activity will help an individual
achieve or exceed the government’s recommended minimum level of physical activity.
A range of evidence indicates the vast majority (90 percent plus) of horse riders are
female and more than a third (37 percent) of the female riders who took part in the
survey were above 45 years of age. Horse riding is especially well placed to play a
valuable role in initiatives to encourage increased physical activity amongst women
of all ages.
Amongst the horse riders who took part in the survey, 39 percent had taken no other
form of physical activity in the last four weeks. This highlights the importance of riding
to these people, who might otherwise be sedentary.
Horse riders with a long-standing illness or disability who took part in the survey are
able to undertake horse riding and associated activities at the same self-reported level
of frequency and physical intensity as those without such an illness or disability.

The psychological and social benefits of horse riding
l
l

l

Horse riding stimulates mainly positive psychological feelings.
Horse riders are strongly motivated to take part in riding by the sense of well-being
they gain from interacting with horses. This important positive psychological interaction
with an animal occurs in a very few sports.
Being outdoors and in contact with nature is an important motivation for the vast
majority of horse riders.

Study methods
The British Horse Society commissioned the University of Brighton in partnership with
Plumpton College to research the physical health, psychological and well-being benefits
of recreational horse riding in the United Kingdom.
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Sport England UK have adopted a threshold value for the contribution of sport to meeting
Government guidelines on the recommended intensity and frequency of exercise that is
likely to achieve physical health benefits. The threshold value measures the degree to
which an individual participates in sport of moderate intensity activity for at least 30
minutes or more, three times a week. The research, therefore, assessed whether horse
riding can be classified as a moderate intensity exercise and examined the frequency
with which individuals take part
The research also examined the psychological and social benefits of horse riding. Reliable
existing evidence indicates that physical exercise produces well-being benefits linked to
social interactions and changes in mood, anxiety, self esteem and other personal
emotions.
Two scientific exercise testing trials were undertaken to analyse the physical exercise
intensity of recreational horse riding using validated scientific measurements of energy
expended and current definitions of what constitutes moderate intensity exercise in terms
of energy expenditure measured in metabolic equivalents (METs).
The first trial involved 17 participants cycling in a laboratory to assess their aerobic fitness
levels. Measurements were also taken of their descriptive anthropometric characteristics.
In the second trial the same 17 participants rode a horse for 45 minutes at the Plumpton
College equestrian centre following a protocol that replicated the pattern of a typical riding
lesson.
A questionnaire survey was undertaken of 1,248 horse riders. The quantitative and
qualitative data gathered by the questionnaire allowed an analysis of the respondents’
self reported measures of exercise intensity and frequency, and their perceptions of the
social and psychological benefits of horse riding.
Physical health benefits
The scientific trials indicated general horse riding energy expenditure was equivalent to
3.7 METs and trotting equated to approximately 5.0 METs. These levels are clearly within
the moderate intensity exercise band recommended by the UK’s ABC of Physical Activity
for Health guidelines that considers moderate intensity to be typically characterized as
between three-six METs.
The national compendium of physical activities categorises energy expenditures for
different recreational physical activities and reports levels of four METs for general horse
riding and 6.5 METs for trotting, which are similar to those obtained in the scientific trials.
The compendium also reports that the energy expenditure for saddling and grooming
was 3.5 METs which is in the moderate intensity band
More than two thirds (68 percent) of questionnaire respondents achieved the government
guidelines for exercise intensity and frequency (30 minutes for three times a week or more at
moderate intensity) from horse riding and associated activities alone. Of these respondents
69 percent achieved this level of intensity and frequency through horse riding and the other
21 percent did so through associated activities such as mucking out and grooming.
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Women have been identified in government studies as a social group with relatively low
levels of participation in physical activity. Some 93 percent of questionnaire respondents
were women and 49 percent of female respondents were aged 45 or above. These are
comparable figures to a major Sport England survey which found that 90 percent of those
participating in equestrianism are women and 37 percent of the female participants in
equestrianism are aged 45 or above. The gender and age profile of equestrianism is not
matched by any other sport in the UK.
Thirty nine percent of questionnaire respondents indicated that horse riding was the only
form of physical activity in which they had participated during the last four weeks. These
respondents, if they did not ride, would be sedentary people unless they changed their
exercise habits, thus stressing the importance of horse riding for these individuals.
Qualitative data obtained in the questionnaire suggests that for some respondents with
long-standing illnesses or disability, horse riding had actually improved their physical or
mental condition.
Psychological and social benefits
More than 80 percent of questionnaire respondents reported that horse riding made them
feel ‘quite a lot’ or ‘extremely’ cheerful, relaxed, happy or active. Qualitative data suggests
that horse riding can play a role in managing negative feelings relating to anxiety and
depression. The experience of these psychological benefits amongst questionnaire
respondents was not influenced by the frequency of participation in horse riding and most
psychological benefits were experienced by riders who did not participate regularly.
Asked to rate different motivations for going horse riding 82 percent of questionnaire
respondents rated the motivation of ‘interaction with horses’ as either ‘very important’ or
‘extremely important’. No other motivation received such a high importance rating. Existing
evidence suggests that companion animals can provide owners with certain
psychological benefits. These findings suggest that the interaction with horses may be
very positive psychologically for horse riders.
More than 80 percent of questionnaire respondents rated the motivations ‘contact with
nature’ and ‘scenery and views’ ‘important’, ‘very important’ or ‘extremely important’. Some
personal development motivations identified as important by respondents included
‘escape’, ‘develop skills’, ‘challenge myself’, ‘experience excitement’, ‘to be physically
active’ and ‘to relax’. Participation in horse riding provides a range of psychological and
social benefits, some of which are particular to the interaction with animals and nature
and therefore would not be gained from other forms of sporting activity.

The British Horse Society, Abbey Park,
Stareton, Kenilworth, Warwickshire CV8 2XZ
Call: 02476 840500
Email: enquiries@bhs.org.uk
Registered Charity Nos
Website: www.bhs.org.uk
210504 and SC038516
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Policy-specific Representations

DM10: Employment Development in
the Countryside
Representation References: DM10
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Representation ID: REP/022/DM10

Representation ID:

REP/022/DM10

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/022

Name:

Jess Price

Organisation:

Sussex Wildlife Trust

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

swtconservation@sussexwt.org.uk

Address:

Woods Mill
Henfield
West Sussex
BN5 9SD

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM10: Employment Development in the Countryside

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
(SEE PDF FOR FULL REPRESENTATION)
SWT are pleased to see that our recommendation for the reference to 'habitat surveys’
in the previous consultation draft to be replaced with 'ecological surveys 'has been
delivered through the requirement for Ecological Impact Assessments in paragraph 4.39
of the pre-submission plan. However, as expressed previously in our response, in our
experience supporting text does not carry the same weight as policy in planning
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Representation ID: REP/022/DM10
decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording. This is
reflected in the wording in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan part 2 (pre-submission),
which states:
'Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of
development, planning permission must still be obtained through the planning
application process. Planning applications will be determined in accordance with the
development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1, Development
Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted,
and policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given.
Other relevant plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove
Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be given appropriate consideration at the time. '
We acknowledge the need to create concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or
duplication by using generic policies to set out principles that may be common to
different types of development.
However, as we have stated previously we do not feel that the current Core Policy 10 in
Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity)
capture the need for decisions to be informed by up to date environmental information,
as per section 165 of the 2012NPPF.
Therefore, because our modification as highlighted in our regulation 18 consultation
response was not accepted for this policy, we will be seeking an amendment to policy
DM24 to reflect the need for decisions to be informed by up to date ecological
information.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Contact:

By email only
ldf@lewes.gov.uk

Jess Price

Direct Dial: 01273 497511
E-mail:

swtconservation@sussexwt.org.uk

Date:

5 November 18

Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD PreSubmission Version – November 2018
The Sussex Wildlife Trust (SWT) recognises the importance of a plan led system as opposed to a
developer led process and supports Lewes District Council’s (LDC) desire to produce a cohesive Site
Allocations Local Plan. Therefore, we hope that our comments are used constructively to make certain
that this pre-submission version properly plans for the natural capital needed within the district and
ensures that any development is truly sustainable.
Where we are proposing a change to policy or the supporting text, recommended additions are
highlighted in bold and deletions are struck through.
We note that LDC’s Guidance Notes for Making Representations states that it is anticipated that the Plan
will be examined in the context of the 2012 National Planning Policy Framework (2012NPPF). However
the timeline for the progression of this plan could slip and paragraph 213 of the 2018NPPF states that
due weight should be given to policies according to their degree of consistency with the new Framework.
SWT has therefore related its comments to both the 2012 and 2018 versions of the NPPF.

SECTION 2 – RESIDENTIAL SITE ALLOCATIONS
As SWT stated in our regulation 18 comments, the allocation of strategic areas for development and
delivery policies should always be informed by evidence of the functioning of ecological networks at a
landscape scale and underpinned by up-to-date, site specific data as per paragraphs 114 and 165 of the
2012NPPF and 31 and 174 of the 2018NPPF. We are still concerned that LDC has not taken this aspect
of the NPPF into full consideration. In particular there appears to be little information of how the site
allocations relate to the district’s ecological and green infrastructure networks or what the current
biodiversity value of the sites are.

Policies NH01, BA01, BA02, BA03, CH01, CH03, RG01 and GT01
SWT are pleased to see that these policies all now include a requirement for an ecological impact
assessment, however the wording of the relevant criterion is not consistent with national policy and
therefore the policies are unsound.
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In particular, the 2018NPPF is clear in paragraph 170 that planning policies and decisions should
minimise impacts on and provide net gains for biodiversity. There is no longer the caveat of ‘where
possible’ indicating that all development should achieve net gains. We do note that policy BH01 already
does not contain the caveat.
Additionally, a principle of planning, which should contribute to achieving net gains, is the mitigation
hierarchy of first avoiding harm, then mitigating for any residual harm, before, as a last resort, considering
compensation (2012NPPF paragraph 118 and 2018NPPF paragraph 175). It is not acceptable permit
through policy wording mitigation, before avoidance.
We therefore recommend the following amendments to the criteria in order to make the policies listed
above consistent with national policy:
‘…An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on biodiversity. Where adverse impacts are
unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and compensation measures must be employed, commensurate to the
importance, the legal protection or other status of the species or habitat. Development allows for the
protection of biodiversity and enhancement where possible; and…’

Policy NH02 – Land at the Marina
SWT are pleased to see that this policy now includes a requirement for an ecological impact assessment,
however as stated for policies NH01, BA01, BA02, BA03, CH01, CH03, RG01 and GT01, we do not
believe the wording is currently compliant with national policy.
We also support the inclusion of paragraphs 2.35 to 2.37 which highlight the potential impacts of
development on habitats of principle importance. However, in SWT’s experience, supporting text does
not carry the same weight as policy wording in planning decisions and is instead used to explain the
reasoning of the policy wording. Indeed, the importance of policy wording in determining decisions is
reflected in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 (pre submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we request that the
policy wording is strengthened. In particular we do not believe it is currently compliant with paragraphs
117 or 118 of the 2012NPPF or paragraphs 170, 174 or 175 of the 2018NPPF. SWT requests the
following amendments:
‘g) An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on biodiversity, particularly priority habitats.
Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and like for like compensation measures
must be employed, commensurate to the importance, the legal protection or other status of the species or
habitat. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity and enhancement where possible; and…’

Policy BH01 – Land at the Nuggets, Valebridge Road
SWT note that our regulation 18 comments have resulted in an amendment to the supporting text for this
policy. However as stated above, in SWT’s experience, supporting text does not carry the same weight as
policy wording in planning decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording.
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The importance of policy wording in determining decisions is reflected in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local
Plan Part 2 (pre submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we request that the
policy wording is strengthened to include a requirement for at least a 15 metre buffer between the
development and the ancient woodland. We note that policy CH01 does include a minimum figure for the
buffer and we believe this is consistent with the national policy on irreplaceable habitats.
We also seek amendments to criteria d) and f) which currently does not comply with the principle of the
mitigation hierarchy as stated paragraph 118 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 175 of the 2018NPPF. In
order to be made sound, SWT recommends that the following changes are made to policy BH01:
‘d) Tree surveys undertaken and appropriate measures, including proper buffers of at least 15 metres, are
identified and implemented accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on the Tree
Protection Order group and Ancient Woodland on and/or adjacent to site;
e) Development is subject to appropriate assessment and evaluation of archaeological potential and
mitigation measures implemented accordingly;
f) An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measurers identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts, either directly or indirectly on biodiversity,
including irreplaceable habitats. Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and
compensation measures must be employed, commensurate to the importance, the legal protection or other
status of the species or habitat. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity and enhancement;
and ’

Policy CH01 – Glendene, Station Road
We strongly support the addition of ‘at least 15m’ into criterion f. It is unclear why this requirement has
not been added to other site allocations containing/adjacent to ancient woodland. Please see our
comments above in relation to amendments required for criterion e).

Policy CH02 – Layden Hall, East Grinstead Road
SWT does not believe that this policy is currently compliant with paragraph 118 of the 2012NPPF or
paragraph 175 of the 2018NPPF. In particular there is a clear requirement to avoid adverse impacts to
biodiversity before mitigation is considered. Additionally, given the proximity of the site to the SSSI, net
gains to biodiversity should be required as per paragraph 170 of the 2018NPPF. We therefore
recommend that criterion d) is amended as follows:
‘d) An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on Chailey Common SSSI and the local
biodiversity. Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and compensation measures
must be employed, commensurate to the importance, the legal protection or other status of the species or
habitat. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity and enhancement where possible; and…’
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SECTION 3 – EMPLOYMENT SITE ALLOCATIONS

Policy E1 – Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
SWT strongly objects to the inclusion of this policy and does not consider it to be sound as it is neither
justified nor consistent with national policy.
Whilst there is no acknowledgement of this in the policy or the supporting text, the whole of policy area
E1 is designated as Tide Mills Local Wildlife Site (LWS), which is designated in particular for it importance
as an area of feeding and breeding ground for a good number of waders and for its rare vegetated shingle
habitat (a habitat of principle importance). A significant proportion of the LWS has already been
destroyed through development and it is unacceptable for the LWS to be encroached on further.
Both paragraph 117 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 171 of the 2018NPPF are clear that locally
designated sites are key components of the local ecological network and that priority habitats, such as
vegetated shingle, should be protected and restored through the planning process (paragraph 117
2012NPPF and paragraph 174 2018NPPF). However the ecological value of this site seems to have been
disregarded.
SWT accepts that the LWS area to the east of policy area E1 has been lost through the expansion of the
East Quay permitted in 2016. An additional area that is allocated to the Port Access Road (PAR) will also
be lost and given that East Sussex County Council consider that they have planning permission for this,
SWT do not see why this area has not also been removed from the policy area. The remaining area to the
east and the south of the PAR route should be allocated as countryside and fall outside the development
boundary for Newhaven.
It is stated in paragraph 3.5 that policy E1 is carrying forward saved policy NH20 ‘with appropriate
amendments to bring it up to date’. Since 2003 there have been significant changes in Newhaven Port and
in national policy and SWT do not consider that LDC have taken this into account. In particular, NH20 was
part of an overarching policy to regenerate the port, however paragraph 3.13 states that the East Quay
development, permitted in 2016, is anticipated to allow the port to remain competitive.
Similarly, paragraph 3.3 of the plan states that there is no requirement for additional employment space
within the district. It should also be noted that policy area E1 also falls outside of the Newhaven
Enterprise Zone which is the focus for sustainable regeneration of Newhaven and its shift towards a
higher value economy.
Core Policy 10 states that ‘the natural environment of the district, including landscape assets,

biodiversity, geodiversity, priority habitats and species and statutory and locally designated sites, will be
conserved and enhanced by:…
ii. Ensuring that new development will not harm nature conservation interest, unless the benefits of
development at that location clearly outweigh the harm caused…’
The pre-submission Lewes Local Plan part 2 provides no rationale for why the allocation of a Local
Wildlife Site is justified or how the benefits of development of this site, which have not been made clear,
will outweigh the significant harm. Given that there is no objectively assessed need for additional
employment space and that the NPPF requires that development is sustainable in terms of the economy,
society and environment, and in particular achieves net gains to biodiversity, the destruction of a Local
Wildlife Site is not acceptable.
SWT believe that this policy should be removed. Or if LDC would like a policy to cover the area for the
PAR, then the policy area covered by E1 should be significantly reduced to exclude any of the LWS to the
east or south of the PAR route.
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SECTION 4 - DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIES

Policy DM4 – Residential Conversions in the Countryside
SWT are encouraged to see that our comments from the regulation 18 consultation have been
implemented, so that the supporting text for this policy talks more broadly than just habitat surveys and
now includes wording related to Ecological Impact Assessments. However this wording is not reflected in
policy DM4 itself and as such we do not believe the policy is compliant with national policy.
In SWT’s experience, supporting text does not carry the same weight as policy wording in planning
decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording. The importance of policy
wording in determining decisions is reflected in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 (pre
submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we request that an
additional criterion is added to policy DM4 to ensure it is in line with section 165 of the 2012NPPF:
‘(9) the proposal would not have an unacceptable impact on biodiversity, particularly protected species. The
Council will normally require this to be demonstrated through the submission of an ecological assessment.’
We acknowledge LDC’s comments made within the Summary of Consultation on the Consultation Draft
Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018) in relation to SWT’s proposed modification to this
policy. We respect the council’s approach to ensure the Local Plan Part 2 should be concise and should
avoid undue repetition or duplication by using generic policies to set out principles that may be common
to different types of development. However, neither Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft Policy
DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for planning decisions to be
informed by up to date environmental information. Therefore, if our modification is not accepted for this
policy we will be seeking an amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for planning decisions to be
informed by up to date ecological information to ensure the policy is compliant with section 165 of the
2012NPPF.

Policy DM6 – Equestrian Development
SWT welcomes the inclusion of the bullet point which considers the cumulative impact on of equestrian
developments on landscape character and biodiversity. However we are concerned the policy fails to
refer to the importance of determining the value of the existing site for biodiversity and the need to
deliver net gains to biodiversity via development.
As said, in our previous representation on DM4, we respect LDC’s approach to ensure the Local Plan Part
2 should be concise and should avoid undue repetition or duplication by using generic policies to set out
principles that may be common to different types of development. However neither Core Policy 10 in
Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need
for decisions to be informed by up to date environmental information and as per paragraph 165 of the
2012NPPF.
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Due to our proposed modification not being accepted within this policy, we will be seeking an amendment
to policy DM24 to reflect the need for decisions to be informed by up to date ecological information to
ensure the policy is compliant with section 165 of the 2012NPPF.

Policy DM9 – Farm Diversification.
As stated in our regulation 18 response, SWT are supportive of bullet point (4). We also continue to
acknowledge the need to create a concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or duplication by using
generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of development. However, as
we have stated previously we do not feel that the current Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft
Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for decisions to be informed
by up to date environmental information, as per paragraph 165 of the 2012NPPF.
Therefore, because our proposed modification has not been accepted for this policy, we will be seeking an
amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for decisions to be informed by up to date ecological
information to ensure the Lewes Local Plan part 2 complies national policy.

Policy DM10 – Employment Development in the Countryside
SWT are pleased to see that our recommendation for the reference to ‘habitat surveys’ in the previous
consultation draft to be replaced with ‘ecological surveys’ has been delivered through the requirement
for Ecological Impact Assessments in paragraph 4.39 of the pre-submission plan. However, as expressed
previously in our response, in our experience supporting text does not carry the same weight as policy in
planning decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording. This is reflected in
the wording in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan part 2 (pre-submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
We acknowledge the need to create concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or duplication by
using generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of development.
However, as we have stated previously we do not feel that the current Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part
1 or Draft Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for decisions to be
informed by up to date environmental information, as per section 165 of the 2012NPPF.
Therefore, because our modification as highlighted in our regulation 18 consultation response was not
accepted for this policy, we will be seeking an amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for
decisions to be informed by up to date ecological information.

Policy DM11 – Existing Employment Sites in the Countryside
We are encouraged to see the changes to the policy wording that acknowledge that landscape and
biodiversity are not mutually exclusive.

Policy DM14 – Multi-functional Green Infrastructure.
Having re-examined our regulation 18 comments, SWT note that we supported the inclusion of the Green
Infrastructure policy and highlighted the need for LDC to commit to undertake a Green Infrastructure
(GI) Strategy. Producing a GI strategy would help LDC to meet the requirements of Core Policy 8 in the
Lewes Local Plan Part 1 and ensure DM14 is deliverable.
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However, we are concerned that our comments have not been reflected in this way on page 34 of the
Summary of Consultation on the Consultation Draft Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018).
The document states:

The Sussex Wildlife Trust objects because the policy is called 'multi-functional green infrastructure' and
should therefore relate to all types of GI.
SWT’s actual comment stated:

Given the inclusion in the plan of a specific policy on Children’s Play Space (DM16), we are unclear why it
is singled out in DM14. This policy is called ‘multi-functional green infrastructure’ and therefore it should
relate to all types of GI. We recommend the following changes to widen out the policy and make it more
effective at achieving positive contributions to the GI network:
In relation to our comments, we remind the council that section 7.80 of Lewes Local Plan Part 1 covers a
number of types of green spaces that are included in the LDC’s GI network.
In our regulation 18 response we also sort specific changes to the policy wording so that it could reflect
Core Policy 8. LDC has suggested that our proposed changing to wording is too vague in relation to the
term ‘need.’
Below highlights the proposed changes we suggested to the policy text in our regulation 18 consultation
response:

‘Development will be permitted where opportunities for the provision of additional green infrastructure
have been identified, fully considered and would will be provided where justified by need the character of
the area or the need for outdoor playing space. The additional provision should seek to enhance the
district’s existing green infrastructure network and should be multifunctional and creative in its approach.
Green infrastructure provided as part of new development should incorporate features to encourage
biodiversity and retain or, where possible, enhance existing features of nature conservation value within
and adjacent to the site. Existing ecological networks should be identified and ecological corridors should,
where practical and appropriate, form an essential component of green infrastructure provision to ensure
habitat connectivity.’
We suggested the term ‘need’ so that it could reflect the ‘need’ as identified in the evidence base for the
allocation/application. The evidence base might be either a district Green Infrastructure Strategy (or
equivalent) and/or an Ecological Impact Assessment of the site. The intention is not for the term to be
vague but to deliver the ‘need’ as identified by the evidence base that informs the allocation/application,
as aspired to in Core Policy 8 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 1.
In particular, Core Policy 8 states:
‘The local planning authority will promote a connected network of multifunctional green infrastructure by

protecting and enhancing the quantity, quality and accessibility of open spaces throughout the district.
This will be achieved by:
1. Identifying in the Site Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD or SDNPA Local Plan
areas where there is potential for the enhancement or restoration of existing green infrastructure and
opportunities for the provision of new green space...’
We remind LDC of their obligations to ensure the local plan takes a strategic approach to maintaining and
enhancing networks of habitats and green infrastructure, as per section 114 of the 2012NPPF and
section 171 of the 2018NPPF. We therefore ask what evidence base has been used to ensure a consistent
approach to the identification of GI provision and enhancements within the site allocations? In particular,
we note that only policy E2 specifically refers to the provision and enhancement of Green Infrastructure
being delivered through the development. This appears inconsistent with the Core Policy 8.
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As demonstrated above, we do not believe that policy DM14 is currently consistent with national policy
or the Lewes Local Plan Part 1. We again ask for the following amendments to ensure the policy is
effective in delivering green infrastructure network enhancements as required in both the 2012 and
2018 NPPF:
‘Development will be permitted where opportunities for the provision of additional green infrastructure
have been identified, fully considered and would will be provided where justified by need the character of
the area or the need for outdoor playing space. The additional provision should seek to enhance the
district’s existing green infrastructure network and should be multifunctional and creative in its approach.
Green infrastructure provided as part of new development should incorporate features to encourage
biodiversity and retain or, where possible, enhance existing features of nature conservation value within
and adjacent to the site. Existing ecological networks should be identified and ecological corridors should,
where practical and appropriate, form an essential component of green infrastructure provision to ensure
habitat connectivity.’

Policy DM17 – Former Lewes /Sheffield Park Railway Line
We are pleased to see that LDC have taken on board SWT’s constructive comments in relation to this
policy and have made amendments that help to reflect the importance of this route for biodiversity.

Policy DM18 – Recreation and Rivers
SWT are encouraged to see that our comments relating to the natural functioning of the river and
associated wetland are now reflected in the policy wording.

Policy DM22 – Water Resources and Water Quality
SWT supports the adoption of our comment reflecting the importance of Chalk Streams in the supporting
text of this policy.

Policy DM24 – Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity
SWT acknowledge that some amendments have been made to this policy in light of comments and
suggestions made by ourselves and Natural England. However, we remain concerned that this policy still
fails to consider LDC’s responsibility to the district’s wider biodiversity assets. This is because neither
Core Policy 10 in the Lewes Local Plan Part 1 or this pre-submission policy specifically stipulate the need
for decisions to be based on up to date environmental information or for development to result in net
gains to biodiversity.
We note LDC’s response to our regulation 18 comments on this matter on page 42 of the Summary of
Consultation on the Consultation Draft Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018):

A policy requirement for all development proposals to submit information on biodiversity is considered to
be unduly onerous and unlikely to be justified for the majority of planning applications. It would therefore
fail to have regard to the NPPF and no amendment is proposed to Draft Policy DM24 in this respect.
In response to this, SWT would highlight that we recognised the need for a proportionate response to
applications, but section 165 of the 2012NPPF states Planning policies and decisions should be based on

up-to-date information about the natural environment and other characteristics of the area…..
Both the 2012 and 2018 NPPFs are clear that achieving sustainable development means pursuing
opportunities to secure economic, social and environmental net gains in an interdependent way. SWT
does not agree that requiring that ecological information is submitted with planning application is
onerous. Indeed many other adopted local plans include this requirement, for example in policy NE3 of
the East Herts District Plan1.
1

https://www.eastherts.gov.uk/districtplan
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By incorporating wording into policy DM24 that stipulates the need for up-to-date environmental
information and net gains this will enable LDC at development management stage to swiftly assess
applications to ensure they are fulfilling their requirements to deliver net gains to biodiversity as per
paragraph 109 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 170 of the 2018NPPF.
We also refer back to comments made throughout the Summary of Consultation on the Consultation
Draft Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018) where LDC have resisted modifications to
earlier policies that sought to seek policy wording to include the submission of ecological assessments.
LDC reasoning was that they wish to create concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or
duplication by using generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of
development. We understand this view point and therefore seek the modifications to draft policy DM24
to enable the plan to ensure it is consistent with national policy and deliver the responsibilities
consistently and effectively. As it stands we do not believe this policy is sound.
Therefore, SWT seeks the following addition to ensure that the DM24 is consistent with national policy:
‘All development proposals must provide adequate up-to-date information about the biodiversity which
may be affected and any avoidance, mitigation and compensation measures required to ensure no net loss
to biodiversity and ensure measurable net gains are delivered.
Development which would be likely to adversely affect a designated Ramsar site, designated or candidate
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) or a classified or potential Special Protection Area (SPA) will only be
permitted where adverse likely significant effects can be avoided and/or mitigated against…’

We hope our recommendations are adopted to ensure that the policies within the Lewes Local Plan Part 2
are as robust and effective as possible. SWT would be happy to discuss any of the above points with LDC.
We do wish to attend the Examination in Public to ensure our views are given due consideration in light of
any contrary comments that are received.

Yours sincerely,

Jess Price
Conservation Officer
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Policy-specific Representations

DM11: Existing Employment Sites in
the Countryside
Representation References: DM11
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Representation ID: REP/022/DM11

Representation ID:

REP/022/DM11

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/022

Name:

Jess Price

Organisation:

Sussex Wildlife Trust

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

swtconservation@sussexwt.org.uk

Address:

Woods Mill
Henfield
West Sussex
BN5 9SD

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM11: Existing Employment Sites in the Countryside

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
(SEE PDF FOR FULL REPRESENTATION)
We are encouraged to see the changes to the policy wording that acknowledge that
landscape and biodiversity are not mutually exclusive.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/022/DM11
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Contact:

By email only
ldf@lewes.gov.uk

Jess Price

Direct Dial: 01273 497511
E-mail:

swtconservation@sussexwt.org.uk

Date:

5 November 18

Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD PreSubmission Version – November 2018
The Sussex Wildlife Trust (SWT) recognises the importance of a plan led system as opposed to a
developer led process and supports Lewes District Council’s (LDC) desire to produce a cohesive Site
Allocations Local Plan. Therefore, we hope that our comments are used constructively to make certain
that this pre-submission version properly plans for the natural capital needed within the district and
ensures that any development is truly sustainable.
Where we are proposing a change to policy or the supporting text, recommended additions are
highlighted in bold and deletions are struck through.
We note that LDC’s Guidance Notes for Making Representations states that it is anticipated that the Plan
will be examined in the context of the 2012 National Planning Policy Framework (2012NPPF). However
the timeline for the progression of this plan could slip and paragraph 213 of the 2018NPPF states that
due weight should be given to policies according to their degree of consistency with the new Framework.
SWT has therefore related its comments to both the 2012 and 2018 versions of the NPPF.

SECTION 2 – RESIDENTIAL SITE ALLOCATIONS
As SWT stated in our regulation 18 comments, the allocation of strategic areas for development and
delivery policies should always be informed by evidence of the functioning of ecological networks at a
landscape scale and underpinned by up-to-date, site specific data as per paragraphs 114 and 165 of the
2012NPPF and 31 and 174 of the 2018NPPF. We are still concerned that LDC has not taken this aspect
of the NPPF into full consideration. In particular there appears to be little information of how the site
allocations relate to the district’s ecological and green infrastructure networks or what the current
biodiversity value of the sites are.

Policies NH01, BA01, BA02, BA03, CH01, CH03, RG01 and GT01
SWT are pleased to see that these policies all now include a requirement for an ecological impact
assessment, however the wording of the relevant criterion is not consistent with national policy and
therefore the policies are unsound.
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In particular, the 2018NPPF is clear in paragraph 170 that planning policies and decisions should
minimise impacts on and provide net gains for biodiversity. There is no longer the caveat of ‘where
possible’ indicating that all development should achieve net gains. We do note that policy BH01 already
does not contain the caveat.
Additionally, a principle of planning, which should contribute to achieving net gains, is the mitigation
hierarchy of first avoiding harm, then mitigating for any residual harm, before, as a last resort, considering
compensation (2012NPPF paragraph 118 and 2018NPPF paragraph 175). It is not acceptable permit
through policy wording mitigation, before avoidance.
We therefore recommend the following amendments to the criteria in order to make the policies listed
above consistent with national policy:
‘…An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on biodiversity. Where adverse impacts are
unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and compensation measures must be employed, commensurate to the
importance, the legal protection or other status of the species or habitat. Development allows for the
protection of biodiversity and enhancement where possible; and…’

Policy NH02 – Land at the Marina
SWT are pleased to see that this policy now includes a requirement for an ecological impact assessment,
however as stated for policies NH01, BA01, BA02, BA03, CH01, CH03, RG01 and GT01, we do not
believe the wording is currently compliant with national policy.
We also support the inclusion of paragraphs 2.35 to 2.37 which highlight the potential impacts of
development on habitats of principle importance. However, in SWT’s experience, supporting text does
not carry the same weight as policy wording in planning decisions and is instead used to explain the
reasoning of the policy wording. Indeed, the importance of policy wording in determining decisions is
reflected in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 (pre submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we request that the
policy wording is strengthened. In particular we do not believe it is currently compliant with paragraphs
117 or 118 of the 2012NPPF or paragraphs 170, 174 or 175 of the 2018NPPF. SWT requests the
following amendments:
‘g) An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on biodiversity, particularly priority habitats.
Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and like for like compensation measures
must be employed, commensurate to the importance, the legal protection or other status of the species or
habitat. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity and enhancement where possible; and…’

Policy BH01 – Land at the Nuggets, Valebridge Road
SWT note that our regulation 18 comments have resulted in an amendment to the supporting text for this
policy. However as stated above, in SWT’s experience, supporting text does not carry the same weight as
policy wording in planning decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording.
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The importance of policy wording in determining decisions is reflected in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local
Plan Part 2 (pre submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we request that the
policy wording is strengthened to include a requirement for at least a 15 metre buffer between the
development and the ancient woodland. We note that policy CH01 does include a minimum figure for the
buffer and we believe this is consistent with the national policy on irreplaceable habitats.
We also seek amendments to criteria d) and f) which currently does not comply with the principle of the
mitigation hierarchy as stated paragraph 118 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 175 of the 2018NPPF. In
order to be made sound, SWT recommends that the following changes are made to policy BH01:
‘d) Tree surveys undertaken and appropriate measures, including proper buffers of at least 15 metres, are
identified and implemented accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on the Tree
Protection Order group and Ancient Woodland on and/or adjacent to site;
e) Development is subject to appropriate assessment and evaluation of archaeological potential and
mitigation measures implemented accordingly;
f) An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measurers identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts, either directly or indirectly on biodiversity,
including irreplaceable habitats. Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and
compensation measures must be employed, commensurate to the importance, the legal protection or other
status of the species or habitat. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity and enhancement;
and ’

Policy CH01 – Glendene, Station Road
We strongly support the addition of ‘at least 15m’ into criterion f. It is unclear why this requirement has
not been added to other site allocations containing/adjacent to ancient woodland. Please see our
comments above in relation to amendments required for criterion e).

Policy CH02 – Layden Hall, East Grinstead Road
SWT does not believe that this policy is currently compliant with paragraph 118 of the 2012NPPF or
paragraph 175 of the 2018NPPF. In particular there is a clear requirement to avoid adverse impacts to
biodiversity before mitigation is considered. Additionally, given the proximity of the site to the SSSI, net
gains to biodiversity should be required as per paragraph 170 of the 2018NPPF. We therefore
recommend that criterion d) is amended as follows:
‘d) An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on Chailey Common SSSI and the local
biodiversity. Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and compensation measures
must be employed, commensurate to the importance, the legal protection or other status of the species or
habitat. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity and enhancement where possible; and…’
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SECTION 3 – EMPLOYMENT SITE ALLOCATIONS

Policy E1 – Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
SWT strongly objects to the inclusion of this policy and does not consider it to be sound as it is neither
justified nor consistent with national policy.
Whilst there is no acknowledgement of this in the policy or the supporting text, the whole of policy area
E1 is designated as Tide Mills Local Wildlife Site (LWS), which is designated in particular for it importance
as an area of feeding and breeding ground for a good number of waders and for its rare vegetated shingle
habitat (a habitat of principle importance). A significant proportion of the LWS has already been
destroyed through development and it is unacceptable for the LWS to be encroached on further.
Both paragraph 117 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 171 of the 2018NPPF are clear that locally
designated sites are key components of the local ecological network and that priority habitats, such as
vegetated shingle, should be protected and restored through the planning process (paragraph 117
2012NPPF and paragraph 174 2018NPPF). However the ecological value of this site seems to have been
disregarded.
SWT accepts that the LWS area to the east of policy area E1 has been lost through the expansion of the
East Quay permitted in 2016. An additional area that is allocated to the Port Access Road (PAR) will also
be lost and given that East Sussex County Council consider that they have planning permission for this,
SWT do not see why this area has not also been removed from the policy area. The remaining area to the
east and the south of the PAR route should be allocated as countryside and fall outside the development
boundary for Newhaven.
It is stated in paragraph 3.5 that policy E1 is carrying forward saved policy NH20 ‘with appropriate
amendments to bring it up to date’. Since 2003 there have been significant changes in Newhaven Port and
in national policy and SWT do not consider that LDC have taken this into account. In particular, NH20 was
part of an overarching policy to regenerate the port, however paragraph 3.13 states that the East Quay
development, permitted in 2016, is anticipated to allow the port to remain competitive.
Similarly, paragraph 3.3 of the plan states that there is no requirement for additional employment space
within the district. It should also be noted that policy area E1 also falls outside of the Newhaven
Enterprise Zone which is the focus for sustainable regeneration of Newhaven and its shift towards a
higher value economy.
Core Policy 10 states that ‘the natural environment of the district, including landscape assets,

biodiversity, geodiversity, priority habitats and species and statutory and locally designated sites, will be
conserved and enhanced by:…
ii. Ensuring that new development will not harm nature conservation interest, unless the benefits of
development at that location clearly outweigh the harm caused…’
The pre-submission Lewes Local Plan part 2 provides no rationale for why the allocation of a Local
Wildlife Site is justified or how the benefits of development of this site, which have not been made clear,
will outweigh the significant harm. Given that there is no objectively assessed need for additional
employment space and that the NPPF requires that development is sustainable in terms of the economy,
society and environment, and in particular achieves net gains to biodiversity, the destruction of a Local
Wildlife Site is not acceptable.
SWT believe that this policy should be removed. Or if LDC would like a policy to cover the area for the
PAR, then the policy area covered by E1 should be significantly reduced to exclude any of the LWS to the
east or south of the PAR route.
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SECTION 4 - DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIES

Policy DM4 – Residential Conversions in the Countryside
SWT are encouraged to see that our comments from the regulation 18 consultation have been
implemented, so that the supporting text for this policy talks more broadly than just habitat surveys and
now includes wording related to Ecological Impact Assessments. However this wording is not reflected in
policy DM4 itself and as such we do not believe the policy is compliant with national policy.
In SWT’s experience, supporting text does not carry the same weight as policy wording in planning
decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording. The importance of policy
wording in determining decisions is reflected in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 (pre
submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we request that an
additional criterion is added to policy DM4 to ensure it is in line with section 165 of the 2012NPPF:
‘(9) the proposal would not have an unacceptable impact on biodiversity, particularly protected species. The
Council will normally require this to be demonstrated through the submission of an ecological assessment.’
We acknowledge LDC’s comments made within the Summary of Consultation on the Consultation Draft
Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018) in relation to SWT’s proposed modification to this
policy. We respect the council’s approach to ensure the Local Plan Part 2 should be concise and should
avoid undue repetition or duplication by using generic policies to set out principles that may be common
to different types of development. However, neither Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft Policy
DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for planning decisions to be
informed by up to date environmental information. Therefore, if our modification is not accepted for this
policy we will be seeking an amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for planning decisions to be
informed by up to date ecological information to ensure the policy is compliant with section 165 of the
2012NPPF.

Policy DM6 – Equestrian Development
SWT welcomes the inclusion of the bullet point which considers the cumulative impact on of equestrian
developments on landscape character and biodiversity. However we are concerned the policy fails to
refer to the importance of determining the value of the existing site for biodiversity and the need to
deliver net gains to biodiversity via development.
As said, in our previous representation on DM4, we respect LDC’s approach to ensure the Local Plan Part
2 should be concise and should avoid undue repetition or duplication by using generic policies to set out
principles that may be common to different types of development. However neither Core Policy 10 in
Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need
for decisions to be informed by up to date environmental information and as per paragraph 165 of the
2012NPPF.
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Due to our proposed modification not being accepted within this policy, we will be seeking an amendment
to policy DM24 to reflect the need for decisions to be informed by up to date ecological information to
ensure the policy is compliant with section 165 of the 2012NPPF.

Policy DM9 – Farm Diversification.
As stated in our regulation 18 response, SWT are supportive of bullet point (4). We also continue to
acknowledge the need to create a concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or duplication by using
generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of development. However, as
we have stated previously we do not feel that the current Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft
Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for decisions to be informed
by up to date environmental information, as per paragraph 165 of the 2012NPPF.
Therefore, because our proposed modification has not been accepted for this policy, we will be seeking an
amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for decisions to be informed by up to date ecological
information to ensure the Lewes Local Plan part 2 complies national policy.

Policy DM10 – Employment Development in the Countryside
SWT are pleased to see that our recommendation for the reference to ‘habitat surveys’ in the previous
consultation draft to be replaced with ‘ecological surveys’ has been delivered through the requirement
for Ecological Impact Assessments in paragraph 4.39 of the pre-submission plan. However, as expressed
previously in our response, in our experience supporting text does not carry the same weight as policy in
planning decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording. This is reflected in
the wording in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan part 2 (pre-submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
We acknowledge the need to create concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or duplication by
using generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of development.
However, as we have stated previously we do not feel that the current Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part
1 or Draft Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for decisions to be
informed by up to date environmental information, as per section 165 of the 2012NPPF.
Therefore, because our modification as highlighted in our regulation 18 consultation response was not
accepted for this policy, we will be seeking an amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for
decisions to be informed by up to date ecological information.

Policy DM11 – Existing Employment Sites in the Countryside
We are encouraged to see the changes to the policy wording that acknowledge that landscape and
biodiversity are not mutually exclusive.

Policy DM14 – Multi-functional Green Infrastructure.
Having re-examined our regulation 18 comments, SWT note that we supported the inclusion of the Green
Infrastructure policy and highlighted the need for LDC to commit to undertake a Green Infrastructure
(GI) Strategy. Producing a GI strategy would help LDC to meet the requirements of Core Policy 8 in the
Lewes Local Plan Part 1 and ensure DM14 is deliverable.
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However, we are concerned that our comments have not been reflected in this way on page 34 of the
Summary of Consultation on the Consultation Draft Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018).
The document states:

The Sussex Wildlife Trust objects because the policy is called 'multi-functional green infrastructure' and
should therefore relate to all types of GI.
SWT’s actual comment stated:

Given the inclusion in the plan of a specific policy on Children’s Play Space (DM16), we are unclear why it
is singled out in DM14. This policy is called ‘multi-functional green infrastructure’ and therefore it should
relate to all types of GI. We recommend the following changes to widen out the policy and make it more
effective at achieving positive contributions to the GI network:
In relation to our comments, we remind the council that section 7.80 of Lewes Local Plan Part 1 covers a
number of types of green spaces that are included in the LDC’s GI network.
In our regulation 18 response we also sort specific changes to the policy wording so that it could reflect
Core Policy 8. LDC has suggested that our proposed changing to wording is too vague in relation to the
term ‘need.’
Below highlights the proposed changes we suggested to the policy text in our regulation 18 consultation
response:

‘Development will be permitted where opportunities for the provision of additional green infrastructure
have been identified, fully considered and would will be provided where justified by need the character of
the area or the need for outdoor playing space. The additional provision should seek to enhance the
district’s existing green infrastructure network and should be multifunctional and creative in its approach.
Green infrastructure provided as part of new development should incorporate features to encourage
biodiversity and retain or, where possible, enhance existing features of nature conservation value within
and adjacent to the site. Existing ecological networks should be identified and ecological corridors should,
where practical and appropriate, form an essential component of green infrastructure provision to ensure
habitat connectivity.’
We suggested the term ‘need’ so that it could reflect the ‘need’ as identified in the evidence base for the
allocation/application. The evidence base might be either a district Green Infrastructure Strategy (or
equivalent) and/or an Ecological Impact Assessment of the site. The intention is not for the term to be
vague but to deliver the ‘need’ as identified by the evidence base that informs the allocation/application,
as aspired to in Core Policy 8 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 1.
In particular, Core Policy 8 states:
‘The local planning authority will promote a connected network of multifunctional green infrastructure by

protecting and enhancing the quantity, quality and accessibility of open spaces throughout the district.
This will be achieved by:
1. Identifying in the Site Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD or SDNPA Local Plan
areas where there is potential for the enhancement or restoration of existing green infrastructure and
opportunities for the provision of new green space...’
We remind LDC of their obligations to ensure the local plan takes a strategic approach to maintaining and
enhancing networks of habitats and green infrastructure, as per section 114 of the 2012NPPF and
section 171 of the 2018NPPF. We therefore ask what evidence base has been used to ensure a consistent
approach to the identification of GI provision and enhancements within the site allocations? In particular,
we note that only policy E2 specifically refers to the provision and enhancement of Green Infrastructure
being delivered through the development. This appears inconsistent with the Core Policy 8.
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As demonstrated above, we do not believe that policy DM14 is currently consistent with national policy
or the Lewes Local Plan Part 1. We again ask for the following amendments to ensure the policy is
effective in delivering green infrastructure network enhancements as required in both the 2012 and
2018 NPPF:
‘Development will be permitted where opportunities for the provision of additional green infrastructure
have been identified, fully considered and would will be provided where justified by need the character of
the area or the need for outdoor playing space. The additional provision should seek to enhance the
district’s existing green infrastructure network and should be multifunctional and creative in its approach.
Green infrastructure provided as part of new development should incorporate features to encourage
biodiversity and retain or, where possible, enhance existing features of nature conservation value within
and adjacent to the site. Existing ecological networks should be identified and ecological corridors should,
where practical and appropriate, form an essential component of green infrastructure provision to ensure
habitat connectivity.’

Policy DM17 – Former Lewes /Sheffield Park Railway Line
We are pleased to see that LDC have taken on board SWT’s constructive comments in relation to this
policy and have made amendments that help to reflect the importance of this route for biodiversity.

Policy DM18 – Recreation and Rivers
SWT are encouraged to see that our comments relating to the natural functioning of the river and
associated wetland are now reflected in the policy wording.

Policy DM22 – Water Resources and Water Quality
SWT supports the adoption of our comment reflecting the importance of Chalk Streams in the supporting
text of this policy.

Policy DM24 – Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity
SWT acknowledge that some amendments have been made to this policy in light of comments and
suggestions made by ourselves and Natural England. However, we remain concerned that this policy still
fails to consider LDC’s responsibility to the district’s wider biodiversity assets. This is because neither
Core Policy 10 in the Lewes Local Plan Part 1 or this pre-submission policy specifically stipulate the need
for decisions to be based on up to date environmental information or for development to result in net
gains to biodiversity.
We note LDC’s response to our regulation 18 comments on this matter on page 42 of the Summary of
Consultation on the Consultation Draft Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018):

A policy requirement for all development proposals to submit information on biodiversity is considered to
be unduly onerous and unlikely to be justified for the majority of planning applications. It would therefore
fail to have regard to the NPPF and no amendment is proposed to Draft Policy DM24 in this respect.
In response to this, SWT would highlight that we recognised the need for a proportionate response to
applications, but section 165 of the 2012NPPF states Planning policies and decisions should be based on

up-to-date information about the natural environment and other characteristics of the area…..
Both the 2012 and 2018 NPPFs are clear that achieving sustainable development means pursuing
opportunities to secure economic, social and environmental net gains in an interdependent way. SWT
does not agree that requiring that ecological information is submitted with planning application is
onerous. Indeed many other adopted local plans include this requirement, for example in policy NE3 of
the East Herts District Plan1.
1

https://www.eastherts.gov.uk/districtplan
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By incorporating wording into policy DM24 that stipulates the need for up-to-date environmental
information and net gains this will enable LDC at development management stage to swiftly assess
applications to ensure they are fulfilling their requirements to deliver net gains to biodiversity as per
paragraph 109 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 170 of the 2018NPPF.
We also refer back to comments made throughout the Summary of Consultation on the Consultation
Draft Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018) where LDC have resisted modifications to
earlier policies that sought to seek policy wording to include the submission of ecological assessments.
LDC reasoning was that they wish to create concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or
duplication by using generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of
development. We understand this view point and therefore seek the modifications to draft policy DM24
to enable the plan to ensure it is consistent with national policy and deliver the responsibilities
consistently and effectively. As it stands we do not believe this policy is sound.
Therefore, SWT seeks the following addition to ensure that the DM24 is consistent with national policy:
‘All development proposals must provide adequate up-to-date information about the biodiversity which
may be affected and any avoidance, mitigation and compensation measures required to ensure no net loss
to biodiversity and ensure measurable net gains are delivered.
Development which would be likely to adversely affect a designated Ramsar site, designated or candidate
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) or a classified or potential Special Protection Area (SPA) will only be
permitted where adverse likely significant effects can be avoided and/or mitigated against…’

We hope our recommendations are adopted to ensure that the policies within the Lewes Local Plan Part 2
are as robust and effective as possible. SWT would be happy to discuss any of the above points with LDC.
We do wish to attend the Examination in Public to ensure our views are given due consideration in light of
any contrary comments that are received.

Yours sincerely,

Jess Price
Conservation Officer
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Policy-specific Representations

DM14: Multi-functional Green
Infrastructure
Representation References: DM14
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Representation ID: REP/011/DM14

Representation ID:

REP/011/DM14

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/011

Name:

Mary Greenwood

Organisation:

CPRE Sussex

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM14: Multi-functional Green Infrastructure

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
This policy is weak and generic. As written it does not meet the requirements of NPPF
2012 paras.113-114 or NPPF paras.170-171 & 181. It merely repeats them. It needs to
be strengthened and made more specific. The first sentence of the draft policy is
unfortunately phrased, and presumably is not intended to mean what it actually says.
CPRE Sussex suggests that this policy should include a clear strategy that, as a
minimum, gave a clear indication of the types of natural assets that contribute to the
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Representation ID: REP/011/DM14
important ecological networks in the different parts of the District. They should include
woodland, valuable trees, established hedgerows, ponds, ditches and streams. Specific
locally-important habitats should be identified. The policy should require that these
should be retained within new development. Where such assets are not pre-existing,
they should be provided by new planting and provision. Domestic gardens can make an
important contribution to biodiversity, but only if they are of reasonable extent and linked
by appropriate green infrastructure to the surrounding countryside.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Comments made by the Lewes District Branch of CPRE Sussex
Secretary: Mrs Mary Greenwood,

Representing: CPRE Sussex, Brownings Farm, Blackboys, East Sussex, TN22 5HG
CPRE Sussex believes the sections of the draft Local Plan referred to below to be neither sound nor
effective in their current forms, and in some cases not compliant with national legislation. In most
cases appropriate modifications are suggested.
CPRE Sussex considers the most significant comments below to be comments 1, 2, 6, 8 & 11. We
would welcome the opportunity to present more detailed evidence and argument at a later stage
to assist the Inspector examining the draft Local Plan part 2.

1.

Comment on Housing Policy Context (paragraphs 2.1-2.11: pages 12-15)

CPRE Sussex strongly disagrees with the conclusion in paragraph 2.1 and Table 1 that the Housing
Requirement Figure for Lewes District from the adopted Lewes District Joint Core Strategy should be
6,926. The correct figure, approved by the Inspector and included in policy SP1, is 6,900 (345 per
annum). This number is reiterated in the introduction to policy SP2.
The fact that the sum total of the different allocations, categories and provisions in policy SP2 is
6,926, a very modest over-provision given the uncertainty of some supply categories at that time, is
of no relevance. The starting number for line 1 of Table 1 should thus be 6,900, which represents
345 dwellings per annum.
The basis of the division of the number that should be 345 dwellings per annum (6,900 total)
between the part of Lewes District outside the South Downs National Park (covered in this draft
Local Plan part 2) and that part of the District within the SDNP (to be covered in the emerging SDNP
Local Plan) is not clear. The division proposed in paragraph 2.2 and Tables 1 & 2 is stated as if an
agreed objective fact, but appears to CPRE Sussex to be unexplained and, apparently, arbitrary. The
basis for this division, and whether it has been the subject of any consultation or examination, needs
to be explained. It is important to appreciate in this context that the town of Lewes, which is entirely
within the National Park, is nevertheless the best connected, and by some margin the most
sustainable, location for new development within the District and offers a considerable number of
brownfield redevelopment opportunities. Lewes town has an advanced Neighbourhood Plan that
appears set to deliver a higher level of new housing (predominantly on brownfield sites) than was
envisaged at the time that the Lewes District Joint Core Strategy was adopted.
For this new draft Local Plan part 2 to be sound, it needs to deliver not only the correct numbers of
new homes but also to deliver them at an appropriate development speed. Given that the evidence
suggests that recent housing delivery in the District overall has been very close to the required
annual rate, and the profile in the 2016 Lewes District Joint Core Strategy suggested high rates of
delivery in the next few years, it is a matter of some concern that the 1 April 2018 assessment of the
District’s Housing Land Supply was that it had fallen slightly below 5 years. CPRE Sussex believes this
assessment to be incorrect, and that the actual supply is significantly above 5 years. We have
supplied detailed supporting evidence to the Council. To be sound this draft Local Plan part 2 needs
to address the question of the profile of delivery, and in particular to demonstrate that it will deliver

1
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an adequate and secure supply of new homes over the coming 5-year period. It does not at present
appear to address this important question.
There is a small but not completely insignificant numerical error in Table 5. Table 3 indicates that the
adopted Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan will provide 183 new homes, but that a further 32 are to be
identified in LPP2 (para.2.118 et seq). Draft Policy RG01 then allocates a Ringmer site [an extended
version of site RG1 in the 2003 Lewes Local Plan] for 90 homes, contributing an additional 50 new
homes, against the Ringmer requirement for 32. Unfortunately Table 5 overlooks the fact that the
extension of the 2003 site RG1 to create the new site RG01 in this Plan encompasses Ringmer
Neighbourhood Plan site RES3, so to this extent there is a double-counting of the new homes to be
delivered. The necessary correction takes the ‘Units allocated in LPP2’ in Table 5 from slightly above
the ‘Housing growth to be identified in LPP2’ to slightly below it. However, the compensating
correction that CPRE Sussex contends above should be made to the starting total would, if made,
restore a surplus over the requirement here.
2.

Comment on the Sustainability Appraisal of new rural housing developments, as used
throughout Section 2

CPRE Sussex notes that when potential new housing sites are appraised for sustainability there are
no differences between the appraisals of sustainably-located urban sites and much less sustainable
village sites against the objectives considering travel (objective 3) and carbon dioxide emissions
(objective 12). If new homes are located in villages (particularly villages such as Barcombe with few
local services and little or no public transport) then the lives of the new residents will inevitably be
much more dependent on use of their private cars, and car ownership will be much higher, than if
the same new homes had been more sustainably located in urban areas. East Sussex County Council
has published detailed evidence on car ownership and use for commuting for the different urban
and rural communities in Lewes District [eastsussexinfigures.org.uk]. The inspector examining part 1
of the Local Plan made this specific point, recommending that additional new housing should, in so
far as is possible, be located in the District’s towns. The principle is enshrined in Core Policy CP13 of
the adopted Lewes District Joint Core Strategy. This should certainly have been reflected in the
sustainability appraisals of new housing sites. It is not, even though in several cases it is specifically
noted that the rural housing site appraised is likely to be car-dependent. Because the sustainability
appraisals ignore this important factor, they cannot be considered sound.
3.

Comment on Section 3, Employment (Policy E1, paragraphs 3.11-3.17)

CPRE Sussex is concerned that the proposed new employment site E1 intrudes into the existing Tide
Mills shingle beach area, which has high value both for recreational and leisure use and as a
distinctive wildlife area. We support the comments from Community Action Newhaven that the area
of site E1 should be reduced and that it should not include any of the present shingle seafront beach.
4.

Comment on Policy DM6(5). Light pollution from equestrian development

CPRE Sussex is concerned that policy DM6(5) is too weak. Light pollution from this source in dark
rural areas should be avoided in the interests of protecting dark landscapes, nature conservation
(particularly bat foraging) and local amenity. Our concerns could be met by deletion of the word
‘unacceptable’ from the policy. Such equestrian use is of insufficient importance to justify any
adverse impact in currently dark countryside. The change we propose is necessary for the policy to
be in accord with NPPF 2012 para.125 or NPPF 2018 para.180(c).

2
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5.

Comment on Policy DM9. Farm diversification

CPRE Sussex supports the general intention of this policy. However, an additional condition about
car parking is required. It is likely that effective farm diversification schemes will generate an
additional requirement for such parking. Insensitive vehicle parking outside a farm curtilage can
have a strongly negative urbanising impact on the rural landscape. It is essential to include an
additional condition to ensure that vehicle parking is either confined within the farmyard concerned
or otherwise effectively screened.
6.

Comment on Policy DM14. Multi-functional green infrastructure.

This policy is weak and generic. As written it does not meet the requirements of NPPF 2012
paras.113-114 or NPPF paras.170-171 & 181. It merely repeats them. It needs to be strengthened
and made more specific. The first sentence of the draft policy is unfortunately phrased, and
presumably is not intended to mean what it actually says. CPRE Sussex suggests that this policy
should include a clear strategy that, as a minimum, gave a clear indication of the types of natural
assets that contribute to the important ecological networks in the different parts of the District.
They should include woodland, valuable trees, established hedgerows, ponds, ditches and streams.
Specific locally-important habitats should be identified. The policy should require that these should
be retained within new development. Where such assets are not pre-existing, they should be
provided by new planting and provision. Domestic gardens can make an important contribution to
biodiversity, but only if they are of reasonable extent and linked by appropriate green infrastructure
to the surrounding countryside.
7.

Comment on Policy DM15. Provision of outdoor playing space.

CPRE Sussex welcomes this policy. However, it would be stronger, and clearer to developers, if
accompanied by an indication of the current situation for the different communities in the District
and/or an indication of where up-to-date information about this will be obtainable in the future.
Such information will be necessary to enable developers to assess development viability at an early
stage (e.g. prior to site purchase). Larger developments can reasonably be expected to make on-site
provision, and this should be specified as a requirement. This will not be practicable for smaller sites.
8.

Comment on Policy DM24. Protection of biodiversity.

CPRE Sussex is very concerned that an arbitrary 7 km distance from Ashdown Forest is not adequate
or sufficient to discriminate whether or not an impact on a protected site may occur. The scale of
the development obviously matters. A very small (e.g. single house) development at 6.9 km from the
Forest is very unlikely to have any impact while a large development (e.g. 1,000 houses) at 7.1 km
from the Forest should be of much greater concern, and an appropriate assessment should be
required. We do not believe the policy as written to be sound.
CPRE Sussex recommends that to be sound paragraph 3 of policy DM24 should also require an
additional condition that there is no suitable alternative site before a development with an adverse
impact on an SSSI, NNR or MCZ is approved.
In paragraph 4 of policy DM24 the term ‘irreplaceable habitat’ should be defined in the glossary or
more specific information should be included in the policy. We assume that, for example, that this
term encompasses both ancient woodland and ‘important’ hedgerows.

3
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9.

Comment on Policy DM31. Advertisements.

CPRE Sussex believes that this policy should specify that advertisements in the countryside (outside
planning boundaries) should not be illuminated.
10.

Comment on Policy DM36. Station Parking.

CPRE Sussex strongly supports the intention of protecting car parking provision at railway stations,
to encourage sustainable travel. However, the term ‘adjacent’ has a specific meaning that is not
appropriate here. For example, at Glynde railway station the ‘adjacent’ parking is extremely limited
and much too small to encourage commuter use of the railway here. The important car park for rural
car/rail commuters is about 200 metres away. To encourage railway use the wording needs to be
revised to protect this car park too.
11.

Comment on the need for an additional DM policy or policies, required but not currently
included

To be sound a Local Plan needs to plan to deliver not only an adequate number of new homes in the
District, but it also needs to ensure that the types of new homes match the projected requirement
(see NPPF 2018 para.61). To take an extreme example, a need for 6,900 new 1-2 bed homes for new
small households of modest means would not be met by the delivery of 6,900 expensive market 4+
bed homes, nor would a requirement for 6,900 large family homes be met by the provision of 6,900
1-bed flats.
There is no policy in this Local Plan (or in the Lewes District Joint Core Strategy) to ensure that the
new homes delivered are of the right type to meet the assessed housing need. The recently
(September 2018) issued 2016-based ONS projections show that for England as a whole all the new
households formed to 2041 will be headed by people aged over 55; that almost 90% of them will be
headed by people over retirement age; and that a quarter of them will be headed by people aged
over 85. A similar pattern could be deduced from the 2014-based household projections issued by
ONS in 2016. It is extremely unlikely that this situation is not fully reflected in Lewes District, which
has a significantly higher proportion of older residents than England as a whole.
No Local Plan that fails to include specific quantitative policies to deliver the types of housing they
are likely to require can be considered sound. Policy SD27 of the emerging South Downs National
Park Local Plan provides a model for a step in the right direction, but more specific policies to
address the needs of older residents are also essential.
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Representation ID: REP/013/DM14

Representation ID:

REP/013/DM14

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/013

Name:

Laura Hutson

Organisation:

Sport England

Consultation Body:

Specific

Stakeholder Type:

National group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

laura.hutson@sportengland.org

Address:

21 Bloomsbury Way
London
WC1B 3HF

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM14: Multi-functional Green Infrastructure

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
On a more positive note, Sport England does welcome that paragraph 4.47 encourages
the use of Sport England's technical guidance.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No
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Representation ID: REP/013/DM14
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mark Furnish <Mark.Furnish@sportengland.org>
01 November 2018 14:59
ldf
Laura Hutson
Lewes District Local Plan: Part 2 Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies Pre-Submission Document
Consultation draft local plan part 2

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear Sir/Madam,
Thank you for consulting Sport England on the Local Plan: Part 2 Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies Pre‐Submission Document.
As highlighted in Sport England comments on the previous draft on 17th January 2018 (attached), Sport England has
an established role within the planning system which includes providing advice and guidance and supporting local
authorities in planning for sport. Further detail on Sport England’s role within the Planning system, including its
Planning Policy, can be found at https://www.sportengland.org/facilities‐planning/planning‐for‐sport/ .
Sport England has assessed the Pre‐Submission document in line with its policy and the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) and does not consider that the current document has addressed the objections and concerns
raised in its comments on the previous draft. In consequence, Sport England continues to object to the Local Plan
Part 2 as set out in the attached comments (please note that the current NPPF has moved paragraphs 73 and 74 to
paragraphs 96 and 97).
In addition, Sport England is concerned with the changes to the housing allocation at Land at Hillside Nurseries, High
Street (Policy BA01) as the allocation’s boundary has extended to the boundary of the adjacent recreation field.
Cricket is played on the adjacent site therefore positioning sensitive development, such as housing, close to the
recreation field would increase the risk of ball strike. Any scheme submitted on this site should be subject to a ball
strike assessment and the mitigation recommendations of that assessment should be included within any
development of the site allocation. It is the developers responsibility to impose any mitigation in line with the ‘Agent
of Change’ principle. Sport England strongly advises that wording to this effect is inserted into Policy BA01. Please be
aware that any scheme submitted that does not mitigate the potential of ball strike could receive a Sport England
statutory objection until it is clear there are no safety risks.
On a more positive note, Sport England does welcome that paragraph 4.417 encourages the use of Sport England’s
technical guidance.
Overall, however, Sport England still has significant concerns relating to the insufficient level of protection of sport
facilities, the lack of an up‐to‐date and robust evidence base for indoor and outdoor sports facilities, the use of
standards in Policy DM15, the loss of playing field (without a deliverable replacement site identified) within Policy
RG01 and the increase in size of the Hillside Nurseries, High Street’s site allocation. As a result, Sport England does
not consider that the Local Pan is sound.
I hope you find these comments helpful and am happy to discuss them further should you wish.
Yours Faithfully
Mark Furnish
Planning Manager
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We have updated our Privacy Statement to reflect the recent changes to data protection law but rest assured, we
will continue looking after your personal data just as carefully as we always have. Our Privacy Statement is published
on our website, and our Data Protection Officer can be contacted by emailing Gail Laughlan

The information contained in this e-mail may be subject to public disclosure under the Freedom of
Information Act 2000. Additionally, this email and any attachment are confidential and intended solely for
the use of the individual to whom they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, be advised that
you have received this email and any attachment in error, and that any use, dissemination, forwarding,
printing, or copying, is strictly prohibited. If you voluntarily provide personal data by email, Sport England
will handle the data in accordance with its Privacy Statement. Sport England’s Privacy Statement may be
found here https://www.sportengland.org/privacy-statement/ If you have any queries about Sport England’s
handling of personal data you can contact Sport England’s Data Protection Officer directly by emailing
gail.laughlan@sportengland.org
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Representation ID: REP/021/DM14

Representation ID:

REP/021/DM14

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/021

Name:

Rebecca Pearson

Organisation:

Natural England

Consultation Body:

Specific

Stakeholder Type:

National group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

Rebecca.Pearson@naturalengland.org.uk

Address:

Guildbourne House
Chatsworth Road
Worthing
West Sussex
BN11 1LD

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM14: Multi-functional Green Infrastructure

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
We welcome this policy which recognises the importance of the provision of
multifunctional green infrastructure throughout new development. Multifunctional G.I
provides a wealth of benefits for people and wildlife and provides a key role in the
provision of ecosystems services. We fully support this policy.
We note the following wording which we advise requires clarification:
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Representation ID: REP/021/DM14
(G.I) would be provided where justified by the character of the area or the need for
outdoor playing space. We advise that Green Infrastructure, if well designed, should
incorporate a multitude of functions as identified in the supporting text, and that
accessible natural greenspace rather than outdoor playing (amenity) space should be a
governing factor for this. We advise that the important role that Green Infrastructure has
in contributing to biodiversity and environmental net gain should be highlighted here.
Strategic provision of GI
We advise that GI should be strategic in Nature. Planning for GI at a strategic scale
based on a robust evidence base has clear benefits for people and wildlife. A welldesigned G.I strategy can provide Natural Capital and secure Ecosystems services in a
resilient way that safeguards resources for people and wildlife into the future. Links to
wellbeing, heath and climate change provision for example are clear. Natural England
would welcome the opportunity to contribute to the formation of any future GI strategy.
We attach a GI checklist in support of this.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Date:
Our ref:

05 November 2018
259464

Customer Services
Hornbeam House
Crewe Business Park
Electra Way
Crewe
Cheshire
CW1 6GJ

BY EMAIL ONLY

T 0300 060 3900

Dear Sir/Madam
Planning consultation: Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations, Development
Management Polices Pre-Submission Document and Habitats Regulations Assessment
(HRA)
Thank you for your consultation on the above dated 05 December 2017 which was received by
Natural England on the same day.
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that the
natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present and future
generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development.
Please find our comments in relation to the Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations,
Development Management Policies and Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA)
Habitats Regulations Assessment-clarification required
We advise that the Habitats Regulations Section presented in the Pre -Submission document does
not concur with the findings of the accompanying Habitats Regulations Assessment for the Local
Plan Part 2. Although Natural England agrees with the findings of the attached HRA, following the
recent People Over Wind European Judgement, aspects of the HRA and its interpretation within the
core document need to be amended as follows:
Conclusion of NSLE for the Plan
Natural England does not agree with the conclusion that the implementation of the Lewes Local
Plan Part 1 or 2 will have no Likely Significant Effect as cited in the Lewes Local Plan Part 2
Document . We advise that this conclusion needs to be revised to concur with the published HRA
and the recent People Over Wind European Judgement. Following this judgement competent
authorities are no longer able to include mitigation for impacts to European Sites at the screening
stage of an HRA. Therefore it is not appropriate to rely on ameliorative (mitigation) measures such
as SANGS and SAMS and policies pertaining to these when determining any likely significant
effects within Habitats Regulations Assessments. We advise that an appropriate assessment will be
required if, in the absence of mitigation, the competent authority cannot conclude “no likely
significant effect”. However mitigation can be used at the appropriate assessment stage.
The HRA correctly interprets this judgement and sets out that any development within 7km of
Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC (within the plan area) without the mitigation set out in Core Policy 10
of the Local Plan Part 1 could have an in-combination on the international site via recreational
pressure; therefore concluding a likely significant effect cannot be ruled out. The HRA therefore
takes this through to appropriate assessment as no likely significant effect cannot be concluded. We
agree with this approach.
Including Air Pollution impacts in the Appropriate Assessment stage
Page 1 of 6
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We note the following statement:
3.39 states that In summary, the only impact pathway that requires consideration in the LPP2 HRA
is recreational pressure upon Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC as this is the only impact pathway
for which a conclusion of no likely significant effect or no adverse effect on integrity could
not be reached for the growth in the Joint Core Strategy without mitigation.
We advise that air pollution also needs to be included here as an-in combination effect remains for
this impact in the absence of mitigation. We recognise that the HRA has indeed taken this through
to appropriate assessment, but for clarity and to ensure no misinterpretation is made we advise that
the above sentence is revised to include air pollution.
Overall conclusion for the HRA
We agree with the following statement:
It is therefore be concluded that no adverse effect upon the integrity of Ashdown Forest SAC is
expected to result from development provided by the South Downs Local Plan/Lewes JCS, even
in- combination with other plans and projects.
However the audit pathways taken (through appropriate assessment ,where relevant) in order to
reach this conclusion should be more clearly defined in the HRA as above and importantly,
accurately interpreted within the LLPP2 Submission Document.
Further advice
1.19 We advise that the following sentence should be re-worded
A Likely Significant Effect must be established both in terms of the individual plan and of the plan in
combination with other policies and proposals,
We advise that this should read:
Any likely Significant Effect must be established both in terms of the individual plan and of the plan
in combination with other policies and proposals
Overarching advice-net gain
Since the Publication of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 The NPPF has been amended and contains a
clear direction to ensure new development demonstrates a net gain in biodiversity. We welcome this
approach. The various allocation sites will need to echo this direction stemming from a clear steer
within Policy DM24 to include net gain as advised variously throughout our advice letter below:
The revised NPPF states the following:
170 d). Planning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and local
environment by“minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity….” 174 b) Plans
should ”….identify and purse opportunities for securing measurable net gains for biodiversity”
118. Planning policies and decisions should: a) encourage multiple benefits from both urban and
rural land, including through mixed use schemes and taking opportunities to achieve net
environmental gains-such as developments that would enable habitat creation or improve public
access to the countryside”
Site Allocations
Policy NH01 - South of Valley Road
This allocation is close to the National Park boundary and we welcome the inclusion of the
requirement to fully assess the impacts of views on any development here.
Policy NH02 - Land at The Marina
Page 2 of 6
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We note that this allocation has the potential to impact on biodiversity. We advise that the allocation
policy includes a requirement for a net gain in biodiversity in order to comply with he recently
revised NPPF (further discussed in Policy DM24).
Policy BH01 - Land at The Nuggets, Valebridge Road
This Site allocation is surrounded by ancient woodland and networks of natural Habitats. We
welcome that this policy has been amended to include the irreplaceable nature of ancient woodland
and note the additional information pertaining to this in the supporting text. Thank you for consulting
Natural England on this matter.
Again the development will need to demonstrate a net gain in biodiversity and we further advise that
networks of natural habitats should be maintained and enhanced in order to provide a development
which is sympathetic to its location and clearly biodiversity-lead. We advise this should be a key
requirement to guide any development proposals.
We also advise re-iterate that the policy should state that impacts to ancient woodland should be
avoided to echo to the recently updated NPPF as follows:
175 c) “development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats (such as ancient
woodland and ancient or veteran trees) should be refused unless there are wholly exceptional
reasons (footnote 58) and a suitable compensation strategy exists”.
Policy BA03 - Land at Bridgelands Barcombe Cross
We further advise that this policy includes the consideration of the use of SuDS. We welcome that it
is included in the supporting text but it is not a requirement within the policy. We advise that welldesigned SuDS have multiple benefits for wildlife and people, providing habitats and valuable
ecosystems services such as, flood amelioration. A SuDS lead scheme would be welcome here.
Policy CH01 – Glendene, Station Road
We note that ancient woodland lies adjacent to the site and would refer you to our Standing advice
with regard to this matter. This includes a requirement for a buffer of at least 15m between the
woodland and the development. We welcome that SuDS are cited for use here and we note that full
ecological surveys to include protected species have and will be carried out.
Policy CH02 – Layden Hall, East Grinstead Road
This site lies adjacent to Chailey Common Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). Chailey
Common Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) is afforded statutory protection under the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended).Thank you for consulting Natural England regarding this
allocation policy which I note has been amended to include the SSSI. We have the following
additional comments to make regarding the following:
An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and
implemented accordingly to mitigate potential adverse impacts on Chailey Common SSSI and the
local biodiversity. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity
and enhancement where possible; and
Again due to the nature and location of this site we advised that the term where possible was
omitted as enhancement should be a requirement of new development (as for policy BH01). We had
understood that this had been revised to reflect our advice. We further add that the need to
demonstrate biodiversity net gain will be of key importance here. Consideration of this will also need
to be made with regard to any tree felling on site.
We advise that the policy states that impacts to the SSSI must be avoided.
Newick
We note Policy DM Planning Boundaries that states Development proposals that result in a net
increase of one or more dwellings within 7km of the Ashdown Forest will only be permitted where
they comply with Core Policy 10(3) of the Local Plan Part 1. As Newick falls within this zone we
Page 3 of 6
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advise that it is worth noting that development will need to be commensurate with this specific DM
Policy here.

Employment Site Allocations
Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
Natural England has serious concerns regarding this allocation.
The allocation site is directly adjacent to and in the setting of, the South Downs National Park. There
is therefore clear potential for a significant impacts on the Special Qualities of the South Downs
National Park. The policy states that visual impacts will be minimised however, from the information
supplied, the impact from the development of this land in both landscape and visual terms is likely to
be significant. This allocation did not form part of previous iterations of the LLPP2 although we note
that part of this land was included in the 2003 Local Plan. We are very concerned that it has been
included at this late stage. We also note that the employment quota has already been fulfilled
elsewhere within the Local Plan area. Due to the sensitive location o f this site we therefore question
the need for the inclusion of this site in the Plan. The site is located in an area of open coastline
surrounded by a nature reserve.
Furthermore the allocation site contains valuable priority habitats of vegetated shingle and floodplain
grazing marsh for example. The allocation boundary stretches down to the mean high water mark.
This is of key concern to Natural England. The policy and supporting text make no mention of the
biodiversity value of this site and this is of key concern to Natural England. We advise that this
allocation site is removed from the LLPP2. We advise that you contact the South Downs National
Park Authority for their advice on this matter. We will be also be happy to advise further on this
matter.
We further advise that any obstruction to public rights of way and any intrusion of the England
Coastal Path is avoided.
Policy E2: Land Adjacent to American Express Community Stadium, Village Way, Falmer
This allocation also lies in the setting of the South Downs National Park. We advise that they are
consulted for their advice on this allocation site.
Policy DM14: Multi-functional Green Infrastructure
We welcome this policy which recognises the importance of the provision of multifunctional green
infrastructure throughout new development. Multifunctional G.I provides a wealth of benefits for
people and wildlife and provides a key role in the provision of ecosystems services. We fully support
this policy.
We note the following wording which we advise requires clarification:
(G.I) would be provided where justified by the character of the area or the need for outdoor playing
space. We advise that Green Infrastructure, if well designed, should incorporate a multitude of
functions as identified in the supporting text, and that accessible natural greenspace rather than
outdoor playing (amenity) space should be a governing factor for this. We advise that the important
role that Green Infrastructure has in contributing to biodiversity and environmental net gain should
be highlighted here.
Strategic provision of GI
We advise that GI should be strategic in Nature. Planning for GI at a strategic scale based on a
robust evidence base has clear benefits for people and wildlife. A well-designed G.I strategy can
provide Natural Capital and secure Ecosystems services in a resilient way that safeguards
resources for people and wildlife into the future. Links to wellbeing, heath and climate change
provision for example are clear. Natural England would welcome the opportunity to contribute to the
formation of any future GI strategy. We attach a GI checklist in support of this.
Children’s Playing Space
Page 4 of 6
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We fully support this policy. Interaction with the natural world has multiple benefits for people and
linking this to G.I networks and cycle routes for example can enhance this.
Policy DM18: Recreation and Rivers
We support this policy
Policy DM24: Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity
We note this policy ad have the following amendments to make:
The protection pertaining to SSSIs is provided to mimic that of the NPPF but the wording provided
lacks the strength of the NPPF in the following ways.
Development which would be likely to adversely affect a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI),
National Nature Reserve (NNR), or a Marine Conservation Zone (MCZ) will only be permitted where
the benefits of the development, at this site, outweigh the damage to the nationa lly recognised
special interest of the designated site and any adverse impacts on the wider network of SSSIs.
The NPPF states that:
175 c). “development on land within or outside a SSSI, and which is likely to have an adverse effect
on it (either individually or in combination with other developments), should not normally be
permitted. The only exception is where the benefits of the development in the location proposed
clearly outweigh both its likely impact on the features of the site that make it of special scientific
interest, and any broader impacts on the national network of SSSIs”
The phrases highlighted above provide a greater level of protection that those included in the Local
Plan.
We advise that collaboration is required between the hierarchy of sites in order to reflect the NPPF
as follows:
Outside of designated sites
Irreplaceable habitats
We advise that irreplaceable habitats be placed above local sites in the hierarchy of designation s to
reflect their national importance and complexity. Once lost these habitats are by their very nature,
irreplaceable. The NPPF reflects this and has recently been revised to give greater weight to the
protection of ancient woodland for example.
175 c) “development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats (such as ancient
woodland and ancient or veteran trees) should be refused unless there are wholly exceptional
reasons (footnote 58) and a suitable compensation strategy exists”.
Priority habitats and species
These include species and habitats listed under S41 of the NERC Act 2006. This includes priority
habitats and species and should be clearly referenced separately to protected species.
Section 40 of the NERC Act 2006 places a general duty on all public authorities, i ncluding local
planning authorities, to conserve and enhance biodiversity. Further information on this duty is
available in the Defra publication ‘Guidance for Local Authorities on Implementing the Biodiversity
Duty’.
We further advise that links to Green Infrastructure policies should be made.
We would re-iterate our advice in our letter of January 2018 that the policy includes networks of
natural habitats and the consideration of biodiversity on a landscape- scale. Habitat networks are
not only rich in biodiversity in their own right but also act as key stepping stones for species
throughout the landscape. For example the provision interlinking habitats play an important role in
enabling genetic exchange between populations within habitats throughout the landscape. They
also act as flightlines and foraging areas for bats for example and provide migratory pathways
through the landscape.
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I would refer you to the SDNP Local Plan Policy SD12 for an example of a Biodiversity Policy which
encompasses these issues and which we fully support. The SDNP Local Plan also has an
overarching requirement for net gain. We advise that net gain is included in this policy as an
overarching requirement. The NPPF States the following:
170 d). Planning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and local
environment by“ minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity….” 174 b) Plans
should ”.identify and purse opportunities for securing measurable net gains for biodiversity”
118. Planning policies and decisions should: a) encourage multiple benefits from both urban and
rural land, including through mixed use schemes and taking opportunities to achieve net
environmental gains-such as developments that would enable habitat creation or improve public
access to the countryside”
Policy DM27: Landscape Design
We advise that this policy includes the requirement to protect the Special Qualities of the South
Downs National Park as future developments outside the National Park may nevertheless affect it’s
setting or views in or out of this nationally designated landscape.
Policy DM35: Footpath, Cycle and Bridleway Network
We advise that links to Green Infrastructure could be made in this policy.
I hope the above is helpful and please do not hesitate to contact me should you wish to disc uss this
matter. Please send further correspondence, marked for my attention, to
consultations@naturalengland.org.uk quoting our reference 259464
Yours sincerely

Rebecca Pearson
Lead Adviser
Sustainable Development
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thom, Tondra
06 November 2018 15:15
ldf
FW: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission

Please see and add to NE rep the below clarification
From: Pearson, Rebecca (NE) [mailto:Rebecca.Pearson@naturalengland.org.uk]
Sent: 06 November 2018 14:56
To: Thom, Tondra
Subject: RE: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission
Hi Tondra
You are absolutely right, the confusion was that the level of detail provided was an enhanced level but this did not of
course mean that mitigation was required to concluded no likely significant effect!
So, in answer to your query
You do not need to add air pollution as an impact pathway for which mitigation is needed. We are satisfied with the
evidence provided for air pollution impacts and concur that no mitigation is required in order to conclude no likely
significant effect.
I hope this is helpful, please do get in touch should you wish further clarification.
Warmest wishes
Rebecca

From: Thom, Tondra [mailto:Tondra.Thom@lewes‐eastbourne.gov.uk]
Sent: 06 November 2018 12:14
To: Pearson, Rebecca (NE)
Cc: ldf
Subject: RE: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre‐Submission

Hi Rebecca,
Thank you for the Natural England rep you submitted, I appreciate that you managed to submit
this within the timeframe of the consultation period, that’s most helpful. I accept that the People
over Wind Judgement means we need to reword the LSE section as mitigation has to be applied
through AA rather than at screening stage – this applies to the 7km recreation impact zone for
Ashdown Forest.
I do have one query though, on which I would like some clarification on please. On page 2 of your
rep under air pollution impacts heading, you state the following:
We note the following statement:
3.39 states that In summary, the only impact pathway that requires consideration in the LPP2
HRA is recreational pressure upon Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC as this is the only impact
pathway for which a conclusion of no likely significant effect or no adverse effect on
integrity could not be reached for the growth in the Joint Core Strategy without mitigation.
(my emphasis)
1
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We advise that air pollution also needs to be included here as an-in combination effect remains for
this impact in the absence of mitigation. We recognise that the HRA has indeed taken this through
to appropriate assessment, but for clarity and to ensure no misinterpretation is made we advise
that the above sentence is revised to include air pollution. (my emphasis)
Whilst I agree that our work on air pollution did result in AA being undertaken - due to the scientific
rigour of assessment it could hardly be considered screening and the ecological interpretation did
result in conclusions regarding the integrity of the Forest; however at no point was it concluded
that mitigation is required alone or in combination. To add air pollution to the sentence in bold
would imply that mitigation is required.
I am concerned that your rep implies that mitigation is required for air quality impacts, when our
conclusion in the HRA does not identify this requirement.
Could you please clarify that we do not need to add air pollution as an impact pathway to the
above sentence and can you confirm that you agree with the conclusion of the HRA that no
mitigation is required?
Thank you
Tondra
Tondra Thom
Planning Policy Manager
Lewes District and Eastbourne Borough Councils
Tel: 01273 085677 or 01323 415677
Mobile: 07824 596 985
E: tondra.thom@lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk
W: lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk

From: Pearson, Rebecca (NE) [mailto:Rebecca.Pearson@naturalengland.org.uk]
Sent: 05 November 2018 17:48
To: ldf
Subject: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission

Dear Sir/Madam
Please find attached Natural England’s comments on the above document.

Kind regards
Rebecca Pearson
Lead Adviser
Sustainable Development Team
Natural England
Guildbourne House, Chatsworth Road
Worthing BN11 1LD
Tel: 0300 060 4090 Mobile: 07810694335
I work part-time Monday to Wednesday.
www.gov.uk/natural-england
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We are here to secure a healthy natural environment for people to enjoy, where wildlife is protected and
England’s traditional landscapes are safeguarded for future generations.
In an effort to reduce Natural England's carbon footprint, I will, wherever possible, avoid travelling to meetings and
attend via audio, video or web conferencing.

Natural England is accredited to the Cabinet Office Customer Service Excellence Standard

This email and any attachments is intended for the named recipient only. If you have received it in error you
have no authority to use, disclose, store or copy any of its contents and you should destroy it and inform the
sender. Whilst this email and associated attachments will have been checked for known viruses whilst
within the Natural England systems, we can accept no responsibility once it has left our systems.
Communications on Natural England systems may be monitored and/or recorded to secure the effective
operation of the system and for other lawful purposes.
This email and any attachments is intended for the named recipient only. If you have received it in error you
have no authority to use, disclose, store or copy any of its contents and you should destroy it and inform the
sender. Whilst this email and associated attachments will have been checked for known viruses whilst
within the Natural England systems, we can accept no responsibility once it has left our systems.
Communications on Natural England systems may be monitored and/or recorded to secure the effective
operation of the system and for other lawful purposes.
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Initial advice on providing GI strategies in Local Plans
Key principles
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states in paragraph 114 that local
planning authorities should:
“set out a strategic approach in their Local Plans, planning positively for the creation,
protection, enhancement and management of networks of biodiversity and green
infrastructure;”
Supporting guidance to the NPPF is set out in the National Planning Practice Guidance at:
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/naturalenvironment/biodiversity-ecosystems-and-green-infrastructure/
GI is multifunctional and provides ecosystem services; if well-designed it encompasses
linking habitat networks, climate change mitigation, flood management, health and
wellbeing, alternative transport links, improved air quality, food production, and habitat
creation for example.GI can also be effectively used to provide biodiversity net gain.
Stages of creating a GI Strategy
Use mapping tools (see below) to evaluate:
1) Evidence Base-Existing GI
a) Typology Mapping -What GI resources are already there? (for example
woodland extent)
b) Functionality Mapping - What is the GI currently doing?
2) What is required in your Plan Area?
c) What are the functional needs of the area? Priority themes, local plan policy,
how can the GI resource be improved?
d) Where are these needs? Spatial mapping.
3) Design The GI Strategy based on evidence from 1-4 above

Evidence base-what tools are available to provide this?
There are a variety of tools available to provide the evidence base. The Ecosystems
Knowledge Network https://ecosystemsknowledge.net/ includes further information and
range of tools available. The tool adopted will depend on local requirements.
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Links between Natural Capital, GI and Ecosystems Services

Green Infrastructure, Natural capital and Ecosystems services are fundamentally linked as
demonstrated above. Understanding these links is key to developing a GI Strategy.

A GI strategy can be used to:





Inform development decisions and design .Ensure project-level interventions
contribute to the strategy;
Support the development of Green Infrastructure Policy and other policies in the
Local Plan (for example biodiversity, health and wellbeing, climate change due to
multifunctional nature) and support Local Plan reviews;
Provide evidence to inform and guide other strategic actions and bids for resources
(LEP/LNP for example);
Provide a baseline for periodical review and monitoring.
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Sound:
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Representation:
(SEE PDF FOR FULL REPRESENTATION)
Having re-examined our regulation 18 comments, SWT note that we supported the
inclusion of the Green Infrastructure policy and highlighted the need for LDC to commit
to undertake a Green Infrastructure (GI) Strategy. Producing a GI strategy would help
LDC to meet the requirements of Core Policy 8 in the Lewes Local Plan Part 1 and
ensure DM14 is deliverable.
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Representation ID: REP/022/DM14
However, we are concerned that our comments have not been reflected in this way on
page 34 of the Summary of Consultation on the Consultation Draft Document (30
November 2017 - 25 January 2018).
The document states:
The Sussex Wildlife Trust objects because the policy is called 'multi-functional green
infrastructure' and should therefore relate to all types of GI.
SWT's actual comment stated:
Given the inclusion in the plan of a specific policy on Children's Play Space (DM16), we
are unclear why it is singled out in DM14. This policy is called 'multi-functional green
infrastructure 'and therefore it should relate to all types of GI. We recommend the
following changes to widen out the policy and make it more effective at achieving
positive contributions to the GI network:
In relation to our comments, we remind the council that section 7.80 of Lewes Local Plan
Part 1 covers a number of types of green spaces that are included in the LDC’s GI
network.
In our regulation 18 response we also sort specific changes to the policy wording so that
it could reflect Core Policy 8. LDC has suggested that our proposed changing to wording
is too vague in relation to the term 'need. '
Below highlights the proposed changes we suggested to the policy text in our regulation
18 consultation response:
'Development will be permitted where opportunities for the provision of additional green
infrastructure have been identified, fully considered and would will be provided where
justified by need the character of the area or the need for outdoor playing space. The
additional provision should seek to enhance the district's existing green infrastructure
network and should be multifunctional and creative in its approach.
Green infrastructure provided as part of new development should incorporate features to
encourage biodiversity and retain or, where possible, enhance existing features of
nature conservation value within and adjacent to the site. Existing ecological networks
should be identified and ecological corridors should, where practical and appropriate,
form an essential component of green infrastructure provision to ensure habitat
connectivity.'
We suggested the term 'need 'so that it could reflect the 'need 'as identified in the
evidence base for the allocation/application. The evidence base might be either a district
Green Infrastructure Strategy (or equivalent) and/or an Ecological Impact Assessment of
the site. The intention is not for the term to be vague but to deliver the 'need 'as
identified by the evidence base that informs the allocation/application, as aspired to in
Core Policy 8 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 1.
In particular, Core Policy 8 states:
'The local planning authority will promote a connected network of multifunctional green
infrastructure by protecting and enhancing the quantity, quality and accessibility of open
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Representation ID: REP/022/DM14
spaces throughout the district.
This will be achieved by:
1. Identifying in the Site Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD or
SDNPA Local Plan areas where there is potential for the enhancement or restoration of
existing green infrastructure and opportunities for the provision of new green space...'
We remind LDC of their obligations to ensure the local plan takes a strategic approach
to maintaining and enhancing networks of habitats and green infrastructure, as per
section 114 of the 2012 NPPF and section 171 of the 2018 NPPF. We therefore ask
what evidence base has been used to ensure a consistent approach to the identification
of GI provision and enhancements within the site allocations? In particular, we note that
only policy E2 specifically refers to the provision and enhancement of Green
Infrastructure 'being delivered through the development. This appears inconsistent with
the Core Policy 8.
As demonstrated above, we do not believe that policy DM14 is currently consistent with
national policy or the Lewes Local Plan Part 1. We again ask for the following
amendments to ensure the policy is effective in delivering green infrastructure network
enhancements as required in both the 2012 and 2018 NPPF:
'Development will be permitted where opportunities for the provision of additional green
infrastructure have been identified, fully considered and would will be provided where
justified by need the character of the area or the need for outdoor playing space. The
additional provision should seek to enhance the district's existing green infrastructure
network and should be multifunctional and creative in its approach.
Green infrastructure provided as part of new development should incorporate features to
encourage biodiversity and retain or, where possible, enhance existing features of
nature conservation value within and adjacent to the site. Existing ecological networks
should be identified and ecological corridors should, where practical and appropriate,
form an essential component of green infrastructure provision to ensure habitat
connectivity.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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5 November 18

Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD PreSubmission Version – November 2018
The Sussex Wildlife Trust (SWT) recognises the importance of a plan led system as opposed to a
developer led process and supports Lewes District Council’s (LDC) desire to produce a cohesive Site
Allocations Local Plan. Therefore, we hope that our comments are used constructively to make certain
that this pre-submission version properly plans for the natural capital needed within the district and
ensures that any development is truly sustainable.
Where we are proposing a change to policy or the supporting text, recommended additions are
highlighted in bold and deletions are struck through.
We note that LDC’s Guidance Notes for Making Representations states that it is anticipated that the Plan
will be examined in the context of the 2012 National Planning Policy Framework (2012NPPF). However
the timeline for the progression of this plan could slip and paragraph 213 of the 2018NPPF states that
due weight should be given to policies according to their degree of consistency with the new Framework.
SWT has therefore related its comments to both the 2012 and 2018 versions of the NPPF.

SECTION 2 – RESIDENTIAL SITE ALLOCATIONS
As SWT stated in our regulation 18 comments, the allocation of strategic areas for development and
delivery policies should always be informed by evidence of the functioning of ecological networks at a
landscape scale and underpinned by up-to-date, site specific data as per paragraphs 114 and 165 of the
2012NPPF and 31 and 174 of the 2018NPPF. We are still concerned that LDC has not taken this aspect
of the NPPF into full consideration. In particular there appears to be little information of how the site
allocations relate to the district’s ecological and green infrastructure networks or what the current
biodiversity value of the sites are.

Policies NH01, BA01, BA02, BA03, CH01, CH03, RG01 and GT01
SWT are pleased to see that these policies all now include a requirement for an ecological impact
assessment, however the wording of the relevant criterion is not consistent with national policy and
therefore the policies are unsound.
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In particular, the 2018NPPF is clear in paragraph 170 that planning policies and decisions should
minimise impacts on and provide net gains for biodiversity. There is no longer the caveat of ‘where
possible’ indicating that all development should achieve net gains. We do note that policy BH01 already
does not contain the caveat.
Additionally, a principle of planning, which should contribute to achieving net gains, is the mitigation
hierarchy of first avoiding harm, then mitigating for any residual harm, before, as a last resort, considering
compensation (2012NPPF paragraph 118 and 2018NPPF paragraph 175). It is not acceptable permit
through policy wording mitigation, before avoidance.
We therefore recommend the following amendments to the criteria in order to make the policies listed
above consistent with national policy:
‘…An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on biodiversity. Where adverse impacts are
unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and compensation measures must be employed, commensurate to the
importance, the legal protection or other status of the species or habitat. Development allows for the
protection of biodiversity and enhancement where possible; and…’

Policy NH02 – Land at the Marina
SWT are pleased to see that this policy now includes a requirement for an ecological impact assessment,
however as stated for policies NH01, BA01, BA02, BA03, CH01, CH03, RG01 and GT01, we do not
believe the wording is currently compliant with national policy.
We also support the inclusion of paragraphs 2.35 to 2.37 which highlight the potential impacts of
development on habitats of principle importance. However, in SWT’s experience, supporting text does
not carry the same weight as policy wording in planning decisions and is instead used to explain the
reasoning of the policy wording. Indeed, the importance of policy wording in determining decisions is
reflected in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 (pre submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we request that the
policy wording is strengthened. In particular we do not believe it is currently compliant with paragraphs
117 or 118 of the 2012NPPF or paragraphs 170, 174 or 175 of the 2018NPPF. SWT requests the
following amendments:
‘g) An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on biodiversity, particularly priority habitats.
Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and like for like compensation measures
must be employed, commensurate to the importance, the legal protection or other status of the species or
habitat. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity and enhancement where possible; and…’

Policy BH01 – Land at the Nuggets, Valebridge Road
SWT note that our regulation 18 comments have resulted in an amendment to the supporting text for this
policy. However as stated above, in SWT’s experience, supporting text does not carry the same weight as
policy wording in planning decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording.
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The importance of policy wording in determining decisions is reflected in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local
Plan Part 2 (pre submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we request that the
policy wording is strengthened to include a requirement for at least a 15 metre buffer between the
development and the ancient woodland. We note that policy CH01 does include a minimum figure for the
buffer and we believe this is consistent with the national policy on irreplaceable habitats.
We also seek amendments to criteria d) and f) which currently does not comply with the principle of the
mitigation hierarchy as stated paragraph 118 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 175 of the 2018NPPF. In
order to be made sound, SWT recommends that the following changes are made to policy BH01:
‘d) Tree surveys undertaken and appropriate measures, including proper buffers of at least 15 metres, are
identified and implemented accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on the Tree
Protection Order group and Ancient Woodland on and/or adjacent to site;
e) Development is subject to appropriate assessment and evaluation of archaeological potential and
mitigation measures implemented accordingly;
f) An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measurers identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts, either directly or indirectly on biodiversity,
including irreplaceable habitats. Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and
compensation measures must be employed, commensurate to the importance, the legal protection or other
status of the species or habitat. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity and enhancement;
and ’

Policy CH01 – Glendene, Station Road
We strongly support the addition of ‘at least 15m’ into criterion f. It is unclear why this requirement has
not been added to other site allocations containing/adjacent to ancient woodland. Please see our
comments above in relation to amendments required for criterion e).

Policy CH02 – Layden Hall, East Grinstead Road
SWT does not believe that this policy is currently compliant with paragraph 118 of the 2012NPPF or
paragraph 175 of the 2018NPPF. In particular there is a clear requirement to avoid adverse impacts to
biodiversity before mitigation is considered. Additionally, given the proximity of the site to the SSSI, net
gains to biodiversity should be required as per paragraph 170 of the 2018NPPF. We therefore
recommend that criterion d) is amended as follows:
‘d) An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on Chailey Common SSSI and the local
biodiversity. Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and compensation measures
must be employed, commensurate to the importance, the legal protection or other status of the species or
habitat. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity and enhancement where possible; and…’
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SECTION 3 – EMPLOYMENT SITE ALLOCATIONS

Policy E1 – Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
SWT strongly objects to the inclusion of this policy and does not consider it to be sound as it is neither
justified nor consistent with national policy.
Whilst there is no acknowledgement of this in the policy or the supporting text, the whole of policy area
E1 is designated as Tide Mills Local Wildlife Site (LWS), which is designated in particular for it importance
as an area of feeding and breeding ground for a good number of waders and for its rare vegetated shingle
habitat (a habitat of principle importance). A significant proportion of the LWS has already been
destroyed through development and it is unacceptable for the LWS to be encroached on further.
Both paragraph 117 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 171 of the 2018NPPF are clear that locally
designated sites are key components of the local ecological network and that priority habitats, such as
vegetated shingle, should be protected and restored through the planning process (paragraph 117
2012NPPF and paragraph 174 2018NPPF). However the ecological value of this site seems to have been
disregarded.
SWT accepts that the LWS area to the east of policy area E1 has been lost through the expansion of the
East Quay permitted in 2016. An additional area that is allocated to the Port Access Road (PAR) will also
be lost and given that East Sussex County Council consider that they have planning permission for this,
SWT do not see why this area has not also been removed from the policy area. The remaining area to the
east and the south of the PAR route should be allocated as countryside and fall outside the development
boundary for Newhaven.
It is stated in paragraph 3.5 that policy E1 is carrying forward saved policy NH20 ‘with appropriate
amendments to bring it up to date’. Since 2003 there have been significant changes in Newhaven Port and
in national policy and SWT do not consider that LDC have taken this into account. In particular, NH20 was
part of an overarching policy to regenerate the port, however paragraph 3.13 states that the East Quay
development, permitted in 2016, is anticipated to allow the port to remain competitive.
Similarly, paragraph 3.3 of the plan states that there is no requirement for additional employment space
within the district. It should also be noted that policy area E1 also falls outside of the Newhaven
Enterprise Zone which is the focus for sustainable regeneration of Newhaven and its shift towards a
higher value economy.
Core Policy 10 states that ‘the natural environment of the district, including landscape assets,

biodiversity, geodiversity, priority habitats and species and statutory and locally designated sites, will be
conserved and enhanced by:…
ii. Ensuring that new development will not harm nature conservation interest, unless the benefits of
development at that location clearly outweigh the harm caused…’
The pre-submission Lewes Local Plan part 2 provides no rationale for why the allocation of a Local
Wildlife Site is justified or how the benefits of development of this site, which have not been made clear,
will outweigh the significant harm. Given that there is no objectively assessed need for additional
employment space and that the NPPF requires that development is sustainable in terms of the economy,
society and environment, and in particular achieves net gains to biodiversity, the destruction of a Local
Wildlife Site is not acceptable.
SWT believe that this policy should be removed. Or if LDC would like a policy to cover the area for the
PAR, then the policy area covered by E1 should be significantly reduced to exclude any of the LWS to the
east or south of the PAR route.
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SECTION 4 - DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIES

Policy DM4 – Residential Conversions in the Countryside
SWT are encouraged to see that our comments from the regulation 18 consultation have been
implemented, so that the supporting text for this policy talks more broadly than just habitat surveys and
now includes wording related to Ecological Impact Assessments. However this wording is not reflected in
policy DM4 itself and as such we do not believe the policy is compliant with national policy.
In SWT’s experience, supporting text does not carry the same weight as policy wording in planning
decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording. The importance of policy
wording in determining decisions is reflected in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 (pre
submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we request that an
additional criterion is added to policy DM4 to ensure it is in line with section 165 of the 2012NPPF:
‘(9) the proposal would not have an unacceptable impact on biodiversity, particularly protected species. The
Council will normally require this to be demonstrated through the submission of an ecological assessment.’
We acknowledge LDC’s comments made within the Summary of Consultation on the Consultation Draft
Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018) in relation to SWT’s proposed modification to this
policy. We respect the council’s approach to ensure the Local Plan Part 2 should be concise and should
avoid undue repetition or duplication by using generic policies to set out principles that may be common
to different types of development. However, neither Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft Policy
DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for planning decisions to be
informed by up to date environmental information. Therefore, if our modification is not accepted for this
policy we will be seeking an amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for planning decisions to be
informed by up to date ecological information to ensure the policy is compliant with section 165 of the
2012NPPF.

Policy DM6 – Equestrian Development
SWT welcomes the inclusion of the bullet point which considers the cumulative impact on of equestrian
developments on landscape character and biodiversity. However we are concerned the policy fails to
refer to the importance of determining the value of the existing site for biodiversity and the need to
deliver net gains to biodiversity via development.
As said, in our previous representation on DM4, we respect LDC’s approach to ensure the Local Plan Part
2 should be concise and should avoid undue repetition or duplication by using generic policies to set out
principles that may be common to different types of development. However neither Core Policy 10 in
Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need
for decisions to be informed by up to date environmental information and as per paragraph 165 of the
2012NPPF.
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Due to our proposed modification not being accepted within this policy, we will be seeking an amendment
to policy DM24 to reflect the need for decisions to be informed by up to date ecological information to
ensure the policy is compliant with section 165 of the 2012NPPF.

Policy DM9 – Farm Diversification.
As stated in our regulation 18 response, SWT are supportive of bullet point (4). We also continue to
acknowledge the need to create a concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or duplication by using
generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of development. However, as
we have stated previously we do not feel that the current Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft
Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for decisions to be informed
by up to date environmental information, as per paragraph 165 of the 2012NPPF.
Therefore, because our proposed modification has not been accepted for this policy, we will be seeking an
amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for decisions to be informed by up to date ecological
information to ensure the Lewes Local Plan part 2 complies national policy.

Policy DM10 – Employment Development in the Countryside
SWT are pleased to see that our recommendation for the reference to ‘habitat surveys’ in the previous
consultation draft to be replaced with ‘ecological surveys’ has been delivered through the requirement
for Ecological Impact Assessments in paragraph 4.39 of the pre-submission plan. However, as expressed
previously in our response, in our experience supporting text does not carry the same weight as policy in
planning decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording. This is reflected in
the wording in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan part 2 (pre-submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
We acknowledge the need to create concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or duplication by
using generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of development.
However, as we have stated previously we do not feel that the current Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part
1 or Draft Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for decisions to be
informed by up to date environmental information, as per section 165 of the 2012NPPF.
Therefore, because our modification as highlighted in our regulation 18 consultation response was not
accepted for this policy, we will be seeking an amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for
decisions to be informed by up to date ecological information.

Policy DM11 – Existing Employment Sites in the Countryside
We are encouraged to see the changes to the policy wording that acknowledge that landscape and
biodiversity are not mutually exclusive.

Policy DM14 – Multi-functional Green Infrastructure.
Having re-examined our regulation 18 comments, SWT note that we supported the inclusion of the Green
Infrastructure policy and highlighted the need for LDC to commit to undertake a Green Infrastructure
(GI) Strategy. Producing a GI strategy would help LDC to meet the requirements of Core Policy 8 in the
Lewes Local Plan Part 1 and ensure DM14 is deliverable.
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However, we are concerned that our comments have not been reflected in this way on page 34 of the
Summary of Consultation on the Consultation Draft Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018).
The document states:

The Sussex Wildlife Trust objects because the policy is called 'multi-functional green infrastructure' and
should therefore relate to all types of GI.
SWT’s actual comment stated:

Given the inclusion in the plan of a specific policy on Children’s Play Space (DM16), we are unclear why it
is singled out in DM14. This policy is called ‘multi-functional green infrastructure’ and therefore it should
relate to all types of GI. We recommend the following changes to widen out the policy and make it more
effective at achieving positive contributions to the GI network:
In relation to our comments, we remind the council that section 7.80 of Lewes Local Plan Part 1 covers a
number of types of green spaces that are included in the LDC’s GI network.
In our regulation 18 response we also sort specific changes to the policy wording so that it could reflect
Core Policy 8. LDC has suggested that our proposed changing to wording is too vague in relation to the
term ‘need.’
Below highlights the proposed changes we suggested to the policy text in our regulation 18 consultation
response:

‘Development will be permitted where opportunities for the provision of additional green infrastructure
have been identified, fully considered and would will be provided where justified by need the character of
the area or the need for outdoor playing space. The additional provision should seek to enhance the
district’s existing green infrastructure network and should be multifunctional and creative in its approach.
Green infrastructure provided as part of new development should incorporate features to encourage
biodiversity and retain or, where possible, enhance existing features of nature conservation value within
and adjacent to the site. Existing ecological networks should be identified and ecological corridors should,
where practical and appropriate, form an essential component of green infrastructure provision to ensure
habitat connectivity.’
We suggested the term ‘need’ so that it could reflect the ‘need’ as identified in the evidence base for the
allocation/application. The evidence base might be either a district Green Infrastructure Strategy (or
equivalent) and/or an Ecological Impact Assessment of the site. The intention is not for the term to be
vague but to deliver the ‘need’ as identified by the evidence base that informs the allocation/application,
as aspired to in Core Policy 8 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 1.
In particular, Core Policy 8 states:
‘The local planning authority will promote a connected network of multifunctional green infrastructure by

protecting and enhancing the quantity, quality and accessibility of open spaces throughout the district.
This will be achieved by:
1. Identifying in the Site Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD or SDNPA Local Plan
areas where there is potential for the enhancement or restoration of existing green infrastructure and
opportunities for the provision of new green space...’
We remind LDC of their obligations to ensure the local plan takes a strategic approach to maintaining and
enhancing networks of habitats and green infrastructure, as per section 114 of the 2012NPPF and
section 171 of the 2018NPPF. We therefore ask what evidence base has been used to ensure a consistent
approach to the identification of GI provision and enhancements within the site allocations? In particular,
we note that only policy E2 specifically refers to the provision and enhancement of Green Infrastructure
being delivered through the development. This appears inconsistent with the Core Policy 8.
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As demonstrated above, we do not believe that policy DM14 is currently consistent with national policy
or the Lewes Local Plan Part 1. We again ask for the following amendments to ensure the policy is
effective in delivering green infrastructure network enhancements as required in both the 2012 and
2018 NPPF:
‘Development will be permitted where opportunities for the provision of additional green infrastructure
have been identified, fully considered and would will be provided where justified by need the character of
the area or the need for outdoor playing space. The additional provision should seek to enhance the
district’s existing green infrastructure network and should be multifunctional and creative in its approach.
Green infrastructure provided as part of new development should incorporate features to encourage
biodiversity and retain or, where possible, enhance existing features of nature conservation value within
and adjacent to the site. Existing ecological networks should be identified and ecological corridors should,
where practical and appropriate, form an essential component of green infrastructure provision to ensure
habitat connectivity.’

Policy DM17 – Former Lewes /Sheffield Park Railway Line
We are pleased to see that LDC have taken on board SWT’s constructive comments in relation to this
policy and have made amendments that help to reflect the importance of this route for biodiversity.

Policy DM18 – Recreation and Rivers
SWT are encouraged to see that our comments relating to the natural functioning of the river and
associated wetland are now reflected in the policy wording.

Policy DM22 – Water Resources and Water Quality
SWT supports the adoption of our comment reflecting the importance of Chalk Streams in the supporting
text of this policy.

Policy DM24 – Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity
SWT acknowledge that some amendments have been made to this policy in light of comments and
suggestions made by ourselves and Natural England. However, we remain concerned that this policy still
fails to consider LDC’s responsibility to the district’s wider biodiversity assets. This is because neither
Core Policy 10 in the Lewes Local Plan Part 1 or this pre-submission policy specifically stipulate the need
for decisions to be based on up to date environmental information or for development to result in net
gains to biodiversity.
We note LDC’s response to our regulation 18 comments on this matter on page 42 of the Summary of
Consultation on the Consultation Draft Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018):

A policy requirement for all development proposals to submit information on biodiversity is considered to
be unduly onerous and unlikely to be justified for the majority of planning applications. It would therefore
fail to have regard to the NPPF and no amendment is proposed to Draft Policy DM24 in this respect.
In response to this, SWT would highlight that we recognised the need for a proportionate response to
applications, but section 165 of the 2012NPPF states Planning policies and decisions should be based on

up-to-date information about the natural environment and other characteristics of the area…..
Both the 2012 and 2018 NPPFs are clear that achieving sustainable development means pursuing
opportunities to secure economic, social and environmental net gains in an interdependent way. SWT
does not agree that requiring that ecological information is submitted with planning application is
onerous. Indeed many other adopted local plans include this requirement, for example in policy NE3 of
the East Herts District Plan1.
1

https://www.eastherts.gov.uk/districtplan
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By incorporating wording into policy DM24 that stipulates the need for up-to-date environmental
information and net gains this will enable LDC at development management stage to swiftly assess
applications to ensure they are fulfilling their requirements to deliver net gains to biodiversity as per
paragraph 109 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 170 of the 2018NPPF.
We also refer back to comments made throughout the Summary of Consultation on the Consultation
Draft Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018) where LDC have resisted modifications to
earlier policies that sought to seek policy wording to include the submission of ecological assessments.
LDC reasoning was that they wish to create concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or
duplication by using generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of
development. We understand this view point and therefore seek the modifications to draft policy DM24
to enable the plan to ensure it is consistent with national policy and deliver the responsibilities
consistently and effectively. As it stands we do not believe this policy is sound.
Therefore, SWT seeks the following addition to ensure that the DM24 is consistent with national policy:
‘All development proposals must provide adequate up-to-date information about the biodiversity which
may be affected and any avoidance, mitigation and compensation measures required to ensure no net loss
to biodiversity and ensure measurable net gains are delivered.
Development which would be likely to adversely affect a designated Ramsar site, designated or candidate
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) or a classified or potential Special Protection Area (SPA) will only be
permitted where adverse likely significant effects can be avoided and/or mitigated against…’

We hope our recommendations are adopted to ensure that the policies within the Lewes Local Plan Part 2
are as robust and effective as possible. SWT would be happy to discuss any of the above points with LDC.
We do wish to attend the Examination in Public to ensure our views are given due consideration in light of
any contrary comments that are received.

Yours sincerely,

Jess Price
Conservation Officer
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CV8 2XZ

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM14: Multi-functional Green Infrastructure

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
“Development will be permitted where opportunities for the provision of additional green
infrastructure have been fully considered and would be provided where justified by the
character of the area or the need for outdoor playing space."
Provision of public rights of way (for ALL NMUs) should be included within this policy as
it fulfils NPPF section 91c and 96.
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Representation ID: REP/362/DM14
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Patron Her Majesty The Queen

The British Horse Society

Email enquiry@bhs.org.uk

Abbey Park,

Website www.bhs.org.uk

Stareton,

Tel 02476 840500

Kenilworth,

Fax 02476 840501

Warwickshire CV8 2XZ
Bringing Horses and People
Together

Planning Policy Team
Sent via email
2nd November 2018
Dear Sir or Madam
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2
Further to our correspondence in April of this year, please find below comments relating to the
current consultation regarding the above in respect of the plan’s provision for equestrians
within the plan.
You will be aware that equestrian access is limited to just 22% of the public rights of way
network nationally (significantly less for carriage drivers) and even this figure is somewhat
misleading as much of it is fragmented, resulting in dead-end bridleways or restricted byways.
Increased traffic on roads which puts the most vulnerable road users at still more risk at a time
when the limited off road access they have is being threatened by development. It is within
the scope of each local plan to provide, not just for walkers and cyclists, but also for
equestrians at no additional cost, simply by recording paths as “bridleways” rather than
cycleways or footpaths.
Policies contained within the National Planning Policy Framework which support our requests
are as follows:
Section 91c of ‘Promoting Healthy and Safe Communities’:

“Planning policies and decisions should aim to achieve healthy, inclusive and safe places
which:[…]enable and support healthy lifestyles, especially where this would address identified
local health and well-being needs”

The British Horse Society is an Appointed Representative of South Essex Insurance Brokers Limited
who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Registered Charity Nos. 210504 and SC038516. A company limited by guarantee. Registered in England & Wales No.
444742
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Section 96 of ‘Open Space & Recreation’:
“Access to a network of high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and physical

activity is important for the health and well-being of communities. Planning policies should be
based on robust and up-to-date assessments of the need for open space, sport and recreation
facilities (including quantitative or qualitative deficits or surpluses) and opportunities for new
provision.”
Incorporating the requirement to actively seek every opportunity to create new links and/or
new circular routes within Lewes DC area for ALL non motorised users, including equestrians
would help support the policies above.
Within the local plan we welcome the Council’s acknowledgement that,

“4.23 Horse riding and other equestrian activities are increasingly popular forms of recreation
in the countryside that can complement agricultural activities and help to diversify rural
economies”
Further comment on the benefits of equestrian activities both to the equestrian and the
economy are detailed towards the end of this letter.
Specific observations on the document policies are below:
Policy BH01 - Land at The Nuggets, Valebridge Road
Point 1 “Access, including provision for pedestrians and cyclists, to be provided from

Valebridge Road” needs “equestrians” including in this provision. Existing bridleways should
not be used as ‘private access’ for these developments or alternative provision of new publicly
maintainable rights of way of adequate amenity and convenience should be supplied in their
place for all users.
Policies BA01, BA02, Barcombe Cross
Point 1 “Access, including provision for pedestrians and cyclists…” “equestrians” should be
added in to this provision.
Policy DM6
1. “Commercial riding schools, livery stables and other commercial facilities should have

satisfactory access to the public bridleway network without the use of unsuitable roads.”
“Unsuitable roads” is subjective, even amongst equestrians, and this needs clarification with the
relevant parties.
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Policy DM9: Farm Diversification

“4. The proposed development would not create an unacceptable impact on the local road
network or require highway improvements that would harm the landscape or ecological value
of rural roads in the area.”
Priority should be given to schemes where additional off road access for ALL vulnerable road
users would be provided as a result of such schemes via dedicated bridleways and/or long
term permissive routes.
Policy DM14: Multi-functional Green Infrastructure

“Development will be permitted where opportunities for the provision of additional green
infrastructure have been fully considered and would be provided where justified by the
character of the area or the need for outdoor playing space.”
Provision of public rights of way (for ALL NMUs) should be included within this policy as it
fulfils NPPF section 91c and 96.
Policy DM15: Provision for Outdoor Playing Space

“The Council will seek to achieve provision of outdoor playing space, which is as a matter of
practise and policy available for public use, to the following minimum standards:
1.6 ha per 1000 population for outdoor sports, including playing pitches, tennis courts, and
bowling greens;”
Within the UK, there are 2.7 million horse riders compared with approximately 0.4 million
tennis players and 0.4 million bowls players. We would suggest that the need for equestrian
access vastly exceeds the requirement for further tennis courts and bowling greens and so
should be given, at the very least, equal consideration.
DM17 – Former Lewes/Sheffield Park Railway Line
“Development which would prejudice such uses will not be permitted unless proposals are

accompanied by alternative route provision.”
We support this and propose that this should extend to all development, not just the specific
project mentioned.
However, of concern is the phrase above the policy in section 4.57:

“The Council will therefore encourage opportunities to increase access to the countryside by
enabling the provision of a footpath, cycleway or bridleway along the undeveloped part of the
former line.”
This sentence must be amended to
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“The Council will therefore encourage opportunities to increase access to the countryside by
enabling the provision of a bridleway/restricted byway along the undeveloped part of the
former line.”
This provides for equestrians, cyclists AND walkers whereas “footpath, cycleway or bridleway”
excludes equestrians from at least two of the options.
DM35 – we welcome the inclusion of this policy but would further comment that bridleways
over which there is currently limited private vehicular access ought not to be used as access
routes for further development. Where it is possible that unofficial use of the public right of
way could happen then steps should be taken wherever possible to prevent this in the form of
vehicle barriers and/or the provision of alternative routes of equal value and amenity.
We are pleased to note that you recognise equestrianism as an increasingly popular form of
exercise. Within an area such as Lewes DC, a good, connected, well maintained rights of way
network at the higher status will also result in increased equine tourism as can be witnessed
by the number of summer camps run at Plumpton College. Worthy of note also is that The
British Horse Society operates a “Horses Welcome” scheme where B&Bs can be approved by
the BHS for equine tourism. Along with tourism, the cost of keeping a horse was estimated
nationally by BETA in 2015 at £3600 pa per horse with costs in the South East being
substantially higher (a small survey in West Sussex in 2017 found the spend was between £4k
and £15k pa). Much of this benefits the local economy as it is spent on local businesses: livery
yards, vets, farriers, saddlers, feed merchants, forage providers, etc. The value of equestrianism
should not be overlooked in any development plan.
Finally, I have attached for your interest a document entitled “The health benefits of horse
riding in the UK” which explains the key importance of horse riding for physical and emotional
wellbeing. This helps explain why including equestrians fulfils requirements within the NPPF as
mentioned above. Some key findings include:
 More than two thirds (68 percent) of questionnaire respondents participate in horse riding
and associated activities for 30 minutes or more at least three times a week. Sport England

estimate that such a level of sporting activity will help an individual achieve or exceed the
government’s recommended minimum level of physical activity.
 A range of evidence indicates the vast majority (90 percent plus) of horse riders are female
and more than a third (37 percent) of the female riders who took part in the survey were
above 45 years of age. Horse riding is especially well placed to play a valuable role in

initiatives to encourage increased physical activity amongst women of all ages.
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 Amongst the horse riders who took part in the survey, 39 percent had taken no other form

of physical activity in the last four weeks. This highlights the importance of riding to these
people, who might otherwise be sedentary.
 Horse riders with a long-standing illness or disability who took part in the survey are able to
undertake horse riding and associated activities at the same self-reported level of frequency

and physical intensity as those without such an illness or disability.
The British Horse Society is very happy to advise and be included in any planning with the
possibility of inclusion of rights of way.
Yours faithfully

Sarah Rayfield
Access Field Officer – London & the South East
Email: sarah.rayfield@bhs.org.uk
Tel:

02476 840713

Mob: 07971 059262
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The health benefits of
horse riding in the UK

Research undertaken by the University of Brighton and Plumpton College
on behalf of The British Horse Society
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The health benefits of horse riding in the UK
Executive Summary
Key findings
The physical health benefits of horse riding and
associated activities
l

l

l

l

l

l

Horse riding and activities associated with horse riding, such as mucking out, expend
sufficient energy to be classed as moderate intensity exercise.
Regular periods of trotting in a riding session may enhance the energy expended and
associated health benefits.
More than two thirds (68 percent) of questionnaire respondents participate in horse
riding and associated activities for 30 minutes or more at least three times a week.
Sport England estimate that such a level of sporting activity will help an individual
achieve or exceed the government’s recommended minimum level of physical activity.
A range of evidence indicates the vast majority (90 percent plus) of horse riders are
female and more than a third (37 percent) of the female riders who took part in the
survey were above 45 years of age. Horse riding is especially well placed to play a
valuable role in initiatives to encourage increased physical activity amongst women
of all ages.
Amongst the horse riders who took part in the survey, 39 percent had taken no other
form of physical activity in the last four weeks. This highlights the importance of riding
to these people, who might otherwise be sedentary.
Horse riders with a long-standing illness or disability who took part in the survey are
able to undertake horse riding and associated activities at the same self-reported level
of frequency and physical intensity as those without such an illness or disability.

The psychological and social benefits of horse riding
l
l

l

Horse riding stimulates mainly positive psychological feelings.
Horse riders are strongly motivated to take part in riding by the sense of well-being
they gain from interacting with horses. This important positive psychological interaction
with an animal occurs in a very few sports.
Being outdoors and in contact with nature is an important motivation for the vast
majority of horse riders.

Study methods
The British Horse Society commissioned the University of Brighton in partnership with
Plumpton College to research the physical health, psychological and well-being benefits
of recreational horse riding in the United Kingdom.
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Sport England UK have adopted a threshold value for the contribution of sport to meeting
Government guidelines on the recommended intensity and frequency of exercise that is
likely to achieve physical health benefits. The threshold value measures the degree to
which an individual participates in sport of moderate intensity activity for at least 30
minutes or more, three times a week. The research, therefore, assessed whether horse
riding can be classified as a moderate intensity exercise and examined the frequency
with which individuals take part
The research also examined the psychological and social benefits of horse riding. Reliable
existing evidence indicates that physical exercise produces well-being benefits linked to
social interactions and changes in mood, anxiety, self esteem and other personal
emotions.
Two scientific exercise testing trials were undertaken to analyse the physical exercise
intensity of recreational horse riding using validated scientific measurements of energy
expended and current definitions of what constitutes moderate intensity exercise in terms
of energy expenditure measured in metabolic equivalents (METs).
The first trial involved 17 participants cycling in a laboratory to assess their aerobic fitness
levels. Measurements were also taken of their descriptive anthropometric characteristics.
In the second trial the same 17 participants rode a horse for 45 minutes at the Plumpton
College equestrian centre following a protocol that replicated the pattern of a typical riding
lesson.
A questionnaire survey was undertaken of 1,248 horse riders. The quantitative and
qualitative data gathered by the questionnaire allowed an analysis of the respondents’
self reported measures of exercise intensity and frequency, and their perceptions of the
social and psychological benefits of horse riding.
Physical health benefits
The scientific trials indicated general horse riding energy expenditure was equivalent to
3.7 METs and trotting equated to approximately 5.0 METs. These levels are clearly within
the moderate intensity exercise band recommended by the UK’s ABC of Physical Activity
for Health guidelines that considers moderate intensity to be typically characterized as
between three-six METs.
The national compendium of physical activities categorises energy expenditures for
different recreational physical activities and reports levels of four METs for general horse
riding and 6.5 METs for trotting, which are similar to those obtained in the scientific trials.
The compendium also reports that the energy expenditure for saddling and grooming
was 3.5 METs which is in the moderate intensity band
More than two thirds (68 percent) of questionnaire respondents achieved the government
guidelines for exercise intensity and frequency (30 minutes for three times a week or more at
moderate intensity) from horse riding and associated activities alone. Of these respondents
69 percent achieved this level of intensity and frequency through horse riding and the other
21 percent did so through associated activities such as mucking out and grooming.
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Women have been identified in government studies as a social group with relatively low
levels of participation in physical activity. Some 93 percent of questionnaire respondents
were women and 49 percent of female respondents were aged 45 or above. These are
comparable figures to a major Sport England survey which found that 90 percent of those
participating in equestrianism are women and 37 percent of the female participants in
equestrianism are aged 45 or above. The gender and age profile of equestrianism is not
matched by any other sport in the UK.
Thirty nine percent of questionnaire respondents indicated that horse riding was the only
form of physical activity in which they had participated during the last four weeks. These
respondents, if they did not ride, would be sedentary people unless they changed their
exercise habits, thus stressing the importance of horse riding for these individuals.
Qualitative data obtained in the questionnaire suggests that for some respondents with
long-standing illnesses or disability, horse riding had actually improved their physical or
mental condition.
Psychological and social benefits
More than 80 percent of questionnaire respondents reported that horse riding made them
feel ‘quite a lot’ or ‘extremely’ cheerful, relaxed, happy or active. Qualitative data suggests
that horse riding can play a role in managing negative feelings relating to anxiety and
depression. The experience of these psychological benefits amongst questionnaire
respondents was not influenced by the frequency of participation in horse riding and most
psychological benefits were experienced by riders who did not participate regularly.
Asked to rate different motivations for going horse riding 82 percent of questionnaire
respondents rated the motivation of ‘interaction with horses’ as either ‘very important’ or
‘extremely important’. No other motivation received such a high importance rating. Existing
evidence suggests that companion animals can provide owners with certain
psychological benefits. These findings suggest that the interaction with horses may be
very positive psychologically for horse riders.
More than 80 percent of questionnaire respondents rated the motivations ‘contact with
nature’ and ‘scenery and views’ ‘important’, ‘very important’ or ‘extremely important’. Some
personal development motivations identified as important by respondents included
‘escape’, ‘develop skills’, ‘challenge myself’, ‘experience excitement’, ‘to be physically
active’ and ‘to relax’. Participation in horse riding provides a range of psychological and
social benefits, some of which are particular to the interaction with animals and nature
and therefore would not be gained from other forms of sporting activity.

The British Horse Society, Abbey Park,
Stareton, Kenilworth, Warwickshire CV8 2XZ
Call: 02476 840500
Email: enquiries@bhs.org.uk
Registered Charity Nos
Website: www.bhs.org.uk
210504 and SC038516
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Representation ID: REP/454/DM14

Representation ID:

REP/454/DM14

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/454

Name:

Robin Walker

Organisation:

Theobalds Road Residents' Association

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Residents Association

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM14: Multi-functional Green Infrastructure

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No

Representation:
4.48 Green Infrastructure; the plan mandates: It also provides us with cultural services,
such as access to the wider countryside, and health and well-being benefits through
opportunities for walking, cycling and other activities,
'This should be taken into consideration, given the increased pressure on Valebridge
Road with additional housing along it, and the attempts by REP to re-categorise that part
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Representation ID: REP/454/DM14
of the Theobalds Road bridleway lying in East Sussex as a highway, with what looks like
a clear intent to facilitate the eventual approval of the tow southern blocks of WV06 from
SHEELA 2018.
'4.49 This policy states 'Unless development is carefully managed, there is a risk that it
could result in increased pressure on existing green infrastructure resources and
contribute to the future fragmentation, loss and deterioration of the district's habitats and
species.'
'This is critical and the unsustainable and dense developments identified in that area
broadly defined as 'Burgess Hill in Wivelsfield Parish' are clearly in direct conflict with it
and should be rejected.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
This section clearly mandates that any future development, as identified in SHELAA, in
the area identified as "Edge of Burgess Hill in Wivelsfield Parish" is in direct and
irrevocable conflict with these provisions.
A clear statement should be included in this plan and in SHELAA 2018 to the effect that
this area is now saturated an no further development will be considered.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
REP cannot promote or approve developments that are in clear conflict with its own (and
national) development policies. Between REP and East Sussex Highways, the current,
clearly identified status of Theobalds Road as a bridleway should be unambiguously reconfirmed, consistent with REP's own assessments.
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Policy-specific Representations

DM15: Provision for Outdoor Playing
Space
Representation References: DM15
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Representation ID: REP/011/DM15

Representation ID:

REP/011/DM15

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/011

Name:

Mary Greenwood

Organisation:

CPRE Sussex

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM15: Provision for Outdoor Playing Space

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
CPRE Sussex welcomes this policy. However, it would be stronger, and clearer to
developers, if accompanied by an indication of the current situation for the different
communities in the District and/or an indication of where up-to-date information about
this will be obtainable in the future. Such information will be necessary to enable
developers to assess development viability at an early stage (e.g. prior to site purchase).
Larger developments can reasonably be expected to make on-site provision, and this
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Representation ID: REP/011/DM15
should be specified as a requirement. This will not be practicable for smaller sites.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Comments made by the Lewes District Branch of CPRE Sussex
Secretary: Mrs Mary Greenwood,

Representing: CPRE Sussex, Brownings Farm, Blackboys, East Sussex, TN22 5HG
CPRE Sussex believes the sections of the draft Local Plan referred to below to be neither sound nor
effective in their current forms, and in some cases not compliant with national legislation. In most
cases appropriate modifications are suggested.
CPRE Sussex considers the most significant comments below to be comments 1, 2, 6, 8 & 11. We
would welcome the opportunity to present more detailed evidence and argument at a later stage
to assist the Inspector examining the draft Local Plan part 2.

1.

Comment on Housing Policy Context (paragraphs 2.1-2.11: pages 12-15)

CPRE Sussex strongly disagrees with the conclusion in paragraph 2.1 and Table 1 that the Housing
Requirement Figure for Lewes District from the adopted Lewes District Joint Core Strategy should be
6,926. The correct figure, approved by the Inspector and included in policy SP1, is 6,900 (345 per
annum). This number is reiterated in the introduction to policy SP2.
The fact that the sum total of the different allocations, categories and provisions in policy SP2 is
6,926, a very modest over-provision given the uncertainty of some supply categories at that time, is
of no relevance. The starting number for line 1 of Table 1 should thus be 6,900, which represents
345 dwellings per annum.
The basis of the division of the number that should be 345 dwellings per annum (6,900 total)
between the part of Lewes District outside the South Downs National Park (covered in this draft
Local Plan part 2) and that part of the District within the SDNP (to be covered in the emerging SDNP
Local Plan) is not clear. The division proposed in paragraph 2.2 and Tables 1 & 2 is stated as if an
agreed objective fact, but appears to CPRE Sussex to be unexplained and, apparently, arbitrary. The
basis for this division, and whether it has been the subject of any consultation or examination, needs
to be explained. It is important to appreciate in this context that the town of Lewes, which is entirely
within the National Park, is nevertheless the best connected, and by some margin the most
sustainable, location for new development within the District and offers a considerable number of
brownfield redevelopment opportunities. Lewes town has an advanced Neighbourhood Plan that
appears set to deliver a higher level of new housing (predominantly on brownfield sites) than was
envisaged at the time that the Lewes District Joint Core Strategy was adopted.
For this new draft Local Plan part 2 to be sound, it needs to deliver not only the correct numbers of
new homes but also to deliver them at an appropriate development speed. Given that the evidence
suggests that recent housing delivery in the District overall has been very close to the required
annual rate, and the profile in the 2016 Lewes District Joint Core Strategy suggested high rates of
delivery in the next few years, it is a matter of some concern that the 1 April 2018 assessment of the
District’s Housing Land Supply was that it had fallen slightly below 5 years. CPRE Sussex believes this
assessment to be incorrect, and that the actual supply is significantly above 5 years. We have
supplied detailed supporting evidence to the Council. To be sound this draft Local Plan part 2 needs
to address the question of the profile of delivery, and in particular to demonstrate that it will deliver

1
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an adequate and secure supply of new homes over the coming 5-year period. It does not at present
appear to address this important question.
There is a small but not completely insignificant numerical error in Table 5. Table 3 indicates that the
adopted Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan will provide 183 new homes, but that a further 32 are to be
identified in LPP2 (para.2.118 et seq). Draft Policy RG01 then allocates a Ringmer site [an extended
version of site RG1 in the 2003 Lewes Local Plan] for 90 homes, contributing an additional 50 new
homes, against the Ringmer requirement for 32. Unfortunately Table 5 overlooks the fact that the
extension of the 2003 site RG1 to create the new site RG01 in this Plan encompasses Ringmer
Neighbourhood Plan site RES3, so to this extent there is a double-counting of the new homes to be
delivered. The necessary correction takes the ‘Units allocated in LPP2’ in Table 5 from slightly above
the ‘Housing growth to be identified in LPP2’ to slightly below it. However, the compensating
correction that CPRE Sussex contends above should be made to the starting total would, if made,
restore a surplus over the requirement here.
2.

Comment on the Sustainability Appraisal of new rural housing developments, as used
throughout Section 2

CPRE Sussex notes that when potential new housing sites are appraised for sustainability there are
no differences between the appraisals of sustainably-located urban sites and much less sustainable
village sites against the objectives considering travel (objective 3) and carbon dioxide emissions
(objective 12). If new homes are located in villages (particularly villages such as Barcombe with few
local services and little or no public transport) then the lives of the new residents will inevitably be
much more dependent on use of their private cars, and car ownership will be much higher, than if
the same new homes had been more sustainably located in urban areas. East Sussex County Council
has published detailed evidence on car ownership and use for commuting for the different urban
and rural communities in Lewes District [eastsussexinfigures.org.uk]. The inspector examining part 1
of the Local Plan made this specific point, recommending that additional new housing should, in so
far as is possible, be located in the District’s towns. The principle is enshrined in Core Policy CP13 of
the adopted Lewes District Joint Core Strategy. This should certainly have been reflected in the
sustainability appraisals of new housing sites. It is not, even though in several cases it is specifically
noted that the rural housing site appraised is likely to be car-dependent. Because the sustainability
appraisals ignore this important factor, they cannot be considered sound.
3.

Comment on Section 3, Employment (Policy E1, paragraphs 3.11-3.17)

CPRE Sussex is concerned that the proposed new employment site E1 intrudes into the existing Tide
Mills shingle beach area, which has high value both for recreational and leisure use and as a
distinctive wildlife area. We support the comments from Community Action Newhaven that the area
of site E1 should be reduced and that it should not include any of the present shingle seafront beach.
4.

Comment on Policy DM6(5). Light pollution from equestrian development

CPRE Sussex is concerned that policy DM6(5) is too weak. Light pollution from this source in dark
rural areas should be avoided in the interests of protecting dark landscapes, nature conservation
(particularly bat foraging) and local amenity. Our concerns could be met by deletion of the word
‘unacceptable’ from the policy. Such equestrian use is of insufficient importance to justify any
adverse impact in currently dark countryside. The change we propose is necessary for the policy to
be in accord with NPPF 2012 para.125 or NPPF 2018 para.180(c).

2
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5.

Comment on Policy DM9. Farm diversification

CPRE Sussex supports the general intention of this policy. However, an additional condition about
car parking is required. It is likely that effective farm diversification schemes will generate an
additional requirement for such parking. Insensitive vehicle parking outside a farm curtilage can
have a strongly negative urbanising impact on the rural landscape. It is essential to include an
additional condition to ensure that vehicle parking is either confined within the farmyard concerned
or otherwise effectively screened.
6.

Comment on Policy DM14. Multi-functional green infrastructure.

This policy is weak and generic. As written it does not meet the requirements of NPPF 2012
paras.113-114 or NPPF paras.170-171 & 181. It merely repeats them. It needs to be strengthened
and made more specific. The first sentence of the draft policy is unfortunately phrased, and
presumably is not intended to mean what it actually says. CPRE Sussex suggests that this policy
should include a clear strategy that, as a minimum, gave a clear indication of the types of natural
assets that contribute to the important ecological networks in the different parts of the District.
They should include woodland, valuable trees, established hedgerows, ponds, ditches and streams.
Specific locally-important habitats should be identified. The policy should require that these should
be retained within new development. Where such assets are not pre-existing, they should be
provided by new planting and provision. Domestic gardens can make an important contribution to
biodiversity, but only if they are of reasonable extent and linked by appropriate green infrastructure
to the surrounding countryside.
7.

Comment on Policy DM15. Provision of outdoor playing space.

CPRE Sussex welcomes this policy. However, it would be stronger, and clearer to developers, if
accompanied by an indication of the current situation for the different communities in the District
and/or an indication of where up-to-date information about this will be obtainable in the future.
Such information will be necessary to enable developers to assess development viability at an early
stage (e.g. prior to site purchase). Larger developments can reasonably be expected to make on-site
provision, and this should be specified as a requirement. This will not be practicable for smaller sites.
8.

Comment on Policy DM24. Protection of biodiversity.

CPRE Sussex is very concerned that an arbitrary 7 km distance from Ashdown Forest is not adequate
or sufficient to discriminate whether or not an impact on a protected site may occur. The scale of
the development obviously matters. A very small (e.g. single house) development at 6.9 km from the
Forest is very unlikely to have any impact while a large development (e.g. 1,000 houses) at 7.1 km
from the Forest should be of much greater concern, and an appropriate assessment should be
required. We do not believe the policy as written to be sound.
CPRE Sussex recommends that to be sound paragraph 3 of policy DM24 should also require an
additional condition that there is no suitable alternative site before a development with an adverse
impact on an SSSI, NNR or MCZ is approved.
In paragraph 4 of policy DM24 the term ‘irreplaceable habitat’ should be defined in the glossary or
more specific information should be included in the policy. We assume that, for example, that this
term encompasses both ancient woodland and ‘important’ hedgerows.

3
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9.

Comment on Policy DM31. Advertisements.

CPRE Sussex believes that this policy should specify that advertisements in the countryside (outside
planning boundaries) should not be illuminated.
10.

Comment on Policy DM36. Station Parking.

CPRE Sussex strongly supports the intention of protecting car parking provision at railway stations,
to encourage sustainable travel. However, the term ‘adjacent’ has a specific meaning that is not
appropriate here. For example, at Glynde railway station the ‘adjacent’ parking is extremely limited
and much too small to encourage commuter use of the railway here. The important car park for rural
car/rail commuters is about 200 metres away. To encourage railway use the wording needs to be
revised to protect this car park too.
11.

Comment on the need for an additional DM policy or policies, required but not currently
included

To be sound a Local Plan needs to plan to deliver not only an adequate number of new homes in the
District, but it also needs to ensure that the types of new homes match the projected requirement
(see NPPF 2018 para.61). To take an extreme example, a need for 6,900 new 1-2 bed homes for new
small households of modest means would not be met by the delivery of 6,900 expensive market 4+
bed homes, nor would a requirement for 6,900 large family homes be met by the provision of 6,900
1-bed flats.
There is no policy in this Local Plan (or in the Lewes District Joint Core Strategy) to ensure that the
new homes delivered are of the right type to meet the assessed housing need. The recently
(September 2018) issued 2016-based ONS projections show that for England as a whole all the new
households formed to 2041 will be headed by people aged over 55; that almost 90% of them will be
headed by people over retirement age; and that a quarter of them will be headed by people aged
over 85. A similar pattern could be deduced from the 2014-based household projections issued by
ONS in 2016. It is extremely unlikely that this situation is not fully reflected in Lewes District, which
has a significantly higher proportion of older residents than England as a whole.
No Local Plan that fails to include specific quantitative policies to deliver the types of housing they
are likely to require can be considered sound. Policy SD27 of the emerging South Downs National
Park Local Plan provides a model for a step in the right direction, but more specific policies to
address the needs of older residents are also essential.
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Representation ID: REP/013/DM15/A
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REP/013/DM15/A
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Representor ID:

REP/013
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Laura Hutson

Organisation:

Sport England

Consultation Body:

Specific

Stakeholder Type:

National group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

laura.hutson@sportengland.org

Address:

21 Bloomsbury Way
London
WC1B 3HF

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM15: Provision for Outdoor Playing Space

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
Overall, however, Sport England still has significant concerns relating to the insufficient
level of protection of sport facilities, the lack of an up-to-date and robust evidence base
for indoor and outdoor sports facilities, the use of standards in Policy DM15, the loss of
playing field (without a deliverable replacement site identified) within Policy RG01 and
the increase in size of the Hillside Nurseries, High Street's site allocation. As a result,
Sport England does not consider that the Local Pan is sound.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mark Furnish <Mark.Furnish@sportengland.org>
01 November 2018 14:59
ldf
Laura Hutson
Lewes District Local Plan: Part 2 Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies Pre-Submission Document
Consultation draft local plan part 2

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear Sir/Madam,
Thank you for consulting Sport England on the Local Plan: Part 2 Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies Pre‐Submission Document.
As highlighted in Sport England comments on the previous draft on 17th January 2018 (attached), Sport England has
an established role within the planning system which includes providing advice and guidance and supporting local
authorities in planning for sport. Further detail on Sport England’s role within the Planning system, including its
Planning Policy, can be found at https://www.sportengland.org/facilities‐planning/planning‐for‐sport/ .
Sport England has assessed the Pre‐Submission document in line with its policy and the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) and does not consider that the current document has addressed the objections and concerns
raised in its comments on the previous draft. In consequence, Sport England continues to object to the Local Plan
Part 2 as set out in the attached comments (please note that the current NPPF has moved paragraphs 73 and 74 to
paragraphs 96 and 97).
In addition, Sport England is concerned with the changes to the housing allocation at Land at Hillside Nurseries, High
Street (Policy BA01) as the allocation’s boundary has extended to the boundary of the adjacent recreation field.
Cricket is played on the adjacent site therefore positioning sensitive development, such as housing, close to the
recreation field would increase the risk of ball strike. Any scheme submitted on this site should be subject to a ball
strike assessment and the mitigation recommendations of that assessment should be included within any
development of the site allocation. It is the developers responsibility to impose any mitigation in line with the ‘Agent
of Change’ principle. Sport England strongly advises that wording to this effect is inserted into Policy BA01. Please be
aware that any scheme submitted that does not mitigate the potential of ball strike could receive a Sport England
statutory objection until it is clear there are no safety risks.
On a more positive note, Sport England does welcome that paragraph 4.417 encourages the use of Sport England’s
technical guidance.
Overall, however, Sport England still has significant concerns relating to the insufficient level of protection of sport
facilities, the lack of an up‐to‐date and robust evidence base for indoor and outdoor sports facilities, the use of
standards in Policy DM15, the loss of playing field (without a deliverable replacement site identified) within Policy
RG01 and the increase in size of the Hillside Nurseries, High Street’s site allocation. As a result, Sport England does
not consider that the Local Pan is sound.
I hope you find these comments helpful and am happy to discuss them further should you wish.
Yours Faithfully
Mark Furnish
Planning Manager
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We have updated our Privacy Statement to reflect the recent changes to data protection law but rest assured, we
will continue looking after your personal data just as carefully as we always have. Our Privacy Statement is published
on our website, and our Data Protection Officer can be contacted by emailing Gail Laughlan

The information contained in this e-mail may be subject to public disclosure under the Freedom of
Information Act 2000. Additionally, this email and any attachment are confidential and intended solely for
the use of the individual to whom they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, be advised that
you have received this email and any attachment in error, and that any use, dissemination, forwarding,
printing, or copying, is strictly prohibited. If you voluntarily provide personal data by email, Sport England
will handle the data in accordance with its Privacy Statement. Sport England’s Privacy Statement may be
found here https://www.sportengland.org/privacy-statement/ If you have any queries about Sport England’s
handling of personal data you can contact Sport England’s Data Protection Officer directly by emailing
gail.laughlan@sportengland.org
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Representation ID: REP/013/DM15/B

Representation ID:

REP/013/DM15/B

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/013

Name:

Laura Hutson

Organisation:

Sport England

Consultation Body:

Specific

Stakeholder Type:

National group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

laura.hutson@sportengland.org

Address:

21 Bloomsbury Way
London
WC1B 3HF

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM15: Provision for Outdoor Playing Space

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
Objection to lack of policy to protect existing playing fields and sport facilitiesWhile policy
DM18 protecting recreation on and around the River Ouse is welcomed, it is felt that a
specific policy is required in order to protect existing playing fields and sport
facilities.Paragraph 74 of the NPPF states that existing open space, sports and
recreational buildings and land, including playing fields, should not be built on
unless:&bull; an assessment has been undertaken which has clearly shown the open
space, buildings or land to be surplus to requirements&bull; the loss resulting from the
proposed development would be replaced by equivalent or better provision in terms of
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Representation ID: REP/013/DM15/B
quantity and quality in a suitable location&bull; the development is for alternative sports
and recreational provision, the needs for which clearly outweigh the loss.Therefore in
order to fully comply with the NPPF, a policy along these lines should be added to the
local plan.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mark Furnish <Mark.Furnish@sportengland.org>
01 November 2018 14:59
ldf
Laura Hutson
Lewes District Local Plan: Part 2 Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies Pre-Submission Document
Consultation draft local plan part 2

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear Sir/Madam,
Thank you for consulting Sport England on the Local Plan: Part 2 Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies Pre‐Submission Document.
As highlighted in Sport England comments on the previous draft on 17th January 2018 (attached), Sport England has
an established role within the planning system which includes providing advice and guidance and supporting local
authorities in planning for sport. Further detail on Sport England’s role within the Planning system, including its
Planning Policy, can be found at https://www.sportengland.org/facilities‐planning/planning‐for‐sport/ .
Sport England has assessed the Pre‐Submission document in line with its policy and the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) and does not consider that the current document has addressed the objections and concerns
raised in its comments on the previous draft. In consequence, Sport England continues to object to the Local Plan
Part 2 as set out in the attached comments (please note that the current NPPF has moved paragraphs 73 and 74 to
paragraphs 96 and 97).
In addition, Sport England is concerned with the changes to the housing allocation at Land at Hillside Nurseries, High
Street (Policy BA01) as the allocation’s boundary has extended to the boundary of the adjacent recreation field.
Cricket is played on the adjacent site therefore positioning sensitive development, such as housing, close to the
recreation field would increase the risk of ball strike. Any scheme submitted on this site should be subject to a ball
strike assessment and the mitigation recommendations of that assessment should be included within any
development of the site allocation. It is the developers responsibility to impose any mitigation in line with the ‘Agent
of Change’ principle. Sport England strongly advises that wording to this effect is inserted into Policy BA01. Please be
aware that any scheme submitted that does not mitigate the potential of ball strike could receive a Sport England
statutory objection until it is clear there are no safety risks.
On a more positive note, Sport England does welcome that paragraph 4.417 encourages the use of Sport England’s
technical guidance.
Overall, however, Sport England still has significant concerns relating to the insufficient level of protection of sport
facilities, the lack of an up‐to‐date and robust evidence base for indoor and outdoor sports facilities, the use of
standards in Policy DM15, the loss of playing field (without a deliverable replacement site identified) within Policy
RG01 and the increase in size of the Hillside Nurseries, High Street’s site allocation. As a result, Sport England does
not consider that the Local Pan is sound.
I hope you find these comments helpful and am happy to discuss them further should you wish.
Yours Faithfully
Mark Furnish
Planning Manager
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We have updated our Privacy Statement to reflect the recent changes to data protection law but rest assured, we
will continue looking after your personal data just as carefully as we always have. Our Privacy Statement is published
on our website, and our Data Protection Officer can be contacted by emailing Gail Laughlan

The information contained in this e-mail may be subject to public disclosure under the Freedom of
Information Act 2000. Additionally, this email and any attachment are confidential and intended solely for
the use of the individual to whom they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, be advised that
you have received this email and any attachment in error, and that any use, dissemination, forwarding,
printing, or copying, is strictly prohibited. If you voluntarily provide personal data by email, Sport England
will handle the data in accordance with its Privacy Statement. Sport England’s Privacy Statement may be
found here https://www.sportengland.org/privacy-statement/ If you have any queries about Sport England’s
handling of personal data you can contact Sport England’s Data Protection Officer directly by emailing
gail.laughlan@sportengland.org
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Representation ID: REP/194/DM15

Representation ID:

REP/194/DM15

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/194

Name:

P, L & C Hamblin, Hamlin & Dean

Organisation:

Mr P Hamblin, Ms L Hamblin, Ms C Dean

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Developer/Landowner

Agent Details:

Name:

Mark Best

Organisation:

Parker Dann

Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM15: Provision for Outdoor Playing Space

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
Policy DM15 concerns provision of outdoor playing space. It indicates that where
deficiency of outdoor playing space is identified the impact of the increase in population
from new residential development will be mitigated either by on-site provision or by the
use of the Community
Infrastructure Levy to secure the provision of new, or the enhancement of existing,
outdoor playing space and facilities.
The Council should be clear as to how the required mitigation will be secured. At present
the policy refers to either on-site provision or by the use of the Community Infrastructure
Levy. On site provision is an 'extra 'cost the development must bear whereas the
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Representation ID: REP/194/DM15
Community Infrastructure Levy is not.
When applying this policy, the Council should be cautious not to seek to remedy existing
unsatisfactory provisions through over-inflated requirements for contributions / on site
provision of outdoor play space. A development should only mitigate its own impacts.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Our ref: PD/1884
Your ref:

Planning Policy Team
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
East Sussex
BN7 1AB

31st October 2018

Dear Sir / Madam,
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies Consultation - Pre-submission Version
Land adjacent to High Street, Barcombe Cross, East Sussex
Please find below our response to Lewes District Council’s Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations and
Development Management Policies consultation on behalf of our clients Mr. Peter Hamblin, Ms.
Lynette Hamblin and Ms. Caroline Dean. Our clients are the joint owners of the land adjacent to
the High Street in Barcombe Cross allocated (in draft) under the auspices of policy BA02, a policy
we support. The issues connected with the development of this site are the primary focus of our
representations.
We understand the Council intends to submit for Examination prior to 24th January 2019 and
therefore the Plan will be examined against the ‘old’ National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
(2012).
Barcombe Cross
In our representations on an earlier iteration of the Plan we canvassed that Paragraph 2.38
which indicated “Housing site allocations to deliver the minimum are identified below and will
deliver 38 net additional dwellings” should be be updated to read:

“Housing site allocations to deliver the minimum are identified below and will deliver a minimum
of 38 net additional dwellings”
We did suggest that if this change was not embraced the use of the word approximately would
be more appropriate.
This text is now found at paragraph 2.53 and states:
“Housing site allocations to deliver the minimum are identified below and will deliver
approximately 42 net additional dwellings”
We welcome the insertion of the word approximately and the Council’s willingness to make
useful amendments.
We welcome the Council’s provision of approximately 42 dwellings which is in excess of the
minimum provision for Barcombe Cross. We regard this as a positive and proactive approach
1
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from the Council, particularly with the Government’s guidance to “boost significantly the supply
of housing” in mind. We maintain the use of “a minimum of” would be better as it would reflect
the requirements of Spatial Policy 2 of the Lewes District Local Plan Part 1 Joint Core Strategy
2010 2030 (LDLPP1).
Policy BA01 – Land at Hillside Nurseries, High Street
Paragraph 2.46 has been updated in reference to land at Hillside Nurseries, High Street. It
previously stated:

“The site is currently accessed by a track from the High Street which serves the two residential
properties ‘Hillside’ and ‘Vine Sleed’. Improvements to the junction and track are required to
accommodate additional dwellings. The widening of the existing access track or the provision of
passing places has been explored as potential solutions. Third party land is likely to be needed to
achieve this. Discussions with adjacent landowners and the highway authority are ongoing to
establish a suitable solution and delivery is considered achievable within the plan period.”
We met with the agents responsible for the promotion of this site on 5th May 2017 at the request
of Lewes District Council and discussed how the sites (BA01 and BA02 could come forward in
harmony. Should the third party land likely to be needed to achieve access involve the utilisation
of my clients’ land, I can confirm that they are amenable to this subject to recognition on the
part of the promoters of BA01 of the commercial reality of the situation. We remain open to
further discussions although have had no contact since our meeting in May 2017. We share the
Council’s optimism that a suitable solution can be found and is achievable within the plan period.
This above quoted text has now been updated to indicate:

“The site is currently accessed by a track from the High Street which primarily provides vehicular
access to the residential properties of ‘Hillside’ and ‘Vine Sleed’. A small number of other
adjacent properties have use of access via the track. Improvements to the junction and track are
required to accommodate additional dwellings.” (Paragraph 2.61)
Criterion a) of policy BA01 confirms:

“Access, including provision for pedestrians and cyclists, to be provided from High Street.
Pedestrian links to the existing recreation field to also be provided.”
This means access could not be provided, for example, through The Grange. It is therefore
highly likely to involve a requirement for land owned by my clients to facilitate the improvements
to the track and junction. We remain supportive of the development of this site and are happy to
negotiate the provision of land to upgrade the access with the promoters of land at Hillside
Nurseries, High Street should it be required to deliver their scheme.
Policy BA02 – Land adjacent to the High Street
We welcome the allocation of our clients’ 1.24 hectare site for approximately 25 net additional
dwellings.
Core Policy 2 of the LDLPP1 informs that development in villages will take place at a density of
between 20 to 30 dwellings per hectare.
Paragraph 7.27 expands on this and indicates that the average density for development taking
place in village locations has been 25 dwellings per hectare (DPH) between April 2007 and March
2011.
2
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If the current approach as set out in policy BA02 is taken forward the site would only be likely to
deliver 20.16 (DPH), significantly below the average for villages in the District. Whilst within the
range set by Core Policy 2, it is at the lowest end of this range. However, due to the use of
“approximately” the density of development on site could be increased if it fits onto the site
(accounting for constraints) in a manner that delivers high quality design.
We object to criterion b) of policy BA02 as it precludes a height of greater than two storeys.
There has been no objective assessment of whether this specific site could accommodate in
excess of two storeys or otherwise and no rationale is provided as to why this approach is taken.
The provision of accommodation in excess of two storeys assists the efficient use of land and
therefore this policy, in its current form, prevents the implementation of important national and
local objectives. It is unnecessary given the provisions of Policy DM25: Design as emerging.
Please refer to paragraph 59 of the NPPF which confirms:

“Design policies should avoid unnecessary prescription or detail.”(Paragraph 59)
There is no harm that would arise from allowing future applicants for planning permission on the
site to explore the possibility of accommodation in excess of two storeys. If it cannot be
demonstrated that it is achievable without undue harm arising the scheme will not obtain
planning permission.
We note reference to a maximum of two storey development is not present in policy BA01 or
policy BA03.
Criterion b) relating to policy BA03 states:

“Development complements the character of the existing local built form, in terms of height,
mass and design, and the site’s village edge location”
We believe this wording is far superior and less prescriptive. It should be used amalgamated
with criterion c) for policy BA02.
Criterion b) should be deleted from policy BA02. Reference to “no more than two storeys” should
also be removed from the explanatory text at paragraph 2.68.
We’d suggest the wording of criterion d) is tightened up to avoid misinterpretation or confusion.
At present it states:

“Development is subject to an appropriate assessment and evaluation of archaeological potential
and mitigation measures implemented according.”
We suggest this is revised to say:
“Development is subject to a suitable assessment and evaluation of archaeological potential and

mitigation measures implemented according”

This change would avoid any misunderstanding that an Appropriate Assessment or 'Habitats
Regulation Assessment' is required.
Policy DM15: Provision for Outdoor Playing Space
Policy DM15 concerns provision of outdoor playing space. It indicates that where deficiency of
outdoor playing space is identified the impact of the increase in population from new residential
development will be mitigated either by on-site provision or by the use of the Community
3
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Infrastructure Levy to secure the provision of new, or the enhancement of existing, outdoor
playing space and facilities.
The Council should be clear as to how the required mitigation will be secured. At present the
policy refers to either on-site provision or by the use of the Community Infrastructure Levy. On
site provision is an ‘extra’ cost the development must bear whereas the Community
Infrastructure Levy is not.
When applying this policy, the Council should be cautious not to seek to remedy existing
unsatisfactory provisions through over-inflated requirements for contributions / on site provision
of outdoor play space. A development should only mitigate its own impacts.
Policy DM16: Children’s Play Space in New Housing Development
DM16 relates to children’s play space in new housing development. It indicates that residential
developments of 20 dwellings or more will only be permitted where children’s playing space is
provided on-site in accordance with the minimum standards set out in criteria (b) of Policy
DM15.
This does not reflect local circumstances which is seemingly acknowledged by the Council’s own
comments at paragraph 2.62 which assert “Barcombe Cross currently benefits from a surplus of

informal children’s play space.”

Barcombe Cross already has a substantial recreation ground of nearly 3 hectares which is
equipped with children’s play equipment. Barcombe Parish has a population of 1,473 (see
paragraph 2.56). Policy DM15 notes the Council will seek to achieve provision of outdoor playing
space of 0.25 hectares per 1000 population for equipped/designated children’s play space.
Policy DM16 references this. Based on this, Barcombe Parish has a need for approximately 2.4
hectares of outdoor sports, including playing pitches, tennis courts, and bowling greens. It
requires roughly 0.37 hectares per 1000 population for equipped/designated children’s play
space.
Whilst there is no objection, in principle, on behalf of our client to contributing towards the
improvement of these existing facilities it is not considered that there is a need for new ones to
be provided on site. Policy DM16 should be updated to make clear that contributions / on site
provision will only be sought where necessary.
We also note that as part of policy BA01 development is required to provide approximately
1600sqm of public amenity space along the northern boundary to allow for the provision of
equipped and informal play space under the auspices of criterion b).
I trust this is self-explanatory and acceptable but do let me know if you have any queries.
Yours sincerely,
Mark Best BSc (Hons) MSc MRTPI
Planning Consultant
For and on behalf of Parker Dann
mark@parkerdann.co.uk
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sarah.rayfield@bhs.org.uk

Address:

British Horse Society
Abbey Park, Stareton
Kenilworth
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CV8 2XZ

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM15: Provision for Outdoor Playing Space

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
The Council will seek to achieve provision of outdoor playing space, which is as a matter
of practise and policy available for public use, to the following minimum standards:
1.6 ha per 1000 population for outdoor sports, including playing pitches, tennis courts,
and bowling greens;"
Within the UK, there are 2.7 million horse riders compared with approximately 0.4 million
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tennis players and 0.4 million bowls players. We would suggest that the need for
equestrian access vastly exceeds the requirement for further tennis courts and bowling
greens and so should be given, at the very least, equal consideration.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Patron Her Majesty The Queen

The British Horse Society

Email enquiry@bhs.org.uk

Abbey Park,

Website www.bhs.org.uk

Stareton,

Tel 02476 840500

Kenilworth,

Fax 02476 840501

Warwickshire CV8 2XZ
Bringing Horses and People
Together

Planning Policy Team
Sent via email
2nd November 2018
Dear Sir or Madam
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2
Further to our correspondence in April of this year, please find below comments relating to the
current consultation regarding the above in respect of the plan’s provision for equestrians
within the plan.
You will be aware that equestrian access is limited to just 22% of the public rights of way
network nationally (significantly less for carriage drivers) and even this figure is somewhat
misleading as much of it is fragmented, resulting in dead-end bridleways or restricted byways.
Increased traffic on roads which puts the most vulnerable road users at still more risk at a time
when the limited off road access they have is being threatened by development. It is within
the scope of each local plan to provide, not just for walkers and cyclists, but also for
equestrians at no additional cost, simply by recording paths as “bridleways” rather than
cycleways or footpaths.
Policies contained within the National Planning Policy Framework which support our requests
are as follows:
Section 91c of ‘Promoting Healthy and Safe Communities’:

“Planning policies and decisions should aim to achieve healthy, inclusive and safe places
which:[…]enable and support healthy lifestyles, especially where this would address identified
local health and well-being needs”

The British Horse Society is an Appointed Representative of South Essex Insurance Brokers Limited
who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Registered Charity Nos. 210504 and SC038516. A company limited by guarantee. Registered in England & Wales No.
444742
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Section 96 of ‘Open Space & Recreation’:
“Access to a network of high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and physical

activity is important for the health and well-being of communities. Planning policies should be
based on robust and up-to-date assessments of the need for open space, sport and recreation
facilities (including quantitative or qualitative deficits or surpluses) and opportunities for new
provision.”
Incorporating the requirement to actively seek every opportunity to create new links and/or
new circular routes within Lewes DC area for ALL non motorised users, including equestrians
would help support the policies above.
Within the local plan we welcome the Council’s acknowledgement that,

“4.23 Horse riding and other equestrian activities are increasingly popular forms of recreation
in the countryside that can complement agricultural activities and help to diversify rural
economies”
Further comment on the benefits of equestrian activities both to the equestrian and the
economy are detailed towards the end of this letter.
Specific observations on the document policies are below:
Policy BH01 - Land at The Nuggets, Valebridge Road
Point 1 “Access, including provision for pedestrians and cyclists, to be provided from

Valebridge Road” needs “equestrians” including in this provision. Existing bridleways should
not be used as ‘private access’ for these developments or alternative provision of new publicly
maintainable rights of way of adequate amenity and convenience should be supplied in their
place for all users.
Policies BA01, BA02, Barcombe Cross
Point 1 “Access, including provision for pedestrians and cyclists…” “equestrians” should be
added in to this provision.
Policy DM6
1. “Commercial riding schools, livery stables and other commercial facilities should have

satisfactory access to the public bridleway network without the use of unsuitable roads.”
“Unsuitable roads” is subjective, even amongst equestrians, and this needs clarification with the
relevant parties.
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Policy DM9: Farm Diversification

“4. The proposed development would not create an unacceptable impact on the local road
network or require highway improvements that would harm the landscape or ecological value
of rural roads in the area.”
Priority should be given to schemes where additional off road access for ALL vulnerable road
users would be provided as a result of such schemes via dedicated bridleways and/or long
term permissive routes.
Policy DM14: Multi-functional Green Infrastructure

“Development will be permitted where opportunities for the provision of additional green
infrastructure have been fully considered and would be provided where justified by the
character of the area or the need for outdoor playing space.”
Provision of public rights of way (for ALL NMUs) should be included within this policy as it
fulfils NPPF section 91c and 96.
Policy DM15: Provision for Outdoor Playing Space

“The Council will seek to achieve provision of outdoor playing space, which is as a matter of
practise and policy available for public use, to the following minimum standards:
1.6 ha per 1000 population for outdoor sports, including playing pitches, tennis courts, and
bowling greens;”
Within the UK, there are 2.7 million horse riders compared with approximately 0.4 million
tennis players and 0.4 million bowls players. We would suggest that the need for equestrian
access vastly exceeds the requirement for further tennis courts and bowling greens and so
should be given, at the very least, equal consideration.
DM17 – Former Lewes/Sheffield Park Railway Line
“Development which would prejudice such uses will not be permitted unless proposals are

accompanied by alternative route provision.”
We support this and propose that this should extend to all development, not just the specific
project mentioned.
However, of concern is the phrase above the policy in section 4.57:

“The Council will therefore encourage opportunities to increase access to the countryside by
enabling the provision of a footpath, cycleway or bridleway along the undeveloped part of the
former line.”
This sentence must be amended to
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“The Council will therefore encourage opportunities to increase access to the countryside by
enabling the provision of a bridleway/restricted byway along the undeveloped part of the
former line.”
This provides for equestrians, cyclists AND walkers whereas “footpath, cycleway or bridleway”
excludes equestrians from at least two of the options.
DM35 – we welcome the inclusion of this policy but would further comment that bridleways
over which there is currently limited private vehicular access ought not to be used as access
routes for further development. Where it is possible that unofficial use of the public right of
way could happen then steps should be taken wherever possible to prevent this in the form of
vehicle barriers and/or the provision of alternative routes of equal value and amenity.
We are pleased to note that you recognise equestrianism as an increasingly popular form of
exercise. Within an area such as Lewes DC, a good, connected, well maintained rights of way
network at the higher status will also result in increased equine tourism as can be witnessed
by the number of summer camps run at Plumpton College. Worthy of note also is that The
British Horse Society operates a “Horses Welcome” scheme where B&Bs can be approved by
the BHS for equine tourism. Along with tourism, the cost of keeping a horse was estimated
nationally by BETA in 2015 at £3600 pa per horse with costs in the South East being
substantially higher (a small survey in West Sussex in 2017 found the spend was between £4k
and £15k pa). Much of this benefits the local economy as it is spent on local businesses: livery
yards, vets, farriers, saddlers, feed merchants, forage providers, etc. The value of equestrianism
should not be overlooked in any development plan.
Finally, I have attached for your interest a document entitled “The health benefits of horse
riding in the UK” which explains the key importance of horse riding for physical and emotional
wellbeing. This helps explain why including equestrians fulfils requirements within the NPPF as
mentioned above. Some key findings include:
 More than two thirds (68 percent) of questionnaire respondents participate in horse riding
and associated activities for 30 minutes or more at least three times a week. Sport England

estimate that such a level of sporting activity will help an individual achieve or exceed the
government’s recommended minimum level of physical activity.
 A range of evidence indicates the vast majority (90 percent plus) of horse riders are female
and more than a third (37 percent) of the female riders who took part in the survey were
above 45 years of age. Horse riding is especially well placed to play a valuable role in

initiatives to encourage increased physical activity amongst women of all ages.
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 Amongst the horse riders who took part in the survey, 39 percent had taken no other form

of physical activity in the last four weeks. This highlights the importance of riding to these
people, who might otherwise be sedentary.
 Horse riders with a long-standing illness or disability who took part in the survey are able to
undertake horse riding and associated activities at the same self-reported level of frequency

and physical intensity as those without such an illness or disability.
The British Horse Society is very happy to advise and be included in any planning with the
possibility of inclusion of rights of way.
Yours faithfully

Sarah Rayfield
Access Field Officer – London & the South East
Email: sarah.rayfield@bhs.org.uk
Tel:

02476 840713

Mob: 07971 059262
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The health benefits of
horse riding in the UK

Research undertaken by the University of Brighton and Plumpton College
on behalf of The British Horse Society
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The health benefits of horse riding in the UK
Executive Summary
Key findings
The physical health benefits of horse riding and
associated activities
l

l

l

l

l

l

Horse riding and activities associated with horse riding, such as mucking out, expend
sufficient energy to be classed as moderate intensity exercise.
Regular periods of trotting in a riding session may enhance the energy expended and
associated health benefits.
More than two thirds (68 percent) of questionnaire respondents participate in horse
riding and associated activities for 30 minutes or more at least three times a week.
Sport England estimate that such a level of sporting activity will help an individual
achieve or exceed the government’s recommended minimum level of physical activity.
A range of evidence indicates the vast majority (90 percent plus) of horse riders are
female and more than a third (37 percent) of the female riders who took part in the
survey were above 45 years of age. Horse riding is especially well placed to play a
valuable role in initiatives to encourage increased physical activity amongst women
of all ages.
Amongst the horse riders who took part in the survey, 39 percent had taken no other
form of physical activity in the last four weeks. This highlights the importance of riding
to these people, who might otherwise be sedentary.
Horse riders with a long-standing illness or disability who took part in the survey are
able to undertake horse riding and associated activities at the same self-reported level
of frequency and physical intensity as those without such an illness or disability.

The psychological and social benefits of horse riding
l
l

l

Horse riding stimulates mainly positive psychological feelings.
Horse riders are strongly motivated to take part in riding by the sense of well-being
they gain from interacting with horses. This important positive psychological interaction
with an animal occurs in a very few sports.
Being outdoors and in contact with nature is an important motivation for the vast
majority of horse riders.

Study methods
The British Horse Society commissioned the University of Brighton in partnership with
Plumpton College to research the physical health, psychological and well-being benefits
of recreational horse riding in the United Kingdom.
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Sport England UK have adopted a threshold value for the contribution of sport to meeting
Government guidelines on the recommended intensity and frequency of exercise that is
likely to achieve physical health benefits. The threshold value measures the degree to
which an individual participates in sport of moderate intensity activity for at least 30
minutes or more, three times a week. The research, therefore, assessed whether horse
riding can be classified as a moderate intensity exercise and examined the frequency
with which individuals take part
The research also examined the psychological and social benefits of horse riding. Reliable
existing evidence indicates that physical exercise produces well-being benefits linked to
social interactions and changes in mood, anxiety, self esteem and other personal
emotions.
Two scientific exercise testing trials were undertaken to analyse the physical exercise
intensity of recreational horse riding using validated scientific measurements of energy
expended and current definitions of what constitutes moderate intensity exercise in terms
of energy expenditure measured in metabolic equivalents (METs).
The first trial involved 17 participants cycling in a laboratory to assess their aerobic fitness
levels. Measurements were also taken of their descriptive anthropometric characteristics.
In the second trial the same 17 participants rode a horse for 45 minutes at the Plumpton
College equestrian centre following a protocol that replicated the pattern of a typical riding
lesson.
A questionnaire survey was undertaken of 1,248 horse riders. The quantitative and
qualitative data gathered by the questionnaire allowed an analysis of the respondents’
self reported measures of exercise intensity and frequency, and their perceptions of the
social and psychological benefits of horse riding.
Physical health benefits
The scientific trials indicated general horse riding energy expenditure was equivalent to
3.7 METs and trotting equated to approximately 5.0 METs. These levels are clearly within
the moderate intensity exercise band recommended by the UK’s ABC of Physical Activity
for Health guidelines that considers moderate intensity to be typically characterized as
between three-six METs.
The national compendium of physical activities categorises energy expenditures for
different recreational physical activities and reports levels of four METs for general horse
riding and 6.5 METs for trotting, which are similar to those obtained in the scientific trials.
The compendium also reports that the energy expenditure for saddling and grooming
was 3.5 METs which is in the moderate intensity band
More than two thirds (68 percent) of questionnaire respondents achieved the government
guidelines for exercise intensity and frequency (30 minutes for three times a week or more at
moderate intensity) from horse riding and associated activities alone. Of these respondents
69 percent achieved this level of intensity and frequency through horse riding and the other
21 percent did so through associated activities such as mucking out and grooming.
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Women have been identified in government studies as a social group with relatively low
levels of participation in physical activity. Some 93 percent of questionnaire respondents
were women and 49 percent of female respondents were aged 45 or above. These are
comparable figures to a major Sport England survey which found that 90 percent of those
participating in equestrianism are women and 37 percent of the female participants in
equestrianism are aged 45 or above. The gender and age profile of equestrianism is not
matched by any other sport in the UK.
Thirty nine percent of questionnaire respondents indicated that horse riding was the only
form of physical activity in which they had participated during the last four weeks. These
respondents, if they did not ride, would be sedentary people unless they changed their
exercise habits, thus stressing the importance of horse riding for these individuals.
Qualitative data obtained in the questionnaire suggests that for some respondents with
long-standing illnesses or disability, horse riding had actually improved their physical or
mental condition.
Psychological and social benefits
More than 80 percent of questionnaire respondents reported that horse riding made them
feel ‘quite a lot’ or ‘extremely’ cheerful, relaxed, happy or active. Qualitative data suggests
that horse riding can play a role in managing negative feelings relating to anxiety and
depression. The experience of these psychological benefits amongst questionnaire
respondents was not influenced by the frequency of participation in horse riding and most
psychological benefits were experienced by riders who did not participate regularly.
Asked to rate different motivations for going horse riding 82 percent of questionnaire
respondents rated the motivation of ‘interaction with horses’ as either ‘very important’ or
‘extremely important’. No other motivation received such a high importance rating. Existing
evidence suggests that companion animals can provide owners with certain
psychological benefits. These findings suggest that the interaction with horses may be
very positive psychologically for horse riders.
More than 80 percent of questionnaire respondents rated the motivations ‘contact with
nature’ and ‘scenery and views’ ‘important’, ‘very important’ or ‘extremely important’. Some
personal development motivations identified as important by respondents included
‘escape’, ‘develop skills’, ‘challenge myself’, ‘experience excitement’, ‘to be physically
active’ and ‘to relax’. Participation in horse riding provides a range of psychological and
social benefits, some of which are particular to the interaction with animals and nature
and therefore would not be gained from other forms of sporting activity.

The British Horse Society, Abbey Park,
Stareton, Kenilworth, Warwickshire CV8 2XZ
Call: 02476 840500
Email: enquiries@bhs.org.uk
Registered Charity Nos
Website: www.bhs.org.uk
210504 and SC038516
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Representation ID: REP/367/DM15

Representation ID:

REP/367/DM15

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/367

Name:

Rachel Richardson

Organisation:

Thakeham Homes Ltd

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Planning Consultant

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

rachel.richardson@thakeham.com

Address:

Thakeham House
Summers Place, Stane Street
Billingshurst
West Sussex
RH14 9GN

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM15: Provision for Outdoor Playing Space

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
Policy DM15: Provision of Outdoor Playing Space & Policy DM16: Children's Play Space
in New Housing Development
Policy DM15 sets out the requirements for the provision of outdoor playing space,
including outdoor sports, equipped/designated children's playing space and MUGAs and
skateboard parks.
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Representation ID: REP/367/DM15
Policy DM16 provides a requirement for the provision of on-site Children's Play space,
for developments of 20 or more units in accordance with the minimum standards set out
in Policy DM15.
Whilst as a housing developer we fully support the inclusion of children's play space
within new housing development, in our view this policy is overly prescriptive and lacks
flexibility. On a small site which may be able to accommodate 20 units, the provision of
an on-site play area to the standards set out in Policy DM15 may jeopardise the delivery
of much needed housing, in our view a threshold of 20 units seems quite low and an
unreasonable requirement. Additionally, the policy needs to provide clarity regarding the
existing local provision and the need for on-site provision if this is deemed to be
sufficient or can be upgraded to provide a wider betterment to the existing and future
communities.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Planning Policy (Local Plan Consultation)
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
BN7 1AB
5th November 2018

Dear Sir/Madam
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies DPD - Pre-Submission version
Re: Former Woods Fruit Farm, Newick
Introduction
Thakeham Homes Ltd are submitting representations to the Lewes Local Plan Part 2: Site
Allocations and Development Management Policies (‘LPP2’) as local stakeholders. Thakeham
are a house builder based in Sussex with a track record for delivering high quality, sustainable
scheme across the South East. We are progressing a number of potential development sites
within this district at varying stages of the planning process, therefore our representations
relate to the role of the emerging Local Plan in the delivery of the District’s adopted housing
objectives over the plan period.
We have previously made representations on Local Plan Part 1 and most recently on Local
Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management policies (Regulation 18) dated
24th January 2018. We therefore have a long-standing interest in the Local Plan preparation
which we support.
Local Plan Part 2 must have due regard to the primary document which is Local Plan Part 1,
given it forms a strategic level plan for the whole district. We have concerns that this has not
occurred.
These representations are submitted in respect of Thakeham Homes’ interests at the Former
Woods Fruit Farm, Newick (‘the site’). The site is also known by SHELAA (2018) reference
27NW, with 22NW also forming part of the site which has the benefit of a Neighbourhood Plan
allocation (Policy HO4) in the ‘Made’ Newick Neighbourhood Plan, for 38 net additional
residential dwellings. A red line location plan for the site is appended to this representation at
Appendix 1.
We confirm within these representations that this site is available and deliverable within the
next five years and is set within a highly sustainable location. As such we wish to make
representations on the policies contained within the Draft LPP2.

Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
www.thakeham.com
Company Registration No. 07278594. Registered Office Address: Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
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We wish to support the progression of the LPP2 and make comments within our
representations on the basis that the site allocations document should be prepared to ensure
conformity with the spatial requirements of the adopted Lewes Core Strategy: Local Plan Part
2 (‘LPP1’) and further site allocations should be sought to ensure that the requirements of the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) are met.
NPPF, paragraphs 10 and 11 set out the presumption in favour of sustainable development
(Section 2),
Paragraph 11(a) identifies a requirement for Local Planning Authorities ‘to positively seek
opportunities to meet the development needs of their area’. Whilst Paragraph 119 states that
“Local planning authorities, and other plan-making bodies, should take a proactive role in
identifying and helping to bring forward land that may be suitable for meeting development
needs”.
Para 120 states that Planning policies and decisions need to reflect changes in the demand
for land. They should be informed by regular reviews of both the land allocated for development
in plans, and of land availability.”
We also wish to make representations to the proposed changes to the planning boundaries
and the proposed ‘Provision of Outdoor Playing Space’ and ‘Children’s Play Space in New
Housing Development’ policy. As such, these representations also respond to Policy DM1,
DM15 and DM16 of the Draft LPP2.
Spatial Distribution
Table 3 (Residential site allocations) of the Draft LPP2 provides an indication of the planned
level of housing in the District, outside of the National Park:

Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
www.thakeham.com
Company Registration No. 07278594. Registered Office Address: Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
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Table 3 which provides residual housing growth to be identified in LPP2, which in the case of
Newick is 0. As stated in our earlier representation in January 2018, this is unacceptably low
as these figures represent a minimum and all appropriate sites should be assumed to come
forwards.
Whilst Spatial Policy 2 of the adopted LPP1 makes clear that all planned housing growth
numbers are stipulated as minimums, and the LPP2 does state at paragraph 2.7 that ‘It should
be borne in mind that the figures contained within the Spatial Policy 2 are expressed as
minimums and where appropriate growth should exceed this minimum figure’, in our view the
above table does not address these figures as minimum requirements.
This is because it is clear at Table 2 that most parishes have not sought to exceed their
minimum requirements within adopted and emerging Neighbourhood Plans. The Council has
not sought to allocate sites within the LPP2 over and above the housing growth identified within
these adopted and emerging Neighbourhood Plans, thus only meeting the minimum
requirement for most settlements. In our view, this falls short of the requirements of the NPPF
as the Plan has not been positively prepared to meet the District’s development needs.
Additionally, and with particular relevance to Thakeham Homes’ interests at the Former Woods
Fruit Farm, Newick, the Newick Neighbourhood Plan was adopted prior to the Core Strategy
(LPP1). Therefore, as the latest development plan adopted, we would continue to maintain that
the Core Strategy requirements should take precedent.
This is particularly since Regulation 18 stage of LPP2, there has been the publication of the
revised NPPF (July 2018) which provides additional weight to promoting house building and in
maintaining a sufficient supply and delivery of homes. Specifically, Paragraph 59 states:“To support the Government’s objective of significantly boosting the supply of homes, it is
important that a sufficient amount and variety of land can come forward where it is needed,
that the needs of groups with specific housing requirements are addressed and that land with
permission is developed without unnecessary delay”.
Paragraph 16 (a and b) of the NPPF states that Local Plans should “be prepared with the
objective of contributing to the achievement of sustainable development and be prepared
positively, in a way that is aspirational but deliverable”, whilst Paragraph 11(a) makes clear
that Local Plans should ensure flexibility to adapt to rapid change. The LPP2 has identified at
Table 5 that most parishes have not sought to exceed their minimum requirements within
adopted and emerging Neighbourhood Plans. The Council has not sought to allocate sites
within the LPP2 over and above the housing growth identified within these adopted and
emerging Neighbourhood Plans, thus only meeting the minimum requirement for most
settlements. In our view, this falls short of the requirements of the NPPF as the plan has not
been positively prepared to meet the district’s development needs. Additionally, some
Neighbourhood Plans, such as the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan were adopted prior to the
Core Strategy. Therefore, as the latest development plan adopted, the Core Strategy
requirements should take precedent.
Table 3 shows that Newick does not have a residual requirement from the minimum
requirements set out in Policy S2 of the LPP1. However has all the requirements are
minimums it could be questioned as to why the council are not seeking more sites or pursuing
Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
www.thakeham.com
Company Registration No. 07278594. Registered Office Address: Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
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opportunities where more sites are available for development. A brief explanation is provided
at paragraph 2.6:
‘Housing growth at Newick, Plumpton Green, Ringmer and Wivelsfield Green is planning for
through their respective ‘made’ neighbourhood plans (shaded yellow). Neighbourhood Plans
are currently progressing and will identify the housing growth for the following settlements
(shaded blue):
•
•
•

Peacehaven and Telscombe;
Newhaven; and
Seaford.

Local Plan Part 2 is therefore required to identify the planned housing growth at the remaining
settlements of Edge of Burgess Hill (within Wivelsfield Parish), North Chailey, South Chailey,
Barcombe Cross and Cooksbridge.’
Whilst paragraphs 2.114 – 2.115 state:
2.114 Spatial Policy 2 of the Local Plan Part 1 sets the requirements for a minimum of 100 net
additional dwellings to be provided within the settlement of Newick.
2.115 Newick Parish Council has a ‘made’ Neighbourhood Plan, adopted July 2015, that
allocates sites for 100 net additional dwellings. One allocated site, Newick Hill identified for 30
net additional dwellings. Any future planning applications or potential review of Newick
Neighbourhood Plan which considers housing allocations, will need to take into consideration
policies within the adopted development plan.
In our view, the intention to only address minimum requirements is an unsound and obstructive
approach as there is no flexibility should development not come forward for a whole variety of
reasons.
Land at Woods Fruit Farm, Newick is a sustainable site and would enable the LPP2 to be more
robust in its approach to housing delivery. This would ensure that the LPP2 has been more
positively prepared for robustness of the plan at examination. We would reiterate that the
council should seek to increase the provision of housing in the LPP2 to ensure a robust
strategy for housing delivery which conforms with the requirements of the LPP1 and the NPPF.
Policy DM1: Planning Boundary
Policy DM1 states that within the development boundaries, as defined on the Proposals Maps,
development will be permitted providing it accords with the policies of the development plan.
Accompanying the LPP2, Lewes District Council have published revised proposals maps,
which have sought to amend the planning boundaries to include the allocations specified within
Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
www.thakeham.com
Company Registration No. 07278594. Registered Office Address: Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
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the LPP1, the LPP2 and made neighbourhood plans. We support the revision of the settlement
Planning Boundaries to include all allocations.
Policy DM15: Provision of Outdoor Playing Space & Policy DM16: Children’s Play Space
in New Housing Development
Policy DM15 sets out the requirements for the provision of outdoor playing space, including
outdoor sports, equipped/designated children’s playing space and MUGAs and skateboard
parks.
Policy DM16 provides a requirement for the provision of on-site Children’s Play space, for
developments of 20 or more units in accordance with the minimum standards set out in Policy
DM15.
Whilst as a housing developer we fully support the inclusion of children’s play space within
new housing development, in our view this policy is overly prescriptive and lacks flexibility. On
a small site which may be able to accommodate 20 units, the provision of an on-site play area
to the standards set out in Policy DM15 may jeopardise the delivery of much needed housing,
in our view a threshold of 20 units seems quite low and an unreasonable requirement.
Additionally, the policy needs to provide clarity regarding the existing local provision and the
need for on-site provision if this is deemed to be sufficient or can be upgraded to provide a
wider betterment to the existing and future communities.
Woods Fruit Farm, Newick
Thakeham Homes recommends the site for residential development and as such seeks to
promote the site in its entirety for residential development. The red line for the site has been
appended to this representation in Appendix 1.
Newick Neighbourhood Plan
The western area of the site has the benefit of a neighbourhood plan allocation for 38 net
additional dwellings.

Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
www.thakeham.com
Company Registration No. 07278594. Registered Office Address: Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
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Figure 1 Neighbourhood Plan Allocation of the Western Section of the Application Site

The site has continuously been promoted in its entirety, and whilst the eastern parcel did not
emerge as a formal allocation in the Made Newick Neighbourhood Plan, it was considered as
part of the Plan’s evidence base.
The ‘Newick Neighbourhood Plan: Sustainability Appraisal and Development Site Selection’
report refers the site as Site 10, which extends the full site area:

Figure 2 Site 10 as assessed for housing capacity by Newick Parish
Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
www.thakeham.com
Company Registration No. 07278594. Registered Office Address: Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
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In reference to Site 10, the Sustainability Appraisal notes the following:
‘Though the whole of Site 10 was taken into account in ranking the sites only the western part
of this Site is required to provide space for the balance of the 100 homes required’
The above note infers that, whilst the whole of Site 10 is suitable for housing on social,
economic and environmental grounds, only a portion of it was required as an allocation with a
view to meeting the then emerging JCS policy provision of 100 homes in Newick.
The Newick Neighbourhood Plan (NNP) was adopted in 2015, prior to the adoption of the LPP1
in 2016. Whilst the NNP progressed utilising the evidence available at that time, the NNP only
sought to meet the housing requirement of the then emerging JCS of 100 units. During the
JCS Examination the Inspector requested the wording changed to a ‘minimum’ of 100 units. It
is therefore in our view the council should seek further allocations in Newick over and above
the NNP allocations to ensure sufficient flexibility.
Lewes District Council 2018 Strategic Housing and Employment Land Availability Assessment
(SHELAA)
The 2017 SHELAA assessed the site under reference 27NW, deeming the entire site at 3.6
hectares: suitable, available, achievable and deliverable for the delivery of 69 residential
dwellings.
Given the councils own SHELAA assessment, we consider that the whole site could provide
much needed housing development within the plan period, help provide the Local Plan with
sufficient flexibility to be able to adapt to rapid change in accordance with the NPPF and
support the provision of housing in accordance with policy SP2 of the adopted LPP1.
Conclusions
In conclusion, whilst the site has the benefit of a partial housing allocation within the Made
Newick Neighbourhood Plan, it is clear the identified housing growth within the Spatial Policy
2 of the adopted LPP1 stipulates minimum requirements. Consequently, in our view the
Council should seek to increase the provision of housing in the LPP2 to ensure a robust
strategy for housing delivery which conforms with the requirements of SP2 and the NPPF.
We support the revision of the proposals map in accordance with the spatial requirements for
housing delivery and would suggest that the council needs to revisit the requirements
stipulated in policies DM15 and DM16 to ensure that these represent a feasible approach.
As detailed above, we are actively promoting the site for residential development and we have
therefore demonstrated within these representations that we consider the site to be achievable,
suitable and available for residential development.

Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
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We trust that these representations will be useful and clear and we would be grateful for
confirmation of receipt. In the meantime, please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any
queries or require any further information.
Yours Sincerely,

Rachel Richardson
Senior Planner

Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
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Representation ID: REP/424/DM15

Representation ID:

REP/424/DM15

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/424

Name:

Sarah Sutcliffe

Organisation:

Thakeham Homes

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Developer/Landowner

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

sarah.sutcliffe@thakeham.com

Address:

Thakeham House, Summers Place
Stane Street
Billingshurst
West Sussex
RH14 9GN

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM15: Provision for Outdoor Playing Space

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
Policy DM15 sets out the requirements for the provision of outdoor playing space,
including outdoor sports, equipped/designated children's playing space and MUGAs
and skateboard parks.
Policy DM16 provides a requirement for the provision of on-site Children's Play space,
for developments of 20 or more units in accordance with the minimum standards set out
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Representation ID: REP/424/DM15
in Policy DM15.
Whilst as a housing developer we fully support the inclusion of children's play space
within new housing development, in our view this policy is overly prescriptive and lacks
flexibility. On a small site which may be able to accommodate 20 units, the provision of
an on-site play area to the standards set out in Policy DM15 may jeopardise the delivery
of much needed housing, in our view a threshold of 20 units seems quite low and an
unreasonable requirement.
Additionally, the policy needs to provide clarity regarding the existing local provision and
the need for on-site provision if this is deemed to be sufficient or can be upgraded to
provide a wider betterment to the existing and future communities
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Planning Policy
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
BN7 1AB
5th November 2018
Dear Sir/Madam,
Lewes Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Policies
Development Plan Document – Pre-Submission version – Representation
Re: Bishops Lane, Ringmer
Introduction
Thakeham Homes Ltd are submitting representations to the Lewes Local Plan Part 2: Site
Allocations and Development Management Policies (‘LPP2’) as local stakeholders. Thakeham
are a house builder based in Sussex with a track record for delivering high quality, sustainable
schemes across the south east. We are progressing a number of potential development sites
within this district at varying stages of the planning process, therefore our representations
relate to the role of the emerging Local Plan in the delivery of the District’s adopted housing
objectives over the plan period.
We have made representations now on Local Plan Part 1 and recently on Local Plan Part 2:
Site Allocations and Development Management policies (Regulation 18) dated 24th January
2018. We therefore have a long-standing interest in the Local Plan preparation which we
support.
Local Plan Part 2 must have due regard to the primary document which is Local Plan Part 1,
given it forms a strategic level plan for the whole district. We have concerns that this has not
occurred.
These representations are submitted in respect of Thakeham Homes’ interests at Bishops
Lane, Ringmer (‘the site’). This site is the land immediately to the east of Diplocks Industrial
Estate, also known by SHELAA (2018) reference 21RG, for 75 net additional residential
dwellings. A location plan for the site is appended to this representation at Appendix 1.
We confirm within these representations that this site is available and deliverable within the
next five years and is set within highly sustainable locations. As such we wish to make
representations on the policies contained within the Draft LPP2
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We wish to support the progression of the LPP2 and make comments within our
representations on the basis that the site allocations document should be prepared to ensure
conformity with the spatial requirements of the adopted Lewes Core Strategy: Local Plan Part
2 (‘LPP1’) and further site allocations should be sought to ensure that the requirements of the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) are met.
NPPF, paragraphs 10 and 11 set out the presumption in favour of sustainable development,
with Paragraph 11(a) identifying a requirement for Local Planning Authorities ‘to positively seek
opportunities to meet the development needs of their area’. Whilst Paragraph 119 states that
“Local planning authorities, and other plan-making bodies, should take a proactive role in
identifying and helping to bring forward land that may be suitable for meeting development
needs”.
Para 120 states that Planning policies and decisions need to reflect changes in the demand
for land. They should be informed by regular reviews of both the land allocated for development
in plans, and of land availability.”
Paragraph 9 also comments that, “Planning policies and decisions should play an active
role in guiding development towards sustainable solutions”
In addition to our comments regarding spatial requirements we also wish to make
representations to the proposed changes to the planning boundaries and the proposed
‘Provision of Outdoor Playing Space’ and ‘Children’s Play Space in New Housing
Development’ policy. As such, these representations also respond to Policy DM1, DM15 and
DM16 of the Draft LPP2.

Spatial Distribution
Table 3 (Residential site allocations) of the Draft LPP2 provides an indication of the planned
level ofhousing in the District, outside of the National Park:
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Table 3 provides the residual housing growth to be identified in LPP2, which in the case of
Ringmer and Broyle Side is 32 net additional dwellings.
Although this has increased from previously being 12 (as stated in our earlier representation
in January 2018) it is still unacceptably low as these figures are a minimum and all sites should
be assumed to come forward.
Whilst Spatial Policy 2 of the adopted LPP1 makes clear that all planned housing growth
numbers are stipulated as minimums, and the LPP2 does state at paragraph 2.7 that ‘It should
be borne in mind that the figures contained within the Spatial Policy 2 are expressed as
minimums and where appropriate growth should exceed this minimum figure’, in our view the
above table does not address these figures as minimum requirements.
It is clear from Table 2 that most parishes designated to produce a neighbourhood plan, have
not sought to exceed their minimum requirements within adopted and emerging
Neighbourhood Plans. The Council has not sought to allocate sites within the LPP2 over and
above the housing growth identified within these adopted and emerging Neighbourhood Plans,
thus only meeting the minimum requirement for most settlements. In our view, this falls short
of the requirements of the NPPF as the Plan has not been positively prepared to meet the
District’s development needs. Additionally, and with particular relevance to Thakeham Homes’
interests at Lewes Road, Ringmer, the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan was adopted prior to the
Core Strategy. Therefore, as the latest development plan adopted, we would continue to
maintain that the Core Strategy requirements should take precedent.
This is particularly since Regulation 18 stage of LPP2, there has been the publication of the
revised NPPF (July 2018) which provides additional weight to promoting house building and in
maintaining a sufficient supply and delivery of homes. Specifically, Paragraph 59 states:“To support the Government’s objective of significantly boosting the supply of homes, it is
important that a sufficient amount and variety of land can come forward where it is needed,
that the needs of groups with specific housing requirements are addressed and that land with
permission is developed without unnecessary delay”.
Paragraph 16 (a and b) of the NPPF states that Local Plans should “be prepared with the
objective of contributing to the achievement of sustainable development and be prepared
positively, in a way that is aspirational but deliverable”, whilst Paragraph 11(a) makes clear
that Local Plans should ensure flexibility to adapt to rapid change. The LPP2 has identified at
Table 5 that most parishes have not sought to exceed their minimum requirements within
adopted and emerging Neighbourhood Plans. The Council has not sought to allocate sites
within the LPP2 over and above the housing growth identified within these adopted and
emerging Neighbourhood Plans, thus only meeting the minimum requirement for most
settlements. In our view, this falls short of the requirements of the NPPF as the plan has not
been positively prepared to meet the district’s development needs. Additionally, some
Neighbourhood Plans, such as the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan were adopted prior to the
Core Strategy. Therefore, as the latest development plan adopted, the Core Strategy
requirements should take precedent.
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Table 3 shows that Ringmer has a shortfall of 32 dwellings. As all the requirements are
minimums it could be questioned as to why the council are not seeking more sites or pursuing
opportunities where more sites are available for development.
There is a small difference of 32 dwellings within the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan once the
overlap with commitments in Local Plan Part 1 (Table 5, p53) and the strategic allocation
Spatial Policy 6: Land north of Bishops Lane, have been taken into account. A detailed
explanation is provided within the Ringmer and Broyle Side section (paragraphs 2.118 to
2.121).
‘2.118 Spatial Policy 2 of the Local Plan Part 1 sets the requirement for a minimum 215 net
additional dwellings to be provided within Ringmer and Broyle Side. Ringmer Parish Council
has a 'made' neighbourhood plan which contains a number of housing policies and allocations.
A number of these allocated sites have since gained planning permission.
2.119 As referred to earlier in paragraph 2.8, a number of sites within Policy 6.4 of the Ringmer
Neighbourhood Plan (RNP) overlap with commitments or the strategic allocation, Land north
of Bishops Lane, identified in Spatial Policy 2 and Table 5 of Local Plan Part 1. The removal
of these duplications results in a total of 183 net additional dwellings identified within the RNP;
a shortfall of 32 net additional dwellings, against the planned housing growth figure of minimum
215 net additional dwellings.
2.120 The shortfall was recognised and discussed at the Local Plan Part 1 Examination, during
which it was agreed that the retained 'saved' 2003 Lewes District Local Plan housing allocation
RG1: Caburn Field was highly likely to deliver above the original target minimum of 40
dwellings (the number contained within the commitments figure for Spatial Policy 2). An
additional 20 dwellings, thereby providing a total of 60 net additional dwellings, was considered
at that time to be a reasonable anticipated capacity for an eventual proposal.
2.121 The increase in capacity was partly due to the inclusion of adjacent Lewes District
Council owned land. A further 12 dwellings, however, is still required to meet the minimum of
215 net additional dwellings. Progress has since been made on the development proposals
for this site, which indicate a yield of 96 dwellings. It is therefore proposed to allocate Caburn
Field for approximately 90, meeting the shortfall of 32 and providing an additional 18 over the
minimum of 215 net additional dwellings. This represents an uplift of 50 over and above the
'saved' 2003 allocation.
Paragraph 2.124. then goes on to state that ‘The housing growth and Ringmer and Broyle
Side, as identified within Local Plan Part 1, is limited due to current highways constraints of
the B2192. Current identified junction improvements, to be delivered by the strategic site at
Bishops Lane, allow for a total of 385 net additional dwellings to be accommodated within the
settlement. Due to the junction capacity constraints there is effectively a cap on development
in Ringmer and Broyle Side beyond the planned 385 net additional dwellings. This is even
allowing for the planned junction improvements that will be delivered through the strategic
allocation at Bishops Lane.”
Paragraph 2.11 discussed the overall requirements for the LPP2 following the assessment of
individual settlement requirements. “The Local Plan Part 2 is therefore required to deliver a
minimum 127 net additional dwellings. In respect to Table 5 it shows that Local Plan Part 2 is
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meeting the minimum required figures”. Again, this should not address minimum requirements
as there is no flexibility should development not come forward for a whole variety of reasons.
It is noted in respect to Table 5 that in the case of Ringmer and Broyle Side that 50 no. units
are allocated in LPP2. It should in fact be upwards of this number to take full account of national
planning policy.
Land at Bishops Lane, Ringmer is a sustainable site and its inclusion as an additional allocation
would enable LPP2 to be more robust in its approach to housing delivery. This would ensure
that LPP2 has been more positively prepared for the robustness of the Plan at Examination.
We would reiterate that the Council should seek to increase the provision of housing in the
LPP2 to ensure a robust strategy for housing delivery which conforms with the requirements
of SP2 and the NPPF.
Policy DM1: Planning Boundary
Policy DM1 states that within the development boundaries, as defined on the Proposals Maps,
development will be permitted providing it accords with the policies of the development plan.
Accompanying the LPP2, Lewes District Council have published revised proposals maps
which have sought to amend the planning boundaries to include the allocations specified within
the LPP1, the LPP2 and made neighbourhood plans. We support the revision of the settlement
Planning Boundaries to include all allocations.

Policy DM15: Provision of Outdoor Playing Space & Policy DM16: Children’s Play Space
in New Housing Development

Policy DM15 sets out the requirements for the provision of outdoor playing space, including
outdoor sports, equipped/designated children’s playing space and MUGAs and skateboard
parks.
Policy DM16 provides a requirement for the provision of on-site Children’s Play space, for
developments of 20 or more units in accordance with the minimum standards set out in Policy
DM15.
Whilst as a housing developer we fully support the inclusion of children’s play space within
new housing development, in our view this policy is overly prescriptive and lacks flexibility. On
a small site which may be able to accommodate 20 units, the provision of an on-site play area
to the standards set out in Policy DM15 may jeopardise the delivery of much needed housing,
in our view a threshold of 20 units seems quite low and an unreasonable requirement.
Additionally, the policy needs to provide clarity regarding the existing local provision and the
need for on-site provision if this is deemed to be sufficient or can be upgraded to provide a
wider betterment to the existing and future communitites.
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Bishops Lane, Ringmer
Thakeham Homes recommends the site for residential development and as such seeks to
promote the site in its entirety for residential development. The red line for the site has been
appended to this representation in Appendix 1.
Land north of Bishops Lane is included in the Lewes District Council SHELAA (2018) under
reference 21RG. The site is around 2.5 ha in size and a yield of 75 dwellings is suggested, the
site has been assessed as ‘suitable, available and achievable’ with the rationale for this
assessment stating:
‘Site is actively being promoted through Part 2 of Local Plan. Greenfield site adjacent to
planning boundary, within walking distance of bus stop and local shops. Area of potential
archaeological interest. ESCC landscape architect considers that the area north of Bishops
Lane should be assessed as a unit to identify developable areas and suitable landscape setting
to redefine village edge. LCS concludes wider landscape character area to have medium
capacity for change. Relocation of right of way required. Significant development in Ringmer
would impact upon Earwig Corner junction. Based on current information and views of ESCC
highways this is considered possible and achievable. Access can be achieved independently
or through one of the adjacent sites. Development of this scale is likely to require an upgrade
to the Neaves Lane Waste Water Treatment Works, which is considered deliverable within the
next five years, which is considered deliverable within the next five years. Site is not identified
for housing within the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan.’
As per the Council’s own SHELAA assessment, the site is considered to be available, suitable
and achievable, with no evident constraints that would prevent the delivery of housing on the
site, and therefore considered deliverable. As such, we consider that the whole of the site
could provide much needed housing development within the plan period, helping to provide
the Local Plan with sufficient flexibility to be able to adapt to rapid change in accordance with
the NPPF and support the provision of housing in accordance with policy SP2 of the adopted
LPP1.

Conclusions
In conclusion, it is clear the identified housing growth within the Spatial Policy 2 of the adopted
LPP1 stipulates minimum requirements. Consequently, in our view the Council should seek
to increase the provision of housing in the LPP2 to ensure a robust strategy for housing delivery
which conforms with the requirements of SP2 and the NPPF.
We support the revision of the proposals map in accordance with the spatial requirements for
housing delivery and would suggest that the council needs to revisit the requirements
stipulated in policies DM15 and DM16 to ensure that these represent a feasible approach.
As detailed above, we are actively promoting the site for residential development and we have
therefore demonstrated within these representations that we consider the site to be achievable,
suitable and available for residential development.
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We trust that these representations will be useful and clear and we would be grateful for
confirmation of receipt. In the meantime, please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any
queries or require any further information.
Yours Sincerely,

Rachel Richardson
Senior Planner

Enc. Appendix 1 - Location Plan
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Planning Policy
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
BN7 1AB
5th November 2018
Dear Sir/Madam,
Lewes Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Policies
Development Plan Document Consultation (Regulation 18) – Representation
Re: Land at Lewes Road, Ringmer
Introduction
Thakeham Homes Ltd are submitting representations to the Lewes Local Plan Part 2: Site
Allocations and Development Management Policies (‘LPP2’) as local stakeholders. Thakeham
are a house builder based in Sussex with a track record for delivering high quality, sustainable
scheme across the south east. We are progressing a number of potential development sites
within this district at varying stages of the planning process, therefore our representations
relate to the role of the emerging Local Plan in the delivery of the District’s adopted housing
objectives over the plan period.
We have made representations now on Local Plan Part 1 and recently on Local Plan Part 2:
Site Allocations and Development Management policies (Regulation 18) dated 24th January
2018. We therefore have a long-standing interest in the Local Plan preparation which we
support.
Local Plan Part 2 must have due regard to the primary document which is Local Plan Part 1,
given it forms a strategic level plan for the whole district. We have concerns that this has not
occurred.
These representations are submitted in respect of Thakeham Homes’ interests at Lewes Road,
Ringmer (‘the site’). Thakeham has a developer interest in a site north of Lewes Road available
for development that is approximately 4.8 ha in size. A location plan for the site is appended
to this representation at Appendix 1.
We confirm within these representations that this site is available and deliverable within the
next five years and are set within highly sustainable locations. As such we wish to make
representations on the policies contained within the Draft LPP2.
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We wish to support the progression of the LPP2 and make comments within our
representations on the basis that the site allocations document should be prepared to ensure
conformity with the spatial requirements of the adopted Lewes Core Strategy: Local Plan Part
1 (‘LPP1’) and further site allocations should be sought to ensure that the requirements of the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) are met.
NPPF, paragraphs 10 and 11 set out the presumption in favour of sustainable development,
with Paragraph 11(a) identifying a requirement for Local Planning Authorities ‘to positively seek
opportunities to meet the development needs of their area’. Whilst Paragraph 119 states that
“Local planning authorities, and other plan-making bodies, should take a proactive role in
identifying and helping to bring forward land that may be suitable for meeting development
needs”.
Para 120 states that Planning policies and decisions need to reflect changes in the demand
for land. They should be informed by regular reviews of both the land allocated for development
in plans, and of land availability.”
Paragraph 9 also comments that, “Planning policies and decisions should play an active
role in guiding development towards sustainable solutions”
In addition to our comments regarding spatial requirements we also wish to make
representations to the proposed changes to the planning boundaries and the proposed
‘Provision of Outdoor Playing Space’ and ‘Children’s Play Space in New Housing
Development’ policy. As such, these representations also respond to Policy DM1, DM15 and
DM16 of the Draft LPP2.

Spatial Distribution
Table 3 (Residential site allocations) of the Draft LPP2 provides an indication of the planned
level of housing in the District, outside of the National Park:
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Table 3 provides the residual housing growth to be identified in LPP2, which in the case of
Ringmer and Broyle Side is 32 net additional dwellings.
Although this has increased from previously being 12 (as stated in our earlier representation
in January 2018) it is still unacceptably low as these figures are a minimum and all sites should
be assumed to come forward.
Whilst Spatial Policy 2 of the adopted LPP1 makes clear that all planned housing growth
numbers are stipulated as minimums, and the LPP2 does state at paragraph 2.7 that ‘It should
be borne in mind that the figures contained within the Spatial Policy 2 are expressed as
minimums and where appropriate growth should exceed this minimum figure’, in our view the
above table does not address these figures as minimum requirements.
It is clear from Table 2 that most parishes designated to produce a neighbourhood plan, have
not sought to exceed their minimum requirements within adopted and emerging
Neighbourhood Plans. The Council has not sought to allocate sites within the LPP2 over and
above the housing growth identified within these adopted and emerging Neighbourhood Plans,
thus only meeting the minimum requirement for most settlements. In our view, this falls short
of the requirements of the NPPF as the Plan has not been positively prepared to meet the
District’s development needs. Additionally, and with particular relevance to Thakeham Homes’
interests at Lewes Road, Ringmer, the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan was adopted prior to the
Core Strategy. Therefore, as the latest development plan adopted, we would continue to
maintain that the Core Strategy requirements should take precedent.
This is particularly since Regulation 18 stage of LPP2, there has been the publication of the
revised NPPF (July 2018) which provides additional weight to promoting house building and in
maintaining a sufficient supply and delivery of homes. Specifically, Paragraph 59 states:“To support the Government’s objective of significantly boosting the supply of homes, it is
important that a sufficient amount and variety of land can come forward where it is needed,
that the needs of groups with specific housing requirements are addressed and that land with
permission is developed without unnecessary delay”.
Paragraph 16 (a and b) of the NPPF states that Local Plans should “be prepared with the
objective of contributing to the achievement of sustainable development and be prepared
positively, in a way that is aspirational but deliverable”, whilst Paragraph 11(a) makes clear
that Local Plans should ensure flexibility to adapt to rapid change. The LPP2 has identified at
Table 5 that most parishes have not sought to exceed their minimum requirements within
adopted and emerging Neighbourhood Plans. The Council has not sought to allocate sites
within the LPP2 over and above the housing growth identified within these adopted and
emerging Neighbourhood Plans, thus only meeting the minimum requirement for most
settlements. In our view, this falls short of the requirements of the NPPF as the plan has not
been positively prepared to meet the district’s development needs. Additionally, some
Neighbourhood Plans, such as the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan were adopted prior to the
Core Strategy. Therefore, as the latest development plan adopted, the Core Strategy
requirements should take precedent.
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Table 3 shows that Ringmer has a shortfall of 32 dwellings. As all the requirements are
minimums it could be questioned as to why the council are not seeking more sites or pursuing
opportunities where more sites are available for development.
There is a small difference of 32 dwellings within the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan once the
overlap with commitments in Local Plan Part 1 (Table 5, p53) and the strategic allocation
Spatial Policy 6: Land north of Bishops Lane, have been taken into account. A detailed
explanation is provided within the Ringmer and Broyle Side section (paragraphs 2.118 to
2.121).
‘2.118 Spatial Policy 2 of the Local Plan Part 1 sets the requirement for a minimum 215 net
additional dwellings to be provided within Ringmer and Broyle Side. Ringmer Parish Council
has a 'made' neighbourhood plan which contains a number of housing policies and allocations.
A number of these allocated sites have since gained planning permission.
2.119 As referred to earlier in paragraph 2.8, a number of sites within Policy 6.4 of the Ringmer
Neighbourhood Plan (RNP) overlap with commitments or the strategic allocation, Land north
of Bishops Lane, identified in Spatial Policy 2 and Table 5 of Local Plan Part 1. The removal
of these duplications results in a total of 183 net additional dwellings identified within the RNP;
a shortfall of 32 net additional dwellings, against the planned housing growth figure of minimum
215 net additional dwellings.
2.120 The shortfall was recognised and discussed at the Local Plan Part 1 Examination, during
which it was agreed that the retained 'saved' 2003 Lewes District Local Plan housing allocation
RG1: Caburn Field was highly likely to deliver above the original target minimum of 40
dwellings (the number contained within the commitments figure for Spatial Policy 2). An
additional 20 dwellings, thereby providing a total of 60 net additional dwellings, was considered
at that time to be a reasonable anticipated capacity for an eventual proposal.
2.121 The increase in capacity was partly due to the inclusion of adjacent Lewes District
Council owned land. A further 12 dwellings, however, is still required to meet the minimum of
215 net additional dwellings. Progress has since been made on the development proposals
for this site, which indicate a yield of 96 dwellings. It is therefore proposed to allocate Caburn
Field for approximately 90, meeting the shortfall of 32 and providing an additional 18 over the
minimum of 215 net additional dwellings. This represents an uplift of 50 over and above the
'saved' 2003 allocation.
Paragraph 2.124. then goes on to state that ‘The housing growth and Ringmer and Broyle
Side, as identified within Local Plan Part 1, is limited due to current highways constraints of
the B2192. Current identified junction improvements, to be delivered by the strategic site at
Bishops Lane, allow for a total of 385 net additional dwellings to be accommodated within the
settlement. Due to the junction capacity constraints there is effectively a cap on development
in Ringmer and Broyle Side beyond the planned 385 net additional dwellings. This is even
allowing for the planned junction improvements that will be delivered through the strategic
allocation at Bishops Lane.”
Paragraph 2.11 discussed the overall requirements for the LPP2 following the assessment of
individual settlement requirements. “The Local Plan Part 2 is therefore required to deliver a
minimum 127 net additional dwellings. In respect to Table 5 it shows that Local Plan Part 2 is
meeting the minimum required figures”. Again, this should not address minimum requirements
as there is no flexibility should development not come forward for a whole variety of reasons.
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It is noted in respect to Table 5 that in the case of Ringmer and Broyle Side that 50 no. units
are allocated in LPP2. It should in fact be upwards of this number to take full account of national
planning policy.
Land at Lewes Road, Ringmer is a sustainable site and its inclusion as an additional allocation
would enable LPP2 to be more robust in its approach to housing delivery. This would ensure
that LPP2 has been more positively prepared for the robustness of the Plan at Examination.
We would reiterate that the Council should seek to increase the provision of housing in the
LPP2 to ensure a robust strategy for housing delivery which conforms with the requirements
of SP2 and the NPPF. This site could deliver an additional 90 houses which would only seek
to strengthen the Council’s position in terms of their housing land supply.
Policy DM1: Planning Boundary
Policy DM1 states that within the development boundaries, as defined on the Proposals Maps,
development will be permitted providing it accords with the policies of the development plan.
Accompanying the LPP2, Lewes District Council have published revised proposals maps
which have sought to amend the planning boundaries to include the allocations specified within
the LPP1, the LPP2 and made neighbourhood plans. We support the revision of the settlement
Planning Boundaries.

Policy DM15: Provision of Outdoor Playing Space & Policy DM16: Children’s Play Space
in New Housing Development
Policy DM15 sets out the requirements for the provision of outdoor playing space, including
outdoor sports, equipped/designated children’s playing space and MUGAs and skateboard
parks.
Policy DM16 provides a requirement for the provision of on-site Children’s Play space, for
developments of 20 or more units in accordance with the minimum standards set out in Policy
DM15.
Whilst as a housing developer we fully support the inclusion of children’s play space within
new housing development, in our view this policy is overly prescriptive and lacks flexibility. On
a small site which may be able to accommodate 20 units, the provision of an on-site play area
to the standards set out in Policy DM15 may jeopardise the delivery of much needed housing,
in our view a threshold of 20 units seems quite low and an unreasonable requirement.
Additionally, the policy needs to provide clarity regarding the existing local provision and the
need for on-site provision if this is deemed to be sufficient or can be upgraded to provide a
wider betterment to the existing and future communities.

Land at Lewes Road, Ringmer
Thakeham Homes recommends the sites for residential development and as such seeks to
promote the sites in their entirety for residential development. The site has been assessed in
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the Council’s latest SHELAA (2018) as not deliverable or developable, however in our view the
assessment raises no constraints which could not be suitably overcome as part of any future
planning application. The site north of Lewes Road we believe is suitable, available and
achievable. The red line for the sites has been appended to this representation in Appendix 1.
Availability, Suitability and Achievability
We wish to promote the site in its entirety for residential development and can confirm that the
site is Available, Suitable, Achievable and therefore deliverable within the next 5 years.
Availability
As highlighted within this and previous representations, the site is controlled by Thakeham
Homes Ltd and are actively being promoted for residential development.
Thakeham has a proven track record for delivering a number of high quality residential
schemes across Surrey, Sussex and Hampshire and will be seeking to deliver a range of
dwellings on the sites.
Suitability
The site is located on the north eastern edge of Ringmer village and is within walking distance
of the various local amenities of Ringmer. Ringmer falls in the third tier of the settlement
hierarchy and is therefore considered to have a range of services and facilities to meet the
needs of the existing community as well as providing key services for surrounding rural
villages. The site has good transport links, with a frequent bus service available from a number
of stops around the village.
Achievability
Given the acute housing need within the District and the location if the site, it is considered
that there is a reasonable prospect of residential development being achieved in the next five
years.
As stated above, Thakeham has a proven track record for delivering schemes of a similar size
and scale throughout Surrey, Sussex and Hampshire, and has the capacity to deliver the
development of the site to provide much needed new homes within the first 5 years of the plan
period.
Deliverability
For the reasons above, the site is considered to be available, suitable and achievable, and
therefore deliverable in accordance with the NPPG. As such, we consider that the site could
provide much needed housing development within the plan period, help provide the Local Plan
with sufficient flexibility to be able to adapt to rapid change in accordance with the NPPF and
support the provision of housing in accordance with policy SP2 of the adopted LPP1.
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Conclusions
In conclusion, it is clear the identified housing growth within the Spatial Policy 2 of the adopted
LPP1 stipulates minimum requirements. Consequently, in our view the Council should seek
to increase the provision of housing in the LPP2 to ensure a robust strategy for housing delivery
which conforms with the requirements of SP2 and the NPPF.
We support the revision of the proposals map in accordance with the spatial requirements for
housing delivery and would suggest that the Council needs to revisit the requirements
stipulated in policies DM15 and DM16 to ensure that these represent a feasible approach.
As detailed above, we are actively promoting the site for residential development and we have
therefore demonstrated within these representations that we consider the site to be achievable,
suitable and available for residential development.
We trust that these representations will be useful and clear and we would be grateful for
confirmation of receipt. In the meantime, please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any
queries or require any further information.
Yours Sincerely,

Rachel Richardson
Senior Planner

Enc. Appendix 1 - Location Plan

Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
www.thakeham.com
Company Registration No. 07278594. Registered Office Address: Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
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Policy-specific Representations

DM16: Children's Play Space in New
Housing Development
Representation References: DM16
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Representation ID: REP/021/DM16

Representation ID:

REP/021/DM16

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/021

Name:

Rebecca Pearson

Organisation:

Natural England

Consultation Body:

Specific

Stakeholder Type:

National group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

Rebecca.Pearson@naturalengland.org.uk

Address:

Guildbourne House
Chatsworth Road
Worthing
West Sussex
BN11 1LD

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM16: Children's Play Space in New Housing
Development

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
We fully support this policy. Interaction with the natural world has multiple benefits for
people and linking this to G.I networks and cycle routes for example can enhance this.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/021/DM16

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Date:
Our ref:

05 November 2018
259464

Customer Services
Hornbeam House
Crewe Business Park
Electra Way
Crewe
Cheshire
CW1 6GJ

BY EMAIL ONLY

T 0300 060 3900

Dear Sir/Madam
Planning consultation: Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations, Development
Management Polices Pre-Submission Document and Habitats Regulations Assessment
(HRA)
Thank you for your consultation on the above dated 05 December 2017 which was received by
Natural England on the same day.
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that the
natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present and future
generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development.
Please find our comments in relation to the Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations,
Development Management Policies and Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA)
Habitats Regulations Assessment-clarification required
We advise that the Habitats Regulations Section presented in the Pre -Submission document does
not concur with the findings of the accompanying Habitats Regulations Assessment for the Local
Plan Part 2. Although Natural England agrees with the findings of the attached HRA, following the
recent People Over Wind European Judgement, aspects of the HRA and its interpretation within the
core document need to be amended as follows:
Conclusion of NSLE for the Plan
Natural England does not agree with the conclusion that the implementation of the Lewes Local
Plan Part 1 or 2 will have no Likely Significant Effect as cited in the Lewes Local Plan Part 2
Document . We advise that this conclusion needs to be revised to concur with the published HRA
and the recent People Over Wind European Judgement. Following this judgement competent
authorities are no longer able to include mitigation for impacts to European Sites at the screening
stage of an HRA. Therefore it is not appropriate to rely on ameliorative (mitigation) measures such
as SANGS and SAMS and policies pertaining to these when determining any likely significant
effects within Habitats Regulations Assessments. We advise that an appropriate assessment will be
required if, in the absence of mitigation, the competent authority cannot conclude “no likely
significant effect”. However mitigation can be used at the appropriate assessment stage.
The HRA correctly interprets this judgement and sets out that any development within 7km of
Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC (within the plan area) without the mitigation set out in Core Policy 10
of the Local Plan Part 1 could have an in-combination on the international site via recreational
pressure; therefore concluding a likely significant effect cannot be ruled out. The HRA therefore
takes this through to appropriate assessment as no likely significant effect cannot be concluded. We
agree with this approach.
Including Air Pollution impacts in the Appropriate Assessment stage
Page 1 of 6
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We note the following statement:
3.39 states that In summary, the only impact pathway that requires consideration in the LPP2 HRA
is recreational pressure upon Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC as this is the only impact pathway
for which a conclusion of no likely significant effect or no adverse effect on integrity could
not be reached for the growth in the Joint Core Strategy without mitigation.
We advise that air pollution also needs to be included here as an-in combination effect remains for
this impact in the absence of mitigation. We recognise that the HRA has indeed taken this through
to appropriate assessment, but for clarity and to ensure no misinterpretation is made we advise that
the above sentence is revised to include air pollution.
Overall conclusion for the HRA
We agree with the following statement:
It is therefore be concluded that no adverse effect upon the integrity of Ashdown Forest SAC is
expected to result from development provided by the South Downs Local Plan/Lewes JCS, even
in- combination with other plans and projects.
However the audit pathways taken (through appropriate assessment ,where relevant) in order to
reach this conclusion should be more clearly defined in the HRA as above and importantly,
accurately interpreted within the LLPP2 Submission Document.
Further advice
1.19 We advise that the following sentence should be re-worded
A Likely Significant Effect must be established both in terms of the individual plan and of the plan in
combination with other policies and proposals,
We advise that this should read:
Any likely Significant Effect must be established both in terms of the individual plan and of the plan
in combination with other policies and proposals
Overarching advice-net gain
Since the Publication of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 The NPPF has been amended and contains a
clear direction to ensure new development demonstrates a net gain in biodiversity. We welcome this
approach. The various allocation sites will need to echo this direction stemming from a clear steer
within Policy DM24 to include net gain as advised variously throughout our advice letter below:
The revised NPPF states the following:
170 d). Planning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and local
environment by“minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity….” 174 b) Plans
should ”….identify and purse opportunities for securing measurable net gains for biodiversity”
118. Planning policies and decisions should: a) encourage multiple benefits from both urban and
rural land, including through mixed use schemes and taking opportunities to achieve net
environmental gains-such as developments that would enable habitat creation or improve public
access to the countryside”
Site Allocations
Policy NH01 - South of Valley Road
This allocation is close to the National Park boundary and we welcome the inclusion of the
requirement to fully assess the impacts of views on any development here.
Policy NH02 - Land at The Marina
Page 2 of 6
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We note that this allocation has the potential to impact on biodiversity. We advise that the allocation
policy includes a requirement for a net gain in biodiversity in order to comply with he recently
revised NPPF (further discussed in Policy DM24).
Policy BH01 - Land at The Nuggets, Valebridge Road
This Site allocation is surrounded by ancient woodland and networks of natural Habitats. We
welcome that this policy has been amended to include the irreplaceable nature of ancient woodland
and note the additional information pertaining to this in the supporting text. Thank you for consulting
Natural England on this matter.
Again the development will need to demonstrate a net gain in biodiversity and we further advise that
networks of natural habitats should be maintained and enhanced in order to provide a development
which is sympathetic to its location and clearly biodiversity-lead. We advise this should be a key
requirement to guide any development proposals.
We also advise re-iterate that the policy should state that impacts to ancient woodland should be
avoided to echo to the recently updated NPPF as follows:
175 c) “development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats (such as ancient
woodland and ancient or veteran trees) should be refused unless there are wholly exceptional
reasons (footnote 58) and a suitable compensation strategy exists”.
Policy BA03 - Land at Bridgelands Barcombe Cross
We further advise that this policy includes the consideration of the use of SuDS. We welcome that it
is included in the supporting text but it is not a requirement within the policy. We advise that welldesigned SuDS have multiple benefits for wildlife and people, providing habitats and valuable
ecosystems services such as, flood amelioration. A SuDS lead scheme would be welcome here.
Policy CH01 – Glendene, Station Road
We note that ancient woodland lies adjacent to the site and would refer you to our Standing advice
with regard to this matter. This includes a requirement for a buffer of at least 15m between the
woodland and the development. We welcome that SuDS are cited for use here and we note that full
ecological surveys to include protected species have and will be carried out.
Policy CH02 – Layden Hall, East Grinstead Road
This site lies adjacent to Chailey Common Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). Chailey
Common Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) is afforded statutory protection under the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended).Thank you for consulting Natural England regarding this
allocation policy which I note has been amended to include the SSSI. We have the following
additional comments to make regarding the following:
An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and
implemented accordingly to mitigate potential adverse impacts on Chailey Common SSSI and the
local biodiversity. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity
and enhancement where possible; and
Again due to the nature and location of this site we advised that the term where possible was
omitted as enhancement should be a requirement of new development (as for policy BH01). We had
understood that this had been revised to reflect our advice. We further add that the need to
demonstrate biodiversity net gain will be of key importance here. Consideration of this will also need
to be made with regard to any tree felling on site.
We advise that the policy states that impacts to the SSSI must be avoided.
Newick
We note Policy DM Planning Boundaries that states Development proposals that result in a net
increase of one or more dwellings within 7km of the Ashdown Forest will only be permitted where
they comply with Core Policy 10(3) of the Local Plan Part 1. As Newick falls within this zone we
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advise that it is worth noting that development will need to be commensurate with this specific DM
Policy here.

Employment Site Allocations
Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
Natural England has serious concerns regarding this allocation.
The allocation site is directly adjacent to and in the setting of, the South Downs National Park. There
is therefore clear potential for a significant impacts on the Special Qualities of the South Downs
National Park. The policy states that visual impacts will be minimised however, from the information
supplied, the impact from the development of this land in both landscape and visual terms is likely to
be significant. This allocation did not form part of previous iterations of the LLPP2 although we note
that part of this land was included in the 2003 Local Plan. We are very concerned that it has been
included at this late stage. We also note that the employment quota has already been fulfilled
elsewhere within the Local Plan area. Due to the sensitive location o f this site we therefore question
the need for the inclusion of this site in the Plan. The site is located in an area of open coastline
surrounded by a nature reserve.
Furthermore the allocation site contains valuable priority habitats of vegetated shingle and floodplain
grazing marsh for example. The allocation boundary stretches down to the mean high water mark.
This is of key concern to Natural England. The policy and supporting text make no mention of the
biodiversity value of this site and this is of key concern to Natural England. We advise that this
allocation site is removed from the LLPP2. We advise that you contact the South Downs National
Park Authority for their advice on this matter. We will be also be happy to advise further on this
matter.
We further advise that any obstruction to public rights of way and any intrusion of the England
Coastal Path is avoided.
Policy E2: Land Adjacent to American Express Community Stadium, Village Way, Falmer
This allocation also lies in the setting of the South Downs National Park. We advise that they are
consulted for their advice on this allocation site.
Policy DM14: Multi-functional Green Infrastructure
We welcome this policy which recognises the importance of the provision of multifunctional green
infrastructure throughout new development. Multifunctional G.I provides a wealth of benefits for
people and wildlife and provides a key role in the provision of ecosystems services. We fully support
this policy.
We note the following wording which we advise requires clarification:
(G.I) would be provided where justified by the character of the area or the need for outdoor playing
space. We advise that Green Infrastructure, if well designed, should incorporate a multitude of
functions as identified in the supporting text, and that accessible natural greenspace rather than
outdoor playing (amenity) space should be a governing factor for this. We advise that the important
role that Green Infrastructure has in contributing to biodiversity and environmental net gain should
be highlighted here.
Strategic provision of GI
We advise that GI should be strategic in Nature. Planning for GI at a strategic scale based on a
robust evidence base has clear benefits for people and wildlife. A well-designed G.I strategy can
provide Natural Capital and secure Ecosystems services in a resilient way that safeguards
resources for people and wildlife into the future. Links to wellbeing, heath and climate change
provision for example are clear. Natural England would welcome the opportunity to contribute to the
formation of any future GI strategy. We attach a GI checklist in support of this.
Children’s Playing Space
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We fully support this policy. Interaction with the natural world has multiple benefits for people and
linking this to G.I networks and cycle routes for example can enhance this.
Policy DM18: Recreation and Rivers
We support this policy
Policy DM24: Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity
We note this policy ad have the following amendments to make:
The protection pertaining to SSSIs is provided to mimic that of the NPPF but the wording provided
lacks the strength of the NPPF in the following ways.
Development which would be likely to adversely affect a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI),
National Nature Reserve (NNR), or a Marine Conservation Zone (MCZ) will only be permitted where
the benefits of the development, at this site, outweigh the damage to the nationa lly recognised
special interest of the designated site and any adverse impacts on the wider network of SSSIs.
The NPPF states that:
175 c). “development on land within or outside a SSSI, and which is likely to have an adverse effect
on it (either individually or in combination with other developments), should not normally be
permitted. The only exception is where the benefits of the development in the location proposed
clearly outweigh both its likely impact on the features of the site that make it of special scientific
interest, and any broader impacts on the national network of SSSIs”
The phrases highlighted above provide a greater level of protection that those included in the Local
Plan.
We advise that collaboration is required between the hierarchy of sites in order to reflect the NPPF
as follows:
Outside of designated sites
Irreplaceable habitats
We advise that irreplaceable habitats be placed above local sites in the hierarchy of designation s to
reflect their national importance and complexity. Once lost these habitats are by their very nature,
irreplaceable. The NPPF reflects this and has recently been revised to give greater weight to the
protection of ancient woodland for example.
175 c) “development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats (such as ancient
woodland and ancient or veteran trees) should be refused unless there are wholly exceptional
reasons (footnote 58) and a suitable compensation strategy exists”.
Priority habitats and species
These include species and habitats listed under S41 of the NERC Act 2006. This includes priority
habitats and species and should be clearly referenced separately to protected species.
Section 40 of the NERC Act 2006 places a general duty on all public authorities, i ncluding local
planning authorities, to conserve and enhance biodiversity. Further information on this duty is
available in the Defra publication ‘Guidance for Local Authorities on Implementing the Biodiversity
Duty’.
We further advise that links to Green Infrastructure policies should be made.
We would re-iterate our advice in our letter of January 2018 that the policy includes networks of
natural habitats and the consideration of biodiversity on a landscape- scale. Habitat networks are
not only rich in biodiversity in their own right but also act as key stepping stones for species
throughout the landscape. For example the provision interlinking habitats play an important role in
enabling genetic exchange between populations within habitats throughout the landscape. They
also act as flightlines and foraging areas for bats for example and provide migratory pathways
through the landscape.
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I would refer you to the SDNP Local Plan Policy SD12 for an example of a Biodiversity Policy which
encompasses these issues and which we fully support. The SDNP Local Plan also has an
overarching requirement for net gain. We advise that net gain is included in this policy as an
overarching requirement. The NPPF States the following:
170 d). Planning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and local
environment by“ minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity….” 174 b) Plans
should ”.identify and purse opportunities for securing measurable net gains for biodiversity”
118. Planning policies and decisions should: a) encourage multiple benefits from both urban and
rural land, including through mixed use schemes and taking opportunities to achieve net
environmental gains-such as developments that would enable habitat creation or improve public
access to the countryside”
Policy DM27: Landscape Design
We advise that this policy includes the requirement to protect the Special Qualities of the South
Downs National Park as future developments outside the National Park may nevertheless affect it’s
setting or views in or out of this nationally designated landscape.
Policy DM35: Footpath, Cycle and Bridleway Network
We advise that links to Green Infrastructure could be made in this policy.
I hope the above is helpful and please do not hesitate to contact me should you wish to disc uss this
matter. Please send further correspondence, marked for my attention, to
consultations@naturalengland.org.uk quoting our reference 259464
Yours sincerely

Rebecca Pearson
Lead Adviser
Sustainable Development
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thom, Tondra
06 November 2018 15:15
ldf
FW: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission

Please see and add to NE rep the below clarification
From: Pearson, Rebecca (NE) [mailto:Rebecca.Pearson@naturalengland.org.uk]
Sent: 06 November 2018 14:56
To: Thom, Tondra
Subject: RE: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission
Hi Tondra
You are absolutely right, the confusion was that the level of detail provided was an enhanced level but this did not of
course mean that mitigation was required to concluded no likely significant effect!
So, in answer to your query
You do not need to add air pollution as an impact pathway for which mitigation is needed. We are satisfied with the
evidence provided for air pollution impacts and concur that no mitigation is required in order to conclude no likely
significant effect.
I hope this is helpful, please do get in touch should you wish further clarification.
Warmest wishes
Rebecca

From: Thom, Tondra [mailto:Tondra.Thom@lewes‐eastbourne.gov.uk]
Sent: 06 November 2018 12:14
To: Pearson, Rebecca (NE)
Cc: ldf
Subject: RE: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre‐Submission

Hi Rebecca,
Thank you for the Natural England rep you submitted, I appreciate that you managed to submit
this within the timeframe of the consultation period, that’s most helpful. I accept that the People
over Wind Judgement means we need to reword the LSE section as mitigation has to be applied
through AA rather than at screening stage – this applies to the 7km recreation impact zone for
Ashdown Forest.
I do have one query though, on which I would like some clarification on please. On page 2 of your
rep under air pollution impacts heading, you state the following:
We note the following statement:
3.39 states that In summary, the only impact pathway that requires consideration in the LPP2
HRA is recreational pressure upon Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC as this is the only impact
pathway for which a conclusion of no likely significant effect or no adverse effect on
integrity could not be reached for the growth in the Joint Core Strategy without mitigation.
(my emphasis)
1
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We advise that air pollution also needs to be included here as an-in combination effect remains for
this impact in the absence of mitigation. We recognise that the HRA has indeed taken this through
to appropriate assessment, but for clarity and to ensure no misinterpretation is made we advise
that the above sentence is revised to include air pollution. (my emphasis)
Whilst I agree that our work on air pollution did result in AA being undertaken - due to the scientific
rigour of assessment it could hardly be considered screening and the ecological interpretation did
result in conclusions regarding the integrity of the Forest; however at no point was it concluded
that mitigation is required alone or in combination. To add air pollution to the sentence in bold
would imply that mitigation is required.
I am concerned that your rep implies that mitigation is required for air quality impacts, when our
conclusion in the HRA does not identify this requirement.
Could you please clarify that we do not need to add air pollution as an impact pathway to the
above sentence and can you confirm that you agree with the conclusion of the HRA that no
mitigation is required?
Thank you
Tondra
Tondra Thom
Planning Policy Manager
Lewes District and Eastbourne Borough Councils
Tel: 01273 085677 or 01323 415677
Mobile: 07824 596 985
E: tondra.thom@lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk
W: lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk

From: Pearson, Rebecca (NE) [mailto:Rebecca.Pearson@naturalengland.org.uk]
Sent: 05 November 2018 17:48
To: ldf
Subject: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission

Dear Sir/Madam
Please find attached Natural England’s comments on the above document.

Kind regards
Rebecca Pearson
Lead Adviser
Sustainable Development Team
Natural England
Guildbourne House, Chatsworth Road
Worthing BN11 1LD
Tel: 0300 060 4090 Mobile: 07810694335
I work part-time Monday to Wednesday.
www.gov.uk/natural-england
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We are here to secure a healthy natural environment for people to enjoy, where wildlife is protected and
England’s traditional landscapes are safeguarded for future generations.
In an effort to reduce Natural England's carbon footprint, I will, wherever possible, avoid travelling to meetings and
attend via audio, video or web conferencing.

Natural England is accredited to the Cabinet Office Customer Service Excellence Standard

This email and any attachments is intended for the named recipient only. If you have received it in error you
have no authority to use, disclose, store or copy any of its contents and you should destroy it and inform the
sender. Whilst this email and associated attachments will have been checked for known viruses whilst
within the Natural England systems, we can accept no responsibility once it has left our systems.
Communications on Natural England systems may be monitored and/or recorded to secure the effective
operation of the system and for other lawful purposes.
This email and any attachments is intended for the named recipient only. If you have received it in error you
have no authority to use, disclose, store or copy any of its contents and you should destroy it and inform the
sender. Whilst this email and associated attachments will have been checked for known viruses whilst
within the Natural England systems, we can accept no responsibility once it has left our systems.
Communications on Natural England systems may be monitored and/or recorded to secure the effective
operation of the system and for other lawful purposes.
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Initial advice on providing GI strategies in Local Plans
Key principles
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states in paragraph 114 that local
planning authorities should:
“set out a strategic approach in their Local Plans, planning positively for the creation,
protection, enhancement and management of networks of biodiversity and green
infrastructure;”
Supporting guidance to the NPPF is set out in the National Planning Practice Guidance at:
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/naturalenvironment/biodiversity-ecosystems-and-green-infrastructure/
GI is multifunctional and provides ecosystem services; if well-designed it encompasses
linking habitat networks, climate change mitigation, flood management, health and
wellbeing, alternative transport links, improved air quality, food production, and habitat
creation for example.GI can also be effectively used to provide biodiversity net gain.
Stages of creating a GI Strategy
Use mapping tools (see below) to evaluate:
1) Evidence Base-Existing GI
a) Typology Mapping -What GI resources are already there? (for example
woodland extent)
b) Functionality Mapping - What is the GI currently doing?
2) What is required in your Plan Area?
c) What are the functional needs of the area? Priority themes, local plan policy,
how can the GI resource be improved?
d) Where are these needs? Spatial mapping.
3) Design The GI Strategy based on evidence from 1-4 above

Evidence base-what tools are available to provide this?
There are a variety of tools available to provide the evidence base. The Ecosystems
Knowledge Network https://ecosystemsknowledge.net/ includes further information and
range of tools available. The tool adopted will depend on local requirements.
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Links between Natural Capital, GI and Ecosystems Services

Green Infrastructure, Natural capital and Ecosystems services are fundamentally linked as
demonstrated above. Understanding these links is key to developing a GI Strategy.

A GI strategy can be used to:





Inform development decisions and design .Ensure project-level interventions
contribute to the strategy;
Support the development of Green Infrastructure Policy and other policies in the
Local Plan (for example biodiversity, health and wellbeing, climate change due to
multifunctional nature) and support Local Plan reviews;
Provide evidence to inform and guide other strategic actions and bids for resources
(LEP/LNP for example);
Provide a baseline for periodical review and monitoring.
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Representation ID: REP/063/DM16

Representation ID:

REP/063/DM16

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/063

Name:

Mark Behrendt

Organisation:

HBF

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Other group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM16: Children's Play Space in New Housing
Development

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Justified

Representation:
The National Planning Policy Framework and the planning practice guidance both
establish the that local plans must be supported by up to date evidence to show that the
cumulative impact of the policies in the plan will not make development unviable. The
evidence provided by the Council in relation to viability would appear to be from 2011
and 2014 with little up to date evidence on viability provided with regard to development
management policies in the part 2 local plan. Policy DM16 will require developers to
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Representation ID: REP/063/DM16
provide outdoor space that will reduce the amount of developable land on a site and
increase the cost to the developer. As such the Council should have undertaken an
assessment as to whether this policy, in combination with other policies in the part 1
local plan and the CIL charging Schedule, could have a negative impact on the viability
of development in the Borough. Without the necessary viability evidence to support this
policy the Council cannot justify its inclusion in the part 2 local plan.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Evidence must be provided to support the inclusion of this policy with the part 2 local
plan. Without this evidence the Council should delete this policy
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
To outline our concerns regarding the evidence use dot support this policy.
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Representation ID: REP/194/DM16

Representation ID:

REP/194/DM16

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/194

Name:

P, L & C Hamblin, Hamlin & Dean

Organisation:

Mr P Hamblin, Ms L Hamblin, Ms C Dean

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Developer/Landowner

Agent Details:

Name:

Mark Best

Organisation:

Parker Dann

Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM16: Children's Play Space in New Housing
Development

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
DM16 relates to children's play space in new housing development. It indicates that
residential developments of 20 dwellings or more will only be permitted where children's
playing space is provided on-site in accordance with the minimum standards set out in
criteria (b) of Policy DM15.
This does not reflect local circumstances which is seemingly acknowledged by the
Council's own comments at paragraph 2.62 which assert "Barcombe Cross currently
benefits from a surplus of informal children's play space."
Barcombe Cross already has a substantial recreation ground of nearly 3 hectares which
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Representation ID: REP/194/DM16
is equipped with children's play equipment. Barcombe Parish has a population of 1,473
(see paragraph 2.56). Policy DM15 notes the Council will seek to achieve provision of
outdoor playing space of 0.25 hectares per 1000 population for equipped/designated
children's play space.
Policy DM16 references this. Based on this, Barcombe Parish has a need for
approximately 2.4 hectares of outdoor sports, including playing pitches, tennis courts,
and bowling greens. It requires roughly 0.37 hectares per 1000 population for
equipped/designated children's play space.
Whilst there is no objection, in principle, on behalf of our client to contributing towards
the improvement of these existing facilities it is not considered that there is a need for
new ones to be provided on site. Policy DM16 should be updated to make clear that
contributions / on site provision will only be sought where necessary.
We also note that as part of policy BA01 development is required to provide
approximately 1600sqm of public amenity space along the northern boundary to allow
for the provision of equipped and informal play space under the auspices of criterion b).
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Our ref: PD/1884
Your ref:

Planning Policy Team
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
East Sussex
BN7 1AB

31st October 2018

Dear Sir / Madam,
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies Consultation - Pre-submission Version
Land adjacent to High Street, Barcombe Cross, East Sussex
Please find below our response to Lewes District Council’s Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations and
Development Management Policies consultation on behalf of our clients Mr. Peter Hamblin, Ms.
Lynette Hamblin and Ms. Caroline Dean. Our clients are the joint owners of the land adjacent to
the High Street in Barcombe Cross allocated (in draft) under the auspices of policy BA02, a policy
we support. The issues connected with the development of this site are the primary focus of our
representations.
We understand the Council intends to submit for Examination prior to 24th January 2019 and
therefore the Plan will be examined against the ‘old’ National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
(2012).
Barcombe Cross
In our representations on an earlier iteration of the Plan we canvassed that Paragraph 2.38
which indicated “Housing site allocations to deliver the minimum are identified below and will
deliver 38 net additional dwellings” should be be updated to read:

“Housing site allocations to deliver the minimum are identified below and will deliver a minimum
of 38 net additional dwellings”
We did suggest that if this change was not embraced the use of the word approximately would
be more appropriate.
This text is now found at paragraph 2.53 and states:
“Housing site allocations to deliver the minimum are identified below and will deliver
approximately 42 net additional dwellings”
We welcome the insertion of the word approximately and the Council’s willingness to make
useful amendments.
We welcome the Council’s provision of approximately 42 dwellings which is in excess of the
minimum provision for Barcombe Cross. We regard this as a positive and proactive approach
1
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from the Council, particularly with the Government’s guidance to “boost significantly the supply
of housing” in mind. We maintain the use of “a minimum of” would be better as it would reflect
the requirements of Spatial Policy 2 of the Lewes District Local Plan Part 1 Joint Core Strategy
2010 2030 (LDLPP1).
Policy BA01 – Land at Hillside Nurseries, High Street
Paragraph 2.46 has been updated in reference to land at Hillside Nurseries, High Street. It
previously stated:

“The site is currently accessed by a track from the High Street which serves the two residential
properties ‘Hillside’ and ‘Vine Sleed’. Improvements to the junction and track are required to
accommodate additional dwellings. The widening of the existing access track or the provision of
passing places has been explored as potential solutions. Third party land is likely to be needed to
achieve this. Discussions with adjacent landowners and the highway authority are ongoing to
establish a suitable solution and delivery is considered achievable within the plan period.”
We met with the agents responsible for the promotion of this site on 5th May 2017 at the request
of Lewes District Council and discussed how the sites (BA01 and BA02 could come forward in
harmony. Should the third party land likely to be needed to achieve access involve the utilisation
of my clients’ land, I can confirm that they are amenable to this subject to recognition on the
part of the promoters of BA01 of the commercial reality of the situation. We remain open to
further discussions although have had no contact since our meeting in May 2017. We share the
Council’s optimism that a suitable solution can be found and is achievable within the plan period.
This above quoted text has now been updated to indicate:

“The site is currently accessed by a track from the High Street which primarily provides vehicular
access to the residential properties of ‘Hillside’ and ‘Vine Sleed’. A small number of other
adjacent properties have use of access via the track. Improvements to the junction and track are
required to accommodate additional dwellings.” (Paragraph 2.61)
Criterion a) of policy BA01 confirms:

“Access, including provision for pedestrians and cyclists, to be provided from High Street.
Pedestrian links to the existing recreation field to also be provided.”
This means access could not be provided, for example, through The Grange. It is therefore
highly likely to involve a requirement for land owned by my clients to facilitate the improvements
to the track and junction. We remain supportive of the development of this site and are happy to
negotiate the provision of land to upgrade the access with the promoters of land at Hillside
Nurseries, High Street should it be required to deliver their scheme.
Policy BA02 – Land adjacent to the High Street
We welcome the allocation of our clients’ 1.24 hectare site for approximately 25 net additional
dwellings.
Core Policy 2 of the LDLPP1 informs that development in villages will take place at a density of
between 20 to 30 dwellings per hectare.
Paragraph 7.27 expands on this and indicates that the average density for development taking
place in village locations has been 25 dwellings per hectare (DPH) between April 2007 and March
2011.
2
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If the current approach as set out in policy BA02 is taken forward the site would only be likely to
deliver 20.16 (DPH), significantly below the average for villages in the District. Whilst within the
range set by Core Policy 2, it is at the lowest end of this range. However, due to the use of
“approximately” the density of development on site could be increased if it fits onto the site
(accounting for constraints) in a manner that delivers high quality design.
We object to criterion b) of policy BA02 as it precludes a height of greater than two storeys.
There has been no objective assessment of whether this specific site could accommodate in
excess of two storeys or otherwise and no rationale is provided as to why this approach is taken.
The provision of accommodation in excess of two storeys assists the efficient use of land and
therefore this policy, in its current form, prevents the implementation of important national and
local objectives. It is unnecessary given the provisions of Policy DM25: Design as emerging.
Please refer to paragraph 59 of the NPPF which confirms:

“Design policies should avoid unnecessary prescription or detail.”(Paragraph 59)
There is no harm that would arise from allowing future applicants for planning permission on the
site to explore the possibility of accommodation in excess of two storeys. If it cannot be
demonstrated that it is achievable without undue harm arising the scheme will not obtain
planning permission.
We note reference to a maximum of two storey development is not present in policy BA01 or
policy BA03.
Criterion b) relating to policy BA03 states:

“Development complements the character of the existing local built form, in terms of height,
mass and design, and the site’s village edge location”
We believe this wording is far superior and less prescriptive. It should be used amalgamated
with criterion c) for policy BA02.
Criterion b) should be deleted from policy BA02. Reference to “no more than two storeys” should
also be removed from the explanatory text at paragraph 2.68.
We’d suggest the wording of criterion d) is tightened up to avoid misinterpretation or confusion.
At present it states:

“Development is subject to an appropriate assessment and evaluation of archaeological potential
and mitigation measures implemented according.”
We suggest this is revised to say:
“Development is subject to a suitable assessment and evaluation of archaeological potential and

mitigation measures implemented according”

This change would avoid any misunderstanding that an Appropriate Assessment or 'Habitats
Regulation Assessment' is required.
Policy DM15: Provision for Outdoor Playing Space
Policy DM15 concerns provision of outdoor playing space. It indicates that where deficiency of
outdoor playing space is identified the impact of the increase in population from new residential
development will be mitigated either by on-site provision or by the use of the Community
3
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Infrastructure Levy to secure the provision of new, or the enhancement of existing, outdoor
playing space and facilities.
The Council should be clear as to how the required mitigation will be secured. At present the
policy refers to either on-site provision or by the use of the Community Infrastructure Levy. On
site provision is an ‘extra’ cost the development must bear whereas the Community
Infrastructure Levy is not.
When applying this policy, the Council should be cautious not to seek to remedy existing
unsatisfactory provisions through over-inflated requirements for contributions / on site provision
of outdoor play space. A development should only mitigate its own impacts.
Policy DM16: Children’s Play Space in New Housing Development
DM16 relates to children’s play space in new housing development. It indicates that residential
developments of 20 dwellings or more will only be permitted where children’s playing space is
provided on-site in accordance with the minimum standards set out in criteria (b) of Policy
DM15.
This does not reflect local circumstances which is seemingly acknowledged by the Council’s own
comments at paragraph 2.62 which assert “Barcombe Cross currently benefits from a surplus of

informal children’s play space.”

Barcombe Cross already has a substantial recreation ground of nearly 3 hectares which is
equipped with children’s play equipment. Barcombe Parish has a population of 1,473 (see
paragraph 2.56). Policy DM15 notes the Council will seek to achieve provision of outdoor playing
space of 0.25 hectares per 1000 population for equipped/designated children’s play space.
Policy DM16 references this. Based on this, Barcombe Parish has a need for approximately 2.4
hectares of outdoor sports, including playing pitches, tennis courts, and bowling greens. It
requires roughly 0.37 hectares per 1000 population for equipped/designated children’s play
space.
Whilst there is no objection, in principle, on behalf of our client to contributing towards the
improvement of these existing facilities it is not considered that there is a need for new ones to
be provided on site. Policy DM16 should be updated to make clear that contributions / on site
provision will only be sought where necessary.
We also note that as part of policy BA01 development is required to provide approximately
1600sqm of public amenity space along the northern boundary to allow for the provision of
equipped and informal play space under the auspices of criterion b).
I trust this is self-explanatory and acceptable but do let me know if you have any queries.
Yours sincerely,
Mark Best BSc (Hons) MSc MRTPI
Planning Consultant
For and on behalf of Parker Dann
mark@parkerdann.co.uk
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Representation ID: REP/308/DM16

Representation ID:

REP/308/DM16

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/308

Name:

Angela and Sean Murphy

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM16: Children's Play Space in New Housing
Development

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Further to our conversation this morning, I would refer you to Policy Nos DM16 and
DM17 in the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 - pre-submission - regarding the policies for the
Old Lewes to Sheffield Park railway line as a wildlife area and bridle way etc.
We would draw your attention to Policy DM16 and DM17 which are in conflict with Policy
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Representation ID: REP/308/DM16
BA03. The designated wildlife area on the old railway line abuts the proposed
development site.
Policy DM16Former Lewes Sheffield Park Railway Line.
Para. 4.57. 'It is unrealistic to protect the route of the former Lewes/Sheffield Park
Railway Line for future potential use as a public transport corridor because parts of the
track have been developed. However, part of the route is currently used as a bridleway
and much of the undeveloped part of the route provides a valuable wildlife habitat. The
Council will therefore encourage opportunities to increase access to the countryside by
enabling the provision of a footpath, cycleway or bridleway along the undeveloped part
of the former line'.
Policy DM17: Former Lewes/Sheffield Park Railway Line Informal recreational uses,
such as walking, cycling and horse-riding, will be 86 permitted along the route of the
undeveloped part of the Lewes/Sheffield Park railway line where it can be demonstrated
that such uses would maintain or enhance the biodiversity value of the route.
Development which would prejudice such uses will not be
be permitted unless proposals are accompanied by alternative route provision.
Comments on Policy DM 16 and DM 17:
* As well as Policy BA03 land at Bridgelands, we would draw your attention to Policy
DM16 and DM17 which are in conflict with Policy BA03.
* The disused railway line approaches Barcombe from the north, as illustrated on Inset
Map 6 but its natural and most direct route to the nearest point on the public highway, at
the High Street via Bridgelands, would be blocked by housing allocation BA03.
* This 'blocking' of what must be the best route to implement the
footpath/bridleway/cycleway in the Barcombe area in terms of user requirements and
cost effectiveness to the public purse conflicts with countryside access objectives.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Lewes and Eastbourne Planning Policy Consultations
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Policies
DPD - Pre-Submission version 28-10-18
Thank you for inviting us to respond to the above document and we are writing to object to certain
elements of the Local Plan Part 2, specifically as it relates to BARCOMBE.
‘Para 2.53 Spatial Policy 2 of the Local Plan Part 1 sets the requirement for a minimum of 30 net
additional dwellings to be provided within the settlement of Barcombe Cross. Housing site allocations to
deliver the minimum are identified below and will deliver approximately 42 net additional dwellings’.



Comment 2.53: The figure of 30 net houses will be exceeded by sites utilising
BA01- Hillside Nurseries and BA02 Land Adjacent to the High Street which will provide
a total of 35 units net.

‘Para 2.55. Barcombe Cross is a nucleated settlement largely concentrated at the junction of the High
Street, School Hill and Barcombe Mills Road. The village is approximately three and a half miles north of
Lewes town and four and a half miles south west of Uckfield, which lies within Wealden District’.



Comment 2.55: The proposed Bridgelands site stretches into the open countryside well
beyond the nucleated development line of Barcombe Cross village.

‘Para 2.58. The 2018 SHELAA as well as previous SHELAA documents identified a limited number of
suitable sites to meet the planned level of housing for Barcombe Cross. This is due to the visually
sensitive nature of the landscape surrounding areas adjacent to the village, limiting opportunities for
expansion. Nonetheless three sites are proposed for allocation that will deliver approximately 42 net
additional dwellings, 12 above the minimum requirement for the settlement’.



Comment 2.58: BA01 and BA02 will deliver 35 units. Therefore, BA03 site should be
removed from the Plan as it is a problematic and unsustainable. 42 units would be too
much growth in too short a time for the small settlement of Barcombe Cross. There are
currently 342 dwellings in Barcombe Cross and to impose 42 dwellings on three sites in
close proximity would represent an increase of 12 percent. The other two sites will
provide the necessary range of houses required with a nine percent increase and will
integrate better into the village.

‘Para 2.75 Access to BA03 – Access to the site is from Bridgelands which serves a small number of
properties. Initial technical highways work has been undertaken by the proponent and demonstrates
that the necessary junction improvements to achieve the required visibility to accommodate the
additional dwellings, and proposed shared pedestrian access, are acceptable in principle with East Sussex
County Council, the highway authority’.



Comment 2.75: The access to Bridgelands’ has been referred to as “sub-standard” as
the old bridge on the High Street is humped and blocks visibility, plus there is a blind
corner further up the road. The proposed changes to this junction will not provide any
1
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safety improvements which will worsen with any increase in traffic. It is a private road
which has to be maintained by Bridgelands’ residents. This access needs to be looked at
in the context of the access to BA01 and BA02 which is a short distance away and the
increased traffic created by proposed 35 new dwellings. If all 3 sites (BA01, BA02 and
BA03) were to proceed at once there would be ensuing traffic chaos.
.
Para 2.76. The site is a small, linear and vacant parcel of land tapering at the both the north and south
end. The site is well contained from wider surrounding views by existing development and disused
railway embankment to the west, and by mature trees to the north and east. Bridgelands is
characterised by larger, detached two storey properties set back from the road. The development of this
site should be sensitively designed to complement the local character, as well as the site’s village edge
location, bearing in mind the general need for smaller housing units, as reflected in Core Policy 2 of Local
Plan Part 1.
COMMENTS 2.76:
1. The net residential density for the 5 current houses at Bridgelands is 5 dph. See

Appendix 1. The ‘indicative density achieved on site is 15 dph’ - significant disparity in
densities would give rise to a residential development markedly different and out of
character with its surroundings. This has not been correctly assessed, as is required by
the Housing Site Options Background Report, Table 1 and Appendix 1, Section H.
2. The proposed 7 dwellings for BA03 do not take into account the existing houses with

regard to density or design. The existing low density 4 house development adjoining and
to the south of The Old Station, by providing a similar residential character,
complements the Conservation Area. Any development on Site BA03 should similarly
complement the Conservation Area. This site should be removed from the Local Plan as
it cannot meet the density requirement for inclusion in the plan. The requirement for
smaller housing units has been recognised and as outlined elsewhere in the Plan and
will be met by Sites BA01 and BA02, which are more suited to this type of development.
3. Density measures provide a feel for the intensity of the built form. A new development
nearly three times the density of the adjoining development will not complement the
local character. The objectives of Core Policy 2 are to provide a range of dwelling types
to meet local need within the context of conserving and enhancing local character. It is
not a requirement for all allocated sites to provide small houses: there are a range of
needs and demands. A consideration of Proposal BA02 adjacent to the High St and
BA01 Hillside in Barcombe Cross suggests they are better able to provide smaller units
to meet local demand.
.
‘Para 2.77. A small section of the site’s southern boundary is adjacent to the Barcombe Cross
Conservation Area. The Barcombe Cross Conservation Area Appraisal (CAA) highlights that the historic
core is focused around the crossroads to the east of the site. The CAA notes that the residential property
‘The Old Station House’ located to the south west of the site is identified as one which makes a
contribution to the Conservation Area’.
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Comment 2.77: The southern boundary of site BA03 abuts a conservation area.
Development of this site will disrupt a wildlife corridor, which presently connects this
conservation area to the “Wild about Barcombe” reserve and the wildlife area along the
old Lewes to Sheffield Park Railway line Policy DM17 in the Plan. It is recognised that
isolated conservation areas are of very limited ecological value and that corridors
allowing free movement of wildlife are essential to ecological integrity. Site BA03
currently supports a diverse range of wildlife including grass snakes, slow worms,
several species of bats and owls, glow worms, frogs, toads and newts.

Para 2.79. ‘The site is within Flood Risk Zone 1 (the least at risk of flooding). Despite this, the site and
surrounding area currently experiences issues of surface water flooding. The site presently
accommodates a pond and number of ditches. Therefore, to ensure that no dwellings are placed in an
area of flood risk and the flooding situation is not exacerbated by the development of this site, a site
specific flood risk assessment will be required and any necessary mitigation measures, including
appropriate Sustainable Urban Drainage System (SuDs), implemented accordingly. The ponds and ditches
offer potential ecological value, therefore in considering mitigation options regard should be given to
opportunities for positive contributions to be made towards valuable habitats for wildlife and future
residents’ amenity’.

Comments 2.79:
1. The pond on the proposed site is at the lowest point in the surrounding area, sitting
mainly on clay and all the run-off from the nearby roads, fields and ditches drains into it.
The pond is a vital element of the delicate balance of drainage. This should not just be
considered in relation to BA03 but as a whole with BA01 and particularly BA02 with its
proposed 25 houses which will have a huge impact on the local drainage system.
2. Flood risk - we have read all the reports relating to flood risk and can find no reference
to the flash floods the residents of Bridgelands suffer from. Flash floods are becoming
more common and, with climate change, that will be exacerbated. No local residents
have been contacted about this issue. All the properties in Bridgelands have been
affected by flooding. The land on both east and west sides of Bridgelands slopes
downwards, with Bridgelands being the lowest point in the topography. Flooding at the
rear of the properties on the west side of Bridgelands, the station garden and the land
to the east, including part of site BA03 occurs every winter. We have submitted
photographic evidence of these events to the LDC Chief Planning Officer.
3. In the year 2000, all the gardens of the properties in Bridgelands and most of the area
designated BA03 were seriously flooded and the flood water was only a few feet away
from entering houses. On another occasion, although the RSPCA were contacted, a
horse trying to drink from the pond in site BA03, sank so deeply into the mud that it
drowned. ESF&R were called to remove the body of the horse and this should appear on
their records.

3
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4. Surface run off from the developments proposed at sites BA01, BA02 and BA03, where a
total of 42 housing units are envisaged will drain to site BA03. At present, these
Greenfield sites allow natural percolation of rainfall to the underground aquifers.
Development will concentrate run off towards Bridgelands and inevitably exacerbate
flooding. It should also be noted that road drains from Barcombe High Street are
culverted to the ditch adjacent to the western aspect of Bridgelands. This ditch also
receives run off from the land to the east via a nineteenth century culvert running
beneath the gardens of numbers 1 and 2 Bridgelands. The combination of these already
challenges the capacity of drainage infrastructure.

5. Whilst the existing properties on the west side of Bridgelands have escaped serious
flooding so far, the risk will be exacerbated by these proposed developments and
flooding of the site BA03 is very likely.
Policy DM16 Former Lewes Sheffield Park Railway Line.
Para. 4.57. ‘It is unrealistic to protect the route of the former Lewes/Sheffield Park Railway Line for
future potential use as a public transport corridor because parts of the track have been developed.
However, part of the route is currently used as a bridleway and much of the undeveloped part of the
route provides a valuable wildlife habitat. The Council will therefore encourage opportunities to increase
access to the countryside by enabling the provision of a footpath, cycleway or bridleway along the
undeveloped part of the former line’.
Policy DM17: Former Lewes/Sheffield Park Railway Line Informal recreational uses, such as walking,
cycling and horse-riding, will be 86 permitted along the route of the undeveloped part of the
Lewes/Sheffield Park railway line where it can be demonstrated that such uses would maintain or
enhance the biodiversity value of the route. Development which would prejudice such uses will not be
be permitted unless proposals are accompanied by alternative route provision.

Comments on Policy DM 16, para 4.57 and DM 17:
1. As well as Policy BA03 land at Bridgelands, we would draw your attention to Policy
DM16 and DM17 which are in conflict with Policy BA03.
2. The disused railway line approaches Barcombe from the north, as illustrated on Inset
Map 6 but its natural and most direct route to the nearest point on the public highway,
at the High Street via Bridgelands, would be blocked by housing allocation BA03.
3. This ‘blocking’ of what must be the best route to implement the
footpath/bridleway/cycleway in the Barcombe area in terms of user requirements and
cost effectiveness to the public purse conflicts with countryside access objectives.

4
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CONCLUSIONS
1. The Housing Site Allocation BA03 is based on the incorrect premise that there is an
incremental increase in density between the existing Bridgelands development and Site
BA03. That is not the case as there will be a threefold increase in density. It will be
contrary to Policy BA03 (b) and (c) in that it will not complement the character of the
local built form, nor respect the character and appearance of the Conservation Area.
2. The housing allocation figure for Barcombe Cross of 30 net houses will be exceeded by
sites utilising BA01- Hillside Nurseries and BA02 Land Adjacent to the High Street which
will provide a total of 35 units net.
3. For all the above reasons it is requested that Policy BA03 Land at Bridgelands be
removed from the Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 pre-submission.

Signed:
Pauline & Richard Cranfield,

Anja & Robin St.Clair-Jones,

Dr J E St.Pierre,

Angela & Sean Murphy

Alasdair & Juliet Smith,

5.11.18
DJB/amm
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Kemp, Emma
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Thom, Tondra
05 November 2018 14:27
Carpenter, Natalie; King, Robert
ldf
FW: Application No: LW/18/0627 - Residential Development - Bridgelands

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

From: Hill, Andrew
Sent: 05 November 2018 14:19
To: Thom, Tondra
Subject: FW: Application No: LW/18/0627 - Residential Development - Bridgelands

FYI
From: Angela Murphy
Sent: 05 November 2018 14:08
To: Hill, Andrew
Subject: Application No: LW/18/0627 - Residential Development - Bridgelands

Dear Mr Hill
Further to our conversation this morning, I would refer you to Policy Nos DM16 and DM17 in the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 - pre-submission - regarding the
policies for the Old Lewes to Sheffield Park railway line as a wildlife area and bridle way etc.
We would draw your attention to Policy DM16 and DM17 which are in conflict with Policy BA03. The designated wildlife area on the old railway line abuts the
proposed development site.
Policy DM16 Former Lewes Sheffield Park Railway Line.

1
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Para. 4.57. ‘It is unrealistic to protect the route of the former Lewes/Sheffield Park Railway Line for future potential use as a public transport corridor because parts of the
track have been developed. However, part of the route is currently used as a bridleway and much of the undeveloped part of the route provides a valuable wildlife habitat.
The Council will therefore encourage opportunities to increase access to the countryside by enabling the provision of a footpath, cycleway or bridleway along the
undeveloped part of the former line’.
Policy DM17: Former Lewes/Sheffield Park Railway Line Informal recreational uses, such as walking, cycling and horse-riding, will be 86 permitted along the route of the
undeveloped part of the Lewes/Sheffield Park railway line where it can be demonstrated that such uses would maintain or enhance the biodiversity value of the route.
Development which would prejudice such uses will not be
be permitted unless proposals are accompanied by alternative route provision.

Comments on Policy DM 16 and DM 17:

1. As well as Policy BA03 land at Bridgelands, we would draw your attention to Policy DM16 and DM17 which are in conflict with Policy BA03.
2. The disused railway line approaches Barcombe from the north, as illustrated on Inset Map 6 but its natural and most direct route to the nearest point
on the public highway, at the High Street via Bridgelands, would be blocked by housing allocation BA03.
3. This ‘blocking’ of what must be the best route to implement the footpath/bridleway/cycleway in the Barcombe area in terms of user requirements
and cost effectiveness to the public purse conflicts with countryside access objectives.
Kind Regards

Angela & Sean Murphy
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Representation ID: REP/367/DM16

Representation ID:

REP/367/DM16

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/367

Name:

Rachel Richardson

Organisation:

Thakeham Homes Ltd

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Planning Consultant

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

rachel.richardson@thakeham.com

Address:

Thakeham House
Summers Place, Stane Street
Billingshurst
West Sussex
RH14 9GN

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM16: Children's Play Space in New Housing
Development

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
Policy DM16 provides a requirement for the provision of on-site Children's Play space,
for developments of 20 or more units in accordance with the minimum standards set out
in Policy DM15.
Whilst as a housing developer we fully support the inclusion of children's play space
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Representation ID: REP/367/DM16
within new housing development, in our view this policy is overly prescriptive and lacks
flexibility. On a small site which may be able to accommodate 20 units, the provision of
an on-site play area to the standards set out in Policy DM15 may jeopardise the delivery
of much needed housing, in our view a threshold of 20 units seems quite low and an
unreasonable requirement. Additionally, the policy needs to provide clarity regarding the
existing local provision and the need for on-site provision if this is deemed to be
sufficient or can be upgraded to provide a wider betterment to the existing and future
communities.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Planning Policy (Local Plan Consultation)
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
BN7 1AB
5th November 2018

Dear Sir/Madam
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies DPD - Pre-Submission version
Re: Former Woods Fruit Farm, Newick
Introduction
Thakeham Homes Ltd are submitting representations to the Lewes Local Plan Part 2: Site
Allocations and Development Management Policies (‘LPP2’) as local stakeholders. Thakeham
are a house builder based in Sussex with a track record for delivering high quality, sustainable
scheme across the South East. We are progressing a number of potential development sites
within this district at varying stages of the planning process, therefore our representations
relate to the role of the emerging Local Plan in the delivery of the District’s adopted housing
objectives over the plan period.
We have previously made representations on Local Plan Part 1 and most recently on Local
Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management policies (Regulation 18) dated
24th January 2018. We therefore have a long-standing interest in the Local Plan preparation
which we support.
Local Plan Part 2 must have due regard to the primary document which is Local Plan Part 1,
given it forms a strategic level plan for the whole district. We have concerns that this has not
occurred.
These representations are submitted in respect of Thakeham Homes’ interests at the Former
Woods Fruit Farm, Newick (‘the site’). The site is also known by SHELAA (2018) reference
27NW, with 22NW also forming part of the site which has the benefit of a Neighbourhood Plan
allocation (Policy HO4) in the ‘Made’ Newick Neighbourhood Plan, for 38 net additional
residential dwellings. A red line location plan for the site is appended to this representation at
Appendix 1.
We confirm within these representations that this site is available and deliverable within the
next five years and is set within a highly sustainable location. As such we wish to make
representations on the policies contained within the Draft LPP2.

Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
www.thakeham.com
Company Registration No. 07278594. Registered Office Address: Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
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We wish to support the progression of the LPP2 and make comments within our
representations on the basis that the site allocations document should be prepared to ensure
conformity with the spatial requirements of the adopted Lewes Core Strategy: Local Plan Part
2 (‘LPP1’) and further site allocations should be sought to ensure that the requirements of the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) are met.
NPPF, paragraphs 10 and 11 set out the presumption in favour of sustainable development
(Section 2),
Paragraph 11(a) identifies a requirement for Local Planning Authorities ‘to positively seek
opportunities to meet the development needs of their area’. Whilst Paragraph 119 states that
“Local planning authorities, and other plan-making bodies, should take a proactive role in
identifying and helping to bring forward land that may be suitable for meeting development
needs”.
Para 120 states that Planning policies and decisions need to reflect changes in the demand
for land. They should be informed by regular reviews of both the land allocated for development
in plans, and of land availability.”
We also wish to make representations to the proposed changes to the planning boundaries
and the proposed ‘Provision of Outdoor Playing Space’ and ‘Children’s Play Space in New
Housing Development’ policy. As such, these representations also respond to Policy DM1,
DM15 and DM16 of the Draft LPP2.
Spatial Distribution
Table 3 (Residential site allocations) of the Draft LPP2 provides an indication of the planned
level of housing in the District, outside of the National Park:

Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
www.thakeham.com
Company Registration No. 07278594. Registered Office Address: Thakeham House, Summers Place, Stane Street, Billingshurst, West Sussex, RH14 9GN
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Table 3 which provides residual housing growth to be identified in LPP2, which in the case of
Newick is 0. As stated in our earlier representation in January 2018, this is unacceptably low
as these figures represent a minimum and all appropriate sites should be assumed to come
forwards.
Whilst Spatial Policy 2 of the adopted LPP1 makes clear that all planned housing growth
numbers are stipulated as minimums, and the LPP2 does state at paragraph 2.7 that ‘It should
be borne in mind that the figures contained within the Spatial Policy 2 are expressed as
minimums and where appropriate growth should exceed this minimum figure’, in our view the
above table does not address these figures as minimum requirements.
This is because it is clear at Table 2 that most parishes have not sought to exceed their
minimum requirements within adopted and emerging Neighbourhood Plans. The Council has
not sought to allocate sites within the LPP2 over and above the housing growth identified within
these adopted and emerging Neighbourhood Plans, thus only meeting the minimum
requirement for most settlements. In our view, this falls short of the requirements of the NPPF
as the Plan has not been positively prepared to meet the District’s development needs.
Additionally, and with particular relevance to Thakeham Homes’ interests at the Former Woods
Fruit Farm, Newick, the Newick Neighbourhood Plan was adopted prior to the Core Strategy
(LPP1). Therefore, as the latest development plan adopted, we would continue to maintain that
the Core Strategy requirements should take precedent.
This is particularly since Regulation 18 stage of LPP2, there has been the publication of the
revised NPPF (July 2018) which provides additional weight to promoting house building and in
maintaining a sufficient supply and delivery of homes. Specifically, Paragraph 59 states:“To support the Government’s objective of significantly boosting the supply of homes, it is
important that a sufficient amount and variety of land can come forward where it is needed,
that the needs of groups with specific housing requirements are addressed and that land with
permission is developed without unnecessary delay”.
Paragraph 16 (a and b) of the NPPF states that Local Plans should “be prepared with the
objective of contributing to the achievement of sustainable development and be prepared
positively, in a way that is aspirational but deliverable”, whilst Paragraph 11(a) makes clear
that Local Plans should ensure flexibility to adapt to rapid change. The LPP2 has identified at
Table 5 that most parishes have not sought to exceed their minimum requirements within
adopted and emerging Neighbourhood Plans. The Council has not sought to allocate sites
within the LPP2 over and above the housing growth identified within these adopted and
emerging Neighbourhood Plans, thus only meeting the minimum requirement for most
settlements. In our view, this falls short of the requirements of the NPPF as the plan has not
been positively prepared to meet the district’s development needs. Additionally, some
Neighbourhood Plans, such as the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan were adopted prior to the
Core Strategy. Therefore, as the latest development plan adopted, the Core Strategy
requirements should take precedent.
Table 3 shows that Newick does not have a residual requirement from the minimum
requirements set out in Policy S2 of the LPP1. However has all the requirements are
minimums it could be questioned as to why the council are not seeking more sites or pursuing
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opportunities where more sites are available for development. A brief explanation is provided
at paragraph 2.6:
‘Housing growth at Newick, Plumpton Green, Ringmer and Wivelsfield Green is planning for
through their respective ‘made’ neighbourhood plans (shaded yellow). Neighbourhood Plans
are currently progressing and will identify the housing growth for the following settlements
(shaded blue):
•
•
•

Peacehaven and Telscombe;
Newhaven; and
Seaford.

Local Plan Part 2 is therefore required to identify the planned housing growth at the remaining
settlements of Edge of Burgess Hill (within Wivelsfield Parish), North Chailey, South Chailey,
Barcombe Cross and Cooksbridge.’
Whilst paragraphs 2.114 – 2.115 state:
2.114 Spatial Policy 2 of the Local Plan Part 1 sets the requirements for a minimum of 100 net
additional dwellings to be provided within the settlement of Newick.
2.115 Newick Parish Council has a ‘made’ Neighbourhood Plan, adopted July 2015, that
allocates sites for 100 net additional dwellings. One allocated site, Newick Hill identified for 30
net additional dwellings. Any future planning applications or potential review of Newick
Neighbourhood Plan which considers housing allocations, will need to take into consideration
policies within the adopted development plan.
In our view, the intention to only address minimum requirements is an unsound and obstructive
approach as there is no flexibility should development not come forward for a whole variety of
reasons.
Land at Woods Fruit Farm, Newick is a sustainable site and would enable the LPP2 to be more
robust in its approach to housing delivery. This would ensure that the LPP2 has been more
positively prepared for robustness of the plan at examination. We would reiterate that the
council should seek to increase the provision of housing in the LPP2 to ensure a robust
strategy for housing delivery which conforms with the requirements of the LPP1 and the NPPF.
Policy DM1: Planning Boundary
Policy DM1 states that within the development boundaries, as defined on the Proposals Maps,
development will be permitted providing it accords with the policies of the development plan.
Accompanying the LPP2, Lewes District Council have published revised proposals maps,
which have sought to amend the planning boundaries to include the allocations specified within
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the LPP1, the LPP2 and made neighbourhood plans. We support the revision of the settlement
Planning Boundaries to include all allocations.
Policy DM15: Provision of Outdoor Playing Space & Policy DM16: Children’s Play Space
in New Housing Development
Policy DM15 sets out the requirements for the provision of outdoor playing space, including
outdoor sports, equipped/designated children’s playing space and MUGAs and skateboard
parks.
Policy DM16 provides a requirement for the provision of on-site Children’s Play space, for
developments of 20 or more units in accordance with the minimum standards set out in Policy
DM15.
Whilst as a housing developer we fully support the inclusion of children’s play space within
new housing development, in our view this policy is overly prescriptive and lacks flexibility. On
a small site which may be able to accommodate 20 units, the provision of an on-site play area
to the standards set out in Policy DM15 may jeopardise the delivery of much needed housing,
in our view a threshold of 20 units seems quite low and an unreasonable requirement.
Additionally, the policy needs to provide clarity regarding the existing local provision and the
need for on-site provision if this is deemed to be sufficient or can be upgraded to provide a
wider betterment to the existing and future communities.
Woods Fruit Farm, Newick
Thakeham Homes recommends the site for residential development and as such seeks to
promote the site in its entirety for residential development. The red line for the site has been
appended to this representation in Appendix 1.
Newick Neighbourhood Plan
The western area of the site has the benefit of a neighbourhood plan allocation for 38 net
additional dwellings.
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Figure 1 Neighbourhood Plan Allocation of the Western Section of the Application Site

The site has continuously been promoted in its entirety, and whilst the eastern parcel did not
emerge as a formal allocation in the Made Newick Neighbourhood Plan, it was considered as
part of the Plan’s evidence base.
The ‘Newick Neighbourhood Plan: Sustainability Appraisal and Development Site Selection’
report refers the site as Site 10, which extends the full site area:

Figure 2 Site 10 as assessed for housing capacity by Newick Parish
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In reference to Site 10, the Sustainability Appraisal notes the following:
‘Though the whole of Site 10 was taken into account in ranking the sites only the western part
of this Site is required to provide space for the balance of the 100 homes required’
The above note infers that, whilst the whole of Site 10 is suitable for housing on social,
economic and environmental grounds, only a portion of it was required as an allocation with a
view to meeting the then emerging JCS policy provision of 100 homes in Newick.
The Newick Neighbourhood Plan (NNP) was adopted in 2015, prior to the adoption of the LPP1
in 2016. Whilst the NNP progressed utilising the evidence available at that time, the NNP only
sought to meet the housing requirement of the then emerging JCS of 100 units. During the
JCS Examination the Inspector requested the wording changed to a ‘minimum’ of 100 units. It
is therefore in our view the council should seek further allocations in Newick over and above
the NNP allocations to ensure sufficient flexibility.
Lewes District Council 2018 Strategic Housing and Employment Land Availability Assessment
(SHELAA)
The 2017 SHELAA assessed the site under reference 27NW, deeming the entire site at 3.6
hectares: suitable, available, achievable and deliverable for the delivery of 69 residential
dwellings.
Given the councils own SHELAA assessment, we consider that the whole site could provide
much needed housing development within the plan period, help provide the Local Plan with
sufficient flexibility to be able to adapt to rapid change in accordance with the NPPF and
support the provision of housing in accordance with policy SP2 of the adopted LPP1.
Conclusions
In conclusion, whilst the site has the benefit of a partial housing allocation within the Made
Newick Neighbourhood Plan, it is clear the identified housing growth within the Spatial Policy
2 of the adopted LPP1 stipulates minimum requirements. Consequently, in our view the
Council should seek to increase the provision of housing in the LPP2 to ensure a robust
strategy for housing delivery which conforms with the requirements of SP2 and the NPPF.
We support the revision of the proposals map in accordance with the spatial requirements for
housing delivery and would suggest that the council needs to revisit the requirements
stipulated in policies DM15 and DM16 to ensure that these represent a feasible approach.
As detailed above, we are actively promoting the site for residential development and we have
therefore demonstrated within these representations that we consider the site to be achievable,
suitable and available for residential development.
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We trust that these representations will be useful and clear and we would be grateful for
confirmation of receipt. In the meantime, please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any
queries or require any further information.
Yours Sincerely,

Rachel Richardson
Senior Planner
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Representation ID: REP/424/DM16

Representation ID:

REP/424/DM16

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/424

Name:

Sarah Sutcliffe

Organisation:

Thakeham Homes

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Developer/Landowner

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

sarah.sutcliffe@thakeham.com

Address:

Thakeham House, Summers Place
Stane Street
Billingshurst
West Sussex
RH14 9GN

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM16: Children's Play Space in New Housing
Development

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
Whilst as a housing developer we fully support the inclusion of children's play space
within new housing development, in our view this policy is overly prescriptive and lacks
flexibility. On a small site which may be able to accommodate 20 units, the provision of
an on-site play area to the standards set out in Policy DM15 may jeopardise the delivery
of much needed housing, in our view a threshold of 20 units seems quite low and an
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Representation ID: REP/424/DM16
unreasonable requirement.
Additionally, the policy needs to provide clarity regarding the existing local provision and
the need for on-site provision if this is deemed to be sufficient or can be upgraded to
provide a wider betterment to the existing and future communities
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Planning Policy
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
BN7 1AB
5th November 2018
Dear Sir/Madam,
Lewes Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Policies
Development Plan Document – Pre-Submission version – Representation
Re: Bishops Lane, Ringmer
Introduction
Thakeham Homes Ltd are submitting representations to the Lewes Local Plan Part 2: Site
Allocations and Development Management Policies (‘LPP2’) as local stakeholders. Thakeham
are a house builder based in Sussex with a track record for delivering high quality, sustainable
schemes across the south east. We are progressing a number of potential development sites
within this district at varying stages of the planning process, therefore our representations
relate to the role of the emerging Local Plan in the delivery of the District’s adopted housing
objectives over the plan period.
We have made representations now on Local Plan Part 1 and recently on Local Plan Part 2:
Site Allocations and Development Management policies (Regulation 18) dated 24th January
2018. We therefore have a long-standing interest in the Local Plan preparation which we
support.
Local Plan Part 2 must have due regard to the primary document which is Local Plan Part 1,
given it forms a strategic level plan for the whole district. We have concerns that this has not
occurred.
These representations are submitted in respect of Thakeham Homes’ interests at Bishops
Lane, Ringmer (‘the site’). This site is the land immediately to the east of Diplocks Industrial
Estate, also known by SHELAA (2018) reference 21RG, for 75 net additional residential
dwellings. A location plan for the site is appended to this representation at Appendix 1.
We confirm within these representations that this site is available and deliverable within the
next five years and is set within highly sustainable locations. As such we wish to make
representations on the policies contained within the Draft LPP2
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We wish to support the progression of the LPP2 and make comments within our
representations on the basis that the site allocations document should be prepared to ensure
conformity with the spatial requirements of the adopted Lewes Core Strategy: Local Plan Part
2 (‘LPP1’) and further site allocations should be sought to ensure that the requirements of the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) are met.
NPPF, paragraphs 10 and 11 set out the presumption in favour of sustainable development,
with Paragraph 11(a) identifying a requirement for Local Planning Authorities ‘to positively seek
opportunities to meet the development needs of their area’. Whilst Paragraph 119 states that
“Local planning authorities, and other plan-making bodies, should take a proactive role in
identifying and helping to bring forward land that may be suitable for meeting development
needs”.
Para 120 states that Planning policies and decisions need to reflect changes in the demand
for land. They should be informed by regular reviews of both the land allocated for development
in plans, and of land availability.”
Paragraph 9 also comments that, “Planning policies and decisions should play an active
role in guiding development towards sustainable solutions”
In addition to our comments regarding spatial requirements we also wish to make
representations to the proposed changes to the planning boundaries and the proposed
‘Provision of Outdoor Playing Space’ and ‘Children’s Play Space in New Housing
Development’ policy. As such, these representations also respond to Policy DM1, DM15 and
DM16 of the Draft LPP2.

Spatial Distribution
Table 3 (Residential site allocations) of the Draft LPP2 provides an indication of the planned
level ofhousing in the District, outside of the National Park:
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Table 3 provides the residual housing growth to be identified in LPP2, which in the case of
Ringmer and Broyle Side is 32 net additional dwellings.
Although this has increased from previously being 12 (as stated in our earlier representation
in January 2018) it is still unacceptably low as these figures are a minimum and all sites should
be assumed to come forward.
Whilst Spatial Policy 2 of the adopted LPP1 makes clear that all planned housing growth
numbers are stipulated as minimums, and the LPP2 does state at paragraph 2.7 that ‘It should
be borne in mind that the figures contained within the Spatial Policy 2 are expressed as
minimums and where appropriate growth should exceed this minimum figure’, in our view the
above table does not address these figures as minimum requirements.
It is clear from Table 2 that most parishes designated to produce a neighbourhood plan, have
not sought to exceed their minimum requirements within adopted and emerging
Neighbourhood Plans. The Council has not sought to allocate sites within the LPP2 over and
above the housing growth identified within these adopted and emerging Neighbourhood Plans,
thus only meeting the minimum requirement for most settlements. In our view, this falls short
of the requirements of the NPPF as the Plan has not been positively prepared to meet the
District’s development needs. Additionally, and with particular relevance to Thakeham Homes’
interests at Lewes Road, Ringmer, the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan was adopted prior to the
Core Strategy. Therefore, as the latest development plan adopted, we would continue to
maintain that the Core Strategy requirements should take precedent.
This is particularly since Regulation 18 stage of LPP2, there has been the publication of the
revised NPPF (July 2018) which provides additional weight to promoting house building and in
maintaining a sufficient supply and delivery of homes. Specifically, Paragraph 59 states:“To support the Government’s objective of significantly boosting the supply of homes, it is
important that a sufficient amount and variety of land can come forward where it is needed,
that the needs of groups with specific housing requirements are addressed and that land with
permission is developed without unnecessary delay”.
Paragraph 16 (a and b) of the NPPF states that Local Plans should “be prepared with the
objective of contributing to the achievement of sustainable development and be prepared
positively, in a way that is aspirational but deliverable”, whilst Paragraph 11(a) makes clear
that Local Plans should ensure flexibility to adapt to rapid change. The LPP2 has identified at
Table 5 that most parishes have not sought to exceed their minimum requirements within
adopted and emerging Neighbourhood Plans. The Council has not sought to allocate sites
within the LPP2 over and above the housing growth identified within these adopted and
emerging Neighbourhood Plans, thus only meeting the minimum requirement for most
settlements. In our view, this falls short of the requirements of the NPPF as the plan has not
been positively prepared to meet the district’s development needs. Additionally, some
Neighbourhood Plans, such as the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan were adopted prior to the
Core Strategy. Therefore, as the latest development plan adopted, the Core Strategy
requirements should take precedent.
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Table 3 shows that Ringmer has a shortfall of 32 dwellings. As all the requirements are
minimums it could be questioned as to why the council are not seeking more sites or pursuing
opportunities where more sites are available for development.
There is a small difference of 32 dwellings within the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan once the
overlap with commitments in Local Plan Part 1 (Table 5, p53) and the strategic allocation
Spatial Policy 6: Land north of Bishops Lane, have been taken into account. A detailed
explanation is provided within the Ringmer and Broyle Side section (paragraphs 2.118 to
2.121).
‘2.118 Spatial Policy 2 of the Local Plan Part 1 sets the requirement for a minimum 215 net
additional dwellings to be provided within Ringmer and Broyle Side. Ringmer Parish Council
has a 'made' neighbourhood plan which contains a number of housing policies and allocations.
A number of these allocated sites have since gained planning permission.
2.119 As referred to earlier in paragraph 2.8, a number of sites within Policy 6.4 of the Ringmer
Neighbourhood Plan (RNP) overlap with commitments or the strategic allocation, Land north
of Bishops Lane, identified in Spatial Policy 2 and Table 5 of Local Plan Part 1. The removal
of these duplications results in a total of 183 net additional dwellings identified within the RNP;
a shortfall of 32 net additional dwellings, against the planned housing growth figure of minimum
215 net additional dwellings.
2.120 The shortfall was recognised and discussed at the Local Plan Part 1 Examination, during
which it was agreed that the retained 'saved' 2003 Lewes District Local Plan housing allocation
RG1: Caburn Field was highly likely to deliver above the original target minimum of 40
dwellings (the number contained within the commitments figure for Spatial Policy 2). An
additional 20 dwellings, thereby providing a total of 60 net additional dwellings, was considered
at that time to be a reasonable anticipated capacity for an eventual proposal.
2.121 The increase in capacity was partly due to the inclusion of adjacent Lewes District
Council owned land. A further 12 dwellings, however, is still required to meet the minimum of
215 net additional dwellings. Progress has since been made on the development proposals
for this site, which indicate a yield of 96 dwellings. It is therefore proposed to allocate Caburn
Field for approximately 90, meeting the shortfall of 32 and providing an additional 18 over the
minimum of 215 net additional dwellings. This represents an uplift of 50 over and above the
'saved' 2003 allocation.
Paragraph 2.124. then goes on to state that ‘The housing growth and Ringmer and Broyle
Side, as identified within Local Plan Part 1, is limited due to current highways constraints of
the B2192. Current identified junction improvements, to be delivered by the strategic site at
Bishops Lane, allow for a total of 385 net additional dwellings to be accommodated within the
settlement. Due to the junction capacity constraints there is effectively a cap on development
in Ringmer and Broyle Side beyond the planned 385 net additional dwellings. This is even
allowing for the planned junction improvements that will be delivered through the strategic
allocation at Bishops Lane.”
Paragraph 2.11 discussed the overall requirements for the LPP2 following the assessment of
individual settlement requirements. “The Local Plan Part 2 is therefore required to deliver a
minimum 127 net additional dwellings. In respect to Table 5 it shows that Local Plan Part 2 is
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meeting the minimum required figures”. Again, this should not address minimum requirements
as there is no flexibility should development not come forward for a whole variety of reasons.
It is noted in respect to Table 5 that in the case of Ringmer and Broyle Side that 50 no. units
are allocated in LPP2. It should in fact be upwards of this number to take full account of national
planning policy.
Land at Bishops Lane, Ringmer is a sustainable site and its inclusion as an additional allocation
would enable LPP2 to be more robust in its approach to housing delivery. This would ensure
that LPP2 has been more positively prepared for the robustness of the Plan at Examination.
We would reiterate that the Council should seek to increase the provision of housing in the
LPP2 to ensure a robust strategy for housing delivery which conforms with the requirements
of SP2 and the NPPF.
Policy DM1: Planning Boundary
Policy DM1 states that within the development boundaries, as defined on the Proposals Maps,
development will be permitted providing it accords with the policies of the development plan.
Accompanying the LPP2, Lewes District Council have published revised proposals maps
which have sought to amend the planning boundaries to include the allocations specified within
the LPP1, the LPP2 and made neighbourhood plans. We support the revision of the settlement
Planning Boundaries to include all allocations.

Policy DM15: Provision of Outdoor Playing Space & Policy DM16: Children’s Play Space
in New Housing Development

Policy DM15 sets out the requirements for the provision of outdoor playing space, including
outdoor sports, equipped/designated children’s playing space and MUGAs and skateboard
parks.
Policy DM16 provides a requirement for the provision of on-site Children’s Play space, for
developments of 20 or more units in accordance with the minimum standards set out in Policy
DM15.
Whilst as a housing developer we fully support the inclusion of children’s play space within
new housing development, in our view this policy is overly prescriptive and lacks flexibility. On
a small site which may be able to accommodate 20 units, the provision of an on-site play area
to the standards set out in Policy DM15 may jeopardise the delivery of much needed housing,
in our view a threshold of 20 units seems quite low and an unreasonable requirement.
Additionally, the policy needs to provide clarity regarding the existing local provision and the
need for on-site provision if this is deemed to be sufficient or can be upgraded to provide a
wider betterment to the existing and future communitites.
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Bishops Lane, Ringmer
Thakeham Homes recommends the site for residential development and as such seeks to
promote the site in its entirety for residential development. The red line for the site has been
appended to this representation in Appendix 1.
Land north of Bishops Lane is included in the Lewes District Council SHELAA (2018) under
reference 21RG. The site is around 2.5 ha in size and a yield of 75 dwellings is suggested, the
site has been assessed as ‘suitable, available and achievable’ with the rationale for this
assessment stating:
‘Site is actively being promoted through Part 2 of Local Plan. Greenfield site adjacent to
planning boundary, within walking distance of bus stop and local shops. Area of potential
archaeological interest. ESCC landscape architect considers that the area north of Bishops
Lane should be assessed as a unit to identify developable areas and suitable landscape setting
to redefine village edge. LCS concludes wider landscape character area to have medium
capacity for change. Relocation of right of way required. Significant development in Ringmer
would impact upon Earwig Corner junction. Based on current information and views of ESCC
highways this is considered possible and achievable. Access can be achieved independently
or through one of the adjacent sites. Development of this scale is likely to require an upgrade
to the Neaves Lane Waste Water Treatment Works, which is considered deliverable within the
next five years, which is considered deliverable within the next five years. Site is not identified
for housing within the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan.’
As per the Council’s own SHELAA assessment, the site is considered to be available, suitable
and achievable, with no evident constraints that would prevent the delivery of housing on the
site, and therefore considered deliverable. As such, we consider that the whole of the site
could provide much needed housing development within the plan period, helping to provide
the Local Plan with sufficient flexibility to be able to adapt to rapid change in accordance with
the NPPF and support the provision of housing in accordance with policy SP2 of the adopted
LPP1.

Conclusions
In conclusion, it is clear the identified housing growth within the Spatial Policy 2 of the adopted
LPP1 stipulates minimum requirements. Consequently, in our view the Council should seek
to increase the provision of housing in the LPP2 to ensure a robust strategy for housing delivery
which conforms with the requirements of SP2 and the NPPF.
We support the revision of the proposals map in accordance with the spatial requirements for
housing delivery and would suggest that the council needs to revisit the requirements
stipulated in policies DM15 and DM16 to ensure that these represent a feasible approach.
As detailed above, we are actively promoting the site for residential development and we have
therefore demonstrated within these representations that we consider the site to be achievable,
suitable and available for residential development.
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We trust that these representations will be useful and clear and we would be grateful for
confirmation of receipt. In the meantime, please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any
queries or require any further information.
Yours Sincerely,

Rachel Richardson
Senior Planner

Enc. Appendix 1 - Location Plan
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Planning Policy
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
BN7 1AB
5th November 2018
Dear Sir/Madam,
Lewes Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Policies
Development Plan Document Consultation (Regulation 18) – Representation
Re: Land at Lewes Road, Ringmer
Introduction
Thakeham Homes Ltd are submitting representations to the Lewes Local Plan Part 2: Site
Allocations and Development Management Policies (‘LPP2’) as local stakeholders. Thakeham
are a house builder based in Sussex with a track record for delivering high quality, sustainable
scheme across the south east. We are progressing a number of potential development sites
within this district at varying stages of the planning process, therefore our representations
relate to the role of the emerging Local Plan in the delivery of the District’s adopted housing
objectives over the plan period.
We have made representations now on Local Plan Part 1 and recently on Local Plan Part 2:
Site Allocations and Development Management policies (Regulation 18) dated 24th January
2018. We therefore have a long-standing interest in the Local Plan preparation which we
support.
Local Plan Part 2 must have due regard to the primary document which is Local Plan Part 1,
given it forms a strategic level plan for the whole district. We have concerns that this has not
occurred.
These representations are submitted in respect of Thakeham Homes’ interests at Lewes Road,
Ringmer (‘the site’). Thakeham has a developer interest in a site north of Lewes Road available
for development that is approximately 4.8 ha in size. A location plan for the site is appended
to this representation at Appendix 1.
We confirm within these representations that this site is available and deliverable within the
next five years and are set within highly sustainable locations. As such we wish to make
representations on the policies contained within the Draft LPP2.
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We wish to support the progression of the LPP2 and make comments within our
representations on the basis that the site allocations document should be prepared to ensure
conformity with the spatial requirements of the adopted Lewes Core Strategy: Local Plan Part
1 (‘LPP1’) and further site allocations should be sought to ensure that the requirements of the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) are met.
NPPF, paragraphs 10 and 11 set out the presumption in favour of sustainable development,
with Paragraph 11(a) identifying a requirement for Local Planning Authorities ‘to positively seek
opportunities to meet the development needs of their area’. Whilst Paragraph 119 states that
“Local planning authorities, and other plan-making bodies, should take a proactive role in
identifying and helping to bring forward land that may be suitable for meeting development
needs”.
Para 120 states that Planning policies and decisions need to reflect changes in the demand
for land. They should be informed by regular reviews of both the land allocated for development
in plans, and of land availability.”
Paragraph 9 also comments that, “Planning policies and decisions should play an active
role in guiding development towards sustainable solutions”
In addition to our comments regarding spatial requirements we also wish to make
representations to the proposed changes to the planning boundaries and the proposed
‘Provision of Outdoor Playing Space’ and ‘Children’s Play Space in New Housing
Development’ policy. As such, these representations also respond to Policy DM1, DM15 and
DM16 of the Draft LPP2.

Spatial Distribution
Table 3 (Residential site allocations) of the Draft LPP2 provides an indication of the planned
level of housing in the District, outside of the National Park:
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Table 3 provides the residual housing growth to be identified in LPP2, which in the case of
Ringmer and Broyle Side is 32 net additional dwellings.
Although this has increased from previously being 12 (as stated in our earlier representation
in January 2018) it is still unacceptably low as these figures are a minimum and all sites should
be assumed to come forward.
Whilst Spatial Policy 2 of the adopted LPP1 makes clear that all planned housing growth
numbers are stipulated as minimums, and the LPP2 does state at paragraph 2.7 that ‘It should
be borne in mind that the figures contained within the Spatial Policy 2 are expressed as
minimums and where appropriate growth should exceed this minimum figure’, in our view the
above table does not address these figures as minimum requirements.
It is clear from Table 2 that most parishes designated to produce a neighbourhood plan, have
not sought to exceed their minimum requirements within adopted and emerging
Neighbourhood Plans. The Council has not sought to allocate sites within the LPP2 over and
above the housing growth identified within these adopted and emerging Neighbourhood Plans,
thus only meeting the minimum requirement for most settlements. In our view, this falls short
of the requirements of the NPPF as the Plan has not been positively prepared to meet the
District’s development needs. Additionally, and with particular relevance to Thakeham Homes’
interests at Lewes Road, Ringmer, the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan was adopted prior to the
Core Strategy. Therefore, as the latest development plan adopted, we would continue to
maintain that the Core Strategy requirements should take precedent.
This is particularly since Regulation 18 stage of LPP2, there has been the publication of the
revised NPPF (July 2018) which provides additional weight to promoting house building and in
maintaining a sufficient supply and delivery of homes. Specifically, Paragraph 59 states:“To support the Government’s objective of significantly boosting the supply of homes, it is
important that a sufficient amount and variety of land can come forward where it is needed,
that the needs of groups with specific housing requirements are addressed and that land with
permission is developed without unnecessary delay”.
Paragraph 16 (a and b) of the NPPF states that Local Plans should “be prepared with the
objective of contributing to the achievement of sustainable development and be prepared
positively, in a way that is aspirational but deliverable”, whilst Paragraph 11(a) makes clear
that Local Plans should ensure flexibility to adapt to rapid change. The LPP2 has identified at
Table 5 that most parishes have not sought to exceed their minimum requirements within
adopted and emerging Neighbourhood Plans. The Council has not sought to allocate sites
within the LPP2 over and above the housing growth identified within these adopted and
emerging Neighbourhood Plans, thus only meeting the minimum requirement for most
settlements. In our view, this falls short of the requirements of the NPPF as the plan has not
been positively prepared to meet the district’s development needs. Additionally, some
Neighbourhood Plans, such as the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan were adopted prior to the
Core Strategy. Therefore, as the latest development plan adopted, the Core Strategy
requirements should take precedent.
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Table 3 shows that Ringmer has a shortfall of 32 dwellings. As all the requirements are
minimums it could be questioned as to why the council are not seeking more sites or pursuing
opportunities where more sites are available for development.
There is a small difference of 32 dwellings within the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan once the
overlap with commitments in Local Plan Part 1 (Table 5, p53) and the strategic allocation
Spatial Policy 6: Land north of Bishops Lane, have been taken into account. A detailed
explanation is provided within the Ringmer and Broyle Side section (paragraphs 2.118 to
2.121).
‘2.118 Spatial Policy 2 of the Local Plan Part 1 sets the requirement for a minimum 215 net
additional dwellings to be provided within Ringmer and Broyle Side. Ringmer Parish Council
has a 'made' neighbourhood plan which contains a number of housing policies and allocations.
A number of these allocated sites have since gained planning permission.
2.119 As referred to earlier in paragraph 2.8, a number of sites within Policy 6.4 of the Ringmer
Neighbourhood Plan (RNP) overlap with commitments or the strategic allocation, Land north
of Bishops Lane, identified in Spatial Policy 2 and Table 5 of Local Plan Part 1. The removal
of these duplications results in a total of 183 net additional dwellings identified within the RNP;
a shortfall of 32 net additional dwellings, against the planned housing growth figure of minimum
215 net additional dwellings.
2.120 The shortfall was recognised and discussed at the Local Plan Part 1 Examination, during
which it was agreed that the retained 'saved' 2003 Lewes District Local Plan housing allocation
RG1: Caburn Field was highly likely to deliver above the original target minimum of 40
dwellings (the number contained within the commitments figure for Spatial Policy 2). An
additional 20 dwellings, thereby providing a total of 60 net additional dwellings, was considered
at that time to be a reasonable anticipated capacity for an eventual proposal.
2.121 The increase in capacity was partly due to the inclusion of adjacent Lewes District
Council owned land. A further 12 dwellings, however, is still required to meet the minimum of
215 net additional dwellings. Progress has since been made on the development proposals
for this site, which indicate a yield of 96 dwellings. It is therefore proposed to allocate Caburn
Field for approximately 90, meeting the shortfall of 32 and providing an additional 18 over the
minimum of 215 net additional dwellings. This represents an uplift of 50 over and above the
'saved' 2003 allocation.
Paragraph 2.124. then goes on to state that ‘The housing growth and Ringmer and Broyle
Side, as identified within Local Plan Part 1, is limited due to current highways constraints of
the B2192. Current identified junction improvements, to be delivered by the strategic site at
Bishops Lane, allow for a total of 385 net additional dwellings to be accommodated within the
settlement. Due to the junction capacity constraints there is effectively a cap on development
in Ringmer and Broyle Side beyond the planned 385 net additional dwellings. This is even
allowing for the planned junction improvements that will be delivered through the strategic
allocation at Bishops Lane.”
Paragraph 2.11 discussed the overall requirements for the LPP2 following the assessment of
individual settlement requirements. “The Local Plan Part 2 is therefore required to deliver a
minimum 127 net additional dwellings. In respect to Table 5 it shows that Local Plan Part 2 is
meeting the minimum required figures”. Again, this should not address minimum requirements
as there is no flexibility should development not come forward for a whole variety of reasons.
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It is noted in respect to Table 5 that in the case of Ringmer and Broyle Side that 50 no. units
are allocated in LPP2. It should in fact be upwards of this number to take full account of national
planning policy.
Land at Lewes Road, Ringmer is a sustainable site and its inclusion as an additional allocation
would enable LPP2 to be more robust in its approach to housing delivery. This would ensure
that LPP2 has been more positively prepared for the robustness of the Plan at Examination.
We would reiterate that the Council should seek to increase the provision of housing in the
LPP2 to ensure a robust strategy for housing delivery which conforms with the requirements
of SP2 and the NPPF. This site could deliver an additional 90 houses which would only seek
to strengthen the Council’s position in terms of their housing land supply.
Policy DM1: Planning Boundary
Policy DM1 states that within the development boundaries, as defined on the Proposals Maps,
development will be permitted providing it accords with the policies of the development plan.
Accompanying the LPP2, Lewes District Council have published revised proposals maps
which have sought to amend the planning boundaries to include the allocations specified within
the LPP1, the LPP2 and made neighbourhood plans. We support the revision of the settlement
Planning Boundaries.

Policy DM15: Provision of Outdoor Playing Space & Policy DM16: Children’s Play Space
in New Housing Development
Policy DM15 sets out the requirements for the provision of outdoor playing space, including
outdoor sports, equipped/designated children’s playing space and MUGAs and skateboard
parks.
Policy DM16 provides a requirement for the provision of on-site Children’s Play space, for
developments of 20 or more units in accordance with the minimum standards set out in Policy
DM15.
Whilst as a housing developer we fully support the inclusion of children’s play space within
new housing development, in our view this policy is overly prescriptive and lacks flexibility. On
a small site which may be able to accommodate 20 units, the provision of an on-site play area
to the standards set out in Policy DM15 may jeopardise the delivery of much needed housing,
in our view a threshold of 20 units seems quite low and an unreasonable requirement.
Additionally, the policy needs to provide clarity regarding the existing local provision and the
need for on-site provision if this is deemed to be sufficient or can be upgraded to provide a
wider betterment to the existing and future communities.

Land at Lewes Road, Ringmer
Thakeham Homes recommends the sites for residential development and as such seeks to
promote the sites in their entirety for residential development. The site has been assessed in
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the Council’s latest SHELAA (2018) as not deliverable or developable, however in our view the
assessment raises no constraints which could not be suitably overcome as part of any future
planning application. The site north of Lewes Road we believe is suitable, available and
achievable. The red line for the sites has been appended to this representation in Appendix 1.
Availability, Suitability and Achievability
We wish to promote the site in its entirety for residential development and can confirm that the
site is Available, Suitable, Achievable and therefore deliverable within the next 5 years.
Availability
As highlighted within this and previous representations, the site is controlled by Thakeham
Homes Ltd and are actively being promoted for residential development.
Thakeham has a proven track record for delivering a number of high quality residential
schemes across Surrey, Sussex and Hampshire and will be seeking to deliver a range of
dwellings on the sites.
Suitability
The site is located on the north eastern edge of Ringmer village and is within walking distance
of the various local amenities of Ringmer. Ringmer falls in the third tier of the settlement
hierarchy and is therefore considered to have a range of services and facilities to meet the
needs of the existing community as well as providing key services for surrounding rural
villages. The site has good transport links, with a frequent bus service available from a number
of stops around the village.
Achievability
Given the acute housing need within the District and the location if the site, it is considered
that there is a reasonable prospect of residential development being achieved in the next five
years.
As stated above, Thakeham has a proven track record for delivering schemes of a similar size
and scale throughout Surrey, Sussex and Hampshire, and has the capacity to deliver the
development of the site to provide much needed new homes within the first 5 years of the plan
period.
Deliverability
For the reasons above, the site is considered to be available, suitable and achievable, and
therefore deliverable in accordance with the NPPG. As such, we consider that the site could
provide much needed housing development within the plan period, help provide the Local Plan
with sufficient flexibility to be able to adapt to rapid change in accordance with the NPPF and
support the provision of housing in accordance with policy SP2 of the adopted LPP1.
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Conclusions
In conclusion, it is clear the identified housing growth within the Spatial Policy 2 of the adopted
LPP1 stipulates minimum requirements. Consequently, in our view the Council should seek
to increase the provision of housing in the LPP2 to ensure a robust strategy for housing delivery
which conforms with the requirements of SP2 and the NPPF.
We support the revision of the proposals map in accordance with the spatial requirements for
housing delivery and would suggest that the Council needs to revisit the requirements
stipulated in policies DM15 and DM16 to ensure that these represent a feasible approach.
As detailed above, we are actively promoting the site for residential development and we have
therefore demonstrated within these representations that we consider the site to be achievable,
suitable and available for residential development.
We trust that these representations will be useful and clear and we would be grateful for
confirmation of receipt. In the meantime, please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any
queries or require any further information.
Yours Sincerely,

Rachel Richardson
Senior Planner

Enc. Appendix 1 - Location Plan
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Policy-specific Representations

DM17: Former Lewes/Sheffield Park
Railway Line
Representation References: DM17
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Representation ID: REP/022/DM17

Representation ID:

REP/022/DM17

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/022

Name:

Jess Price

Organisation:

Sussex Wildlife Trust

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

swtconservation@sussexwt.org.uk

Address:

Woods Mill
Henfield
West Sussex
BN5 9SD

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM17: Former Lewes/Sheffield Park Railway Line

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
(SEE PDF FOR FULL REPRESENTATION)
We are pleased to see that LDC have taken on board SWT's constructive comments in
relation to this policy and have made amendments that help to reflect the importance of
this route for biodiversity.
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Representation ID: REP/022/DM17
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Contact:

By email only
ldf@lewes.gov.uk

Jess Price

Direct Dial: 01273 497511
E-mail:

swtconservation@sussexwt.org.uk

Date:

5 November 18

Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD PreSubmission Version – November 2018
The Sussex Wildlife Trust (SWT) recognises the importance of a plan led system as opposed to a
developer led process and supports Lewes District Council’s (LDC) desire to produce a cohesive Site
Allocations Local Plan. Therefore, we hope that our comments are used constructively to make certain
that this pre-submission version properly plans for the natural capital needed within the district and
ensures that any development is truly sustainable.
Where we are proposing a change to policy or the supporting text, recommended additions are
highlighted in bold and deletions are struck through.
We note that LDC’s Guidance Notes for Making Representations states that it is anticipated that the Plan
will be examined in the context of the 2012 National Planning Policy Framework (2012NPPF). However
the timeline for the progression of this plan could slip and paragraph 213 of the 2018NPPF states that
due weight should be given to policies according to their degree of consistency with the new Framework.
SWT has therefore related its comments to both the 2012 and 2018 versions of the NPPF.

SECTION 2 – RESIDENTIAL SITE ALLOCATIONS
As SWT stated in our regulation 18 comments, the allocation of strategic areas for development and
delivery policies should always be informed by evidence of the functioning of ecological networks at a
landscape scale and underpinned by up-to-date, site specific data as per paragraphs 114 and 165 of the
2012NPPF and 31 and 174 of the 2018NPPF. We are still concerned that LDC has not taken this aspect
of the NPPF into full consideration. In particular there appears to be little information of how the site
allocations relate to the district’s ecological and green infrastructure networks or what the current
biodiversity value of the sites are.

Policies NH01, BA01, BA02, BA03, CH01, CH03, RG01 and GT01
SWT are pleased to see that these policies all now include a requirement for an ecological impact
assessment, however the wording of the relevant criterion is not consistent with national policy and
therefore the policies are unsound.
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In particular, the 2018NPPF is clear in paragraph 170 that planning policies and decisions should
minimise impacts on and provide net gains for biodiversity. There is no longer the caveat of ‘where
possible’ indicating that all development should achieve net gains. We do note that policy BH01 already
does not contain the caveat.
Additionally, a principle of planning, which should contribute to achieving net gains, is the mitigation
hierarchy of first avoiding harm, then mitigating for any residual harm, before, as a last resort, considering
compensation (2012NPPF paragraph 118 and 2018NPPF paragraph 175). It is not acceptable permit
through policy wording mitigation, before avoidance.
We therefore recommend the following amendments to the criteria in order to make the policies listed
above consistent with national policy:
‘…An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on biodiversity. Where adverse impacts are
unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and compensation measures must be employed, commensurate to the
importance, the legal protection or other status of the species or habitat. Development allows for the
protection of biodiversity and enhancement where possible; and…’

Policy NH02 – Land at the Marina
SWT are pleased to see that this policy now includes a requirement for an ecological impact assessment,
however as stated for policies NH01, BA01, BA02, BA03, CH01, CH03, RG01 and GT01, we do not
believe the wording is currently compliant with national policy.
We also support the inclusion of paragraphs 2.35 to 2.37 which highlight the potential impacts of
development on habitats of principle importance. However, in SWT’s experience, supporting text does
not carry the same weight as policy wording in planning decisions and is instead used to explain the
reasoning of the policy wording. Indeed, the importance of policy wording in determining decisions is
reflected in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 (pre submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we request that the
policy wording is strengthened. In particular we do not believe it is currently compliant with paragraphs
117 or 118 of the 2012NPPF or paragraphs 170, 174 or 175 of the 2018NPPF. SWT requests the
following amendments:
‘g) An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on biodiversity, particularly priority habitats.
Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and like for like compensation measures
must be employed, commensurate to the importance, the legal protection or other status of the species or
habitat. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity and enhancement where possible; and…’

Policy BH01 – Land at the Nuggets, Valebridge Road
SWT note that our regulation 18 comments have resulted in an amendment to the supporting text for this
policy. However as stated above, in SWT’s experience, supporting text does not carry the same weight as
policy wording in planning decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording.
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The importance of policy wording in determining decisions is reflected in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local
Plan Part 2 (pre submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we request that the
policy wording is strengthened to include a requirement for at least a 15 metre buffer between the
development and the ancient woodland. We note that policy CH01 does include a minimum figure for the
buffer and we believe this is consistent with the national policy on irreplaceable habitats.
We also seek amendments to criteria d) and f) which currently does not comply with the principle of the
mitigation hierarchy as stated paragraph 118 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 175 of the 2018NPPF. In
order to be made sound, SWT recommends that the following changes are made to policy BH01:
‘d) Tree surveys undertaken and appropriate measures, including proper buffers of at least 15 metres, are
identified and implemented accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on the Tree
Protection Order group and Ancient Woodland on and/or adjacent to site;
e) Development is subject to appropriate assessment and evaluation of archaeological potential and
mitigation measures implemented accordingly;
f) An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measurers identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts, either directly or indirectly on biodiversity,
including irreplaceable habitats. Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and
compensation measures must be employed, commensurate to the importance, the legal protection or other
status of the species or habitat. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity and enhancement;
and ’

Policy CH01 – Glendene, Station Road
We strongly support the addition of ‘at least 15m’ into criterion f. It is unclear why this requirement has
not been added to other site allocations containing/adjacent to ancient woodland. Please see our
comments above in relation to amendments required for criterion e).

Policy CH02 – Layden Hall, East Grinstead Road
SWT does not believe that this policy is currently compliant with paragraph 118 of the 2012NPPF or
paragraph 175 of the 2018NPPF. In particular there is a clear requirement to avoid adverse impacts to
biodiversity before mitigation is considered. Additionally, given the proximity of the site to the SSSI, net
gains to biodiversity should be required as per paragraph 170 of the 2018NPPF. We therefore
recommend that criterion d) is amended as follows:
‘d) An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and implemented
accordingly to mitigate avoid potential adverse impacts on Chailey Common SSSI and the local
biodiversity. Where adverse impacts are unavoidable, appropriate mitigation and compensation measures
must be employed, commensurate to the importance, the legal protection or other status of the species or
habitat. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity and enhancement where possible; and…’
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SECTION 3 – EMPLOYMENT SITE ALLOCATIONS

Policy E1 – Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
SWT strongly objects to the inclusion of this policy and does not consider it to be sound as it is neither
justified nor consistent with national policy.
Whilst there is no acknowledgement of this in the policy or the supporting text, the whole of policy area
E1 is designated as Tide Mills Local Wildlife Site (LWS), which is designated in particular for it importance
as an area of feeding and breeding ground for a good number of waders and for its rare vegetated shingle
habitat (a habitat of principle importance). A significant proportion of the LWS has already been
destroyed through development and it is unacceptable for the LWS to be encroached on further.
Both paragraph 117 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 171 of the 2018NPPF are clear that locally
designated sites are key components of the local ecological network and that priority habitats, such as
vegetated shingle, should be protected and restored through the planning process (paragraph 117
2012NPPF and paragraph 174 2018NPPF). However the ecological value of this site seems to have been
disregarded.
SWT accepts that the LWS area to the east of policy area E1 has been lost through the expansion of the
East Quay permitted in 2016. An additional area that is allocated to the Port Access Road (PAR) will also
be lost and given that East Sussex County Council consider that they have planning permission for this,
SWT do not see why this area has not also been removed from the policy area. The remaining area to the
east and the south of the PAR route should be allocated as countryside and fall outside the development
boundary for Newhaven.
It is stated in paragraph 3.5 that policy E1 is carrying forward saved policy NH20 ‘with appropriate
amendments to bring it up to date’. Since 2003 there have been significant changes in Newhaven Port and
in national policy and SWT do not consider that LDC have taken this into account. In particular, NH20 was
part of an overarching policy to regenerate the port, however paragraph 3.13 states that the East Quay
development, permitted in 2016, is anticipated to allow the port to remain competitive.
Similarly, paragraph 3.3 of the plan states that there is no requirement for additional employment space
within the district. It should also be noted that policy area E1 also falls outside of the Newhaven
Enterprise Zone which is the focus for sustainable regeneration of Newhaven and its shift towards a
higher value economy.
Core Policy 10 states that ‘the natural environment of the district, including landscape assets,

biodiversity, geodiversity, priority habitats and species and statutory and locally designated sites, will be
conserved and enhanced by:…
ii. Ensuring that new development will not harm nature conservation interest, unless the benefits of
development at that location clearly outweigh the harm caused…’
The pre-submission Lewes Local Plan part 2 provides no rationale for why the allocation of a Local
Wildlife Site is justified or how the benefits of development of this site, which have not been made clear,
will outweigh the significant harm. Given that there is no objectively assessed need for additional
employment space and that the NPPF requires that development is sustainable in terms of the economy,
society and environment, and in particular achieves net gains to biodiversity, the destruction of a Local
Wildlife Site is not acceptable.
SWT believe that this policy should be removed. Or if LDC would like a policy to cover the area for the
PAR, then the policy area covered by E1 should be significantly reduced to exclude any of the LWS to the
east or south of the PAR route.
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SECTION 4 - DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIES

Policy DM4 – Residential Conversions in the Countryside
SWT are encouraged to see that our comments from the regulation 18 consultation have been
implemented, so that the supporting text for this policy talks more broadly than just habitat surveys and
now includes wording related to Ecological Impact Assessments. However this wording is not reflected in
policy DM4 itself and as such we do not believe the policy is compliant with national policy.
In SWT’s experience, supporting text does not carry the same weight as policy wording in planning
decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording. The importance of policy
wording in determining decisions is reflected in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 (pre
submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
It is significant that the supporting text to the policies is not referred to and therefore we request that an
additional criterion is added to policy DM4 to ensure it is in line with section 165 of the 2012NPPF:
‘(9) the proposal would not have an unacceptable impact on biodiversity, particularly protected species. The
Council will normally require this to be demonstrated through the submission of an ecological assessment.’
We acknowledge LDC’s comments made within the Summary of Consultation on the Consultation Draft
Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018) in relation to SWT’s proposed modification to this
policy. We respect the council’s approach to ensure the Local Plan Part 2 should be concise and should
avoid undue repetition or duplication by using generic policies to set out principles that may be common
to different types of development. However, neither Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft Policy
DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for planning decisions to be
informed by up to date environmental information. Therefore, if our modification is not accepted for this
policy we will be seeking an amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for planning decisions to be
informed by up to date ecological information to ensure the policy is compliant with section 165 of the
2012NPPF.

Policy DM6 – Equestrian Development
SWT welcomes the inclusion of the bullet point which considers the cumulative impact on of equestrian
developments on landscape character and biodiversity. However we are concerned the policy fails to
refer to the importance of determining the value of the existing site for biodiversity and the need to
deliver net gains to biodiversity via development.
As said, in our previous representation on DM4, we respect LDC’s approach to ensure the Local Plan Part
2 should be concise and should avoid undue repetition or duplication by using generic policies to set out
principles that may be common to different types of development. However neither Core Policy 10 in
Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need
for decisions to be informed by up to date environmental information and as per paragraph 165 of the
2012NPPF.
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Due to our proposed modification not being accepted within this policy, we will be seeking an amendment
to policy DM24 to reflect the need for decisions to be informed by up to date ecological information to
ensure the policy is compliant with section 165 of the 2012NPPF.

Policy DM9 – Farm Diversification.
As stated in our regulation 18 response, SWT are supportive of bullet point (4). We also continue to
acknowledge the need to create a concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or duplication by using
generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of development. However, as
we have stated previously we do not feel that the current Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part 1 or Draft
Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for decisions to be informed
by up to date environmental information, as per paragraph 165 of the 2012NPPF.
Therefore, because our proposed modification has not been accepted for this policy, we will be seeking an
amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for decisions to be informed by up to date ecological
information to ensure the Lewes Local Plan part 2 complies national policy.

Policy DM10 – Employment Development in the Countryside
SWT are pleased to see that our recommendation for the reference to ‘habitat surveys’ in the previous
consultation draft to be replaced with ‘ecological surveys’ has been delivered through the requirement
for Ecological Impact Assessments in paragraph 4.39 of the pre-submission plan. However, as expressed
previously in our response, in our experience supporting text does not carry the same weight as policy in
planning decisions and is instead used to explain the reasoning of the policy wording. This is reflected in
the wording in section 2.22 of the Lewes Local Plan part 2 (pre-submission), which states:

‘Whilst the site allocations identified in this document establish the principle of development, planning
permission must still be obtained through the planning application process. Planning applications will be
determined in accordance with the development plan, including Core Policies of the Local Plan Part 1,
Development Management (DM) and Site Allocation policies of the Local Plan Part 2, once adopted, and
policies contained within neighbourhood plans where sufficient weight can be given. Other relevant
plans, such as the East Sussex, South Downs and Brighton & Hove Waste and Minerals Plan, will also be
given appropriate consideration at the time.’
We acknowledge the need to create concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or duplication by
using generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of development.
However, as we have stated previously we do not feel that the current Core Policy 10 in Lewes Local Part
1 or Draft Policy DM24 (Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity) capture the need for decisions to be
informed by up to date environmental information, as per section 165 of the 2012NPPF.
Therefore, because our modification as highlighted in our regulation 18 consultation response was not
accepted for this policy, we will be seeking an amendment to policy DM24 to reflect the need for
decisions to be informed by up to date ecological information.

Policy DM11 – Existing Employment Sites in the Countryside
We are encouraged to see the changes to the policy wording that acknowledge that landscape and
biodiversity are not mutually exclusive.

Policy DM14 – Multi-functional Green Infrastructure.
Having re-examined our regulation 18 comments, SWT note that we supported the inclusion of the Green
Infrastructure policy and highlighted the need for LDC to commit to undertake a Green Infrastructure
(GI) Strategy. Producing a GI strategy would help LDC to meet the requirements of Core Policy 8 in the
Lewes Local Plan Part 1 and ensure DM14 is deliverable.
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However, we are concerned that our comments have not been reflected in this way on page 34 of the
Summary of Consultation on the Consultation Draft Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018).
The document states:

The Sussex Wildlife Trust objects because the policy is called 'multi-functional green infrastructure' and
should therefore relate to all types of GI.
SWT’s actual comment stated:

Given the inclusion in the plan of a specific policy on Children’s Play Space (DM16), we are unclear why it
is singled out in DM14. This policy is called ‘multi-functional green infrastructure’ and therefore it should
relate to all types of GI. We recommend the following changes to widen out the policy and make it more
effective at achieving positive contributions to the GI network:
In relation to our comments, we remind the council that section 7.80 of Lewes Local Plan Part 1 covers a
number of types of green spaces that are included in the LDC’s GI network.
In our regulation 18 response we also sort specific changes to the policy wording so that it could reflect
Core Policy 8. LDC has suggested that our proposed changing to wording is too vague in relation to the
term ‘need.’
Below highlights the proposed changes we suggested to the policy text in our regulation 18 consultation
response:

‘Development will be permitted where opportunities for the provision of additional green infrastructure
have been identified, fully considered and would will be provided where justified by need the character of
the area or the need for outdoor playing space. The additional provision should seek to enhance the
district’s existing green infrastructure network and should be multifunctional and creative in its approach.
Green infrastructure provided as part of new development should incorporate features to encourage
biodiversity and retain or, where possible, enhance existing features of nature conservation value within
and adjacent to the site. Existing ecological networks should be identified and ecological corridors should,
where practical and appropriate, form an essential component of green infrastructure provision to ensure
habitat connectivity.’
We suggested the term ‘need’ so that it could reflect the ‘need’ as identified in the evidence base for the
allocation/application. The evidence base might be either a district Green Infrastructure Strategy (or
equivalent) and/or an Ecological Impact Assessment of the site. The intention is not for the term to be
vague but to deliver the ‘need’ as identified by the evidence base that informs the allocation/application,
as aspired to in Core Policy 8 of the Lewes Local Plan Part 1.
In particular, Core Policy 8 states:
‘The local planning authority will promote a connected network of multifunctional green infrastructure by

protecting and enhancing the quantity, quality and accessibility of open spaces throughout the district.
This will be achieved by:
1. Identifying in the Site Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD or SDNPA Local Plan
areas where there is potential for the enhancement or restoration of existing green infrastructure and
opportunities for the provision of new green space...’
We remind LDC of their obligations to ensure the local plan takes a strategic approach to maintaining and
enhancing networks of habitats and green infrastructure, as per section 114 of the 2012NPPF and
section 171 of the 2018NPPF. We therefore ask what evidence base has been used to ensure a consistent
approach to the identification of GI provision and enhancements within the site allocations? In particular,
we note that only policy E2 specifically refers to the provision and enhancement of Green Infrastructure
being delivered through the development. This appears inconsistent with the Core Policy 8.
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As demonstrated above, we do not believe that policy DM14 is currently consistent with national policy
or the Lewes Local Plan Part 1. We again ask for the following amendments to ensure the policy is
effective in delivering green infrastructure network enhancements as required in both the 2012 and
2018 NPPF:
‘Development will be permitted where opportunities for the provision of additional green infrastructure
have been identified, fully considered and would will be provided where justified by need the character of
the area or the need for outdoor playing space. The additional provision should seek to enhance the
district’s existing green infrastructure network and should be multifunctional and creative in its approach.
Green infrastructure provided as part of new development should incorporate features to encourage
biodiversity and retain or, where possible, enhance existing features of nature conservation value within
and adjacent to the site. Existing ecological networks should be identified and ecological corridors should,
where practical and appropriate, form an essential component of green infrastructure provision to ensure
habitat connectivity.’

Policy DM17 – Former Lewes /Sheffield Park Railway Line
We are pleased to see that LDC have taken on board SWT’s constructive comments in relation to this
policy and have made amendments that help to reflect the importance of this route for biodiversity.

Policy DM18 – Recreation and Rivers
SWT are encouraged to see that our comments relating to the natural functioning of the river and
associated wetland are now reflected in the policy wording.

Policy DM22 – Water Resources and Water Quality
SWT supports the adoption of our comment reflecting the importance of Chalk Streams in the supporting
text of this policy.

Policy DM24 – Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity
SWT acknowledge that some amendments have been made to this policy in light of comments and
suggestions made by ourselves and Natural England. However, we remain concerned that this policy still
fails to consider LDC’s responsibility to the district’s wider biodiversity assets. This is because neither
Core Policy 10 in the Lewes Local Plan Part 1 or this pre-submission policy specifically stipulate the need
for decisions to be based on up to date environmental information or for development to result in net
gains to biodiversity.
We note LDC’s response to our regulation 18 comments on this matter on page 42 of the Summary of
Consultation on the Consultation Draft Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018):

A policy requirement for all development proposals to submit information on biodiversity is considered to
be unduly onerous and unlikely to be justified for the majority of planning applications. It would therefore
fail to have regard to the NPPF and no amendment is proposed to Draft Policy DM24 in this respect.
In response to this, SWT would highlight that we recognised the need for a proportionate response to
applications, but section 165 of the 2012NPPF states Planning policies and decisions should be based on

up-to-date information about the natural environment and other characteristics of the area…..
Both the 2012 and 2018 NPPFs are clear that achieving sustainable development means pursuing
opportunities to secure economic, social and environmental net gains in an interdependent way. SWT
does not agree that requiring that ecological information is submitted with planning application is
onerous. Indeed many other adopted local plans include this requirement, for example in policy NE3 of
the East Herts District Plan1.
1

https://www.eastherts.gov.uk/districtplan
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By incorporating wording into policy DM24 that stipulates the need for up-to-date environmental
information and net gains this will enable LDC at development management stage to swiftly assess
applications to ensure they are fulfilling their requirements to deliver net gains to biodiversity as per
paragraph 109 of the 2012NPPF and paragraph 170 of the 2018NPPF.
We also refer back to comments made throughout the Summary of Consultation on the Consultation
Draft Document (30 November 2017 – 25 January 2018) where LDC have resisted modifications to
earlier policies that sought to seek policy wording to include the submission of ecological assessments.
LDC reasoning was that they wish to create concise plan that should avoid undue repetition or
duplication by using generic policies to set out principles that may be common to different types of
development. We understand this view point and therefore seek the modifications to draft policy DM24
to enable the plan to ensure it is consistent with national policy and deliver the responsibilities
consistently and effectively. As it stands we do not believe this policy is sound.
Therefore, SWT seeks the following addition to ensure that the DM24 is consistent with national policy:
‘All development proposals must provide adequate up-to-date information about the biodiversity which
may be affected and any avoidance, mitigation and compensation measures required to ensure no net loss
to biodiversity and ensure measurable net gains are delivered.
Development which would be likely to adversely affect a designated Ramsar site, designated or candidate
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) or a classified or potential Special Protection Area (SPA) will only be
permitted where adverse likely significant effects can be avoided and/or mitigated against…’

We hope our recommendations are adopted to ensure that the policies within the Lewes Local Plan Part 2
are as robust and effective as possible. SWT would be happy to discuss any of the above points with LDC.
We do wish to attend the Examination in Public to ensure our views are given due consideration in light of
any contrary comments that are received.

Yours sincerely,

Jess Price
Conservation Officer
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Representation ID: REP/215/DM17

Representation ID:

REP/215/DM17

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/215

Name:

Pippa Hildick-Smith

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM17: Former Lewes/Sheffield Park Railway Line

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
If the undeveloped area of the Lewes/Sheffield Park Railway line is to be protected in its
status as a bridleway, why is it that Theobalds Road, an ancient bridleway in West
Sussex running into East Sussex, is not to be afforded the same protection to allow it to
remain a protected bridleway? I applaud that there is determination to promote
recreational use of the un-developed areas of the railway line - but the same rights
should be afforded to other bridleways.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/215/DM17

All bridleways should have this same level of protection. They are ancient recreational
routes and should not be designated for housing development.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
The plan discusses one bridleway in East Sussex which is to be protected whereas
other areas with the SAME bridleway status seem to be designated as suitable for
additional housing development. Why is this?
In fact Theobalds Road is a more ancient right of way than a disused railway line and so
should have even higher priority for protection.
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Representation ID: REP/250/DM17

Representation ID:

REP/250/DM17

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/250

Name:

Lucy Kalogerides

Organisation:

Mid Sussex Area Bridleways Group (MSABG)

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM17: Former Lewes/Sheffield Park Railway Line

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
We wholeheartedly agree with DM17 that seeks to protect the existing non-vehicular
route or the disused railway. We support that 'development which prejudice such uses
will not be permitted unless proposal are accompanied by alternative route provision'.
MSABG would like to add that the existing 'undeveloped parts 'of the railway line should
be preserved rather than DM17 apply to an ever decreasing area of 'undeveloped parts
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Representation ID: REP/250/DM17
as proposals are considered and potentially allowed.
Should developments be proposed in the area of the disused railway, MSABG would like
the option of reviewing such 'alternative routes 'for the disused railway, if proposed, from
the perspective of the horse rider.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/277/DM17

Representation ID:

REP/277/DM17

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/277

Name:

Gary Loughlin

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM17: Former Lewes/Sheffield Park Railway Line

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
As well as Policy BA03 land at Bridgelands, we would draw your attention to Policy
DM16 and DM17 which are in conflict with Policy BA03.
The disused railway line approaches Barcombe from the north, as illustrated on Inset
Map 6 but its natural and most direct route to the nearest point on the public highway, at
the High Street via Bridgelands, is blocked by the housing allocation BA03. This
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Representation ID: REP/277/DM17
'blocking 'of the what must be the best route to implement the
footpath/bridleway/cycleway in the Barcombe area in terms of user requirements and
cost effectiveness to the public purse conflicts with countryside access objectives.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/308/DM17

Representation ID:

REP/308/DM17

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/308

Name:

Angela and Sean Murphy

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM17: Former Lewes/Sheffield Park Railway Line

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Further to our conversation this morning, I would refer you to Policy Nos DM16 and
DM17 in the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 - pre-submission - regarding the policies for the
Old Lewes to Sheffield Park railway line as a wildlife area and bridle way etc.
We would draw your attention to Policy DM16 and DM17 which are in conflict with Policy
BA03. The designated wildlife area on the old railway line abuts the proposed
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Representation ID: REP/308/DM17
development site.
Policy DM16Former Lewes Sheffield Park Railway Line.
Para. 4.57. 'It is unrealistic to protect the route of the former Lewes/Sheffield Park
Railway Line for future potential use as a public transport corridor because parts of the
track have been developed. However, part of the route is currently used as a bridleway
and much of the undeveloped part of the route provides a valuable wildlife habitat. The
Council will therefore encourage opportunities to increase access to the countryside by
enabling the provision of a footpath, cycleway or bridleway along the undeveloped part
of the former line'.
Policy DM17: Former Lewes/Sheffield Park Railway Line Informal recreational uses,
such as walking, cycling and horse-riding, will be 86 permitted along the route of the
undeveloped part of the Lewes/Sheffield Park railway line where it can be demonstrated
that such uses would maintain or enhance the biodiversity value of the route.
Development which would prejudice such uses will not be
be permitted unless proposals are accompanied by alternative route provision.
Comments on Policy DM 16 and DM 17:
* As well as Policy BA03 land at Bridgelands, we would draw your attention to Policy
DM16 and DM17 which are in conflict with Policy BA03.
* The disused railway line approaches Barcombe from the north, as illustrated on Inset
Map 6 but its natural and most direct route to the nearest point on the public highway, at
the High Street via Bridgelands, would be blocked by housing allocation BA03.
* This 'blocking' of what must be the best route to implement the
footpath/bridleway/cycleway in the Barcombe area in terms of user requirements and
cost effectiveness to the public purse conflicts with countryside access objectives.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Lewes and Eastbourne Planning Policy Consultations
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Policies
DPD - Pre-Submission version 28-10-18
Thank you for inviting us to respond to the above document and we are writing to object to certain
elements of the Local Plan Part 2, specifically as it relates to BARCOMBE.
‘Para 2.53 Spatial Policy 2 of the Local Plan Part 1 sets the requirement for a minimum of 30 net
additional dwellings to be provided within the settlement of Barcombe Cross. Housing site allocations to
deliver the minimum are identified below and will deliver approximately 42 net additional dwellings’.



Comment 2.53: The figure of 30 net houses will be exceeded by sites utilising
BA01- Hillside Nurseries and BA02 Land Adjacent to the High Street which will provide
a total of 35 units net.

‘Para 2.55. Barcombe Cross is a nucleated settlement largely concentrated at the junction of the High
Street, School Hill and Barcombe Mills Road. The village is approximately three and a half miles north of
Lewes town and four and a half miles south west of Uckfield, which lies within Wealden District’.



Comment 2.55: The proposed Bridgelands site stretches into the open countryside well
beyond the nucleated development line of Barcombe Cross village.

‘Para 2.58. The 2018 SHELAA as well as previous SHELAA documents identified a limited number of
suitable sites to meet the planned level of housing for Barcombe Cross. This is due to the visually
sensitive nature of the landscape surrounding areas adjacent to the village, limiting opportunities for
expansion. Nonetheless three sites are proposed for allocation that will deliver approximately 42 net
additional dwellings, 12 above the minimum requirement for the settlement’.



Comment 2.58: BA01 and BA02 will deliver 35 units. Therefore, BA03 site should be
removed from the Plan as it is a problematic and unsustainable. 42 units would be too
much growth in too short a time for the small settlement of Barcombe Cross. There are
currently 342 dwellings in Barcombe Cross and to impose 42 dwellings on three sites in
close proximity would represent an increase of 12 percent. The other two sites will
provide the necessary range of houses required with a nine percent increase and will
integrate better into the village.

‘Para 2.75 Access to BA03 – Access to the site is from Bridgelands which serves a small number of
properties. Initial technical highways work has been undertaken by the proponent and demonstrates
that the necessary junction improvements to achieve the required visibility to accommodate the
additional dwellings, and proposed shared pedestrian access, are acceptable in principle with East Sussex
County Council, the highway authority’.



Comment 2.75: The access to Bridgelands’ has been referred to as “sub-standard” as
the old bridge on the High Street is humped and blocks visibility, plus there is a blind
corner further up the road. The proposed changes to this junction will not provide any
1
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safety improvements which will worsen with any increase in traffic. It is a private road
which has to be maintained by Bridgelands’ residents. This access needs to be looked at
in the context of the access to BA01 and BA02 which is a short distance away and the
increased traffic created by proposed 35 new dwellings. If all 3 sites (BA01, BA02 and
BA03) were to proceed at once there would be ensuing traffic chaos.
.
Para 2.76. The site is a small, linear and vacant parcel of land tapering at the both the north and south
end. The site is well contained from wider surrounding views by existing development and disused
railway embankment to the west, and by mature trees to the north and east. Bridgelands is
characterised by larger, detached two storey properties set back from the road. The development of this
site should be sensitively designed to complement the local character, as well as the site’s village edge
location, bearing in mind the general need for smaller housing units, as reflected in Core Policy 2 of Local
Plan Part 1.
COMMENTS 2.76:
1. The net residential density for the 5 current houses at Bridgelands is 5 dph. See

Appendix 1. The ‘indicative density achieved on site is 15 dph’ - significant disparity in
densities would give rise to a residential development markedly different and out of
character with its surroundings. This has not been correctly assessed, as is required by
the Housing Site Options Background Report, Table 1 and Appendix 1, Section H.
2. The proposed 7 dwellings for BA03 do not take into account the existing houses with

regard to density or design. The existing low density 4 house development adjoining and
to the south of The Old Station, by providing a similar residential character,
complements the Conservation Area. Any development on Site BA03 should similarly
complement the Conservation Area. This site should be removed from the Local Plan as
it cannot meet the density requirement for inclusion in the plan. The requirement for
smaller housing units has been recognised and as outlined elsewhere in the Plan and
will be met by Sites BA01 and BA02, which are more suited to this type of development.
3. Density measures provide a feel for the intensity of the built form. A new development
nearly three times the density of the adjoining development will not complement the
local character. The objectives of Core Policy 2 are to provide a range of dwelling types
to meet local need within the context of conserving and enhancing local character. It is
not a requirement for all allocated sites to provide small houses: there are a range of
needs and demands. A consideration of Proposal BA02 adjacent to the High St and
BA01 Hillside in Barcombe Cross suggests they are better able to provide smaller units
to meet local demand.
.
‘Para 2.77. A small section of the site’s southern boundary is adjacent to the Barcombe Cross
Conservation Area. The Barcombe Cross Conservation Area Appraisal (CAA) highlights that the historic
core is focused around the crossroads to the east of the site. The CAA notes that the residential property
‘The Old Station House’ located to the south west of the site is identified as one which makes a
contribution to the Conservation Area’.

2
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Comment 2.77: The southern boundary of site BA03 abuts a conservation area.
Development of this site will disrupt a wildlife corridor, which presently connects this
conservation area to the “Wild about Barcombe” reserve and the wildlife area along the
old Lewes to Sheffield Park Railway line Policy DM17 in the Plan. It is recognised that
isolated conservation areas are of very limited ecological value and that corridors
allowing free movement of wildlife are essential to ecological integrity. Site BA03
currently supports a diverse range of wildlife including grass snakes, slow worms,
several species of bats and owls, glow worms, frogs, toads and newts.

Para 2.79. ‘The site is within Flood Risk Zone 1 (the least at risk of flooding). Despite this, the site and
surrounding area currently experiences issues of surface water flooding. The site presently
accommodates a pond and number of ditches. Therefore, to ensure that no dwellings are placed in an
area of flood risk and the flooding situation is not exacerbated by the development of this site, a site
specific flood risk assessment will be required and any necessary mitigation measures, including
appropriate Sustainable Urban Drainage System (SuDs), implemented accordingly. The ponds and ditches
offer potential ecological value, therefore in considering mitigation options regard should be given to
opportunities for positive contributions to be made towards valuable habitats for wildlife and future
residents’ amenity’.

Comments 2.79:
1. The pond on the proposed site is at the lowest point in the surrounding area, sitting
mainly on clay and all the run-off from the nearby roads, fields and ditches drains into it.
The pond is a vital element of the delicate balance of drainage. This should not just be
considered in relation to BA03 but as a whole with BA01 and particularly BA02 with its
proposed 25 houses which will have a huge impact on the local drainage system.
2. Flood risk - we have read all the reports relating to flood risk and can find no reference
to the flash floods the residents of Bridgelands suffer from. Flash floods are becoming
more common and, with climate change, that will be exacerbated. No local residents
have been contacted about this issue. All the properties in Bridgelands have been
affected by flooding. The land on both east and west sides of Bridgelands slopes
downwards, with Bridgelands being the lowest point in the topography. Flooding at the
rear of the properties on the west side of Bridgelands, the station garden and the land
to the east, including part of site BA03 occurs every winter. We have submitted
photographic evidence of these events to the LDC Chief Planning Officer.
3. In the year 2000, all the gardens of the properties in Bridgelands and most of the area
designated BA03 were seriously flooded and the flood water was only a few feet away
from entering houses. On another occasion, although the RSPCA were contacted, a
horse trying to drink from the pond in site BA03, sank so deeply into the mud that it
drowned. ESF&R were called to remove the body of the horse and this should appear on
their records.

3
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4. Surface run off from the developments proposed at sites BA01, BA02 and BA03, where a
total of 42 housing units are envisaged will drain to site BA03. At present, these
Greenfield sites allow natural percolation of rainfall to the underground aquifers.
Development will concentrate run off towards Bridgelands and inevitably exacerbate
flooding. It should also be noted that road drains from Barcombe High Street are
culverted to the ditch adjacent to the western aspect of Bridgelands. This ditch also
receives run off from the land to the east via a nineteenth century culvert running
beneath the gardens of numbers 1 and 2 Bridgelands. The combination of these already
challenges the capacity of drainage infrastructure.

5. Whilst the existing properties on the west side of Bridgelands have escaped serious
flooding so far, the risk will be exacerbated by these proposed developments and
flooding of the site BA03 is very likely.
Policy DM16 Former Lewes Sheffield Park Railway Line.
Para. 4.57. ‘It is unrealistic to protect the route of the former Lewes/Sheffield Park Railway Line for
future potential use as a public transport corridor because parts of the track have been developed.
However, part of the route is currently used as a bridleway and much of the undeveloped part of the
route provides a valuable wildlife habitat. The Council will therefore encourage opportunities to increase
access to the countryside by enabling the provision of a footpath, cycleway or bridleway along the
undeveloped part of the former line’.
Policy DM17: Former Lewes/Sheffield Park Railway Line Informal recreational uses, such as walking,
cycling and horse-riding, will be 86 permitted along the route of the undeveloped part of the
Lewes/Sheffield Park railway line where it can be demonstrated that such uses would maintain or
enhance the biodiversity value of the route. Development which would prejudice such uses will not be
be permitted unless proposals are accompanied by alternative route provision.

Comments on Policy DM 16, para 4.57 and DM 17:
1. As well as Policy BA03 land at Bridgelands, we would draw your attention to Policy
DM16 and DM17 which are in conflict with Policy BA03.
2. The disused railway line approaches Barcombe from the north, as illustrated on Inset
Map 6 but its natural and most direct route to the nearest point on the public highway,
at the High Street via Bridgelands, would be blocked by housing allocation BA03.
3. This ‘blocking’ of what must be the best route to implement the
footpath/bridleway/cycleway in the Barcombe area in terms of user requirements and
cost effectiveness to the public purse conflicts with countryside access objectives.

4
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CONCLUSIONS
1. The Housing Site Allocation BA03 is based on the incorrect premise that there is an
incremental increase in density between the existing Bridgelands development and Site
BA03. That is not the case as there will be a threefold increase in density. It will be
contrary to Policy BA03 (b) and (c) in that it will not complement the character of the
local built form, nor respect the character and appearance of the Conservation Area.
2. The housing allocation figure for Barcombe Cross of 30 net houses will be exceeded by
sites utilising BA01- Hillside Nurseries and BA02 Land Adjacent to the High Street which
will provide a total of 35 units net.
3. For all the above reasons it is requested that Policy BA03 Land at Bridgelands be
removed from the Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 pre-submission.

Signed:
Pauline & Richard Cranfield,

Anja & Robin St.Clair-Jones,

Dr J E St.Pierre, Oakwood House,

Angela & Sean Murphy

Alasdair & Juliet Smith,

5.11.18
DJB/amm
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Kemp, Emma
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Thom, Tondra
05 November 2018 14:27
Carpenter, Natalie; King, Robert
ldf
FW: Application No: LW/18/0627 - Residential Development - Bridgelands

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

From: Hill, Andrew
Sent: 05 November 2018 14:19
To: Thom, Tondra
Subject: FW: Application No: LW/18/0627 - Residential Development - Bridgelands

FYI
From: Angela Murphy [
Sent: 05 November 2018 14:08
To: Hill, Andrew
Subject: Application No: LW/18/0627 - Residential Development - Bridgelands

Dear Mr Hill
Further to our conversation this morning, I would refer you to Policy Nos DM16 and DM17 in the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 - pre-submission - regarding the
policies for the Old Lewes to Sheffield Park railway line as a wildlife area and bridle way etc.
We would draw your attention to Policy DM16 and DM17 which are in conflict with Policy BA03. The designated wildlife area on the old railway line abuts the
proposed development site.
Policy DM16 Former Lewes Sheffield Park Railway Line.

1
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Para. 4.57. ‘It is unrealistic to protect the route of the former Lewes/Sheffield Park Railway Line for future potential use as a public transport corridor because parts of the
track have been developed. However, part of the route is currently used as a bridleway and much of the undeveloped part of the route provides a valuable wildlife habitat.
The Council will therefore encourage opportunities to increase access to the countryside by enabling the provision of a footpath, cycleway or bridleway along the
undeveloped part of the former line’.
Policy DM17: Former Lewes/Sheffield Park Railway Line Informal recreational uses, such as walking, cycling and horse-riding, will be 86 permitted along the route of the
undeveloped part of the Lewes/Sheffield Park railway line where it can be demonstrated that such uses would maintain or enhance the biodiversity value of the route.
Development which would prejudice such uses will not be
be permitted unless proposals are accompanied by alternative route provision.

Comments on Policy DM 16 and DM 17:

1. As well as Policy BA03 land at Bridgelands, we would draw your attention to Policy DM16 and DM17 which are in conflict with Policy BA03.
2. The disused railway line approaches Barcombe from the north, as illustrated on Inset Map 6 but its natural and most direct route to the nearest point
on the public highway, at the High Street via Bridgelands, would be blocked by housing allocation BA03.
3. This ‘blocking’ of what must be the best route to implement the footpath/bridleway/cycleway in the Barcombe area in terms of user requirements
and cost effectiveness to the public purse conflicts with countryside access objectives.
Kind Regards

Angela & Sean Murphy

2
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Representation ID: REP/362/DM17

Representation ID:

REP/362/DM17

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/362

Name:

Sarah Rayfield

Organisation:

British Horse Society

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Other group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

sarah.rayfield@bhs.org.uk

Address:

British Horse Society
Abbey Park, Stareton
Kenilworth
Warwickshire
CV8 2XZ

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM17: Former Lewes/Sheffield Park Railway Line

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Development which would prejudice such uses will not be permitted unless proposals
are accompanied by alternative route provision."
We support this and propose that this should extend to all development, not just the
specific project mentioned.
However, of concern is the phrase above the policy in section 4.57:
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Representation ID: REP/362/DM17
"The Council will therefore encourage opportunities to increase access to the
countryside by enabling the provision of a footpath, cycleway or bridleway along the
undeveloped part of the former line."
This sentence must be amended to
"The Council will therefore encourage opportunities to increase access to the
countryside by enabling the provision of a bridleway/restricted byway along the
undeveloped part of the former line."
This provides for equestrians, cyclists AND walkers whereas "footpath, cycleway or
bridleway" excludes equestrians from at least two of the options.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Patron Her Majesty The Queen

The British Horse Society

Email enquiry@bhs.org.uk

Abbey Park,

Website www.bhs.org.uk

Stareton,

Tel 02476 840500

Kenilworth,

Fax 02476 840501

Warwickshire CV8 2XZ
Bringing Horses and People
Together

Planning Policy Team
Sent via email
2nd November 2018
Dear Sir or Madam
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2
Further to our correspondence in April of this year, please find below comments relating to the
current consultation regarding the above in respect of the plan’s provision for equestrians
within the plan.
You will be aware that equestrian access is limited to just 22% of the public rights of way
network nationally (significantly less for carriage drivers) and even this figure is somewhat
misleading as much of it is fragmented, resulting in dead-end bridleways or restricted byways.
Increased traffic on roads which puts the most vulnerable road users at still more risk at a time
when the limited off road access they have is being threatened by development. It is within
the scope of each local plan to provide, not just for walkers and cyclists, but also for
equestrians at no additional cost, simply by recording paths as “bridleways” rather than
cycleways or footpaths.
Policies contained within the National Planning Policy Framework which support our requests
are as follows:
Section 91c of ‘Promoting Healthy and Safe Communities’:

“Planning policies and decisions should aim to achieve healthy, inclusive and safe places
which:[…]enable and support healthy lifestyles, especially where this would address identified
local health and well-being needs”

The British Horse Society is an Appointed Representative of South Essex Insurance Brokers Limited
who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Registered Charity Nos. 210504 and SC038516. A company limited by guarantee. Registered in England & Wales No.
444742
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Section 96 of ‘Open Space & Recreation’:
“Access to a network of high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and physical

activity is important for the health and well-being of communities. Planning policies should be
based on robust and up-to-date assessments of the need for open space, sport and recreation
facilities (including quantitative or qualitative deficits or surpluses) and opportunities for new
provision.”
Incorporating the requirement to actively seek every opportunity to create new links and/or
new circular routes within Lewes DC area for ALL non motorised users, including equestrians
would help support the policies above.
Within the local plan we welcome the Council’s acknowledgement that,

“4.23 Horse riding and other equestrian activities are increasingly popular forms of recreation
in the countryside that can complement agricultural activities and help to diversify rural
economies”
Further comment on the benefits of equestrian activities both to the equestrian and the
economy are detailed towards the end of this letter.
Specific observations on the document policies are below:
Policy BH01 - Land at The Nuggets, Valebridge Road
Point 1 “Access, including provision for pedestrians and cyclists, to be provided from

Valebridge Road” needs “equestrians” including in this provision. Existing bridleways should
not be used as ‘private access’ for these developments or alternative provision of new publicly
maintainable rights of way of adequate amenity and convenience should be supplied in their
place for all users.
Policies BA01, BA02, Barcombe Cross
Point 1 “Access, including provision for pedestrians and cyclists…” “equestrians” should be
added in to this provision.
Policy DM6
1. “Commercial riding schools, livery stables and other commercial facilities should have

satisfactory access to the public bridleway network without the use of unsuitable roads.”
“Unsuitable roads” is subjective, even amongst equestrians, and this needs clarification with the
relevant parties.
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Policy DM9: Farm Diversification

“4. The proposed development would not create an unacceptable impact on the local road
network or require highway improvements that would harm the landscape or ecological value
of rural roads in the area.”
Priority should be given to schemes where additional off road access for ALL vulnerable road
users would be provided as a result of such schemes via dedicated bridleways and/or long
term permissive routes.
Policy DM14: Multi-functional Green Infrastructure

“Development will be permitted where opportunities for the provision of additional green
infrastructure have been fully considered and would be provided where justified by the
character of the area or the need for outdoor playing space.”
Provision of public rights of way (for ALL NMUs) should be included within this policy as it
fulfils NPPF section 91c and 96.
Policy DM15: Provision for Outdoor Playing Space

“The Council will seek to achieve provision of outdoor playing space, which is as a matter of
practise and policy available for public use, to the following minimum standards:
1.6 ha per 1000 population for outdoor sports, including playing pitches, tennis courts, and
bowling greens;”
Within the UK, there are 2.7 million horse riders compared with approximately 0.4 million
tennis players and 0.4 million bowls players. We would suggest that the need for equestrian
access vastly exceeds the requirement for further tennis courts and bowling greens and so
should be given, at the very least, equal consideration.
DM17 – Former Lewes/Sheffield Park Railway Line
“Development which would prejudice such uses will not be permitted unless proposals are

accompanied by alternative route provision.”
We support this and propose that this should extend to all development, not just the specific
project mentioned.
However, of concern is the phrase above the policy in section 4.57:

“The Council will therefore encourage opportunities to increase access to the countryside by
enabling the provision of a footpath, cycleway or bridleway along the undeveloped part of the
former line.”
This sentence must be amended to
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“The Council will therefore encourage opportunities to increase access to the countryside by
enabling the provision of a bridleway/restricted byway along the undeveloped part of the
former line.”
This provides for equestrians, cyclists AND walkers whereas “footpath, cycleway or bridleway”
excludes equestrians from at least two of the options.
DM35 – we welcome the inclusion of this policy but would further comment that bridleways
over which there is currently limited private vehicular access ought not to be used as access
routes for further development. Where it is possible that unofficial use of the public right of
way could happen then steps should be taken wherever possible to prevent this in the form of
vehicle barriers and/or the provision of alternative routes of equal value and amenity.
We are pleased to note that you recognise equestrianism as an increasingly popular form of
exercise. Within an area such as Lewes DC, a good, connected, well maintained rights of way
network at the higher status will also result in increased equine tourism as can be witnessed
by the number of summer camps run at Plumpton College. Worthy of note also is that The
British Horse Society operates a “Horses Welcome” scheme where B&Bs can be approved by
the BHS for equine tourism. Along with tourism, the cost of keeping a horse was estimated
nationally by BETA in 2015 at £3600 pa per horse with costs in the South East being
substantially higher (a small survey in West Sussex in 2017 found the spend was between £4k
and £15k pa). Much of this benefits the local economy as it is spent on local businesses: livery
yards, vets, farriers, saddlers, feed merchants, forage providers, etc. The value of equestrianism
should not be overlooked in any development plan.
Finally, I have attached for your interest a document entitled “The health benefits of horse
riding in the UK” which explains the key importance of horse riding for physical and emotional
wellbeing. This helps explain why including equestrians fulfils requirements within the NPPF as
mentioned above. Some key findings include:
 More than two thirds (68 percent) of questionnaire respondents participate in horse riding
and associated activities for 30 minutes or more at least three times a week. Sport England

estimate that such a level of sporting activity will help an individual achieve or exceed the
government’s recommended minimum level of physical activity.
 A range of evidence indicates the vast majority (90 percent plus) of horse riders are female
and more than a third (37 percent) of the female riders who took part in the survey were
above 45 years of age. Horse riding is especially well placed to play a valuable role in

initiatives to encourage increased physical activity amongst women of all ages.
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 Amongst the horse riders who took part in the survey, 39 percent had taken no other form

of physical activity in the last four weeks. This highlights the importance of riding to these
people, who might otherwise be sedentary.
 Horse riders with a long-standing illness or disability who took part in the survey are able to
undertake horse riding and associated activities at the same self-reported level of frequency

and physical intensity as those without such an illness or disability.
The British Horse Society is very happy to advise and be included in any planning with the
possibility of inclusion of rights of way.
Yours faithfully

Sarah Rayfield
Access Field Officer – London & the South East
Email: sarah.rayfield@bhs.org.uk
Tel:

02476 840713

Mob: 07971 059262
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The health benefits of
horse riding in the UK

Research undertaken by the University of Brighton and Plumpton College
on behalf of The British Horse Society
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The health benefits of horse riding in the UK
Executive Summary
Key findings
The physical health benefits of horse riding and
associated activities
l

l

l

l

l

l

Horse riding and activities associated with horse riding, such as mucking out, expend
sufficient energy to be classed as moderate intensity exercise.
Regular periods of trotting in a riding session may enhance the energy expended and
associated health benefits.
More than two thirds (68 percent) of questionnaire respondents participate in horse
riding and associated activities for 30 minutes or more at least three times a week.
Sport England estimate that such a level of sporting activity will help an individual
achieve or exceed the government’s recommended minimum level of physical activity.
A range of evidence indicates the vast majority (90 percent plus) of horse riders are
female and more than a third (37 percent) of the female riders who took part in the
survey were above 45 years of age. Horse riding is especially well placed to play a
valuable role in initiatives to encourage increased physical activity amongst women
of all ages.
Amongst the horse riders who took part in the survey, 39 percent had taken no other
form of physical activity in the last four weeks. This highlights the importance of riding
to these people, who might otherwise be sedentary.
Horse riders with a long-standing illness or disability who took part in the survey are
able to undertake horse riding and associated activities at the same self-reported level
of frequency and physical intensity as those without such an illness or disability.

The psychological and social benefits of horse riding
l
l

l

Horse riding stimulates mainly positive psychological feelings.
Horse riders are strongly motivated to take part in riding by the sense of well-being
they gain from interacting with horses. This important positive psychological interaction
with an animal occurs in a very few sports.
Being outdoors and in contact with nature is an important motivation for the vast
majority of horse riders.

Study methods
The British Horse Society commissioned the University of Brighton in partnership with
Plumpton College to research the physical health, psychological and well-being benefits
of recreational horse riding in the United Kingdom.
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Sport England UK have adopted a threshold value for the contribution of sport to meeting
Government guidelines on the recommended intensity and frequency of exercise that is
likely to achieve physical health benefits. The threshold value measures the degree to
which an individual participates in sport of moderate intensity activity for at least 30
minutes or more, three times a week. The research, therefore, assessed whether horse
riding can be classified as a moderate intensity exercise and examined the frequency
with which individuals take part
The research also examined the psychological and social benefits of horse riding. Reliable
existing evidence indicates that physical exercise produces well-being benefits linked to
social interactions and changes in mood, anxiety, self esteem and other personal
emotions.
Two scientific exercise testing trials were undertaken to analyse the physical exercise
intensity of recreational horse riding using validated scientific measurements of energy
expended and current definitions of what constitutes moderate intensity exercise in terms
of energy expenditure measured in metabolic equivalents (METs).
The first trial involved 17 participants cycling in a laboratory to assess their aerobic fitness
levels. Measurements were also taken of their descriptive anthropometric characteristics.
In the second trial the same 17 participants rode a horse for 45 minutes at the Plumpton
College equestrian centre following a protocol that replicated the pattern of a typical riding
lesson.
A questionnaire survey was undertaken of 1,248 horse riders. The quantitative and
qualitative data gathered by the questionnaire allowed an analysis of the respondents’
self reported measures of exercise intensity and frequency, and their perceptions of the
social and psychological benefits of horse riding.
Physical health benefits
The scientific trials indicated general horse riding energy expenditure was equivalent to
3.7 METs and trotting equated to approximately 5.0 METs. These levels are clearly within
the moderate intensity exercise band recommended by the UK’s ABC of Physical Activity
for Health guidelines that considers moderate intensity to be typically characterized as
between three-six METs.
The national compendium of physical activities categorises energy expenditures for
different recreational physical activities and reports levels of four METs for general horse
riding and 6.5 METs for trotting, which are similar to those obtained in the scientific trials.
The compendium also reports that the energy expenditure for saddling and grooming
was 3.5 METs which is in the moderate intensity band
More than two thirds (68 percent) of questionnaire respondents achieved the government
guidelines for exercise intensity and frequency (30 minutes for three times a week or more at
moderate intensity) from horse riding and associated activities alone. Of these respondents
69 percent achieved this level of intensity and frequency through horse riding and the other
21 percent did so through associated activities such as mucking out and grooming.
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Women have been identified in government studies as a social group with relatively low
levels of participation in physical activity. Some 93 percent of questionnaire respondents
were women and 49 percent of female respondents were aged 45 or above. These are
comparable figures to a major Sport England survey which found that 90 percent of those
participating in equestrianism are women and 37 percent of the female participants in
equestrianism are aged 45 or above. The gender and age profile of equestrianism is not
matched by any other sport in the UK.
Thirty nine percent of questionnaire respondents indicated that horse riding was the only
form of physical activity in which they had participated during the last four weeks. These
respondents, if they did not ride, would be sedentary people unless they changed their
exercise habits, thus stressing the importance of horse riding for these individuals.
Qualitative data obtained in the questionnaire suggests that for some respondents with
long-standing illnesses or disability, horse riding had actually improved their physical or
mental condition.
Psychological and social benefits
More than 80 percent of questionnaire respondents reported that horse riding made them
feel ‘quite a lot’ or ‘extremely’ cheerful, relaxed, happy or active. Qualitative data suggests
that horse riding can play a role in managing negative feelings relating to anxiety and
depression. The experience of these psychological benefits amongst questionnaire
respondents was not influenced by the frequency of participation in horse riding and most
psychological benefits were experienced by riders who did not participate regularly.
Asked to rate different motivations for going horse riding 82 percent of questionnaire
respondents rated the motivation of ‘interaction with horses’ as either ‘very important’ or
‘extremely important’. No other motivation received such a high importance rating. Existing
evidence suggests that companion animals can provide owners with certain
psychological benefits. These findings suggest that the interaction with horses may be
very positive psychologically for horse riders.
More than 80 percent of questionnaire respondents rated the motivations ‘contact with
nature’ and ‘scenery and views’ ‘important’, ‘very important’ or ‘extremely important’. Some
personal development motivations identified as important by respondents included
‘escape’, ‘develop skills’, ‘challenge myself’, ‘experience excitement’, ‘to be physically
active’ and ‘to relax’. Participation in horse riding provides a range of psychological and
social benefits, some of which are particular to the interaction with animals and nature
and therefore would not be gained from other forms of sporting activity.

The British Horse Society, Abbey Park,
Stareton, Kenilworth, Warwickshire CV8 2XZ
Call: 02476 840500
Email: enquiries@bhs.org.uk
Registered Charity Nos
Website: www.bhs.org.uk
210504 and SC038516
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Representation ID: REP/489/DM17

Representation ID:

REP/489/DM17

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/489

Name:
Organisation:

Epic Real Estates Ltd

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Planning Consultant

Agent Details:

Name:

Mark Best

Organisation:

Parker Dann

Contact Details:

Email Address:

mark@parkerdann.co.uk

Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM17: Former Lewes/Sheffield Park Railway Line

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Policy DM17 seeks to permit informal recreational uses, such as walking, cycling and
horse-riding along the route of the undeveloped part of the Lewes/Sheffield Park railway
line. It indicates that development which would prejudice such uses will not be permitted
unless proposals are accompanied by alternative route provision.
Part of the undeveloped route is owned and controlled by Epic Real Estates Ltd and
borders the Sheffield Park Industrial Estate.
There is no public access to land and no intention on behalf of Epic Real Estates Ltd to
permit public access in the future. It is nonsensical to preclude development in an area
on the basis of safeguarding non-existent informal recreational uses on the land.
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Representation ID: REP/489/DM17
We object to this policy and suggest it is deleted. Alternatively Epic Real Estates Ltd's
land should be exempt from its application.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Our ref: PD/1859
Your ref:

Planning Policy Team
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
East Sussex
BN7 1AB

1st November 2018

Dear Sir / Madam,
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies Consultation – Pre-Submission Version
Land at Sheffield Park Industrial Estate
Introduction
Please find below our response to Lewes District Council’s Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations and
Development Management Policies consultation on behalf of Epic Real Estates Ltd. Our client is
the owner of the Sheffield Park industrial estate and the Bluebell industrial estate shown on Inset
Map 14: Sheffield Park. Our representations focus on the ongoing development of these sites but
are primarily concerned with the Policy NW2 from the Lewes District Local Plan 2003 and why it
is erroneously proposed to be superseded by the Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site
Allocations and Development Management Policies.
We understand that the Council will submit the Plan for Examination prior to 24th January 2018
and therefore our representations refer to the ‘old’ National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
(2012).
Our representations should be read with close reference to the Market Assessment and Demand
Study for Sheffield Park Business Estate prepared by Michael Cogswell MBA BA. This has been
included at Appendix A.
The owner of the site has submitted a planning application under Council Ref: LW/18/0336
which sought to bring forward the NW2 allocation. This application was refused by the Council
1
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but evidences the applicant’s desire to develop the site and realise the significant benefits to the
local economy that we refer to in Appendix A.
The Site and its Context
The site is the Sheffield Park Business Estate, formerly the Woodgate Dairy which ceased
production in 2008.
The site area comprises 6.47 hectares and is located in North Chailey. The site is accessed off
the A275 via East Grinstead Road which falls to the south-east. The site location benefits from
good levels of accessibility by virtue of its links to the A275 and A272.
A portion of ancient woodland abuts the site to the south. The site is within Flood Zone 1, the
lowest risk zone.
The built development on site consists of a number of industrial buildings associated with the
business use, including factory units, loading bays, garage and parking areas.
The operation of the site for business use has been informed by the historic use of the site,
which culminated in a Site Specific Policy (NW2) in the Lewes District Local Plan 2003 for B1, B2
and B8 use at the site. This allocation was retained and adopted as part of the Council’s saved
policies following an examination of the Local Plan by a Planning Inspector in 2016. This is
despite the site’s designation as ancient woodland.
Whilst the allocation in NW2 preceded the ancient woodland designation in the 2003 Local Plan.
The allocation was re-considered (with the knowledge that the area was designated as ancient
woodland) as part of the Lewes Local Plan Part 1. This was independently examined by a
Government appointed Planning Inspector. Following the examination policy NW2 was then
‘saved’ and the Plan was subsequently adopted by the Council.
Policy NW2
Appendix 2 of the Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development
Management Policies DPD details policies in the Lewes District Local Plan 2003 are superseded
by the policies set out in the emerging document. We object to this as it is seemingly based on
the misguided and ill-informed notion that the site is “unlikely to be attractive to business

market”.
2
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This comment apparently stems from the Council’s Employment Land Review (ELR) which was
undertaken in 2010. Two subsequent updates were undertaken the first to review key outputs in
the 2010 ELR in the context of the on-going depressed economic conditions at the time. This
was undertaken in 2012. A further update was undertaken in June 2017 but only to specifically
review Newhaven's employment situation. Lewes District was given a brief update as part of the
report to provide the context to review Newhaven's situation. No update was given to the
Sheffield Park Industrial Estate.
The assessment of Sheffield Park Industrial Estate indicates:

“Development and environmental constraints – Small, generally level site but only accessed
through wider site. Woodland landscape and protection of land for recreational activity (see
Planning Factors) unlikely to be surmountable. No flood risk identified”.
And

“Market attractiveness – undeveloped Greenfield site which has been allocated for 7 years
without development. Isolated location. Unlikely to be attractive to market”.
The full assessment is included at Appendix B.
We are concerned that a document prepared in 2010 and undoubtedly using information
gathered prior to this period is now being used to inform demand some 8 years on. To this end,
Epic Real Estates Ltd commissioned its own assessment of market demand for B1, B2 and B8
accommodation at Sheffield Park. Its findings directly contradict those in the Council’s ELR.
The outdated and incorrect comments made in the ELR manifest themselves in the Lewes
District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Polices Issues and
Options Topic Paper 3: Employment – November 2013. It appears that no effort has been made
to check the veracity of the comments made in the ELR and these have been lazily transferred
into the Topic Paper 3: Employment. The comments in Topic Paper 3 state:

“Planning application under consideration. Isolated location with no public transport apart from
weekend bus service serving tourist railway. Site accessed through existing employment site.
Unlikely to be attractive to business market. Potential ecology and landscape issues”.

3
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Topic Paper 3 – Employment has been included at Appendix C. These comments now appear to
inform the final Plan despite our previous objections.
Under the auspices of Core Policy 4 which focuses on encouraging economic development and
regeneration, the Lewes District Local Plan Part 1 actively seeks to retain allocated employment
sites. It also aims to identify an ample supply of sites to meet current and future market needs.
It states:

“When and where appropriate, identify sufficient sites in sustainable locations to provide for a
flexible range of employment space to meet current and future needs”
and

“There is a presumption in favour of retaining the unimplemented employment site allocations
from the Local Plan (2003) towards meeting the District’s employment land requirements over
the plan period. However, if there are clear economic viability or environmental amenity reasons
for not doing so then such sites will be de-allocated or considered for alternative uses through
the Site Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD or the SDNPA Local Plan.”
The starting point for considering the NW2 allocation is that it should be retained as set out in
Core Policy 4 above. It should only be de-allocated in the event that clear economic viability or
environmental amenity reasons are presented for doing so.
The economic viability evidence we present at Appendix A shows not only that there is
substantial demand, there would be a significant boost to the economy as a result of the
development following the retention of the NW2 allocation (circa £36.92 million over a 10 year
period) and the creation of 90 jobs. This is therefore not a reason to de-allocate the site. The
information we have provided directly refutes the assertions in the ELR which flow into Topic
Paper 3 and provides not only a more robust assessment of the desirability of Sheffield Park
Industrial Estate to the business market but also a markedly more up-to-date one.
Neither the ELR nor Topic Paper 3 presents any environmental amenity reasons for the site to be
de-allocated. It does not refer to an incompatibility with the proposed employment use of the
site and neighbouring land uses. Indeed, the ELR confirms the woodland landscape is “unlikely

to be insurmountable”.

No environmental amenity reasons have been presented for de-

allocating the site.

4
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To give further consideration to potential environmental reasons, the key issue for the site is to
be whether an application could come forward that complies with the NPPF guidance on the
protection of ancient woodland.
Paragraph 118 of the NPPF provides guidance on the protection and enhancement of
biodiversity. The Framework requires a balancing test: identifying the degree and nature of harm
caused to ancient woodland, after allowing for mitigation and compensation; and then
identifying and weighing this harm against the benefits of the whole scheme.
The Planning Practice Guidance (‘PPG’) advises that the requirements of the mitigation hierarchy
need to be satisfied, otherwise permission should be refused. Under the approach promoted in
the PPG, considerations of minimising harm through effective mitigation arise after it is
demonstrated that significant harm cannot be wholly or partially avoided. Compensation is
regarded as a last resort in the event of significant residual harm.
Ancient Woodland can be divided into two main categories:
(1)

Ancient semi-natural woodland (“ASNW”): primarily made up of trees and shrubs native

to the site, usually arising from natural regeneration;
(2)

Plantations on ancient woodland sites (PAWS”): areas of ancient woodland where the

former native tree cover has been felled and replaced by planted trees, usually of species not
native to the site.
The ancient woodland in this case is PAWS. The PPG states that ASNW and PAWS have equal
protection under the NPPF. However, this does not mean that the weight to be attached to both
types of woodland is equal. The weight that will be attached to the loss of ancient woodland will
be dependent on its biodiversity value: that is because ancient woodland is protected because of
its ecological importance. As an advice note by the Houses of Parliament Office of Science and
Technology (“the Parliamentary Note”) put it: “Areas of ancient woodland were originally

mapped to act as a proxy for areas of high biodiversity”. It is generally recognised that PAWS
are of less biodiversity value.
Sylvan confirm in their Technical Briefing Note (included at Appendix D) that the area is in

‘moderate condition’.

5
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There is a substantial body of advice and appeal decisions which demonstrate that the loss of
ancient woodland of low ecological value may be acceptable.
The Parliamentary Note states the following:

“The value of ancient woods will depend on the condition of the site. For instance, some small,
poorly managed ancient woods have been found to be lower in plant diversity than larger,
sustainably managed woods. Readily available date on woodland condition could inform planning
decisions by Local Authorities: loss of a high-condition site that provides greater environmental
and cultural benefits or linkages to other sites may be less desirable than loss of a low-condition
site providing fewer benefits”.
The Standing Advice states the following:
“In assessing development proposals, planning authorities must decide on the weight to be given

to ancient woodland and veteran trees in individual cases”.
In Appeal ref: APP/W2275/V/11/2158341 (Appendix E), the Secretary of State stated as follows:

“The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector that in order to properly balance the harm
against the benefits, the characteristics of the ancient woodland in question must be assessed
(IR16.43). He notes that the Framework advice does not differentiate between Ancient SemiNatural Woodland (ASNW) and PAWS but that the Keepers of Time Statement by Defra seems to
draw a distinction by saying that ASNWs are generally the most valuable ancient woodland sites.
Both types of ancient woodland benefit from the protection in paragraph 118 of the Framework,
but that cannot mean that the quality – or potential quality – of ancient woodland should be
ignored. it is necessary to exercise judgment and to examine the attributes of the site beyond
merely applying the labels of ancient woodland. the fact that there is no explicit policy distinction
in the Framework between ASNW and PAWS cannot lead to the conclusion that the qualitative
attributes and significance of effect on the ancient woodland in question should somehow be
ignored. The point is not that PAWS is to be treated as less valuable simply because it is not
ASNW but that the attributes of the ancient woodland in question must be understood and
judgment exercised in the light of that understanding. striking the balance also requires
consideration of the significance of the loss of the ancient woodland in question, rather than a
bland attachment of equal significance of loss to all ancient woodland.”

6
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Similarly, in Appeal Ref: APP/U2235/A/14/2226326 and APP/H2265/A/14/2226327 (Appendix F),
the Secretary of State stated as follows:

“Designation in itself does not comprise ecological value; it recognises it, provided it is accurately
done. That should not distract the decision maker from firm evidence of actual ecological value.
Designation as Ancient Woodland is only shorthand or an indication of ecological interest; it is
the ecological interest itself which is of value rather than the designation as such.”
Finally, in Appeal Ref: APP/R3650/W/15/3129019 (Appendix G) the Inspector stated as follows:

“The condition and ecological quality of Knowle Wood… has some bearing on the weight that
should be accorded to the loss, alongside the opportunities that the proposal would bring for osite and off-site enhancements. These matters form part of the overall assessments”.
The Technical Briefing Note prepared by Sylvan establishes the ecological baseline of the ancient
woodland and demonstrates that the paragraph 118(1) test is satisfied: i.e. that any significant
harm to the ancient woodland from the development is mitigated or compensated for.
There is some debate about whether it is possible to mitigate the loss of ancient woodland. The
Standing Advice states that the irreplaceable nature of ancient woodland means that loss or
damage cannot simply be rectified by mitigation and compensation measures. It advises that
these measures should be disregarded for the purposes of paragraph 118(5) (i.e. the balance in
favour of harm against benefits). As it puts it at paragraph 6.1;

“The irreplaceable nature of ancient woodland and veteran trees means that loss or damage
cannot simply be rectified by mitigation and compensation measures. Therefore, where
measures seek to address issues of loss or deterioration of ancient woodland or veteran trees,
through for instance, attempting to minimise the area of ancient woodland affected (mitigations)
or through the provision of replacement habitat (compensation), our advice is that these benefits
of a proposed development clearly outweigh the loss or damage of ancient woodland”.
However, this advice is inconsistent with paragraph 118 of the NPPF, since the effect of
mitigation is to reduce harm, and therefore it is wrong to consider mitigation and compensation
measures after the harm has already been balanced against the benefits of the proposal.
Therefore, the correct approach in decision making is to go through the mitigation hierarchy to
determine the level of residual harm caused by the development (assuming it cannot be
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avoided) and to then weigh this harm against the benefits of the proposal. The harm cannot be
avoided if the Council’s allocation is to be realised.
This was the approach taken by the Inspector in the Hermitage Lane appeal:

“When considering damage, even more than when considering loss, it is counterintuitive to
follow Natural England advice that mitigation and compensation measures should be issues for
consideration only after it has been judged that the wider effects of a proposed development
clearly outweigh the loss or damage; that is what it is intended to do and it may be thought
unrealistic to separate the two. Neither party did so.
To conclude on this issue, I have found that loss of part of ancient woodland would be
unavoidable and is necessary to enable the proposed development to proceed. The proposal
would however result in significant harm due to loss of ancient habitats and fragmentation of the
woodland. The mitigation measures proposed would prevent further damage during construction
and operation of the development. A compensation package would allow for the woodlands long
term management and for off-site benefits of at least equivalent value, but neither the mitigation
nor the compensation would fully cancel out the harm caused. There would be residual harm,
which is carried forward to be considered against the need for development and its benefits”.
With this approach in mind, Sylvan conclude that:

“The provision on the measures put forward would serve to avoid significant harm to biodiversity
by compensating for woodland losses while the planning merits, in terms of need and social and
economic benefits, would serve to clearly outweigh the loss of the designated ancient
woodland”.
On this basis, the NW2 allocation can be realised and the requirements of paragraph 118 of the
NPPF satisfied.
In the absence of any cogent evidence contained within the Council’s evidence base indicating
that the site should be de-allocated and given the robust Report prepared by Michael Cogswell
MBA BA confirming substantial demand the presumption in favour of retaining the
unimplemented employment site allocations from the Local Plan (2003) as set out in Core Policy
4 of the Lewes District Local Plan Part 1 should be followed. Similarly, the Council have
presented no environmental evidence of its own to contradict the findings of Sylvan.
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Policy DM17: Former Lewes/Sheffield Park Railway Line
Policy DM17 seeks to permit informal recreational uses, such as walking, cycling and horse-riding
along the route of the undeveloped part of the Lewes/Sheffield Park railway line. It indicates that
development which would prejudice such uses will not be permitted unless proposals are
accompanied by alternative route provision.
Part of the undeveloped route is owned and controlled by Epic Real Estates Ltd and borders the
Sheffield Park Industrial Estate.
There is no public access to land and no intention on behalf of Epic Real Estates Ltd to permit
public access in the future. It is nonsensical to preclude development in an area on the basis of
safeguarding non-existent informal recreational uses on the land.
We object to this policy and suggest it is deleted. Alternatively Epic Real Estates Ltd’s land
should be exempt from its application.
We would like to attend the Examination.

Yours sincerely

Mark Best BSc (Hons) MSc MRTPI
Planning Consultant
For and on behalf of Parker Dann
mark@parkerdann.co.uk
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SHEFFIELD PARK
BUSINESS ESTATE

MARKET ASSESSMENT AND DEMAND STUDY

Michael Cogswell MBA BA
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
•

Interviews took place in November 2017 with three Chartered Surveying
Practices specialising in commercial property; all of whom have completed
deals at Sheffield Park over a period of years and know the location well.
o Stiles Harold Williams (Regional Agency – with 8 offices in East and
West Sussex, West Kent, Surrey and London)
o Oldfield Smith (Local agent operating mainly in the TN22 post-code
area). Richard Oldfield has also submitted a letter of support for the
proposals.
o Core Commercial (based in Paddock Wood, covering Kent and East
Sussex)

•

Locate East Sussex (LES) – the Investor Promotion Agency for East Sussex. LES,
and its parent company Let Do Business Group, have both submitted letters of
support for the proposed new space at Sheffield Park, as has the Federation of
Small Business.

•

All interviewees agreed that there is already a general shortage of suitable
business space in this economic area, with strong unsatisfied demand. The
latent demand is such that the new space is likely to be let as soon as it is
built. Demand is strong across most parts of East Sussex, and is related to a
lack of supply.

•

There is demand across all the size ranges and therefore Epic would be
advised to develop a mix of unit sizes or a modular design with movable
partitions. There are larger requirements IRO 30-40,000 ft², but units under
10,000 ft² with a small office element in the B1/B2/B8 use classes are in most
demand. There is a strong demand for ‘starter units’ under 2,000 ft². This is
not an office location.

•

As evidenced from the letters of support Epic has received, the Sheffield Park
location attracts companies in a variety of sectors. These range from life
sciences, through manufacturing to storage and distribution. All letters of
support, including those from business support organisations, are attached in
Part 2 of this document.

•

All interviewees were adamant that the central part of East Sussex is a
different market from the coastal areas, which includes Lewes. Sheffield Park
is essentially a secondary market to Uckfield in the TN22 postcode and is a
part of economic area that includes Burgess Hill and Haywards Heath.

•

Sheffield Park is a location that enables businesses to easily access the
markets where they operate through good road links via the A275. The
availability of a fast broadband connection is a key factor for business interest
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in any site and Sheffield Park Business Estate has FTTP, making ultra-fast
broadband available. There is also adequate car parking at the site. Some
interviewees considered that this area is ‘Managing Director Country’ and
employers like the proximity of the site to where they live.
•

Lewes is not a competitor area. It is now essentially not open for business as
there is little stock available. North Street / Phoenix industrial estates are
being developed for a mostly residential development, with some occupiers
being decanted to the new Malling Brooks area. Supply on the Cliffe Industrial
Estate is very limited. The commercial property market in Newhaven is also
very tight as the new units in the Enterprise Zone are under offer.
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this report is to present a market assessment of the development
proposals being brought forward for an extension to the Sheffield Park Business
Estate on the land allocated in the Local Plan for employment use as saved Policy
NW2. The report will also present the economic and strategic case and examine how
this fits with the key economic development strategies relevant to this area. The
economic impact of the development is also presented.
Scope and methodology
Extensive evidence of support has taken from several sources but at the core of this
report are interviews which took place in November 2017 with three Chartered
Surveyors specialising in commercial property. All three practices have completed
deals at Sheffield Park over a period of years and know the location well. These are:
•

Oldfield Smith & Co is a local agent based at Uckfield, operating mainly in the
TN22 post-code area and specialising in commercial property. Its founder
Director (Head of Agency and Investment) was interviewed for this report.
Richard Oldfield of Oldfield Smith & Co has also submitted a letter of support
for the proposals (see below).

•

SHW (formerly Stiles Harold Williams) is a leading independent real estate
advisory business, which offers multidisciplinary property services. It is a
regional business with eight offices in East and West Sussex, West Kent, Surrey
and London. The Partner interviewed for this report is based in the
Crawley/Gatwick office which serves Sheffield Park, but is also the Head of
Agency Business Space & Investment division. SHW is a key player in the
Sussex coast commercial property market, and its Sussex Coast Business Space
Agency was able to give insights into the separate Lewes and Newhaven
markets. For a fifth year in a row, SHW has received ‘the most active agent in
Sussex’ award from Estates Gazette magazine.

•

Core Commercial is a specialist commercial property agency based at Paddock
Wood and marketing factories and warehouses across Kent and into Sussex,
Surrey and South-East London, typically ranging from 2,000 ft² to 10,000 ft².
The representative interviewed for this report is a Director, the founder of
Core Commercial, with over 40 years’ experience in commercial property in
various roles.

To add a strategic perspective, an interview also took place with the Business
Manager for the official East Sussex Inward Investment Agency, Locate East Sussex
(LES). He has good knowledge of the site having worked with businesses already
located there and acted as introducer to the landlord of a number of potential
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occupiers including the inward investor from North Tyneside. Working closely with its
local authority partners, LES has a strategic overview of commercial property supply
issues generally in East Sussex informed by a county-wide property database.
All participants were asked similar questions taken from a form, which was used as a
prompt.
Development context
Sheffield Park Business Estate is a 6.47 ha1 (16 acre) site located in Sheffield Park in
East Sussex. It is understood to have had a diary use since the 1950s. The Estate is
directly served by a main road (A275), and is a part of the main central Sussex
economic area which includes Uckfield, Burgess Hill and Haywards Heath.
The site housed the Express Diaries production and distribution facility, subsequently
owned by Arla Foods plc. The production side of the business closed in 2006, as a
knock-on result of the sale of its Express Food business to Dairy Crest (in 2005) with
the reported loss of about 250 jobs2. The distribution facility remained open until July
20083, when it was closed with the loss of a further 80 or so jobs. At its peak, 380
staff are understood to have been directly employed at this facility, excluding those in
the local supply chain. At the time of the closure of the Arla facility, the site
comprised several large industrial units specifically built for the diary business.
When Arla occupied the site, it received planning permission in April 2000 (reference
LW/99/1037) for an additional 4,000m² (43,000ft²) in a wooded area at the south of
the site for operational reasons: a new blow moulding building. This expired in 2005
and the company renewed permission (LW/04/24174) in June of the same year to
enable it to keep its options open regarding the future of the site. There were no
objections to the application at that time from the Environment Agency or the
Woodland Trust, the latter making the following consultation response: ‘We do not
consider that the proposal will have any significant effect on the Semi Natural Ancient
Woodlands approximately 750 metres north west of the property’. In the event, the
site was sold with this area remaining undeveloped and the permission lapsed.
Since acquiring the former Arla site in 2011, the current owner (Epic Real Estates Ltd),
has adapted the existing specialised dairy units for small business occupiers and,
where possible, has in-filled with new units. The site now comprises 5,086 m² (54,740
ft²) of units in the B1/B2/B8 use class, with a low site coverage giving generous yardspace, a requirement of some occupiers.

This includes the entire woodland area.
Source: BBC News website, 10th January 2006
3 Source: www.arlafoods.co.uk
4 Subject to a S106 Agreement relating to the provision and implementation of a woodland and landscape
management plan.
1
2
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There is now a thriving community of SME businesses located on the site (a list of
businesses is included as Appendix 1), protected by security gates and fencing, and
with very good road access via the A275 to East Grinstead, the A23 corridor, Uckfield
and Lewes. Businesses at the Sheffield Park Business Estate currently employ 151 FTE
plus 42 casual workers on-site. This is one of two business parks at Sheffield Park and
there are relatively few if any other opportunities for employment in this rural area –
certainly at any scale. As evidenced below, demand is high but, as the site is now fully
let, the site owner is having to turn away potential tenants. There is therefore a
pressing need for new commercial space to be built out to maximise the employment
potential at Sheffield Park.
Commercial Property in East Sussex – barriers to delivery
The County’s rurality and peripherality to regional hubs of economic activity has been
a major constraint on the supply-side of business investment. There is generally
insufficient value generated by business use classes to make development viable for
national developers, and some employment sites have been lost to competing higher
value residential and food retail uses.
Delivery of commercial floorspace in East Sussex, where development usually serves a
predominately local market of micro businesses and SMEs, has also proven
problematic as there is a need for speculative development. It is vitally important to
occupiers in the small and micro business segment for new space to be speculatively
built in advance of any formal commitment of interest. For financial and operational
reasons these businesses are rarely able to ‘pre-let’ space prior to its construction.
This is explained in detail in a letter from SHW in Appendix 25. However, the funding
paradox is that private development finance for forward funding speculative
development is generally not available. While speculative development is essential to
attract commercial occupiers, it is often not possible to raise private development
capital to finance speculative commercial development, even when that development
can be shown to be viable.
The result, as we will see from the market assessments in the sections below, is a
depleting supply of a suitable floorspace which exists in the face of a strong
underlying demand from SMEs, often requiring public sector ‘gap-funding’ or local
authority intervention to bring forward development at certain sites.
The commercial development that does take place is predominately by local
developers. Being sensitive to local market opportunities and taking a long-term
view, a scheme can be developed that meets the requirements of local businesses, as
Epic has done at SPBE. While Epic needs to build speculatively, and in doing so takes
on risk, this can be managed in this niche market by operating with low overheads
..’companies seeking these smaller units require occupation within a short timeframe and usually 3-6 months
and so will only consider units that are already constructed. It is therefore necessary to speculatively construct
units in order to attract these companies as they generally will not wait for a unit to be constructed for them’.
Source: SHW, letter dated 3rd October 2016 (Appendix 2)
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providing funding is available and there are no extraordinary costs or planning
barriers.
Development proposals
Epic Real Estates Ltd is a commercial Property investor. The owner of Epic has been
involved in the area since 2002, having acquired the Bluebell Business Estate which is
located across the road from the former Arla site. Since 2006, the 10,219 m²
(110,000 ft²) Bluebell Business Estate has been improved and sold to various parties
which have refurbished and built new units incrementally. The owner of SPBE still
retains ownership of part of Bluebell. As such, the site owner is extremely familiar
with the patterns of demand at the Sheffield Park location.
To meet the identified demand, Epic Real Estates proposes developing out a smaller
area than Arla’s previous proposals (see previous section) on the 1.5 acre wooded
area allocated in the Local Plan for employment use as saved Policy NW2. This is only
13.6 % of the total circa 11 acres of woodland on the site.
There are various reasons why it is necessary to build out the NW2 area to maximise
the potential of the business park, rather than attempt to satisfy current demand
within the curtilage of the existing developed part of the site:
•

The site, as currently arranged, is fully occupied with all the opportunities for
infill development having already been taken with the development of Units
9-11. Since May 2017, when they were occupied, Epic has had no other unit
to show potential tenants.

•

It is now not possible to reconfigure the refurbished former diary units to
allow a denser site layout as these have now all been let on 5-10 year leases
and the existing tenants are long-term established occupiers;

•

Similarly, the yard area to the south of the site is let and fully utilised;

•

Reconfiguring the site was not economically viable prior to the site being
occupied as the dairy buildings, which were in good condition had an ‘existing
use value’ that was reflected in the price paid for the site. Property
economics dictated that the only way to develop the site was to reuse and
adapt the existing buildings for general industrial use. This incremental
approach, where the emphasis is on modernising building structures and
recladding as necessary, has avoided the high environmental cost of wholesale
redevelopment of the entire site.

•

The car-park area along the eastern boundary of the site is not suitable for
development as, being a rural site, this is well used and there is no scope for
replacing essential car-parking elsewhere.
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The proposals are for two blocks of small starter units and slightly larger move-on
units together totalling 2,762m² (30,000ft²). The new employment space will be
constructed to a high standard in the B1/B2/B8 use classes, with the units including
an office element. The access to this extension will be through the centre of the main
site between the former diary buildings and the car parking areas.
Following the pre-application process, a planning application to build out this scheme
as described will be submitted in early 2018. The new buildings will be built out
speculatively and it is anticipated that that once the construction phase has
commenced, completion of the extension site will take about 12 months to be
delivered.
LETTERS OF SUPPORT
It should be noted that strong support has been evidenced from the business
community for the proposals. As well as the letter of support from Richard Oldfield,
Director of Oldfield Smith, letters formally supporting the proposals have been
received from businesses seeking space in the new development. These are generally
in two categories: businesses already located at Sheffield Park (both the Sheffield Park
and Bluebell business estates) seeking expansion space and who will have to leave if
this is not available; the other category is inward investors seeking space to locate to
at Sheffield Park. Potentially 100 jobs will be lost.
The proposals have also been supported by the main business/economic
development organisations operating in Sussex. Locate East Sussex and its parent
company Let Do Business Group, have both submitted letters of support for the
proposed new space at Sheffield Park, as has The Federation of Small Businesses.
These letters are included in Section 2 of this document (see Appendix 3 for a list of
companies supporting the SPBE extension with a letter).
MARKET PERSPECTIVE
Volume of demand
There is unambiguous evidence of strong occupier interest in the Sheffield Park
Business Estate (SPBE) which includes the proposed new space in the NW2 area.
A key direct measure of demand at this location is the volume of referrals or
introductions6 logged by Epic. Referrals for SPBE, including those specifically for the
new development space at NW2, are quantified below in (a).

This is defined as a company enquiry about business space specifically at Sheffield Park or being referred by an
introducer (an agent or other organisation) to Epic because the requirement is a clear match with Sheffield Park.

6
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In addition, some directors who had visited the site as potential tenants, or those with
companies already located at Sheffield Park but needing to expand their operations,
felt sufficiently strongly about the need for the new space to voice their support for
the proposals in a letter to Lewes DC planners. In those instances, the opportunity
cost of the required space not being built is very clear and is presented below in (b).
Thirdly, to give a measure of latent market demand we have identified in (c) active
requirements from companies seeking space in a geographical area that includes
Sheffield Park.
To complete the picture (d), we have asked three Chartered Surveying practices, with
strong experience in the commercial property market serving Sheffield Park, to give
their subjective perception of the strength and pattern of demand for the proposed
space. The Business Manager from Locate East Sussex, a local authority funded
organisation which has an overview of mobile investment in East Sussex and is a close
economic development partner to Lewes District Council, has also given his views.
The analysis from this group puts ‘flesh on the bones’ on the bare statistics, giving the
opportunity to highlight market nuances and underlying drivers of demand.
(a) Referrals
To evidence the volume of occupier interest for SPBE we have used a record of
business space enquiries for companies logged by Epic since June 2016. These
company requirements were, in the main, introduced to Epic by the main commercial
agents, although several enquiries were made direct to the site owner. It should be
noted that this record is incomplete, as unfortunately, not all introductions received
were logged by Epic at the time.
The lists of referrals for Sheffield Park received from introducing organisations have
not been merged to avoid double-counting between agents and potential duplication
with Epic’s list. It should also be noted that some organisations do not retain records
of introductions or, because of systems limitations, any retrieval has to be manually
collected. Information may also have been collected on a different basis. Therefore,
a separate record of 24 referrals forwarded to Epic from Core Commercial over the
past year has not been included nor has a list of five enquiries from Locate East
Sussex. Although we consider it ‘unsafe’ to use information from introducers to avoid
double-counting, this method of presenting the enquiries data (i.e. to only include
those logged by Epic) is consistent but almost certainly substantially underestimates
the numbers of enquiries.
The results of this exercise are included in table 1 below. There is no duplication with
the enquiries evidenced through the letters of support in the next section (which
includes expansion requirements from existing tenants) as any duplicates have been
removed. We have not included lists of company names because we do not have
permission to do so (business space requirements are commercial in confidence and
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if released into the public domain could cause issues with staff, suppliers and
competitors) however they are verifiable if required.
Enquiries logged by Epic for Sheffield Park Jun 2016 – Nov 2017

Jun –Nov 2016
Jan – Nov 2017
Since May 2017
Total both periods

No. of
Total
enquiries floorspace
required (ft²)
21
116,200
24
113,700
12
46,700
45
229,900

Total land
required (acres)

% of enquiries
5,000 ft² or
under*
2.75
73%
2.25
50%
2.75
57%
5
61%
*% of enquiries for floorspace
(land enquiries not included)

Table 1
The table shows that, despite very low-key marketing by agents (as very little new
product has been available), 45 companies had been logged by Epic from June 2016
until November 2017 as seeking space at SPBE. 61% of these were for smaller units
under 5,000 ft², which is in the likely target range of the proposed NW2 units. Total
floorspace required was 229,900 ft² (plus yardage) and, in addition, there were
enquiries for 5 acres of land. 12 enquiries have been logged since May 2017 when no
space was available, of which the majority could have been accommodated in the
NW2 allocation had this space been developed.
This is evidence of a very significant volume of direct demand for SPBE. It further
confirms the high level of occupier interest identified by SHW in its letter dated 3rd
October 2016 (Appendix 2).
(b) Letters of support
Also in this category, contributing further to the overall volume of direct demand for
SPBE, are the seven companies that have also so far provided letters of support for
the NW2 proposals. These comprise companies that are: (i) inward investors with an
active property requirement that had visited SPBE but were unable to locate there
because of a lack of availability, and (ii) existing tenants at Sheffield Park with
successful businesses which require more space for operational reasons. Both
groups, including a company from North Tyneside intending to establish a foothold in
the South-East market, are a specific measure of demand that will be lost to the area
if replacement space is not provided. An analysis of the data provided by these
companies shows that the total space requirement which Epic was unable to fulfil was
4,738 m² (51,000 ft²), with 100 jobs potentially lost to the area. Of these, 1,672 m²
(18,000 ft²) relate to two companies already based at Sheffield Park with a
requirement totalling 18 jobs that, unless retained with new space at NW2, would be
potentially lost.
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The list of companies supporting the pre-app with a letter are given in Appendix 3 and
the letters of support are attached in Section 2 of this document.
(c) Lists of active requirements
Latent or indirect demand in an area can be assessed from agents’ lists of current
active floorspace requirements on their enquiries database.
Core Commercial
To measure this indirect demand, Epic has extracted enquiries with a potential
locational match to Sheffield Park from Core Commercial’s November 2017 database
of active property enquiries. This list differs from the previous referrals section in
that enquiries have not been logged by Epic as potential tenants. These database
entries received from Core Commercial were ‘blind’ (released without company
names) for reasons of commercial confidentiality. It should also be noted that we
have discarded a large number of enquiries seeking trade counter or public
showroom uses which could not be accommodated at SPBE.
The analysis showed that the active database has 75 relevant enquiries, totalling
38,810 m² (417,750 ft²) of floorspace in a size range up to 929 m² (10,000 ft²). Of
these, 63 enquiries (84%) are for space up to 465 m² (5,000 ft²) which is in the likely
target for the proposed NW2 units.
SHW
SHW is based in Sussex and active in the Uckfield area. The following table shows
enquiries and total demand for floorspace between November 2016 and October
2017 specifically for the Uckfield area.
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Month
Nov-16

Total
Demand*
112750

Dec-16

No.
Enquiries
4

05,000
1

33158

2

Jan-17

230074

Feb-17

5,00110,000

10,00120,000

20,00150,000

50,000+

0

0

3

0

0

1

0

1

0

9

2

3

0

2

2

250750

5

1

1

0

2

1

Mar-17

140375

6

2

1

0

2

1

Apr-17

8000

1

0

1

0

0

0

May-17

485250

5

1

0

0

2

2

Jun-17

22650

3

1

1

1

0

0

Jul-17

35500

3

0

1

2

0

0

Aug-17

5750

2

2

0

0

0

0

Sep-17

558750

5

0

0

0

3

2

Oct-17

9000

2

1

1

0

0

0

YEAR

1892007

47

11

10

3

15

8

Occupier interest in Uckfield area, Source: Stiles Harold Williams 2017

Table 2
The table is self-explanatory, showing some 47 enquiries for floorspace specifically in
the Uckfield area, which includes Sheffield Park.
(d) Market assessment: commercial agents/Locate East Sussex
All interviewees agreed that there is already a general shortage of suitable
business space in this economic area, with strong unsatisfied demand for space
from occupiers. The latent demand is such that the new space proposed for the
NW2 area is likely to be let as soon as it is built. Demand is strong across most
parts of East Sussex, and is related to a lack of supply across all size ranges.
SHW
SHW generally focuses on larger requirements of 5,000 ft² and above (which
reflects the type of space that was available at SPBE) but has less experience with
Bluebell. It has worked with Epic since about 2008 and has been the lead agent
for SPBE ‘from day one’ after the site was acquired, advising Epic on
development issues. SHW assessed demand in the commercial property market
for central Sussex sub-region, which includes Sheffield Park, as being ‘good;
strong generally’ with ‘strong companies and good churn’.
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Oldfield Smith & Co.
Richard Oldfield said that his experience with Sheffield Park went back to about
2000, prior to forming Oldfield Smith and, during this intervening period, he has
completed some 30-40 property deals mostly at the Bluebell Industrial Estate. His
practice specialises in the TN22 postcode area, which includes the main Bellbrook
and Ridgewood Industrial Estates in Uckfield, as well as Sheffield Park. His overall
assessment of the current market was that there is ‘great demand but no supply’.
He commented that, in particular, there is a pressing need for smaller units to be
developed at SPBE to service micro and SME businesses.
He made the point (repeated in his letter of support: see below in Section 2) that
in his opinion the existing shortage will be exacerbated when the 1,000 new
homes at the Ridgewood Farm development on the edges of Uckfield is built. He
suggested that the proposed 30,000 ft² business space at Sheffield Park will help
to mitigate out-commuting when Ridgewood comes on stream by providing
sustainable employment nearby, as well as ease existing pressure of demand.

Core Commercial
Initially, when they had first started marketing the sites (Bluebell and later SPBE) at
Sheffield Park about five years ago, they were not expecting much interest given
that they are Kent-based agents and these sites were on the periphery of their
market area. In the event, however, there had been ‘a real run of interest’ with a
steady stream of enquiries from businesses for the site, averaging from about one
to two each month. Their latest deal was the Thames Ambulance service base
which now operates from SPBE. Core said that there is a general shortage of
stock creating a pressure of demand right across the region, which makes
secondary locations such as Sheffield Park attractive to incoming businesses. It
was their view that this area of Sussex – whilst perhaps appearing rural and
parochial – has an advantage over mid-Kent in that it is wealthier with end-user
businesses attracting more equity investment.

Locate East Sussex
Works with Epic and provides support to some businesses already located at
Sheffield Park. With a county-wide remit to provide investor services, it reported
the same supply/demand issues as the agents. It currently has live enquiries for
businesses wanting to locate in the Sheffield Park area which it cannot fulfil.
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All interviewees reported that there was particularly high demand for freehold space,
which has occasionally been offered at Sheffield Park.
Pattern of demand
Market area
All interviewees were adamant that the central part of East Sussex is a different
business market from the coastal areas, which include Lewes. Sheffield Park is
essentially a secondary location to Uckfield in the TN22 postcode area and is a part
of an economic area that includes Burgess Hill and Haywards Heath.
Locate East Sussex emphasised that central business locations in East Sussex serve
quite distinct and generally mutually exclusive market areas from those in coastal East
Sussex. The demand for this site has and will continue to be from companies
requiring market access to the central or north Sussex conurbations (which need to
be based in locations close to where they trade) or requiring good road links (via the
A275) to the main regional or national distribution routes. A coastal location, with its
attendant logistical problems, cannot fulfil these criteria.
One of the agents made the point that coastal locations have the issue of
180°markets, and that the 360° markets at Uckfield/Sheffield Park enhanced their
attractiveness for business. This explains the success of sites like the Mid-Sussex
Business Park in East Sussex, near to Burgess Hill, to which the proposed development
at Sheffield Park would have a similar appeal. Whilst inward investors seeking space
or established companies seeking expansion space were often signposted by local
authorities to the coastal regeneration areas (such as the Enterprise Zone at
Newhaven), for these businesses a coastal location is not viable.
Interviewees also highlighted the issue of workforce mobility. This particularly affects
some manufacturing companies, where access to a viable workforce was important
factor and, for those established companies planning to expand, workforce retention
and the potential loss of core capabilities that entailed, restricted their mobility.
All those canvassed agreed that Sheffield Park is located in the same central Sussex
market area as Uckfield, Burgess Hill and Haywards Heath. It is a secondary location
to Uckfield in the TN22 postcode area. Its links to this economic area is also clearly
acknowledged in the Lewes District Local Plan7,: ‘The towns of Haywards Heath and
Burgess Hill in Mid Sussex District abut the north-western boundary and due to their
available range of employment opportunities, retail, other services and facilities,
including public transport links to areas such as London and Gatwick, they exert a

Lewes District Local Plan Part 1 Joint Core Strategy 2010-2030 (adopted May 2016): General Characteristics of
Lewes District

7
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strong influence on the rural communities within the northern part of Lewes District
(2.1)’.
Type of occupiers/business uses
There was general agreement among interviewees that the enquiries from
potential occupiers about locating to Sheffield Park represent a wide mix of
sectors, and there is no particular specialisation. Storage and distribution accounts
for the highest proportion of total enquiries.
Sectors mentioned by interviewees include light manufacturing, storage and
distribution, construction, life sciences, logistics and motor related (although private
car workshops are not understood to be encouraged by the landlord). The use
classes in demand at Sheffield Park are B1/B2/B8; it is clear this is not an office (B1a)
or trade counter (B8) location.
These are general industrial estate uses which are similar to the mix of occupiers
(listed in Appendix 1) already located at Sheffield Park Business Estate, which include
business activities such as an award-winning Artisan bakery, a leading event catering
company, a furniture manufacturer, a pet-food manufacturer, and an archival storage
company which combines this activity with stationery distribution. The ‘Letters of
support users’ have an equally diverse sectoral mix as do the lists of enquiries
received from the agents.
Size of unit
Whilst agents and Locate East Sussex reported property requirements of all sizes
for Sheffield Park, the strongest demand cited was for smaller units in the range of
1,000-5,000 ft² although one agent suggested this range could extend to 10,000 ft².
All interviewees suggested that offering a range of smaller units would be necessary
to capture the maximum demand from business enquiries. The agents suggested
sizes that ranged from 1,000-10,000 ft² as being most in demand, depending perhaps
on whether they dealt with regional (larger) or local (smaller) requirements.
However, they also all stressed the importance of flexibility and having a range of
sizes available. Locate East Sussex echoed Epic’s own intention to provide blocks of
units with a modular construction with the flexibility for internal partition walls to be
moved to accommodate end-user requirements.
Drivers of demand
Businesses want to locate to Sheffield Park because they can easily access the
markets where they operate through good road links via the A275. It has ultra-fast
broadband and adequate car parking is available. A subsidiary driver is that the
site is considered to be in ‘Managing Director Country’ and some employers like its
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proximity to where they live. The site’s physical space and flexibility was
considered to be a more important draw than the high site security available.
There was general consensus that the key driver of demand for the new units at SPBE
will be its central Sussex location, which through a favourable geographical position
and good road links via the A275, gives companies the necessary access to markets
locally or to the national distribution routes. For these companies Sheffield Park is a
viable alternative location to Uckfield, where the commercial property market is very
tight, without (as was pointed out) a rush hour!
This key criterion of location is balanced by other factors. As a secondary location to
the big mid-Sussex conurbations, two of the agents considered that the site
represented good value for money with flexible lease terms. One agent characterised
Sheffield Park as being in ‘Managing Director Country’ where executive housing was
available nearby. Such a location enabled employers to live near to their business
(obviating the need to commute long distances) whilst still accessing the necessary
markets.
All interviewees identified the availability of a fast broadband connection as being of
high and increasing importance to businesses, and therefore a key factor for business
interest in any site. Sheffield Park Business Estate has FTTP (‘Fibre to the Premises’),
enabling ultra-fast download speeds of up to 330Mbps and upload speeds of up to
30Mbps8. This ultra-fast broadband capability extends the appeal of the site to hightech and other businesses that need the fastest broadband connections.
The rural location was not seen in itself as being important factor condition in
generating demand, although the generous on-site parking was considered very
important in this rural area as was the yard space necessary for some businesses. In
other words, the site’s physical space and flexibility was considered to be a distinctive
attribute. The high site security (the site is protected by security gates) was not
considered a critical factor at this ‘safe’ location.
The fact that the expansion units would be new and therefore being of a high quality
than second-hand space in competitor locations had some traction, with the view
expressed that units would be maintenance free and provide a comfortable working
environment: ‘people want to be proud of where they work’.
LEWES
Lewes is not a competitor location being a part of coastal Sussex, with little
business crossover between the two areas. Essentially Lewes is not open for
business as there is little vacant stock available. The commercial property market
in Newhaven is also very tight as new units about to complete in the Enterprise
Zone are under offer.
8

Source: BT.
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The agents and Locate East Sussex were asked to comment on the suggestion by a
Lewes District Council representative at the pre-application meeting in November
2017 that questioned why an extension to SPBE was being proposed when there is
vacant floorspace in the town of Lewes that businesses can go to instead.
In terms of market area Lewes, though a relatively isolated business location, is more
closely aligned with the coastal Sussex market. This, as we have seen in the preceding
sections of this report, is distinct from the central Sussex economic area of which
Sheffield Park is a part. There is only limited crossover between these areas.
The other factor is that, essentially, Lewes is closed for business. This is because
there is, in practical terms, no stock of available business space.
The North Street employment area including the Phoenix Industrial Estate, which
consists of run-down or redundant industrial units, is in the process of being
redeveloped by MAS for a mixed-use scheme called the North Street Quarter
(https://northstreetqtr.co.uk). This is primarily residential with 416 homes. The
development includes some 6050 m² (65,122 ft²) of flexible workspace; however, this
area includes a ‘health-hub’ use. The commercial space is office (focused on the
creative sector) and small retail based and would be unsuitable for light industrial and
distribution uses.
The North Street Quarter is currently mainly empty and boarded up (see images
below) with demolition due to in Spring 2018.

Some existing buildings are being occupied by community enterprises on a
‘meantime’ basis pending the redevelopment of North Street. This space is
temporary and not suitable for business occupiers. Provision for 75,000 ft² of space
for light industrial use has been made available at Malling Brooks to decant existing
tenants at North Street and Phoenix. This move-on space is not intended for
incoming occupiers and is anyway understood to be fully committed.
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Cliff Industrial Estate, located at the mouth of the Cuifail Tunnel, is the main
employment area in Lewes. It was built in the 1980s and comprises 28 units, which
range from 1,190 ft² to 13,046 ft². It has recently been acquired by a pension fund
with a remit to increase investment values by raising rentals by some 30%. Except for
Unit 20 (4,884 ft² available for over £11.00 ft² – a price point unaffordable by many
small industrial occupiers), Cliffe is fully let.
Newhaven is the main regeneration area in Lewes District. The commercial market
here is also understood to be tight. The only new units suitable for light industrial use
are about to be completed in the Enterprise Zone, but these were reserved by
occupiers some months ago. A further phase of 5,726 m² (61,634 ft²) will be available
in 2019 but it is unlikely this location will be of interest to those companies seeking a
location in the central Sussex area.
STRATEGIC CONTEXT
The need to provide more appropriate quality employment space to meet modern
business needs on a larger scale for start-ups, expanding local companies, or to
attract mobile investors is now woven through economic development strategy
and planning policy at all tiers of Local Government in East Sussex and at the
regional level. The extension to SPBE is an opportunity to deliver modern space to
contribute to improved productivity and more sustainable working for local
people.
Coast to Capital (C2C)
Strategic Economic Plan9
The SEP acknowledges that the rural economy ‘is growing, is sectorally diverse and is
increasingly knowledge-based’ (Chapter 9, pp158) and this is evidenced in those
letters from companies requesting space at Sheffield Park, including Cells4Life and
Stabilitech Biopharma. As the letter makes clear, Cells4Life – the UK’s market leader
in cord blood cryopreservation – had outgrown its base in Burgess Hill and its
Chairman had hoped to bring it closer to where he lives near Sheffield Park. The SEP
is clear that rural areas ‘contribute significantly to our economic success’ and the SEP
points to the ‘significant businesses that are based in rural areas…across a wide range
of sectors’. However, it acknowledges there are a number of specific challenges to
rural growth and of particular relevance is a shortage of premises for expansion. As a
consequence, the SEP proposes interventions and investments with local partners
that includes support for business premises.
The SEP has a focus on business premises to ensure there is sufficient capacity for the
growth intended to be stimulated. This includes ‘a need to develop new clusters of
business premises and to improve existing stock’ (Chapter 4 pp100), as business
9

Strategic Economic Plan, Coast to Capital LEP, March 2014
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surveys and feedback from partners indicate ‘a shortage of industrial units across the
area’, with ‘with poor quality business and industrial estates in some localities with a
lack of investment for many years’. With a ‘very high incidence of home based
businesses…there is a need for easy access move-on space’. Coast to Capital LEP
solution is intervention to address this barrier to growth by establishing a ‘coinvestment fund’ to support the improvement of estates. At SPBE, Epic is proposing
to bring forward new space on a speculative basis to meet this growth agenda
without the need for public support in the form of ‘gap funding’.
Coast to Capital Industrial Strategy Response 2017
C2C’s response to the government’s Industrial strategy10 identifies what is holding the
region back, and one of the complex issues related to poor productivity reported to
the Secretary of State is this letter is: ‘lack of business space’ (pp4.). In rewriting the
new Strategic Economic Plan (2017), C2C says it will address seven key themes to
improve regional competitiveness. It should be noted that the extension space at
Sheffield Park has close synergies with three of these:
•

•

•

Upgrading infrastructure: C2C says (pp5.) that the development of small
businesses is key: ‘Many of them are highly innovative and will be the engine
for future growth, wealth and employment in our region’. To enable this
growth, C2C will support: ‘the creation of more employment space…so that
we remain competitive in attracting entrepreneurs and supporting the growth
of businesses’.
Supporting businesses to start and grow: to increase levels of business
sustainability and growth, the first blockage to address is ‘lack of move on and
making space’ (pp7.). Whilst C2C’s business growth investment priority is to
support this growth through funding interventions, this objective is helping to
be achieved without public funding at Sheffield Park by Epic’s plans to develop
the extension site.
Access to housing and business space: C2C says (pp10.) it will support the
delivery and help to bring forward: ‘…commercial space which will support
growth and productivity in our region’. It will have a focus on: ‘supporting,
funding and advocating housing and business space as well as unblocking sitespecific issues.’

Coast to Capital Business Plan 2017/18
The Sheffield Park development proposals are closely aligned with the priorities
outlined in the current Coast to Capital Business Plan, principally in Theme 6:
Regeneration, business space and housing. The Business Plan notes that: ‘A shortage
of business space is also a barrier to growth, specifically move-on space for growing
businesses’ (pp10). The new development at SPBE would help in the stated objective

10

To Rt Hon Greg Clark MP, 10th April 2017
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of achieving an increase in employment space in the region, bringing in the private
investment the Business Plan states is ‘needed for our economy to grow’.
South East LEP (SELEP) Strategic Economic Plan11
SELEP also recognises the importance of the rural economy, noting: (2.46) ‘A
substantial proportion of the SE LEP business base is located in rural areas’, including
‘sectors more associated with urban areas, including manufacturing, construction and
business services’ (all in evidence at Sheffield Park). Rural areas need to be nurtured
in the same way as urban areas: ‘Our growth plans and programmes apply to rural
areas as much as they do to urban areas…’.
East Sussex Growth Strategy12
A key element of the vision for East Sussex articulated in the East Sussex Growth
Strategy 2014 –2020 includes businesses having the accommodation they require to
flourish (3.1). One of the growth measures identified is to: ‘contribute to unlocking
key employment floor space allocated in Local Plans’ (3.2). It should be recalled here
that the NW2 area is already allocated for business use. These ambitions are carried
through to the strategic objective for business (‘Enabling business growth, particularly
of high value businesses’) with the key priority to ‘Enable the delivery of an
appropriate pipeline of suitable business premises and upgrading existing premises’
(3.3). This strategy explicitly recognises that the County has suffered from a shortage
of quality business premises due to a lack of speculative development (paragraph
4.41): ‘We need to ensure…that appropriate new business space continues to be
developed to attract new firms and support the growth of existing businesses across
the county’.
One of the ‘indicative actions’ to achieve the key priority above is to: ‘support the
development of small work space units in rural and village locations to meet local
business demand’ (4.45). This fits well with the Epic’s intention to bring forward the
extension site.
Adopted Lewes District Local Plan (2016)
The Local Plan acknowledges that rural parts of the district have undergone major
change ‘as agricultural employment has contracted and been replaced by … jobs in
rural industrial premises…’13 This assessment of rural diversification is echoed in the
section describing the characteristics of ‘The rural area of the Low Weald’ where SPBE
is located. However, despite an increasing reliance on industrial uses in the Lewes

South East LEP: Growth Deal and Strategic Economic Plan, 2014
Published in December 2014.
13 Local Plan (2016): Economic Characteristics pp24
11
12
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economy, the quality of the commercial property infrastructure is noted to be often
poor14.
The Key Strategic Issues and Challenges in the Adopted Lewes District Local Plan
(2016) outlines the need for more and better-quality business space:
Accommodating and delivering growth: There is a need to deliver sufficient sites and
premises for business and other uses to provide employment and facilitate the
growth and regeneration of the local economy.
Promoting sustainable economic growth and regeneration: We need to address the
identified lack of good quality modern business premises of all sizes in order to
support the incubation, growth and retention of local businesses and the district’s
ability to attract inward investment.
To achieve the District Vision, and for that of the rural area of the Low Weald, which
states that ‘development that…supports the rural economy will be have been
sensitively accommodated, Core Policy 4 – Encouraging Economic Development and
Regeneration, ensures that the LPA will ‘take a flexible and supportive approach to
economic development’ and (3) will ‘support the appropriate intensification,
upgrading and redevelopment of existing employment sites for employment uses’.
There will also be support for ‘economic growth in rural areas through the conversion
of existing buildings and appropriate, well-designed new buildings for suitable
business uses.’ (5).
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies Issues and Options. Issues & Options Topic Paper 3: Employment –
November 2013
The high level of enquiries for the NW2 space demonstrated in the above directly
rebuts the erroneous assertion in the Issues & Options Topic Paper 3: Employment –
November 2013 that the site is ‘Unlikely to be attractive to business market’ (see
below).
Lewes District Council Employment & Economic Land Assessment15
This review specifically refers to the SPBE site, including the NW2 expansion space.
Whilst concentrating on various constraints it does however consider the site might
be suitable for locally based, smaller scale activities.
This assessment seems inexplicitly to have been conducted without reference to an
appropriate market assessment of demand for the site which would have rebutted
the claim that given its ‘isolation and poor access, this appears a low-quality site’ and
ibid., 24: ‘Many employment premises in the district are ageing and do not meet modern business
requirements’.
15 Nathaniel Lichfield and Partners, Employment & Economic Land Assessment, September 2010, para 5.42.
14
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‘unlikely to attract new investment’. Nathanial Lichfield’s flawed assessment appears
to have been enshrined in the Issues & Options Topic Paper 3: Employment –
November 2013. Tenant responses to a questionnaire16 Epic has prepared, suggest
that ‘access to markets’ and ‘good access to the road network’ are in fact among the
key drivers for businesses locating to the site. Several larger scale distribution
businesses have operated from Sheffield Park and there have been enquiries for
premises at SPBE of up to 50,000 ft². Epic also totally refutes the assertion that ‘the
site is subject to flooding’ and it is assumed that Nathanial Lichfield has confused the
site with the adjoining flood plain; it should be noted that there is a level difference
between the business estate and flood plain and the site sits wholly within flood zone
1, the lowest risk zone.
Newick Parish Council – Neighbourhood Plan 2015-2030 (business and local
economy policies)
The Neighbourhood Plan says that Newick’s residents wish to retain all of the Parish’s
commercial facilities. There is also a desire to increase the number of small
businesses and thereby provide more local jobs. However, despite the existence of
these various businesses, there are limited local job opportunities for local people,
contributing to daily out-commuting for many residents. Significantly, it states that
the need to commute may discourage people of working age from moving to Newick.
One of the stated outcomes of this Plan is to contribute to the success of local
businesses and, if at all possible, attract new enterprises, so that more local jobs
become available.
The Plan refers to the end of milk processing on the Dairy site which unfortunately
resulted in the loss of many jobs. It notes that it is encouraging to hear that some of
the buildings are already being re-used and the site is expected to provide about 70
jobs once all of the buildings are in use, providing some work opportunities for local
people. Policy LE2 explicitly supports: ‘new build development of industrial units on
the site of the previous milk processing plant…subject to it respecting the established
sense of place and local character of the existing buildings in the area of the
development and the surrounding countryside.’
The development on the extension site at SPBE will help the Parish meet its Economic
Objective (Objective 12): Maintain and enhance a diverse economic base within the
Parish and encourage the sensitive location of new businesses. Businesses located at
the existing site together already employ 151 FTE plus 42 casual workers and this will
rise by over 70 FTE on the extension site when it is developed which will be close to
the levels achieved by Arla prior to the site closing. The existing and proposed site is
well screened by trees, and any gaps in this screening will be filled to ensure that the
visual amenity of the surrounding countryside is maintained and protected.

16 See Appendix 4 for a table showing a summary of tenant’s responses. Note that tenants at Bluebell Business
Estate were also invited to respond to the questionnaire.
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As the main SPBE is already fully occupied, and there is no other alternative site with
the capacity for new-build business space to employ residents on the required scale,
there is unlikely to be another opportunity available in the Parish to employ residents
if planning permission is not granted for the extension site proposals.
SUMMARY ECONOMIC IMPACTS (New development)
Using approved methodology, economic impacts estimated to be generated by the
SPBE extension site are 73 full time jobs (on-site) in this area alone. During the
construction phase, some 17 net jobs will be created. It can be estimated that the
extension site at SPBE when completed and occupied will add a capitalised annual
GVA contribution of up to £3.8m PV, and subject to future market conditions will
contribute cumulative benefits of some £36.92m (£30.07m PV).
Operating phase
The SPBE extension site proposals comprise small starter units and slightly larger
move-on units together totalling 2,762 m² GEA (30,000ft²). The Employment Density
Guide 2015 (2nd Edition) was used to calculate the estimated employment unlocked
by the proposals. A standard factor of 5% converts the GEA area to 2,624 m² GIA and
an ‘Industrial & Manufacturing’ measure of 36 m² (GIA) per FTE, that best reflects the
likely production activities of potential end-users at this site, was then applied. This
shows that the gross jobs capacity (i.e. on-site jobs) generated by the new
development can be estimated to be 73 FTE, once the units are built out and
occupied.
It is also possible to evaluate the additional indirect and induced jobs that the
development is expected to create. The approach taken follows government
guidance17 for assessing interventions. After adjusting for leakage and displacement
factors a composite multiplier of 1.3 is applied to the net jobs to estimate the
additional economic activity associated with local supplier purchases and additional
local income. This process shows that 72 net additional jobs will be created by the
development.
A summary of the operating impacts is provided in the table below:
Gross and net employment impacts – development of extension site
Gross jobs capacity
Net jobs
Net additional jobs
(i.e. gross direct FTE
(i.e. direct FTE
(includes direct, indirect, and
or ‘on-site jobs’
after
induced FTE)
before additionality
additionality
factors applied)
factors applied)
73

55

72

Table 3.
17

Source: Additionality Guide, Homes and Communities Agency, 2014
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It is possible to monetize the estimated net additional employment impacts from the
development in terms of Gross Value Added (GVA). Benefits are based on the
number of net additional jobs created and multiplied by the GVA per job using an
average £44,726 GVA per job/per annum18. On the basis that a net 72 additional jobs
are generated, it can be estimated that the extension site at SPBE when completed
and occupied will add a capitalised annual GVA contribution of up to £3.8m PV,
subject to future market conditions.
Construction phase
In addition to the operating impact, construction effects can be estimated. The
impact of construction activity is measured in person years, calculated by dividing the
annual turnover per job for the SE construction sector19 by the total development
costs, estimated at £2.202m. This gives an estimate of 17 jobs supported in the one
year programme of construction. The GVA impacts each year are calculated by
multiplying these jobs by the GVA per job in the construction sector20 and the process
modelled using the additionality logic chain given in government guidelines as
presented above. A construction Type II employment multiplier21 of 1.9 has then
been applied to capture the indirect and induced jobs. These 17 jobs add a further
£1.19m net GVA for the one year of construction which can be included in the
cumulative GVA calculation below.
Cumulative benefits
The cumulative achieved GVA generated by the development is also estimated. The
annual GVA is discounted at HM Treasury’s Social Time Preference Rate of 3.5% with
the benefit flow limited to 10 years22. This analysis shows that taken together the
construction and operating impacts of this development will contribute cumulative
benefits of some £36.92m (£30.07m PV) over the appraisal period.
CONCLUSION
Sheffield Park is one of only two business parks in this rural area of Lewes District. It
provides business premises for the local community, and it’s a location that provides a
convenient base to access markets in central-Sussex. It has also attracted enquiries
from high-tech companies which cannot compete with rents in established business
areas.

18

Source: ONS Labour Productivity by UK NUTS2/3 sub-regions, 2014

19

£132,518 – source: BIS Business Population Estimates 2015

20

£74,615 – source: GVA per construction job East Sussex, ONS NUTS 3 Employment by Industry (BRES)
via ESIF/ESCC
21
source: Scottish multipliers by SIC 41-3, The Scottish Government, 2013
22
Table 53, Impact of RDA spending V.1, BIS/PwC, 2009
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Companies already located in the existing development at SPBE employ 151 FTE plus
42 casual workers; using approved methodology it is estimated that a further 73 FTE
will be employed in the proposed 30,000 ft² development once fully built and
occupied and 17 during the construction phase. This new development will add
combined cumulative benefits of £36.92m over a ten-year period.
The Issues & Options Topic Paper 3: Employment – November 2013 asserts that the
site is ‘Unlikely to be attractive to business market’ and similar sentiments are
presented in the Employment & Economic Land Assessment 2010. There is, however,
unambiguous evidence of strong occupier interest in the Sheffield Park Business
Estate, including the proposed new space in the NW2 area. Far from ‘unattractive to
the business market’, Epic has logged 45 companies actively seeking space at SPBE
since June 2016, with floorspace requirements of 229,990 ft². In addition, a further
seven companies have gone to the trouble to support Epic’s planning application with
a letter. These include inward investors introduced by Locate East Sussex, a
bioscience company, as well as companies located at the site with an expansion
requirement. These enquiries total 51,000 ft² with 100 jobs potentially being lost to
the area.
The Employment & Economic Land Assessment also said that the site was ‘unlikely to
attract new investment’. This is demonstrably rebutted by Epic’s existing investment
in the site and its proposals to invest £2.2m in building out the extension site. In
addition, tenants have/will invest in substantial fit-out costs to make their units
suitable for business use.
It is not clear how Nathanial Litchfield and Lewes District Council came to its
conclusion as the Bluebell Business Estate (across the road), a 110,000 ft²
development which the site owner acquired in 2002, was fully occupied and partly
sold to owner occupiers only four years later in 2006. Since 2006 the Estate has
continued to let well, which is indeed why the decision was taken to invest in the
former Arla Diaries site. SPBE has been fully occupied since May 2017 and there are
no further infill opportunities. If this development is not supported, there will be no
other opportunities to create employment in this rural location.
We have also presented subjective evidence from the agents interviewed and Locate
East Sussex to the effect that there is a shortage of business space in the TN22
postcode area, and strong unsatisfied latent demand, which we have substantiated
and quantified with evidence from two extensive property databases.
During the pre-application process, the proposed extension on the NW2 area was
implied as being unnecessary because of vacant floorspace in the town of Lewes. In
this report, we have presented evidence that Lewes is not open for business as there
is little vacant usable stock available. Partly this is because the North Street
employment area is being redeveloped for a mostly residential scheme.
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Secondly, we have evidence that Sheffield Park is located in the same central Sussex
economic market area as Uckfield, Burgess Hill and Haywards Heath. The good road
links to this area via the A275 is in fact one of the key advantages to the location that
existing tenants identified in a questionnaire. There is very little crossover between
Lewes, a very isolated commercial property market, and Sheffield Park. The influence
of these central Sussex towns is made clear in the Lewes District Local Plan.
We have demonstrated there is a strong alignment between this development and
the strategic objectives of all the economic development and planning policy
statements from Coast to Capital’s down through all administrative tiers, which
support business expansion, and sees ‘lack of business space’ as one of the key issues
to be addressed. At SPBE, Epic is proposing to bring forward this space on a
speculative basis, without the need for ‘gap funding’.
If planning is agreed, the extension site, together with the existing development, will
enable Sheffield Park to meet its potential as a sustainable business location in this
rural area.

Whilst we have made every attempt to ensure that the information contained in this report
has been obtained from reliable sources, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions,
or for the results obtained from the use of this information.
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Appendix 1 Schedule of Businesses located in the existing Sheffield Park Business Estate - 5,086m² (54,750 ft²)
Unit(s)
no.

Business name

Unit size ft²

Sector

Business activity

Estimated job
numbers now
(FTE where
known)

Located from

1-2,4,5

Mobiform

19,210

Manufacturing

Furniture making

25

N/K

1-2
3
6

Sussex Chef
Amadeus
Turners

910
4,000
3,300

Hospitality
Service
Transport

Wedding services
Stationery/archiving
Haulage

5 (+ 35 casuals)
5
16

Crawley
Lingfield
Bluebell/Ringmer

7
8
9-10

3,300
3,300
4,095

Service
Catering
Manufacturing

Ambulance
Artesian Bakery
Exhibition stand builders

60
5
5 (+ 5 casuals)

N/K
East Grinstead
Reigate

11

Thames Ambulance
The Sussex Kitchen
Event Design
Production
Benyfit Natural

4,095
(>15k
required)

Manufacturing

Pet food

10 (planned
increase to 30)

Hartfield

12

Downs Energy

2,350

Energy

Insulation

12

Burgess Hill

13-14

Event Design
Production
Snap On Tools
The Structure Group
(TSG)

3,000

Manufacturing

Exhibition stand builders

See above

Reigate

2,200
3,530

Distribution
Manufacturing

Tool distribution
Exhibition structure
Manufacturer

2
3 (+ 2 casuals)

Uckfield
Scaynes Hill

Yard

Munnery
Mechanical

2xHGV

Haulage

Engineering

1

N/A

Yard

Coussens Cranes

4xHGV

Plant

Cranes

2

Burgess Hill

15
Yard
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Appendix 3 Schedule of companies that have supported pre-app with letter
Company
name

Sector

Business activity

Current
Employees

Planned
new staff
if
expanding

Total
employment
proposed at
Sheffield
Park

Space
requirement
(ft²)

Other
requirements

Relocating
from?

Inward
investor
(I) Startup (S)
Retention
(R )
R

Amadeus

Office
administration,
distribution
and Storage

Archival storage
and office product
supplies

5

5

10

15,000

Secure site at
centre of 10
square mile
market
distribution
area.

Sheffield
Park
Business
Estate

Cells4Life

Life sciences

Cord blood
cryopreservation

30

10

40

18,000

Secure site
and freehold
available

Burgess
Hill

I

Stabilitech
Ltd

Life sciences

Biopharmaceuticals

N/K

N/K

N/K

N/K

N/K

Burgess
Hill

I

Finsdale
Construction
Ltd

Construction

Domestic custom
house building

2

N/K

2

1,500

Secure unit
and yard
space close
to home in
Chailey

Chailey

R

Comments

Requires new unit in the
proposed expansion space.
Expansion triggered by new
data storage contract
which cannot be serviced
from existing premises.
Will have to leave if new
unit not available.
Company grew out of
Sussex University's
Innovation Centre. After
some difficulty found
another site in East Sussex
when no space available at
Sheffield Park.
Company is pioneering the
use of viral vectors and is
at forefront of next
generation vaccines and
biopharmaceuticals.
Company employs many
sub-contractors.
Understood to be currently
based at home.
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GlassEco Int
Limited

Manufacturing

Manufacturer of
eco-surface
products

35

N/K

35

12,000

Cost effective
space
preferably
located in
North Sussex
for logistical
reasons.

Crawley

I

Infinite
Playgrounds

Manufacturing

Design,
manufacture, and
installation of
educational play
areas in schools
and public spaces.

35

5

5

1,500

Secure unit
and yard
space close
to excellent
transport
links.

North
Shields

I

Primary
Traffic
Solutions
Ltd

Construction
and
manufacturing

Supplies traffic
light systems to
contractors. The
company also
operates a sign
making business.

6

2

8

3,000

Modern
clean
environment
required to
achieve ISO
9001.
Sheffield Park
well placed
for accessing
markets in
East & West
Sussex, Kent,
Surrey &
London.

Sheffield
Park

R

100

51,000

Total jobs/space (ft2) potentially lost

18,000

GlassEco has developed an
innovative award-winning
eco-surface for products
such as kitchen countertops. Sheffield Park would
enable company to retain
existing workforce and as
Director lives in Brighton
the site is a viable
commute.
Locate East Sussex
matched the requirement
for a part of the business
that specialises in
designing canopies for
schools and colleges with
Sheffield Park. Its longer
term objective is to bring
down a sizable proportion
of its HQ staff to the SE
where the market is strong.
Company already located
at Bluebell Business Park
with Epic Real Estate as
existing landlord.
Company states it will have
to move away from
Sheffield Park if new space
doesn't become available.

18

N/K = Not known
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Appendix 4 Existing tenant’s responses to questionnaire
Business
name

Industry

Location
before
Moving

Local to
workplace

Distance to
work

Does
business
benefit from
proximity to
A275

Availability of
on-site
parking

Place more
value on
parking/access
than a central
location

Better value
than town
centre
location

Other reasons
why locality
chosen

Replica Glass
Fibre

Manufacturing

Newhaven

No

32 miles

Yes

Very good

Yes

Yes

PK Finn

Furniture
Upcycling

Shoreham

No

Moving from
Caterham

Yes

Good

Yes

Yes

Town centre
more
expensive and
only useful if
passing
business is
required

Sussex Chef

Catering

New start-up

Yes

East
Grinstead,
Forest Row,
Brighton

Yes

Very good

Yes

Yes. Good
parking, more
facilities for
lower rent &
rates, lack of
parking in
Lewes

Attractive
environment:
feels like a
community

Key drivers
to choosing
Sheffield
Park
Price,
availability,
size/range
units,
security,
parking,
access to
markets,
rural location.
Price,
availability,
size/range
units, rural
location,
very peaceful,
good location
between
staff.
Price,
availability,
size/range
units,
security,
parking,
access to
markets,
rural location,
good security
when working
late,
personal, plus
24hr access
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needed as we
are a catering
company
360 Degree
Brewery

Brewery

New start up
2013

No

15 miles

Yes

Good

No

Yes. Lower
rent
& rates

No town
congestion

Cars (Auto
Repairs)

Automotive

Crawley

Yes

6 miles

Yes

Very good

Yes

Yes. Ease of
access, no
traffic
congestion

24/7 hours.
Convenient

Turners
Distribution

Milk transport

Ringmer

Mixed

South Chailey
to Eastbourne
& Worthing

No

Very good

Yes

Yes. Access &
parking

Geographically
well located
for
collection and
distribution

BHC
Transport

Haulage

Pease
Pottage

Yes

5 miles
Wivelsfield

Yes

Very good

Yes

Yes. No
space town
centre and
lower rent

Easy access to
main road

Downs
Energy

Insulation

Burgess Hill

Yes

8 miles
Forest Row

Yes

Very good

Yes

Yes. Lower
rent
& rates

Access to road
network, good
geographical
reach to
customers,
less
congestion

Price,
availability
size/range
units
access to
markets
Price,
availability,
size/range
units
parking,
access to
markets
rural location.
Price,
availability
size/ range
units
security,
parking,
access to
markets
rural location.
Price,
availability
size/ range
units,
security,
parking.
Price,
availability,
size/range
units,
security,
access to
markets.
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getting to
work
The Sussex
Kitchen
Bakery

Catering

East
Grinstead

Yes

7 miles
Ashurst
Wood

Yes

Very good

Yes

Yes. Lower
rent

Benyfit
Natural Pet
Food

Manufacturer

Ashford

Yes

5 miles

Yes

Very good

Yes

Yes. New
tenant moved
here after
extensive
market
research on
price

Town centre
not practical
for
manufacturer
with large
lorries.
Deliveries
24/7 essential;
people don't
like food
smells/noise
Lack of hustle
and bustle,
cleanliness
and
peaceful
country
environment

Price,
availability,
size/range
units,
couldn't find
any other
units in the
area and of
the right size
Availability,
size/range
units,
security,
parking, rural
location.
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SECTION 2 – LETTERS OF SUPPORT
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&IE7ftTA}'IADEUS
*.t{
j
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Amadeus \ t

t';

,::"i,

Unit 3
Sheffield Park
Business Estate

Sheffield Park
East Sussex

TN22 3FB
Planning Department
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
East Sussex

BN7 1AB
28th February

20t7

Dear Sir or Madam,

Expansion of Sheffield Park'Business Estate

writing to support the planning proposal for the expansion of the Sheffield Park
Business Estate, as I am urgently seeking more space for my Company already
operating from a unit here. Our Company trades in the following :
I am

o

Archival storage, holding sensitive information from schools, solicitors and
insurance companies and, a specialist supplier of office products, including
fu rniture, electronic equipment/consumables and general stationery
supplies.

the site, which is secure and is at the centre of a
10 square mile market distribution area within which my stationery supplies
business operates. Flowever, we have now outgrown the current unit and require
larger premises, up to about 15,000 ftz, which will also enable us to grow staff
numbers from 5 to 10 employees. The trigger for this expansion is a new data
storage contract that cannot be serviced from our existing premises.
I live locally and am committed to

My landlord does not have a suitable empty unit, and we have asked him to build us
one within the expansion area. lt is imperative we move to new premises within
about a year, and if our requirements cannot be met at Sheffield Park we will be
forced to move elsewhere, despite the destabilising effect a move will have on my
businesses.
I trust that you will approve our landlord's planning application which will ensure
that our business needs will continue to be met at Sheffield Park.

James McLaren-Rowe

Director
Amadeus, Unit 3 Sheffieto

susip;3[sj:,:;]"',,*

9I?1,?it"?'Algpp)J]r,

3FB rer: 0044 1825 723217
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27 February 2017
Planning Department
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
East Sussex
BN7 1AB

Dear Sir or Madam
Sheffield Park – Cells4Life
I am writing to support the planning proposal for new units to be built at the Sheffield Park
Business Estate.
My company, Cells4Life, has outgrown its existing base in West Sussex and when planning its
relocation, I had hoped to bring it closer to where I live, near Sheffield Park in Lewes District.
Cells4Life is the UK’s market leader in cord blood cryopreservation and was the first private
company to offer a stem cell storage and collection service in the UK. This process enables
enable stem cells to be preserved for repairing damaged tissue, cure disease, and the potential
to replace worn out-out organs. The company grew out of Sussex University’s Innovation
Centre and has 30 patents applied for and/or granted.
During our extensive search for a new site, I met Brian Marshall of Epic Real Estates Ltd and
discussed our plans with him. The Sheffield Park Business Estate would have been an ideal
location, with potential to accommodate our requirement for a purpose built 18,000ft² high
tech business unit in a secure setting and available on a freehold basis. The new unit would
accommodate offices, a laboratory and cryo-storage.
As Mr Marshall does not yet have planning permission for the extension area to Sheffield Park
Business Estate, we considered that the potential uncertainty of the planning process would
add too much risk to our expansion plans. We have therefore with some difficulty acquired a
plot on another site to which we will bring over 30 people from West Sussex, and with further
expansion in the workforce, we anticipate 40 high-value jobs being created in the County.
Whilst we are now unable to relocate to Sheffield Park, I would urge you to grant planning
permission there so that companies in our position are able to take advantage of an excellent
business location in a part of the District which is not yet well served with business
accommodation.
Yours faithfully

Wayne M Channon
Chairman

The experts in stem cell storage
Cells4Life Group LLP, Units 2 & 3 Oak House, Woodlands Office Park, Albert Drive, Burgess Hill. RH15 9TN
Telephone: +44 (0)1444 873950

www.cells4life.com

Registered in England and Wales Number OC357135 VAT Registered Number GB115114367
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Federation of Small Businesses
East Sussex Region
Head office:
Sir Frank Whittle Way
Blackpool FY4 2FE

Planning Department
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
East Sussex BN7 1AB
20 October 2017
Dear Sir or Madam
Development at Sheffield Park Business Estate

FSB have become aware of the forthcoming planning application for new business
units at the Sheffield Park and wish to comment upon this.
The Federation of Small Businesses (FSB) is a not-for-profit organisation set up in
1974 to help smaller businesses achieve their ambitions, through being a strong
voice at the heart of government and providing a wide range of advice and services.
As you will know, East Sussex is a predominately small-business economy and we
have some 4,400 members across the County and Brighton and Hove City. In Lewes
District micro businesses and the self-employed account for over 88% of businesses.
The FSB supports activity that legitimately and lawfully creates and sustains
economic growth, particularly when it improves employment prospects and puts
smaller businesses at the heart of a communities’ prosperity. We note that the Key
Strategic Issues and Challenges outlined in the Adopted Lewes District Local Plan
(2016), includes the need to deliver sufficient and good quality sites and premises for
business use. The FSB strongly supports this objective.
The area proposed for development at the Sheffield Park Business Estate is allocated
in the Local Plan for employment use (saved Policy NW2). There are relatively few
opportunities for rural employment in this area and we consider that the
forthcoming application to create more business space at Sheffield Park should,
subject to the usual checks with consultees, be welcomed by the Council as a
catalyst for much needed business growth in East Sussex.
Yours faithfully
Clive Soper
Regional Policy Chairman – East Sussex
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Infinite!Playgrounds!
7E!Westmorland!Road!
North!Shields!!
NE29!8TB!
!

T:!0191!266!6508!
E:!info@infiniteplaygrounds.co.uk!
www.infiniteplaygrounds.co.uk!
!

!

Infinite!Playgrounds!Limited!
7!Westmorland!Road!
North!Shields!
NE29!8TB!
Planning!Department!
Lewes!District!Council!
Southover!House!
Southover!Road!
Lewes!
East!Sussex!!
BN7!1AB!
!
2nd!March!2017!
!
Dear!Sir!or!Madam!
!
Planning'application'for'new'unit'at'Sheffield'Park'
!
Infinite!Edge!Ltd,!a!design!and!build!playground!company!based!in!North!Tyneside!would!potentially!be!
seeking!space!in!the!Sheffield!Park!area!fin!the!future!as!part!of!it’s!relocation.!!I!am!therefore!writing!to!
support!the!planning!proposal!for!an!extension!at!Sheffield!Park!Business!Estate.!
!
We!create!educational!play!areas!and!playgrounds!in!schools!and!public!spaces!using!natural!materials!and!
bespoke!designs.!In!total!we!employ!35!staff!at!our!North!Tyneside!headquarters!and!have!longTterm!plans!to!
bring!a!proportion!of!these!jobs!down!to!SE!England!where!market!demand!is!strong.!!Infinite!Edge!Ltd!
anticipates!a!future!requirement!for!a!small!(1,500!ft²)!unit!and!yard!space!in!East!Sussex.!!A!site!search!from!
our!base!here!is!problematic,!so!I!contacted!the!Locate!East!Sussex!service!and!was!introduced!to!Mr!Brian!
Marshall!of!Epic!Real!Estates!and!visited!his!site!in!February.!!!
!
Sheffield!Park!would!suit!us!very!well!indeed!being!well!located!with!excellent!transport!links.!!However,!whilst!
Epic!has!proposals!to!build!small!units!on!a!new!area!of!the!business!estate,!a!unit!of!the!size!we!require!is!not!
currently!available,!because!its!development!requires!planning!approval.!
!
As!a!potential!inward!investor,!we!would!like!to!add!our!voice!to!others!(we!understand!there!are!other!
businesses!with!a!similar!requirement)!and!support!Epic’s!preTapp!proposals.!
!
Yours!faithfully!

Joanne!Law!
Director,!Infinite!Edge!Ltd!
!

!
Infinite Edge Ltd.
Registered in England. Company No.7105762
VAT Registration: 996 3089 63
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Planning Department
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
East Sussex
BN7 1AB

Locate East Sussex
Ocean House
87-89 London Road
St Leonards-on-Sea
East Sussex
TN37 6LW

30 August 2017

t. 01424 205082
e. philip.johnson@locateeastsussex.org.uk

Dear Sir
I am writing in support of the development proposals at the Sheffield Park Business Estate,
details of which are in the pre-app due to be submitted shortly to the planning department at
Lewes District Council
As the owner of the adjacent Bluebell Business Estate, the owner of the Sheffield Park Business
Estate, Brian Marshall of Epic Real Estates, understands demand for industrial occupiers in this
area. The Sheffield Park Business Estate has been developed since its acquisition from Arla and
now boasts a thriving community of SMEs enjoying good access via the A275 to East Grinstead,
the A23 corridor, Uckfield and Lewes, protected by security gates and fencing.
An existing occupier on the site has a requirement for space to expand, which cannot be met
and Mr Marshall is having to turn away prospective occupants as the site is at operational
capacity. This is especially unfortunate given the site’s location in an area with relatively few
opportunities for employment.
Mr Marshall now wants to develop an area of about 30,000ft² (2,762m²) with a row of small
starter units and slightly larger move-on units. (When Arla owned the site planning permission
had been granted for an additional IRO 40,000ft² in a wooded area at the south of the site).
The area proposed for development at the Sheffield Park Business Estate is allocated in the
Local Plan for employment use as saved Policy NW2. In addition, the Key Strategic Issues and
Challenges outlined in the Adopted Lewes District Local Plan (2016) support more and better
quality business space:
Accommodating and delivering growth: need to deliver sufficient sites and premises for
business and other uses to provide employment and facilitate the growth and regeneration of
the local economy.
Promoting sustainable economic growth and regeneration: need to address the identified
lack of good quality modern business premises of all sizes in order to support the incubation,
growth and retention of local businesses and the district’s ability to attract inward investment.

SOUTH EAST INVEST: Inward investment for East Sussex and Essex
Part funded by the 2014 to 2020 European Regional Development Fund Programme
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Stabilitech Ltd
Unit 6, Sovereign Business Park
Albert Drive
Burgess Hill
West Sussex, RH15 9TY
Tel: +44 (0) 1444 241911
info@stabilitech.com
www.stabilitech.co.uk

28 February 2017
Planning Department
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
East Sussex
BN7 1AB

Dear Sir or Madam
Sheffield Park – Stabilitech Biopharma
I would like to support the planning proposal for new business units at Sheffield Park.
Stabilitech Biopharma is pioneering the use of viral vectors to produce biopharmaceuticals and as such is at
the forefront of next generation vaccines and biopharmaceuticals. Our work has attracted the attention of
big name pharmaceuticals and we have recently signed research collaborations with Zoetis (formerly known
as Pfizer Animal Health) and GSK.
I believe it is vital that Lewes District Council encourages enterprise by allowing business space to be built
in this part of the District and therefore urge you to grant the necessary planning permission at Sheffield
Park.
Yours faithfully

Dr Jeff Drew
Chief Scientific Officer

Registered office: Unit 6 Sovereign Business Park, Albert Drive, Burgess Hill, West Sussex, RH15 9TY,
United Kingdom
Registration no: 4497290
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Site Name

Malling Brooks (West), Lewes

Total site area (ha)
Undeveloped land (ha)
Grid reference

1.2
1.2
541832 110820

Site status

Undeveloped site allocated in Local
Plan (LW1)

Criteria

Comment

Reference

ELW1a

Current uses
Number of units
Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Vacant
0
N/A
N/A

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

Local accessibility
(local road access and
public transport)

Proximity to urban areas
and access to labour &
services
Compatibility of adjoining
uses
Development and
environmental
constraints
Market attractiveness

1.9 km to A27 via the A26 which is only 600m from the site via Brooks
Road and South Downs Road. The A26 is a single lane carriageway in
good repair.
Access via South Downs Road onto Brooks Road, a standard single
carriageway estate road of good repair. No congestion noted at time of
visit although likely that there is congestion at roundabout at peak
times. Bus stop immediately adjacent to site and is served 10 times
per hour to town centre (500m) and 4 times per hour to train station
1km away.
Lies on edge of Lewes town and adjacent to settlement of South
Malling. Wide range of services and sizable labour force available in the
town.
Residential uses to the north which is separated by an area of
grassland protected for a landscape buffer in Local Plan, business uses
to east and south and playing fields to the west.
Small, level, relatively regular shaped site with extended north western
edge, Identified contamination and lies within Flood Zone 3.

5

5

5

4

3

Good location within an existing employment area. High profile location
4
on main road opposite Fujitsu offices.
Planning factors
Allocated in Local Plan (LW3) for B1, B2 and B8 uses provided flood defences are
adequately provided. Policy also requires a 5m buffer each side of existing drainage
ditches and managed to ensure local nature conservation interests are maintained.
Screening buffer to the north to be provided by developer. Planning permission
granted for mixed B1 and C3 uses but expired in August 2009 (LW/07/0325).
Barriers to delivery
Flood defence improvements and remediation of contaminated land. Reduction in
capacity on site to accommodate ditches buffer.
Potential uses
B1 and B2 uses given scale of site but also potentially B8
Timescale/availability
Short term (0-5 years)
Total Score:
26
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Malling Brooks (East), Lewes

Total site area (ha)
Undeveloped land (ha)
Grid reference

0.8
0.8
542158 110770

Site status

Undeveloped site allocated in Local
Plan (LW1)

Criteria

Comment

Reference

ELW1b

Current uses
Number of units
Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Scrubland
0
N/A
N/A

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

Local accessibility
(local road access and
public transport)

Proximity to urban areas
and access to labour &
services
Compatibility of adjoining
uses
Development and
environmental
constraints
Market attractiveness

1.9 km to A27 via the A26 which is only 600m from the site via Brooks
Road and South Downs Road. The A26 is a single lane carriageway in
good repair.
Access via South Downs Road onto Brooks Road, a standard single
carriageway estate road of good repair. No congestion noted at time of
visit although likely that there is congestion at roundabout at peak
times. Bus stop immediately adjacent to site and is served 10 times
per hour to town centre (500m) and 4 times per hour to train station
1km away.
Located on the edge of Lewes town and adjacent to settlement of South
Malling. Wide range of services and sizable labour force available in the
town.
Employment uses to south and west. Residential uses within 20m of
site but screened by mature trees. 24hr operations may be constrained
but this is an existing employment area.
Small, regular shaped, level site. Site located within Flood Zone 3. No
other known constraints.

5

5

5

4

4

Good location within an existing employment area but low visibility from
4
main road. Good demand for site but ownership difficulties.
Planning factors
Allocated in Local Plan (LW3) for B1, B2 and B8 uses provided flood defences are
adequately provided. Policy also requires a 5m buffer each side of existing drainage
ditches and managed to ensure local nature conservation interests are maintained.
Screening buffer to the north to be provided by developer. Planning permission for 7
units of B1, B2 and B8 uses. Permission expires in July 2012 (LW/07/1608).
Barriers to delivery
Flood defence improvements. Reduction in capacity on site to accommodate
ditches. Ownership factors restricting development rather than lack of demand.
Potential uses
B1, B2 and B8
Timescale/availability
Short term
Total Score:
27
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Land South of Pinwell Road, Lewes

Reference

ELW2

Car parking and
storage/vacant
0

Total site area (ha)

0.23

Current uses

Undeveloped land (ha)

0.23

Number of units

Grid reference

541733 109883

Site status

Undeveloped site allocated in Local
Plan (LW6)

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Criteria

Comment

N/A
N/A

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

Local accessibility
(local road access and
public transport)
Proximity to urban areas
and access to labour &
services
Compatibility of adjoining
uses
Development and
environmental
constraints
Market attractiveness

2.5km from the A27 trunk road but only 1.1 km away from the smaller
A26. Access to strategic roads is via narrow town centre roads on a one
way system which were congested at time of visit.
Access off Pinwell Road from Friars Walk, a residential road with on
street parking or a very narrow single width, congested, lane which joins
Station Road. Located adjacent to Lewes Railway Station and frequently
served bus stops. 65m from town centre.
Located less than 100m from town centre. Sizeable labour force and a
wide range of services and facilities.

2

3

5

Railway lines and station to south, car parking to west, residential
4
immediately to north and east.
Very small, triangular shaped, level site. Very poor local road access.
1
Close to Grade II listed buildings on Landsdowne Place. No other known
constraints. Also within National Park although in urban area.
Poor site characteristics which likely to make it unattractive to market
2
however, very good location to public transport.
Planning factors
Allocated for railway network related operations (LW6) but to minimise traffic on
historic town roads, site should not be used for parking. Adjacent to conservation
area and site of nature conservation importance.
Barriers to delivery
Small constrained site with poor road access.
Potential uses
Small B1 units
Timescale/availability
Long term
Total Score:
17
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Eastside, Newhaven

Total site area (ha)
Undeveloped land (ha)
Grid reference
Site status

17.92
17.92
545384 101028
Undeveloped site allocated within
Local Plan for employment (NH10)

Criteria

Comment

Reference

ELW3

Current uses
Number of units
Sequential status
Density

B2 and vacant land
2
N/A
N/A

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

0.5 km from A26 junction and 8.5 km to A27. Existing access into
4
southern portion of site via Railway Road which is a reasonable but
sometimes narrow road and passes residential properties. Northern
portion of site would be accessed by new access road
Local accessibility
No existing access to north of site but there is potential for a link to the
3
(local road access and
road serving the retail units. Existing access into south of site. 700m
public transport)
from Newhaven Harbour railway station serving Seaford, Lewes and
Brighton every half hour. Bus stop on A259 (400m) which serves Lewes
four times an hour. Newhaven town centre lies 1.1km from site.
Proximity to urban areas
Site lies at the edge of Newhaven urban area and detached from the
4
and access to labour &
main residential areas. Small town centre 1.2km from site. Town has
services
small workforce and small number of services
Compatibility of adjoining At the edge of existing employment area. Playfields to the west beyond
5
uses
which residential use (25m  narrow tree screening buffer), retail
warehousing to north, open fields to may not be of agricultural quality.
Residential unlikely to constrain operations given existing context
Development and
Very large, level site technically within Flood Zone 3 but land raising
environmental
make it likely to be in Zone 1 or 2. Parts of site contain contaminated
3
constraints
land and majority of site in SNCI. Within National Park although
brownfield site. Land to east of site offers potential for expansion.
Market attractiveness
Currently undeveloped; masterplan indicates scope for business park
with standard industrial units but with concerns over viability of large B3
class scheme without cross-subsidy from residential development.
Modern industrial units likely to be attractive in this location and
interest from one landowner in providing this.
Planning factors
Planning allocation for B1/8 uses focusing on international trade and port related
activities with requirement for upgrade of pumping station
Barriers to delivery
Flood defence works required. Costs of upgrading pumping station and remediating
land. Provision of new access road. Site in several ownerships. Concerns over
viability of employment space alone and some owner aspirations for retail/housing
on part of site.
Potential uses
B1, B2, B8
Timescale/availability
Short to medium term (6-10 years)
Total Score:
22
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Land at East Quay and East Beach,
Newhaven

Reference

ELW5

Warehousing and
undeveloped land
3
N/A
Low: Only a few large
sheds

Total site area (ha)

15.75

Current uses

Undeveloped land (ha)
Grid reference
Site status

13.00
545411 100341
Part existing employment land
allocated within Local Plan (NH20)

Number of units
Sequential status
Density

Criteria

Comment

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

1.4km to A26 and 9km to A27 via Railway, Clifton and Beach Roads
4
which are existing roads that serve the various industrial uses to the
east of the river. Beach and Railway Roads are of good width and repair.
Beach Road narrows slightly where it passes residential units.
Local accessibility
Local access is an informal road through the port (Site ELW7) via Beach
3
(local road access and
Road. Suitable for HGVs. Site 50m from Newhaven Harbour railway
public transport)
station which serves Seaford, Lewes and Brighton every half hour. Bus
stop on Clifton Road (100m) which serves Lewes once an hour. More
frequent services on the A259. Town centre lies 1.2km from site.
Proximity to urban areas
Site lies within the urban area of Newhaven but detached from the main
4
and access to labour &
residential areas. Small town centre 1.4km from site. Within the
services
settlement of Newhaven which has a small work force and small
number of services. Approximately 2km each from Peacehaven and
Seaford which together improve the potential work force level.
Compatibility of adjoining Within wider employment area. River to west, employment and
5
uses
undeveloped flats to south & west. No incompatible surrounding uses.
Development and
Large, level, fairly regular shape site. Lies within Flood Zone 3 and
4
environmental
includes the coastline to the south. Limited use at present therefore
constraints
good potential for intensification. No other constraints on development.
Market attractiveness
Currently vacant site and it is unclear whether a B-class scheme is likely
2
to be viable on the site. However, purpose-built modern industrial/office
units would likely be attractive to the market
Planning factors
Allocated for upgrading and expansion of the port. Options for further expansion to
east if needed but only for open storage. Screening required for eastern edge of
site. Site partly lies within area of nature conservation importance.
Barriers to delivery
Need for access road. Flood defence measures.
Potential uses
Passenger and freight expansion, general b1-B8 industrial / warehousing
Timescale/availability
Medium term
Total Score:
22
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Railway Quay, Newhaven

Reference

ELW6

General industry &
ferry terminal parking
9
N/A
Low

Total site area (ha)

4.65

Current uses

Undeveloped land (ha)
Grid reference
Site status

0
544873 101280
Existing employment site allocated in
Local Plan (NH21)

Number of units
Sequential status
Density

Criteria

Comment

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

Adjacent to A259/A26 junction and approximately 8km to A27.

5

Local accessibility
(local road access and
public transport)

Access via A259 via Railway Approach a formal road into the ferry
4
vehicle assembly area. Informal roads through remainder of site.
Adjacent to Newhaven Railway Station serving Seaford, Lewes and
Brighton every half hour. Adjacent bus stop which serves Lewes four
times an hour. Newhaven town centre lies 300m from north of site
Proximity to urban areas
Site lies within the urban area of Newhaven but detached from the main
4
and access to labour &
residential areas. Small town centre 300m from site. Within the
services
settlement of Newhaven which has a small work force and small
number of services. Approximately 2km each from Peacehaven and
Seaford which together improve the potential work force level.
Compatibility of adjoining Within the existing port and employment area. River to west, road to
5
uses
north, employment to east. Nearest residential lies 50m to east of site
beyond railway line but unlikely to constrain development on this site
given existing use.
Development and
Large, triangular, level site lying within Flood Zone 3a. Brownfield site
environmental
with limited potential for intensification with existing parking use. Grade
3
constraints
II listed buildings on site. Railway line to the east.
Market attractiveness
Large areas of open storage and some industrial buildings which appear
3
to be rather dated but fully utilised for port-related activities
Planning factors
Allocated for mixed use development should the port cease operation or not require
this land any more. Uses could include minimum 200 dwellings plus B1, D2, A1,
(Factory Outlet). Grade II listed buildings on site. Adjacent to site of nature
conservation interest.
Barriers to delivery
Existing ferry operations will restrict potential for redevelopment. No indication that
this land will become available in the short term. Flood defence measures required.
Potential uses
B1, B2 and B8
Timescale/availability
N/A
Total Score:
24
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]

Page 2963

Site Name

East Quay, Newhaven

Reference

ELW7

Total site area (ha)

10.64

Current uses

Undeveloped land (ha)
Grid reference
Site status

0
545140 100578
Existing employment site allocated
within Local Plan (NH23)

Number of units
Sequential status
Density

Ferry/cargo terminal
and warehousing
8
N/A
Low

Criteria

Comment

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

0.9 km to A26 and nearly 9 km to A27 via Railway, Clifton and Beach
4
Roads which are existing roads that serve the various industrial uses to
the east of the river. Beach and Railway Roads are of a good width and
in good repair. Beach Road narrows slightly where it passes dwellings
Local accessibility
There are two access points into the site from Beach Road crossing the
4
(local road access and
railway line. Good visibility. Suitable for HGVs. Site includes Newhaven
public transport)
Harbour railway station which serves Seaford, Lewes and Brighton every
half hour. Bus stop on Clifton Road (100m) which serves Lewes once an
hour or 300m away a four hourly service. Newhaven town centre lies
1.1 km from site access.
Proximity to urban areas
Within the urban area of Newhaven but detached from main residential
4
and access to labour &
areas. Small town centre 1.1 km from site. Within Newhaven urban
services
area with small local work force and level of services. Approximately 2
km from both Peacehaven and Seaford which together add to potential
work force level.
Compatibility of adjoining Within a larger employment area. River to the western extent of site,
5
uses
employment and undeveloped flats to south and west. 100m to nearest
residence. No incompatible surrounding uses.
Development and
Large, level, irregular shape site. Lies within Flood Zone 3. Some
4
environmental
potential for intensification of site but only with redevelopment of
constraints
existing units. No other constraints on development.
Market attractiveness
Large areas of open storage and some industrial buildings which appear
3
to be rather dated but fully utilised for port-related activities
Planning factors
Local Plan seeks any new development within the port to have satisfactory links
with rail. Policy for only port-related commercial development/sea transport should
the ferry and cargo berths become redundant. Area to west, south and part east
are sites of nature conservation importance.
Barriers to delivery
Existing active port. Flood defence works.
Potential uses
Development of port or general B1-B8 industrial and warehousing uses
Timescale/availability
N/A
Total Score:
24
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

North Quay, Newhaven

Reference

ELW8

Total site area (ha)

13.40

Current uses

Undeveloped land (ha)

0

Number of units

Quay, Aggregates
processing
2

Grid reference

544629 101940

Site status

Existing employment site allocated in
Local Plan (NH24)

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Criteria

Comment

N/A
Low: High levels of
open storage
Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access
Local accessibility
(local road access and
public transport)
Proximity to urban areas
and access to labour &
services
Compatibility of adjoining
uses

Development and
environmental
constraints
Market attractiveness

South of site is less than 200m from junction with A26 and 8km to A27
via a short link road extension from A259 which is suitable for HGVs.
Single access via North Quay Road which runs along the eastern extent
of the site. Bus stop 100m from south of site with services to
Peacehaven and Seaford every 10 minutes. Newhaven railway station
within 200m serving Seaford, Lewes and Brighton every half hour.
Within the settlement of Newhaven which has a small work force and
small number of services. Approximately 2km each from Peacehaven
and Seaford which together improve the potential work force level.
River to the western extent of site, road network to south, railway line to
eastern extent with small employment parcel to south east. Therefore
no neighbour constraints to continued industrial use. Large waste-to
energy plant permitted nearby may deter some types of activities.
Large, linear shape, level site which lies within Flood Zone 3. A
brownfield site which has the potential for intensification.

5
5

4

5

4

Large areas of open storage and some poor-quality industrial buildings
2
in a low profile location. No land/buildings being actively marketed
although could potentially be used more intensively
Planning factors
Allocated for B1, B2 and B8 uses but only port-related. Identified in Minerals Local
Plan for receiving and processing of imported aggregates. A minerals consultation
area. River is a site of nature conservation importance.
Barriers to delivery
Flood protection measures required.
Potential uses
B1-B8 Industrial uses
Timescale/availability
N/A
Total Score:
25
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Land at Cradle Hill Industrial Estate,
Seaford

Reference

ELW9

Vacant
grass/scrubland
0

Total site area (ha)

0.85

Current uses

Undeveloped land (ha)

0.85

Number of units

Grid reference

549800 100426

Site status

Undeveloped employment site
allocated in Local Plan (SF8)

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Criteria

Comment

N/A
N/A

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

Local accessibility
(local road access and
public transport)
Proximity to urban areas
and access to labour &
services
Compatibility of adjoining
uses

1.5km to A259 but 8km to A26. The roads to the A259 are standard
single carriageway town roads as is the slightly wider A259. Both are in
good repair but some on street parking.
Local access from Cradle Hill Road into existing Industrial site which
has its own good internal road network. Bus stop available 500m from
site serving Seaford town centre every quarter of an hour.
Within the settlement boundary of Seaford with a good size labour force
and services available.

4

4

4

Employment site to north and west, cemetery to south west, agricultural
4
fields to the east and housing to the south. Few constraints to
development.
Development and
Small, regular shape, slightly sloping site set approximately a metre
4
environmental
higher than existing employment land. No development constraints
constraints
apparent. Large area of open fields to the north east available for
expansion.
Market attractiveness
Low profile site within existing employment area. Has been vacant and
3
undeveloped for over 5 years. If modern units were constructed it is
likely they will be attractive to the market given low vacancy in wider
industrial estate
Planning factors
Allocated for industrial use (LW8) subject to off site highway improvements,
excavation of ground level, eastern landscape buffer of 4m width and height of
buildings must not exceed existing adjacent units.
Barriers to delivery
No barriers to delivery.
Potential uses
B2 and B8
Timescale/availability
Short to Medium term
Total Score:
23
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Land north of Keymer Avenue,
Peacehaven

Reference

ELW10

Undeveloped
grassland
0

Total site area (ha)

1.33

Current uses

Undeveloped land (ha)

1.33

Number of units

Grid reference

541667 101264

Site status

Undeveloped site allocated within
Local Plan (PT5)

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Criteria

Comment

N/A
Low

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access
Local accessibility
(local road access and
public transport)
Proximity to urban areas
and access to labour &
services
Compatibility of adjoining
uses

Development and
environmental
constraints
Market attractiveness

0.35 km to A259 (South Coast Road) which links Newhaven and
Brighton and 4km to the A26.
Obvious site access would be through residential streets with traffic
calming measures. Pavements available from town centre to the site.
Bus stops nearby on main A259 road with excellent service to
Newhaven and Brighton -7 per hour including early morning and evening.
Within town of Peacehaven and less than 4km to Newhaven. There is a
reasonable size labour force and range of local services and facilities
between the two settlements.
Residential uses lie to the immediate south, east and west of the site
with large area of land to north allocated for public open space in Local
Plan; however, development is currently taking place for an alternative
use. Proximity to residential uses could constrain some industrial
operations.
Small sized, slightly sloping, regularly shaped greenfield site. No flood
risk identified. No obvious development constraints.

4

4

4

2

5

Adjacent to high profile industrial estate but allocated within Local Plan
3
for 7 years without development.
Planning factors
UDP allocates site for B1 uses provided sole access is taken from Hoyle Road
(Policy PT5). Landscape buffer requirement to maintain residential amenity.
Barriers to delivery
New access required away from residential roads preferably through Hoyle Road.
The current allocation suggests that this land is available.
Potential uses
B1, B2
Timescale/availability
Short to medium term for undeveloped land (6-10 years)
Total Score:
22
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Land at Balcombe Pit, Glynde

Total site area (ha)
Undeveloped land (ha)

0.6
0.4 of potential land

Grid reference

545868 108574

Site status

Undeveloped site allocated within
Local Plan (BG1)

Criteria

Comment

Reference

ELW12

Current uses

Part B2, Part Vacant

Number of units

N/A

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Out of Centre
Low

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

0.7 km to A27 and 5.5 km to Lewes town centre. No congestion noted
3
on the main road which is a single carriageway and fairly narrow in
parts.
Local accessibility
Existing entrance into the site from main road comprising informal
(local road access and
access track. Access junction on a tight bend and reduces turning
2
public transport)
visibility. Bus service on main road but only runs 4 times per day to
Lewes. Glynde rail station within 100m with hourly service to Lewes.
Proximity to urban areas
Very small village of Glynde lies some 400m to the north of site with
2
and access to labour &
very limited labour force. Nearest significant source of labour and
services
services in Lewes 5.5 km to the west.
Compatibility of adjoining One adjacent building with active low density employment use,
3
uses
existing/former quarry pit, rocky outcrop with residential uses 30m
beyond.
Development and
Irregular shaped small site with difficult access entrance. Rocky outcrop
2
environmental
covered in trees and other vegetation appears to extend significantly
constraints
into site reducing area of developable land. No flood risk identified but
part of site within National Park.
Market attractiveness
Low profile rural site within high quality landscape and conservation
2
context but site itself less attractive as a result of adjacent occupiers.
Run down appearance could be improved with a new development.
Planning factors
Allocated for B1 and B2 uses provided that landscaping scheme is submitted and
traffic movements not significantly increased to require upgrade of existing access
to Glynde village. Adjacent to site of Local Archaeological Interest and conservation
area. Part of site within National Park
Barriers to delivery
Poor road access.
Potential uses
B2
Timescale/availability
Longer term for undeveloped land (11+years)
Total Score:
14
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Chailey Brickworks, South Chailey

Reference

ELW13

Total site area (ha)

1.95

Current uses

Brickworks

Undeveloped land (ha)

0

Number of units

2

Grid reference

539067 117628

N/A

Site status

Existing employment site, allocated in
Local Plan (CH1)

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Criteria

Comment

Low

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access
Local accessibility
(local road access and
public transport)
Proximity to urban areas
and access to labour &
services
Compatibility of adjoining
uses

Lies 3.5km from A272 and nearly 10km from A27 via the A275, a
single lane carriageway with no congestion noted.
Direct access off A275 with a reasonable junction. Bus stop located
within 100m of site with an hourly service to Lewes during the day.

1
2

On edge of the small village of Chailey and 10km from Lewes town
2
centre. Limited local labour force and limited local facilities and services
available in South Street (Chailey Green).
Wooded area surrounds the site, with small reservoir to the east –
presumably for use by the brickworks; residential development 100m to
3
the south but screened by mature trees. Alternative use to existing
brickworks could improve compatibility with neighbours.
Development and
Medium sized, slightly sloping site set slightly higher than the access
environmental
road. No flood risk identified and no obvious development constraints.
4
constraints
Scope to expand into adjacent land currently in use but not allocated
but this would bring site closer to dwellings.
Market attractiveness
Active use by single operator but isolated rural location. Existing units
would likely need to be redeveloped for beneficial use by other uses.
3
High quality landscape context but unattractive buildings on site
reflecting current use. Good potential to intensify employment use.
Planning factors
Site within the Countryside but Local Plan allocation suggests potential future
closure of brickworks and would allow small scale B1 and B2 uses within main
parts of the site.
Barriers to delivery
Active use of site at present and difficult to intensify while brickworks is still in use.
Potential remediation needed for ground contamination.
Potential uses
B1c and B2 workshops
Timescale/availability
N/A
Total Score:
15
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Sheffield Park

Reference

ELW14

Total site area (ha)

1.1

Current uses

Woodland/Scrub

Undeveloped land (ha)

1.1 but included within site ELW41

Number of units

0

Site status

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

N/A

540560 123120
Allocated

Criteria

Comment

Grid reference

N/A
Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

18 km from the A23 trunk road but only 3 km away from the smaller
1
A272. Access to strategic roads is via single carriageway roads.
Local accessibility
Located along the A275 with an existing access directly from it.
3
(local road access and
Bluebell Railway Station opposite is a heritage/tourism line. Bus stop
public transport)
adjacent to the site serves Bluebell Railway Station opposite and only
runs on a Saturday. Site accessed through site ELW41.
Proximity to urban areas
Approximately 3km from very small settlement of North Chailey with few
1
and access to labour &
services. Over 5km to the larger village of Newick. Limited local
services
workforce and services available.
Compatibility of adjoining Lies within existing employment site with former railway line to the west.
4
uses
Wooded area to the south.
Development and
Small, generally level site but only accessed through wider site.
2
environmental
Woodland landscape and protection of land for recreational activity (see
constraints
Planning Factors) unlikely to be insurmountable. No flood risk identified.
Market attractiveness
Undeveloped Greenfield site which has been allocated for 7 years
1
without development. Isolated location. Unlikely to be attractive to
market.
Planning factors
Adjacent to area of Nature Conservation Importance and River Ouse policy protects
against uses which could compromise recreational activity. Land is identified for
extension for B1, B2 and B8 uses.
Barriers to delivery
Sensitive site (see Planning Factors) with potential ecology and landscape issues.
Access through ELW41 needed. Isolated location.
Potential uses
B2 and B8
Timescale/availability
Longer term for undeveloped land (11+years)
Total Score:
12
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Hamsey Brickworks, Hamsey Parish

Reference

ELW15

Collection and
treatment of liquid
waste
2 small units

Total site area (ha)

3.8

Current uses

Undeveloped land (ha)

2.6

Number of units

Grid reference
Site status

539594 115993
Existing employment site, allocated in
Local Plan (HY1)

Criteria

Comment

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

N/A
Low

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

Approximately 6 km from A272 and nearly 7.5 km from A27 via A275,
1
single lane carriageway
Local accessibility
Site access off A275 via informal (unadopted) road. Good visibility with
(local road access and
no noted congestion on main road. Potential conflict on shared access
3
public transport)
road. Bus stop nearby with 2 hourly frequency to Lewes during day.
Proximity to urban areas
Not within a settlement. Village of South Street (Chailey Green) lies
2
and access to labour &
1.5km to the north, and Lewes town centre 6.5 km to the south.
services
Limited labour force and services within Chailey Green.
Compatibility of adjoining Wooded area to the east, pond/reservoir to north, dwellings to west
uses
within 60m, house with large garden to south, both with some limited
tree screening. Site access shared with dwellings and utilised by large
3
HGVs. Proximity of residential may constrain industrial operations.
Development and
Large, relatively level site of regular shape. Site includes a pond which
3
environmental
reduces site capacity by approximately 25% and wooded area by further
constraints
50%. Woodland provides good screening from countryside. No flood risk
identified. No other obvious development constraints but restriction on
scale of development to total of 2180 sq m.
Market attractiveness
Single occupier, low profile, isolated site with poor quality buildings but
2
occupied and set within a high quality natural environment.
Planning factors
Allocated for B1, B2 and B8 uses although policy restriction on the scale of
buildings and associated development to total of 2180 sq m.
Barriers to delivery
Poor access road with potential conflict with adjacent dwellings. Current use would
need relocating before any redevelopment. Site capacity reduced by woodland and
pond. Availability of site unknown.
Potential uses
B2 or B8 uses
Timescale/availability
Longer term for undeveloped land (11+years)
Total Score:
14
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

North Street/Phoenix Quarter, Lewes

Reference

ELW16

B1, B2 and B8
50
Edge of Centre
moving to out of
centre
High

Total site area (ha)
Undeveloped land (ha)
Grid reference

6.02
0
541652 110551

Current uses
Number of units
Sequential status
(offices only)

Site status

Existing employment site, not
allocated in Local Plan

Density

Criteria

Comment

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

Local accessibility
(local road access and
public transport)
Proximity to urban areas
and access to labour &
services
Compatibility of adjoining
uses

0.7 km to junction with A26 and 2km to A27 via North Street, Little East
Street and Phoenix Causeway – a mixture of town centre roads which
were notably busy during the site visit.
North Road is the only access into the site and becomes a fairy narrow
industrial estate road with some on street parking although the use of
HGVs was noted. Lewes bus station is only 300m from the site and the
railway station some 600m.
Sizeable labour force and a wide range of services and facilities within
Lewes with the town centre located within 300m of the site.

4

4

5

River located along with north east boundary of the site beyond which
4
are playing fields to the north and a supermarket to the south, mature
trees and open space to the north and west of the site. Car parking to
the west and some residential dwellings to the south. Few constraints
to development
Development and
Large, level site which is irregular in shape. Located within Flood Zone
3
environmental
3, with defences noted along the river. No vacant land within the site.
constraints
Adjoining conservation area and ancient monument may be constraints.
Market attractiveness
Mixture of small and large units older units some of which are very run
3
down. Vacancy rate less than 10%. Low quality appearance.
Planning factors
Currently subject to public consultation on development options which include
Adjacent to conservation area, site of archaeological importance and site of nature
conservation importance.
Barriers to delivery
Flood mitigation measures required if site redeveloped. No vacant or adjacent land
for expansion.
Potential uses
B1, B2 and B8
Timescale/availability
N/A
Total Score:
23
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Cliffe Industrial Estate, South Street,
Lewes

Total site area (ha)

4.52

Reference

ELW17

Current uses

Modern Industrial Estate

Undeveloped land (ha)

0

Number of units

28

Grid reference

542606 109571

Out-of-centre

Site status

Existing employment site, not
allocated in Local Plan

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Criteria

Comment

Strategic access

Adjacent to the A26 trunk road and within 300m of the A27 BrightonEastbourne road
Purpose-built internal access roads, although turning onto A26 is
relatively tight; cyclepath adjacent to A26 leads to Lewes town centre
and train/bus stations within 1km; infrequent buses pass the estate
entrance (2-hourly)
Although slightly detached from Lewes residential urban area, within
easy walking distance (1km) of town centre, wide range of services and
labour force
Lies between cliffs and A26 so no conflicts with any adjoining use

Medium: Fully developed with
single-storey industrial units
Score
(out of 5)

Local accessibility
(local road access and
public transport)
Proximity to urban areas
and access to labour &
services
Compatibility of adjoining
uses
Development and
environmental
constraints

5

4

4

5

Large, flat site which is fully developed; potential constraints on
5
scale/form of redevelopment from location within National Park; it is
possible that the southern section of the site is within flood risk zone 3
although it was not inundated in Lewes floods of 2000
Market attractiveness
Managed estate and high profile site adjacent to A26 with good quality
modern units; 4 units currently being marketed giving a moderate/high
4
level of vacancy (15%); agents view this as perhaps Lewes’ most
preferable industrial site
Planning factors
Lies within National Park and adjacent to SSSI and nature conservation area
Barriers to delivery
Relatively modern current industrial units limit scope for redevelopment although no
barriers to this occurring, particularly as site appears to be in single ownership
Potential uses
Continued industrial use
Timescale/availability
N/A
Total Score:
27
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Lewes Bus Station, Eastgate Street,
Lewes

Reference

ELW18

Bus Station including
storage shed
n/a

Total site area (ha)

0.21

Current uses

Undeveloped land (ha)

0

Number of units

Grid reference

541776 110271

Site status

Allocated development site (Local Plan
policy LW12); fully developed

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Criteria

Comment

town centre
Currently Low density

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access
Local accessibility
(local road access and
public transport)
Proximity to urban areas
and access to labour &
services
Compatibility of adjoining
uses

Adjacent to A277 with relatively easy access to the A26/A27 (approx
2km) although the town centre roads can become heavily congested
Excellent access to town centre transport facilities and good local road
accessibility with easy turnings

4

Within Lewes town centre with easy access to labour and a wide range
of facilities and services including the train station

5

5

Adjacent to residential on two sides which may present some conflicts
3
with existing use and any potential future industrial use; roads surround
on other sides
Development and
Small, level site, without any obvious constraints to a small
4
environmental
redevelopment scheme; could be potential contamination from current
constraints
use; not within a flood risk zone
Market attractiveness
Potentially high profile town centre site which agents believe would be
5
highly attractive to office occupiers if a good quality of space could be
developed
Planning factors
Allocated under Local Plan policy LW12 which protects the site from redevelopment
unless a satisfactory replacement can be found elsewhere within this part of the
town centre
Barriers to delivery
Suitable alternative site for bus station must be secured before any redevelopment
scheme could come forward
Potential uses
Offices
Timescale/availability
Longer term as dependent on relocation site (11+years)
Total Score:
26
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Wenban Smith, Lewes

Total site area (ha)
Undeveloped land (ha)
Grid reference

0.3
0
541895 110350

Site status

Existing employment site allocated for
mixed use redevelopment in Local
Plan

Criteria

Comment

Reference

ELW21

Current uses
Number of units
Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

B2
7
N/A
High

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access
Local accessibility
(local road access and
public transport)
Proximity to urban areas
and access to labour &
services
Compatibility of adjoining
uses
Development and
environmental
constraints
Market attractiveness

0.3 km from A26 and 1.6 km to A27 via Phoenix Causeway a link road
over the river to the town centre.
Access into the site of Phoenix Causeway via Eastgate Street/Eastgate
Wharf or Little East Street, a one way system through the town centre.
Access out of the site is directly onto Phoenix Causeway. Congestion
noted at peak times.
Located within the town centre of Lewes which has a sizeable labour
force and range of services.

5
4

5

River to the east, road to the north, car park to the south and
5
supermarket to the west. No neighbour constraints to development.
Small, level site, of regular shape. Within Lewes Conservation area and
3
Flood Zone 3a. Also within National Park boundary but inside urban
area. No vacant space for expansion within site.
Fairly high profile location at gateway to town centre. Standard sheds
5
currently characterise the site which are unattractive but not necessarily
run down.
Planning factors
Part of area identified for redevelopment within the Local Plan (LW12). The Plan
seeks to retain a supermarket and relocate the bus station and form a transport
interchange and 180 car parking spaces. Requires flood defences and highway
access from Phoenix Way.
Barriers to delivery
Part of existing allocation for redevelopment which does not include employment
use. Flood mitigation required.
Potential uses
B1 preferably or B2
Timescale/availability
N/A
Total Score:
27
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Astley House, Lewes

Reference

ELW22

Total site area (ha)
Undeveloped land (ha)

0.30
0

Current uses
Number of units

Vehicle Depot for Police
1

Grid reference

541505 110280

Out of Centre

Site status

Existing employment site, not
allocated in Local Plan

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Criteria

Comment

High

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

1.75km to A27 via the A277 a single lane carriageway in good repair.

5

Local accessibility
(local road access and
public transport)

The A277 joins locally with Spital Road (wide town road) to the south of
the site and De Montfort Road (narrow residential street) to the north.
Access into site over low kerb. Located near busy junction - new access
points potentially difficult. Bus stop 100m from site serving Lewes bus
station and railway station every 10 minutes.
Located within the settlement of Lewes town. Sizeable labour force and
a wide range of services and facilities.

4

Proximity to urban areas
and access to labour &
services
Compatibility of adjoining
uses

5

Surrounded by residential units to north and south separated by a road.
4
Residential immediately to east. Small area of open space to west with
prison to south west. Unsuitable for 24 hours operation. Potential to
remove ‘bad neighbour’ use.
Development and
Fully developed, small, narrow, slightly sloping site surrounded by roads
3
environmental
removing any possibility of expansion. Potential contamination from
constraints
existing use.
Market attractiveness
Good visibility from A275 but site constraints could limit development
3
options.
Planning factors
With an area of archaeological importance and adjacent to a conservation area.
Barriers to delivery
Need to relocate existing depot.
Potential uses
B1 or continued depot use
Timescale/availability
N/A
Total Score:
24
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Police Station, Mount Place, Lewes

Reference

ELW23

Total site area (ha)
Undeveloped land (ha)

0.11
0

Current uses
Number of units

Police Station
2

Grid reference

541505 110280

Edge of Centre

Site status

Existing employment site, not
allocated in Local Plan

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Criteria

Comment

High

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

Local accessibility
(local road access and
public transport)

Proximity to urban areas
and access to labour &
services
Compatibility of adjoining
uses

2.2km to A27 via the A26 which is 0.8 km from the site via West Street
and Little East Street. The A26 is a single lane carriageway in good
repair. Local roads are narrow town centre roads that can get
congested.
West Street is a relatively narrow town road with dwellings abutting the
pavement. Little East Street, a slightly wider road, forms part of the one
way main circulation route on the edge of the town centre and is more
suitable for HGVs. The existing parking area is accessed from Sun
Street which is a narrow residential street with parked cars taking up
one side of the highway. The town centre is within 300m of the site and
the central bus station and within 400 m of Lewes rail station.
Located on the edge of Lewes town centre. Sizeable labour force and a
wide range of services and facilities.

3

4

5

Residential uses lie adjacent to the site in all directions. Industrial uses
3
likely to be unsuitable. Assumption that police station has some activity
24 hours per day.
Development and
Very small, slightly sloping, regular shaped site within National Park but
environmental
also in urban area. No adjacent land for expansion. Existing building is
3
constraints
of local architectural interest and retention would be beneficial,
although potentially costly to renovate.
Market attractiveness
Attractive office location with good visibility on secondary access road
3
into town centre. Residential setting could reduce market demand.
Planning factors
Within National Park, Conservation area and area of archaeological interest.
Building recognised for its townscape merit within Conservation Area appraisal
which states it should be retained. Assessed by SHLAA as potential housing site.
Barriers to delivery
Police station would need to be relocated.
Potential uses
B1 offices; residential would be alternative use if cannot be let as offices or viably
converted to modern office space
Timescale/availability
Medium to Long term
Total Score:
21
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Brooks Road /Davey Lane Depots,
Lewes

Reference

ELW24

B2, Car showroom,
open storage &
vacant land
10
Edge of Centre

Total site area (ha)

3.22

Current uses

Undeveloped land (ha)
Grid reference

0.4
542136 110618

Site status

Existing employment site, not
allocated in Local Plan

Number of units
Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Criteria

Comment

Medium

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

1.6 km to A27 via the A26 which is only 300m from the site via Brooks
5
Road. The A26 is a single lane carriageway in good repair.
Local accessibility
Access via Davey’s Lane onto Brooks Road, an estate road in good
3
(local road access and
repair. Davey’s Lane is narrow and difficult for HGVs. Some congestion
public transport)
at roundabout at peak times. Bus stop less than 100m away served 10
times p/h to town centre (500m) and 4 p/h to train station
Proximity to urban areas
Located within Lewes town and close to adjacent settlement of South
5
and access to labour &
Malling. Wide range of services and sizeable labour force available in
services
the town.
Compatibility of adjoining Site located within existing employment area with such uses to north,
4
uses
west and south. Residential uses are located immediately to the east
with no screening. This could restrain 24 hour operations although this
is a long established estate within the town settlement.
Development and
Medium size, fairy regular shaped, level site which lies within Flood
4
environmental
Zone 3. Majority of the site development save for a small area of vacant
constraints
land.
Market attractiveness
Variety of older buildings and open storage thus low quality appearance,
4
high visibility from main road. Low vacancy rate. Within established
employment area.
Planning factors
Site lies within existing settlement boundary with no other material designations to
consider. Resolution to grant permission for residential and 2,480 sq m B1, B8
uses (LW/09/0310) on vacant plot.
Barriers to delivery
Potential for multiple ownerships. Need for improvements to Davey’s Lane or
alternative access as part of any redevelopment plans. Mitigation required for
flooding. Active business on site.
Potential uses
Continued uses and B2 and B8
Timescale/availability
Short term (0-5 years)
Total Score:
25
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Shepherd Industrial Estate, Lewes
(including Delanair Estate)

Reference

Total site area (ha)

1.6

Current uses

Undeveloped land (ha)

0

Number of units

Grid reference

541958 110623

Site status

Existing employment site, not
allocated in Local Plan

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Criteria

Comment

ELW25

B2, A1 retail
warehouse, library
and place of worship
13
N/A
High

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

1.6 km to A27 via the A26 which is only 300m from the site via Brooks
5
Road. The A26 is a single lane carriageway in good repair.
Local accessibility
Two access points into site from Brooks Road, a standard single
4
(local road access and
carriageway estate road of good repair. Visibility good and no
public transport)
congestion noted at time of visit although likely that there is congestion
at roundabout at peak times. Bus stop adjacent to Tesco is located less
than 100m away and is served 10 times per hour to town centre
(500m) and 4 times per hour to train station 1km away.
Proximity to urban areas
Located within Lewes town and close to adjacent settlement of South
5
and access to labour &
Malling. Wide range of services and large labour force available in the
services
town.
Compatibility of adjoining Located within employment area with B1 use to north, B8 to east,
5
uses
supermarket to west and vacant plot to south. No adjacent residential.
Development and
Medium size, fairy regular shaped, level site, located within Flood Zone
4
environmental
3. Difficult to intensify existing development. No other obvious
constraints
development constrains. Vacant land to the south for potential
expansion.
Market attractiveness
High visibility of site from main road. Low vacancy rate (3/13 units) and
4
vacant units are part of redevelopment to extent adjoining foodstore.
Reasonable condition of premises within a wider established
employment area.
Planning factors
Site lies within existing settlement boundary with no other material designations to
consider.
Barriers to delivery
Potential fragmented ownership. Availability of land to south unknown. Mitigation
required for flooding. Active business on site.
Potential uses
B1, B2 and B8
Timescale/availability
N/A
Total Score:
26
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Brooks House, Caburn House, Sackville
House, Lewes

Reference

ELW26

Total site area (ha)
Undeveloped land (ha)

1.31
0

Current uses
Number of units

B1
3

Grid reference

541915 110736

Out of Centre

Site status

Existing employment site, not
allocated in Local Plan

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Criteria

Comment

High

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

1.9 km to A27 via the A26 which is only 600m from the site via Brooks
5
Road and South Downs Road. The A26 is a single lane carriageway in
good repair.
Local accessibility
Access via South Downs Road onto Brooks Road, a standard single
5
(local road access and
carriageway estate road of good repair. No congestion noted but may
public transport)
exist at roundabout at peak times. Bus stop immediately adjacent to
site and is served 10 times per hour to town centre (500m) and 4 times
per hour to train station 1km away.
Proximity to urban areas
Lies on edge of Lewes town and adjacent to settlement of South
5
and access to labour &
Malling. Wide range of services and large labour force available in the
services
town.
Compatibility of adjoining Within employment area. Football grounds to the west. No neighbour
5
uses
constraints to development.
Development and
Medium size, level site of regular shape. Within Flood Zone 3. No
4
environmental
further space for intensifying site without removing car parking area. No
constraints
other constraints noted.
Market attractiveness
High profile site with good profile occupier ‘Fujitsu’. No vacancies
5
apparent. Good quality fairly modern buildings.
Planning factors
No factors of note
Barriers to delivery
Flood mitigation required. Limited potential for intensifying use or need for
redevelopment in the short term
Potential uses
B1
Timescale/availability
N/A
Total Score:
29
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

County Hall, Lewes

Reference

Total site area (ha)

2.17

Current uses

Undeveloped land (ha)

0

Number of units

Grid reference

540863 109947

Site status

Existing employment site, not
allocated in Local Plan

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Criteria

Comment

ELW27

Council Offices
B1 and parking
1
Edge of Centre
High

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

1.85 km to A27 via the A277 a single lane carriageway in good repair
5
and St Anne’s Crescent, a relatively narrow residential road.
Local accessibility
Existing access into the site from St Anne’s Crescent. No congestion
4
(local road access and
noted at time of visit. Alternative access along St Anne’s Crescent onto
public transport)
Winterbourne Hollow. Residential Parking along the Crescent narrows
road making it less suitable for HGVs. Bus stop 100m from site serving
Lewes bus station and railway station every 10 minutes.
Proximity to urban areas
Located within the settlement of Lewes town and less than 300m from
5
and access to labour &
town centre. Sizeable labour force and a wide range of services and
services
facilities.
Compatibility of adjoining Residential uses can be found to north and east. Large cemetery to the
5
uses
south west. Former St Anne’s School to the south. Mature trees provide
some screening between site and the majority of the dwellings.
Development and
Medium size, slightly irregular shaped site with a relatively steep
environmental
gradient from north to south and within National Park. However, existing
4
constraints
development demonstrates that this is not a significant constraint. No
vacant adjacent land for expansion. Several TPOs on site.
Market attractiveness
Low profile site hidden behind residential streets on the edge of town
4
centre. Reasonable quality, although slightly dated offices. May be
difficult to re-let if becomes partially/wholly vacant due to difficulties in
sub-dividing and age of space
Planning factors
Within National Park. Adjacent to conservation area. Adjacent to areas of Local
Archaeological Interest and site of Nature Conservation Importance.
Barriers to delivery
Relocation of Council offices needed if site redeveloped.
Potential uses
B1
Timescale/availability
Medium to Long Term redevelopment potential.
Total Score:
27
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Parker Pen Site, Railway Road,
Newhaven

Total site area (ha)
Undeveloped land (ha)
Grid reference

3.30
0
545094 101369

Site status

Existing employment site, not
allocated in Local Plan

Criteria

Comment

Reference

ELW28

Current uses
Number of units
Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Factory site
7
N/A
Medium

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

Within 300m of A26 junction and approximately 8km to A27.

5

Local accessibility
(local road access and
public transport)

Access into the site from Railway Road via Estate Road in good repair
and suitable for HGVs. Railway Station within 300m with half-hourly
service. Bus stop on Clifton Road which serves Lewes once an hour.
Newhaven town centre lies 300m from north of site.
Proximity to urban areas
Site lies within the urban area of Newhaven but detached from the main
and access to labour &
residential areas. Small town centre 500m from site. Newhaven has
services
small labour pool but good range of local services. 2 km from
Peacehaven and Seaford which together improve the available labour
force.
Compatibility of adjoining Within existing employment area with retail warehousing to north,
uses
playing fields to south east and residential immediately adjacent to
south. However, unlikely to constrain future development on this site
given existing use.
Development and
Medium size, fairly regular shaped, level site which lies within Flood
environmental
Zone 3. A brownfield site which has limited potential for intensification
constraints
with without redevelopment. Known to contain contaminated land but no
other obvious constraints.
Market attractiveness
Site currently partly occupied but due to become vacant in 2010.
Relatively high profile location although it is unlikely that the current
building could be re-let without sub-division or refurbishment
Planning factors
No known planning constraints
Barriers to delivery
None, once building becomes vacant
Potential uses
B2 and B8
Timescale/availability
N/A
Total Score:
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]

4

4

4

3

3

23
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Site Name

Avis Way Euro Business Park and
Industrial Estate, Newhaven

Reference

ELW29

Total site area (ha)
Undeveloped land (ha)

18.53
0

Current uses
Number of units

Industrial Estate
100+

Grid reference

544997 101976

N/A

Site status

Existing employment site, not
identified in Local Plan

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Criteria

Comment

Medium

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

The A26 passes through this site with A27 approximately 7km away.
Two access roads into the site (From A26 and B2109 (Avis Road).
These are both wide roads in good repair.
Local accessibility
Good road network through the site, all suitable for HGVs. While there
(local road access and
was some parking on the roads no congestion was noted. South of site
public transport)
within 300m of railway station serving Lewis and Brighton twice an hour.
Bus stop at railway station serving Lewes four times an hour.
Proximity to urban areas
Site lies within the urban area of Newhaven but detached from the main
and access to labour &
residential areas, located between Newhaven and Denton. Small town
services
centre 600m from site. Newhaven has a small work force and small
number of services. Approximately 2km each from Peacehaven and
Seaford which together improve the potential work force level.
Compatibility of adjoining Existing employment site with railway line to west, major road and
uses
supermarket to south, employment to north, and green space to east.
No notable neighbour constraints on future development.
Development and
Very large, level, regular shaped site. Lies within flood zone 3. No
environmental
vacant plots and limited opportunity to intensify existing uses. No other
constraints
development constraints.
Market attractiveness
Generally modern industrial units which are fit for current purposes.
Reasonable profile site at entrance to town of Newhaven. Low levels of
vacancy (<5%) indicate good levels of demand
Planning factors
No known planning constraints
Barriers to delivery
Generally good quality range of units with limited scope for redevelopment
short term.
Potential uses
Continued B1-B8 industrial use
Timescale/availability
N/A
Total Score:
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]

5

5

4

5

4

4

in the

27
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Site Name

Railway Road Industrial Estate,
Newhaven

Reference

ELW30

Total site area (ha)
Undeveloped land (ha)

13.36
0

Current uses
Number of units

Mixed industrial/retail
30

Grid reference

545112 101445

N/A

Site status

Existing employment and retail site,
not identified in Local Plan

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Criteria

Comment

High

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

Adjacent to A26/A259 junction and approximately 8km to A27.

5

Local accessibility
(local road access and
public transport)

Three main access points into the site from A259 or via Railway Road.
5
Each good repair and suitable for HGVs. Railway Station within 300m
which serves Seaford, Lewes and Brighton every half hour. Bus stop on
the A259 which serves Lewes once every quarter of an hour. Newhaven
town centre lies 500m from north of site.
Proximity to urban areas
Site lies within the urban area of Newhaven but detached from the main
4
and access to labour &
residential areas. Small town centre 500m from site. Settlement of
services
Newhaven has a small work force and small number of services.
Approximately 2km each from Peacehaven and Seaford which together
improve the potential work force level.
Compatibility of adjoining Within an existing employment area. Road network to north, open fields
5
uses
to the east, residential uses and football field to south, railway line to
west. No barriers to development as a result of residential uses given
existing context.
Development and
Large size, fairly regular shaped, level site which lies within Flood Zone
4
environmental
3. A brownfield site which has limited potential for intensification with
constraints
without redevelopment. This site includes the Parker Pen site (ELW28)
No other known constraints.
Market attractiveness
Contains a wide variety of B and non-B-class employment generating
2
uses in relatively high profile location adjacent to A26. Other than the
parker pen site (ELW28), most B-class units currently in poor condition
and are dated with areas of open storage. Some buildings do not
appear to be in current use, although there is little stock being actively
marketed
Planning factors
No planning restrictions or permissions
Barriers to delivery
Fairly modern retail units with limited scope for redevelopment in the short term.
Opportunity for Parker Pen site.
Potential uses
B2, B8 and Retail warehousing
Timescale/availability
N/A
Total Score:
25
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Beach Road Trading Estate, Newhaven

Reference

ELW31

Total site area (ha)
Undeveloped land (ha)

7.46
0

Current uses
Number of units

Industrial Estate
30

Grid reference

545160 100938

N/A

Site status

Existing employment site, not
allocated in Local Plan

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Criteria

Comment

Medium

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

Local accessibility
(local road access and
public transport)

Proximity to urban areas
and access to labour &
services
Compatibility of adjoining
uses

Development and
environmental
constraints
Market attractiveness

0.9km to A26 and nearly 9km to A27 via Railway, Clifton and Beach
Roads which are existing roads that serve the various industrial uses
to the east of the river. Beach and Railway Roads are a good width and
in good repair. Beach Road narrows where it passes residential units.
There are four access points into the site from Beach Road each
suitable for HGVs. No congestion noted on these roads. Newhaven
Harbour railway station 600m away serves Seaford, Lewes and
Brighton every half hour. Bus stop on Clifton Road (100m) which serves
Lewes once an hour or 500m away a four hourly service. Newhaven
town centre lies 1.1km from site access.
Site lies within the urban area of Newhaven but detached from the
main residential areas. Small town centre 1.1km from site. Small work
force and number of services. Approximately 2km each from
Peacehaven and Seaford which together improves potential work force.
Within a larger employment area. Road to the west immediately beyond
which are dwellings, dwellings and playing fields to north, general open
space allocated for employment. Residential units in close proximity
are unlikely to constrain development given existing context.
Large, level, fairly regular shape site. Lies within Flood Zone 3. Little
potential for intensification of site. No other constraints.

4

4

4

5

4

Variety of medium/large warehousing units which appear to be in good
3
condition, if relatively dated. Low profile location, but relatively low
vacancy rate (<10%)
Planning factors
No planning constraints or permissions. Adjacent to site of nature conservation
importance
Barriers to delivery
Large units of reasonable quality and therefore limited scope for redevelopment in
the short to medium term.
Potential uses
Continued B1-B8 industrial use
Timescale/availability
N/A
Total Score:
24
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Old Cement Works, Newhaven

Reference

ELW32

Total site area (ha)
Undeveloped land (ha)

2.02
0

Current uses
Number of units

Industrial Estate
15

Grid reference

544895 103235

N/A

Site status

Existing employment site, not
allocated in Local Plan

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Criteria

Comment

Low

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

Located immediately off the A26 and 6.5 km from the A27. A26 is a
5
free moving road with no noted congestion.
Local accessibility
Wide road access from the A26 into the industrial estate which
3
(local road access and
comprises informal roads. 1.75km to bus stop located at Newhaven
public transport)
Railway Station. Four hourly services to Lewes by bus and half hourly
services by Railway.
Proximity to urban areas
Located 600m north of South Heighton which forms the northern extent
3
and access to labour &
of Newhaven. Newhaven which has a small work force and small
services
number of services. Approximately 2km each from Peacehaven and
Seaford which together improve the potential work force level.
Compatibility of adjoining Caravan park to the north, a few residential units separated by a mature
4
uses
tree line and ponds, agricultural fields to the east, road to the west with
more fields beyond. Residential and tourism uses may constrain 24
hour operations but given existing use unlikely to constrain continued
uses.
Development and
Small, irregular shaped, sloping site part of which lies within Flood Zone
3
environmental
3. Remainder of site lies within Flood Zone 1. Limited potential for
constraints
expansion outside of existing site boundary
Market attractiveness
Low profile site with low quality unattractive units. High quality
2
surrounding area. However, low vacancy rate noted.
Planning factors
Located outside the settlement boundary within the countryside and within an
National Park. Conservation area to the south.
Barriers to delivery
Location within National Park would limit any expansion opportunity. No vacant land
and difficult to intensify uses even with redevelopment.
Potential uses
Continued general B1-B8 industrial uses
Timescale/availability
N/A
Total Score:
20
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Denton Island, Newhaven

Reference

Total site area (ha)

5.9

Current uses

Undeveloped land (ha)

0

Number of units

Grid reference

544574,101115

Site status

Existing employment site, not
allocated in Local Plan

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Criteria

Comment

Strategic access

ELW33a

Incubator office units, general
industrial units and a
chandlers
10
N/A
Medium

Score
(out of 5)
4

Potential uses

Within 500m of A26 junction and 8.5 km to A27 via North Way, the town centre
circular one way road. This road can be busy at peak times.
5
Single good quality wide road access onto Denton Island and through the site.
Suitable for HGVs with good visibility. Single access into Robinson Road
Industrial Estate with sharp bend could cause difficulties for larger vehicles but
is in good repair. Denton Island within 100m of town centre, Robinson Road,
500m. Newhaven railway station within 350m of Denton Island and 1km from
Robinson Road. Frequent bus services available within town centre and at
railway station.
Located within the urban area of Newhaven which has a small work force and
4
number of services. Approximately 2km from Peacehaven and Seaford which
together improve the potential work force.
Robinson Road Industrial Estate located immediately adjacent to residential
4
uses limiting opportunity for 24 hour operations. Denton Island is separated
from the main land, with further employment uses to the west and residential
uses to the south.
Divided into two areas separated by the river, Denton Island is a semi-circle
3
shaped area of land surrounded by the river in all directions. Robinson Road
industrial estate is a small narrow strip of land. Within Flood Zone 3 but flood
defences are noted.
Denton Island is a high profile location providing a mixture of modern office and
5
small workshop units. Limited vacancies noted. Robinson Road is a low profile
industrial estate with poor quality unattractive units but limited vacancies also
noted.
Denton Island was allocated in Local Plan for mixed use town centre regeneration scheme
but policy not Saved so site no longer allocated. Robinson Road Industrial Estate is similarly
not allocated. Adjoins site of nature conservation importance.
Mostly modern facilities on Denton Island with limited scope for redevelopment in the short
term. Potential on Robinson Road but availability of land not known. No opportunities for
expansion into adjacent land.
Continued B1 and B2 uses

Timescale/availability

N/A

Local accessibility
(local road access and
public transport)

Proximity to urban areas
and access to labour &
services
Compatibility of adjoining
uses

Development and
environmental constraints

Market attractiveness

Planning factors

Barriers to delivery

Total Score:

25

[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Robinson Road Industrial Estate,
Newhaven

Reference

Total site area (ha)

1.0

Current uses

Undeveloped land (ha)

0

Number of units

Grid reference

544363,101115

Site status

Existing employment site, not
allocated in Local Plan

Criteria

Comment

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

ELW33b

General industrial units and
small workshops
15
N/A
High

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access
Local accessibility
(local road access and
public transport)

Proximity to urban areas
and access to labour &
services
Compatibility of adjoining
uses
Development and
environmental
constraints
Market attractiveness

1km to A26 junction and 9.0km to A27 via North Way, the town centre
circular one way road. This road can be busy at peak times.
Single access into Robinson Road Industrial Estate with sharp bend
which could cause difficulties for larger vehicles but is in good repair.
Robinson Road within 500m of town centre. Newhaven railway station
within 1km of site. Frequent bus services available within town centre
and at railway station.
Located within the urban area of Newhaven which has a small work
force and number of services. Approximately 2km from Peacehaven and
Seaford which together improve the potential work force.
Robinson Road Industrial Estate located immediately adjacent to
residential uses limiting opportunity for 24 hour operations.
Robinson Road industrial estate is a small narrow, level, strip of land.
Within Flood Zone 3 but flood defences are noted.

4
5

4

2
3

Robinson Road is a low profile industrial estate with poor quality
3
unattractive units but limited vacancies also noted.
Planning factors
Robinson Road Industrial Estate is not allocated in Local Plan. Adjacent to site of
nature conservation importance.
Barriers to delivery
Potential for redevelopment of units on Robinson Road. No opportunities for
expansion into adjacent land.
Potential uses
Continued B1-B2 industrial uses
Timescale/availability
N/A
Total Score:
20
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Quarry Road Industrial Estate,
Newhaven

Total site area (ha)
Undeveloped land (ha)
Grid reference

2.39
0
544452 100524

Site status

Existing employment site, not
allocated in Local Plan

Criteria

Comment

Reference

Current uses
Number of units
Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

ELW34

Industrial Estate
25
N/A
High

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

2km to A26 junction, 10km to A27 and 0.9km to A259 via South Road
2
and Quarry Road, wide residential street with some on-street parking.
No congestion noted on this street but the A259 one-way circular route
around Newhaven can be very busy.
Local accessibility
Local access from Fort Road onto Court Farm Road then Quarry Road.
3
(local road access and
Good existing access into the site. Informal roads within the site. No
public transport)
bus services locally but available from town centre (1km walk) to Lewes,
Seaford and Peacehaven. Railway station is approximately 1.3km walk.
Proximity to urban areas
Site within Newhaven urban area. Newhaven has a small work force
4
and access to labour &
and small number of services. Approximately 2km each from
services
Peacehaven and Seaford which together improve the potential work
force level.
Compatibility of adjoining Residential land uses to the north, east and south of the site with green
3
uses
space to the west (see planning factors). Proximity of dwellings with very
little screening likely to constrain 24 hour operations but existing not
likely to constrain continued employment use.
Development and
Small to medium sized, level site of a fairly regular shape. No flood risk
4
environmental
noted. No vacant land making it difficult to intensify without
constraints
redevelopment.
Market attractiveness
Low profile site with a mixture of very old/poor quality buildings with one
2
or two more modern units. Low vacancy rates – approximately 15%.
Planning factors
Site not allocated for employment. Land to the west of the site (former quarry) is
allocated for residential development and the Local Plan highlights its
environmental and landscape sensitivities.
Barriers to delivery
Limited potential for expansion into adjacent site. Opportunity to redevelop older
parts of the site but availability of site to do this is unknown.
Potential uses
Continued B2 and B8
Timescale/availability
N/A
Total Score:
18
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Cradle Hill Industrial Estate, Seaford

Total site area (ha)
Undeveloped land (ha)
Grid reference

3.94
0
549654 100384

Site status

Existing employment site, not
allocated in Local Plan

Criteria

Comment

Reference

ELW35

Current uses
Number of units
Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Industrial Estate
42
N/A
High

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

1.5km to A259 but 8km to A26. The roads to the A259 are standard
4
single carriageway town roads as is the slightly wider A259. Both are in
good repair but some on street parking.
Local accessibility
Local access from Cradle Hill Road into existing Industrial site which
4
(local road access and
has its own good internal road network. Bus stop available 200m from
public transport)
site which serves Seaford town centre every quarter of an hour
Proximity to urban areas
Within the settlement boundary of Seaford with a good size labour force
3
and access to labour &
and services available. However, very limited services within walking
services
distance of the site
Compatibility of adjoining Residential to north and west of site, cemetery to the south with
4
uses
residential beyond. Agricultural land to the north east. Potential to
constrain 24 hour operations but existing employment site.
Development and
Medium size, gently sloping site from east to west. No vacant land
4
environmental
within the site although agricultural fields are present to the north east.
constraints
No known constraints.
Market attractiveness
Units are a range of sizes and ages, although mostly fairly dated.
3
However, most appear fit for current purpose. Low profile location but
very low vacancy indicates good demand for space on this site
Planning factors
No known planning constraints
Barriers to delivery
Limited opportunity to intensify site and little need to redevelop site in the short
term.
Potential uses
Continued B1-B8 industrial uses
Timescale/availability
N/A
Total Score:
22
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Blatchington Road Industrial Estate,
Seaford

Reference

ELW36

Industrial Estate and
nightclub
10
N/A

Total site area (ha)

1.19

Current uses

Undeveloped land (ha)
Grid reference

0
548312 99372

Site status

Existing Employment Site, not
identified in Local Plan

Number of units
Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Criteria

Comment

Medium

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access
Local accessibility
(local road access and
public transport)
Proximity to urban areas
and access to labour &
services
Compatibility of adjoining
uses
Development and
environmental
constraints
Market attractiveness

Within 250 m of the A259 although this passes through Seaford town
centre. Further 5 km to the A26 trunk road via reasonable quality A259
Blatchington Road is relatively narrow and has steep access to the
A259. Also, several units have narrow access roads and turnings off
Blatchington Road. However, within easy walking distance of Seaford
train station and numerous regular bus routes in Seaford town centre
Within Seaford urban area and within walking distance of reasonable
range of town centre services

4

Adjacent to residential on all sides including currently vacant site which
is allocated for residential development. Potential to constrain 24 hour
operations but existing employment site.
Relatively small, flat and fully developed site. Majority of site lies within
Flood Zone 3. Otherwise no known constraints

2

3

4

2

Mixture of relatively modern and more dated units. Low profile location
3
but no units currently being marketed and appears to be meeting local
needs well
Planning factors
No known planning constraints
Barriers to delivery
Limited opportunity to intensify site and little need to redevelop site in the short
term.
Potential uses
Continued B1-B8 industrial uses
Timescale/availability
N/A
Total Score:
18
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Meridian and Enterprise Estates,
Peacehaven

Total site area (ha)

Reference

Current uses

Undeveloped land (ha)

4.16
0.69

Grid reference

541367 101345

Site status

Existing employment site with part
allocation for employment uses
(PT6)

Criteria

Comment

Number of units
Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

ELW38

Industrial Estate (B2/
B8/vacant land)
30
N/A
High

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

0.35 km to A259 (South Coast Road) which links Newhaven and
4
Brighton and 4km to the A26. Access to A259 via Sutton Avenue a
reasonable single carriageway road.
Local accessibility
Existing access through industrial estate along Greenwich Way. Nearby
(local road access and
bus stops on main A259 road with excellent service to Newhaven and
4
public transport)
Brighton (7 per hour including early morning and evening). On street
parking within the estate reduces free flow of traffic.
Proximity to urban areas
Within town of Peacehaven and less than 4km to Newhaven. There is a
4
and access to labour &
reasonable size labour force and range of local services and facilities
services
between the two settlements.
Compatibility of adjoining Existing industrial park with range of B2 and B8 uses. Residential uses
uses
lie immediately south of the site. Car park, secondary school and
3
leisure centre immediately to the north. Scale of industrial use may be
constrained by proximity to dwellings, however this is a long established
industrial estate.
Development and
Difficult to intensify existing development. Medium size, irregular
3
environmental
shaped, level undeveloped area within site. Proximity to residential uses
constraints
reduces capacity. No flood risk identified nor other obvious constraints.
Market attractiveness
Managed employment site with good quality premises. Low vacancy
4
levels. Limited visibility of site from A259 but good visibility off
Greenwich Way.
Planning factors
Allocation for B1 or B8 use within site (UDP Policy PT6) requiring some smaller
buildings for start up uses. Planning permission for 24 B1 units (2025 sq m)
granted 2008 on allocated site.
Barriers to delivery
Need to ensure adequate parking for new development on vacant plot. Limited
scope to redevelop existing units in the short term.
Potential uses
B1, B2 and B8 uses
Timescale/availability
Short term (0-5 years)
Total Score:
22
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Tidy Industrial Estate, Ditchling
Common

Reference

ELW40

Total site area (ha)
Undeveloped land (ha)

7.79
0

Current uses
Number of units

Industrial Estate
60

Grid reference

534027 118224

N/A

Site status

Existing employment site, not allocated
within Local Plan

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Criteria

Comment

Strategic access

Over 4 km from the A273 via B2113 single carriageway. 10 km to the
A27 trunk road.
Accessed via a purpose built (possibly unadopted) road from the B2113.
Visibility into and out of the site is good. Bus stop on main road with a
direct twice daily service to Burgess Hill and an indirect twice daily
service to Lewes. Train station within Burgess Hill 3km away with
services every 15 minutes between London and Brighton.
Approximately 3km to the centre of the large town of Burgess Hill with a
range of local facilities and sizeable labour force.

High

Score
(out of 5)

Local accessibility
(local road access and
public transport)

Proximity to urban
areas and access to
labour & services
Compatibility of
adjoining uses

1

2

3

Site predominantly surrounded by agricultural fields and wooded area. A
very small number of dwellings immediately adjoin the site, some served
4
by the same access, and proximity could constrain 24 hour operation,
although this is a long established estate.
Development and
Medium size site and generally level with no obvious development
4
environmental
constraints. No identified risk of flooding. No space for increasing
constraints
number of units on site without redeveloping older units. Potential land
for expansion to the north.
Market attractiveness
Managed employment site with 30 recently developed flexible units and
3
parking which appear to be 50% vacant. Older units appear to be nearly
fully but condition of some of these is poor and they may have a shortage
of storage and parking space and suffers from a poor profile. High quality
environment in surrounding area but old part of site itself is unattractive.
Planning factors
Unallocated site. Site of Nature Conservation Importance immediately to the east.
Barriers to delivery
May be scope to redevelop older part of site but limited potential to intensify.
Unknown ownership and availability of land to the north may constrain expansion.
Potential uses
Further B1c, B2 and B8 uses
Timescale/availability
N/A
Total Score:
17
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Former Woodgate Dairies, Sheffield
Park

Total site area (ha)
Undeveloped land (ha)

3.3
Sheffield Park allocation (1.1 ha)

Grid reference

540578 123177

Site status

Developed site, partly allocated for
alternative employment uses

Criteria

Comment

Reference

ELW41

Current uses

Former Dairy.
Currently not in use
3

Number of units
Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

N/A
Low

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

18 km from the A23 trunk road but is only 3 km away from the smaller
1
A272. Access to strategic roads is via single carriageway roads.
Local accessibility
Located along the A275 with an existing access directly from this road.
(local road access and
Bluebell Railway Station opposite is only a heritage/tourism line. Bus
3
public transport)
stop adjacent to the site serving Bluebell Railway Station opposite but
only runs on a Saturday.
Proximity to urban areas
Approximately 3 km from very small settlement of North Chailey with few
1
and access to labour &
services. Over 5 km to the larger village of Newick. Limited local
services
workforce and services available.
Compatibility of adjoining Wooded area to the south west and agricultural land to the east. The
4
uses
terminus of a heritage railway line with associated tourist facilities lies
to the north of the site. This is a former employment site.
Development and
Medium size, elongated site but generally level. Partly within Flood
environmental
Zones 2 and 3. Woodland landscape and protected land for recreational
3
constraints
activity (see Planning Factors), but unlikely to be insurmountable.
Difficult to expand into surrounding land without adverse impact.
Market attractiveness
Large site in an isolated located which unless a similar occupier can be
1
found, is likely to be unattractive to the market.
Planning factors
Within area of Nature Conservation Importance and the River Ouse policy protecting
land against uses which could compromise recreational activity. Land identified
within site for extension for B1, B2 and B8 uses. Part of site lies within Woodland
Landscape Management Plan area.
Barriers to delivery
Sensitive site (see Planning Factors) with potential ecology/landscape issues but
previously developed employment land. Potential need for flood mitigation works.
Potential uses
B2 and/or B8
Timescale/availability
Longer term for undeveloped land (11+years)
Total Score:
13
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Caburn Enterprise Centre and adjacent
area, Ringmer

Reference

ELW43

B1, B2, B8, A1 (retail
warehouse) and 2
dwellings
35

Total site area (ha)

5.59

Current uses

Undeveloped land (ha)

0

Number of units

Grid reference

546170 112993

Site status

Existing employment site, not
allocated in Local Plan

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Criteria

Comment

Edge of Centre
Medium - High

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access

4.5 km to A26 and the edge of Lewes town and 7 km to A27. Access to
3
strategic roads via B2124 has no noted congestion.
Local accessibility
Existing site access from B2192 (The Broyle) and B2124 (Laughton
(local road access and
Road). Road widths are good as is junction visibility. Half hourly bus
4
public transport)
service to Lewes town centre during day. On-site parking is highly
congested.
Proximity to urban areas
At southern boundary of residential area of ‘Broyle Side’ and
3
and access to labour &
approximately 1 km east of large village of Ringmer with narrow range of
services
local facilities. Small labour force in immediate area but sizeable labour
force available in Lewes.
Compatibility of adjoining Bounded by roads to the north, south and west, with residential uses
3
uses
beyond. Poor quality fields present to the east.
Development and
Large level site with number of irregularly shaped land parcels. Potential
3
environmental
land to expand to the east to ease onsite congestion of the County
constraints
Council depot land. No flood risk identified. Two residential units
included within site boundary.
Market attractiveness
Mix of unit quality within established employment site. Approximately
4
20% of units currently vacant. Site developed to a high density. High
profile site in a surrounding area which is of high quality.
Planning factors
Site lies within existing settlement boundary with no other material designations to
consider.
Barriers to delivery
Fragmented ownership with wide variety of occupiers. Limited scope to redevelop
modern units to the south (approximately 15% of site area) but potential for
expanding to the east – although availability unknown.
Potential uses
B1, B2, B8
Timescale/availability
N/A
Total Score:
20
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Broyle Place Farm

Reference

ELW54

Small rural business
premises
6

Total site area (ha)

2.15

Current uses

Undeveloped land (ha)

0

Number of units

Grid reference

547867 112867

Site status

Farm diversification, active
employment not allocated in Local
Plan

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Criteria

Comment

N/A
Medium-High

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access
Local accessibility
(local road access and
public transport)
Proximity to urban areas
and access to labour &
services
Compatibility of adjoining
uses
Development and
environmental
constraints
Market attractiveness

6.1 km to the A26 along the B2124 and B2192 both of which are single
carriageway roads in good repair
Purpose built access off B2124 with reasonable visibility. Suitable for
HGVs. No congestion. No public transport facilities within walking
distance of site.
2 km from nearest settlement, Broyle Side which is a very small
settlement. 3 km east of large village of Rigmer with narrow range of
local facilities.
Agricultural uses surround the site with no obvious constraints on
employment uses.
Medium size, fairly regular shaped, level site located in Flood Zone 1.
No noted constraints. Potential for expansion into adjacent land.

1
3

1

5
5

An attractive farm diversification scheme in converted agricultural
buildings with some new, purpose-built units. Located away from
4
settlements and labour market but with few vacancies. Good quality
buildings.
Planning factors
Located outside the settlement boundary within open countryside. Restrictions on
scale and type of development to prevent encroachment.
Barriers to delivery
Difficult to extend within countryside. Good quality buildings unlikely to need
redevelopment in short or medium term
Potential uses
B1c, B2
Timescale/availability
N/A
Total Score:
19
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Site Name

Upper Stoneham Farm

Reference

ELW55

Vehicle storage, tree
surgeon and dwelling
7

Total site area (ha)

1.17

Current uses

Undeveloped land (ha)

0

Number of units

Grid reference

542684 111840

Site status

Farm diversification, active
employment not allocated in Local
Plan

Sequential status
(offices only)
Density

Criteria

Comment

N/A
Medium

Score
(out of 5)

Strategic access
Local accessibility
(local road access and
public transport)
Proximity to urban areas
and access to labour &
services
Compatibility of adjoining
uses

Development and
environmental
constraints
Market attractiveness

Located immediately off A26 and approximately 3 km from junction with
A27.
Access into the site from A26 via informal narrow track. No visibility
concerns onto A26 and no noted congestion. No public transport
facilities available.
Within countryside but approximately 0.7 km to edge of South Malling, a
small settlement on the north eastern edge of Lewes town. Town centre
2 km from site. Sizeable labour force and full range of services
available.
Agricultural uses adjoin most of site. Site includes a single dwelling and
its curtilage but associated tennis court and swimming pool are located
outside boundary. A few additional dwellings lie immediately to west of
site with no screening.
Medium size, fairly regular shaped, slightly sloping site. Lies within
Flood Zone 1. No development constraints noted.

4
3

4

3

5

Farm diversification scheme on a low profile site. Difficult to establish
2
vacancy rate. High quality surrounding area. Access to units passes
vehicle storage yard which is not attractive.
Planning factors
Located outside the settlement boundary within open countryside. Restrictions on
scale and type of development to prevent encroachment.
Barriers to delivery
Difficult to extend within countryside. Reasonable quality buildings but potential for
redevelopment in the medium to term to maximise use of the site.
Potential uses
B1c, B2, B8
Timescale/availability
N/A
Total Score:
22
[Scoring: 5 = best, 1 = worst]
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Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development
Management Policies Issues and Options
Issues & Options Topic Paper 3: Employment – November 2013
Background
1.1

The Introductory Topic Paper (1) provides the context and background
to the preparation of the Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site
Allocations and Development Management Policies Development Plan
Document. Once adopted, the Local Plan Part 2 will form part of the
statutory development plan for the area and will be used as a basis for
determining planning applications in that part of the District outside of
the National Park.

1.2

The aim of this consultation is to set out the emerging work on the
Local Plan Part 2 and to seek the views of the public and key
stakeholders before any firm decisions are taken by the Council. The
consultation will last 8 weeks, running from 22 November 2013 to 17
January 2014. At the end of this Topic Paper, there are a number of
questions that we are keen for individuals and organisations to respond
to. Details on how to comment can also be found in this section of the
document.

Purpose of this Topic Paper
1.3

Building upon the strategic context set in the Core Strategy, the
purpose of this topic paper is to identify current issues relating to
employment activity in the District and set out a number of policy
options that could have the potential to encourage economic
development and regeneration providing economic growth, jobs and
wider prosperity.

1.4

These positive outcomes are key objectives highlighted in both the
Proposed Submission ‘Joint Core Strategy’, the background of which is
set out in Topic Paper 1, and the Regeneration Strategy for Lewes
District ‘Building a brighter future’1.

1.5

This topic paper will only be looking at policy options for consideration
in the areas of the district that lie outside of the South Downs National
Park designation. The SDNPA is currently producing its own Local
Plan, which will address employment issues for those areas that fall
within the Park. Further information can be found on the Park’s
website (http://www.southdowns.gov.uk/).

1.6

The District Council will also be working closely with those parishes
engaged with neighbourhood planning, who may decide to include

1

This publication can be accessed on the Lewes District Council website
http://www.lewes.gov.uk/Files/plan_regeneration_strategy_2012-15.pdf
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employment site allocations within the Neighbourhood Plans that they
are preparing. This will ensure that the community led plan and Local
Plan Part 2 are aligned, so far as possible. Town and Parish Councils
that are preparing Neighbourhood Plans that are partially or wholly
outside of the SDNP are Ringmer, Hamsey, Newick, Newhaven,
Peacehaven with Telscombe and Wivelsfield.
1.7

Further evidence is being sought which will consider the viability of
existing employment site allocations adopted in the Lewes District
Local Plan 2003 and planning permissions with an existing approval.
This will inform the next round of consultation of Local Plan Part 2
anticipated to take place in summer next year.

1.8

Current site allocation options are set out in appendices to this topic
paper and include; site allocations previously identified in the 2003
Lewes District Local Plan at appendix 1, sites submitted from a recent
‘call for sites’ exercise carried out in Spring 2013 set out at Appendix 2
and sites identified as within the Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan for
employment use at appendix 3.

2.

Employment Policy Context

2.1

The Core Strategy sets the high-level strategy for promoting
sustainable economic development in the district. This strategy is very
much in accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework and
reflects the findings from the evidence collated by the District Council
and National Park Authority (in particular the Employment and
Economic Land Assessments).

2.2

It is recognized in the Core Strategy that detailed policies in the Site
Allocations and Development Management Policies document, as well
as the SDNPA’s own Local Plan, will be needed to add to and
supplement these higher level policies in order to ensure an
appropriate policy framework is in place for this important policy area.

2.3

The Spatial Strategy, as contained within the Core Strategy, identifies
the relatively modest employment land needs for the plan period (2010
to 2030). It is also identifies the potential supply of employment land,
either through sites that benefit from existing permissions, or
allocations that are yet to be implemented. This potential supply is
seen as sufficient, in quantitative terms, to meet the current projected
needs for the plan period as set out in the table below.
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Proposed
Use

Industrial
B1c/2/8
Office
B1a
Total

Gross
floorspace
requirement
identified
60,000

Existing
potential
supply2

Residual
requirement

69,000

0

14,000

16,900

0

74,000

86,400

0

Table 1- Employment floorspace requirements (to meet a quantitative need)
set out in the Proposed submission Joint Core Strategy

2.4

However, this does not present the full picture. Core Policy 4 has a
presumption in favor of retaining the unimplemented employment land
allocations from the Local Plan (2003), but does identify the need to
review these allocations in the Site Allocations and Development
Management DPD (or the SDNPA Local Plan). The policy states that
“if there are clear economic viability or environmental amenity reasons
for not doing so [retaining the allocation] then such sites will be deallocated or considered for alternative uses”. This topic paper starts
this process of undertaking such a review.

2.5

Obviously, if it is eventually decided to de-allocate or seek alternative
uses on a number of potential employment sites, it could result in the
reduction of the potential supply with the required employment land
needs for the full plan period not being available. Should this be the
case there will be a need to identify new employment land allocations
in the district. This paper therefore, considers such site options in the
event that additional sites are required.

2.6

Although not integral to the delivery of the overall spatial strategy, Core
Policy 4 does encourage and support the provision of small, flexible,
start-up and serviced business units in the district. An existing example
of such a facility can be found at the Enterprise Centre in Newhaven
and the Employment and Economic Land Assessments identify the
potential for such a facility (perhaps on a smaller scale) to be delivered
elsewhere in the district (Seaford and Peacehaven in particular were
highlighted as potential locations). Where known, site options for the
delivery of such facilities are also identified in this paper.

2.7

Core Policy 4 also identifies support that will be directed to the delivery
of onshore infrastructure and support services for the Rampion

2

The supply figures are taken from the 2012 update of the Employment and Economic Land
Assessment and indicates the ‘worst case’ for supply on the basis that certain sites are
discounted from this potential supply due to significant constraints on development. The
supply figures are as at June 2012.
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offshore windfarm. This may include identification of land that supports
the possible assembly base, as well as the operations and
management base.
3.0

Options for consideration

3.1

The employment sites being considered as options in this topic paper
come from; unimplemented employment site allocations from the
Lewes District Local Plan (2003); call for sites exercise carried out
Spring 2013 and sites identified through the neighbourhood planning
process carried out by Ringmer Parish Council.

3.2

The sites being consulted upon apart from those within the proposed
Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan have been subject to an initial filter3.
The filter ensures that employment sites which are fundamentally
unsuitable for further consideration or allocation on the grounds of
environmental protection are removed.

3.3

The employment sites for Ringmer are identified as options, on the
understanding that any sites taken forward as part of the District
Council’s Part 2 document are considered as contingency sites, should
the Ringmer neighbourhood plan not be progressed, fail at examination
or referendum.

4.0

How to respond to this topic paper

4.1

This is your opportunity to have your say about the delivery of
employment development in the District. The Council would appreciate
and value any comments you have on this or any of the Topic Papers.
Questions are set out below and you need only reply to those
questions that are of interest to you, or you may introduce other ideas.

4.2

The closing date for any comments, and additional site submissions, is
midnight Friday 17 January 2014.

Email to:

ldf@lewes.gov.uk

Fax to:

01273 484452

Post to:

Lewes District Council
Planning Policy Team
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
BN7 1AB

3

Site is: Within an international or national designation (SSSI, SAC, SPA, and National Park
for purposes of coverage of Site Allocations document).
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Consultation Questions
Question (a)
Should any the sites taken from the Local Plan 2003 in Appendix 1, be de-allocated
through the Site Allocations Document and be identified for an alternative use? It
would help us if you could what you think the new use should be and why you think
this.
Question (b)
Are there any site options that you would not wish to see allocated for employment
use? Please explain why you think this.
Question (c)
Do you know of any sites that have not been included in this topic paper that may be
suitable for employment use?
Question (d)
Do you think it would be beneficial to cluster employment uses (such as light
industrial/offices) together with other uses such as housing, retail or leisure?

5
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Appendix 1 – Site Allocations for employment use in 2003 Local Plan
The sites identified in the table below were allocated in the Local Plan 2003
and remain undeveloped from this time. The reasons for their non-delivery
may be varied and numerous, including high development costs making the
scheme unviable, the site being in an unsuitable location, or aspirations of the
landowner for alternative uses. Further information on each of these sites is
provided in this appendix.
As well as the existing evidence base, information collected through the
consultation on this paper will hopefully identify such issues. In addition, the
further evidence work to be undertaken will also hopefully identify any
particular issues that have led to the non-delivery of these sites.
It is recognised that some of the sites listed benefit from a current
extant planning permission (in some cases an alternative use to what
the site has been allocated for).In such cases it is still considered
important to consider and review its associated Local Plan policy in the
event that the permission expires and is not implemented.
Site
ref
1

2
3

4
5
6

Site Address

Planning Application/s
submitted

Land north of Keymer Avenue,
Peacehaven
Land at Hoyle Road, Peacehaven

None recent

Cradle Hill Industrial Estate, Seaford
Balcombe Pit, Glynde

Chailey Brikworks
Hamsey Brickworks, South Chailey
Woodgate Dairy, Sheffield Park

LW/11/0490 Renewal of
existing planning approval
LW/08/0006 for erection of 24
industrial units (B1use) in two
phases with temporary access
to first phase from Hoyle Road
and permanent access from
proposed link road.
None recent
LW/12/0763 Section 73A
Retrospective application for
continued use of premises for
car and light vehicle general
repairs in a permanent basis 
Approved
None recent
None recent
LW/13/0490 - Change of use
from sui generis use to B1
(business) / B2 (general
industrial) and B8 (storage &
distribution) across all units
and retention of 24/7 use 
Pending

7
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Site 1
Existing
Policy
context

Relevant
notes

Land North of Keymer Site Area
1.3ha
Avenue, Peacehaven
Local Plan 2003,
Greenfield Site 
Existing/
Policy PT5 –
Previous Use grassland
Allocation for
business and office
use under use class
B1
Site access through residential streets with traffic calming
measures. Residential uses to south, east and west. Public
open space to the north. Allocated for 10 years without
development. Proximity to residential could constrain some
industrial operations

Options
• Retain site for business use
• De-allocate site
• Re-allocate for an alternative use (e.g. housing), or a mixed-use
scheme (e.g. business and housing)
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Site 2
Existing
Policy
context

Relevant
notes

Land at Hoyle Road,
0.6ha
Site Area
Peacehaven
Local Plan 2003
Greenfield
Existing/
Policy PT6 –
Previous Use
Industrial or
Warehouse (B1 and
B8 uses), link road
(Hoyle Road to
Bolney Avenue)
Existing policy also requires that two units should be capable of
being subdivided into units of no more than 400sq.m in order to
nurture new business in the town.

Options
� Retain site for business use
� De-allocate site
� Re-allocate for an alternative use (e.g. housing), or a mixed-use
scheme (e.g. business and housing)
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Site 3
Existing
Policy
context
Relevant
notes

Cradle Hill Industrial
0.85ha
Site Area
Estate
Local Plan 2003
Vacant grass
Existing/
Policy SF8 –
Previous Use scrubland
Industrial Use (B2
and B8)
Expansion of existing industrial estate would provide suitable
premises for new businesses and expansion of existing. Land
has been vacant and undeveloped for over 5 years.
Employment uses to north and west and housing to the south.
Employment and Economic Land Assessment suggests new
units would be attractive to market given low vacancy in
adjacent industrial estate.

Options
� Retain site for business use
� De-allocate site for business use
� Re-allocate for an alternative use (e.g. housing), or a mixed-use
scheme (e.g. business and housing)
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Site 4
Existing
Policy
context
Relevant
notes

Land at Balcombe Pit
Local Plan Policy
2003, Policy BG1 
Industrial - B1 & B2

0.6ha
Part B2 (General
Industrial), Part
Vacant former chalk
pit
. Vehicular access on tight bend which reduces turning visibility.
Occasional rail and bus public transport. Adjacent to small
village of Glynde and small labour force. Part of site in National
Park. Existing employment use has a low profile with run down
appearance. Adjacent to area of Arcaeological Interest and
Conservation Area
Site Area
Existing/
Previous Use

Options
� Retain site for business use
� De-allocate site
� Other uses?
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Site 5
Existing
Policy
context
Relevant
notes

Chailey Brickworks
1.95 ha
Site Area
Local Plan Policy
Brickworks
Existing/
CH1 Industrial – (B1
Previous Use
and B2)
Isolated rural location on edge of small village with limited local
labour force, services and facilities. Residential use 100m to the
south but mature screening. High quality landscape setting but
unattractive buildings on site. Site in active use but lifespan of
raw materials extracted from the site are time bound. Ground
contamination issues.

Options
� Retain site for business use
� De-allocate site
� Any other options?
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Site 6
Existing
Policy
context

Relevant
notes

Hamsey Brickworks
3.8ha
Site Area
Local Plan 2003
Treatment and
Existing/
Policy HY1 –
Previous Use collection of liquid
Industrial and
wastes
storage) – (B1, B2 &
B8)
Unrelated to any settlement, adjacent to A275 with good visibility.
Dwellings to the west within 60m. Large pond reduces site
capacity by 25% and woodland by 50%. Site has poor quality
buildings but sits in high quality environment.

Options
� Retain site for business use
� De-allocate site
� Any other uses?
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Site 7
Existing
Policy
context

Relevant
notes

Woodgate dairy,
1.1ha
Site Area
Sheffield Park
Local Plan 2003
Woodland/Scrub
Existing/
Policy NW2 –
Previous Use
Industrial and
storage- (B1, B2 &
B8)
Planning Application under consideration. Isolated location with
no public transport apart from weekend bus service serving
tourist railway. Site accessed through existing employment site.
Unlikely to be attractive to business market. Potential ecology
and landscape issues.

Options
� Retain site for business use
� De-allocate site
� Any other options?
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Appendix 2 – Sites submitted from a recent ‘call for sites’ exercise,
carried out in Spring 2013
Address

Existing
Policy
context

Relevant
notes

Land at Lower
15 ha
Site Area
Hodden Farm,
Peacehaven
Southern part of this
Greenfield
Existing/
site falls within Local
Previous Use
Plan 2003 Policy
(PT16) – Allocated for
public open space
and sports pitches.
Submission suggests mixed uses of employment, residential
and allotment use.(See housing and infrastructure topic
papers)

Options
� Retain southern part of site for public open space and recreational use
allocation.
� Allocate part or all of site for employment use
� Any other options?
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Appendix 3 – Sites identified for employment development in the
proposed Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan
A Neighbourhood Plan is currently being produced by Ringmer Parish
Council. One of the key principles of the neighbourhood plan is to improve
sustainability by enhancing local employment opportunities in a range of
employment sectors. The Parish Council so far have carried out an
assessment of potential new employment sites in Ringmer Parish and have
consulted upon their findings in their ‘Regulation 14’ consultation period, in
accordance with the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012.
The map below is taken from the emerging neighbourhood plan and identifies
the location of sites considered for employment use and development with the
parish. Sites 4, 5, 6 and 10 have been considered suitable and have been
identified as potential allocations for employment use in the neighbourhood
plan.

Map 1 – Taken from Section 6 – Appendix 6.3 of Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan

Further details are provided on only those sites that have been considered
suitable for employment use.
Address

Existing Policy
context
Comments

Land South of
Site number 4
Caburn Enterprise
Park
Outside of current
Greenfield
Existing/
development
Previous Use
boundary
Strong support and little opposition from residents in 2013
15
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consultations. Edge of Broyleside and adjoins existing
from Ringmer
Neighbourhood employment site. Available for development
Plan
Former Chicken
Site 5
Site number
Farm, Lower Clay Hill
vacant
Existing Policy Outside of current
Existing/
development
context
Previous Use
boundary
Long derelict chicken Farm, with limited business use.
Comments
Minimal landscape impact but increased impact on one
from Ringmer
Neighbourhood dwelling. Buildings for conversion available on site.
Strong support and little opposition from residents in 2011
Plan
12 consultations
Address

Former Goldcliff
Site 6
Site number
Nursery Site, Old
Uckfield Road
Derelict former
Existing Policy Outside of current
Existing/
context
development
Previous Use nursery
boundary
Current temporary planning permission for one unit. Low
Comments
from Ringmer
impact on the landscape and on neighbours. No buildings
Neighbourhood on the site. Strong support and little opposition from
Plan
residents in 2013 consultations.
Address

Farmyard at
Site 10
Site number
Barcombe Mills Road
Farm yard
Existing Policy Outside of current
Existing/
context
development
Previous Use
boundary
Limited impact on the landscape and neighbours. Buildings
Comments
from Ringmer
for conversion available on site. Part of the site has
Neighbourhood planning permission, unimplemented except for one unit
Plan
approved in 2013. Strong support and little opposition from
residents in 2011-12 consultations. Surrounded by highly
significant archaeological site, identified 2012.
Address
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Technical Briefing Note
Project: Sheffield Park Industrial Estate
TN02 - Technical Briefing Note: Ecological Mitigation and
Compensation Framework
Date: September 2016
1.

Introduction and Background

1.1.

Sylvan (Aspect Ecology) is advising in respect of ecological matters relating to the site at
Sheffield Park Industrial Estate, near Uckfield, East Sussex. The site is allocated for industrial
development and a planning application is being considered. The site carries a designation as
ancient woodland while the woodland type present is also listed as a Priority Habitat type
under the NERC Act.

1.2.

Accordingly, any application will need to address the presence of the woodland habitat on site.
The policy approach to addressing woodland matters is set out in the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) and amplified in Natural England and the Forestry Commission's standing
advice (October 2015) on the topic.

Summary of NPPF tests
1.3.

Bullet points 1 and 5 of paragraph 118 of the NPPF set out how the presence of biodiversity
and ancient woodland interests must be addressed within planning applications. These state:
Buillet 1: “if significant harm resulting from a development cannot be avoided (through
locating on an alternative site with
with less harmful impacts), adequately mitigated, or, as a last
resort, compensated for, then planning permission should be refused;”
Bullet 5: “planning permission should be refused for development resulting in the loss or
deterioration of irreplaceable habitats,
habitats, including ancient woodland … unless the need for, and
benefits of, the development in that location clearly outweigh the loss”.

1.4.

Priority Habitats are addressed by NPPF paragraph 117 which sets out that planning policies
should:

“promote the preservation, restoration and re-creation of priority habitats”
1.5.

This is reinforced by ODPM Circular 06/2005, referenced at footnote 24 of the NPPF, which
highlights that 'Priority Habitats are a material consideration for planning authorities in the
determination of planning applications'.
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Scope
1.6.

The purpose of this note is to summarise the proposed ecological strategy for the forthcoming
application. In this regard a framework of mitigation and compensation measures is set out to
address the relevant tests relating to biodiversity and ancient woodland within the NPPF.

2.

Summary of Ecological Baseline
Habitats

2.1.

We have undertaken a desktop study and Phase 1 habitat survey of the site. This has identified
that the site comprises part of Wet Wood, an ancient woodland which extends offsite to the
south and west. The woodland is dominated by native canopy species, and appears to be
unmanaged. The ground layer comprises bare ground in places, with locally abundant patches
of ancient woodland vascular plant (AWVP) species, particularly Bluebell.

2.2.

Overall, Wet Wood appears to be in a moderate condition and supports a number of AWVPs.
Furthermore, Wet Wood is likely to qualify under the UK Priority Habitat ‘Wet Woodland’,
which is a material consideration for planning authorities.
Fauna

2.3.

The site provides potential opportunities for a range of protected faunal species, such as bats,
Dormouse and Great Crested Newt, whilst a range of breeding bird species are likely to be
present. Phase 2 surveys for these faunal groups would provide further information on the
presence or likely absence of these species groups, to inform detailed mitigation requirements.

3.

Preventing ‘Significant Harm’ to Biodiversity

3.1.

As set out above, the first bullet point of paragraph 118 of the NPPF requires planning
applications to demonstrate that significant harm to biodiversity will be avoided, mitigated or
compensated. Given the status of the site as ancient woodland, an appropriate ecological
mitigation and compensation strategy is proposed. This strategy takes into account Natural
England’s Standing Advice for ancient woodland (October 2015), which sets out a number of
mitigation and compensation options to address ancient woodland loss. The strategy is
summarised below.
Mitigation

3.2.

Firstly, the area of ancient woodland to be affected by the proposals will be minimised as far
as possible. This would be achieved by reducing areas of hardstanding to the absolute
minimum necessary for required operational purposes, and carefully controlling construction
operations (for example through a Construction Environmental Management Plan - CEMP) to
minimise temporary disturbance.

3.3.

Artificial lighting can have a deterioration effect on nearby woodland. Therefore, external
lighting should be avoided if possible, or if necessary be subject to a sensitive design. This
could include temporary infra-red activated lighting, directional lighting at a low height, use of
LED lighting with a low UV component to minimise disturbance to wildlife, and careful
consideration of lighting locations to minimise effects.

1005019 TN02 Pre-app
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3.4.

Hydrological design solutions should be employed to maintain run-off to the retained
woodland at existing rates and avoid pollution to the retained woodland.

3.5.

Depending on the results of Phase 2 faunal surveys, mitigation for protected species is also
likely to be proposed. This is likely to include timing of vegetation clearance to avoid the bird
nesting season, and potentially further clearance safeguards or translocation in relation to
bats, Dormouse and Great Crested Newt, if these species are recorded to be present.
Compensation

3.6.

New woodland planting. An area of regenerating birch scrub is present to the east of Wet
Wood, to the south of the existing Industrial Estate. It is recommended that this area, which
amounts to approximately 4,000 sqm, is planted with native woodland canopy species
reflecting the local woodland character. This would accord with NE’s Standing Advice for
‘planting new native woodland’ as compensation for ancient woodland loss.

3.7.

Translocation of woodland soils. The existing site supports a number of AWVP species in the
ground flora, which are poor colonisers of new woodland. Documented cases of ancient
woodland soil translocation have demonstrated that the translocation of ancient woodland
soils can facilitate the colonisation of AWVPs, as their seeds are contained within the soil.
Therefore, soil translocation from the proposed development area is recommended, which
could be transferred to the area of new woodland planting (described above) and potentially
to the top of a railway embankment adjacent to the west of the site, which is currently unwooded but fringed by woodland on either side which forms a closed canopy over the
embankment.

3.8.

Woodland Management Plan. The retained area of woodland would be subject to a
management plan to enhance its ecological value. Woodland management would reinvigorate
the ground flora by increasing light levels at ground level by thinning the canopy, whilst also
providing benefits to a range of fauna such as butterflies. Similarly the opportunity exists to
improve the woodland structure by increasing the understory and introducing localised areas
of thicket. Woodland management would be secured for the long term and a funding source
provided by the development to ensure that its enhanced biodiversity value is retained
through appropriate ongoing management.

3.9.

Faunal enhancements. A suite of faunal enhancements are recommended, such as bat roost
and bird nesting boxes on retained trees, and log piles for invertebrates using arisings from
management. These would provide benefits to protected and UK Priority Species.

4.

Need and Benefits of Development

4.1.

The fifth bullet point of paragraph 118 of the NPPF is a planning balance test which requires
the need for and benefits of development on the one side to be weighed against the loss of
ancient woodland on the other.

4.2.

The need for the development is demonstrated by recent confirmation of the site’s allocation
for development in the Lewes District Local Plan May 2016.

4.3.

A range of benefits will be achieved under the scheme, including social and economic benefits
associated with new employment opportunities. In addition, the compensation measures set
out above could provide benefits for biodiversity.
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5.

Conclusion

5.1.

The above sets out a mitigation and compensation framework to address the presence of
ancient woodland on site. The provision of the measures put forward would serve to avoid
significant harm to biodiversity by compensating for woodland losses while the planning
merits, in terms of need and social and economic benefits, would serve to clearly outweigh the
loss of the designated ancient woodland.
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11 July 2013
Mr M Hare
Civitas Planning
4 Moncktons Avenue
Maidstone
Kent
ME14 2PZ

Our Ref: APP/W2275/V/11/2158341

Dear Sir,

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990 (SECTIONS 73 & 77)
APPLICATION BY GALLAGHER AGGREGATES LTD
HERMITAGE QUARRY, HERMITAGE LANE, AYLESFORD
APPLICATION REF. TM/10/2158341
1. I am directed by the Secretary of State to say that consideration has been given to
the report of the Inspector, J I McPherson JP BSc CEng CEnv CWEM MICE
MCIWEM MCMI, who held a public local inquiry which sat on 27-30 November, 46, 13-14 and 18 December 2012, into your client’s application in respect of
application Ref.TM/10/2158341 dated 21 June 2010 for the Westerly Extension of
Hermitage Quarry; and the variation of conditions relating to the original quarry and
its previous extensions.
2. On 27 July 2011, the Secretary of State directed, in pursuance of Section 77 of the
Town and Country Planning Act 1990, that your client’s application be referred to
him instead of being dealt with by the Mineral Planning Authority, Kent County
Council (‘KCC’). The reason for making the direction was that the proposal may
conflict with national policies on important matters.
Inspector’s recommendation and summary of the decision
3. The Inspector recommended that the application for the Westerly Extension be
approved with recommended conditions, and that new permissions be approved
for the Original Quarry, the Southern Extension and the Eastern Extension with
recommended conditions. For the reasons given below, the Secretary of State
agrees with the Inspector’s recommendations. A copy of the Inspector’s report (IR)
Richard Watson
Department for Communities and Local Government
Planning Central Casework Division,
1/J2, Eland House
Bressenden Place
London SW1E 5DU

Tel: 0303 4441627
Email: PCC@communities.gsi.gov.uk
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is enclosed. All references to paragraph numbers, unless otherwise stated, are to
the IR.
4. In addition to the application for the Westerly Extension of Hermitage Quarry and
the variation of the conditions applying to the existing quarry workings, the Inquiry
also considered two Highway Orders sought by your client for: a) the temporary
diversion of Byway MR496 for a period of 9 months while a cut and cover tunnel is
constructed into the Westerly Extension site; and b) the temporary diversion of
Bridleway MR108 for a period of 25 years whilst the Westerly Extension is worked
and restored. The decision on these Orders is the subject of two separate letters
which will be issued separately by the Secretaries of State for Transport
and Environment, Food and Rural Affairs.
Procedural Matters
5. The Secretary of State notes that the application is to extract some 16 million
tonnes of ragstone and hassock from within the land enclosed by the permissive
path, whilst still retaining a minimum of 50m of woodland between the path and the
mineral operations; and that some of the ragstone would be supplied as high
quality building/dimension stone (IR4.4). He also notes that the phased working of
the Westerly Extension would involve progressive stripping, extraction, filling with
inert waste and topsoiling to the original ground levels, followed by restoration to
native woodland and rides that would be open to the public (IR4.5); and that all
materials entering and leaving the quarry itself would continue to use the existing
weighbridge and access onto Hermitage Lane (IR4.7).
6. The Secretary of State notes that the application also proposes the formation of a
9 ha ‘Habitat Creation Field’ to the south-west of the site which, at the original
application stage, was intended to receive the soil resources from quarrying
Phases 8 – 11; that a revision has been made to the proposed phasing such that
this soil would now be used in the restoration of the existing quarry instead; and
that, in accordance with the revised working scheme, the Habitat Creation Field
would be formed at a very early stage and used principally as the site for the
translocation of reptiles from the Application Site (IR4.9).
7. The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector that although there have been
revisions to the phases of working since KCC considered the application, they
simply affect the internal working of the site and would not prejudice anyone else,
and should therefore be accepted as part of the application proposals (IR4.14).
8. In reaching his decision, the Secretary of State has taken into account the
Environmental Statement and the Addendum submitted under the Town and
Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) (England and Wales)
Regulations 1999. He considers that the environmental information as a whole
meets the requirements of these regulations and that sufficient information has
been provided for him to assess the environmental impact of the application.
Policy considerations
9. In determining the application, the Secretary of State has had regard to section
38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 which requires that
proposals be determined in accordance with the development plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise. In this case, following the partial revocation of
the Regional Strategy for the South East (RS) on 25 March 2013, the development
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plan comprises the saved policies of the Kent Minerals Local Plan: Construction
Aggregates (December 1993); the Tonbridge and Malling Borough Council (TMBC)
Core Strategy (2007); the TMBC Managing Development and the Environment
Development Plan Document (2010); and the saved policies in the TMBC Local
Plan (1998). The Secretary of State gives no weight to the revoked policies in the
RS. He considers that the partial revocation of the RS has had little effect on the
policy considerations in this case, and that it was not necessary for him to refer
back to parties on this issue before reaching his decision. He considers that the
development plan policies most relevant to this case are those set out at IR5.5-5.7.
10. Material considerations which the Secretary of State has taken into account
include: The National Planning Policy Framework (“the Framework”); The Planning
System: General Principles; Circular 11/95: The Use of Conditions in Planning
Permission; the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) Regulations (2010 and 2011);
the Ministerial Statement “Planning for Growth” (2011); Keepers of Time Statement
of Policy for England’s Ancient & Native Woodland (2005); and the letter to
Planning Authorities from Steve Quartermain, the Governments Chief Planner
concerning the Revocation of Regional Strategies (6 July 2010).
11. For the reasons set out in IR16.212-16.215, the Secretary of State agrees with the
Inspector that the emerging Kent Minerals and Waste Local Plan and the Kent
Minerals Sites Plan carry only limited weight in the determination of this application
(IR16.212 and 16.215).
Main issues
12. The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector that the main considerations are
those set out in IR16.2.
Need for, and Supply of, the Minerals
13. The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector’s reasoning and conclusions on
the need for, and supply of minerals as set out in IR16.3 and 16.6-16.39. He
agrees that there is a 0.78 million tonnes per annum (mtpa) sub-regional
apportionment of crushed rock for aggregates to be produced in Kent (IR16.35 and
16.179), and that with the limited remaining supplies at Hermitage Quarry as the
only regular source of crushed rock in Kent, there is a strong need for the
proposed extension which would also provide a source of high quality dimension
stone for which there is also a very considerable need (IR16.40). He does not
consider that the partial revocation of the RS changes his conclusion on this
matter.
Ancient Woodland
14. The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector that 31 ha of the 33 ha
application site is a ‘plantation on ancient woodland site’ (PAWS) (IR16.41). He
also agrees with the Inspector that paragraph 118 of the Framework, whilst
seeking to protect ancient woodland, does allow for circumstances where the loss
can be outweighed by other considerations (IR16.42). He notes that Natural
England did not consider the loss of ancient woodland to be sufficiently important
to seek call-in of the application (IR8.49 and 16.42).
15. The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector that in order to properly balance
the harm against the benefits, the characteristics of the ancient woodland in
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question must be assessed (IR16.43). He notes that the Framework advice does
not differentiate between Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland (ASNW) and PAWS but
that the Keepers of Time Statement by Defra seems to draw a distinction by saying
that ASNWs are generally the most valuable ancient woodland sites (IR16.44). He
notes also that the Woodland Trust’s Position Statement on the subject also draws
a distinction between PAWS and ASNW in the context of habitat translocation
which, in the latter case, is said to be particularly inappropriate (16.44). He agrees
with the Inspector that, for the purposes of this assessment, there is no particular
need to identify the cause of the relatively poor quality of this ancient woodland
(IR16.47).
16. The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector that, with the loss of a viable
sweet chestnut coppicing industry in the area and limited woodland management
grants, there is no reason to suppose there would be a return to a regular
coppicing cycle if the proposed extension was refused (IR16.48).
17. The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector that, regardless of the relatively
poor quality PAWS and the results achievable through translocation, this would not
be the restoration of the PAWS lost to the scheme (IR16.49).
Biodiversity
18. The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector’s reasoning and conclusions on
biodiversity as set out in IR16.50-16.61. For these reasons, he agrees with the
Inspector that, overall, despite designation as a Local Wildlife Site, the relatively
poor biodiversity interest in the current woodland would, in the longer term, be
considerably increased by the restoration to native woodland and the conservation
management of other off-site woodlands; and that in due course the site could requalify for Local Wildlife Site designation (IR16.62).
Landscape and Visual Impact
19. For the reasons in IR16.63-16.83, the Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector
that: the surrounding woodland and the lack of public vantage points would result
in very little visual impact from the proposed scheme and the effect on the
landscape character would also be quite limited; there would however be a loss of
recreational tranquillity during the operating life of the extension and the final
restoration to native woodland would not be strictly in accordance with the present
sweet chestnut dominated landscape character of the area (IR16.84).
Archaeology and Heritage Impacts
20. The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector that although the site is mostly
covered by ancient woodland, there are no veteran trees, and he notes that it was
accepted by the Kent Archaeological Officer that there were also no features of
surface archaeological interest, although there is the potential for some palaeolithic
interest, which can be the subject of a suitable planning condition (IR16.85).
Landfill and Waste Permitting
21. For the reasons in IR16.87 and 16.88, the Secretary of State agrees with the
Inspector that there is no reason to suppose that an adequate supply of fill material
would not be forthcoming (IR16.87), or that the landfilling operations would not be
properly controlled (IR16.88).
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Groundwater
22. The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector that there is no reason to
anticipate any detrimental effects on the groundwater in the area (IR16.89).
Residential Amenity
23. The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector’s reasoning and conclusions on
residential amenity as set out in IR16.90-16.112. He agrees with the Inspector that,
whilst there would be little harm to the amenities of the local residents from dust or
traffic, there would be some residual impacts from blasting, noise and the effects
on the quiet recreational use of Oaken Wood for a significant number of years, and
the development would therefore prolong the effects of the existing quarry for the
local residents. He agrees that this should be considered in the planning balance
(IR16.113).
Socio-Economics
24. The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector that, in the absence of permission
for the Westerly Extension, the currently permitted reserves would be exhausted in
late 2014 or early 2015, after which time the core of the workforce would no longer
be required and there would be a phased downsizing of the remainder (IR16.115).
He agrees with the Inspector that it is unlikely that many of these employees would
be re-deployed within the associated Gallagher businesses, and that these other
businesses could also be affected by the closure of the quarry. He also agrees
with the Inspector that not only would the loss of these jobs be a personal blow to
the employees, but that these skilled workers currently make a beneficial
contribution to the diversity of the workforce in Kent (IR16.115).
25. The Secretary of State also agrees with the Inspector that, in the event that
permission for the proposed extension was refused and the existing quarry closed
by early 2015, crushed rock would have to be imported into Kent by other
suppliers, who would not necessarily be subject to the competition currently
provided by the appellant, and that this could well increase prices, to the detriment
of the local economy (IR16.116).
Sustainability
26. The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector’s reasoning and conclusions on
sustainability in IR16.117-16.122. He agrees with the Inspector that, whilst there
are a number of other considerations to be weighed in the balance, there is no
reason why the scheme should be considered unsustainable (IR16.122).
Compliance with the Development Plan
27. In terms of consistency with the Framework (not including the policies in the RS
which have now been revoked), the Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector
that the remaining relevant pre- and post-2004 Development Plan policies are
generally consistent with those of the Framework and should therefore carry
considerable weight in reaching the planning decision (IR16.208).
28. The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector’s reasoning and conclusions on
the Development Plan as set out in IR16.173-16.207, not including the policies in
the RS which have now been revoked. The Secretary of State agrees with the
Inspector that, leaving aside the loss of ancient woodland, which he will consider
further below, the proposed extension would comply with the Development Plan in
all respects, except for a limited effect on the landscape character and the
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recreational tranquillity of the area, as well as prolonging the current limited
impacts on residential amenity (IR16.210). He also agrees that the benefits of the
proposals include a sustainable steady and adequate supply of crushed rock,
improved biodiversity in the longer term which, with the ongoing socio-economic
benefits, would clearly outweigh the loss of the ancient woodland and the other
adverse effects of the development; and therefore that the loss of ancient
woodland would not be contrary to Development Plan policy in this case
(IR16.211).
Other Material Considerations
29. For the reasons in IR16.216, the Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector that
prematurity would not be a sound reason to refuse the application, particularly in
the light of the need for a steady and adequate supply of aggregates and the
limited reserves left at Hermitage Quarry (IR16.216).
30. The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector that, as concluded above, the
relevant Development Plan policies are generally consistent with the Framework
(paragraph 118 for instance similarly seeks to protect ancient woodland, unless the
benefits would outweigh the loss) (IR16.218). He notes that paragraph 144 of the
Framework places great weight on the benefits of mineral extraction, including
those to the economy; that paragraph 19 also says that significant weight should
be placed on the need to support economic growth through the planning system;
and he agrees with the Inspector that in both cases, this adds considerable weight
to counter the scheme’s limited non-compliance with the Development Plan
(IR16.219).
31. The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector that the reinstatement in due
course of the sweet chestnut coppice on the application site with native woodland
would help to achieve one of the objectives of the Kent Biodiversity Action Plan
and the relevant Biodiversity Opportunity Area Statement, and that this would be a
benefit of the proposals that further outweighs the limited harm to the dominant
landscape characteristics of the site (IR16.221).
Planning Obligation
32. The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector’s reasoning and conclusions on
the planning obligation in IR13.1-13.6 and 16.126-16.127. He is satisfied that it is
directly related to the development and fairly and reasonably related to it in scale
and kind, and is CIL-compliant. He notes that the Woodland Management Plan
has the vision of providing high quality native woodland cover to replace the
current non-native monoculture on the application site, as well as the
establishment of new native woodland to promote connectivity with, and between,
the existing woodlands at Fullingpits Wood and Broke Wood; and that it also seeks
management that would maximise opportunities for wildlife and the provision of
public access (IR13.5).
Planning Conditions
33. The Secretary of State has had regard to the proposed conditions set out at
Annexes C1-C4 of the Inspector’s Report. He has also taken account of the
Inspector’s comments in IR14.1-15.5 and 16.128-16.172, and Circular 11/95. For
the reasons in IR14.1-14.6 and 16.154 the Secretary of State agrees with the
Inspector that the conditions attached to the permissions for the original quarry and
the Southern and Eastern Extensions would need appropriate variation (IR14.7)
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and he agrees that those conditions which no longer serve a purpose should be
removed (IR16.154). He agrees with the Inspector that new permissions would be
created and the descriptions of the developments should also be updated as
follows (IR14.8 and 16.155-16.156):
Original Quarry
‘The development of land situated at Hermitage Quarry, Hermitage Lane,
Maidstone, Kent for the extraction of ragstone and hassock, backfilling to former
levels with inert waste, restoration in part to native woodland and in part to
agriculture, continued use of existing quarry plant, buildings and access road and
the recycling of construction aggregates.’
Southern Extension
‘The development of land situated at Hermitage Quarry, Hermitage Lane,
Maidstone, Kent and being a southern extension of the existing quarry for
extraction of ragstone and hassock, backfilling to former levels with inert waste,
restoration in part to native woodland and in part to agriculture, continued use of
existing quarry plant, buildings and access road, recycling of construction
aggregates.’
Eastern Extension
‘The development of land situated at Hermitage Quarry, Hermitage Lane,
Maidstone Kent and being an eastern extension of the existing quarry for
extraction of ragstone and hassock, backfilling to former levels with inert waste,
restoration to native woodland, continued use of existing quarry plant, buildings
and access road.’
34. The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector that there is no need to vary the
permission for the Western Extension because it is compatible with the proposals
for the currently proposed Westerly Extension (IR14.7 and 16.224).
35. The Secretary of State is satisfied that the conditions are reasonable and
necessary, and meet the tests of Circular 11/95.
Overall Conclusions
36. The Secretary of State concludes that the proposed Westerly Extension would
comply with the Development Plan, except to a limited extent in terms of landscape
and tranquillity considerations. He considers that it would also prolong the limited
effects on nearby residents’ amenities. However, he considers that the very
considerable need for both crushed rock aggregates and dimension stone,
together with the eventual biodiversity improvements, and the ongoing socioeconomic benefits, would clearly outweigh the loss of the ancient woodland and
the other adverse effects of the development in this case; and therefore that the
loss of ancient woodland would not be contrary to Development Plan policy.
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Formal Decision
37. Accordingly, for the reasons given above, the Secretary of State agrees with the
Inspector’s recommendation. He hereby grants planning permission in respect of
application Ref.TM/10/2158341 dated 21 June 2010:
•

for the Westerly Extension of Hermitage Quarry, subject to the conditions set out
in Annex A1 to this letter; and

•

for new permissions for the Original Quarry, the Southern Extension and the
Eastern Extension, subject to the updated descriptions set out in paragraph 33
above, and the conditions set out in Annexes A2-A4 to this letter.

38. An applicant for any consent, agreement or approval required by a condition of this
permission for agreement of reserved matters has a statutory right of appeal to the
Secretary of State if consent, agreement or approval is refused or granted
conditionally or if the Local Planning Authority fail to give notice of their decision
within the prescribed period.
39. This letter does not convey any approval or consent which may be required under
any enactment, bye-law, order or regulation other than section 57 of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990.
Right to challenge the decision
40. A separate note is attached setting out the circumstances in which the validity of
the Secretary of State’s decision may be challenged by making an application to
the High Court within six weeks from the date of this letter.
41. A copy of this letter has been sent to KCC. A notification letter has been sent to
other parties who asked to be informed of the decision.
Yours faithfully

Richard Watson
Authorised by the Secretary of State
to sign in that behalf
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Annex A1

Conditions
Westerly Extension
Implementation
1.
The development to which this permission relates shall be commenced
not later than three years from the date of this permission. Written
notification of the date of commencement shall be sent to the Mineral
Planning Authority within seven days of such commencement.
Development Scheme
2.
The development hereby permitted shall be carried out and completed in
all respects strictly in accordance with the plans contained in the
application as referred to in the attached Schedule and as stipulated in
the conditions set out below, together with those further details required
to be submitted for approval.
3.
The working and restoration of the site shall be carried out in accordance
with the following:a) working and restoration in the Application Site shall be undertaken
pursuant to the details hereby approved, and the phasing shall be as
identified on Plans:• 0257/10/3/rev L ‘Hermitage Quarry Phasing and Working Plan’,
and
• 0257/10/2. rev. F ‘Quarry Working Plan’, and
b) within 3 months of the date of the decision, the phased restoration
Plans 0257/10/211 to 0257/10/225 inclusive which were originally
submitted showing the progressive restoration of the individual
phases of the site, shall be updated for consistency with the plans
referred to in a) above, and shall be submitted to the Mineral
Planning Authority for written approval. The restoration scheme shall
thereafter be implemented in accordance with the approved plans,
and no variations or omissions shall take place without the prior
written approval of the Mineral Planning Authority.
4.
In implementing the development scheme illustrated on plans 0257/10/3/
rev L entitled ‘Hermitage Quarry phasing and working plan’ and 0257/10/2
rev F entitled ‘Quarry Working Plan’, no more than three individual
phases shall be in operational use at any one time, comprising quarrying,
filling and restoration. Advance woodland clearance works shall only take
place in one further phase at any one time.
5.
Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted, the
boundary of the permission shall be marked out by the installation of
robust ground markers around the extension site boundary and these
shall remain in place for the duration of the development.
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Coppicing Regime
6.
Notwithstanding the details of the coppicing sequence for the perimeter
woodland area around the Westerly Extension site shown on plans ref
0257/10/1/L and 0257/10/14, a woodland management scheme for the
coppicing of the westerly extension site perimeter woodland area shall be
submitted for the written approval of the Mineral Planning Authority prior
to the commencement of the development. The scheme shall be
consistent with the principles for ensuring visual screening set out in
Section 4, paragraphs 4.21 – 4.23 of the Woodland Management Plan
attached to the Section 106 Agreement. The scheme shall thereafter be
implemented as approved.
Drainage
7.
Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted, details
of the provision to be made for the disposal of all water entering, arising
on, or leaving the site during the permitted operations shall be submitted
to the Mineral Planning Authority for written approval, and the scheme
shall be carried out as approved.
Handling of Soils
8.
Within 3 months of the date of this decision, a scheme shall be submitted
for the written approval of the Mineral Planning Authority setting out
details of the management, handling and re-use of the topsoil and
overburden stripped from the phased application site development. This
scheme shall accord with the sequence of soil movements illustrated on
drawing number 0257/10/12 rev B entitled Management of Overburden
and Ancient Woodland Topsoil dated July 2012 and shall include the
maximum acceptable moisture contents for handling the soils. The
development hereby permitted shall be carried out in compliance with that
scheme and no variations to, or omissions from the approved scheme
shall take place without the prior written approval of the Mineral Planning
Authority.
Infilling and restoration
9.
No material shall be imported to the site for use in backfilling, except for
subsoil, topsoil and solid inert waste (excluding notifiable asbestos).
10.
The top one metre of infill shall consist of either overburden or clean fill
and, in either case, be free from any objects larger than 100mm in any
direction.
11.
On completion of each phase of infilling, as detailed on drawing number
0257/10/12 Rev B entitled Management of Overburden and Ancient
Woodland, topsoil and soil materials shall be re-spread to a total depth of
at least 1.2 metres of final cover, consisting of a minimum 0.95 metres of
subsoil or soil forming material, covered by a minimum thickness of
100mm of topsoil.
12.
The pre-settlement and final restoration levels shall be those identified on
drawing number 0257/10/15 entitled ‘Final restoration and pre-settlement
levels’.
13.
In the event that the winning and working of minerals ceases for a period
of two years, the operations shall be deemed to have been abandoned
and a revised scheme shall be submitted for approval in the same terms
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as set out under Condition 3. The site shall thereafter be restored and
landscaped in accordance with that revised scheme and within the
timescales set out therein.
Access & Traffic
14.
Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted, details
of the construction of the access into the application site from the existing
Hermitage Quarry shall be submitted for written approval by the Mineral
Planning Authority and shall be implemented as approved. Once fomed,
this access shall be the only access into and out of the extension site with
all vehicles accessing the highway via the existing plant area and
weighbridge.
15.
The details of the new cut and cover tunnel access shall include provision
for landscaping and screening within the area disturbed by the
construction works designed to minimize potential views from Byway
MR496 into the existing quarry to the east and the extension area to the
west.
16.
All vehicles, plant and machinery operating solely within the site shall be
maintained in accordance with the manufacturers’ specifications at all
times, and shall be fitted with, and shall use, effective silencers. All
vehicles operating solely on the site shall be fitted with, and shall use,
‘white noise’ reversing warning systems.
Plant
17.
No buildings shall be erected, or fixed materials processing plant shall
operate, within the area of the Application Site.
Hours of working
18.
No operation other than essential maintenance shall take place on site
except between 0700 and 1800 hours Mondays to Fridays and 0700 and
1300 hours on Saturdays.
19.
There shall be no operation of plant associated with the construction and
removal of the soil screen bunds surrounding the site except between
0800 hours and 1600 hours on Mondays to Fridays inclusive.
Dust
20.
Measures shall be taken to minimise dust emissions from quarrying
operations and they shall include the following:(i) Soils and overburden shall not be handled during dry conditions
likely to give rise to fugitive dust emissions unless the working
areas are damped down using water bowsers,
(ii) Drilling of shot holes shall be undertaken by an air flushed drilling
rig fitted with a dust collection system,
(iii) Site haul roads within the quarry shall be dampened down in dry
conditions using a water bowser,
(iv) Site haul roads shall be regularly maintained by grading to minimise
dust generation,
(v) When loading vehicles, drop heights shall be kept to the maximum
that has previously been approved in writing by the Mineral
Planning Authority ,
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(vi) All HGV’s travelling on internal haul roads shall be subject to a
speed limit of 15mph,
(vii) Once loaded at the existing quarry plant site, all lorries shall pass
through the existing vehicle wheel wash before exiting onto the
public highway,
(viii) All aggregate lorries accessing the highway shall be sheeted,
except for those carrying stone greater than 75mm, and
(ix) A minimum width of 50 metres of tree cover shall be maintained
between the permissive path and the perimeter of the extraction
area.
Blasting
21.
Blasting shall not take place other than between the hours of 10.00 and
12.00 and 13.00 to 15.00 on Mondays to Fridays. No blasting shall take
place on Saturdays, Sundays or Bank Holidays
22.
No more than one blast shall take place in any one day.
23.
Ground vibration as a result of blasting operations shall not exceed a
peak particle velocity of 6mm/sec in 95% of all blasts when measured
over any period of 1 month, and no individual blast shall exceed a peak
particle velocity of 10mm/sec as measured at any vibration sensitive
property, and at no time shall vibration exceed 0.3mm/sec as measured
at an agreed location at Maidstone Hospital; the measurement to be the
maximum of three mutually perpendicular directions taken at the ground
surface.
24.
Prior to the commencement of blasting operations, details of the methods
to be employed to minimise air overpressure with a maximum of 120 dB
shall have been submitted to and approved in writing by the MPA.
Blasting shall only be carried out in accordance with the approved
scheme.
Noise
25.
Except for those temporary operations described in Condition 26, the
free-field Equivalent Continuous Noise Level LAeq 1 hour due to operations
in the site shall not exceed the relevant limit specified in Table 1 at each
nominated representative dwelling for the periods specified.
Measurements taken to verify compliance shall have regard to the effects
of extraneous noise and shall be corrected for such effects.

26.

Table 1
Location
Criterion dB LAeq,1hr free field
Luckhurst Farm
48
Kiln Barn Farm
48
Hermitage Farm
55
Water Tower
55
Merrybrow
55
For temporary operations, which are defined as site preparation, soil and
overburden stripping, bund formation and removal and final restoration,
the free field noise level due to work at the nearest point to each dwelling
shall not exceed 70dB LAeq 1 hour, expressed in the same manner as for
Condition 25 above. Temporary operations shall not exceed a total of
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27.

eight weeks in any calendar year for work within 300m of any noise
sensitive property.
Phase 20 of the development hereby permitted shall not commence
unless the noise screen bund shown on plan ref 0257/10/21 entitled
‘Noise Screen Bunds’ as submitted under TM/10/2029 between the
working area and the North Pole Road dwellings has been provided as
detailed on the drawing and no variations or omissions shall take place.

Groundwater
28.
Within 3 months of the date of this decision notice, a scheme shall be
submitted for the written approval of the Mineral Planning Authority
setting out proposals for groundwater monitoring. The scheme shall be
consistent with the principles set out in sections 4.2 and 4.3 of Appendix
20 to the ES (ref Hydrogeological Risk Assessment (Voelcker, May
2010)), and shall confirm the locations for additional groundwater
observation boreholes; the frequency of monitoring during an initial one
year monitoring period; the reporting and interpretation of results and,
following a one year period of monitoring, proposals for a monitoring
regime for the remaining duration of the development. The approved
scheme shall thereafter be implemented as approved.
29.
The quarry floor shall not be excavated below 43m AOD or at least 2m
above the highest recorded ground water levels, whichever is the higher.
The depth of the quarry floor shall be subject to annual topographic
surveys, and the results of such surveys shall be made available to the
Mineral Planning Authority upon request.
30.
Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted, a
scheme shall be submitted for the written approval of the Mineral
Planning Authtority to prevent tipping by unauthorized persons on the
site. The scheme shall be implemented as approved and any
unauthorized material tipped on the site shall be removed within 24 hours
of such tipping taking place.
Archaeology
31.
No groundworks shall take place within the area of the Application Site
until a programme of archaeological work has been approved in writing by
the Mineral Planning Authority and that programme shall thereafter be
implemented as approved.
Ecology
32.
No removal of trees within the site of the development hereby permitted
shall take place between 1st March and 31st July inclusive in any year.
Building Stone
33.
The operator of the hereby permitted Westerly Extension to Hermitage
Quarry shall make available for sale a minimum of 25,000 tonnes of
building stone per annum throughout the operational life of the quarry. A
stockpile of half this quantity shall be maintained on the site after the first
year of operation for the duration of extraction operations. Records shall
be submitted annually to the Mineral Planning Authority to confirm the
sales of building stone in the preceding year and the amounts held on
site.
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34.

The operation of the Westerly Extension development shall cease in the
event that the stone cutting saw approved by KCC on 8th August 2012
(ref TM/88/295R) is not available (save for essential maintenance) at the
Hermitage Quarry processing plant site for the processing of sawn sixsided stone.

Display of Permissions
35.
The terms of this planning permission, and any schemes or details
approved pursuant there to, shall be displayed at the office on site, and
shall be made known to any person(s) involved in the management or
control of operations at the site.

Plan ref
0257/10/9/C
0257/10/3/L
0257/10/2/F
0257/10/6/B
0257/10/12/B
0257/10/1/L
0257/10/14
0257/09/1C
0257/10/4D

Schedule of Approved Plans
Title
Oaken Wood application area, existing quarry and access
Hermitage Quarry Phasing & Working Plan
Quarry Working Plan
Access between existing quarry and Oaken Wood
Management of overburden and ancient woodland topsoil
Woodland Management *
Conversion of Chestnut Coppice Around Quarry to Scrub with
Standards*
Final Restoration and Habitat Management
Final restoration of quarry, Habitat Creation Field & woodland
management around quarry (proposals for Habitat creation field are
for illustrative purposes only)
Hermitage Quarry and Oaken Wood - Final Restoration Plan
Final Restoration and Pre-Settlement Levels
Phases 11- 25 restoration (subject to update required by condition 3b)

0257/10/10/F
0257/10/15
0257/10/211
– 225
0257/11/5/A
Land under proposed woodland management agreement
0257/12/4
Woodland areas in KCC Committee report
* Subject to the provisions of Condition 6
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Annex A2

Conditions
Original Quarry
Working Infill and Restoration
1. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out and completed in
all respects strictly in accordance with the plans referred to in the
Schedule attached to this decision notice and as stipulated in the
conditions set out below, together with those further details required to be
submitted for approval; no variations or omissions shall take place without
the prior approval in writing of the Mineral Planning Authority (MPA).
2. The working and restoration of the site shall be carried out in accordance
with the following:a. working and restoration shall be undertaken pursuant to the details
hereby approved, and the phasing shall be as identified on plan
0257/10/3/rev L entitled ‘Hermitage Quarry Phasing and Working
Plan’ dated July 2012, and
b. within 3 months of the date of this decision, the phased restoration
plans 0257/10/202 to 205 and 0257/10/226 to 0257/10/230 inclusive
shall be updated for consistency with the plans referred to in a.
above, and shall be submitted to the MPA for written approval: the
restoration scheme shall thereafter be implemented in accordance
with the approved plans, and no variations or omissions shall take
place without the prior approval in writing of the MPA.
3. The site shall be worked and restored in accordance with the Quarry
Working Plans numbers 0257/10/02 Rev F and 0257/10/03 Rev L and
with the Restoration Drawings numbers 0257/10/202 to 0257/10/204 and
0257/10/226 to 0257/10/230 (subject to Condition 2b above), together with
the final restoration plan number 0257/10/10 Rev F, and woodland
management plans 0257/11/5/A and 0257/12/4.
4. The pre-settlement levels of the restored site and their merging with the
adjoining ground levels, including those approved for the existing quarry
permitted under reference TM/88/295 and TM/03/2785 (Western
Extension), shall be in accordance with the details set out in Planning
Design Solutions letter dated 20 June 2008 and drawing number
0108/08/01 approved on 6 October 2008, and no variations or omissions
shall take place.
5. Topsoil and subsoil shall only be handled when their moisture contents are
at least 5% and 3% below their respective plastic limits. The plastic limits
shall be determined and the results notified to the Mineral Planning
Authority at least one week before the soils are stripped.
6. No material shall be imported to the site for use in backfilling, except for
subsoil, topsoil and solid inert waste (excluding notifiable asbestos).
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7.

8.

The top one metre of infill shall consist of either overburden or clean fill
and, in either case, be free from any objects larger than 100mm in any
direction.
On completion of each phase of infilling, as detailed on drawing number
0257/10/12 Rev B entitled Management of Overburden and Ancient
Woodland, topsoil and soil materials shall be re-spread to a total depth of
at least 1.2 metres of final cover, consisting of a minimum 0.95 metres of
subsoil or soil forming material, covered by a minimum thickness of
100mm of topsoil.

Traffic and Access
9. The highest average daily number of HGV movements both entering and
leaving the site during any one calendar month excluding non-working
days shall not exceed a combined total of 300 movements per day and
the number of movements on any single day shall not exceed 600
movements.
10. During the morning and evening peak periods of 0730 hours to 0930 hours
and 1600 hours to 1800hours, the maximum number of HGVs entering
and leaving the site shall not exceed 30 movements.
11. With effect from the date of the permission hereby granted, the operators
shall submit to the Mineral Planning Authority six-monthly returns of all
HGV movements to and from the site showing daily and peak hour
movements.
12. Measures shall be taken to ensure that vehicles leaving the site do not
deposit mud or other materials onto the public highway and such
measures shall include the continued provision of wheel and chassis
cleaning equipment at Hermitage Quarry.
13. The present visibility splays of 9 metres by 160 metres at the site entrance
shall be maintained free of all obstruction to a height of 0.9 metres clear of
the carriageway on Hermitage Lane throughout the life of the quarry,
including that period of time during which final restoration works are being
completed.
14. Upon cessation of all operations that are subject to this decision, the
highway access shall be restored in accordance with the details approved
under Condition 2.
Cessation and Aftercare
15. In the event that the winning and working of minerals ceases for a period
of two years, the operations shall be deemed to have been abandoned
and a revised scheme shall be submitted for approval in the same terms
as set out under Condition 2. The site shall be restored and landscaped
in accordance with that revised scheme and within the timescales set out
therein.
16. Notwithstanding the approval on 18th December 1990 of the details of
aftercare management of the restored area, an updated aftercare
management scheme shall be submitted for the written approval of the
MPA prior to the commencement of restoration of infilling Phase 30. The
scheme shall be implemented as approved.
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Hours of Working
17. No operation other than essential maintenance shall take place on site
except between 0700 and 1800 hours Mondays to Fridays and 0700 and
1300 hours on Saturdays. No servicing, planned maintenance or testing
of plant shall be undertaken outside these hours except between 1800
and 2000 hours Mondays to Fridays, 1300 to 1800 hours Saturdays and
0800 to 1800 hours Sundays and Bank Holidays.
18. There shall be no operation of plant associated with the construction and
removal of the soil screen bunds surrounding the site except between
0800 hours and 1600 hours on Mondays to Fridays inclusive.
Noise
19. Except for those temporary operations described in Condition 20, the freefield Equivalent Continuous Noise Level LAeq 1 hour due to operations in the
site shall not exceed the relevant limit specified in Table 1 at each
nominated representative dwelling for the periods specified.
Measurements taken to verify compliance shall have regard to the effects
of extraneous noise and shall be corrected for such effects.
Table 1
Location
Luckhurst Farm
Kiln Barn Farm
Hermitage Farm
Water Tower
Merrybrow

Criterion dB LAeq,(1 hour), freefield
48
48
55
55
55

20. For temporary operations, which are defined as bund removal and final
restoration, the free field noise level due to work at the nearest point to
each dwelling shall not exceed 70dB LAeq 1 hour, expressed in the same
manner as for Condition 19 above. Temporary operations shall not
exceed a total of eight weeks in any calendar year for work closer than
300m to any individual noise sensitive property.
21. All vehicles, plant and machinery solely operated within the site shall be
maintained in accordance with the manufacturers specification at all times,
and shall be fitted with, and shall use, effective silencers to the
manufacturers’ specification. All vehicles solely operating on the site shall
be fitted with, and shall use, ‘white noise’ reversing warning systems.
Dust
22. Measures shall be taken to minimise dust emissions from quarrying
operations and they shall include the following:(i) Soils and overburden shall not be handled during dry conditions
likely to give rise to fugitive dust emissions unless the working areas
are damped down with water bowsers,
(ii) Drilling of shot holes shall be undertaken by an air flushed drilling rig
fitted with a dust collection system,
(iii) Site haul roads within the quarry shall be dampened down in dry
conditions using a water bowser,
(iv) Site haul roads shall be regularly maintained by grading to minimise
dust generation,
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(v)

When loading vehicles, drop heights shall be kept to the maximum
that has previously been approved in writing by the Mineral Planning
Authority
(vi) All HGV’s travelling on internal haul roads shall be subject to a
speed limit of 15mph,
(vii) Once loaded at the existing quarry plant site, all lorries shall pass
through the existing vehicle wheel wash before exiting onto the
public highway,
(viii) All aggregate lorries accessing the highway shall be sheeted, except
for those carrying stone greater than 75mm.
Drainage
23. Within three months of the date of this permission, details of the provision
to be made for the disposal of all water entering, arising on, or leaving the
site during the permitted operations shall be submitted to the Mineral
Planning Authority for written approval, and the scheme shall be carried
out as approved.
Groundwater
24. Any facilities for storage of oils, fuels or chemicals on the site shall be sited
in impervious bases and surrounded by impervious bund walls. The
volume of the bunded compound shall be at least equivalent to the
capacity of the tank plus 10%. If there is multiple tankage, the compound
shall be at least equivalent to the capacity of the largest tank, or the
combined capacity of inter-connective tanks, plus 10%. All filling points,
vents, gauges and site glasses shall be located within the bund. The
drainage system of the bund shall be sealed with no discharge to any
water course, land or underground strata. Associated pipework shall be
located above ground and protected from accidental damage.
25. Prior to the commencement of the Westerly Extension, a scheme shall be
submitted for the written approval of the Mineral Planning Authtority to
prevent tipping by unauthorized persons on the site. The scheme shall be
implemented as approved and any unauthorized material tipped on the
site shall be removed within 24 hours of such tipping taking place.
Plant and Buildings
26. Notwithstanding the provisions of Part 19 of Schedule 2 of the Town and
Country Planning General Development Order 1995 as may be amended,
no additional buildings, fixed plant or machinery shall be located on site
without the prior approval in writing of the details of their siting, design and
external appearance by the Mineral Planning Authority;
27. All plant, buildings, machinery and sanitary facilities and their foundations
and bases, together with any internal access roads and vehicle parking
shall be removed from the site at such time as they are no longer required
for the working or restoration of the site, and the site shall be restored in
accordance with the restoration scheme approved pursuant to Condition
2.
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Display of Permissions
28. The terms of this planning permission, and any schemes or details
approved pursuant there to, shall be displayed at the office on site, and
shall be made known to any person(s) involved in the management or
control of operations at the site.
Schedule of the Approved Plans relating to the Section 73 Application to
vary conditions on permission TM/03/2782 (Original Quarry).
Plan ref
0257/10/9/C
0257/10/3/L
0257/10/21
0257/10/10/F
0257/10/101
0257/10/102
0257/10/103
0257/10/125 - 130
0257/10/202
0257/10/203
0257/10/204
0257/10/226 - 230
0257/11/5/A
0257/12/4

Title
Oaken Wood application area,
existing quarry and access
Hermitage Quarry Phasing & Working
Plan
Noise Screen Bunds
Hermitage Quarry and Oaken Wood Final Restoration Plan
Quarry Working Plan phase 1
Quarry Working Plan phase 2
Quarry Working Plan phase 3
Quarry Working Plan phases 25 – 30
Phase 2 Restoration
Phase 3 Restoration
Phase 4 Restoration
Phases 26 - 30 Restoration
Land under proposed woodland
management agreement
Woodland areas in KCC Committee
report
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Annex A3
Conditions
Southern Extension
Working, Infill and Restoration
1.
The development hereby permitted shall be carried out and completed in
all respects strictly in accordance with the plans referred to in the
Schedule attached to this decision notice and as stipulated in the
conditions set out below, together with those further details required to be
submitted for approval; no variations or omissions shall take place without
the prior approval in writing of the Mineral Planning Authority (MPA).
2.
The working and restoration of the site shall be carried out in accordance
with the following:a. the details hereby approved, and the phasing as identified on Plan
0257/10/3/rev L entitled ‘Hermitage Quarry Phasing and Working
Plan’ dated July 2012, and
b. within 3 months of the date of the decision notice, the phased
restoration plans 0257/10/202 to 205 0257/10/226 to 0257/10/230
inclusive shall have been updated for consistency with the plan
referred to in a. above, and they shall have been submitted to the
MPA for written approval. The restoration scheme shall thereafter be
implemented in accordance with the approved plans, and no
variations or omissions shall take place.
3.
The pre-settlement levels of the restored site shall be in accordance with
the details set out in Planning Design Solutions letter dated 20 June 2008
and drawing number 0108/08/01 approved on 6 October 2008, and no
variations or omissions shall take place.
4.
No material shall be imported to the site for use in backfilling, except for
subsoil, topsoil and solid inert waste (excluding notifiable asbestos).
5.
Topsoil and subsoil shall only be handled when their moisture contents
are at least 5% and 3% below their respective plastic limits. The plastic
limits shall be determined and the results notified to the Mineral Planning
Authority at least one week before the soils are stripped.
6.
The top one metre of infill shall consist of either overburden or clean fill
and, in either case, be free from any objects larger than 100mm in any
direction.
7.
On completion of each phase of infilling, topsoil and soil materials shall be
re-spread to a total depth of at least 1.2 metres of final cover, consisting of
a minimum of 0.95m of subsoil or soil forming material, covered by a
minimum thickness of 100mm of topsoil.
8.
All plant, buildings, machinery and sanitary facilities and their foundations
and bases, together with any internal access roads and vehicle parking
shall be removed from the site at such time as they are no longer required
for the working or restoration of the site, and the site shall be restored in
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accordance with the restoration scheme approved pursuant to Condition
2.
Cessation
9.
In the event that the winning and working of minerals ceases for a period
of two years, the operations shall be deemed to have been abandoned
and a revised scheme shall be submitted for approval in the same terms
as set out under Condition 2. The site shall be restored and landscaped
in accordance with that revised scheme and within the timescales set out
therein.
Access
10. All vehicles shall enter and leave the site via the existing access onto
Hermitage Lane.
Hours of Working
11. No operation other than essential maintenance shall take place on site
except between 0700 and 1800 hours Mondays to Fridays and 0700 and
1300 hours on Saturdays. No servicing, planned maintenance or testing
of plant shall be undertaken outside these hours except between 1800
and 2000 hours Mondays to Fridays, 1300 to 1800 hours Saturdays and
0800 to 1800 hours Sundays and Bank Holidays.
12. There shall be no operation of plant associated with the removal of the soil
screen bunds surrounding the site except between 0800 hours and 1600
hours on Mondays to Fridays inclusive.
Noise
13. Except for those temporary operations described in Condition 14, the freefield Equivalent Continuous Noise Level LAeq 1 hour due to operations on the
site shall not exceed the relevant limit specified in Table 1 at each
nominated representative dwelling for the periods specified.
Measurements taken to verify compliance shall be undertaken in
accordance with the monitoring scheme approved by the Mineral Planning
Authority on 12th March 1997.
Table 1
Location
Criterion dB LAeq, (1 hour), freefield
Luckhurst Farm
48
Kiln Barn Farm
48
Hermitage Farm
55
Water Tower
55
Merrybrow
55
14. For temporary operations, which are defined as bund removal and final
restoration, the free field noise level due to work at the nearest point to
each dwelling shall not exceed 70dB LAeq 1 hour, expressed in the same
manner as for Condition 13 above. Temporary operations shall not
exceed a total of eight weeks in any calendar year for work closer than
300m to any individual noise sensitive property.
15. No mineral extraction shall take place in Phase 5 of the quarry unless the
noise screen bunds shown to the south and the east of the processing
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area have been erected as shown on plan ref 0257/10/21 entitled ‘Noise
Screen Bunds’ as submitted under TM/10/2029. They shall thereafter be
retained until the processing plant is no longer in use.
16. All vehicles, plant and machinery solely operated within the site shall be
maintained in accordance with the manufacturers specification at all times,
and shall be fitted with, and shall use, effective silencers to the
manufacturers’ specification. All vehicles operating solely on the site shall
be fitted with, and shall use, ‘white noise’ reversing warning systems.
Dust
17. Measures shall be taken to minimise dust emissions from quarrying
operations and they shall include the following :(i) Soils and overburden shall not be handled during dry conditions
likely to give rise to fugitive dust emissions unless the working areas
are damped down with water bowsers,
(ii) Drilling of shot holes shall be undertaken by an air flushed drilling rig
fitted with a dust collection system,
(iii) Site haul roads within the quarry shall be dampened down in dry
conditions using a water bowser,
(iv) Site haul roads shall be regularly maintained by grading to minimise
dust generation,
(v) When loading vehicles, drop heights shall be kept to the maximum
that has previously been approved in writing by the Mineral Planning
Authority
(vi) All HGV’s travelling on internal haul roads shall be subject to a
speed limit of 15mph,
(vii) Once loaded at the existing quarry plant site, all lorries shall pass
through the existing vehicle wheel wash before exiting onto the
public highway,
(viii) All aggregate lorries accessing the highway shall be sheeted, except
for those carrying stone greater than 75mm.
Blasting
18. Blasting shall not take place other than between the hours of 1000 and
1200 and 1300 to 1500 on Mondays to Fridays. No blasting shall take
place on Saturdays, Sundays or Bank Holidays
19. No more than one blast shall take place in any one day.
20. Ground vibration as a result of blasting operations shall not exceed a peak
particle velocity of 6mm/sec in 95% of all blasts when measured over any
period of 1 month, and no individual blast shall exceed a peak particle
velocity of 10mm/sec as measured at any vibration sensitive property, and
at no time shall vibration exceed 0.3mm/sec as measured at an agreed
location at Maidstone Hospital; the measurement to be the maximum of
three mutually perpendicular directions taken at the ground surface.
21. Prior to the commencement of blasting operations, details of the methods
to be employed to minimise air overpressure to at least 120 dB shall have
been approved in writing by the MPA, and the approved scheme shall be
implemented.
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Drainage
22. Within three months of the date of this permission, details of the provision
to be made for the disposal of all water entering, arising on, or leaving the
site during the permitted operations shall be submitted to the Mineral
Planning Authority for written approval, and the scheme shall be carried
out as approved.
Groundwater
23. The level of the quarry floor shall not be excavated below 47m AOD at
grid reference northing 155 965 (along an east west line) and below 55m
AOD at grid reference northing 155 575 (along an east west line) and the
gradient of the quarry floor between these two lines shall not be steeper
than 1:51 with the gradient measured between the above grid reference
points.
24. Arrangements for the monitoring of groundwater levels at the site shall be
implemented in accordance with the scheme approved by the Mineral
Planning Authority on 12th March 1997.
25. Any facilities for storage of oils, fuels or chemicals on the site shall be
sited in impervious bases and surrounded by impervious bund walls. The
volume of the bunded compound shall be at least equivalent to the
capacity of the tank plus 10%. If there is multiple tankage, the compound
shall be at least equivalent to the capacity of the largest tank, or the
combined capacity of inter-connective tanks, plus 10%. All filling points,
vents, gauges and site glasses shall be located within the bund. The
drainage system of the bund shall be sealed with no discharge to any
water course, land or underground strata. Associated pipe-work shall be
located above ground and protected from accidental damage.
26. The recycling operation shall be undertaken in accordance with the
scheme approved by the Mineral Planning Authority on 12th March 1997.
27. Prior to the commencement of the Westerly Extension, a scheme shall be
submitted for the written approval of the Mineral Planning Authtority to
prevent tipping by unauthorized persons on the site. The scheme shall be
implemented as approved and any unauthorized material tipped on the
site shall be removed within 24 hours of such tipping taking place.
Plant and Buildings
28. Notwithstanding the provisions of Part 19 of Schedule 2 of the Town and
Country Planning General Development Order 1995 as may be amended,
no additional buildings, fixed plant or machinery shall be located on site
without the prior approval in writing of the details of their siting, design and
external appearance by the Mineral Planning Authority.
Display of Permissions
29. The terms of this planning permission and any schemes or details
approved pursuant there to shall be displayed at the office on site, and
shall be made known to any person(s) involved in the management or
control of operations at the site.
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Schedule of the Approved Plans relating to the Section 73 Application to
vary conditions on permission TM/03/2787 (Southern Extension)
Plan ref

Title

0257/10/9/C

Oaken Wood application area,
existing quarry and access
Hermitage Quarry Phasing & Working
Plan
Noise Screen Bunds
Hermitage Quarry and Oaken Wood Final Restoration Plan
Quarry Working Plan phase 1
Quarry Working Plan phase 2
Quarry Working Plan phase 3
Quarry Working Plan phases 25 – 30
Phase 2 Restoration
Phase 3 Restoration
Phase 4 Restoration
Phases 26 - 30 Restoration
Land under proposed woodland
management agreement
Woodland areas in KCC Committee
report

0257/10/3/L
0257/10/21
0257/10/10F
0257/10/101
0257/10/102
0257/10/103
0257/10/125 - 130
0257/10/202
0257/10/203
0257/10/204
0257/10/226 - 230
0257/11/5/A
0257/12/4
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Annex A4
Conditions
Eastern Extension
Working, Infill and Restoration
1.
The development hereby permitted shall be carried out and completed in
all respects strictly in accordance with the plans referred to in the
Schedule attached to this decision notice and as stipulated in the
conditions set out below, together with those further details required to be
submitted for approval; no variations or omissions shall take place without
the prior approval in writing of the Mineral Planning Authority (MPA).
2.
The working and restoration of the site shall be carried out in accordance
with the following:a.
working and restoration shall be undertaken pursuant to the details
hereby approved, and the phasing shall be as identified on plan
0257/10/3/rev L entitled ‘Hermitage Quarry Phasing and Working
Plan’ dated July 2012, and
b.
within 3 months of the date of this decision, the phased restoration
plans 0257/10/202 to 205 and 0257/10/226 to 0257/10/230 inclusive
shall be updated for consistency with the plans referred to in a.
above, and shall be submitted to the MPA for written approval: the
restoration scheme shall thereafter be implemented in accordance
with the approved plans, and no variations or omissions shall take
place.
3.
The pre-settlement levels of the restored site shall be in accordance with
the details for the existing quarry permitted under reference TM/88/295
and TM/03/2785 (Western Extension) in Planning Design Solutions letter
dated 20 June 2008 and drawing number 0108/08/01 approved on 6
October 2008, and no variations or omissions shall take place.
4.
Topsoil and subsoil shall only be handled when their moisture contents
are at least 5% and 3% below their respective plastic limits. The plastic
limits shall be determined and the results notified to the Mineral Planning
Authority at least one week before the soils are stripped.
5.
No material shall be imported to the site for use in backfilling, except for
subsoil, topsoil and solid inert waste (excluding notifiable asbestos).
6.
The top one metre of infill shall consist of either overburden or clean fill
and, in either case, be free from any objects larger than 100mm in any
direction.
7.
On completion of each phase of infilling, topsoil and soil materials shall be
re-spread to a total depth of at least 1.2 metres of final cover, consisting of
a minimum of 0.95m of subsoil or soil forming material, covered by a
minimum thickness of 100mm of topsoil.
8.
All plant, buildings, machinery and sanitary facilities and their foundations
and bases, together with any internal access roads and vehicle parking
shall be removed from the site at such time as they are no longer required
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9.

for the working or restoration of the site, and the site shall be restored in
accordance with the restoration scheme approved pursuant to Condition
2.
In any part of the site to be restored to an agricultural after use where
differential settlement occurs during the restoration and aftercare period,
where required by the Mineral Planning Authority, the Applicant shall fill
the depression to the approved final specified settlement levels with
suitable imported soils, to a specification previously approved by the
Mineral Planning Authority.

Drainage
10. Within three months of the date of this permission, details of the provision
to be made for the disposal of all water entering, arising on, or leaving the
site during the permitted operations shall be submitted to the Mineral
Planning Authority for written approval, and the scheme shall be carried
out as approved.
Cessation
11. In the event that the winning and working of minerals ceases for a period
of two years, the operations shall be deemed to have been abandoned
and a revised scheme shall be submitted for approval in the same terms
as set out under Condition 2. The site shall be restored and landscaped
in accordance with that revised scheme and within the timescales set out
therein.
Access
12. No vehicles shall enter and leave the site other than via the existing
access onto Hermitage Lane.
Hours of Working
13. No operation other than essential maintenance shall take place on site
except between 0700 and 1800 hours Mondays to Fridays and 0700 and
1300 hours on Saturdays. No servicing, planned maintenance or testing of
plant shall be undertaken outside these hours except between 1800 and
2000 hours Mondays to Fridays, 1300 to 1800 hours Saturdays and 0800
to 1800 hours Sundays and Bank Holidays.
14. There shall be no operation of plant associated with the removal of the soil
screen bunds surrounding the site except between 0800 hours and 1600
hours on Mondays to Fridays inclusive.
Noise
15. Except for those temporary operations described in Condition 16, the freefield Equivalent Continuous Noise Level LAeq 1 hour due to operations on the
site shall not exceed the relevant limit specified in Table 1 at each
nominated representative dwelling for the periods specified.
Measurements taken to verify compliance shall be undertaken in
accordance with the monitoring scheme approved by the Mineral Planning
Authority on 12th March 1997.
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Table 1
Location
Criterion dB LAeq, (1 hour), freefield
Luckhurst Farm
48
Kiln Barn Farm
48
Hermitage Farm
55
Water Tower
55
Merrybrow
55
16. For temporary operations, which are defined as bund formation and
removal and final restoration, the free field noise level due to work at the
nearest point to each dwelling shall not exceed 70dB LAeq 1 hour, expressed
in the same manner as for Condition 15 above. Temporary operations
shall not exceed a total of eight weeks in any calendar year for work
closer than 300m to any individual noise sensitive property.
17. All vehicles, plant and machinery solely operated within the site shall be
maintained in accordance with the manufacturers specification at all times,
and shall be fitted with, and shall use, effective silencers to the
manufacturers’ specification. All vehicles operating solely on the site shall
be fitted with, and shall use, ‘white noise’ reversing warning systems.
Dust
18. Measures shall be taken to minimise dust emissions from quarrying
operations and they shall include the following:(i) Soils and overburden shall not be handled during dry conditions
likely to give rise to fugitive dust emissions unless the working areas
are damped down with water bowsers,
(ii) Drilling of shot holes shall be undertaken by an air flushed drilling rig
fitted with a dust collection system,
(iii) Site haul roads within the quarry shall be dampened down in dry
conditions using a water bowser,
(iv) Site haul roads shall be regularly maintained by grading to minimise
dust generation,
(v) When loading vehicles, drop heights shall be kept to the maximum
that has previously been approved in writing by the Mineral Planning
Authority,
(vi) All HGV’s travelling on internal haul roads shall be subject to a
speed limit of 15mph,
(ix) Once loaded at the existing quarry plant site, all lorries shall pass
through the existing vehicle wheel wash before exiting onto the
public highway,
(x) All aggregate lorries accessing the highway shall be sheeted, except
for those carrying stone greater than 75mm.
Groundwater
19. The level of the quarry floor shall not be excavated below 47m AOD or at
least 2m above the highest recorded groundwater levels, whichever is the
higher.
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20. Arrangements for the monitoring of groundwater levels at the site shall be
implemented in accordance with the scheme approved by the Mineral
Planning Authority on 12th March 1997.
21. The recycling operation shall be undertaken in accordance with the
scheme approved by the Mineral Planning Authority on 12th March 1997.
22. Prior to the commencement of the Westerly Extension, a scheme shall be
submitted for the written approval of the Mineral Planning Authtority to
prevent tipping by unauthorized persons on the site. The scheme shall be
implemented as approved and any unauthorized material tipped on the
site shall be removed within 24 hours of such tipping taking place.
Plant and Buildings
23. Notwithstanding the provisions of Part 19 of Schedule 2 of the Town and
Country Planning General Development Order 1995 as may be amended,
no additional buildings, fixed plant or machinery shall be located on site
without the prior approval in writing of the details of their siting, design and
external appearance by the Mineral Planning Authority.
Display of Permissions
24. The terms of this planning permission and any schemes or details
approved pursuant there to shall be displayed at the office on site, and
shall be made known to any person(s) involved in the management or
control of operations at the site.
Schedule of Approved Plans relating to Section 73 Application to vary
conditions on permission TM/03/2784 (Eastern Extension)
Plan ref
0257/10/9/C
0257/10/3/L
0257/10/21
0257/10/10F
0257/10/101
0257/10/102
0257/10/103
0257/10/125 - 130
0257/10/202
0257/10/203
0257/10/204
0257/10/226 - 230
0257/11/5/A
0257/12/4

Title
Oaken Wood application area,
existing quarry and access
Hermitage Quarry Phasing & Working
Plan
Noise Screen Bunds
Hermitage Quarry and Oaken Wood Final Restoration Plan
Quarry Working Plan phase 1
Quarry Working Plan phase 2
Quarry Working Plan phase 3
Quarry Working Plan phases 25 – 30
Phase 2 Restoration
Phase 3 Restoration
Phase 4 Restoration
Phases 26 - 30 Restoration
Land under proposed woodland
management agreement
Woodland areas in KCC Committee
report
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Report to the Secretary of State for
Communities and Local Government
by J I McPherson JP BSc CEng CEnv CWEM MICE MCIWEM MCMI
an Inspector appointed by the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government
Date: 11 March 2013

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990
KENT COUNTY COUNCIL
APPLICATION
MADE BY
GALLAGHER AGGREGATES LTD
FOR
THE WESTERLY EXTENSION OF HERMITAGE QUARRY
AND
VARIATION OF THE PLANNING CONDITIONS
RELATING TO THE EXISTING QUARRY PERMISSIONS

Inquiry sitting days 27-30 November, 4-6, 13-14 and 18 December 2012
Hermitage Quarry, Hermitage Lane, Aylesford, Maidstone, Kent, ME16 8AE
File Ref: APP/W2275/V/11/2158341
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Report APP/W2275/V/11/2158341

File Ref: APP/W2275/V/11/2158341
Hermitage Quarry, Hermitage Lane, Aylesford, Maidstone, Kent, ME16 8AE
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The planning application was called in for decision by the Secretary of State by a direction,
made under section 77 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990, on 27 July 2011.
The application is made by Gallagher Aggregates Ltd to Kent County Council.
The application Ref TM/10/2158341 was submitted with a letter dated 21 June 2010.
The proposed development is the westerly extension of Hermitage Quarry and the
variation of conditions (under Section 73 of the Act) relating to the original quarry and its
previous extensions.
The reason given for making the direction was that the proposals may conflict with
national policies on important matters.
On the information available at the time of making the direction, the following were the
matters on which the Secretary of State particularly wished to be informed:
a) The extent to which the proposed development is in accordance with the development
plan for the area including any ‘saved policies’. The weight that should be attached to
the development plan, and any emerging plans, having regard to Section 38(6) of the
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and other material considerations,
b) The extent to which the proposed development is consistent with Government Policies
in Minerals Policy Statement 1: Planning and Minerals,
c) Any other issues which the Inspector considers appropriate.
The applications for the temporary diversions of Byway MR496 and Bridleway MR108 are
the subject of separate reports to the Secretaries of State at the Department for Transport
and at the Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs respectively.

Summary of Recommendations:
• That the application for the Westerly Extension be approved, with the
recommended conditions, and
• New permissions be approved for the Existing Quarry, the Southern
Extension and the Eastern Extension with the recommended conditions.
NB. The two temporary highway diversions would also be required in order
to carry out the Westerly Extension.
Table of Contents
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1. Procedural Matters
The Application

1.1.

In addition to the Application Plans (CD1.2), the Planning Application for the
Westerly Extension of Hermitage Quarry (CD1.1) was accompanied by a
Planning Statement (CD1.3) and an Environmental Statement (CD1.4-1.6).

1.2.

Some of the Application Plans were amended after submission but before the
Mineral Planning Authority, Kent County Council (KCC), had considered the
Application (CD1.2a-1.2d).

1.3.

KCC considered the Application on 10 May 2011 and resolved to grant planning
permission subject to the Secretary of State not calling it in and subject also to
a Section 106 Obligation and conditions (SOCG1a, Section 5).

1.4.

On 27 July 2010, the Secretary of State called-in the application for his own
decision under Section 77 of the 1990 Act (KCC/MC/P, para 2.5).

Pre-Inquiry Meeting

1.5.

A Pre-Inquiry Meeting was held on 31 July 2012 (Notes of the Meeting at
Document G1) and a preliminary accompanied site visit to both Hermitage
Quarry and Blaise Farm Quarry was carried out immediately after the Meeting.

Environmental Impact Assessment

1.6.

Following the Pre-Inquiry Meeting, an Addendum (CD1.7-1.9) was produced to
the original Environmental Statement (ES)(CD1.4-1.6). This principally
updated the ES in terms of the results of the ecological surveys carried out in
2012 (GAL/GJ/P, para 4.3.3). In addition to a general updating of the original
ES, the addendum also reflects the issues raised during the processing of the
application by KCC, the applications for Highway Orders, the new National
Planning Policy Framework (the Framework), a reassessment of the mineral
resources at Blaise Farm Quarry and further alternative sites information
(GAL/GJ/P, para 4.3.4).

1.7.

There were no objections to the adequacy of the Environmental Impact
Assessment, and all of the environmental information has been taken into
account in this report.

Highways Orders

1.8.

In addition to the application for the Westerly Extension of Hermitage Quarry
and the variation of the conditions applying to the existing quarry workings,
the Inquiry also considered two Highway Orders sought by Gallagher
Aggregates Limited.

1.9.

One Order is for the temporary diversion of Byway MR496 for a period of 9
months while a cut and cover tunnel is constructed into the Westerly Extension
site. There is a separate report on this Order to the Secretary of State at the
Department for Transport.

www.planningportal.gov.uk/planninginspectorate
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1.10. The other Order is for the temporary diversion of Bridleway MR108 for a period
of 25 years whilst the Westerly Extension is worked and restored. There is a
separate report on this Order to the Secretary of State at the Department for
the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs.
Inquiry Dates

1.11. Inquiry sittings took place on 27-30 November, 4-6, 13, 14 & 18 December
2012 and accompanied site visits were carried out on 7, 11 & 12 December
2012.
Report Format

1.12. This report gives the gist of the undisputed evidence and the cases for the
parties, together with my conclusions and recommendations. Lists of the
appearances and Inquiry documents are attached.
1.13. Annex A gives a glossary of the abbreviations used in the report.
1.14. Annex B gives glossaries of the specialist terms used both in the report and in
the Inquiry documentation.
1.15. Annex C gives the recommended planning conditions to be attached, if
planning permissions are granted for the Application Proposals.
2. The Existing Quarry
Location and Extent of the Quarry

2.1.

The existing Hermitage Quarry is located some 5 km to the west of the centre
of Maidstone, about 260m to the north of Barming Heath, a suburb of
Maidstone, and some 1.5km south of Ditton (See Map 1 in CD1.4, reproduced
in part as Fig 1 below).

Fig 1
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2.2.

The quarry has a metalled access onto the western side of Hermitage Lane
(B2246) which leads north to the A20 with its direct links to Junction 5 of the
M20. As well as a number of commercial and residential uses, Maidstone
Hospital is located on the eastern side of Hermitage Lane, a little to the south
of the quarry access. Oaken Wood is to the west of the quarry (Fig 2).

2.3.

Hermitage Quarry has been in operation for some 20 years, extracting Kentish
Ragstone and Hassock from the Hythe Beds of this part of the Lower
Greensand (SCG1, para 2.4).

2.4.

The area of the original quarry to the south west of Broke Wood was approved
in 1989 under planning permission TM/88/295. This area has largely been
worked and restored to agricultural land at the original level, but the rest of
this area is currently occupied by the quarry processing plant (See SCG para
6.1 and Map 4 in CD1.4, reproduced in part as Fig 2 below).

Fig 2
2.5.

A southern extension to the original quarry was permitted in 1996 under
planning permission TM/95/761. The stone has largely been extracted from
this land which now accommodates the plant, materials processing and
recycling area, which would remain under the current proposals (Fig 2 and
SCG para 6.1). The access to the proposed Westerly Extension into Oaken
Wood would be from the southwestern boundary of this area.

2.6.

A western extension to the original quarry was permitted in 1999 under
planning permission TM/97/2068. This area is currently being worked (Fig 2
and SCG para 6.1).

www.planningportal.gov.uk/planninginspectorate
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2.7.

In 2005 planning permission was granted under reference TM/03/2784 for an
easterly extension to the earlier southern extension up to Fullingpits Wood.
This area has been worked and is currently being filled to the original ground
levels and restored (Fig 2 and SCG para 6.1).

2.8.

In each case, the above permissions include for infilling with inert waste under
a Pollution Prevention and Control Permit issued by the Environment Agency
(GAL/AJB/PA10).

Existing Operations

2.9.

Hermitage Quarry is operated by Gallagher Aggregates Ltd (GAL) which is part
of the larger Gallagher Group that includes quarrying, building, engineering
and property businesses in Kent (GAL/AJB/P, Section 3).

2.10. At Hermitage Quarry, the approximately 30m deep Hythe Beds consist of
alternating beds of the hard ragstone and the softer hassock. The ragstone is
used as an aggregate and a building stone and the hassock mainly as a fill or
capping material (GAL/AJB/P, paras 4.6 & 4.7).
2.11. The extraction process involves the stripping of the topsoil and overburden to
expose the mineral deposit, which is then drilled and blasted to loosen the
rock. This is then sorted and transported directly to the processing circuit, or
it may be reduced in size by hydraulic breakers for acceptance in the
processing circuit. Alternatively, it may be taken to storage for subsequent
use in building works and for the restoration of heritage buildings (GAL/AJB/P,
para 4.8).
2.12. In the processing circuit, the material is taken by dumptrucks to the rotating
trammel screen which separates the ragstone from the hassock. Thereafter,
there are two separate product streams, one for the ragstone and the other for
the hassock. These involve crushing, screening and washing to produce a
series of graded products which are transported to stockpiles, where they are
stored until they are loaded onto vehicles for delivery to customers, or
alternatively used in the on-site ready-mixed concrete business (GAL/AJB/P,
para 4.8 & PA6).
2.13. As well as producing primary aggregates, the site also produces recycled
aggregates from waste arisings from road maintenance, construction and
demolition and the utility sectors. The recycling operation is regulated by the
Environment Agency through an environmental permit (GAL/AJB/P, para 4.9 &
PA11).
2.14. Over 70 different aggregate products are produced on the site including
primary aggregates, recycled aggregates and natural building stone
(GAL/AJB/P para 4.10). To do so, there is a considerable use of plant and
equipment, including a primary saw to produce sawn six sided block and slab
ragstone for building/dimension stone purposes (GAL/AJB/P, para 4.15 & PA3).
2.15. The quarry has a production capacity in excess of 1m tonnes per annum
(mtpa) but on average is currently producing about 0.7 mtpa of ragstone, of
which some 20,000 tpa is sold as building/dimension stone (GAL/AJB/P, para
4.20).
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2.16. Whilst the production of recycled aggregates varies, it has been up to about
0.25 mtpa over the last few years (GAL/AJB/P, para 4.22) and some 40,000m3
of ready mixed concrete is produced on the site annually (GAL/AJB/P, para
4.24).
2.17. The amount of inert waste imported as fill material closely matches the
extraction rates. It amounted to some 260,000m3 in 2011 and was projected
to amount to 335,000m3 in 2012 (GAL/AJB/P, para 4.25).
2.18. In addition to its Hermitage Quarry operations GAL also has an informal
arrangement to extract and market material from the nearby Blaise Farm
Quarry on an intermittent ‘campaign’ basis, as and when there are appropriate
contracts. This material has generally been used for lower grade bulk fill or
capping applications in the past (GAL/AJB/P, para 3.10 & 12).
3. The Local Geology
3.1.

During the Cretaceous Period, the sediments of the Lower Greensand Group
were deposited in a shallow sea over what is now Kent and Sussex (the Weald
Basin). This group covers the Atherfield Clay, the Hythe, the Sandgate and
the Folkestone Formations (WT/JP/P, paras 5.3 & 5.4). At a later time, folding
of the land occurred which, in the Weald, formed a dome such that, on the
northern side, where the Application Site is, the strata dip (slope downwards)
by about 2 degrees (WW/JP/P, Fig 1 reproduced as Fig 3 below).

Fig 3
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3.2.

The nature of the sediments differ markedly depending on the local
environment under which they were laid down. In particular the Hythe
Formation exhibits considerable lateral and vertical variation and, in Kent, this
formation comprises alternating layers (generally 15 to 60 cm thick) of hard
glauconic sandy limestones (locally know as rag) and poorly cemented clayey
sandstones, clayey sands or sandy mudstones (known as hassock) with some
intervening chert bands. Whilst the formation extends across south-east
England, hassock and rag occur only in Kent – hence the term Kentish
Ragstone (WT/JP/P, para 5.5).

3.3.

The following Figs 4 and 5, taken from Appendix 24 of the ES, show the
location of the Hythe Beds outcrop and a diagrammatic vertical section of the
variations in ragstone across Kent.

Fig 4

Fig 5
www.planningportal.gov.uk/planninginspectorate
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3.4.

Within the Hythe Formation, even the same beds (lanes) of the Kentish
Ragstone and Hassock Divisions can have different names but some contain
marker horizons that permit correlation between different sites, eg Flint Lane,
Blackjack Lane and Exogyra Bed (WT/JP/P, Table 1 reproduced as Fig 6 below)

Fig 6
3.5.

The names of the geological strata within the existing quarry are shown from
the borehole logs on Doc WT8 (reproduced in part below as Fig 7).

Fig 7
www.planningportal.gov.uk/planninginspectorate
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3.6.

The East Malling Faults, just to the South of East Malling and north of
Hermitage Quarry, have caused the Hythe Formation and the overlying
Sandgate Formation to drop down to the south by about 3.5m (WT/JP/P, para
5.5 & Fig 2 reproduced as Fig 8 below).

Fig 8
3.7.

This faulting has resulted in a greater thickness of sediments within the
Sevenoaks Division, which are more condensed and therefore stronger than in
other places. They are known as the Hermitage Group (as seen in Figs 6 & 7
above) and are located in the upper parts of the existing quarry.

3.8.

The existing quarry has been worked to a maximum depth that is restricted by
a current planning condition to avoid encroaching on the groundwater table.

4. The Proposed Westerly Extension
4.1.

The south-westerly boundary of the existing combined quarry permissions
adjoins Byway MR496 which runs parallel to a horse gallop, beyond which is
the circular permissive path/track and Oaken Wood. The north-easterly part of
Oaken Wood forms the site of the proposed Westerly Extension of Hermitage
Quarry (CD1.4, Map 1 & Plan 0257/10/9/B – CD1.2).

4.2.

Oaken Wood is predominantly sweet chestnut coppice woodland with a total
area of some 240 ha. With an area of about 33 ha, the Application Site
accounts for some 14% of the whole wood. The circular permissive path/track
surrounds the Application Site within the eastern section of the wood which is
covered by a Tree Preservation Order and has also been designated as a
Plantation on Ancient Woodland Site (PAWS). However, the Application Site
also includes an approximately 2 ha ‘Cherry Orchard’ which is grassed with
some standard trees and is excluded from the PAWS designation (SCG1, para
2.7).

4.3.

Within the Application Site, under the overburden of the head material of the
Sandgate Beds, there are the Hermitage Group of the Sevenoaks Division, the
Broughton Group of the Broughton Division and the sub-Blackjack Group of the
Little Chart Division (See Fig 9 below and GAL12). These could be extracted
down to a depth of some 30 m below ground level without impacting on the
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watertable. In total that would equate to some 19 mt of ragstone and hassock
but the basal layer, below a depth of some 22m, has a reduced ragstone
content of only about 30% and, in practice, only the better rock in this basal
layer would be extracted. This would reduce the workable resource to about
16 million tonnes (CD1.4, para 13.3).

Fig 9
4.4.

Accordingly, the Application is to extract some 16 million tonnes of ragstone
and hassock from within the land enclosed by the permissive path, whilst still
retaining a minimum of 50m of woodland between the path and the mineral
operations. Some of the ragstone would be supplied as high quality
building/dimension stone.

4.5.

The Southern Extension and the Western Extension are already being worked
on a phased basis and the phasing would continue into the proposed Westerly
Extension (Plan 0257/10/3L). The phased working of this extension would
involve progressive stripping, extraction, filling with inert waste and topsoiling
to the original ground levels, followed by restoration to native woodland and
rides that would be open to the public (Plan 0257/10/10F). This process would
take a period of some 23 years, and it would take another ten years or more
to complete the filling and restoration of the whole of the original quarry
(SCG1, para 3.5 & Doc GAL2 Revised).

4.6.

The Application also includes a 20m wide cut and cover tunnel between the
existing quarry and the westerly extension which would pass under Byway
MR496, the horse gallops and the permissive path/track (CD1.2 & Plan
0257/10/6B). The Application Site has an area of some 33ha (CD1.1).

4.7.

The existing processing plant, storage and operating areas would remain in the
present quarry, with all material leaving or entering the Westerly Extension via
the new tunnel. All materials entering and leaving the quarry itself would
continue to use the existing weighbridge and access onto Hermitage Lane.

www.planningportal.gov.uk/planninginspectorate
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4.8.

The scheme is shown on Plan 0257/10/3L which is reproduced as Fig 10 below.

Fig 10
4.9.

In addition to the on-site works, the Application proposes the formation of a 9
ha ‘Habitat Creation Field’ (HCF) to the south-west of the site which, at the
original application stage, was intended to receive the soil resources from
quarrying Phases 8 – 11 (HCF is the detached ‘blue land’ on Plan 0257/10/09C
and is also shown on Plan 0257/10/5E). However, a revision has been made
to the proposed phasing such that this soil would now be used in the
restoration of the existing quarry instead (GAL/GJ/P, para 3.3.6). The revised
working scheme is shown on plans 0257/10/2F, 10/3L and 10/12B (GAL/GJ/P,
para 3.3.7 & CD 1.2a). In accordance with the revised working scheme, the
Habitat Creation Field would be formed at a very early stage and used
principally as the site for the translocation of reptiles from the Application Site
(Plan 0257/10/4D).

4.10. The nearest dwellings on Rede Wood Road which are about 240m to the south
of the existing quarry have a public right of way between their rear gardens
and the quarry. Luckhurst Farm, Manor Farm and Merrybrow (the latter on
North Pole Road) range from 260 to 280 m from the proposed extension, and
the residential conversion of a water tower is about 300m away (GAL34).
Consequential Effects of the Proposed Westerly Extension

4.11. Each of the four existing planning permissions (as previously amended), which
together make up the present quarry workings, have attached planning
conditions, and those attached to three of them would need to be updated if
the proposed Westerly Extension is permitted. These changes relate
particularly to the phasing of the quarry workings and the use of the land
following restoration.
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4.12. The Highways Order Applications were made on 1 June 2012 to divert Byway
MR496 to allow for the construction of the cut and cover tunnel, and to divert
Bridleway MR108, which crosses the proposed working area, until restoration
has been completed (GAL/GJ/P, para 3.4.1).
4.13. Over and above the approximately 33 ha of new native woodland proposed on
the site, there is a Section 106 Planning Obligation which is intended to
provide some 26.6 ha of additional woodland planting in the vicinity of the site
(including the Habitat Creation Field), the management of 4.3 ha of recently
planted woodland and 41.8 ha of other existing woodland, as well as the
management of some 1.4 ha (6.8km) of existing hedgerows. This total of
some 107 ha would be the subject of a Woodland Management Plan which is
attached to the Planning Obligation (GAL/GJ/P, para 3.3.9(vii)). The adequacy
of this Section 106 obligation is considered in Section 13 below.
Consideration of the Applications

4.14. Although there have been revisions to the phases of working since KCC
considered the Application, they simply affect the internal working of the site
and would not prejudice anyone else. They should therefore be accepted as
part of the Application Proposals.
4.15. The two Highways Orders are for determination by the relevant Secretaries of
State.
5. Development Plan Policy
South East Plan (May 2009) CD 4.1)

5.1.

The Government has announced the intention to revoke the South East Plan
(SEP) but, for the time being, it remains part of the Development Plan.

5.2.

The vision of the SEP includes a socially and economically strong, healthy and
just South East that respects the limits of the global environment.

5.3.
•

The relevant policies in the SEP are as follows:Policy CC1
- States that the principal objective of the plan is to achieve
sustainable development,
Policy RE1
- Calls for the regional economy to contribute to the UK’s long
term competiveness,
Policy NRM2
- Aims to maintain and enhance water quality,
Policy NRM5
- Seeks the conservation and improvement of biodiversity,
Policy NRM7
- Calls for woodlands to be protected and enhanced,
Policy NRM10 - Required measures to address and reduce noise pollution,
Policy W13
- Says that provision should be made for landfill capacity,
Policy W14
- Seeks high quality restoration,
Policy M1
- Declares and intention to work with others to achieve
sustainable construction,
Policy M2
- Sets targets for recycled and secondary aggregates, and
Policy M3
- Sets a crushed rock apportionment of 1.2mtpa for Kent.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
5.4.

Modifications were being considered to Policy M3 at the time that the intention
to revoke the SEP was announced (CD 4.2). These included a reduced crushed
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rock apportionment of 0.78 mtpa for Kent, and the Department for
Communities and Local Government’s Chief Planner’s letter of 6 July 2010
advised Planning Authorities in the South East to use the ‘Proposed Changes’
apportionment.
Saved Policies of the Kent Minerals Local Plan: Construction Aggregates
(December 1993)(CD4.11)

5.5.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The following policies are relevant:Policy CA7
- Calls for evidence of the extent and quality of mineral
reserves,
Policy CA8D
- Mineral workings outside areas of search to be the exception,
Policy CA16
- Safeguards highway safety,
Policy CA18
- Seeks controls over noise, vibration and dust,
Policy CA19
- Controls the siting, design and appearance of fixed plant and
buildings,
Policy CA21
- Needs the effects on the uses of public rights of way to be
considered,
Policy CA22
- Requires an appropriate landscaping scheme, and
Policy CA23
- Requires a satisfactory working and restoration scheme.

Adopted Tonbridge and Malling Borough Council (TMBC) Core Strategy (2007)
(CD4.9)

5.6.
•
•
•
•
•
•

The following policies are relevant:Policy CP1
- Calls for a high quality sustainable environment,
Policy CP2
- Aims to prevent harm from increased traffic,
Policy CP5
- Seeks to prevent development in the Mid-Kent Strategic Gap,
Policy CP14
- Controls development in the countryside,
Policy CP24
- Requires high quality design, and
Policy CP25
- Requires mitigation of material harm to natural or historic
resources.

Adopted TMBC Managing Development and the Environment DPD (2010) (CD4.10)

5.7.
•
•
•
•

•
•

The following policies are relevant:Policy NE1
- Protects Local Wildlife Sites,
Policy NE2
- Seeks to protect and enhance habitats and networks where
this would contribute to the UK and Kent Biodiversity Action
Plans,
Policy NE3
- Calls for the retention or provision of habitats and wildlife
links and for mitigation measures if biodiversity or wildlife
habitats would be harmed,
Policy NE4
- Aims to maintain or enhance tree cover and hedgerows and
to protect ancient woodland unless the need for, and the
benefits of, the development in that location override the
harm,
Policy SQ1
- Requires the protection and enhancement of the character
and local distinctiveness of the local landscape, including its
tranquillity,
Policy SQ4
- Seeks to protect air quality,
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•

Policy SQ6

•

Policy SQ8

- Deals with the noise from transport-related sources and for
noise sensitive developments, and
- Requires adequate highway infrastructure and no significant
harm to highway safety.

Saved Policies of the Adopted TMBC Local Plan (1998) (CD4.12)

5.8.

There are no saved policies in this Plan of relevance to the Application
Proposals.

6. Emerging Development Plan Policy
The Kent Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (Local Plan) (CD4.4)

6.1.

The Minerals and Waste Core Strategy, Strategy and Policy Directions
Consultation Document was published in May 2011 (CD4.4). It is now referred
to as the Minerals and Waste Local Plan and adoption is anticipated in about
the beginning of 2015.

The Kent Minerals Sites Plan (CD4.6)

6.2.

The Preferred Options Consultation Document for the Minerals Sites Plan was
published in May 2012 (CD4.6) and adoption is currently anticipated about a
year after the adoption of the Minerals and Waste Local Plan.

7. The Case for the Applicant (Gallagher Aggregates Ltd) (GAL)
Introduction

7.1.

The issues in determining the application are those formulated by the
Secretary of State as amplified by the Inspector at the Pre-Inquiry Meeting, as
follows:• Need,
• Site selection and alternatives,
• Geology,
• Groundwater,
• Ecology and ancient woodland matters,
• Landscape and visual impact,
• Archaeology and heritage matters,
• Impact on local residents,
• Waste Permitting,
• Economic effects,
• Proposed diversion orders, and
• The Balance: Compliance with the Development Plan and the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).

7.2.

There is no objection to the adequacy of the Environmental Statement (ES), as
augmented by the ES Addendum. Between them, they encompass the effects
of both the extension site proposals and the Section 73 applications.
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Need

7.3.

Crushed rock and sand and gravel made up over 70% of the construction
minerals produced in the last decade in the UK and the highest demand is in
London and the South East. 1 In 2009 the Kent and Medway sub-region
consumed some 5.7 million tonnes (mt) of these primary aggregates, 1.9 mt
being crushed rock. The equivalent figures for 2005 were 5.2 mt of primary
aggregates and 1.4 mt of crushed rock. In 2009 some 0.8 mt of crushed rock
was produced from Hermitage and Blaise Farm Quarries and the remainder of
the sub-regional demand was made up of imports. 2

7.4.

The Application Proposals would meet two coincident needs; the need to
ensure that Kent provides a steady and adequate supply of hard rock in the
form of ragstone and the need to ensure that ragstone of the appropriate
quality and dimensions is provided to meet national heritage requirements.
A Steady and Adequate Supply of Ragstone

7.5.

Ragstone is the only hard rock which is realistically capable of being worked in
Kent. There was some reference to the possible underground mining of
limestone in the emerging Kent MWDF. That is a concept which was first
floated in the Verney report in the early 1970s. It was contemplated as a
potential source of rock in the 1986 Kent Structure Plan but there is still no
realistic prospect of such working, as confirmed most recently in the Hicks
report for Defra. 3

7.6.

Policy M3 of the South East Plan (SEP) (as proposed to be changed) 4 gives the
sub-regional apportionment for Kent as the provision of 0.78 million tonnes per
annum of crushed rock. This can be afforded significant weight because of the
subsequent Government advice that planning authorities in the South East
should work from that apportionment. 5 Unless that Government advice is
changed, the prospective revocation of the SEP would make no difference.
Furthermore, KCC has accepted this figure, saying ‘it is an accurate
representation of past sales in the county,’ 6 concluding that it ‘remains
relevant and credible and will continue to be used’. 7

7.7.

Mr Steedman, The Woodland Trust’s (WT) planning witness, agreed that there
remains a presumption that the 0.78 mtpa will continue 8, that it could only be
displaced with a proper evidence base 9 and that this Inquiry was the wrong
forum to seek to change the apportionment 10.

1

GAL/BR/PA, para 2.16
GAL/BR/PA, para 3.2 ‐ 3.7
3
XX Steedman Day 5; GAL 19: indeed, the barriers are “firmer (now) than at any time since Verney speculated about it in the early 1970s …”
4
CD 4.2
5
CD 3.7 para 15
6
CD 4.7 para 5.0.10
7
CD 4.7 para 5.0.17
8
WT/JS/P, para 2.9
9
XX Steedman Day 5
10
XX Steedman Day 5
2
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7.8.

Without Hermitage Quarry more crushed rock would have to be imported by
rail from the Mendips or Leicestershire or by sea from Scotland or France 11.
The purpose of ensuring an indigenous supply of hard rock includes the evident
sustainability benefits of limiting long-distance imports. These benefits are
explicitly recognised in Policy M1 of the South East Plan 12 and the emerging
Kent MWDF: ‘mineral supplies should be sourced indigenously where possible
to reduce the need to transport minerals over long distances and minimise
carbon emissions.’ 13 The fact that Kent already has to import significant
volumes of hard rock reinforces, rather than lessens, the need to ensure that
the requirement is met 14, not least when having regard to GAL’s economic
evidence that projects further sustained growth in Kent. 15

7.9.

The overarching objective in paragraph 145 of the Framework 16, and also at
paragraph 11 of the October 2012 Guidance on the Managed Aggregate Supply
System 17, is for a ‘steady and adequate supply’ of crushed rock, which in Kent
is ragstone. This expression is notably absent from the WT evidence.

7.10. Hermitage Quarry currently provides that steady and adequate supply of
ragstone, but the permitted reserves would be exhausted in late 2014 or early
2015 when production would cease.
7.11. Blaise Farm Quarry cannot be relied upon to provide a steady and adequate
supply to meet the 0.78 mtpa requirement. It was only worked by its owners,
Hanson, from 2001 – 2005 before being mothballed having regard to
‘increasing competition from recycled and other materials’ 18.
7.12. The Inquiry heard evidence from two geologists in respect of the resource at
Blaise Farm; Mr Wilkinson for the Applicant and Mrs Poole for the Woodland
Trust. Mrs Poole confirmed that the evidence ‘strongly suggests that the
hassock material from Blaise Quarry is inferior to that at Hermitage, being
likely to give rise to much greater quantities of waste, much smaller volumes
of usable aggregate and much higher processing costs’ 19, and that the
ragstone at Blaise Farm is ‘of poorer quality relative to Hermitage Quarry’ 20.
The material from Blaise Farm cannot produce higher grade products, such as
concrete and bituminous materials 21. It is so poor that only with the
investment in the type of plant at Hermitage Quarry would there be any
(theoretical) prospect of even basic Type 1 sub-base materials being
achieved. 22 The material can therefore only compete in the capping and bulk
fill market where there is ‘a significant commercial and social incentive for end
users to procure secondary and recycled aggregates’ (Mrs Poole). The current

11

GAL/BR/P, para 5.5
CD 4.1
13
CD 4.7, para 7.2.4
14
GAL/BR/P, paras 4.5 and 5.9
15
GAL/BR/P, paras. 4.7 to 4.25
16
CD 3.1
17
CD 3.20
18
GAL/AJB/PA8
19
WT/JP/P, para 7.17
20
WT/JP/P, para 4.4; para 7.29
21
GAL 22; it fails to meet the fundamental MGS04 test, has high absorption, does not meet GAL’s fines test, and fails or is doubtful in respect of LA
abrasion. It is also far weaker (GAL/AW/PA p.53)
22
XX Poole Day 6; even that fails the fundamental MGS04 test, where the results, even using the advanced processing at Hermitage, are
“particularly high”.
12
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price of bulk fill from Blaise Farm is about £4.75 - £5.00 per tonne, before the
addition of the Aggregates Levy; comparing very unfavourably with
comparable recycled material at some £3.50 - £4 per tonne 23. Mrs Poole
confirmed that the Levy, and the focus on higher specifications, ‘significantly
reduces the demand for low grade aggregates from primary sources’ 24.
7.13. Mr Bate, GAL’s Quarry Operations Witness, provided detailed evidence about
why resumed production from Blaise Farm, beyond the current basis of bulk fill
and capping materials on a campaign basis, would not be viable. This
evidence was not challenged by the Woodland Trust (WT) 25. It included
factors such as the cost of plant, the cost of double handling, the
uncompetitive conditions for the material and its poor quality. If the
Hermitage Quarry application does not succeed, he confirmed that even the
intermittent use of Blaise Farm for low grade purposes would be likely to
cease 26.
7.14. This evidence is corroborated by the fact that, when operated by Hanson prior
to mothballing, Blaise Farm only produced low grade materials 27. That accords
with the problems that GAL had when seeking to use material from Blaise
Farm for Type 1 footpath uses; the highest that Blaise Farm can aspire to 28.
There have even been problems with bulk fill, as experience at Dartford
indicated 29.
7.15. These are exactly the circumstances where reliance on an arithmetic landbank
would lead to a distorted outcome. The October 2012 Guidance on the
Managed Aggregate Supply System refers to factors such as ‘the nature, type
and qualities of the aggregate’ and ‘known constraints on the availability of
consented reserves that might limit output over the plan period’, as well as
warning about ‘a large existing landbank bound up in a very few sites’ 30. It
also confirms that ‘an adequate or excess landbank is not a reason for
withholding planning permission’, absent other objections which are not
outweighed by benefits.
7.16. In any event, the two geologists agreed that the reserve at Blaise Farm is not
in fact the 33m tonnes of notional ragstone and hassock which benefit from
planning permission, but instead comprises 7.68 mt of ragstone and 4.7 mt of
hassock, a total of 12.38 mt 31. This reflected Mrs Poole’s agreement that the
base of the Boughton Division should be excluded from the calculation of the
reserve 32 - which equates to 6.58 mt of ragstone and 13.78 mt of hassock –
and that the 780,000 tonnes of ragstone and 1.4mt of hassock which lies
beneath up to 10.34m depth of overburden (with low percentages of
ragstone 33 and 594,000 m3 of tipped overburden and hassock above it 34)
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GAL/AJB/P, para 5.7
WT/JP/P, para 7.3
25
GAL/AJB/P, para 5.18
26
Day 1 RX Bate
27
GAL/AJB/PR, para 3.13
28
Bate x Day 1
29
CD 1.5, Appx 23 ES, para 4.9
30
CD 3.20, para 26 and 27
31
GAL/AW/P, para 5.5.19; XX Poole Day 6
32
WT/JP/P, para 6.14; only 22% Ragstone (GAL/AW/PA p.52)
33
GAL/AW/P, para 5.5.11
34
GAL/AJB/P, para 5.5; GAL/AW/PR, para 3.2.6
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should also be excluded 35. In their closing submissions, KCC and the WT
agreed that the arithmetic landbank is therefore not 40 years. At present if, as
Mr Jenkins, GAL’s Planning Witness, contended the very poor hassock at Blaise
Farm is excluded, the notional supply at December 2012 was just over 11
years 36 and by the time of the exhaustion of the Hermitage reserves in about
two years time it would be less than 10 years; thus falling below the provision
of ‘at least 10 years’ of crushed rock 37. This is of course a theoretical
examination, which in the real world has no bearing on securing a steady and
adequate supply of ragstone.
7.17. There is therefore a compelling need to secure a further long-term supply of
ragstone in Kent. At paragraph 145, the Framework expressly identifies the
need for periods in excess of 10 years supply to be provided for, where
appropriate. It is entirely appropriate that the application proposals should
provide some 16m tonnes, having particular regard to the longer term needs
for the mineral. There was no suggestion by any party to the Inquiry that this
quantum would be inappropriate.
Dimension Stone Requirements

7.18. Hermitage Quarry is the only current source of ragstone for heritage dimension
stone purposes in the country. It is able to provide material of a high quality
and has many bands (lanes) of the requisite thickness 38. Its importance in this
context can fairly be described as at least national, having regard to the
specific heritage assets for which good quality ragstone in deep beds is
essential. These assets include the Tower of London, Canterbury Cathedral,
Rochester Cathedral, the Guildhall, London Greenwich Maritime Complex and
the precincts of Westminster Abbey 39, as well as over one thousand listed
buildings. It is also significant in the character of at least 51 Conservation
Areas in Kent 40.
7.19. Indeed, given the World Heritage Status of the Tower of London, Canterbury
Cathedral, Westminster Abbey and Greenwich Maritime 41, it is no
overstatement to describe the importance as being international. English
Heritage commented that ‘it is vital that a source of Kentish Ragstone is
maintained for the conservation of historic structures. English Heritage is
extremely concerned that current permitted reserves of Kentish Ragstone will
be exhausted … It is important that any source of Kentish Ragstone be of a
good quality and available in sufficient bed-depths (up to 800mm) to match
historic applications’ 42.
7.20. This extreme concern is echoed by others. The Kent Conservation Officers’
Group state that the loss of a source of Kentish Ragstone ‘would not only be a
disaster for Kent … its lack would be felt very widely, well beyond Kent’ 43; the
Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings describe the continuing supply of
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XX Poole Day 6
GAL/GJ/P, para 8.7
37
CD 3.1, para 145
38
GAL/AJB/P paras 4.4.2 to 4.4.3; GAL/AJB/P, para. 4.18
39
CD 1.4, para 2.11; GAL/AJB/PA14
40
GAL/PC/P, para. 6.4 according to EH
41
GAL/PC/P, para 4.4; X Mrs. Maltby (I.H.B.C.), Day 9
42
CD 18, Appx 8, EH letter 23 August 2012
43
KCOG letter 24 October 2012
36
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good quality ragstone as ‘essential’, with Hermitage Quarry as the ‘sole
significant and viable source of architectural quality Ragstone’ 44; the Surveyor
to the Fabric of Rochester Cathedral states that ‘our heritage would be
severely compromised if the ‘correct’ material ceased to be available’ 45; the
Ecclesiastical Architects and Surveyors Association state that ‘the continued
availability of good quality Kentish Ragstone in bed depths up to 800 mm is
essential if we are to have a fighting chance to preserve historic buildings 46’
and that its loss ‘would seriously put at risk this Country’s built heritage as no
alternative stone exists’; the Surveyor to the Fabric of Canterbury Cathedral
states that ‘it will be essential that we can be assured that there are supplies
available of traditional Kentish Ragstone in bed depths between 300 mm and
800 mm’ 47. The Historic Royal Palaces would be ‘deeply concerned’ at the loss
to the heritage sector of the supply of good quality, deep-bed Kentish
Ragstone ‘which is a key component of the historic fabric of the Tower of
London’ 48; and the Ancient Monuments Society refer to any loss of the supply
as a ‘tragedy’. 49 This is not an exhaustive list of the comments, as can be seen
from Mr Bate’s Appendix 5.
7.21. Blaise Farm Quarry demonstrably cannot meet these requirements. In terms
of quality, the problem of durability and strength already identified on a
scientific basis, means that this material will always be at risk of early failure.
This is amply borne out by the dismal experience of masons who used material
from Blaise Farm when it was in operation. Mr Neil Andrew of Essential Stone,
describes it as ‘a source of extremely poor rock … direct experience of using
Blaise … was frustrating to say the least; the stone was soft, heavily fractured
and the wastage factor was extremely high, well over 100%’. Mr Andrew
refers to numerous failures at Wye Bridge (a ‘fiasco’) and major issues at St.
Nicholas-at-Wade where the ‘wastage was phenomenal’ requiring replacement
with Chilmark stone following spalling and venting. He records that ‘I, along
with many others, will no longer use this source’ 50. Mrs Poole confirmed that
having made enquiries, she could find no satisfied user of material for
dimension stone purposes from Blaise 51.
7.22. In addition, Blaise Farm cannot provide the necessary bed depths. It has only
a single bed in excess of 450 mm and only 8 in excess of 250 mm. Quite
apart from its qualitative deficiencies, it cannot therefore provide ragstone for
quoins and coping stones but only smaller (100 – 150 mm) ashlar blocks 52.
7.23. It is plain from the representations of the heritage bodies, and from the
evidence of inappropriate replacement stonework at St Nicholas’ Church and
elsewhere 53 that there is no adequate substitute for ragstone. As English
Heritage observe ‘no other suitable stone, whether indigenous or imported, is
a viable match either aesthetically or in terms of hardness, permeability and
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SPAB letter 14 November 2012
Carden and Godfrey letter 12 September 2012
46
EASA letters 12 September and 16 April 2012
47
Canterbury Cathedral Surveyor’s letter 4 April 2012 (GAL/AJB/PA Appx 5 p.32)
48
HRP letter 19 September 2012
49
AMS letter 11 September 2012
50
GAL/AJB/PA 15
51
Poole answers to Inspector, Day 6
52
GAL/AW/P, para 5.4.2; see also GAL 11 on coping stones
53
GAL 17; the unfortunate replacement of Ragstone at Knole (Sevenoaks) with Portland Stone being described as “dreadful, absolutely awful” by
Mr. Sargant of KCOG (Day 9)
45
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weathering characteristics’. The only adequate supply is from Hermitage
Quarry where the permitted reserves will soon be exhausted and GAL is
currently involved in a study to match the stone in a number of historic
buildings to that found in the various lanes in Hermitage Quarry. Mr Bate’s
evidence addressed just these points. 54
7.24. It follows that there is a compelling need to identify a new source of supply to
meet these nationally important needs; with a global dimension.
Site Selection and Alternatives

7.25. In identifying a suitable site to meet these needs, there is again a coincidence
of requirements between the two elements of need. It is plain that a quarry
devoted to the production of building/dimension stone alone would not be
viable. This was made clear in Mr Bate’s evidence 55 and not challenged at the
Inquiry; it ‘would simply not occur’.
7.26. English Heritage agreed with that assessment: ‘Without the demand for
aggregates, winning of the building stone would almost certainly be
prohibitively expensive, to the detriment of the built heritage’ 56. The Kent
Conservation Officers’ Group (KCOG) said ‘… it is inconceivable that it would be
possible to get anyone to be interested in opening a specialist building stone
quarry. The planning would be expensive to achieve and the development
costs would be high …’ 57. The Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings
(SPAB) said ‘… commercial reality dictates that Ragstone for building work
must be produced as part of an aggregate business’58. In his evidence for the
Woodland Trust (WT), Mr Steedman sought to draw on a generalised reference
to small stone quarries in Derbyshire and Dorset but did not explore, or even
acknowledge, material differences in the economics of extraction of another
stone in a different geological context.
7.27. It follows that the site selection process, applied to a potentially viable
aggregates quarry, is appropriate. The methodology and conclusions of the
Alternative Sites Study were agreed with KCC, who also took separate
technical advice. 59 On any view, the study was exhaustive. It included the
examination of 118 initial sites, with 18 sites then subjected to a detailed site
assessment. No viable alternative to the application proposals emerged from
this process 60. The process was repeated in 2012, as reported in the ES
Addendum, with the same conclusion 61. At the Inquiry, there were no
challenges to the process or the conclusions, with the exception of the WT’s
suggestion that a small-stone quarry might be viable. Indeed, there have
been no representations as part of the Minerals and Waste Development
Framework process, whether in response to the calls for sites or otherwise,
that a ragstone quarry (of any size) should be considered, except by GAL in
respect of the extension site.
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GAL/AJB/PA, 15)
GAL/AJB/P, par 7.2; GAL/AJB/PR, para 5.1
56
EH letter to WT 28 September 2012; GAL/AJB/PA16
57
KCOG letter 24 October 2012
58
SPAB letter 14 November 2012
59
CD1.10 KCC Committee report, para 65 to 77: the separate technical advice is referred to at para 76
60
A brief summary is contained at GAL23; the full assessment is set out at length in the ES, as updated in the ES addendum
61
CD1.8, ES Addendum Appendix 9
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7.28. It is reasonable to conclude on the evidence that no alternative site to the
extension site exists, and that the extension site is the only viable site to meet
the identified needs. Furthermore, it benefits from being proximate to an
existing quarry, thereby avoiding the need for the establishment of new plant,
with the obvious associated economic costs. As addressed in the following
section, the geological attributes of the extension site are such as to meet the
identified needs.
Geology

7.29. It was agreed with Mrs Poole, on behalf of the WT, that the reserves in the
extension site comprise some 16.01 mt, of which 10.67 mt is ragstone and
5.34 mt is saleable hassock 62. Mrs Poole had initially questioned whether the
extension site would provide as high quality material as the existing quarry
because she thought the thickness of the Sevenoaks Division was less than at
the existing site and there was some potential for gulling 63. Nevertheless, she
subsequently agreed that the thickness was not in fact less, as confirmed by
3-D modelling 64, and the limited potential gulling in the south-east of the
extension site simply duplicates that already encountered in the southern part
of the existing quarry 65. In any event, Mrs Poole accepted that, with effective
processing, such as occurs at present, ‘a comparable product range could be
produced’ from the extension site to that which is currently produced at
Hermitage Quarry 66. Furthermore, Mr Wilkinson was able to correlate
geological data from the extension site with Coombe Quarry which exhibits a
full sequence of strata. This provided further confidence that a similar range
of building/dimension stone would be available in the extension site. 67
7.30. The range of products that is currently produced, and which can be anticipated
from the extension site 68, depends upon both of the quality of the material
extracted and the significant investment that GAL has made in advanced
processing equipment. There is clearly user satisfaction with the quality of the
material from Hermitage Quarry as dimension stone, with Mr Andrew noting
that there is ‘more suitable block [than Blaise] which has significantly
improved over the years’ 69. There is also wide support from more general
users 70. The draft conditions would ensure the retention of the primary saw
and also that a significant quantity of building stone was made available to
meet these needs. There was no reason for WT to doubt this in their Closing
Submissions 71. The tests that have been undertaken show that Hermitage
Quarry material can meet the aggregate specifications for concrete and for
bituminous material, as well as for unbound and hydraulically bound
aggregates 72. The same can be expected from the extension site.
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GAL/AW/P, para 4.5.8; WT/JT/P, para 6.13; XX Poole Day 6
WT/JP/P, para 4.3 and 7.30
64
WT/JP/P paras 5.9 and 9.20, refs to 12 to 13m whereas it is 11.9 – 19.1m: see GAL/AW/PR para 3.1.1; XX Poole Day 6
65
GAL/AW/PR para 3.1.3 and its Appendix 2
66
WT/JP/P para 7.30
67
GAL/AW/P, para 4.4.5
68
GAL/AJB/PA2
69
GAL/AJB/PA15
70
A number of responses are found in GAL/AJB/PA5
71
WT15, para 30
72
GAL22: the only exception relates to high traffic volume road surfacing where concrete surfacing is not used anyway.
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Groundwater

7.31. Quarrying would be limited to a level 2m above the water table in accordance
with the recommendations of the hydrogeological risk assessment 73 and
boreholes would be installed to monitor groundwater fluctuations and quality.
Conditions are proposed to secure this, and there is no objection from the
Environment Agency. 74 There would therefore be no adverse effects on the
groundwater.
Ecology and Ancient Woodland

7.32. The truism embodied in policy that minerals can only be won where they are
found 75 applies most acutely to ragstone. As Mrs Poole for the WT observed,
‘the Ragstone in Kent (with its limited occurrence) is a unique and important
resource in south east England’ 76. The outcrop is narrow 77.
7.33. Whilst there is only 2.7% ancient woodland coverage of England as a whole 78,
Kent happens to be a county with a large proportion of woodland coverage.
13% of Kent’s land area comprises woodland, and 57% of that is ancient
woodland 79. The 28,000 ha of ancient woodland in Kent identified in 2003 is
likely to be an underestimate, for the reasons explained by Mr MackworthPraed in his evidence as the Woodland Witness for GAL. This view is supported
by the recent net increase of 74 ha of identified ancient woodland in
Maidstone 80.
7.34. The extension site is part of a Local Wildlife Site. It has an area of 33 ha but
the development would involve the loss of some 31 ha of plantation on ancient
woodland site (PAWS) because the approximately 2 ha ‘Cherry Orchard’ is not
PAWS. Apart from the Cherry Orchard, the site is covered by dense sweet
chestnut coppice of which the majority has not been re-coppiced for between
twenty and thirty years 81. There are also some 85 mature standard trees.
7.35. In his ecology evidence for GAL, Mr Goodwin expressed considerable doubt
about whether the extension site should properly be regarded as ancient
woodland, having regard to the more modern approach to examining such a
status 82. As set out in GAL’s Statement of Case, that status is highly
questionable 83, but GAL’s case at the Inquiry proceeded on the basis that 31
ha of the 33 ha extension site is PAWS. All parties to the Inquiry proceeded on
the basis that it should be treated as PAWS of mid-19th Century origin. The
suggestion floated by the WT that the site ‘functions as ancient semi-natural
woodland (ASNW)’ was withdrawn 84.
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CD 1.5 Appendix 20
GAL/AW/P chapter 6
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CD3.1, NPPF, para. 142
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WT/JP/P, para 7.2
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GAL/AW/P paras 3.1 to 3.11
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GAL/MMP/P para 4.2.3
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GAL/MMP/P, para 4.2.7
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GAL/MMP/P, paras 4.2.12 and 4.2.13 and GAL13
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GAL/MMP/P, para 3.2.2
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CD9.1, para 7.8
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WT/AB/P, para 8.15, xx Barnes Day 7
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7.36. In any case, neither status would provide a bar to development. In both
instances, it is necessary to exercise judgment and to examine the attributes
of the site beyond merely applying the labels of ancient woodland and a Local
Wildlife Site. The Framework does not distinguish between PAWS and Ancient
Semi-Natural Woodland (ASNW). Both types of ancient woodland benefit from
the protection in paragraph 118 of the Framework, but that cannot mean that
the quality – or potential quality – of ancient woodland should be ignored. Mr
Barnes for the WT accepted that Policy NE4 of the Tonbridge and Malling DPD,
which forms part of the Development Plan, was adopted in conformity with
PPS9, that there is no material difference in the relevant test for ancient
woodland between PPS9 and the Framework (as confirmed by Natural
England 85) and that it can reasonably be concluded therefore that Policy NE4 is
consistent with the Framework. He confirmed that it would conflict with the
Development Plan not to consider the ecological and historical importance, and
the significance of any loss of the particular ancient woodland in question when
striking the required planning balance 86.
7.37. It is also relevant to consider the attributes of the ancient woodland in
question when considering the adequacy or appropriateness of the mitigation
or compensation package. The WT itself acknowledged that its Position
Statement, which still remains extant (although Mr Barnes indicated that there
have been intermittent attempts to remove it from the public domain), draws a
distinction between PAWS and ASNW in the context of habitat translocation 87;
with ASNW translocation being described as particularly inappropriate. That
makes sense since in the case of PAWS, its value principally resides in the soil,
which is deemed irreplaceable, in contrast to ASNW where the trees
themselves would be irreplaceable and be more likely to possess other
important features 88. In Keepers of Time, Defra exercises a judgment on
value by confirming that ASNW are generally the most valuable ancient
woodland sites 89, referring in particular to the presence of ancient or veteran
trees. In any given case, a judgment must be formed as to what it is that is
irreplaceable.
7.38. There are appeal decisions where it may not have been necessary to examine
the significance of the loss of ancient woodland in any depth, given the
absence of need 90. However in the recent appeal decision following publication
of the Framework, where a need was identified, the balance was struck with
regard to the quality of the woodland, as well as the proposed compensatory
soil translocation 91. So, the fact that there is no explicit policy distinction in
the Framework between ASNW and PAWS cannot lead to the conclusion that
the qualitative attributes and significance of effect on the ancient woodland in
question should somehow be ignored. The point is not that PAWS is to be
treated as less valuable simply because it is not ASNW but that the attributes
of the ancient woodland in question must be understood and judgment
exercised in the light of that understanding.
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CD 6.1, para 7.2.3
XX Barnes Day 7
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GAL26
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Although it does not follow that these factors will necessarily be absent from PAWS
89
CD3.4, p.7
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Eg CD 7.2: but even there, “quality of habitat” was nonetheless examined (see para 27)
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7.39. It would be equally inappropriate if, in the face of evidence to the contrary, the
quality of all Local Wildlife Sites (LWS) were treated as identical,
notwithstanding the absence of any explicit policy distinction between one LWS
and another 92.
7.40. In the present case, there are 21 (2009 survey) or 22 (2012 survey) ancient
woodland indicator (AWI) vascular plants within the extension site; such things
as field maple, wood anemone, wood sedge, wood spurge, bluebell, slender St
John’s-wort and yellow archangel 93. It was common ground with Kent Wildlife
Trust (KWT) that their distribution is patchy and sporadic 94, that 90-95% of
the extension site is dominated by bramble 95, and that Mr Goodwin’s plan,
EC02, was a fair general representation of the location of significant areas of
AWIs. It was also agreed that none of the AWIs on site are nationally rare. Mr
Barnes, on behalf of the WT, agreed that he was giving no evidence about the
ecological attributes of the extension site. Neither he nor any other witness on
behalf of the WT, sought to disagree with Mr Goodwin’s ecological analysis
and, consistent with this, the WT did not cross-examine him about his
assessment of the inherently poor quality of the ancient woodland.
7.41. In many cases it may well be that, with appropriate management, floristic
richness can be rejuvenated in woodlands 96. As Mr Goodwin demonstrated
however, where there has been recent coppicing allowing greater light
penetration on the extension site, this has not been associated with such
rejuvenation. This was in marked contrast to other local woodlands which
have had a similar pattern of part coppicing and open patches, where
abundant AWI floristic interest is evident.
7.42. Natural England recognised that ‘the inherent richness of much of the site,
particularly for the flora, is limited, compared to some other ancient woodland,
by reason of the nature of the soil’ 97. It confirmed that the loss of ancient
woodland in the present case did not in itself ‘present risks of national
importance to the natural environment’ 98. Natural England’s representatives
did not have the benefit of visiting the extension site during the relevant
period of the year 99 and thus its theory that more active coppicing might
improve abundance and richness has not been tested by experience on this
site 100.
7.43. In any event, there can be no certainty that, in the absence of the Application
Proposals, any management through coppicing or otherwise would occur.
Since Kemsley Mill has not taken coppice for wood pulp for some 20 years 101,
no party sought to question Mr Mackworth-Praed's conclusion that restoration
and management of the woodland as a silvicultural enterprise is ‘unlikely to be
readily practical or viable in the current coppice market situation’, as confirmed
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Para 117 of the NPPF refers to locally designated sites but does not explicitly distinguish between such sites.
CD1.8 Appendix 14
KWT/SY/P, para 3.15 (“sporadic and localised”), XX Young Day 6
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and effectively impenetrable
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Pursuant to the WT’s advice that “what you see is what you get”: CD6.36, p. 25
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CD 6.21, Appendix 3, para 6c
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NE letter, 31 May 2011
99
GAL/TG/P para 5.23
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See GAL/MMP/P para 4.5.4 to 4.5.8
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by a leading expert 102. The WT Document WT14, suggested the possibility of
three woodland management grants, namely the Woodland Planning Grant,
the Woodland Improvement Grant and the Woodfuel Woodland Improvement
Grant (WPG WIG WFG). However, Document GAL 32 (Table 1) included these
as well as other possible sources of income to provide the ‘best case’. Even
so, Forestry Commission grants are so limited in extent and meagre in amount
that they would not to alter the financial position. 103
7.44. It also appeared to be common ground that the extension site is devoid of
archaeological features of the type often associated with ancient woodland. 104
Ancient woodland habitat indicator invertebrates are ‘extremely poorly
represented’ according to Kent Wildlife Trust’s (KWT) own surveyor 105. No-one
has suggested there are any ancient or veteran trees and Mr Mackworth-Praed
has confirmed that there are none 106. There are no old, or large, coppice
stools, nor any significant amounts of standing dead wood 107. Indeed, having
regard to the purposes of protecting ancient woodland set out in Natural
England’s Standing Advice, the extension site is not ‘exceptionally rich in
wildlife’ (as agreed by Dr Young on behalf of KWT in cross-examination). It
does not contain a ‘wealth of features of historical and archaeological
importance, little altered by modern cultivation or disturbance’. It does not
contain remnants from ‘the original natural forests’ and it contributes little, or
at all, to other facets 108.
7.45. It is not necessary to reach a conclusion about what it is that accounts for the
inherent limitations of the floristic interest of the Application Site.
Nevertheless, the evidence from Messrs Goodwin, Chadwick and MackworthPraed, does present a persuasive explanation. The agreed fact of the
comprehensive removal of tree cover in the mid-19th Century, the evidence of
Mr Mackworth-Praed as to the contemporaneous methods of tree removal 109,
the absence of any surface archaeological features, the evidence of related
local activity by the then railway entrepreneur owner 110 and the fact that the
pockets of floristic interest within the extension site are to be found in only a
few hollows are all consistent with a significant act of disturbance to the soils
which has affected the inherent value of the site. That is reinforced by the
general thinness of the soils 111 - in contrast to the thicker soils not only on
floristically richer sites elsewhere but also in Compartment 17, outside the
Extension Site, where the only reasonably sized significant area of AWIs is
located 112. On behalf of the WT, Mr Allen was unable to explain why cereal
pollen was found to be widespread across the extension site 113, including in the
hollow at BH63 114.
102

GAL/MMP/P, paras 4.6.1 to 4.6.4, GAL/MMP/PA Appendix 3
GAL 32
104
Mr Chadwick describes this as a “striking” absence of archaeological features commonly associated with ancient woodland: GAL/PC/P para
5.7.1
105
CD1.5 ES Appendix 6, P.(i)
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GAL/MMP/P, Para 7.2.6
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GAL/TG/P, para 8.34
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GAL/TG/P, paras 8.63 to 8.70
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GAL/MMP/P, para 4.4.12
110
GAL/PC/P paras 5.4.5 to 5.4.8; GAL8
111
Mr Allen’s academic review of the various Reading University reports was just that: he had not visited the site. Regrettably he had been
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112
X Goodwin Day 3; GAL/TG/P, para 8.44; GAL/PC/PR appendix 1; GAL15
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CD 1.8, Appendix 16, Table 2; Appendix 22, p.(i)‐the hollow is post medieval in origin, consistent with more recent disturbance
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7.46. In contrast to the WT, Mrs Goldberg of Natural England had at least sought to
examine other possible explanations for disturbance. These are unconvincing
for the reasons explained by Mr Goodwin 115. They include the idea of ‘rare
long distance dispersal events’ which is entirely inconsistent with the patches
being primarily in the hollows and, in any event, it does not sit easily with the
idea of ancient woodland status at all 116. No party at the Inquiry sought to
advance her possible explanations, or to challenge Mr Goodwin’s rebuttal of
them 117.
7.47. In terms of other species, Natural England noted that ‘many species are
restricted in distribution and large areas have a relatively low speciesrichness’ 118. Dr Young noted that there were ‘fewer than the optimum’ 119 and
agreed that the extension site was ‘relatively poor’ in terms of species.
According to KWT’s own surveyors in 2009, as confirmed in 2012, there is a
‘low diversity’ of breeding birds with no rare species, Red Data Book or EC
Directive Schedule 1 species breeding on the site 120. Lichens are ‘poor’ 121, the
‘paucity of dead wood reduces the number of fungal species to a minimum’,
with no Red Data Book or nationally rare fungi 122. Those invertebrates found
were of ‘negligible ecological interest’ 123 and the wood is ‘poor for roosting
bats’ 124. The habitat is ‘sub-optimal for dormice’, but would be improved if it
were not dominated by sweet chestnut 125, and there was a single common
toad found in 2009, but no instances of any amphibians found by 2012 126. No
badger setts were recorded in the extension site in 2009 or 2012, with the
focus of activity for badgers to the north of the study area, outside the
extension site 127.
7.48. In respect of the species which give the site its Local Wildlife Site (LWS)
status, 3 species of reptile (common lizard, slow worm and grass snake) were
found in medium or low densities in a limited number of locations; none of
them being other than common species 128. As Mr Goodwin pointed out, the
threshold for LWS designation for reptiles does not appear to be a high one. A
reasonable number of bryophytes have been recorded, but no nationally rare
species, and Dr Young agreed that no bryophyte species would be lost to the
area by reason of the development 129. Requiring microscopic examination, and
in a relative backwater of knowledge, bryophytes are notably underrecorded 130. As such, it is not unreasonable to infer that the record of their
existence here owes much to the thoroughness of the range and depth of
survey work, rather than to their intrinsic significance.
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7.49. A very substantial package of mitigation/compensation is proposed (See plan
0257/12/4). In quantitative terms this would provide more than a two for one
replacement of the woodland lost:Item

Area (ha)

Removal of woodland to facilitate proposed
development
Native woodland restoration within
application site
New native woodland planted and managed
Recently planted woodland to be managed
Existing woodland to be managed
TOTAL GAIN

-31

Gains
(cumulative, ha)
-

+33

2

+26.6
+4.3
+41.8

28.6
32.9
74.7
74.7ha

7.50. A carefully crafted Woodland Management Plan, with input from a leading
ancient woodland expert, Dr Peter Buckley, would be secured by the section
106 agreement. Neither the WT nor the KWT suggested any additional or
alternative mitigation or compensation. Although there is no guarantee that
there would be 100% success in translocating the soil, and hence the soils
would be irreplaceable, recent experience from Cossington has demonstrated
success can be achieved in the short and medium term (up to the present), as
confirmed by Dr Young. 131 As part of the proposals, it is proposed to
translocate some of the coppice stools, which is an established procedure,
though the success of taking the bryophytes with them would be experimental.
The replacement of a monoculture of sweet chestnut with native woodland
would however bring material ecological benefits. It would also fulfil the
objectives in the relevant Biodiversity Opportunity Area Statement132 of
restoring PAWS to native woodland and with the explicit reference in the Kent
Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) to diversifying sweet chestnut coppice 133. That
objective accords with Messrs Blakesley and Buckley’s work referred in
Document KWT 14 that the ‘number and variety of species of fungi,
invertebrates, birds and mammals tended to be lower [in sweet chestnut
woods], especially in monoculture stands’ and refers to ‘just 11 species of
insects occurring on chestnut, in comparison to over 400 species which use
oak and a similar number using willows’. 134 Natural England recognised that
even if sweet chestnut is considered an honorary native in parts of Kent, it is ‘a
relative newcomer on this site’. 135
7.51. As a result of the Application Proposals, there would be net biodiversity
gains 136. On behalf of the KWT, Dr Young agreed that there would be
enhancement for dormice, reptiles, badgers, birds, invertebrates and
amphibians, as well as greater lichen and bryophyte diversity 137. The
mitigation for bats was also agreed to be appropriate 138. There would be no
‘fragmentation’ of habitats but instead linkages would be created or reinforced,
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GAL/TG/PA Appendix 2
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particularly links to the ASNW at Broke Wood and Fullingpits Wood, in
accordance with the objectives of Keepers of Time 139, the South East Plan 140
and the Tonbridge and Malling BC DPD 141. Indeed, as Dr Young acknowledged,
there is every reason to suppose that the new woodland planting would qualify
as part of the LWS on the basis of one of the ancient woodland criteria 142. The
new arrangements for reptiles at the Habitat Creation Field would also qualify.
7.52. There is no evidence of any adverse indirect effects from the quarry’s current
operations, nor any basis for concluding that there would be any with the
proposed extension in operation. Mr Barnes’ case studies in his Appendix 11 143
are manifestly inapplicable to the application proposals.
7.53. Licences are likely to be required from Natural England in respect of
dormice 144. Natural England has not expressed any dissent from the
conclusion in the ES Addendum, reiterated in Mr Goodwin’s evidence, that
there is no basis to conclude that the derogation tests would not be met and it
is therefore reasonable to expect that the necessary licences would be
forthcoming. 145
Landscape and Visual Impact

7.54. The extension proposals are able to take advantage of the dense screen of
sweet chestnut, with a minimum distance of at least 50 m being retained
between the workings and the permissive path or the public rights of way 146
(including as proposed to be diverted 147). With the phased working, a
maximum of four phases of about 2 ha each would be without woodland cover
at any one time, a total of some 8 ha in all 148.
7.55. In consequence, the visual effects of the proposals would generally be limited,
as Mr Etchells agreed for the WT 149. Pursuant to the Woodland Management
Plan, the perimeter zone would be managed to ensure that this screening
remained effective 150. The only area where any material visual effects, albeit
highly localised, would arise is in the location of the cut and cover tunnel but
this would be subject to requirements for fencing and landscaping, secured by
condition, which in a short period would remove the impact (Mr Jenkins
referred to 3-5 years 151; Mr Etchells referred to 5-10 years, depending on
growth rates 152). Mr Etchells’ only other observation in this respect related to
an area to the north-east which from a photograph appeared to provide less
dense screening, however, Mr Etchells seems not to have appreciated the fast
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growing properties of sweet chestnut, as evident from Mr Mackworth-Praed’s
evidence 153.
7.56. There is a widespread concurrence of view as to the limited nature of any
visual effects, confirmed by the Kent AONB unit 154 and Maidstone BC’s
Landscape Officer 155.
7.57. Although without mitigation there would be a major/moderate adverse
landscape effect, this would reduce to moderate by reason of the phased
approach to the development, with no more than about 8 ha of woodland
removed at any one time and would, with additional planting, ultimately be
moderate beneficial 156.
7.58. Mr Etchells, for the WT, put the assessment higher, noting that the current
landscape value of the extension site was high, not least because ancient
woodland is of ‘national importance’, the sensitivity to the development was
high, that no account should be taken of the existing quarry in any assessment
and that, even with restoration and the substantial additional areas of planting,
there would be moderate adverse effects in the long-term.
7.59. The WT’s case is overstated. The existing landscape is subject to no national
or local landscape designation. The Kent-wide Special Landscape Areas,
designated for their value, do not include the Extension Site 157. The notion of
‘national importance’ is disputed by Natural England who considered that the
proposals did not raise issues of national importance to the natural
environment 158, the plantation is of the mid-19th century with no veteran trees,
and it is not of national ecological significance, such as to be designated a
SSSI 159. It was mistaken for Mr Etchells to assume that simply because it is
PAWS, it must be of high landscape value 160. Furthermore, Mr Etchells did not
appear to take account, or at least adequate account, of one of the striking
characteristics of coppiced sweet chestnut which is that far from being
exclusively ‘quiet, shady and enclosed’ 161, it would have been subject to
episodes of substantial change through coppicing.
7.60. The suggestion of high sensitivity does not take sufficient account of the
screening effect of the perimeter zone. Both landscape character assessments
undertaken by Jacobs refer to moderate sensitivity 162 and the Maidstone
Landscape Character Assessment expressly refers to the relevance of
screening in forming the judgment – the fact that it envisages ‘minor
development’ (undefined) does not remove the force of the rationale that it is
of moderate sensitivity by reason of screening. The use of terms such as
‘destructive, not constructive’ and ‘literally consume’ 163 does not assist in the
assessment.
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7.61. The methodological dispute about the appropriate baseline was also of little
assistance to the Inquiry. Mr Jenkins for GAL had regard to the baseline in the
form of the quarry as it presently exists, and to the required restoration in the
absence of the proposals 164. In contrast, Mr Etchells considered that the
existing quarry should be ignored 165, even though it would continue under
restoration in the absence of the proposals for some 5-7 years. There is scant
evidence on the matter and the WT closings do not say if they consider it
would make much of a difference. 166 If it does, Mr Jenkins’ approach is to be
preferred.
7.62. Mr Etchells’ evidence did not address anywhere whether there would be any
landscape benefits from the 26.6 ha of entirely new woodland planting 167 and
somewhat grudgingly only referred to something with ‘the appearance of
woodland’. 168 This seems to have unduly influenced his statement of moderate
adverse effects in the long-term. He was not prepared to accept landscape
benefits from replacement of the monoculture of sweet chestnut, but at least
he did not assert harm from native woodland planting. His view did not reflect
the WT’s own aspirations for substantial new woodland, which would be
advanced by the Application Proposals. 169 Mr. Jenkins’ assessment of
moderate positive landscape benefit, following restoration, is consistent with
that approach 170.
7.63. Mr Etchells did not suggest any additional or alternative landscape mitigation.
In his terms, the visual effect on the landscape resource would be limited. Any
effect on tranquillity would be highly localised in an environment already
affected by other noise. The concept of ‘continuity’ needs to be understood in
the context of mid-19th century plantation where ‘continuity’ from earlier
woodland cover would be no less maintained by 21st Century plantation. Also
the nature conservation interest is considerably affected by the 90-95%
bramble cover with no prospect of ‘phoenix-like’ rejuvenation 171. Furthermore,
the species value of the trees is poor.
Archaeology

7.64. There is no surface archaeological interest, but there remains potential for
Palaeolithic interest. A condition would secure any such interest and this was
agreed by the KCC Archaeological Officer, as reflected in the SCG 172. Heritage
matters have been addressed above under the heading of Need.
Impact on Local Residents

7.65. The Application Proposals would generally be further from residential
properties than the existing workings 173. Where relevant, existing criteria have
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been demonstrated to be met, as substantiated by the Environmental Health
Officer for Maidstone Borough Council, whose area includes the nearest
residential properties 174. ‘Unavoidable’ noise, dust and blast vibration can be
‘controlled, mitigated or removed at source’ 175.
7.66. New noise bunds would be provided immediately to the south of the processing
plant area when the filling is up to ground level and also between the south
eastern corner of the extension site and the North Pole Road dwellings before
Phase 20 working commenced 176. Accordingly, noise criteria would be
complied with in accordance with the Technical Guidance to the Framework.
7.67. The Environmental Health Officer for Maidstone BC has raised no concerns
about dust 177. Dust emissions can be adequately controlled and mitigated in
accordance with the Technical Guidance 178.
7.68. Although vibration from blasting at the existing quarry may be perceptible to
the surrounding residents, it is well below the 6mm/s peak particle velocity for
95% of events, as required by the present planning conditions. This figure is
widely used at other sites and also agrees with Government Guidance and the
relevant British Standard. It is proposed to retain the same condition for the
proposed extension 179. A scheme in respect of air overpressure could also be
imposed even though it is not advised by Minerals Planning Guidance 14 or
Vibrock 180. Such a scheme could identify the most sensitive monitoring
locations.
7.69. Traffic would be limited to the current times and numbers of vehicle
movements and it would use the existing quarry access, which has good and
direct links to the primary road network.
7.70. There are no objections from KCC or its advisors Jacobs who responded to the
ES Addendum, noting that ‘dust control and PM10 emissions will be kept to a
minimum and satisfactorily minimise the impact at the nearest residential
properties’, and they concluded that noise and vibration can also be controlled
satisfactorily 181. Maidstone BC’s EHO has no objection 182 and the SCG reflects
this position 183.
7.71. The Hermitage Quarry Liaison Group provides an effective forum for
disseminating information and addressing any of the local residents’
concerns 184.
7.72. There would be no harm to the amenity of the users of the rights of way or of
the permissive perimeter path. It is telling that neither KCC’s Rights of Way
Officer, the Ramblers Association, nor the British Horse Society raised any
objections in this, or any other, regard.
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Waste Permitting

7.73. The current landfill operation at the existing quarry is controlled by the
provisions of a Planning Pollution and Control Permit 185. In the event of
planning permission being granted, the Environment Agency would prefer to
vary the existing permit rather than to issue a new one 186.
7.74. Infill at the existing quarry is ‘in balance with rates of extraction’ and the rate
of infilling can be further influenced by pricing, should there be a need to do
so. It can therefore be confidently concluded that sufficient infill will be
available for the restoration element of the proposals 187.
Economic Effects

7.75. The existing quarry, which would need to close if the application proposals did
not succeed, makes an important local contribution to economic life, with 105
direct GAL employees and a further 20 indirectly employed 188. GAL’s wage bill
feeds £4.35 million a year into the local economy 189. The ‘core of the
workforce would be redundant soon after depletion of the reserve’ with ‘phased
downsizing of the remainder during backfilling’ 190. In addition to the loss of
the concrete and aggregates businesses which are dependent on the
continuation of the existing quarry 191, damage would be inflicted on the overall
Gallagher Group which itself is a ‘highly integrated business’ 192. Having regard
to the high proportion of employment in Kent in the corporate management
and the public sectors, it is significant that the skilled workforce that would be
laid off ‘makes a considerable contribution to the diversity of the workforce
involved in the construction, building and plant management sector’ 193.
7.76. As a small operator, and the sole local producer of crushed rock in Kent, GAL
faces established competition from the major firms that operate the aggregate
import supply points. This means that GAL has to maintain competitive prices,
resulting in higher production efficiency and quality of output. In the absence
of the proposed quarry extension, there would be a higher likelihood of margin
squeeze pricing with adverse local economic effects 194. Furthermore,
maintaining Kent’s indigenous hard rock supply would be likely to have cost
benefits for local consumers.
7.77. In any event, with 95% of the material from Hermitage Quarry going to sites
within a 40 km (25 mile) radius 195, the alternative of not providing for this
indigenous supply would be demonstrably less sustainable. There would also
be large increases in the carbon footprint if the alternatives were transported
by road, sea or rail 196. There is no reason for WT’s statement in Closing that
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importing aggregates into Kent might divert them from longer journeys. 197 Mr
Steedman for the WT was silent in his proof on the sustainability implications
of the proposals not proceeding. This omission was as curious as his
insistence that the loss of local employment should be ‘ignored’ 198.
The Proposed Diversion Orders (See Separate Reports)

7.78. The two proposed Orders have been applied for by GAL pursuant to the powers
under Sections 247, 253 and 261 of the TCPA 1990. They are both dependent
on planning permission being granted for the application proposals but are
sought now because of the need to proceed expeditiously in the event that
planning permission is granted.
7.79. Surveys of the usage of the two existing highways showed an average of 14
movements per day on the Bridleway at the western end, compared with 49
movements per day on the permissive path at this point 199. On the Byway the
average movements were 60 per day compared with 42 on the permissive
path 200.
7.80. Three modifications are proposed by GAL, in agreement with Kent County
Council 201. It is proposed that MR108 would no longer take effect from the
outset but only prior to the commencement of working in Phase 12. This
would ensure that the diversion would be for the minimum period necessary.
The second is to insert a reference to Section 261 in the wording of the Order
for MR496. The MR496 Order already refers on its face to Section 261 and is
drafted in the language applicable to a Section 261 application. The third is a
correction of the description of one of the replacement routes from footpath to
the higher status of bridleway to accord with the application. No prejudice
would arise to any person by reason of these modifications, which are within
the ambit of the discretion to modify (i.e. ‘as he thinks fit’) under Section
252(8), and no further advertisement is thus required.
7.81. The tests for making the Orders would be met 202. The diverted routes would
be appropriate for the amenity of their users. There are no objections to
either proposed Order from the Ramblers or the British Horse Society and,
subject to the modifications, there are no remaining objections from KCC.
Indeed, subject to the modifications, there are no objections to the proposed
Order in respect of MR496. None of the objections in respect of MR108
suggest that the diversion is not necessary if planning permission is to be
granted and no alternative diversion route has been suggested.
The Balance: the Framework and the Development Plan

7.82. The need and other benefits, including economic and biodiversity benefits,
would heavily outweigh any adverse effects by reason of the loss of ancient
woodland, with its irreplaceable soils. In striking that balance, it is relevant to
have regard to the mitigation/compensation package. Mr Barnes for the WT
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agreed that the Framework required mitigation and compensation to be taken
into account in striking that balance 203, notwithstanding Natural England’s
advice that consideration of compensation should be deferred to some later
stage. As addressed above, striking the balance also requires consideration of
the significance of the loss of the ancient woodland in question, rather than a
bland attachment of equal significance of loss to all ancient woodland.
7.83. The need and other benefits would also strongly outweigh any other adverse
effects, including any effect on the interests protected by the Local Wildlife Site
(where reptile interest and bryophyte diversity would be enhanced), localised
landscape and visual or other amenity effects. None of these effects are in the
language of the Framework ‘unacceptable’ and where ‘unavoidable’, they can
be acceptably controlled 204. None of the adverse effects would in any event
comprise ‘significant harm’ 205.
7.84. The Framework confirms that when determining planning applications ‘great
weight’ should be given to the benefits of mineral extraction, including to the
economy, with similar advice confirming that ‘significant weight should be
placed on the need to support economic growth through the planning
system’ 206.
7.85. Within the meaning of the Framework, the application proposals would
comprise sustainable development, fulfilling important economic, social and
environmental roles 207. The proposals are therefore entitled to the
presumption in favour of sustainable development.
7.86. The proposals would also accord with the Development Plan 208.
7.87. The emerging Kent Minerals and Waste Development Framework (MWDF) can
have only little weight at this stage. There were various references in the WT
Closing Submissions to this emerging Plan 209 which KCC anyhow accepted
would inevitably have to change as a result of the outcome of the Inquiry,
probably with the addition of an exceptions policy. Neither WT nor KWT
suggested that the application proposals were premature in their Statements
of Case. However Mr Steedman for the WT sought to argue, without any
reference in his proof to the relevant Government advice, 210 that the proposals
should be rejected on such grounds. Having regard to the anticipated dates
for submission and adoption of the MWDF Core Strategy and the Mineral Sites
Plan 211, the timing of the process alone could not justify refusal on grounds of
prematurity. Mr Steedman agreed that there was ‘no early prospect of
submission’ of the MWDF 212. His only justification for delaying a decision was
‘the expectation of further analysis at a local level’ 213. It is hard to conceive of
a less clear demonstration of prejudice to the MWDF process. Moreover, the
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reserves at the quarry would be exhausted by the time the MWDF process was
completed and anyhow no alternative sites were promoted in response to the
calls for sites.
7.88. There can be no basis for delaying a decision. Determination is urgently
required and there has been the opportunity for a far greater depth of
assessment with the application process than would be the case through the
MWDF process, as indeed Mr Steedman conceded.
7.89. Notwithstanding the objections, there is a remarkable breadth of support for
the proposals, underlying the strong case of need and the limited adverse
effects. This support came, not only from the Mineral Planning Authority who
are required to strike a balance with due weight afforded to the competing
interests, but it also came from the local Member of Parliament, Tracey Crouch
MP, and the Parish Council in which the existing quarry is situated and
Aylesford Parish Council. The confirmation from Kent CPRE that it did not
object to the proposals was a reflection of its recognition that the interests of
the rural economy and those of built heritage must weigh heavily in the
balance. Tonbridge and Malling BC and Maidstone BC, who did not appear at
the Inquiry, did not seek to strike the balance themselves, recognising that
this was a matter for the Mineral Planning Authority in the first instance, and
now for the Secretary of State.
7.90. It was accordingly requested that permission be granted for the Application
Proposals including the three associated Section 73 applications, subject to the
proposed conditions and having regard to the Section 106 agreement and its
annexed Woodland Management Plan 214. It was also requested that the
proposed diversion orders be made with the suggested modifications.

8. The Case for the Mineral Planning Authority (Kent County Council)
Introduction

8.1.

The decision in this case turns on the balance between the need for the
minerals lying in the westerly extension and the loss of the ancient woodland
(AW).

8.2.

The evidence at the Inquiry supported Kent County Council’s (KCC) view that
the balance lay in favour of the proposals, which would be consistent with
policy at both local and national level. The evidence also demonstrated there
to be no other consideration that would require planning permission to be
refused, which could not be adequately addressed by appropriate planning
conditions or covenants under the Section 106 Agreement.

8.3.

These conclusions were reached by considering the two key issues, namely the
need for the development and the implications for the ancient woodland,
alongside all other planning considerations. The balance has to be struck in
accordance with paragraph 118 of the National Planning Policy Framework
(The Framework) which, amongst other things, aims to prevent the loss of
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ancient woodland unless the benefits of the development would clearly
outweigh that loss.
The Need for the Extension

8.4.

The need case is set out clearly in the Committee Report 215 and it was also
summarized and updated in the proof of evidence of the KCC witness, Mr
Clifton. That need is both compelling and unanswerable 216, and there was no
suggestion that KCC had failed to take any relevant factor into account or that
they had had regard to something that they should not have done.

8.5.

In contrast, the main policy witness for the Woodland Trust (WT) (Mr
Steedman) failed to even mention the requirement in the Framework for an
adequate and steady supply of crushed rock or the benefits of local
employment that would otherwise be lost. Accordingly, little weight should be
placed on the contrary contention. 217
Policy Requirements

8.6.

The essential role of minerals in supporting sustainable economic growth and
our quality of life underpins the approach in the Framework to such
development 218. This advice goes on to highlight the importance of a sufficient
supply of material to provide the infrastructure, buildings, energy and goods
that the country needs.

8.7.

That importance is translated into specific advice, which inter alia states that
authorities should (with added emphasis):•
•

Give great weight to the benefits of mineral extraction, including to the
economy when determining planning applications; and
Plan for a steady and adequate supply of aggregates.

8.8.

Contrary to the impression given by Mr Steedman in cross examination, a
steady and adequate supply requires the provision of a separate landbank of at
least 10 years for crushed rock 219.

8.9.

In Kent, Policy M3 of the South East Plan (SEP) requires a landbank of 0.78
million tonnes per annum (mtpa) for at least 10 years production. As the SEP
states at paragraph 10.86, the regional supply figure has been apportioned
initially on the basis of average sales 220.

8.10. In essence, Mr Steedman suggested that this figure should be ignored 221 and
that the SEP requirement should be reviewed in the light of the position at
Blaise Farm and the approaching end of the permitted reserves at Hermitage
Quarry. He sought to gain support for his approach of ignoring the need for an
adequate and steady supply in the EIP Report. However, as Mr Jenkins
pointed out for GAL, that would be a misinterpretation of the Panel’s Report. 222
Some of the local residents also took Mr Steedman’s stance.
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8.11. However, this is not the approach set out by the DCLG Chief Planner in his
letter dated 6th July 2010 223. There is no alternative apportionment figure
relied upon by KCC, or anyone else, and the suggestion that the decision
should be delayed in order to test the apportionment figure through the
Minerals and Waste Development Framework (MWDF) would not be consistent
with the advice in the Chief Planner’s letter. It is clear that minerals planning
applications should be considered on their merits and in the context of the SEP
apportionment figure, the real landbank, and of course the need to maintain a
steady and adequate supply of the mineral. 224
8.12. Given the advice in the Chief Planner’s letter to apply the apportionment, the
prospective revocation of the SEP would make no difference to this conclusion.
The Existing and Potential Reserves

8.13. Hermitage Quarry and Blaise Farm Quarry are the only two permitted ragstone
sites in Kent and: only approximately 1.3 million tonnes (mt) remains of the permitted
Hermitage Quarry reserve, and this will be exhausted by late 2014 or early
2015, 225
 only some 12.38 mt remains in Blaise Farm (7.68 mt of ragstone and 4.70
mt of hassock) and not the 30 mt plus referred to in both the emerging
Framework Documents and the Committee Report, 226
 the proposed Hermitage Quarry westerly extension comprises about 16 mt,
of which 10.67 mt is solid ragstone with the remainder marketable as
washed hassock, and 227
 no other ragstone sites have been proposed.
8.14. The lack of existing and potential supplies would appear to be beyond dispute.
8.15. Blaise Farm Quarry does not represent a realistic alternative to the Application
Site, as robustly confirmed by the evidence before the Inquiry.
 There was an absence of challenge by the Woodland Trust (WT) in Mr
Wilkinson’s geological evidence,
 Hansons, the owners of Blaise Farm Quarry, have not objected to the GAL
application to extend Hermitage Quarry, or even provided any
representation to the Inquiry relating to the future use of Blaise Quarry,
and
 There was very limited disagreement by Mrs Poole, on behalf of WT, with
any of GAL’s evidence on the geology or the nature and quality of the
reserves at Blaise Farm or in the Hermitage Quarry extension.
8.16. There are no other alternative sites: This was confirmed by Mr Steedman for the Woodland Trust in cross
examination by GAL,
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No alternative ragstone site has come forward during the preparation of
the emerging Development Plan Framework; notwithstanding two separate
calls for sites by KCC 228, and
The only other possible site that came forward during this Development
Plan process was for the Richborough Underground Limestone Mine 229, but
in cross examination Mr Steedman made clear that he placed no reliance
upon this mine. The additional information provided by GAL also confirmed
that there can be no reliance on this suggested source. 230

8.17. The lack of any alternative sites to Hermitage Quarry or Blaise Farm was
confirmed by the alternative sites assessment carried out by GAL as part of the
information that accompanied the original ES 231; which was subsequently
updated in the ES Addendum. 232 The robustness of this assessment was
confirmed not only by Mr Clifton 233 but also by Mr Steedman (under cross
examination by GAL). He did not appear to dispute that it was a thorough and
careful assessment and he stated that it was a ‘standard approach and had not
been skewed in any way’. The only reservation he had was in respect of Blaise
Farm Quarry. However, he had already confirmed that he was relying upon
Mrs Poole’s evidence on the potential uses of the Blaise Farm materials and
their comparison with those of the Hermitage Quarry extension.
8.18. Mr Steedman’s case was based upon a 40 year supply at Blaise Farm 234 but, as
noted above, it was agreed by Mrs Poole that this numerical landbank is only
equivalent to about 16.5 years.
8.19. Mr Steedman also said (under cross examination by GAL) that he ‘had to
assume that Blaise will change from dormant to active in the same way that
GAL had to assume it wouldn’t’. It is of course not a question of ‘assuming’
anything but the making of an objective assessment on the evidence. GAL and
KCC had done that but Mr Steedman had not. His approach would not provide
the basis for meeting the objectives in the Framework and its express
requirement for an adequate and steady supply of crushed rock.
Real Need and Real Supply

8.20. The existing and potential supply position must be considered in real terms.
Even Mr Steedman gave some recognition (under cross examination by GAL)
to the fact that you don’t just look at the numerical position in terms of
permitted reserves in judging the landbank.
8.21. The Planning and Minerals: Practice Guide advises that the management of
landbanks should be based on considerations of real need and real supply (see
paragraphs 72-75). 235
8.22. In addition, the DCLG Guidance on the Managed Aggregate Supply System
(October 2012) 236 advises that:-
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The landbank should exclude dormant and inactive sites (23),
The length of the landbank should be calculated using the expected
provision (23),
There should be a landbank of at least 10 years for crushed rock - based
on the past 10 years average sales (24), and
An adequate or excess landbank is not a reason for withholding planning
permission unless there are other planning objections, which are not
outweighed by planning benefits (26).

8.23. Furthermore, and directly relevant to the current application, the Guidance
advises (at paragraph 26) that there may be valid reasons why an application
for minerals development is brought forward in an area where an adequate
landbank exists including: The nature, type and qualities of the aggregate, such as its suitability for a
particular use within a distinct and separate market, and
 Known constraints on the availability of consented reserves that might limit
output over the Plan Period.
WT made no reference to this in their evidence to the Inquiry.
8.24. Even at the agreed reduced level of 12.38 mt, Blaise Farm would not be a
reliable alternative source. Since the announced closure of the site by Hanson
in 2005 the site has only operated very occasionally on a campaign basis, as
and when, there has been a demand for lower specification materials for use
as bulk fill. Mrs Poole, for the WT, herself described the limited occurrence of
ragstone deposits in Kent as ‘a unique and important resource in south east
England’. 237 English Heritage concurred. Not only is Hermitage Quarry the
only source of quality Kentish Ragstone but it is the only source of that stone
that is utilized as a natural building/dimension stone.
8.25. As set out in KCC’s Draft Local Aggregate Assessment, as well as the
Committee Report dealing with this application, the length of the landbank
(then assumed to be above 30 mt numerically) is only one of many issues that
has to be taken into account. 238 It is also envisaged that although the
Hermitage Quarry Extension would not be an allocated site, an exceptions
policy would be added to the emerging Minerals Plan.
8.26. Mrs Poole did not dispute that, overall, the ragstone yield for the proposed
extension would be likely to be greater than that within Blaise Farm. 239 In that
regard Mrs Poole stated in cross examination by GAL, that the test results
confirmed that the proportion of hassock at Blaise Farm was twice that from
Hermitage Quarry. 240
8.27. Mrs Poole did not dispute that processed ragstone, within the current
Hermitage Quarry, is shown to be of a superior quality to the processed
ragstone at Blaise Farm. 241 She accepted (under cross examination by GAL)
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that the materials from Hermitage Quarry would comply with the requirements
for concreting. 242
8.28. It was agreed that the full thickness of the Hythe Formation is present within
the Westerly Extension 243 and Mrs Poole accepted that the reserves within the
proposed extension are of comparable quality. 244 She expressly agreed (under
cross examination by GAL) that she was not arguing that a comparable
product range wouldn’t be achieved from the extension. Moreover, she didn’t
appear to challenge the ‘exceptional quality’ of the ragstone within the existing
quarry, as claimed by GAL. 245 She also accepted that Hanson had never used
materials from Blaise Farm for the making of concrete or bituminous mixtures,
but that they had been used for similar purposes to those for which GAL had
supplied them on a campaign basis.
8.29. In his evidence for GAL, Mr Bate emphasised the importance of the Magnesium
Sulphate soundness test and Mrs Poole accepted this. Indeed, Mr. Bate told
the Inquiry (in his evidence in-chief) that it is the ‘most important indicator of
usability’. The material from Hermitage Quarry performed significantly better
on this test than did the material from Blaise Quarry. Although only one test
was carried out on the Blaise Quarry material and the result was just outside
the acceptable limit of 36 (compared with a maximum of 30 or 35), it is plainly
inferior to the Hermitage Quarry material in this crucial respect. 246 As Mr. Bate
said (under cross examination by the WT), the other indicators in any event
support the lack of suitable physical properties indicated by the Magnesium
Sulphate test. 247
8.30. In respect of all the tests (see GAL/AJB/PRA3 and GAL22), Mrs Poole accepted
in cross examination by GAL that these had been carried out using the
advanced grading and processing equipment at Hermitage Quarry. Therefore,
as Mrs Poole also accepted, to achieve even these results, similar equipment
would be required at Blaise Farm. That would require very significant
investment and there was no evidence before the Inquiry to suggest this would
be forthcoming. The quality of the reserves at Blaise Farm is such that this
investment simply couldn’t be justified. Hanson’s mothballing of the site is
consistent with that conclusion, as is the absence of any objection from them
to the Application, and also the absence of any support from any customer or
potential customer who might want minerals from that site. Moreover, there
was no evidence of any customer satisfaction with materials that had been
provided from Blaise Farm. As Mr Bate confirmed, the increase in availability
of recycled materials would, if anything, depress the demand for materials
from Blaise Farm but not from Hermitage Quarry. 248
8.31. Specifically with regard to building/dimension stone, Mrs Poole accepted in
cross examination by GAL that the greater thickness of the ragstone beds at
Hermitage Quarry was needed for the production of coping stones. 249 The
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severe limitations of the Blaise Farm stone (in respect of type, colour and
quality), as stated by Mr Bate, were borne out by the evidence. The
importance of the deep beds was highlighted by the letters from the Historic
Royal Palaces, the English Stone Forum and the Ecclesiastical Architects and
Surveyors Association (EASA) who referred to it as madness to suggest that
unsuitable alternatives should be used. 250 In addition, this was supported by
English Heritage (EH) in their letter of 23 August 2012 – this refers to no other
building/dimension stone, whether indigenous or imported, being of a suitable
match either aesthetically or in terms of hardness, permeability and
weathering characteristics. 251 EH also refer to Hermitage Quarry having a
greater number of suitable beds. 252
8.32. Mrs Poole was unable to point to any evidence supporting the use of Blaise
Farm materials. In contrast to the dimension stone from Hermitage Quarry,
the evidence of user experience of the Blaise Farm material was all
discouraging.
8.33. Mr Bate referred to several incidents of the failure of the Blaise Farm material
eg Dartford 2006 (where the material was used as a base material to infill
lakes). There were also the incidents relating to a right of way, with the
strength and durability of the material failing over as little as 2-3 years. There
was a further instance of failure where Type 1 stone was supplied to Denton in
North Kent and surface rutting occurred.
8.34. In relation to dimension stone applications, Mr Andrew, of Essential Stone (one
of the leading stonemasons dealing with ragstone), was damning about its
quality. He referred particularly to the porosity of the Blaise Farm material 253
and to numerous failures, including ‘the Wye Bridge fiasco’. Chilmark stone
had to be used to replace the Blaise Farm material for the works on the church
of St. Nicholas at Wade. It is clear from the photographs provided by GAL that
the replacement Chilmark stone is an incongruous and unfortunate substitute
for the required stone. 254 The glowing support for Hermitage Quarry stone is
even more impressive, given Mrs Poole’s evidence that some stonemasons say
that ragstone is harder to work than other comparable materials. Thus it is
especially important that it has been used for a very long time, including in
prestigious buildings, and it is still in great demand for such purposes, as well
as (some 30%) for new developments. 255
8.35. Notwithstanding this powerful need case for the extension, the WT relied upon
the non-allocation of the extension in the emerging Minerals and Waste
Development Strategy. The approach employed in the emerging plan, in
recognition of the problems with the Blaise Farm Quarry, is to include an
exceptions policy, rather than to allocate the site 256. In reality any debate on
this is likely to be academic, since the decision on this application is likely to
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be received well before the submission of even the Minerals and Waste Local
Plan, let alone the Sites Plan 257.
8.36. However, the attempt by the WT to seek support from the approach in the
emerging plan is inevitably a fruitless exercise. Whether the site is allocated
or not makes no difference to the determination of the application. It doesn’t
alter the considerations to be taken into account in striking the balance, and
the need for the development is beyond argument. As explained above, that is
fully recognized in the emerging Development Plan Document.
Ancient Woodland
The Approach to the Issue

8.37. There is of course no dispute that the loss of ancient woodland (AW) is a very
important and sensitive issue. KCC understands and respects the concerns
over this. However, a loss of ancient woodland has to be approached sensibly
and in a balanced way; applying the relevant policies correctly.
8.38. The key national guidance on the approach to development, which would result
in the loss of ancient woodland, is now found in the Framework document
which states:‘Planning permission should be refused for development resulting in the loss or
deterioration of irreplaceable habitats, including ancient woodland and the loss
of aged or veteran trees found outside ancient woodland, unless the need for,
and benefits of, the development in that location clearly outweigh the loss.’
Contrary to the assertion in Mr Barnes’ proof for the WT, this does NOT
preclude the loss of ancient woodland 258.
8.39. The Framework advice is not materially different from that previously found in
PPS9, as Natural England themselves confirm in their Standing Advice (May
2012) 259. Thus the Development Plan policies relating to ancient woodland are
not out of date merely because of the publication of the Framework.
8.40. Two aspects of the Development Plan should be emphasized in this context: SEP Policy NRM7 requires the replacement of woodland unavoidably lost
through development with new woodland on at least the same scale. 260
That requirement would be complied with, and
 Policy NE4 of the T&MBC Managing Development and the Environment DPD
also does not prohibit loss of AW. 261 It expressly requires a balancing of
the need for, and benefits of, the development against the harm that
would be caused to the ecological and historical importance of the AW,
which is something that the WT says you shouldn’t do. However, NE4 was
adopted in the context of PPS9 and in respect of AW must be equally
consistent with the Framework.
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8.41. The views of the Kent Wildlife Trust (KWT) and the Woodland Trust (WT) were
largely based on form and not substance in this respect. That was at variance
with the practical ‘can-do’, ‘should deliver if possible’, approach promoted in
the Framework 262.
8.42. The mantra of the WT has been that this is AW and thus IRREPLACEABLE. In
reality, their analysis of the issues then stopped at that point but, being
irreplaceable, doesn’t mean that policy doesn’t allow AW to be lost, where the
planning merits justify it.
8.43. Furthermore, their unwillingness to accept the requirement of a consideration
of the value of the particular AW, betrays an unbalanced, and indeed flawed,
approach. This was the case in Mr. Barnes’ evidence. Despite purporting to
acknowledge that a balance is required, it displayed a skewed and partial
balance. 263
8.44. The WT pointed to appeal decisions and said that the Inspectors (and in one
case the Secretary of State) didn’t accept that the approach should be any
different in relation to Plantation of Ancient Woodland Site (PAWS) than to
Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland (ASNW). 264 However, again to stop the
analysis there does not provide the full picture.
8.45. Of the four decisions before the Inquiry (none of which related to a minerals
development), in only one of them did the Inspector find a need for the
development. 265 In that appeal, the Inspector did consider it was relevant to
consider the biodiversity value of the AW (i.e. that the loss would be largely of
non-native trees). 266 Where a need is found, it is very difficult to see how the
balance required under paragraph 118 of the Framework could lawfully be
struck without weighing the benefits and need on one side, against the
ecological and historical interests of the AW in issue.
8.46. The Woodland Trust’s approach on this can be further tested by asking
whether they would, if it were the case, be relying upon the fact that the site
was high value ASNW? Of course they would, and they would be right to do
so; it would be an important material consideration to be weighed in the
balance.
The Loss of Ancient Woodland in Perspective

8.47. KCC approached the Application upon the basis that there would be a loss of
irreplaceable woodland and it reached its decision on a worst case approach.
It nonetheless considered that the need outweighed that loss.
8.48. KCC identified a very strong need for the development; identified significant
benefits that would arise; and recognized the attributes of the off-setting
measures in terms of the loss of the AW and biodiversity. That is an entirely
proper approach consistent with the Framework. Despite hints to the contrary,
and some of the statements in the WT’s evidence, it was not suggested in
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cross examination of Mr Clifton, the KCC’s witness, that there was any error in
his approach to striking the balance.
8.49. The evidence before the Inquiry confirmed that the site is recognized for its
ecological interest only at a county level, as a Local Wildlife Site. It is not
considered to be of national interest by Natural England (NE), who did not
therefore seek to have the application called-in 267.
8.50. The ecological surveys indicate that, in respect of nearly all the species
present, the biodiversity interest is either limited, or very limited 268.
8.51. The KWT evidence was largely looking at form rather than substance. Thus
the fact that Oaken Wood is described as W10 Woodland (which is a descriptor
not a category of woodland) does not mean that it is necessarily of high value
in ecological terms. The fact that other W10 Woodlands may, as their witness
Dr Young relied upon, be of relatively high value seems to prove nothing in
itself. Dr Young said in cross examination that she wasn’t comparing Oaken
Wood to Blean Wood, which does appear to be of higher value. Although in
cross examination by GAL, Dr Young wouldn’t accept that the Oaken Wood site
was of lower value, she did accept that it was relatively poor.
8.52. There was no dispute that 95% of the site is covered with bramble
undergrowth and little else of ecological interest. There are ‘hot spots’; and Mr
Goodwin’s Plan ECO 2 painted a very revealing picture in relation to that. So,
EVEN IF there was some basis for believing that management of the woodland
might be reinstated, if the current application were rejected, there would be no
basis to believe that this would result in some kind of abracadabra moment
that would lead to a sudden, or even a slow burn, transformation of this site to
one of higher ecological value.
8.53. KWT believed, or perhaps hoped, that there would be regeneration elsewhere
on the site or in the woods. Although Dr Young said she wasn’t comparing
Blean Wood to Oaken Wood she did say that Oaken Wood might ‘grow up’ to
be like Blean Wood ‘one day’. But there was no evidence whatsoever of any
mechanism by which that was likely to happen based upon the circumstances
of Oaken Wood, which had been looked at extremely carefully by the
Applicant. No convincing case, based on the circumstances of the Application
Site, was made. Some references to the degree of restoration success
elsewhere were not convincing without demonstrated similarities between the
sites on an objective basis; and that was not done.
8.54. There were however three very telling pieces of evidence which cast significant
doubt on KWT’s stance: Mr Barnes’ evidence for the Woodland Trust recognized that ancient
woodland ground flora tend to disperse poorly and, once lost, are at best
slow to return, if at all 269. Moreover, this evidence acknowledged that the
change to chestnut coppice would have a bearing on the ecology of the
site, influencing the distribution and abundance of the species 270,
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The slow spread of Ancient Woodland Indicator species (AWIs) is referred
to in Rodwell’s British Plant Communities (Woodlands and Scrub) which, as
Mr Goodwin pointed out, refers to a spread of only 6-10m per century in a
Surrey stand, 271 and
The WT Report (prepared by the pedigree authors Pryor, Curtis &
Peterken) states in this context :–
‐ AWIs are slow colonizers and will not readily re-colonise PAWS,
‐ AWIs do not generally have long-lived seed, and will thus not rise,
phoenix-like, from the soil,
‐ In terms of woodland specialist plants ‘what you see is what you get’, 272
and
‐ There is the possible disturbance event, as addressed by Mr Chadwick
for the Applicant.

8.55. In addition, the Applicant pointed to other woods to demonstrate that
coppicing and the shedding of light can’t turn dust into gold, in ecological
terms.
8.56. In further contrast, the Applicant provided very compelling evidence that the
proposed biodiversity measures would deliver significant benefits, particularly
because of the amount of native woodland that would be created as opposed
to existing sweet chestnut coppice.
8.57. Although Dr Young said that the Kent Biodiversity Action Plan before the
Inquiry was an early edition, it is still relevant and has not been withdrawn.
This Plan includes Objectives/Targets: To retain all ancient semi-natural woodland, to restore positive
conservation management and enhance woodlands on ancient replanted
sites to a more semi-natural character (e.g. diversify sweet chestnut
plantations), and
 Implement best practice in woodlands, with increasing biodiversity as a
key aim 273.
8.58. It would of course be incorrect to consider sweet chestnut as native woodland
species. It has some biodiversity value, as Dr Young sought to stress with her
reference to butterflies. 274 However, on the evidence before the Inquiry, that
value is very restricted in comparison to that of native woodland.
8.59. It is notable that the WT’s main aims include increasing the area of native
woodland 275. It is also relevant that in cross examination by GAL, Mr Barnes
dissociated himself from what Mr Brady (the witness that he replaced) had
stated in his proof, where he referred to the sweet chestnut coppice of Oaken
Wood functioning as Ancient Semi Natural Woodland (ASNW) 276. That is
plainly wrong and was a further demonstration of the WT’s focus being on the
label rather than on the substance.
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8.60. Further, the policy documents that Mr Barnes’ referred to: Highlight the importance of NATIVE woodland and thus ASNW rather than
PAWS, 277 and
 They stress avoiding an ‘overall’ or ‘net loss’ of biodiversity. 278 A similar
approach is adopted in paragraph 109 of the Framework, which seeks the
minimisation of impacts on biodiversity and the provision of net gains in
biodiversity where possible.
Off-Setting Measures

8.61. The evidence on behalf of the WT and KWT failed to give any proper
recognition to the off-setting proposals and benefits that would be delivered.
It is simply wrong to categorise these proposals as all loss in that respect, and
KCC recognized this in reaching its decision.
8.62. The off-setting measures include replacement mixed planting on the site itself,
together with the additional native woodland and hedgerow planting and
management of existing woodland. 279 In addition, the habitat creation field (of
9ha) would deliver benefits, including meeting its primary objective as the
receptor site for reptiles.
8.63. The evidence at the Inquiry showed just how effective the mitigation/
compensation measures would be and the clear biodiversity benefits that
would be achieved.
8.64. There should be a high degree of confidence in these measures given: The cogent, indeed often compelling and well substantiated, evidence from
a very experienced ecologist, Mr Goodwin,
 The progress made in translocation techniques and the advice given in this
case by Peter Buckley. Further, this is not translocation of semi-natural
ancient woodland, which the WT has previously indicated as ‘particularly
inappropriate’, 280 and
 The very detailed, coherent and fully justified Woodland Management Plan
that is robustly secured (‘belt and braces and all’) by the Section 106
Agreement. That Agreement was very carefully formulated and was
scrutinized at the Inquiry but not found wanting by the Rule 6 parties (on
the usual without prejudice basis).
Other Matters
8.65. The other key matters relied upon in opposition to the proposal relate to
landscape and visual impact and the impact on local residents.
Landscape and Visual Impact

8.66. The starting point is that this site has no landscape quality designation. It was
not recognized as being of County importance (eg a Special Landscape Area)
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WT/AB/P at 4.16 & 4.17 on p.18.
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under the former Structure Plan that has now been superseded by the South
East Plan (SEP). 281
8.67. It is clear from the Framework that a countryside location is not itself a barrier
to such development 282 and the approach to AW in the Framework has been
set out above.
8.68. Accordingly, no ‘in principle’ objection could arise from the landscape and
visual impact case made by the WT, though these factors have to be weighed
in the balance. However, that weighing has to take into account the fact that
any minerals operation will be likely to have certain impacts, particularly
where, as is commonly the case, the site is a greenfield one in the countryside.
That is borne out in this case by the landscape character assessment referred
to on behalf of the WT by Mr Etchells which refers to ‘the numerous quarries’ in
the countryside and that the Hythe Beds provide hard stone, which is a
distinctive feature of local buildings, particularly in the rural areas. 283
8.69. Although in this case there is the important added factor of the AW, at the
same time, the proposed working site has a high degree of enclosure and
screening provided by the existing woodland. Accordingly, the visual impact
would be minimal, as would be any perception of the change in the landscape
character. Moreover, contrary to Mr Etchells’ characterization of the
development as being destructive, the application proposals include for the
replacement of the existing 31 hectares of woodland with 33 hectares of native
woodland on the site alone. Although this would obviously not happen
immediately, it is nonetheless an important consideration in both landscape
and visual impact terms, and very different from a development with
permanent buildings.
Visual Impacts

8.70. Mr Etchells’ concerns about the visual impact of the development seemed to be
very largely addressed by the retention of a minimum 50m wide perimeter
buffer strip of woodland.
8.71. Mr Etchells accepted that, in accordance with the Woodland Management Plan,
the perimeter screening would prevail. He also acknowledged in cross
examination that sweet chestnut grows ‘quite rapidly’ and would be ‘a very
effective screen’; and also that, as it gets denser, that screening would occur
whether it was summer or winter. He agreed that the 50m width would be
reasonable, though that is the minimum width; with an average of 68m. 284
8.72. Mr Etchells accepted that the quarry operations would not generally be visible
from the area around the site 285. He did not appear to place any real reliance
upon longer views and that is consistent with the fact that the extension would
barely be noticeable, if at all, from any such viewpoint. Indeed, he accepted
that the visual effects would, in principle, be limited.
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See policy EN5 on p.69 of GAL 24 – Kent and Medway Structure Plan (2006)
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Para. D7 in JE Appendix D.
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8.73. The only caveat to that was the impact of the tunnel for the access to the
extension, however that would be a very localised impact. Mr Etchells
contended that it would be a longer period, of perhaps 10 years duration,
rather than the 3-5 years stated in the ES Addendum before the impact
became insignificant. However, with the suggested condition (Doc GAL37/1,
Condition 12), there is no reason why this impact should be other than very
limited.
Landscape Impact

8.74. Mr Etchells placed reliance on the loss of tranquillity. His suggestion that one
had to go as far as 500m from the existing operations before the noise became
insignificant seemed surprising, as Mr Clifton commented (in-chief). Mr Clifton
also referred to the traffic noise from the motorway as often being what one
would notice, rather than noise from the existing quarry. However, the
opportunity to walk and enjoy this locality is not limited to just the close
proximity of the existing quarry or the proposed westerly extension. Oaken
Wood extends to about 240 ha, of which the extension site is about 14%. The
diverted rights of way would come no closer to the quarry operations than is
currently the position at the existing Byway. As Mr Clifton’s evidence in-chief
indicated, the currently preferred route by the public is the permissive route
around the outside of the site. Contrary to Mr Etchells’ assertion, the outlook
from that would not be materially different to that from the existing rights of
way. 286
8.75. Mr Etchells agreed with Mr. Mackworth-Praed’s arboricultural assessment on
behalf of GAL. There also appeared to be little if any dispute with Mr
Mackworth-Praed’s Rebuttal evidence in terms of the arboricultural aspects and
the number and types of trees that would be lost. 287
8.76. Mr Etchells overstated the contribution of the existing woodland on the site.
There was no dispute that this is a pleasant wooded site, but the perceived
landscape character would not be lost, save possibly in respect of the historical
dimension. However, the present wooded character is not hundreds of years
old. It is of a rather uniform and homogenous nature and it cannot objectively
be regarded as unique or particularly special. It should not be considered any
higher than of moderate quality or sensitivity. 288
8.77. The view of Dr Young for KWT, who (in her additional notes for her evidence
in-chief) stated that ‘it is indeed a visually uninteresting wood’ also casts doubt
on Mr Etchells’ assessment in this respect 289. Nor does Mr Etchells’ view sit
happily alongside Rodwell’s assessment that the kind of bramble underscrub,
as found on this site, presents one of the dreariest scenes among British
woodlands. 290
8.78. As Mr Etchells contended, there can, in principle, be landscape effects even
where the change creating these is not visible. However, it is significant that
the Application Site would remain surrounded by a woodland buffer zone and it
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Proof, WT/JE/P at 6.13 on p.43.
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would be worked on in phases with no more than 4 phases in operation at any
one time. 291 Mr Etchells himself stated that the limited visibility of the
proposed development within the local landscape would restrict the
geographical area over which the landscape effects would be significant. 292
Summary

8.79. Mr Etchells complained about the baseline used in the Applicant’s assessment,
yet had not himself assessed the impact of the existing Quarry (as he
acknowledged under cross examination by GAL). However, as Mr Clifton said
in his evidence in-chief, the baseline would make little difference because, on
either approach, there would be no significant impact. Even Mr Etchells’
concluded that all visual effects would tend to become insignificant after about
ten years. 293
8.80. In summary, when stripped down to the substantive points, Mr Etchells’
evidence did not suggest anything other than minor visual impact which did
not take the WT’s arguments much further than simply their ‘in principle’
objection to the loss of this ‘irreplaceable’ AW. Furthermore, Mr Etchells paid
little attention to the landscape merits of the replacement and additional native
woodland planting, indeed he said in cross examination that there would be no
benefit from the extra planting. However, that planting would be consistent
with one of the main aims of the WT, 294 and this omission from his assessment
was symptomatic of his approach.
Impact on Residential Amenity
8.81. Inevitably there has been some impact on the amenity of the people living in
the vicinity of the existing Quarry. One can sympathise with and understand
these residents’ concerns. However, the objective has to be (in accordance
with the 4th bullet point of paragraph 144 in the Framework) to ensure that
noise, dust and blasting impacts would be controlled, mitigated or removed at
source and remain within acceptable levels in accordance with the Technical
Guidance to the Framework.
8.82. There are fewer residential properties proximate to the proposed extension
and there would be no operations any closer to residents than for the
permitted quarry. 295 For most of the time the working would be further, and
often significantly further, from the properties, which lie closest to the
permitted quarry. 296
8.83. The position in relation to blasting, noise, dust, and highways was summarized
in Mr Clifton’s proof of evidence. 297 However, the following points should be
emphasised.
Blasting

8.84. The impacts of blast events in the existing quarry have all been well within
Government Guidance. Mr Bate gave evidence for GAL about the
291

See GAL2 (revised) and Draft Condition 4.
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improvements over time and he referred to reductions of some 30% in the
effects over the last 5-6 years. Blast events are strictly controlled and
monitored. The proposed conditions (Draft Conditions 17, 18 & 19) would
continue to limit these events to no more than one per day. In addition, in
light of the concerns raised by the residents at the Inquiry, KCC considered
that it would be appropriate to impose a condition requiring a scheme to
minimise air overpressure, if permission were to be granted 298.
8.85. There is no evidence of any link between blasting at the Quarry and cracks and
damage to nearby properties. 299 It is not unusual for cracks to appear in
properties of all ages. However, there can be several other explanations for
this. It is not uncommon, but not necessarily well-founded, for residents to
associate all difficulties associated with their homes with what they see as an
undesirable activity.
Dust

8.86. When on occasions there have been dust problems with the existing quarry,
for example during a dry period, this has been addressed by GAL. 300
Noise

8.87. Similarly the Applicant has in the past addressed noise problems when they
have arisen.
8.88. Mrs Dyer was concerned about the noise from reversing bleepers on vehicles
but this can be controlled by a condition requiring the use of white noise
reversing warning systems (GAL37/1, Condition 14).
Traffic

8.89. The existing access to the permitted quarry would be retained and the current
restrictions on vehicle numbers would also be retained. KCC had received no
formal complaints relating to vehicles associated with operation of the existing
site.
8.90. Therefore, although the concerns of the local residents are understandable, the
relevant Framework and Development Plan policies would be complied with in
respect of residential amenity.
Groundwater
8.91. No one suggested that that any possible effects upon the groundwater could
not be satisfactorily addressed by way of appropriate conditions (GAL37/1,
Conditions 23 & 24) 301.
Landfill
8.92. The Environment Agency (EA) indicated that they would encourage a variation
of the existing landfill permit, rather than an application for a separate new
permit. 302
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Based on that in MPG14, as set out in KCC/7 and GAL40.
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300
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Geology
8.93. There was little, if any, remaining dispute between the parties on geological
matters by the end of the Inquiry. 303
Heritage
8.94. By the end of the Inquiry, there was no dispute that there are no visible
historical ancient woodland features on the Application Site.
8.95. The possible archaeological interest in the site identified by the County
Archaeologist related mainly to Palaeolithic artefacts and these interests could
be appropriately protected by a condition (Draft Condition 25) 304.
The Balance
8.96. KCC accepted that it was not easy to strike the balance in this case because of
the serious issues to be weighed. The loss of a significant area of AW would
require clear justification. However, contrary to the approach of the WT and
some local residents, KCC could not ignore the requirements for crushed rock
in both the statutory Development Plan and national policy.
8.97. Neither could KCC hide behind the emerging Minerals and Waste Development
Scheme. Although the extension site is not allocated, the need for it is
recognized in the KCC resolution of May 2011 to grant planning permission for
the extension. There has been no evidence to show that a responsible Mineral
Planning Authority should rely upon supplies from Blaise Farm Quarry. In
addition, no alternative site has been suggested by the WT, and no other
ragstone site has been put forward, despite a second call-for such sites.
8.98. There can be no possible prematurity argument, given: The lack of any alternative site, and
 The early stage of the Local Plan (projected submission Autumn 2014) and
the Sites Plan (projected submission Autumn 2015), and that timescale
could well slip, as Mr Steedman acknowledged in cross examination by
GAL.
8.99. The lack of a prematurity case is confirmed by the advice in the General
Principles document that accompanied PPS1, which is still extant, as well as
paragraph 216 of the Framework 305. There is no planning reason for putting
off the decision. Indeed to do so would have very serious implications for the
steady, adequate and sustainable supply of crushed rock, as required by the
Framework.
8.100. Although the approach to the loss of AW has not changed in the Framework,
greater emphasis is now given to the economic importance of development,
including mineral development. The WT acknowledged at the Inquiry that
development which is found to comply with the balanced approach in
paragraph 118 of the Framework would be ‘sustainable development’ 306.
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That is a proper but highly significant recognition of the advice in the
Framework.
8.101. Thus, despite AW being ‘irreplaceable’, there can be no dispute that
development involving its loss can still be sustainable development within the
context of the Framework.
8.102. The economic and social roles of developments are recognised in the
Framework, as well as the environmental role. The contribution this
development would make both locally (with 105 people currently employed
on site in the quarrying and recycling activities) and nationally should be
beyond argument (see Section 10 of Mr Clifton’s proof of evidence and the
evidence of Mrs Rosewell for GAL).
8.103. Any suggestion that the Framework would look with anything but alarm at
the suggestion that this mineral could be imported from another country,
would be quite wrong. That would hardly be contributing to a strong,
responsive and competitive economy required by the Framework. This
requires strong, vibrant and healthy communities and a high quality built
environment. The employment brought about by the extension and the use
of the stone in local and internationally important buildings would assist in
meeting these objectives.
8.104. It would be inaccurate to characterise the need case for this proposal, as
some have persisted in doing, as being solely for the building/dimension
stone. The case for the ragstone aggregate on its own is compelling and
unanswerable if the Development Plan and the Framework are properly
applied.
8.105. Added to that however, the importance of the dimension stone far exceeds its
relatively small proportion of the quarry output in quantitative terms.
Powerful support for this is seen from numerous parties in writing, including
English Heritage (EH). The fact that the Kent Conservation Officers’ Group
and the Institute of Historic Buildings took the trouble to attend the Inquiry
further underlies the importance they attach to this extension.
8.106. There is also a very well balanced assessment of the position in the letter
from Protect Kent (the Kent branch of the CPRE). 307 They very carefully
scrutinize any development in the countryside and it is very telling that their
balanced and informed assessment concluded in favour of the proposals.
8.107. On the evidence before the Inquiry, KCC had every justification for reaching
the conclusion that the need for, and benefits of, the Westerly Extension
would clearly outweigh the loss of the ancient woodland.
Conclusion
8.108. There was a notable lack of substantive evidence to challenge the need for
this development and there was a heavy reliance by those opposing the
development on the fact that the site is ancient woodland, without accepting
that the relative biodiversity value is a material consideration.
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8.109. However, perhaps the most telling piece of biodiversity evidence was the
acceptance by KWT during cross examination by GAL that, if the offsetting
measures were successful, the new woodland would in time be likely to
qualify for Local Wildlife Site (LWS) status (just as part of Oaken Wood is
currently designated).
8.110. Bearing in mind the executed Section 106 Agreement incorporating the
detailed and strict Woodland Management Plan and the suite of draft
conditions, relating to both the Section 62 and Section 73 applications, that
should be the case.
8.111. Accordingly KCC requested the Secretary of State to grant planning
permission for the Westerly Extension of Hermitage Quarry.
9. The Case for the Woodland Trust
The Applicable Policy Framework
9.1.

Section 38(6) of the Planning & Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 provides that
the application scheme must be determined in accordance with the
Development Plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise.

9.2.

The Development Plan comprises 308: The saved policies of Kent Minerals Local Plan (1993),
 The saved policies of the Borough Local Plan (1998),
 The Tonbridge & Malling Core Strategy (2007),
 The South East Plan (2009), and
 The Tonbridge & Malling Managing Development and the Environment DPD
(2010).

9.3.

The starting point is thus the policies set out in the Development Plan, but
there was a general consensus in this case that ultimately the relevant policy
tests are as set out in the National Planning Policy Framework (the
Framework), i.e. that the Framework encapsulates what the relevant
Development Plan policies are seeking to achieve 309. The Framework is of
course not to be interpreted by reference to Local Plan policy 310.

9.4.

It is also common ground that planning judgement must be exercised
principally in relation to two aspects of national planning policy; the need to
protect ancient woodland and the need to secure a steady and adequate
supply of minerals 311.

9.5.

The scheme would result in the loss of 31ha of ancient woodland. The key
policy test in this case is therefore as set out in paragraph 118 of the
Framework, namely:‘When determining planning applications, local planning authorities should
aim to conserve and enhance biodiversity by applying the following principles:… Planning permission should be refused for development resulting in the loss
or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats, including ancient woodland … unless

308
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the need for, and benefits of, the development in that location clearly outweigh
the loss.’
The Approach to Planning Judgement
9.6.

The question then is how to strike the balance required by paragraph 118,
both in terms of general principles and on the facts of the case.

9.7.

In policy terms the starting point is that ancient woodland is irreplaceable, as
is expressly confirmed by the Framework. At one point during the Inquiry the
Applicant disputed this, Mr Mackworth-Praed saying that paragraph 118 should
be read as if it had the words ‘what may or may not be’ in front of the words
‘irreplaceable habitats’ 312. However, the Applicant subsequently accepted that
such an approach would be wrong both as a matter of the proper
interpretation of policy 313 and as a matter of ecological fact 314.

9.8.

The question then is whether – and if so to what extent – the fact that ancient
woodland is irreplaceable should weigh in the planning balance. Plainly it is a
highly relevant consideration and one that should attract considerable weight.
This is clear from the Secretary of State’s decision in the Bolnore Village
case 315:
‘The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector at IR 13.65, for the reasons
he gives in IR 13.46-64 that FAW/Cell 5B1 is ancient woodland, as categorised
in the Inventory. The Secretary of State also agrees with the Inspector at IR
13.70, for the reasons he gives in IR 13.67-89, that FAW/Cell 5B1 has
considerable other acknowledged ecological interest and importance’.

9.9.

As can be seen therefore, the approach adopted by the Secretary of State is to
place significant weight on the fact that ancient woodland is irreplaceable (this
is after all what the Framework makes plain), and then goes on to see whether
there are other additional factors that also weigh in favour of the woodland’s
retention. These factors are of course not limited to matters of ecology;
rather, any relevant planning factor can be weighed in the paragraph 118
balance.

The Benefits of Mineral Extraction
9.10. The scheme comprises mineral extraction and the Framework makes plain that
minerals are essential to support sustainable economic growth and our quality
of life. Furthermore, it is important that there is a sufficient supply of material
to provide the infrastructure, buildings, energy and goods that the country
needs (paragraph 142).
9.11. The Framework also makes clear that in determining planning applications,
such as the present Application, great weight should be given to the benefits of
mineral extraction, including to the economy.
9.12. There is no dispute in this case that the proposed extraction would be
beneficial in that it would bring a substantial volume of minerals to the local
market and it would also be beneficial in terms of other important matters
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such as employment and consequential economic benefits. It must of course
be recognised that mineral extraction creates jobs and consequential economic
benefits regardless of its location 316.
9.13. The issue in this case is how to strike the balance required by planning policy.
Landbank Requirements
9.14. It is common ground that there are already sufficient consented ragstone
reserves to meet the minimum 10 year landbank of crushed rock required by
paragraph 145 of the Framework. There is however no landbank requirement,
or regional apportionment, for building/dimension stone.
9.15. Planning permission was granted in 1994 for ragstone extraction from Blaise
Farm Quarry 317. It currently has approximately 12m tonnes of reserves (7.7mt
of ragstone and 4.7mt of hassock 318), and with the regional apportionment for
Kent being 0.78mtpa, this represents well in excess of the required 10 year
landbank.
9.16. Given that the Blaise Farm site contains enough mineral reserve to meet the
necessary landbank, the question then is whether it is a good idea in planning
terms now to permit the proposed extraction of a further 16mt from the
Application Site 319. The risk would be of consenting more minerals than need
to be extracted.
9.17. Blaise Farm was ‘mothballed’ by its current owners, Hanson, in 2005 320. The
issue for the Secretary of State is whether, on the information currently
available, it can properly be concluded that Blaise Farm is unlikely to make a
material contribution to Kentish Ragstone production over the next two
decades or so.
9.18. Hanson issued a press release at the time 321 citing ‘declining sales and weak
demand for Kentish Ragstone in local markets’ and ‘increasing competition
from recycled and other materials’. It is not possible to draw any firm
conclusions from this statement about the viability of extraction from Blaise
Farm or the quality of the reserves.
9.19. Further, there was no information before the Inquiry about Hanson’s intentions
for Blaise Farm in the future. The Applicant sought to argue that it would not
be economically viable for Blaise Farm to be operated on anything other than a
campaign basis 322. Mr Bate put forward his professional view about the
viability of relocating the current Hermitage Quarry processing equipment to
Blaise Farm 323 but that is not the issue here.
9.20. It is not possible, on the information before the Inquiry, to draw anything more
than tentative conclusions about the viability of working Blaise Farm; for
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example there is no information about the likely revenue that sales from Blaise
Farm would generate in a ‘no-Hermitage Quarry’ scenario; nor is there any
detailed assessment of the likely costs of extraction. It certainly cannot be
concluded that it is unlikely that Blaise Farm could be worked viably.
9.21. This conclusion is reinforced by the fact that Kent County Council is plainly not
of the view that Blaise Farm is unviable, otherwise it could not logically have
taken the approach it has done in the emerging Minerals Plan, nor properly
have its publicly stated concerns about Blaise Farm stifling competition 324.
9.22. Finally, given that Blaise is operated by one of the ‘majors’, questions of
viability are necessarily to be approached differently, given the size and
attitude of the parent organisation 325. So, unless it could be concluded that
Blaise Farm is unlikely to be worked (regardless of the economic return it may
bring its operator), then that quarry remains very much in the equation. In
short, on the information before the Inquiry, Blaise Farm cannot conceivably
be ruled out.
9.23. It follows that the Inquiry should proceed on the basis that Blaise Farm is
capable of contributing around 12mt of crushed rock. That is already more
than the 10 year landbank. To grant planning permission for the Application
Scheme would more than double the landbank and would undermine the whole
purpose of the minerals planning regime.
9.24. It is common ground that Blaise Farm cannot produce aggregates to match the
complete range of end products 326 that can be produced from Hermitage
Quarry but there is no ‘apportionment-within-the-apportionment’. Blaise
Farm can meet Kent’s 0.78mtpa regional apportionment in full. Again, this is
endorsed by the approach taken by Kent in the preparation of its emerging
minerals plan:‘In view of the large, consented landbank for land-won crushed rock [i.e. Blaise Farm]
it is not proposed to allocate any crushed rock sites. The NPPF recognises [footnote
refers to para 145] situations where large landbanks bound up in a few sites may stifle
competition. It is proposed to address these issues through a policy in the Core
Strategy” (italics added).’ 327

9.25. As can be seen, Kent’s concern is with the possibility of stifled competition.
This was also a point raised by the Applicant in support of the grant of
permission for the Application Scheme. But again there was no evidence
before the Inquiry on which it could properly be concluded that refusing the
Application Scheme (and thus leaving Blaise Farm as the only consented
ragstone quarry) would have any material impact on competition.
9.26. On behalf of GAL, Mrs Rosewell noted that the Office of Fair Trading (OFT) has
published a market study of the aggregates, cement and ready-mix concrete
sectors in Great Britain and has proposed a reference to the Competition
Commission following stakeholder concerns about how competition operates in
the market 328.
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9.27. However, it is important to note that: The OFT study was simply the precursor to the reference to the
Competition Commission, which has yet to report,
 The OFT considers that even if there was an issue in this regard there is a
reasonable prospect of finding appropriate remedies 329, and
 Most importantly for the purposes of this Inquiry, it was common ground
that before any proper conclusions could be reached about competition in
Kent it would be necessary to undertake a very detailed analysis of the
issue, which no one has attempted in this case 330.
9.28. It would therefore not be appropriate to draw any conclusions about whether
the refusal of the Application Scheme would have any material impact on
aggregates competition in Kent.
9.29. Nor was there any suggestion before the Inquiry that refusing permission
would in any way prejudice Kent’s ability to secure as much aggregate as it
needs: there would continue to be a steady and secure supply of minerals. In
a nutshell, there is no evidence that price or quantity would be affected.
Emerging Policy
9.30. KCC’s Minerals and Waste Development Framework is in the course of
preparation. It is instructive to follow KCC’s considered approach to the proper
planning of its area. The current application was considered in May 2011.
This was very shortly after KCC had published its Minerals & Waste Core
Strategy, Strategy & Policy Directions Consultation, paragraph 5.3.1 of which
provides as follows:‘The results of the Sustainability Appraisal commentary as well as the
responses to the Core Strategy ‘Issues’ document indicate that option 3A is the
preferred option. No sites need to be identified for further ragstone working in
the plan period or for underground limestone mining. However, to allow for
flexibility in the plan making process, it is considered prudent to prepare
emerging policy on the basis that there may be the possibility of an alternative
supply of crushed rock required in the plan period, if the large (consented)
deposit at Blaise Farm is found to be uneconomic for an extended period, and
remains largely unworked’.
9.31. Kent reached this view after GAL’s application had been with the Council for
almost a year 331, so Kent cannot say they were unaware of the factual position
about the remaining reserves at Hermitage Quarry.
9.32. Option 3A is:
‘Do not identify any crushed rock (ragstone and/or underground limestone)
sites as the landbank for crushed rock is more than sufficient for the plan
period and beyond (taking into account an extra 10% for flexibility) …. and
remaining economic reserves of ragstone should be covered by safeguarding
policies only’

329

CD 5.2 paragraph 1.28; CD 5.3 paragraph 1.11
Rosewell xx.
331
CD 9.5 paragraph 3.1 – application submitted June 2010
330
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9.33. Clearly, KCC’s preferred approach as the Mineral Planning Authority with
regard to the plan-led approach is: Not to allocate any sites in addition to Blaise, but
 To allow for flexibility in the plan on the basis that an alternative supply of
crushed rock may be necessary if Blaise does not produce the goods.
9.34. As set out above, there is no suggestion from KCC either that it would be
unviable to work Blaise Farm, or that Blaise Farm is unlikely to be worked
during the plan period. Rather, KCC’s preferred option in terms of ensuring
that the plan-led approach works properly is to design in a degree of flexibility
in the Core Strategy. That would, in Kent’s view, give an appropriate degree
of flexibility in the plan-making process and would ensure a sustainable
approach to minerals planning, i.e. to avoid further reserves being consented
unnecessarily. That is why Kent did not think it would be appropriate to
allocate the Application Site for minerals development 332.
9.35. It is plain that to grant planning permission for the Application Scheme would

render pointless any further consideration in Kent’s emerging policy of the
proper planning of crushed rock production in Kent 333. Given KCC’s carefully
considered conclusion that it would not be appropriate even to allocate the
Application Site; a consistent approach would logically conclude that it is not
appropriate to grant planning permission for the site now.
9.36. The fact that the emerging Plan is not due for imminent adoption 334 does not

diminish the logic of that position, as Kent’s position was of course reached in
the knowledge of the likely adoption dates for its emerging policy.
Building Stone
9.37. A draft condition would require the Applicant to ‘make available’ a minimum of
25,000tpa of building stone 335. It is not clear precisely what the Applicant
would need to do in order to comply with this condition.
9.38. However, the demand for ragstone for building/dimension stone is relatively
low with Hermitage Quarry producing only about 2-3% of its total output as
building stone 336. Of this figure, about 70% has been used for ‘heritage’ uses
with the remainder going to new build projects 337.
9.39. Whilst the production of ragstone for use for heritage or new build purposes
would be a benefit of the scheme it needs to be put into context: The Applicant accepts that there would be no need to quarry ragstone on
the scale proposed in the current application in order viably to deliver the
amount of building stone that it says would be delivered (25,000tpa).
In this regard, it is relevant to note that in the emerging policy, Policy
CSM6 338 gives clear support to bespoke building/dimension stone quarries.

332

See Site 7, and reasons for non‐allocation: “The landbank of consented reserves of ragstone is more than sufficient for the plan period; no site
allocations for crushed rock are necessary. However, it is acknowledged that there are technical and competition issues with the majority of the
crushed rock reserves being held in one large site [Blaise]. These issues will be addressed through a policy in the Core Strategy” (emphasis added).
333
Clifton xx.
334
CD 9.5 section 7.5
335
Draft conditions 25
336
Average output 700,000tpa (Bates 4.2); all premium products including building stone 20,000 – 25,000tpa (Bates 4.41).
337
GAL 18
338
CD 4.4 p 69
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Plainly KCC is not of the view that small scale proposals for the extraction
of local building/dimension stone would be unviable. The fact that there
are currently no such operators in Kent is not particularly relevant to the
debate. The issue is whether there would be a market for such stone
without the proposed Westerly Extension of Hermitage Quarry and no one
has sought to produce a viability assessment on that basis. It cannot
therefore be concluded that the benefits that this scheme would deliver
could not viably be delivered without the accompanying extraction of a
little under 16mt of other stone,
It is plainly not a sustainable solution to the long term provision of Kentish
Ragstone for building stone purposes to authorise the crushing of the
remaining 98% of what is promoted as the only source of ragstone in Kent,
and
The support voiced by groups such as the Kent Conservation Officers’
Group (KCOG) was contingent upon the imposition of certain conditions
upon the grant of any permission. It is clear that those conditions would
not be workable and Mr Sargent, for KCOG, confirmed that the ‘conditions
currently proposed don’t solve the problems’.

9.40. Accordingly, very little weight can properly be given to the scheme’s provision
of building/dimension stone.
Landscape
Methodology

9.41. There were two competing assessments of the scheme’s landscape and visual
impact before the Inquiry. However, the Applicant’s assessment – set out in
the Environmental Statement (ES), the Addendum (ESA) and in the evidence
of Mr Mackworth-Praed and Mr Jenkins can safely be set aside. This is because
it is clearly based on a flawed methodology. The key point being that the
Applicant’s assessment was based on the impermissible assumption that,
without the proposed extension, the exiting quarry would remain as it is today,
i.e. that it would not be restored over time.
9.42. This state of affairs only became apparent when, in his rebuttal evidence, Mr
Mackworth-Praed argued that Mr Etchells had used the wrong baseline to
assess the scheme because he had assumed that, without the application
scheme, the existing quarry would be worked out and restored. Mr Etchell’s
approach is of course entirely correct, a fact that Mr Mackworth-Praed
conceded under cross examination. The correct approach is as follows:‘It is important to bear in mind that the baseline is not static. The landscape
may already be changing for reasons unrelated to the development. The
baseline studies therefore address not only the existing landscape, but also
such landscape dynamics as may be identified, together with the likely future
characteristics of the landscape without the development…’ 339
9.43. It follows that it was the Applicant’s approach that was flawed, as Mr
Mackworth-Praed fairly accepted. In contrast Mr Jenkins said that the
Applicant had originally assessed the scheme on Mr Etchell’s baseline, but had

339

Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, produced jointly by the Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment and
the Landscape Institute, 1995, revised 2002: extract at WT4.
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not committed any part of that assessment to writing. He said that the
Applicant had then compared that assessment with a further assessment,
carried out against the (incorrect) assumption that the existing quarry would
not be worked and restored. Again, that comparison exercise was not set
down in writing. Mr Jenkins then said that the Applicant had concluded that
there was no difference between the two assessments and the decision was
taken to present the second assessment as set out in the Applicant’s evidence.
No explanation was offered why the Applicant thought it appropriate to
undertake the comparison exercise set out above, having already apparently
gone to the effort of assessing the scheme against the real world and the
correct scenario used by Mr Etchells.
9.44. Given that the Applicant’s assessment was against the wrong baseline it
follows that Mr Etchells assessment methodology is plainly to be preferred. It
would be irrational to conclude otherwise.
Impact

9.45. The quarry would be a very large scale development in an area of coppiced
woodland which has been recognised as a major landscape feature in the
nearby Mereworth Woodlands area in the Landscape Assessment of Kent 340.
Whilst extraction would be undertaken in stages, as much as 8ha would be in
the process of being worked at any one time. However, the Applicant is wrong
to say that only 8ha would be ‘without woodland cover’ at any one time 341.
Although the quarry would not be widely visible, it would nonetheless have
materially adverse visual impacts 342, the most significant of which would be
around the new underpass (itself an incongruous feature in the countryside).
It would also have high adverse landscape effects 343 and the proposed
restoration and compensatory planting would not offset this harm.
Ecology
9.46. The Woodland Trust relied on the ecological evidence presented by the Kent
Wildlife Trust.
Soils
9.47. In the end, the Applicant’s evidence on soils did not bear much relevance to
the overall planning judgment that must be made in this case.
9.48. However, it is worth remembering the genesis of the Applicant’s evidence. The
Applicant originally submitted a report dealing only with Oaken Wood 344, the
purpose of which was to ‘evaluate the potential of establishing the following:
(1) the character of the ancient woodland on the site [between 1600 AD and
the current period of chestnut coppice]; (2) the date of the transition from
ancient woodland to chestnut coppice, and (3) the vegetation history of the
site prior to the known period of mixed deciduous woodland growth (i.e .prior

340

WT/JE/PA,Appendix D)
Mackworth‐Praed paragraph 5.4.1; With 15 phases over a 23 year period, or around 1.5 years per phase, then after around 15 years, 10 phases
would have been worked, with perhaps the next phase already cleared (i.e. 11 phases in total). That would be 22ha, of which the first phase
would have been planted probably 13 years previously and only that phase (and only with favourable growth) would be starting to achieve heights
of 10 to 15m, so there would be 20 to 22ha without woodland cover: Etchells in chief.
342
Etchells paragraph 5.4.5 – 5.5.4
343
Etchells proof paragraph 5.4.1
344
ES Addendum Appendix 16.
341
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to 1769 AD)’ 345. It can readily be seen that the answers to these questions do
not bear to any significant degree on the main matters before the Inquiry.
9.49. This is amply demonstrated by the conclusions reached in the report:‘The soil is not considered to be too old, nor is it thought to represent a long
history of ancient woodland …’, and
‘…the study has been successful in providing an indication of the past
vegetation cover at the site prior to chestnut coppice. However, due to the
taphonomic constraints of soil pollen analysis, and the possible effects of
biotubration (reworking of organic material in the soil by earthworms and
insects) on the seed assemblage, the chronology or vegetation change is
uncertain …’ 346
9.50. The Applicant subsequently commissioned two further reports, comparing the
soils of Oaken Wood with Blaise Wood and Cattering Wood 347. This was said to
be in order to assess the relative value of the geo-archaeological resource at
Oaken Wood 348 but again very limited conclusions are actually drawn in the
reports 349. The extent to which the soils at the three woodlands may have
been disturbed is not itself relevant to the question of the value of the
ecological resource (a soil with a greater history of disturbance is not
necessarily less valuable than a soil with a lesser history of disturbance). The
QUEST reports do not in fact draw any conclusions as to value.
Carbon Footprint
9.51. The Applicant relied on the increased carbon footprint that would result from
longer transportation distances if aggregate is to be imported into Kent.
Whilst Mrs Rosewell’s figures were not disputed, plainly they did not take into
account the carbon footprint of the scheme itself, nor do they address the
extent to which mineral that would be imported into Kent might in fact be
diverted away from longer journeys.
Mitigation / Compensation
9.52. The application scheme did not propose any mitigation for the loss of Oaken
Wood, because it could not. Natural England’s Standing Advice makes the
position clear:‘New woodland creation does not provide a direct replacement for the
conditions found in ancient woodland and hence cannot be considered as
mitigation for an irreplaceable environmental asset’ 350.
9.53. The application does however propose the translocation of the topsoil from
Oaken Wood and its re-use as part of the restoration programme. Again, the
starting point is NE’s Standing Advice:‘Ancient wood as a system cannot be moved … Therefore whilst the
translocation of ancient woodland is sometimes proposed as a compensation
measure for the loss of ancient woodland, it is not possible to replicate the

345

Ibid p.1 and p.31
Ibid p. 33; see also Chadwick proof paragraph 5.6.2
347
CD 6.44 and 6.45
348
Chadwick proof 5.6.3
349
See e.g. CD 6.45 (Cattering)
350
CD 6.1 page 33
346
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conditions at the site lost. At best some of the elements of the system – for
example coppice stools, some soil (but not in its current structure) … can
possibly be moved but the long term benefits from this for biodiversity are
largely unproven’ 351.
9.54. There is no scientific data on which it can be concluded that the proposed
translocation is likely to be successful 352.
9.55. Finally, it is necessary to identify the point at which the proposed
compensatory measures may be placed in the planning balance. Natural
England’s Standing Advice on the approach that should be adopted in applying
paragraph 118 of the Framework is as follows:‘… where measures seek to address issues of loss or deterioration of ancient
woodland, through the provision, for instance, of replacement habitat
(compensation), or else through attempting to minimise the area of ancient
woodland affected (mitigation) Natural England’s advice is that these should be
issues for consideration only after it has been judged that the wider benefits of
a proposed development outweigh the loss or damage of ancient woodland’ 353.
Conclusion
9.56. All parties recognise that this case turns on a matter of planning judgment. As
CPRE puts it, this is a finely balanced argument 354 and there are compelling
arguments on both sides 355. In short, a balance has to be struck between the
need for mineral extraction against the need to protect the environment,
including of course the need to protect irreplaceable ancient woodland. The
Woodland Trust considered that, in this case, the balance lay in favour of
refusing permission.

351

CD 6.1 page 32; See also David Tyldsley at WT12
Barnes appendix 9 paragraph 2.3.4 (Biggin Wood); and 2.4.4 (Mold Bypass – less than 50% successful relocation); CD 6.27 (Cossington Fields) –
no long term data available, this being required even to confirm trends shown in available data (see paragraph 1.1.1.9).
353
CD 6.1 page 31 ‐ 32
354
Document 97; CPRE Further Comments to for the Planning Inquiry, November 2012, para. 8.1
355
Ibid, para 8.8.
352
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10. The Case for Kent Wildlife Trust
Ancient Woodland
10.1. All parties agreed that the Application Site is Ancient Woodland; specifically
that it is sweet chestnut plantation on an ancient woodland site (PAWS). Kent
Wildlife Trust was satisfied that this is accurate because: It is listed on the Ancient Woodland Inventory, as reviewed in 2010 and its
ancient woodland status has been confirmed by Natural England’s Senior
Forestry and Woodland Officer, and
 Botanical surveys of the Application Site in 2009 and 2012 confirm the
presence of plant species that indicate the woodland is ancient.
10.2. The Applicant suggested that some major past disturbance may have occurred
that was sufficiently disruptive to call the ancient woodland status into
question, however the ecological evidence simply does not support this.
10.3. The distribution of ancient woodland indicators is typical of the ecology of a
plantation on ancient woodland. No scientific evidence or published research
was offered in support of the proposition that the ground flora of Oaken Wood
is not typical of this type of ancient woodland. It is accepted practice to assess
the diversity of ancient woodland indicators by recording their presence within
woodland, and by that measure, the range of species found at the application
site compared extremely favourably with the results of recent reviews of the
Ancient Woodland Inventory in other parts of Kent.
Loss of Ancient Woodland

10.4. Should the development go ahead, the woodland and its ecology would be
destroyed. Not only would all vegetation growing on the site, including the
plantation trees, be removed, but all soils would be lifted, transported and
tipped. Although the soil would be returned to the excavated area and some
plants would be translocated, the integrity and structure of the present ancient
woodland habitat would be destroyed completely. The proposals for restoration
of the site do not amount to PAWS restoration.
10.5. A new habitat would be created and it is agreed that the management plan for
creating this new habitat is of high quality, and follows current best practice.
The new habitat would benefit generalist species. However, there is no
evidence that, even after many years, the habitat would support the current
diversity of specialist ancient woodland species. Indeed the evidence
suggested otherwise. Experts in woodland translocation say that, at best, it
would create woodland that supported only some of the species found in the
original habitat. Monitoring shows that the number of ancient woodland
indicators decreases over time after translocation and the success of woodland
translocation for bryophytes is completely unknown.
10.6. This is an ecologically valuable site, worthy of its Local Wildlife Site designation
at a county level. The evidence presented by the Kent Wildlife Trust (KWT)
demonstrated that the ancient woodland ecology, the specialised ancient
woodland plants, the bryophyte diversity and the presence of three species of
reptiles give it that value.
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10.7. Of course, there are also other species of conservation interest present within
the woodland, and the sweet chestnut itself should not be dismissed out of
hand, as it does support native wildlife. This is why one of the priority actions
within the Kent Biodiversity Action Plan (KBAP) for this habitat is to bring it
into conservation management with the reinstatement of the coppicing cycle,
which would allow those species to thrive. Even in the absence of active
management, the woodland would be exposed to the natural processes of
decay, damage and regeneration and, in consequence, the normal renewal of
biodiversity interest of ancient woodland habitat.
Conclusion
10.8. The National Planning Policy Framework (the Framework) presumes against
the grant of planning permission in this case, stating that … ‘planning
permission should be refused for development resulting in the loss or
deterioration of irreplaceable habitats, including ancient woodland’.
10.9. Accordingly, the Application should be refused.
11.

The Cases for the Other Third Parties

In Support of the Proposals
Kent Conservation Officers’ Group (Doc G5/1, 90A)

11.1.

The Kent Conservation Officers’ Group (KCOG) is a forum for conservation
officers working in Kent. It has a particular interest in encouraging building
owners to use ragstone for the repair of historic buildings and in the erection
of new developments where ragstone is one of the prevalent building
materials. To this end, the group has been working with English Heritage,
the Diocesan Advisory Committee, local planning authorities, architects and
the building industry in general.

11.2.

In the past, it has been difficult to persuade architects and contractors to use
ragstone, even in the most important buildings. This has been due to the
perceived difficulties of using the material, for which 400% wastage rates
have been quoted. Such high wastage rates were largely as a result of
masons buying small quantities of large blocks to cut up for a job; but it is
not possible to judge the quality of the stone until it is cut.

11.3.

More recently however Mr Andrew, of Essential Stone, who specialises in
working ragstone, has started buying quantities of large blocks. This allows
him to cut out vents or other problem areas and to set aside the smaller
pieces for other purposes. He has reduced the wastage rate to below 50%
which has brought the cost down. He also sells stone on to other masons as
well as using it himself for finished work.

11.4.

Gallaghers are the only company currently quarrying ragstone. If the
extension were refused, there would be no other source because, with the
difficulties already encountered in persuading people to use ragstone, no one
would be interested in opening a specialist building/dimension stone quarry.
That is compounded by the high costs of obtaining planning permission and
setting up the quarry, especially when set against the intermittent demand
for building/dimension stone.
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11.5.

If ragstone were not available for building restoration purposes, alternative
stones would have to be used and, where this has happened in Kent, the
result has been generally most unsatisfactory. The other stones do not
match the original ragstone and the mismatch gets worse with weathering.
The loss of a source of ragstone would not only be a disaster for Kent, but
also for a much wider area including London and Essex, where ragstone has
been used in the past. For example, it was used in the White Tower at the
Tower of London.

11.6.

The group is involved in a study designed to identify what particular beds in
Hermitage Quarry can supply stone with the same characteristics as those of
the stone previously used in old buildings. This should lead to specification
advice for the use of ragstone in historic and other buildings.

11.7.

There are hardly any remaining stonemasons in the south east of England
with the primary saws required to cut large blocks of stone. Instead, they
require six sided sawn blocks which they can then handle and work. The
primary saw cutting helps to identify stone that is suitable for dimension
stone purposes. The best place for a primary saw is at the quarry where the
large blocks can be easily selected, handled, sawn and any poor stone and
the off-cuts can be returned for use as an aggregate. Gallaghers have such a
saw at Hermitage Quarry.

11.8.

KCOG supported the application for the Westerly Extension of the quarry,
which they considered to be the only realistic way to achieve a reliable supply
of ragstone for building/dimension stone purposes. However, they
considered it essential that conditions should be attached to the permission in
order to ensure an adequate supply of this stone, the retention of a primary
saw on the site and completion of the study to aid identification of the historic
stone used in old buildings.

Institute of Historic Building Conservation (Doc 5/2, 104)

11.9.

Members of the Institute of Historic Building Conservation include local
authority officers, architects, archaeologists, landscape architects, building
contractors and others who support the sustainable conservation of the
historic environment.

11.10. The supply of Kentish Ragstone is essential for the sustainable conservation
of the historic environment in the south east of England. It is required for the
repair and extension of existing heritage assets and for new buildings and
structures within the historic environment. It has been used in four of the 12
World Heritage Sites in the United Kingdom. It has also been used in a
number of listed buildings and structures in the area, including prominent
manor houses, medieval churches, vernacular buildings and walls, as well as
Victorian churches. They range from the Grade I listed Knole House to a
Grade II listed pig sty.
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11.11. Paragraph 131 of the National Planning Policy Framework advises that in
determining planning applications, account should be taken of the positive
contribution a development could make to the local character and
distinctiveness of the area. Paragraphs 58 and 60 also aim to ensure that
developments establish a strong sense of place and respond to the local
character and history, reflecting the local surroundings and materials,
integrate with the historic environment and promote or reinforce local
distinctiveness. The use of Kentish Ragstone is important in this context
because of its particular characteristics, such as coursing and, having been
extracted from the local geological strata, it is part of the natural palette of
the area.
11.12. The Practice Guide to Planning Policy Statement 5 is still extant and is
supported by the Government guidance note ‘Building in Context’. It
recognises that the organic model of development has produced a
harmonious result with the co-existence of buildings of differing styles having
remained consistent over the centuries. The Practice Guide refers to the
deeply-rooted special character having been reinforced with new additions
that take account of the general character and distinctiveness of the local
buildings, spaces, public realm and the landscape.
11.13. Ragstone for building repairs is particularly necessary to match the original in
substance, texture, quality and colour. It helps to maintain the building’s
authenticity and ensures that the repair is technically and visually compatible.
This is in line with the advice in British Standard BS 7913 - the Guide to the
Principles of the Conservation of Historic Buildings.
11.14. A reliable supply of ragstone is therefore required and accordingly Hermitage
Quarry is a valuable source of this dimension stone, which would only be
viable as part of the associated extraction of stone for aggregate use.
11.15. The application should therefore be approved subject to the conditions
suggested by KCOG.
Aylesford Parish Council (Doc G5/1, 65)

11.16. The main issue is whether the temporary loss of some woodland should be
permitted in order to generate the economic benefits from jobs and wealth
creation in this part of Kent.
11.17. Nobody would dispute that Oaken Wood is a valuable and much-loved
resource or that quarrying can be a dirty and disruptive business, but KCC
have proposed sensible environmental and operating conditions. The
quarrying would be undertaken in stages with progressive restoration of the
woodland; and GAL’s track record on restoration has been very good. This
should reassure those who have expressed concerns. Continuing public
access to the site would also contribute to public amenity and the recycling
operations would divert waste from landfill.
11.18. Hermitage Quarry provides jobs for local people and contributes to the local
economy at a time when other employment opportunities are contracting.
Without the quarry, local jobs would be put at risk and people would have to
travel further to find work, which would have its own environmental and
social consequences.
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11.19. The local community has co-existed with the present quarry with its blasting
and lorry movements for many years, to the mutual benefit of all. The
application should therefore be approved.
Mr Hathorn (Doc G5/2,113)

11.20. Mr Hathorn enjoyed walking in Oaken Wood and had visited the quarry at the
invitation of GAL. He admired GAL’s success and praised the quality of their
maintenance operations and their support for local causes.
11.21. He was concerned that refusal of the application would loose all the benefits
currently available to the local community from the quarrying operations. In
this connection, he referred to the harm caused to the local economies by the
loss of industry in Birmingham and the Black Country and in the North West
of England. On an international scale, he pointed to the decision made by
Dyson, the domestic appliance company, to set up business in the Far East.
In Opposition to the Proposals
Save Oaken Wood Action Group (Doc G5/2, 118 & 122)

11.22. Save Oaken Wood Action Group was formed in 2010 by residents of Barming
in response to Gallagher’s application for a Westerly Extension of Hermitage
Quarry. The local residents have put up with the present effects on their
amenities for some 22 years and they thought the quarrying operations were
coming to a close. To find that the proposal would continue the operations
for another 25 years or so would be quite unacceptable. There is also the
matter of the loss of ancient woodland.
Woodland

11.23. As stated by the Woodland Trust and Kent Wildlife Trust, Oaken Wood is
ancient woodland (PAWS) and should accordingly be protected in accordance
with the National Planning Policy Framework. From a layman’s point of view
that should be the end of the story.
11.24. The proposed restoration to native woodland might be better in bio-diversity
terms than the present woodland but, in the same way that a new building
may be better, eg better insulated and more efficient or more attractive, than
an old one, there would be an outcry if all the old buildings were knocked
down.
11.25. Whilst Oaken Wood may not be the best looking woodland, it is wild, different
and natural and, when the quarry is not in operation, it is a tranquil place to
be. Even if some of the species in the wood are considered to be of low biodiversity importance, it is their home; their habitat. For example, with slow
worms, common lizards and grass snakes, it is a designated key reptile site
and, although they may be quite common reptiles, if their habitat is
increasingly destroyed they will eventually become rare, threatened, and then
extinct. It may be that the noise and vibration from blasting in the existing
quarry is the reason that such notable species as the Nightjar and Tree Pipit
(both red-list status birds) are no longer found on the site.
11.26. Many local residents enjoy Oaken Wood as an amenity. It is used by
individual walkers, cyclists, dog walkers, horse riders, families and ramblers,
together with local groups such as Barming Scouts and Guides, Belmont Prewww.planningportal.gov.uk/planninginspectorate
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School, Barming Primary School, Maidstone Harriers Running Club and a local
walking group. Although the circular permissive route would still be
available, the quarrying of the woodland in the middle of that route would
inevitably harm the whole woodland environment for those people who
presently use it.
Need

11.27. Although KCC resolved to grant planning permission for the application it was
certainly not a clear cut decision. There was opposition from Tonbridge and
Malling Borough Council, Maidstone Borough Council, Barming Parish Council,
Ditton Parish Council and East Malling and Larkfield Parish Council. The vote
was 9 Counsellors in favour, 6 against with two abstentions.
11.28. It is not proposed to allocate the Westerly Extension in the emerging Minerals
Sites Development Plan Document and that is because there is an ample
supply of crushed rock at Blaise Farm Quarry. The vast majority of the
demand could be met from that source, and the remaining 2% or so could
surely be found from elsewhere.
Noise

11.29. The local residents live with continual noise from the existing quarry 6 days a
week. It starts at 7 am and continues throughout the day. The noise is
generated by the vehicles moving and processing the stone and, in particular,
the rumbling and banging from the ‘drum’. The sound from the vehicles’
reversing bleepers can be quite intrusive, a matter that GAL were supposed
to have addressed.
11.30. The noise effects vary from day to day depending upon such things as the
wind direction, the air pressure and the time of year, eg whether the leaves
are on the trees. It is clearly more noticeable when their windows are open
or people are outside in the summertime.
11.31. The local residents have put up with these conditions for some 22 years and
consider they have had enough harm to their living conditions. Regardless of
any graphs or tables predicting the future effects, they know what it is like to
live close to a quarry and they do not want it to continue for another 25
years.
11.32. It is not known why the noise from the site was unrepresentatively low during
the accompanied site visit made by the Inspector on Wednesday 12
December 2012. It did not correlate with the experiences of the local
residents, as expressed in the many letters on the point. The same can be
said about the effects of the blast on the same day, which were much less
than often experienced by the local residents.
Conclusion

11.33. The local residents have lived
prepared to do so for another
sentenced to live under these
when there is no need for the
woodland.
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11.34. Furthermore, there is a fear that if this Application was to be approved, it
could be followed by further applications to extend the quarry in the future.
Barming Parish Council (Doc G5/2,115)

11.35. The status and threat to Oaken Wood is covered by others.
11.36. Gallaghers operate very professionally in their employment of skilled people,
recycling materials and their restoration standards. They have also recently
explored different methods to help mitigate the effects of blasting, and there
is no reason to doubt that the levels of noise, dust and vibration would be
controlled by planning conditions to be within the national guidelines.
11.37. Nevertheless, residents have been living with the effects of quarrying for over
15 years and continue to harbour serious concerns. Residents experience the
vibration from blasting, witness things falling off shelves and see cracks
appearing in their walls. Not unreasonably they fear for the long term
cumulative effects on the structural integrity of their homes. Residents have
put up with this for long enough in the expectation that it would all end in
2015. They do not want it to continue for another 25 years.
11.38. With no change in national policy on blasting in the National Planning Policy
Framework, if the application is approved, along with other conditions, it
would be appropriate to attach a condition to ensure that blasting effects for
local residents are limited to those identified in the Vibrock Ltd report No
R10.6322/2/DW - Addendum.
Mrs Dyer (Doc G5/2,119)
Need

11.39. The Kent Minerals Topic Report 1 sets out the need for minerals in the county
and shows that there is a huge range of options for meeting that need. There
is already a massive landbank of more than four times what is required for
crushed rock; yet GAL and KCC seem to have little regard to this, and KCC
have had ample time to revise their figures. Additional supplies are also
available from imports by sea and rail, marine-dredged and secondary
aggregates as well as recycled products. There is also the possibility of the
East Kent underground limestone mine at Richborough.
11.40. KCC has not been beholden to Gallagher and there is no reason why they
should be to Hanson if the extension were refused. There would therefore be
no stifling of competition.
11.41. If, as GAL say, the Blaise Farm rock quality is not suitable for higher-grade
uses, supplies could come from other sources, as they already do to some
extent. Kent currently imports over 1 mtpa of crushed rock which contributes
to the steady and adequate supply to the South East. The big suppliers in
the market are falling over themselves to sell more primary crushed rock in
Kent.
11.42. It may be more expensive to import stone into the region, but the South East
is the most populous English region and millions of pounds have been spent
on such things as the new pavements in Maidstone High Street, for which
granite was imported from China. A little more money spent on importing
crushed rock would be more beneficial than the loss of ancient woodland.
www.planningportal.gov.uk/planninginspectorate
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11.43. The increase in carbon emissions from imports (net of those resulting from
site clearance, quarrying, infilling and restoration) would be miniscule
compared to the loss of part of the remaining 2.7% Ancient Woodland
coverage of England.
11.44. The figures for the land-won crushed rock production in Kent have been
confidential for some years, but they are essential to confirm the
apportionment figure of 0.78 mtpa is appropriate and that GAL’s assumed 0.7
mtpa extraction rate is reasonable. Any change in this latter figure could well
affect the duration of quarry working on the site.
11.45. Bearing in mind that the Minerals and Waste Development Framework is due
for adoption in Autumn 2014 it can hardly be said to be at a ‘very preliminary
stage’. This shows no need for the development and, in the present
economic climate of a second or even third dip recession, it would be
advisable to wait and see what happens. Without a substantiated need the
area of Ancient Woodland would have been lost for no good reason. This ‘do
nothing approach’ is simply common sense and the use of foresight;
something that could have avoided the current Ash Tree fungus problem.
Historic Buildings

11.46. Too much weight seems to be given to the use of ragstone from Hermitage
Quarry in the upkeep of historic buildings. Canterbury Cathedral and the
Tower of London pre-date Hermitage Quarry by about 900 years, and yet
they have been built and repaired with stone from somewhere throughout all
that time. They would also need stone after Hermitage Quarry is worked out.
With the prospective closure of the current quarry fast approaching, it would
be surprising if English Heritage does not have contingency plans. A
considerable supply must anyhow be available from demolished buildings.
Prince Charles has rescued some for his garden. The very low proportion of
building stone at Hermitage Quarry would not justify the development, but if
it did, then all suitable building stone in the quarry should be retained for that
purpose.
Birds

11.47. As longstanding members of the RSPB, Mr and Mrs Dyer moved to their
present property, Eastfield House, to enjoy the peace and quiet, and the
birdlife of the countryside. Eastfield House is only about 370m from the
north-west corner of the proposed quarry site. With feeding stations and bird
boxes, they attract a huge range of birds into their garden. These include
red-list species such as yellowhammers, marsh tits and turtle doves with their
young. The population of the latter has dropped by more than 90% in the
last 40 years and RSPB is trying hard to save them.
11.48. Even if, as the ES says, birds adapt to routine background sounds, blasting is
not a routine background sound and it would cause significant disturbance
which is very likely to drive away such species as the collared doves. 44
million birds have already disappeared from the UK over the last four decades
and there is no need to increase that number.
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Noise

11.49. Reversing bleepers emit a continuous stream of piercing, monotonous highpitched bleeps which are most irritating. If the scheme is permitted, then a
condition should be attached requiring the equipment on these vehicles to
play music instead, for example jazz when moving forwards and classical
when reversing. Although GAL had previously undertaken to install white
noise bleepers, they have not done so.
Jobs

11.50. As the application was only submitted in June 2010 and the existing quarry is
due to be exhausted by about the end of 2014 there is only limited time for a
planned run-down of jobs on the site. With differing figures from 50 to 105
employees, it is unclear how many would lose their jobs. Some would
anyhow be required for the restoration work, others may be employable
elsewhere in other Gallagher enterprises, or they might find alternative
employment in the aggregate businesses in Kent, or in the recycling industry.
It is hoped that a redundancy package would help to off-set any loss of
pension for those who failed to gain new employment.
Conclusion

11.51. The drop in demand for crushed rock due to the recession provides an
opportunity to take a considered approach to longer-term needs, instead of
making a hasty decision that may be regretted later.
11.52. On 20 September 2011, David Cameron promised to protect the countryside.
As an area of ancient woodland, Oaken Wood is even more important. It is
so far untouched by development and should remain so.
Mrs Malthouse (Docs G5/1, 19 and G5/2, 113)
Woodland

11.53. As a long-time resident of Rede Wood Road, Barming, Mrs Malthouse
explained that in addition to Oaken Wood being an ancient woodland, as
defined by English Nature, it was also a rich habitat for wildlife. This included
songbirds, bats, hedgehogs, dormice, foxes, owls and badgers; many are
protected species and all of them would be affected by the proposals.
11.54. The woodland is an area where people of all ages, the elderly and children
alike, can interact with the environment whether walking, horse riding,
cycling or just playing. The current coppicing of Oaken Wood is the most
eco-friendly way to manage the woodland.
Residential Amenity

11.55. Blasting vibration from the existing quarry is already at such a level that the
local residents are concerned about the structure of their homes. There is a
constant need to dust window seals and clean cars because of the dust from
the quarry, which is also a huge health concern for the present residents and
for future generations. Noise is already a problem when the wind blows in
the wrong direction. These effects are especially hard on the elderly who are
more likely to be at home during the daytime. Mrs Malthouse’s father had
made many complaints over the years. The local residents have put up with
www.planningportal.gov.uk/planninginspectorate
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these conditions for about 20 years, but they should not be given another life
sentence.
Mr Mew (Docs 5/2, 116 & 120)
Introduction

11.56. The current environmental limits were set when the quarry was first approved
and, at the time, it was anticipated that the site would be operational for
some 20 years. Since then, with the expanding suburban areas, the public’s
sensitivity to quarrying operations has increased. This point is made in the
Sustainable Aggregates publication ‘Reducing the Environmental Effects of
Aggregate Quarrying: Dust, Noise & Vibration’.
11.57. KCC has shown little understanding of the changes that have taken place in
best practice over the years and there would be no requirement to minimise
the impacts for the local residents over the next 23 years if the scheme were
approved.
Blasting

11.58. The Sustainable Aggregates document says that 120dB air overpressure from
blasting will lead to rattling windows and ornaments, and feelings of
annoyance and fright. This is made worse by the fact that the explosion is
unannounced. It is not like the noise of planes, lorries or trains where the
sound rises and then falls away as they approach and leave, or in
thunderstorms where there is usually a flash of lightening as a warning.
Furthermore, meteorological conditions can amplify the air pressure by up to
10dB, making the sound twice as loud and exerting four times the pressure.
Despite this, no limit was proposed on the air overpressure from this scheme;
the Environmental Statement saying that it would be totally impracticable to
set one.
11.59. However, there is no reason why an air overpressure limit should not be
imposed as has been done at least by Leicestershire, Northumberland and
Neath & Port Talbot Councils. Even though there would still be the prospect
of annoyance and fright to the local residents, all three Councils based their
limits on 120dB. If planning permission is given for the extension, an air
overpressure limit should be set.
11.60. Ground vibration from blasting travels best through solid rock and, with the
solid rock rising to the south, that is where vibration would be most
significant. For the purposes of ground vibration monitoring, the sensitive
properties have been selected on the basis of their proximity to the quarry,
whereas the most sensitive could be a little further away, if sited on solid
rock.
11.61. The offered monitoring of other properties in the area under the present
blasting regime has not taken place, but if it had, that might have
demonstrated this point.
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Noise
Quarrying Operations

11.62. The noise predictions have been made with a Hitachi excavator and a Bell
dump truck working at the closest approach to the sensitive properties.
However with the need to transport material much further from the extension
to the present processing plant, considerably more plant is likely to be
required, with the attendant increase in noise. The best practice for this
transfer over a distance would be by belt conveyors, rather than by mobile
plant as proposed in this case.
11.63. Additionally best practice calls for the processing plant to be situated in the
new quarry in order to minimise both the cost and noise of transport. Again
this is not proposed. Furthermore, it is unclear if the daytime background
noise levels used in the Environmental Statement include the existing site
operations as part of the background. If not, the impact of the total site
operation would be incorrect.
Mobile and Fixed Plant

11.64. The noise from the quarry’s fixed and mobile plant can impact very
considerably on the local residents, especially that from the Trommel Screen,
the Primary Crusher and vehicle reversing warning bleepers.
11.65. Some of the plant has been on site for years and may no longer be up-todate in terms of its noise output. There are a number of methods by which
the noise output from both fixed and mobile plant can be limited. These are
recommended for quarries in developing countries and the residents of
Barming should be accorded at least the same standards.
Mr Power (Doc G5/2, 117 & 121)

11.66. Mr Power has been a resident of Barming for the last 50 years and currently
lives in North Pole Road backing onto Oaken Wood.
Building Stone

11.67. Even if the Tower of London, Canterbury Cathedral, lots of ancient churches
and other buildings all over Kent are built of Kentish Ragstone, they were
built long ago when Hermitage Quarry did not exist. Anyhow, if approved,
what would happen after the Western Extension was worked out? Would the
local residents be subjected to just the same process again in say 25 years
time?
11.68. If the Application was refused and suitable building stone was not available
from the proposed extension site, there are millions of tonnes of it around
Kent in derelict buildings and walls that could be used. Recycled material
could also replace other building materials, where required.
Employment

11.69. There was no wish to see people lose their jobs, but it would be likely that
many of the current employees would be retained within the Gallagher group
of enterprises. After all, the recycling operation should increase.
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11.70. If, in the end, some employees were made redundant, that would be
unfortunate, but that is what happens. Mr Power himself had been made
redundant nine times in a 20 year period.
Carbon Footprint

11.71. Until an alternative is found to the use of lorries to deliver our commodities,
there is little prospect of reducing our carbon footprint.
Woodland

11.72. If the application were to be approved and quarrying permitted in Oaken
Wood, there would be the loss of 31 ha of ancient woodland, the equivalent
area of many football pitches. Once this 400 year old ancient woodland was
lost it could never be replaced.
11.73. According to GAL, this is poor woodland for biodiversity purposes which would
be replaced with better woodland in the future. However, not all schemes
designed to produce a superior product come to fruition.
Residential Amenity

11.74. The experts may say that the noise, vibration and dust levels would be within
acceptable guidelines, but they do not live in the houses a few hundred
metres from the quarry where blasting causes the furniture and ornaments to
rattle, the birds to fly off and the cars to get covered in dust.
11.75. The blast observed by the Inspector was not representative in that it did not
even register on the equipment at Mr Power’s house, whereas there have
been recordings of the air overpressure as high as 123 dB 356.
11.76. KCC’s view that there is more noise on the site from the M20 Motorway than
from the existing quarry is completely wrong. The noise starts at 7 am with
the grading drum being loaded and starting to rotate together with the lorries
and dumper trucks bleeping as they reverse in the quarry.
Conclusion

11.77. The overriding argument for the scheme is the extraction of the dimension
stone for building purposes which makes up only about 2% of 70% (just
1.4%) of the total material to be extracted. That would destroy the 400 year
old Oaken Wood, which has been enjoyed by the local people since their
grandparents were children playing there. School children, joggers, dog
walkers, horse riders Scouts and Cubs, mountain bikers and teenagers just
out for a walk all enjoy the fresh air, peace and tranquillity of Oaken Wood.
People could still come to within 50m of the workings in the wood, but that
would not be a nice experience like the present one because of the noise and
activity in the quarry. Accordingly the scheme should be rejected.

356

Doc G5/2, no 121
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Mr Ridout
Need

11.78. A previous planning application to quarry in Oaken Wood was refused in 1995
because of inadequate need, but at least there were major construction
projects going on at the time. There was the Channel Rail Tunnel Rail Link,
the A2 widening scheme, widening of the M25 from Junctions 1 to 3 as well
as the A256 and the A299 widening schemes. There was also a large
increase in housing development around Ashford.
11.79. In contrast the only major road schemes at present in Kent are the widening
of the A21 between Tonbridge and Tunbridge Wells and the Junction 10a
improvements on the M20. There is also the possibility of built development
around Dartford and North Kent, but it would be more cost effective to import
sea dredged aggregate for concrete than to use crushed rock for these
projects.
11.80. In 1995, the then projects required a 1.2 mtpa apportionment of crushed
rock in Kent, but now the requirement is down to just 0.78 mtpa. With a
landbank of permitted reserves in the order of 50 years there is simply no
need for the proposed extension. This is what it says in the Minerals Topic
Report 1 for the Kent Minerals and Waste Development Framework Core
Strategy which rejects the option of extending Hermitage Quarry on this very
point. The Richborough Limestone Mines are similarly not proposed for
allocation.
11.81. The Core Strategy Sustainability Appraisal Commentary says that, from a
sustainability perspective, it would not necessarily be preferable to place a
greater emphasis on land-won crushed rock. It also notes the significant
constraint of ancient woodland to the extension of Hermitage Quarry; just
what the Development Framework mineral site assessment methodology
seeks to avoid.
11.82. There is even less need now for the extension which would destroy ancient
woodland, whereas there is plenty of rock at Blaise Farm which is simply
farmland and its extraction would not affect ancient woodland.
Quality and Quantity of Rock

11.83. Ragstone has been quarried in various quarries in Kent and used for building
purposes for hundreds of years. It is not uniform between the various beds
but the buildings using ragstone have stood for many years; in some case for
centuries. It seems unlikely that, as claimed by GAL, Hermitage Quarry can
be the only source of this sound building stone. The quality of the deposit at
Blaise Farm satisfied the planners in 1995, so why is it no longer suitable?
11.84. Hanson owns Blaise Farm Quarry, yet GAL had unilaterally downgraded the
reserve on the site, both in terms of quality and quantity. Even with the GAL
revised figure of 17.25mt for the Blaise Farm reserve given in Appendix 23 to
the ES, that would last about 22 years at the annual apportionment rate of
0.78mtpa.
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11.85. Nowhere is there a minimum quality requirement for crushed rock in the
emerging Core Strategy. However, GAL quoted a strength value of 140 KN
from Blaise Farm and 175 KN from Hermitage Quarry. Both figures are well
in excess of the 50KN required for a Type 1 Sub-base material. Presumably
Hanson made a commercial decision to provide only the very basic processing
plant installed at Blaise Farm Quarry but, with a slight improvement, this
could probably produce a vastly improved product. This would allow a
profitable return on operating the site; as GAL has done from time to time.
11.86. For many decades crushed rock from the Hythe Beds at Offham Quarry, some
1km from Blaise Farm, and Allington, 2 km north of Hermitage Quarry, was
used for road sub-bases and other construction purposes. These sites are in
the area highlighted on the GAL website as having superior ragstone deposits
and should therefore be capable of supplying the market.
11.87. Most of the material supplied by GAL is for earthworks, capping layers,
drainage, concrete and Type 1 Sub-base. It is not used in the bituminous
bound materials for the upper courses of road construction because of its
variability. Crushed rock for that purpose is usually brought in from outside
Kent.
11.88. Apart from capping materials, the main product from Hermitage Quarry is
clean graded material which GAL produce through their substantial
investment in excellent processing plant; not as a result of the quality of the
raw material.
11.89. The dimension stone required to repair historic buildings is probably not much
more than 10,000 tpa and it may be that the total amount of rock for which
there is a specific requirement (apart from grading) is only about 50% of the
annual requirement. It is likely that, at most, some 15% could not be
sourced from Blaise Farm leaving say 0.12 mtpa. To achieve that output the
proposed extension would require little expenditure by the Applicant whereas
a considerable area of ancient woodland would be sacrificed. That would
make it a commercial decision, rather than an environmental one.
11.90. With a mineral reserve of some 16mt in the proposed extension at Hermitage
Quarry, that in itself would amount to a further 22 years supply. Therefore
providing over 40 years landbank would be vastly in excess of the 10 years
required by policy.
Competition

11.91. Prior to 1990, ARC with their two quarries, was the only supplier of crushed
rock in Kent. If the application is approved, Blaise Farm would be
uneconomic to operate because of the low demand and the investment
required. Again, there would be only one supplier; in this case the Applicant
operating Hermitage Quarry. With no other competition, they would be able
to set the price, which may not be to the benefit of the people of Kent.
Restoration

11.92. It would not be feasible or economical to restore mature woodland for some
50 years from starting the quarry and the costs of restoring to woodland
would far outweigh restoration to agriculture, as would be required at Blaise
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Farm. The latter could be profitable after only two or three years. In any
case, GAL has only restored land to farmland so far at Hermitage Quarry.
There would need to be careful monitoring of their restoration to woodland
and some basis to assume it would be completed, should anything happen to
GAL.
Blasting

11.93. When blasting in the quarry, the shock waves radiate outwards, primarily
along the densest strata. The waves from the proposed extension would
affect the residents in many more houses in Barming and East Malling. No
consideration has been shown towards these residents in the planning of the
existing or proposed quarrying operations. In Staffordshire for example,
there is a 500m buffer zone around quarries where blasting takes place,
whereas there are properties within about 250m of the proposed extension.
Blasting could also affect the Geomorphological SSSI to the west of the site.
Woodland

11.94. Scouts and other children have used the woods for generations for tracking,
hiking and expanding their knowledge of nature. If Oaken Wood is sacrificed
for quarrying, future generations would never have this experience.
Conclusion

11.95. KCC accept the quantity and quality of the mineral reserve at Blaise Farm
Quarry which provides a landbank until at least 2030. There is therefore
even less need for the extension than when it was previously refused. It
would be wrong to sacrifice the right of future generations to enjoy the
environment purely on commercial grounds and accordingly the application
should be refused.
12.

Written Representations (Docs G5/1 & 2)

12.1.

In addition to the cases heard at the Inquiry, there have also been a
considerable number of written representations. These included objections
from both Maidstone and Tonbridge & Malling Borough Councils and Teston
Parish Council, as well as representations from the local Member of
Parliament, numerous organisations, companies and private individuals,
together with a petition from a number of Gallagher employees. The gist of
these representations has mostly been covered by the cases already
reported, but certain other matters are also raised.

12.2.

Natural England maintained their objection to the loss of ancient woodland 357.
English Heritage supported the application particularly because they said that
Kentish Ragstone is something of a hybrid stone for which there is no suitable
match. They also commented on development of ‘smooth blasting
techniques’ and their commitment to a Strategic Stone Study designed to
identify the right stone for restoring buildings 358.

357
358

Doc G5/1, 91
Doc G5/1, 69
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12.3.

Orica, one of the UK’s main civil explosive suppliers, supported the
application and referred to co-operation with Gallaghers on trials into the
most efficient use of explosives 359.

12.4.

The West Kent Green Party opposed the application 360. In addition to seeking
to retain the ancient woodland and any possible archaeological remains on
the site, they considered there to be no need for the stone. In their view,
there should be no further road building, and they said that ragstone is not a
viable building material because it does not provide the necessary insulation
value and it is not carbon neutral. Furthermore, it is a finite resource which
should be replaced by wood and other sustainable materials. They argued
that it was simply not ecologically sustainable to continue extracting nonrenewable resources such as ragstone.

12.5.

Other individual representations argued that high noise levels could induce
stress-related illnesses, and that sudden noises from the proposed extension
could frighten the horses ridden in Oaken Wood. It was suggested that the
name Oaken Wood may derive from Saxon times and it was also said that
coppicing of sweet chestnut woodlands is still a viable use of the land.
Furthermore, one representation said that the site was within the setting of
the Kent Downs AONB 361.

13.

Planning Obligation (GAL 36A)

13.1. A completed Section 106 Agreement between the Applicant and the Mineral
Planning Authority (Kent CC) was submitted before the end of the Inquiry 362.
13.2. This obligation confirms that it applies in relation to the planning applications
for the Westerly Extension and the continued use of the previously approved
quarry (Schedule 3). It gives the Owners’ and Applicant’s covenants with the
Council (Schedule 4) and also the Council’s covenants with the Owners and the
Applicant (Schedule 5). Furthermore, it covers the aftercare management of
the site (Schedule 1), the form of the Annual Ecological Monitoring Report
(Schedule 2) and the Woodland Management Plan is attached as Annex 1.
13.3. Covenants with the Council would require the implementation of the Woodland
Management Plan for the long term restoration and management of the
Application Site and the existing quarry site, together with the establishment
of the Habitat Creation Field. Other covenants would require an aftercare
management plan, the payment of a blast monitoring fee and the setting up of
a Management Advisory Group.
13.4. The Council simply covenants to consider and respond promptly to the
requests for approvals contained in the Applicant’s covenants, without fettering
their discretion under any other powers.
13.5. The Woodland Management Plan has the vision of providing high quality native
woodland cover to replace the current non-native monoculture on the
Application Site, as well as the establishment of new native woodland to
promote connectivity with, and between, the existing woodlands at Fullingpits
359

Doc G5/1, 38
Doc G5/1, 17 & 52
361
Doc G5/1, 55
362
Doc GAL36A
360
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Wood and Broke Wood. It also seeks management that would maximise
opportunities for wildlife and the provision of public access. This Plan looks at
the baseline conditions in terms of the present ecology and puts forward an
interim woodland management strategy, followed by the long term strategy
and it looks in some detail at the way in which these could be achieved.
13.6. The Management Advisory Group would advise on, and monitor, the mitigation
and management of the Woodland Management Plan at all stages of the
quarrying, infilling and restoration operations, as well as considering the
results of the separate Ecological Monitoring Strategy. The anticipated
timetable for the ecological works is given in Appendix 1 to the Woodland
Management Plan.
14.

Variation of Existing Permissions

14.1. As set out in Section 2 of this report, the original quarry has already been
extended on three occasions under previous permissions (2.4-2.8).
14.2. The Original Quarry was permitted under Permission TM/88/295 (GAL37/5) but
the conditions on that permission have already been varied and the current
conditions are those attached to Permission TM/03/2782 (CD2.1).
14.3. The Southern Extension was originally permitted under Permission TM/95/761
(GAL37/6) but again the conditions have been varied, in this case by
Permission TM/03/2784 (CD2.3).
14.4. The Eastern Extension to the earlier Southern Extension was permitted under
Permission TM/03/2784 (CD2.2) which is still extant.
14.5. The Western Extension was permitted under Permission TM/97/2068 which has
subsequently been varied by Permission TM/07/4294 (CD2.4).
14.6. Amongst other things the conditions on these various permissions set out the
required form and phasing of the development and restoration. The current
application is for a Westerly Extension to the quarry with the retention of the
plant and operational areas within the present quarry site, before subsequent
restoration of the land in accordance with the principles of the Woodland
Management Plan. The phases of working proposed in the current application
would follow on from those already approved in the Southern and Western
Extensions - hence the first phase of quarrying in the proposed extension
would be Phase 8.
14.7. To this end, the conditions attached to the permissions for the original quarry
and the Southern and Eastern Extensions would need appropriate variation.
There is no need to vary the conditions on the permission for the present
Western Extension which accommodate the phased working and restoration
scheme currently proposed 363.
14.8. If the proposed Westerly Extension is approved, it was suggested that the
descriptions for the new permissions to replace those that cover the existing
quarry site should be as follows (GAL 39):-

363

GAL/GJ/P, para 3.2.3
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Original Quarry

‘Ragstone quarry with restoration to original levels.’
Southern Extension

‘The development of land situated at Hermitage Quarry, Hermitage Lane,
Maidstone, Kent and being a southern extension of the existing quarry for
extraction of ragstone and hassock, backfilling to former levels with inert
waste, restoration in part to native woodland and in part to agriculture,
continued use of existing quarry plant, buildings and access road, recycling of
construction aggregates.’
Eastern Extension

‘The development of land situated at Hermitage Quarry, Hermitage Lane,
Maidstone Kent and being an eastern extension of the existing quarry for
extraction of ragstone and hassock, backfilling to former levels with inert
waste, restoration to native woodland, continued use of existing quarry plant,
buildings and access road.’
15.

Suggested Planning Conditions

15.1. Schedules of the draft conditions for the proposed Westerly Extension and the
three existing permissions had been agreed between the Applicant and the
County Council and were discussed at the Inquiry (GAL37/2-4).
15.2. In addition, the Kent Conservation Officer’s Group and the Institute of
Historic Building Conservation advocated conditions to ensure the
completion of a study into the identification of the appropriate lanes in the
quarry to match the stone used in historic buildings. They also sought
conditions to ensure an adequate supply of building stone from the extension
and that the primary saw should be used to cut stone on site (11.8, 11.15).
For the latter purposes, KCOG suggested the following condition:At all times, ragstone shall be available prior to sale if requested with at
least one side sawn so that the quality can be established before purchase
(G5/1,90A).
15.3. As well as some other conditions, Barming Parish Council suggested that the
effects of blasting should be limited to those identified in a Vibrock report
(11.38) and both Mr Mew and KCC suggested an air overpressure condition
(KCC/7)(8.84, 11.59).
15.4. Mrs Dyer suggested musical reversing alarm systems for vehicles (11.49) and
Mr Mew suggested that the noise from mobile and fixed plant should be
limited at least in accordance with the recommended conditions in developing
countries (11.65).
15.5. The merits of all these conditions are covered in paragraphs 16.128- Error!
Reference source not found. below.
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16.

Conclusions

The figures in brackets (…) indicate the paragraphs from which the evidence is taken.
Main Considerations
16.1.

In the call-in letter, the Secretary of State wished to be informed of the
extent to which the applications would comply with the policies of the
Development Plan, ‘emerging’ Development Plan policies and national
planning guidance, as well as any other issues identified by the Inspector.

16.2.

Accordingly, the main considerations relate to:• The need for, and supply of, the minerals, taking into account the
geology of the area,
• The loss of ancient woodlands and biodiversity,
• The landscape and visual impact,
• The archaeological and heritage impacts,
• Landfill and waste permitting,
• Effects on groundwater,
• The amenities of local residents from blasting, noise, dust and traffic,
• The socio-economic effects,
• Sustainability,
• The consequential effects of the scheme on the existing planning
permissions, and public rights of way, and
• Compliance with the Development Plan and other considerations.

Need for, and the Supply of, the Minerals
Crushed Rock

16.3.

There is a high demand for construction aggregates in the South East of
England in the form of sand and gravel and crushed rock (7.3). The sand
and gravel may be land-won or marine dredged material, and it may be
replaced in some cases by recycled aggregates (11.39).

16.4.

Recycled materials, similar to those currently produced at Hermitage Quarry
(2.13), can also replace the need for some crushed rock, but the indigenous
supplies of crushed rock account for less than half of the total used, with the
remainder being made up of imports from other parts of the UK and abroad
(7.3). Policy M1 of the South East Plan (SEP) calls for mineral supplies to be
sourced indigenously where possible, to reduce the need to transport
materials over long distances and to minimise carbon emissions (7.8).

16.5.

Set against this background, and the anticipated level of development in the
area (11.78-11.80, 12.4), the proposed changes to Policy M3 of the SEP
give the sub-regional apportionment for Kent as 0.78 million tonnes per
annum (mtpa), and Kent County Council (KCC), as Mineral Planning
Authority, accepted that figure (7.6).

16.6.

Some local residents questioned this apportionment (11.44, 11.80), but the
Chief Planner at the Department for Communities and Local Government
confirmed it as the figure to use for planning purposes, even when the SEP
is revoked (8.11). In any case, an apportionment cannot be amended at an
Inquiry into a planning application. It is set through other means, and with
all the relevant information (7.7).
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16.7.

Whilst hassock may be used for fill and capping purposes (2.10), ragstone is
the principal source of hard stone to meet Kent’s crushed rock
apportionment (8.24), which the planning system should make every effort
to facilitate (7.9).
Building/Dimension Stone

16.8.

Apart from its use as crushed rock, the better quality Kentish Ragstone has
been used for ‘building’ purposes for centuries (11.46, 11.67). Not only has
it been used in relatively mundane walls and buildings, but it has also been
used in more specialist ‘heritage’ buildings (11.11).

16.9.

It has been used in a long list of very prestigious buildings such as the
Tower of London, Canterbury Cathedral, Rochester Cathedral, the Guild Hall,
the Greenwich Maritime Complex and the precincts of Westminster Abbey,
as well as over a thousand listed buildings. It has been used in four of the
UK’s 12 World Heritage Sites and it is also significant in the character of at
least 51 Conservation Areas in Kent (7.18, 7.19, 11.10).

16.10.

From time to time, new dimension stone is required for the restoration,
alteration or extension of these buildings. Whilst alternative materials such
as Chilmark Stone have been tried in the past for restoration purposes, they
do not match the original ragstone in substance, texture, quality or colour.
Nor do they have the same weathering characteristics (8.34, 11.5, 11.13).
Accordingly, English Heritage and those responsible for the upkeep of these
historic buildings consider it essential to maintain a supply of Kentish
Ragstone for dimension stone purposes (7.19, 7.20, 11.5, 11.10).

16.11.

Although there is no separate apportionment for building stone in general,
or dimension stone in particular (9.14, 9.24), there is a substantial need to
maintain a supply of Kentish Ragstone for dimension purposes, and little
prospect that it could be replaced by timber, as advocated by the West Kent
Green Party (12.4).
Geology

16.12.

Kentish Ragstone is a hard glauconic sandy limestone which is only found in
a narrow outcrop of the Hythe Formation that stretches east to west across
Kent. It is inter-bedded with the poorly cemented clayey sandstones, clayey
sands or sandy mudstones known as hassock (3.2, 3.3, 7.32).

16.13.

The movement of the East Malling Faults to the north of Hermitage Quarry
caused that part of the Hythe Formation, part of the Sevenoaks Division, to
become more condensed and therefore stronger. This is known as the
Hermitage Group (3.6, 3.7).
Sources of Supply

16.14.

Whilst reference was first made in the 1970s to the possibility of
underground mining of limestone at Richborough, a 2011 report for the
Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) concluded
that there was still no realistic prospect of such workings taking place (7.5,
8.16).

16.15.

Some local residents suggested that building/dimension stone could be
obtained from the demolition of old buildings (11.46, 11.68). It might be
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possible to obtain a limited supply in that way for general walling or other
non-specific purposes, but there is no information to indicate that the
approximately 20,000 tonnes a year currently produced at Hermitage
Quarry could be obtained from this source (2.15). It is also unlikely that
much of this partially weathered stone would be successfully reworked for
specific purposes such as quoins or copings which require deep beds of high
quality ragstone (7.20, 8.31). It is more likely that demolition stone would
be reused in some form of decorative application, such as Prince Charles is
said to have done in his garden (11.46). Accordingly, demolition stone is
not likely to make a significant contribution to the regular supply of building
stone, let alone dimension stone with its more demanding requirements.
16.16.

At present, supplies of ragstone and hassock all come from the existing
Hermitage Quarry, though some intermittent supplies of lower grade
materials have also been sourced on an occasional campaign basis from
Blaise Farm Quarry (2.15, 7.13, 8.13).

16.17.

There have been two separate calls for minerals sites as part of the Kent
Minerals and Waste Development Framework, but no other ragstone sites
have been forthcoming (7.27, 8.13, 8.16).

16.18.

The lack of any other viable alternative site for ragstone extraction is
supported by the Alternative Sites Study carried out by the Applicant, which
was further updated in Appendix 9 to the Addendum to the Environmental
Statement. This identified an initial 118 possible sites. 18 were studied in
detail and none found to be viable alternative sites to Hermitage and Blaise
Farm Quarries (7.27, 8.17).

16.19.

At Blaise Farm Quarry there are considerable resources of both ragstone
and hassock with planning permission. They amount to a combined notional
total of some 33 million tonnes (7.16). Both the emerging Minerals and
Waste Framework Documents and the Committee report used this figure,
but that did not take account of the poor quality material at the base of the
Broughton Division and the large depth of overburden and further tipped
overburden in some places. It was however acknowledged at the Inquiry
that, taking into account these constraints, the viable workable reserves
were more like 12.38 mt in total (7.68 mt of ragstone and 4.70 mt of
hassock) (7.16, 8.13, 9.15).

16.20.

At the current rate, the existing consented reserves at Hermitage Quarry
will be exhausted by late 2014 or early 2015 (7.10).

16.21.

It was agreed at the Inquiry that the proposed Westerly Extension contains
workable reserves of some 16.01 mt, of which 10.67 mt is ragstone and
5.34 mt is saleable hassock. Furthermore, with the strata in the existing
quarry extending into the proposed site, that would permit the production of
the same range of products to those already produced from the existing
quarry, including good quality dimension stone (7.29, 8.28, 9.12).
Landbank

16.22.

Paragraph 145 of the National Planning Policy Framework (the Framework)
says that there should be a landbank of at least 10 years for crushed rock
aggregates (9.14). On the face of it, with a 0.78 mtpa apportionment
(16.5) the 12.38 mt at Blaise Farm would provide well over the required
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figure on its own, let alone another two years or so supply at Hermitage
Quarry (7.16, 8.18, 9.15, 11.90); and the proposed extension would add a
further approximately 16 mt (4.3, 8.13, 9.16).
16.23.

Having carried out plant scale trials and particularly magnesium sulphate
tests (8.29) of the material at Blaise Farm, it was accepted at the Inquiry
that the stone at that site is inferior in quality to that at Hermitage Quarry.
It is not suitable for higher grade uses in concrete or bituminous materials
and, with much greater wastage, the cost of production would be greater.
Even ignoring the Aggregates Levy, at some £4.75 - £5.00 per tonne, the
cost of the Blaise Farm material would be materially higher than the £3.50 £4.00 for recycled material (7.12-7.14, 8.27-8.30, 9.24).

16.24.

These financial considerations are in line with the decision by Hanson, the
owners of Blaise Farm Quarry, to mothball the site in 2005 citing, amongst
other things, increasing competition from recycled and other materials. It
has only been used by the Applicant to supply bulk fill and capping materials
on an occasional campaign basis since that time (7.11, 7.13, 8.15, 8.24,
8.28, 9.17, 9.18).

16.25.

Hanson did not make any representations to the Inquiry, but they have not
operated the site now for some seven years and there is no evidence to
show that they would be likely to do so in the future (8.15, 9.17-9.20).

16.26.

In both the Committee Report on this Application and in their Draft Local
Aggregate Assessment for the emerging Minerals and Waste Local Plan, KCC
accepted that there are significant resources at Blaise Farm which form part
of the crushed rock landbank. Consequently, they did not propose to
allocate the Westerly Extension to Hermitage Quarry. Instead, they
anticipated adding an exceptions policy to the Plan but, in any case, this
Plan is unlikely to have progressed very much further towards adoption
before the Secretary of State’s decision is known (7.87, 8.25, 8.35, 9.21).

16.27.

Paragraph 145 of the Framework advises that large landbanks bound up in
very few sites may stifle competition and the Office for Fair Trading has
been concerned about competition (9.26). However, as set out above, there
is only one real supplier of ragstone at present and the situation would not
change if the proposed extension were approved (9.25, 11.91).

16.28.

Whilst there is certainly a theoretical landbank of well over the required 10
years, paragraph 145 of the Framework acknowledges that 10 years is a
minimum and that longer periods may be required in certain circumstances.
The Guidance on the Managed Aggregate Supply System says, at paragraph
26, that an adequate or excess landbank is not a reason for withholding
planning permission, unless there are other planning objections that are not
outweighed by planning benefits (8.22). Accordingly, the large theoretical
landbank should not preclude permission for the proposed Westerly
Extension at Hermitage Quarry.
Steady and Adequate Supplies
Crushed Rock

16.29.

Paragraph 72 of Planning and Minerals: Practice Guidance advises that the
management of landbanks should be based on considerations of real need
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and real supply (8.21), and paragraph 145 of the Framework starts off by
saying that Mineral Planning Authorities should plan for a steady and
adequate supply of aggregates (7.9). The same point is made in paragraph
11 of the Guidance on the Managed Aggregate Supply System (8.22).
16.30.

Without the proposed extension, Hermitage Quarry would be worked out by
the end of 2014 or early 2015 (7.10). Even if Hanson did decide to reopen
the quarry, which seems unlikely, higher quality stone could not be supplied
from Blaise Farm (16.23, 16.25). This would certainly not provide the
steady and adequate supply of aggregate sought by national planning
policy.
Dimension Stone

16.31.

Although there is no apportionment for building/dimension stone, it has
already been concluded that there is a considerable need for good quality
stone for restoration purposes (16.11). The ragstone from Blaise Farm that
has been used as dimension stone in the past has not been successful,
mainly because of its inherent quality. However, there are also inadequate
depths of ragstone in the various beds at Blaise Farm Quarry from which to
cut such pieces as quoins and copings (7.21, 7.22, 8.29, 8.31, 8.33).

16.32.

Building stone has been produced in the area for centuries (11.46, 11.67)
but at present Hermitage Quarry is the only source of good quality Kentish
Ragstone for dimension purposes (7.18, 11.4). Policy CSM6 of the
emerging Minerals Plan does support bespoke building stone quarries
(9.39). However, the need to remove large quantities of overburden or
other material in order to extract the ragstone is likely to make it
uneconomical to operate a bespoke building/dimension stone quarry in this
area in the current economic climate (7.26, 11.14).

16.33.

Nevertheless, the proposed extension would enable the production of a
steady supply of building/dimension stone for more than 20 years, which
would not otherwise be available for restoration purposes. No predictions
can be made at present about where a supply of Kentish Ragstone would, or
would not, be available from after that time (11.46, 11.67).
Combined Supply

16.34.

As concluded above, the proposed Westerly Extension is required to provide
a steady and adequate supply of aggregates (16.30) and it is also required if
an adequate supply of good quality building/dimension stone is to be
maintained (16.33).
Summary of Conclusions on Need and Supply
Crushed Rock

16.35.

There is a 0.78 mtpa sub-regional apportionment of crushed rock for
aggregates to be produced in Kent and the ragstone of the Hythe Formation
is the only source of good quality rock whilst at least some of the interbedded hassock can also be used for fill and capping purposes (16.4, 16.7).

16.36.

At present, there are only two consented sources of ragstone, those at
Blaise Farm and Hermitage Quarries, and no realistic prospect of any more
in the near future (16.14-16.18).
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16.37.

At Blaise Farm there are some 30 mt of consented ragstone and hassock but
only about 12 mt would realistically be workable (16.19). On its own, this
would exceed the 10 year landbank for crushed rock and there are also
some remaining reserves at Hermitage Quarry (16.22). Nevertheless,
because of the stone quality and economic considerations, Blaise Farm has
been mothballed for some time, except for certain campaigns for low grade
materials. It is unlikely to make a significant contribution to the steady and
adequate supply of crushed stone in the foreseeable future (16.34).
Accordingly, there is a very considerable need for the crushed rock that
could be supplied from the proposed Westerly Extension.
Dimension Stone

16.38.

Although there is no separate apportionment for building/dimension stone,
there is a substantial need to maintain a supply of specifically Kentish
Ragstone for maintenance and restoration of many very notable buildings
(16.8-16.11).

16.39.

There is little prospect of a significant supply from the demolition of existing
buildings (16.15) and also little prospect of any bespoke building/dimension
stone quarries being started in the area (16.32). Building/dimension stone
would however be available from some of the beds in a ragstone quarry
worked primarily for aggregates. Not only are the ragstone beds at Blaise
Farm mainly too thin to produce the larger pieces for quoins and copings for
restoration work, but they have been tried for some dimension purposes
and found unacceptable because of their relatively poor quality (16.32). In
contrast, the Westerly Extension to Hermitage Quarry would provide good
quality deep bed Kentish Ragstone for which there is a well established need
(2.15, 0, 16.11).
Combined Need and Supply

16.40.

With the limited remaining supplies at Hermitage Quarry as the only regular
source of crushed rock in Kent, there is a strong need for the proposed
extension which would also provide a source of high quality dimension stone
for which there is also a very considerable need (16.20, 16.37, 16.39).

Ancient Woodland
16.41.

Regardless of the Applicants’ doubts about the designation of much of
Oaken Wood as ‘plantation on ancient woodland site’ (PAWS), one of the
two categories of ancient woodland (7.35), this is its designation in the
Ancient Woodland Inventory, and that has been confirmed by Natural
England (10.1, 12.2). On that basis, 31 ha of the 33 ha Application Site was
PAWS and it would be irreplaceably lost to the development (7.34, 8.47,
9.5, 10.1).

16.42.

There is only about 2.7% ancient woodland coverage of England (7.33,
11.43), and paragraph 118 of the Framework states that planning
permission should be refused for developments that would result in the loss
of ancient woodland unless the need for, and benefit of, the development in
that location clearly outweigh the loss (8.38, 9.5). Whilst seeking to protect
ancient woodland, this advice clearly does allow for circumstances where the
loss can be outweighed by other considerations (7.36, 8.38, 8.42, 9.9, 10.8,
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11.23). Natural England did not consider the prospective loss of ancient
woodland to be sufficiently important to call-in the Application (7.42, 8.49).
16.43.

Not all ancient woodland is the same and, in order to properly balance the
harm against the benefits, the characteristics of the ancient woodland in
question must be assessed (7.36, 7.38, 8.41-8.46, 9.8 10.8).

16.44.

The Framework advice does not differentiate between Ancient Semi-Natural
Woodland (ASNW) and PAWS but the Keepers of Time Statement by Defra
seems to draw a distinction by saying that ASNWs are generally the most
valuable ancient woodland sites. The Woodland Trust’s Position Statement
on the subject also draws a distinction between PAWS and ASNW in the
context of habitat translocation which, in the latter case, is said to be
particularly inappropriate (7.37). That would accord with the fact that
particularly the mature trees of ASNW woodlands could not be translocated.
In contrast the main interest in PAWS resides in the soils, for which there
may be rather more success with translocation schemes (7.37).

16.45.

Within the primarily non-native sweet chestnut coppice (with a few more
mature trees) on the Application Site, there were 21 or 22 (2009 or 2012
surveys) ancient woodland indicator (AWI) plant species. Their distribution
was found to be patchy, largely restricted to a few hollows and none of them
are nationally rare. Furthermore, the site is otherwise dominated by
bramble (7.34, 7.40, 7.45, 7.50, 8.52, 10.1).

16.46.

Although the Kent Wildlife Trust (KWT) considered the distribution of AWIs
to be typical of a plantation on ancient woodland site, Natural England
considered the inherent richness of much of the site to be limited when
compared to other ancient woodland sites (7.42, 10.3). The Applicant had
compared the soils on the Application Site with other sweet chestnut coppice
woodlands in the area, which showed rather more floristic interest and
greater soil depths (9.47-9.50, 8.51).

16.47.

It was suggested that there may have been a significant disturbance of the
soils at the time that the site was replanted with sweet chestnut in the mid19th Century (7.45). However, for the purposes of this assessment there is
no particular need to identify the cause of the relatively poor quality of this
ancient woodland; that is simply the case (7.40, 7.45, 8.51, 8.54, 10.2).

16.48.

Both Natural England and KWT envisaged that the reintroduction of the
traditional coppicing cycle would provide periods of greater daylight that
would allow the AWI species to thrive (7.42, 8.53, 10.7). Nevertheless, the
Applicants’ evidence showed that on the Application Site there was no
greater abundance of AWIs in areas with greater daylight, as had been
found in other comparable woodlands (7.41, 8.55). In any case, with the
loss of a viable sweet chestnut coppicing industry in the area and limited
woodland management grants, there is no reason to suppose there would
be a return to a regular coppicing cycle if the proposed extension was
refused (7.43).

16.49.

The Woodland Management Plan includes the translocation of the ancient
woodland soils, along with some old coppice stools and their associated
bryophytes. They would be moved from one phase to another as part of the
restoration scheme that is designed to create native woodland. With recent
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improvements in techniques, similar translocation schemes have been
carried out elsewhere in the area and achieved reasonably good results,
although time will tell if they retain those ancient woodland indicator species
that have so far survived. Regardless of the relatively poor quality PAWS
and the results achievable through translocation, this would not be the
restoration of the PAWS lost to the scheme (7.50, 8.64, 9.53, 9.54, 10.4,
10.5, 16.47).
Biodiversity
16.50.

Local residents reported seeing a considerable range of wildlife on the site
(11.53), but Natural England and the Kent Wildlife Trust (KWT) both
accepted that the Application Site is relatively poor in terms of species, even
though it is part of a Local Wildlife Site (LWS) (7.47, 8.109, 10.6).

16.51.

Despite the apparently greater birdlife interest around Mrs Dyer’s home
(11.47), the surveys carried out on the Application Site showed there to be
a low diversity of breeding birds with no rare species, Red Data Book or EC
Directive Schedule 1 species breeding on the site (7.47).

16.52.

The lichens on the site are considered poor and the Environmental
Statement says that the paucity of dead wood reduces the number of fungal
species to a minimum, with no Red Data Book or nationally rare fungi
(7.47).

16.53.

The invertebrates were found to be of negligible ecological interest and the
woodland is poor for roosting bats (7.47).

16.54.

The habitat is considered sub-optimal for dormice, but that would be
improved if it were not dominated by sweet chestnut (7.47). There is no
reason to suppose that the necessary dormice licences would not be
forthcoming from Natural England (7.53).

16.55.

There was just one single toad in the 2009 survey, and no amphibians at all
were found in 2012 (7.47).

16.56.

There were no badger setts on the Application Site, although there were
some in the wider Oaken Wood (7.47).

16.57.

Three common species of reptiles (common lizard, slow worm and grass
snake) were present on the site in medium to low densities in a limited
number of locations. It is these which primarily justified the Local Wildlife
Site designation (7.48, 11.25). They would be translocated to the Habitat
Creation Field as part of the preliminary work at the beginning of each
phase of working (8.62).

16.58.

A reasonable number of bryophytes had been recorded on the site, though
none that were nationally rare and KWT accepted that none would be lost to
the area as a result of the development (7.48).

16.59.

The loss of this area of PAWS and its reinstatement to native woodland
would help to achieve one of the objectives of the Kent Biodiversity Action
Plan which envisages the enhancement of more semi-natural character
woodlands on ancient replanted sites, for example through the
diversification of sweet chestnut plantations, (7.50, 8.57). The same
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approach is taken in the relevant Biodiversity Opportunity Area Statement
(7.50), and one of the Woodland Trust’s main aims is to increase the area of
native woodland cover (8.59).
16.60.

As recorded above, there are some species of biodiversity interest in the
present non-native sweet chestnut woodland (10.7, 16.50-16.58).
Nevertheless, restoration to native woodland should, in the longer term,
considerably increase the species richness with habitat enhancement for
dormice, reptiles, badgers, birds, invertebrates and amphibians, as well as
greater lichen and bryophyte diversity (7.50, 7.51, 10.5). However, also as
noted above (16.49), the ancient woodland indicator species may not
translocate very well and those that did survive would be very slow to
spread because of their inherently poor colonising abilities (8.54, 10.5).

16.61.

Whilst there would be a loss of 31 ha of PAWS, the full 33 ha of the
Application Site would be restored to native woodland and new native
woodland would be planted on the existing quarry site to link up the ancient
woodlands of Broke Wood and Fullingpits Wood with Oaken Wood (13.5).
This would provide significant opportunities for the movement of wildlife.
Furthermore, some areas of recently planted woodland and existing
woodland would be brought into conservation management, thereby
providing a total net gain of some 74.7 ha, considerably more than a two for
one replacement (7.49, 7.51). In addition there would be the 9 ha Habitat
Creation Field and the management of some 6.8 km of existing hedgerows
(4.13, 7.51, 8.62).

16.62.

Overall, despite designation as a Local Wildlife Site (7.34, 7.51, 8.109), the
relatively poor biodiversity interest in the current woodland would, in the
longer term, be considerably increased by the restoration to native
woodland and the conservation management of other off-site woodlands
(7.51, 8.63). In due course the site could re-qualify for Local Wildlife Site
designation (7.51).

Landscape and Visual Impact
Methodology
16.63.

The Woodland Trust contended that the Applicant had taken the wrong
baseline for the assessment of the landscape and visual impacts by
assuming that the existing quarry would remain as it is and not be restored
over time. They considered that the baseline should assume the existing
quarry had been restored (7.61, 8.79, 9.41). It was argued on behalf of the
Applicant that the restoration had been implicitly included in the
assessment, though not specifically documented (7.61, 9.43).

16.64.

It is clear that any landscape and visual impact assessment should have
regard to the existing conditions, otherwise the change brought about by
the development could not be properly established. The baseline may not of
course be static (9.42) but, having established the baseline, it is usual to
simply consider the effects of the proposed development.

16.65.

In this case, the baseline should take into account the conditions as they are
now, ie with a working quarry. Thereafter the assessment of the future
impacts should be with, and without, the scheme, bearing in mind the
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restoration of the existing quarry either in five to seven years time, or at the
end of a much longer period of more like 35 years (4.5, 7.61).
Visual Impact
Existing Conditions

16.66.

Although the existing quarry is a large site in the countryside, there are
remarkably few public vantage points from which it can be seen. There are
limited views from the public footpath behind the Rede Wood Road houses
to the south, and occasional glimpses from Byway MR 496 to the west. The
other main views are the very distant ones from the higher ground of the
Kent Downs AONB, such as from Bluebell Hill some 7 km to the north
(4.10). With regard to the latter, the Kent AONB Unit has confirmed the
very limited impact of any visual effects (7.56, 12.5).

16.67.

The Application Site is almost completely covered in dense sweet chestnut
coppice which forms part of the much larger Oaken Wood and, apart from
the bridleway that crosses the site, it is only really visible in the long
distance views referred to above, (7.55, 16.66).
Future Conditions

16.68.

Without the proposed extension, the existing quarry would be restored
mainly to agricultural land within about five to seven years and Oaken Wood
would remain as at present (7.61, 7.62).

16.69.

With the proposed extension, much of the existing quarry would remain in
use and only be finally restored in up to 35 years time, therefore retaining
those limited views that do exist of the working quarry for many more years
(4.5).

16.70.

A minimum 50 m wide perimeter zone of sweet chestnut coppice would be
retained between the edge of the extension site and the circular permissive
path/track which, with the proposed woodland management, should be
adequate to prevent any material views of the site by users of that route
(7.54, 7.55, 8.70, 8.71 ). There would be some views of the site from the
Byway where it crossed the tunnel into the site, but those could be
reasonably obscured by screen fencing and planting that would mature over
a period of years (7.55, 8.73, 9.45). Although the tunnel itself would be an
artificial element in the landscape, the only material views of it would be
from within the existing quarry and the extension site, which are not of
course public vantage points.

16.71.

The proposed extension would be progressively worked in phases of about 2
ha at a time. Whilst there would be no more than four phases without tree
cover at any one time, the newly planted native trees and shrubs would
take a significant further period to develop into recognisable woodland cover
(7.54, 7.57, 9.45).

16.72.

Taking into account the surrounding retained woodland and the lack of
public view points, the working, filling and restoration of the extension site
for some 23 years would have little visual impact (4.5, 7.55, 7.56, 8.69,
8.72, 8.78). The delay in restoring part of the existing quarry site would
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prolong the, admittedly limited, visual impact of that element of the scheme
for perhaps another 30 years.
16.73.

Overall, the visual impact during the lifetime of the scheme would be quite
small and, once completed, it would perhaps be slightly positive because of
the additional woodland planting on the existing quarry site (7.51).
Landscape Impact

16.74.

There is no landscape quality designation of the site and, although it is
ancient woodland, that is not a landscape designation (7.59, 8.66).
Existing Conditions

16.75.

The existing quarry is a busy operational site with all the vehicles and plant
necessary to extract the minerals, fill and then restore the void, process the
stone into graded aggregates or building/dimension stone, as well as
recycling materials and supplying ready-mixed concrete (2.10-2.17).

16.76.

There is some noise from the working of the existing quarry which affects
the tranquillity of the eastern end of Oaken Wood (11.25), but that is
relatively localised and mostly noticeable from the public footpath behind
the Rede Wood Road houses and from Byway MR 496 running along the
western boundary of the existing quarry (4.1, 4.10).

16.77.

The proposed extension site is currently part of the considerably larger
Oaken Wood which is almost completely occupied by sweet chestnut
coppice, with just the occasional larger tree. Such coppiced woodland has
been recognised as a strong landscape feature in the nearby Mereworth
Woodlands area in the Landscape Assessment of Kent (9.45) and the
adjoining Maidstone Landscape Character Assessment (7.60). It certainly
dominates the landscape of the Application Site, though there are also some
areas where recent coppicing has left open areas that will quickly grow back
into dense woodland (7.55).

16.78.

Although the majority of the site is designated as ancient woodland, there is
no particular historic value to the trees themselves which are of relatively
recent origin (7.35, 7.37)

16.79.

Clearly the complete removal of the woodland makes the Application Site
itself sensitive to the development.
Future Conditions

16.80.

During the lifetime of the scheme, there would be little change to the
landscape impact of the existing quarry which therefore would prolong the
present landscape impact for a further 30 years or so (4.5).

16.81.

As noted above, the sweet chestnut coppice on the Application Site would be
completely removed and replaced by native woodland in phases but,
although becoming less common, it is part of the traditional coppicing cycle
to remove all the growth from the chestnut stools every few years, resulting
in open compartments within the woodland (7.59). Accordingly, the
creation of clearings themselves in the woodland is not out of character with
the historic landscape, although the creation of areas of some 8 ha or more,
and the planting of trees that would not grow at the same rate, would be.
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16.82.

Although there may be biodiversity benefits from the proposed new native
woodland in due course (16.62, 7.62), in an area dominated by sweet
chestnut coppice, this would not completely accord with the current
landscape character.

16.83.

Despite the 50m wide perimeter zone, those persons using the permissive
path/track around the site or Byway MR 496 would undoubtedly be aware of
noise and disturbance from the quarry workings and would therefore have
lost the present degree of tranquillity (7.63, 11.25, 11.77).

16.84.

Overall, the surrounding woodland and the lack of public vantage points
result in very little visual impact from the proposed scheme. The effect on
the landscape character would also be quite limited (8.69). However, there
would be a loss of recreational tranquillity during the operating life of the
extension and the final restoration to native woodland would not be strictly
in accordance with the present sweet chestnut dominated landscape
character of the area.

Archaeology and Heritage Impacts
16.85.

Although the site is mostly covered by ancient woodland, there are no
veteran trees (7.59), and it was accepted by the Kent Archaeological Officer
that there were also no features of surface archaeological interest, although
there is the potential for some Palaeolithic interest (12.4). The latter can be
the subject of a suitable planning condition (7.64, 8.94, 8.95).

16.86.

The other heritage consideration is the supply of dimension stone which is
covered above in the section on need and supply (16.38, 16.39).

Landfill and Waste Permitting
16.87.

The proposal is to fill the excavated void with inert waste, as is already
being done on part of the existing quarry site. This infilling is still in
progress (2.4-2.8) and the evidence at the Inquiry was that an adequate
supply of inert waste was currently being obtained. This supply could be
further influenced by pricing, should the need arise. Accordingly, there is no
reason to suppose that an adequate supply of fill material would not be
forthcoming (7.74).

16.88.

The landfilling operations on the existing site are currently controlled under
a Pollution Prevention and Control Permit issued by the Environment
Agency, who have indicated that they would prefer to vary the existing
permit to include the proposed extension rather than to issue a new one
(2.8, 7.73, 8.92). There is therefore no reason to doubt that the landfilling
operations would be properly controlled.

Groundwater
16.89.

In accordance with the recommendations of the hydrogeological risk
assessment, quarrying would be limited by planning conditions to a level 2m
above the groundwater table, which would be monitored by boreholes. The
Environment Agency, who have responsibility for safeguarding the
groundwater, raised no objections (7.31, 8.91) and the safeguarding of the
groundwater would of course be part of their consideration of the
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environmental permit. There is no reason to anticipate any detrimental
effects on the groundwater of the area.
Residential Amenity
Blasting

16.90.

A number of local residents expressed concerns about the vibration and air
overpressure caused by blasting at the existing quarry and the prospect of it
continuing for another 23 years or so. In some cases they said that they
feared for the structural safety of their homes. Mr Power submitted
readings of the blast monitoring at his home to demonstrate air
overpressure readings of up to 123dB (11.37, 11.55, 11.58-11.60, 11.74,
11.74, 11.93, 12.5).

16.91.

It may be that the effects of the blast witnessed by the Inspector at Mr
Power’s home were not representative of other blasts, which Mr Power’s
records indicate can have considerably greater effects on occasions (11.74).

16.92.

Although still perceptible, the existing limit of 6 mm/s peak particle velocity
for 95% of blast events is widely used and does comply with current
guidance. The evidence shows this limit has been complied with, and that
further improvements have been achieved over recent years (11.36).
Furthermore, the Applicant is involved in more trials into the most efficient
use of explosives (7.68, 8.84, 12.3).

16.93.

There is no air overpressure condition at present and, although not widely
used, restrictions on air overpressure have been applied at other sites
(11.59). A condition could however require a scheme to limit air
overpressure to say 120dB.

16.94.

There is no sound evidence to link the blasting in the quarry to cracks or
other damage to the local residents’ houses, which may have other causes.

16.95.

Nevertheless, blasting at the existing quarry is clearly a considerable irritant
to some local residents which they would not wish to continue for another
23 years or so (16.90).

16.96.

As proposed, the locations of the blasts would generally move westwards
and therefore be further away from the Rede Wood Road houses. They
would also remain at least as far away from residential properties as at
present (4.10, 8.82). A planning condition could require approval of a
blasting scheme in which the monitoring locations would be identified
(7.68). Despite Mr Mew’s suggestion, there is no evidence to show that
properties a little further away than the closest would be any more affected
by transfer of vibrations though the solid rock (11.60).

16.97.

Whilst blasting on the proposed Westerly Extension site would undoubtedly
be perceptible to the nearby local residents, the ground vibration and air
overpressure effects could be controlled by planning conditions to a level
that is normally considered acceptable.
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Noise

16.98.

Much like the effects of blasting, there were a number of local residents who
considered the noise from the present quarry unacceptable, especially if it
were to continue for another 23 years or so (11.29, 11.31, 11.49, 11.55,
11.64, 11.74, 12.5).

16.99.

Apart from blasting, the sources of noise include the vehicles, plant and
machinery necessary to load and transport the mineral, as well as that
required for the processing and export of it from the site (2.11-2.17).
Although concerned about the noise in general, the local residents especially
complained about the noise from the trommel screen, the crushers, and the
vehicles’ reversing bleepers (11.29, 11.49, 11.64).

16.100. The noise from the existing operations may, or may not, have been less
than usual during the Inspector’s site visit (11.32), but the noise is
monitored at identified noise sensitive locations. Despite the occasional
complaints, it is within the prescribed limits, as confirmed by the
Environmental Health Officer for Maidstone Borough Council, which covers
the properties on Rede Wood Road and North Pole Road (2.2, 7.65).
16.101. In the proposed scheme, the stone would be excavated in the extension
area and transported by dumpers to the present processing facilities within
the existing quarry (4.7). Whilst in some cases, the use of conveyors might
be appropriate (11.62) that is usually over fixed distances, rather than the
relatively short variable distances in this case.
16.102. In essence, the noise generated from the site would not be very different
from the present operations. If anything, the workings would be a little
further from noise sensitive properties and additional noise bunds would be
provided between the workings and both the Rede Wood Road and the
North Pole Road dwellings (7.65, 7.66, 8.82). A condition is proposed to
require the use of ‘white noise’ reversing systems, rather than the more
intrusive high pitched beeper variety (8.88). This should help to reduce the
noise impact.
16.103. The proposed noise limits in the planning conditions would comply with the
noise requirements of the Technical Guidance for mineral workings attached
to the Framework (7.66). These noise levels are not set at such a low level
that they would preclude the nearby residents from hearing the quarrying
operations. Instead, they are intended to permit minerals extraction whilst
at the same time avoiding undue harm to their residential amenity. In this
case, the proposed noise conditions would do just that (8.81, 11.38).
Dust

16.104. There were also representations from some local residents on the subject of
dust (11.55, 11.74). Problems with dust have been experienced during dry
spells, but the Applicant has addressed the problem when it has arisen and
the Environmental Health Officer has not raised any concerns on the matter.
Furthermore, the proposed conditions should ensure that the development
would conform to the Framework’s Technical Guidance on dust (7.67, 8.86).
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16.105. There is no reason to consider the development would cause undue harm
through dust emissions.
Traffic

16.106. The existing quarry has good access to the principal highway system and
the same access and routes would be used for the proposed extension (2.2,
4.7, 7.69). The same restrictions on vehicle numbers and times would also
apply (8.89) and there should be no undue harm to residential amenity or
highway safety from the traffic generated by the extension.
Recreational Uses

16.107. Oaken Wood, and the paths through it, are clearly a recreational resource
for the local residents. For instance, it is used by individuals and families for
walking, with or without dogs, cycling and horse riding, and by organisations
such as the Scouts, Guides, schools and running clubs (11.20, 11.26, 11.54,
11.77, 11.94, 12.5). Nevertheless, the figures in the rights of way surveys
do not indicate very large numbers of people using this resource (7.79).
16.108. The recreational routes through and around the Application Site are
currently well wooded and, despite some motorway noise, are relatively
tranquil routes (8.74, 11.77) which, even with the minimum 50 m retained
tree screen, would be impacted to some extent by the proposed quarry
workings (11.77). Clearly the rides that cross the site would not be
available when the site was being worked and, despite adequate visual
screening from the permissive circular path, the presence of the quarry
would certainly be apparent from the general noise and disturbance, and the
occasional blast (16.83).
16.109. The proposed extension would therefore have some adverse effect on this
recreational amenity during the 23 years or so of the quarry operations.
However, the restored native woodland would in future be open to the public
(4.5) and would probably be more attractive than the sweet chestnut
coppice that was described by Kent Wildlife Trust as ‘rather visually
uninteresting’ (8.77).
Prolonged Effects

16.110. The existing quarry and its previous extensions, has been in operation for
some 20 years and the proposed extension would take a further 23 years or
so, followed by perhaps another 10 years for the final restoration of the
existing quarry (2.3, 4.5, 11.22). The focus of activity would move around
this large site, thereby affecting different locations at different times.
Nevertheless residential amenity in one form or another would be affected
for a long period. This is particularly the case for the occupiers of the Rede
Wood Road houses that are closest to the processing plant. This has already
been there for some time, and would be there until the extension was
completed. However, the new noise bund closer to the processing plant
should reduce the noise reaching the rear of these dwellings (7.66).
16.111. Mr Mew suggested that improvements in best practice should result in
tighter environmental controls and a minimisation of impacts during the
lifetime of the scheme (11.57). Old minerals permissions may have been
granted many years ago with what are now considered to be inadequate
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conditions for which a review procedure exists. However, conditions are
now set at the time that permission is granted and are not generally
reviewed in the light of best practice without an application from the
owner/operator. In contrast, the Environment Agency are more likely to
revise conditions on an environmental permit as a result of changes in best
operating practice.
16.112. Even though the proposed conditions for such things as blasting and noise
would include the same limits as those attached to the existing planning
permissions, they would still be in line with the current standards (7.66,
7.66, 8.81, 8.84); and the Environmental Health Officer confirmed that the
effects of blasting, noise and dust could be adequately controlled by
conditions (7.65). Furthermore, the Hermitage Quarry Liaison Group (7.71)
would be available for local residents to raise any concerns.
Summary of Residential Amenity Impacts

16.113. Whilst there would be little harm to the amenities of the local residents from
dust or traffic, there would be some residual impacts from blasting, noise
and the effects on the quiet recreational use of Oaken Wood for a significant
number of years (16.97, 16.103, 16.105, 16.106, 16.109). The
development would therefore prolong the effects of the existing quarry for
the local residents (16.110) and this should be considered in the planning
balance.
Socio-Economics
16.114. The Applicants’ quarrying and other operations on the existing site directly
employ some 105 people, with a further 20 being indirectly employed. The
Applicants’ £4.35m pa wage bill would continue to contribute substantially to
the local economy (7.75, 8.102, 9.12, 11.18, 11.21, 11.50)
16.115. In the absence of permission for the Westerly Extension, the currently
permitted reserves would be exhausted in late 2014 or early 2015, after
which time the core of the workforce would no longer be required and there
would be a phased downsizing of the remainder (7.75). It is unlikely that
many of these employees would be re-deployed within the associated
Gallagher businesses (11.50, 11.69). Because of the integrated structure,
these other businesses could also be affected by the closure of the quarry.
Not only would the loss of these jobs be a personal blow to the employees
(11.70), but these skilled workers currently make a beneficial contribution
to the diversity of the workforce in Kent (7.75).
16.116. In the event that permission for the proposed extension was refused and
the existing quarry closed by early 2015, crushed rock would have to be
imported into Kent by other suppliers, who would not necessarily be subject
to the competition currently provided by the Applicant company. That could
well increase prices, to the detriment of the local economy (7.76).
Sustainability
16.117. Paragraph 142 of the Framework says that minerals are essential to support
sustainable economic growth and our quality of life (8.6). Against that
background, Kent has a sub-regional apportionment to provide 0.78 mtpa of
crushed rock, almost all of which comes from Hermitage Quarry at present,
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and would do so in the future if the proposed extension is allowed (16.6,
16.16).
16.118. Almost all the aggregates supplied from Hermitage Quarry are used within a
radius of about 40 km (7.77) but, without the Westerly Extension, an
equivalent additional quantity would have to be imported into Kent (7.8).
Bearing in mind that this is hard rock, the replacements would probably
come from the Mendips, Leicestershire, Scotland or France (7.8). This
would hardly be in accord with the Framework which seeks a strong
responsive and competitive economy and not imports from abroad (8.103).
16.119. Regardless of where the materials might otherwise have been used, there is
no basis to assume that they would have been diverted from longer
journeys (7.77). They would simply represent an increase in imports into
the county that would clearly have to be transported over an increased
distance, thereby making that a less sustainable option.
16.120. Even if the bulk supplies were transported by sea or rail, the local delivery
distances could well be comparable to the 40km radius for the Hermitage
Quarry materials, and would still be carried out by HVGs (11.71).
Accordingly, as the carbon emissions from extraction wherever it takes place
are likely to be similar, the combined carbon footprint of imports from a
significant distance away would be greater (7.77, 9.51, 11.43). It may be
that there were other considerations behind the import of stone from China
to pave Maidstone’s High Street (11.42).
16.121. Whilst the supply of crushed rock for aggregates is important, so to is the
supply, in much smaller quantities, of dimension stone (16.40). This would
not be a case of wastefully crushing large volumes of good quality building
stone (11.77) because much of the stone extracted would not be suitable
for dimension purposes. In any case, it is most unlikely that any dimension
stone would be extracted without the much larger aggregates operation
(16.31-16.33).
16.122. Accordingly, whilst there are a number of other considerations to be
weighed in the balance (11.43, 8.100), there is no reason why the scheme
should be considered unsustainable. Given that conclusion, and the
substantial need already identified, it could hardly be said that to allow the
extension would be purely based on economic grounds, or that it would
sacrifice the right of future generations to enjoy the environment (11.95).
Consequential Effects
16.123. The existing quarry was permitted under four principal planning
permissions. Three of them would require changes to update their
conditions in line with the stage of completion and/or the modifications
necessary to implement the Application Proposals. For example some areas
would be restored to native woodland instead of agriculture (2.4-2.8, 4.11,
14.1-14.7). The suggested conditions are considered at paragraphs 16.15416.172 below.
16.124. As explained previously, it would be necessary to divert Byway MR496
during the construction of the proposed cut and cover tunnel from the
existing quarry into the extension site (1.9, 4.6). The separate report to the
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Secretary of State at the Department for Transport (DfT) covers this
application (1.9).
16.125. Similarly, there is a separate report to the Secretary of State at the
Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) into the
application for a temporary (25 year) diversion of Bridleway MR108 which
crosses the proposed working area (1.10).
Planning Obligation (Doc GAL36A)
16.126. The completed Section 106 planning obligation would primarily regulate the
restoration to, and future management of, the Application Site and parts of
the existing quarry to native woodland, whilst also maximising the
opportunities for wildlife and public access (13.5). It would set up a
Management Advisory Group to consider the Ecological Monitoring Strategy
and to advise on the operation of the Woodland Management Plan (13.6).
16.127. This obligation is in the form of an agreement with the Mineral Planning
Authority (KCC), who endorsed its terms (13.1). No one at the Inquiry
argued against the terms of the obligation, and there is no reason to doubt
that it would be effective in achieving its objectives, if the Application were
to be allowed.
Suggested Planning Conditions (Doc GAL/37)
16.128. In the event that planning permission is granted for the proposed Westerly
Extension, certain planning conditions would be required. Schedules of
suggested conditions had been agreed between the Applicant and the
Mineral Planning Authority (MPA), and they were considered at the Inquiry
(15.1).
Proposed Westerly Extension (GAL/37/1)

16.129. Although the previous permissions had five year time limits for
implementation, three years is now the normal period and no sound reasons
were given to depart from that norm. There should therefore be a three
year time limit.
16.130. Conditions are required to properly identify the approved development and,
for that purpose, a schedule of approved plans is required. Furthermore, as
the Application Site is not clearly identifiable in the general woodland, it
should be properly identified and permanently marked out on the ground.
16.131. To avoid harmful effects on the land drainage in the area, details of the
measures to dispose of water from the site should be approved by the
Mineral Planning Authority (MPA).
16.132. Whilst some information is already available about the proposed lifting,
management, handling and re-use of topsoil and overburden, this is a
critical matter if the maximum benefits of the proposed translocation are to
be achieved. Full details, including the maximum acceptable moisture
content for handling the soils, should therefore be approved by the MPA.
16.133. To ensure proper restoration of the site, conditions are required giving the
details of the levels, depth of the topsoil and clean overburden. Bearing in
mind the limited depth of topsoil on the site (16.46), the suggested
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condition should be varied to require a minimum of 0.95m of subsoil or soil
forming material and a minimum of 100mm of topsoil within a total depth of
at least 1.2m between the two.
16.134. In the event that the minerals operation was to cease, the site would still
need restoration. A condition should therefore be required for a revised
scheme after a period of two years cessation.
16.135. The extension scheme includes for the construction of a cut and cover
tunnel from the existing quarry into the Application Site. Once completed, it
is proposed that this would be the only access to the extension; a matter
that should be guaranteed by condition. The scheme includes the provision
of landscaping and screen fencing to obscure views from the Byway above
the tunnel and, in the interests of visual amenity, this should be required by
a condition.
16.136. To safeguard highway safety, a condition should also be required to ensure
that the existing highway access is used by all traffic coming to and from
the whole of the enlarged site.
16.137. To minimise disturbance to the local residents, a condition should require all
vehicles, plant and machinery to be maintained to the manufacturers’
specifications.
16.138. The scheme has been assessed on the basis that the existing processing
plant and operational areas would remain in the existing quarry until the
extension is completed. Accordingly, a condition should preclude any
buildings or fixed processing plant in the extension site.
16.139. In order to protect the amenities of the local residents, a condition should
be required to limit the amount of dust from the operation.
16.140. For the same reason, the operating hours should be limited and conditions
would also be required to limit the effects of blasting and noise.
16.141. The suggested blasting conditions would accord with the Vibrock Report
(15.3) and, given the apparently high air overpressure readings on
occasions, a scheme should be required to minimise air overpressure with a
maximum of 120 dB (15.3).
16.142. Whilst there was a suggestion of ‘musical’ reversing bleepers (15.4), there
was no evidence to show that they are available, or indeed that they would
achieve the necessary safety standards. However, ‘white noise’ reversing
warning systems are now used on some sites and they would reduce the
annoyance for local residents. A condition should therefore require their use
for all plant and vehicles that operate solely on the site. The site operator
would not have direct control of the visiting vehicles which may need other
forms of reversing bleepers. It would not therefore be reasonable to require
all visiting vehicles to be so equipped.
16.143. The suggested noise limits would conform to the currently recommended
standards for mineral workings in England (15.4). They should be
monitored at the identified noise sensitive properties but, for the higher
permitted noise level during temporary works, that should be the nearest
point to each dwelling, and the hours of working should also be more
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restricted. The noise screen bund close to the south-east corner of the
extension site should be erected before the start of Phase 20 in order to
prevent undue noise disturbance for the local residents (7.66).
16.144. The proposals include backfilling the void with inert waste, which is also a
matter for the environmental permit, but the consideration of the application
has been based on the use of such material and not other forms of waste
which could for example affect the groundwater. A condition is therefore
required to limit the permission to inert waste only.
16.145. The proposals have been assessed on the basis that quarrying would not
extend lower than 2m above the watertable. This should be the subject of a
condition, as should the monitoring arrangements in order to prevent harm
to the groundwater. The fly-tipping of possibly contaminated material
should also be prevented for the same reason.
16.146. There remains the possibility of some archaeological interest in the site, for
which a programme of work should be approved under a condition.
16.147. Whilst there is much more detail in the Woodland Management Plan
attached to the Section 106 agreement, a condition should prevent the
removal of trees from March to July inclusive, in order to avoid disturbing
breeding birds.
16.148. Another condition should ensure that details of the planning permissions and
subsequently approved schemes are available on site for easy consultation
when required. Without such information it could be difficult to enforse any
planning issues quickly and efficiently.
16.149. Part of the scheme is to provide dimension / building stone for use in new
works and for the restoration of old buildings. It would therefore serve a
sound planning purpose to require up to 25,000 tonnes per annum of this
stone to be available from the site (9.37). Because suitable quality stone
may not always be readily available from the current working face, it would
be necessary to retain a stockpile of half that amount on the site. In order
to monitor this, the MPA should be supplied with annual returns of the
quantities sold and held on site. It would be an unreasonable restriction to
include any reference to financial viability in this condition, as originally
sought by the Kent Conservation Officers’ Group (11.8).
16.150. The primary saw already provided by the Applicant is of considerable benefit
in establishing the quality of the ragstone for dimension / building purposes
before it leaves the site (11.7). This would reduce unnecessary transport
and wastage and allow the recycling of off-cuts to the aggregates production
process. Accordingly, it should be retained for use on the site through a
planning condition but, bearing in mind that at least one customer is
currently happy to take un-sawn stone, it would be unreasonable to require
all building stone leaving the site to be sawn (11.2, 15.2).
16.151. The Kent Conservation Officers’ Group and the Institute of Historic Building
Conservation both sought a condition requiring the completion of a study
into the best lanes to restore high profile buildings and the production of
recommended specification clauses (11.8, 11.15). That study has already
started and is likely to be completed before the Secretary of Sate’s decision
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is published but, in any case, this study would have a rather tenuous link to
planning. It is more a marketing matter for the Applicant and no such
condition would therefore be appropriate.
16.152. Although the Woodland Management Plan sets out the intention to retain
and to manage the perimeter zone of coppiced woodland between the
Application Site and the perimeter path (13.5, 16.70), more details are still
required by condition.
16.153. If the Application is approved, the recommended conditions are those set
out in Annex C1.
Variation of Existing Permissions

16.154. Three of the four existing permissions (as already amended) would need
variation to comply particularly with the phasing and restoration included in
the proposals for the Westerly Extension and those conditions which no
longer serve a purpose should be removed (14.7).
16.155. As these are applications under Section 73 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990 new permissions would be created and the descriptions of
the developments should also be updated.
16.156. Whilst the proposed descriptions for the Southern and Eastern Extensions
are fully descriptive of the development, that suggested for the original
quarry is not (14.8). If approved, that latter description should be:‘The development of land situated at Hermitage Quarry, Hermitage Lane,
Maidstone, Kent for the extraction of ragstone and hassock, backfilling to
former levels with inert waste, restoration in part to native woodland and in
part to agriculture, continued use of existing quarry plant, buildings and
access road and the recycling of construction aggregates.
16.157. Comparable new conditions would generally be required for the same
reasons that have already been given above for the Westerly Extension
(16.122-16.153). These are not repeated here, but some conditions specific
to these other permissions would also be required.
Original Quarry (GAL 37/2)

16.158. The original quarry has of course been commenced, but there is still a need
to define the extent of the development by reference to a schedule of plans
and the restoration scheme would be different (2.4, 7.49).
16.159. The moisture content of the soil and subsoil must be below the plastic limit
for the good handling and placing of these materials. For efficient
cultivation and the appearance of the land, any settlement depressions in
the restored agricultural land should be made good.
16.160. This permission includes the site access onto the highway. The times and
numbers of HGV movements should remain as before, in order to avoid
harm to both highway safety and residential amenity (7.69). For highway
safety purposes, vehicles leaving the site should not deposit mud on the
highway and the present visibility splays should be retained until final
completion of the works.
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16.161. With some of the plant and equipment being located on this site,
precautions, such as impervious bunds, are necessary to avoid pollution of
the groundwater.
16.162. There is already plant and equipment on the land, but in this location where
noise and visual considerations could be unacceptable, permitted
development rights should be removed for more buildings and fixed plant.
16.163. All plant and buildings must also be removed from the site to enable the
approved restoration to take place. A condition is required for that purpose.
16.164. If the Application is approved, the recommended planning conditions for the
original quarry are given in Annex C2.
Southern Extension (GAL/37/3)

16.165. There is still some mineral that could be worked in the Southern Extension
and for that reason the operational conditions omitted from the list of
recommended conditions for the Original Quarry are required.
16.166. All vehicles accessing the Southern Extension from the highway would have
to pass though the Original Quarry and for that reason the access and
numbers of vehicles do not need to be reflected in these conditions,
although any other route should be prevented. To safeguard the amenities
of the local residents, a condition is required to ensure that the proposed
new noise bund to the south of the processing area is provided (7.66).
16.167. With some of the fixed plant being within the Southern Extension site, there
should be a condition for the bunding of fuel tanks etc to avoid harm to the
groundwater from any spillages.
16.168. If the Application is approved, the recommended planning conditions for the
Southern Extension are given in Annex C3.
Eastern Extension (GAL/37/4)

16.169. The minerals have been extracted from this extension. It is currently being
filled and will in due course be restored (2.7). The conditions should
therefore reflect the remaining operations, which no longer involve blasting.
16.170. As with the Southern Extension, all vehicles would have to pass through the
Original Quarry. A condition is required to ensure this, but not to control
the times or numbers of HGV movements.
16.171. The suggested conditions relating to planting trees and shrubs are covered
in the Woodland Management Plan attached to the Section 106 Agreement.
Such conditions are not therefore required.
16.172. If the Application is approved, the recommended planning conditions for the
original quarry are given in Annex C4.
Compliance with the Development Plan
16.173. As confirmed in paragraph 2 of the National Planning Policy Framework (the
Framework), ‘Planning law requires that applications for planning permission
must be determined in accordance with the Development Plan, unless
material considerations indicate otherwise.’
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The Development Plan

16.174. The Development Plan in this case currently includes the following:• The South East Plan (SEP) (May 2009),
• The saved policies of the Kent Minerals Local Plan: Construction
Aggregates (1993),
• The Tonbridge and Malling Borough Council (TMBC) Core Strategy
(2007),
• The TMBC Managing Development and the Environment Development
Plan Document (2010), and
• The saved policies of the Adopted Tonbridge and Malling Local Plan
(1998) (5.1-5.8).
16.175. The following emerging plans are also relevant:• The Kent Minerals & Waste Core Strategy (Local Plan), and
• The Kent Minerals Sites Plan.
Weight to be accorded to Policies

16.176. The weight to be accorded to the policies of the Development Plan and
emerging plans is set out in Annex 1 to the Framework. Because they were
adopted after 2004, paragraph 214 says that the policies of the SEP, the
TMBC Core Strategy and the TMBC Managing Development and the
Environment DPD should carry full weight, providing there is no more than
limited conflict with the policies of the Framework.
16.177. In accordance with paragraph 215, the policies of the Kent Minerals Local
Plan: Construction Aggregates and the Tonbridge and Malling Local Plan,
which were adopted before 2004, should be given due weight according to
their degree of consistency with the policies of the Framework.
16.178. Paragraph 216 of the Framework says that emerging Development Plan
policies, such as those in paragraph 16.175 above, should be given due
weight according to how advanced the plan is, whether there are unresolved
objections and the degree of consistency with the Framework.
Need for, and Supply of, the Mineral

16.179. Although it has been announced that the SEP is to be revoked, the Chief
Planner at the DCLG has endorsed the crushed rock apportionment of 0.78
million tonnes per annum for Kent contained in the Proposed Changes as the
quantity to be used for future planning purposes (16.6).
16.180. Taking that into account, the need for a steady and adequate supply of
aggregates, as well as the current theoretical landbank and the possible
sources of supply, there is a very considerable need for the proposed
Westerly Extension if the sub-regional apportionment in SEP Policy M3 is to
be met (16.35-16.37).
16.181. The extensive assessment of the geology of the local area and the mineral
reserve on the application site provides ample evidence to comply with Kent
Minerals Local Plan Policies CA7 and CA8A (5.5, 16.12 - 16.21).
16.182. Accordingly, the proposal would comply with the Development Plan in terms
of the need for, and supply of, crushed rock in Kent.
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Ancient Woodland

16.183. Policy NRM7 of the South East Plan and Policy NE4 of the TMBC: Managing
Development and the Environment seek to protect ancient woodland, unless
the need for, and benefits of, the development would outweigh the harm
(5.2, 5.7). Because some 31 ha of ancient woodland, in the form of
Plantation on Ancient Woodland Site (PAWS), would be lost (16.49) the
proposals would not comply with this aspect of the Development Plan,
unless that loss would be outweighed by the benefits. This assessment can
only be made once the other planning considerations have been assessed,
and that is done at paragraph 16.211 below. The requirement in Policy
NRM7 for replacement planting would in this case be exceeded (8.40).
Biodiversity

16.184. Between them, Policy NRM5 of the South East Plan and Policies NE1, NE2
and NE3 of the TMBC: Managing Development and the Environment DPD
aim to avoid harm to Local Wildlife Sites and to protect habitats and
networks where these would contribute to Biodiversity Action Plans. Where
however there would be adverse impacts from a development they seek
measures to achieve a net gain (5.2, 5.7).
16.185. Whilst there would be an initial loss of biodiversity, in the longer term, there
would be significant net benefits which would therefore accord with the
policies of the Development Plan (16.50-16.62).
Landscape and Visual Impact

16.186. Policies CP5 and CP14 of the TMBC Core Strategy seek to prevent
development in the Mid-Kent Strategic Gap and in the countryside, unless
the development is essential in that location (5.6, 8.67). Clearly however
minerals can only be extracted where they are found (7.32) and accordingly
the proposals do not conflict with these policies.
16.187. Policy CP24 of the TMBC Core Strategy calls for high quality design (5.6),
and Policy SQ1 of the TMBC: Managing Development and the Environment
DPD seeks to protect, and where possible to enhance, the character and
local distinctiveness of the area (5.7).
16.188. During the lifetime of the development, the visual impact would be quite
small and, on completion, it would be slightly beneficial (16.73). Similarly,
during the lifetime of the scheme, the impact on the landscape character
would be somewhat adverse. On completion, the proposed native woodland
would not fully accord with the present character of area, which is
dominated by sweet chestnut coppice (16.84). Accordingly, the scheme
would not entirely comply with Policy SQ1.
16.189. It would however comply with SEP Policy M1 and Policies CA22 and CA23 of
the Kent Minerals Local Plan in that satisfactory landscaping, working and
restoration schemes have been put forward (5.3, 5.5). Similarly, the siting,
design and appearance of the fixed plant and buildings would comply with
Policy CA21 of the latter Plan (5.5).
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Archaeology and Heritage Impacts

16.190. Policy CP25 of the TMBC Core Strategy calls for appropriate mitigation
measures to counteract adverse impacts on historic resources (5.6). As
noted above, there would be a loss of ancient woodland, but there are no
surface features of archaeological interest and any Palaeolithic interest could
be adequately safeguarded by a planning condition (16.85). In respect of
archaeology and heritage impacts, the proposals would therefore accord
with the Development Plan.
Landfill and Waste Permitting

16.191. Although mostly concerned with non-inert waste, Policy W13 of the SEP says
that provision should continue to be made for landfill capacity (5.2). In this
case the proposal is to fill the void with inert waste which should be
available for the purpose and, in this respect, the proposals accord with the
Development Plan (16.87).
16.192. There is no reason to consider that the necessary environmental permit
would not be forthcoming because the Environment Agency have indicated
that they would be happy to vary the one that already covers the existing
quarry (16.88)
Groundwater

16.193. Policy NRM2 of the SEP seeks to protect groundwater quality (5.2). Subject
to the restriction of the depth of working to 2m above the water table, the
Environment Agency, who have responsibility for groundwater quality, have
no objections, and there is no reason to anticipate any adverse effect on the
groundwater in the area (16.89). In this regard, the proposals accord with
the Development Plan.
Residential Amenity

16.194. SEP Policy NRM10 seeks to control noise pollution and Policy CA18 of the
Kent Minerals Local Plan for Construction Aggregates requires the
satisfactory control of noise, vibration and dust (5.5). Policy SQ4 of the
TMBC Managing Development and the Environment DPD seeks to avoid
harm to air quality. Policy SQ6 of the same document relates to noise, but
that is noise from transport-related sources and this policy is not directly
relevant in this case (5.7).
16.195. There would be perceptible noise from the quarry workings but it could be
adequately controlled to the normal levels by conditions (16.103).
16.196. Vibration from blasting in the extension would also continue to be
perceptible, but again that would be adequately controlled to normal levels
by conditions (16.97).
16.197. Similarly, there is no reason to consider that dust emissions could not be
adequately controlled by conditions (16.105).
16.198. The proposals therefore accord with the Development Plan in respect of
noise, vibration and dust.
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16.199. Policy CA16 of the Minerals Local Plan, Policy CP2 of the TMBC Core
Strategy, and Policy SQ8 of TMBC Managing Development and the
Environment DPD seek to avoid harm to highway safety (5.5, 5.6, 5.7)
which would not be harmed by the scheme, subject to continued limitations
imposed by conditions. There would also be no undue harm to residential
amenity from the traffic generated by the proposed extension (16.106).
16.200. Policy SQ1 TMBC Managing Development and the Environment DPD includes
consideration of the prevailing level of tranquillity (5.7). The current
tranquillity enjoyed by local residents in their recreational use of the site
and the surrounding woodland would be somewhat affected during the
lifetime of the development (16.107-16.109).
16.201. This would be a long-term development which has already been ongoing for
some 20 years and would continue for about another 23 years, followed
thereafter by perhaps 10 years for the final restoration of the existing
quarry (16.110). Whilst planning conditions could limit the effects to
normally accepted standards, there would still be some residual long term
impacts on the amenities of the local residents, which should be taken into
account in the planning balance (16.113).
16.202. In summary, the development would harm the tranquillity of the area for
recreational uses during the lifetime of the extension, contrary to the
Development Plan, and it would also continue the limited harm to residential
amenity for a longer period.
Public Rights of Way

16.203. Policy CA21 of the Kent Minerals Local Plan requires consideration of the
effects on the users of the affected public rights of way. Other than the
reduced recreational amenity for rights of way users (16.109), the proposed
temporary diversions of Byway MR496 and Bridleway MR108 are considered
in the two separate reports to the Secretaries of State at the Department for
Transport and the Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
which recommend the making of the Orders if planning permission is
granted for the Westerly Extension.
Socio-Economics

16.204. SEP Policy RE1 calls for the regional economy to contribute to the UK’s long
term competiveness (5.2).
16.205. The proposed extension would benefit the local community both in direct
financial terms and in terms of employment (16.114-16.116). In this
respect the scheme would be in line with the Development Plan.
Sustainability

16.206. SEP Policies CC1 and M1 and Policy CP1 of the TMBC Core Strategy all seek
sustainable developments (5.2, 5.6) and, without the proposed extension,
the required crushed rock would be imported into Kent from considerable
distances away, with the commensurate effects on its carbon footprint
(16.118).
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16.207. There would be a loss of ancient woodland (16.183) but, with the social and
economic benefits, as well as benefits to biodiversity, the scheme should be
considered a sustainable development (16.122, 16.183).
Consistency with the Framework

16.208. Both the relevant pre- and post-2004 Development Plan policies referred to
above are generally consistent with those of the Framework (9.3) and
should therefore carry considerable weight in reaching the planning decision
(16.176, 16.177).
16.209. Bearing this in mind, the possible revocation of the South East Plan before
the decision is made would have little effect on the policy considerations in
this case (7.6, 8.12).
Overall Compliance with the Development Plan

16.210. Leaving aside the loss of ancient woodland, the proposed extension would
comply with the Development Plan in all respects, except for a limited effect
on the landscape character and the recreational tranquillity of the area, as
well as prolonging the current limited impacts on residential amenity
(16.179-16.206).
16.211. The benefits of the proposals include a sustainable steady and adequate
supply of crushed rock, improved biodiversity in the longer term which, with
the ongoing socio-economic benefits, would clearly outweigh the loss of the
ancient woodland and the other adverse effects noted in the preceding
paragraph (16.179-16.206). Therefore, the loss of ancient woodland would
not be contrary to Development Plan policy in this case.
Other Material Considerations
Emerging Development Plan Policies

16.212. The emerging Minerals and Waste Core Strategy (Local Plan) has only
reached the stage of a Consultation Document and is unlikely to be
submitted for examination before the autumn of 2014, with adoption in
2015 (8.98, 9.30). With regard to crushed rock supplies, Consultation
Option 3 does not propose to allocate any crushed rock sites, though the
supporting text recognises that the Blaise Farm resource may be
uneconomic and therefore remain unworked (9.33). In any case, because
of the early stage of preparation, this option carries only limited weight in
the determination of this Application (7.87, 16.178).
16.213. Apart from the aggregate supplies that would be available from the
proposed Westerly Extension, the scheme would also provide building /
dimension stone (16.33).
16.214. Draft Policy CSM6 of the Consultation version of the Minerals and Waste
Core Strategy would support small scale proposals for building stone
quarries, but the evidence at the Inquiry indicated that such an operation
was unlikely in the near future (16.32).
16.215. A Preferred Options Consultation Document for the Mineral Sites Plan has
been issued and it does not propose to allocate the Westerly Extension to
Hermitage Quarry because it says there is an adequate landbank. It also
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says that the technical and competition issues of the majority of crushed
rock reserves being held in one large site would be addressed by a policy in
the Core Strategy (8.35, 9.24). Again however, this Plan carries only
limited weight in view of the distance it still has to go to adoption, which is
likely to take place about a year after the Core Strategy (8.98, 9.36).
16.216.

The General Principles document that accompanied Planning Policy
Statement 1 is still extant and, at paragraphs 17 and 18, it makes clear that
where a DPD is still at the consultation stage, refusal on prematurity
grounds would seldom be justified, unless it would be so significant that it
would prejudice the policy decisions that should properly be taken at the
Development Plan stage (8.99). In this case, the emerging minerals
strategy for Kent is only at the consultation stage and there is no doubt that
at least as much information was available at the Inquiry about the
alternative sources of stone and their characteristics as could be anticipated
at the Development Plan stage. Furthermore, the County Council accepted
that changes would need to be made as a result of the outcome of the
Inquiry (7.87, 9.35). Accordingly, prematurity would not be a sound reason
to refuse the application, particularly in the light of the need for a steady
and adequate supply of aggregates and the limited reserves left at
Hermitage Quarry (7.87, 7.88, 8.99).
The National Planning Policy Framework (the Framework)

16.217. Paragraph 2 of the Framework confirms that it should be taken into account
as a material planning consideration in planning decisions, even though the
law still requires applications for planning permission to be determined in
accordance with the Development Plan, unless material considerations
indicate otherwise.
16.218. As concluded above, the relevant Development Plan policies are generally
consistent with the Framework (16.208). In paragraph 118 for instance, it
similarly seeks to protect ancient woodland, unless the benefits would
outweigh that loss (7.36, 8.38, 9.5).
16.219. However, in paragraph 144 of the Framework it places great weight on the
benefits of mineral extraction, including those to the economy. Paragraph
19 also says that significant weight should be placed on the need to support
economic growth through the planning system (7.84, 8.7). In both cases,
this adds considerable weight to counter the scheme’s limited noncompliance with the Development Plan.
16.220. Paragraph 14 of the Framework says that there is a presumption in favour
of sustainable development, and paragraph 197 confirms that the
presumption in favour of sustainable development should be applied in
determining applications. Paragraph 6 defines sustainable development as
being in compliance with the policies set out in paragraphs 18 to 219 of the
Framework. It has been concluded above that this scheme would be
sustainable development (16.206) and therefore the presumption should
apply in this case.
Biodiversity Action Plans

16.221. The reinstatement in due course of the sweet chestnut coppice on the
Application Site with native woodland would help to achieve one of the
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objectives of the Kent Biodiversity Action Plan and the relevant Biodiversity
Opportunity Area Statement (16.59). This would be a benefit of the
proposals that further outweighs the limited harm to the dominant
landscape characteristics of the site (16.84).
Overall Conclusions on the Westerly Extension Application
16.222. The proposed Westerly Extension would comply with the Development Plan,
except to a limited extent in terms of landscape and tranquillity
considerations. It would also prolong the limited effects on nearby
residents’ amenities (16.210, 16.211). However, the very considerable
need for both crushed rock aggregates and dimension stone, together with
the eventual biodiversity improvements, would outweigh these
considerations.
16.223. Accordingly the Application should be approved with the recommended
planning conditions shown in Annex C1.
Consequential Decisions
16.224. Part of the overall scheme that has been assessed above includes changes
to the form and phasing of the restoration for the existing quarry, which is
currently covered by four principal planning permissions (14.2-14.5). There
is no need to vary the permission for the Western Extension because it is
compatible with the proposals for the currently proposed Westerly Extension
(14.7).
16.225. In the event that the Westerly Quarry Extension Application is approved, a
new planning permission should be granted in place of each of the three
remaining permissions (16.155).
16.226. The descriptions for these permissions should be as set out in paragraph
14.8 above for the Southern and Eastern Extensions and as set out in
paragraph 16.156 for the original quarry. The recommended conditions are
set out in Annexes C2-C4 below.
16.227. In order to carry out the Westerly Extension, it would also be necessary to
divert Byway MR496 for a while, whilst the cut and cover tunnel was
constructed into the extension site, and to divert Bridleway MR108 for a
longer period whilst the extension was worked, filled and restored.
Separate reports into the necessary Highways Orders have been prepared to
the Secretaries of State at the Departments for Transport and Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs (1.8-1.10).
17.
17.1.

Recommendations
It is recommended that the application for a Westerly Extension of
Hermitage Quarry should be approved and new planning permissions
granted to replace three of the permissions that cover the existing quarry.
In each case, the recommended planning conditions should be attached.

J I McPherson
Inspector
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Glossary of Abbreviations in the Report

Annex A

AONB

Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty

ASNW

Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland

AW

Ancient Woodland

AWI

Ancient Woodland Indicator Species

BAP

Biodiversity Action Plan

CPRE

Campaign to Protect Rural England

DCLG

Department of Communities and Local Government

Defra

Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

DfT

Department for Transport

EH

English Heritage

EIP

Examination in Public

ES

Environmental Statement

ESA

Environmental Statement Addendum

Framework

National Planning Policy Framework

GAL

Gallagher Aggregates Limited

HGV

Heavy Goods Vehicle

KCC

Kent County Council

KCOG

Kent Conservation Officers’ Group

KWT

Kent Wildlife Trust

LWS

Local Wildlife Site

3

m

Cubic metres

mAOD

Metres above Ordnance Datum

MPA

Mineral Planning Authority

mtpa

Million tonnes per annum

MWDF

Minerals and Waste Development Framework

NE

Natural England

OFT

Office of Fair Trading

PAWS

Plantation on Ancient Woodland Site

PPC

Planning Pollution and Control

RSPB

Royal Society for the Protection of Birds

SEP

South East Plan

TMBC

Tonbridge and Malling Borough Council

tpa

Tonnes per annum

WMP

Woodland Management Plan

WT

The Woodland Trust
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Glossaries of Specialist Terms

Annex B1

- Quarrying etc Terms from Mr Bate’s Evidence (GAL)

Aggregates Levy
Ashlar block
Asphalt arisings
BSI accreditation
(ISO 9001)
Bulk fills
Capping materials
Cretaceous period
Cut-waters
Dimensional building
stone
Flocculants
Floor screeds
Granular fills
Hassock
Hyper-competition

Interbedded deposit
LAPPL Risk
Assessment

Marker beds

Outliers
PPC Permit

Annex B1

a UK tax on the commercial exploitation of rock.
a square or rectangular large block of building stone.
reclaimed asphalt from millings, planings, return loads and
offcuts from bituminous layer of roads/pavements.
British Standards Institution – Quality Management System
Accreditation
material of low economic value used in construction projects.
construction material layer to protect the underlying ground
and distribute load bearing characteristics of overlying
formation.
135 million to 63 million years ago; end of the age of
reptiles; appearance of modern insects and flowering plants.
The wedge-shaped end of a bridge pier.
natural stone or rock that has been selected and fabricated
(i.e., trimmed, cut, drilled, ground, or other) to specific
sizes or shapes
chemicals to aid the assembly of destabilized particles into
aggregates.
a cementitious material made from a 1:3 or 1:4.5 ratio of
cement to sharp sand.
consists of pit-run gravel, sand or crushed gravel placed
upon the prepared areas and in excavations. Often used for
capping, reinforced soil and anchored earth structures.
bands of a loose material occurring and alternating within
wider bands of Kentish Ragstone.
the rapid escalation of competition based on price-quality
positioning, competition to protect or invade established
product or geographic markets - strategic manoeuvring
amongst competitors.
geological layers occurring between beds (of lava flows or
sills) occurring between strata of a different origin or
character.
Local Authority Pollution Prevention License/Permit – Risk
Assessment. This risk assessment is intended for use by local
authorities in determining the relative level of risk associated
with activities regulated under the Local Pollution Prevention
and Control regimes.
distinctive geological units or beds of the same age and of
such distinctive composition and appearance that, despite
their presence in separate geographic locations, there is no
doubt about their being of equivalent age and of common
origin.
a portion of stratified rock separated from a main formation
by erosion.
Environmental permits granted for activities discharging to
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Scants
Screed
Spalling
Tracery
Trommel Screen
Utility arisings
Quoins
Windrows

the environment including the management of waste.
Blocks or sheets of stone sawn on two sides down to the bed
level.
a cementitious material made from a 1:3 or 1:4.5 ratio of
cement to sharp sand.
flakes of a material that break off a larger solid body.
ornamental stone work of interlaced and branching lines
(often seen around the glass in a Gothic window)
Rotating drum screen for separating different sizes and
grades of stone
reclaimed material from utility trenches, unbound aggregate.
masonry blocks at the corner of a wall to provide actual
strength or implied strength and or corner feature.
a heaped up row of material.
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PERC

- Mineral and Testing Terms from Mr Wilkinsons’ Evidence (GAL)
The Pan-European Reserves and Resources Reporting
Committee
Resources
A ‘Mineral Resource’ is a concentration or occurrence of
material of economic interest in or on the Earth’s crust in
such form, quality and quantity that there are reasonable
prospects for eventual economic extraction. The location,
quantity, grade, continuity and other geological
characteristics of a Mineral Resource are known, estimated or
interpreted from specific geological evidence and knowledge.
Mineral Resources are subdivided, in order of increasing
geological confidence, into Inferred, Indicated and Measured
categories. Portions of a mineral deposit that do not have
reasonable prospects for eventual economic extraction must
not be included in a Mineral Resource (The PERC Code, 2008)
Reserves
A ‘Mineral Reserve’ is the economically mineable part of a
Measured and/or Indicated Mineral Resource. It includes
diluting materials and allowances for losses, which may
include feasibility studies, have been carried out, and include
consideration of, and modification by, realistically assumed
mining, metallurgical, economic, marketing, legal,
environmental, social and governmental factors. These
assessments demonstrate at the time of reporting that
extraction could reasonably be justified. Mineral Reserves
are sub-divided in order of increasing confidence into
Probable Mineral Reserves and Proved Mineral Reserves (The
PERC Code, 2008).
MPa (Mega-Pascal)
Standard unit of rock strength used by Engineering
Geologists for field and laboratory tests (not necessarily
directly correlatable to Aggregate test results).
UCS
Uniaxial Compressive Strength, the ‘standard’ laboratory test
for rock strength
MgSO4 Soundness
Magnesium Sulphate Soundness Test. This is a laboratory
test to replicate the repeated winter freeze/thaw cycles that
would be inflicted upon an aggregate in the field. The test
simulates ice growth with Magnesium Sulphate. A high test
value represents a less durable material.
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A Horizon
B Horizon

- Biodiversity Terms from Mr Goodwin’s Evidence (GAL)
The top layer of the Soil Horizons or “topsoil”.
A category within Soil Horizons, commonly referred to
as “subsoil”.
Baseline
Existing environmental conditions present on, or near a
site, against which future changes may be measured or
predicted.
Biodiversity
Abbreviated form of ‘biological diversity’ referring to
variability among living organisms from all sources
including, terrestrial, marine and other aquatic
ecosystems and the ecological complexes of which they
are part.
Biodiversity Action
Plans which set specific, measurable, achievable,
Plan
realistic and timebounded conservation targets for
species and habitats.
Bryophytes
Bryophyte is a traditional name used to refer to all
embryophytes (land plants) that do not have true
vascular tissue and are therefore called 'non-vascular
plants'. The group includes mosses, liverworts and
hornworts.
Compartment
A discrete section or land parcel within a woodland,
defined either by physical boundaries (e.g. tracks), or
by common characteristics of the tree crop within it,
such as age, size or species.
Coppice-withA two-storey forest crop, where coppice is interspersed
standards
with trees being grown to larger timber size. Generally
30-50 standards/hectare are retained, depending on
tree size.
Coppicing
Coppicing is a traditional method of woodland
management which takes advantage of the fact that
many trees make new growth from the stump or roots if
cut down. In a coppiced wood, young tree stems are
repeatedly cut down to near ground level. In subsequent
growth years, many new shoots will emerge, and, after
a number of years the coppiced tree, or stool, is ready
to be harvested, and the cycle begins again.
Coupe
Term given to an area over which coppicing has been
(or is planned to be) undertaken. Of variable size, but
typically between 0.5-3.0ha within coppiced woodlands.
DAFOR
A scale for assessing the relative abundance of species,
typically applied to botanical species during an
ecological survey as follows:

Dust

D = Dominant, A = Abundant, F = Frequent, O =
Occasional, R = Rare
Fine particles of solid materials ranging in size from 1 to
75 µm diameter (see British Standard 3405) capable of
being resuspended in air and settling only slowly under
the influence of gravity where it may cause nuisance.
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Effect
E Horizon

Epiphyte

Fauna
Flora
Fungi

Ground flora
Groundwater
Habitat
Hydrology
Invertebrate
Lichen

Local Nature
Reserve

Local Wildlife Site
Mesophyte

Mitigation Measures

A physical or measurable change to the environment
attributable to the Proposed Development.
A category within Soil Horizons. Most commonly used to
label a horizon that has been significantly leached of its
mineral and/or organic content, leaving a pale layer
largely composed of silicates.
A plant that grows upon another plant (such as a tree)
non-parasitically or sometimes upon some other object
(such as a building or a telegraph wire), derives its
moisture and nutrients from the air and rain and
sometimes from debris accumulating around it, and is
found in the temperate zone (e.g., many mosses,
liverworts, lichens and algae) or in the tropics (e.g.,
many ferns, cacti, orchids, and bromeliads).
Animal life
Plant life.
A fungus is a member of a large group of eukaryotic
organisms that includes microorganisms such as yeasts
and moulds, as well as the more familiar mushrooms.
One major difference is that fungal cells have cell walls
that contain chitin, unlike the cell walls of plants, which
contain cellulose
A general term describing plants of the field layer and
ground layer.
Water located beneath the ground surface in soil pore
spaces and in the fractures of geologic formations
The environment in which populations or individual
species live or grow.
The movement, distribution and quality of water
throughout the earth.
Any animal lacking a backbone.
Lichens are composite organisms consisting of a fungus
(the mycobiont) and a photosynthetic partner (the
photobiont or phycobiont) growing together in a
symbiotic relationship.
A statutory designation of a site of local nature
conservation significance, declared by local planning
authorities under the National Parks and Access to the
Countryside Act, 1949. Other non-statutory local nature
reserves are established and managed by a variety of
public or private bodies (e.g. county wildlife trusts,
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds).
Non-statutory site, designated at Local Authority level
for its nature conservation interest.
A terrestrial plant which can establish in the broad
middle ground between acidic and basic soils; can also
be used to refer to a plant that is adapted to neither a
particularly dry nor particularly wet environment.
Actions proposed to moderate adverse impacts and to
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National Vegetation
Classification (NVC)

Native tree

Naturalised tree

Non-native (or
introduced) tree
O Horizon
Perennating organs

Podzol
Podzolisation

Pollard (or
pollarded tree)

Pollarding

enhance beneficial impacts arising from the whole or
specific elements of the Proposed Development.
The National Vegetation Classification or NVC is a
system of classifying natural habitat types in Great
Britain according to the vegetation they contain. In
total there are 286 communities in the National
Vegetation Classification. They are grouped into major
categories, including (but not restricted to) Woodland &
Scrub, Mires, Heaths, Mesotrophic Grasslands and
Aquatic Communities.
Tree that has reached an area other than by human
agency. British native trees are those trees that are
believed to have colonized the British Isles after the last
ice age.
A non-native tree that has become established or spread
(without human intervention) in the area beyond its
native or natural distribution, into which it has
previously been introduced.
Tree that is not native to a particular place but has been
introduced, deliberately or accidentally, by humans.
A category within Soil Horizons. A surface layer,
dominated by the presence of large amounts of organic
material in varying stages of decomposition.
These are used by plants to survive adverse periods in
the plant's life-cycle (e.g. caused by cold, excessive
heat, lack of light or drought). During these periods,
parts of the plant die and then when conditions become
favourable again, re-growth occurs from buds in the
perennating organs. For example geophytes growing in
woodland under deciduous trees (e.g. bluebells) die
back to underground storage organs during summer
when tree leaf cover restricts light and water is less
available.
An infertile acidic soil having an ashlike subsurface layer
and a lower dark stratum.
The comprehensive name for the process of mobilisation
and precipitation of dissolved organic matter, together
with aluminium and iron as they leach down from the A
and E horizons to the B horizon. Through this process
the overlying eluvial horizons are bleached. The process
of podzolisation usually occurs under low pH values.The
corresponding soil type is called Podzol
A tree which has been cut (on one or more past
occasions) so as to remove its entire crown, leaving a
tall stump (normally 2-3m high in woodlands), from
which the shoots which regenerate will arise above
ground level and thus out of the reach of browsing
animals. The regenerative mechanism is identical to
coppice.
The technique by which trees are cut or re-cut to form,
or maintain, pollards. In the past, undertaken at regular
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Receptor
Risk assessment
Ruderal
Silviculture
Soil Horizon

Surface water
Subsoil
Topography
Topsoil

Typical (Ecology)
Understorey
(Ecology)

intervals in the same way as coppice. A technique often
used in urban areas to control or restrict the size of
street trees on an ongoing basis.
A component of the natural, created or built
environment such as human being, water, air, a
building, or a plant that is effected by an impact.
An assessment of the likelihood and severity of an
occurrence.
Robust, sturdy and vigorous plant community inhabiting
disturbed sites or growing amongst debris or rubbish.
The practice of controlling the establishment, growth,
composition, health, and quality of woods to meet
diverse needs and values.
A layer parallel to the soil surface, whose physical
characteristics differ from the layers above and beneath.
Each soil type has at least one, usually three or four
horizons. Horizons are defined in most cases by obvious
physical features, chiefly colour and texture. These may
be described both in absolute terms (particle size
distribution for texture, for instance) and in terms
relative to the surrounding material, i.e. ‘coarser’ or
‘sandier’ than the horizons above and below.
Water collecting on the ground or in streams, rivers or
lakes.
Subsoil is the layer of soil under the topsoil on the
surface of the ground.
The natural or artificial features, level and surface form
of the ground surface.
Topsoil is the upper, outermost layer of soil, usually the
top 5 cm to 20 cm. It has the highest concentration of
organic matter and microorganisms and is where most
of the Earth's biological soil activity occurs
Exhibiting the qualities, traits, or characteristics that
identify a kind, class, group, or category.
The layer formed by grasses, shrubs, and small trees
under the canopy of larger trees and plants.
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- Woodland Terms from Mr Mackworth-Praed’s Evidence (GAL)
Term usually considered to be synonymous with ‘veteran tree’, but
distinguished by some authors to refer specifically to trees in the
Ancient tree
final stage of their natural biological life.
Canopy
Canopy
closure
Cant

Clear-felling

Compartment
Coppice

Coppicing

Coppice
rotation or
cycle
Coppice stool
(or stock)
Coppice-withstandards
Coupe
Crown

Drawn up

Epicormic

The cover over the area of a woodland formed by the contiguous or
intermeshing crowns of the taller trees within it.
The stage of woodland growth at which the crowns of trees merge
or intermesh to form a continuous (or nearly continuous) canopy.
Local (S.E. England) term given to smaller working units within a
larger coupe.
Timber harvesting system whereby all trees within a given area are
felled at the same time, and their stumps are either removed or
killed (or alternatively left to decay in the case of species which do
not produce coppice shoots), in order for the area to be replanted
with a new timber crop. The normal harvesting system within
commercial coniferous high forest.
A discrete section or land parcel within a woodland, defined either
by physical boundaries (e.g. tracks), or by common characteristics
of the tree crop within it, such as age, size or species.
A forest crop raised from shoots produced from the cut stumps of
the previous crop.
The operation of felling and regenerating forest crops in this way;
the silvicultural technique in which trees are cut at just above
ground level and allowed to re-sprout to produce wood or timber for
specific uses.
The interval of years between successive episodes of coppicing. This
generally differs according the coppice species being grown, the
desired size of the crop for its intended use(s), and the growth rate
or performance of the crop according to site conditions.
The cut stump or stumps of a coppiced tree, from which the
regenerating shoots emerge and grow.
A two-storey forest crop, where coppice is interspersed with trees
being grown to larger timber size. Generally 30-50
standards/hectare are retained, depending on tree size.
Term given to an area over which coppicing has been (or is planned
to be) undertaken. Of variable size, but typically between 0.5-3.0ha
within coppiced woodlands.
The entire branch framework and foliage of a tree.
Tree that has a height to diameter ratio that is increasingly large,
typically appearing tall with a small crown, few or no lower
branches, and with very little taper at the base. A phototropic
response as a result of close competition by adjacent trees, often
observed in a woodland situation.
Juvenile shoots arising from the trunk or main stems from latent
buds or adventitious buds. Production can be triggered by pruning,
wounding, fire, or root damage but may also be as a result of stress
or decline.
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Etiolated
Field layer
High forest

Native tree
Naturalized
tree
Non-native
(or
introduced)
tree
Pollard (or
pollarded
tree)

Pollarding

Protective
fencing
Pruning

Ring shake

Root-plate

Root
Protection
Area (‘RPA’)

Excessively drawn up due to lack of light.
General term for all (normally non-woody) vegetation growing on
the woodland floor, beneath the canopy and understorey.
Woodland consisting predominantly of standard trees being grown
to larger timber size, with underwood occupying a smaller or less
significant proportion of the total woodland area and biomass.
Tree that has reached an area other than by human agency. British
native trees are those trees that are believed to have colonized the
British Isles after the last ice age.
A non-native tree that has become established or spread (without
human intervention) in the area beyond its native or natural
distribution, into which it has previously been introduced.
Tree that is not native to a particular place but has been introduced,
deliberately or accidentally, by humans.
A tree which has been cut (on one or more past occasions) so as to
remove its entire crown, leaving a tall stump (normally 2-3m high in
woodlands), from which the shoots which regenerate will arise
above ground level and thus out of the reach of browsing animals.
The regenerative mechanism is identical to coppice.
The technique by which trees are cut or re-cut to form, or maintain,
pollards. In the past, undertaken at regular intervals in the same
way as coppice. A technique often used in urban areas to control or
restrict the size of street trees on an ongoing basis.
Temporary fencing, erected for the duration of demolition and
construction activities; designed to prevent access and disturbance
to the trunks and root protection areas of trees.
The removal of living or dead parts of a tree, especially branches, to
reduce size, to maintain shape, health, safety, or to regulate
growth.
The internal separation of wood within a tree’s trunk around the
annual growth rings.
The central coherent heavy mass of interwoven roots and soil
particles, shaped like a disc or inverted cone, extending around the
base of the trunk, which provides much of a tree’s anchorage.
Generally considered to be of a radius within the range of 1.5 to 4
times a tree’s trunk diameter, measured from trunk centre.
The area around a tree within which construction or development
activities would be likely to cause unacceptable damage to the
roots. Defined as the minimum area around a retained tree deemed
to contain sufficient roots and rooting volume to maintain the tree’s
viability, and where the protection of the roots and soil structure is
treated as a priority. (per BS 5837:2012)
Calculated as an area equivalent to that of a circle with a radius 12
times the stem diameter for single-stemmed trees, or the combined
stem diameters of trees with more than one stem arising below
1.5m above ground level.
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Root spread

The total physical extent of a tree’s root system, often extending
beyond the limit of its crown spread.

Shaw

Local (S.E. England) term used to denote a narrow band or strip of
woodland, normally forming a boundary between agricultural fields.

Shoot (or
spring)

Term given to the young regenerating regrowth arising from a
coppice stool.

Simple or
pure coppice

A woodland in which the crop consists entirely of coppice, all of
which is worked on the same cycle.

Standard

A tree which has been allowed to grow on as a single-trunked
specimen to produce larger sized timber. Normally of seedling origin
(known as ‘maidens’), but may have developed from a stump shoot
intentionally left for the purpose.

Star shake

The internal splitting of a tree’s trunk along the radial medullary
rays from or through the trunk centre.

Stored
coppice
Subcompartment
Understorey
(or
underwood)
Veteran tree
Wind snap
Windthrow

A tree or stand of trees which has been coppiced in the past, but
which has been left or retained (either intentionally or
unintentionally) beyond the normal rotation interval, so that the
regrown stems have developed to a greater size than the maximum
which would be achieved within the normal coppicing cycle.
A discrete section or component part of a woodland compartment,
normally defined by reference to differing characteristics of the tree
crop within it from those of the compartment as a whole.
General term for all coppice or woody saplings and shrubs occurring
under the canopy of another tree crop.
Tree that, by recognized criteria, shows features of biological,
cultural or aesthetic value that are characteristic of, but not
exclusive to, individuals surviving beyond the typical age range for
the species concerned. (per BS 5837: 2012).
The breaking of a tree’s trunk or main stems above ground level by
wind.
Tree failure and collapse when the force exerted by wind against the
crown and trunk overcomes resistance to that force in the rootplate, such that the root-plate is lifted from the soil on one side as
the tree tips over.
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- Abbreviations used in Kent CC’s Evidence

Applicant

Gallagher Aggregates Ltd

ASS

Alternative Sites Study

CD

Core Document

CHA

Cultural Heritage Appraisal

Committee

the County Council’s planning applications committee

County Council

The Kent County Council

EA

Environment Agency

EASA

Ecclesiastical Architects and Surveyors Association

EH

English Heritage

ES

Environmental Statement submitted with the planning application

Framework

National Planning Policy Framework

GAL

Gallagher Aggregates Ltd

KMLP

Kent Minerals Local Plan

LPA

Local Planning Authority

LWS

Local Wildlife Site

MPA

Mineral Planning Authority

MPG

Minerals Planning Guidance

MPS

Minerals Policy Statement

NE

Natural England

PAWS

Plantation on Ancient Woodland Site

PPG

Planning Policy Guidance

PPS

Planning Policy Statement

SC

Statement of Case

SCG

Statement of Common Ground

SEP

South East Plan

SOS

Secretary of State
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Annex B6 - Geological Terms from Mrs Poole’s Evidence (WT)
Anticlinal Dome
A geological structure that is folded convex up with older
sediments at its core.
Ashlar Blocks
Cut (‘dressed’) and generally cuboid building stone.
Cambering

The tilting, cracking and downhill displacement of geological
strata which can occur, particularly where strong rocks overlie
weaker mudstone or clay-rich rocks, in response to repeated
alternation of freezing and thawing of the ground.

Coping Stone

Flat uppermost building stone.

Geological
Succession

A group of rock units that succeed one another in
chronological order.

Fullers Earth

A highly plastic ‘greasy’ clay generally containing the mineral
montmorillonite.

Gulls

Widened tensional joints within rock that may be infilled with
loose material and which develop roughly parallel to the
contours of the slope. Areas subject to cambering are often
characterised by gulling.
Poorly cemented clayey sandstones, clayey sands or sandy
mudstones.
Head describes deposits at the very top of the geological
succession that cannot be classified more accurately. The term
has been used by British geologists since the middle of the
19th century. Areas identified as head include deposits of
aeolian origin such as blown sand and loess, slope deposits
and recently eroded soil material, called colluvium. With
geologists becoming more interested in studying the nearsurface environment and its related processes, the term head
is becoming obsolete.
How the lithology of a sediment may vary depending on the
local environment and process that led to its deposition.

Hassock
Head

Facies Variation
Fault

In geology a fault is a planar fracture or discontinuity in a
volume of rock across which there has been significant
displacement along the fractures as a result of earth
movement.

Lithology

A description of the physical characteristics of a sediment such
as colour, texture, grain size, or composition.

Marine
Transgression

A marine transgression is a geological event during which sea
level rises relative to the land and the shoreline moves toward
higher ground, resulting in flooding. Transgressions can be
caused either by the land sinking or the ocean basins filling
with water (or decreasing in capacity).
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Quoin Stones

Right-angled cornerstones

Ragstone

Hard glauconitic sandy limestones

Ragstone Lane

Names given to individual ragstone layers (‘beds’) by
quarrymen, particularly in the former building stones quarries
around Maidstone which related to their visual attributes and
workability.

Rubble Walling

Rubble is broken stone of irregular size, shape and texture.
Work executed with these stones and put together without any
attempt at distinct layers (or ‘courses’) is called rubble walling

Stratigraphical
Framework

Provision of an order to layers of sediments at a location
including information on how they are characterised and the
sequence in which they occur.
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Annex B7 - Soils Terms from Mr Allen’s Evidence (WT)
Acidic soil
A soil that has pH characteristics below 6.5. Strongly acid
soils have a value less than 4.5. Moderately acidic soils are
between 4.5 and 5.5. Slightly acidic soils are between 5.6
and 6.5.
Argillic (luvic)
brown earths

These are well-drained lowland brown earth soils that have
developed in loamy and sometimes clayey material over a
long time period and originating as woodland soils. The
long period of development means that there has been time
for leaching of any calcium carbonate that may have been
present and for fine clay particles to have been translocated
in suspension down the profile to accumulate as a clay
enriched (argillic) layer at depth and resulting in well
developed horizonation.

Bioturbation

The mixing of soil materials by fauna. This ranges from the
action of burrowing mammals (e.g. mole, fox, and badger)
in digging and throwing up soil, down to that of earthworms
in moving soil from depth up to the surface as casts.

Brown forest soil

A term used by the Soil Survey of Scotland to denote brown
coloured well-drained acid soils on sands, loams and clays
occurring mostly in humid western and northern areas and
typically having poor horizonation and sometimes showing
evidence of leaching typical of podzolisation. In England
and Wales they occur less commonly and are known as
brown earths (sensu stricto) or orthic brown earths. The
lowland equivalent are argillic (or luvic) brown earths (see
above).

Calluna

A plant (ling heather, Calluna vulgaris) that grows on acidic
soils where woodland is prevented from development by
management creating a heathland plant community.
Calluna has acidic plant tissues that assist in acidifying soils
changing their soil forming characteristics.

Clay enrichment

The process whereby fine clay particles are carried in
suspension by water to lower levels in the soil and so
enriching the lower levels in clay (clay translocation). This
is a common process in lowland soils with clay-rich loamy
or clayey layers.

Head

This is a geological material originally given the name by
Victorian geologists because it often occurred on tops of
hills. The term is now redefined to mean material that
accumulated on footslopes and valley floors derived from
the downward movement of originally upslope materials.
The movement generally occurred towards the final stages
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of ice ages when the melting of frozen ground led to a
slurry of mixed saturated material that easily slipped down
slopes (a process technically called ‘solifluction’). Material
that has been moved downslope following loosening by
cultivation is called colluvium (the result of colluviation).
Horizonation

This term refers to the natural layering seen in vertical
sections through a soil (the soil profile). The soil layers are
technically called ‘horizons’ and horizonation refers to a
vertical sequence of horizons. Soils that have developed
over a long period of time (usually thousands of years) are
affected by downward leaching and accumulation at depth
variously of iron, organic carbon, fine clay particles, calcium
carbonate and other substances. The differing amounts of
leaching and accumulation at different depths in different
types of soil leads to the development of different soil
layers with differing properties. Generally, older soils with
loamy or clayey profiles have well developed horizonation,
sandy soils (that lack clay and silt particles) generally have
poor horizonation and strongly leached soils (podzols)
generally have extreme horizonation.
The term can also be used in an archaeological sense in
which vertical horizonation relates also to the differing
layers created by man’s occupation on and use of soil
materials.

Lithostratigraphic
information

Information about the different layers (horizons) of
geological and soil materials at a location and in particular
how they are described, characterised and also of the
sequence in which they occur. This information allows the
interpretation of the layers in terms of geology, soil
processes and history.

O horizon

These are peaty soil horizons accumulated under wet
conditions. They are saturated with water for at least 30
consecutive days in most years and generally occur where
permanent or prolonged waterlogging prevents oxidation of
accumulating organic matter. Peat soils have thick O
horizons. Mineral soils with prolonged waterlogging develop
thinner O horizons at the surface.

pH (soil)

A measure of soil reaction according to a scale of acidity
and alkalinity. A soil that has pH characteristics below 6.5 is
considered acidic, between 6.6 and 7.5 as neutral, and
above 7.5 as alkaline.
A type of soil in which an acid humus layer accumulates at
the surface and black or dark brown or ochreous humus
and iron-enriched subsoil layers form as a result of intense
acid weathering conditions. There are many different types
and they may be well-drained (podzols) or affected by
water (gley or hydromorphic podzols). They are often

Podzolic soil
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formed on sandy soil layers under heathland but podzol
characteristics can also be more weakly expressed under
some woodland conditions. A ‘peaty podzol’ is a podzol
sufficiently affected by long term wetness to develop a peat
upper layer.
Sandy soil

A soil material comprising a very high proportion of sand
grade particles (0.06-2mm diameter) and minimal amounts
of finer silt and clay particles. These soil materials are
usually highly permeable and may be well drained or may
be affected by high groundwater. Lack of clay and silt
particles mean that different layers in sandy soil profiles
may not be well developed and so difficult to identify.

Soil

That material in which plants root, gain physical support
and draw on nutrients and water to enable them to grow.
Soils have generally developed their characteristics
naturally over many thousands of years by the action of soil
forming processes on a pre-existing geological parent
material. Some soils have formed more recently such as on
salt marshes, mountain screes and recent lake or river
sediments.

Soil profile

The soil as seen in vertical section to a depth usually of 1 1.5m and as seen in the sides of a carefully excavated soil
pit. The soil profile seen in this way will reveal the sequence
of layers (horizons) and allow a technical layer by layer
description to be made (soil profile description).

Soil Survey of
England and Wales

An organisation originally funded by the Ministry of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food to described soil distribution
and related land quality and which from 1979 to 1986
developed a systematic soil inventory and which was
published as sets of six maps and six explanatory bulletins
(books or memoirs) and based on updated surveys over the
past 40 years.

Stony soil

A soil material that contains stones. The stones may be
hard and impermeable to water such as flint and chert, or
may (in a suitable landscape) be softer and permeable such
as chalk. Stones are soil materials greater than 2mm in
diameter.

Well drained soil

A term used to describe soils that are permeable and not
greatly affected by either groundwater or surface water.

Wind-throw

The process whereby trees become blown over in storms.
Such trees may have grown tall and top heavy and may
have weak root systems. The result is often that their
shallow but extensive root systems become uplifted leaving
a hollow in the ground. Loosened soil from around the roots
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falls back into the hollow leading to mixing of soil materials.
On slopes, the loosened material may be washed down
slope. Over many generations of wind thrown trees, a
whole area of woodland can be affected by this disturbance
of the soil layers, and given any subsequent erosion, can
lead to loss of the surface soil layers (truncation).
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Glossaries of Specialist Terms

Annex B8

Annex B8
Core Area

- Woodland Terms from Mr Barnes’ Evidence (WT)
The area that is unaffected by negative edge effects from
adjacent land-use. The core area of a woodland is a product
of its shape, size and distance to which edge effects
penetrate. Larger core areas contribute more to biodiversity.
Fragmentation
Woodland forms part of a larger network of habitats over a
landscape, but quality of the network is dependent on the
hostility of surrounding habitats. Increasing the hostility of
the habitats surrounding woodland has harmful
consequences for the flora and fauna of the area due to the
increase in habitat isolation. This is a particular threat to less
mobile woodland species.
Translocation
A term used to describe a compensation strategy which
involves the physical removal of habitats from one location to
another in an attempt to offset the impact of development on
the wildlife interest of a site.
Mitigation Measures

Mitigation

Avoidance Measures

Cancellation
Measures
Reduction Measures

To mitigate is a verb meaning to ‘make less severe, serious
or painful’. This is consistent with the Institute of Ecology and
Environmental Management’s of mitigation ‘any deliberate
action taken to alleviate adverse effects, whether by
controlling the sources of impacts or the exposure of
ecological receptors to them’ or, more simply, ‘measures
taken to reduce adverse impacts’.
‘Mitigation’ has developed a wider meaning and common
usage in environmental assessment, planning and
management and can sometimes be used as a generic term
for some kinds of ‘counter-acting measures’, all of which are
intended to ‘prevent, reduce and where possible offset any
significant adverse effect on the environment’ as a result of
something, whether it be a strategy, plan, programme or
project, or simply ongoing management of the environment.
Mitigation can be used to encompass measures intended to
avoid, cancel or reduce adverse effects.
Are intended to stop or prevent effects from occurring, or to
eliminate the risk of them occurring, perhaps by relocating a
project away from a sensitive area, or removing from a plan
or project the element that may cause an adverse effect.
Successful avoidance measures mean there would be no
effect.
Are intended to completely neutralise or fully negate the
adverse nature of effects. There would be an effect, but its
negative outcomes would be cancelled out by the measures.
These are mitigation measures in the narrower, but accurate,
sense. They are intended to make effects smaller or less in
amount, degree, size or likelihood, either by reducing the
effect itself, or the likelihood of it occurring, or both. These
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measures may so reduce the adversity of the effect, or they
become so unlikely, that they are no longer of concern. There
will nevertheless be a residual effect and it may be necessary
to check that the residual effects of one proposed change do
not exacerbate the effects of others, by way of cumulative,
combined or synergistic processes.
Compensatory
Measures

Are measures, only taken into account after a decision has
been made, and are intended to at least try to recompense,
or otherwise make up for, or off-set, the adverse effects of a
proposed change that could or would occur and would be of
concern. Again this is consistent with the Institute’s
definition, ‘measures taken to offset significant residual
adverse impacts, i.e. those that cannot be entirely avoided or
mitigated to the point that they become insignificant’ and
‘measures taken to make up for the loss of, or permanent
damage to, biological resources through the provision of
replacement area’. Thus, an important negative effect is
anticipated and ecological loss or harm is likely to occur.
However, it has been decided that change should
nevertheless go ahead, for whatever reasons, and the
compensatory measures try to make amends. The objective
should be that the recompense is made in time to make good
the ecological function that would be affected.

The Distinction
between Avoidance,
Cancellation,
Reduction and
Compensatory
Measures

Avoidance, cancellation and reduction measures are
essentially aimed at making a change less damaging or not
damaging at all (often generically referred to as ‘mitigation’).
They are designed to address the potential harm to the
natural environment, eliminating or minimising it, so that a
decision maker is more inclined to allow or carry out the
change.
Compensatory measures, however, do not prevent or reduce
the potential harm per se. They cannot alter the balance
between the benefits of the change and the potential for in
situ harm to ecological resources. They should not, therefore,
be taken into account in the decision as to whether
potentially damaging proposals should proceed. Rather, they
are measures intended to at least try to offset the potential
damage. They try to either repair the damage or provide
something else. This could be something new, additional or
different, or something to benefit the environment in some
way. Compensatory measures aim to make the consequential
damage more palatable, more acceptable.
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Glossaries of Specialist Terms

Annex B9

Annex B9 - Biodiversity Terms from Dr Young’s Evidence (KWT)
Ancient Woodland
Vascular plant species that are typically found in Ancient
Indicator species
Woodlands and, because of their ecological requirements, are
less likely to be found outside of undisturbed woodland
habitats
Avoidance
Measures to avoid adverse effects on wildlife species and
Biodiversity
habitat.
Aka biological diversity. Commonly used to describe the
number, variety and variability of living organisms.
Biodiversity Action
A plan identifying biodiversity priorities and the means of
Plan
their conservation. They can be written for species or
habitats.
Bryophytes
The collective term for mosses, liverworts and hornworts.
Capsule (mosses)
The spore-producing organ of mosses and liverworts.
Compensation
The provision of positive environmental measures to correct,
balance or otherwise atone for the loss of environmental
resources and any residual adverse effects that cannot be
reduced further by mitigation.
Coppicing
Coppicing is a traditional method of woodland management
which takes advantage of the fact that many trees make new
growth from the stump or roots if cut down. In a coppiced
wood, young tree stems are repeatedly cut down to near
ground level. In subsequent growth years, many new shoots
will emerge, and, after a number of years the coppiced tree,
or stool, is ready to be harvested, and the cycle begins again.
Ephemeral
Plant species which spend most of the year or longer as
seeds before conditions are right for a brief period of growth
and reproduction.
Epiphyte
Any plant that grows upon or is attached to another plant or
object merely for physical support. They obtain water and
minerals from rain and from debris on the supporting plants.
Fauna
All animal life.
Flora
All plant life.
Fruiting body (fungi)
Fruiting bodies contain the reproductive spores. They vary in
size from small and insignificant, to large eye-catching
structures. They are usually produced at the surface of the
food source, rather than hidden within it, to allow the spores
to be shed and carried away by the wind, or by water, or
animals. They are usually the only visible indication that a
fungus is present.
Fungi
Species with no chlorophyll that get their food by absorbing
nutrients from their surroundings. Fungi include mushrooms,
rusts, smuts, puffballs, truffles, morels, moulds, and yeasts,
and thousands of other organisms and microorganisms. They
range from microscopic single-celled organisms, such as
yeast, to gigantic multicellular organisms.
Glade (Woodland)
Glades are non-linear, permanently open areas, with few or
no trees.
Ground flora /
The plants that grow near the ground including grasses and
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Ground vegetation /
Field layer.
Habitat
Herbs
Invertebrate
Lichen

Local Wildlife Site
(LWS)

Lower plants
Mitigation
Mycorrhizal
association

National Vegetation
Classification (NVC)

Native tree

Ride (Woodland)
Shrub layer
Survey refugia
(reptiles)

Taxa

herbs.
The environment in which populations or individual species
live or grow.
Non woody plants that generally die back in the autumn.
Any animal lacking a backbone.
Organisms that grow on rocks, tree branches, or bare
ground. They do not have roots, stems, flowers, or leaves.
Lichens are composed of a green alga and a colourless
fungus which co-exist for their mutual benefit.
Non-statutory sites forming part of the hierarchy of sites
protected through criteria-based planning policies. They
comprise areas considered to be of county importance for the
wildlife habitats they hold and/or the species which they
support. The Kent Biodiversity Partnership oversees the
selection of LWSs in the administrative areas of Kent and
Medway.
General collective term for non-vascular plants i.e.
bryophytes, lichens and fungi.
Measures to minimise, reduce and, if possible, remedy
significant adverse effects.
A mycorrhizal association is formed when a fungus and a
plant root combine. The association between the fungus and
the root is a symbiotic one, in which both the plant and the
fungus benefits from the relationship. More than 95% of
vascular plant species have this fungal association occurring
within their root systems. For some tree species a
mycorrhizal association is essential to sustain life.
A system of classifying natural habitat types in Great Britain
according to the vegetation they contain. It covers nearly all
natural, semi-natural and a number of major artificial
vegetation communities in terrestrial, freshwater and
maritime situations across Great Britain.
A tree that grew in the British Isles after the retreat of the
last Ice Age some 10,000 years ago and before rising sea
levels formed the English Channel some 8,500 years ago,
thereby preventing the natural migration of other plants from
the Continent.
Tracks or corridors of open space in woodlands, which include
all the area between the trees on either side. They provide
access to the woodland on foot or with vehicles.
The undergrowth of a woodland consisting usually of plants
from three to about fifteen feet in height and including both
shrubby vegetation and seedling trees.
Artificial objects placed on the ground and used to attract
reptiles for the purposes of surveying or monitoring. They
may comprise a variety of materials including corrugated tin
and roofing felt and are usually at least 0.5m2 (70cm by
70cm) in size.
Groups or ranks in a biological classification into which
related organisms are classified.
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Translocation

Understorey
Vascular plant
W10 / W10a

The movement of assemblages of species, mainly plants,
(typically including the substrates, such as soil and water, on
and in which these species occur) from their original site to a
new location.
The layer formed by grasses, shrubs, and small trees under
the canopy of larger trees and plants.
A general term for plants which have a vascular system
transporting water, minerals, and photosynthetic materials
throughout the plant’s roots, stems, and leaves.
W10 = Oak/Bracken/Bramble woodland; one of the woodland
communities in the National Vegetation Classification system.
It is one of the six communities comprising the "mixed
deciduous and oak/birch woodlands" group. W10a is the
‘typical sub-community’ of this particular woodland
community.
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Recommended Planning Conditions

Annex C1

Westerly Extension Application
NB The reasons for the following recommended conditions are set out in
paragraphs 16.129 to 16.153 of the report.
Implementation
1.
The development to which this permission relates shall be commenced not later
than three years from the date of this permission. Written notification of the
date of commencement shall be sent to the Mineral Planning Authority within
seven days of such commencement.
Development Scheme
2.
The development hereby permitted shall be carried out and completed in all
respects strictly in accordance with the plans contained in the application as
referred to in the attached Schedule and as stipulated in the conditions set out
below, together with those further details required to be submitted for
approval.
3.
The working and restoration of the site shall be carried out in accordance with
the following:a) working and restoration in the Application Site shall be undertaken
pursuant to the details hereby approved, and the phasing shall be as
identified on Plans:• 0257/10/3/rev L ‘Hermitage Quarry Phasing and Working Plan’, and
• 0257/10/2. rev. F ‘Quarry Working Plan’, and
b) within 3 months of the date of the decision, the phased restoration Plans
0257/10/211 to 0257/10/225 inclusive which were originally submitted
showing the progressive restoration of the individual phases of the site,
shall be updated for consistency with the plans referred to in a) above, and
shall be submitted to the Mineral Planning Authority for written approval.
The restoration scheme shall thereafter be implemented in accordance with
the approved plans, and no variations or omissions shall take place without
the prior written approval of the Mineral Planning Authority.
4.
In implementing the development scheme illustrated on plans 0257/10/3/ rev L
entitled ‘Hermitage Quarry phasing and working plan’ and 0257/10/2 rev F
entitled ‘Quarry Working Plan’, no more than three individual phases shall be in
operational use at any one time, comprising quarrying, filling and restoration.
Advance woodland clearance works shall only take place in one further phase at
any one time.
5.
Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted, the
boundary of the permission shall be marked out by the installation of robust
ground markers around the extension site boundary and these shall remain in
place for the duration of the development.
Coppicing Regime
6.
Notwithstanding the details of the coppicing sequence for the perimeter
woodland area around the Westerly Extension site shown on plans ref
0257/10/1/L and 0257/10/14, a woodland management scheme for the
coppicing of the westerly extension site perimeter woodland area shall be
submitted for the written approval of the Mineral Planning Authority prior to the
commencement of the development. The scheme shall be consistent with the
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principles for ensuring visual screening set out in Section 4, paragraphs 4.21 –
4.23 of the Woodland Management Plan attached to the Section 106
Agreement. The scheme shall thereafter be implemented as approved.
Drainage
7.
Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted, details of
the provision to be made for the disposal of all water entering, arising on, or
leaving the site during the permitted operations shall be submitted to the
Mineral Planning Authority for written approval, and the scheme shall be carried
out as approved.
Handling of Soils
8.
Within 3 months of the date of this decision, a scheme shall be submitted for
the written approval of the Mineral Planning Authority setting out details of the
management, handling and re-use of the topsoil and overburden stripped from
the phased application site development. This scheme shall accord with the
sequence of soil movements illustrated on drawing number 0257/10/12 rev B
entitled Management of Overburden and Ancient Woodland Topsoil dated July
2012 and shall include the maximum acceptable moisture contents for handling
the soils. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in compliance
with that scheme and no variations to, or omissions from the approved scheme
shall take place without the prior written approval of the Mineral Planning
Authority.
Infilling and restoration
9.
No material shall be imported to the site for use in backfilling, except for
subsoil, topsoil and solid inert waste (excluding notifiable asbestos).
10.
The top one metre of infill shall consist of either overburden or clean fill and, in
either case, be free from any objects larger than 100mm in any direction.
11.
On completion of each phase of infilling, as detailed on drawing number
0257/10/12 Rev B entitled Management of Overburden and Ancient Woodland,
topsoil and soil materials shall be re-spread to a total depth of at least 1.2
metres of final cover, consisting of a minimum 0.95 metres of subsoil or soil
forming material, covered by a minimum thickness of 100mm of topsoil.
12.
The pre-settlement and final restoration levels shall be those identified on
drawing number 0257/10/15 entitled ‘Final restoration and pre-settlement
levels’.
13.
In the event that the winning and working of minerals ceases for a period of
two years, the operations shall be deemed to have been abandoned and a
revised scheme shall be submitted for approval in the same terms as set out
under Condition 3. The site shall thereafter be restored and landscaped in
accordance with that revised scheme and within the timescales set out therein.
Access & Traffic
14.
Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted, details of
the construction of the access into the application site from the existing
Hermitage Quarry shall be submitted for written approval by the Mineral
Planning Authority and shall be implemented as approved. Once fomed, this
access shall be the only access into and out of the extension site with all
vehicles accessing the highway via the existing plant area and weighbridge.
15.
The details of the new cut and cover tunnel access shall include provision for
landscaping and screening within the area disturbed by the construction works
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16.

designed to minimize potential views from Byway MR496 into the existing
quarry to the east and the extension area to the west.
All vehicles, plant and machinery operating solely within the site shall be
maintained in accordance with the manufacturers’ specifications at all times,
and shall be fitted with, and shall use, effective silencers. All vehicles operating
solely on the site shall be fitted with, and shall use, ‘white noise’ reversing
warning systems.

Plant
17.
No buildings shall be erected, or fixed materials processing plant shall operate,
within the area of the Application Site.
Hours of working
18.
No operation other than essential maintenance shall take place on site except
between 0700 and 1800 hours Mondays to Fridays and 0700 and 1300 hours on
Saturdays.
19.
There shall be no operation of plant associated with the construction and
removal of the soil screen bunds surrounding the site except between 0800
hours and 1600 hours on Mondays to Fridays inclusive.
Dust
20.
Measures shall be taken to minimise dust emissions from quarrying operations
and they shall include the following:(i) Soils and overburden shall not be handled during dry conditions likely to
give rise to fugitive dust emissions unless the working areas are damped
down using water bowsers,
(ii) Drilling of shot holes shall be undertaken by an air flushed drilling rig
fitted with a dust collection system,
(iii) Site haul roads within the quarry shall be dampened down in dry
conditions using a water bowser,
(iv) Site haul roads shall be regularly maintained by grading to minimise dust
generation,
(v) When loading vehicles, drop heights shall be kept to the maximum that
has previously been approved in writing by the Mineral Planning Authority
,
(vi) All HGV’s travelling on internal haul roads shall be subject to a speed limit
of 15mph,
(vii) Once loaded at the existing quarry plant site, all lorries shall pass through
the existing vehicle wheel wash before exiting onto the public highway,
(viii) All aggregate lorries accessing the highway shall be sheeted, except for
those carrying stone greater than 75mm, and
(ix) A minimum width of 50 metres of tree cover shall be maintained between
the permissive path and the perimeter of the extraction area.
Blasting
21.
Blasting shall not take place other than between the hours of 10.00 and 12.00
and 13.00 to 15.00 on Mondays to Fridays. No blasting shall take place on
Saturdays, Sundays or Bank Holidays
22.
No more than one blast shall take place in any one day.
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23.

24.

Ground vibration as a result of blasting operations shall not exceed a peak
particle velocity of 6mm/sec in 95% of all blasts when measured over any
period of 1 month, and no individual blast shall exceed a peak particle velocity
of 10mm/sec as measured at any vibration sensitive property, and at no time
shall vibration exceed 0.3mm/sec as measured at an agreed location at
Maidstone Hospital; the measurement to be the maximum of three mutually
perpendicular directions taken at the ground surface.
Prior to the commencement of blasting operations, details of the methods to be
employed to minimise air overpressure with a maximum of 120 dB shall have
been submitted to and approved in writing by the MPA. Blasting shall only be
carried out in accordance with the approved scheme.

Noise
25.
Except for those temporary operations described in Condition 26, the free-field
Equivalent Continuous Noise Level LAeq 1 hour due to operations in the site shall
not exceed the relevant limit specified in Table 1 at each nominated
representative dwelling for the periods specified. Measurements taken to verify
compliance shall have regard to the effects of extraneous noise and shall be
corrected for such effects.
Table 1
Location
Luckhurst Farm
Kiln Barn Farm
Hermitage Farm
Water Tower
Merrybrow
26.

27.

Criterion dB LAeq,1hr free field
48
48
55
55
55

For temporary operations, which are defined as site preparation, soil and
overburden stripping, bund formation and removal and final restoration, the
free field noise level due to work at the nearest point to each dwelling shall not
exceed 70dB LAeq 1 hour, expressed in the same manner as for Condition 25
above. Temporary operations shall not exceed a total of eight weeks in any
calendar year for work within 300m of any noise sensitive property.
Phase 20 of the development hereby permitted shall not commence unless the
noise screen bund shown on plan ref 0257/10/21 entitled ‘Noise Screen Bunds’
as submitted under TM/10/2029 between the working area and the North Pole
Road dwellings has been provided as detailed on the drawing and no variations
or omissions shall take place.

Groundwater
28.
Within 3 months of the date of this decision notice, a scheme shall be
submitted for the written approval of the Mineral Planning Authority setting out
proposals for groundwater monitoring. The scheme shall be consistent with the
principles set out in sections 4.2 and 4.3 of Appendix 20 to the ES (ref
Hydrogeological Risk Assessment (Voelcker, May 2010)), and shall confirm the
locations for additional groundwater observation boreholes; the frequency of
monitoring during an initial one year monitoring period; the reporting and
interpretation of results and, following a one year period of monitoring,
proposals for a monitoring regime for the remaining duration of the
development. The approved scheme shall thereafter be implemented as
approved.
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29.

30.

The quarry floor shall not be excavated below 43m AOD or at least 2m above
the highest recorded ground water levels, whichever is the higher. The depth of
the quarry floor shall be subject to annual topographic surveys, and the results
of such surveys shall be made available to the Mineral Planning Authority upon
request.
Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted, a scheme
shall be submitted for the written approval of the Mineral Planning Authtority to
prevent tipping by unauthorized persons on the site. The scheme shall be
implemented as approved and any unauthorized material tipped on the site
shall be removed within 24 hours of such tipping taking place.

Archaeology
31.
No groundworks shall take place within the area of the Application Site until a
programme of archaeological work has been approved in writing by the Mineral
Planning Authority and that programme shall thereafter be implemented as
approved.
Ecology
32.
No removal of trees within the site of the development hereby permitted shall
take place between 1st March and 31st July inclusive in any year.
Building Stone
33.
The operator of the hereby permitted Westerly Extension to Hermitage Quarry
shall make available for sale a minimum of 25,000 tonnes of building stone per
annum throughout the operational life of the quarry. A stockpile of half this
quantity shall be maintained on the site after the first year of operation for the
duration of extraction operations. Records shall be submitted annually to the
Mineral Planning Authority to confirm the sales of building stone in the
preceding year and the amounts held on site.
34.
The operation of the Westerly Extension development shall cease in the event
that the stone cutting saw approved by KCC on 8th August 2012 (ref
TM/88/295R) is not available (save for essential maintenance) at the Hermitage
Quarry processing plant site for the processing of sawn six-sided stone.
Display of Permissions
35.
The terms of this planning permission, and any schemes or details approved
pursuant there to, shall be displayed at the office on site, and shall be made
known to any person(s) involved in the management or control of operations at
the site.
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Schedule of Approved Plans
Plan ref
0257/10/9/C
0257/10/3/L
0257/10/2/F
0257/10/6/B
0257/10/12/B
0257/10/1/L
0257/10/14

Title
Oaken Wood application area, existing quarry and access
Hermitage Quarry Phasing & Working Plan
Quarry Working Plan
Access between existing quarry and Oaken Wood
Management of overburden and ancient woodland topsoil
Woodland Management *
Conversion of Chestnut Coppice Around Quarry to Scrub with
Standards*
0257/09/1C
Final Restoration and Habitat Management
0257/10/4D
Final restoration of quarry, Habitat Creation Field & woodland
management around quarry (proposals for Habitat creation field
are for illustrative purposes only)
0257/10/10/F Hermitage Quarry and Oaken Wood - Final Restoration Plan
0257/10/15
Final Restoration and Pre-Settlement Levels
0257/10/211 Phases 11- 25 restoration (subject to update required by
– 225
condition 3b)
0257/11/5/A
Land under proposed woodland management agreement
0257/12/4
Woodland areas in KCC Committee report
* Subject to the provisions of Condition 6
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Recommended Planning Conditions

Annex C2

Original Quarry (Section 73 Application to vary Conditions)
NB The reasons for the following recommended conditions are set out in
paragraphs 16.158-16.164 of the report.
Working Infill and Restoration
1. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out and completed in all
respects strictly in accordance with the plans referred to in the Schedule
attached to this decision notice and as stipulated in the conditions set out
below, together with those further details required to be submitted for approval;
no variations or omissions shall take place without the prior approval in writing
of the Mineral Planning Authority (MPA).
2. The working and restoration of the site shall be carried out in accordance with
the following:a. working and restoration shall be undertaken pursuant to the details hereby
approved, and the phasing shall be as identified on plan 0257/10/3/rev L
entitled ‘Hermitage Quarry Phasing and Working Plan’ dated July 2012, and
b. within 3 months of the date of this decision, the phased restoration plans
0257/10/202 to 205 and 0257/10/226 to 0257/10/230 inclusive shall be
updated for consistency with the plans referred to in a. above, and shall be
submitted to the MPA for written approval: the restoration scheme shall
thereafter be implemented in accordance with the approved plans, and no
variations or omissions shall take place without the prior approval in writing
of the MPA.
3. The site shall be worked and restored in accordance with the Quarry Working
Plans numbers 0257/10/02 Rev F and 0257/10/03 Rev L and with the
Restoration Drawings numbers 0257/10/202 to 0257/10/204 and 0257/10/226
to 0257/10/230 (subject to Condition 2b above), together with the final
restoration plan number 0257/10/10 Rev F, and woodland management plans
0257/11/5/A and 0257/12/4.
4. The pre-settlement levels of the restored site and their merging with the
adjoining ground levels, including those approved for the existing quarry
permitted under reference TM/88/295 and TM/03/2785 (Western Extension),
shall be in accordance with the details set out in Planning Design Solutions letter
dated 20 June 2008 and drawing number 0108/08/01 approved on 6 October
2008, and no variations or omissions shall take place.
5. Topsoil and subsoil shall only be handled when their moisture contents are at
least 5% and 3% below their respective plastic limits. The plastic limits shall be
determined and the results notified to the Mineral Planning Authority at least
one week before the soils are stripped.
6. No material shall be imported to the site for use in backfilling, except for subsoil,
topsoil and solid inert waste (excluding notifiable asbestos).
7. The top one metre of infill shall consist of either overburden or clean fill and, in
either case, be free from any objects larger than 100mm in any direction.
8. On completion of each phase of infilling, as detailed on drawing number
0257/10/12 Rev B entitled Management of Overburden and Ancient Woodland,
topsoil and soil materials shall be re-spread to a total depth of at least 1.2
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metres of final cover, consisting of a minimum 0.95 metres of subsoil or soil
forming material, covered by a minimum thickness of 100mm of topsoil.
Traffic and Access
9. The highest average daily number of HGV movements both entering and leaving
the site during any one calendar month excluding non-working days shall not
exceed a combined total of 300 movements per day and the number of
movements on any single day shall not exceed 600 movements.
10. During the morning and evening peak periods of 0730 hours to 0930 hours and
1600 hours to 1800hours, the maximum number of HGVs entering and leaving
the site shall not exceed 30 movements.
11. With effect from the date of the permission hereby granted, the operators shall
submit to the Mineral Planning Authority six-monthly returns of all HGV
movements to and from the site showing daily and peak hour movements.
12. Measures shall be taken to ensure that vehicles leaving the site do not deposit
mud or other materials onto the public highway and such measures shall include
the continued provision of wheel and chassis cleaning equipment at Hermitage
Quarry.
13. The present visibility splays of 9 metres by 160 metres at the site entrance shall
be maintained free of all obstruction to a height of 0.9 metres clear of the
carriageway on Hermitage Lane throughout the life of the quarry, including that
period of time during which final restoration works are being completed.
14. Upon cessation of all operations that are subject to this decision, the highway
access shall be restored in accordance with the details approved under
Condition 2.
Cessation and Aftercare
15. In the event that the winning and working of minerals ceases for a period of two
years, the operations shall be deemed to have been abandoned and a revised
scheme shall be submitted for approval in the same terms as set out under
Condition 2. The site shall be restored and landscaped in accordance with that
revised scheme and within the timescales set out therein.
16. Notwithstanding the approval on 18th December 1990 of the details of aftercare
management of the restored area, an updated aftercare management scheme
shall be submitted for the written approval of the MPA prior to the
commencement of restoration of infilling Phase 30. The scheme shall be
implemented as approved.
Hours of Working
17. No operation other than essential maintenance shall take place on site except
between 0700 and 1800 hours Mondays to Fridays and 0700 and 1300 hours on
Saturdays. No servicing, planned maintenance or testing of plant shall be
undertaken outside these hours except between 1800 and 2000 hours Mondays
to Fridays, 1300 to 1800 hours Saturdays and 0800 to 1800 hours Sundays and
Bank Holidays.
18. There shall be no operation of plant associated with the construction and
removal of the soil screen bunds surrounding the site except between 0800
hours and 1600 hours on Mondays to Fridays inclusive.
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Noise
19. Except for those temporary operations described in Condition 20, the free-field
Equivalent Continuous Noise Level LAeq 1 hour due to operations in the site shall
not exceed the relevant limit specified in Table 1 at each nominated
representative dwelling for the periods specified. Measurements taken to verify
compliance shall have regard to the effects of extraneous noise and shall be
corrected for such effects.
Table 1
Location
Luckhurst Farm
Kiln Barn Farm
Hermitage Farm
Water Tower
Merrybrow

Criterion dB LAeq,(1 hour), freefield
48
48
55
55
55

20. For temporary operations, which are defined as bund removal and final
restoration, the free field noise level due to work at the nearest point to each
dwelling shall not exceed 70dB LAeq 1 hour, expressed in the same manner as for
Condition 19 above. Temporary operations shall not exceed a total of eight
weeks in any calendar year for work closer than 300m to any individual noise
sensitive property.
21. All vehicles, plant and machinery solely operated within the site shall be
maintained in accordance with the manufacturers specification at all times, and
shall be fitted with, and shall use, effective silencers to the manufacturers’
specification. All vehicles solely operating on the site shall be fitted with, and
shall use, ‘white noise’ reversing warning systems.
Dust
22. Measures shall be taken to minimise dust emissions from quarrying operations
and they shall include the following:(i) Soils and overburden shall not be handled during dry conditions likely to
give rise to fugitive dust emissions unless the working areas are damped
down with water bowsers,
(ii) Drilling of shot holes shall be undertaken by an air flushed drilling rig fitted
with a dust collection system,
(iii) Site haul roads within the quarry shall be dampened down in dry conditions
using a water bowser,
(iv) Site haul roads shall be regularly maintained by grading to minimise dust
generation,
(v) When loading vehicles, drop heights shall be kept to the maximum that has
previously been approved in writing by the Mineral Planning Authority
(vi) All HGV’s travelling on internal haul roads shall be subject to a speed limit
of 15mph,
(vii) Once loaded at the existing quarry plant site, all lorries shall pass through
the existing vehicle wheel wash before exiting onto the public highway,
(viii) All aggregate lorries accessing the highway shall be sheeted, except for
those carrying stone greater than 75mm.
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Drainage
23. Within three months of the date of this permission, details of the provision to be
made for the disposal of all water entering, arising on, or leaving the site during
the permitted operations shall be submitted to the Mineral Planning Authority
for written approval, and the scheme shall be carried out as approved.
Groundwater
24. Any facilities for storage of oils, fuels or chemicals on the site shall be sited in
impervious bases and surrounded by impervious bund walls. The volume of the
bunded compound shall be at least equivalent to the capacity of the tank plus
10%. If there is multiple tankage, the compound shall be at least equivalent to
the capacity of the largest tank, or the combined capacity of inter-connective
tanks, plus 10%. All filling points, vents, gauges and site glasses shall be
located within the bund. The drainage system of the bund shall be sealed with
no discharge to any water course, land or underground strata. Associated
pipework shall be located above ground and protected from accidental damage.
25. Prior to the commencement of the Westerly Extension, a scheme shall be
submitted for the written approval of the Mineral Planning Authtority to prevent
tipping by unauthorized persons on the site. The scheme shall be implemented
as approved and any unauthorized material tipped on the site shall be removed
within 24 hours of such tipping taking place.
Plant and Buildings
26. Notwithstanding the provisions of Part 19 of Schedule 2 of the Town and Country
Planning General Development Order 1995 as may be amended, no additional
buildings, fixed plant or machinery shall be located on site without the prior
approval in writing of the details of their siting, design and external appearance
by the Mineral Planning Authority;
27. All plant, buildings, machinery and sanitary facilities and their foundations and
bases, together with any internal access roads and vehicle parking shall be
removed from the site at such time as they are no longer required for the
working or restoration of the site, and the site shall be restored in accordance
with the restoration scheme approved pursuant to Condition 2.
Display of Permissions
28. The terms of this planning permission, and any schemes or details approved
pursuant there to, shall be displayed at the office on site, and shall be made
known to any person(s) involved in the management or control of operations at
the site.
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Schedule of the Approved Plans relating to the Section 73 Application to
vary conditions on permission TM/03/2782 (Original Quarry).
Plan ref
0257/10/9/C
0257/10/3/L
0257/10/21
0257/10/10/F
0257/10/101
0257/10/102
0257/10/103
0257/10/125 - 130
0257/10/202
0257/10/203
0257/10/204
0257/10/226 - 230
0257/11/5/A
0257/12/4

www.planningportal.gov.uk/planninginspectorate

Title
Oaken Wood application area, existing
quarry and access
Hermitage Quarry Phasing & Working Plan
Noise Screen Bunds
Hermitage Quarry and Oaken Wood - Final
Restoration Plan
Quarry Working Plan phase 1
Quarry Working Plan phase 2
Quarry Working Plan phase 3
Quarry Working Plan phases 25 – 30
Phase 2 Restoration
Phase 3 Restoration
Phase 4 Restoration
Phases 26 - 30 Restoration
Land under proposed woodland management
agreement
Woodland areas in KCC Committee report
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Recommended Planning Conditions

Annex C3

Southern Extension (Section 73 Application to vary Conditions)
NB The reasons for the following recommended conditions are set out in
paragraphs 16.157 and 16.165-16.168 of the report.
Working, Infill and Restoration
1.
The development hereby permitted shall be carried out and completed in all
respects strictly in accordance with the plans referred to in the Schedule
attached to this decision notice and as stipulated in the conditions set out
below, together with those further details required to be submitted for approval;
no variations or omissions shall take place without the prior approval in writing
of the Mineral Planning Authority (MPA).
2.
The working and restoration of the site shall be carried out in accordance with
the following:a. the details hereby approved, and the phasing as identified on Plan
0257/10/3/rev L entitled ‘Hermitage Quarry Phasing and Working Plan’
dated July 2012, and
b. within 3 months of the date of the decision notice, the phased restoration
plans 0257/10/202 to 205 0257/10/226 to 0257/10/230 inclusive shall have
been updated for consistency with the plan referred to in a. above, and they
shall have been submitted to the MPA for written approval. The restoration
scheme shall thereafter be implemented in accordance with the approved
plans, and no variations or omissions shall take place.
3.
The pre-settlement levels of the restored site shall be in accordance with the
details set out in Planning Design Solutions letter dated 20 June 2008 and
drawing number 0108/08/01 approved on 6 October 2008, and no variations or
omissions shall take place.
4.
No material shall be imported to the site for use in backfilling, except for
subsoil, topsoil and solid inert waste (excluding notifiable asbestos).
5.
Topsoil and subsoil shall only be handled when their moisture contents are at
least 5% and 3% below their respective plastic limits. The plastic limits shall be
determined and the results notified to the Mineral Planning Authority at least
one week before the soils are stripped.
6.
The top one metre of infill shall consist of either overburden or clean fill and, in
either case, be free from any objects larger than 100mm in any direction.
7.
On completion of each phase of infilling, topsoil and soil materials shall be respread to a total depth of at least 1.2 metres of final cover, consisting of a
minimum of 0.95m of subsoil or soil forming material, covered by a minimum
thickness of 100mm of topsoil.
8.
All plant, buildings, machinery and sanitary facilities and their foundations and
bases, together with any internal access roads and vehicle parking shall be
removed from the site at such time as they are no longer required for the
working or restoration of the site, and the site shall be restored in accordance
with the restoration scheme approved pursuant to Condition 2.
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Cessation
9.
In the event that the winning and working of minerals ceases for a period of two
years, the operations shall be deemed to have been abandoned and a revised
scheme shall be submitted for approval in the same terms as set out under
Condition 2. The site shall be restored and landscaped in accordance with that
revised scheme and within the timescales set out therein.
Access
10. All vehicles shall enter and leave the site via the existing access onto Hermitage
Lane.
Hours of Working
11. No operation other than essential maintenance shall take place on site except
between 0700 and 1800 hours Mondays to Fridays and 0700 and 1300 hours on
Saturdays. No servicing, planned maintenance or testing of plant shall be
undertaken outside these hours except between 1800 and 2000 hours Mondays
to Fridays, 1300 to 1800 hours Saturdays and 0800 to 1800 hours Sundays and
Bank Holidays.
12. There shall be no operation of plant associated with the removal of the soil
screen bunds surrounding the site except between 0800 hours and 1600 hours
on Mondays to Fridays inclusive.
Noise
13. Except for those temporary operations described in Condition 14, the free-field
Equivalent Continuous Noise Level LAeq 1 hour due to operations on the site shall
not exceed the relevant limit specified in Table 1 at each nominated
representative dwelling for the periods specified. Measurements taken to verify
compliance shall be undertaken in accordance with the monitoring scheme
approved by the Mineral Planning Authority on 12th March 1997.
Table 1
Location
Luckhurst Farm
Kiln Barn Farm
Hermitage Farm
Water Tower
Merrybrow

Criterion dB LAeq, (1 hour), freefield
48
48
55
55
55

14. For temporary operations, which are defined as bund removal and final
restoration, the free field noise level due to work at the nearest point to each
dwelling shall not exceed 70dB LAeq 1 hour, expressed in the same manner as for
Condition 13 above. Temporary operations shall not exceed a total of eight
weeks in any calendar year for work closer than 300m to any individual noise
sensitive property.
15. No mineral extraction shall take place in Phase 5 of the quarry unless the noise
screen bunds shown to the south and the east of the processing area have been
erected as shown on plan ref 0257/10/21 entitled ‘Noise Screen Bunds’ as
submitted under TM/10/2029. They shall thereafter be retained until the
processing plant is no longer in use.
16. All vehicles, plant and machinery solely operated within the site shall be
maintained in accordance with the manufacturers specification at all times, and
shall be fitted with, and shall use, effective silencers to the manufacturers’
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specification. All vehicles operating solely on the site shall be fitted with, and
shall use, ‘white noise’ reversing warning systems.
Dust
17. Measures shall be taken to minimise dust emissions from quarrying operations
and they shall include the following :(i) Soils and overburden shall not be handled during dry conditions likely to
give rise to fugitive dust emissions unless the working areas are damped
down with water bowsers,
(ii) Drilling of shot holes shall be undertaken by an air flushed drilling rig fitted
with a dust collection system,
(iii) Site haul roads within the quarry shall be dampened down in dry conditions
using a water bowser,
(iv) Site haul roads shall be regularly maintained by grading to minimise dust
generation,
(v) When loading vehicles, drop heights shall be kept to the maximum that has
previously been approved in writing by the Mineral Planning Authority
(vi) All HGV’s travelling on internal haul roads shall be subject to a speed limit
of 15mph,
(vii) Once loaded at the existing quarry plant site, all lorries shall pass through
the existing vehicle wheel wash before exiting onto the public highway,
(viii) All aggregate lorries accessing the highway shall be sheeted, except for
those carrying stone greater than 75mm.
Blasting
18. Blasting shall not take place other than between the hours of 1000 and 1200
and 1300 to 1500 on Mondays to Fridays. No blasting shall take place on
Saturdays, Sundays or Bank Holidays
19. No more than one blast shall take place in any one day.
20. Ground vibration as a result of blasting operations shall not exceed a peak
particle velocity of 6mm/sec in 95% of all blasts when measured over any
period of 1 month, and no individual blast shall exceed a peak particle velocity
of 10mm/sec as measured at any vibration sensitive property, and at no time
shall vibration exceed 0.3mm/sec as measured at an agreed location at
Maidstone Hospital; the measurement to be the maximum of three mutually
perpendicular directions taken at the ground surface.
21. Prior to the commencement of blasting operations, details of the methods to be
employed to minimise air overpressure to at least 120 dB shall have been
approved in writing by the MPA, and the approved scheme shall be
implemented.
Drainage
22. Within three months of the date of this permission, details of the provision to be
made for the disposal of all water entering, arising on, or leaving the site during
the permitted operations shall be submitted to the Mineral Planning Authority
for written approval, and the scheme shall be carried out as approved.
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Groundwater
23. The level of the quarry floor shall not be excavated below 47m AOD at grid
reference northing 155 965 (along an east west line) and below 55m AOD at
grid reference northing 155 575 (along an east west line) and the gradient of
the quarry floor between these two lines shall not be steeper than 1:51 with the
gradient measured between the above grid reference points.
24. Arrangements for the monitoring of groundwater levels at the site shall be
implemented in accordance with the scheme approved by the Mineral Planning
Authority on 12th March 1997.
25. Any facilities for storage of oils, fuels or chemicals on the site shall be sited in
impervious bases and surrounded by impervious bund walls. The volume of the
bunded compound shall be at least equivalent to the capacity of the tank plus
10%. If there is multiple tankage, the compound shall be at least equivalent to
the capacity of the largest tank, or the combined capacity of inter-connective
tanks, plus 10%. All filling points, vents, gauges and site glasses shall be
located within the bund. The drainage system of the bund shall be sealed with
no discharge to any water course, land or underground strata. Associated pipework shall be located above ground and protected from accidental damage.
26. The recycling operation shall be undertaken in accordance with the scheme
approved by the Mineral Planning Authority on 12th March 1997.
27. Prior to the commencement of the Westerly Extension, a scheme shall be
submitted for the written approval of the Mineral Planning Authtority to prevent
tipping by unauthorized persons on the site. The scheme shall be implemented
as approved and any unauthorized material tipped on the site shall be removed
within 24 hours of such tipping taking place.
Plant and Buildings
28. Notwithstanding the provisions of Part 19 of Schedule 2 of the Town and
Country Planning General Development Order 1995 as may be amended, no
additional buildings, fixed plant or machinery shall be located on site without the
prior approval in writing of the details of their siting, design and external
appearance by the Mineral Planning Authority.
Display of Permissions
29. The terms of this planning permission and any schemes or details approved
pursuant there to shall be displayed at the office on site, and shall be made
known to any person(s) involved in the management or control of operations at
the site.
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Schedule of the Approved Plans relating to the Section 73 Application to
vary conditions on permission TM/03/2787 (Southern Extension)
Plan ref

Title

0257/10/9/C

Oaken Wood application area, existing
quarry and access
Hermitage Quarry Phasing & Working
Plan
Noise Screen Bunds
Hermitage Quarry and Oaken Wood Final Restoration Plan
Quarry Working Plan phase 1
Quarry Working Plan phase 2
Quarry Working Plan phase 3
Quarry Working Plan phases 25 – 30
Phase 2 Restoration
Phase 3 Restoration
Phase 4 Restoration
Phases 26 - 30 Restoration
Land under proposed woodland
management agreement
Woodland areas in KCC Committee
report

0257/10/3/L
0257/10/21
0257/10/10F
0257/10/101
0257/10/102
0257/10/103
0257/10/125 - 130
0257/10/202
0257/10/203
0257/10/204
0257/10/226 - 230
0257/11/5/A
0257/12/4
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Recommended Planning Conditions

Annex C4

Eastern Extension (Section 73 Application to vary Conditions)
NB The reasons for the following recommended conditions are set out in
paragraphs 16.157 and 16.169-16.172 of the report.
Working, Infill and Restoration
1.
The development hereby permitted shall be carried out and completed in all
respects strictly in accordance with the plans referred to in the Schedule
attached to this decision notice and as stipulated in the conditions set out
below, together with those further details required to be submitted for approval;
no variations or omissions shall take place without the prior approval in writing
of the Mineral Planning Authority (MPA).
2.
The working and restoration of the site shall be carried out in accordance with
the following:a.
working and restoration shall be undertaken pursuant to the details hereby
approved, and the phasing shall be as identified on plan 0257/10/3/rev L
entitled ‘Hermitage Quarry Phasing and Working Plan’ dated July 2012, and
b.
within 3 months of the date of this decision, the phased restoration plans
0257/10/202 to 205 and 0257/10/226 to 0257/10/230 inclusive shall be
updated for consistency with the plans referred to in a. above, and shall be
submitted to the MPA for written approval: the restoration scheme shall
thereafter be implemented in accordance with the approved plans, and no
variations or omissions shall take place.
3.
The pre-settlement levels of the restored site shall be in accordance with the
details for the existing quarry permitted under reference TM/88/295 and
TM/03/2785 (Western Extension) in Planning Design Solutions letter dated 20
June 2008 and drawing number 0108/08/01 approved on 6 October 2008, and
no variations or omissions shall take place.
4.
Topsoil and subsoil shall only be handled when their moisture contents are at
least 5% and 3% below their respective plastic limits. The plastic limits shall be
determined and the results notified to the Mineral Planning Authority at least
one week before the soils are stripped.
5.
No material shall be imported to the site for use in backfilling, except for
subsoil, topsoil and solid inert waste (excluding notifiable asbestos).
6.
The top one metre of infill shall consist of either overburden or clean fill and, in
either case, be free from any objects larger than 100mm in any direction.
7.
On completion of each phase of infilling, topsoil and soil materials shall be respread to a total depth of at least 1.2 metres of final cover, consisting of a
minimum of 0.95m of subsoil or soil forming material, covered by a minimum
thickness of 100mm of topsoil.
8.
All plant, buildings, machinery and sanitary facilities and their foundations and
bases, together with any internal access roads and vehicle parking shall be
removed from the site at such time as they are no longer required for the
working or restoration of the site, and the site shall be restored in accordance
with the restoration scheme approved pursuant to Condition 2.
9.
In any part of the site to be restored to an agricultural after use where
differential settlement occurs during the restoration and aftercare period, where
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required by the Mineral Planning Authority, the Applicant shall fill the depression
to the approved final specified settlement levels with suitable imported soils, to
a specification previously approved by the Mineral Planning Authority.
Drainage
10. Within three months of the date of this permission, details of the provision to be
made for the disposal of all water entering, arising on, or leaving the site during
the permitted operations shall be submitted to the Mineral Planning Authority
for written approval, and the scheme shall be carried out as approved.
Cessation
11. In the event that the winning and working of minerals ceases for a period of two
years, the operations shall be deemed to have been abandoned and a revised
scheme shall be submitted for approval in the same terms as set out under
Condition 2. The site shall be restored and landscaped in accordance with that
revised scheme and within the timescales set out therein.
Access
12. No vehicles shall enter and leave the site other than via the existing access onto
Hermitage Lane.
Hours of Working
13. No operation other than essential maintenance shall take place on site except
between 0700 and 1800 hours Mondays to Fridays and 0700 and 1300 hours on
Saturdays. No servicing, planned maintenance or testing of plant shall be
undertaken outside these hours except between 1800 and 2000 hours Mondays
to Fridays, 1300 to 1800 hours Saturdays and 0800 to 1800 hours Sundays and
Bank Holidays.
14. There shall be no operation of plant associated with the removal of the soil
screen bunds surrounding the site except between 0800 hours and 1600 hours
on Mondays to Fridays inclusive.
Noise
15. Except for those temporary operations described in Condition 16, the free-field
Equivalent Continuous Noise Level LAeq 1 hour due to operations on the site shall
not exceed the relevant limit specified in Table 1 at each nominated
representative dwelling for the periods specified. Measurements taken to verify
compliance shall be undertaken in accordance with the monitoring scheme
approved by the Mineral Planning Authority on 12th March 1997.
Table 1
Location
Luckhurst Farm
Kiln Barn Farm
Hermitage Farm
Water Tower
Merrybrow

Criterion dB LAeq, (1 hour), freefield
48
48
55
55
55

16. For temporary operations, which are defined as bund formation and removal
and final restoration, the free field noise level due to work at the nearest point
to each dwelling shall not exceed 70dB LAeq 1 hour, expressed in the same manner
as for Condition 15 above. Temporary operations shall not exceed a total of
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eight weeks in any calendar year for work closer than 300m to any individual
noise sensitive property.
17. All vehicles, plant and machinery solely operated within the site shall be
maintained in accordance with the manufacturers specification at all times, and
shall be fitted with, and shall use, effective silencers to the manufacturers’
specification. All vehicles operating solely on the site shall be fitted with, and
shall use, ‘white noise’ reversing warning systems.
Dust
18. Measures shall be taken to minimise dust emissions from quarrying operations
and they shall include the following:(i) Soils and overburden shall not be handled during dry conditions likely to
give rise to fugitive dust emissions unless the working areas are damped
down with water bowsers,
(ii) Drilling of shot holes shall be undertaken by an air flushed drilling rig fitted
with a dust collection system,
(iii) Site haul roads within the quarry shall be dampened down in dry conditions
using a water bowser,
(iv) Site haul roads shall be regularly maintained by grading to minimise dust
generation,
(v) When loading vehicles, drop heights shall be kept to the maximum that has
previously been approved in writing by the Mineral Planning Authority,
(vi) All HGV’s travelling on internal haul roads shall be subject to a speed limit
of 15mph,
(ix) Once loaded at the existing quarry plant site, all lorries shall pass through
the existing vehicle wheel wash before exiting onto the public highway,
(x) All aggregate lorries accessing the highway shall be sheeted, except for
those carrying stone greater than 75mm.
Groundwater
19. The level of the quarry floor shall not be excavated below 47m AOD or at least
2m above the highest recorded groundwater levels, whichever is the higher.
20. Arrangements for the monitoring of groundwater levels at the site shall be
implemented in accordance with the scheme approved by the Mineral Planning
Authority on 12th March 1997.
30. The recycling operation shall be undertaken in accordance with the scheme
approved by the Mineral Planning Authority on 12th March 1997.
31. Prior to the commencement of the Westerly Extension, a scheme shall be
submitted for the written approval of the Mineral Planning Authtority to prevent
tipping by unauthorized persons on the site. The scheme shall be implemented
as approved and any unauthorized material tipped on the site shall be removed
within 24 hours of such tipping taking place.
Plant and Buildings
32. Notwithstanding the provisions of Part 19 of Schedule 2 of the Town and
Country Planning General Development Order 1995 as may be amended, no
additional buildings, fixed plant or machinery shall be located on site without the
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prior approval in writing of the details of their siting, design and external
appearance by the Mineral Planning Authority;
Display of Permissions
33. The terms of this planning permission and any schemes or details approved
pursuant there to shall be displayed at the office on site, and shall be made
known to any person(s) involved in the management or control of operations at
the site.
Schedule of Approved Plans relating to Section 73 Application to vary
conditions on permission TM/03/2784 (Eastern Extension)
Plan ref
Title
0257/10/9/C
Oaken Wood application area, existing
quarry and access
0257/10/3/L
Hermitage Quarry Phasing & Working
Plan
0257/10/21
Noise Screen Bunds
0257/10/10F
Hermitage Quarry and Oaken Wood Final Restoration Plan
0257/10/101
Quarry Working Plan phase 1
0257/10/102
Quarry Working Plan phase 2
0257/10/103
Quarry Working Plan phase 3
0257/10/125 - 130
Quarry Working Plan phases 25 – 30
0257/10/202
Phase 2 Restoration
0257/10/203
Phase 3 Restoration
0257/10/204
Phase 4 Restoration
0257/10/226 - 230
Phases 26 - 30 Restoration
0257/11/5/A
Land under proposed woodland
management agreement
0257/12/4
Woodland areas in KCC Committee
report
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Mr Andrew Tait, QC
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Mr Andrew Bate,
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Mr Adrian Wilkinson,
BSc (Hons), PGDip(CSM),
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Mr Paul Chadwick,
BA (Hons), FSA, MIFA
Mr Mark Mackworth-Praed,
BA (Cantab.), MSc, F. Arbor.A
Mr Tim Goodwin,
BSc (Hons), MSc, MIEnvSc,
MIEEM, MIALE
Mrs Bridget Rosewell
BA (Hons), MPhil, ILM
Mr Graham Jenkins,
BA (Hons), MRTPI, MIQ

Instructed by Mr D Hicken of DHA Planning,
Eclipse House, Maidstone, Kent, ME14 3EN
Gallagher Group, Leitrim House, Little Preston’
Aylesford, Maidstone, Kent, ME20 7NS
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CgMs Consulting, 140 London Wall,
London, EC2Y 5DN
Simon Jones Associates Ltd
Arboricultural Planning Consultants
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Ecology Solutions Ltd, Crossways House,
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Volterra Partners, 56-58 Putney High Street,
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of SLR Consulting Ltd, Fulmar House, Beignon
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FOR THE MINERAL PLANNING AUTHORITY
Mr Stephen Morgan, of Counsel
He called
Michael Clifton

Instructed by Mr G Wild, Director of Governance
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Principal Planning Officer
Kent County Council, ME14 1XX

FOR THE WOODLAND TRUST
Mr Robert Walton, of Counsel
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Mrs Jane Poole,
BSc, DIC, MSc, cGeol, FGS
Mr John Steedman,
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Mr Jon Etchells,
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Mr Ron Allen,
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CEnv, CBiol, EurProBiol, MIEEM,
MSB, MIEnvSc
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Instructed by Ms Victoria Bankes Price of The
Woodland Trust, Kempton Way, Grantham, NG31
6LL
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Wood Street, East Grinstead, West Sussex
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Steedman Planning, Unit 1 Tournament Way
Ashby-de-la-Zouch, LE65 2UU
Jon Etchells Consulting, Devonshire Business
Centre, Works Road, Letchworth Garden City
Hertfordshire, SG6 1GJ
The Environmental Project Consulting Group
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FOR THE KENT WILDLIFE TRUST
Dr Sue Young BSc PhD

Head of Conservation, Policy and Evidence
for the Kent Wildlife Trust, Tyland Barn,
Sandling, Maidstone, Kent, ME14 3BD

OTHER THIRD PARTIES AND LOCAL RESIDENTS
Supporters
Mr Edward Sargent
Kent Conservation Officers Group

7 Stairfoot Lane, Chipstead,
Kent , TN13 2RS

Mrs Debbie Maltby
Institute of Historic Building
Conservation

31 The Middlings, Sevenoaks,
Kent, TN13 2NW

Cllr John Balcombe
Aylesford Parish Council

C/o Aylesford Parish Council
The Council Offices, 23 Forstal Road,
Aylesford, Kent, ME20 7AU

Mr William Hathorn
Local Resident

45 Birch Crescent, Aylesford
Kent, ME20 7QE

Opposers
Mrs Sarah Cooper
Save Oaken Wood Action Group

Woodlands, North Pole Road, Barming,
Maidstone, Kent, ME16 9HH

Cllr Fay Gooch
Barming Parish Council
Mrs Geraldine Dyer
Local Resident

C/o Barming Parish Council, 16 Merivale
Grove, Walderslade, Chatham,
Kent, ME5 8HP
Easterfields House, Easterfields,
East Malling, Kent, ME19 6BE

Ms Deborah Malthouse
Local Resident

84 Rede Wood Road, Barming,
Kent, ME16 9HR

Mr David Mew
Local Resident

50 North Street, Barming,
Kent, ME16 9HF

Mr Max Power
Local Resident

The Mound, North Pole Road,
Barming, Kent, ME16 9HH

Mr Mike Ridout
Local Resident

22 Rede Wood Road, Maidstone,
Kent, ME16 9HL
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DOCUMENTS
GENERAL DOCUMENTS
G1
G2
G3
G4

G5

Notes of Pre-Inquiry Meeting
Inquiry Notification
Attendance Lists
Inspector’s Inquiry Notes
1 – Initial Comments on Suggested Conditions attached to the Supplementary
Statement of Common Ground
2 – Comments on the Section 106 and the Woodland Management Plan
3 – Initial Comments on the Section 73 Suggested Conditions
Bundle of third party letters
1 - Received before the Inquiry (Numbers 1 - 98)
2 - Received during the Inquiry (numbers 99 – 119)

CORE DOCUMENTS
Application Documents
CD 1.1
CD 1.2
CD 1.2a
CD 1.2b
CD 1.2c
CD 1.2d
CD 1.3
CD 1.4
CD 1.5
CD 1.6
CD 1.6a
CD 1.7
CD 1.8
CD 1.9
CD 1.9a
CD 1.10

Application Form and Certificates and accompanying Letter dated 21st
June 2010
Application Plans (including updated plans)
Westerly Extension Application Plans
Section 73 Application Plans
Illustrative Plans and Environmental Statement Figures
Superseded Plans
Planning Statement (2010)
Environmental Statement (2010)
Environmental Statement Appendices (2010)
Environmental Statement Non Technical Summary (2010)
Responses to the Environmental Statement
Environmental Statement Addendum (September 2012)
Environmental Statement Addendum Appendices (September 2012)
Environmental Statement Addendum Non Technical Summary (Sept 2012)
Responses to the Environmental Statement Addendum
Officers Report to KCC Planning Applications Committee meeting and
minutes (May 2011)

Planning Permissions
CD 2.1
CD 2.2
CD 2.3
CD 2.4
CD 2.5

Original Quarry Area TM/03/2782
Eastern Extension TM/03/2784
Southern Extension TM/03/2787
Western Extension TM/07/4294
Blaise Farm Planning Documents
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National Policy, Guidance and Legislation
CD 3.1
CD 3.2
CD 3.3
CD 3.4
CD 3.5
CD 3.6
CD 3.7
CD 3.8
CD 3.9
CD 3.10
CD 3.11
CD 3.12
CD 3.13
CD 3.14
CD 3.15
CD 3.16
CD 3.17

CD 3.18
CD 3.19
CD 3.20

National Planning Policy Framework and supporting Technical Guidance
(March 2012)
Local Growth: Realising Every Place’s Potential, Cm 7961 (Oct 2010)
The Natural Choice: Securing the Value of Nature, DEFRA (June 2011)
Keepers of Time Statement of Policy for England’s Ancient & Native
Woodland, DEFRA and the Forestry Commission England (2005)
The Planning System, General Principles (2005)
DEFRA – Local Wildlife Sites, Guidance on the Identification, Selection
and Management (2006)
Letter to Planning Authorities from Steve Quartermain, the Governments
Chief Planner (6 July 2010)
Circular 06/05 (DEFRA/ODPM, 2005)
Planning and Minerals: Practice Guide (Nov 2006)
PPS4 Planning for Sustainable Economic Growth (2009) Superseded by
the NPPF (March 2012)
PPS5 Planning for the Historic Environment (2010) Superseded by the
NPPF (March 2012)
PPS5 Practice Guide (2010)
PPS7 Sustainable Development in Rural Areas (August 2004) Superseded
by the NPPF (March 2012)
PPS9 Biodiversity and Geological Conservation (August 2005) Superseded
by the NPPF (March 2012)
PPS10 Planning for Sustainable Waste Management (March 2011)
Superseded by the NPPF (March 2012)
Mineral Planning Guidance 7: Reclamation of Minerals Workings (May
2006)
Mineral Policy Statement 2: Controlling and Mitigating the Environmental
Effects of Minerals Extraction in England (March 2005) including Annex 1:
Dust and Annex 2: Noise
Written Ministerial Statement 3rd July 2012
Mineral Policy Statement 1: Planning and Minerals (November 2006)
Guidance on the Managed Aggregate Supply System, DCLG (Oct 2012)

Local Policy
CD 4.1
CD 4.2
CD 4.3
CD 4.4
CD 4.5
CD 4.6

South East Plan (May 2009)
South East Plan – ‘Proposed Changes’ to the revision of Mineral Policy
MP3 (19 March 2010)
Kent Minerals and Waste Development Framework, Scheme 2010 –
2014 (December 2011)
Minerals & Waste Core Strategy, Strategy & Policy Directions
Consultation (May 2011)
Mineral Sites Development Plan Document, Options Consultation (May
2011)
Minerals Site Plan (MSP): Preferred Options Consultation (May 2012)
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CD 4.7
CD
CD
CD
CD

4.8
4.9
4.10
4.11

CD
CD
CD
CD

4.12
4.13
4.14
4.15

CD 4.16

Minerals Topic Report 1: Construction Aggregate Apportionment & Need:
Draft Local Aggregate Assessment (May 2012)
Minerals Topic Report 9: Mineral Sites Assessment Process (May 2012)
TMBC LDF Core Strategy (September 2007)
TMBC LDF Managing Development and the Environment (April 2010)
Saved Policies of the Kent Minerals Local Plan: Construction Aggregates
(1993)
Saved Policies of Tonbridge and Malling Local Plan (1998)
KCC report, ‘Unlocking Kent’s Potential’ (2009)
Kent Design Guide, Kent Design Initiative (2005)
Panel Report on the Examination in Public of the Modifications to Policy
M3 of the SEP
Kent Waste Local Plan

Economic and Geological Documents
CD 5.1
CD 5.2
CD 5.3
CD 5.4
CD 5.5
CD 5.6
CD 5.7
CD 5.8
CD 5.9
CD 5.10
CD 5.11
CD 5.12
CD 5.13

Strategic Stone Study: A Building Stone Atlas of Kent, J Blows (27
October 2011)
The OFT’s Reason for Making a Market investigation Reference to the
Competition Commission (2012) Office of Fair Trading
Aggregates: Report on the Market Study and proposed decision to make
a market investigation reference (2011) Office of Fair Trading
Stocker, M. Kentish Ragstone (March 2008)
2011 Guidelines to Defra /DECC’s GHG Conversion Factors for Company
Reporting (August 2011)
BS EN 12620:2002+A1:2008 Aggregates for Concrete
PD6682-1:2009 Aggregates Part 1: Concrete – Guidance on the use of
BS EN 12620
BS EN 13043:2002 Aggregates for Bituminous Mixtures and Surface
Treatments for Roads, Airfields and other Trafficked Areas
PD6682-2:2009 Aggregates Part 2: Aggregates for Bituminous Mixtures
and Surface Treatments for Road, Airfields and other Trafficked Areas –
guidance on the use of BS EN 13043
BS EN 13242:2002+A1:2007 Aggregates for Unbound and Hydraulically
Bound Materials for use in Civil Engineering Work and Road Construction
PD 6682-6:2009 Aggregates Part 6: Aggregates for Unbound and
Hydraulically Bound Materials for use in Civil Engineering Works and
Road Construction – Guidance on the use of BS EN 13242
BS EN Aggregates Part 9: Guidance on the use of European Test Method
Standards
BS EN 932-1:1997 Tests for General Properties of Aggregates, Part 1
Methods for Sampling

Ecological/Arboricultural Documents
CD
CD
CD
CD

6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4

CD 6.5

Standing Advice for Ancient Woodland, Natural England (May 2012)
Kent Biodiversity Action Plan (current)
Kent Habitat Survey (2003)
British Standard 5837:2012 Trees in relation to design, demolition and
construction. Recommendations (April 2012)
Natural England – Assessment Checklist of Applications Affecting Ancient
Woodland (current)
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CD
CD
CD
CD
CD

6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9
6.10

CD 6.12
CD 6.13
CD 6.14
CD 6.19
CD 6.20
CD 6.21
CD 6.22
CD 6.23
CD 6.24
CD 6.25
CD 6.26
CD 6.27
CD 6.28
CD 6.29

CD 6.30
CD 6.31

CD 6.32
CD 6.33
CD 6.34

Natural England – State of the Natural Environment (2008)
Ancient Woodland Inventory for Tonbridge and Malling (March 2010)
Ancient Woodland Inventories for Ashford (March 2009)
Ancient Woodland Inventories for Tunbridge Wells (October 2007)
Local Wildlife Sites in Kent, Criteria for Selection and Delineation (2006)
Kent Biodiversity Partnership
MA/TM 12 Oaken Wood, Barming, Local Wildlife Site, circulation and
map
Waite, A (Ed). 2000. The Kent Red Data Book: A provisional guide to the
rare and threatened flora and fauna of Kent. KCC
Reptile Survey: An Introduction to planning, conducting and interpreting
surveys for snake and lizard conservation (1999) Froglife Advice Sheet
10. Froglife, Halesworth
Buckley P and Howell R, (2004) The ecological impact of sweet chestnut
coppice silviculture on former ancient, broadleaved woodland sites in
south-east England, English Nature research (report no. 627, p 26)
11. JNCC (2003) A Habitats Translocation Policy for Britain
K. Kirby, ‘Oakenwood near Maidstone, Kent TQ1715555 – query over
Ancient Woodland Status’ report (October 2010) ‘K Kirby email to
N.Yandle of Gallagher Aggregates (10.11.2010)
Kent Inventory of Ancient Woodland (Provisional) (1994 revision)
(Pritchard, C. Phillips, P. Jones, A. & Reid C.), English Nature and KCC
National Inventory of Woodland and Trees – England Inventory Report
(2001) Forestry Commission
National Inventory of Woodland and Trees – Kent County Report (2002)
Forestry Commission
The area and composition of plantations on ancient woodland sites
(2002) (Pryor, S.N., and Smith, S.), Woodland Trust
A review of the revision of the Ancient Woodland Inventory in the South
East (2011) (McKernan, P. and Goldberg, E.), Natural England
Cresswell Associates (2012) A2/M2 Cobham Junction 4 Widening
Scheme: Ten-Year Ecological Monitoring Strategy 2000-2009, Final
Monitoring Report. Cresswell Associates, Stroud
Forestry Recommisioned: Bringing England’s woodlands back to life,
Plant Life (2011)
Glaves, P, I D Rotherham, B Wright, C Handley & J Birbeck (2009). The
identification of ancient woodland: demonstrating antiquity and
continuity – issues and approaches. A Report to the Woodland Trust.
Hallam Environmental Consultants Ltd., Sheffield.
Rotherham, I D, M Jones, L Smith & C Handley (eds.) The Woodland
Heritage Manual: A Guide to Investigating Wooded Landscapes.
Wildtrack Publishing, Sheffield
Rotherham, I D (2011). New Insights into the Ancient Woodland
Paradigm. Problems and possibilities on the border between historical
ecology and environmental history and archaeology, Zurich, August –
September, 2011
Woodland Trust (2005) Guide to the conservation and restoration of
plantations on ancient woodland sites
Kent Wildlife Trust’s Planning & Development Policy Statement
J Hendey, Assessment of the Relative Value of Oaken Wood for
Bryophytes, 2012
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CD 6.35
CD 6.36
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD

6.37
6.38
6.39
6.40
6.41

CD 6.42

CD 6.43
CD 6.44

CD 6.45

MA/TM12 Oaken Wood, Barming, (draft, revised) Local Wildlife Site,
citation and map, 2012
Pryor, Curtis and Peterken, Restoring plantations on ancient woodland
sites, Woodland Trust
Rodwell (ed), British Plant Communities, Vol 1, woodland & scrub, 1991
Gent & Gibson, Herpetofauna Workers Manual, 2003
Tonbridge & Malling Borough Council (Ditton No. 2) TPO 1993
Maidstone Borough Council TPO No. 1 of 1993
Indicators of Ancient Woodland (Rose), British Wildlife, Volume 10, April
1999
Buckley, P & Hietalahti, M (2012). Responses of two woodland
geophytes, bluebell and anemone, to disturbance caused by soil
translocation. (Unpublished draft)
Hietalahti, M & Buckley, P (2012). Vegetation responses of the field
layer of an ancient woodland to soil translocation: methods and timing.
(Unpublished draft)
Anderson, P (2003). A Review of Habitat Translocation. C601, CIRIA,
London. [Excerpt]
Hermitage Quarry Westerly Extension: Fieldwork and Environmental
Archaeological Assessment Report for Blaise Quarry and Comparisons
with the Findings from Oaken Wood and Cattering Wood, Quaternary
Scientific (QUEST), October 2012
Cattering Wood, Wateringbury, Kent: Fieldwork and Environmental
Archaeological Assessment Report, Quaternary Scientific (QUEST),
October 2012

Appeal Decisions
CD 7.1
CD 7.2
CD 7.3
CD 7.4

Appeal by Crest Nicholson (Bolmore Village, Phases 4/5, Haywards
Heath W Sussex, 2007)
Appeal decision APP/Y2003/A/09/2101852 Forest Pines Golf Club;
Lincolnshire, 2010
Appeal decision APP/X0360/A/11/2159190 Redhatch Copse via Sibly
Hall, Redhatch Drive, Earley
Appeal decision APP/Y9507/A/11/2167570 Singing Hills Golf Course

Rights of Way
CD 8.1
CD 8.2

PROW Oder MR108
PROW Order MR496

Statements of Case/ Statements of Common Ground
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD

9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4
9.5
9.6

GAL Statement of Case (July 2012)
KWT Statement of Case (July 2012)
WT Statement of Case (July 2012)
KCC Statement of Case (July 2012)
Statement of Common Ground KCC/GAL (July 2012)
Supplementary Statement of Common Ground KCC/GAL

STATEMENTS OF COMMON GROUND
(See CD 9.5 & 9.6)
www.planningportal.gov.uk/planninginspectorate
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DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED BY THE PARTIES
PROOFS FROM GALLAGHER AGGREGATES LTD
GAL/AJB/PS
Summary Proof of Evidence of Andrew Bate in respect of
Operational Matters
GAL/AJB/P
Proof of Evidence of Andrew Bate in respect of Operational
Matters
GAL/AJB/PA
Appendices to Proof of Evidence of Andrew Bate in respect of
Operational Matters
GAL/PRC/PS
Summary Proof of Evidence of Paul Chadwick in respect of
Heritage, Archaeology & Historic Land-Use
GAL/PRC/P
Proof of Evidence of Paul Chadwick in respect of Heritage,
Archaeology & Historic Land-Use
GAL/PRC/PA1 to 6
Appendices to Proof of Evidence of Paul Chadwick in
respect of Heritage, Archaeology & Historic Land-Use
GAL/TG/SP
Summary Proof of Evidence of Timothy Goodwin in respect of
Ecology and Nature Conservation
GAL/TG/P
Proof of Evidence of Timothy Goodwin in respect of Ecology and
Nature Conservation
GAL/TG/A
Appendices to Proof of Evidence of Timothy Goodwin in respect of
Ecology and Nature Conservation
GAL/GJ/PS
Summary Proof of Evidence of Graham Jenkins in respect of
Minerals Planning
GAL/GJ/P
Proof of Evidence of Graham Jenkins in respect of Minerals
Planning
GAL/GJ/ROW/P Proof of Evidence of Graham Jenkins in respect of Rights of Way
Issues
GAL/GJ/ROW/P/A
Appendices to Proof of Evidence of Graham Jenkins in
respect of Rights of Way Issues
GAL/MMP/PS
Summary Proof of Evidence of Mark Makworth-Praed in respect of
Arboriculture
GAL/MMP/P
Proof of Evidence of Mark Mackworth-Praed in respect of
Arboriculture
GAL/MMP/P/A Appendices to Proof of Evidence of Mark Mackworth-Praed in
respect of Arboriculture
GAL/BR/PS
Summary Proof of Evidence of Bridget Rosewell in respect of the
Socio-Economic Case
GAL/BR/P
Proof of Evidence of Bridget Rosewell in respect of the SocioEconomic Case
GAL/BR/PA
Appendices to Proof of Evidence of Bridget Rosewell in respect of
the Socio-Economic Case
GAL/AW/PS
Summary Proof of Evidence of Adrian Wilkinson in respect of
Geology and Reserve Assessment
GAL/AW/P
Proof of Evidence of Adrian Wilkinson in respect of Geology and
Reserve Assessment
GAL/AW/PA
Appendices to Proof of Evidence of Adrian Wilkinson in respect of
Geology and Reserve Assessment
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REBUTTAL PROOFS FROM GALLAGHER AGGREGATES LTD
GAL/AJB/PR
Rebuttal of Andrew Bate
GALPRC/R
Rebuttal of Paul Chadwick
GAL/TG/R
Rebuttal of Tim Goodwin
GAL/GJ/PR
Rebuttal of Graham Jenkins
GAL/MMP/PR
Rebuttal of Mark Mackworth-Praed
GAL/AW/PR
Rebuttal of Adrian Wilkinson
OTHER DOCUMENTS FROM GALLAGHER AGGREGATES LTD
GAL/1
Opening statement - Mr Andrew Tait QC
GAL/2
Operational bar chart (revised 30th Nov 2012)
GAL/3
3D block diagram of HQ strata (vertical exaggeration x 2.0)
GAL/4
Adrian Wilkinson replacement appendices
GAL/5
Planning application plan schedule
GAL/6
Mark Mackworth-Praed glossary of terms
GAL/7
Mark Mackworth-Praed replacement appendix 1of Environmental
Statement Addendum Appendix 13
GAL/8
Paul Chadwick historical map comparison sheet
GAL/9
GAL response to IN2 dated 23 Nov 2012
GAL/10
Tim Goodwin glossary of terms
GAL/11
Coping stone note
GAL/12
Amended 3D block diagram of HQ strata (vertical exaggeration x 2.5)
GAL/13
Note on the revision of the Ancient Woodland Inventory for Maidstone
Borough
GAL/14
Andrew Bate glossary of terms
GAL/15
QUEST rebuttal note re: R Allen’s Proof of Evidence
GAL/16
Recycled Aggregates Note
GAL/17
St Nicholas Church restoration stone
GAL/18
Note on Building Stone Usage 28 11 12
GAL/19
The Barriers to Underground Mining of Aggregates - An Overview
GAL/20
Note on Carbon Footprint
GAL/21
Note on Consent for coppicing in TPO woodland
GAL/22
GAL-AJB-PRA3 Revised during Inquiry
GAL/23
Ditton & Langley Note
GAL/24
KMSP SLA Policy Extract
GAL/25
WT Comments 31Jan2011
GAL/26
Ancient Woods Translocation Policy WT2001
GAL/27
Note on Ragstone as a building stone
GAL/28
Gallaghers opening statement on orders
GAL/29
Plan showing bridleway in relation to Phase 11
GAL/30
Revisions to bridleway order
GAL/31
Revisions to BOAT order
GAL/31A
Further revisions to BOAT order
GAL/32
Note on woodland grants
GAL/33
Note on KWT additional submission
GAL/34
Plan showing distance to properties
GAL/35
Revisions to woodland management plan
GAL/36
Draft Section 106
GAL/36A
Signed Section 106
GAL/36B
2005 Planning Obligation
GAL/37
Draft conditions – westerly extension, eastern extension, original quarry,
southern extension
www.planningportal.gov.uk/planninginspectorate
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GAL/38
GAL/39
GAL/40
GAL/41

Schedule of changes – original quarry and southern extension
Planning permission – original quarry and southern extension
Blast monitoring data
Descriptions of the previous planning permissions
Dates of blasting for twelve months
Closing submissions

PROOFS FROM KENT COUNTY COUNCIL
KCC/MC/PS Summary Proof of Evidence of Michael Clifton
KCC/MC/P
Proof of Evidence of Michael Clifton
REBUTTAL PROOFS FROM KENT COUNTY COUNCIL
NONE
OTHER DOCUMENTS FROM KENT COUNTY COUNCIL
KCC/1
KCC/2
KCC/3
KCC/4
KCC/5
KCC/6
KCC/7
KCC/8
KCC/9

Opening statement - Mr Stephen Morgan
Glossary of terms
Environment Agency Permits
Corrections to KCC/MC/P
Biodiversity comments dated 23 Oct 2012
Letter from KCC Archaeological Officer dated 5 Oct 2012
Air Overpressure condition
Closing submissions on main application
Closing submissions on the orders

PROOFS FROM THE WOODLAND TRUST
WT/AB/PS
Summary Proof of Evidence of Austin Brady
WT/AB/P
Proof of Evidence of Austin Brady
WT/AB/PA
Appendices to Proof of Evidence of Austin Brady
WT/JE/P
Proof of Evidence of John Etchells
WT/JE/PA
Appendices to Proof of Evidence of John Etchells
WT/JP/PS
Summary Proof of Evidence of Jane Poole
WT/JP/P
Proof of Evidence of Jane Poole
WT/JS/PS
Summary Proof of Evidence of John Steedman
WT/JS/P
Proof of Evidence of John Steedman
REBUTTAL PROOFS FROM THE WOODLAND TRUST
NONE
OTHER DOCUMENTS FROM THE WOODLAND TRUST
WT/1
Opening Statement – Mr Robert Walton
WT/2
Ron Allen report on soils
WT/3
Bolnore SOS letter pg 1, 5
WT/4
Landscape Baseline Measurement
WT/5
Comment on GAL Paul Chadwick Rebuttal 30 11 12
WT/6
Ron Allen glossary of terms
WT/7
Jane Poole proof revised figure 1
WT/8
Jane Poole proof figures 4 to 7
WT/9
GAL-AJB-PRA3 revised during inquiry
WT/10 Glossary of terms Jane Poole
WT/11 Sweet Chestnut coppice regrowth
www.planningportal.gov.uk/planninginspectorate
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WT/12
WT/13
WT/14
WT/15

Richard Barnes replacement information
Richard Barnes glossary
Note on Forestry Commission grants and other income for coppicing
Closing submissions

PROOFS FROM KENT WILDLIFE TRUST
KWT/SY/PS Summary Proof of Evidence of Sue Young
KWT/SY/P
Proof of Evidence of Sue Young
REBUTTAL PROOFS FROM KENT WILDLIFE TRUST
KWT/SY/PR Rebuttal Proof of Evidence of Sue Young
OTHER DOCUMENTS FROM KENT WILDLIFE TRUST
KWT/1
Rebuttal Proof Appendices
KWT/2
West Blean and Thornden Woods Site of Special Scientific
Interest citation. Natural England.
KWT/3
Forestry Commission. 2005. Guide to Managing Woodland Rides
and Glades for Wildlife. EWGS Operations Note 011
KWT/4
A comparison of DEFRA Local Sites Guidance and the Kent LWS
Process, October 2012
KWT/5
Letter from Plantlife dated 1 Nov 2012
KWT/6a 2 pages from Oliver Rackham. 2003. Ancient Woodland its
& 6b
history, vegetation and uses in England. Castle Point Press,
Kirkcudbrightshire
KWT/7
West Blean and Thornden Woods Site of Special Scientific
Interest, condition report, 2012. Natural England
KWT/8
Opening Statement – Dr Sue Young
KWT/9
Sue Young Glossary of terms
KWT/10 Response to Inspector’s questions
KWT/11 West Blean woods PAWS restoration
KWT/12 Parsonage wood photos
KWT/13 Sweet Chestnut Butterfly Conservation Trust factsheet
KWT/14 Managing your woodland for wildlife Blakesley & Buckley 2010
KWT/15 Closing submissions
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DOCUMENTS FROM THIRD PARTIES
(NB Previous numbers are in the Third Parties bundle document G5/1)
99
Email submitted by Mr Steve Connolly dated 27 Nov 2012
100
Summary Statement submitted by Save Oaken Wood Action
Group
101
Statement submitted by Mrs Geraldine Dyer dated 28 Nov 2012
102
Email submitted by Ms Anne Connolly dated 1 Dec 2012
103
Summary Statement submitted by Mrs Geraldine Dyer dated 5
Dec 2012
104
Statement submitted by Institute for Historic Building
Conservation
105
Email submitted by Mr Max Power dated 23 Nov 2012
106
Summary Statement submitted by Mr David Mew dated 22 Nov
2012
107
Statement submitted by Mr Mike Ridout
108
Email submitted by Ms Stephanie Littlewood dated 27 Nov 2012
08:46
109
Email submitted by Ms Stephanie Littlewood dated 27 Nov 2012
12:02
110
Statement from Mr Jeff Wilkinson
111
Email submitted by Mrs Liz Day dated 13 Dec 2012
112
Statement from Mrs Deborah Malthouse dated 14 Dec 2012
113
Email submitted by Mr William Hathorn dated 12 Dec 2012
114
Letter submitted by Barming Primary School dated 13 Dec 2012
115
Statement submitted by Barming Parish Council dated 13 Dec
2012
116
Statement submitted by Mr David Mew
117
Statement submitted by Mr Max Power
118
Statement submitted by Save Oaken Wood Action Group dated
14 Dec 2012
119
Statement submitted by Mrs Geraldine Dyer
120
Evidence submitted by Mr David Mew – Environmental, Health
and Safety Guidelines for Construction Materials Extraction
121
Evidence submitted by Mr Max Power – Blast Monitoring results
taken between June 22nd 2010 to December 2010
122
Note from Sarah Cooper – Save Oaken Wood Action Group
dated 18 Dec 2012
123
Suggested condition from Mr Sargent – Kent Conservation
Officers Group
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RIGHT TO CHALLENGE THE DECISION IN THE HIGH COURT

These notes are provided for guidance only and apply only to challenges under the
legislation specified. If you require further advice on making any High Court challenge, or
making an application for Judicial review, you should consult a solicitor or other advisor or
contact the Crown Office at the Royal Courts of Justice, Queens Bench Division, Strand,
London, WC2 2LL (0207 947 6000).
The attached decision is final unless it is successfully challenged in the Courts. The Secretary of
State cannot amend or interpret the decision. It may be redetermined by the Secretary of State
only if the decision is quashed by the Courts. However, if it is redetermined, it does not
necessarily follow that the original decision will be reversed.
SECTION 1: PLANNING APPEALS AND CALLED-IN PLANNING APPLICATIONS;
The decision may be challenged by making an application to the High Court under Section 288 of
the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (the TCP Act).
Challenges under Section 288 of the TCP Act
Decisions on called-in applications under section 77 of the TCP Act (planning), appeals under
section 78 (planning) may be challenged under this section.
Any person aggrieved by the
decision may question the validity of the decision on the grounds that it is not within the powers of
the Act or that any of the relevant requirements have not been complied with in relation to the
decision. An application under this section must be made within six weeks from the date of the
decision.
SECTION 2: AWARDS OF COSTS
There is no statutory provision for challenging the decision on an application for an award of
costs. The procedure is to make an application for Judicial Review.
SECTION 3: INSPECTION OF DOCUMENTS
Where an inquiry or hearing has been held any person who is entitled to be notified of the
decision has a statutory right to view the documents, photographs and plans listed in the appendix
to the report of the Inspector’s report of the inquiry or hearing within 6 weeks of the date of the
decision. If you are such a person and you wish to view the documents you should get in touch
with the office at the address from which the decision was issued, as shown on the letterhead on
the decision letter, quoting the reference number and stating the day and time you wish to visit. At
least 3 days notice should be given, if possible.

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-communities-and-localgovernment
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Mr Andrew Wilford
Barton Willmore
The Observatory
Southfleet Road
Swanscombe
Kent
DA10 0DF

Our Ref:

APP/U2235/A/14/2226326
and
APP/H2265/A/14/2226327

19 October 2015

Dear Sir
TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990 - SECTION 78
APPEALS BY CROUDACE STRATEGIC LTD
LAND EAST OF HERMITAGE LANE, MAIDSTONE, KENT
APPLICATION REFS: 13/1749 & TM/13/03147/OA
1. I am directed by the Secretary of State to say that consideration has been given to the
report of the Inspector, P W Clark MA MRTPI MCMI, who held a public inquiry on 5
days between 2 to 9 June 2015 into your client’s appeals against the refusal of
Maidstone Borough Council (MBC or ‘the Council’) and Tonbridge and Malling
Borough Council (TMBC) to grant planning permission for a mixed-use development
comprising up to 500 residential dwellings (including affordable homes, land
safeguarded for an education facility and land safeguarded for a community centre,
the provision of open space (including children’s play areas) associated infrastructure
and necessary demolition and earthworks and the formation of 2№ new vehicular
accesses from Hermitage Lane and Howard Drive, in accordance with applications
13/1749 & TM/13/03147/OA, both dated 11 October 2013.
2. On 14 October 2014 the appeals were recovered for the Secretary of State's
determination, in pursuance of section 79 of, and paragraph 3 of Schedule 6 of the
Town and Country Planning Act 1990. The reason for recovery was that the appeals
involve proposals for residential development of over 150 units or on sites of over 5
hectares, which would significantly impact on the government’s objective to secure a
better balance between housing demand and supply and create high quality,
sustainable, mixed and inclusive communities.

Julian Pitt
Planning Casework Division
Department for Communities and Local Government
3rd Floor, Fry House
2 Marsham Street
London SW1P 4DF

Tel 0303 44 41630
Email pcc@communities.gsi.gov.uk
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Inspector’s recommendation and summary of the decision
4. The Inspector recommended that the appeals be allowed and planning permission
granted. For the reasons given below, the Secretary of State agrees with the
Inspector’s conclusions and agrees with his recommendations. A copy of the
Inspector’s report (IR) is enclosed. All references to paragraph numbers, unless
otherwise stated, are to that report.
Policy considerations
5. Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that
proposals be determined in accordance with the development plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise. In this case, the development plan comprises the
saved policies of the Maidstone Borough-Wide Local Plan, adopted December 2000,
together with the Maidstone Local Development Plan Framework Affordable Housing
and Open Space Development Plan Documents (DPDs) adopted December 2006
(IR27). Within Tonbridge and Malling, the statutory Development Plan comprises the
Core Strategy adopted September 2007 and the Managing Development and the
Environment Development Plan Document adopted April 2010 (IR27). The Secretary
of State agrees with the Inspector that the most relevant policies to these appeals are
those listed at IR29-36.
6. The Secretary of State notes that MBC is in the process of producing a new Local
Plan (IR37 - 43). The latest draft is the 2014 Regulation 18 Consultation Document,
which proposes to allocate the northern field for 500 dwellings, but the woodland and
southern field are proposed to be designated for public open space. However, as this
plan is still at an early stage and may change, the Secretary of State gives it limited
weight.
7. Other material considerations which the Secretary of State has taken into account
include the National Planning Policy Framework, March 2012 (The Framework), the
associated planning practice guidance issued in March 2014, and the Community
Infrastructure Levy (CIL) Regulations 2010 as amended. He has also considered the
other documents referred to at IR26 and IR44 – 46.
Procedural matters
8. The Secretary of State notes that there are two identical applications and two appeals
because the development proposed straddles the boundary between the two local
authorities, but that no buildings are envisaged within TMBC’s area (IR3). He agrees
with the Inspector’s conclusion regarding Appeal B at IR209.
9. The Secretary of State notes that both MBC and TMBC adopted Screening Opinions
to the effect that the proposed development would not require an Environmental
Impact Assessment.
Main issues
Housing supply
10. MBC cannot demonstrate a five year housing land supply and therefore the relevant
policies in the development plan for the supply of housing should not be considered up
to date in accordance with paragraph 49 of the Framework.
11. The Secretary of State notes that both the main parties agree that 30% of dwellings
should be provided as affordable housing, and therefore the proportion of affordable
housing offered is not an issue in this appeal.
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Ecology
12. For the reasons given at IR218-236, the Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector’s
conclusions that majority of the area has been correctly designated as ancient
woodland (IR227) and that the site has medium to high ecological value at local level
(IR237).
13. The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector’s reasoning and conclusions at
IR238-252, including that there is no convincing justification for a condition insisting on
the delivery of the proposal through the option 3 route to gain access to the southern
field, as other options may prove to be more preferable (IR252). As this is an outline
application the exact route would be decided at reserved matters stage. The
Secretary of State endorses the Inspector’s consideration of the option 3 route as an
exemplar of how access would be resolved at reserved matters stage because this
option is the appellant’s currently preferred option (IR247). However, for the reasons
at IR245-252, the Secretary of State considers that further investigation at the
reserved matters stage might lead to another option to gain access to the southern
field being identified and chosen that would be less harmful in ecological terms than
option 3. Consequently he considers that option 3 may be regarded as the ‘worst
case’ scenario for the purpose of deciding if the proposal would comply with
Framework paragraph 118.
14. Option 3, if taken forward, would result in an absolute loss of about 0.03 ha of Ancient
Woodland, equating to only 1.8% of the designated area (IR98 and 253). The
Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector’s assessment at IR253-260 of the
ecological effects of the proposal on the basis of option 3. Although the small loss of
Ancient Woodland would technically infringe the requirements of adopted Local Plan
policy H12 which calls for the retention, without qualification, of trees and woodland,
the Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector that the ecological effects of option 3
would be acceptable, notwithstanding the minor loss. For the reasons given at IR253260, the Secretary of State does not consider that harm to biodiversity if option 3 were
taken forward would be significant. In respect of the loss of Ancient Woodland, he
considers that the need for, and benefits of the development in this location clearly
outweigh the loss. He therefore agrees that the tests of Framework paragraph 118,
bullets 1 and 5 are clearly met in this case (IR259 and 260).
Landscape
15. For the reasons given at IR261-270 the Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector’s
conclusion that the effects of the proposal on the landscape character of the
neighbourhood would be acceptable, notwithstanding a technical contravention of
adopted Local Plan policy H12 (IR271).
Other matters
16. The Secretary of State has had regard to the New Allington Action Group’s concerns
referred to at IR272 – 273. However he agrees with the Inspector that there is no
substantive evidence on which to disagree with Kent County Council and TMBC that
the outcomes of this proposal in terms of highway safety and air quality would be
acceptable.
17. The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector’s reasons and conclusions at IR275280 regarding infrastructure, loss of agricultural land, archaeological interest, the
Strategic Gap, access to the development and issues arising with development on the
Hythe beds.
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Conditions
18. The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector’s assessment at IR281-300
regarding planning conditions. He is satisfied that conditions proposed by the
Inspector and set out at pages 76-78 of the IR meet the tests of Paragraph 206 in the
Framework and comply with the Planning Practice Guidance.
Section 106 planning obligations
19. The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector’s assessment at IR301-304 on the
proposed planning obligations. He agrees with the Inspector that with the exception of
the provision of £426 per dwelling for the provision and maintenance of strategic open
space, the remaining obligations do accord with Paragraph 204 of the Framework and
the CIL Regulations 2010 as amended, and so should be taken into account in making
the decision.
Overall balance and conclusion
20. The Secretary of State agrees with the Inspector’s conclusions at IR305-313. As the
relevant policies for the supply of housing in the development plan are out of date the
decision taking process in this case should be that set out in the final bullet of
paragraph 14 of the Framework.
21. The social and economic benefits of the housing would be very significant. The effect
of development on landscape character would be acceptable and there would be a
positive overall environmental balance.
22. The harm to biodiversity would not be significant and Framework paragraph 118 does
not represent a policy which indicates that development should be restricted in this
case for the reasons set out in paragraph 14.
23. Overall, the significant benefits of the proposal would not be outweighed at all, let
alone significantly or demonstrably, by the limited adverse impacts. It follows that the
scheme should benefit from the presumption in favour of sustainable development.
Formal decision
24. Accordingly, for the reasons given above, the Secretary of State agrees with the
Inspector’s recommendations and hereby allows your client’s appeals and grants
planning permission for a mixed-use development comprising up to 500 residential
dwellings (including affordable homes, land safeguarded for an education facility and
land safeguarded for a community centre, the provision of open space (including
children’s play areas) associated infrastructure and necessary demolition and
earthworks and the formation of 2№ new vehicular accesses from Hermitage Lane
and Howard Drive, in accordance with applications 13/1749 & TM/13/03147/OA, both
dated 11 October 2013, subject to the conditions set out at Annex A of this letter.
25. An applicant for any consent, agreement or approval required by a condition of this
permission for agreement of reserved matters has a statutory right of appeal to the
Secretary of State if consent, agreement or approval is refused or granted
conditionally or if the Local Planning Authority fail to give notice of their decision within
the prescribed period.
26. This letter does not convey any approval or consent which may be required under any
enactment, bye-law, order or regulation other than section 57 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990.
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Right to challenge the decision
27. A separate note is attached setting out the circumstances in which the validity of the
Secretary of State’s decision may be challenged by making an application to the High
Court within six weeks from the date of this letter.
28. A copy of this letter has been sent to Maidstone Borough Council and Tonbridge and
Milling Borough Council. A notification e-mail or letter has been sent to all other
parties who asked to be informed of the decision.

Yours faithfully

Julian Pitt
JULIAN PITT
Authorised by Secretary of State to sign in that behalf

5
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ANNEX A
Conditions applicable to planning applications referenced 13/1749 &
TM/13/03147/OA:
1)

Details of a phasing plan for the development shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the local planning authority before any development begins and the
development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details.

2)

Details of the appearance, landscaping, layout, and scale, (hereinafter called "the
reserved matters") for each phase or sub-phase of the development shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority before any
development begins within that phase or sub-phase and the development shall be
carried out in accordance with the details as approved.

3)

Application for approval of the reserved matters shall be made to the local planning
authority not later than three years from the date of this permission.

4)

Each phase or sub-phase of the development hereby permitted shall begin not later
than two years from the date of approval of the last of the reserved matters to be
approved for that phase or sub-phase.

5)

The access to the development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance
with the following approved plans: 1402-GA-32 revision B and 1402-GA-37 revision
A.

6)

No other development of any phase or sub-phase shall commence until the access
to the development has been completed in accordance with approved plan 1402GA-32 revision B.

7)

Prior to the first use of the access from Howard Drive, details of the measures to
prevent its use other than by buses, emergency vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists
shall have been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority
and the approved measures shall have been installed and made operational and
thereafter retained in operation.

8)

No more than 250 dwellings within the development hereby permitted shall be
occupied until the completion of the improvements to M20 Junction 5 shown on
drawing number WSP Figure 5 (dated 1 May 2014).

9)

No part of the development hereby approved shall be occupied until details of
measures (known as a Green Travel Plan) to encourage the use of access to and
from the site by a variety of non-car means have been submitted to and approved in
writing by the local planning authority, put into operation and thereafter retained in
operation.

10) No development shall commence on any phase or sub-phase until details of trees to
be retained on that phase and of the measures to be taken for their protection during
construction have been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning
authority. Development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details.
11) No development shall commence on any phase or sub-phase until details of both
foul and surface water drainage for that phase or sub-phase have been submitted to
and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The development shall be
carried out in accordance with the approved details. No building shall be occupied
or used until its foul and surface water drainage has been completed in accordance
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with the approved details. The drainage shall thereafter be retained in an
operational condition.
12) No development shall take place within the areas indicated in paragraphs 8.3.2,
8.3.3 and 8.4.2 of the submitted Heritage Statement dated October 2013 prepared
by Wessex Archaeology (report reference 86910.03) until a programme of
archaeological work in accordance with those paragraphs has been implemented in
accordance with a written scheme of investigation and, if necessary, preservation of
finds, which has been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning
authority.
13) If, during development of any phase or sub-phase, contamination not previously
identified is found to be present at the site then no further development of that phase
or sub-phase (or any lesser but more appropriate area agreed in writing by the local
planning authority) shall be carried out until details of a remediation strategy have
been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The
development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details.
14) No development shall take place, including any works of demolition, until a
Construction Method Statement has been submitted to, and approved in writing by,
the local planning authority. The approved Statement shall be adhered to throughout
the construction period. The Statement shall provide for:
i)
working hours on site
ii)
the parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors
iii) loading and unloading of plant and materials
iv) construction traffic management
v)
storage of plant and materials used in constructing the development
vi) the erection and maintenance of security hoarding including decorative
displays and facilities for public viewing, where appropriate
vii) wheel washing facilities
viii) measures to control the emission of dust and dirt during construction
ix) measures to control noise and vibration during construction
x)
a scheme for recycling/disposing of waste resulting from demolition and
construction works
15) No building shall be occupied until provision has been made for the storage of its
refuse and recycling bins in accordance with details to be submitted to and approved
by the local planning authority.
16) No building shall be occupied until underground ducts have been installed to enable
it to be connected to telephone and internet services, electricity services and
communal television services without recourse to the erection of distribution poles or
overhead lines within the development hereby permitted. Notwithstanding the
provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted
Development)(England) Order 2015 or any other or subsequent Order revoking or
re-enacting that Order, no distribution pole or overhead line shall be erected within
the site of the development hereby permitted.
17) No dwelling shall be occupied unless its bedrooms have been fitted with windows
with acoustically treated trickle vents in accordance with the recommendations of
paragraphs 4.1.8 to 4.1.10 and 5.4 of the submitted Site Suitability Assessment
Report: Noise by WSP UK Ltd revision 1 dated 24/09/2013.
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18) No development shall commence on any phase or sub-phase until details of public
lighting for that phase or sub-phase have been submitted to and approved in writing
by the local planning authority. The development shall be carried out in accordance
with the approved details. No building shall be occupied or used until public lighting
to it has been completed and made operational in accordance with the approved
details. The lighting shall thereafter be retained in an operational condition.
19) Before the development of each phase or sub-phase begins a scheme (including a
timetable for implementation) to secure at least 10% of the energy supply of that
phase or sub-phase from decentralised and renewable or low carbon energy
sources shall have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. The approved scheme shall be implemented and retained as operational
thereafter.
20) The details of scale to be submitted in accordance with condition 2 shall limit to 11m
the height from ground level to ridgeline of any building proposed.
21) The details of the layout to be submitted in accordance with condition 2 shall provide
for the quantity and type of open space specified in the tables headed Land Use and
Green Space Type on pages 38 and 41 and in paragraph 13.15 of the submitted
revised Design and Access Statement revision 06 dated 21 October 2013.
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Report to the Secretary of State for
Communities and Local Government
by P W Clark MA MRTPI MCMI
an Inspector appointed by the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government
Date: 5 August 2015

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990
APPEALS BY
CROUDACE STRATEGIC LTD
AGAINST
MAIDSTONE BOROUGH COUNCIL
AND
TONBRIDGE AND MALLING BOROUGH COUNCIL

Inquiry opened on 2 June 2015
Land East of Hermitage Lane, Maidstone, Kent
File Refs: APP/U2235/A/14/2226326 and APP/H2265/A/14/2226327
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Report APP/U2235/A/14/2226326 and APP/H2265/A/14/2226327

File A: APP/U2235/A/14/2226326
Land East of Hermitage Lane, Maidstone, Kent





The appeal is made under section 78 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 against
a refusal to grant outline planning permission.
The appeal is made by Croudace Strategic Ltd against the decision of Maidstone Borough
Council.
The application Ref 13/1749, dated 11 October 2013, was refused by notice dated 3 July
2014.
The development proposed is a mixed-use development comprising up to 500 residential
dwellings (including affordable homes), land safeguarded for an education facility and land
safeguarded for a community centre, the provision of open space (including children’s play
areas) associated infrastructure and necessary demolition and earthworks and the
formation of 2№ new vehicular accesses from Hermitage Lane and Howard Drive.

Summary of Recommendation: That the appeal be allowed, and planning
permission granted subject to conditions.
File B: APP/H2265/A/14/2226327
Land East of Hermitage Lane, Maidstone, Kent





The appeal is made under section 78 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 against
a refusal to grant outline planning permission.
The appeal is made by Croudace Strategic Ltd against the decision of Tonbridge & Malling
Borough Council.
The application Ref TM/13/03147/OA, dated 11 October 2013, was refused by notice
dated 30 July 2014.
The development proposed is a mixed-use development comprising up to 500 residential
dwellings (including affordable homes), land safeguarded for an education facility and land
safeguarded for a community centre, the provision of open space (including children’s play
areas) associated infrastructure and necessary demolition and earthworks and the
formation of 2№ new vehicular accesses from Hermitage Lane and Howard Drive.

Summary of Recommendation: That the appeal be allowed, and planning
permission granted subject to conditions.
Application for Costs
1. At the Inquiry an application for costs was made by Croudace Strategic Ltd
against Maidstone Borough Council. That application is the subject of a separate
Report.
Procedural Matters
2. The Inquiry sat for five days (2-5 and 9 June 2015). I made an accompanied site
visit on the sixth day (10 June 2015). The Inquiry was held open but did not sit
whilst closing submissions were made in writing. The Inquiry was closed in
writing on 26 June 2015.
3. There are two applications and two appeals because the development proposed
straddles the boundary between two local authorities. In accordance with the
advice contained in National Guidance, identical applications were made to each
authority. Although the wording of each application is identical, the result is not,
strictly speaking, accurate in the case of the application to Tonbridge and Malling
Borough Council because no buildings are envisaged within that local authority’s
area. But it is a single development proposal and my Report treats it as such.

www.planningportal.gov.uk/planninginspectorate
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Report APP/U2235/A/14/2226326 and APP/H2265/A/14/2226327

4. The applications are in outline form with details of access submitted for
immediate approval. Details of appearance, landscaping, layout and scale were
reserved for later consideration. Both authorities adopted Screening Opinions to
the effect that the proposed development would not require an Environmental
Impact Assessment1.
5. The application to Maidstone Borough Council (MBC) was refused on 3 July 2014.
The application to Tonbridge and Malling Borough Council (TMBC) was refused on
30 July 2014. The subsequent appeals were recovered for determination by the
Secretary of State by Directions made on 14 October 2014. The stated reasons
for the Directions are that the appeals involve proposals for residential
development of over 150 units or on sites of over 5 hectares, which would
significantly impact on the government’s objective to secure a better balance
between housing demand and supply and create high quality, sustainable, mixed
and inclusive communities.
6. Most of the site lies within Maidstone but the main vehicular access would lie
within Tonbridge and Malling. The decision notice from Tonbridge and Malling
contains one reason for refusal. It refers to the lack of approval (implicitly, by
Maidstone) of any development that would be served by the new access which
would thus make an unjustified incursion into a Strategic Gap established by its
Core Strategy policy CP5, intended to maintain the separation and separate
identities of the built up areas of Maidstone, Medway Towns and the Medway
Gap.
7. Tonbridge and Malling Borough Council’s subsequent Statement of Case
comments on both appeals but makes it clear that its refusal of permission for
the element of the development within its own area arose simply because the
principal application was refused by Maidstone Borough Council. In its view, the
appeal that falls within its boundary stands and falls upon the decision on the
appeal that falls within the Maidstone area. Tonbridge and Malling Council did
not appear at the Inquiry, nor did it make any submissions in writing other than
those in its Statement of Case and the Statement of Common Ground2.
8. Maidstone Borough Council’s decision notice gives three reasons for refusal. The
second of these quotes policies from the adopted Maidstone Borough-Wide Local
Plan and its emerging Local Plan but refers to the effects of the proposal on land
within Tonbridge and Malling. By letter dated 27 March 20153, the Council gave
notice that it would not pursue this reason for refusal.4 The third reason for
refusal cites the absence of an appropriate legal mechanism to secure the
provision of affordable housing and other matters. Planning obligations in the
form of deeds to address these matters were submitted at the Inquiry and are
material considerations in these appeals. The Council had anticipated this action5
and did not otherwise pursue this reason for refusal at the Inquiry. I return later
to the provisions of the obligations.

1
2
3
4
5

Core Document 2/23, Appendix D
Core Document 1/5, section 7
Core Document 3/5
Confirmed by Mr Bailey in his evidence (Core Document 1/13, paragraphs 1.9 and 3.7)
Core Document 1/5 (Statement of Common Ground) paragraph 6.24

www.planningportal.gov.uk/planninginspectorate
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9. So, only the first of MBC’s reasons for refusal remains at issue. It reads; “The
development by virtue of the development of the southern field for housing and
the link road through designated ancient woodland and works to existing
footpaths through the woodland would erode the setting of the woodland as a
landscape feature and result in the loss and deterioration of ancient woodland
where the need for and benefits of the development does not clearly outweigh
the loss contrary to policy H12 of the Maidstone Borough-Wide Local Plan (2000),
advice contained within paragraph 118 of the National Planning Policy framework
2012 and policies H1(2) and DM10 of the Maidstone Borough Local Plan
Regulation 18 Consultation 2014.”
The Site and Surroundings
10. The site and its surroundings are most fully described in the Statement of
Common Ground6, the Highways statement of Common Ground7, the Landscape
and Visual Impact Assessment8, the Arboricultural Impact Assessment9, the
revised Design and Access Statement10, revised Planning Statement11 and revised
Transport Assessment12 submitted during consideration of the application, in the
officers’ report to Maidstone Council’s Planning Committee and in Mr Chard’s and
Mr Lovell’s evidence13.
11. Two main roads lead westwards out of Maidstone; the A26 and the A20. The A26
runs on an alignment slightly south of due west. The A20 runs north-west. The
angle between them encompasses much of the western built up area of
Maidstone.
12. About 2.5km from the centre of Maidstone along the A20, the developed area of
Maidstone comes to an end. At this point the road is crossed by the borough
boundary at approximately right angles, running from south-south-west to northnorth-east.
13. Along the A26 the developed area of Maidstone extends further than 2.5km but
at around 2.5km there is a junction with the B2246. This road runs more or less
due north-south between the A20 and the A26. For most of its length it is known
as Hermitage Lane. Where it crosses the borough boundary is the location of the
land the subject of these appeals. To the south of the boundary is the urban
development of Maidstone Hospital on one side of the road and a new housing
development being built on the other. To the north of the boundary is open
countryside with a quarry not far away to the west. The location is therefore on
the urban edge of Maidstone.
14. At the point where Hermitage Lane crosses the borough boundary it is
descending a north-facing incline, passing through woodland and, on its east,
passing by The Old Hermitage, a country residence. At the foot of the hill, to the
6

Core Document 1/5, section 2
Core Document 1/8, section 1.2
8
Core Document 2/13, sections 2 and 3
9
Core Document 2/20, section 2.1
10
Core Document 2/22, sections 2, 4 and 7
11
Core Document 2/23
12
Core Document 2/27, sections 1.4 and 3
13
Core document 1/10, section 2 and paragraphs 5.1 to 5.9 of section 5 and Core Document
1/14 paragraphs 4.1 to 4.17
7
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west of the road is Hermitage Court, now a business park. Fronting the road on
its east side is a row of dwellings known as Hermitage Farm Cottages. Behind
the cottages is a paddock, not part of the site. North of Hermitage Farm
Cottages and the paddock is an arable field which extends as far north as
Barming station, about half a mile from the site. Most of this field lies outside
the site, except for a fringe abutting the length of Hermitage Lane and a corridor
across the field, through which the access to the rest of the site would be taken.
15. Between The Old Hermitage and Hermitage Farm Cottages the appeal site has a
small frontage to Hermitage Lane on which scrub is well advanced. Behind this is
the part of the site known as The Knoll, which is identified as containing remains
of some archaeological interest.
16. The site is 30.66 ha in area14. Just over 27.5 ha lie within Maidstone; just over
3ha are within Tonbridge and Malling. The vast majority of the site is located
back from Hermitage Lane, to the rear (east) of The Old Hermitage, The Knoll
and the paddock to the rear of Hermitage Farm Cottages. It extends as far
eastwards as the existing built up area of Maidstone, which surrounds it on three
sides.
17. In addition to The Knoll and the corridor which would connect with Hermitage
Lane, the site has four elements and is currently structured by four public
footpaths. Two of these footpaths diverge from Hermitage Lane on either side of
the Knoll and The Old Hermitage. The southernmost (KB18) climbs the hill on
the south side of The Old Hermitage and then runs on fairly level ground
alongside a hedgerow forming the boundary of the site adjoining Maidstone
Hospital.
18. At the south-east corner of the site it forms a junction with several other
footpaths. From this point, footpath KB19 descends gently through a woodland
belt abutting the boundary of the site with the rear gardens of existing housing.
19. The footpath passes out of the site at its eastern corner. From this corner an
informal path falls in a north-westerly direction through a tree belt abutting the
boundary of the site with the rear gardens of housing in Howard Drive. The site
includes two dwellings fronting Howard Drive.
20. The informal path reaches the lowest part of the site at its northern corner and
joins footpath KB47 (also known as MR489). This footpath/bridleway runs from
Howard Drive, through the site, in a straight line, climbing gently back towards
Hermitage Lane.
21. On the northern side of footpath KB47/MR489 and to the east of the paddock
behind Hermitage Farm Cottages is an orchard. About half of this orchard on its
southern side would be included within the development. This represents the
first element of the site. The proposed site boundary across the orchard would
follow an apparently arbitrary line, seemingly unrelated to any existing field
boundaries or reference points.

14

Core Documents 1/5 (Statement of Common Ground), paragraph 2.4, 2/22 (Revised
Design and Access Statement) paragraph 2.2 and 2/23 (Revised Planning Statement)
paragraph 2.4 and Maidstone Council Committee report paragraph 1.01
www.planningportal.gov.uk/planninginspectorate
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22. The second element of the site is the largest of the four. It is an open arable
field. It lies to the south-east of footpath KB47/MR489. It would be almost
rectangular but for a covered reservoir and associated land which takes a large
bite out of the field part way along its north-western boundary and around which
the field now wraps. The reservoir is excluded from the site of the appeal. The
field slopes up from its northern to its southern corner. From it there are
extensive views across the Medway valley to the north, notwithstanding the belts
of trees which surround it on three sides.
23. Two of these tree belts have already been referred to as edging the south-east
and north-east boundaries of the site. They are protected by Tree Preservation
Orders. The tree belt on the third side of the field is deeper than the other two
belts and forms the third element of the site. It does not run along the boundary
of the site but rather divides the larger field (sometimes referred to as the
“reservoir” or “northern” field) from a smaller field (known as the “southern” or
“hospital” field which forms the fourth element of the site). This tree belt is also
protected by Tree Preservation Orders. Part is designated as Ancient Woodland.
It has a further public footpath, KB51, running through it from end to end.
24. The smaller field which is the fourth element of the site currently lies fallow, not
farmed. It is fairly level and surrounded by trees on three sides and a hedgerow
adjacent to footpath KB18 to its south beyond which are the car parks, service
road and ancillary buildings of Maidstone Hospital. There are indications that a
now largely disused track through the tree belt partly designated as Ancient
Woodland connected it to the northern field. It has no other access.
Planning Policy
25. Relevant planning policy is described in section 5.0 of the Statement of Common
Ground15, in sections 2 of Andrew Wilford’s, Rupert Lovell’s and James Bailey’s
evidence16 and section 3 of Matthew Chard’s evidence17. Biodiversity and
Nature Conservation Policy is set out in the Ecological Assessment18 and in
section 2 of Mr Forbes-Laird’s evidence19. Policy on Noise is summarised in
section 2 of Core document 2/21. Relevant Transport Planning Policy is set out in
section 2 of the revised Transport Assessment20.
26. During the Inquiry, extensive reference was made to the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) and the National Planning Practice Guidance (Guidance). Of
particular relevance to this appeal are sections 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11 and 12 of the
Framework. Paragraph 118 was frequently referred to. In pursuit of NPPF
paragraph 118, reference is also made to the Standing Advice for Ancient
Woodland and Veteran Trees (April 2014)21 produced by Natural England, the

15

Core Document 1/5
Core Documents 1/9, 1/13 and 1/14
17
Core Document 1/10
18
Core Document 2/12, section 2
19
Core Document 1/11, volume 1
20
Core Document 2/27
21
Core Document 10/1. Copy also at Appendix 13 of Mr Bailey’s Proof of Evidence (Core
document 1/13)
16
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government’s adviser on the natural environment, and to “Keepers of time”, the
government’s statement of policy for England’s Ancient and Native Woodland.22
Adopted policy
27. Within Maidstone, the statutory Development Plan comprises the saved policies
of the Maidstone Borough-Wide Local Plan, adopted December 2000, together
with the Maidstone Local Development Plan Framework Affordable Housing and
Open Space Development Plan Documents (DPDs) adopted December 2006.23
Within Tonbridge and Malling, the statutory Development Plan comprises the
Core Strategy adopted September 2007 and the Managing Development and the
Environment Development Plan Document adopted April 2010.24
28. No single document submitted to the Inquiry contains a copy of all the policies of
the Maidstone Borough-Wide Local Plan referred to.25 The policies described
below are those most relevant to the issues raised by this appeal.
29. Maidstone Borough-Wide Local Plan policy H1 simply lists sites defined on the
Proposals Map as allocated for housing. Item (xvii) in the list reads “East of
Hermitage Lane, Maidstone” and has an allocation of 380 units. The Proposals
Map itself26 shows the land allocated for housing to be appeal site elements 2, 3
and 4, i.e. the northern field, including its tree belts and the reservoir, the
dividing tree belt (including the Ancient Woodland, not designated as such at the
time but recognised as such prior to its designation27) and the southern field.
Other notations applying to the same land parcel are policies H12, H24(x), CF6(i)
and CF8(v) but policy H24(x) has been superseded by the Affordable Housing
DPD. Element 1 of the appeal site (the Orchard to the north of footpath
KB47/MR489) is overlaid with a stippling which denotes Strategic Gap policy
ENV31 and has the notation for policy ENV24. Other than policy H24(x) all are
saved policies and still extant.
30. MBC Policy H12 is very detailed, filling nearly a page of A4 text28. In summary it
would permit housing development on the three allocated elements of the appeal
site subject to the retention of trees and woodland, their future management,

22

Core Document 10/4
Core Documents 8/1 and 8/2, 8/4 and 8/5
24
Core Documents 9/1, 9/2 and 9/3
25
Copies of Maidstone Borough-Wide Local Plan policies ENV24, ENV26 and part of EN27 are
in Core Documents 1/2 and 8/1. A copy of Policy H12 is in Core Document 8/1, quoted in full
in Andrew Wilford’s evidence (Core Document 1/9 paragraph 2.9) and in part in Matthew
Chard’s, Julian Forbes-Laird’s and Rupert Lovell’s evidence (Core Documents 1/10 paragraph
3.10, 1/11 volume 1 paragraph 2.2.2 and 1/14 paragraphs 2.8 and 2.9). A copy of Policy
CF1 is in Core document 1/2. Copies of policies ENV6, ENV22, ENV49, H1 and H12 are to be
found at technical appendix 3 of the Ecological Assessment (Core Document 2/12). Parts of
policy ENV6 are quoted in James Bailey’s evidence (Core Document 1/13 paragraph 2.7) and
more fully in Rupert Lovell’s evidence (Core Document 1/14 paragraph 2.7). Policy ENV49 is
quoted in Matthew Chard’s evidence (Core document 1/10 paragraph 3.12). Copies of other
Borough-wide Local Plan policies listed in the Statement of Common Ground are not provided
but, in the event, were not referred to in the evidence submitted to the Inquiry.
26
Core Document 8/2
27
See Inquiry Document 40, fourth bullet of paragraph 3.18 demonstrating that it was
regarded as Ancient Woodland in 2012, though not so designated at the time.
28
Core Document 8/1, page 67
23
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additional landscaping along footpath KB47/MR489, access and turning facilities
for public transport, a high standard junction onto Hermitage Lane and a
secondary emergency access to the Allington area (to the east), laying out and
maintenance of “the proposed woodland park” for public access, a traffic
management scheme in Barming, a contribution to a park and ride scheme at
Barming station, cycle and pedestrian links from the site to Barming station and
on to the A20, improved public transport along Hermitage Lane and the provision
of affordable housing, education, health and shopping facilities in accordance with
policies H24 (now to be read as the DPD), CF1 and R10. Justificatory paragraph
4.121 makes it clear that the reference to “the proposed woodland park” is a
reference to policy ENV24, relating to the orchard (element one of the site), not,
as might be thought, the existing woodland belt (element three of the site).
31. MBC Policy CF1 requires new residential development to provide for new
community facilities to serve its needs if existing capacity is lacking. Policies
CF6(i) and CF8(v) specifically reserve land for a general medical practitioners’
surgery and for a primary school on the land allocated on the proposals map
(elements two, three and four of this appeal site, i.e. the northern and southern
fields and the dividing woodland belt). Policy R10 allows for new local centres
anchored by a convenience store or supermarket particularly in areas deficient in
such facilities, subject to criteria, such as access arrangements and impact on
existing centres and other neighbouring uses, set out in policies R1, R2 and R11
(and formerly, policy R15, not now saved).
32. MBC’s Affordable Housing DPD29 policy AH1 seeks to negotiate the provision of a
minimum of 40% of dwellings as affordable housing on a site of this size, more
on allocated greenfield sites. Of the affordable housing provision, 24% is to be
rented.
33. MBC’s Open Space DPD30 policy OS1 requires open space provision on all
residential developments of 10 dwellings or more in proportion to the expected
population. Because the current proposal is in outline, an expected population
cannot be calculated but, by way of illustration, a development with an expected
population of 1000 people would be expected to provide 2.3 ha of parks and
gardens, 1 ha of Local Nature Reserve, 0.7 ha of amenity greenspace, 0.12 ha of
children’s and young persons’ equipped play areas, 1.4 ha of outdoor sports
facilities, 0.21 ha of allotments and community gardens and 0.66 ha of
cemeteries or graveyards.
34. MBC policy ENV24(xiii) allocates the part of the orchard land within Maidstone
(element one of the site) for public open space. Policy ENV31 would not permit
development significantly extending the defined urban area or the extent of
settlement on to this land.
35. TMBC policy CP531 applies to the part of the orchard within TMBC, to the road
corridor and to the part of The Knoll which is within TMBC. Unless justified by
special circumstances, this policy would not permit development that would harm
the function of the Strategic Gap as a physical break maintaining the separation

29
30
31

Core Document 8/4
Core Document 8/5
Core Document 9/1
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and separate identities of Maidstone, the Medway towns and the settlement
known as the Medway Gap.
36. TMBC policy CP132, referred to in its reasons for refusal, is a general policy
requiring development to result in a high quality sustainable environment,
providing for needs but balancing these against protection of the natural and built
environment, minimising waste generation, water and energy consumption and
the need to travel, avoiding areas liable to flood, promoting mixed use
developments and providing a mix of house types and tenures, built at the
highest density compatible with the local environment, focussing on brownfield
land and accessible locations, designing out crime and providing for necessary
infrastructure.
Emerging policy
37. Maidstone Borough Council is in the process of producing a new Borough Local
Plan. But it has been much delayed by several iterations at Regulation 18
stage.33 Regulation 1934 publication is not now expected until December 2015,
submission for examination at Easter 2016 and adoption in Spring 2017.35
38. The weight to be given to relevant policies in the emerging plan is set out in the
NPPF at paragraph 216. The various iterations of emerging policy to date are;


Core Strategy Strategic Site Allocations Public Consultation 201236



Interim Approval of Maidstone Borough Local Plan policies 13 March 201337



The Maidstone Borough Local Plan Regulation 18 Consultation Policies March
201438.

39. Core Strategy Strategic Site Allocations Public Consultation 2012 policy SS1
proposed three strategic housing locations to the north-west of Maidstone which
were to contribute as necessary towards a series of Highway junction
improvements and to a circular bus route. One of these is land to the east of
Hermitage Lane. Policy SS1b would have made no allocation for the orchard
(element one of the current appeal), would have allocated the northern field only
(i.e. element two of the current appeal but including the reservoir) for the
development of 415 dwellings. It would have allocated the woodland belt
(element three), the southern field (element four) and The Knoll for designated
open space. It would have specified 40% affordable housing, Code for
Sustainable Homes (CfSH) level 4 from 2013, level 5 from 2016, transfer of land
and/ or contributions for primary education, provision of appropriate community
and health facilities, a buffer incorporating existing trees along the north-eastern
boundary, protection of the wooded character along the south-eastern boundary

32

Core Document 9/2
Regulation 18 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)(England) Regulations
2012
34
Regulation 19 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning)(England) Regulations
2012
35
Inquiry Document 13 and Mr Bailey’s evidence given orally in cross-examination
36
Core Document 8/14
37
Core document 8/15
38
Core Document 8/16
33
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and an ecological survey. Access was to be taken from Hermitage Lane,
preferably along the route of footpath KB47/MR489 and a bus and emergency
access from Howard Drive39. There were to be pedestrian and cycle links to
existing residential areas, a direct pedestrian footpath to Hermitage Lane as close
as possible to Barming station and financial contributions towards education,
health, open space and community facilities, a pedestrian and cycle route on
Hermitage Lane and towards increasing the size of Barming station car park.40
40. The Interim Approval of Maidstone Borough Local Plan Policies 13 March 2013
document contained a policy also SS1b which again would have made no
allocation to the orchard. It would have allocated both the northern and the
southern fields (including the reservoir) for housing development of 600
dwellings (elements two and four of the current appeals). The woodland belt and
The Knoll were to be allocated for multifunctional green space. Added
requirements would have been the provision of a local shopping parade, a 30m
buffer to the Ancient Woodland, an archaeological survey and securing the use of
15.4 ha of land in Tonbridge and Malling for ecological mitigation measures, site
access and open space. Access requirements were to be changed to an access
on Hermitage Lane opposite the entrance to Hermitage Quarry for the western
part of the site and to an access from Howard Drive for the eastern part of the
site and for a bus gate to provide limited access between the two. Other
requirements would have remained largely unchanged from the 2012 document.
41. The Maidstone Borough Local Plan Regulation 18 Consultation 2014 document
allocates the orchard (element one of the current appeals) for a combination of
community infrastructure and public open space. It allocates the northern field
(element two of the current appeals but including the reservoir) for
approximately 500 dwellings. It allocates the woodland belt, the southern field
(elements three and four of the current appeals) and The Knoll for public open
space. Further added requirements are for air quality mitigation measures. The
buffer to the Ancient Woodland would be reduced to 15m but otherwise
requirements for the appeal site remain unchanged from the 2013 document.
42. No feasibility study underpinned these proposals. There remain unresolved
objections to them.41
43. The 2014 Regulation 18 Consultation Document also contains a proposed policy
DM10 which is referred to in the reasons for refusal. It is very detailed, covering
two A4 pages of text. In summary it would require new development to protect
and enhance the historic and natural environment. Subsection (i) would require
protection for Ancient Woodland, amongst other matters. Subsection (iv) would
require development to enhance, extend and connect designated sites of
importance for biodiversity, priority habitats and fragmented Ancient Woodland.
Other relevant elements of the proposed policy would seek protection for
landscape character and would require developments to take account of a
Landscape Character Guidelines supplementary planning document (SPD) and a
Green and Blue Infrastructure SPD.

39

The appellant objected to this provision on the basis that the proposal was made without
evidence (Inquiry document 40, paragraphs 4.16 and 4.17)
40
Core Document 8/14
41
Mr Bailey’s evidence given orally in chief
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44. Other documents produced in support of emerging policy and which are relevant
to these appeals are;


Local Plan Viability Testing: Economic Viability Study April 201342



The Consultation Draft of the Green and Blue Infrastructure Strategy43

45. The significance of the Local Plan Viability Testing document is firstly that it
recommends a balance between affordable housing and CIL contributions in
urban extensions to Maidstone which would reduce the affordable housing sought
to 25% and a maximum contribution to CIL of £84 per square metre.44 Its
second point of significance is that the East Hermitage Lane site was subject to a
detailed appraisal. This resulted in advice that affordable housing at 40% is not
likely to be achieved on the site and that a modest level of CIL/s106 of between
£50 and £80 per sq m would enable affordable housing at 30%.45
46. The significance of the Consultation Draft of the Green and Blue Infrastructure
Strategy lies in its draft proposals46. These show much of the appeal site to be a
Biodiversity Opportunity Area. They also show in diagrammatic form a
“Maidstone green and blue corridors and action plan” passing to the south of the
site and also, in diagrammatic form, a Strategic green link (the “King’s Hill Link”)
extending beyond the “green and blue corridor”, outside the borough boundary.
Planning History
47. Relative to these appeals the planning history of this site begins with the
considerations of objections to the Maidstone Borough-Wide Local Plan.
Croudace Homes sought (i) the removal of the site from the then proposed
Strategic Gap policy and (ii) from the then proposed Oakwood Green Corridor,
(iii) the deletion of the designation ALLI (Area of Local Landscape Importance)
from the site and (iv) its designation south of the KB47 footpath as a housing site
and as an informal woodland park north of the KB47 footpath.
48. The consideration of the first and fourth of these points in the report of the
Inspector who considered the objections to the Maidstone Borough-Wide Local
Plan is copied in Appendix 3 to Mr Bailey’s Proof of Evidence47. It led to the
deletion from the Strategic Gap of the site south of the KB47 footpath and to its
allocation for development of housing, education, health, shopping and open
space in policies H12, CF1, CF6, CF8 and ENV24 described previously.
49. The Inspector’s consideration of the Green Corridors then proposed and of the
Oakwood Green Corridor in particular is set out elsewhere in his report48. He
recommended their deletion. He also recommended deletion of the designation

42

Core Document 8/21
Appendix 10a to Mr Bailey’s Proof of Evidence (Core Document 1/13)
44
Core Document 8/21, paragraph 9.2.1
45
Core document 8/21, paragraph 7.1.4
46
Miss Thomas’s closing submissions paragraph 42, referencing Maps 5 and 10 on pages 32
and 80 of Appendix 10a to Mr Bailey’s Proof of Evidence (Core Document 1/13) Extracts are
also found at appendix B to Mr Lovell’s Proof of Evidence (Core Document 1/14)
47
Core Document 1/13
48
Core Document 8/3, paragraphs 3.263 to 3.271 and paragraphs 3.287 to 3.295 on pages
73 to 79 and paragraphs 3.349 and 3.350 on page 91
43
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of this site as an ALLI.49 These recommendations were carried through to the
adopted plan.
50. Subsequent planning history is described in the appellant’s revised Planning
Statement50, the Statement of Common Ground51 and Mr Wilford’s Proof of
Evidence52.
51. Following the adoption of the Maidstone Borough-Wide Local Plan in December
2000, in January 2001 Croudace Ltd made planning applications to MBC and to
TMBC for the development of the site in accordance with the Local Plan
allocation. But the then extant government Planning Policy Guidance Note 3:
Housing (PPG3) advised that planning applications for development of Greenfield
sites allocated in a development plan should be decided in the light of policies set
out in PPG3. One of these was that previously developed land should be
developed before greenfield land. During 2001, MBC undertook an Urban
Capacity Study (UCS). This reported in December 2001 and by April 2002 MBC
had resolved that its findings (in effect that brownfield land alone provided
capacity in excess of the Council’s housing requirements for the following four
years) be adopted as a material consideration for development control purposes.
52. Meanwhile, the 2001 applications were not determined. In September 2001
Croudace appealed on the grounds of non-determination. The appeals were
heard at a Public Inquiry in May 2002, shortly after the findings of the UCS were
finalised and MBC resolved to adopt them as a material consideration. By letter
dated 2 October 200253 the Deputy Prime Minister and First Secretary of State
dismissed the appeals on the grounds that the UCS was robust and showed that
the housing requirement for Maidstone could be met from brownfield sites; that
consequently there was no need to release a greenfield site for housing at that
time; and that this was a material consideration which outweighed the fact of the
site’s allocation for development in the Local Plan.
53. MBC imposed a moratorium on the development of the greenfield sites allocated
for housing in the Local Plan. This moratorium was reviewed and renewed in
2008. In March 2013 it was revoked because the Council could not demonstrate
a five-year housing supply in the terms required by paragraph 47 of the NPPF.
Applications which led to the current appeals were made in October 2013.
54. Meanwhile, the Council began work on replacing its Borough-Wide Local Plan,
consulting in January 2007 on emerging Core Strategy Preferred Options which
identified a south-eastern urban extension to Maidstone and issuing a revised
Issues and Options Core Strategy in September 2011 identifying that the southeast urban extension was not feasible and putting forward a strategy including
975 dwellings in north-west Maidstone. August 2012 saw the Core Strategy
Strategic Site Allocations Public Consultation on the document described earlier.
In March 2013 MBC approved the use of the Interim Approval of Maidstone
Borough Local Plan Policies 13 March 2013 document, described earlier, for
development management purposes (an approval which appears to have no

49
50
51
52
53

Core
Core
Core
Core
Core

Document
Document
Document
Document
Document

8/3, paragraphs 3.404 to 3.408 on pages 104 and 105
2/23, section 4
1/5, section 3
1/9, section 2 (i)
13/1
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statutory significance). In March 2014 consultation began on the Maidstone
Borough Local Plan Regulation 18 Consultation 2014 document described earlier.
Croudace made representations on this document which remain unresolved.
55. In September 2014, Croudace submitted further outline applications known as
Schemes 2 and 354. Scheme 2 is identical to elements one and two of the
current appeals. Scheme 3 is identical to elements 3 and 4 of the current
appeals. At the time of the Inquiry no decision had been taken on these two
further applications. The relevance of these two subsequent applications to the
current appeals lies in parts of Maidstone Council’s case, which I summarise at
paragraphs 132 and 172 below.
The Proposals
The application
56. The Statement of Common Ground55 includes an agreed description of the
proposals but the basis for this description needs to be understood. The
application is in outline with some details of access submitted for immediate
approval. All other details are reserved for later approval. Some of the elements
included in the description in the Statement of Common Ground are suggested in
supporting documents but would need to be secured by condition. Others would
be secured by the planning obligations submitted to the Inquiry56.
57. The application forms contain the description of development reproduced in the
Headers to this report. The submitted detailed drawings of the secondary access
(to Howard Drive within Maidstone Council’s area) show that its construction
would require the demolition of two houses so the net quantity of housing
proposed would be up to 498 additional dwellings.
58. The submitted drawings include a site boundary plan, drawing number EB-M0257. This simply shows the red line around the site boundary and shows by blue
lining that the appellant also owns or controls two adjacent properties, one in
Howard Drive adjacent to the proposed secondary site entrance and one in the
cul-de-sac called The Weavers, on the south-eastern boundary of the site near its
southern corner, both within Maidstone Council’s area.
59. Article 2 (1) of the Town and Country Planning (Development Management
Procedure)(England) Order 2015 defines access, in relation to reserved matters,
as the accessibility to and within the site, for vehicles, cycles and pedestrians in
terms of the positioning and treatment of access and circulation routes and how
these fit into the surrounding access network. The submitted details of access,
shown on drawings 1402-GA-32 revision B and 1402-GA-37 revision A58 only
show a secondary access from Howard Drive to a point approximately 67m into
the site and the site access alignment from Hermitage Lane to a point about
581m into the site.

54
55
56
57
58

Core Documents 14/3, 14/4, 14/5 and 14/6
Core Document 1/5, section 3 (ii)
Inquiry Documents 38 and 39
Core Document 2/5
Core Documents 2/7 and 2/8
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Illustrative drawings
60. Beyond that, no details are shown in the drawings submitted for approval of
other pedestrian or cycle accesses to the site nor of the access arrangements
within the site. Drawing number LN-M-02 revision I, entitled Illustrative
Masterplan, substituted for that originally submitted during the Councils’
consideration of the applications, indicates a layout of Primary Access, Bus and
Emergency Access, Pedestrian/Cycle access, Primary Vehicular/Bus route, Bus
gate, Secondary route, Access Street (shared surface), Lane/private drive
(shared surface), pedestrian and/or cycle route and pedestrian/cycle link. But
the diagrammatic nature of the drawing, the terminology of the notations and the
title of the drawing itself make it clear that it is purely illustrative, as does the
Design and Access Statement59. If its provisions were thought to be necessary to
make the development acceptable they would have to be secured by condition, if
not secured by planning obligation.
61. Appendices JFL23 and JFL24 of Mr Forbes-Laird’s Proof of Evidence60 are entitled
“Engineers’ Detail for Construction of the Boardwalk” and “Engineers’ Example
Detail for Vehicular Access Link” but as the latter title indicates, it is an example
detail. Mr Forbes-Laird states61 that as part of the delivery of the appeal scheme
it is proposed to form two internal site accesses between the larger area of
development of the appeal site in the north and the smaller area to the south.
The two accesses would comprise a footway/cycleway boardwalk along the line of
the existing informal path towards the western end of the designated ancient
woodland and a vehicular and pedestrian access formed towards the eastern end
of the designated ancient woodland. He continues that the footway/cycleway
would be constructed as a boardwalk in accordance with the details in appendix
23 of his proof but he goes on to say62 that notwithstanding the information at
his Appendix 23, it is envisaged that final details of the boardwalk would be
secured by means of a planning condition, thus making it clear that the drawing
at his Appendix 23 is not submitted as a definitive detail but as an illustration of
what might be submitted. Similarly, in a later paragraph63 he states that the
drawing in his appendix 24 for the vehicular and pedestrian access is but one
design option, again making it clear that the drawing is not submitted as a
definitive detail but as an illustration of what might be submitted.
62. The Illustrative Masterplan drawing also shows; existing public rights of way,
proposed mown paths, key spaces, open space, an area safeguarded for
archaeology potential (no construction), existing trees and woodland to be
retained, existing orchard to be retained and enhanced, proposed structural
planting, children’s play areas, proposed attenuation basins and proposed swales.
But all of these matters are purely illustrative and, if thought necessary to make
the development acceptable, would have to be secured by condition if not already
secured by planning obligation.

59

Core Document 2/22 paragraph 1.5
Core Document 1/11 volume 3
61
Core Document 1/11 volume 1, Paragraph 4.1.2 and 4.4.1
62
Core Document 1/11, volume 1, paragraph 4.4.2. Mr Wilford says the same in his evidence
(Core Document 1/9 paragraph 4.9)
63
Core Document 1/11, volume 1, paragraph 4.4.3
60
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63. A Parameters Plan was also submitted with the application and substituted by an
amended version64 during the Councils’ consideration of the applications. This
has designations and notations indicating areas for; residential development of 2,
2.5 and 3 storeys up to 11m high, including gardens, associated planting,
movement routes and parking; an area for a 2 form entry primary school
including proposed structural planting; the approximate location of a school
building up to 11m to ridgeline; an area for community hall, including proposed
structural planting, access and parking, Community Hall up to 11m to ridgeline;
existing structural planting, woodlands, landscape buffers and orchards to be
retained and enhanced; amenity open space including children’s play areas,
foot/cycle routes, proposed structural planting and sustainable drainage systems;
ancient woodland to be retained and maintained; a 15m buffer to ancient
woodland to accommodate open space, planting and recreational use; an area
safeguarded for archaeology potential (no intrusive works); approximate location
of children’s play area; proposed primary vehicular access; proposed bus and
emergency access only; existing pedestrian and/or cycle access; access roads;
link road; existing Public Right of Way (PROW) and approximate link of proposed
pedestrian and cycle link.
64. MBC took this Parameters Plan as being a substantive drawing of the proposals
and protests at doing otherwise.65 Although it is described as such in paragraph
3.25 of the Statement of Common Ground66 and as being “submitted for
approval” in the Design and Access Statement67, the matters it deals with are
clearly stated to be reserved matters on the application form. Furthermore, its
diagrammatic nature and tentative notation (e.g. reiterated use of word
“approximate”) make it clear that its provisions are illustrative and, if thought
necessary to make the development acceptable, would have to be secured by
condition if not already secured by planning obligation. At the Inquiry, the
appellant’s advocate confirmed that the Parameters Plan is not fixed but he urged
the Secretary of State to adopt it by condition. An alternative Parameters Plan
was submitted during the Inquiry68.
65. There is also a drawing of a Landscape Strategy - Landscape Character Zones69.
It shows designations and notations for fifteen landscape zones and notes for
their treatment. But, as noted in the Landscape and Biodiversity Management
Strategy70, these zones are illustrative and provide just one example of how the
appeal site could be defined. The species shown are noted to be indicative and
the zones are superimposed on the Illustrative Masterplan layout and so, like the
Illustrative Masterplan itself, the drawing can only be regarded as illustrative.
Paragraph 3.25 of the Statement of Common Ground confirms this as the parties’
understanding. If the provisions of this drawing are thought to be necessary to
make the development acceptable, they would need to be secured by condition, if
not secured by obligation. Paragraph 3.22 of the Statement of Common Ground
makes it clear that the provisions of the Landscape Strategy are not agreed.

64
65
66
67
68
69
70

Core Document 2/26
Miss Thomas’s closing submissions, paragraphs 54 and 55
Core Document 1/5
Core Document 2/22, paragraph 1.5
Inquiry Document 34
Core Document 2/33
Core document 14/7, paragraphs 2.3 and 4.2
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Supporting documents
66. The applications were also accompanied by a Design and Access Statement71, a
Planning Statement72, an Ecological Assessment73, a Landscape and Visual
Impact Assessment74, a Landscape and Biodiversity Management Strategy75, a
Flood Risk Assessment including a Drainage Strategy76, a Heritage Statement77, a
Statement of Community Involvement78, a Transport Assessment79, an Air
Quality assessment of Wateringbury Junction80, a Preliminary Framework Travel
Plan81, an Arboricultural Impact Assessment82 and a Site Suitability Assessment
report: Noise83.
67. Some of these make recommendations for the proposal, relevant to their subject
matter84. Other documents submitted during the Inquiry make further
recommendations for inclusion within the proposals. These include a Lighting
Design report85. If the recommendations of these reports are thought to be
necessary to make the development acceptable, they would need to be secured
by condition, if not previously secured by obligation.
Planning obligations
68. The two submitted planning obligations both contain conditionality clauses to the
effect that if this report recommends and the Secretary of State agrees that any
one or more of the obligations in their schedules does not satisfy the

71

Core Document 2/10, superseded by Core Document 2/22
Core Document 2/11, superseded by Core Document 2/23
73
Core Document 2/12
74
Core Document 2/13
75
Core Document 2/14, superseded by Core Document 14/7
76
Core Document 2/15
77
Core Document 2/16
78
Core Document 2/17
79
Core Document 2/18, superseded by Core Document 2/27
80
Core Document 2/18a
81
Core Document 2/19
82
Core Document 2/20
83
Core Document 2/21
84
Core Document 2/12 makes somewhat generalised recommendations for ecology in section
13 and at table 7; Core document 2/13 contains Landscape guidelines at paragraph 8.8 and
suggested responses to key sensitivities at paragraph 8.13; Core Document 14/7 provides a
Management Strategy for the fifteen zones of the illustrative Landscape Strategy but is
specific to that strategy so, although its principles might apply, its details might not apply if
finally approved layouts were to differ from the Illustrative Masterplan and Landscape
Strategy; Core document 2/15 makes observations at paragraphs 6.3.7 concerning the
location of drainage infiltration and at paragraphs 4.7.2 and 9.1.9 for engineered site levels to
cope with such matters as catastrophic failure of the water supply reservoir adjacent to the
site; Core Document 2/16 makes recommendations from archaeological investigations at
section 9; Core Document 2/27 makes recommendations for potential transport mitigations in
section 10 and section 2 of the Highways Statement of Common Ground (Core Document
1/8) sets out the parties’ agreement on which of these are thought to be necessary; Core
Document 2/20 contains Appendices FLAC 4 and 5 including a Data table and drawing 331010.03 giving recommendations for trees to be retained and their root protection areas.
Core Document 2/21 makes recommendations at paragraphs 4.1.8 – 4.1.10 and 5.4 for
night-time noise insulation to parts of the site.
85
Appendix 11 to Mr Baxter’s Proof of Evidence (Core Document 1/12, volume 2)
72
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requirements of Regulation 122 of the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
Regulations 2010 then such obligation or obligations shall not have any effect.
To that extent, the provisions of the obligations are not secured. There is
discussion of compliance with the CIL regulations later in this report.
69. The planning obligation agreement with Kent County Council would provide for
the transfer of the Primary School Plot to the County for an agreed price, for the
County to construct the school within ten years and for index-linked financial
contributions;


£41.57 per dwelling for new and expanded adult care facilities and services



£30.86 per dwelling for new and/or expanded facilities and services through
dedicated adult learning centres and outreach community learning facilities



£2825 per dwelling towards:
o

Modification of the junction of Fountain Lane and Tonbridge Road

o

Modification of the layout and approaches to the Coldharbour Roundabout
on the London Road

o

Improvement of junction 5 of M20 by a white lining scheme

o

Additional pedestrian crossing facilities on Hermitage Lane north of the site

o

Site works for shared pedestrian and cycle use of the eastern footway of
Hermitage Lane

o

Supporting the initial five years of a bus service



£48.02 per dwelling to provide additional book stock and services at Allington
Library



£14,286 per pupil (calculated by a formula) towards the cost of constructing
the Primary School to be provided on the Primary School Plot



£30,000 towards surfacing and other improvements to public rights of way
KB35 and KB18



£11,799 per pupil (calculated by a formula) towards the expansion of the
Maplesden Noakes Secondary School



£8.48 per dwelling for the provision of youth based services serving the
development

70. The Unilateral Undertaking to Maidstone Borough Council would provide for
between 30% and 40% of the dwellings to be affordable housing, of which 60%
would be for rent. It would require the developer, before commencing any phase
of development, to submit to the Council for approval a Landscape and Ecological
Management Plan (LEMP), prepared in accordance with the principles of the
Landscape Management Biodiversity Strategy (May 2015)86, the Ecological
Assessment 201387 and updated 2014/2015 survey work of the woodland88,

86
87

Core Document 14/7
Core Document 2/12
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which would included details of legal and funding mechanisms for its
implementation, ongoing monitoring and remedial measures and also to carry out
the development in accordance with the LEMP.
71. The Undertaking would provide for the construction, at the developer’s expense,
of a single storey community hall of approximately 600 square metres and
ancillary parking on 0.36 ha of land. Its freehold, together with that of the
woodland and public open space to be provided in accordance with the LEMP,
would be transferred to the Council or, failing that, to a management company
owned by purchasers of flats or dwellings on the site, to be managed by the
Council or, failing that, by the management company with a power to levy a
charge on freeholders or leaseholders for the purpose.
72. The Undertaking would also provide for index-linked financial contributions;


£100 per dwelling towards the cost of improvements, refurbishment and
replacement of facilities including play equipment at Giddyhorn Lane



£426 per dwelling to be used for the provision and maintenance of strategic
open space within the vicinity of the site



£864 per dwelling towards improvements to health care provision in the
locality, particularly Blackthorn Medical Practice, Allington Park Surgery,
Aylesford Medical Practice and Brewer Street surgery.

Other Agreed Facts
73. A Statement of Common Ground between the appellant, MBC and TMBC and a
Highways Statement of Common Ground between the appellant and Kent County
Council were submitted prior to the Inquiry. In summary, these confirm
agreement on;


The subject of the appeals and their joint consideration.



The description of the appeal site and its immediate surroundings.



The planning history of the site.



The description of the proposals (but note my reservations set out earlier).



The timeline of the application leading to the appeal.



The reasons for refusal.



The Development Plan.



Relevant planning policies.



The following other material considerations:
o

The emerging Maidstone Borough Local Plan as a material consideration.

o

The lack of an adequate Five-Year Housing Land supply.

88

Possibly a reference to Appendix 5 of Mr Baxter’s Proof of Evidence (Core Document 1/12
volume 2)
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90

The written Ministerial statement: Housing and Growth 6.9.1289.

o

Natural England Standing Advice for Ancient Woodland and Veteran Trees90.



The position of TMBC in relation to the appeal within its area.



Matters not in dispute:



89

o

o

The principle of development on the greater part of the site.

o

That 30% of the dwellings would be provided as Affordable Housing.

o

That highway matters are acceptable to the highway authority subject to
the mitigation proposed.

o

Some construction details of the vehicular and cycleway accesses to the
southern field are agreed with the highway authority. (Some matters
remain not agreed but not actively disputed).

o

That measures proposed would result in the development having a neutral
impact upon air quality.

o

That drainage and flooding matters are acceptable subject to mitigation
proposed, secured through condition.

o

That adequate water supply would be secured by provisions under the
Water Industry Act 1991.

o

The viewpoints for the Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment.

o

That a full ecological assessment has been made which describes the
mitigation and enhancement incorporated into the proposal.

o

That the appeal does not seek to locate any development in the area of
highest archaeological potential.

o

Noise.

o

The quantity of open space proposed.

o

The intention to address the third reason for refusal by means of a planning
obligation.

o

That the appeal proposals do not constitute EIA development.

Matters in dispute
o

The designation as Ancient Woodland.

o

The extent of harm caused to woodland.

o

The ecological impact on woodland.

o

The balance between harm to woodland and the benefits arising.

Core Document 7/1
Core Document 10/1
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o

The effects of the proposal on the setting of woodland as a landscape
feature.

o

The weight to be given to emerging policy.

The Case for Croudace Strategic Ltd (the appellant)
(i) The development plan allocation
74. The appellant’s opening remarks point out that there is no outstanding objection
from TMBC and that Council does not appear at the Inquiry. In closing, the
observation is made that no objection is made in respect of the Tonbridge and
Malling development plan, nor in respect of adopted supplementary planning
guidance. There is no neighbourhood plan made or in preparation and no
prematurity objection is raised91.
75. The scheme was originally refused permission by MBC for three reasons. One is
now withdrawn. One other will be dealt with by planning obligations. That
leaves one reason for refusal with several strands. The development is alleged to
cause harm to Ancient Woodland through ecological deterioration and in terms of
its setting as a landscape feature. The latter was acknowledged in crossexamination not to justify refusal of permission in its own right.92
76. Both of these issues relate only to the impact of developing part of the site, that
is the “southern” or “hospital” field. Development of the “northern” or “reservoir”
field is considered by the Council to be entirely acceptable.93
77. The site lies within the settlement boundary for Maidstone set within the adopted
Maidstone Local Plan and hence, excluded from the restricted policies applied to
“the countryside” in policy terms. Policy H12 has been saved and forms part of
the adopted development plan. The plan period has expired and, in the absence
of a five-year housing land supply94 relevant policies for the supply of housing
should not be considered up to date but it conforms to the NPPF aim of seeking
to boost the supply of land for housing.95
78. The appeal scheme accords with those parts of policy H12 still considered to be
relevant. Non-conformity is justified by the passage of time or is explained by
reconfiguration of elements of the proposal within the overall scheme.96 The
main access road is accepted in principle by TMBC as a consequence of any
permission for housing development within MBC.97
79. It is policy H12 of the adopted Local Plan which allocates both the northern and
southern fields for residential development. The woodland belt, not then
identified as Ancient Woodland but nonetheless recognised as an important
constraint, is to be retained98. The inevitable consequence is that there would be
91

Mr Boyle’s closing submissions, paragraph 6
Mr Boyle’s closing submissions, paragraph 3
93
Mr Boyle’s closing submissions paragraph 2
94
Confirmed in paragraphs 2.5 to 2.8 of Inquiry Document 12
95
Mr Wilford’s evidence (Core Document 1/9, paragraphs 3.2 and 5.5)
96
Mr Wilford’s evidence (Core Document 1/9, paragraphs 5.9 and 5.10 referencing his
Appendix 1)
97
Mr Wilford’s evidence (Core Document 1/9, paragraph 5.11
98
Mr Boyle’s closing submissions paragraph 7
92
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housing on both sides of the Ancient Woodland and a link through it99. Although
it was not designated ancient woodland at that time, its ecological value would
have been recognised and is not alleged to have increased in the intervening
years.
80. In addition, any landscape impact on the setting of the woodland belt from
development of the southern field would have been apparent and acceptable –
indeed it had the sanction of statutory policy.100 The allocation came about by
virtue of the Local Plan Inspector’s report, where he concluded that three factors
limited the impact of additional development in this location: the existing
surrounding urban uses, the limited visibility of the site and the urban character
of Hermitage Lane. Moreover, these observations applied to the whole site
whereas the only issue now relates to the particularly well-enclosed southern
field. The Council’s landscape witness, Mr Lovell, accepted that all three factors
applied unchanged today.101
81. The subsequent identification as Ancient Woodland is said to justify a change in
policy. Yet this was not an issue which prevented the allocation of the southern
field for development in the Interim Approval of Maidstone Borough Local Plan
Policies 2013 when the presence of Ancient Woodland on the site was well known
to the Council and, indeed, referenced in the allocation policy SS1b itself102. Yet,
the policy allocates for development both parcels, north and south of the Ancient
Woodland but with only one point of access to the Highway network, namely
Hermitage Lane and so there is an expectation of a link between the northern
field and the southern field, through the woodland belt somewhere along its
length. Once more, impact on the setting of the woodland belt was plainly
judged acceptable (as it was and still is in relation to the northern field) and so,
is endorsed by the (albeit non-statutory) adopted policy.103 The appeal scheme
largely accords with the relevant parts of policy SS1b. Sufficient justification is
set out where it does not wholly comply104. The council adopted the Interim
Approval Local Plan in 2013 for “development control purposes”, a status that
has not subsequently been revoked or superseded.105
82. This is a site, therefore, the development of which benefits from positive support
in the statutory and emerging development plan. Furthermore, this is an
authority that is unable to demonstrate a five-year housing land supply, thereby
engaging paragraph 49 of the NPPF and adding especial weight to the need to
provide for additional housing supply106. Policy H12 contains a number of control
criteria which have either been met, or have been agreed to be no longer

99

Mr Boyle’s opening submissions and paragraph 9 of closing submissions, Mr Wilford’s
evidence (Core Document 1/9 paragraph 5.12), Mr Chard’s evidence (Core Document 1/10,
paragraph 10.2), Mr Forbes-Laird’s evidence (CD1/11) volume 1, paragraph 2.2.1 and Mr
Baxter’s evidence (Core Document 1/12 paragraph 5.3)
100
Mr Boyle’s closing submissions paragraph 9
101
Mr Boyle’s closing submissions paragraph 8
102
Mr Wilford’s evidence (Core Document 1/9 paragraph 4.4), Mr Chard’s evidence (Core
Document 1/10) paragraphs 3.23 and 10.3 and Mr Boyle’s closing submissions paragraphs 3
and 13
103
Mr Boyle’s closing submissions paragraph 13
104
Mr Wilford’s evidence (Core Document 1/9, paragraph 5.15, referencing his appendix 3)
105
Mr Boyle’s closing submissions paragraph 12
106
Mr Boyle’s opening submissions and closing submissions paragraphs 1 and 11
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relevant in present circumstances107, so this is a scheme which accords with the
material parts of the statutory development plan and the non-statutorily
“adopted” emerging plan and should, therefore, be granted permission in
accordance with s38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and
the advice in the first bullet of the “decision taking” part of paragraph 14 of the
NPPF, “without delay”108.
83. Harm is alleged in respect of emerging Regulation 18 policy H1(2) in so far as
that policy does not allocate the southern field for housing but allocates it for
open space109. But:


The 2014 regulation 18 draft policy is subject to significant unresolved
objection and is yet to be consulted upon under regulation 19.



It seeks to allocate open space when the Council’s planning witness
acknowledges that the Council cannot justify a need for open space.



There is no cogent justification for the de-allocation of the southern field for
housing development between the Interim Approval Local Plan of 2013 and
the 2014 consultation draft110:



o

Ancient Woodland designation was known in 2013 yet did not prevent
allocation then111.

o

Required housing numbers are going up, not down, leading to increased
pressure to identify more land for housing, not less.112

o

Evolution of the Green and Blue Infrastructure Strategy has as much
relevance to the development of the northern field as to the southern and
is an ex-post facto attempt to rationalise the change.

o

Deletion of the allocation occurred not because the developer proposed an
access through the woodland but because Council members took fright at
the number of objections to the planning application.

By virtue of the failure to demonstrate a five-year housing supply, any such
allocation would be out of date by the test of NPPF paragraph 49 and so would
not prevent a grant of planning permission under the tests in NPPF paragraph
14. 113

84. Harm is also alleged in respect of emerging regulation 18 policy DM10(1)
concerning Ancient Woodland. However, this policy is, quite clearly on its face, in
conflict with NPPF paragraph 118(5) in that it omits the necessary test of
balancing need with harm which the NPPF requires114. In any event, the appeal

107

Mr Boyle’s closing submissions paragraph 10 and Mr Wilford’s evidence (Core Document
1/9, paragraph 5.9 referencing his Appendix 1)
108
Mr Boyle’s closing submissions paragraph 4 and Mr Wilford’s evidence (Core Document 1/9
paragraphs 5.13 and 6.2)
109
Mr Wilford’s evidence (Core Document 1/9, paragraph 5.16 referencing his Appendix 4
110
Mr Chard’s evidence (Core document 1/10), paragraphs 3.23, 5.18 and 10.5
111
Mr Chard’s evidence (Core document 1/10), paragraphs 3.23 and 5.18
112
Inquiry Document 14
113
Mr Boyle’s closing submissions paragraphs 14 and 16
114
Mr Forbes-Laird’s evidence (CD1/11 volume 1) paragraph 2.5.4
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scheme accords with emerging policy DM10115. Moreover, the equivalent policy
CS13 in the adopted Interim Approval Local Plan in 2013 was not considered by
the Council to warrant exclusion of the southern field from development. Quite
the contrary: it was in accordance with CS13 that policy SS1b (allocating the
land) was formulated. Development of the southern field entailed no
unacceptable harm to the Ancient Woodland.116
(ii) Ecology and Ancient Woodland
85. In opening, the appellant accepted that if the second bullet in the second half of
NPPF paragraph 14 was engaged, then NPPF paragraph 118, making a specific
reference to Ancient Woodland might amount to a specific policy indicating that
development should be restricted117. Although the appellant challenges the
designation as Ancient Woodland, the scheme has been designed as though the
designation were correct. NPPF paragraph 118 requires a balancing test118;
identifying the degree and nature of the harm caused, after allowing for
mitigation and compensation; and then identifying the benefits of the scheme,
that is, the whole scheme, not just part of it. On the cautionary principle, the
appellants have assessed the benefits of developing the southern field only and
conclude that these alone outweigh any harm. 119
86. There are therefore three strands to the appellant’s case in relation to ecological
harm120;


Is there Ancient Woodland affected?



If so, what is the effect of the development, taking account of mitigation?



Do the need for and benefits of the development in this location (including any
compensatory provision proposed) clearly outweigh any harm?

Woodland not Ancient
Map evidence
87. Cross-examination of the Council’s Ancient Woodland expert Mr Sansum
established that the exercise which led to designation as Ancient Woodland was
wholly desk based. It rests on map evidence. On site survey of Ancient
Woodland vascular plants or dendrochronology played no part in the designation
process.121
88. The appellant’s witness, Mr Forbes-Laird initially disputed the conclusions to be
drawn from nineteenth century historic maps but, as more were produced during
the Inquiry he withdrew much of his evidence relating to this point and was
content to proceed on the basis that a map (Mudge) of 1801 shows woodland in

115

Mr Wilford’s evidence (Core Document 1/9, paragraph 5.18 referencing his Appendix 5
Mr Boyle’s closing submissions paragraph 15
117
Mr Wilford’s evidence (Core Document 1/9, paragraphs 3.4 and 5.26)
118
Mr Wilford’s evidence (Core Document 1/9, paragraph 5.23) and Mr Forbes-Laird’s
evidence (Core Document 1/11 volume 1 paragraph 9.4)
119
Mr Boyle’s opening submissions and Mr Wilford’s evidence (Core Document 1/9 paragraphs
5.24(1), 5.28, 6.18 to 6.21 and table 6.2)
120
Mr Boyle’s closing submissions paragraph 31
121
Mr Boyle’s closing submissions paragraphs 33 and 34
116
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the disputed area of Ancient Woodland and that the draft Ordnance Survey map
of 1797 was capable of three interpretations and so he did not rely on it as
evidence of an absence of woodland at that date.122
89. However, Ancient Woodland designation depends on a view taken that a site has
been continuously wooded since 1600123. Five other maps were examined
covering the period between 1596 and 1797.124
90. By referencing the administrative boundary between Hundreds on the historic
maps to modern day Ordnance Survey maps showing the designated Ancient
Woodland125, the latter can be shown to lie outside (or largely outside) treed
areas shown on all four of the oldest historic maps spanning the period 1596 to
1695.126
91. A map of 1769 (Andrews, Dury and Herbert) clearly shows a substantial open
area to the east of the Hermitage, showing no trees in the region of the disputed
Ancient Woodland.127 This depiction is likely to be correct because there would
be an open line of sight to Allington Castle from the ridgeline above the
Hermitage; Mr Forbes-Laird argues that had trees been present, blocking the line
of sight, the cartographer would have shown them.128
92. Natural England describes the Inventory of Ancient Woodland as “provisional”
because it recognises that a desk based exercise will always be flawed.129
Designation is always liable to be challenged or updated depending on the
evidence available.130
Other evidence
93. Experts advise that up to sixteen corroborating indicators should be used as
evidence of Ancient Woodland.131 Those adduced by the appellant are a
dendrochronological assessment based on the White method and a coppice stool

122

Mr Forbes-Laird’s supplementary evidence (Core Document 1/11 volume 4), paragraphs
3.3 to 3.5
123
Mr Forbes-Laird’s evidence (Core Document 1/11 volume 1) paragraphs 5.1.1 and 5.1.2,
quoting Natural England’s Standing Advice (Core document 10/1), NPPF Annex 2 Glossary
and Woodland Trust definition (Appendix 7 of his evidence).
124
Mr Forbes-Laird’s evidence (Core Document 1/11 volume 4), Paragraph 4.1 and Mr Boyle’s
closing submissions paragraph 36
125
Inquiry Documents 19 and 30
126
Mr Forbes-Laird’s evidence (Core Document 1/11 volume 4), Paragraph 5.3 and Mr Boyle’s
closing submissions paragraph 37
127
Mr Forbes-Laird’s evidence (Core Document 1/11 volume 1), Paragraph 6.3.3 and Mr
Boyle’s closing submissions paragraph 38
128
Mr Forbes-Laird’s evidence (Core Document 1/11 volume 1), Paragraph 6.3.5
129
Mr Forbes-Laird’s evidence (Core Document 1/11 volume 1), Paragraphs 5.1.7 and 5.2.4
130
Mr Boyle’s closing submissions paragraph 33 and Mr Forbes-Laird’s evidence (Core
Document 1/11 volume 1 paragraphs 5.1.3 to 5.2.7, 9.5 and 9.6)
131
Mr Forbes-Laird’s evidence (Core Document 1/11 volume 1), Paragraphs 5.3.1, 5.3.2 and
6.7.3 and table 4 and Mr Baxter’s evidence (Core Document 1/12, paragraph 3.5)
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age estimate132, a soil survey133 and a survey of ancient woodland vascular
plants134. Other indicators were sought but not found.135
94. The dendrochronological assessment suggests that the principal standard oaks
range in age from 69-171 years and that the coppice analysis suggests an old
hedgerow on the edge of the woodland dating from 1538 and three zones of
coppice plants, one dating from the mid-nineteenth century, the other two from
the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.136 The Council’s witness, Mr
Sansum also sought to use the White method of calculating the age of trees from
a measurement of the girth of their trunk to show pre-1797 trees on the site.137
But he provided an empirical control in the form of a felled tree, estimated by
ring count to be about 150-190 years old138. However, its girth was comparable
to the largest trees whose origins Mr Sansum’s use of the White methodology
had placed 200 years older. The dendrochronological analysis bears out the map
analysis to indicate that the woodland is not ancient. 139
95. Similarly, the soil analysis showed a distinct break or discontinuity in the soil
profile between samples taken at the extreme western end of the designated
Ancient Woodland on the one hand and those taken in the rest of the designated
Ancient Woodland, in woodland not designated and outside the woodland in the
southern field on the other. This was manifest in topsoil depth and in organic
matter.140 The Council’s witness, Mr Sansum had himself claimed that he would
expect to see discontinuity if only part of the Ancient Woodland was correctly
designated.141 Despite Mr Sansum’s attempts to cast doubts upon the scientific
robustness of the work142, he had to accept that the expert authors considered
the methodology fit for purpose and he had no expertise to bring to the
exercise143.
96. Species with poor dispersal mechanisms which are slow to colonise new woodland
can indicate the presence of Ancient Woodland. These are termed Ancient
Woodland Vascular Plants. Their presence in high numbers may indicate the
presence of Ancient Woodland. It does not on its own indicate proof but may be
used as confirmatory evidence.144 Equal numbers of Ancient Woodland Vascular
Plants were recorded within the designated Ancient Woodland and within

132

Appendix 18 of Mr Forbes-Laird’s evidence (Core Document 1/11 volume 3)
Appendix 8 to Mr Forbes-Laird’s evidence (Core Document 1/11 volume 2)
134
Plan AB6 and Appendix 5 to Mr Baxter’s evidence (Core Document 1/12, appendices
volumes 1 and 2)
135
Mr Forbes-Laird’s evidence (Core Document 1/11 volume 1), Paragraph 6.7.2
136
Mr Forbes-Laird’s evidence, Core Document 1/11 volume 1, section 3.6 and paragraph
6.7.3
137
Mr Boyle’s closing submissions, paragraph 39
138
Inquiry Document 2, paragraphs 2.24 and 2.25. Mr Forbes-Laird counted 155-170 rings,
Mr Sansum more than 190
139
Mr Boyle’s closing submissions, paragraph 39
140
Section 5 of Tim O’Hare Associates’ Soil Investigation report, found at Appendix 8 to Mr
Forbes-Laird’s evidence (Core Document 1/11 volume 2)
141
Mr Sansum’s evidence (Core Document 1/16) paragraph 5.2
142
Mr Sansum’s Note on the Soil Investigation Report (Inquiry Document 1)
143
Mr Boyle’s closing submissions paragraph 40, referencing Sansum in cross-examination
144
Mr Baxter’s evidence (Core Document 1/12), paragraphs 3.8 and 3.9
133
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woodland not designated Ancient145. Though different plants appeared in
different locations within the different areas, in aggregate, Ancient Woodland
Vascular Plants were found in equal numbers in the areas not alleged by anyone
to be Ancient Woodland. In short, their presence is entirely consistent with the
disputed Ancient Woodland not being ancient but being a Plantation on an
Ancient Woodland Site (PAWS).146
Effect on woodland
97. Part of the appeal site lies within an identified Biodiversity Opportunity Area but
no other identified statutory ecological designation affects the site.147 The high
proportion of non-native Sweet Chestnut precludes the Ancient Woodland from
designation as a priority habitat under the Kent Biodiversity Action Plan.148 For
the same reason its canopy is generally not of high ecological value.149 The lack
of recent woodland management has led to bramble restricting the majority of
Ancient Woodland Vascular Plants to small, localised patches.150 Survey work
records two Priority Species of bird, one further Bird of Conservation Concern, a
Soprano Pipistrelle bat roost and two inactive badger setts within the designated
Ancient Woodland151. These are not particularly sensitive to disturbance.152
Considering the above factors, the designated Ancient Woodland area should be
considered to be of medium to at most medium/high value at the local level.153
98. The appellants have consistently treated the proposals as if the Ancient Woodland
were correctly designated.154 The actual loss of designated Ancient Woodland
would be 305 sq m, or 1.8% from the vehicular access155, a tiny percentage of
the total Ancient Woodland area within Maidstone.156 Partial mitigation for the
loss of soil resulting from the proposed access road would be achieved by a soil
translocation exercise.157 The intended boardwalk through the woodland would
not constitute a loss of Ancient Woodland because it would not result in ground
damage or soil loss.158

145

Conclusion (paragraph 4.1) of Woodland Botanical Survey by Aspect Ecology, found at
Appendix 5 to Mr Baxter’s evidence (Core Document 1/12, appendices volume 2)
146
Mr Baxter’s evidence (Core Document 1/12), paragraphs 3.12 to 3.19 and Mr Boyle’s
closing submissions, paragraph 41
147
Mr Baxter’s evidence (Core Document 1/12), section 4.2
148
Mr Baxter’s evidence (Core Document 1/12), paragraphs 4.3.1 to 4.3.4
149
Mr Baxter’s evidence (Core Document 1/12), paragraphs 4.3.5 to 4.3.10
150
Mr Baxter’s evidence (Core Document 1/12), paragraphs 4.3.11 to 4.3.14
151
Mr Baxter’s evidence (Core Document 1/12), paragraphs 4.4.1 to 4.4.6
152
Mr Baxter’s evidence (Core Document 1/12), paragraph 5.9.67
153
Mr Baxter’s evidence (Core Document 1/12), paragraph 4.3.15
154
Mr Baxter’s evidence (Core Document 1/12), paragraph 3.23 and Mr Boyle’s closing
submissions, paragraph 43
155
Mr Forbes-Laird’s evidence (Core Document 1/11 volume 1) paragraphs 4.3.2 (2) and
8.4.1, Mr Wilford’s evidence (Core Document 1/9 paragraph 4.7), Mr Chard’s evidence (Core
Document 1/10), paragraphs 6.6 and 6.7, Mr Baxter’s evidence (Core Document 1/12)
paragraphs 5.8.5 and 5.12.2
156
Mr Chard’s evidence (Core document 1/10), paragraph 8.18
157
Mr Baxter’s evidence (Core Document 1/12) paragraph 5.8.12, 5.8.13, 5.12.2 and
Appendix 9
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99. The Council attempted to have its cake and eat it by objecting to the link road
through the designated Ancient Woodland but refusing either to acknowledge
that there was no preferable route or to claim that there was a preferable one.
The situation must be one or the other. If there is a preferable (ie less harmful)
route that avoids the Ancient Woodland, it is open to the local planning authority
to secure that at reserved matter stage. If there is not, the allocation must have
accepted a route through the designated Ancient Woodland. The latter was
certainly the appellant’s understanding of the Council’s position from their preapplication discussions. The suggestion otherwise only came in the Council’s
opening, not in Mr Bailey’s evidence.159 The appellant is convinced that the route
indicated on the parameters plan is the least harmful.160
100. Be that as it may, this being an outline scheme, ultimately, the location of the
link road is for reserved matters. The Secretary of State can choose to establish
an acceptable line now, (by imposing by condition the line in the original
parameters plan161, or the line in the alternative parameters plan162) or leave the
final line to reserved matters (by imposing no parameters plan, or a parameters
plan excluding any line for the road).163
101. Deterioration of the woodland (from the effects of development on adjacent
land) would be prevented by a minimum 15m landscape buffer164 (except
adjacent to the link road itself given its intrinsic design165). The indicative plans
show separation to residential development well in excess of this in places. The
Council accepts the principle of a minimum 15m buffer to residential
development on the north side. No evidence was led suggesting that a different
approach was necessary on the south side.166 The Council has consistently
allocated or permitted housing development adjacent to Ancient Woodland.167
102. The Standing Advice for Ancient Woodland identifies a number of potential
effects arising from development of land adjacent to Ancient Woodland.168 The
woodland is already poorly connected.169 Further fragmentation would be
minimised by detailed design of the proposed boardwalk and by minimising the
dimensions of the vehicular access to allow canopy closure.170 The landscape
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160
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and Mr Wilford to Inspector’s questions
161
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Mr Baxter’s evidence (Core Document 1/12) paragraph 5.10.3 and 5.8.14
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Document 1/12) paragraph 5.4 and 7.5 and Mr Boyle’s closing submissions paragraph 45
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(Core Document 1/12) paragraphs 5.9.3 to 5.9.7
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buffers will avoid hydrological issues.171 Their design has the potential to enhance
the quality of habitat adjoining the woodland172 and reduce cat predation.173
Traffic flows through the woodland would be unlikely to lead to any significantly
reduced air quality.174 Detailed design of the link road would reduce any
potentially contaminated surface water run-off to the designated Ancient
Woodland to a negligible level.175 Following the construction phase during which
dust creation could be controlled by condition, no significant dust deposition is
expected.176 It is not expected that health and safety works to protect the public
would be needed to veteran trees.177 Whilst development would alter the
surroundings, the change to what are already urbanised, fragmented and
incoherent surroundings would not affect the ability to appreciate the value of the
designated Ancient Woodland as a landscape feature.178 Undisputed lighting
evidence shows that a design can be produced with a dark canopy above and
dark corridors between the lighting columns resulting in light-spill at lux levels
below that which would affect even the most light-sensitive bats (as
representative of other nocturnal species).179 Detailed layout design can avoid
residential gardens backing on to Ancient Woodland and so avoid the risk of
encroachment. Frontage development provides passive surveillance to prevent
fly-tipping, which would anyway be deterred by the active management company
proposed.180 The woodland is already open to and used by the public so is
already subject to anthropogenic effects such as noise and trampling of
vegetation.181 The proposed boardwalk will prevent trampling.182 Detailed design
can limit or dissuade access.183 Alternative open space provided in the
development will provide diversionary attractions.184
103. Natural England advice is that the irreplaceable nature of Ancient Woodland
means that loss or damage cannot simply be rectified by mitigation and
compensation measures and so it advises that where mitigation or compensation
is offered, these measures should be considered only after it has been judged
that the wider benefits of a proposed development clearly outweigh the loss of or
damage to Ancient Woodland.185 But that advice is inconsistent with NPPF
paragraph 118 since the mitigation and compensation are part of the wider
benefits of a proposed development to be taken into account in making the
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judgement balancing benefits against loss or damage.186 The Council’s planning
witness, Mr Bailey readily accepted that, contrary to the Natural England standing
advice, mitigation was to be taken into account in judging the effects on Ancient
Woodland before then seeing whether the need and benefits clearly outweigh
that residual or net loss.187
104. There is some dispute as to whether soil translocation was “mitigation” (as it
reduced the harmful impact of what was lost) or “compensation” (as it was
saving biodiversity but outside the Ancient Woodland boundary). Even without
the soil translocation, the net impact would be “at least neutral”188 The Council’s
ecological witness, Miss Forster agreed in oral evidence that the net effect on
Ancient Woodland with mitigation would be considerable biodiversity
enhancement.189
The biodiversity balance
105. There are two balancing exercises to be done. One is required by NPPF
paragraph 118, bullet 5. This requires the decision taker to consider whether
planning permission should be refused unless the need for, and benefits of the
development in that location clearly outweigh the loss.190 It is not a very
profound observation that, with a net loss of “at least neutral”, not very much in
the way of benefits need be identified in order “clearly” to outweigh that harm.
In addition to the mitigation measures already described, a range of ecological
enhancements would be advanced.
106. The landscape buffers would provide more than mitigation.191 Of 1648 viable
trees on site, it is proposed to retain 1114 (68%) and to add 3062 sq m of new
woodland, more than ten times the area of designated Ancient Woodland which
would be lost.192 Additional pedestrian and cycle routes would increase
connectivity to the surrounding area by means of sustainable transport
methods.193 There would be woodland restoration and management194, avoiding
the harm of a “do nothing” scenario195 and not just of the Ancient Woodland196,
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grassland management,197 the provision of a community orchard198, a parkland
buffer in the north-west part of the appeal site199, the opportunity to create new
habitats200 and enhancements for fauna in the form of bird nest boxes, bat
boxes, hedgehog cut-outs, invertebrate boxes and reptile hibernacula201.
107. There would be very significant economic benefits, the quantification of which
is not in dispute.202 The Council’s planning witness, Mr Bailey, agreed that the
support of the planning system to achieving the delivery of these significant sums
is to be accorded substantial weight.203
108. In addition, particularly in the context of the inability of the Council to
demonstrate a five-year housing supply, the provision of housing in what is
acknowledged to be a sustainably located site for residential development is itself
a planning good to be accorded substantial weight. Further, the contribution to
affordable housing, in the context of the affordable housing need in the Borough
is to be given substantial positive weight. The substantial weight to be given to
the achievement of these “social” dimensions of sustainability was again, agreed
by the Council’s planning witness, Mr Bailey.204
109. The substantial benefits across all three dimensions of sustainability as defined
by paragraph 7 of the NPPF clearly outweigh any residual harm to the Ancient
Woodland as a result of the proposals and so, the test in NPPF paragraph 118(5)
is passed.205 Harm to the ecology of the site is not a reason for withholding
permission.206
(iii) Landscape setting
110. The reason for refusal refers to “the setting of the woodland as a landscape
feature”. It was thought that the reference to “the woodland” referred back to
the reference to “designated Ancient Woodland” earlier in the reason for
refusal.207 Clarification was sought and given208 that this presumption was
correct.
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111. In cross-examination, the Council’s planning witness withdrew this clarification
in favour of an area wider than the designated Ancient Woodland, including an
area of woodland at its western end, north of The Old Hermitage and the strip of
self-sown woodland to the north side of the designated Ancient Woodland but not
to the area of woodland to the east of the southern field (except in so far as the
designated Ancient Woodland extended into it)209.
112. For as long as the objection was linked to the recent designation of Ancient
Woodland, it had at least some shred of a claim that there had been a material
change of circumstance since the allocation of the southern field for development
in the 2000 adopted development plan, even though the change of circumstance
had not prevented the Council from adopting in 2013 an emerging policy making
the same allocation210. However, once it was “woodland” rather than the recently
designated “Ancient Woodland” that was said to be harmed, such an argument
ceases to be available.211
113. No explanation has ever been offered as to why the impact on the setting is
objectionable from development of the southern field but acceptable as regards
development of the northern field.212 There has always been woodland present.
Development in the southern field would always have to have been in its
“setting”. It is plainly judged acceptable to develop in the setting of woodland;
development of the northern field would acceptably do so, as does development
of the “West of Hermitage Lane” site which has planning permission. There is no
change of circumstance since the 2000 site allocation of development on the
southern field in terms of impact on “woodland”.213
114. The objection arose from one line within the MBC’s Committee report214. The
reason for refusal is supported neither by the consultation response from the
Council’s own landscape officer (which raises no landscape objection), nor by the
County Council’s response letter (which actually identifies benefits to landscape
features).215
115. Setting of Ancient Woodland is not a concept that has any recognition or
protection in policy216. The protection of Ancient Woodland is an ecological
designation, not a landscape one217. It is notable that the Council’s landscape
witness (Mr Lovell) did not even seek to analyse the alleged landscape impact in
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1/10), paragraphs 2.13 and 10.9 and section 4
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terms of setting.218 Nevertheless, so long as the development was linked to the
recent designation of Ancient Woodland, the objection had at least some shred of
a claim that it was seeking to protect something identified as important in policy
terms. However, once it was “woodland” rather than recently designated
“Ancient Woodland” that was said to be harmed by development in its setting,
any such policy status ceased to be available to the Council.219
116. Regardless of policy, identification of some but not all of the woodland
surrounding the southern field as being harmed destroys any credibility that the
point may have had. It simply cannot be that the setting of the woodland
bounding the west of the southern field would be more affected by development
on the field than the setting of the woodland bounding the east side. Nor is it
plausible that the part of the Ancient Woodland within the woodland to the east
would have its setting unacceptably affected whilst the woodland which
surrounds it and hides it from view of the southern field would not. Lastly, it is
nonsensical to suggest that the strip of self-sown woodland on the north of the
designated Ancient Woodland would have its setting unacceptably affected by
development in the southern field (from which it is separated by the Ancient
Woodland itself) but not by development in the northern field, immediately
adjacent to it.220
117. No analysis seeks to substantiate such self-apparently absurd propositions.
The Council’s landscape witness, Mr Lovell, did not seek to defend the reason for
refusal by reference to the alleged harm; he widened the debate to landscape
impact generally. It comes as no surprise that on the final question in crossexamination, the Council’s planning witness accepted that the landscape
objection would not justify withholding planning permission.221
118. In considering landscape impact in general terms, Mr Lovell, the Council’s
landscape witness highlighted the very contained visual envelope of the southern
field, confirming the findings of the Local Plan Inspector who allocated the
southern field for development 222 and the appellant’s own analysis.223 Mr
Lovell’s own firm, both at County and at District level, identifies the landscape in
which the southern field sits as “poor” for condition and with “very low”
sensitivity to additional development.224
119. Views of the woodland belt are restricted to its immediate context225. Its value
as Ancient Woodland is primarily ecological. It does not include its setting.226 Its
218
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antiquity is not readily perceptible or understood from its setting.227 The
surroundings which comprise its setting are both limited and poor.228 The role of
the southern field is particularly limited in contributing to the woodland’s
setting229. It sits in a landscape in which urban form and urban influences are
all-pervasive – the hospital to the south, residential development to west of the
busy Hermitage Lane and to the east and north230. Its character is not rural.
While the development would change its character, that is axiomatic for any
green-field development. The proposed setting would not affect the ability to
appreciate the value of the designated Ancient Woodland as a landscape
feature.231 Additional residential development would not be substantially
uncharacteristic of the receiving landscape.232
120. The conclusion is that this is an undesignated landscape of very low sensitivity
to change. The proposal is for a highly contained development not substantially
uncharacteristic of the surrounding landscape and so this is a site whose
development would cause no unacceptable landscape impact.233
(iv) Highway safety and air quality
121. Neither of these issues raised by local residents has the support of technical
evidence or of the responsible statutory authorities. The Statement of Common
Ground with Kent County Council as Highways Authority234 confirms that, with
the mitigation proposed, there are no residual highway safety concerns. Air
quality is the subject of a number of assessments within the highways
documentation235. These conclude that no significant air quality effects are
anticipated. The Council’s Environmental Health Officer has not objected to the
scheme, nor to the subsequently submitted Schemes 2 and 3 which cumulatively
equate to the appeal scheme.236 The Statement of Common Ground confirms the
agreement of MBC and TMBC that the development would have a neutral impact
upon air quality.237
(v) Other issues raised by third parties
122. Landscape impacts on the Strategic Gap are not a source of objection from
either local planning authority. They will be as anticipated and found acceptable
in the Inspector’s reports and decisions on the Borough-Wide Local Plan and the
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previous appeal decision on the site.238 The proposed density of development is
not objected to by MBC and is less than that found acceptable in the previous
appeal.239 Loss of agricultural land was seen by the Local Plan Inquiry Inspector
as a consideration overridden by housing need; a consideration which also
applies in current circumstances.240 The lack of brownfield sites is the principal
reason why the moratorium on Greenfield development was lifted in 2013.241
123. MBC has confirmed that it is not pursuing its second reason for refusal citing
the absence of a country park. TMBC does not consider it appropriate or
necessary for a country park to be delivered in this location. Existing public
rights of way used for Leisure will be retained and supplemented by additional
public open space resulting in a net addition of land for leisure purposes.242
124. The Local Plan Inquiry Inspector noted that the southern or hospital field was
found to contain significant archaeological remains but that these did not need to
be retained in situ and that a condition on development could secure the interest.
An agreed condition to record and remove remains was noted as an agreed fact
in the previous appeal decision. A similar condition is proposed for the current
appeal.243
125. The Environment Agency has confirmed that it has no objections to the
development subject to conditions requiring the submission and approval of a
surface water drainage scheme. The reservoir was last inspected in 2010 and
found to have no items of concern regarding its structural integrity. It is next
due for inspection in 2017/8.244 The appellant’s submitted Ecological Assessment
records priority habitats and species within the appeal site and proposes
mitigation measures for birds, badgers and bats which are acceptable to the local
planning authority.245
126. The appellant has agreed to provide financial contributions to remedy lack of
capacity in infrastructure facilities.246
(vi) Conclusion
127. This is a scheme which accords with the material parts of the development
plan. As such, it should be approved without delay in accordance with s38(6) of
the Act and paragraph 14 (third bullet) of the NPPF. In any event, the local
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planning authority cannot demonstrate a five-year housing land supply and so,
any attempt to rely on an emerging policy which seeks to de-allocate the
southern field should fall foul of NPPF paragraph 49 and so again invoke
paragraph 14 of the NPPF.247
128. If the woodland is Ancient Woodland, NPPF paragraph 118(5) would be
engaged but the evidence indicates that it is not. Even so, the development
amply passes the test at NPPF paragraph 118(5) and so that is not a policy which
indicates that development should be restricted for the purposes of NPPF
paragraph 14 (fourth bullet).248
129. NPPF paragraph 14, bullet 4 requires that permission should be granted unless
the harms significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits when assessed
against the policies in the Framework, taken as a whole249. On the current
evidence it is not a rational conclusion to say that they do250. The benefits
arising are significant; primarily the provision of 500 dwellings in an area
suffering from a shortfall. The significance of other benefits should not be
underestimated; the land for a two form entry primary school will not only serve
the new community on the appeal site, but also wider strategic growth in the
immediate surroundings, alleviating existing pressures on primary schools in
Barming and Allington.251 The scheme would provide for extensive open space
and landscaping, a significant improvement to the management of existing
woodland and an increase in woodland planting throughout the site providing not
just mitigation but enhancement.252 Adverse impacts are limited.253
130. Of the two elements at issue; firstly, the reference in NPPF paragraph 118(5)
to Ancient Woodland does not prevent development; secondly the “harm” to this
undesignated landscape setting is endorsed by statutory policy and no longer
alleged to justify refusal. By contrast the positive benefits are agreed to be of
substantial weight. Accordingly, permission should be granted.254
The Case for Maidstone Borough Council (the lead local planning authority)
(i) The nub of objection
131. The third reason for refusal cited the absence of an appropriate legal
mechanism to secure the infrastructure improvements necessary to mitigate the
impact of the development on schools, public open space, health care, local
libraries, adult education, youth and community facilities and highways.
Discussion seeking an agreement on these matters is expected to lead to the
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signing of a legal agreement.255 Although the Affordable Housing SPD requires
40% of all dwellings to be affordable, recent MBC decisions256 accept 30% within
the urban fringe, relying on the evidence base provided by Peter Brett
Associates257 and so that would also be the case in respect of this appeal site.258
132. The Council has no objection in principle to the development of the northern
“reservoir” field nor to the safeguarding of land for school and community hall
purposes.259 The appellant has lodged a planning application (known as scheme
2) for just that. It would provide for biodiversity management of a buffer zone
on the northern side of the Ancient Woodland but not of the Ancient Woodland
itself. So, because potential residents would increase public use of the Ancient
Woodland, further negotiation is required but, on current knowledge and without
fettering the Council’s discretion, there is a reasonable prospect of planning
permission being granted for Scheme 2.260
133. The appellant’s Statement of Economic Benefits261 provides a measure of the
economic benefits arising from the scheme. If housing development were
confined to only the northern field, up to 84% of the benefits would still be
delivered.262 Development of the southern field would produce only 16% of the
economic benefits.263 Development of the northern field alone would still provide
the social benefits of the scheme.264 Most of the environmental benefits would
result from development of the northern field but substantial harm results from
the development of the southern field265.
134. When weighing up all material considerations in this case, the adverse impacts
on landscape, visual amenity, Ancient Woodland and biodiversity would
significantly and demonstrably outweigh all the benefits of the scheme. With the
planning application for Scheme 2 so well advanced and finding favour, the
question is whether the southern or hospital field should be developed for an
additional 80 or so houses providing just 16% of the benefits266, with the
resulting raised boardwalk and vehicular and pedestrian road through the
designated Ancient Woodland. But even if the benefits of the scheme meant the
whole development on the appeal site, planning permission should be refused, in
line with paragraph 118 of the NPPF, because the need and benefits arising from
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the development would not outweigh the loss of and deterioration to the Ancient
Woodland.267
(ii) Ancient Woodland
Map evidence
135. For an area of land to be included on the Ancient Woodland Inventory, the
ideal supporting evidence is a continuous cartographic record for woodland
presence on the site since 1600. A provisional designation as Ancient Woodland
rests upon a significant historical series of maps demonstrating woodland
continuity on the site from a known post-1600 date onwards, strong field
evidence for woodland antiquity or some combination of these types of data268.
136. Historic maps from 1797 to the current day show the area of designated
Ancient Woodland as woodland.269 The appellant does not now dispute this.270
137. The Greensand or Chart hills west of Maidstone are known to have been a
major concentration of woodland in medieval Kent. Much survived into the
nineteenth century, by that time mostly under coppice management. A more or
less continuous belt of woodland extending from the Mereworth and Comp Woods
across to Oaken and East Malling Woods is an example of this. It persisted until
the nineteenth century and encompassed the southern part of the historical
Allington parish (now subsumed into Maidstone), the location of the Hermitage
and the woods surrounding it. When dealing with an old wood shown on prenineteenth century maps in this area there is an entirely reasonable supposition
that there is a good likelihood of its deriving from medieval woodland.271
138. The appellant’s evidence agrees that at least the western part of the
designated Ancient Woodland is correctly designated. Mr Forbes-Laird
acknowledges that there was significant woodland over this part of Kent in
general but disagrees that the whole of the designated Ancient Woodland has
been continuously wooded (not necessarily with the same trees) since 1600
without significant numbers of years when parts were unwooded.272
139. Because Allington historically forms the boundary between the Larkfield and
Maidstone Hundreds, it can be located approximately, even on old maps of
relatively small scale.273 On Symonson’s 1596 map of Kent the designated
Ancient Woodland can be identified with confidence as lying within a major block
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of woodland straddling the Hundred boundary.274 Later seventeenth century
maps by Seller (1688) and Morden (1695) also show the Chart woods straddling
the Hundred boundary towards the London to Maidstone Road (now A20).275
140. For the appellant, Mr Forbes-Laird’s registration of the Ancient Woodland
boundary onto these historic maps places it far too south-west, erroneously
showing it not far from the river and near Barming Church. The curve of the
river, the position of the old river crossing in Maidstone, the position of the
twelfth century St Margaret’s church at Barming and the general position of the
A20 London to Maidstone road are just a few of the landmarks which show that
the site is considerably further north-east than has been indicated by Mr ForbesLaird. It is highly likely therefore that it is part of the ancient East Malling
Wood.276
141. The block of woodland containing the Ancient Woodland is clearly identifiable
on the large-scale but schematic map of Kent produced by Andrews Dury and
Herbert in 1769, in spite of the shortcomings of the map. The break in the
woodland area east of Hermitage Lane is a schematic representation but the
relationship of the wood, the break and the topography shown is recognisable.277
Barlow’s later map of the Hundreds of Kent is a derivative of the Andrews Dury
and Herbert map and the same comments apply.278
142. Mr Forbes-Laird’s argument for a different interpretation of the Andrews Dury
and Herbert map and of the Barlow map on the basis of a line of sight to
Allington Castle is overly literal and unconvincing.279 His attempted defence of it
undermines his credibility as a witness.280
143. Literary references establish the presence of abundant coppice woods in this
area but are insufficiently precise to draw lines on a map of the extent of these
woods.281
144. It is possible that the site may have been under active forestry management
from at least the nineteenth century. The bulk of the designated Ancient
Woodland is not obviously shown affected but the eastern tip, about 10% of the
total appears to have been affected by conifer planting. The practice of forestry
does not argue against designation as Ancient Woodland.282 Nor would
designation as replanted Ancient Woodland rather than Ancient semi-natural
Woodland283.
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Other evidence
145. In a wood of less than 2 ha on the kind of substrate on site, the variety of
Ancient Woodland Vascular Plants surveyed represents considerable diversity and
is likely to indicate Ancient Woodland.284 It is comparable with a nearby site
which is undoubtedly Ancient Woodland285. The appellant’s adviser Mr ForbesLaird has misunderstood the purpose of the fourteen lists of Ancient Woodland
Indicator Plants provided in Natural England’s guidance material for local
authorities, only one of which is relevant to the appeal site in south-east England
and he excluded plants from analysis on an arbitrary basis, distorting the
ecological evidence.286 Ancient woodland species were observed to be less wellrepresented in the areas outside the designated Ancient Woodland, suggesting
that the designation is correct.287
146. Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data used to produce a digital surface
model of the land east of Hermitage Lane gives no indication that the wood to
field boundary has moved.288 Occasional hornbeam coppice (uncommon outside
Ancient Woodland in Kent) can be associated with the boundary of the wood
shown in 1797.289
147. Designation of woodland as Ancient does not depend on the age of trees
presently comprising the woodland.290 The interest of Ancient Woodland lies in
its soils more than its trees.291 But a substantial proportion of aged trees would
disprove an assertion of recent planting. By using correct growth factors within
the White method for determining the age of trees, the largest oak standards
within the designated Ancient Woodland would be calculated at approximately
400 years old. Ring counting of a felled oak on site establishes an age greater
than 190 years.292 The varied ages of the oaks and the mixture of two species
suggest a natural, rather than a planted origin.293
148. The appellant’s soil survey sample size is inadequate and its spatial
configuration is unrepresentative294. Data is missing.295 The subsequent twoprofile classification is qualitative and subjective.296 Differences in particle size
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do not withstand scrutiny.297 Increased topsoil depth in parts can be explained
by deposition of topsoil from the immediately adjacent sand pit.298
149. The evidence of Ancient Woodland Vascular Plants supports the designation of
Ancient Woodland, as shown by both the supporting material at application stage
and by the appellant’s witness Mr Baxter at the Inquiry.299 The indications are
that this woodland comprises coppices with standards which retains a strong
complement of native species and a semi-natural ground flora of traditionally
managed coppice woodland. Chestnut has been planted into existing seminatural woodland without replacing it outright. Chestnut as a species has a longestablished status as an honorary native and in Kent particularly it is recognised
that coppiced chestnut woodland makes an important contribution to biodiversity.
Both replanted Ancient Woodland and Ancient semi-natural Woodland are treated
equally in policy.300
Witness credibility
150. The Council’s witness Mr Sansum is the author of the Ancient Woodland
Inventory. He is an Ancient Woodland expert and a qualified ecologist. The
appellant’s witness Mr Forbes-Laird is not an ancient woodland expert. He is not
an ecologist. His work demonstrates that he is not skilled in interpreting historic
maps. The significance of the Ancient Woodland Vascular Plants was handled
erroneously in his supporting documentation at the application stage and has
been taken out of his hands for the Inquiry. Mr Forbes-Laird’s proof of evidence
was also based on a soil analysis that is fatally flawed and a dendrochronological
analysis which does not support his theory that the woodland must have been
planted.301
(iii) Effect on Woodland
151. The condition of the woodland containing the Ancient Woodland is described by
Mr Forbes-Laird as between uninspiring and poor302. Yet this contrasts with his
original analysis in which he grades woodland group 3 (mainly the Ancient
Woodland) as A2 and A3 and describes the “overall condition of this coppice
woodland as very good.”303 Similarly, the appellant’s ecology assessment by
Aluco Ecology reports the wood and the Ancient Woodland Vascular Plants very
favourably.304 In a woodland of less than 2 hectares, the number of Ancient
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Woodland Indicator species recorded in the appellant’s ecological survey
highlights the importance of the soils and seed banks.305
152. Mr Lovell’s evidence,306 Mr Sansum’s evidence307 and that of Miss Forster308
point to the value of Ancient Woodland which is recognised in government
policy309. The proposal would not only result in the direct loss of a section of
Ancient Woodland but would also introduce development in the form of a road
and a boardwalk directly into it without any kind of buffer, contrary to national
advice.310
153. Impacts such as those listed in Standing Advice311 such as increased exposure
to pollutants from the surrounding area, effects on root protection areas, impacts
on hydrology through drainage or water table levels changing, insertion of light
pollution and fly-tipping are likely to result from the construction of the link road
without any buffers.312
154. The link road would increase the fragmentation of the Ancient Woodland by
leaving a very small nib isolated to its east. New edges would expose the interior
of the wood to higher temperatures and wind speeds, greater disturbance, light
pollution (affecting bats particularly) increased water loss and the presence of
non-woodland species all of which can negatively impact on the ecology of the
wood.313 Loss of connectivity would restrict the movement of species within the
woodland, when the Council’s emerging Blue and Green Infrastructure Strategy is
seeking to improve connectivity along a corridor out of Maidstone.314
155. In cross-examination, the appellant’s witness accepted that the Boardwalk
would suppress the ground flora underneath.315 Yet the soil is a major
component of Ancient Woodland and holds a valuable seed bank316. Its water
supply would be inhibited. There would be a need to fell twelve trees to
accommodate the width of the structure317.
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156. Development on both sides of the woodland would result in a greater increase
in its use for human recreation and cat predation than if development were
restricted to one side only.318
157. Compensation or mitigation measures include a proposal to translocate soil but
this could be no more than partially successful.319 The appellant’s own ecology
assessment very clearly said that the road and cycleway would result in an
adverse impact on a feature of District importance and that the loss of Ancient
Woodland cannot be mitigated and that the translocation of ground flora into
parts of the proposed buffer zone is not considered as suitable offsetting
compensation.320 There is a Landscape Management and Biodiversity Strategy
which, if implemented, is likely to address some of the lost biodiversity interests.
Active management of the woodland and the creation of the buffer zones would
bring benefits but because of the irreplaceable nature of the Ancient Woodland
that would be lost and the areas which would deteriorate, the outcome would not
compare with the benefits of leaving the Ancient Woodland undisturbed. The
overall balance would not be positive or neutral. It would be negative.321
(iv) Landscape character and visual amenity
158. The Council’s Statement of Case indicated that there would be evidence of the
adverse impacts resulting from the development of the hospital field and of the
access road and pedestrian cycle link on the open setting of the woodland.322
The Council indicated on 27 March 2014 that the first reason for refusal referred
to harms to ancient woodland. In cross-examination, the Council’s witness, Mr
Bailey, expressed his view that the harm extended to woodland in the
approximate position of Area 1 of TPO 36/2003, to the north of the designated
Ancient Woodland.323 The development of the hospital field would obscure the
view of the trees and result in removal of some of them. It would hem in the
public right of way through the Ancient Woodland with housing on both sides and
so detract from the enjoyment of that recreational walk through very attractive
woodland. The preferred solution is to keep the field free from built development
so that it can properly contribute to a green corridor and can provide a green
lung or space between the hospital and the new housing estate beyond.324
159. At both County and Local levels, the site lies within landscape character areas
whose condition are described as poor and their sensitivity to change as very
low.325 During construction, the landscape effects of the development both on
the Ancient Woodland and its setting and on the southern field would be “large
adverse”.326 So too would be its effects on completion of the development.327
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160. The appellant’s own Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment states that the
area most likely to experience adverse landscape character effects is the existing
woodland as a result of the influence of residential development and the
proposed access road.328 The appellant’s landscape witness, Mr Chard described
these effects as significant adverse effects on the landscape character of the
Ancient Woodland itself and in addition, more limited adverse effects on wider
landscape character.329 He went on to say that even with the carefully
considered landscape mitigation approach provided, which will reduce effects
over time, adverse effects on landscape character are considered to be inevitable
in a situation where a currently undeveloped landscape is being developed for
residential use.
161. The southern (or hospital) field is enclosed mainly by the Ancient Woodland
and footpath KB18, is rough grassland and has an intimate character. In spite of
the presence of the hospital, it retains a strong rural semi-wooded countryside
character.330 Any green field site comprising open grassland and mature
woodland would be at least moderately susceptible to development of the nature
proposed. Although the enclosure of the surrounding trees gives the field some
ability to accommodate change with limited harm, the Ancient Woodland
designation, the TPOs, the prominence of the woodland on the ridgeline, heritage
associations with The Old Hermitage, St Lawrence’s Chapel and Romano-British
archaeology and the proximity to a well used public right of way give it greater
value.331
162. The trees (whether just the Ancient Woodland or the wider area including TPO
2003 Area 1) are protected by Tree Preservation Orders because they are judged
to have landscape and visual amenity value from the public realm. The
appellant’s own arboricultural impact assessment following BS5837:2013 places
the area of woodland in categories A2 and A3. These categories are for high
quality trees noted for their landscape qualities being woodlands of particular
visual importance as arboricultural and/or landscape features and for mainly
cultural values as woodlands of significant conservation, historical,
commemorative or other value. The evidence of the appellant’s landscape
witness, Mr Chard should be given reduced consideration because he has not
taken account of these matters332. That of the Council’s witness, Mr Lovell should
be preferred.333
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163. There are repeated references to the contribution Ancient Woodland makes to
our landscape and cultural heritage in Natural England’s Standing Advice and in
Keepers of Time. The appellant’s landscape witness, Mr Chard fails to make any
reference whatsoever to the value that residents place on the woodland, knowing
it to be Ancient. That misses the wealth of evidence in the representations from
third parties which demonstrates that the woodland is valued for its landscape
contribution and for its contribution to people’s sense of place.334
164. The visual effects of the development from the southern footpath (KB18)
would be “large adverse” both during construction and on completion of the
development as housing and its associated urban infrastructure would replace a
view across rough grassland towards the Ancient Woodland on the skyline.335
The skyline itself would be etched by a gap in the woodland canopy created by
the link road.336 The appellant’s contention that the canopy would close over
within ten years must be questioned because there is no clear evidence to show
just how far apart trees could be retained on either side of the link road.337 From
footpath KB51 (which runs through the Ancient Woodland) the sense of place is
strong. It is little affected by noise. The southern field acts as a buffer keeping
built development or hospital buildings mainly out of view. Filtered views through
woodland trees to the North Downs in the distance to the north and across the
rough grassland of the southern field towards the Maidstone Hospital
infrastructure would be replaced by filtered views of housing and its associated
urban infrastructure so the effects would be “large adverse”.338
165. Visual effects from eight properties on the south side of Howard Drive which
presently enjoy views across the northern field towards the Ancient Woodland
would be curtailed by housing and associated urban infrastructure. The effect
would be “large adverse”.339 Visual effects from residential property at The Old
Hermitage, for pedestrians and motorists using Howard Drive and Maxwell Drive,
for pedestrians using Hermitage Lane and for staff, patients and visitors using
Maidstone Hospital would be variously neutral to slight adverse, slight adverse,
slight to moderate adverse or slight to large adverse.340
166. The southern part of the appeal site is part of a larger unit of green
infrastructure which includes Fullingpits Woods ancient woodland to the south
west which can be realised when looking at the aerial photograph on page 7 of
the Design and Access Statement341. A study of the wider public rights of way in
the area reveals how footpath KB18 is an important link from denser urban areas
such as Cherry Orchard to those wider recreational routes and to Barming railway
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station.342 MBC has been proactive in responding to NPPF paragraph 114 that
local planning authorities should set out a strategic approach and plan positively
for green infrastructure by publishing its draft Green and Blue Infrastructure
Strategy.343 This shows green routes corresponding to this pathway. This
underpins the aim to retain the Ancient Woodland copse intact and to allocate the
southern field as open space.344
(v) Conclusions
167. The starting point is the adopted development plan. The scheme accords with
adopted policies H1 and H12 in providing housing and safeguarding land for a
school. It departs from other parts of that policy and the wider plan in failing to
retain the existing trees, in proposing development on land allocated as a
Strategic Gap345 and in failing to provide a GP surgery or retail facilities. The
adopted DPD requires 40% affordable housing but only 30% is offered. But as
these policies are housing supply policies, NPPF paragraph 49 advises that these
should not be considered up-to-date because the local planning authority cannot
demonstrate a five-year supply of deliverable housing sites. Policy ENV6
(requiring a landscaping scheme) is not out of date and is not met. The scheme
cannot be said to comply with the adopted development plan as a whole. This is
a case where all material considerations will have to be balanced against one
another.346
168. The latest emerging policy for the site is the Maidstone Borough Local Plan
Regulation 18 Consultation347. This excludes the hospital field as a housing site
and earmarks it for public open space. The change is inspired by the exhortation
at NPPF paragraph 114 to set out a strategic approach towards networks of
biodiversity and green infrastructure, which MBC has done in its Consultation
Draft Green and Blue Infrastructure Strategy. There are objections to these
policies but they deserve moderate weight.348
169. It cannot be presumed that in earlier local plan proposals allocating the
hospital field for housing development the Council must have accepted the loss of
part of the Ancient Woodland. There is no evidence that they gave any
consideration to access to the hospital field. The actual policy states in terms
that the ridge woodland shall be retained.349 MBC has never condoned or
accepted in principle that a route to the southern field must pass through the
Ancient Woodland.350
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170. Both the appellant and the Council have proceeded to consider both
application and appeal on the basis that the Parameters Plan, showing the link
road passing through the Ancient Woodland is not illustrative but would be
secured by condition if permission were granted. This is an agreed position
between the appellant and the Council. It is not appropriate simply to switch the
location of the vehicular link road from a detailed matter to be determined at this
stage of the planning permission to a matter which can be determined under a
reserved matters application.351
171. Applying the tests of NPPF paragraph 118, bullets 1 and 5; evidence has not
been given of the arboricultural, landscape or ecological impacts of any potential
alternative route, so it is not possible to conclude that significant harm resulting
from the development cannot be avoided.352 In so far as there is at least one
alternative route for the link road, outside the Ancient Woodland, there is no
need for the development in that location.353
172. If the scheme passes the NPPF paragraph 118 tests, then the test in NPPF
paragraph 14, bullet 2, limb 1 should apply (the significant and demonstrable
test)354. In doing so, the planning history of the site is a material consideration.
Scheme 2 (for development which excludes the hospital field) has a real prospect
of success.355 The result of that is that the net benefits of the present appeal
would be restricted to those resulting from the development of the southern field
alone. So it would be appropriate for the decision maker in the current appeal to
focus on those in comparison with the harm that would flow from the creation of
the link road and boardwalk through the Ancient Woodland.356
173. Even if the need for and benefits of the wider scheme are put into the balance,
they do not clearly outweigh the loss and deterioration that the Ancient Woodland
would suffer. The loss and deterioration would be considerable. It would
permanently detract from England’s biodiversity resource. The benefits flowing
from new housing, land for a school, a community hall and some open space are
not sufficient to outweigh it.357 In the event that permission is granted,
conditions are suggested.358
The Case for the New Allington Action Group
174. The site was allocated for development as part of the Maidstone Borough Wide
Local Plan in December 2000. In the subsequent 14-15 years approximately 980
houses have been built in the immediate and surrounding area. Maidstone
Hospital has continued to expand. The result is increased traffic congestion and
air pollution, the latter regularly exceeding European Union guidelines.
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Infrastructure has not kept abreast. A nearby quarry causes vibration, industrial
noise and dust. Allington has reached saturation point without this proposal.359
175. When first allocated, the proposal was for 280 houses. Now nearly double is
proposed. The density, 35 dwellings per hectare would be greater than that of a
nearby scheme at 27 dwellings per hectare and is out of character. Five hundred
new homes will bring approximately 2,000 more people and approximately 1,000
more cars. This is likely to have a significant detrimental effect on local
infrastructure and air quality.360
176. Local retail and business premises disgorge large numbers of vehicles onto the
A20 at one end of Hermitage Lane. There is a continuous flow of lorries to and
from the Gallagher quarry. Permission has just been given for a new
supermarket and drive-through outlet at the same junction. There are current
applications of 1,347 new dwellings, all to be accessed from Hermitage Lane.
They will generate 6735 vehicles movements per day. A recent application for
about 150 homes has been approved on land at Bridge Nursery Allington. Kent
County Council concurs that the scheme will lead to more traffic and further
delays. A Councillor agrees that the road network will not cope. Helen Grant MP
raised concerns about increased traffic.361
177. The only roads around Maidstone carrying more traffic than either the A20 or
the A26, both of which are single carriageway roads, are four lane dual
carriageways. Hermitage Lane connects these two single carriageway roads. It
is the only vehicular access to Maidstone Hospital. That has parking for 1485
cars, generating 7,500 vehicle movements per day. It is the main thoroughfare
between the M20 junction 5 and the A26, the main route to Pembury Hospital.
At peak times traffic is at a standstill leading to heavy pollution immediately
outside Maidstone Hospital. Government guidelines indicate that in sensitive
areas around schools and hospitals, amongst others, traffic should be minimised
to avoid pollution. This development would not only do the opposite but would
also require the felling of hundreds of trees which would help to combat the
effects of pollution.362
178. Howard Drive consists mainly of bungalows intended for and mainly lived in by
retired and elderly people. It used to be a quiet cul-de sac. It was opened up to
serve three large housing estates close by. Now it is dangerous for residents to
cross the road. The proposal includes an emergency access on to Howard Drive.
It provides the opportunity for greater future use of Howard Drive. The
proposals to limit car use are pie in the sky. They rely on people’s commitment
to them but most people do not run their lives in that way.363
179. The appellant’s Air Quality Assessment uses data from only one Air Quality
Management Area (AQMA), at Wateringbury, located several miles away from the
site. It does not draw on data from the Aylesford AQMA, 500m from the site, nor
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from the Maidstone AQMA which encompasses the entire conurbation. Data from
roadside monitoring sites was excluded because of the significant effects of traffic
queuing. This is flawed. An air quality assessment on behalf of another
developer, 500m away in Hermitage Lane, warns that development there may
cause exposure of future residents to elevated pollution concentrations and has
the capacity to cause air quality impacts as a result of excessive road traffic
exhaust emissions. 364
180. Recent comments by the Council’s Air Quality Environmental Health Officer on
Scheme 2 for the northern field alone report that provisional results from a new
air quality monitoring site in Hermitage Lane shows that the annual mean
nitrogen dioxide (NO2) National Air Quality Objective is exceeded during winter
months. He cannot exclude the possibility that the proposed development
(Scheme 2) would impact on air quality within and near the Maidstone AQMA.365
181. Maidstone Borough Council has already identified six areas currently exceeding
European Union guidelines. A survey of some of the largest medical practices in
Maidstone confirms an increase in breathing problems. The highest court in the
UK has ruled that the government must take immediate action to cut air
pollution. No amount of mitigation measures can solve this problem. The
additional traffic that this high density development will generate will worsen
local air quality considerably. Tonbridge and Malling policy SQ4 would not permit
development where the proposed use would result in a significant deterioration in
air quality, either individually or in combination with others nearby.366
182. The site comprises mostly Grade 2 (very good) agricultural land. A small part
is Grade 3a. This falls within the definition of Best and Most Versatile agricultural
land. NPPF advises that poorer quality land should be used in preference to that
of a higher quality.367
183. Access to nature helps to secure quality of life. People who live within 500m of
accessible open space are 24% more active and fitter. The site presently
provides that access. Suggested alternatives require crossing heavily trafficked
Hermitage Lane or a drive to an alternative location. The site provides a
panoramic view across the North Downs. Landscaping of the development will
not provide an adequate substitute.368
184. The site is landlocked, with no easy access. Access via Howard Drive would be
unacceptable because the roads in the area were not designed for such an
increased volume of traffic. They are subject to subsidence caused by sinkholes.369
185. The major risk for this proposed development is the reservoir at the centre of
the site, not part of the appeal proposal. By e-mail 20/8/2012, SE Water
364
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confirms that they would be concerned about ground movement and
contamination potential if this development were to proceed. It is most
unsuitable to build a primary school, 500 dwellings and play areas in close
proximity to an unprotected reservoir, not subject to any compliance or safety
regulations, at risk from ground instability.370
186. The southern field is of archaeological interest, not fully investigated. Further
investigation should be carried out prior to any development on the site. It is
surrounded by woodland on three sides and by Maidstone Hospital on the fourth.
Housing on this field would have no outlook.371
187. National Planning Practice Guidance advises that both Ancient Semi-Natural
Woodlands and Plantations on Ancient Woodland Sites count as Ancient
Woodland. An understanding of the topography shows that attempts to discount
the antiquity of the woodland by justifying an open designation on eighteenth
century maps with arguments of a line of sight between The Hermitage and
Allington Castle are flawed. The appellant’s analysis of Ancient Woodland
Indicators is flawed. Literary evidence demonstrates the antiquity of the
wood.372
188. The archaeological interest of the southern field supports a hypothethis that
sweet chestnut, comprising much of the Ancient Woodland, was introduced by
Roman settlement. Photographic evidence confirms the existence of very old
pollards and stools.373 Examination of previous coppicing suggests the wood is
200-300 years old. A recently felled oak was up to 380 years old374. Contrary to
the verdict of the appellant’s arboricultural expert, the condition of the woodland
is very good with a good stand of timber. Reintroduction of good management is
not dependent on development taking place 375
189. The necessity for access to the southern field to pass through the Ancient
Woodland is not proven.376 Yet, as proposed, just for 80 houses, it would
damage Ancient Woodland, its ecology habitat and fauna.377 This would be
contrary to advice contained in the NPPF, in advice from Natural England more
recent than any quoted by the appellant’s expert witness and in a report from the
House of Commons Communities and Local Government Committee December
2014. No wholly exceptional benefits could outweigh the increased traffic
congestion, air pollution, population increase and loss of natural green space
resulting from the proposal.378 Damage would include light pollution, pet
predation and from increased public use. Translocation of soil would not
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succeed379 and is anyway, a loss of Ancient Woodland.380 The loss would be
irretrievable because it takes more than 400 years for such woodland to
develop.381
190. For safety reasons, the wood would need to be closed to the public during
construction. After completion, the road would present a safety hazard to users
of the wood. A cycle path alongside the existing right of way through the wood
would cause greater tree loss.382 Cited examples of boardwalks elsewhere are
much narrower than proposed in this appeal.383
191. Buffer zones to provide root protection areas to trees are required but 15m is
inadequate because the designated woodland is a long linear feature384. A thirty
metre zone was required for the car park extension to Maidstone Hospital and
has been provided by another developer in the locality.385 There are no
guarantees of the future maintenance of any retained woodland or buffer zone.
No consideration has been given to a conservation bond.386
192. The description of the character of the area in the developer’s Landscape and
Visual Impact Assessment is inadequate. The site is within Maidstone and has
more in common with the character of that area at County level387. Its character
is good and its sensitivity to change is moderate. Recommended actions are to
conserve and reinforce, not create. Local opinion values it highly.388
The Cases for other third parties
(i) CPRE Kent389
193. CPRE Kent does not oppose the development of the northern field because it
was allocated in 2000 for 380 dwellings, is almost an infill site and because it
recognises the need for new dwellings in Maidstone. It objects to development in
the south of the site because it sees it as within an area currently ancient or
mature woodland390.
194. It does not see the need for this particular housing because the Borough has
already identified land which nearly meets its requirements. The requirements
are likely to be reduced in its forthcoming regulation 19 Local Plan consultation in
response to a letter dated 19 December 2014 from the Planning Minister to the
Planning Inspectorate to the effect that a Strategic Housing Market Assessment is
only a starting point and that local authorities can take account of constraints.
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Maidstone is also entitled to take account of windfall sites, of which there have
been a considerable number this year.
195. This block of houses would degrade the wood because it is coppiced, the public
footpath goes through the middle and the small amount of wood left would be
used by the estate for recreation. There is every likelihood that the remaining
area would be subject to further applications eventually leading to a very large,
continuous estate with a few scattered trees.
196.

The wood should be retained for the benefit of Maidstone as a whole;



As Ancient Woodland for its own sake, in accordance with NPPF paragraph
118, Local Plan policy H12 and draft Local Plan policy DM10



As a prominent feature in the landscape which is a pleasing sight



As a break in otherwise urban sprawl



As a buffer between the hospital and housing to the north

(ii) Councillor Dan Daley391
197. His first principal concern is the covered reservoir in the northern field. Until
2012, it was presumed that this would be made redundant. South East Water
has now declared that it is to remain as a service reservoir for the foreseeable
future. The capacity of the sewage system to accept additional flows is limited.
Significant, costly and time-consuming works will be needed to provide capacity.
The risk of contamination of the fresh water through seepage and groundwater
run-off is real.
198. The northern field lies on a major aquifer within the Hythe Beds. There are
two springs on site. The land is unstable, known to be subject to movement,
subsidence and to the opening of sudden sink holes. Disaster awaits if anything
suddenly happens to rupture the structure and suddenly release 9,000 tonnes of
water downhill towards Howard Drive. Since the Maidstone floods of 2014,
Insurance Companies demand that new dwellings are built more than 400m from
water courses, including reservoirs. If this should prove to be the case, then this
is an unsuitable site for housing.
199. His second concern is the Ancient Woodland. Buffers to protect it would be set
at nought by breaching it to gain access to the southern field. Houses mean
people; people mean pets and pets lead to predation of wildlife. Any
development would lead in short order to degradation and eventual total
destruction of the Ancient Woodland.
200. It is used by the psychiatric wing of Maidstone Hospital to help disturbed
patients by providing a quiet and peaceful retreat as an important part of their
therapy. Its tranquillity is also valued by the local population. It should be
accepted as a relict of a once extensive forest.
201. Since 1900, Allington has changed from a hamlet of 65 dwellings and 103
persons into today’s conurbation of over 6,000 adults. In the process much
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green space, orchard and woodland has disappeared. The sustainability of
adding over 1400 homes is questionable. The local voice should be heard.
Written Representations
Tonbridge and Malling Borough Council
202. In relation to the part of the scheme which falls within its territory, TMBC
recognises that the appeal stands or falls on the decision on the part of the
scheme which falls within Maidstone. The Council refers to the Secretary of
State’s decision on the previous appeal, which accepted the Inspector’s
assessment that whilst the proposal contravened the Tonbridge and Malling Local
Plan, the impact would not be so material as to weigh against the development of
the housing land in Maidstone Borough if that were found to be necessary to
meet housing requirements.392
203. In relation to the part of the scheme within Maidstone, TMBC reserves its
position on the detailed design of improvements to the Coldharbour roundabout
but accepts the likelihood that adequate space is available within existing
highways limits for an acceptable scheme to be designed to overcome TMBC’s
concerns.393 Similarly, subject to seeing the details, the Council accepts that
measures to be included in a s106 obligation, namely;


Contribution to pedestrian crossing of Hermitage Lane



Enhanced shared cycle and pedestrian routes, including to Barming station



Five year support for bus service enhancements



Provision of a Travel Plan



Contribution to the improvement of the Coldharbour roundabout



Contribution to the improvement of M20 junction 5

would encourage the use of transport modes other than cars and so would be
adequate to address TMBC’s concerns about the potential impacts of the proposal
on air quality within TMBC.394 It follows that the appeal proposals are acceptable
to TMBC subject to a s106 agreement and appropriate planning conditions.395
204. Although TMBC accepted Unilateral Undertakings given in relation to the 2002
appeal for the provision of informal parkland and woodland and open space on
land in its area, there is no clear evidence of the need for such facilities within
the TMBC area. TMBC’s Open Space Strategy (February 2009) does not identify
any need for a Country Park in this vicinity. Its current development plan makes
no provision for a Country Park in this location. The Council has raised objection
to the provisions of the Maidstone Borough Local Plan Regulation 18 Consultation

392
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Policies March 2014 which seek to make policy requiring the provision of such a
proposal within TMBC.396
Other written representations
205. The MBC committee report397 records over 900 letters of objection received at
application stage. I have sorted these alphabetically by originator’s name.398
When arranged in this way, it can be seen that many of the reported 900 are in
fact duplicate copies of letters sent separately to a number of different recipients
within Maidstone Council and so recorded as individual objections. In fact there
are 309 correspondents making 331 communications and an additional 164
campaigning Christmas Cards. Their concerns are otherwise accurately reported
in the Council’s Committee report. They do, of course, represent comment on
the scheme as originally submitted; for example, a considerable number object
(amongst other matters) to the gyratory proposed for Barming as part of the
suggested s106 agreement but not pursued in the agreement finally signed.
206. The TMBC committee report399 records 150 letters of objection received at
application stage. Their concerns are reported at paragraph 5.4 of that
committee report.
207. In response to the notification of the appeals, 46 letters from 45
correspondents making representations were sent to the Planning Inspectorate.
They include a petition of 225 names. The concerns they raise are;


Poor access/Access to Hermitage Lane unacceptable



Increased and unacceptable traffic congestion



Increased and unacceptable traffic pollution



No connection to station



Overcrowding the area



Increased burden on inadequate infrastructure and facilities
o

Hospital beds

o

Schools

o

GP surgeries

o

Drainage



Loss of agricultural land/orchard



Loss of open land – only remaining green field between Allington and
Aylesford

396
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Urban regeneration preferred



Eroding Strategic Gap/separate identity of Malling and Maidstone



Loss of Ancient Woodland



Loss of habitat



Effects on fauna (bats, birds, badgers)



Woodland management after development



Absence of promised country park



Risk of reservoir failure



Archaeological interest



Need for self-build plots

Inspector’s Conclusions
208. In this section of my report, numbers in square parentheses thus [ ] refer to
paragraphs in the preceding sections of the report from which these conclusions
are drawn.
209. So far as Appeal B is concerned, no party disputed the propositions (i) that its
outcome is dependent on the outcome of Appeal A and (ii) that, notwithstanding
any conflict with Tonbridge and Malling Core Strategy policies CP1 or CP5 within
that Borough’s area, the impact would not be so material as to weigh against the
development of the housing land in Maidstone Borough if that were found to be
needed to meet housing requirements and acceptable in other respects [202,
203]. I have no reason to disagree.
210. Both main parties acknowledge [73], and other parties do not dispute [193,
194], that MBC cannot demonstrate a five-year housing land supply. It follows,
in line with NPPF paragraph 49, that relevant policies in the Maidstone BoroughWide Local Plan 2000 for the supply of housing should not be considered up to
date [77, 167]. Paradoxically, that must include policies H1 and H12 which
allocate the site for housing, notwithstanding government policy (NPPF paragraph
47) to boost significantly the supply of housing. The decision-making process
therefore needs to follow the final bullet point of NPPF paragraph 14; that is,
granting permission unless any adverse impacts of so doing would significantly
and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against policies in the
NPPF taken as a whole, or unless specific policies in the NPPF indicate that
development should be restricted.
211. This gives rise to the two main issues between the parties because it is
claimed that the proposal would conflict with the specific policy set out in
paragraph 118 of the NPPF. This seeks to conserve and enhance biodiversity by
applying a number of principles (particularly relevant is the fifth bullet which calls
for planning permission to be refused for development resulting in the loss or
deterioration of irreplaceable habitats including ancient woodland unless the need
for, and benefits of, the development in that location clearly outweigh the loss
but the first bullet is also called into play which calls for planning permission to
be refused if significant harm resulting from a development cannot be avoided
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through locating on an alternative site with less harmful impact, adequately
mitigated or compensated for). It is also claimed that the adverse impacts set
out in the first reason for refusal would significantly outweigh the benefits of the
proposal.
212. The proportion of housing which is proposed to be provided as affordable
housing is set out in the Unilateral Undertaking. The Council acknowledges
[131], and other parties do not dispute, that MBC’s Affordable Housing DPD
policy is undermined by more recent evidence. I have no reason to disagree.
Both main parties agree that 30% of the dwellings should be provided as
Affordable Housing [73]. The proportion of affordable housing offered is
therefore not an issue in this appeal.
213. Contrary to Local Plan policy CF6(i), land is not reserved for a general medical
practitioners surgery. Instead, provision is made in the Unilateral Undertaking
for financial contributions towards improvements to existing surgeries serving the
area [72]. Although this is not an issue between the main parties and so it is not
a main issue, third parties continue to raise impact on infrastructure as an issue.
214. Likewise, although land reserved for a primary school is not in the location
prescribed by Local Plan policy CF8(v), land is reserved as part of the appeal
proposals, secured through the s106 agreement with Kent County Council, along
with financial contributions to other educational facilities and services [69]. So, it
is not an issue between the main parties but third parties continue to raise
impact on infrastructure as an issue.
215. Evidence is provided to show compliance with Maidstone’s Open Space DPD.
This is not contested. The quantitative provision of open space is therefore not
an issue between the main parties [73]. Nor is any issue taken with the fact that
what is proposed to be provided would not be in the location prescribed by Local
Plan policy ENV24 (xiii). But third parties do raise the issue of the configuration
of open space to be provided [183] and it is a part of the Council’s case relating
to the landscape character of the neighbourhood that the southern field should
be used as open space [83], so it forms part of that main issue.
216. In addition to the two main issues separating the main parties, third parties
present evidence concerning air quality and highway safety [174 to 181]. I
therefore consider that the main considerations in this appeal are;


The effects of the proposal on the ecology of the neighbourhood



Its effects on the landscape character of the neighbourhood, and



Its effect on the living conditions of existing and potential future residents of
the area in terms of air quality and highway safety.

Ecology
217. Much effort has been spent during this appeal seeking to prove or disprove
that the Ancient Woodland has been correctly identified. This has involved
examination of historic maps, various analyses to identify the age of extant trees,
soil analysis and analysis of Ancient Woodland Vascular Plants.
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Historic maps
218. Eventually, all parties agreed that the Ordnance Survey (OS) drawing of
1797, the Mudge map of 1801, the tithe map of 1843, the OS map of 1856 and
the OS map of 1872400 all showed that the area now designated as Ancient
Woodland was woodland at those times [88]. The parties focussed on debating
whether earlier maps proved that the area had been continuously wooded since
1600. They agreed that the Speed map of 1611401 showed too little detail to be
of any use and that the Barlow map of 1800402 was simply a derivative of the
earlier Andrews Dury and Herbert map of 1769403. Debate focussed on that map
and the Symonson map of 1596, the Seller map of 1681 and the Morden map of
1695.404
219. These four maps all show the boundary between Hundreds, which, in the
vicinity of the site was agreed to correspond with the modern civil parish
boundary, shown on modern OS maps.405 This, together with features such as
the river Medway, the London Road (the modern A20), the Tonbridge Road (the
modern A26) and the bridge across the Medway at Maidstone could be used to
register the maps against each other and the modern map in attempts to locate
the present-day Ancient Woodland on the historic maps and so prove, or
disprove, its antiquity [90, 139].
220. The three seventeenth century maps show varying degrees of afforestation to
the east of the Hundreds boundary. Their accuracy is very broad brush. Mr
Forbes-Laird’s registration of the maps is clearly mistaken, leading to a placing of
the Ancient Woodland several miles to the south west of its actual position [140].
Mr Sansum’s registration can be replicated. I therefore concur with his view that
the present-day extent of designated Ancient Woodland falls within the areas
shown as afforested on the maps of 1596, 1681 and 1695.
221. The three seventeenth century maps are fairly sketchy with only a broad
degree of accuracy, but the Andrews Dury and Herbert map of 1769 is even more
diagrammatic. Even so, the projection towards Maidstone of the woodland
shown to the east of the Hundreds boundary and to the north of The Hermitage is
proportionate to the projection of the Ancient Woodland on a modern map [141]
and so I once again concur with Mr Sansum that this map too shows that the
area now designated as Ancient Woodland was afforested at that time.
222. The parties did not greatly debate more recent maps, apparently taking it for
granted, in accordance with common practice, that if the area now designated as
Ancient Woodland could be shown to have been afforested in 1596, 1681, 1695,
1769, 1797, 1801, 1843 and 1856, then it must have been continuously
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appendix 3 of the Heritage Statement (Core Document 2/16)
404
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afforested since [136]. But, within the evidence, there are other maps which
repay close attention406.
223. Recent OS maps407 show that the eastern extremity of the defined Ancient
Woodland area is divided from the rest of the designated Ancient Woodland by a
track. Somewhat overgrown, this can be recognised on site. It can be traced
back to OS maps of 1908 but not earlier. It marks the boundary between
Woodland zones 2 and 3 of the 1996 TPO408. Within TPO woodland zone 2 there
is no physical distinction between the Ancient Woodland and the rest of the
protected zone which extends southwards to footpath KP18 along the eastern
side of the southern or hospital field. But the part of the designated Ancient
Woodland within TPO woodland zone 2 to the east of the track is noticeably
different from the part of the Ancient Woodland to its west, as Mr Sansum
acknowledged in evidence [144] and in response to my questions.
224. The OS maps of 1865 and 1870 show that at that time, what is now the
designated Ancient Woodland formed part of a much more extensive area of
woodland extending to the north over what is now the Reservoir field and to the
south (in the form of a conifer plantation) over part of the southern or hospital
field. Other than the section which is now designated Ancient Woodland, TPO
woodland zone 2 is shown not to have been afforested.
225. By the time of the 1897 OS map, the conifers to the south are shown to have
been cleared. The deciduous woodland is shown to have been cut back to the
line of the track which first appears on the 1908 OS map. The area to the east,
which is now TPO woodland zone 2, including a part of the designated Ancient
Woodland, is shown as a conifer plantation. It reverts to a broadleaf notation by
the time of the 1931 OS map.
226. The Council’s witness Mr Sansum acknowledges this [144] and acknowledges
that the point had not been researched in his work which led up to the
designation as Ancient Woodland409 but goes on to say that because it concerns
only 10% of the designated area of Ancient Woodland and because it was only a
short temporal interruption it does not invalidate the designation as Ancient
Woodland. I am not so convinced.
227. Both main parties agree that for an area of land to be included on the Ancient
Woodland Inventory continuous woodland presence on the site is required [89,
135]. I conclude that map evidence shows that the majority of the area
designated as Ancient Woodland has been correctly designated but that there
appears to be a period of discontinuity some time between 1870 and 1931 when
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the area within TPO woodland zone 2 had been cleared and planted with conifers
and then subsequently replanted with sweet chestnut. This casts uncertainty
over the validity of the designation of Ancient Woodland for that part.
228. But in any event, designation as Ancient Woodland is only shorthand for an
indication of ecological interest; it is the ecological interest itself which is of value
rather than the designation as such. I now turn to look at indicators of ecological
interest.
The age of trees
229. Both parties accepted the White method for estimating the age of standing
trees [93, 147]. But the method depends on the practitioner choosing the
correct growth factor to apply. The method offers a range of growth factors
which are intended to be applied to the particular conditions in which the trees
were grown and which produce hugely varying results. Since the parties
disagree on whether the conditions in which the trees were grown were an
Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland or a Plantation on an Ancient Woodland Site and
are using the White method to try to prove themselves right, the arguments
become circular and so little or no reliance should be placed upon either party’s
use of the White method by itself.
230. However, there is a control, in the form of a felled tree which can be dated by
ring-counting, the results of which can be compared with each party’s application
of the White method [94, 147]. This favours Mr Forbes-Laird’s application of the
White method on behalf of the appellant. I therefore accept that, in all
likelihood, the principal standard oaks range in age from 69-171 years and that
the coppice analysis suggests an old hedgerow on the edge of the woodland
dating from 1538 with two campaigns of coppice planting, one dating from the
mid-nineteenth century, the other from the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries [94]. Mr Forbes-Laird categorises the latter planting campaign into two
zones, according to whether they are inside or outside the designated Ancient
Woodland area but, consistent with my conclusions on the map evidence and
what I saw on site, it appears to me that there is nothing physically
distinguishing the two.
231. But, although the age of trees is of interest in its own right, the existence, or
otherwise, of Ancient Woodland is not proven or disproven by the age of the
trees presently on site [147]. This is because it is the wildlife, species and soil
which results from the continuity of afforestation which is of ecological interest,
even though individual trees will have come and gone over time410. I now turn to
look at the soil indicators.
Soil analysis
232. Neither party sought to show by soil analysis what, if any, was the inherent
ecological interest of soil which might be damaged by the development. Both
focussed their attention on whether samples taken demonstrated any differences,
both within the designated Ancient Woodland area or between the designated
Ancient Woodland area and areas of Woodland not designated or areas not
woodland. Despite Mr Sansum’s protestations about the sample size and method
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[148], the expertise of those who produced the evidence has to be accepted
[95]. On the other hand, the interpretations of the evidence which Mr Sansum
puts forward are as plausible as those put forward by Mr Forbes-Laird. I
conclude that the soil analysis is inconclusive in determining both whether the
Ancient Woodland has been correctly defined and in determining whether it has
any particular value. I therefore turn to look at the evidence of wildlife and plant
species.
Wildlife and plant species
233. The appellant’s survey work was the basis of both main parties’ cases [97,
149]. Mr Baxter’s analysis of the significance of records of bats, birds and
badgers [97] was not disputed. His firm’s survey of the woodland vascular plant
distribution411 was the basis of both parties’ cases [97, 145]. This shows as
much interest from Ancient Woodland vascular plants lying in the woodland to
the south-east of the site as from Ancient Woodland vascular plants lying in the
designated Ancient Woodland [96].
234. Although it may be fair to say that the Ancient Woodland Vascular Plants are
found in small, localised patches [97] this is consistent with the view that recent
lack of management is suppressing the interest of the wood; it does not
demonstrate that the Ancient Woodland has been incorrectly designated. The
furthest any of the appellant’s witnesses go, is to say that it is evidence of
Plantation on an Ancient Woodland site, rather than Ancient Semi-Natural
Woodland [96] but both of these classifications are subdivisions of Ancient
Woodland [187].412
235. The Council’s assertion that in a wood of less than 2ha in size, and on the kind
of substrate present, the variety of Ancient Woodland Vascular Plants surveyed
represents considerable diversity and is likely to indicate Ancient Woodland
[145], is not disputed. I concur with that view. The evidence of Ancient
Woodland Vascular Plants in the strip of woodland along the south-eastern
boundary is also evidence of ecological interest. That too may be Ancient
Woodland (the appellant’s 1998 Archaeological Assessment, paragraph 7.5413,
indicated its antiquity) but simply not yet recognised or designated as such. It
does not prove that the designated Ancient Woodland is wrongly designated.
236. What does not follow is that all the land within the designated Ancient
Woodland boundary is correctly so designated. The 1996 Tree Preservation
Order clearly distinguishes three different woodland areas. Comparison of those
three areas with Mr Baxter’s map AB6 shows clearly that whereas TPO areas W1
and W3 have a reasonable intensity and wide variety of Ancient Woodland
Vascular Plants, TPO area W2, including a part of the designated Ancient
Woodland area does not. The Council’s witness, Mr Sansum, acknowledged in
response to one of my questions that the area of designated Ancient Woodland to
the east of the track separating TPO areas W2 and W3 does appear to have
poorer flora. This reinforces the conclusion I reached earlier in examining the
historic maps.
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Map AB6 in Core Document 1/12 (Appendices volume 1)
Core Document 10/1, paragraph 4.4
Appendix 3 to Core Document 2/16
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The extent of ecological interest
237. For all the above reasons, which I have examined in some detail because of
the amount of effort put into the controversy by the parties, I conclude that the
designation of the area as Ancient Woodland and the argument about its
designation is something of a red herring. Designation itself does not comprise
ecological value; it recognises it, provided it is accurately done. That should not
distract the decision maker from firm evidence of actual ecological value. In this
case, it appears to me that the designated area of Ancient Woodland may not be
accurate in respect of its eastern extremity within TPO area W2. That is not to
say that that section is devoid of ecological interest; clearly it is not, but I would
suggest that more note is taken of the distribution of ecological interest noted in
Mr Baxter’s plan AB6 than of the nominal boundary of the designated Ancient
Woodland. For the same reasons, and because it was not contested [151], I take
the view that Mr Baxter has correctly assessed the ecological significance of the
site [97], that is, that it has a medium to high value at a local level. That is also
consistent with the view of the New Allington Action Group [188].
Harm to ecology
238. An outline application always presents a challenge to a local planning authority
in that there may be an infinite number of feasible ways of delivering the
proposal. If there is but one (or, more likely, a few) which would be acceptable
in planning terms, the proposal would merit favourable consideration in this
regard, albeit there may have to be conditions limiting any permission to the sole
(or few) solution(s) thought to be acceptable. Conversely, if a refusal on this
basis is to be justified, the local planning authority would need to have
demonstrated that none of the realistic ways of implementing an outline proposal
were acceptable.
239. In the present case, all parties focussed their examination of potential
ecological harm on the effects of a connection or connections between the
northern and southern fields. Because that is where there is a concentration of
ecological interest, I have no reason to disagree with that approach.
240. However, the parties (and particularly the Council) went further and debated
the impact of the proposal only in terms of particular alignments (indicated on
the submitted parameters plan) for a new road and for an upgrading of an
existing footpath (partly informal, partly right of way) to a combined footpath
and cycleway even though that was not submitted for detailed approval. There
are a number of observations to make on this approach.
241. Although the inclusion of the site in the adopted Local Plan came about as a
result of an objection to the Local Plan made by the current appellant, it is the
local planning authority’s decision to accept the recommendation of the Local
Plan Inquiry Inspector to include the proposal in its Plan. In doing so, it
becomes, in effect, the Council’s proposal. Similarly, in at least one of the
Council’s iterations of its proposals for a new Local Plan, it is the Council which
has proposed the development for housing of both the northern and the southern
fields.
242. It is nowadays one of the tests of soundness of a development plan that its
proposals would be deliverable. The adopted plan was prepared before that test
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applied. Even so, it would have been sensible for any planning authority first to
satisfy itself that delivery of the site was at least feasible.
243. In the present case, however, it appears that the Council did not, in fact, carry
out any feasibility study before adopting the proposal as its own [169]. Two
consequences follow. Firstly, it is not valid to presume, as the appellant has
done [79, 81], that there is, necessarily, any previously identified acceptable way
of delivering the proposal. Secondly, it is not sufficient to appraise this outline
proposal, as the Council has done [170], on the basis of one option alone; all
feasible options must be considered.
244. Although the appellant has considered a number of options for delivery, the
options do not cover all possibilities. Three options were considered in the
appellant’s Design and Access Statement414.
245. Option 1 would have made use of the alignment of the previous track
connecting the two fields. It was not considered by the Council415. A different
option is preferred by the appellant because the construction of this option would
have affected the root protection area of a 600 year old coppiced ash, one of the
oldest trees in the woodland416. Whilst noting Mr Forbes-Laird’s estimate of the
life remaining to this tree, observation on site shows that it is suffering die-back,
so I am not convinced that the appellant’s ranking of this option is necessarily
the most advantageous; had the Council considered this option, at least a second
opinion could have been obtained.
246. Option 2 would have formed a dog-leg through TPO area W2 avoiding the
designated Ancient Woodland area in its entirety. Although the Council, in its
opening and closing remarks notes that there is at least one alternative location
for the link road and that it is outside the designated Ancient Woodland, it has
not given it any consideration417. Its refusal of the application is not based on a
rejection of this option. The appellant prefers a different option because this one
would generate greater tree loss, a longer route through woodland and so a
potentially greater impact on ecology resulting from street lighting418. But that
preference was expressed before Mr Baxter’s work, identifying the distribution of
Ancient Woodland Vascular Plants showed that this area of woodland was
perhaps the least ecologically significant, so I am not convinced that the
appellant’s ranking of this option is necessarily the most advantageous; had the
Council considered this option, at least a second opinion could have been
obtained.
247. Option 3 is the appellant’s preferred option [99]. It would take a short route
through the narrowest part of the designated Ancient Woodland, a little to the
north-west of the route of the historic track. It would avoid any effects on the
600-year old Ash coppice419. Observation on site shows that it is a route which
appears to make use of a natural clearing in part of the wood, but it was
preferred by the appellant before Mr Baxter’s work became available, showing
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the distribution of Ancient Woodland Vascular Plants, so I am not convinced that
the appellant’s ranking of this option is necessarily the most advantageous.
248. Thus, in theory, there are at least three other options, not considered in detail
by anybody. One, which I will call option 4 is a route through TPO area W2, not
avoiding the part of the designated Ancient Woodland (which, as I have noted
above, may have been unjustifiably designated) but, informed by Mr Baxter’s
work, taking a shorter route than the dogleg option 2 described above.
249. Another, which I will call option 5 is a route from the western corner of the
northern field, skirting around the western end of the designated Ancient
Woodland. The view was expressed in the Inquiry that the topography made this
implausible420. Certainly, the site of a former sand pit lies in the way. It would
also pass through The Knoll, which is suspected to have considerable
archaeological interest which has not been investigated, so it is understandable
that the appellant has not even investigated this option. But, if other options
involving a route through the woodland were found to be unacceptable in
principle, it remains an option to be investigated.
250. The final option (which I will call option 6) is a route to the southern field
which would not connect with the northern field at all but would approach from
Maidstone Hospital from the south421. This would require the use of land not in
the appellant’s ownership. Furthermore, the concept of a housing estate
accessed via the hospital’s internal road system might be an unattractive
marketing proposition, so it is understandable that the appellant has not
investigated this option. It would also be contrary to the Development Plan
which prescribes a sole access to both fields from Hermitage Lane, so may be
accepted for that reason as an option not worth pursuing.
251. The Council correctly points out422 that evidence about the impacts of these
options (other than the summary comments in the Design and Access Statement
or the cursory comments made in cross-examination) was not before the Inquiry
[171]. Certainly, there is nothing to match the detailed appraisal of option 3. It
follows that it cannot be said with any certainty that any of these options would
produce a result with a lesser impact on ecology than the appellant’s preferred
option. Equally, however, it cannot be said that option 3 has been tested and
found to be the best or only available option.
252. There is therefore no convincing justification for a condition insisting on the
selection of option 3 through applying the Parameters Plan. It should remain as
an illustrative example only. I adopt that route for the purposes of this Report,
but it needs to be understood that any finding that the development is acceptable
on the basis of option 3 does not mean that some other option might not be
found to be preferable at detailed stage. Equally, if, contrary to my
recommendation, the development were to be found unacceptable on the basis of
option 3, it would not mean that planning permission should automatically be
refused; a view would have to be taken on the basis of the limited evidence
reported here of the likelihood of any other options proving acceptable. In my
view, both options 1 and 4 show promise.
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The effects of option 3
253. Different witnesses took different views of Natural England’s advice that a
conclusion on the ecological balance should be reached before taking into account
any effects of mitigation or compensation [103]. All parties accepted the
observation that loss of Ancient Woodland is an absolute loss and cannot be
mitigated [157], though it was argued that soil translocation (which could be
secured by condition at reserved matters stage and might be 85% effective)
would represent a less than total loss of the area affected [98]. The New
Allington Action Group’s assertion [190] that a cycle way is proposed alongside
the existing right of way is mistaken; it would be constructed in its place. The
contention that the construction of the boardwalk was not a loss because it
retained and protected the Ancient Woodland soils was not convincingly
challenged [98]. Overall, the appellant’s view prevailed that the absolute loss of
Ancient Woodland which would result from option 3 was about 1.8% of the
designated Ancient Woodland area [98]. Taking into account Mr Baxter’s work on
the distribution of ecological interest on the site, the absolute loss to ecology
from option 3 would be less even than that figure.
254. When considering damage, even more than when considering loss, it is
counterintuitive to follow Natural England advice423 that mitigation and
compensation measures should be issues for consideration only after it has been
judged that the wider effects of a proposed development clearly outweigh the
loss or damage of ancient woodland because mitigation, of its nature, clearly
reduces damage; that is what it is intended to do and it may be thought
unrealistic to separate the two. Neither party did so [103].
255. The list of potential adverse ecological effects [152 to 156, 189, 195 and 199]
is not contested but their magnitude and significance was challenged. Some
claimed harms appear overstated. It is true that the road through the woodland
would fall within the definition of development within the Town and Country
Planning Act but would not be provided with a buffer in the way recommended in
Natural England’s advice. Yet a buffer is intended to provide protection against
human activity, which is usually based on a workplace or a residence; a road is
just a passageway, not a basis of activity and so, it may be thought that the use
of the word “development” in Natural England’s standing advice is a more
colloquial than technical use424. In any event, the appellant explains why a buffer
to the road should not be provided [101].
256. The claimed harm from the boardwalk would also appear to be overstated,
since it ignores the fact that the existing pathways, both informal and rights of
way, through the Ancient Woodland are already well used by the public and their
dogs and so trampling damage is already experienced. This would be
substantially increased by the increased population of the development in the
northern field, which development the Council finds acceptable [132] and only
marginally increased further as a result of the development in the southern field.
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Core document 10/1, paragraph 6.1
Natural England advice on buffer zones (paragraph 6.4 of Core Document 10/1) is that an
appropriate buffer area will depend on the type of development, amongst other matters. Its
example of the kind of thing a buffer zone is intended to confront is activity from a residential
garden.
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The boardwalk might lead to some construction damage but would permanently
relieve the trampling damage.
257. Loss of connectivity between parts of the wood which would be separated by
the road is alleged to be prejudicial to the Council’s emerging Blue and Green
Infrastructure Strategy [154]. The appellant’s response, that woodland canopy
would grow back over the road within ten years, is disparaged. Yet the Councils’
emerging Blue and Green Infrastructure Strategy is based on concepts of
connectivity across barriers, such as Hermitage Lane itself, far greater than those
implied in this development, so it seems to me that the alleged harm through a
break in continuity is overstated.
258. A long list of mitigation measures [101 and 102] is proposed. Some of these
would provide more than mitigation and would provide enhancement or
compensation for unmitigated loss [106]. Although the New Allington Action
Group asserts an inadequate depth to buffer zones [191], they comply with
Natural England advice425. In some cases it is difficult to distinguish between the
mitigation effects and the compensation effects of a measure and so, it is not
surprising that both sides claimed victory in the mitigation balance [104, 157].
In my view it may be as well to remember that mitigation is just that; namely
mitigation; harm remains, albeit minimised; at most, neutralised. Anything more
than that offers enhancement or compensation for other harms.
259. Compensation and enhancement also need to be taken into account, as
Natural England confirms426. When that is done [106], even leaving out of the
equation for the moment the non-ecological benefits [107,108], the ecological
balance of option 3 would be as follows;


An absolute loss of a small area of designated Ancient Woodland (less than
2% of its designated area, much less than 2% of the identified ecological
interest of the site and reduced to a degree by soil translocation) which has a
medium to high value at a local level



Damage to woodland ecology largely neutralised by mitigation



New woodland, ten times the area lost (largely provided on the northern field)



Management of all woodland; designated Ancient, other ancient and new



Community orchard, parkland and grassland provision (largely provided on
the northern field)



Facilities to encourage fauna

Even allowing for the fact that much of the compensation would be provided on
the northern field [133], the balance would be clearly positive and so the test of
NPPF paragraph 118, bullet 1 would be met.
260. The need for, and benefits of development are not disputed by the Council
[107, 108]. When these are taken into account, then, even allowing for the fact
that an estimated 84% of the benefits would accrue from the development of the
northern field [133], the test of NPPF paragraph 118, bullet 5 is clearly met. The
425
426
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benefits resulting from 80 dwellings in the southern field, including affordable
housing, and their contribution to the planning obligations would clearly outweigh
the very small loss of Ancient Woodland envisaged in option 3. Although this loss
would technically infringe the requirements of adopted Local Plan policy H12
which calls for the retention, without qualification, of trees and woodland and of
policy DM10 of the Council’s emerging Local Plan which requires developments to
incorporate measures to protect, without qualification, areas of Ancient Woodland
and features of biological interest I conclude that the ecological effects of option
3 would be acceptable, notwithstanding the minor loss. It may well be found that
when some of the other road link options are evaluated during the submission of
detailed proposals, that the balance could be even more favourable to the
proposal.
Landscape character
261. Although the context of the reference in the reason for refusal suggests that
concern is limited to the Ancient Woodland, the Council’s planning witness at the
Inquiry averred that it meant a wider area of woodland [111, 158]. His
explanation of what he understood the area of woodland to be was challenged by
the appellant’s advocate [112 – 117] but his explanation was not disowned by
the Council’s advocate [158] and, as a matter of fact, the Council’s reason for
refusal is capable of interpretation in a wider way.
262. Although the wording of the Council’s reason for refusal refers specifically to
an alleged erosion of the setting of the woodland as a landscape feature by
development of the southern field and the necessary road linking to it, the
Council’s landscape witness expanded this to a consideration of the general
landscape impacts of the proposal both on the woodland itself, and on the
southern field [115, 117 and 159]. Because Natural England’s Standing Advice427
is that Ancient Woodland is of prime ecological and landscape importance, and
the first reason for refusal refers to loss and deterioration of Ancient Woodland
not limited to its ecological interest, it may not be thought wrong for the
landscape interest of the Ancient Woodland to be examined in the way suggested
by the Council’s witness. Nor, given that the woodland is protected by TPOs, and
that the ostensible reason for making a TPO is that it is expedient in the interests
of amenity, is it necessarily wrong to consider the wider woodland.
263. Whether it is the landscape interest of the Ancient Woodland itself, or of the
woodland in a wider sense, or of their setting, these matters are nearly as
equally significant to development of the northern field as to development of the
southern field. The development of the southern field would require a link
between the two fields, whereas the development of the northern field alone
would not. The link might result a break in the continuity of the woodland on the
skyline [164]428. That might affect the value of the woodland as a landscape
feature, but would have little or no effect on its setting. But, there is already a
break, caused by the previous track. In commenting on the Costs application,
the Council’s advocate advanced the argument that the woodland is seen across
the southern field at closer range and by more people from footpath KB18 than
427

Paragraph 4.8.1 of Core Document 10/1
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from elsewhere. However, the Council’s landscape witness only evaluates the
southern field and the woodland itself and makes no comparative analysis of the
impact on the woodland’s setting from the northern field, which has public rights
of way on two sides and an informal path on a third. It is, on the face of it,
inconsistent for the Council to accept that development of the northern field
would have an acceptable impact on either the setting of the woodland, or of its
value as a landscape feature, and yet find that development of the southern field
would not and it is correct that no convincing explanation of this inconsistency
has been given [113].
264. The proposals in front of the Secretary of State comprise a scheme to develop
both fields. Neither party suggests that a split decision between the northern
and southern fields would be appropriate, nor would it be practicable given that
the planning obligations apply to the whole site and are not divisible.
Nevertheless, regardless of the wording of the Council’s reasons for refusal and
notwithstanding all parties’ acceptance of development on the northern field and
a consequent lack of any evidence of any harm from the development of the
northern field, it is open to the Secretary of State to consider that the effects of
the proposal to develop on both sides of the woodland merit dismissing the
appeal. However, that is not my recommendation, nor is it the case presented
by any party.
265. In analysing the effects of proposed development landscape architects adopt a
particular terminology in line with the Guidelines of their Institute429. They
assess both the landscape effects of a proposal (ie what physical changes to the
landscape would be made) and also its visual effects, in both cases by reference
to the condition of the landscape and its sensitivity to change in terms of various
strategic levels of concern (eg, national, regional, county, district or local).
Intrinsic to this method, impacts at lower levels in the hierarchy of concern are
inevitably described in more portentous terms (similar to the effect of a large
ripple in a small pond).
266. So, Mr Lovell’s description (for the Council) of the impact of the development
on Ancient Woodland and on the southern field as “large adverse” [159] and Mr
Chard’s description (for the appellant) of the impact of development on the
landscape character of the Ancient Woodland as “up to moderate-major adverse
at year 1” [160] are unsurprising. It simply means that they are describing a
change from arable fields to a housing estate. Almost any proposed development
on a greenfield site anywhere might be described in the same way.
267. Of more significance to the decision maker is the context within which the
effects would be realised. Making an analysis at local level for the purposes of
this appeal, Mr Lovell assesses the sensitivity of the landscape character of the
southern part of the site (the woodland and the southern field) as at least
moderate.430 Published analyses (by Mr Lovell’s firm for the County and for MBC)
record the landscape character area within which the appeal sits as in poor
condition and with very low sensitivity to additional development whether
assessed at County level or at District level [118]. The New Allington Action
Groups references are to different character areas in a different part of Maidstone
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[192] and so are not relevant to this appeal. The simile of the large ripple in a
small pond applies again; the southern field is very contained431; if one’s
attention is confined to the southern field, then any change appears more
sensitive than if one is considering a wider context.
268. These matters were considered in the report of the Inspector who considered
the objections to the Local Plan [49, 118] and found the development of the site,
including the southern field, acceptable. In landscape terms, nothing has
changed since, as Mr Lovell, for the Council, accepted in cross-examination
[118]. I have no reason to take a different view of the landscape impacts of the
proposal.
269. Although not specific in its reason for refusal, there is more than a hint in the
Council’s evidence that the southern field should be retained as open space [41,
166] as part of the Council’s emerging Green and Blue Infrastructure Strategy.
This recognises the northern field and woodland, rather than the southern field as
a Biodiversity Opportunity Area. That is not incompatible with development, as
the Council’s acceptance of development of the northern field indicates.
270. Notwithstanding the New Allington Action Group’s concerns about the
configuration of open space to be provided [183] and the support from CPRE for
retention as open space [196], the Council’s planning witness accepted that there
is no case for additional open space in this location [83] and asserted that the
Council would not adopt what is proposed to be provided432. The proposals of the
emerging Green and Blue Infrastructure Strategy are diagrammatic; its concept
of a green and blue corridor and action plan could as easily be fulfilled by the
retention of the woodland as is proposed as by the retention of the southern
field; examination of the manifestations of the corridor already existing within the
built up area to the east of the appeal site suggest that zone 10 of the Landscape
Strategy envisaged by the appellant would also go some way towards projecting
the corridor in the direction envisaged without the retention of the field as open
space. For all these reasons, I do not see the Council’s emerging Green and Blue
Infrastructure Strategy as a reason to dismiss the appeal.
271. I conclude that the effects of the proposal on the landscape character of the
neighbourhood would be acceptable, notwithstanding a technical contravention of
adopted Local Plan policy H12. This requires, without qualification, the retention
of trees which, strictly speaking, the current proposal would contravene in that it
would remove some. Emerging policy DM10 is less rigidly drafted in that it takes
a more nuanced approach and so the proposal which balances removal with
mitigation and new planting would be compliant.
Living conditions
272. The evidence produced by the New Allington Action Group of existing traffic
and air quality conditions in the area is not seriously challenged [174, 176, 177,
179, 180, 181] but their case makes no more than suppositions about the future
impact of the proposal [175, 178, 181]; it is not reinforced with technical
analysis.
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273. That is not to say that the concerns are groundless; they were clearly shared
by TMBC [203]. Although my visits to the site and to Hermitage Lane did not
coincide with peak times, so I cannot confirm the reports of “gridlock”, one has
only to look at the size of the car parks associated with Maidstone Hospital,
served only by Hermitage Lane, and to take into account the information given of
local out-of-town retail parks, to realise the volume of traffic and consequent air
pollution they would generate in the existing situation.
274. However, despite the scepticism of the New Allington Action Group [178], tools
such as Travel Plans are known to be capable of a significant influence on
people’s travel behaviour. And, having taken into account the transport
improvements proposed to the road and public transport network as a result of
this and other developments in the area, both Kent County Council and TMBC are
satisfied that the outcomes of this proposal, both in terms of highway safety and
air quality, would be acceptable [73, 121, 203]. There is no substantive evidence
on which to base a disagreement with that conclusion.
Other matters
275. The effect of the proposal on infrastructure was a principal matter on which
the main parties came to an agreement to which third parties did not subscribe.
This is not surprising because although Heads of Terms for a planning obligation
were reported in MBC’s Committee report, a draft of a planning agreement and of
a Unilateral Undertaking were not produced until 27 May, a few days before the
Inquiry opened and a final draft not until the final day of the Inquiry. Despite the
assertion in the New Allington Action Group’s closing submissions that they were
not given any copies of documents, all documents presented at the Inquiry were
understood to have been copied to the Rule 6 party and no request for an
adjournment to receive or to consider documents was made. The provisions
secured were discussed at the Inquiry with the Action Group present, so, in the
event, their interests were not prejudiced. The obligations would address the
expressed concerns [69 to 72].
276. The loss of agricultural land is inherent in the designation of the site for
development. The principle was considered by the Local Plan Inquiry Inspector
and found acceptable433. There is no material change in circumstance which
would lead to a different conclusion.
277. Likewise, the archaeological interest of the southern field was considered by
the Local Plan Inquiry Inspector and its inclusion in the plan as a development
proposal found to be acceptable.434 There is no new archaeological evidence
which would lead to a different conclusion.
278. Similarly, the effect of development on the Strategic Gap was considered by
the Local Plan Inquiry Inspector435 and found acceptable if limited to the south of
footpath KB47. The current proposal includes provision within the planning
obligations for the primary school and community centre to be located within the
area previously retained as Strategic Gap but with extensive grounds. MBC has
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no objection to this aspect of the proposals and indeed proposes such an
allocation in its Regulation 18 Consultation 2014 document [41].
279. The Local Plan Inquiry Inspector also considered the appropriate location for
the access to the development436 to be from Hermitage Lane in the location
proposed. There is no new evidence to require revisiting this discussion.
280. The liability of the Hythe beds which underlie the site to form sink holes as a
result of water percolation [198] is a known geological phenomenon. This matter
is recognised on page 4 of Appendix C to the appellant’s submitted Flood Risk
Assessment437. This observes that large fissures can open up and states that
conventional soakaways are not recommended. Drainage details are not a
matter to be considered at this stage, although a Sustainable Urban Drainage
System is clearly contemplated438. The findings and recommendations439, which
include the need for engineered site levels to cope with a catastrophic failure of
the water supply reservoir, would need to be observed by the developer and local
planning authority in submitting and considering details for approval at the
appropriate time. These matters have not prevented other development in this
part of Allington and so, are not reasons to dismiss this appeal.
Conditions
281. TMBC made no suggestions for conditions applicable to the appeal. MBC
suggested 29 conditions which it felt would be necessary to make the
development acceptable, if permission were to be granted440. I have considered
these in the light of advice contained in the National Planning Practice Guidance
(Guidance), preferring, where appropriate, the wording of the model conditions
set out in the Annex to the otherwise now cancelled circular 11/95, the Use of
Conditions in Planning Permissions and append my recommended conditions to
this report.
282. MBC’s first five suggested conditions concern the timing within which reserved
matters applications must be made and development must start. Because of the
size of the scheme and the logistics of submitting details, a phasing scheme will
be needed, so it is necessary to adjust the standard conditions accordingly. In
the interests of boosting housing delivery, MBC wanted development to progress
swiftly, if approved, and so sought a reduced timescale for the submission of
reserved matters. The developer demurred at submitting each phase more
frequently than once every six months. Five phases were envisaged, so I have
left the standard timescales unaltered. I have condensed the five suggested
conditions into four to avoid duplication.
283. MBC’s suggested twenty-ninth condition would define the approved plans.
Amended details of the accesses were submitted during the Councils’
consideration of the applications, so it is necessary that this condition makes it
clear which are approved. I have made it condition five. For the reasons
discussed previously [64] and again below, the list of approved plans does not
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include the Parameters Plan or any other illustrative plan. Rather, if particular
provisions are to be required, a separate condition is applied to each.
284. MBC suggests that conditions 6, 7 and 8 are needed to ensure that the site is
provided with an access before construction commences and to ensure that the
Howard Drive bus link is constructed when it is needed and in a way which is
limited to its intended users. However, because MBC’s suggested condition 5
(my suggested condition 1) includes a phasing plan and a requirement that it be
followed, MBC’s suggested condition 6 is unnecessary and so I have omitted it. I
recommend rephrasing the other two (my suggested conditions 6 and 7) to avoid
duplication with MBC’s suggested conditions 5 and 29 (my suggested conditions 1
and 5). It would not be necessary to require details of the management regime
for the control on the Howard Drive entrance; it is sufficient that the condition
requires the control to be kept in operation.
285. MBC’s suggested conditions 9 and 10 presume the approval of certain details
of layout. But as details of layout are reserved matters which have not been
submitted for approval, these suggested conditions are premature at this stage
and so I do not recommend their adoption. The terms of condition 2 would
require that no development of the southern field, or of any other phase takes
place until details of its layout have been approved, so conditions 9 and 10 are in
any event unnnecessary.
286. MBC’s suggested condition 11 seeks to ensure that no more than 250
dwellings (half the total permitted) are occupied until improvements to M20
junction 5 have been completed. The appellant objects that the timescale for
completion of the junction improvements is out of their hands and that the
condition is unnecessary because the s106 agreement binds the developer not to
occupy any of the dwellings in a phase until 50% of the highways contribution for
that phase has been paid and not to occupy more than 50% of the dwellings in a
phase until all the highways contribution has been paid. The highways
contribution is to be used by the County Council in part towards the M20 junction
5 improvements.
287. The appellant’s view is understandable but the junction improvement is one of
the measures necessary to satisfy TMBC’s concerns about Air Quality [203] and
to address the similar concerns of the New Allington Action Group [177 to 181].
Moreover, the condition is the subject of a Direction from the former Highways
Agency441. The Highways Agency has since been abolished and its successor
holds no powers of direction. Despite legal representation, no party was able to
offer advice or evidence as to the continued validity of the Direction. As a
precaution, I include it in my list of suggested conditions (suggested condition 8),
although I have omitted the various tailpieces allowing amendments to the
scheme which appear to be contrary to the judgement in the case of Midcounties
Cooperative Ltd v Wyre Forest District Council [2009] EWHC 964.
288. MBC’s suggested condition 12 presumes that the layout of the scheme has
been approved. But as details of layout are reserved matters which have not
been submitted for approval, this suggested condition is premature at this stage
and so I do not recommend its adoption now. It would be appropriate for
inclusion when the appropriate details are approved.
441
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289. MBC’s suggested condition 13 would secure the submission, approval and
application of a Travel Plan. A Travel Plan is necessary as one of the measures
necessary to satisfy TMBC’s concerns about Air Quality [203] and to address the
similar concerns of the New Allington Action Group [177 to 181]. It is not a
reserved matter whose submission would be secured by suggested condition 2
and so it is necessary to impose it now (my suggested condition 9), though I
have omitted those parts of the suggested condition which would specify its
content because no evidence is submitted to justify its necessity and to do so
would pre-empt the local planning authority’s discretion to approve or reject what
may be proposed.
290. Likewise, MBC’s suggested conditions 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19 would
duplicate the requirement of condition 2 to submit details of landscaping as a
reserved matter. Other than the requirement for a 15m buffer to the woodland,
no evidence is submitted to justify their content. Even then, the appellant makes
a cogent case to disapply the requirement for a buffer from any access road
passing through the woodland [101]. The suggested conditions would fetter the
discretion of both appellant and local planning authority in preparing and
considering proposals to be submitted in accordance with condition 2 without full
and convincing justification, so I do not recommend their imposition. Schedule 4
of the submitted Unilateral Undertaking binds the developer not to commence
any phase of development until a Landscape and Ecological Management Plan
(LEMP) has been submitted to and approved by the local planning authority and
then to carry out the development in accordance with the LEMP and so duplicates
suggested condition 17 in any event, rendering it unnecessary.
291. On the other hand, although details of new landscaping are required to be
submitted by condition 2, reserved matters would not necessarily include
measures for the protection of trees to be retained. The Tree survey and
retention plan submitted with the application442 only makes recommendations for
which trees should be retained, does not specify the measures to be taken to
secure their retention and is designed around a particular layout which may, or
may not be that submitted for approval as a reserved matter, so cannot simply
be applied; a condition achieving the purpose of MBC’s suggested condition 20 to
secure a new Arboricultural Implications Assessment and to apply its
recommendations is necessary. My suggested condition 10 is recommended.
292. MBC’s suggested condition 21 would seek the submission and approval of a
Biodiversity Construction Environmental Management Plan. This is said to be in
the interests of ecological preservation. But, as the ecological surveys indicate
that the vast majority of ecological interest on the appeal site is to be found in
the woodland areas, and my suggested condition 10 (replacing MBC’s suggested
condition 20) is intended to secure the protection of the woodland areas during
construction, this additional condition may be thought to be superfluous to
necessity. I do not recommend its adoption.
293. MBC’s suggested condition 22 is predicated on the presumption that the layout
to be submitted and approved as a reserved matter will require the removal of
Ancient Woodland soils. It is one of the mitigations proposed if option 3 for the
road linking the two fields is pursued. But as details of layout are reserved
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matters which have not been submitted for approval, this suggested condition is
premature at this stage and so I do not recommend its adoption at this stage. It
would become appropriate if a road layout is approved at detailed stage which
involves passage through designated Ancient Woodland.
294. MBC suggests two conditions 23 to secure the submission and approval of
details of a surface water drainage scheme and of a foul water drainage scheme.
Details of drainage are not a reserved matter whose submission would be
secured by suggested condition 2 and so it is necessary to require it by condition
now (my suggested condition 11). However, I have omitted the specific
requirement as to content and sustainable drainage principles, both in order not
to fetter the Councils’ discretion when considering what might be proposed and
also in the light of the recommendations of the appellant’s submitted Flood Risk
Assessment443. This states that conventional soakaways are not recommended.
I have also combined the suggested conditions into one to require details of both
foul as well as surface water drainage.
295. MBC’s suggested condition 24 is as drafted by Kent County Council’s Senior
Archaeological Officer. It would require archaeological field evaluation works. As
drafted it does not recognise that some work has already been done and it would
appear to be satisfied by those works. Yet, as made clear in section 8 of the
appellant’s Heritage Statement, that is not the intention, so I have redrafted the
condition to make specific reference to the description of intended works in the
Heritage Statement (my suggested condition 12).
296. Although there has been no formal assessment of potential land contamination
risks, there are a Site Assessment report by Southern Testing dated 23 May 2001
and an Environmental Disclosure report prepared for Southern Testing dated 4
June 2001 within Appendix C of the Appellant’s Flood Risk Assessment444 both of
which indicate little or no potential for ground contamination. National Planning
Practice Guidance advises that if there is a reason to believe contamination could
be an issue, developers should provide proportionate but sufficient site
investigation information. In this light, it may be felt that MBC’s suggested
condition 25 is unnecessary, even though it is said to derive from the
Environment Agency’s comments on a later application for the site. In relation to
the current appeal, the Environment Agency’s comments on the original
application simply requested the imposition of a less demanding condition on
which I have based my suggested condition 13, making adjustments to reflect
the fact that phasing of the site is proposed.
297. MBC seeks a condition requiring the submission of a Construction Method
Statement. The reason given is because of the site’s proximity to residential
development. I am not convinced by that because the site is buffered from
neighbouring residential development by tree belts which are to be retained and
it is to be accessed from Hermitage Lane specifically so as to avoid impacts on
the residential area. However, the site is a large one and is likely to employ a
significant number of people and to generate considerable volumes of
construction traffic over a number of years. Its effects, even though temporary,
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would be as prolonged as some nominally permanent developments, so it would
not be unreasonable and may even be felt necessary for the construction process
to be subject to a similar degree of evaluation. I therefore recommend my
suggested condition 14.
298. MBC’s suggested condition 27 would require details to be submitted, approved
and constructed to provide storage for refuse and recycling. Such details are not
a reserved matter whose submission would be secured by suggested condition 2
and so it is necessary to impose it now (my suggested condition 15), adjusted to
reflect the mixed use nature of the proposals.
299. The installation of utility services is normally carried out as permitted
development. Details would not normally have to be submitted as reserved
matters. MBC’s suggested condition 28 would require facilities to be provided for
their installation. It is necessary to avoid unnecessary clutter in the street scene
(my suggested condition 16).
300. Although not specifically canvassed during the Inquiry, all parties agreed
during the discussion on conditions that recommendations made in documents
submitted with the application might need to be the subject of a condition if not
secured through a planning obligation or required as a reserved matter. Upon
reflection, these include; a scheme of public lighting, measures to secure
renewable energy in accordance with paragraph 97 of the NPPF, measures to
secure noise insulation in accordance with the recommendations of the Site
Suitability Assessment Report – Noise and measures to limit the height of
buildings in accordance with the recommendations of the appellant’s Landscape
and Visual Impact Assessment445. The description of development on the
application forms includes reference to open space including children’s play
areas. Whereas the Unilateral Undertaking makes provision for open space to be
offered to the Council or to a Management Company, neither the definition of
Public Open Space nor Schedule 3 of the Undertaking quantifies the Open Space.
Nor do they specify the provision of play facilities. A condition is necessary to do
so. My conditions 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21 are therefore recommended.
Obligations
301. The content of the obligations has been summarised earlier [69 to 72]. Here I
simply consider to what extent they comply with the CIL regulations. TMBC is
not a party to the obligations or a beneficiary of them. MBC and Kent County
Council are reported to have checked their records and confirm that the
obligations would comply with the pooling limitations of CIL regulation 123.446
302. Some of the obligations would discharge or substitute for specific provisions in
site allocation policies from the Maidstone Borough-Wide Local Plan [30 to 34].
These include most of the highway and transport contributions, the primary
school provision, the affordable housing, the community hall, the public open
space within the site and the health care provision. These facilities, or their
equivalent, were included as proposals in the Maidstone Borough-Wide Local Plan
because the Local Plan Inspector considered them necessary at the time [48].
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There is no evidence to show that they are no longer needed. In one form or
another they are retained in the Council’s various iterations of its regulation 18
consultations on its emerging Local Plan [39 to 43]. They are all directed at
specific projects with measurable outcomes and I have no doubt but that these
items all conform with the CIL regulations and should be taken into account in
making the decision.
303. Others of the obligations are necessary to satisfy concerns arising from the
impacts of the scheme on highway safety, air quality and other local social
infrastructure. These include all of the highway and transport contributions, the
adult care and learning facilities, the youth-based services, the primary and
secondary school contributions, the libraries contribution, the community hall,
the on-site open space and the play facilities at Giddyhorn Lane. Their necessity
is confirmed in general terms by a letter from Kent County Council commenting
on Maidstone’s Local Plan Review.447 In so far as these contributions are not
required to comply with a site-specific allocation policy, they are reported to have
been calculated by reference to the County Council’s published advice on
Developer Contributions448 and so may be presumed to be proportionate to the
impact of the development proposed. They are all directed towards nominated
projects and identifiable outcomes. I have no doubt but that these items all
conform with the CIL regulations and should be taken into account in making the
decision.
304. The only provision which is challenged by the developer is the provision of
£426 per dwelling to be used for the provision and maintenance of strategic open
space within the vicinity of the site. Given the stated requirements of MBC’s
Open Space DPD [33] and the table of open space proposed on page 41 of the
revised Design and Access Statement449, which can be secured by condition
[300], there is no clear justification for this obligation. The Council’s planning
witness accepted that he was unable to provide evidence to justify this
contribution. I conclude that there is no need for it and so it fails the test of CIL
regulation 122 and should not be taken into account in making the decision.
Overall conclusions
305. In many ways, this Inquiry has been a re-run of the issues rehearsed during
the Local Plan Inquiry some fifteen years ago. Not only were most of the matters
listed above as “other issues” considered previously in circumstances now
unchanged but so too were many aspects of the main issues; the consideration of
the landscape character has many resonances with the Local Plan Inquiry
Inspector’s report450 and today’s agreed housing need echoes the similar
considerations of fifteen years ago.
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306. What has changed in the interim is that the Council has been following a
“brownfield first” policy in line with government advice and that the Ancient
Woodland has been designated. The first justified postponing the development of
the site in the 2002 appeal. It does not do so now because the Council has run
out of sufficient sites.
307. The second is only a dependent change; designation as Ancient Woodland
recognises its ecological attributes; but the attributes themselves remain
unchanged from the time when allocation of this site for development was made.
Its habitat interest was drawn to the attention of the 2002 appeal Inspector but
was not a reason for dismissing that appeal.451 The woodland was recognised to
be Ancient Woodland at least by September 2012, before it was so designated
[29] but the whole site continued to be proposed for development subsequently
by MBC in its reiterations of its Local Plan Review.
308. The parties agree, and I concur, that the development plan is out of date, so
the decision taking process should be that set out in the final bullet point of NPPF
paragraph 14. The development needs to be considered in the context of the
presumption in favour of sustainable development, defined by the Framework as
encompassing economic, social and environmental dimensions.
309. As previously noted, the economic benefits of the proposal are very significant
and not disputed [107], the substantial weight of social benefits are agreed by
the Council [108] and there is a positive environmental balance [106] and so the
development would be sustainable [109]. All that remains is to consider whether
any adverse effects of granting permission would significantly and demonstrably
outweigh the benefits when assessed against the policies in the Framework taken
as a whole or whether specific policies in the Framework indicate that
development should be restricted.
310. I have examined whether the needs for, and benefits of, development in the
location proposed (taking option 3 for the road link as an exemplar) clearly
outweigh the small loss of irreplaceable habitat which would result. I have found
[109] that they would so that whether looking at the first or fifth bullet point of
NPPF paragraph 118, that does not represent a specific policy in the Framework
which indicates that development should be restricted.
311. The potential future living conditions of local residents in terms of highway
safety and air pollution have been examined. Whilst the quantity of traffic and
consequent air pollution arising from existing development in the area, such as
Maidstone Hospital, is clearly a matter of current concern, both to local residents
and to the local authorities, there is no evidence to indicate that the development
proposed will cause an outcome any more unacceptable than it would otherwise
be. Rather, it appears to me that the concerns, of the local authorities at least,
have been assuaged.
312. I have also looked at the landscape impact of the development on the
woodland and its setting. I have found that the impacts would be
transformational but localised. That is reflected in the local strength of feeling
demonstrated by the involvement of the New Allington Action Group in this
Inquiry and by the volume of correspondence which the applications generated.
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But, as soon as one moves away from the immediate locality, there is no
significant landscape harm.
313. On the other hand, the benefits are not restricted to the immediate locality
and would not be outweighed at all, let alone significantly or demonstrably. It
follows that the scheme should benefit from the presumption in favour of
sustainable development, the appeals should be allowed and permission should
be granted.
Recommendations
File Ref: APP/U2235/A/14/2226326 (Appeal A)
314. I recommend that the appeal be allowed and planning permission be granted
subject to the twenty-one conditions appended to this report.
File Ref: APP/H2265/A/14/2226327 (Appeal B)
315. I recommend that the appeal be allowed and planning permission be granted
subject to the twenty-one conditions appended to this report.

Inspector
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CONDITIONS
1)

Details of a phasing plan for the development shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the local planning authority before any development
begins and the development shall be carried out in accordance with the
approved details.

2)

Details of the appearance, landscaping, layout, and scale, (hereinafter
called "the reserved matters") for each phase or sub-phase of the
development shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local
planning authority before any development begins within that phase or
sub-phase and the development shall be carried out in accordance with the
details as approved.

3)

Application for approval of the reserved matters shall be made to the local
planning authority not later than three years from the date of this
permission.

4)

Each phase or sub-phase of the development hereby permitted shall begin
not later than two years from the date of approval of the last of the
reserved matters to be approved for that phase or sub-phase.

5)

The access to the development hereby permitted shall be carried out in
accordance with the following approved plans: 1402-GA-32 revision B and
1402-GA-37 revision A.

6)

No other development of any phase or sub-phase shall commence until the
access to the development has been completed in accordance with
approved plan 1402-GA-32 revision B.

7)

Prior to the first use of the access from Howard Drive, details of the
measures to prevent its use other than by buses, emergency vehicles,
pedestrians and cyclists shall have been submitted to and approved in
writing by the local planning authority and the approved measures shall
have been installed and made operational and thereafter retained in
operation.

8)

No more than 250 dwellings within the development hereby permitted shall
be occupied until the completion of the improvements to M20 Junction 5
shown on drawing number WSP Figure 5 (dated 1 May 2014).

9)

No part of the development hereby approved shall be occupied until details
of measures (known as a Green Travel Plan) to encourage the use of access
to and from the site by a variety of non-car means have been submitted to
and approved in writing by the local planning authority, put into operation
and thereafter retained in operation.

10)

No development shall commence on any phase or sub-phase until details of
trees to be retained on that phase and of the measures to be taken for
their protection during construction have been submitted to and approved
in writing by the local planning authority. Development shall be carried out
in accordance with the approved details.

11)

No development shall commence on any phase or sub-phase until details of
both foul and surface water drainage for that phase or sub-phase have
been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority.
The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved
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details. No building shall be occupied or used until its foul and surface
water drainage has been completed in accordance with the approved
details. The drainage shall thereafter be retained in an operational
condition.
12)

No development shall take place within the areas indicated in paragraphs
8.3.2, 8.3.3 and 8.4.2 of the submitted Heritage Statement dated October
2013 prepared by Wessex Archaeology (report reference 86910.03) until a
programme of archaeological work in accordance with those paragraphs
has been implemented in accordance with a written scheme of investigation
and, if necessary, preservation of finds, which has been submitted to and
approved in writing by the local planning authority.

13)

If, during development of any phase or sub-phase, contamination not
previously identified is found to be present at the site then no further
development of that phase or sub-phase (or any lesser but more
appropriate area agreed in writing by the local planning authority) shall be
carried out until details of a remediation strategy have been submitted to
and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The development
shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details.

14)

No development shall take place, including any works of demolition, until a
Construction Method Statement has been submitted to, and approved in
writing by, the local planning authority. The approved Statement shall be
adhered to throughout the construction period. The Statement shall provide
for:
i)
working hours on site
ii) the parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors
iii) loading and unloading of plant and materials
iv) construction traffic management
v) storage of plant and materials used in constructing the development
vi) the erection and maintenance of security hoarding including decorative
displays and facilities for public viewing, where appropriate
vii) wheel washing facilities
viii) measures to control the emission of dust and dirt during construction
ix) measures to control noise and vibration during construction
x) a scheme for recycling/disposing of waste resulting from demolition
and construction works

15)

No building shall be occupied until provision has been made for the storage
of its refuse and recycling bins in accordance with details to be submitted
to and approved by the local planning authority.

16)

No building shall be occupied until underground ducts have been installed
to enable it to be connected to telephone and internet services, electricity
services and communal television services without recourse to the erection
of distribution poles or overhead lines within the development hereby
permitted. Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country
Planning (General Permitted Development)(England) Order 2015 or any
other or subsequent Order revoking or re-enacting that Order, no
distribution pole or overhead line shall be erected within the site of the
development hereby permitted.
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17)

No dwelling shall be occupied unless its bedrooms have been fitted with
windows with acoustically treated trickle vents in accordance with the
recommendations of paragraphs 4.1.8 to 4.1.10 and 5.4 of the submitted
Site Suitability Assessment Report: Noise by WSP UK Ltd revision 1 dated
24/09/2013.

18)

No development shall commence on any phase or sub-phase until details of
public lighting for that phase or sub-phase have been submitted to and
approved in writing by the local planning authority. The development shall
be carried out in accordance with the approved details. No building shall be
occupied or used until public lighting to it has been completed and made
operational in accordance with the approved details. The lighting shall
thereafter be retained in an operational condition.

19)

Before the development of each phase or sub-phase begins a scheme
(including a timetable for implementation) to secure at least 10% of the
energy supply of that phase or sub-phase from decentralised and
renewable or low carbon energy sources shall have been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The approved scheme
shall be implemented and retained as operational thereafter.

20)

The details of scale to be submitted in accordance with condition 2 shall
limit to 11m the height from ground level to ridgeline of any building
proposed.

21)

The details of the layout to be submitted in accordance with condition 2
shall provide for the quantity and type of open space specified in the tables
headed Land Use and Green Space Type on pages 38 and 41 and in
paragraph 13.15 of the submitted revised Design and Access Statement
revision 06 dated 21 October 2013.
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APPEARANCES
FOR THE LOCAL PLANNING AUTHORITY:
Megan Thomas, of Counsel
She called
Philip Sansum BSc PhD
Helen Forster BSc(Hons)
MCIEEM
Rupert Lovell BSc MA
CMLI
James Bailey BA(Hons)
DipTP MRTPI

Instructed by Amanda Berger-North (of
Maidstone Borough Council Legal Services)
Ecologist
Biodiversity Officer, Kent County Council
Senior Consultant for Landscape and Urban
Design, Jacobs UK Limited
Development Manager, Maidstone Borough
Council

FOR THE APPELLANT:
Christopher Boyle QC
He called
Julian Forbes-Laird
BA(Hons) MICFor MRICS
MEWI MArborA Dip
Arb(RFS)
Alistair Baxter BA(Hons)
MA(Oxon) MSc CEnv
MCIEEM
Matthew Chard
BA(Hons) DipLA(Hons)
MAUD CMLI
Andrew Wilford
BA(Hons) MA MRTPI

Instructed by Barton Willmore
Director and Principal Consultant, Forbes-Laird
Arboricultural Consultancy Ltd
Director, Aspect Ecology
Partner, Barton Willmore LLP
Associate, Barton Willmore LLP

FOR THE NEW ALLINGTON ACTION GROUP:
Barbara Woodward
Diane Lewins
Ann Bates
Richard Barnes

Chair
Woodland Trust

INTERESTED PERSONS:
Gareth Thomas
Cllr Dan Daley

CPRE Maidstone District Chairman
Allington Ward Maidstone Borough Councilllor
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CORE DOCUMENTS
CD1 Appeal Documents
CD1/1
CD1/2
CD1/3
CD1/4
CD1/5
CD1/6
CD1/7
CD1/8
CD1/9
CD1/10
CD1/11
CD1/12
CD1/13
CD1/14
CD1/15
CD1/16
CD1/17
CD1/18

Appeal submitted to the Planning Inspectorate (26 September 2014)
LPA Appeal Questionnaire, including supporting document, relevant
development plan policies, statutory consultees and neighbourhood
responses
Appellant’s Statement of Case (26 September 2014)
MBC Statement of Case (undated)
Appellant/LPA Agreed Statement of Common Ground (May 2015)
TMBC Statement of Case (25 November 2014)
New Allington Action Group Rule 6 Party Statement of Case (02 January
2015)
Appellant/KCC Highways Statement of Common Ground (29 April 2015)
Appellant’s Planning Proof of Evidence (Andrew Wilford, Barton
Willmore, May 2015)
Appellant’s Landscape Proof of Evidence (Matthew D Chard, Barton
Willmore, May 2015)
Appellant’s Arboriculture Proof of Evidence (Julian Forbes-Laird, ForbesLaird Arboricultural Consultancy, April 2015)
Appellant’s Ecology Proof of Evidence (Alistair Baxter, Aspect Ecology,
May 2015)
LPA’s Planning Proof of Evidence (James Bailey, MBC, May 2015)
LPA’s Landscape Proof of Evidence (Rupert Lovell, Jacobs, 01 May 2015)
LPA’s Ecology Proof of Evidence (Helen Forster, KCC, undated)
LPA’s Ancient Woodland Designation Proof of Evidence (Philip Sansum,
05 May 2015)
(Not used)
New Allington Action Group Rule 6 Party Proof of Evidence (undated)

CD2 Planning Application Documents
Original Submission October 2013
CD2/1
CD2/2
CD2/3
CD2/4
CD2/5
CD2/6
CD2/7
CD2/8
CD2/9
CD2/10
CD2/11
CD2/12

Covering Letter to MBC (Barton Willmore, 11 October 2013)
Covering Letter to TMBC (Barton Willmore, 11 October 2013)
Original Application Form and Notices to MBC (Barton Willmore, 11
October 2013)
Original Application Form and Notices to TMBC (Barton Willmore, 11
October 2013)
Site Boundary Plan (EB-M-02 Rev C, 16 July 2013)
Superseded Parameters Plan (LN-M-05 Rev C, 22 August 2013)
Site Access Alignment (1402-GA-32 Rev B, 10 April 2013)
Howard Drive Access (1402-GA-37 Rev A, 09 May 2013)
Superseded Illustrative Masterplan (LN-M-02 Rev H, 22 August 2013)
Superseded Design and Access Statement (Barton Willmore, October
2013)
Superseded Planning Statement – including Affordable Housing,
Economic Benefits Statement, Retail Assessment and S106 Heads of
Terms (Version 03) (Barton Willmore, October 2013)
Ecological Assessment (Aluco Ecology, October 2013)
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CD2/13

Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment inc. Night-Time Lighting
Assessment (Barton Willmore, October 2013)
CD2/14
Landscape and Biodiversity Management Strategy (Barton Willmore,
October 2013)
CD2/15
Flood Risk Assessment inc. Drainage Strategy (WSP, October 2013)
CD2/16
Heritage Statement inc. Archaeological Survey/Listed Buildings
Assessment (Wessex Archaeology, October 2013)
CD2/17
Statement of Community Involvement (Barton Willmore, October 2013)
CD2/18
Superseded Transport Assessment inc. Air Quality Assessment at
Highway Junctions (WSP, 09 October 2013)
CD2/18a Impacts of Proposed Development Off Hermitage Lane on the
Wateringbury Junction: Air Quality Assessment (WSP, 01 October 2013)
CD2/19
Preliminary Framework Travel Plan (WSP, 08 October 2013)
CD2/20
Arboricultural Impact Assessment, Tree Survey, Proposed Tree
Retention/Removal and Review of On-Site Ancient Woodland
Designation (Forbes-Laird Arboricultural Consultancy, October 2013)
CD2/21
Site Suitability Assessment Report: Noise (WSP, September 2013)
Submission of Additional Information
CD2/22
CD2/23
CD2/24
CD2/25
CD2/26
CD2/27
CD2/28
CD2/29
CD2/30
CD2/31
CD2/32
CD2/33
CD2/34

Covering Letter to MBC and TMBC (Barton Willmore, 22 October 2013)
and Design and Access Statement (October 2013)
Revised Planning Statement inc. Affordable Housing, Economic Benefits
Statement, Retail Assessment and S106 Heads of Terms (Version 04)
(Barton Willmore, October 2013)
Letter to MBC (Barton Willmore, 03 December 2013)
Covering Letter to MBC (Barton Willmore, 30 April 2014)
Revised Parameters Plan (LN-M-05 Rev E, 26 February 2014)
Revised Transport Assessment (WSP, 07 February 2014)
Appeal Decision – Land at Daux Wood, Marringdean Road, Billingshurst,
West Sussex, RH14 9HE (Appeal Ref: APP/Z3825/A/13/2200213) (27
March 2014)
Letter to KCC (Barton Willmore Landscape, 13 March 2014)
Email correspondence between Forbes-Laird Arboricultural Consultancy
and MBC Heritage, Landscape & Design (January 2014 – March 2014)
Note on Additional Information of Biodiversity Proposals and
Recreational Impact On and Off Site (Aluco Ecology, April 2014)
Revised Illustrative Masterplan (LN-M-02 Rev I, 29 January 2014)
Landscape Strategy – Landscape Character Zones (L24 Rev A) (Figure 7
and Figure LBMS 1)
Written Advice (Christopher Boyle QC, 26 September 2013)

CD3 Maidstone Borough Council Committee Documents and Reasons for
Refusal
CD3/1
CD3/2
CD3/3
CD3/4

Planning Officer’s Report to MBC Development Control Committee held
03 July 2014
Minutes from MBC Development Control Committee (03 July 2014)
BW Transcription of MBC Development Control Committee (03 July
2014)
MBC Decision Notice (dated 03 July 2014)
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CD3/5

MBC Letter to BW withdrawing Reason for Refusal No. 2 (27 March
2015)

CD4 Tonbridge and Malling Borough Council Committee Documents and
Reasons for Refusal
CD4/1
CD4/2
CD4/3
CD4/4
CD4/5

Planning Officer’s Report to TMBC Area 3 Planning Committee held 24
July 2014
Minutes from TMBC Area 3 Planning Committee (24 July 2014)
TMBC Decision Notice (dated 30 July 2014)
Planning Officer’s Report to TMBC Area 3 Planning Committee held 08
January 2015
Minutes from TMBC Area 3 Planning Committee (08 January 2015)

CD5 National Planning Polices and Guidance (extracts where appropriate)
CD5/1
CD5/2

National Planning Policy Framework (27 March 2012)
National Planning Practice Guidance (06 March 2014)

CD6 Regional Planning Policies
Not used
CD7 Circulars, Regulations and Case Law
CD7/1
CD7/2
CD7/3
CD7/4
CD7/5
CD7/6
CD7/7
CD7/8
CD7/9
CD7/10
CD7/11
CD7/12
CD7/13
CD7/14
CD7/15

Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used
Judgment – Gallagher Homes Limited & Lioncourt Homes Ltd v Solihull
Metropolitan Borough Council [2014] EWHC 1283 (Admin) (30 April
2014)
Not used
The Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010
Circular 11/95: The Use of Conditions in Planning Permissions – Annex A
only (remainder cancelled)
Judgment – Tewkesbury Borough Council v SSCLG, Comparo Limited &
Welbeck Strategic Land LLP [2013] EWHC 286 (Admin) (20 February
2013)
Judgment – Stratford on Avon District Council v SSCLG [2013] EWHC
2074 (Admin) (18 July 2013)
Judgment – Cotswold District Council v SSCLG, Fay & Son Ltd & Hannick
Homes & Development [2013] EWHC 3719 (Admin) (27 November
2013)
Judgment – Hunston Properties v SSCLG v St Albans C&D Council
[2013] EWCA Civ 1610 (12 December 2013)
Judgment – Dartford Borough Council v SSCLG & Landhold Capital
Limited [2014] EWHC 2636 (Admin) (24 June 2014)
Judgment – South Northamptonshire Council v SSCLG & Barwood Land
and Estates Limited [2014] EWHC 573 (Admin) (10 March 2014)
Judgment – Cheshire East BC v SSCLG & Richborough Estates
Partnership LLP [2015] EWHC 410 (Admin) (25 February 2015)
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CD8 Maidstone Borough Council Local Planning Policies and Guidance
(extracts where appropriate)
CD8/1
CD8/2
CD8/3
CD8/4
CD8/5
CD8/6
CD8/7
CD8/8
CD8/9
CD8/10
CD8/11
CD8/12
CD8/13
CD8/14
CD8/15
CD8/16
CD8/17
CD8/18
CD8/19
CD8/20
CD8/21
CD8/22
CD8/23

‘Saved’ Maidstone Borough Wide Local Plan Policies (2000)
Maidstone Borough Council Local Plan Proposals Maps (2000)
Maidstone Borough Wide Local Plan Inspector’s Report (November 1999)
Affordable Housing DPD (2006)
Open Space DPD (2006)
Secretary of State Direction to Save Policies (September 2007)
Not used
Maidstone Landscape Character Assessment (2012)
Maidstone Ancient Woodland Inventory (2012)
Not used
Not used
Annual Monitoring Report 2012-2013
Not used
Core Strategy Strategic Site Allocations Public Consultation Document
(August 2012)
Interim Approval of Maidstone Borough Local Plan Policies (13 March
2013)
Maidstone Borough Local Plan Regulation 18 Consultation (March 2014)
Not used
MBC Report to Cabinet (13 March 2013)
Not used
Not used
Maidstone Borough Council Local Plan Viability Testing, Economic
Viability Study (April 2013)
Not used
Maidstone Housing Land Supply Table (dated 17 March 2015)

CD9 Tonbridge and Malling Borough Council Local Planning Policies and
Guidance (extracts where appropriate)
CD9/1
CD9/2
CD9/3

Core Strategy (September 2007)
Managing Development and the Environment DPD (April 2010)
Local Plan Proposals Map (May 2012)

CD10 Other Relevant Guidance
CD10/1
CD10/2
CD10/3
CD10/4

Natural England Standing Advice for Ancient Woodland and Veteran
Trees (07 April 2014)
Design for Crime Prevention – A Kent Design Guide for Developers,
Designers and Planners
BS5837:2012 ‘Trees in Relation to Design, Demolition and Construction
– Recommendations’ (Not contained in set of Core Documents, but one
hard copy available for all parties at Inquiry).
Keepers of time: A Statement of Policy for England's Ancient and Native
Woodland (2005)

CD11 Third party responses to application MA/13/1749
CD11/1-309

Ordered alphabetically
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CD12 TMBC Consultation Responses to application TM/13/03147
Not used
CD13 Relevant Application and Appeal Decisions
CD13/1
CD13/2
CD13/3
CD13/4
CD13/5
CD13/6
CD13/7
CD13/8

Appeal Decision – Land at Hermitage Lane, Maidstone, Kent (Appeal
Ref: U2235/A/01/1073529 & H2265/A/01/1073533) (02 October 2002)
Application – Land at Boughton Lane, Maidstone, Kent (Application Ref:
MA/13/2197) (Decision dated 29 July 2014 – subject to pending S78
Appeal)
Application – Land at Langley Park, Sutton Road, Maidstone, Kent
(Application Ref: MA/13/1149) (Decision dated 04 September 2014)
Application – Land West of Hermitage Lane, Maidstone, Kent
(Application Ref: MA/13/1702) (Decision dated 13 January 2015)
Appeal Decision – Hermitage Quarry, Hermitage Lane, Aylesford (Appeal
Ref: APP/W2275/V/11/2158341) (11 July 2013)
Application – Bridge Nursery, London Road, Maidstone (Application Ref:
14/501209/FULL) (Approved at Committee on 06 November 2014,
pending Decision Notice)
Appeal Decision – North Side Copse, Land to South of Lake House,
Valewood Road, Fenhurst, Haslemere, West Sussex (Appeal Ref:
APP/Y9507/A/12/2173809) (24 July 2013)
Appeal Decision - Land at Little Park Farm and Land North of Highfield
Drive, Hurstpierpoint, West Sussex (Appeal Ref:
APP/D3830/A/13/2203080) (04 September 2014)

CD14 Other
CD14/1
CD14/2
CD14/3
CD14/4
CD14/5
CD14/6
CD14/7
CD14/8

Vehicle Access Option 1 (1402-GA-35 Rev E, 28 August 2014)
Footway/Cycleway Access (1402-GA-39 Rev C, 28 August 2014)
Scheme 2 (MBC Ref: 14/503735/OUT and TMBC Ref: TM/14/03290/OA)
– Illustrative Masterplan (SC2-M-02 Rev D, 01 July 2014)
Scheme 2 (MBC Ref: 14/503735/OUT and TMBC Ref: TM/14/03290/OA)
– Parameters Plan (SC2-M-03 Rev D, 05 August 2014)
Scheme 3 (MBC Ref: 14/503736/OUT) – Illustrative Masterplan (SC3-M02 Rev C, 01 July 2014)
Scheme 3 (MBC Ref: 14/503736/OUT) – Parameters Plan (SC3-M-03
Rev B, 01 July 2014)
Revised Landscape and Biodiversity Management Strategy (May 2015)
Maps of the Locality – 1596 to Present Day

DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED AT INQUIRY
ID1
ID2
ID3a
ID3b
ID4
ID5
ID6

Mr Sansum’s Note on the soil investigation report
Mr Sansum’s Note on the Dendrochronological Assessment
Allington Parish Tithe Map 1843 – uncoloured
Allington Parish Tithe Map 1843 – coloured
Statement by Gareth Thomas on behalf of CPRE
Letter dated 20.1.2015 from Kent CC to MBC commenting on Local Plan
Note by Alan Foreman answering Barbara Woodward’s questions
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ID7
ID8
ID9
ID10
ID11
ID12
ID13
ID14
ID15
ID16
ID17
ID18
ID19
ID20
ID21
ID22
ID23
ID24
ID25
ID26
ID27
ID28
ID29
ID30
ID31

ID32
ID33
ID34
ID35
ID36
ID37
ID38
ID39
ID40
ID41
ID42
ID43
ID44
ID45

Memorandum dated 17.11.2014 commenting on later application
(Scheme 2)
Extract from KCC Landscape Character Assessment; Greensand Fruit
Belt – Maidstone
Page 23 of Wessex Archaeology report October 2013
Page 24 of Wessex Archaeology report October 2013
Statement by Councillor Dan Daley
Report to Strategic Planning Sustainability and Transport Committee
9.6.2015; Housing Sites Update
Report to Strategic Planning Sustainability and Transport Committee
9.6.2015; Local Plan Position Statement
Report to Strategic Planning Sustainability and Transport Committee
9.6.2015; SHMA update
E-mails dated 2.7.13 and 4.7.13 between Jim Hutchins and Paul Lulham
Written Representation by Woodland Trust
Map and photographs of Hundred boundary stones
List Entry Summary for Allington Castle
Ordnance Survey map of land to the west of Maidstone
Government Forestry and Woodland Policy Statement
Sketch to show landtake of vehicular access through designated Ancient
Woodland
Sketch to show landtake of vehicular access through designated Ancient
Woodland, with carriageway narrowings
Sketch to show landtake of vehicular access through corrected boundary
of designated Ancient Woodland
Helen Forster’s comments on Scheme 3
Helen Forster’s comments on Scheme 2
Full title of Andrews Dury and Herbert map
Woodland Trust’s objections to application 13/1749
Map of Allington Parish
Barton Willmore letter of 13.3.2014 to Paul Crick of KCC
Maps and photographs of search for Hundred boundaries
Bundle comprising
(a)
Cover, Title page and two figures from Canterbury
Archaeological Trust report October 1998
(b)
Landscape Masterplan from 2001 application
(c)
Statement of Common Ground for 2002 appeal
Key Points arising from MBC Meeting 26.6.2013
Highways Agency Direction and covering e-mail 12.5.2014
Alternative Parameters Plan
CIL Compliance statement
Tracked changes Unilateral Undertaking
Tracked changes s106 Agreement
Signed and dated s106 agreement
Signed and dated Unilateral Undertaking
Croudace objection to Core Strategy Strategic Sites Allocation Public
consultation 2012
Suggested conditions
Council’s opening submissions
Closing submissions on behalf of NAAG
Council’s closing submissions
Closing submissions on behalf of the appellants
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RIGHT TO CHALLENGE THE DECISION IN THE HIGH COURT

These notes are provided for guidance only and apply only to challenges under the
legislation specified. If you require further advice on making any High Court challenge, or
making an application for Judicial review, you should consult a solicitor or other advisor or
contact the Crown Office at the Royal Courts of Justice, Queens Bench Division, Strand,
London, WC2 2LL (0207 947 6000).
The attached decision is final unless it is successfully challenged in the Courts. The Secretary of
State cannot amend or interpret the decision. It may be redetermined by the Secretary of State
only if the decision is quashed by the Courts. However, if it is redetermined, it does not
necessarily follow that the original decision will be reversed.
SECTION 1: PLANNING APPEALS AND CALLED-IN PLANNING APPLICATIONS;
The decision may be challenged by making an application to the High Court under Section 288 of
the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (the TCP Act).
Challenges under Section 288 of the TCP Act
Decisions on called-in applications under section 77 of the TCP Act (planning), appeals under
section 78 (planning) may be challenged under this section.
Any person aggrieved by the
decision may question the validity of the decision on the grounds that it is not within the powers of
the Act or that any of the relevant requirements have not been complied with in relation to the
decision. An application under this section must be made within six weeks from the date of the
decision.
SECTION 2: AWARDS OF COSTS
There is no statutory provision for challenging the decision on an application for an award of
costs. The procedure is to make an application for Judicial Review.
SECTION 3: INSPECTION OF DOCUMENTS
Where an inquiry or hearing has been held any person who is entitled to be notified of the
decision has a statutory right to view the documents, photographs and plans listed in the appendix
to the report of the Inspector’s report of the inquiry or hearing within 6 weeks of the date of the
decision. If you are such a person and you wish to view the documents you should get in touch
with the office at the address from which the decision was issued, as shown on the letterhead on
the decision letter, quoting the reference number and stating the day and time you wish to visit. At
least 3 days notice should be given, if possible.

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-communities-and-localgovernment
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Appeal Decision
Inquiry held on 2-5 February 2016
Inquiry closed in writing on 29 February 2016
Site visit made on 2 February 2016
by Ava Wood DipARCH MRTPI
an Inspector appointed by the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government
Decision date: 31 March 2016

Appeal Ref: APP/R3650/W/15/3129019
Land to the east of Alfold Road and west of Knowle Lane, Cranleigh, Surrey
GU6 8RU





The appeal is made under section 78 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990
against a refusal to grant outline planning permission.
The appeal is made by Berkeley Strategic Land Limited against the decision of Waverley
Borough Council.
The application Ref: WA/2014/0912, dated 30 April 2014, was refused by notice dated 6
January 2015.
The development proposed is described as ‘residential development of up to 425
dwellings including a mix of private market housing and affordable units. A community
facility; formal and informal open space; landscaping and two new access points; one
off Alford Road and one off Knowle Lane’.

Decision
1. The appeal is allowed and planning permission is granted for residential
development of up to 425 dwellings including a mix of private market housing
and affordable units. A community facility; formal and informal open space;
landscaping and two new access points; one off Alford Road and one off Knowle
Lane at land to the east of Alfold Road and west of Knowle Lane, Cranleigh,
Surrey GU6 8RU, in accordance with the terms of the application Ref:
WA/2014/0912, dated 30 April 2014, subject to the 29 conditions set out in
Annex C to this decision.
Procedural and Preliminary Matters
2. As agreed in open session at the inquiry, closing submissions would be sent to
the Planning Inspectorate by 16 February 2016 along with the completed s106
planning obligation. On receipt of the material requested, the inquiry was
closed in writing on 29 February.
3. Access to the site falls to be considered as part of this application. All other
matters of detail are reserved for subsequent approval. That is the basis on
which the Council determined the application, and I have considered the appeal
in the same terms.
4. The planning obligation offers a range of financial and other contributions,
including affordable homes. I return to the matter later in the decision. At this
stage it is sufficient to record that, in the light of the provisions of the planning
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obligation, the Council did not pursue Reasons for Refusal 3 and 4 at the
inquiry.
Main Issues
5. The main issues are:
i)
The effect the proposed development would have on the character
and appearance of the area.
ii)
Its impact on the Knowle Wood Ancient Woodland.
iii)
The flooding implications of the proposal.
iv)
Whether in the light of the conclusions on the above, and on other
matters identified in the representations made, any adverse impacts
arising from the proposed development would be significantly and
demonstrably outweighed by its benefits, and the proposal amounts
to sustainable development.
Reasons
Character and Appearance
Policy Framework
6. Policy C2 of the Waverley Borough Local Plan 2002 (LP) establishes the
approach to development in the countryside beyond the Green Belt, which is to
be protected “for its own sake” and “building in the open countryside away
from existing settlements will be strictly controlled.”
7. The Council agrees with the appellant that a five-year supply of deliverable
housing sites cannot be demonstrated. Paragraph 49 of the NPPF confirms that
under such circumstances relevant policies for the supply of housing should not
be considered up-to-date. The recent Court of Appeal judgement1 has clarified
that the concept of “policies for the supply of housing” extends to plan policies
whose effect is to influence the supply of housing land by restricting the
location where new housing may be developed, such as (inter alia) policies for
the general protection of the countryside.
8. That interpretation of housing supply policies applies to Policy C2, because the
containment of settlements by the policy is a product of the LP’s meeting of
historical housing needs and because of the likely release of some greenfield
sites around Cranleigh to meet future needs2. For the purposes of paragraph 14
of the NPPF, therefore, the policy is out-of-date.
9. The underlying aim of Policy C2 (expressed in supporting text) is to protect
parts of the Borough that are not in the Green Belt from development, as they
are regarded as an important part of the rural area of Waverley and integral to
the whole area of countryside. That is not inconsistent with the NPPF principle
of recognising the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside. However,
in the particular circumstances of this case (the site’s location in relation to
Cranleigh, the present housing land supply position and inevitable release of
greenfield sites), the weight to be attached to Policy C2 is tempered by its
development restraining functions.

1
2

17 March 2016 [2016] EWCA Civ 168
CDB21 – Waverley Borough Local Plan – Emerging Spatial Strategy

2
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10. Policies D1 and D4 cover general overarching environmental considerations and
design of development. They resonate with the NPPF’s desire to achieve high
quality developments responding to local character and surroundings, and are
relevant to determination of the appeal scheme as part of the development
plan.
Effect on Character and Appearance
11. The appeal site, extending to approximately 20.83 Ha, comprises three
agricultural fields lying on a relatively flat valley floor. The landscape around
the site is undulating. To the north, beyond Cranleigh, the land rises into the
Surrey Hills, and the elevated parkland landscape of Knowle Park lies to the
south beyond the public right of way (PRoW 393). There are small areas of
woodland towards the site’s eastern and western boundaries plus two lines of
trees and hedge lines crossing the site north to south. A number of trees are
located along the Knowle Lane side of the site and along Littlemead Brook. The
lie of the land and the site’s features display the key characteristics of the Low
Weald National Landscape Character: “broad low lying…clay vale…intimate
landscape enclosed by an intricate mix of small woodlands, a patchwork of
fields and hedgerows.”
12. The site falls within the Cranleigh sub-area CL1-B, as described in the
Landscape Study of August 2014 commissioned by the Council. The Study aims
to assess the ability of the landscape to accommodate future residential
development; it forms part of the evidence base informing the emerging Local
Plan. It goes on to recognise that there is potential capacity in this area, and
also confirms what I observed on site that intervisibility is low with views to the
north, east and west screened by intervening vegetation even during winter
months.
13. In evidence to the inquiry, the Council’s witness did not shy away from the
Study’s conclusions, but accepted the suitability of the site for development for
a number of reasons: proximity to the village centre; distance from designated
landscapes and relative visual containment. The objection however is to the
scale of the development proposed which would bring about a major change to
the landscape, with little opportunity to soften the development’s impact. The
deciding question therefore is whether a development of 425 new dwellings can
be accommodated on the appeal site without causing undue harm to the area’s
character or appearance.
14. Looking first at character, replacement of green undeveloped fields with a
development of over 400 dwellings and attendant roads and footways is bound
to result in a notable change in the site’s landscape character. The
development would result in loss of an area of countryside marking the extent
of the village and contributing to its setting. The magnitude of change could be
described as ‘major adverse’.
15. On the other hand, the effect would be largely confined to the appeal site. The
landform and watercourse network would remain unchanged. Built
development would be contained by the site’s vegetated boundary features and
by the industrial estate and built-up fringe of Cranleigh to the north. The
landscape strategy proposes reinforcement of the site’s boundary vegetation.
Retention of an undeveloped strip of land alongside Littlemead Brook combined
with the block of open countryside buffering the parkland setting of Knowle
Park would further contain incursion by new built development into the
3
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countryside. The hills and undulating landscape character of the surrounding
areas would remain intact.
16. As for appearance, I agree that topography and vegetation would screen the
development from distant views. Its visual impact would be most apparent
from PRoW 393 and the Downs Link passing to the south and north of the site
respectively. No amount of new planting or sensitive positioning of buildings
could disguise the substantial visual changes that would result.
17. From the south, views of Cranleigh’s buildings and rooftops currently visible
through and above tree-lined edges and the fields in the foreground would be
replaced by an extensive housing development, with all the attendant
roadways and activities that a proposal of this size and scale would bring.
Views from the Downs Link would also be dominated by the urbanising effects
of the new development extending towards the floodplain of the Littlemead
Brook.
18. In its favour, the development would not alter long range views across to the
Surrey Hills and the Knowle Parkland. The Ozier Beds and the Littlemead Brook
flood plain would provide a countryside edge (albeit much truncated) when
looking towards Cranleigh from PRoW 393. There is also scope in the layout to
implement a landscaping strategy that would achieve a green infrastructure
along much of the southern boundary of the appeal site.
19. The Downs Link already passes by the urban edge of Cranleigh. It is bordered
by buildings and car parks accessed from High Street, and the route runs close
to built development including the industrial estate visible in the approach from
the west. The new development would add to the amount of urban
development alongside the Downs Link but only where it passes through the
village and where the experience is already that of an urban edge. With a
landscape strategy in place to soften the northern fringes of the proposed
scheme, the visual impact of the proposal could be softened, but by no means
would the urbanising effects be alleviated.
20. Views from residential properties would change significantly, although the line
of trees and other vegetation would provide some screening. More importantly
the proposal would not be so close to the existing dwellings as to dominate the
outlook. The separation distance between the new development and existing
properties would ensure good standards of light, privacy and outlook for
existing and new residents.
21. The indicative Masterplan and the Design and Access Statement (DAS)
illustrate the extent to which the layout is looking to capitalise on the site’s
existing features. Existing tree belts and hedgerows within the body of the site
would be retained, and the layout shows a desire to create green corridors with
a north-south visual and green connection between Cranleigh and the
countryside. The Masterplan also shows how the developable areas of the site
would provide a series of public spaces, with opportunities for good
connectivity through the site.
22. Design and layout are reserved for future consideration. Nevertheless, the
material submitted provides sufficient evidence of the potential for
accommodating 425 dwellings on the developable areas of the site. I am less
convinced that, at a net density of just over 30 dwellings per hectare, the
developed parcels of land could deliver the ‘garden suburb’ setting claimed in
4
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the DAS. Furthermore, there would be little scope to replicate the pattern of
development characterised by the mix of common land and widely spaced
properties to the north of High Street.
23. On the other hand, the density proposed would not be dissimilar to other
residential neighbourhoods in the village. Strong vegetation belts and areas of
open spaces on the boundaries of the site have the potential to create a
suitable landscaped setting to integrate the development with the countryside
to the south. The opportunities for connections through the site and into
Cranleigh centre would help to enmesh it into the fabric of the village.
Criticisms of the formality of the landscape design are premature, given the
outline status of the permission being sought, and could be overcome at the
detailed design stage.
24. Concluding on this issue, the proposal would comply with Policy D4, insofar as
a new housing development on the site has the potential to complement its
surroundings and achieve high quality design. However, there would be harm
to the land’s rural character and therefore a breach of Policy D1. As a
development in the countryside the proposal would also fall foul of Policy C2.
The harm caused and the breach with Policy C2 and Policy D1 are matters to
be weighed in the balance as part of the final issue, and having regard to the
reduced weight to be accorded to Policy C2.
Ancient Woodland
Policy Framework
25. The supporting text to Policy C7 recognises the Borough’s inheritance of tree
cover as amongst its “richest environmental assets….A high proportion of the
woodland areas is ancient semi-natural woodland ….The woodlands are
especially valuable habitats…” It is in this context that the loss of woodlands is
resisted under Policy C7.
26. Policy D7 seeks to preserve trees in the countryside and states that permission
will not be granted for development that results in loss of important groups of
trees. Ancient woodland is not specifically mentioned. Neither policy allows for
balancing the loss of trees or woodland against needs or benefits, as required
by the fifth bullet of NPPF paragraph 118. The inconsistency with the NPPF in
that respect limits the weight to be attached to the policies.
Loss of ancient woodland
27. Knowle Wood, situated on the south western edge of the appeal site, is
classified in the Ancient Woodland Inventory as ancient semi-natural woodland.
It extends to some 0.69 Ha and comprises Hazel coppice with mature Oak
standards. This area of ancient woodland lies to the west of a ditch separating
it from an area of woodland (0.27 Ha) of more recent origin, which is not
classified. Approximately 0.1 Ha of the 0.69 Ha of ancient woodland (or 14.5%)
would be lost as a result of a new access road to be constructed to serve the
new development. The proposed development would result in the loss of nine
trees within the ancient woodland interior, a further six trees beyond the
woodbank to the west, two stands of Holly and a number of Hazel coppice
stools. The losses would be irreplaceable, given the ancient woodland status of
the land. Also, loss of part of the last remnant of what was a much larger
ancient woodland until the 1960s diminishes its historic value.

5
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28. The impacts of the industrial estate affecting the northern section of Knowle
Wood could spread to the areas alongside the new access road. Added to
which, the woodland would be fragmented and the ecological significance and
habitat value of the strip of woodland to the north of the new road would be
compromised.
29. The first bullet of paragraph 118 of the NPPF introduces the principle of the
‘mitigation hierarchy’. The Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) advises that the
requirements of the mitigation hierarchy need to be satisfied otherwise
permission should be refused. Harm should be shown to be avoidable before
mitigation or compensation is considered. Similarly, loss or deterioration of
irreplaceable habitats (such as ancient woodland) has to be shown to be clearly
outweighed by the need for and benefits of development in that location. In
other words, while seeking to protect ancient woodland, Paragraph 118 allows
for circumstances where the loss can be outweighed by other considerations.
30. The appellant’s evidence points to factors already compromising the ecological
significance of Knowle Wood - its small size, relative isolation, limited diversity
of species, presence of invasive species, proximity of the Hewitts Industrial
Estate and lack of management, for instance. The evidence was not challenged
by an ecology expert appearing on behalf of the Council. Natural England (NE),
however, describes small blocks of woodland as stepping stones, with a role in
connectivity and genetic exchange of mobile species. Size alone should not be
used as an indicator of a woodland’s quality.
31. Furthermore, there is no indication in either paragraph 118 of the NPPF, or
corresponding advice in the PPG, that issues of need or unavoidability should
have regard to the value or quality of ancient woodland. Inspectors’ decisions
referred to in support of the appellant’s alternative approach do not assist on
this matter, as none is directly comparable. The question of ecological quality
was not part of the unavoidability, need or benefit discussions in the Hermitage
Lane case3, and only 1.8% of the designated woodland was due to be lost. In
the Hermitage Quarry case4, the Secretary of State agreed with the Inspector
that “…in order to properly balance the harm against benefits, the
characteristics of the ancient woodland in question must be assessed.” The
evidence of actual ecological value therefore may well have a bearing on
considerations of harm/benefits, but, from my reading of the NPPF, it has no
place in an assessment establishing whether the loss or harm is unavoidable.
32. Similarly, under the approach promoted in the PPG, considerations of
minimising harm through effective mitigation arise after it is demonstrated that
significant harm cannot be wholly or partially avoided. Compensation is
regarded as a last resort in the event of significant residual harm. NE’s
standing advice similarly describes compensation as a last resort and advises
against it forming part of the assessment of the merits of the proposed
scheme.
33. Turning then to the question of whether harm can be avoided. In this case, the
issue turns on whether there is a need for the access road to cut through the
ancient woodland. At the inquiry the Council pursued an objection to the
proposal on the grounds that the appellant had failed to provide evidence that
alternative access options would be unacceptable. The Statement of Common
3
4
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Ground (SoCG), however, categorically states that to “secure the necessary
highway access to the development from Alfold Road, it is necessary for an
access road to pass through the ancient woodland leading to the loss of some
ancient woodland.” The availability or appropriateness of alternative routes was
not raised in the reason for refusal or in the Council’s Statement of Case. The
Environmental Statement (ES) additionally shows that the matter had been
considered and the Council had not requested further information concerning
any of the sites assessed in the ES.
34. Additional information (ID19) was produced at the inquiry to supplement the
ES evidence. The new material largely focussed on land ownership matters.
Third party ownership of land is surmountable and not a convincing enough
justification for discounting access through Hewitts Industrial Estate. However,
having recently refused permission for redevelopment of the estate for
residential purposes, for reasons of preserving employment opportunities, the
Council cannot then seek to promote an access through the estate as part of
some future (and unknown) redevelopment scheme.
35. A route crossing the Downs Link does not of itself preclude the option of an
access from the north. The Downs Link is crossed by highways at various
points along its route. Knowle Lane is a good example of that. However, a
route through Stocklund car park and crossing the Link raises complex issues,
given that there are some 29 leasehold interests over the car park. Loss of car
parking in an area already under parking stress could count against such an
option, although no evidence was provided to support that view presented by
the appellant.
36. The reluctance to introduce an access from the south is understandable. It
would involve development extending further into the countryside and into a
sensitive area. The Knowle Lane option is only acceptable for a smaller
development of 75 dwellings, due to highways capacity issues. In any event,
flooding concerns on Knowle Lane brings into doubt the permissibility of an
access to serve more than 75 dwellings from that option.
37. From what was said at the inquiry it does appear that the appellant had
explored a number of options for the purposes of the ES before settling on the
present access route from Alfold Road. In the light of the evidence before the
inquiry (albeit limited), and having regard to the Council’s previous position
accepting that access through the Knowle Wood is unavoidable, my judgement
on this matter is very finely balanced in favour of the appellant’s position. From
this conclusion it follows that there is a ‘need’ for the access road in the
location proposed and that loss of a section of Knowle Wood would be
unavoidable. That alone does not override the harm caused, but requires the
need for the development in this location and its benefits to be additionally
weighed into the balance. This is a matter for the final issue.
38. The next stage of the mitigation hierarchy requires me to assess the extent to
which the scheme’s design and other measures would minimise the adverse
effects identified.
39. The Knowle Wood Mitigation Strategy commits to confining the new access
road as far north as possible in order to maintain the majority of the woodland
as a single block to the south. The area of woodland isolated to the north would
be retained as a buffer to the stream, to ensure its ecological function,
although that strip of woodland would continue to be affected by the proximity
7
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of the industrial estate. The connectivity afforded by the block of woodland to
the south would be maintained. No houses would back on to the woodland and
only a small number would be sited in its vicinity.
40. Measures are proposed for protection of woodland habitats during construction.
The ancient woodland would not form part of the public open space once the
development is implemented. Access to the woodland would be restricted by
fencing and scrub planting. With the exception of the access road, a buffer of a
minimum width of 15m is to be maintained between the ancient woodland
boundary and the proposed development.
41. The development would also provide the opportunity for managing retained
and newly created habitats, where currently management of the existing
woodland is practically non-existent. The measures include restoration of the
pond within the eastern area of Knowle Wood, control of non-native and
invasive species, removal of debris, and thinning of canopy to encourage more
diverse ground flora and woodland structure.
42. All of the above design and management commitments could be secured by
condition or in the planning obligation. The mitigation package would prevent
further deterioration or erosion of the woodland’s ecological significance. The
adverse impacts would nevertheless remain. It is also likely that many of these
measures would have been necessary even if an alternative route was
proposed, given the scale of the development in proximity to ancient woodland.
43. Looking at the compensation element of the mitigation hierarchy, on-site
measures (soil translocation and new habitat creation) are proposed which
would complement the retained woodland. In addition to that, the planning
obligation offers off-site measures comprising restoration of degraded Wealden
gill corridor of approximately 450m and creation of some 0.75 km of woodland
ride habitat at Chiddingfold Forest. The package of measures was developed
with the Forestry Commission and would restore and enhance ancient
woodland associated with the Chiddingfold Forest SSSI.
44. These are substantial proposals that would bring significant biodiversity
benefits to Chiddingfold Forest which lies approximately 4km to the south west
of the appeal site. There would be an overall net ecological gain in the
Borough. But the measures would not offset the losses where they would
occur, which reduces the weight that can be accorded to the off-site
compensatory components in the overall balance
45. To conclude on this issue, I have found that loss of part of ancient woodland
would be unavoidable and is necessary to enable the proposed development to
proceed. The proposal would however result in significant harm due to loss of
ancient habitats and fragmentation of the woodland. The mitigation measures
proposed would prevent further damage during construction and operation of
the development. A compensation package would allow for the woodland’s long
term management and for off-site benefits of at least equivalent value, but
neither the mitigation nor the compensation would fully cancel out the harm
caused. There would be residual harm, which is carried forward to be
considered against the need for the development and its benefits.

8
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Flooding
Policy Framework
46. The LP does not have a policy on flood risk. The NPPF aims to avoid
inappropriate development in areas at risk of flooding by directing development
away from areas of highest risk. Where development is necessary, it is to be
made safe without increasing flood risk elsewhere. The PPG sets out the main
steps to be followed. In effect, if there are better sites in terms of flood risk, or
a proposed development cannot be made safe, it should not be permitted.
Flood Risk
47. The proposed Masterplan however shows that built development would lie
wholly within an area of the appeal site falling within Flood Zone 1. The
Nuthurst Stream flows in a southern direction and cuts through the western
section of the site. The Littlemeads Brook runs along its southern boundary.
The site therefore lies partly in Flood Zone 2 and Flood Zone 3 due to the two
water courses flowing through parts of the site.
48. As parts of the site (in particular the access routes over the water courses) are
at risk from fluvial and surface water flooding, a Sequential and Exception
Tests report and an access appraisal were submitted. These were added to the
Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) submitted with the application, and in response to
the Environment Agency’s (EA) objection to the application5.
49. The EA withdrew its objection in the light of all the information submitted to
support the application, subject to a number of conditions. An independent
report commissioned by the Council noted that the development would sit
outside the floodplain and above the 1 in 1,000 year flood level. The report
went on to state that the proposed mitigation measures would provide an
acceptable solution to flood risk associated with safe access and egress to the
development. In the light of the material submitted by the appellant, as well as
responses from the EA and the independent consultant, the officer reporting to
committee concluded that the development would be “safe for its lifetime
taking account of the vulnerability of its users without increasing flood risk
elsewhere, and would reduce flood risk overall.” (NPPF paragraph 102)
50. I understand that the matter was debated at some length when the application
was considered at committee. The issue of flooding however was not a reason
for refusal and the Council did not pursue the matter at inquiry. Nevertheless,
third parties (including the Rt Hon Anne Milton MP) continue to question the
validity of the Sequential Test undertaken as well as suitability of the site for
development. Legal opinion on the subject was submitted on behalf of the
Cranleigh Civic Society. Serious concerns are expressed about the safety and
insurability of the new properties and the risk of flooding elsewhere as a result
of the development. The empirical evidence of flooding events provided in the
third party representations is no less valid than the technical evidence of
consultants, as their concerns are based on experience and local knowledge. I
therefore turn to examine whether the site passes the Sequential Test, and if
so whether the development would be acceptable against the Exception Test.

5

EA’s objection was triggered by representations from third parties
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The Sequential Test
51. The Council determined that the Sequential Test should be applied to the 15
SHLAA sites in and on the edge of Cranleigh, on the basis that the settlement is
a location for housing growth under each of the four housing delivery scenarios
identified in the emerging LP. Cranleigh is also identified as one of four largest
settlements in the Borough requiring new homes. This is a reasonable approach
to establishing the area to which the Sequential Test should apply, and
corresponds with advice in the PPG.
52. The appellant’s assessment shows that of the 15 original sites included in the
analysis only six are genuine contenders to be considered in the Sequential
Test; the remainder being excluded for reasons of non-availability within five
years, low yields or because permission has been granted on particular sites.
Four of the sites left in the running lie wholly within Flood Zone 1. However,
every one of the six sites is subject to surface water flood risk to one extent or
another. In other words, each of the sites to which the Sequential Test applies
is at risk of flooding from either pluvial or fluvial sources. Each of the sites is
therefore subject to the Sequential Test.
53. The PPG confirms that it is for the local planning authorities (or by implication
the decision maker) to consider the extent to which the Sequential Test
considerations have been satisfied, taking into account the particular
circumstances in any given case.
54. In this case, the proposed housing would be constructed entirely within Flood
Zone 1. The bridge across the two brooks would lie within Flood Zones 2 and 3.
However, as the bridges are intended as part of the access/egress routes in the
event of a flood, this factor feeds into the ‘safe for its lifetime’ element of the
Exception Test. Four of the comparable and available SHLAA sites are better
placed because of the lesser risk from fluvial flooding, but the appeal site ranks
better than all but one site in terms of surface water flood risk. The exercise
shows that every one of the comparable sites considered is subject to flood risk
to some extent.
55. In the context of the likely need for greenfield sites to meet the Borough’s
housing needs, identification of Cranleigh as a growth area and taking other
factors into account, the Sequential Test demonstrates that the appeal site is
no more or no less better placed than other identified SHLAA sites to fulfil the
area’s needs.
The Exception Test
56. The appellant prays in aid of the September 2014 Interim Sustainability
Appraisal (ISA) report which gave the appeal site the highest score when
tested against a range of criteria. This, it is said, points to the “wider
sustainability benefits to the community that outweigh the flood risk.” I
disagree.
57. The ISA report was produced with the intention of informing the consultation
and subsequent preparation of the emerging LP. It provides a broad
understanding of the comparative sustainability credentials of housing site
options outside of settlement boundaries. When assessed against a wide range
of sustainability related criteria, the appeal site was one of only 15 available
sites (of the 144 assessed) to be assigned a ‘green’ score, or “more likely to
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meet the criteria for allocation (either as a strategic site in Local Plan Part 1 or
as an allocation 2 or a neighbourhood plan).”
58. However, the ranking of sites in this way is only one step in a three-stage
process assisting the Council with selection of initial alternative housing
scenarios. The ‘green’ score may say something about the sustainability
credentials of the site in the context of a Borough-wide assessment produced
for a specific purpose. That assessment though does not provide an analysis of
the sustainability benefits of this development, or how the benefits to the
community are sufficient to outweigh flood risk. In my view, this element of the
Exception Test goes beyond the broad exercise carried out in the ISA. It
requires a much more focussed consideration of the scheme’s sustainability
benefits, and the balancing of those benefits against the flood risk. I have
carried out the exercise as part of the final issue and report on it in due course.
59. As for the second bullet point of paragraph 102 of the NPPF, safety of the
development for its lifetime is dependent upon the safety of access routes out
of the site in the event of a flood. The access appraisal describes the risks
associated with the three proposed access routes from the site. Alfold Road and
foot access to the village are shown as ‘very low hazard’ during the 1 in 100
year event (plus an allowance for climate change), whereas for the Knowle
Lane access route the predicted level of hazard is categorised as ‘danger to
some’. The routes were assessed for fluvial and surface water flood risks.
60. The developed area of the site would be in a safe zone free from flood risk and
the homes would provide a safe refuge. The EA accepts the appellant’s findings
that the Alfold Road route would remain safe for residents and emergency
services. Similarly, there would be a safe walking route to the town centre for
supplies if necessary. There is no objection to the proposal from the Lead Local
Flood Authority (Surrey County Council).
61. Third parties have argued otherwise. I was provided with evidence of flooding
on Alfold Road as recently as January 2016. Images of flooding events at Alfold
Road, Elmbridge Road, Knowle Road and the Littlemead Industrial Estate were
also submitted in evidence. There are understandably very serious concerns
about the potential risks to property and lives, given the evidence of
experience on the ground of local residents armed with local knowledge.
62. However, the images do not conclusively show that the flood waters from
fluvial or pluvial sources extend to the area of the site that is to be developed
with new houses. Furthermore, although Alfold Road has been shown to have a
history of flooding, this was found to be due to poor maintenance of highway
drainage. A mitigation scheme for alleviating the problem forms part of the
Highways Works Package offered in the s106 planning obligation. The works
would improve the flow of surface water run-off into the surrounding
watercourse system. Surrey County Council as Lead Local Flood Authority finds
the solution acceptable and has not raised any objections to the proposal,
albeit that was not the position initially held by the authority.
63. Fluvial flood risk is to be managed by locating all new houses within Flood Zone
1, and those close to watercourses to have finished floor levels at least 300mm
above the adjacent 1 in 100 year (plus climate change) levels. The soffit levels
of bridges are proposed to be set at least 600mm above the 1 in 100 year plus
20% climate change flood level.
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64. The NPPF also requires that flood risk to land is not increased as a result of
development. Third parties articulate concerns regarding the risk of increased
flooding elsewhere, pointing to recent catastrophic events to befall residents of
a property in Cranleigh. The site specific FRA identifies the measures that
would be incorporated into the design of the development to ensure that the
volumes and peak discharge rates of surface water leaving a development site
are no greater than the rates prior to the development.
65. The FRA acknowledges that the shallowness of the perched groundwater may
restrict effectiveness of infiltration SuDs techniques. A hierarchy of surface
water run-off control measures have been considered with source control
measures connected to site control and finally regional control to ensure
implementation of at least three treatment stages of the surface water run-off.
Source control measures would consist of a combination of permeable paving,
underground cellular storage and interconnecting swales. Detention basins at
the lowest part of the development parcels, and within area designated as open
space, are proposed to be designed to attenuate flow prior to discharge via
hydraulic control structures. Surface water management measures and
continued management and maintenance during the lifetime of the systems
installed could be secured by conditions. With these measures in place, the
development would not increase flood risk elsewhere. The improvements
forthcoming from the Highways Works Package would additionally improve
current conditions on Alfold Road.
66. Overall, the evidence demonstrates adequately that the development can be
made safe for its lifetime. Residents would have safe access and egress routes.
With a sustainable drainage system in place, flood risk elsewhere would not
increase as a result of the proposed development.
Other Matters
67. A number of third parties mentioned the inadequacy of the infrastructure in
and around Cranleigh to accommodate the additional dwellings. The planning
obligation offers contributions towards a range of facilities, highways and
transport improvements to mitigate the effects of the proposed development.
Furthermore, it must be remembered that Cranleigh has been identified as one
of four areas to which new development is to be directed in the future.
68. The inquiry was informed by the Cranleigh Society that allowing the
development to proceed could be in contravention of the Water Framework
Directive, as the sewage treatment capacity is unlikely to support the
anticipated increase in demand. Again, the matter has to be considered in the
context of expected growth and additional homes to be provided in Cranleigh.
The EA has not objected to the proposal and it would be for the statutory
authorities to take the necessary measures to satisfactorily accommodate the
new development.
69. The capacity of the local highway network has also been questioned. The SoCG
confirms that the Highway Authority has not objected to the scheme, subject to
a package of highway improvements designed to mitigate the development’s
impacts. The Highway Authority’s position comes from consideration of a traffic
impact assessment which was found to be robust and realistic about the likely
impact on the highway network. A package of walking, cycling and public
transport improvements would improve the site’s accessibility by non-car
modes, in a location that is well placed to take advantage of local facilities and
12
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services. There is very limited evidence to counter the findings of the traffic
assessment or to refute the evidence given to the inquiry. There is no reason
for me to take a different view to the Highway Authority or the Council on the
matter of transport and highways.
70. Third parties agree that there is a need to provide more affordable home. The
scheme was independently reviewed on behalf of the Council and found to
result in a deficit when compared to the existing land use value. Nevertheless,
128 affordable homes (30%) are offered through the planning obligation, and
would comply with the NPPF’s policy of achieving mixed and balanced
communities.
71. The issue of land ownership raised by Mr Iafrate is a private matter and has no
bearing on the planning merits of this case.
The Planning Balance
72. I have found the proposal to be acceptable on the grounds of its highways and
transport impacts, as well as acceptable on the basis that the contributions
secured through the planning obligation would mitigate the infrastructure
pressures brought about by a development of this scale. The absence of harm
on these points does not add to the case for the development nor tell against
it. The weight to be attached to these matters is neutral.
73. Development in the countryside and intrusion by the appeal scheme into the
landscape character and appearance of the area would contravene LP Policies
C2 and D1. There is potential for the design to mitigate some of the landscape
and visual impacts of the development, and the weight attached to Policy C2 is
reduced for reasons explained earlier.
74. Harm would be caused by loss of 14.5% of the ancient woodland. The condition
and ecological quality of Knowle Wood (unchallenged by expert knowledge on
the subject from the Council) has some bearing on the weight that should be
accorded to the loss, alongside the opportunities that the proposal would bring
for on-site and off-site enhancements. These matters form part of the overall
assessments. Furthermore, the harm identified and the policy breach attached
to that harm has to be balanced against a number of factors.
75. To start with I turn to the Council’s housing land supply position. At the time
the SoCG was drafted, it was agreed that the Council’s latest monitoring report
(dated 1 April 2015) showed a supply of nearly four years of deliverable
housing sites. During the course of the appeal, the Council claimed an updated
position showing a supply of 4.33 years, which in its view did not justify the
scheme’s urbanising impact or loss of the ancient woodland. The five-year
supply position was not tested at the inquiry and did not form part of the
parties’ evidence in any great detail, largely because agreement had been
reached as confirmed in the SoCG. While the extent of the shortfall may be a
material consideration, the requirement for the local planning authority to
demonstrate a five-year supply has to be seen in the context of the NPPF’s
exhortation to “boost significantly the supply of housing” and against a
background of imperative of delivery.
76. The SoCG confirms that the Council’s preference is for previously developed
land to be developed prior to greenfield sites. But it also acknowledges that a
deliverable supply of housing sites cannot be identified for the housing demand
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for the next five years to be met. Indeed, each of the scenarios for
accommodating growth and distribution of housing between 2013-2031
envisages homes to be delivered on greenfield sites at the four larger
settlements (which includes Cranleigh). The numbers vary from 1,200 to 4,450
dwellings depending on the particular scenario.
77. The Council and third parties refer to the potential for the Dunsfold Aerodrome
and Hewitts Industrial Estate to deliver large numbers of new homes on
previously developed sites. A residential development on the latter was refused
recently by the Council on the basis of loss of employment, and cannot be
relied upon to contribute to the area’s needs. The planning acceptability or
otherwise of a large redevelopment proposal at the aerodrome has yet to be
tested. The Council’s planning witness conceded that there are accessibility
issues with regard to that site that need to be resolved. None of the two
brownfield sites identified brings any surety to the supply of housing over the
next five years. Indeed, from all of the evidence submitted to the inquiry, there
is little doubt that the release of some greenfield land at Cranleigh is inevitable.
78. The ISA confirms that 61% of the Borough falls within the Metropolitan Green
Belt and 80% of the countryside is designated as an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty and/or Area of Great Landscape Value. The appeal site is
accorded none of these designations. There is good accessibility to a range of
facilities, services and transport choices. The ISA ranked the appeal site highly
against the sustainability criteria used to assess a number of site options
across the Borough. In the circumstances of the significant landscape
constraints facing the Borough, the appeal site represents an attractive option
environmentally and in sustainability terms. In terms of flood risk too the
appeal site is no more or less sequentially preferred when compared to other
qualifying SHLAA sites.
79. As for benefits, the 425 dwellings would make a significant contribution to an
acknowledged shortfall in deliverable sites for the five-year period, and would
help boost the area’s supply generally. The new homes can be delivered
speedily, as confirmed by the appellant. The Council recognises the need for a
large number of affordable homes in the Borough. Third parties too made an
eloquent case for providing more affordable homes, given the difficulties faced
by young people in accessing affordable accommodation. Delivery of affordable
and market homes in the context of the constraints that apply to the Borough
would therefore comprise the most significant social benefit to flow from the
proposed development and would be consistent with the NPPF’s basic
imperative of delivery.
80. The proposal would deliver economic gains from a number of sources, including
construction-based employment and increases in local spending. The financial
contributions towards open space, education and improving the Downs Link
arise largely from the need to mitigate the effects of the development. Such
matters do not weigh in favour of it. There is no evidence for or against the
need for land for a new community facility. In the absence of a tangible
proposal for the land or guarantee of future funding for its development or
management, the matter can be given only limited weight.
81. Turning then to the overall planning balance. The social and economic benefits
of the scheme are considerable. The need for new housing in the area is
undisputed and in Cranleigh greenfield sites are expected to make a
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contribution to the overall supply. The homes would be delivered speedily on
land that sits high in the sustainability ranking of sites. Having accepted the
need for greenfield sites to help fulfil the Borough’s housing obligations, the
loss of an undesignated piece of countryside abutting the urban edge of
Cranleigh, with limited harm to the wider landscape, would be outweighed by
the social and economic gains identified. The Council’s suggestion that only
part of the site be developed would also involve loss of countryside but without
meaningful contribution to the area’s housing needs.
82. To enable the site to be developed to its full potential, loss of part of the
ancient woodland is unavoidable. The harm would be contained by mitigation
measures and offset by a compensation package that would enable the
woodland to be managed for the future, and improve upon its current
compromised condition. In my judgement, and having regard to the mitigation
hierarchy, loss of part of the ancient woodland would also be clearly overcome
by the social and economic benefits of delivering a large number of new homes
to the area, where currently a shortfall prevails. The extent of the shortfall at
4.33 years does not lessen the obligation to boost significantly the supply of
housing in the area.
83. In the light of all that is said above, the benefits of allowing this development
would significantly and demonstrably outweigh its adverse impacts. It would
amount to sustainable development, bringing wider sustainability benefits to
the community. The Exception Test would thus be fulfilled.
84. Planning law requires that applications for planning permission must be
determined in accordance with the development plan, unless material
considerations indicate otherwise. The NPPF is a material consideration in
planning decisions and, as Government policy, merits significant weight. The
proposal would be in compliance with the NPPF when assessed against its
policies as a whole, and merits the presumption accorded to sustainable
developments. The breach with the development plan is justified on that basis,
particularly in the face of the reduced weight accorded to Polices C2, C7 and
D7.
Conditions and Planning Obligations
Conditions
85. A list of suggested conditions was circulated before and during the inquiry. The
reasons for imposing conditions are recorded below and where necessary the
wording has been modified for clarity or to accord with advice in the PPG6.
86. As an outline application, a condition to secure the submission of reserved
matters is necessary (1). A condition specifying the relevant drawings is
imposed, as it provides certainty (2). In the interest of achieving a
development of high quality, as well as to ensure that the principles shown in
the Masterplan and articulated in the DAS are delivered, it is necessary to
secure approval for floor levels (3), samples of external materials (4),
landscaping and management of the site (11, 12) and protection of existing
trees and hedges (13). To limit the scope of the permission to that applied for,
and considered in the evidence, the number of dwellings is not to exceed 425
(5).
6

Numbers in brackets refer to the condition numbers listed in Annex C
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87. To ensure that the proposed development delivers new homes as soon as
possible, the time limits for submission of reserved matters and
implementation on site have been reduced as agreed at inquiry (6, 7). A
phasing scheme is necessary for a properly planned and co-ordinated
development (8).
88. To provide safe and workable vehicular access routes, it is necessary to impose
a condition requiring the accesses to be constructed in accordance with agreed
details (9). Mr McKay’s (highways consultant for the appellant) evidence to the
inquiry indicates that the access details have changed from the approved
drawings, so a separate condition is imposed to address access. Pedestrian
access from the development site to the Downs Link requires careful
consideration, and a condition for such routes to be constructed in accordance
with approved details has been included (10). External lighting requires careful
control to avoid disturbance to wildlife in the area, particularly within Knowle
Wood. Condition 14 would assist with securing a suitable lighting scheme.
89. In the interest of highway safety, and to avoid inconvenience to highway users
within and outside the development site, a condition requiring car parking and
bicycle spaces to be provided to agreed details has been imposed (15). Such a
condition would accord with LP Policy M2. I hesitate to describe provision of
trickle charging points as necessary to acceptability of the scheme. A condition
along those lines is included (16), however, to comply with the Surrey County
Council ‘Vehicular and Cycle Parking Guidance’ and to add to the scheme’s
sustainability credentials.
90. To protect the site from flood risk, it is necessary to secure the FRA mitigation
measures and recommendations and to ensure that the crossings/bridges
would be constructed in accordance with approved details (17, 18). Similarly,
to ensure that flood risk is not increased on site or elsewhere, a condition is
included to control land raising or to ensure it is undertaken in accordance with
agreed details (19). A condition is necessary to establish and counter the
possible presence of contamination in the ground (20).
91. For reasons explained earlier, implementation of a suitable surface water
strategy is essential. A condition requiring the development to be undertaken in
accordance with an approved scheme is imposed accordingly (21). The s106
provides for a company to be set up to manage water attenuation measures.
There is also a need to secure details of future management arrangements to
ensure that the surface water drainage system installed is managed and
maintained for its lifetime. A condition is imposed to secure such measures
(22). Another condition is included to investigate and provide, if necessary, a
programme for works to be undertaken in relation to archaeological remains
(23).
92. Given the ecological significance of Knowle Wood and possible presence of
protected species on the site, Conditions 24, 25, 26 and 27 are necessary to
preserve and protect the habitats and species. There is insufficient information
on the need for land for community purposes. However, a condition is included
to reserve the land for such purposes, in the event that future evidence points
to a need for it (28). Finally, to ensure that neighbouring properties, residents
and highways users are not unduly affected by construction of the
development, a condition is included requiring the construction works to be
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undertaken in accordance with an approved Construction Method Statement
(29).
S106 Planning Obligation
93. Earlier I referred to the on-site management measures for Knowle Wood and
the off-site contributions which would lead to net ecological gains in the
Borough. These would come forward through the planning obligation. The 128
affordable homes proposed (64 each of rented and shared ownership units) are
also offered through the s106. These are necessary to make the scheme
acceptable and compliant with NPPF policy.
94. I am also satisfied that the range of financial contributions promised in the
s106 are necessary and in accordance with the Community Infrastructure Levy
Regulation 122 (CIL Regs) as they are required to mitigate the impacts of the
development. The contributions are directed to identified relevant facilities or
relate specifically to the needs arising from the proposed scheme. The Council
confirms that none of the named facilities to which the contributions would be
directed has been subject to previous s106 contributions.
95. The highways and transport packages include submission and implementation
of a Travel Plan, contributions towards off-site highway works and bus
contributions. Each of these elements of the s106 meets the CIL Reg 122 tests,
for the relevance and necessity of the works in the interest of highway safety,
flood prevention or to enhance the sustainability aspects of the development.
96. The provision and subsequent management of play and open space as part of
the proposed development are intended to meet the LP Policy H10
requirements to provide such facilities in accordance with the national
standards and the Council’s strategies. These too would meet the requirements
of the CIL tests. The justification for the community orchard is less clear cut,
and I have not taken that element of the planning obligation into account when
making my decision.
Conclusions
97. I have taken account of all the matters raised in the third party
representations, including those referred to in the two letters from the Rt Hon
Anne Milton MP. For the reasons explained, I am allowing the appeal subject to
the 29 conditions, attached at Annex C, and find that other matters raised
either individually or collectively do not alter the balance of my considerations
or weigh against my decision.

Ava Wood
Inspector
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ANNEX A - APPEARANCES
FOR THE LOCAL PLANNING AUTHORITY:
Trevor Ward of Counsel
He called:
Sue Sutherland
BSc(Hons) BPhil, CMLI
Brian Wood BA(TP)
MRTPI

Instructed by Johanna Ayres, Solicitor, Waverley
Borough Council
Sue Sutherland Landscape Architects
Managing Director, WS Planning

FOR THE APPELLANT:
Martin Kingston QC
He called:
Andrew Smith
BSc(Hons) MSc CMLI
Adrian Meurer BSc
(Hons) MCIEEM
Colin McKay BSc(Hons)
CEng MILT
Dominic Chapman
BA(Hons) BArch RIBA
AoU
Simon Purcell BSc(Hons)
MSc CEng MICE
Steven Sensecall
BA(Hons) DipTP MRTPI

Instructed by Steven Sensecall
Fabric Limited
Director of Ecology, Hankinson Duckett
Associates
Technical Director, WSP │Parsons Brinckerhoff
Partner, JTP
Director, WSP UK Ltd
Partner, Kemp and Kemp LLP

INTERESTED PERSONS:
Anthony Iafrate
Liz Townsend
Adrian Clarke
Richard Bryant
Cllr Patrica Ellis
Cllr Mary Foryszewski
Ken Reed
Dominique Mcall
S Jeacock

Employer, Littlemead Industrial Estate
Chair, Cranleigh Civic Society
Cranleigh Civic Society
Cranleigh Civic Society
Cranleigh Parish and Waverley Borough
Councillor
Waverley Cranleigh East and Cranleigh Parish
North
Local resident
Cranleigh Civic Society
Local resident
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ANNEX B
Documents submitted during open inquiry session
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22

Title
Inquiry Notification letter
Justification
for
Infrastructure
Contributions
Mr Purcell’s response to 3rd party
Cranleigh SHLAA sites remaining to
be considered in the sequential test
Written Statement by Mr Clarke
Mr Kingston’s opening
Mr Ward’s opening
Mr Iafrate’s written statement
Cranleigh
Civic
Society
(CCS)
counter response
Cllr Ellis’ Statement
Natural England Standing Advice
April 2014
Email from Stephen Whale
Cllr Mary Foryszewski’s written
statement
Mr Bryant’s written statement
Mr Reed’s written statement
S106 (draft)
Mrs
Smyth’s
(FoE)
suggested
condition
from
Surrey
County
Council on site at land west of Alfold
Crossways
Statement of Common Ground
Note from appellant re: alternative
accesses to site
Suggested landscape condition
Drawings referred to in condition 29
SCC Vehicular and Cycle Parking
Guidance

Date
2/2/16
2/2/16

Submitted by
WBC
WBC

2/2/16
2/2/16

App
App

2/2/16
2/2/16
2/2/16
2/2/16
3/2/16

Mr Clarke
App
App
Mr Iafrate
CCS

3/2/16
3/2/16

Cllr Ellis
WBC

3/2/16
3/2/16

CCS
Cllr Foryszewski

3/2/16
3/2/16
4/2/16
5/2/16

CCS
Mr Reed
App
3rd party

5/2/16
5/2/16

App/WBC
App

5/2/16
5/2/16
5/2/16

WBC
App
WBC

Documents submitted during the adjournment and before the inquiry
closed
No
23
24
25

Title
Closing submissions on behalf of
Waverley Borough Council
Closing submissions on behalf of
appellant
Completed s106

Date
11/2/16

Submitted by
WBC

16/2/16

App

16/2/16

App
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ANNEX C – Conditions
Approval of Details
1. Details of the appearance, landscaping, layout, and scale, (hereinafter called
"the reserved matters") shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
local planning authority before any development begins and the
development shall be carried out as approved.
2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with
the following approved plans:
00734_M01 Rev P1, 00734_M02 Rev P1, 00734_M03 Rev P1, 00734_M04
Rev P1, 00734_M05 Rev P1, 00734_PP01 Rev P1, 00734_PP02 Rev P1,
00734_PP03 Rev P1, 00734_PP04 Rev P1, 00734_PP05 Rev P1, 00734_PP06
Rev P1, 0576-D-01 Rev F, 0576/SK/001 Rev G, 0576/SK/018 Rev D, 0576SK-103 Rev A, 0576/SK/104 Rev A, 0576-SK-106 Rev C, 0576-SK-016 Rev
B, D2149L.100 Rev B.
3. Details of the finished floor levels shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the local planning authority before any phase of the development
commences and the development shall be carried out as approved.
4. No development shall take place in any phase of the development until
samples of the materials to be used in the construction of the external
surfaces of the dwellings to be constructed in that phase have been
submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority.
Development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details.
5. The development hereby permitted shall comprise no more than 425
dwellings.
Timing of Implementation
6. Application for approval of the reserved matters of the first phase of the
development shall be made to the local planning authority not later than 12
months from the date of this permission
7. The development hereby permitted shall begin either before the expiration
of:
a) 2 years from the date of this permission; or
b) 12 months from the date of approval of the last of the reserved matters
to be approved, whichever is the later.
Phasing
8.

Prior to the commencement of any part of the development hereby
permitted, details shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
local planning authority of a Programme of Phased Implementation for the
permission hereby granted. The development shall thereafter be carried
out in accordance with the agreed Phasing Programme. The Phasing
Programme shall indicate the timing of construction of the scheme phases,
including the provision of associated external works, commensurate with
the phases and associated areas/uses being brought into use.
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Access
9.

Notwithstanding the plans listed in Condition 2, access to the site from
Alfold Road and Knowle Lane shall be constructed in accordance with
schemes submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning
authority. The schemes shall be based on drawing nos: 0576/SK/001 Rev
G and 0576/SK/018 Rev D. No dwelling shall be occupied until the Alfold
Road access to and from the site has been implemented.

10.

Prior to the commencement of any part of the development hereby
permitted, details shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
local planning authority of the treatment of the pedestrian access to the
Downs Link. No dwelling completed in the phase relevant to the
pedestrian access shall be occupied until the works are completed in
accordance with the approved details.

Landscaping
11.

Within any reserved matters application pursuant to this approval, the
landscape details required by Condition 1 shall include a detailed
landscaping scheme (including detailed designs and specifications) The
landscape designs and specifications shall include the following:
i. Full details of planting plans and written specifications,
ii. Full details of all proposed methods of boundary treatment including
details of all gates, fences, walls and other means of enclosure both
within and around the edge of the site.
iii. Details of all hard surfacing materials (size, type and colour)
The landscaping shall be implemented prior to the occupation of any part
of the development hereby approved or in accordance with a programme
to be agreed in writing by the local planning authority.

12.

A landscape management plan, including long term design objectives,
management responsibilities and maintenance schedules for all landscape
areas in each phase of the development, other than small, privately
owned, domestic gardens, shall be submitted to and approved in writing
by the local planning authority prior to the occupation of the development
or the phase of the development to which the submitted plan relates. The
landscape management plan shall be carried out as approved.

13.

No development shall take place until a scheme for the protection of
existing trees and hedges which are to be retained within the site has
been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority.
The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved
scheme.

Lighting
14.

No floodlighting or other form or external lighting scheme shall be
installed unless it is in accordance with the details which have previously
been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority.
Such details shall include location, height, type and direction of light
sources and intensity of illumination. The lighting shall thereafter be
retained in the form approved.
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Parking and Travel
15.

Within any reserved matters application pursuant to this approval, the
layout details required by Condition 1 shall include a scheme for car and
bicycle parking for the residential units proposed in each phase of the
development, and for parking of cars and bicycles in communal areas. No
dwelling in the relevant phase shall be occupied until the parking
arrangements approved in writing by the local planning authority for that
phase has been implemented. Thereafter the parking areas shall be
retained and maintained for their designated purpose.

16.

No dwellings shall be occupied in any phase of the development until one
trickle charging point is provided per communal parking area and one
charging point provided for each house with a garage

Flooding
17.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with
the recommendations and mitigation measures set out in the Flood Risk
Assessment titled ‘The Maples, Cranleigh, NPPF Flood Risk Assessment’,
Revision 1, prepared by WSP and dated 28 April 2014. The
recommendations and mitigation measures relevant to each phase of the
development shall be implemented prior to the occupation of any dwelling
in that phase of the development.

18.

Prior to the approval of reserved matters, design details for the Littlemead
Brook and the Nuthurst Stream river crossings/bridges shall be submitted
to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. These details
shall be based upon the concepts and information presented in the Flood
Risk Assessment titled ‘The Maples, Cranleigh, NPPF Flood Risk
Assessment’, Revision 1, prepared by WSP and dated 28 April 2014 and
Drawing number 0576-SK-103, ‘Indicative Bridge Elevations’, Revision A,
prepared by WSP, dated April 2014. The works shall then be implemented
as approved, prior to first occupation of any dwelling on the site.

19.

No land raising will take place in the 1% (1 in 100) plus a 20% allowance
for climate change flood extent except that which has been agreed for
access through outline planning application WA/2014/0912. Where land
raising in the 1% plus a 20% allowance for climate change flood extent is
proposed, full details including satisfactory level for level floodplain
compensation mitigation measures should be submitted to and approved
in writing by the local planning authority. The scheme shall subsequently
be implemented in accordance with the approved details, and thereafter
retained.

Contamination
20.

No dwelling shall be occupied until the approved remediation scheme is
carried out in accordance with a Remedial Method Statement (based on
the GESL Report GE9749 Knowle Lane) submitted to and approved in
writing by the local planning authority. Following completion of measures
identified in the approved remediation scheme, a verification report that
demonstrates the effectiveness of the remediation carried out is to be
submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority.
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Surface Water Drainage
21.

Prior to submission of reserved matters, a sustainable surface water
drainage scheme for the site is to be submitted to and approved in writing
by the local planning authority. The scheme is to be based on the Flood
Risk Assessment titled ‘The Maples, Cranleigh, NPPF Flood Risk
Assessment’, Revision 1, prepared by WSP and dated 28 April 2014. No
dwelling shall be occupied until the drainage works required for that
dwelling have been implemented in accordance with the approved details.

22.

No development shall take place until details of future continued
maintenance and management of the surface water drainage scheme
have been submitted to and approved by the local planning authority. The
scheme shall be implemented and thereafter managed and maintained in
accordance with the approved details. Those details shall include:
a) timetable for its implementation, and
b) management and maintenance plan for the lifetime of the development
which shall include the arrangements for adoption by any public body or
statutory undertaker, or any other arrangements to secure the
operation of the sustainable drainage scheme throughout its lifetime.

Archaeology
23.

No development shall commence until the applicant has secured the
implementation of a programme of archaeological work in accordance with
a Written Scheme of Investigation which has been submitted by the
applicant and approved in writing by the local planning authority.
Thereafter the development shall be implemented in accordance with the
Written Scheme of Investigation.

Ecology
24.

The development shall be carried out in accordance with the
recommendations set out in the submitted Ecological Appraisal, Dormouse
Survey Report, Water Vole Survey Report, Badger Survey (Confidential),
Bat Survey and Addendum, Reptile Survey Report and Knowle Wood
Mitigation Strategy. If there is not adequate habitat remaining on site to
support the reptile population present, prior to the commencement of
development, the applicant shall submit details of a suitable receptor site
to be approved in writing by the local planning authority. The
development shall be carried out in accordance with the agreed details.

25.

No development shall take place until a scheme for the provision and
management of a minimum 8 metre wide buffer zone alongside the
Littlemead Brook and the Nuthurst Stream has been submitted to and
agreed in writing by the local planning authority. This distance is
measured from the top of the bank and applies to each side of the
watercourse but only on land within the control of the applicant.
Thereafter, the development shall be carried out in accordance with the
approved scheme. The buffer zone scheme shall remain free from built
development including lighting, domestic gardens and formal landscaping.



The scheme shall include:
plans showing the extent and layout of the buffer zone;
details of any proposed planting scheme;
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details demonstrating how the buffer zone will be protected during
construction/development of the scheme;



details demonstrating how the buffer zone will be managed and
maintained over the lifetime of the development including a detailed
management plan, information relating to adequate financial provision
and named body/parties responsible for management of the buffer
zone; and
details of any proposed footpaths, fencing and lighting.


26.

Prior to the commencement of the development hereby approved or site
preparation works, further survey works, as detailed in Section 5.2.10 of
the HDA Bat Survey Report, dated August 2015, shall be carried out and
submitted for approval in writing by the local planning authority. The
development shall thereafter be carried out in accordance with the
measures and recommendations set out in the approved Report.

27.

Prior to the commencement of development or site preparation works,
further survey works, as detailed in Section 4.9 of the submitted HDA
Badger Survey Report dated November 2015, shall be carried out and
submitted for the approval in writing by the local planning authority. The
development shall thereafter be carried out in accordance with the
measures and recommendations set out in the approved Report.

Community Land
28.

The land identified on indicative plan no. 00734_S106_01 Rev 01 shall
only be used for the purposes of community use within the meaning of
Class D1 of the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order (1987).
This land shall be shown on any subsequently submitted reserved matters
layout plan for the phase in which the land is located. Use of the land for
community purposes shall only proceed in accordance with details of the
management and operation of the use submitted to and agreed in writing
by the local planning authority.

Construction
29.

No development shall take place until a Construction Method Statement
has been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning
authority. The approved Statement shall be adhered to throughout the
construction period. The Statement shall provide for:
a) vehicle routing
b) the hours of work
c) the parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors
d) loading and unloading of plant and materials
e) storage of plant and materials used in constructing the development
f)

the erection and maintenance of security hoarding including decorative
displays and facilities for public viewing, where appropriate

g) wheel washing facilities
h) measures to control the emission of dust and dirt during construction
i)

a scheme for recycling/disposing of waste resulting from demolition and
construction works
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j)

means of protection of trees and hedgerows during site preparation and
construction; and

k) access arrangements for emergency vehicles during the construction
phase.

End of Conditions
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Policy-specific Representations

DM18: Recreation and Rivers
Representation References: DM18
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Representation ID: REP/013/DM18

Representation ID:

REP/013/DM18

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/013

Name:

Laura Hutson

Organisation:

Sport England

Consultation Body:

Specific

Stakeholder Type:

National group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

laura.hutson@sportengland.org

Address:

21 Bloomsbury Way
London
WC1B 3HF

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM18: Recreation and Rivers

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
While policy DM18 protecting recreation on and around the River Ouse is welcomed, it is
felt that a specific policy is required in order to protect existing playing fields and sport
facilities.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/013/DM18
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mark Furnish <Mark.Furnish@sportengland.org>
01 November 2018 14:59
ldf
Laura Hutson
Lewes District Local Plan: Part 2 Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies Pre-Submission Document
Consultation draft local plan part 2

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

DearSir/Madam,

ThankyouforconsultingSportEnglandontheLocalPlan:Part2SiteAllocationsandDevelopmentManagement
PoliciesPreSubmissionDocument.

AshighlightedinSportEnglandcommentsonthepreviousdrafton17thJanuary2018(attached),SportEnglandhas
anestablishedrolewithintheplanningsystemwhichincludesprovidingadviceandguidanceandsupportinglocal
authoritiesinplanningforsport.FurtherdetailonSportEngland’srolewithinthePlanningsystem,includingits
PlanningPolicy,canbefoundathttps://www.sportengland.org/facilitiesplanning/planningforsport/.

SportEnglandhasassessedthePreSubmissiondocumentinlinewithitspolicyandtheNationalPlanningPolicy
Framework(NPPF)anddoesnotconsiderthatthecurrentdocumenthasaddressedtheobjectionsandconcerns
raisedinitscommentsonthepreviousdraft.Inconsequence,SportEnglandcontinuestoobjecttotheLocalPlan
Part2assetoutintheattachedcomments(pleasenotethatthecurrentNPPFhasmovedparagraphs73and74to
paragraphs96and97).

Inaddition,SportEnglandisconcernedwiththechangestothehousingallocationatLandatHillsideNurseries,High
Street(PolicyBA01)astheallocation’sboundaryhasextendedtotheboundaryoftheadjacentrecreationfield.
Cricketisplayedontheadjacentsitethereforepositioningsensitivedevelopment,suchashousing,closetothe
recreationfieldwouldincreasetheriskofballstrike.Anyschemesubmittedonthissiteshouldbesubjecttoaball
strikeassessmentandthemitigationrecommendationsofthatassessmentshouldbeincludedwithinany
developmentofthesiteallocation.Itisthedevelopersresponsibilitytoimposeanymitigationinlinewiththe‘Agent
ofChange’principle.SportEnglandstronglyadvisesthatwordingtothiseffectisinsertedintoPolicyBA01.Pleasebe
awarethatanyschemesubmittedthatdoesnotmitigatethepotentialofballstrikecouldreceiveaSportEngland
statutoryobjectionuntilitiscleartherearenosafetyrisks.

Onamorepositivenote,SportEnglanddoeswelcomethatparagraph4.417encouragestheuseofSportEngland’s
technicalguidance.

Overall,however,SportEnglandstillhassignificantconcernsrelatingtotheinsufficientlevelofprotectionofsport
facilities,thelackofanuptodateandrobustevidencebaseforindoorandoutdoorsportsfacilities,theuseof
standardsinPolicyDM15,thelossofplayingfield(withoutadeliverablereplacementsiteidentified)withinPolicy
RG01andtheincreaseinsizeoftheHillsideNurseries,HighStreet’ssiteallocation.Asaresult,SportEnglanddoes
notconsiderthattheLocalPanissound.

Ihopeyoufindthesecommentshelpfulandamhappytodiscussthemfurthershouldyouwish.

YoursFaithfully
MarkFurnish
PlanningManager
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T:02072731631
M:07920560435
F:02072731981
E:Mark.Furnish@sportengland.org
To help protect y our priv acy , Microsoft Office prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.
Sport England


To help protect y our priv acy , Microsoft Office prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.
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WehaveupdatedourPrivacyStatementtoreflecttherecentchangestodataprotectionlawbutrestassured,we
willcontinuelookingafteryourpersonaldatajustascarefullyaswealwayshave.OurPrivacyStatementispublished
onourwebsite,andourDataProtectionOfficercanbecontactedbyemailingGailLaughlan


The information contained in this e-mail may be subject to public disclosure under the Freedom of
Information Act 2000. Additionally, this email and any attachment are confidential and intended solely for
the use of the individual to whom they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, be advised that
you have received this email and any attachment in error, and that any use, dissemination, forwarding,
printing, or copying, is strictly prohibited. If you voluntarily provide personal data by email, Sport England
will handle the data in accordance with its Privacy Statement. Sport England’s Privacy Statement may be
found here https://www.sportengland.org/privacy-statement/ If you have any queries about Sport England’s
handling of personal data you can contact Sport England’s Data Protection Officer directly by emailing
gail.laughlan@sportengland.org
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Representation ID: REP/021/DM18

Representation ID:

REP/021/DM18

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/021

Name:

Rebecca Pearson

Organisation:

Natural England

Consultation Body:

Specific

Stakeholder Type:

National group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

Rebecca.Pearson@naturalengland.org.uk

Address:

Guildbourne House
Chatsworth Road
Worthing
West Sussex
BN11 1LD

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM18: Recreation and Rivers

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
We support this policy
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/021/DM18
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Date:
Our ref:

05 November 2018
259464

Customer Services
Hornbeam House
Crewe Business Park
Electra Way
Crewe
Cheshire
CW1 6GJ

BY EMAIL ONLY

T 0300 060 3900

Dear Sir/Madam
Planning consultation: Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations, Development
Management Polices Pre-Submission Document and Habitats Regulations Assessment
(HRA)
Thank you for your consultation on the above dated 05 December 2017 which was received by
Natural England on the same day.
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that the
natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present and future
generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development.
Please find our comments in relation to the Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations,
Development Management Policies and Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA)
Habitats Regulations Assessment-clarification required
We advise that the Habitats Regulations Section presented in the Pre -Submission document does
not concur with the findings of the accompanying Habitats Regulations Assessment for the Local
Plan Part 2. Although Natural England agrees with the findings of the attached HRA, following the
recent People Over Wind European Judgement, aspects of the HRA and its interpretation within the
core document need to be amended as follows:
Conclusion of NSLE for the Plan
Natural England does not agree with the conclusion that the implementation of the Lewes Local
Plan Part 1 or 2 will have no Likely Significant Effect as cited in the Lewes Local Plan Part 2
Document . We advise that this conclusion needs to be revised to concur with the published HRA
and the recent People Over Wind European Judgement. Following this judgement competent
authorities are no longer able to include mitigation for impacts to European Sites at the screening
stage of an HRA. Therefore it is not appropriate to rely on ameliorative (mitigation) measures such
as SANGS and SAMS and policies pertaining to these when determining any likely significant
effects within Habitats Regulations Assessments. We advise that an appropriate assessment will be
required if, in the absence of mitigation, the competent authority cannot conclude “no likely
significant effect”. However mitigation can be used at the appropriate assessment stage.
The HRA correctly interprets this judgement and sets out that any development within 7km of
Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC (within the plan area) without the mitigation set out in Core Policy 10
of the Local Plan Part 1 could have an in-combination on the international site via recreational
pressure; therefore concluding a likely significant effect cannot be ruled out. The HRA therefore
takes this through to appropriate assessment as no likely significant effect cannot be concluded. We
agree with this approach.
Including Air Pollution impacts in the Appropriate Assessment stage
Page 1 of 6
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We note the following statement:
3.39 states that In summary, the only impact pathway that requires consideration in the LPP2 HRA
is recreational pressure upon Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC as this is the only impact pathway
for which a conclusion of no likely significant effect or no adverse effect on integrity could
not be reached for the growth in the Joint Core Strategy without mitigation.
We advise that air pollution also needs to be included here as an-in combination effect remains for
this impact in the absence of mitigation. We recognise that the HRA has indeed taken this through
to appropriate assessment, but for clarity and to ensure no misinterpretation is made we advise that
the above sentence is revised to include air pollution.
Overall conclusion for the HRA
We agree with the following statement:
It is therefore be concluded that no adverse effect upon the integrity of Ashdown Forest SAC is
expected to result from development provided by the South Downs Local Plan/Lewes JCS, even
in- combination with other plans and projects.
However the audit pathways taken (through appropriate assessment ,where relevant) in order to
reach this conclusion should be more clearly defined in the HRA as above and importantly,
accurately interpreted within the LLPP2 Submission Document.
Further advice
1.19 We advise that the following sentence should be re-worded
A Likely Significant Effect must be established both in terms of the individual plan and of the plan in
combination with other policies and proposals,
We advise that this should read:
Any likely Significant Effect must be established both in terms of the individual plan and of the plan
in combination with other policies and proposals
Overarching advice-net gain
Since the Publication of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 The NPPF has been amended and contains a
clear direction to ensure new development demonstrates a net gain in biodiversity. We welcome this
approach. The various allocation sites will need to echo this direction stemming from a clear steer
within Policy DM24 to include net gain as advised variously throughout our advice letter below:
The revised NPPF states the following:
170 d). Planning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and local
environment by“minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity….” 174 b) Plans
should ”….identify and purse opportunities for securing measurable net gains for biodiversity”
118. Planning policies and decisions should: a) encourage multiple benefits from both urban and
rural land, including through mixed use schemes and taking opportunities to achieve net
environmental gains-such as developments that would enable habitat creation or improve public
access to the countryside”
Site Allocations
Policy NH01 - South of Valley Road
This allocation is close to the National Park boundary and we welcome the inclusion of the
requirement to fully assess the impacts of views on any development here.
Policy NH02 - Land at The Marina
Page 2 of 6
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We note that this allocation has the potential to impact on biodiversity. We advise that the allocation
policy includes a requirement for a net gain in biodiversity in order to comply with he recently
revised NPPF (further discussed in Policy DM24).
Policy BH01 - Land at The Nuggets, Valebridge Road
This Site allocation is surrounded by ancient woodland and networks of natural Habitats. We
welcome that this policy has been amended to include the irreplaceable nature of ancient woodland
and note the additional information pertaining to this in the supporting text. Thank you for consulting
Natural England on this matter.
Again the development will need to demonstrate a net gain in biodiversity and we further advise that
networks of natural habitats should be maintained and enhanced in order to provide a development
which is sympathetic to its location and clearly biodiversity-lead. We advise this should be a key
requirement to guide any development proposals.
We also advise re-iterate that the policy should state that impacts to ancient woodland should be
avoided to echo to the recently updated NPPF as follows:
175 c) “development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats (such as ancient
woodland and ancient or veteran trees) should be refused unless there are wholly exceptional
reasons (footnote 58) and a suitable compensation strategy exists”.
Policy BA03 - Land at Bridgelands Barcombe Cross
We further advise that this policy includes the consideration of the use of SuDS. We welcome that it
is included in the supporting text but it is not a requirement within the policy. We advise that welldesigned SuDS have multiple benefits for wildlife and people, providing habitats and valuable
ecosystems services such as, flood amelioration. A SuDS lead scheme would be welcome here.
Policy CH01 – Glendene, Station Road
We note that ancient woodland lies adjacent to the site and would refer you to our Standing advice
with regard to this matter. This includes a requirement for a buffer of at least 15m between the
woodland and the development. We welcome that SuDS are cited for use here and we note that full
ecological surveys to include protected species have and will be carried out.
Policy CH02 – Layden Hall, East Grinstead Road
This site lies adjacent to Chailey Common Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). Chailey
Common Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) is afforded statutory protection under the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended).Thank you for consulting Natural England regarding this
allocation policy which I note has been amended to include the SSSI. We have the following
additional comments to make regarding the following:
An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and
implemented accordingly to mitigate potential adverse impacts on Chailey Common SSSI and the
local biodiversity. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity
and enhancement where possible; and
Again due to the nature and location of this site we advised that the term where possible was
omitted as enhancement should be a requirement of new development (as for policy BH01). We had
understood that this had been revised to reflect our advice. We further add that the need to
demonstrate biodiversity net gain will be of key importance here. Consideration of this will also need
to be made with regard to any tree felling on site.
We advise that the policy states that impacts to the SSSI must be avoided.
Newick
We note Policy DM Planning Boundaries that states Development proposals that result in a net
increase of one or more dwellings within 7km of the Ashdown Forest will only be permitted where
they comply with Core Policy 10(3) of the Local Plan Part 1. As Newick falls within this zone we
Page 3 of 6
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advise that it is worth noting that development will need to be commensurate with this specific DM
Policy here.

Employment Site Allocations
Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
Natural England has serious concerns regarding this allocation.
The allocation site is directly adjacent to and in the setting of, the South Downs National Park. There
is therefore clear potential for a significant impacts on the Special Qualities of the South Downs
National Park. The policy states that visual impacts will be minimised however, from the information
supplied, the impact from the development of this land in both landscape and visual terms is likely to
be significant. This allocation did not form part of previous iterations of the LLPP2 although we note
that part of this land was included in the 2003 Local Plan. We are very concerned that it has been
included at this late stage. We also note that the employment quota has already been fulfilled
elsewhere within the Local Plan area. Due to the sensitive location o f this site we therefore question
the need for the inclusion of this site in the Plan. The site is located in an area of open coastline
surrounded by a nature reserve.
Furthermore the allocation site contains valuable priority habitats of vegetated shingle and floodplain
grazing marsh for example. The allocation boundary stretches down to the mean high water mark.
This is of key concern to Natural England. The policy and supporting text make no mention of the
biodiversity value of this site and this is of key concern to Natural England. We advise that this
allocation site is removed from the LLPP2. We advise that you contact the South Downs National
Park Authority for their advice on this matter. We will be also be happy to advise further on this
matter.
We further advise that any obstruction to public rights of way and any intrusion of the England
Coastal Path is avoided.
Policy E2: Land Adjacent to American Express Community Stadium, Village Way, Falmer
This allocation also lies in the setting of the South Downs National Park. We advise that they are
consulted for their advice on this allocation site.
Policy DM14: Multi-functional Green Infrastructure
We welcome this policy which recognises the importance of the provision of multifunctional green
infrastructure throughout new development. Multifunctional G.I provides a wealth of benefits for
people and wildlife and provides a key role in the provision of ecosystems services. We fully support
this policy.
We note the following wording which we advise requires clarification:
(G.I) would be provided where justified by the character of the area or the need for outdoor playing
space. We advise that Green Infrastructure, if well designed, should incorporate a multitude of
functions as identified in the supporting text, and that accessible natural greenspace rather than
outdoor playing (amenity) space should be a governing factor for this. We advise that the important
role that Green Infrastructure has in contributing to biodiversity and environmental net gain should
be highlighted here.
Strategic provision of GI
We advise that GI should be strategic in Nature. Planning for GI at a strategic scale based on a
robust evidence base has clear benefits for people and wildlife. A well-designed G.I strategy can
provide Natural Capital and secure Ecosystems services in a resilient way that safeguards
resources for people and wildlife into the future. Links to wellbeing, heath and climate change
provision for example are clear. Natural England would welcome the opportunity to contribute to the
formation of any future GI strategy. We attach a GI checklist in support of this.
Children’s Playing Space
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We fully support this policy. Interaction with the natural world has multiple benefits for people and
linking this to G.I networks and cycle routes for example can enhance this.
Policy DM18: Recreation and Rivers
We support this policy
Policy DM24: Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity
We note this policy ad have the following amendments to make:
The protection pertaining to SSSIs is provided to mimic that of the NPPF but the wording provided
lacks the strength of the NPPF in the following ways.
Development which would be likely to adversely affect a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI),
National Nature Reserve (NNR), or a Marine Conservation Zone (MCZ) will only be permitted where
the benefits of the development, at this site, outweigh the damage to the nationa lly recognised
special interest of the designated site and any adverse impacts on the wider network of SSSIs.
The NPPF states that:
175 c). “development on land within or outside a SSSI, and which is likely to have an adverse effect
on it (either individually or in combination with other developments), should not normally be
permitted. The only exception is where the benefits of the development in the location proposed
clearly outweigh both its likely impact on the features of the site that make it of special scientific
interest, and any broader impacts on the national network of SSSIs”
The phrases highlighted above provide a greater level of protection that those included in the Local
Plan.
We advise that collaboration is required between the hierarchy of sites in order to reflect the NPPF
as follows:
Outside of designated sites
Irreplaceable habitats
We advise that irreplaceable habitats be placed above local sites in the hierarchy of designation s to
reflect their national importance and complexity. Once lost these habitats are by their very nature,
irreplaceable. The NPPF reflects this and has recently been revised to give greater weight to the
protection of ancient woodland for example.
175 c) “development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats (such as ancient
woodland and ancient or veteran trees) should be refused unless there are wholly exceptional
reasons (footnote 58) and a suitable compensation strategy exists”.
Priority habitats and species
These include species and habitats listed under S41 of the NERC Act 2006. This includes priority
habitats and species and should be clearly referenced separately to protected species.
Section 40 of the NERC Act 2006 places a general duty on all public authorities, i ncluding local
planning authorities, to conserve and enhance biodiversity. Further information on this duty is
available in the Defra publication ‘Guidance for Local Authorities on Implementing the Biodiversity
Duty’.
We further advise that links to Green Infrastructure policies should be made.
We would re-iterate our advice in our letter of January 2018 that the policy includes networks of
natural habitats and the consideration of biodiversity on a landscape- scale. Habitat networks are
not only rich in biodiversity in their own right but also act as key stepping stones for species
throughout the landscape. For example the provision interlinking habitats play an important role in
enabling genetic exchange between populations within habitats throughout the landscape. They
also act as flightlines and foraging areas for bats for example and provide migratory pathways
through the landscape.
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I would refer you to the SDNP Local Plan Policy SD12 for an example of a Biodiversity Policy which
encompasses these issues and which we fully support. The SDNP Local Plan also has an
overarching requirement for net gain. We advise that net gain is included in this policy as an
overarching requirement. The NPPF States the following:
170 d). Planning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and local
environment by“ minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity….” 174 b) Plans
should ”.identify and purse opportunities for securing measurable net gains for biodiversity”
118. Planning policies and decisions should: a) encourage multiple benefits from both urban and
rural land, including through mixed use schemes and taking opportunities to achieve net
environmental gains-such as developments that would enable habitat creation or improve public
access to the countryside”
Policy DM27: Landscape Design
We advise that this policy includes the requirement to protect the Special Qualities of the South
Downs National Park as future developments outside the National Park may nevertheless affect it’s
setting or views in or out of this nationally designated landscape.
Policy DM35: Footpath, Cycle and Bridleway Network
We advise that links to Green Infrastructure could be made in this policy.
I hope the above is helpful and please do not hesitate to contact me should you wish to disc uss this
matter. Please send further correspondence, marked for my attention, to
consultations@naturalengland.org.uk quoting our reference 259464
Yours sincerely

Rebecca Pearson
Lead Adviser
Sustainable Development
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thom, Tondra
06 November 2018 15:15
ldf
FW: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission

Please see and add to NE rep the below clarification
From: Pearson, Rebecca (NE) [mailto:Rebecca.Pearson@naturalengland.org.uk]
Sent: 06 November 2018 14:56
To: Thom, Tondra
Subject: RE: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission
Hi Tondra
You are absolutely right, the confusion was that the level of detail provided was an enhanced level but this did not of
course mean that mitigation was required to concluded no likely significant effect!
So, in answer to your query
You do not need to add air pollution as an impact pathway for which mitigation is needed. We are satisfied with the
evidence provided for air pollution impacts and concur that no mitigation is required in order to conclude no likely
significant effect.
I hope this is helpful, please do get in touch should you wish further clarification.
Warmest wishes
Rebecca


From:Thom,Tondra[mailto:Tondra.Thom@leweseastbourne.gov.uk]
Sent:06November201812:14
To:Pearson,Rebecca(NE)
Cc:ldf
Subject:RE:LewesLocalPlanPart2PreSubmission

Hi Rebecca,
Thank you for the Natural England rep you submitted, I appreciate that you managed to submit
this within the timeframe of the consultation period, that’s most helpful. I accept that the People
over Wind Judgement means we need to reword the LSE section as mitigation has to be applied
through AA rather than at screening stage – this applies to the 7km recreation impact zone for
Ashdown Forest.
I do have one query though, on which I would like some clarification on please. On page 2 of your
rep under air pollution impacts heading, you state the following:
We note the following statement:
3.39 states that In summary, the only impact pathway that requires consideration in the LPP2
HRA is recreational pressure upon Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC as this is the only impact
pathway for which a conclusion of no likely significant effect or no adverse effect on
integrity could not be reached for the growth in the Joint Core Strategy without mitigation.
(my emphasis)
1
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We advise that air pollution also needs to be included here as an-in combination effect remains for
this impact in the absence of mitigation. We recognise that the HRA has indeed taken this through
to appropriate assessment, but for clarity and to ensure no misinterpretation is made we advise
that the above sentence is revised to include air pollution. (my emphasis)
Whilst I agree that our work on air pollution did result in AA being undertaken - due to the scientific
rigour of assessment it could hardly be considered screening and the ecological interpretation did
result in conclusions regarding the integrity of the Forest; however at no point was it concluded
that mitigation is required alone or in combination. To add air pollution to the sentence in bold
would imply that mitigation is required.
I am concerned that your rep implies that mitigation is required for air quality impacts, when our
conclusion in the HRA does not identify this requirement.
Could you please clarify that we do not need to add air pollution as an impact pathway to the
above sentence and can you confirm that you agree with the conclusion of the HRA that no
mitigation is required?
Thank you
Tondra
Tondra Thom
Planning Policy Manager
Lewes District and Eastbourne Borough Councils
Tel: 01273 085677 or 01323 415677
Mobile: 07824 596 985
E: tondra.thom@lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk
W: lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk

From: Pearson, Rebecca (NE) [mailto:Rebecca.Pearson@naturalengland.org.uk]
Sent: 05 November 2018 17:48
To: ldf
Subject: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission

DearSir/Madam

PleasefindattachedNaturalEngland’scommentsontheabovedocument.


Kind regards 

Rebecca Pearson
Lead Adviser
Sustainable Development Team
Natural England
Guildbourne House, Chatsworth Road
Worthing BN11 1LD
Tel: 0300 060 4090 Mobile: 07810694335


I work part-time Monday to Wednesday. 
www.gov.uk/natural-england
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We are here to secure a healthy natural environment for people to enjoy, where wildlife is protected and
England’s traditional landscapes are safeguarded for future generations.


In an effort to reduce Natural England's carbon footprint, I will, wherever possible, avoid travelling to meetings and
attend via audio, video or web conferencing.


NaturalEnglandisaccreditedtotheCabinetOfficeCustomerServiceExcellenceStandard





This email and any attachments is intended for the named recipient only. If you have received it in error you
have no authority to use, disclose, store or copy any of its contents and you should destroy it and inform the
sender. Whilst this email and associated attachments will have been checked for known viruses whilst
within the Natural England systems, we can accept no responsibility once it has left our systems.
Communications on Natural England systems may be monitored and/or recorded to secure the effective
operation of the system and for other lawful purposes. 
This email and any attachments is intended for the named recipient only. If you have received it in error you
have no authority to use, disclose, store or copy any of its contents and you should destroy it and inform the
sender. Whilst this email and associated attachments will have been checked for known viruses whilst
within the Natural England systems, we can accept no responsibility once it has left our systems.
Communications on Natural England systems may be monitored and/or recorded to secure the effective
operation of the system and for other lawful purposes.
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Initial advice on providing GI strategies in Local Plans
Key principles
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states in paragraph 114 that local
planning authorities should:
“set out a strategic approach in their Local Plans, planning positively for the creation,
protection, enhancement and management of networks of biodiversity and green
infrastructure;”
Supporting guidance to the NPPF is set out in the National Planning Practice Guidance at:
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/naturalenvironment/biodiversity-ecosystems-and-green-infrastructure/
GI is multifunctional and provides ecosystem services; if well-designed it encompasses
linking habitat networks, climate change mitigation, flood management, health and
wellbeing, alternative transport links, improved air quality, food production, and habitat
creation for example.GI can also be effectively used to provide biodiversity net gain.
Stages of creating a GI Strategy
Use mapping tools (see below) to evaluate:
1) Evidence Base-Existing GI
a) Typology Mapping -What GI resources are already there? (for example
woodland extent)
b) Functionality Mapping - What is the GI currently doing?
2) What is required in your Plan Area?
c) What are the functional needs of the area? Priority themes, local plan policy,
how can the GI resource be improved?
d) Where are these needs? Spatial mapping.
3) Design The GI Strategy based on evidence from 1-4 above

Evidence base-what tools are available to provide this?
There are a variety of tools available to provide the evidence base. The Ecosystems
Knowledge Network https://ecosystemsknowledge.net/ includes further information and
range of tools available. The tool adopted will depend on local requirements.
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Links between Natural Capital, GI and Ecosystems Services

Green Infrastructure, Natural capital and Ecosystems services are fundamentally linked as
demonstrated above. Understanding these links is key to developing a GI Strategy.

A GI strategy can be used to:
x
x
x
x

Inform development decisions and design .Ensure project-level interventions
contribute to the strategy;
Support the development of Green Infrastructure Policy and other policies in the
Local Plan (for example biodiversity, health and wellbeing, climate change due to
multifunctional nature) and support Local Plan reviews;
Provide evidence to inform and guide other strategic actions and bids for resources
(LEP/LNP for example);
Provide a baseline for periodical review and monitoring.
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Representation ID: REP/022/DM18

Representation ID:

REP/022/DM18

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/022

Name:

Jess Price

Organisation:

Sussex Wildlife Trust

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

swtconservation@sussexwt.org.uk

Address:

Woods Mill
Henfield
West Sussex
BN5 9SD

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM18: Recreation and Rivers

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
(SEE PDF FOR FULL REPRESENTATION)
SWT are encouraged to see that our comments relating to the natural functioning of the
river and associated wetland are now reflected in the policy wording.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/022/DM18
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Policy-specific Representations

DM19: Protection of Agricultural Land
Representation References: DM19
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Representation ID: REP/050/DM19

Representation ID:

REP/050/DM19

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/050

Name:

Craig Barnes

Organisation:

Gladman Developments Ltd

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Planning Consultant

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

Craig.Barnes@gladman.co.uk

Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM19: Protection of Agricultural Land

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
5.8.1 The policy adopts a sequential approach to the development of best and most
versatile agricultural land. This represents a departure from national planning policy
where no sequential approach is applied. No evidence is provided by the Council to
justify the application of this strict approach.
5.8.2 Furthermore, it is unclear how an assessment of alternatives could be undertaken
given that only indicative mapping of best and most versatile land is available, and
accurate testing can only be undertaken following site investigation. It is also not clear
on what basis the alternative assessment will be undertaken (settlement based? Parish
based? District based? Etc). As drafted therefore, the policy could not be effectively
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Representation ID: REP/050/DM19
implemented.
5.8.3 In response, Gladman consider that the policy should be reworded. The policy
should set out that the development of Best and Most Versatile land should be avoided,
and that proposals on best and most versatile land will need to demonstrate that the
benefits of that proposal will significantly outweigh the adverse effects of its loss. This is
consistent with the approach of the NPPF.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Lewes Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development
Management Policies Pre-submission Draft
Gladman Representations

November 2018
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Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-submission

Gladman Developments Limited
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1

Gladman Developments Limited

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
i.

This submission provides Gladman Developments’ written representations to the Pre-submission
version of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations and Development Management Policies
Document.

ii.

Gladman specialise in the promotion of strategic land for residential development with associated
community infrastructure.

iii.

This representation makes comments on the following matters:
a.

Housing provision

b.

Allocations in Newhaven (NH01/NH02), Barcombe Cross (BA01/BA03), South Chailey (CH03)
and Ringmer (RG01)

c.

Planning Boundary (Policy DM1)

d.

Protection of Agricultural Land (Policy DM19)

e.

Heritage Assets (Policy DM33)

f.

Site Submissions

2
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Gladman Developments Limited

2

INTRODUCTION

2.1

Context

2.1.1

Gladman Developments Limited (Gladman) specialise in the promotion of strategic land for
residential development with associated community infrastructure. This submission provides
Gladman Development’s representations to the pre-submission version of the Lewes Local Plan Part
2 Site Allocations and Development Management Policies (the Part 2 Local Plan).

2.1.2

The Part 2 Local Plan is prepared in the context of the Lewes Core Strategy: Local Plan Part 1 (the
Part 1 Local Plan) which was adopted by the Council in May 2016. The Part 1 Local Plan provides the
strategic and spatial context for planning within the District. The Part 2 Local Plan must therefore
be consistent with overall approach of the Part 1 Local Plan and seek to support its full and effective
delivery.

2.1.3

Since the previous consultation, National Planning Policy has evolved. In July 2018, the Government
published an updated National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF2). For plan making NPPF2 will
apply for Local Plans submitted to the Secretary of State for examination following the 24th January
2019. Plans submitted ahead of this date will be assessed against the policies of the original NPPF
(as published in March 2012). Even for these plans however, it is considered prudent for local
planning authorities to take into account the revised policy framework provided by NPPF2 in order
to future proof the development plan. In the case of Lewes District, the Part 2 Local Plan is being
prepared during this transitional period, and as such, Gladman consider that the Council should
have regard to both versions of the NPPF.

2.1.4

For the avoidance of doubt, Paragraph 85 of NPPF2 sets out four tests that must be met for Local
Plans to be considered sound:


Positively Prepared – Providing a strategy which, as a minimum, seeks to meet the area’s
objectively assessed needs; and is informed by agreements with other authorities, so that
unmet need from neighbouring areas is accommodated where it is practical to do so and
is consistent with achieving sustainable development;



Justified – an appropriate strategy, taking into account the reasonable alternatives, and
based on proportionate evidence;



Effective – deliverable over the plan period, and based on effective joint working on
cross-boundary strategic matters that have been dealt with rather than deferred, as
evidenced by the statement of common ground; and



Consistent with National Policy – the plan should enable the delivery of sustainable
development in accordance with the policies in the Framework.

3
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2.1.5

Gladman Developments Limited

Gladman also notes the significant emphasis directed within NPPF2 to securing the sustainable and
full delivery of housing requirements. Amongst other new policy requirements, NPPF2 introduces
a new housing delivery test to monitor and measure housing delivery over the plan period, with
specific measures outlined for those authorities unable to demonstrate sufficient levels of delivery.
The NPPF2 also redefines what sites are considered deliverable, and the level of evidence required
to illustrate this.
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FIXING OUR BROKEN HOUSING MARKET – WHITE PAPER
FEBRUARY 2017

3.1

Overview

3.1.1

The Government is in no doubt that the housing market in Britain is broken which, according to the
Prime Minister, is one of the greatest barriers to progress in the country today.

3.1.2

Average house prices are almost eight times average earnings which is an all-time record and
soaring prices and rising rents caused by a shortage of the right homes in the right places has
slammed the door of the housing market in the face of a whole generation.

3.1.3

The reason for this crisis is that the country is simply not building enough homes and has not done
so for far too long. The consensus is that we need from 225,000 to 275,000 or more homes per year
to keep up with population growth and to start to tackle years of under-supply.

3.1.4

Everyone involved in politics and the housing industry therefore has a moral duty to tackle this issue
head on. The White Paper states quite unequivocally that ‘the housing shortage isn’t a looming crisis,
a distant threat that will become a problem if we fail to act. We are already living in it.’

3.1.5

Tackling the housing shortage is not easy. It will inevitably require some tough decisions. The
alternative, according to the White Paper, is a divided nation, with an unbridgeable and everwidening gap between the property haves and have-nots.

3.1.6

The challenge of increasing supply cannot be met by Government alone. It is vital to have local
leadership and commitment from a wide range of stakeholders, including local authorities, private
developers, housing associations, lenders and local communities.

3.1.7

The starting point is building more homes. This will slow the rise in housing costs so that more
ordinary working families can afford to buy a home and it will also bring the cost of renting down.
We need more land for homes where people want to live. All areas therefore need a plan to deal
with the housing pressures they face.

3.1.8

At the stage at which the White Paper was published, it was identified that over 40 percent of local
planning authorities did not have a plan in place to fully meet the projected growth in households
in their area. All local authorities should therefore develop up-to-date plans with their communities
that meet their housing requirement based upon an honest assessment of the need for new homes.

3.1.9

Local planning authorities have a responsibility to do all that they can to meet their housing
requirements, even though not every area may be able to do so in full. The identified housing
requirement should be accommodated in the Local Plan, unless there are policies elsewhere in the
National Planning Policy Framework that provide strong reasons for restricting development, or the
adverse impacts of meeting this requirement would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the
5
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benefits. Where an authority has demonstrated that it is unable to meet its entire housing
requirement, it must be able to work constructively with neighbouring authorities to ensure that
the remainder is met.
3.1.10

Plans should be reviewed regularly and are likely to require updating in whole or in part at least
every five years. An authority will also need to update its plan if its existing housing target can no
longer be justified against its objectively assessed housing requirement.

3.1.11

Policies in Local Plans should also allow a good mix of sites to come forward for development, so
that there is choice for consumers, places can grow in ways that are sustainable, and there are
opportunities for a diverse construction sector including opportunities for SME housebuilders to
deliver much needed housing.

3.1.12

In terms of rural areas, the Government expects local planning authorities to identify opportunities
for villages to thrive, especially where this would support services and help meet the need to
provide homes for local people who currently find it hard to afford to live where they grew up. It is
clear that improving both the availability and affordability of homes in rural areas is vital for
sustaining rural communities, alongside action to support jobs and services. There are
opportunities to go further to support a good mix of sites and meet rural housing needs, especially
where scope exists to expand settlements in a way which is sustainable and helps provide homes
for local people. This is especially important in those rural areas where a high demand for homes
makes the cost of housing a particular challenge for local people.

3.1.13

The Government has also made it clear through the White Paper that local planning authorities are
expected to have clear policies for addressing the housing requirements of groups with particular
needs, such as older and disabled people.

3.1.14

The White Paper is the cornerstone of future Government policy on fixing the broken housing
market. It provides the direction of travel the Government is intending to take and is a clear
statement that this Government is serious about the provision of the right number of houses in the
right places. Local plans therefore need to consider these policy intentions now in order to ensure
that they support the Government’s agenda and provide the homes that local communities need
in the right locations. The implementation of the White Paper has already been triggered through
more recent government announcements and in particular the recent consultation on the
proposals for a move towards a standardised methodology for calculating housing needs.

3.1.15

More recently, in October 2017, the Prime Minister reaffirmed the Government’s commitment to
addressing the broken housing market by bringing forward measures to boost home ownership
and housing supply, stating:
“I will dedicate my premiership to fixing this problem – to restoring hope. To renewing the British Dream
for a new generation of people. And that means fixing our broken housing market.”
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“For 30 or 40 years we simply haven’t built enough homes. As a result, prices have risen so much that the
average home now costs almost 8 times average earnings. And that’s been a disaster for young people
in particular.”
3.1.16

Furthermore, in a message to housebuilders, the Prime Minister indicated that:
“We, the government, will make sure the land is available. We’ll make sure our young people have the
skills you need. In return, you must do your duty to Britain and build the homes our country needs.’”
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4

SUSTAINABILITY APPRAISAL

4.1.1

In accordance with Section 19 of the 2004 Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act, policies that are
set out in local plans must be the subject of a Sustainability Appraisal (SA). Incorporating the
requirements of the Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004, SA is a
systematic process that should be undertaken at each stage of the Plan’s preparation, assessing the
effects of the Local Plan’s proposals on sustainable development when judged against all
reasonable alternatives.

4.1.2

The Local Plan should ensure that the results of the SA process clearly justify any policy choices that
are ultimately made, including the proposed site allocations (or any decision not to allocate sites)
when considered against ‘all reasonable alternatives’. In meeting the development needs of the
area, it should be clear from the results of the assessment why some policy options have been
progressed and others have been rejected. Undertaking a comparative and equal assessment of
each reasonable alternative, the Council’s decision making and scoring should be robust, justified
and transparent.
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LEWES LOCAL PLAN PART 2 SITE ALLOCATIONS AND
DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIES

5.1

Site Allocations Overall Comments

5.1.1

The strategic context for the distribution of housing in the Part 2 Local Plan is set out within policies
SP1 and SP2 of the Part 1 Local Plan. Policy SP1 sets out the housing requirement for the plan area
with 5,494 dwellings required between 2010 and 2030. Policy SP2 sets out the required distribution
of this housing requirement within the Plan area and National Park. Taking into account completed
and committed development, Policy SP2 identifies x6 strategic sites with a collective capacity for
1,728 dwellings. Beyond this, further non-strategic growth is identified at various named
settlements within the plan area (all expressed as minimum requirements) the balance of which is
to be met through the Part 2 Local Plan.

5.1.2

In order to meet the housing requirement of the Part 1 Local Plan in full, housing land capacity for
a further 1,660 dwellings is identified by the Council as the starting point for the preparation of the
Part 2 Local Plan. Further assessment of completions and committed development since April 2015,
together with monitoring of provision for new housing outlined within locally prepared
Neighbourhood Plans, reduces this residual need to 105 dwellings. In response to this context, the
Council has sought to allocate sufficient land to deliver a further 132 dwellings. This provides for a
marginal oversupply, however is responsive to the level of development which is required in order
to meet each of the identified minimum housing requirements for each settlement as set out in
Policy SP2 of the Part 1 Local Plan.

5.1.3

In broad terms Gladman welcome the Council’s commitment to meet and respond to the minimum
targets as identified through both Policy SP1 and SP2 of the Part 1 Local Plan. Ensuring sufficient
supply on a settlement by settlement basis as set out in the Part 1 Local Plan, is critical in ensuring
that the Part 2 Local Plan is consistent with the strategic approach of the adopted development
plan. It will also ensure that housing supply is most responsive to local development needs and
provides adequate support of settlement vitality and vibrancy consistent with the Council’s spatial
strategy.

5.1.4

Gladman however, do not believe that there is sufficient flexibility within the supply to ensure that
the housing requirement of the plan area will be met in full. Capacity for only 27 dwellings in excess
of the minimum housing requirement identified for the District (outside of the National Park) is
proposed by the Council through the Part 2 Local Plan. This provides flexibility of just 0.5% in the
context of the overall housing requirement. As a result, the Council is hugely reliant on full delivery
of all identified and committed sites moving forwards over the plan period. This is inclusive of a
windfall allowance of 600 dwellings and rural exceptions sites allowance of 125 dwellings over
which the Council has limited influence over. As a result, Gladman conclude that there is a distinct
9
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possibility that the housing requirement will not be met in full, contrary to Policy SP1 of the Part 1
Local Plan.
5.1.5

The allocation of housing land within the Part 2 Local Plan is also made in the context of an
acknowledged shortfall in the overall level of housing provision made within the Part 1 Local Plan
against objectively assessed housing needs.

5.1.6

No means of meeting this shortfall have yet been identified by the Council, and a potential
resolution to this shortfall will not occur until the commencement of a future Local Plan Review. In
the interim Gladman consider that this context provides the Council with further cause to ensure
that housing delivery is maximised through the Part 2 Local Plan.

5.1.7

Gladman believes that enhanced delivery within the plan area can be secured by adopting the
following two measures.

5.1.8

First, is the need to allocate further land through the Part 2 Local Plan. Gladman consider that an
additional supply of at least 10% (above the housing requirement) should be planned for (circa 550
dwellings). This approach will provide greater certainty that the minimum requirements of the Local
Plan can be met in full. It will also ensure that the Local Plan is more adaptable to change which may
be experienced during the plan period. In response, Gladman submit two sites for consideration as
allocations for housing through the Part 2 Local Plan (see Section 6 of this representation).

5.1.9

Secondly, the Council should adopt a flexible and positive policy framework for the determination
of applications submitted on sites which are not allocated for development within the Local Plan.
Such a policy would provide scope for proportionate and appropriately scaled development to
come forward on sites which are located on unidentified sites beyond the settlement boundary,
provided they are well related and adjacent to existing specified settlements, and subject to
meeting other local and national planning policy requirements. The adoption of this approach
would prove a boost to sustainable housing delivery.

5.1.10

Such a policy has been prepared relatively locally by Ashford Council through Policy HOU5 of the
Ashford Local Plan 2030 (currently at examination). The policy text (as modified) reads:
“Proposals for residential development adjoining or close to the existing built up confines of
[listed] settlements will be acceptable.. provided that each of the following criteria is met:
a) The scale of development proposed is proportionate to the size of the settlement and the
level, type and quality of day to day service provision currently available, and
commensurate with the ability of those services to absorb the level of development in
combination with any planned allocations in this Local Plan and committed development,
in liaison with service providers;
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b) The site is within easy walking distance of basic day to day services in the nearest
settlement, and/or has access to sustainable methods of transport to access a range of
services;
c)

The development is able to be safely accessed from the local road network and the traffic
generated can be accommodated on the local and wider road network without adversely
affect the character of the surrounding area;

d) The development is located where it is possible to maximise the use of public transport,
cycling and walking to access services;
e) Conserve and enhance the natural environment and preserve or enhance any heritage
assets in the locality; and
f)

The development (and any associated infrastructure) is of a high-quality design and meets
the following requirements:
i)

It sits sympathetically within the wider landscape;

ii)

It preserves or enhances the setting of the nearest settlement;

iii)

It includes an appropriately sized and designed landscape buffer to the open
countryside;

iv)

It is consistent with local character and built form, including scale, bulk, and the
materials used;

v)

It does not adversely impact on neighbouring uses or a good standard of amenity
for nearby residents;

vi)

It would conserve biodiversity interests on the site and/or adjoining area and not
adversely affect the integrity of international and national protected sites in line
with Policy ENV1.

5.1.11

Gladman consider that a similar policy should be implemented in the case of Lewes. Safeguards
relating to size, location and impacts included within the policy would ensure that the overall spatial
strategy as defined in the Part 1 Local Plan would be safeguarded and reflected in decision making
when applying the policy. The policy would be beneficial in enabling additional development not
otherwise provided by the development plan, ensuring that sustainable housing delivery in
maximised within the District.
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5.2

Neighbourhood Plans

5.2.1

Great emphasis is placed by the Council on securing the delivery of the residual housing
requirement through Neighbourhood Planning. Of the residual need for 1,660 dwellings, 1,250
dwellings are identified through the Neighbourhood Planning process (75%). Gladman notes the
strong take up of Neighbourhood Plans within the plan area, with ‘made’ neighbourhood plans in
four areas and allocating sites sufficient to deliver 385 dwellings. A further three emerging
Neighbourhood Plans would deliver 865 dwellings.

5.2.2

Whilst a positive start has been made in Lewes in relation to Neighbourhood Plan making, the
Council must recognise the risk associated with reliance on Neighbourhood Plans in securing
housing delivery. The Council will need to closely monitor the implementation of Neighbourhood
Plans and ensure that the appropriate policy mechanisms are in place should allocated sites not
come forward as and when envisaged within the Neighbourhood Plan.

5.3

Newhaven: Policy NH01 and NH02

5.3.1

Two previously saved allocations for housing within Newhaven are carried forward through the
Local Plan Part 2. Both allocations form part of the committed supply within Newhaven, and as such
make an important contribution in meeting the identified housing requirement in full.

5.3.2

In our previous representation to the Draft version of the Part 2 Local Plan, Gladman raised concerns
relating to the deliverability of both sites. No evidence has been provided by the Council since the
conclusion of this consultation which has satisfactorily addressed these concerns.
NH01 – South of Valley Road

5.3.3

NH01 is carried forward from the 2003 Local Plan and has a history which extends into the 1970s.
Whilst parts of the site have come forward for development over this period, development of the
site has been taken at a considerably slow pace, with a further capacity for 24 dwellings yet to be
developed. Despite being available and suitable for development for a period of at least 35 years,
this part of the Site has thus far not come forward for housing development. No evidence has been
produced by the Council to confirm what has altered in the site conditions and market which means
that this Site is now likely to be developed.
NH02 - Land at the Marina

5.3.4

NH02 is also a previously allocated site and has been subject to a previous and now lapsed planning
consent for a mixed-use development which included some 331 dwellings (lapsed in May 2015).
Beyond this lapsed planning permission, there is little evidence that the site could be developed for
300 dwellings during the plan period. The Site is subject to multiple constraints and planning issues
such as its small area, proximity to heritage assets, active use as a marina, and site pollution issues.
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Whilst Gladman agrees that the potential exists for some development to come forward over the
plan period at both NH01 and NH02, Gladman cannot conclude with any certainty on the extent
and timing, which is particularly significant given the absence of flexibility within the wider plan.
Gladman consider that this uncertainty further underlines the need for additional allocations and a
relaxed policy position as previously set out in Section 5.1 of this representation.

5.4

Barcombe Cross: Policy BA01 and BA03

5.4.1

Gladman welcome the Council’s decision to allocate land at Barcombe Cross for housing
development through the Part 2 Local Plan. This is consistent with Policy SP2 of the Part 1 Local
Plan, which identifies the need for Barcombe Cross to accommodate new development within the
plan period. Barcombe Cross is a sustainable settlement with a primary school, post office, shop,
public house, village hall, and bus services. Further development is necessary to ensure that existing
services remain viable and provide a response to the housing needs of the village and its rural
hinterland.

5.4.2

Whilst housing allocations at Barcombe Cross is supported, Gladman hold concern with the
suitability of some of the sites identified by the Council for allocation for housing within the village
through the Part 2 Local Plan. Gladman believe that there are more appropriate locations for growth
at Barcombe Cross which should be explored first by the Council (see Section 6).
BA01 – Land at Hillside Nurseries, High Street

5.4.3

Site BA01 is known to experience access constraints which require third party land in order to be
suitably addressed. The 2018 Housing Site Options Background Paper illustrates that there is
currently disagreement about the availability of this land as providing the solution for safe and
sufficient means of access to the Site. The Paper reveals a dispute on whether an agreement has
been reached for this land to be used. The agent of this land disputes the claim that an agreement
on this matter has now been reached. It is unclear, whether the Site could be developed without
this third-party land.
BA03 – Land at Bridgelands

5.4.4

This Site is known to experience surface water flooding issues and currently provides flood water
capacity with features such as a pond and ditches. The development of this site may have an
adverse effect for flood risk for off-site locations contrary to policy and will require further study
before the developability of the Site can be confirmed. The Site is also located within a part of the
village which is assessed to have a low capacity for change in landscape terms. As such, even a
modest development of the Site could have significant adverse effects for local landscape quality
contrary to national planning policy.
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5.5

South Chailey: Policy CH03

5.5.1

The Council state that a limited level of allocations is made in South Chailey on account of the
limited range of services available within the village and the sensitivity of the landscape to
development. Gladman dispute the Council’s position with regard to the sustainability of the village
and its capacity for further development.

5.5.2

Gladman consider South Chailey to be a sustainable settlement. The village benefits from various
services and facilities such as Chailey School, a GP, church, a playground, and village a shop/post
office. The village is served by the 121-bus service which links the village to the nearby higher order
settlements of Newick and Lewes. The 121-bus services operates 6 days week (not Sunday) at 2
hourly intervals. The service provides access to both Newick and Lewes during rush hour, affording
a viable alternative means of travel for accessing wider services and employment facilities available
within these centres.

5.5.3

Gladman consider that there are alternative locations for development within South Chailey which
are contained from wider long views which have not been explored by the Council (see section 6).
Gladman believe that it is important that the Council explore all options available to secure
sustainable development within the District, in order to maximise housing delivery in the context
of significant housing need and in order to provide greater certainty that the minimum
requirements of the Part 1 Local Plan.

5.6

Ringmer: Policy RG01

5.6.1

The Part 2 Local Plan seeks to role forward the allocation of Caburn Field for housing from the 2003
Local Plan. The Site is in active use as the home of Ringmer Football Club. The club’s owners wish to
relocate the club to an alternative site, however, despite being allocated for housing development
within the previous local plan, the site has not yet come forward.

5.6.2

Policy RG01, like its predecessor, requires the relocation of the football club to an alternative site,
ahead of permitting its development for housing. Gladman support this approach, however holds
concerns about the deliverability of this when an alternative site has yet to be identified. Gladman
is aware that land is identified for playing fields within the made Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan on
a site to the east of Ringmer Community College (Site RG3). However, it is clear from the supporting
text within the Neighbourhood Plan that this field is required in order to meet existing shortfalls in
open space provision. It is unclear whether the football club could be accommodated at this site in
addition to the needs identified in the Neighbourhood Plan.

5.6.3

Gladman consider that in order to heighten the certainty of this site coming forwards within the
plan period, there is a need for the Council, in partnership with the Parish Council, to identify an
alternative location for the football club. The demonstrated availability of a suitable alternative
would alleviate Gladman’s concerns regarding the deliverability of this site.
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Should this not prove possible, Gladman consider that further allocations and/or greater flexibility
in decision making (as set out in Section 5.1 of this representation) should be provided by the
Council in order to give greater certainty that the Plan’s minimum development requirements will
be met in full.

5.7

Policy DM1: Planning Boundary

5.7.1

As set out in Section 5.1 of this representation, and further to the concerns raised relating to a
number of proposed allocations, Gladman consider that there is a strong case for greater degree of
flexibility for the types of development permittable within the open countryside. Policy HOU5 of
the Ashford Local Plan (as quoted in Section 5.1), is considered by Gladman to provide an
appropriate basis for the rewording of Policy DM1. This approach would secure the delivery of
additional sustainable, proportionate development, which is consistent with the spatial strategy,
and responsive to identified constraints and issues.

5.7.2

Gladman consider that the Policy should be applied to the settlements of Newhaven, Seaford,
Peacehaven and Telscombe, Ringer and Broyle Side, Cooksbridge, Barcombe Cross, North and
South Chailey, Newick, Plumpton Green, Wivlesfield Green, and areas adjacent to Burgess Hill.

5.8

Policy DM19: Protection of Agricultural Land

5.8.1

The policy adopts a sequential approach to the development of best and most versatile agricultural
land. This represents a departure from national planning policy where no sequential approach is
applied. No evidence is provided by the Council to justify the application of this strict approach.

5.8.2

Furthermore, it is unclear how an assessment of alternatives could be undertaken given that only
indicative mapping of best and most versatile land is available, and accurate testing can only be
undertaken following site investigation. It is also not clear on what basis the alternative assessment
will be undertaken (settlement based? Parish based? District based? Etc). As drafted therefore, the
policy could not be effectively implemented.

5.8.3

In response, Gladman consider that the policy should be reworded. The policy should set out that
the development of Best and Most Versatile land should be avoided, and that proposals on best and
most versatile land will need to demonstrate that the benefits of that proposal will significantly
outweigh the adverse effects of its loss. This is consistent with the approach of the NPPF.

5.9

Policy DM33: Heritage Assets

5.9.1

The approach to protecting the historic built environment must fully reflect the guidance set out in
NPPF2 paragraphs 184-201.

5.9.2

The Policy should ensure that a graded approach to assessing the weight applied to the
conservation of the asset depending on the importance of that asset.
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With reference to designated heritage assets, the Council should refer specifically to paragraphs
194 and 195 of NPPF2, which set out the need to assess the significance of a designated heritage
assets and where there is less than substantial harm, this should be weighed against the public
benefits of the proposal. Where there is deemed to be substantial harm, then the proposal would
need to achieve substantial public benefits to outweigh that harm.

5.9.4

For non-designated assets, the policy must reflect the guidance set out within paragraph 197 of
NPPF2. This states that the policy test that should be applied in these cases is that a balanced
judgement should be reached having regard to the scale of any harm and the significance of the
heritage asset.
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6

SITE SUBMISSIONS

6.1

Land at Barcombe Mills Road, Barcombe Cross

6.1.1

Land at Barcombe Hills Road, Barcombe Cross extends to circa 3.7 hectares. The parcel of land is
well related to the existing pattern of the settlement and its release for development would form a
suitable, sustainable extension to Barcombe Cross. A significant amount of additional land is within
the same ownership and has the potential to be used for additional community benefit.

6.1.2

The development brief for the Site is again submitted to the Council in Appendix 1. The
development brief illustrates how the site could be developed, however this is not fixed, and
Gladman is flexible to change subject to further to discussion with the Council and the local
community.

6.1.3

It is considered that this site has the capacity to deliver 50-70 dwellings and could provide for a mix
of house types and needs. The scale of development is proportionate to the size of Barcombe Cross
and could make an important contribution to the District’s housing land supply.

6.1.4

Development in this location would be deliverable in the short term and increase the supply and
choice of housing, including affordable housing, in Barcombe Cross and the wider area. In addition,
it would contribute towards economic growth and have wider social benefits to the local
community.

6.2

Land to the West of the A275, South Chailey

6.2.1

As set out in Section 5.5 of this representation, Gladman considers that South Chailey has a good
level of services and facilities and as such forms a sustainable location for new development.
Gladman propose that land to the west of the A275, South Chailey (see development brief at
Appendix 2) is allocated for residential development.

6.2.2

The site extends to 2.6 hectares and is well related to the existing built environment of South
Chailey, as well as being well contained by existing woodland and a public right of way. The site
would be capable of delivering circa 55 dwellings as well as improvements to pedestrian links and
a new play area.

6.2.3

This development, as proposed, clearly constitutes ‘sustainable development’, and is viable and
deliverable and should be considered as a potential housing allocation.

6.2.4

This proposal would be deliverable in the short term and increase the supply and choice of housing,
including affordable housing, in South Chailey and the wider area. In addition, it would contribute
towards economic growth and have wider social benefits to the local community.

6.2.5

Gladman would welcome the opportunity to discuss the potential of the site further with both the
District Council and the local community.
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7

CONCLUSION

7.1.1

This submission has provided Gladman Developments’ written representations to the presubmission version of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2.

7.1.2

Gladman hold significant concerns that the approach adopted by the Council in its allocation of
housing land through the Part 2 Local Plan risks the deliverability of the housing requirement. The
Council is reliant on the full delivery of committed and allocated sites, as well as other sources of
land such as windfall development and rural exception housing to meet its housing requirement,
with minimal flexibility provided. As such, there is a high degree of risk that the full minimum
housing requirement as set out in the Part 1 Local Plan will not being achieved.

7.1.3

To address this, Gladman consider that further allocations are necessary. Gladman also consider
that the Council should adopt a flexible approach to the determination of applications which are
submitted on sites which are located beyond but adjacent to existing settlement boundaries.
Gladman submit the wording of Policy HOU5 as amended within the emerging Ashford Local Plan
as an exemplar policy for the Council’s consideration. Gladman has also identified the settlements
located within the plan area at which this policy could be sustainably implemented.

7.1.4

Gladman maintain their concerns regarding the deliverability of a number of allocations proposed
through the Part 2 Local Plan which have not been addressed by the Council since the previous
consultation. Gladman consider that the deliverability issues highlighted within this representation
provides a further case for additional allocations to be made through the Part 2 Local Plan and for
greater flexibility to be implemented by the Council in decision making as highlighted above.

7.1.5

In response, Gladman has submitted two sites for consideration as allocations for housing, at
Barcombe Mills Road, Barcombe Cross and west of the A275, South Chailey. Both sites are
considered by Gladman to provide for suitable locations for housing, and both are deliverable
within the remaining plan period.

7.1.6

Beyond this, Gladman has concerns with the soundness of the proposed policy approach outlined
in relation to Best and Most Versatile Land and Heritage and has suggested suitable amends to both
policies.
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Should you wish to further discuss our
proposals, please contact:
Planner: LaVSB5JMTUPO
Email: l.UJMTUPO@gladman.co.uk
Telephone: 01260 288

The indicative framework plan is, of course, just our first
attempt at considering the development potential of the site.
Gladman would welcome the opportunity to discuss the
potential delivery of this site with you in more detail so it can be
considered fully in the preparation of your emerging Local Plan
Part 2.

This document includes an initial indicative framework
plan, indicating how the site might accommodate a future
residential development with high quality open space and
landscaping. This will complement the site’s surroundings to
achieve seamless integration.

A new residential development on this site would
incorporate both new market and affordable housing of a
variety of types and tenures, to help meet the current and
future housing needs of Barcombe Cross and the District.

Gladman Developments Ltd wishes to promote land at Barcombe
Mills Road, Barcombe Cross for development. The 3.7
hectare QSPQPTFE EFWFMPQNFOU site JEFOUJGJFECZUIFSFEMJOF
CPVOEBSZ  presents an ideal opportunity to create a
sustainable, high quality residential development situated
in a sought-after location whilst responding to the
existing landscape context and nearby heritage assets.
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Village Hall

•

•

•

Bus links to Cooksbridge and Lewes

Post Office and Store

Barcombe Cross is well placed to host additional development to meet
future housing need and support future economic growth. Spatial Policy 2
of the Core Strategy identifies that a minimum of 30 additional units are to
come forward within the settlement across the plan period.

Royal Oak Public House

Barcombe Primary School

•

•

Barcombe Cross is an active and successful community and provides
residents with direct access to community facilities including:

Barcombe Cross is a vibrant settlement with a population of 741 according
to the 2011 Census.

A Vibrant Community

As can be seen on the aerial view of the site on the previous page, the land
identified by the red line boundary is the proposed development site, with
the remaining land under the landowner’s control identified by the blue
boundary, which will be retained as agricultural land. It is anticipated that
the majority of the site would provide for residential development, with the
remainder comprising green infrastructure and public open space.

It must be noted that two of the proposed allocations for Barcombe Cross
comprise developments of fewer than 11 dwellings. Therefore, the threshold
for on-site affordable housing provision as set out in adopted Core Policy 1
will not apply and there will be no policy requirement for affordable housing
on these sites. New residential development on land off Barcombe Mills
Road will provide the full policy compliant amount of affordable housing
on-site, which should be seen as a considerable benefit of the proposals.

The emerging Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development
Management Policies proposes to allocate 3 sites for residential development
in Barcombe Cross, providing 38 dwellings across the plan period. Gladman
believe that Barcombe Cross is capable of supporting further growth
beyond the amount currently proposed within the emerging Local Plan,
and housing development need not be limited to this amount.

The Full Objectively Assessed Housing Need for Lewes District cannot be met
due to constraints across the area such as the South Downs National Park.
Therefore, further opportunities to deliver appropriate and sustainable sites
for housing development will be very important for local people to meet
existing housing need. Barcombe Cross is a settlement that is relatively free
from constraints (such as the national park) and therefore is an appropriate
location for housing growth.

The village of Barcombe Cross is located approximately 3.5 miles north of
Lewes town and 4.5 miles south west of Uckfield.

The site is located to the south of Barcombe Cross, to the west of
Barcombe Mills Road and is approximately 3.7 hectares in size. The site is
immediately adjacent to existing residential development on Monger’s
Mead to the north.

Principle of Development
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Site & Planning Context

Grade II Listed Buildings

Remaining land within control
of the Applicant

   

    

8. Camois Farm

5. Royal Oak village pub
6. Barcombe Community Fire Station
7. Barcombe Village Hall
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This plan identiﬁes the constraints to development across the
settlement, including ancient and semi-natural woodland, tree
preservation orders, the Barcombe Cross Conservation Area and
listed buildings. As can be seen from the plan, the site itself is
free from planning constraints.
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8

SPITHURST ROAD
NORTH TO
A272 (GOLDBIRDGE ROAD)

BARCOMBE MILLS ROAD
SOUTH EAST TO
A26
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Gladman considers that housing on this site is capable of being brought
forward within the next 5 years.

Delivery

The site is capable of delivering approximately 50 dwellings of varying sizes,
types and tenures (including affordable housing delivered in accordance
with planning policy).

Housing Delivery

This site oﬀers a unique opportunity for Lewes District Council to
plan, and more importantly deliver, a new development where people
will genuinely want to live and choose to stay, whilst embracing
the distinctive character of the surrounding area. This will be
achieved by:

Site Development Potential

The village hall on the opposite side of Barcombe Mills Road and the footpath
connection to the existing residential area to the northwest would link the
site to the existing fabric of Barcombe Cross. Through sensitive design, the
development of the site can be absorbed into the wider landscape without
causing any unacceptable landscape and visual harm.

The site is not designated for its environmental value, and does not feature
any landscape features which would elevate it above that of the open
countryside in which it sits. The site can be developed in such a way to
retain and positively manage any key landscape features and to provide
substantial areas of structural planting to act as a landscape buffer, as
identified on the indicative framework plan within this development brief.

Landscape Character
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The development proposal falls entirely within the Environment Agency
Flood Risk Zone 1 i.e. land assessed as having a less than 1 in 1,000 annual
probability of flooding. The site is also not within a surface water flood
risk area.

Hydrology

The proposed development is set back from the heritage asset in this area,
and the site has been selected to retain agricultural land directly to the
south to minimise any adverse impact to the setting of the listed building.
The site is well screened from other listed buildings and the conservation
area within the village and will be carefully designed to integrate with
existing development.

The site is located in close proximity to Monger’s Farmhouse, a grade II listed
building. Having sought advice from heritage consultants at Pegasus, we
understand the immediate setting of the listed building and the converted
barn to the south has changed considerably as they were once a farmstead
set a little distance apart from Barcombe Cross, however recent residential
development has joined the farmstead to the settlement to its west and
north. Monger’s Farm is no longer used for farming and its character has
changed completely to residential with the former farmyard now being in
use for parking and gardens. This change to character has diminished the
contribution of the wider agricultural setting to its significance.

The proposed development will aim to enhance the environment through
the provision of green infrastructure, comprising new publically accessible
greenspace and recreational paths increasing permeability to surrounding
areas of interest and facilities.

Ecology surveys will be undertaken prior to the determination of the
planning application and work will also be carried out to assess any impact
on nearby ecological designations. The development proposals will provide
adequate mitigation as required to ensure species are protected, with
enhancement where possible.

Heritage

Biodiversity, Green Infrastructure & Local Wildlife

Site Development Potential
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Accessibility
Development in this location will provide quality pedestrian, cycle and
public transport connections with Barcombe Cross and the wider highway
and footpath / cycle network. The site fronts directly onto land in the
adopted highway so a vehicular access is achievable. The nearest bus stop
is located around 350m from the centre of the site and can be reached by
an accessible footpath.

Socio-economic
Our preliminary research shows that the proposed development could
lead to a significant boost in local spending and there is an indication that
the gross spending power of the new residents could be in excess of £1.6
million each year, a proportion of which will be spent in the locality.

Design

A design-led approach, informed by consultation with the District Council,
key stakeholders and the local community, would inform plans for the site
so that a future development responds sensitively to the site’s village and
landscape setting. The development would make a positive addition to
Barcombe Cross, complementing the character of the surrounding area in
terms of scale, density, character and quality.

Topography

TheMBOEXJUIJOUIFSFEMJOFCPVOEBSZis flat with no technical barriers to
overcome in order to secure its development.

Site Development Potential
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Site Plan With Indicative Framework Plan
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LauSB5JMTUPO
01260 288
l.UJMTUPO@gladman.co.uk
www.gladmanland.co.uk

For further details, please contact

Gladman Land
Gladman House, Alexandria Way,
Congleton, CW12 1LB
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Lewes District Council

Land to the West of the A275 | South Chailey

DEVELOPMENT BRIEF
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Should you wish to further discuss our proposals,
please contact:
Planner: LauSB5JMTUPO
Email: l.UJMTUPO@gladman.co.uk
Telephone: 01260 2889

The illustrative framework plan is, of course, just our first attempt
at considering the development potential of the site. Gladman
would welcome the opportunity to discuss the potential delivery
of this site with you in more detail so it can be considered fully in
the preparation of your emerging Local Plan Part 2.

This document includes an initial illustrative development
framework plan, indicating how the site might accommodate
a future residential development with high quality open space
and landscaping.

A residential development on the site would incorporate both
new market and affordable housing (of a variety of types, from
affordable rented properties to discounted sale properties
to help key workers and first time house buyers) to help meet
the current and future housing needs of both South Chailey and
the District.

Gladman Developments Ltd wishes to promote land west of the
A275, South Chailey for development. The 2.5 hectare site can
accommodate a sustainable, distinctive residential development
situated in an attractive market location to ensure the delivery of
high quality homes.

Introduction
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South Chailey hosts a population in the region of 1,000 people providing
access to community facilities including:
•
Chailey School
•
GP
•
Church
•
Bus links
•
Shop and Post Office
South Chailey is well placed to host additional development to meet future
housing need and support future economic growth.

A Vibrant Community

The Full Objectively Assessed Housing Need for Lewes District cannot be
met due to constraints across the area such as the South Downs National
Park. Therefore, further opportunities to deliver appropriate and sustainable
sites for housing development will be very important for local people to
meet existing housing need.

The site consists of 2 open fields and is situated at the southern end of
South Chailey, immediately adjacent to existing development on the A275.
The site is bound by the A275 and existing development to the east, hedge
and woodland to the north and west, with a public footpath along a road
forming the southern boundary. The site topography is relatively flat with a
small rise of around 5 meters to the northern extent.

SCHOOL

South Chailey is a settlement that can support development and is free of
the national park constraint and it can therefore accommodate additional
much needed homes in the District.

Principle of Development

Site & Surroundings

Site & Planning Context
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Landscape Character
The site is not designated for its environmental value, and its development
can be sensitively designed to sit within the wider landscape
without causing harm to local, nationally and internationally important
designated assets.

Housing Delivery

The site is capable of delivering approximately 55 dwellings of varying sizes,
types and tenures (including affordable housing delivered in accordance
with planning policy). Gladman considers that housing on this site is
capable of being brought forward within the next 5 years.

This site oﬀers a unique opportunity for Lewes District Council to plan, and more importantly deliver, a new development where people will
genuinely want to live and choose to stay, whilst embracing the distinctive character of the surrounding area. This will be achieved by:

Site Development Potential
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The site is located near to the Swan Public House a grade II listed buildings, but
the significance of the building is derived from its function as a community
buildings in a village locations. The setting of the heritage asset is such
that the development of the site for additional residential development in
the village will have a neutral effect. The site is well screened from other
heritage assets within the village and will be carefully designed to integrate
with existing development.

Market Appeal

The development proposal falls entirely within the Environment Agency
Flood Risk Zone 1 i.e. land assessed as having a less than 1 in 1,000 annual
probability of flooding. The site is also not within a surface water flood risk
area.

Hydrology

The site is located near to the Swan Public House a grade II listed buildings, but
the significance of the building is derived from its function as a community
buildings in a village locations. The setting of the heritage asset is such
that the development of the site for additional residential development in
the village will have a neutral effect. The site is well screened from other
heritage assets within the village and will be carefully designed to integrate
with existing development.

The proposed development will aim to enhance the environment through
the provision of green infrastructure, comprising new publically accessible
greenspace and recreational paths increasing permeability to surrounding
areas of interest and facilities.

Ecology surveys will be undertaken prior to the determination of the
planning application. The development proposals will provide adequate
mitigation as required to ensure species and habitats are protected, with
enhancement where possible.

Heritage

Biodiversity, Green Infrastructure & Local Wildlife

Site Development Potential
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Development in this location will provide the quality pedestrian and cycle
links into the settlement, as well as, public transport connections with
adjacent developments and communities.

Accessibility

The site is flat with no technical barriers to overcome in order to secure its
development.

Topography

A design-led approach, informed by consultation with the District Council,
key stakeholders and the local community, would inform plans for the site
so that a future development responds sensitively to the site’s village and
landscape setting. The development would make a positive addition to
South Chailey, complementing the character of the surrounding area in
terms of scale, density, character and quality.

Design

Site Development Potential
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Site Plan With Indicative Framework Plan





Existing Public Rights of Way

Existing Trees & Hedgerows


  
Habitat Creation

Proposed Pedestrian Links

(Incorporating LEAP - 0.04ha)

Proposed Play Area

(Location subject to engineers recommendation)

Proposed Attenuation Area

(overall GI includes below)

Proposed Green Infrastructure



Proposed Vehicular Access Point

Indicative Shared Driveways

Indicative Primary Road

0.96Ha

1.65Ha

Residential Area
Up to 55 Units @ 34dph

2.61Ha

Application Site Boundary

Ordnance Survey Mastermap - Crown Copyright. All rights reserved.
Licence Number: 100019980 (Centremapslive.com)

This drawing is the property of FPCR Environment and Design Ltd and
is issued on the condition it is not reproduced, retained or disclosed to
any unauthorised person, either wholly or in part without written consent
of FPCR Environment and Design Ltd.
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LaurB5JMTUPO
01260 2889
l.UJMTUPO@gladman.co.uk
www.gladmanland.co.uk

For further details, please contact

Gladman Land
Gladman House, Alexandria Way,
Congleton, CW12 1LB

Representation ID: REP/215/DM19

Representation ID:

REP/215/DM19

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/215

Name:

Pippa Hildick-Smith

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM19: Protection of Agricultural Land

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared
Not Justified
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
Theobalds Road is already prone to flooding due the housing development already
present. The ancient ditches alongside the road have been gradually lost or actively
filled in, and buildings have been put up on land created by filling in ancient ponds. This
type of development should not be permitted. Any further development of Theobalds
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Representation ID: REP/215/DM19
Road will add increased pressure of flooding risk to the whole area.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
No planning permission for new housing developments on Theobalds Road due to
flooding risk.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/493/DM19

Representation ID:

REP/493/DM19

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/493

Name:
Organisation:

Wates Development Ltd

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Planning Consultant

Agent Details:

Name:

Jonathan Lieberman

Organisation:

Boyer Planning

Contact Details:

Email Address:

JonathanLieberman@boyerplanning.co.uk

Address:

15 De Grey Square
De Grey Road
Colchester
Essex
CO4 5YQ

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM19: Protection of Agricultural Land

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared
Not Effective
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
Not Consistent with national policy
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/493/DM19

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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30/10/18
Our Ref: 15.408/04.02

15 De Grey Square
De Grey Road
Colchester
Essex
CO4 5YQ

Strategic Policy Team
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
BN7 1AB

T 01206 769018
F 01206 564746

Dear Sir/Madam,
Re: Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Policies
DPD – Regulation 19 Representations
These representations to the Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development
Management Policies DPD (“Local Plan Part 2”) are submitted on behalf of Wates Developments Ltd
(“Wates”), who control land to the south of South Road, Wivelsfield Green (“the site”).
The site is shown on the enclosed Site Location Plan.
Background
The site has previously been assessed as part of the evidence base for the District’s Core Strategy
and through the Council’s 2014, 2015, 2017 and 2018 Land Availability Assessments (Ref: 05WV).
The site was subject to an outline planning application (all matters reserved save for access) from
May to September 2015 (application reference: LW/15/0466) for residential development for up to 55
dwellings and a new access.
It has also been promoted through the Wivelsfield Neighbourhood Plan.
The site, and the revised scheme, is discussed in more detail below; however in summary; it is
available, suitable and achievable and therefore deliverable, and is being promoted by Wates for
inclusion in the Local Plan Part 2 as a housing allocation that is capable of being brought forward in
the next five years to assist the Council’s housing delivery.
Housing Supply
In terms of plan making, Paragraph 11 of the NPPF states that “Plans should positively seek
opportunities to meet the development needs of their area and be sufficiently flexible to
adapt to rapid change”.
Spatial Policy 1 of the Core Strategy sets a minimum housing target of 6,900 additional dwellings
(345 net dwelling per year) over the Plan period (2010 to 2030). This includes housing provision for
the South Downs National Park.
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As part of the Local Plan Part 2, the Council has disaggregated its housing target to account for the
1,432 dwellings identified in the Core Strategy that are within the South Downs National Park. This
equates to a disaggregated minimum housing target of 5,494 net additional dwellings for the rest of
the District.
The Local Plan Part 2 sets out at Table 2 how the Council proposes to meet its housing need as
follows:

With regard to the sources of supply, there is no information provided as to whether a non-delivery
allowance has been applied to the committed sites, and if this is not the case, this should be
included to ensure that the expected delivery from this source is realistic.
Equally, there is no information to demonstrate that the windfall allowance is justified and further
evidence should be provided by the Council.
Without this information, it is not possible to assess whether the residual requirement is robust or
not.
Table 3 of the Local Plan Part 2 identifies how the residual housing requirement of 1,660 will be met
(this table is reproduced overleaf).
The main weakness with the Council’s strategy in respect to the residual allowance, is the overreliance on housing provision that is expected to be delivered through neighbourhood plans that are
at an early stage of preparation (of the 1,660 additional units to be brought forward, 52% (825 units)
are proposed through emerging neighbourhood plans).
There is a risk that the neighbourhood plans will not come forward as expected (for example they do
not meet the basic conditions) and there is also the possibly of substantial delays for a number of
reasons including legal challenge, which may jeopardise future housing delivery. There is no
information provided as to the current status of each neighbourhood plan or any indication as to
when they are likely to be ‘made’. As a consequence, there is currently no certainty that the housing
requirement for each of these areas will be met.
For example, the Peacehaven & Telscombe and Newhaven Neighbourhood Plans (which are
expected to deliver 680 dwellings) have not progressed beyond Regulation 7 stage (designation of a
Neighbourhood Plan Area). The designation of these areas occurred back in 2013 in both cases (so
it appears there has been limited progress in the subsequent five year period).
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It is also noted that the Seaford Neighbourhood Plan will be subject to a further Regulation 14
consultation due to issues raised in respect to its Sustainability Appraisal / Strategic Environmental
Assessment during the last Regulation 14 consultation. The Plan therefore has some way to go
before it will be made.
The Council states at page 18 of the Local Plan Part 2 that “The Council will closely monitor the
progress of the neighbourhood plans. Should any concerns arise regarding timings then the Council
will consider what, if any, measures are needed to resolve the issue(s). These measures might
include provision of additional support or the Council recovering the role of identifying allocations
through a subsequent development plan document or a future review of the Local Plan”.
Noting the progress with the Peacehaven & Telscombe and Newhaven Neighbourhood Plans since
2013, we would strongly submit that now is the appropriate time for the Council to recover the role of
identifying allocations.
In any event, as Table 2 above shows, the Council is planning to only meet the minimum housing
requirement (i.e. the sources of supply only meet the minimum 5,494 requirement), with no
contingency in the event that these sources of supply (including committed sites) do not come
forward as expected.
The need to provide greater certainty is emphasised by the fact that the Council is currently unable
to demonstrate a five year land supply (4.92 years supply as at 1 April 2018) and as a result, its
housing land supply policies are out-of-date.
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Given the Council’s current position with five year land supply and the uncertainty regarding the
emerging neighbourhood plans, the Council should take a pro-active approach to allocate additional
sites now to provide greater flexibility and certainty as to how its housing supply will be met.
It is therefore submitted that the Local Plan Part 2 is currently unsound as it has not been
positively prepared and to address this, there is a need for the Plan to identify additional housing
allocations through the current process in order to provide greater flexibility in housing delivery – as
required by Paragraph 11 - and to create greater certainty that the housing target can be met.
Whilst it is acknowledged that Wivelsfield has a made neighbourhood plan which allocates sites in
line with the Core Strategy housing target; it is relevant that these targets are expressed as a
minimum; and in respect to the Core Strategy targets, paragraph 2.7 of the Local Plan Part 2 makes
it clear that “It should be borne in mind that the figures contained within Spatial Policy 2 are
expressed as minimums and where appropriate growth should exceed this minimum figure” (our
emphasis). Sustainable sites should therefore be considered, particularly in the context of the
concerns raised.
It is relevant that Wiversfield’s Neighbourhood Plan will be over two years old in December 2018,
with the result that the more restrictive NPPF Paragraph 14 will not apply. There is no indication as
to when a review of the Wivelsfield Neighbourhood Plan might commence or be completed. Given
the Council’s stated five year land supply position and the fact that the Wivelsfield Neighbourhood
Plan’s housing policies will shortly be out-of-date, there is a clear case to support the allocation of
additional land in Wivelsfield on suitable sites now, to ensure a genuinely plan-led system.
As such, it is submitted that land south of South Road, Wivelsfield Green should be allocated for
residential development to provide greater certainty in the Council’s housing supply and to support
the NPPF requirement to positively seek opportunities to meet the development needs of their area,
and be sufficiently flexible to adapt to rapid change.
It is notable that the Government’s current standardised method identifies a housing requirement for
Lewes District of 483 dwellings per annum which is significantly above the Council’s adopted figure
of 345 dwellings (it is acknowledged that further clarification is awaited regarding the methodology)
although this again shows the level of need in the area, such that the Council should be doing all
that it can to allocate additional sites, rather than the current strategy of allocating the bare minimum.
Land at South Road, Wivelsfield Green
Wates wishes to promote Land at South Road, Wivelsfield Green as a site allocation within the Local
Plan Part 2 to help address the concerns raised above.
Site and Surroundings
The site extends to 3.66 ha (9.04 acres) and is located to the south of South Road in Wivelsfield
Green.
The site currently comprises an agricultural field, with access achieved via a track adjacent to
Shepherds Close.
The site is largely open although it is well screened by existing mature vegetation and trees along its
boundaries. There is also woodland (Kiln Wood) in the south-western part of the site.
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The land abuts the residential built up edge of Wivelsfield Green along its northern boundary. To the
west of the site lies the Shepherds Close housing development which was granted planning
permission in 2010 (LW/09/1323) and further residential development along Hundred Acre Lane. To
the south and east lies the countryside although it is screened from view due to the topography and
intervening woodland.
There are no designated heritage assets on the site; the land is not located within a Conservation
Area and nor are any of the trees subject to Tree Preservation Orders (TPOs).
The site is within Flood Zone 1 where there is a low risk of flooding.
Suitability for Residential Development
The table below makes an assessment of the site’s suitability:
Environmental
Landscape
Impact

The site’s planning history in respect to landscape impact has been subject to
various assessments which are outlined below:
2012 Rural Settlement Study which was a background evidence paper to the
Core Strategy identifies that Wivelsfield Green forms part of the Western Low
Weald character area. The study at paragraph 24.18 states:
‘Much of the area is gently undulating with areas of cover from hedgerows,
hedgerow trees and small woods and this describes the typical scenery to be
found in Wivelsfield Green. Larger tracts of woodland lie to the eastern and
southern sides of the settlement, some of which are designated as ancient
woodland. These shorten some of the views southwards and provide an
element of containment from the wider landscape.’
Lewes District Council’s 2014 SHLAA (Site Ref: 05WV) – identified the site as
being suitable, available and achievable and therefore deliverable with the
potential to deliver 65 homes between 2014 to 2019. The rationale that
accompanied it was as follows:
“Site is well contained from the wider landscape. It has good access to local
services and facilities and no apparent on-site constraints. Capacity reduced
slightly to reflect that north west corner has been developed. The site
borders existing residential development to the north and access is
considered achievable. The site is within single ownership…”
An outline planning application (all matters reserved save for access) for
residential development for up to 55 dwellings and a new access of South
Road was refused on 12 September 2015. The second reason or refusal
related to landscape impact and states:
“The proposed development….would have an unacceptable and detrimental
impact on visual amenity and character of this area of countryside.
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Lewes District Council’s 2015 SHELAA (Site Ref: 05WV) identified the site as
not suitable, but was available or achievable, and therefore not developable
for development of 65 dwellings. The rationale that accompanied it was as
follows:
“Greenfield land. Site is well contained from the wider landscape. However,
LCS concludes low capacity for growth. ESCC landscape architect states that
the gentle rising slope rising to a distinct ridge encloses the village and that
South Road offers natural defined edge. Further landscape comments to
planning application, see below, consider site to be visually sensitive with
development having a detrimental effect on local character. Site has good
access to local services and facilities and no apparent on-site constraints.
The site borders existing residential development to the north and access is
considered achievable. The site is within single ownership. The site’s overall
suitability is subject to further transport assessment to determine the level of
impact and potential mitigation, including impacts/mitigation at Ditchling.
Recent application LW/15/0466 promoting the site for 55 units (refused). The
site is proposed for allocation as Local Green Space in the emerging
Wivelsfield Neighbourhood Plan.”
Revised Proposals
In seeking to address the above objections, a revised scheme has been
prepared to support these representations, which reduces the developable
area (to approximately 1.5 hectares) and increases public amenity space to
maximise the landscape benefits of the scheme from that previously
submitted as part of the outline planning application. The following drawings
have already been submitted as part of more recent pre-application
discussions to demonstrate the form of development that is considered
achievable:
x

A Landscape Character and Visual Advice Note prepared by Allen
Pyke Associates (April 2017);

x

An Illustrative Sketch Layout (2723-LA-03) and Concept Sketch
Views (2723-LA-04 and LA-05) (March 2017);

The proposals comprise a residential-led development of the site to provide
circa 50 new dwellings, together with associated access road, car parking,
landscaping and open space as shown in the supporting documents.
The submitted illustrative Sketch Layout suggests a developable area which
seeks to maximise the landscape benefits of the scheme for both existing and
future residents, by:
-

providing an improved sense of arrival to Wivelsfield Green by
creating a public village green with feature elements (including pond)
for wildlife and amenity benefit;
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-

enhancing and extending the existing wooded ridge formed by Kiln
Wood along the southern and western boundaries of the site;
providing two new public viewing points along the wooded ridge,
allowing tranquil views to, and enjoyment of, the South Downs;
retaining more of the open slopes leading up to the ridge for the
active enjoyment of all residents;
contributing to an improved sense of place for the village;
providing an improved permanent settlement edge, positively fronting
onto usable green space for existing and new residents.

Notwithstanding the above, the site was identified in the latest 2018 SHELAA
as achievable, available but not suitable. The rationale states:
Greenfield land. Site is well contained from the wider landscape. However,
LCS concludes low capacity for growth. ESCC landscape architect states that
the gentle rising slope rising to a distinct ridge encloses the village and that
South Road offers natural defined edge. Development should not extend
into the countryside to the south of this. Further landscape comments to
planning application, see below, consider site to be visually sensitive with
development having a detrimental effect on local character. No protected
trees or woodland on or adjacent to site. However, woodland to the south
should be retained, protected and enhance for potential habitat to locally
recorded protected species. Site has good access to local services and
facilities and no apparent on-site constraints. The site borders existing
residential development to the north and access is considered achievable.
The site is within single ownership. The site’s overall suitability is subject to
further transport assessment to determine the level of impact and potential
mitigation, including impacts/mitigation at Ditchling. Recent application
LW/15/0466 promoting the site for 55 units (refused) – unacceptable and
detrimental impact on visual amenity and character of this area of the
countryside. Site proponent provided further submissions to the
SHELAA, including revised scheme and landscape mitigation. ESCC
landscape architect maintains previous objection (bold text our emphasis
to highlight text change to recent SHELAA).
Wates disagrees with this conclusion and submits that through the
incorporation of the above measures, the site can be developed in a sensitive
manner that respects the landscape character of the location. The site is not
currently located within, or viewed from any designated landscape and abuts
the existing settlement boundary. Development of the site therefore provides
an opportunity to extend the urban area with limited landscape and visual
effects due to a constrained zone of visual influence, and to provide a
permanent, positive settlement edge, fronting onto new public realm with
significant community benefit in the long term.
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Ecological Impact

The site is currently used as an agricultural field and as such has low
biodiversity value. To support the planning application, ECOSA Ltd undertook
both an Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey and a subsequent Phase 2 Survey
between March and May 2015 which confirmed that the site was dominated
by habitats of low ecological value and proposed measures to provide
ecological enhancement.
As part of the previous planning application Council Officers also considered
that with an appropriate mitigation strategy and enhancement plan, that
biodiversity could be enhanced on the site.

Flooding

The site is located in Flood Zone 1 (low risk of flooding).
It is acknowledges that development would increase the amount of
impermeable surfaces and therefore Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems
would be incorporated (ponds) to absorb flood water in extreme events and
would control the flow of water off the site.

Accessibility

The site is well related to Wivelsfield village and is within easy walking
distance to a range of services and facilities including the primary school, a
pub, local shop and sports and recreational grounds.
The proposed development is served by four bus routes which pass
immediately adjacent to the site and is located approximately 3km away from
Wivelsfield Train Station, less than 4km from the centre of Burgess Hill and
less than 5km from the centre of Haywards Heath. Burgess Hill and
Haywards Heath both have significant facilities including employment, retail
and leisure.
As such the site is sustainably located and this view is supported by the
Council, who in its 2014 SHLAA considered the site to have ‘good access to
local services and facilities and no apparent on-site constraints’.
The Officer’s Report for the previous outline planning application states that
the site ‘is well located in terms of proximity to the centre of the village and
services available’.

Transport

A full Transport Assessment (TA) was carried out as part of the previous
application which concluded that the development (for 55 dwellings) would
generate up to 34 two-way vehicle movements in the morning peak hour and
around 31 two-way movements in the evening peak hour, representing ‘only
a very modest amount of additional traffic, equivalent to one vehicle
movements every 2 minutes.’
During the consultation on the planning application, the Highway Authority
raised no objection to the proposals.
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As such we submit that any impact would be minimal and could be
appropriately mitigated through financial contributions towards highway
improvements and public transport improvements.
Social
Housing

The development of the site would provide both market and affordable
housing for which there is an identified need.

Community
Facilities

The development of the site and additional population would also support
local business and community facilities.
If required, any development on the site would pay proportionate financial
contributions to mitigate the impact of the development on school places and
other facilities where deemed appropriate.

Economic
Local Retail
Facilities

The development of the site to provide circa 50 dwellings would support local
facilities through increasing spending on services within Wivelsfield and the
wider local economy.

House Building

House building promotes economic growth through the provision of jobs
during the construction period, and provides business rates, Council tax and
New Homes Bonus payments.

In summary, it is submitted that the site is suitable for residential development and can be developed
in a sensitive manner that respects the landscape character of the location. The site is not currently
located within, or viewed from any designated landscape and abuts the existing settlement
boundary. Development of the site therefore provides a logical extension to the village which would
have limited landscape and visual effects. It also provides a permanent, positive settlement edge,
fronting onto new public realm with significant community benefit.
In the context of the NPPF objective to boost significantly the supply of housing, and the
aforementioned housing supply concerns above, it is submitted that the site is suitable for residential
development and should be included as a site allocation as part of the Local Plan Part 2.
Development Management Policies
Policy DM19 (Protection of Agricultural Land) states:
‘Development that would result in the irreversible loss of the best and most versatile agricultural land
(Grades 1, 2, 3a in the DEFRA Agricultural Land Classification System) will not be permitted unless
it can be demonstrated that there are no suitable alternative locations and the proposal would have
overriding sustainability benefits that outweigh the loss of land from agricultural use.’
Firstly we consider this policy to place overly onerous restrictions on development on Grade 1, 2 and
3a land above that implied by the NPPF. Rather than imposing a prescriptive restriction on
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development on agricultural land, Paragraph 170 requires the decision maker to recognise the
intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside, and the wider benefits from natural capital and
ecosystem services – including the economic and other benefits of the best and most versatile
agricultural land, and of trees and woodland. Footnote 53 states that “Where significant development
of agricultural land is demonstrated to be necessary, areas of poorer quality land should be preferred
to those of a higher quality”. The current policy wording is far more onerous and is therefore
unsound as it does not accord with NPPF policy.
Secondly, given the rural nature of the District, and the prevalence of good quality agricultural land,
we consider that Policy DM19 places an onerous restriction on residential development having
regards to one of the primary objectives of the NPPF to boost the supply of housing land, particularly
in instances where the Council may not be able to demonstrate a five year housing land supply and
agricultural land release may be necessary in order to meet any shortfall against housing needs.
On this basis, we do not consider Policy DM19 to be effective of consistent with national policy and
suggest that be omitted from the Plan.
Summary
We have identified critical issues with the Council’s proposed housing land supply. Principally, the
Local Plan Part 2 places too much reliance on neighbourhood plans to meet the housing
requirement when there is currently no certainty as to when the plans are likely to be ‘made’. At a
time when the Council acknowledges that it is unable to demonstrate a five year land supply, it
should be taking every opportunity to allocate suitable sites now to provide a robust land supply
going forward. Rather, the Council is only planning to meet the minimum housing requirement, with
no contingency in the event that the sources of supply do not come forward as expected.
The Plan therefore is not positively prepared, effective or consistent with national policy in this
regard.
It is acknowledged that there is a made neighbourhood plan which allocates for the full requirement
set out in the Core Strategy; however these targets are expressed as minimum and sustainable sites
should therefore be considered to provide more flexibility and certainty in terms of housing delivery.
We have provided evidence which demonstrates that the site is suitable for residential development
and we would encourage the Council to allocate land south of South Road, Wivelsfield Green for
circa 50 dwellings to address the concerns expressed above.
We would be grateful if we could be kept informed of the Local Plan’s progress and we would be
pleased to meet with you to further discuss the merits of this site. In the meantime, please do not
hesitate to contact me should you have any queries.
Yours faithfully,

Jonathan Lieberman MRTPI
Tel:
01206 769 018
Email: jonathanlieberman@boyerplanning.co.uk
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

This Advice Note has been prepared by Allen Pyke Associates (APAL), a consultancy specialising in
appraising landscape character, sensitivity and the effects of development.

1.2.

The note is prepared on behalf of Wates Developments Ltd. and should be read alongside Boyer
Planning’s representations to Lewes District Council (Ref 15.408/8.04).

2.

BACKGROUND

2.1.

The Site at South Road, Wivelsfield Green, was considered in the 2014 SHLAA and was referred to
as ‘Site 05WV’. The SHLAA concluded that the Site is ‘Suitable, Available and Achievable’ and had
the ability to deliver up to 65 residential units. Reference was made to background studies,
including the Landscape Capacity Study (September 2102), prepared by Lewes District Council and
the South Downs National Park Authority.

2.2.

With regards to development potential at Wivelsfield Green, the Landscape Capacity Study
(September 2012) considered the land south of Wivelsfield Green (referred to as ‘04.North of Old
Barn’) as having a low landscape capacity. Management Opportunities identified were to ‘Retain
agricultural land use as management on southern part of site.’ Furthermore the Capacity Study
stated that ‘Land to the south of Wivelsfield Green shares some characteristics of the area to the
south of Green Road however; the topography here means that although it is considered to have
some scope, any change to the landscape would be more visually intrusive on a largely undeveloped
slope.’ Site 05WV only forms the northern part of ‘Area 04. North of Old Barn’ which extends to
include the land south of the ridge formed by Kiln Wood.

2.3.

An extract of the Landscape Capacity Study plan is provided below to demonstrate the extent to
which Site 05VW forms part of the low capacity area identified in the Capacity Study as ‘Area
04.North of Old Barn’

2723-RE-01 rev P1 Land at South Road, Wivelsfield Green
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2.4.

An application (by Wates Developments Ltd.) for up to 55 new dwellings on the land at South Road,
Wivelsfield Green (Site 05WV) was submitted in June 2015.

2.5.

Allen Pyke prepared a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) to support the application
for 55 residential units. The LVIA considered published landscape character assessments (including
the 2012 Capacity Study) at a National to Local Scale. Furthermore the LVIA provided an
independent detailed assessment of the landscape character of the Site and village setting, so as
to establish design parameters which could inform an appropriate scale and form of development
with limited adverse landscape and visual impacts.

2.6.

The LVIA demonstrated that the land to the south of the Kiln Wood ridgeline had a high sensitivity
to development due to the direct views to the South Downs Scarp and limited detracting qualities
or urbanising elements. The Site itself (north of the Kiln Wood ridge) was assessed as having a
moderate sensitivity due its direct relationship with the existing settlement edge, contained visual
envelope and limited views to the South Downs.

2.7.

This LVIA’s detailed landscape character assessment accords with the management guidelines set
out in the Capacity Study which recommended the land to the south of ‘o4.Land north of Old Barn’
to be left as agricultural land use.

2723-RE-01 rev P1 Land at South Road, Wivelsfield Green
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2.8.

The LVIA concluded that:
‘The zone of visual influence associated with the scheme proposals is small due to the nature of
the topography and the intervening built up area. There are direct open views into the Site from
adjacent receptors at South Road, Shepherd’s Close and Coldharbour Farm. There will be
permanent effects on these receptors as a result of a high change from an open greenfield site
to a new housing development. The scheme proposals provide mitigation of these effects by
introducing appropriate offsets to the new development and by providing landscape treatments
which will, in the long term mature and provide additional positive elements in the view. In
medium and long distance views there will be no significant residual effects.
Overall the proposals will provide an appropriate extension to the village which responds to
local landscape and visual constraints whilst providing enhanced amenity and biodiversity
assets for new and existing residents in the long term.’

2.9.

The Tree & Landscape Officer’s comments on the application are included at Appendix A to this
Filenote. The Officer’s summary read as follows:
‘The site is considered to be visually sensitive in landscape terms and the proposed
development will have a significant detrimental impact on the local character of the area. It is
accepted however, that the visual impact of the proposal is predominately restricted to local
views and that there is little visual impact from views from the wider surrounding area.
The proposal avoids the loss of important trees, woodland and hedgerows and as a result
there are no material objection relating to these particular elements.

There is no material objection to the indicative strategic landscaping scheme although further
details will be required - this can be dealt with as a reserved matter.’
2.10.

The application was refused in September 2015. Reason 2 for the refusal read as follows:
‘The proposed development, outside of the defined settlement boundary, would have an
unacceptable and detrimental impact on the visual amenity and character of this area of
countryside, contrary to Policies CT1 and ST3 of the Lewes District Local Plan, and Core Policy 10
of the Joint Core Strategy (JCS) Submission Document.’

2.11.

Lewes District Council has since prepared its Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability
Assessment (SHELAA). The 2015 SHELAA replaces the 2014 SHLAA. As part of this update the Site

2723-RE-01 rev P1 Land at South Road, Wivelsfield Green
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at South Road, Wivelsfield Green (still referred to as ‘Site 05VW’) is currently considered to not be
suitable. It remains being available and achievable. The rationale provided is as follows:
‘Greenfield land. Site is well contained from the wider landscape. However, LCS concludes low
capacity for growth. ESCC landscape architect states that the gentle rising slope rising to a
distinct ridge encloses the village and that South Road offers natural defined edge. Further
landscape comments to planning application, see below, consider site to be visually sensitive
with development having a detrimental effect on local character. Site has good access to local
services and facilities and no apparent on-site constraints. The site borders existing residential
development to the north and access is considered achievable. The site is within single
ownership. The site’s overall suitability is subject to further transport assessment to determine
the level of impact and potential mitigation, including impacts/mitigation at Ditchling. Recent
application LW/15/0466 promoting the site for 55 units (refused). The site is proposed for
allocation as Local Green Space in the emerging Wivelsfield Neighbourhood Plan.’
2.12.

The Wivelsfield Neighbourhood Plan has since been made. The land at South Road, Wivelsfield
Green was not allocated as Local Green Space in the made version of the Neighbourhood Plan.

3.

LATEST SKETCH LAYOUT

3.1.

Allen Pyke Associates has since revisited the Site and, alongside the developer and planner, have
provided a suggested revised approach to promote the Site as suitable for development in light of
the landscape and visual sensitivities identified through the background studies and planning
updates.

3.2.

It can be concluded that the following site characteristics are considered most sensitive to future
development:

3.3.



the steeply sloping pastoral landscape rising up to the ridge;



Kiln Wood;



The mature trees and hedgerows to the Site’s boundaries;



Views towards the South Downs from the top of the ridge.

The recent development at Shepherd’s Close currently present a hard urban edge with back
gardens backing onto the Site. This recent extension of the urban area is considered a detractor in
the views. There is an opportunity, in developing part of the Site, to provide a permanent, positive
settlement edge.

2723-RE-01 rev P1 Land at South Road, Wivelsfield Green
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3.4.

The Site is not included in the made Wivelsfield Neighbourhood Plan as Local Green Space (LGS)
and this designation is no longer relevant to the Site. However, the original aspirations of the draft
Neighbourhood Plan (Submission Plan January 2016) which promoted it as LGS, have been
considered and respected in reviewing the Site’s suitability for development, namely: to recognise
this area that ‘frames Wivelsfield Green by its landscape giving a unique sense of place with

distant views out of the village to South Downs. There is a strong sense of tranquillity and
beauty of a balanced combination of land form and land cover.’
3.5.

The Illustrative Sketch Layout (2723-LA-03) at Appendix B suggests a developable area which seeks
to maximise the landscape benefits of the scheme for both existing and future residents, namely
the scheme proposals:


provide an improved sense of arrival to Wivelsfield Green by creating a public village green
with feature elements for wildlife and amenity benefit;



enhance and extend the existing wooded ridge formed by Kiln Wood;



provide two new public viewing points along the wooded ridge, allowing tranquil views to,
and enjoyment of, the South Downs;



retain more of the open slopes leading up to the ridge for the active enjoyment of all
residents;



contribute to an improved sense of place for the village;



provide an improved permanent settlement edge, positively fronting onto usable green
space for existing and new residents.

3.6.

The Concept Sketch Views (2723-LA-04 and LA-05) at Appendix B provide our initial thoughts on
how key views across, or towards the Site, may change as a result of development of the Site.
Precedent images of key landscape features which could be included in the public realm are
included for reference.

4.

CONSIDERATION OF LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL EFFECTS

4.1.

The sketch information seeks to demonstrate that, whilst development of the Site would extend
the built up area and inevitably effect adjacent visual receptors, the benefits associated with
development of the Site (in addition to contributing to housing supply) would outweigh the
localised negative effects.

4.2.

The suggested development area presents the basis for proposals which would fit well with the
scale of landform and pattern of the landscape and adjacent settlement boundary. The areas of

2723-RE-01 rev P1 Land at South Road, Wivelsfield Green
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open space would increase positive attributes in the area and enhance the setting of the Village.
Residents would be given public access to open space areas which would be designed to address
local needs and to reflect the existing site character.
4.3.

In developing these scheme proposals the developer would need to demonstrate how they have
responded to Local Planning Policy by respecting the overall scale, height, massing, alignment, site
coverage and density of the neighbouring buildings and the local area. Detailed proposals would
respond to local policies to demonstrate appropriate treatments beyond the parameters set by
any outline proposals and to compliment local/national planning policies or guidance to protect
landscape character.

4.4.

There will be localised adverse effects on adjacent visual receptors during construction and a loss
of greenfield site which will adversely affect local landscape character. It is our assessment that
the residual effects on local residents will be beneficial in the long term with the gain of the new
public realm elements significantly outweighing the loss of currently inaccessible private farmland.

5.

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS TO DATE

5.1.

This Advice Note has been prepared with the intention of agreeing a way forward with landscape
Officers at Lewes District Council and East Sussex County Council and to assist them in the analysis
of the suitability of the Site through the SHELAA process.

5.2.

Attempts to discuss our approach were made in March and April 2017. However the advice of both
landscape Officers was that, as the scheme is not currently a planning application, Officers were
unable to provide pre-application advice.

5.3.

It remains our preference to discuss our proposals with the Officers at this stage and to agree a
way forward. However, as this is not possible, we would ask the Officers to consider this Advice
Note and the conclusions below when finalising this update to the SHELAA.

2723-RE-01 rev P1 Land at South Road, Wivelsfield Green
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6.

CONCLUSIONS

6.1.

Land to the south of Wivelsfield Green (‘04.Land north of Old Barn’) was identified in the Lewes
District Council’s Landscape Capacity Study as having a low landscape capacity. The Site (‘Site
05WV’) only forms the northern part of this area. The 2014 Lewes District Council SHLAA relied on
the Capacity Study as background evidence and, despite the Capacity Study’s conclusions,
identified Site 05WV as being ‘suitable, achievable and available’ to provide 65 units.

6.2.

The 2015 Lewes District Council SHELAA identified the Site 05WV as unsuitable for development,
yet achievable and available. The only changes between the 2014 SHLAA and 2015 SHELAA were
the refusal of an application for 55 units on the Site and the identification of the potential of the
Site to provide Local Green Space in the, at the time, emerging Wivelsfield Neighbourhood Plan.
The SHELAA references both of these points in its explanation for the Site’s downgrade to
unsuitable.

6.3.

The Wivelsfield Neighbourhood Plan has since been made. Site 05WV is not designated as Local
Green Space in the made version. This designation is therefore not relevant to the Site moving
forward and should not form the basis of any decisions of the Site’s suitability for development.

6.4.

This Advice Note has considered the reasons for refusal of the application of 55 units. The sketch
proposals at Appendix B seek to demonstrate that a reasonable form of development could be
considered within the Site without any significant detrimental impact on the local character or
visual amenity of the village. The revised sketch proposal provides a reduced developable area
and increased public amenity space on land which was previously not accessible for public use.
Detailed comments from Lewes District Council’s Tree and Landscape Officer could be dealt with
as part of a future outline or reserved matters submission.

6.5.

It remains our assessment that the Site is suitable for development. It is not currently located
within, or viewed from, any designated landscape. It abuts the existing settlement boundary and
provides an opportunity to extend the urban area with limited landscape and visual effects due to
a constrained zone of visual influence. The development of the Site presents the opportunity to
provide a permanent, positive settlement edge, fronting onto new public realm with significant
community benefit in the long term. As such proposals for the Site could be developed to comply
with planning policy at National Scale through to a local scale by considering the needs and
aspirations of the Wivelsfield Green community.

2723-RE-01 rev P1 Land at South Road, Wivelsfield Green
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APPENDIX A:
Lewes District Council Tree and Landscape Officer’s Comments (August 2015)
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Tree & Landscape Officer Comments
Comment Date: Wed 19 Aug 2015
Summary
The site is considered to be visually sensitive in landscape terms and the proposed
development will have a significant detrimental impact on the local character of the area. It is
accepted however, that the visual impact of the proposal is predominately restricted to local
views and that there is little visual impact from views from the wider surrounding area.
The proposal avoids the loss of important trees, woodland and hedgerows and as a result
there are no material objection relating to these particular elements.
There is no material objection to the indicative strategic landscaping scheme although further
details will be required - this can be dealt with as a reserved matter.
General Comments
I am in broad agreement with the findings of the tree survey, tree quality assessment and tree
protection plan and protection measures for trees identified for retention.
Following a check of tree heights, the local topography and sun aspect I can also agree to the
statement by the applicant's tree expert "that none of the proposed dwellings are likely to be
shaded to the extent that this will interfere with incoming occupiers' reasonable use or
enjoyment of these properties?."
On the whole I am reasonably content with the proposal in terms of the existing trees and
woodland to be retained and measures for their protection during clearance and subsequent
construction operations.
There is local interest in the fate of the Oak tree identified as T51 on the tree survey plan and
The Oak (T51 on the plans) is identified for retention and whilst not explicitly stated by the
applicant's tree expert, this tree is considered to be of 'veteran' status. Looking at 1877
Ordnance Survey maps a tree is shown in the same position where the corner of an old field
boundary used to exist, which perhaps lends an historic and cultural element to the value of
this particular tree.
Landscape Impact
There can be little doubt that the development will have a detrimental visual impact on the
landscape but I accept that this impact in relatively localised in its extent. Local views of the
site will be permanently altered to form an urban landscape, but the longer-views are
reasonably well restricted because of the local topography and because of the woodland belt
to the south.
Support is given for the open spaces set aside at the eastern and western ends of the site and
Kiln Wood. There is no mention how Kiln Wood will be utilised by residents but this element
should be covered by the management plan.
The combination of the existing woodland and the creation of open spaces will go some way
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in helping integrate the development into the local area and mitigating some of the visual
impact it presents.
Landscaping Scheme
The landscaping scheme is indicative only and only the strategic elements are considered
here.
Overall, it is considered that there is too much hard surfacing in the form of access roads,
driveways and parking areas particularly in and around junctions. This will make for a harsh
urban environment which will be difficult to visually soften with landscaping.
Some tree planting are shown to be located in private gardens. These should be omitted from
the official landscaping plans in future because it is not reasonable to expect the occupants to
bear burden of maintaining a tree for the wider landscape benefit and it will be too difficult to
undertake enforcement action against residents should the need arise. Tree planting should be
in the frontage areas but more particularly restricted to communal areas where they benefit
everyone.
Likewise, hedge planting should only be shown where it is essential, for example the rear
boundaries of the plots bordering Shepherds Close and bordering public open space. Hedge
planting to form garden boundaries can be installed but should not form part of the formal
landscaping scheme - landscaping for private gardens should be omitted.
It is considered that the buffer zone along South Road provides reasonable separation
between the development and the highway and that the orientation of the gardens of the
dwellings on the south and western ends is considered to be favourable to helping mitigate
potential conflicts in the future.
A management plan will be required for Kiln Wood, the open spaces and communal areas
and a management company will need to be set up to implement and finance the maintenance
and upkeep of these areas to clearly stated objectives. The objectives should take into account
some of the principles outlined in the Landscape & Visual Impact Assessment document and
the Ecological Assessment .
Suggested Planning Conditions
In the event planning permission is granted for the development the following condition
should be considered.
Protection of Existing Trees, Woodland and Hedges
1 No demolition, site clearance or building operations shall commence until tree protection
measures and tree protection fencing are fully implemented in accordance with the plans and
particulars specifically the Arboricultural Implications Report SJA Air 15080-01 (Appendix 1
and Tree Protection Plan TPP 15080-01), and shall be retained during the course of
development, and shall not be varied without the written agreement of the District Planning
Authority.
2 The approved method statements in association with tree protection measures submitted in
support of the application shall be adhered to full in accordance with the Arboricultural
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Implications Report SJA Air 15080-01 (Appendix 1 and Tree Protection Plan TPP 15080-01)
and may only be modified subject to written agreement from the LPA.
3 Conditions 1 & 2 may only be fully discharged on completion of the
development subject to satisfactory written evidence of contemporaneous
monitoring and compliance by the pre-appointed tree specialist during
construction.
4 The following restrictions shall be strictly observed unless otherwise agreed by the District
Planning Authority:
(a) No bonfires shall take place within the root protection area (RPA) or within a position
where heat could affect foliage or branches.
(b) No further trenches, drains or service runs shall be sited within the RPA of any retained
trees.
(c) No further changes in ground levels or excavations shall take place within the RPA of any
retained trees.
5 In this condition 'retained tree' means an existing tree or hedge, which is to be retained in
accordance with the approved plans and particulars; and paragraphs (a) and (b) below shall
have effect until the expiration of 5 years from the first occupation of the development.
a) no retained tree shall be cut down, uprooted or destroyed, nor shall any retained tree be
pruned other than in accordance with the approved plans and particulars, without the written
approval of the Borough Council. Any pruning shall be carried out in accordance with British
Standard 3998 (tree work) and in
accordance with any supplied arboricultural method statement.
b) if any retained tree is removed, uprooted or destroyed or dies, another tree shall be planted
at the same place and that tree shall be of such size and species, and shall be planted at such
time, as may be specified in writing by the District Council.
Hard and Soft Landscape Works
No development shall take place until full details of both hard and soft landscape works have
been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority and these works
shall be carried out as approved and in accordance with BS:8545:2014 Tree: from nursery to
independence in the landscape . If within a period of five years from the date of the planting
any tree, or any tree planted in replacement for it, is removed, uprooted destroyed or dies,
another tree of the same species and size as that originally planted shall be planted at the
same place, unless the Local Planning Authority gives its written consent to any variation.
Landscape Management Plan
A landscape management plan, including long term objectives, management responsibilities
and maintenance schedules for all landscape areas, other than small, privately owned,
domestic gardens, shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority prior to the occupation of the development or any phase of the development,
whichever is the sooner, for its permitted use. The landscape management plans shall be
carried out as approved.
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Representation ID: REP/022/DM22

Representation ID:

REP/022/DM22

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/022

Name:

Jess Price

Organisation:

Sussex Wildlife Trust

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

swtconservation@sussexwt.org.uk

Address:

Woods Mill
Henfield
West Sussex
BN5 9SD

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM22: Water Resources and Water Quality

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
(SEE PDF FOR FULL REPRESENTATION)
SWT supports the adoption of our comment reflecting the importance of Chalk Streams
in the supporting text of this policy.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/022/DM22
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Policy-specific Representations

DM24: Protection of Biodiversity and
Geodiversity
Representation References: DM24
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Representation ID: REP/006/DM24

Representation ID:

REP/006/DM24

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/006

Name:

Richard Cowser

Organisation:

Sussex Ornithological Society

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM24: Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
We believe that the first paragraph of this policy needs to be substantially strengthened,
as it applies to the most internationally important sites – RAMSAR, SAC and SPA sites –
the 'crown jewels' of conservation sites. Clearly under any policy headed Protection of
Biodiversity it is absolutely essential that there should be no doubt that development can
only occur under the most exceptional circumstances at such sites , and that if it does
occur there must be full, like-for-like mitigation or compensation. We would therefore ask
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Representation ID: REP/006/DM24
that the first paragraph of this policy be amended as follows:
Developmentwhich would be likely to adversely affect a designated Ramsar site,
designated or candidate Special Area of Conservation (SAC) or a classified or potential
Special Protection Area (SPA) will only be permitted where adverse likely significant
effects can be avoided and/or fully mitigated against. After avoidance and mitigation
measures have been considered, where residual adverse likely significant effects arise,
development will only be permitted if there is no alternative solution, there are imperative
reasons of over-riding public interest that would justify the development and suitable like
for like compensation is provided.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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SUSSEX ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY
Registered charity 256936

www.sos.org.uk

5 November 2018

By e-mail only
Planning Policy Team,
Lewes-Eastbourne District Council,
Southover House,
Lewes BN7 1AB
SOS Response to Lewes Local Plan Part 2

As well as this submission we would like our right to be represented at the public examination of this
Local Plan to be recognised. We object to three specific policies as follows:Policy Ch02
We object to the policy to develop six houses on this 0.5ha site across the road from the Chailey
Common SSSI, as this SSSI is a significant area for birds, including Nightjar, Woodcock, Cuckoo and
Woodlark. Its development will require that half the site has to be cleared of trees and we cannot
see that the benefit of this development can in any way be justified right next door to the SSSI. Its
omission will not prevent Lewes achieving its house-building target and it achieves nothing but a net
loss of biodiversity adjacent to an SSSI which is already under pressure from dog walkers.
Policy E1
SOS objects to the allocation of the substantial portion of this site that is east and south of the PAR
roundabout to future development.
We object for the following reasons:
1) It will destroy a substantial portion of the remaining LWS which remains a rich habitat for wildlife,
including birds. This area is part of the SOS site referred to as ‘Tide Mills’. Tide Mills is one of the
premier birding sites in Sussex, and our database contains 16,165 records of 201 species (plus one
subspecies) of bird recorded at Newhaven Tide Mills since 2007. This means that nearly half of the
403 species on the Sussex Bird List have been recorded there. Although some of the pelagic species,
such as Puffin and the Skuas, will have been observed at sea from the beach at Tide Mills, most have
been observed on land or using Mill Creek. This is shown by the illustrative records of each of the
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201 species in the separate attachment with this letter. Of these 201 species no less than 42 of
them are afforded protected status under Schedule 1 of the 1981 Wildlife and Countryside Act.
2) Policy E1 is a replacement of policy NH20 dating from 2003, which was, we understand, designed
to create sites for employment opportunities in Newhaven as part of an overall policy to regenerate
Newhaven. However, paragraph 3.3 specifically states that there is no longer a requirement to
allocate additional sites for employment purposes in the Local Plan Part 2. So from an
employment point of view the Local Plan Part 2 is saying there is no need for Policy E1.
3) Paragraph 3.13 says that It is anticipated that (the East Quay developments approved in 2016)
will allow the port to remain competitive by offering modern facilities to future investors and
customers and allowing the port to accommodate larger vessels should the opportunity arise. We
note that all reference to increased ferry activity at the port, which was a feature of the 2003 Local
Plan, has now been dropped. It therefore appears that Policy E1 is not needed to either make the
port competitive or to support an increased level of ferry activity.
4) By failing to safeguard a designated Local Wildlife Site, this policy fails to deliver on the specific
policies which relate to biodiversity and conservation laid out in Part 1 of the Core Strategy.
Moreover, as shown in 2) and 3) above, no reasons are being put forward as to why this destruction
of a significant part of the remaining LWS is being proposed.
5) To summarise: The Local Plan, Part 2, clarifies that the land to the south and east of the PAR
roundabout is not needed to provide either employment opportunities or expansions of the port to
make the latter competitive. All policy E1 appears to be achieving is the further destruction of a
Local Wildlife Site. For these reasons SOS objects to this policy, and to the majority of this land
being set aside for development as it meets no defined need, and it will destroy part of an
important Local Wildlife Site which is a significant area for birds.
Policy DM24 Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity
We believe that the first paragraph of this policy needs to be substantially strengthened, as it applies
to the most internationally important sites – RAMSAR, SAC and SPA sites – the ‘crown jewels’ of
conservation sites. Clearly under any policy headed Protection of Biodiversity it is absolutely
essential that there should be no doubt that development can only occur under the most
exceptional circumstances at such sites , and that if it does occur there must be full, like-for-like
mitigation or compensation. We would therefore ask that the first paragraph of this policy be
amended as follows:
Development which would be likely to adversely affect a designated Ramsar site, designated or
candidate Special Area of Conservation (SAC) or a classified or potential Special Protection Area
(SPA) will only be permitted where adverse likely significant effects can be avoided and/or fully
mitigated against. After avoidance and mitigation measures have been considered, where residual
adverse likely significant effects arise, development will only be permitted if there is no alternative
solution, there are imperative reasons of over-riding public interest that would justify the
development and suitable like for like compensation is provided.

Yours sincerely,

Richard Cowser
(SOS Conservation Officer, conservation@sos.org.uk)
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SOShas16151recordsof202speciesatTideMills.Onerecordforeachspeciesisshownbelow.Mostrecordshave4figuregridreferences
forTQ4500,anareathatcoversNewhavenHbr,TideMillsandtheOuseEstuaryNatureReserve.Whereaspecieshasarecordwithasixfigure
gridreferenceitcanbepinpointedtotheTideMills/MillCreekLWSthatwillbeaffectedbythisdevelopment.RecordsforTQ4500
haveonlybeenconsiderediftheyalsohaveasitenameofNewhavenTideMills,orifinformationintheNotes(columnG)makesitclearthatthis
wasthelocation.NorecordsareincludedwherethesiteisshownasNewhavenOuseEstuary.Redadditionstothenoteshavebeenadded
toprovideadditionalinformationincludedwiththefullSOSrecord,ortoclarifywhytherecordisincluded.

SpeciesName
Status
ArrivalDate NumGridRef Notes
RecordN SiteName
3600788 NewhavenTideMi BrentGoose
Amberlisted
04/03/2017
TQ4500 (09:5511:59)
487409 NewhavenTideMi PaleBelliedBrentGoose
17/01/2001 1 TQ4500 SubspeciesofBrentGoose
2116347 NewhavenTideMi CanadaGoose
24/10/2013
TQ4500
1042338 NewhavenTideMi BarnacleGoose
Amberlisted
04/06/2007 2 TQ4500 flewE
301146 NewhavenTideMi GreylagGoose
Amberlisted
16/01/1997 9 TQ4500
605707 NewhavenTideMi WhitefrontedGooseRedlisted
12/01/1985 18 TQ4500 upto18betweendates
2485564 NewhavenTideMi MuteSwan
Amberlisted
04/03/2014
TQ4500 (11:3013:00)
136267 NewhavenTideMi WhooperSwan
AmberListed
29/10/1988 1 TQ4500 flewWSW
598997 NewhavenTideMi EgyptianGoose
AmberListed
09/04/2002 2 TQ4500 flewNW
3498646 NewhavenTideMi CommonShelduck AmberListed
23/11/2016
TQ4500
1210141 NewhavenTideMi MandarinDuck
29/12/2008 8 TQ4500 7female
1041807 NewhavenTideMi Garganey
Schedule1species,amberlisted 21/04/2007 2 TQ4500 (Migrant) paironsea
3098836 NewhavenTideMi Shoveler
Amberlisted
22/01/2015 2 TQ4500 (11:0014:30)AdultFemale1;AdultMale1
2205212 NewhavenTideMi Gadwall
Amberlisted
27/03/2014 1 TQ4500
3601276 NewhavenTideMi EurasianWigeon
Amberlisted
01/01/2017
TQ4500 (10:0011:30)
3758011 NewhavenTideMi Mallard
Amberlisted
16/05/2017
TQ4500 (18:0020:00)
3602137 NewhavenTideMi EurasianTeal
Amberlisted
19/02/2017 2 TQ4500 (15:1517:00)OnMillCreek
1210145 NewhavenTideMi CommonPochard Redlisted
15/02/2008 1 TQ4500 male
926689 NewhavenTideMi TuftedDuck
01/02/2006 7 TQ4500 1M2FF11/2{arb.date}
542851 NewhavenTideMi GreaterScaup
Schedule1species,redlisted
06/11/2001 1 TQ4500
3324599 NewhavenTideMi CommonEider
Amberlisted
13/12/2015 1 TQ4500
3342331 Newhaven
VelvetScoter
Schedule1species,redlisted
20/02/1986
TQ456002 TQ456002
3357096 NewhavenTideMi CommonScoter
Schedule1species,redlisted
04/05/2016 8 TQ4500 W8

SOSrecordsofSpeciesrecordedatTideMills,Newhaven

454033
1003956
2005225
505875
96852
1210149
423989
2551668
757944
390526
452671
3597639
3462608
1099795
1042042
1561924
2064871
133894
2184494
3498358
3598214
637227
2484981
131592
2361445
4077330
1041832
82371
452678
3604859
3606537
3098897
3098903

NewhavenTideMi LongtailedDuck
Schedule1species,redlisted
NewhavenTideMi Goldeneye
Amberlisted
Newhaven
Goosander
NewhavenTideMi RedbreastedMerganser
NewhavenTideMi RuddyDuck
NewhavenTideMi RedleggedPartridge
Newhaven
GreyPartridge
Redlisted
NewhavenTideMi CommonPheasant
NewhavenHarbou RedthroatedDiver Schedule1species
NewhavenTideMi BlackthroatedDiver Schedule1species,amberlisted
NewhavenWestPi ManxShearwater Amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi LittleGrebe
Amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi RedneckedGrebe Amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi GreatCrestedGrebe
NewhavenTideMi SlavonianGrebe
Schedule1species,amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi BlackneckedGrebe Schedule1species,amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi Spoonbill
Schedule1species,amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi EurasianBittern
Schedule1species,amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi GreyHeron
NewhavenTideMi LittleEgret
NewhavenTideMi Gannet
Amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi Shag
Redlisted
NewhavenTideMi Cormorant
NewhavenTideMi Osprey
Schedule1species,amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi Honeybuzzard
Schedule1species,amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi Sparrowhawk
NewhavenTideMi MarshHarrier
Schedule1species,amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi HenHarrier
Schedule1species,redlisted
NewhavenWestPi Montagu'sHarrier Schedule1species,amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi CommonBuzzard
NewhavenTideMi WaterRail
NewhavenTideMi Moorhen
NewhavenTideMi Coot

08/01/1999
21/01/2007
17/02/2012
28/01/2001
27/11/1983
11/04/2008
05/12/1999
24/01/1999
04/01/2005
07/12/1998
01/05/2000
19/02/2017
25/01/1987
24/03/2008
15/12/2007
01/01/2011
26/11/2013
11/01/1982
01/12/2013
21/06/2016
19/02/2017
01/01/2004
03/01/2014
10/05/1993
11/10/2014
23/08/2017
05/05/2007
10/01/1987
06/05/2000
22/01/2017
04/03/2017
04/03/2015
22/01/2015
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TQ4500 Birdfrom1998until08/01/99
TQ4500 2maleswimminganddivingjusteastofthee
TQ455000 Adult;Female.
TQ453007 Onthetidemillsnotonthesea
TQ4500 FEM
TQ4500 onshingle
TQ4500 {Newhaven;Tidemills}pair
TQ4500
TQ450003 onriverinharbour
TQ4500
TQ457004 RecordincludedasfromGridReferencesiten
TQ4500 (15:1517:00)OnMillCreek
TQ4500
TQ4500 1offshore;1Harbour
TQ4500 onsea
TQ4500
TQ4500 stillthereinMillCreek
TQ4500
TQ4500 InroostnorthofMillCreek
TQ4500 (11:4512:30)Atoppositeendsofthecreek.
TQ4500 (15:1517:00)SeenoffEastPier
TQ4500 sittingonEPierlowRingedLleginreadable
TQ4500 (09:3010:45)inNewhavenHarbour
TQ4500 INOFFSEA
TQ4500 (Migrant) FlewW@14:45;photographsonK
TQ4500
TQ4500 (Migrant)male
TQ4500 RINGTAIL
TQ457004 RecordincludedasfromGridReferencesiten
TQ4500 (13:1516:30)
TQ4500 (09:5511:59)
1 TQ4500
TQ4500 (11:0014:30)

1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3334771
2005230
3010657
2288182
1942998
1942719
454046
611033
2293507
571766
1944651
3763834
2288187
1548207
623229
533050
1594284
3608610
3302529
575171
533048
2206192
2488861
2207261
969311
1595398
2294525
838984
3555291
1945572
657300
1625630
3055077

Newhaven
Oystercatcher
Newhaven
Avocet
NewhavenTideMi Lapwing
NewhavenTideMi GoldenPlover
NewhavenTideMi GreyPlover
NewhavenTideMi RingedPlover
NewhavenTideMi LittleRingedPlover
NewhavenTideMi KentishPlover
NewhavenEastPie EurasianWhimbrel
NewhavenTideMi Curlew
NewhavenTideMi BartailedGodwit
NewhavenTideMi BlacktailedGodwit
NewhavenTideMi Turnstone
NewhavenEastPie Knot
NewhavenTideMi Ruff
NewhavenTideMi CurlewSandpiper
NewhavenTideMi Sanderling
NewhavenTideMi Dunlin
NewhavenTideMi PurpleSandpiper
NewhavenTideMi LittleStint
NewhavenTideMi Woodcock
NewhavenEastPie JackSnipe
NewhavenTideMi CommonSnipe
NewhavenTideMi GreyPhalarope
NewhavenTideMi CommonSandpiper
NewhavenTideMi GreenSandpiper
NewhavenTideMi CommonRedshank
NewhavenTideMi WoodSandpiper
NewhavenTideMi SpottedRedshank
NewhavenTideMi Greenshank
NewhavenTideMi Kittiwake
NewhavenTideMi Sabine'sGull
Newhaven
BlackheadedGull

02/10/2016
17/02/2012
24/01/2015
30/10/2014
09/02/2012
13/05/2012
24/04/1999
10/05/2002
Schedule1species,redlisted
03/05/2014
Amberlisted
05/10/2002
Amberlisted
09/02/2012
Schedule1species,redlisted
29/04/2017
Amberlisted
21/10/2014
Amberlisted
21/02/2011
Redlisted
31/08/2003
02/09/2001
22/05/2011
Amberlisted
19/02/2017
Amberlisted
30/01/2016
29/08/2002
Amberlisted
20/10/2001
Amberlisted
18/01/2014
Amberlisted
03/01/2014
03/11/2013
Amberlisted
27/08/2007
Schedule1species,amberlisted 22/05/2011
Amberlisted
28/11/2014
Schedule1species,amberlisted 26/07/2005
Amberlisted
12/03/2016
26/08/2012
Amberlisted
06/12/2003
18531022
Amberlisted
28/06/2015

Amberlisted
Schedule1species,amberlisted
Redlisted
AmberListed
Amberlisted
Amberlisted
Schedule1species

8
1
2
1
11
47
10
1
1
3
1
1
3
1
54
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
##
1
7
1
3
1
1
10
2
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TQ455003 Thisvegetatedshingle;coastalgrassland;scru
TQ455005 Adult;
TQ4500
TQ4500 Flewinandtriedtolandonbeach
TQ4500 +1on26/02;onMillCreek
TQ4500 Onnest
TQ4500 Displayflight
TQ4500
TQ4500 (Migrant)OffMillCreek
TQ455004
TQ4500 +2on26/02;onMillCreek
TQ4500 (07:5009:15)
TQ4500 OnbeachnearEPier
TQ4500 MillCreek
TQ459004 juvsroosting
TQ4500
TQ4500
TQ4500 (15:1517:00)OnMillCreek
TQ452002 belowtheeastharbourarmmixofshingleb
TQ4500
TQ4500
TQ4500 invicinityofEastPier
TQ458004 (09:3010:45)TQ458004
TQ4500 Adultseenonwesterncreeknearbridgeat14
TQ4500 onMillCreek
TQ4500
TQ4500 inMillCreek
TQ4500
TQ4500 Creek
TQ4500
TQ4500 OnEastPierofHarbour
TQ4500 Arbdate:1killednrNewhavenonorjustbefo
TQ454002 Oldinstrustrialsiteplusareasofshinglehead

520904
2293511
2489502
3767384
1362640
3055076
431352
3498413
3498397
284164
1445333
1210218
434619
3376132
1041862
3612548
3612567
2111780
3768283
1951310
3769753
641729
3771049
1168455
2571712
390604
3055080
2493338
2182175
1869056
575259
3615571
3615571

Newhaven
LittleGull
Schedule1species,amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi MediterraneanGull Schedule1species,amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi CommonGull
Amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi GreatBlackbackedGAmberlisted
NewhavenTideMi GlaucousGull
Amberlisted
Newhaven
HerringGull
Redlisted
NewhavenTideMi YellowleggedGull Amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi LesserBlackbackedGAmberlisted
NewhavenTideMi SandwichTern
Amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi LittleTern
Schedule1species,amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi CommonTern
Amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi ArcticTern
Amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi BlackTern
Schedule1species,amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi PomarineSkua
NewhavenTideMi ArcticSkua
Redlisted
NewhavenTideMi CommonGuillemot Amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi Razorbill
Amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi Puffin
Redlisted
NewhavenTideMi FeralPigeon
NewhavenTideMi StockDove
AmberListed
NewhavenTideMi Woodpigeon
NewhavenTideMi TurtleDove
Redlisted
NewhavenTideMi CollaredDove
NewhavenTideMi CommonCuckoo
Redlisted
NewhavenTideMi BarnOwl
Schedule1species
NewhavenTideMi LittleOwl
Newhaven
ShortearedOwl
Amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi CommonSwift
Amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi Kingfisher
Schedule1species,amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi Hoopoe
Schedule1species
NewhavenTideMi Wryneck
Schedule1species
NewhavenTideMi GreatSpottedWoodpecker
NewhavenTideMi GreenWoodpecker
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02/01/2001 1 TQ4500 {Newhaven;Tidemills}Firstwinter
03/05/2014 3 TQ4500 22ndCY13rdCY
03/01/2014 10 TQ4500 (09:3010:45)followedtheferryintoNewhav
16/05/2017
TQ4500 (18:0020:00)
24/01/2009 1 TQ4500 2ndwinter
28/06/2015
TQ454002 Oldinstrustrialsiteplusareasofshinglehead
14/03/1999 2 TQ459002 twooneastendoftidalcreek
18/05/2016 4 TQ457003 TQ457003
18/05/2016 3 TQ457003 TQ457003
07/08/1996 1 TQ4500 Sat20minonbeachuntildrivenoffbyHerrin
27/06/2010
TQ4500
08/10/2008 1 TQ4500 juv;alsoon14/10
17/09/1999 1 TQ4500 juvenilealongtidelinefeedingonwhitebait
04/05/2016 1 TQ4500 oneeastatabout09:20;lookedlikeintermed
27/05/2007 1 TQ4500 (Migrant)darkphase
19/02/2017 2 TQ4500 (15:1517:00)Winterplumagedbirdsseenof
22/01/2017 1 TQ4500 (10:3012:30)SeenoffEastPier
15/02/2014 2 TQ4500
16/05/2017
TQ4500 (18:0020:00)
23/11/2012 1 TQ4500
16/05/2017
TQ4500 (18:0020:00)
30/06/2003 1 TQ453003
16/05/2017
TQ4500 (18:0020:00)
31/08/2008 1 TQ4500
26/03/2013 1 TQ4500
03/12/1998 1 TQ4500
14/10/2015 2 TQ4500 TwoshortearedowlshuntingoverTideMills.
19/06/2014 2 TQ4500
01/12/2013 1 TQ4500 SeenwellfrombridgeatwestendofMillCree
23/09/1965 1 TQ4500 (Migrant)
27/08/2002 1 TQ4500
22/01/2017 1 TQ4500
22/01/2017 1 TQ4500 (13:1516:30)

3760395
1042520
1041833
2293512
3334772
1982977
3629939
3793040
3631627
3794714
1191865
1029264
3627421
3628483
2589906
3498528
1234099
2494874
575282
2283286
3555276
1613556
1975304
3420829
3783212
3783500
93389
67532
3424359
1283427
845203
3099325
3324598

NewhavenTideMi Kestrel
Amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi Merlin
Schedule1species,redlisted
NewhavenTideMi Hobby
Schedule1species
NewhavenTideMi Peregrine
Schedule1species
Newhaven
RedbackedShrike Schedule1species,redlisted
NewhavenTideMi Jay
NewhavenTideMi Magpie
NewhavenTideMi Jackdaw
NewhavenTideMi Rook
NewhavenTideMi CarrionCrow
NewhavenTideMi Raven
NewhavenTideMi CoalTit
NewhavenTideMi BlueTit
NewhavenTideMi GreatTit
NewhavenTideMi BeardedTit
Schedule1species
NewhavenTideMi Skylark
Redlisted
NewhavenTideMi ShorttoedLark
NewhavenTideMi SandMartin
Amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi BarnSwallow
Amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi HouseMartin
Amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi Cetti'sWarbler
Schedule1species
NewhavenTideMi LongtailedTit
NewhavenTideMi WillowWarbler
Amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi Chiffchaff
NewhavenTideMi SedgeWarbler
NewhavenTideMi ReedWarbler
NewhavenTideMi MarshWarbler
Redlisted
NewhavenTideMi GrasshopperWarble Redlisted
NewhavenTideMi Blackcap
NewhavenTideMi GardenWarbler
NewhavenTideMi BarredWarbler
NewhavenTideMi LesserWhitethroat
NewhavenTideMi CommonWhitethroaAmberlisted
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16/05/2017
TQ4500 (18:0020:00)
03/09/2007 1 TQ458003 (Migrant) fem
05/05/2007 1 TQ4500 (Migrant) adonbeach
03/05/2014 1 TQ4500
02/10/2016 1 TQ455003 Thisvegetatedshingle;coastalgrassland;scru
07/10/2012 3 TQ4500
22/01/2017 2 TQ4500 (10:3012:30)
16/05/2017
TQ4500 (18:0020:00)
22/01/2017
TQ4500 (13:1516:30)
16/05/2017
TQ4500 (18:0020:00)
14/02/2008 1 TQ4500 Inoffthesea;restedoneasternharbourarm;
16/09/2007 3 TQ4500
04/03/2017
TQ4500 (09:5511:59)
04/03/2017
TQ4500 (09:5511:59)
30/12/2010 3 TQ4500
18/05/2016 2 TQ457003 TQ457003
10/05/2008 1 TQ4500 Migrant
15/04/2014 1 TQ4500 (08:3510:05)MigrantInoffthesea1;
15/06/2002 2 TQ4500 breedingprsunderbridge
12/10/2014 25 TQ4500
11/05/2016 1 TQ4500 Singing
10/09/2011 6 TQ4500
26/08/2012 1 TQ4500
17/01/2016 1 TQ4500
16/05/2017
TQ4500 (18:0020:00)
16/05/2017
TQ4500 (18:0020:00)
01/06/1986 1 TQ454008
26/09/1992 1 TQ457004
24/09/2016 1 TQ4500 (14:4016:40)Maleseenfeedinginbrambles
13/09/2009 2 TQ4500
04/09/2005 1 TQ453007
26/04/2015 6 TQ4500
11/11/2015 2 TQ4500

637219
3625490
3407439
3638682
3432852
2500108
3621920
2502295
3623334
3010872
844796
3302533
67516
926991
3443077
1221772
2499723
3336503
1926513
3334778
927964
3302532
1926308
3302551
3337616
452730
3099581
2529532
3334770
79352
402090
2495699
3635233

NewhavenTideMi DartfordWarbler
Schedule1species,amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi Firecrest
Schedule1species
NewhavenTideMi Goldcrest
NewhavenTideMi Wren
NewhavenTideMi CommonStarling
Redlisted
NewhavenTideMi RingOuzel
Redlisted
NewhavenTideMi Blackbird
NewhavenTideMi Redwing
NewhavenTideMi SongThrush
Redlisted
NewhavenTideMi MistleThrush
Redlisted
NewhavenTideMi SpottedFlycatcher Redlisted
NewhavenTideMi Robin
NewhavenTideMi CommonNightingaleRedlisted
NewhavenTideMi PiedFlycatcher
Redlisted
NewhavenTideMi BlackRedstart
Schedule1species,redlisted
NewhavenTideMi CommonRedstart Amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi Whinchat
Redlisted
NewhavenTideMi EurasianStonechat
NewhavenTideMi NorthernWheatear Amberlisted
Newhaven
HouseSparrow
Redlisted
NewhavenTideMi TreeSparrow
NewhavenTideMi Dunnock
Amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi YellowWagtail
Redlisted
NewhavenTideMi GreyWagtail
Redlisted
NewhavenTideMi PiedWagtail
NewhavenWestPi WhiteWagtail
NewhavenTideMi Richard'sPipit
NewhavenTideMi TawnyPipit
Newhaven
MeadowPipit
Amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi TreePipit
Redlisted
NewhavenTideMi WaterPipit
Amberlisted
NewhavenTideMi RockPipit
NewhavenTideMi Chaffinch
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02/01/2004 1 TQ4500 scrubnrEPier
23/01/2017
TQ4500 (14:0514:05)
13/01/2016 3 TQ4500
11/02/2017
TQ4500 (14:2515:44)
26/09/2016 20 TQ4500
16/10/2014 1 TQ4500 (13:1013:59)
24/01/2017 10 TQ4500 (10:0012:00)
30/12/2014 1 TQ4500 (14:4516:00)
24/01/2017 1 TQ4500 (10:0012:00)
18/02/2015 1 TQ4500
06/09/2005 2 TQ4500
30/01/2016 1 TQ452002 withinthereptiletranslocationareainlandfr
31/08/1992 1 TQ457004
01/09/2006 1 TQ4500 1ju/fem{arb.date}
06/03/2016 1 TQ4500 (Thereare196recordsofBlackRedstart)(14:
04/09/2008 1 TQ452007 MillCreek
12/10/2014 1 TQ455006 TQ455006
21/06/2016 6 TQ4500 TwopairsofStonechatatNewhavenTideMil
08/05/2012 8 TQ454003 TQ454003
02/10/2016 10 TQ455003 Thisvegetatedshingle;coastalgrassland;scru
29/10/2006 2
30/01/2016 1 TQ452002 withinthereptiletranslocationareainlandfr
08/05/2012 1 TQ454003 TQ454003
14/02/2016 1 TQ459002 adult
14/02/2016 1 TQ453003
02/05/2000 1 TQ457004 (GridrefindicatessiteisTideMillsnotWestP
20/03/2015 1 TQ4500 (09:0009:30)
10/10/2014 1 TQ4500 showingwellontheopenground(photograp
02/10/2016 1 TQ455003 Thisvegetatedshingle;coastalgrassland;scru
03/10/1992 1 TQ457004
01/03/1998 1 TQ457004
03/01/2014 1 TQ452001 (09:3010:45)oneatthebaseofNewhavenEa
24/01/2017 1 TQ4500 (10:0012:00)

1042752
1042797
926695
3636160
402233
3498624
1210306
3334777
3635899
3099684
1998963
3498640
656757
2294778

NewhavenTideMi Brambling
NewhavenTideMi Hawfinch
NewhavenTideMi Bullfinch
NewhavenTideMi Greenfinch
NewhavenTideMi Twite
NewhavenTideMi Linnet
NewhavenTideMi LesserRedpoll
Newhaven
Goldfinch
NewhavenTideMi Serin
NewhavenTideMi Siskin
NewhavenTideMi CornBunting
NewhavenTideMi Yellowhammer
NewhavenTideMi ReedBunting
NewhavenTideMi SnowBunting

27/11/2007
26/12/2007
02/02/2006
19/02/2017
Redlisted
17/12/1998
Redlisted
18/05/2016
Redlisted
08/10/2008
02/10/2016
Schedule1species
22/01/2017
12/03/2015
Schedule1species,amberlisted 23/11/2012
Redlisted
01/10/2016
Amberlisted
04/01/2004
Schedule1species
08/12/2014

Schedule1species
Redlisted
Amberlisted
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TQ4500
TQ4500 male
TQ4500 pairalso8/2
TQ4500 (15:1517:00)
TQ4500
TQ457003 TQ457003
TQ4500 also7on27/10
TQ455003 Thisvegetatedshingle;coastalgrassland;scru
TQ4500 (10:3012:30)Longstayingmalebirdseenwe
TQ4500
TQ4500
TQ4500 (11:0013:30)
1 TQ4500 sideofconcretepathtobeach
1 TQ4500

1
1
2
2
1
4
7
8
1
1
2
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REP/011/DM24
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REP/011

Name:

Mary Greenwood

Organisation:

CPRE Sussex

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:
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Organisation:
Contact Details:
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Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM24: Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
CPRE Sussex is very concerned that an arbitrary 7 km distance from Ashdown Forest is
not adequate or sufficient to discriminate whether or not an impact on a protected site
may occur. The scale of the development obviously matters. A very small (e.g. single
house) development at 6.9 km from the Forest is very unlikely to have any impact while
a large development (e.g. 1,000 houses) at 7.1 km from the Forest should be of much
greater concern, and an appropriate assessment should be required. We do not believe
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Representation ID: REP/011/DM24
the policy as written to be sound.
CPRE Sussex recommends that to be sound paragraph 3 of policy DM24 should also
require an additional condition that there is no suitable alternative site before a
development with an adverse impact on an SSSI, NNR or MCZ is approved.
In paragraph 4 of policy DM24 the term 'irreplaceable habitat 'should be defined in the
glossary or more specific information should be included in the policy. We assume that,
for example, that this term encompasses both ancient woodland and 'important’
hedgerows.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Comments made by the Lewes District Branch of CPRE Sussex
Secretary: Mrs Mary Greenwood,

Representing: CPRE Sussex, Brownings Farm, Blackboys, East Sussex, TN22 5HG
CPRE Sussex believes the sections of the draft Local Plan referred to below to be neither sound nor
effective in their current forms, and in some cases not compliant with national legislation. In most
cases appropriate modifications are suggested.
CPRE Sussex considers the most significant comments below to be comments 1, 2, 6, 8 & 11. We
would welcome the opportunity to present more detailed evidence and argument at a later stage
to assist the Inspector examining the draft Local Plan part 2.

1.

Comment on Housing Policy Context (paragraphs 2.1-2.11: pages 12-15)

CPRE Sussex strongly disagrees with the conclusion in paragraph 2.1 and Table 1 that the Housing
Requirement Figure for Lewes District from the adopted Lewes District Joint Core Strategy should be
6,926. The correct figure, approved by the Inspector and included in policy SP1, is 6,900 (345 per
annum). This number is reiterated in the introduction to policy SP2.
The fact that the sum total of the different allocations, categories and provisions in policy SP2 is
6,926, a very modest over-provision given the uncertainty of some supply categories at that time, is
of no relevance. The starting number for line 1 of Table 1 should thus be 6,900, which represents
345 dwellings per annum.
The basis of the division of the number that should be 345 dwellings per annum (6,900 total)
between the part of Lewes District outside the South Downs National Park (covered in this draft
Local Plan part 2) and that part of the District within the SDNP (to be covered in the emerging SDNP
Local Plan) is not clear. The division proposed in paragraph 2.2 and Tables 1 & 2 is stated as if an
agreed objective fact, but appears to CPRE Sussex to be unexplained and, apparently, arbitrary. The
basis for this division, and whether it has been the subject of any consultation or examination, needs
to be explained. It is important to appreciate in this context that the town of Lewes, which is entirely
within the National Park, is nevertheless the best connected, and by some margin the most
sustainable, location for new development within the District and offers a considerable number of
brownfield redevelopment opportunities. Lewes town has an advanced Neighbourhood Plan that
appears set to deliver a higher level of new housing (predominantly on brownfield sites) than was
envisaged at the time that the Lewes District Joint Core Strategy was adopted.
For this new draft Local Plan part 2 to be sound, it needs to deliver not only the correct numbers of
new homes but also to deliver them at an appropriate development speed. Given that the evidence
suggests that recent housing delivery in the District overall has been very close to the required
annual rate, and the profile in the 2016 Lewes District Joint Core Strategy suggested high rates of
delivery in the next few years, it is a matter of some concern that the 1 April 2018 assessment of the
District’s Housing Land Supply was that it had fallen slightly below 5 years. CPRE Sussex believes this
assessment to be incorrect, and that the actual supply is significantly above 5 years. We have
supplied detailed supporting evidence to the Council. To be sound this draft Local Plan part 2 needs
to address the question of the profile of delivery, and in particular to demonstrate that it will deliver

1
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an adequate and secure supply of new homes over the coming 5-year period. It does not at present
appear to address this important question.
There is a small but not completely insignificant numerical error in Table 5. Table 3 indicates that the
adopted Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan will provide 183 new homes, but that a further 32 are to be
identified in LPP2 (para.2.118 et seq). Draft Policy RG01 then allocates a Ringmer site [an extended
version of site RG1 in the 2003 Lewes Local Plan] for 90 homes, contributing an additional 50 new
homes, against the Ringmer requirement for 32. Unfortunately Table 5 overlooks the fact that the
extension of the 2003 site RG1 to create the new site RG01 in this Plan encompasses Ringmer
Neighbourhood Plan site RES3, so to this extent there is a double-counting of the new homes to be
delivered. The necessary correction takes the ‘Units allocated in LPP2’ in Table 5 from slightly above
the ‘Housing growth to be identified in LPP2’ to slightly below it. However, the compensating
correction that CPRE Sussex contends above should be made to the starting total would, if made,
restore a surplus over the requirement here.
2.

Comment on the Sustainability Appraisal of new rural housing developments, as used
throughout Section 2

CPRE Sussex notes that when potential new housing sites are appraised for sustainability there are
no differences between the appraisals of sustainably-located urban sites and much less sustainable
village sites against the objectives considering travel (objective 3) and carbon dioxide emissions
(objective 12). If new homes are located in villages (particularly villages such as Barcombe with few
local services and little or no public transport) then the lives of the new residents will inevitably be
much more dependent on use of their private cars, and car ownership will be much higher, than if
the same new homes had been more sustainably located in urban areas. East Sussex County Council
has published detailed evidence on car ownership and use for commuting for the different urban
and rural communities in Lewes District [eastsussexinfigures.org.uk]. The inspector examining part 1
of the Local Plan made this specific point, recommending that additional new housing should, in so
far as is possible, be located in the District’s towns. The principle is enshrined in Core Policy CP13 of
the adopted Lewes District Joint Core Strategy. This should certainly have been reflected in the
sustainability appraisals of new housing sites. It is not, even though in several cases it is specifically
noted that the rural housing site appraised is likely to be car-dependent. Because the sustainability
appraisals ignore this important factor, they cannot be considered sound.
3.

Comment on Section 3, Employment (Policy E1, paragraphs 3.11-3.17)

CPRE Sussex is concerned that the proposed new employment site E1 intrudes into the existing Tide
Mills shingle beach area, which has high value both for recreational and leisure use and as a
distinctive wildlife area. We support the comments from Community Action Newhaven that the area
of site E1 should be reduced and that it should not include any of the present shingle seafront beach.
4.

Comment on Policy DM6(5). Light pollution from equestrian development

CPRE Sussex is concerned that policy DM6(5) is too weak. Light pollution from this source in dark
rural areas should be avoided in the interests of protecting dark landscapes, nature conservation
(particularly bat foraging) and local amenity. Our concerns could be met by deletion of the word
‘unacceptable’ from the policy. Such equestrian use is of insufficient importance to justify any
adverse impact in currently dark countryside. The change we propose is necessary for the policy to
be in accord with NPPF 2012 para.125 or NPPF 2018 para.180(c).

2
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5.

Comment on Policy DM9. Farm diversification

CPRE Sussex supports the general intention of this policy. However, an additional condition about
car parking is required. It is likely that effective farm diversification schemes will generate an
additional requirement for such parking. Insensitive vehicle parking outside a farm curtilage can
have a strongly negative urbanising impact on the rural landscape. It is essential to include an
additional condition to ensure that vehicle parking is either confined within the farmyard concerned
or otherwise effectively screened.
6.

Comment on Policy DM14. Multi-functional green infrastructure.

This policy is weak and generic. As written it does not meet the requirements of NPPF 2012
paras.113-114 or NPPF paras.170-171 & 181. It merely repeats them. It needs to be strengthened
and made more specific. The first sentence of the draft policy is unfortunately phrased, and
presumably is not intended to mean what it actually says. CPRE Sussex suggests that this policy
should include a clear strategy that, as a minimum, gave a clear indication of the types of natural
assets that contribute to the important ecological networks in the different parts of the District.
They should include woodland, valuable trees, established hedgerows, ponds, ditches and streams.
Specific locally-important habitats should be identified. The policy should require that these should
be retained within new development. Where such assets are not pre-existing, they should be
provided by new planting and provision. Domestic gardens can make an important contribution to
biodiversity, but only if they are of reasonable extent and linked by appropriate green infrastructure
to the surrounding countryside.
7.

Comment on Policy DM15. Provision of outdoor playing space.

CPRE Sussex welcomes this policy. However, it would be stronger, and clearer to developers, if
accompanied by an indication of the current situation for the different communities in the District
and/or an indication of where up-to-date information about this will be obtainable in the future.
Such information will be necessary to enable developers to assess development viability at an early
stage (e.g. prior to site purchase). Larger developments can reasonably be expected to make on-site
provision, and this should be specified as a requirement. This will not be practicable for smaller sites.
8.

Comment on Policy DM24. Protection of biodiversity.

CPRE Sussex is very concerned that an arbitrary 7 km distance from Ashdown Forest is not adequate
or sufficient to discriminate whether or not an impact on a protected site may occur. The scale of
the development obviously matters. A very small (e.g. single house) development at 6.9 km from the
Forest is very unlikely to have any impact while a large development (e.g. 1,000 houses) at 7.1 km
from the Forest should be of much greater concern, and an appropriate assessment should be
required. We do not believe the policy as written to be sound.
CPRE Sussex recommends that to be sound paragraph 3 of policy DM24 should also require an
additional condition that there is no suitable alternative site before a development with an adverse
impact on an SSSI, NNR or MCZ is approved.
In paragraph 4 of policy DM24 the term ‘irreplaceable habitat’ should be defined in the glossary or
more specific information should be included in the policy. We assume that, for example, that this
term encompasses both ancient woodland and ‘important’ hedgerows.
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9.

Comment on Policy DM31. Advertisements.

CPRE Sussex believes that this policy should specify that advertisements in the countryside (outside
planning boundaries) should not be illuminated.
10.

Comment on Policy DM36. Station Parking.

CPRE Sussex strongly supports the intention of protecting car parking provision at railway stations,
to encourage sustainable travel. However, the term ‘adjacent’ has a specific meaning that is not
appropriate here. For example, at Glynde railway station the ‘adjacent’ parking is extremely limited
and much too small to encourage commuter use of the railway here. The important car park for rural
car/rail commuters is about 200 metres away. To encourage railway use the wording needs to be
revised to protect this car park too.
11.

Comment on the need for an additional DM policy or policies, required but not currently
included

To be sound a Local Plan needs to plan to deliver not only an adequate number of new homes in the
District, but it also needs to ensure that the types of new homes match the projected requirement
(see NPPF 2018 para.61). To take an extreme example, a need for 6,900 new 1-2 bed homes for new
small households of modest means would not be met by the delivery of 6,900 expensive market 4+
bed homes, nor would a requirement for 6,900 large family homes be met by the provision of 6,900
1-bed flats.
There is no policy in this Local Plan (or in the Lewes District Joint Core Strategy) to ensure that the
new homes delivered are of the right type to meet the assessed housing need. The recently
(September 2018) issued 2016-based ONS projections show that for England as a whole all the new
households formed to 2041 will be headed by people aged over 55; that almost 90% of them will be
headed by people over retirement age; and that a quarter of them will be headed by people aged
over 85. A similar pattern could be deduced from the 2014-based household projections issued by
ONS in 2016. It is extremely unlikely that this situation is not fully reflected in Lewes District, which
has a significantly higher proportion of older residents than England as a whole.
No Local Plan that fails to include specific quantitative policies to deliver the types of housing they
are likely to require can be considered sound. Policy SD27 of the emerging South Downs National
Park Local Plan provides a model for a step in the right direction, but more specific policies to
address the needs of older residents are also essential.
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Policy/Section:

DM24: Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
'We note this policy ad have the following amendments to make:
'The protection pertaining to SSSIs is provided to mimic that of the NPPF but the
wording provided lacks the strength of the NPPF in the following ways.
'Development which would be likely to adversely affect a Site of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI), National Nature Reserve (NNR), or a Marine Conservation Zone (MCZ)
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will only be permitted where the benefits of the development, at this site, outweigh the
damage to the nationally recognised special interest of the designated site and any
adverse impacts on the wider network of SSSIs.
The NPPF states that:
175 c). "development on land within or outside a SSSI, and which is likely to have an
adverse effect on it (either individually or in combination with other developments),
should not normally be permitted. The only exception is where the benefits of the
development in the location proposed clearly outweigh both its likely impact on the
features of the site that make it of special scientific interest, and any broader impacts on
the national network of SSSIs"
The phrases highlighted above provide a greater level of protection that those included
in the Local Plan.
We advise that collaboration is required between the hierarchy of sites in order to reflect
the NPPF as follows:
Outside of designated sites
Irreplaceable habitats
We advise that irreplaceable habitats be placed above local sites in the hierarchy of
designations to reflect their national importance and complexity. Once lost these habitats
are by their very nature, irreplaceable. The NPPF reflects this and has recently been
revised to give greater weight to the protection of ancient woodland for example.
175 c) "development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats (such
as ancient woodland and ancient or veteran trees) should be refused unless there are
wholly exceptional reasons (footnote 58) and a suitable compensation strategy exists".
Priority habitats and species
These include species and habitats listed under S41 of the NERC Act 2006. This
includes priority habitats and species and should be clearly referenced separately to
protected species.
Section 40 of the NERC Act 2006 places a general duty on all public authorities,
including local planning authorities, to conserve and enhance biodiversity. Further
information on this duty is available in the Defra publication 'Guidance for Local
Authorities on Implementing the Biodiversity Duty'.
We further advise that links to Green Infrastructure policies should be made.
We would re-iterate our advice in our letter of January 2018 that the policy includes
networks of natural habitats and the consideration of biodiversity on a landscape- scale.
Habitat networks are not only rich in biodiversity in their own right but also act as key
stepping stones for species throughout the landscape. For example the provision
interlinking habitats play an important role in enabling genetic exchange between
populations within habitats throughout the landscape. They also act as flightlines and
foraging areas for bats for example and provide migratory pathways through the
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landscape.
I would refer you to the SDNP Local Plan Policy SD12 for an example of a Biodiversity
Policy which encompasses these issues and which we fully support. The SDNP Local
Plan also has an overarching requirement for net gain. We advise that net gain is
included in this policy as an overarching requirement. The NPPF States the following:
170 d). Planning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural
and local environment by" minimising impacts on and providing net gains for
biodiversity...." 174 b) Plans should ".identify and purse opportunities for securing
measurable net gains for biodiversity"
118. Planning policies and decisions should: a) encourage multiple benefits from both
urban and rural land, including through mixed use schemes and taking opportunities to
achieve net environmental gains-such as developments that would enable habitat
creation or improve public access to the countryside"
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Date:
Our ref:

05 November 2018
259464

Customer Services
Hornbeam House
Crewe Business Park
Electra Way
Crewe
Cheshire
CW1 6GJ

BY EMAIL ONLY

T 0300 060 3900

Dear Sir/Madam
Planning consultation: Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations, Development
Management Polices Pre-Submission Document and Habitats Regulations Assessment
(HRA)
Thank you for your consultation on the above dated 05 December 2017 which was received by
Natural England on the same day.
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that the
natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present and future
generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development.
Please find our comments in relation to the Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations,
Development Management Policies and Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA)
Habitats Regulations Assessment-clarification required
We advise that the Habitats Regulations Section presented in the Pre -Submission document does
not concur with the findings of the accompanying Habitats Regulations Assessment for the Local
Plan Part 2. Although Natural England agrees with the findings of the attached HRA, following the
recent People Over Wind European Judgement, aspects of the HRA and its interpretation within the
core document need to be amended as follows:
Conclusion of NSLE for the Plan
Natural England does not agree with the conclusion that the implementation of the Lewes Local
Plan Part 1 or 2 will have no Likely Significant Effect as cited in the Lewes Local Plan Part 2
Document . We advise that this conclusion needs to be revised to concur with the published HRA
and the recent People Over Wind European Judgement. Following this judgement competent
authorities are no longer able to include mitigation for impacts to European Sites at the screening
stage of an HRA. Therefore it is not appropriate to rely on ameliorative (mitigation) measures such
as SANGS and SAMS and policies pertaining to these when determining any likely significant
effects within Habitats Regulations Assessments. We advise that an appropriate assessment will be
required if, in the absence of mitigation, the competent authority cannot conclude “no likely
significant effect”. However mitigation can be used at the appropriate assessment stage.
The HRA correctly interprets this judgement and sets out that any development within 7km of
Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC (within the plan area) without the mitigation set out in Core Policy 10
of the Local Plan Part 1 could have an in-combination on the international site via recreational
pressure; therefore concluding a likely significant effect cannot be ruled out. The HRA therefore
takes this through to appropriate assessment as no likely significant effect cannot be concluded. We
agree with this approach.
Including Air Pollution impacts in the Appropriate Assessment stage
Page 1 of 6
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We note the following statement:
3.39 states that In summary, the only impact pathway that requires consideration in the LPP2 HRA
is recreational pressure upon Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC as this is the only impact pathway
for which a conclusion of no likely significant effect or no adverse effect on integrity could
not be reached for the growth in the Joint Core Strategy without mitigation.
We advise that air pollution also needs to be included here as an-in combination effect remains for
this impact in the absence of mitigation. We recognise that the HRA has indeed taken this through
to appropriate assessment, but for clarity and to ensure no misinterpretation is made we advise that
the above sentence is revised to include air pollution.
Overall conclusion for the HRA
We agree with the following statement:
It is therefore be concluded that no adverse effect upon the integrity of Ashdown Forest SAC is
expected to result from development provided by the South Downs Local Plan/Lewes JCS, even
in- combination with other plans and projects.
However the audit pathways taken (through appropriate assessment ,where relevant) in order to
reach this conclusion should be more clearly defined in the HRA as above and importantly,
accurately interpreted within the LLPP2 Submission Document.
Further advice
1.19 We advise that the following sentence should be re-worded
A Likely Significant Effect must be established both in terms of the individual plan and of the plan in
combination with other policies and proposals,
We advise that this should read:
Any likely Significant Effect must be established both in terms of the individual plan and of the plan
in combination with other policies and proposals
Overarching advice-net gain
Since the Publication of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 The NPPF has been amended and contains a
clear direction to ensure new development demonstrates a net gain in biodiversity. We welcome this
approach. The various allocation sites will need to echo this direction stemming from a clear steer
within Policy DM24 to include net gain as advised variously throughout our advice letter below:
The revised NPPF states the following:
170 d). Planning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and local
environment by“minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity….” 174 b) Plans
should ”….identify and purse opportunities for securing measurable net gains for biodiversity”
118. Planning policies and decisions should: a) encourage multiple benefits from both urban and
rural land, including through mixed use schemes and taking opportunities to achieve net
environmental gains-such as developments that would enable habitat creation or improve public
access to the countryside”
Site Allocations
Policy NH01 - South of Valley Road
This allocation is close to the National Park boundary and we welcome the inclusion of the
requirement to fully assess the impacts of views on any development here.
Policy NH02 - Land at The Marina
Page 2 of 6
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We note that this allocation has the potential to impact on biodiversity. We advise that the allocation
policy includes a requirement for a net gain in biodiversity in order to comply with he recently
revised NPPF (further discussed in Policy DM24).
Policy BH01 - Land at The Nuggets, Valebridge Road
This Site allocation is surrounded by ancient woodland and networks of natural Habitats. We
welcome that this policy has been amended to include the irreplaceable nature of ancient woodland
and note the additional information pertaining to this in the supporting text. Thank you for consulting
Natural England on this matter.
Again the development will need to demonstrate a net gain in biodiversity and we further advise that
networks of natural habitats should be maintained and enhanced in order to provide a development
which is sympathetic to its location and clearly biodiversity-lead. We advise this should be a key
requirement to guide any development proposals.
We also advise re-iterate that the policy should state that impacts to ancient woodland should be
avoided to echo to the recently updated NPPF as follows:
175 c) “development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats (such as ancient
woodland and ancient or veteran trees) should be refused unless there are wholly exceptional
reasons (footnote 58) and a suitable compensation strategy exists”.
Policy BA03 - Land at Bridgelands Barcombe Cross
We further advise that this policy includes the consideration of the use of SuDS. We welcome that it
is included in the supporting text but it is not a requirement within the policy. We advise that welldesigned SuDS have multiple benefits for wildlife and people, providing habitats and valuable
ecosystems services such as, flood amelioration. A SuDS lead scheme would be welcome here.
Policy CH01 – Glendene, Station Road
We note that ancient woodland lies adjacent to the site and would refer you to our Standing advice
with regard to this matter. This includes a requirement for a buffer of at least 15m between the
woodland and the development. We welcome that SuDS are cited for use here and we note that full
ecological surveys to include protected species have and will be carried out.
Policy CH02 – Layden Hall, East Grinstead Road
This site lies adjacent to Chailey Common Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). Chailey
Common Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) is afforded statutory protection under the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended).Thank you for consulting Natural England regarding this
allocation policy which I note has been amended to include the SSSI. We have the following
additional comments to make regarding the following:
An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and
implemented accordingly to mitigate potential adverse impacts on Chailey Common SSSI and the
local biodiversity. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity
and enhancement where possible; and
Again due to the nature and location of this site we advised that the term where possible was
omitted as enhancement should be a requirement of new development (as for policy BH01). We had
understood that this had been revised to reflect our advice. We further add that the need to
demonstrate biodiversity net gain will be of key importance here. Consideration of this will also need
to be made with regard to any tree felling on site.
We advise that the policy states that impacts to the SSSI must be avoided.
Newick
We note Policy DM Planning Boundaries that states Development proposals that result in a net
increase of one or more dwellings within 7km of the Ashdown Forest will only be permitted where
they comply with Core Policy 10(3) of the Local Plan Part 1. As Newick falls within this zone we
Page 3 of 6
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advise that it is worth noting that development will need to be commensurate with this specific DM
Policy here.

Employment Site Allocations
Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
Natural England has serious concerns regarding this allocation.
The allocation site is directly adjacent to and in the setting of, the South Downs National Park. There
is therefore clear potential for a significant impacts on the Special Qualities of the South Downs
National Park. The policy states that visual impacts will be minimised however, from the information
supplied, the impact from the development of this land in both landscape and visual terms is likely to
be significant. This allocation did not form part of previous iterations of the LLPP2 although we note
that part of this land was included in the 2003 Local Plan. We are very concerned that it has been
included at this late stage. We also note that the employment quota has already been fulfilled
elsewhere within the Local Plan area. Due to the sensitive location o f this site we therefore question
the need for the inclusion of this site in the Plan. The site is located in an area of open coastline
surrounded by a nature reserve.
Furthermore the allocation site contains valuable priority habitats of vegetated shingle and floodplain
grazing marsh for example. The allocation boundary stretches down to the mean high water mark.
This is of key concern to Natural England. The policy and supporting text make no mention of the
biodiversity value of this site and this is of key concern to Natural England. We advise that this
allocation site is removed from the LLPP2. We advise that you contact the South Downs National
Park Authority for their advice on this matter. We will be also be happy to advise further on this
matter.
We further advise that any obstruction to public rights of way and any intrusion of the England
Coastal Path is avoided.
Policy E2: Land Adjacent to American Express Community Stadium, Village Way, Falmer
This allocation also lies in the setting of the South Downs National Park. We advise that they are
consulted for their advice on this allocation site.
Policy DM14: Multi-functional Green Infrastructure
We welcome this policy which recognises the importance of the provision of multifunctional green
infrastructure throughout new development. Multifunctional G.I provides a wealth of benefits for
people and wildlife and provides a key role in the provision of ecosystems services. We fully support
this policy.
We note the following wording which we advise requires clarification:
(G.I) would be provided where justified by the character of the area or the need for outdoor playing
space. We advise that Green Infrastructure, if well designed, should incorporate a multitude of
functions as identified in the supporting text, and that accessible natural greenspace rather than
outdoor playing (amenity) space should be a governing factor for this. We advise that the important
role that Green Infrastructure has in contributing to biodiversity and environmental net gain should
be highlighted here.
Strategic provision of GI
We advise that GI should be strategic in Nature. Planning for GI at a strategic scale based on a
robust evidence base has clear benefits for people and wildlife. A well-designed G.I strategy can
provide Natural Capital and secure Ecosystems services in a resilient way that safeguards
resources for people and wildlife into the future. Links to wellbeing, heath and climate change
provision for example are clear. Natural England would welcome the opportunity to contribute to the
formation of any future GI strategy. We attach a GI checklist in support of this.
Children’s Playing Space
Page 4 of 6
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We fully support this policy. Interaction with the natural world has multiple benefits for people and
linking this to G.I networks and cycle routes for example can enhance this.
Policy DM18: Recreation and Rivers
We support this policy
Policy DM24: Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity
We note this policy ad have the following amendments to make:
The protection pertaining to SSSIs is provided to mimic that of the NPPF but the wording provided
lacks the strength of the NPPF in the following ways.
Development which would be likely to adversely affect a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI),
National Nature Reserve (NNR), or a Marine Conservation Zone (MCZ) will only be permitted where
the benefits of the development, at this site, outweigh the damage to the nationa lly recognised
special interest of the designated site and any adverse impacts on the wider network of SSSIs.
The NPPF states that:
175 c). “development on land within or outside a SSSI, and which is likely to have an adverse effect
on it (either individually or in combination with other developments), should not normally be
permitted. The only exception is where the benefits of the development in the location proposed
clearly outweigh both its likely impact on the features of the site that make it of special scientific
interest, and any broader impacts on the national network of SSSIs”
The phrases highlighted above provide a greater level of protection that those included in the Local
Plan.
We advise that collaboration is required between the hierarchy of sites in order to reflect the NPPF
as follows:
Outside of designated sites
Irreplaceable habitats
We advise that irreplaceable habitats be placed above local sites in the hierarchy of designation s to
reflect their national importance and complexity. Once lost these habitats are by their very nature,
irreplaceable. The NPPF reflects this and has recently been revised to give greater weight to the
protection of ancient woodland for example.
175 c) “development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats (such as ancient
woodland and ancient or veteran trees) should be refused unless there are wholly exceptional
reasons (footnote 58) and a suitable compensation strategy exists”.
Priority habitats and species
These include species and habitats listed under S41 of the NERC Act 2006. This includes priority
habitats and species and should be clearly referenced separately to protected species.
Section 40 of the NERC Act 2006 places a general duty on all public authorities, i ncluding local
planning authorities, to conserve and enhance biodiversity. Further information on this duty is
available in the Defra publication ‘Guidance for Local Authorities on Implementing the Biodiversity
Duty’.
We further advise that links to Green Infrastructure policies should be made.
We would re-iterate our advice in our letter of January 2018 that the policy includes networks of
natural habitats and the consideration of biodiversity on a landscape- scale. Habitat networks are
not only rich in biodiversity in their own right but also act as key stepping stones for species
throughout the landscape. For example the provision interlinking habitats play an important role in
enabling genetic exchange between populations within habitats throughout the landscape. They
also act as flightlines and foraging areas for bats for example and provide migratory pathways
through the landscape.
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I would refer you to the SDNP Local Plan Policy SD12 for an example of a Biodiversity Policy which
encompasses these issues and which we fully support. The SDNP Local Plan also has an
overarching requirement for net gain. We advise that net gain is included in this policy as an
overarching requirement. The NPPF States the following:
170 d). Planning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and local
environment by“ minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity….” 174 b) Plans
should ”.identify and purse opportunities for securing measurable net gains for biodiversity”
118. Planning policies and decisions should: a) encourage multiple benefits from both urban and
rural land, including through mixed use schemes and taking opportunities to achieve net
environmental gains-such as developments that would enable habitat creation or improve public
access to the countryside”
Policy DM27: Landscape Design
We advise that this policy includes the requirement to protect the Special Qualities of the South
Downs National Park as future developments outside the National Park may nevertheless affect it’s
setting or views in or out of this nationally designated landscape.
Policy DM35: Footpath, Cycle and Bridleway Network
We advise that links to Green Infrastructure could be made in this policy.
I hope the above is helpful and please do not hesitate to contact me should you wish to disc uss this
matter. Please send further correspondence, marked for my attention, to
consultations@naturalengland.org.uk quoting our reference 259464
Yours sincerely

Rebecca Pearson
Lead Adviser
Sustainable Development
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thom, Tondra
06 November 2018 15:15
ldf
FW: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission

Please see and add to NE rep the below clarification
From: Pearson, Rebecca (NE) [mailto:Rebecca.Pearson@naturalengland.org.uk]
Sent: 06 November 2018 14:56
To: Thom, Tondra
Subject: RE: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission
Hi Tondra
You are absolutely right, the confusion was that the level of detail provided was an enhanced level but this did not of
course mean that mitigation was required to concluded no likely significant effect!
So, in answer to your query
You do not need to add air pollution as an impact pathway for which mitigation is needed. We are satisfied with the
evidence provided for air pollution impacts and concur that no mitigation is required in order to conclude no likely
significant effect.
I hope this is helpful, please do get in touch should you wish further clarification.
Warmest wishes
Rebecca


From:Thom,Tondra[mailto:Tondra.Thom@leweseastbourne.gov.uk]
Sent:06November201812:14
To:Pearson,Rebecca(NE)
Cc:ldf
Subject:RE:LewesLocalPlanPart2PreSubmission

Hi Rebecca,
Thank you for the Natural England rep you submitted, I appreciate that you managed to submit
this within the timeframe of the consultation period, that’s most helpful. I accept that the People
over Wind Judgement means we need to reword the LSE section as mitigation has to be applied
through AA rather than at screening stage – this applies to the 7km recreation impact zone for
Ashdown Forest.
I do have one query though, on which I would like some clarification on please. On page 2 of your
rep under air pollution impacts heading, you state the following:
We note the following statement:
3.39 states that In summary, the only impact pathway that requires consideration in the LPP2
HRA is recreational pressure upon Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC as this is the only impact
pathway for which a conclusion of no likely significant effect or no adverse effect on
integrity could not be reached for the growth in the Joint Core Strategy without mitigation.
(my emphasis)
1
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We advise that air pollution also needs to be included here as an-in combination effect remains for
this impact in the absence of mitigation. We recognise that the HRA has indeed taken this through
to appropriate assessment, but for clarity and to ensure no misinterpretation is made we advise
that the above sentence is revised to include air pollution. (my emphasis)
Whilst I agree that our work on air pollution did result in AA being undertaken - due to the scientific
rigour of assessment it could hardly be considered screening and the ecological interpretation did
result in conclusions regarding the integrity of the Forest; however at no point was it concluded
that mitigation is required alone or in combination. To add air pollution to the sentence in bold
would imply that mitigation is required.
I am concerned that your rep implies that mitigation is required for air quality impacts, when our
conclusion in the HRA does not identify this requirement.
Could you please clarify that we do not need to add air pollution as an impact pathway to the
above sentence and can you confirm that you agree with the conclusion of the HRA that no
mitigation is required?
Thank you
Tondra
Tondra Thom
Planning Policy Manager
Lewes District and Eastbourne Borough Councils
Tel: 01273 085677 or 01323 415677
Mobile: 07824 596 985
E: tondra.thom@lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk
W: lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk

From: Pearson, Rebecca (NE) [mailto:Rebecca.Pearson@naturalengland.org.uk]
Sent: 05 November 2018 17:48
To: ldf
Subject: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission

DearSir/Madam

PleasefindattachedNaturalEngland’scommentsontheabovedocument.


Kind regards 

Rebecca Pearson
Lead Adviser
Sustainable Development Team
Natural England
Guildbourne House, Chatsworth Road
Worthing BN11 1LD
Tel: 0300 060 4090 Mobile: 07810694335


I work part-time Monday to Wednesday. 
www.gov.uk/natural-england
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We are here to secure a healthy natural environment for people to enjoy, where wildlife is protected and
England’s traditional landscapes are safeguarded for future generations.


In an effort to reduce Natural England's carbon footprint, I will, wherever possible, avoid travelling to meetings and
attend via audio, video or web conferencing.


NaturalEnglandisaccreditedtotheCabinetOfficeCustomerServiceExcellenceStandard





This email and any attachments is intended for the named recipient only. If you have received it in error you
have no authority to use, disclose, store or copy any of its contents and you should destroy it and inform the
sender. Whilst this email and associated attachments will have been checked for known viruses whilst
within the Natural England systems, we can accept no responsibility once it has left our systems.
Communications on Natural England systems may be monitored and/or recorded to secure the effective
operation of the system and for other lawful purposes. 
This email and any attachments is intended for the named recipient only. If you have received it in error you
have no authority to use, disclose, store or copy any of its contents and you should destroy it and inform the
sender. Whilst this email and associated attachments will have been checked for known viruses whilst
within the Natural England systems, we can accept no responsibility once it has left our systems.
Communications on Natural England systems may be monitored and/or recorded to secure the effective
operation of the system and for other lawful purposes.
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Initial advice on providing GI strategies in Local Plans
Key principles
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states in paragraph 114 that local
planning authorities should:
“set out a strategic approach in their Local Plans, planning positively for the creation,
protection, enhancement and management of networks of biodiversity and green
infrastructure;”
Supporting guidance to the NPPF is set out in the National Planning Practice Guidance at:
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/naturalenvironment/biodiversity-ecosystems-and-green-infrastructure/
GI is multifunctional and provides ecosystem services; if well-designed it encompasses
linking habitat networks, climate change mitigation, flood management, health and
wellbeing, alternative transport links, improved air quality, food production, and habitat
creation for example.GI can also be effectively used to provide biodiversity net gain.
Stages of creating a GI Strategy
Use mapping tools (see below) to evaluate:
1) Evidence Base-Existing GI
a) Typology Mapping -What GI resources are already there? (for example
woodland extent)
b) Functionality Mapping - What is the GI currently doing?
2) What is required in your Plan Area?
c) What are the functional needs of the area? Priority themes, local plan policy,
how can the GI resource be improved?
d) Where are these needs? Spatial mapping.
3) Design The GI Strategy based on evidence from 1-4 above

Evidence base-what tools are available to provide this?
There are a variety of tools available to provide the evidence base. The Ecosystems
Knowledge Network https://ecosystemsknowledge.net/ includes further information and
range of tools available. The tool adopted will depend on local requirements.
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Links between Natural Capital, GI and Ecosystems Services

Green Infrastructure, Natural capital and Ecosystems services are fundamentally linked as
demonstrated above. Understanding these links is key to developing a GI Strategy.

A GI strategy can be used to:
x
x
x
x

Inform development decisions and design .Ensure project-level interventions
contribute to the strategy;
Support the development of Green Infrastructure Policy and other policies in the
Local Plan (for example biodiversity, health and wellbeing, climate change due to
multifunctional nature) and support Local Plan reviews;
Provide evidence to inform and guide other strategic actions and bids for resources
(LEP/LNP for example);
Provide a baseline for periodical review and monitoring.
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Representation ID: REP/022/DM24

Representation ID:

REP/022/DM24

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/022

Name:

Jess Price

Organisation:

Sussex Wildlife Trust

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

swtconservation@sussexwt.org.uk

Address:

Woods Mill
Henfield
West Sussex
BN5 9SD

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM24: Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
(SEE PDF FOR FULL REPRESENTATION)
SWT acknowledge that some amendments have been made to this policy in light of
comments and suggestions made by ourselves and Natural England. However, we
remain concerned that this policy still fails to consider LDC’s responsibility to the
district's wider biodiversity assets. This is because neither Core Policy 10 in the Lewes
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Representation ID: REP/022/DM24
Local Plan Part 1 or this pre-submission policy specifically stipulate the need for
decisions to be based on up to date environmental information or for development to
result in net gains to biodiversity.
We note LDC’s response to our regulation 18 comments on this matter on page 42 of
the Summary of Consultation on the Consultation Draft Document (30 November 2017 25 January 2018):
A policy requirement for all development proposals to submit information on biodiversity
is considered to be unduly onerous and unlikely to be justified for the majority of
planning applications. It would therefore fail to have regard to the NPPF and no
amendment is proposed to Draft Policy DM24 in this respect.
In response to this, SWT would highlight that we recognised the need for a proportionate
response to applications, but section 165 of the 2012NPPF states Planning policies and
decisions should be based on up-to-date information about the natural environment and
other characteristics of the area.....
Both the 2012 and 2018 NPPFs are clear that achieving sustainable development
means pursuing opportunities to secure economic, social and environmental net gains in
an interdependent way. SWT does not agree that requiring that ecological information is
submitted with planning application is onerous. Indeed many other adopted
By incorporating wording into policy DM24 that stipulates the need for up-to-date
environmental information and net gains this will enable LDC at development
management stage to swiftly assess applications to ensure they are fulfilling their
requirements to deliver net gains to biodiversity as per paragraph 109 of the 2012NPPF
and paragraph 170 of the 2018NPPF.
We also refer back to comments made throughout the Summary of Consultation on the
Consultation Draft Document (30 November 2017 - 25 January 2018) where LDC have
resisted modifications to earlier policies that sought to seek policy wording to include the
submission of ecological assessments.
LDC reasoning was that they wish to create concise plan that should avoid undue
repetition or duplication by using generic policies to set out principles that may be
common to different types of development. We understand this view point and therefore
seek the modifications to draft policy DM24 to enable the plan to ensure it is consistent
with national policy and deliver the responsibilities consistently and effectively. As it
stands we do not believe this policy is sound.
Therefore, SWT seeks the following addition to ensure that the DM24 is consistent with
national policy:
'All development proposals must provide adequate up-to-date information about the
biodiversity which may be affected and any avoidance, mitigation and compensation
measures required to ensure no net loss to biodiversity and ensure measurable net
gains are delivered.
Development which would be likely to adversely affect a designated Ramsar site,
designated or candidate Special Area of Conservation (SAC) or a classified or potential
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Representation ID: REP/022/DM24
Special Protection Area (SPA) will only
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/215/DM24

Representation ID:

REP/215/DM24

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/215

Name:

Pippa Hildick-Smith

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM24: Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared
Not Justified
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
There must be proper consideration given to protection of wildlife corridors.
Theobalds Road creates a wildlife corridor between Bedelands nature reserve in West
Sussex and the fields to the East of Theobalds Farm and Antye house. Deer, foxes,
many species of birds, bats, newts, toads, slow-worms, squirrels and more are all
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Representation ID: REP/215/DM24
regularly seen on Theobalds road. It is a small sanctuary. It is an ancient bridleway.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Please do not allow development of land in the area around Theobalds Road. It would
have a hugely detrimental effect on the wildlife habitat.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Policy-specific Representations

DM25: Design
Representation References: DM25
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Representation ID: REP/013/DM25

Representation ID:

REP/013/DM25

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/013

Name:

Laura Hutson

Organisation:

Sport England

Consultation Body:

Specific

Stakeholder Type:

National group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

laura.hutson@sportengland.org

Address:

21 Bloomsbury Way
London
WC1B 3HF

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM25: Design

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
This policy states that major developments will promote permeable, accessible and
easily understandable places by creating spaces that connect with each other, are easy
to move through and have recognisable landmark features; this is welcomed and would
be consistent with the local plan's strategic objectives and section 8 of the NPPF. We
believe that this aim would be further strengthened by adding an additional section
should be added to the policy which sets out the design principles that new development
will be expected t accord with to enable/encourage healthy and active lifestyles. Sport
England & Public Health England's Active Design guidance
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Representation ID: REP/013/DM25
http://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planning-for-sport/planning-tools-andguidance/active-design/ sets out Government endorsed guidance on how the design and
layout of new developments can be planned to make communities more active and
healthier and some of the principles in this guidance could be incorporated into a new
section of the policy. The supporting text to the policy should refer to the Active Design
guidance to signpost applicants to detailed advice.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mark Furnish <Mark.Furnish@sportengland.org>
01 November 2018 14:59
ldf
Laura Hutson
Lewes District Local Plan: Part 2 Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies Pre-Submission Document
Consultation draft local plan part 2

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

DearSir/Madam,

ThankyouforconsultingSportEnglandontheLocalPlan:Part2SiteAllocationsandDevelopmentManagement
PoliciesPreSubmissionDocument.

AshighlightedinSportEnglandcommentsonthepreviousdrafton17thJanuary2018(attached),SportEnglandhas
anestablishedrolewithintheplanningsystemwhichincludesprovidingadviceandguidanceandsupportinglocal
authoritiesinplanningforsport.FurtherdetailonSportEngland’srolewithinthePlanningsystem,includingits
PlanningPolicy,canbefoundathttps://www.sportengland.org/facilitiesplanning/planningforsport/.

SportEnglandhasassessedthePreSubmissiondocumentinlinewithitspolicyandtheNationalPlanningPolicy
Framework(NPPF)anddoesnotconsiderthatthecurrentdocumenthasaddressedtheobjectionsandconcerns
raisedinitscommentsonthepreviousdraft.Inconsequence,SportEnglandcontinuestoobjecttotheLocalPlan
Part2assetoutintheattachedcomments(pleasenotethatthecurrentNPPFhasmovedparagraphs73and74to
paragraphs96and97).

Inaddition,SportEnglandisconcernedwiththechangestothehousingallocationatLandatHillsideNurseries,High
Street(PolicyBA01)astheallocation’sboundaryhasextendedtotheboundaryoftheadjacentrecreationfield.
Cricketisplayedontheadjacentsitethereforepositioningsensitivedevelopment,suchashousing,closetothe
recreationfieldwouldincreasetheriskofballstrike.Anyschemesubmittedonthissiteshouldbesubjecttoaball
strikeassessmentandthemitigationrecommendationsofthatassessmentshouldbeincludedwithinany
developmentofthesiteallocation.Itisthedevelopersresponsibilitytoimposeanymitigationinlinewiththe‘Agent
ofChange’principle.SportEnglandstronglyadvisesthatwordingtothiseffectisinsertedintoPolicyBA01.Pleasebe
awarethatanyschemesubmittedthatdoesnotmitigatethepotentialofballstrikecouldreceiveaSportEngland
statutoryobjectionuntilitiscleartherearenosafetyrisks.

Onamorepositivenote,SportEnglanddoeswelcomethatparagraph4.417encouragestheuseofSportEngland’s
technicalguidance.

Overall,however,SportEnglandstillhassignificantconcernsrelatingtotheinsufficientlevelofprotectionofsport
facilities,thelackofanuptodateandrobustevidencebaseforindoorandoutdoorsportsfacilities,theuseof
standardsinPolicyDM15,thelossofplayingfield(withoutadeliverablereplacementsiteidentified)withinPolicy
RG01andtheincreaseinsizeoftheHillsideNurseries,HighStreet’ssiteallocation.Asaresult,SportEnglanddoes
notconsiderthattheLocalPanissound.

Ihopeyoufindthesecommentshelpfulandamhappytodiscussthemfurthershouldyouwish.

YoursFaithfully
MarkFurnish
PlanningManager

1
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T:02072731631
M:07920560435
F:02072731981
E:Mark.Furnish@sportengland.org
To help protect y our priv acy , Microsoft Office prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.
Sport England
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WehaveupdatedourPrivacyStatementtoreflecttherecentchangestodataprotectionlawbutrestassured,we
willcontinuelookingafteryourpersonaldatajustascarefullyaswealwayshave.OurPrivacyStatementispublished
onourwebsite,andourDataProtectionOfficercanbecontactedbyemailingGailLaughlan


The information contained in this e-mail may be subject to public disclosure under the Freedom of
Information Act 2000. Additionally, this email and any attachment are confidential and intended solely for
the use of the individual to whom they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, be advised that
you have received this email and any attachment in error, and that any use, dissemination, forwarding,
printing, or copying, is strictly prohibited. If you voluntarily provide personal data by email, Sport England
will handle the data in accordance with its Privacy Statement. Sport England’s Privacy Statement may be
found here https://www.sportengland.org/privacy-statement/ If you have any queries about Sport England’s
handling of personal data you can contact Sport England’s Data Protection Officer directly by emailing
gail.laughlan@sportengland.org
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Representation ID: REP/454/DM25

Representation ID:

REP/454/DM25

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/454

Name:

Robin Walker

Organisation:

Theobalds Road Residents' Association

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Residents Association

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM25: Design

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared
Not Effective

Representation:
I note that developments in conflict with
'there will be no unacceptable adverse impact on the amenities of neighbouring
properties in terms of privacy, outlook, daylight, sunlight, noise, odour, light intrusion, or
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Representation ID: REP/454/DM25
activity levels; will be rejected.
In the context of the scale of development proposed around the 'Burgess Hill within
Wivelsfield Parish' it is clearly the responsibility of LDC to demonstrate that this
requirement is met, and not the obligation of the residents in neighbouring properties to
explain why it is not.
Specifically, in the context of the use of the unadopted public bridleway of Theobalds
Road (both in West Sussex and East Sussex) as a route to any development, this
cannot be considered to be possible without significant adverse impact in terms of
privacy and activity levels.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Developments that do not comply with this should be removed altogether from LDPP2
and form SHELAA 2018
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
As previously noted, LDC has a policy which it is ignoring in its determination to carry
out extensive development dumping on the Mid Sussex border, and this should be
challenged legally
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Policy-specific Representations

DM27: Landscape Design
Representation References: DM27
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Representation ID: REP/009/DM27

Representation ID:

REP/009/DM27

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/009

Name:

Chris Flavin

Organisation:

East Sussex County Council

Consultation Body:

Specific

Stakeholder Type:

Infrastructure/service provider

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

Chris.Flavin@eastsussex.gov.uk

Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM27: Landscape Design

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
It is noted that previous comments on this policy do not appear to have been
incorporated into the Plan. The LPA is encouraged to reconsider this and incorporate
them as a minor modification to the Plan.
Previous comment: Whilst Policy DM27 (4) on Landscape design is supported ("where
practicable, use material excavated from the site for re-contouring, infilling and topsoiling, ensuring that any land re-modelling respects the local topographic character"), it
would be preferable for the Plan to make reference to the other requirements of Policy
WMP 3d of the Waste and Minerals Plan 2013 to minimise/manage waste during
construction, demolition and excavation.
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Representation ID: REP/009/DM27
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Communities, Economy & Transport
Rupert Clubb
BEng(Hons) CEng MICE
Director

County Hall
St Anne’s Crescent
Lewes
East Sussex
BN7 1UE
Tel: 0345 60 80 190
Fax: 01273 479536
www.eastsussex.gov.uk

Tondra Thom, Planning Policy Lead
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
BN7 1AB

05 November 2018
Dear Tondra,
East Sussex County Council Representations on the Proposed Submission
Lewes Local Plan Part 2: Site allocations and development management policies
The County Council wish to make the following representations which seek
modifications to make certain aspects of the Proposed Submission Local Plan sound.
We also have some other comments and observations which relate to certain points
that we raised at the draft consultation stage.
Highway Authority
Policy NH01 – South of Valley Road, Newhaven
The County Council, as Highway Authority, has very significant concerns with the
proposed access arrangements for the proposed allocation on this site. We are not
aware of any evidence existing, including anything submitted by the site proponent,
that addresses our concerns. Therefore, as it stands, we do not consider that the
deliverability of this proposed allocation has been demonstrated. In turn, it is
considered that this policy is ‘unsound’, due to it not being effective.
The policy stipulates that access to the site will be from Valley Road. The proposed
use of Valley Road to and from the east of the site (and links to the C7 ‘Lewes Road’)
is problematic; primarily due to the multiple ownerships of Valley Road and the
adjoining land, but also because of the classification of Valley Road as a Restricted
Byway and its current condition as a narrow track which is unsuitable for serving
additional vehicular traffic.
As a Restricted Byway [11d] the road allows for cyclists, pedestrians and horse-riders
but not for motor propelled vehicles unless it can be proved that the site had historic
vehicular rights prior to the Natural Environment for Rural Communities Act of 2006
extinguishing these rights (in a previous planning application on the site this proof was
not provided).
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Even if vehicular rights can be proven, the narrow width and the surface of Valley
Road between the proposed site and the eastern end of the Restricted Byway
(the point at which the adopted road starts -close to the Breakwater Academy
School) is unsuitable to serve additional vehicular traffic. Any new development here
would therefore need to improve/widen Valley Road to cater for a two way flow of
traffic, with a separate footway on the northern side together with a proper turning
head. This improved section of Valley Road would then need to be formally adopted
in view of its status as a restricted byway to enable access by all motor propelled
vehicles.
The multiple ownership of Valley Road complicates matters as each owner would
need to be party to any agreement in order to allow these improvement works to take
place and secure the adoption of the road as highway; something which was
previously highlighted with the previous planning application on part of the proposed
site (planning ref. LW/15/0881).
An alternative access route which could be used is via the residential developments off
The Fairway to the west/south-west of the site. ‘The Fairway’ includes The Fairway,
Brazen Close and Rothwell Close and does not form part of the adopted public
highway. However, the residential roads off The Fairway are privately owned and are
unlikely to be adopted due to various longstanding issues including drainage.
Any developer of the proposed Policy NH01 site would require agreement from the
owners of these roads [we believe that this is currently Persimmon Homes] to gain
access to this proposed site.
Another obstacle is that there is no simple way of connecting the proposal site to The
Fairway, Brazen Close or Rothwell Close. There are a number of complications with
each possible option but the main issue is that the proposal site owner doesn’t have
any control (or own) any of the surrounding land.
Another obstacle is that in order to connect the site access to The Fairway, Brazen
Close or Rothwell Close, the access route would still have to go across or along part of
Valley Road.
We would not wish to see vehicular access direct onto Brighton Road. The existing
house on the site 'Jace' is served by a steep and narrow access onto the A259 which
is not suitable to serve any further development. The site is within 40mph speed limit
and therefore visibility splays that would need to be provided are 2.4m x 120m in both
directions. These splays do not appear to be achievable unless third party land was
acquired. Furthermore, as the land here falls away steeply, it is unlikely that suitable
gradients would be achievable which would also affect the visibility for vehicular
egress. Assessment of the increase in trips onto the A259 at this point would be
required with consideration given to the adjacent controlled crossing.
In conclusion, as it stands the access to the proposed allocation is unlikely to be
deliverable from Valley Road [via the C7] or from any of the other alternatives such as
The Fairway due to the problems involving third party land.
Policy RG01 – Caburn Field, Ringmer
The County Council is content with the proposed policy and supporting text for this
proposed allocation.
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Electric Vehicle Charging Points
We accept that you have chosen not to follow our previous recommendation to include
a specific planning policy on Electric Vehicle Charging Points but we would urge you to
help raise the profile of EVCP’s by making reference to the Technical Guidance note
on EVCP's within the Plan and providing a web link to the document. It is particularly
important to highlight the valuable contribution that new housing developments need to
make in providing charging points which encourage and facilitate the uptake of
Electrical Vehicles and ultimately contribute towards improvements in air quality.
We note that Lewes DC is currently conducting a public survey regarding electric
vehicle charging points and we hope that this will help support the implementation of a
planning policy on EVCP’s at some point in the future.
Lead Local Flood Authority
The County Council, in its role as the Lead Local Flood Authority, had previously
requested that the Local Plan Part 2 was supported by an up-to-date Strategic Flood
Risk Assessment. It is now recognised that as the Local Plan Part 2 does not set the
strategic planning policies for the District (para 156 of the NPPF states “Strategic
policies should be informed by a Strategic Flood Risk Assessment”) that such a piece
of evidence is not strictly necessary. Nevertheless, local flood risk does need to be
appropriately addressed in the Local Plan Part 2, in particular with the proposed
allocations.
Core Policy 12 of the Joint Core Strategy sets a number of policy criteria that should
ensure that local flood risk and drainage are appropriately addressed in any proposals
that are submitted in pursuant of the proposed allocations.
It is noted that some of the proposed allocations in the Local Plan Part 2 (e.g. BA02
and BA03) include the following policy criterion;
“Appropriate Flood Risk Assessment, surface water drainage strategy and mitigation is
agreed with appropriate body and local planning authority and implemented
accordingly;”
The rationale for why this policy criterion is included is contained within the supporting
text for the policy. Whilst we do not wish to oppose these relevant policies, we would
wish to emphasise that an appropriate drainage strategy needs to be agreed and
implemented on all the proposed allocations in the plan. The District Council may wish
to propose some minor modifications to the plan to address this matter.
Minerals and Waste Planning Policy
The Minerals and Waste Planning Authority does not wish to challenge the legal
compliance or soundness of the Plan. However some changes are suggested which
the Council is encouraged to pursue.
Lewes District Policies Map
The Lewes District Policies Map does not appear to make reference to or show the
adopted Waste and Minerals Local Plan Policies Map. It is, therefore, requested that
reference is made to the Waste and Minerals Local Plan Policies Map on the Lewes
District Polices map and if possible is incorporated into the map itself. A copy of the
electronic GIS data is available on data.gov.uk or can be provided on request.
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Policy E1: Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
In responding to the previous iteration of the plan, the County Council expressed
concern that the absence of specific policies for Newhaven Port could create
ambiguity for decision-makers in relation to proposals within the Port area. In turn, we
suggested that the Port area is defined and some policy framework is provided to aid
in future decision making. In light of these previous comments, we welcome the
inclusion of such a policy (Policy E1) along with the supporting text.
Policy DM27
It is noted that previous comments on this policy do not appear to have been
incorporated into the Plan. The LPA is encouraged to reconsider this and incorporate
them as a minor modification to the Plan.
Previous comment: Whilst Policy DM27 (4) on Landscape design is supported
(“where practicable, use material excavated from the site for re-contouring, infilling and
top-soiling, ensuring that any land re-modelling respects the local topographic
character”), it would be preferable for the Plan to make reference to the other
requirements of Policy WMP 3d of the Waste and Minerals Plan 2013 to
minimise/manage waste during construction, demolition and excavation.

Should you require any further information on these points please do not hesitate to
contact me.
Yours sincerely

Jon Wheeler
Team Manager, Strategic Economic Infrastructure
T: 01273 482212
E: jonathan.wheeler@eastsussex.gov.uk
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Representation ID: REP/021/DM27

Representation ID:

REP/021/DM27

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/021

Name:

Rebecca Pearson

Organisation:

Natural England

Consultation Body:

Specific

Stakeholder Type:

National group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

Rebecca.Pearson@naturalengland.org.uk

Address:

Guildbourne House
Chatsworth Road
Worthing
West Sussex
BN11 1LD

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM27: Landscape Design

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
'We advise that this policy includes the requirement to protect the Special Qualities of
the South Downs National Park as future developments outside the National Park may
nevertheless affect it's setting or views in or out of this nationally designated landscape
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/021/DM27

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Date:
Our ref:

05 November 2018
259464

Customer Services
Hornbeam House
Crewe Business Park
Electra Way
Crewe
Cheshire
CW1 6GJ

BY EMAIL ONLY

T 0300 060 3900

Dear Sir/Madam
Planning consultation: Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations, Development
Management Polices Pre-Submission Document and Habitats Regulations Assessment
(HRA)
Thank you for your consultation on the above dated 05 December 2017 which was received by
Natural England on the same day.
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that the
natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present and future
generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development.
Please find our comments in relation to the Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations,
Development Management Policies and Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA)
Habitats Regulations Assessment-clarification required
We advise that the Habitats Regulations Section presented in the Pre -Submission document does
not concur with the findings of the accompanying Habitats Regulations Assessment for the Local
Plan Part 2. Although Natural England agrees with the findings of the attached HRA, following the
recent People Over Wind European Judgement, aspects of the HRA and its interpretation within the
core document need to be amended as follows:
Conclusion of NSLE for the Plan
Natural England does not agree with the conclusion that the implementation of the Lewes Local
Plan Part 1 or 2 will have no Likely Significant Effect as cited in the Lewes Local Plan Part 2
Document . We advise that this conclusion needs to be revised to concur with the published HRA
and the recent People Over Wind European Judgement. Following this judgement competent
authorities are no longer able to include mitigation for impacts to European Sites at the screening
stage of an HRA. Therefore it is not appropriate to rely on ameliorative (mitigation) measures such
as SANGS and SAMS and policies pertaining to these when determining any likely significant
effects within Habitats Regulations Assessments. We advise that an appropriate assessment will be
required if, in the absence of mitigation, the competent authority cannot conclude “no likely
significant effect”. However mitigation can be used at the appropriate assessment stage.
The HRA correctly interprets this judgement and sets out that any development within 7km of
Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC (within the plan area) without the mitigation set out in Core Policy 10
of the Local Plan Part 1 could have an in-combination on the international site via recreational
pressure; therefore concluding a likely significant effect cannot be ruled out. The HRA therefore
takes this through to appropriate assessment as no likely significant effect cannot be concluded. We
agree with this approach.
Including Air Pollution impacts in the Appropriate Assessment stage
Page 1 of 6
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We note the following statement:
3.39 states that In summary, the only impact pathway that requires consideration in the LPP2 HRA
is recreational pressure upon Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC as this is the only impact pathway
for which a conclusion of no likely significant effect or no adverse effect on integrity could
not be reached for the growth in the Joint Core Strategy without mitigation.
We advise that air pollution also needs to be included here as an-in combination effect remains for
this impact in the absence of mitigation. We recognise that the HRA has indeed taken this through
to appropriate assessment, but for clarity and to ensure no misinterpretation is made we advise that
the above sentence is revised to include air pollution.
Overall conclusion for the HRA
We agree with the following statement:
It is therefore be concluded that no adverse effect upon the integrity of Ashdown Forest SAC is
expected to result from development provided by the South Downs Local Plan/Lewes JCS, even
in- combination with other plans and projects.
However the audit pathways taken (through appropriate assessment ,where relevant) in order to
reach this conclusion should be more clearly defined in the HRA as above and importantly,
accurately interpreted within the LLPP2 Submission Document.
Further advice
1.19 We advise that the following sentence should be re-worded
A Likely Significant Effect must be established both in terms of the individual plan and of the plan in
combination with other policies and proposals,
We advise that this should read:
Any likely Significant Effect must be established both in terms of the individual plan and of the plan
in combination with other policies and proposals
Overarching advice-net gain
Since the Publication of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 The NPPF has been amended and contains a
clear direction to ensure new development demonstrates a net gain in biodiversity. We welcome this
approach. The various allocation sites will need to echo this direction stemming from a clear steer
within Policy DM24 to include net gain as advised variously throughout our advice letter below:
The revised NPPF states the following:
170 d). Planning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and local
environment by“minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity….” 174 b) Plans
should ”….identify and purse opportunities for securing measurable net gains for biodiversity”
118. Planning policies and decisions should: a) encourage multiple benefits from both urban and
rural land, including through mixed use schemes and taking opportunities to achieve net
environmental gains-such as developments that would enable habitat creation or improve public
access to the countryside”
Site Allocations
Policy NH01 - South of Valley Road
This allocation is close to the National Park boundary and we welcome the inclusion of the
requirement to fully assess the impacts of views on any development here.
Policy NH02 - Land at The Marina
Page 2 of 6
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We note that this allocation has the potential to impact on biodiversity. We advise that the allocation
policy includes a requirement for a net gain in biodiversity in order to comply with he recently
revised NPPF (further discussed in Policy DM24).
Policy BH01 - Land at The Nuggets, Valebridge Road
This Site allocation is surrounded by ancient woodland and networks of natural Habitats. We
welcome that this policy has been amended to include the irreplaceable nature of ancient woodland
and note the additional information pertaining to this in the supporting text. Thank you for consulting
Natural England on this matter.
Again the development will need to demonstrate a net gain in biodiversity and we further advise that
networks of natural habitats should be maintained and enhanced in order to provide a development
which is sympathetic to its location and clearly biodiversity-lead. We advise this should be a key
requirement to guide any development proposals.
We also advise re-iterate that the policy should state that impacts to ancient woodland should be
avoided to echo to the recently updated NPPF as follows:
175 c) “development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats (such as ancient
woodland and ancient or veteran trees) should be refused unless there are wholly exceptional
reasons (footnote 58) and a suitable compensation strategy exists”.
Policy BA03 - Land at Bridgelands Barcombe Cross
We further advise that this policy includes the consideration of the use of SuDS. We welcome that it
is included in the supporting text but it is not a requirement within the policy. We advise that welldesigned SuDS have multiple benefits for wildlife and people, providing habitats and valuable
ecosystems services such as, flood amelioration. A SuDS lead scheme would be welcome here.
Policy CH01 – Glendene, Station Road
We note that ancient woodland lies adjacent to the site and would refer you to our Standing advice
with regard to this matter. This includes a requirement for a buffer of at least 15m between the
woodland and the development. We welcome that SuDS are cited for use here and we note that full
ecological surveys to include protected species have and will be carried out.
Policy CH02 – Layden Hall, East Grinstead Road
This site lies adjacent to Chailey Common Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). Chailey
Common Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) is afforded statutory protection under the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended).Thank you for consulting Natural England regarding this
allocation policy which I note has been amended to include the SSSI. We have the following
additional comments to make regarding the following:
An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and
implemented accordingly to mitigate potential adverse impacts on Chailey Common SSSI and the
local biodiversity. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity
and enhancement where possible; and
Again due to the nature and location of this site we advised that the term where possible was
omitted as enhancement should be a requirement of new development (as for policy BH01). We had
understood that this had been revised to reflect our advice. We further add that the need to
demonstrate biodiversity net gain will be of key importance here. Consideration of this will also need
to be made with regard to any tree felling on site.
We advise that the policy states that impacts to the SSSI must be avoided.
Newick
We note Policy DM Planning Boundaries that states Development proposals that result in a net
increase of one or more dwellings within 7km of the Ashdown Forest will only be permitted where
they comply with Core Policy 10(3) of the Local Plan Part 1. As Newick falls within this zone we
Page 3 of 6
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advise that it is worth noting that development will need to be commensurate with this specific DM
Policy here.

Employment Site Allocations
Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
Natural England has serious concerns regarding this allocation.
The allocation site is directly adjacent to and in the setting of, the South Downs National Park. There
is therefore clear potential for a significant impacts on the Special Qualities of the South Downs
National Park. The policy states that visual impacts will be minimised however, from the information
supplied, the impact from the development of this land in both landscape and visual terms is likely to
be significant. This allocation did not form part of previous iterations of the LLPP2 although we note
that part of this land was included in the 2003 Local Plan. We are very concerned that it has been
included at this late stage. We also note that the employment quota has already been fulfilled
elsewhere within the Local Plan area. Due to the sensitive location o f this site we therefore question
the need for the inclusion of this site in the Plan. The site is located in an area of open coastline
surrounded by a nature reserve.
Furthermore the allocation site contains valuable priority habitats of vegetated shingle and floodplain
grazing marsh for example. The allocation boundary stretches down to the mean high water mark.
This is of key concern to Natural England. The policy and supporting text make no mention of the
biodiversity value of this site and this is of key concern to Natural England. We advise that this
allocation site is removed from the LLPP2. We advise that you contact the South Downs National
Park Authority for their advice on this matter. We will be also be happy to advise further on this
matter.
We further advise that any obstruction to public rights of way and any intrusion of the England
Coastal Path is avoided.
Policy E2: Land Adjacent to American Express Community Stadium, Village Way, Falmer
This allocation also lies in the setting of the South Downs National Park. We advise that they are
consulted for their advice on this allocation site.
Policy DM14: Multi-functional Green Infrastructure
We welcome this policy which recognises the importance of the provision of multifunctional green
infrastructure throughout new development. Multifunctional G.I provides a wealth of benefits for
people and wildlife and provides a key role in the provision of ecosystems services. We fully support
this policy.
We note the following wording which we advise requires clarification:
(G.I) would be provided where justified by the character of the area or the need for outdoor playing
space. We advise that Green Infrastructure, if well designed, should incorporate a multitude of
functions as identified in the supporting text, and that accessible natural greenspace rather than
outdoor playing (amenity) space should be a governing factor for this. We advise that the important
role that Green Infrastructure has in contributing to biodiversity and environmental net gain should
be highlighted here.
Strategic provision of GI
We advise that GI should be strategic in Nature. Planning for GI at a strategic scale based on a
robust evidence base has clear benefits for people and wildlife. A well-designed G.I strategy can
provide Natural Capital and secure Ecosystems services in a resilient way that safeguards
resources for people and wildlife into the future. Links to wellbeing, heath and climate change
provision for example are clear. Natural England would welcome the opportunity to contribute to the
formation of any future GI strategy. We attach a GI checklist in support of this.
Children’s Playing Space
Page 4 of 6
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We fully support this policy. Interaction with the natural world has multiple benefits for people and
linking this to G.I networks and cycle routes for example can enhance this.
Policy DM18: Recreation and Rivers
We support this policy
Policy DM24: Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity
We note this policy ad have the following amendments to make:
The protection pertaining to SSSIs is provided to mimic that of the NPPF but the wording provided
lacks the strength of the NPPF in the following ways.
Development which would be likely to adversely affect a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI),
National Nature Reserve (NNR), or a Marine Conservation Zone (MCZ) will only be permitted where
the benefits of the development, at this site, outweigh the damage to the nationa lly recognised
special interest of the designated site and any adverse impacts on the wider network of SSSIs.
The NPPF states that:
175 c). “development on land within or outside a SSSI, and which is likely to have an adverse effect
on it (either individually or in combination with other developments), should not normally be
permitted. The only exception is where the benefits of the development in the location proposed
clearly outweigh both its likely impact on the features of the site that make it of special scientific
interest, and any broader impacts on the national network of SSSIs”
The phrases highlighted above provide a greater level of protection that those included in the Local
Plan.
We advise that collaboration is required between the hierarchy of sites in order to reflect the NPPF
as follows:
Outside of designated sites
Irreplaceable habitats
We advise that irreplaceable habitats be placed above local sites in the hierarchy of designation s to
reflect their national importance and complexity. Once lost these habitats are by their very nature,
irreplaceable. The NPPF reflects this and has recently been revised to give greater weight to the
protection of ancient woodland for example.
175 c) “development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats (such as ancient
woodland and ancient or veteran trees) should be refused unless there are wholly exceptional
reasons (footnote 58) and a suitable compensation strategy exists”.
Priority habitats and species
These include species and habitats listed under S41 of the NERC Act 2006. This includes priority
habitats and species and should be clearly referenced separately to protected species.
Section 40 of the NERC Act 2006 places a general duty on all public authorities, i ncluding local
planning authorities, to conserve and enhance biodiversity. Further information on this duty is
available in the Defra publication ‘Guidance for Local Authorities on Implementing the Biodiversity
Duty’.
We further advise that links to Green Infrastructure policies should be made.
We would re-iterate our advice in our letter of January 2018 that the policy includes networks of
natural habitats and the consideration of biodiversity on a landscape- scale. Habitat networks are
not only rich in biodiversity in their own right but also act as key stepping stones for species
throughout the landscape. For example the provision interlinking habitats play an important role in
enabling genetic exchange between populations within habitats throughout the landscape. They
also act as flightlines and foraging areas for bats for example and provide migratory pathways
through the landscape.
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I would refer you to the SDNP Local Plan Policy SD12 for an example of a Biodiversity Policy which
encompasses these issues and which we fully support. The SDNP Local Plan also has an
overarching requirement for net gain. We advise that net gain is included in this policy as an
overarching requirement. The NPPF States the following:
170 d). Planning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and local
environment by“ minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity….” 174 b) Plans
should ”.identify and purse opportunities for securing measurable net gains for biodiversity”
118. Planning policies and decisions should: a) encourage multiple benefits from both urban and
rural land, including through mixed use schemes and taking opportunities to achieve net
environmental gains-such as developments that would enable habitat creation or improve public
access to the countryside”
Policy DM27: Landscape Design
We advise that this policy includes the requirement to protect the Special Qualities of the South
Downs National Park as future developments outside the National Park may nevertheless affect it’s
setting or views in or out of this nationally designated landscape.
Policy DM35: Footpath, Cycle and Bridleway Network
We advise that links to Green Infrastructure could be made in this policy.
I hope the above is helpful and please do not hesitate to contact me should you wish to disc uss this
matter. Please send further correspondence, marked for my attention, to
consultations@naturalengland.org.uk quoting our reference 259464
Yours sincerely

Rebecca Pearson
Lead Adviser
Sustainable Development
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thom, Tondra
06 November 2018 15:15
ldf
FW: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission

Please see and add to NE rep the below clarification
From: Pearson, Rebecca (NE) [mailto:Rebecca.Pearson@naturalengland.org.uk]
Sent: 06 November 2018 14:56
To: Thom, Tondra
Subject: RE: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission
Hi Tondra
You are absolutely right, the confusion was that the level of detail provided was an enhanced level but this did not of
course mean that mitigation was required to concluded no likely significant effect!
So, in answer to your query
You do not need to add air pollution as an impact pathway for which mitigation is needed. We are satisfied with the
evidence provided for air pollution impacts and concur that no mitigation is required in order to conclude no likely
significant effect.
I hope this is helpful, please do get in touch should you wish further clarification.
Warmest wishes
Rebecca


From:Thom,Tondra[mailto:Tondra.Thom@leweseastbourne.gov.uk]
Sent:06November201812:14
To:Pearson,Rebecca(NE)
Cc:ldf
Subject:RE:LewesLocalPlanPart2PreSubmission

Hi Rebecca,
Thank you for the Natural England rep you submitted, I appreciate that you managed to submit
this within the timeframe of the consultation period, that’s most helpful. I accept that the People
over Wind Judgement means we need to reword the LSE section as mitigation has to be applied
through AA rather than at screening stage – this applies to the 7km recreation impact zone for
Ashdown Forest.
I do have one query though, on which I would like some clarification on please. On page 2 of your
rep under air pollution impacts heading, you state the following:
We note the following statement:
3.39 states that In summary, the only impact pathway that requires consideration in the LPP2
HRA is recreational pressure upon Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC as this is the only impact
pathway for which a conclusion of no likely significant effect or no adverse effect on
integrity could not be reached for the growth in the Joint Core Strategy without mitigation.
(my emphasis)
1
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We advise that air pollution also needs to be included here as an-in combination effect remains for
this impact in the absence of mitigation. We recognise that the HRA has indeed taken this through
to appropriate assessment, but for clarity and to ensure no misinterpretation is made we advise
that the above sentence is revised to include air pollution. (my emphasis)
Whilst I agree that our work on air pollution did result in AA being undertaken - due to the scientific
rigour of assessment it could hardly be considered screening and the ecological interpretation did
result in conclusions regarding the integrity of the Forest; however at no point was it concluded
that mitigation is required alone or in combination. To add air pollution to the sentence in bold
would imply that mitigation is required.
I am concerned that your rep implies that mitigation is required for air quality impacts, when our
conclusion in the HRA does not identify this requirement.
Could you please clarify that we do not need to add air pollution as an impact pathway to the
above sentence and can you confirm that you agree with the conclusion of the HRA that no
mitigation is required?
Thank you
Tondra
Tondra Thom
Planning Policy Manager
Lewes District and Eastbourne Borough Councils
Tel: 01273 085677 or 01323 415677
Mobile: 07824 596 985
E: tondra.thom@lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk
W: lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk

From: Pearson, Rebecca (NE) [mailto:Rebecca.Pearson@naturalengland.org.uk]
Sent: 05 November 2018 17:48
To: ldf
Subject: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission

DearSir/Madam

PleasefindattachedNaturalEngland’scommentsontheabovedocument.


Kind regards 

Rebecca Pearson
Lead Adviser
Sustainable Development Team
Natural England
Guildbourne House, Chatsworth Road
Worthing BN11 1LD
Tel: 0300 060 4090 Mobile: 07810694335


I work part-time Monday to Wednesday. 
www.gov.uk/natural-england
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We are here to secure a healthy natural environment for people to enjoy, where wildlife is protected and
England’s traditional landscapes are safeguarded for future generations.


In an effort to reduce Natural England's carbon footprint, I will, wherever possible, avoid travelling to meetings and
attend via audio, video or web conferencing.


NaturalEnglandisaccreditedtotheCabinetOfficeCustomerServiceExcellenceStandard





This email and any attachments is intended for the named recipient only. If you have received it in error you
have no authority to use, disclose, store or copy any of its contents and you should destroy it and inform the
sender. Whilst this email and associated attachments will have been checked for known viruses whilst
within the Natural England systems, we can accept no responsibility once it has left our systems.
Communications on Natural England systems may be monitored and/or recorded to secure the effective
operation of the system and for other lawful purposes. 
This email and any attachments is intended for the named recipient only. If you have received it in error you
have no authority to use, disclose, store or copy any of its contents and you should destroy it and inform the
sender. Whilst this email and associated attachments will have been checked for known viruses whilst
within the Natural England systems, we can accept no responsibility once it has left our systems.
Communications on Natural England systems may be monitored and/or recorded to secure the effective
operation of the system and for other lawful purposes.
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Initial advice on providing GI strategies in Local Plans
Key principles
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states in paragraph 114 that local
planning authorities should:
“set out a strategic approach in their Local Plans, planning positively for the creation,
protection, enhancement and management of networks of biodiversity and green
infrastructure;”
Supporting guidance to the NPPF is set out in the National Planning Practice Guidance at:
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/naturalenvironment/biodiversity-ecosystems-and-green-infrastructure/
GI is multifunctional and provides ecosystem services; if well-designed it encompasses
linking habitat networks, climate change mitigation, flood management, health and
wellbeing, alternative transport links, improved air quality, food production, and habitat
creation for example.GI can also be effectively used to provide biodiversity net gain.
Stages of creating a GI Strategy
Use mapping tools (see below) to evaluate:
1) Evidence Base-Existing GI
a) Typology Mapping -What GI resources are already there? (for example
woodland extent)
b) Functionality Mapping - What is the GI currently doing?
2) What is required in your Plan Area?
c) What are the functional needs of the area? Priority themes, local plan policy,
how can the GI resource be improved?
d) Where are these needs? Spatial mapping.
3) Design The GI Strategy based on evidence from 1-4 above

Evidence base-what tools are available to provide this?
There are a variety of tools available to provide the evidence base. The Ecosystems
Knowledge Network https://ecosystemsknowledge.net/ includes further information and
range of tools available. The tool adopted will depend on local requirements.
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Links between Natural Capital, GI and Ecosystems Services

Green Infrastructure, Natural capital and Ecosystems services are fundamentally linked as
demonstrated above. Understanding these links is key to developing a GI Strategy.

A GI strategy can be used to:
x
x
x
x

Inform development decisions and design .Ensure project-level interventions
contribute to the strategy;
Support the development of Green Infrastructure Policy and other policies in the
Local Plan (for example biodiversity, health and wellbeing, climate change due to
multifunctional nature) and support Local Plan reviews;
Provide evidence to inform and guide other strategic actions and bids for resources
(LEP/LNP for example);
Provide a baseline for periodical review and monitoring.
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Policy-specific Representations

DM30: Backland Development
Representation References: DM30
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Representation ID: REP/215/DM30

Representation ID:

REP/215/DM30

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/215

Name:

Pippa Hildick-Smith

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM30: Backland Development

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
Theobalds Road is a residential area crossing the boundary between West Sussex and
East Suusex, with housing plots using this ancient bridleway to access Valebridge Road
in West Sussex.
The nature of Theobalds Road, with single houses on large plots, would be significantly
altered if "tandem development" were to be permitted on Theobalds Road. Such
development would lead to loss of privacy to existing homes and gardens, and would
substantially alter the nature of the road.
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Representation ID: REP/215/DM30
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Please rule out any tandem development proposals for Theobalds Road
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Policy-specific Representations

DM31: Advertisements
Representation References: DM31
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Representation ID: REP/005/DM31

Representation ID:

REP/005/DM31

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/005

Name:

Elizabeth Cleaver

Organisation:

Highways England

Consultation Body:

Specific

Stakeholder Type:

Infrastructure/service provider

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

PlanningSE@highwaysengland.co.uk

Address:

Federated House
London Road
Dorking
RH4 1SZ

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM31: Advertisements

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
Thank you for inviting Highways England to comment on the Lewes District Local Plan
Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD - Pre-Submission
version.
Highways England has been appointed by the Secretary of State for Transport as
strategic highway company under the provisions of the Infrastructure Act 2015 and is the
highway authority, traffic authority and street authority for the strategic road network
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Representation ID: REP/005/DM31
(SRN). The SRN is a critical national asset and as such Highways England works to
ensure that it operates and is managed in the public interest, both in respect of current
activities and needs as well as in providing effective stewardship of its long-term
operation and integrity. We will therefore be concerned with proposals that have the
potential to impact the safe and efficient operation of the SRN.
Having reviewed the published documentation, with regard to Policy DM31:
Advertisements, Highways England would be concerned about any advertisements that
would have an impact on the Strategic Road Network. Otherwise, Highways England
does not have any comments on the Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations
and Development Management Policies DPD - Pre-Submission version with regard to
the safe and efficient operation of the SRN.
Please continue to consult Highways England as the plan progresses via our inbox:
planningse@highwaysengland.co.uk.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Franklin, Richard <Richard.Franklin@highwaysengland.co.uk>
05 November 2018 15:42
ldf
Planning SE; Cleaver, Elizabeth; Bowie, David
RE: #5911 [LPP2_R19] Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and
Development Management Policies DPD - Pre-Submission version - Invitation to
Join

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

Dear Planning Policy Team,
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD - PreSubmission version
Thank you for inviting Highways England to comment on the Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site
Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD - Pre-Submission version.
Highways England has been appointed by the Secretary of State for Transport as strategic highway
company under the provisions of the Infrastructure Act 2015 and is the highway authority, traffic authority
and street authority for the strategic road network (SRN). The SRN is a critical national asset and as such
Highways England works to ensure that it operates and is managed in the public interest, both in respect of
current activities and needs as well as in providing effective stewardship of its long-term operation and
integrity. We will therefore be concerned with proposals that have the potential to impact the safe and
efficient operation of the SRN.
Having reviewed the published documentation, with regard to Policy DM31: Advertisements, Highways
England would be concerned about any advertisements that would have an impact on the Strategic Road
Network. Otherwise, Highways England does not have any comments on the Lewes District Local Plan Part
2: Site Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD - Pre-Submission version with regard to
the safe and efficient operation of the SRN.
Please continue to consult Highways England as the plan progresses via our inbox:
planningse@highwaysengland.co.uk.
Regards,
Sent on behalf of Elizabeth Cleaver, Assistant Spatial Planning Manager
Richard Franklin
Highways England Company Limited | Registered Office: Bridge House, 1 Walnut Tree Close, Guildford
GU1 4LZ | Registered in England and Wales No. 9346363
Web: www.highwaysengland.co.uk
From: Eastbourne Borough Council - Online Consultations (do not reply) [mailto:do-notreply@planningpolicyconsult.lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk]
Sent: 24 September 2018 08:14
To: Planning SE
Subject: #5911 [LPP2_R19] Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development
Management Policies DPD - Pre-Submission version - Invitation to Join
1
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Lewes and Eastbourne Planning Policy Consultations
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies DPD - Pre-Submission version
You've been invited to participate in the Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and
Development Management Policies DPD - Pre-Submission version consultation by the consultation
manager, Lewes and Eastbourne Councils (Mr Matthew Hitchen).
This consultation is open from 24 Sep 2018 at 09:00 to 5 Nov 2018 at 17:00.
Consultation on Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission Document
Lewes District Council is preparing the ‘Lewes District Local Plan Part 2’ which, when adopted, will
allocate specific sites for development and provide detailed development management policies. This
document is needed to support and help deliver the strategic objectives and spatial strategy of the Lewes
District Local Plan Part 1: Joint Core Strategy, adopted in 2016.
As part of the process of preparing the Local Plan Part 2, we have published a final draft – the PreSubmission Document, for consultation. This follows two earlier Local Plan Part 2 consultations; ‘Issues
and Options’ consultation undertaken in 2013/14 and ‘Draft Plan’ consultation undertaken in 2017/18.
We are therefore seeking representations during this consultation period. Representations on the Draft
Local Plan Part 2 are invited over a 6 week period from 24 September 2018 to midnight on 5 November
2018.
How to respond:
The easiest way to comment on the Pre-Submission Plan is via our website, where you can comment on
each aspect of the plan separately, which will then be submitted directly to us for consideration:
www.planningpolicyconsult.lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk
In order that your representation can be accurately recorded, please let us know which section or policy in
the document that you are commenting on. All representations will be published on the council’s website
and anonymous submissions cannot be accepted.
Other ways to respond to the consultation:
• Emailing comments to ldf@lewes.gov.uk
• Writing to the District Council at the following address:
Planning Policy Team
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes
BN7 1AB
Paper copies are available to read at the District Council Offices at Southover House, Southover Road,
Lewes, BN7 1AB, and at all local libraries including Burgess Hill, Haywards Heath, Saltdean and
Uckfield.
2
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Please do not hesitate to contact the Planning Policy Team by email at ldf@lewes.gov.uk if you have any
queries about this consultation.
Participate in this consultation
To change your email alerts, please visit the website

This email may contain information which is confidential and is intended only for use of the recipient/s
named above. If you are not an intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any copying, distribution,
disclosure, reliance upon or other use of the contents of this email is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this email in error, please notify the sender and destroy it.
Highways England Company Limited | General enquiries: 0300 123 5000 |National Traffic Operations
Centre, 3 Ridgeway, Quinton Business Park, Birmingham B32 1AF |
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/highways-england | info@highwaysengland.co.uk
Registered in England and Wales no 9346363 | Registered Office: Bridge House, 1 Walnut Tree Close,
Guildford, Surrey GU1 4LZ
Consider the environment. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need to.
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Representation ID: REP/011/DM31

Representation ID:

REP/011/DM31

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/011

Name:

Mary Greenwood

Organisation:

CPRE Sussex

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM31: Advertisements

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
CPRE Sussex believes that this policy should specify that advertisements in the
countryside (outside planning boundaries) should not be illuminated.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/011/DM31
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Comments made by the Lewes District Branch of CPRE Sussex
Secretary: Mrs Mary Greenwood,

Representing: CPRE Sussex, Brownings Farm, Blackboys, East Sussex, TN22 5HG
CPRE Sussex believes the sections of the draft Local Plan referred to below to be neither sound nor
effective in their current forms, and in some cases not compliant with national legislation. In most
cases appropriate modifications are suggested.
CPRE Sussex considers the most significant comments below to be comments 1, 2, 6, 8 & 11. We
would welcome the opportunity to present more detailed evidence and argument at a later stage
to assist the Inspector examining the draft Local Plan part 2.

1.

Comment on Housing Policy Context (paragraphs 2.1-2.11: pages 12-15)

CPRE Sussex strongly disagrees with the conclusion in paragraph 2.1 and Table 1 that the Housing
Requirement Figure for Lewes District from the adopted Lewes District Joint Core Strategy should be
6,926. The correct figure, approved by the Inspector and included in policy SP1, is 6,900 (345 per
annum). This number is reiterated in the introduction to policy SP2.
The fact that the sum total of the different allocations, categories and provisions in policy SP2 is
6,926, a very modest over-provision given the uncertainty of some supply categories at that time, is
of no relevance. The starting number for line 1 of Table 1 should thus be 6,900, which represents
345 dwellings per annum.
The basis of the division of the number that should be 345 dwellings per annum (6,900 total)
between the part of Lewes District outside the South Downs National Park (covered in this draft
Local Plan part 2) and that part of the District within the SDNP (to be covered in the emerging SDNP
Local Plan) is not clear. The division proposed in paragraph 2.2 and Tables 1 & 2 is stated as if an
agreed objective fact, but appears to CPRE Sussex to be unexplained and, apparently, arbitrary. The
basis for this division, and whether it has been the subject of any consultation or examination, needs
to be explained. It is important to appreciate in this context that the town of Lewes, which is entirely
within the National Park, is nevertheless the best connected, and by some margin the most
sustainable, location for new development within the District and offers a considerable number of
brownfield redevelopment opportunities. Lewes town has an advanced Neighbourhood Plan that
appears set to deliver a higher level of new housing (predominantly on brownfield sites) than was
envisaged at the time that the Lewes District Joint Core Strategy was adopted.
For this new draft Local Plan part 2 to be sound, it needs to deliver not only the correct numbers of
new homes but also to deliver them at an appropriate development speed. Given that the evidence
suggests that recent housing delivery in the District overall has been very close to the required
annual rate, and the profile in the 2016 Lewes District Joint Core Strategy suggested high rates of
delivery in the next few years, it is a matter of some concern that the 1 April 2018 assessment of the
District’s Housing Land Supply was that it had fallen slightly below 5 years. CPRE Sussex believes this
assessment to be incorrect, and that the actual supply is significantly above 5 years. We have
supplied detailed supporting evidence to the Council. To be sound this draft Local Plan part 2 needs
to address the question of the profile of delivery, and in particular to demonstrate that it will deliver

1
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an adequate and secure supply of new homes over the coming 5-year period. It does not at present
appear to address this important question.
There is a small but not completely insignificant numerical error in Table 5. Table 3 indicates that the
adopted Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan will provide 183 new homes, but that a further 32 are to be
identified in LPP2 (para.2.118 et seq). Draft Policy RG01 then allocates a Ringmer site [an extended
version of site RG1 in the 2003 Lewes Local Plan] for 90 homes, contributing an additional 50 new
homes, against the Ringmer requirement for 32. Unfortunately Table 5 overlooks the fact that the
extension of the 2003 site RG1 to create the new site RG01 in this Plan encompasses Ringmer
Neighbourhood Plan site RES3, so to this extent there is a double-counting of the new homes to be
delivered. The necessary correction takes the ‘Units allocated in LPP2’ in Table 5 from slightly above
the ‘Housing growth to be identified in LPP2’ to slightly below it. However, the compensating
correction that CPRE Sussex contends above should be made to the starting total would, if made,
restore a surplus over the requirement here.
2.

Comment on the Sustainability Appraisal of new rural housing developments, as used
throughout Section 2

CPRE Sussex notes that when potential new housing sites are appraised for sustainability there are
no differences between the appraisals of sustainably-located urban sites and much less sustainable
village sites against the objectives considering travel (objective 3) and carbon dioxide emissions
(objective 12). If new homes are located in villages (particularly villages such as Barcombe with few
local services and little or no public transport) then the lives of the new residents will inevitably be
much more dependent on use of their private cars, and car ownership will be much higher, than if
the same new homes had been more sustainably located in urban areas. East Sussex County Council
has published detailed evidence on car ownership and use for commuting for the different urban
and rural communities in Lewes District [eastsussexinfigures.org.uk]. The inspector examining part 1
of the Local Plan made this specific point, recommending that additional new housing should, in so
far as is possible, be located in the District’s towns. The principle is enshrined in Core Policy CP13 of
the adopted Lewes District Joint Core Strategy. This should certainly have been reflected in the
sustainability appraisals of new housing sites. It is not, even though in several cases it is specifically
noted that the rural housing site appraised is likely to be car-dependent. Because the sustainability
appraisals ignore this important factor, they cannot be considered sound.
3.

Comment on Section 3, Employment (Policy E1, paragraphs 3.11-3.17)

CPRE Sussex is concerned that the proposed new employment site E1 intrudes into the existing Tide
Mills shingle beach area, which has high value both for recreational and leisure use and as a
distinctive wildlife area. We support the comments from Community Action Newhaven that the area
of site E1 should be reduced and that it should not include any of the present shingle seafront beach.
4.

Comment on Policy DM6(5). Light pollution from equestrian development

CPRE Sussex is concerned that policy DM6(5) is too weak. Light pollution from this source in dark
rural areas should be avoided in the interests of protecting dark landscapes, nature conservation
(particularly bat foraging) and local amenity. Our concerns could be met by deletion of the word
‘unacceptable’ from the policy. Such equestrian use is of insufficient importance to justify any
adverse impact in currently dark countryside. The change we propose is necessary for the policy to
be in accord with NPPF 2012 para.125 or NPPF 2018 para.180(c).
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5.

Comment on Policy DM9. Farm diversification

CPRE Sussex supports the general intention of this policy. However, an additional condition about
car parking is required. It is likely that effective farm diversification schemes will generate an
additional requirement for such parking. Insensitive vehicle parking outside a farm curtilage can
have a strongly negative urbanising impact on the rural landscape. It is essential to include an
additional condition to ensure that vehicle parking is either confined within the farmyard concerned
or otherwise effectively screened.
6.

Comment on Policy DM14. Multi-functional green infrastructure.

This policy is weak and generic. As written it does not meet the requirements of NPPF 2012
paras.113-114 or NPPF paras.170-171 & 181. It merely repeats them. It needs to be strengthened
and made more specific. The first sentence of the draft policy is unfortunately phrased, and
presumably is not intended to mean what it actually says. CPRE Sussex suggests that this policy
should include a clear strategy that, as a minimum, gave a clear indication of the types of natural
assets that contribute to the important ecological networks in the different parts of the District.
They should include woodland, valuable trees, established hedgerows, ponds, ditches and streams.
Specific locally-important habitats should be identified. The policy should require that these should
be retained within new development. Where such assets are not pre-existing, they should be
provided by new planting and provision. Domestic gardens can make an important contribution to
biodiversity, but only if they are of reasonable extent and linked by appropriate green infrastructure
to the surrounding countryside.
7.

Comment on Policy DM15. Provision of outdoor playing space.

CPRE Sussex welcomes this policy. However, it would be stronger, and clearer to developers, if
accompanied by an indication of the current situation for the different communities in the District
and/or an indication of where up-to-date information about this will be obtainable in the future.
Such information will be necessary to enable developers to assess development viability at an early
stage (e.g. prior to site purchase). Larger developments can reasonably be expected to make on-site
provision, and this should be specified as a requirement. This will not be practicable for smaller sites.
8.

Comment on Policy DM24. Protection of biodiversity.

CPRE Sussex is very concerned that an arbitrary 7 km distance from Ashdown Forest is not adequate
or sufficient to discriminate whether or not an impact on a protected site may occur. The scale of
the development obviously matters. A very small (e.g. single house) development at 6.9 km from the
Forest is very unlikely to have any impact while a large development (e.g. 1,000 houses) at 7.1 km
from the Forest should be of much greater concern, and an appropriate assessment should be
required. We do not believe the policy as written to be sound.
CPRE Sussex recommends that to be sound paragraph 3 of policy DM24 should also require an
additional condition that there is no suitable alternative site before a development with an adverse
impact on an SSSI, NNR or MCZ is approved.
In paragraph 4 of policy DM24 the term ‘irreplaceable habitat’ should be defined in the glossary or
more specific information should be included in the policy. We assume that, for example, that this
term encompasses both ancient woodland and ‘important’ hedgerows.
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9.

Comment on Policy DM31. Advertisements.

CPRE Sussex believes that this policy should specify that advertisements in the countryside (outside
planning boundaries) should not be illuminated.
10.

Comment on Policy DM36. Station Parking.

CPRE Sussex strongly supports the intention of protecting car parking provision at railway stations,
to encourage sustainable travel. However, the term ‘adjacent’ has a specific meaning that is not
appropriate here. For example, at Glynde railway station the ‘adjacent’ parking is extremely limited
and much too small to encourage commuter use of the railway here. The important car park for rural
car/rail commuters is about 200 metres away. To encourage railway use the wording needs to be
revised to protect this car park too.
11.

Comment on the need for an additional DM policy or policies, required but not currently
included

To be sound a Local Plan needs to plan to deliver not only an adequate number of new homes in the
District, but it also needs to ensure that the types of new homes match the projected requirement
(see NPPF 2018 para.61). To take an extreme example, a need for 6,900 new 1-2 bed homes for new
small households of modest means would not be met by the delivery of 6,900 expensive market 4+
bed homes, nor would a requirement for 6,900 large family homes be met by the provision of 6,900
1-bed flats.
There is no policy in this Local Plan (or in the Lewes District Joint Core Strategy) to ensure that the
new homes delivered are of the right type to meet the assessed housing need. The recently
(September 2018) issued 2016-based ONS projections show that for England as a whole all the new
households formed to 2041 will be headed by people aged over 55; that almost 90% of them will be
headed by people over retirement age; and that a quarter of them will be headed by people aged
over 85. A similar pattern could be deduced from the 2014-based household projections issued by
ONS in 2016. It is extremely unlikely that this situation is not fully reflected in Lewes District, which
has a significantly higher proportion of older residents than England as a whole.
No Local Plan that fails to include specific quantitative policies to deliver the types of housing they
are likely to require can be considered sound. Policy SD27 of the emerging South Downs National
Park Local Plan provides a model for a step in the right direction, but more specific policies to
address the needs of older residents are also essential.
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Policy-specific Representations

DM32: Telecommunications
Infrastructure
Representation References: DM32
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Representation ID: REP/258/DM32

Representation ID:

REP/258/DM32

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/258

Name:

Andrew Kniveton

Organisation:

BT Openreach

Consultation Body:

Specific

Stakeholder Type:

Infrastructure/service providers

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

andrew.kniveton@openreach.co.uk

Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM32: Telecommunications Infrastructure

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I thought you may find the following helpful in terms of New Site developments and
Openreach policy.
Background detail
Openreach are responsible for the copper wires and fibre network that connect homes
and businesses to local telephone exchanges. Our customers are the 580 plus
communications providers who rely on us to deliver the telephone, internet, data and TV
services that households and businesses buy from them. We're working on behalf of
communications providers when we visit their customers' homes and businesses to
carry out installations or repair work.
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Representation ID: REP/258/DM32
Openreach policy on New Sites. We will deploy FTTP (Fibre To The Premise), free of
charge, into all new housing developments of 30 or more homes, this new policy took
affect for all New Sites registered from November 2016. This means that at least 9 out of
10 new build homes could have access to free FTTP infrastructure if property
developers register their scheme and contract with Openreach.
Meanwhile any developments with two or more homes will have access to our existing
copper or planned fibre infrastructure, either funded entirely by Openreach or with the
help of developer co-funding where FTTP is required.
Since we launched our new proposition for fibre broadband at new developments back
in February 2016, we have reduced this threshold where we deploy FTTP for free.
Initially it was free for developments of 250 homes or more, then in May 2016 we
reduced it to 100 homes and from November 2016 it was reduced again to 30 homes.
For each new development, our dedicated New Sites Reception team will work with
developers, and give a clear recommendation on the infrastructure that should be built.
Once contracted, a dedicated field based coordinator will work with the Developer to
lead them through the plan and build process.
We've reduced the free FTTP threshold to 30 or more homes to make it even easier for
developers to have access to Ultrafast broadband. We know that consumers are
passionate about the speed and reliability of the broadband service that their
communication provider can offer them, and for some the availability of ultrafast speeds
will strongly influence their decision on which new property to buy.
Openreach's FTTP infrastructure is open to all communication service providers and
we're working hard with industry to encourage greater adoption, so customers have
much wider choice and more customers can benefit from the faster speeds of up to
1Gbps this is ultrafast Broadband via FTTP, and not to be confused with FTTC (Fibre To
The Cabinet) technology. This allows everyone in their homes to do whatever they want
to do online. They can simultaneously stream 4K films and music, catch up on TV on
demand, make HD video calls, play online games, upload photos and video clips to
social media sites and send emails.
The lower threshold for free FTTP deployment has been warmly received by industry
bodies.
I've attached the following link to our developer web page which has been designed to
help and support developers not only register their sites with us but also provide
additional useful information regarding our network.
https://www.ournetwork.openreach.co.uk/
I have also attached the ultrafast Fibre To The Premises guide for you to view.
I trust that the information provided above is helpful, If I can be of any further help please
contact me.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/258/DM32

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

andrew.kniveton@openreach.co.uk
26 September 2018 12:18
ldf
RE: [LPP2_R19] Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development
Management Policies DPD - Pre-Submission version - Invitation to Join
why_ultrafast_for_new_builds.pdf

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

EastbourneBoroughCouncil

IthoughtyoumayfindthefollowinghelpfulintermsofNewSitedevelopmentsandOpenreachpolicy.

Backgrounddetail
Openreachareresponsibleforthecopperwiresandfibrenetworkthatconnecthomesandbusinessesto
localtelephoneexchanges.Ourcustomersarethe580pluscommunicationsproviderswhorelyonusto
deliverthetelephone,internet,dataandTVservicesthathouseholdsandbusinessesbuyfromthem.
We'reworkingonbehalfofcommunicationsproviderswhenwevisittheircustomers'homesand
businessestocarryoutinstallationsorrepairwork.

OpenreachpolicyonNewSites.WewilldeployFTTP(FibreToThePremise),freeofcharge,intoallnew
housingdevelopmentsof30ormorehomes,thisnewpolicytookaffectforallNewSitesregisteredfrom
November2016.Thismeansthatatleast9outof10newbuildhomescouldhaveaccesstofreeFTTP
infrastructureifpropertydevelopersregistertheirschemeandcontractwithOpenreach.
Meanwhileanydevelopmentswithtwoormorehomeswillhaveaccesstoourexistingcopperorplanned
fibreinfrastructure,eitherfundedentirelybyOpenreachorwiththehelpofdevelopercofundingwhere
FTTPisrequired.
SincewelaunchedournewpropositionforfibrebroadbandatnewdevelopmentsbackinFebruary2016,
wehavereducedthisthresholdwherewedeployFTTPforfree.Initiallyitwasfreefordevelopmentsof
250homesormore,theninMay2016wereduceditto100homesandfromNovember2016itwas
reducedagainto30homes.
Foreachnewdevelopment,ourdedicatedNewSitesReceptionteamwillworkwithdevelopers,andgivea
clearrecommendationontheinfrastructurethatshouldbebuilt.Oncecontracted,adedicatedfieldbased
coordinatorwillworkwiththeDevelopertoleadthemthroughtheplanandbuildprocess.
We’vereducedthefreeFTTPthresholdto30ormorehomestomakeiteveneasierfordeveloperstohave
accesstoUltrafastbroadband.Weknowthatconsumersarepassionateaboutthespeedandreliabilityof
thebroadbandservicethattheircommunicationprovidercanofferthem,andforsometheavailabilityof
ultrafastspeedswillstronglyinfluencetheirdecisiononwhichnewpropertytobuy.
Openreach’sFTTPinfrastructureisopentoallcommunicationserviceprovidersandwe’reworkinghard
withindustrytoencouragegreateradoption,socustomershavemuchwiderchoiceandmorecustomers
canbenefitfromthefasterspeedsofupto1GbpsthisisultrafastBroadbandviaFTTP,andnottobe
confusedwithFTTC(FibreToTheCabinet)technology.Thisallowseveryoneintheirhomestodowhatever
theywanttodoonline.Theycansimultaneouslystream4Kfilmsandmusic,catchuponTVondemand,
1
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makeHDvideocalls,playonlinegames,uploadphotosandvideoclipstosocialmediasitesandsend
emails.
ThelowerthresholdforfreeFTTPdeploymenthasbeenwarmlyreceivedbyindustrybodies.
I’veattachedthefollowinglinktoourdeveloperwebpagewhichhasbeendesignedtohelpandsupport
developersnotonlyregistertheirsiteswithusbutalsoprovideadditionalusefulinformationregardingour
network.https://www.ournetwork.openreach.co.uk/


IhavealsoattachedtheultrafastFibreToThePremisesguideforyoutoview.

Itrustthattheinformationprovidedaboveishelpful,IfIcanbeofanyfurtherhelppleasecontactme.


Kind Regards

Andy Kniveton
SeniorStrategicRelationshipManagerLondonandtheSouthWest

Openreach
Telephone:07802190002
Mobile:07802190002
Web:openreach.co.uk

OpenreachisBritain’sdigitalnetworkbusiness.Weconnecthomes,mobilephonemasts,schools,shops,banks,
hospitals,libraries,broadcasters,governmentsandbusinesseslargeandsmalltotheworld.
ThisemailcontainsOpenreachinformation,whichmaybeprivilegedorconfidential.It'smeantonlyforthe
individual(s)orentitynamedabove.Ifyou'renottheintendedrecipient,notethatdisclosing,copying,distributing
orusingthisinformationisprohibited.Ifyou'vereceivedthisemailinerror,pleaseletmeknowimmediatelyonthe
emailaddressabove.Wemonitorouremailsystem,andmayrecordyouremails.
BritishTelecommunicationsplc
Registeredoffice:81NewgateStreetLondonEC1A7AJ
RegisteredinEnglandno.1800000
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Policy-specific Representations

DM33: Heritage Assets
Representation References: DM33
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Representation ID: REP/003/DM33

Representation ID:

REP/003/DM33

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/003

Name:

Alan Byrne

Organisation:

Historic England

Consultation Body:

Specific

Stakeholder Type:

National group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

Alan.Byrne@HistoricEngland.org.uk

Address:

Historic England South East
Eastgate Court, 195-205 High Street
Guildford
Surrey
GU1 3EH

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM33: Heritage Assets

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
We support this policy but suggest a minor change to the wording to make the intention
clearer:
Development affecting a heritage asset will only be permitted where the proposal would
make a positive contribution to conserving or enhancing the significance of the heritage
asset, taking account of its character, appearance and setting. All development
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Representation ID: REP/003/DM33
proposals that affect a heritage asset or its setting will be required to submit a heritage
impact assessment proportionate to the significance of the asset…. and,
Where the loss of the whole or part of a heritage asset can be justified by being
outweighed by substantial public benefit, the Council will seek, by a legal agreement
and/or condition, to ensure that the new development will proceed within a reasonable
timescale after the loss has occurred.
Historic England would strongly advise that the Council's own conservation staff are
closely involved throughout the preparation of the Local Plan, as they are often best
placed to advise on local historic environment issues and priorities, sources of data and,
consideration of the options relating to the historic environment, in particular the
requirement to set out a positive strategy for the conservation and enjoyment of the
historic environment (NPPF para 185).
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Planning Policy Team
Lewes District Council
Southover House
Southover Road
Lewes BN7 1AB
By email only to ldf@lewes.gov.uk

Our ref:
Your ref:

PL00243322

Telephone
Fax
Email
Date

01483 252020
01483 252001
e-seast@historicengland.org.uk

2 November 2018

Dear Sir / Madam
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies DPD - Pre-Submission version
Thank you for your email of 24 September 2018 inviting comments on the above document.
As the Government’s adviser on the historic environment Historic England is keen to ensure
that the protection of the historic environment is fully taken into account at all stages and
levels of the local planning process, and welcomes the opportunity to comment upon this key
planning document.
Historic England’s comments are set out detail below.
Housing Site Allocations
Policy NH02 - Land at The Marina
The proximity of the site to the Newhaven Fort Scheduled Monument is noted in the
supporting text (paragraph 2.30) but is not referred to in the policy wording itself. In view of
the potential to impact on the setting of the Fort we suggest an additional bullet point is
added to the policy:
a heritage impact assessment is undertaken with particular reference to the setting of
the Newhaven Fort scheduled monument, and appropriate design measures are
included in the development to avoid or limit harm to the significance of the heritage
asset.
Policy BA02 - Land adjacent to the High Street
Suggested minor change to bullet 3:
Development respects the character, appearance and setting of the adjacent
Barcombe Cross Conservation Area, including the setting the adjacent listed buildings
of historic interest;
3 EMPLOYMENT SITE ALLOCATIONS
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Minor addition suggested to P olicy E1: Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port in view of the
potential to impact on the significance of Newhaven Fort by intrusion into views to and from
its setting:
Land at East Quay, as defined on the Policies Map, is allocated for employment uses
associated with Newhaven Port. Employment development which is not associated
with port-related activity will be permitted only where it can be demonstrated that
such development would not undermine the operational use of the Port. All
development proposals should ensure that the visual impact on the landscape and
scenic beauty of the South Downs National Park and the setting of Newhaven Fort
Scheduled Monument is minimised.
4 DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIES
PROTECTING AND ENHANCING THE DISTINCTIVE QUALITY OF THE ENVIRONMENT
Historic England supports Policy DM25: Design and Policy DM27: Landscape Design.
Policy DM33: Heritage Assets
We support this policy but suggest a minor change to the wording to make the intention
clearer:
Development affecting a heritage asset will only be permitted where the proposal
would make a positive contribution to conserving or enhancing the significance of the
heritage asset, taking account of its character, appearance and setting.
All development proposals that affect a heritage asset or its setting will be required to
submit a heritage impact assessment supporting information proportionate to the
significance of the asset….
and,
Where the loss of the whole or part of a heritage asset can be justified by being
outweighed by substantial public benefit, the Council will seek, by a legal agreement
and/or condition, to ensure that the new development will proceed within a
reasonable timescale after the loss has occurred.
Historic England would strongly advise that the Council’s own conservation staff are closely
involved throughout the preparation of the Local Plan, as they are often best placed to advise
on local historic environment issues and priorities, sources of data and, consideration of the
options relating to the historic environment, in particular the requirement to set out a positive
strategy for the conservation and enjoyment of the historic environment (NPPF para 185).
These comments are based on the information provided by you at this time and for the
avoidance of doubt does not reflect our obligation to advise you on, and potentially object to,
any specific development proposal which may subsequently arise from this or later versions
of the plan and which may, in our view, have adverse effects on the historic environment.
Yours sincerely

Alan Byrne
Historic Environment Planning Adviser
Historic England, Eastgate Court, 195-205 High Street, Guildford GU1 3EH
Telephone 01483 25 2020 HistoricEngland.org.uk
Please note that Historic England operates an access to information policy.
Correspondence or information which you send us may therefore become publicly available.
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Representation ID: REP/050/DM33

Representation ID:

REP/050/DM33

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/050

Name:

Craig Barnes

Organisation:

Gladman Developments Ltd

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Planning Consultant

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

Craig.Barnes@gladman.co.uk

Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM33: Heritage Assets

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
5.9.1 The approach to protecting the historic built environment must fully reflect the
guidance set out in NPPF2 paragraphs 184-201.
5.9.2 The Policy should ensure that a graded approach to assessing the weight applied
to the conservation of the asset depending on the importance of that asset.
5.9.3 With reference to designated heritage assets, the Council should refer specifically
to paragraphs 194 and 195 of NPPF2, which set out the need to assess the significance
of a designated heritage assets and where there is less than substantial harm, this
should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal. Where there is deemed to
be substantial harm, then the proposal would need to achieve substantial public benefits
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Representation ID: REP/050/DM33
to outweigh that harm.
5.9.4 For non-designated assets, the policy must reflect the guidance set out within
paragraph 197 of NPPF2. This states that the policy test that should be applied in these
cases is that a balanced judgement should be reached having regard to the scale of any
harm and the significance of the heritage asset.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
i.

This submission provides Gladman Developments’ written representations to the Pre-submission
version of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations and Development Management Policies
Document.

ii.

Gladman specialise in the promotion of strategic land for residential development with associated
community infrastructure.

iii.

This representation makes comments on the following matters:
a.

Housing provision

b.

Allocations in Newhaven (NH01/NH02), Barcombe Cross (BA01/BA03), South Chailey (CH03)
and Ringmer (RG01)

c.

Planning Boundary (Policy DM1)

d.

Protection of Agricultural Land (Policy DM19)

e.

Heritage Assets (Policy DM33)

f.

Site Submissions

2
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2

INTRODUCTION

2.1

Context

2.1.1

Gladman Developments Limited (Gladman) specialise in the promotion of strategic land for
residential development with associated community infrastructure. This submission provides
Gladman Development’s representations to the pre-submission version of the Lewes Local Plan Part
2 Site Allocations and Development Management Policies (the Part 2 Local Plan).

2.1.2

The Part 2 Local Plan is prepared in the context of the Lewes Core Strategy: Local Plan Part 1 (the
Part 1 Local Plan) which was adopted by the Council in May 2016. The Part 1 Local Plan provides the
strategic and spatial context for planning within the District. The Part 2 Local Plan must therefore
be consistent with overall approach of the Part 1 Local Plan and seek to support its full and effective
delivery.

2.1.3

Since the previous consultation, National Planning Policy has evolved. In July 2018, the Government
published an updated National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF2). For plan making NPPF2 will
apply for Local Plans submitted to the Secretary of State for examination following the 24th January
2019. Plans submitted ahead of this date will be assessed against the policies of the original NPPF
(as published in March 2012). Even for these plans however, it is considered prudent for local
planning authorities to take into account the revised policy framework provided by NPPF2 in order
to future proof the development plan. In the case of Lewes District, the Part 2 Local Plan is being
prepared during this transitional period, and as such, Gladman consider that the Council should
have regard to both versions of the NPPF.

2.1.4

For the avoidance of doubt, Paragraph 85 of NPPF2 sets out four tests that must be met for Local
Plans to be considered sound:


Positively Prepared – Providing a strategy which, as a minimum, seeks to meet the area’s
objectively assessed needs; and is informed by agreements with other authorities, so that
unmet need from neighbouring areas is accommodated where it is practical to do so and
is consistent with achieving sustainable development;



Justified – an appropriate strategy, taking into account the reasonable alternatives, and
based on proportionate evidence;



Effective – deliverable over the plan period, and based on effective joint working on
cross-boundary strategic matters that have been dealt with rather than deferred, as
evidenced by the statement of common ground; and



Consistent with National Policy – the plan should enable the delivery of sustainable
development in accordance with the policies in the Framework.

3
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Gladman also notes the significant emphasis directed within NPPF2 to securing the sustainable and
full delivery of housing requirements. Amongst other new policy requirements, NPPF2 introduces
a new housing delivery test to monitor and measure housing delivery over the plan period, with
specific measures outlined for those authorities unable to demonstrate sufficient levels of delivery.
The NPPF2 also redefines what sites are considered deliverable, and the level of evidence required
to illustrate this.

4
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FIXING OUR BROKEN HOUSING MARKET – WHITE PAPER
FEBRUARY 2017

3.1

Overview

3.1.1

The Government is in no doubt that the housing market in Britain is broken which, according to the
Prime Minister, is one of the greatest barriers to progress in the country today.

3.1.2

Average house prices are almost eight times average earnings which is an all-time record and
soaring prices and rising rents caused by a shortage of the right homes in the right places has
slammed the door of the housing market in the face of a whole generation.

3.1.3

The reason for this crisis is that the country is simply not building enough homes and has not done
so for far too long. The consensus is that we need from 225,000 to 275,000 or more homes per year
to keep up with population growth and to start to tackle years of under-supply.

3.1.4

Everyone involved in politics and the housing industry therefore has a moral duty to tackle this issue
head on. The White Paper states quite unequivocally that ‘the housing shortage isn’t a looming crisis,
a distant threat that will become a problem if we fail to act. We are already living in it.’

3.1.5

Tackling the housing shortage is not easy. It will inevitably require some tough decisions. The
alternative, according to the White Paper, is a divided nation, with an unbridgeable and everwidening gap between the property haves and have-nots.

3.1.6

The challenge of increasing supply cannot be met by Government alone. It is vital to have local
leadership and commitment from a wide range of stakeholders, including local authorities, private
developers, housing associations, lenders and local communities.

3.1.7

The starting point is building more homes. This will slow the rise in housing costs so that more
ordinary working families can afford to buy a home and it will also bring the cost of renting down.
We need more land for homes where people want to live. All areas therefore need a plan to deal
with the housing pressures they face.

3.1.8

At the stage at which the White Paper was published, it was identified that over 40 percent of local
planning authorities did not have a plan in place to fully meet the projected growth in households
in their area. All local authorities should therefore develop up-to-date plans with their communities
that meet their housing requirement based upon an honest assessment of the need for new homes.

3.1.9

Local planning authorities have a responsibility to do all that they can to meet their housing
requirements, even though not every area may be able to do so in full. The identified housing
requirement should be accommodated in the Local Plan, unless there are policies elsewhere in the
National Planning Policy Framework that provide strong reasons for restricting development, or the
adverse impacts of meeting this requirement would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the
5
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benefits. Where an authority has demonstrated that it is unable to meet its entire housing
requirement, it must be able to work constructively with neighbouring authorities to ensure that
the remainder is met.
3.1.10

Plans should be reviewed regularly and are likely to require updating in whole or in part at least
every five years. An authority will also need to update its plan if its existing housing target can no
longer be justified against its objectively assessed housing requirement.

3.1.11

Policies in Local Plans should also allow a good mix of sites to come forward for development, so
that there is choice for consumers, places can grow in ways that are sustainable, and there are
opportunities for a diverse construction sector including opportunities for SME housebuilders to
deliver much needed housing.

3.1.12

In terms of rural areas, the Government expects local planning authorities to identify opportunities
for villages to thrive, especially where this would support services and help meet the need to
provide homes for local people who currently find it hard to afford to live where they grew up. It is
clear that improving both the availability and affordability of homes in rural areas is vital for
sustaining rural communities, alongside action to support jobs and services. There are
opportunities to go further to support a good mix of sites and meet rural housing needs, especially
where scope exists to expand settlements in a way which is sustainable and helps provide homes
for local people. This is especially important in those rural areas where a high demand for homes
makes the cost of housing a particular challenge for local people.

3.1.13

The Government has also made it clear through the White Paper that local planning authorities are
expected to have clear policies for addressing the housing requirements of groups with particular
needs, such as older and disabled people.

3.1.14

The White Paper is the cornerstone of future Government policy on fixing the broken housing
market. It provides the direction of travel the Government is intending to take and is a clear
statement that this Government is serious about the provision of the right number of houses in the
right places. Local plans therefore need to consider these policy intentions now in order to ensure
that they support the Government’s agenda and provide the homes that local communities need
in the right locations. The implementation of the White Paper has already been triggered through
more recent government announcements and in particular the recent consultation on the
proposals for a move towards a standardised methodology for calculating housing needs.

3.1.15

More recently, in October 2017, the Prime Minister reaffirmed the Government’s commitment to
addressing the broken housing market by bringing forward measures to boost home ownership
and housing supply, stating:
“I will dedicate my premiership to fixing this problem – to restoring hope. To renewing the British Dream
for a new generation of people. And that means fixing our broken housing market.”

6
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“For 30 or 40 years we simply haven’t built enough homes. As a result, prices have risen so much that the
average home now costs almost 8 times average earnings. And that’s been a disaster for young people
in particular.”
3.1.16

Furthermore, in a message to housebuilders, the Prime Minister indicated that:
“We, the government, will make sure the land is available. We’ll make sure our young people have the
skills you need. In return, you must do your duty to Britain and build the homes our country needs.’”

7
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4

SUSTAINABILITY APPRAISAL

4.1.1

In accordance with Section 19 of the 2004 Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act, policies that are
set out in local plans must be the subject of a Sustainability Appraisal (SA). Incorporating the
requirements of the Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004, SA is a
systematic process that should be undertaken at each stage of the Plan’s preparation, assessing the
effects of the Local Plan’s proposals on sustainable development when judged against all
reasonable alternatives.

4.1.2

The Local Plan should ensure that the results of the SA process clearly justify any policy choices that
are ultimately made, including the proposed site allocations (or any decision not to allocate sites)
when considered against ‘all reasonable alternatives’. In meeting the development needs of the
area, it should be clear from the results of the assessment why some policy options have been
progressed and others have been rejected. Undertaking a comparative and equal assessment of
each reasonable alternative, the Council’s decision making and scoring should be robust, justified
and transparent.

8
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LEWES LOCAL PLAN PART 2 SITE ALLOCATIONS AND
DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIES

5.1

Site Allocations Overall Comments

5.1.1

The strategic context for the distribution of housing in the Part 2 Local Plan is set out within policies
SP1 and SP2 of the Part 1 Local Plan. Policy SP1 sets out the housing requirement for the plan area
with 5,494 dwellings required between 2010 and 2030. Policy SP2 sets out the required distribution
of this housing requirement within the Plan area and National Park. Taking into account completed
and committed development, Policy SP2 identifies x6 strategic sites with a collective capacity for
1,728 dwellings. Beyond this, further non-strategic growth is identified at various named
settlements within the plan area (all expressed as minimum requirements) the balance of which is
to be met through the Part 2 Local Plan.

5.1.2

In order to meet the housing requirement of the Part 1 Local Plan in full, housing land capacity for
a further 1,660 dwellings is identified by the Council as the starting point for the preparation of the
Part 2 Local Plan. Further assessment of completions and committed development since April 2015,
together with monitoring of provision for new housing outlined within locally prepared
Neighbourhood Plans, reduces this residual need to 105 dwellings. In response to this context, the
Council has sought to allocate sufficient land to deliver a further 132 dwellings. This provides for a
marginal oversupply, however is responsive to the level of development which is required in order
to meet each of the identified minimum housing requirements for each settlement as set out in
Policy SP2 of the Part 1 Local Plan.

5.1.3

In broad terms Gladman welcome the Council’s commitment to meet and respond to the minimum
targets as identified through both Policy SP1 and SP2 of the Part 1 Local Plan. Ensuring sufficient
supply on a settlement by settlement basis as set out in the Part 1 Local Plan, is critical in ensuring
that the Part 2 Local Plan is consistent with the strategic approach of the adopted development
plan. It will also ensure that housing supply is most responsive to local development needs and
provides adequate support of settlement vitality and vibrancy consistent with the Council’s spatial
strategy.

5.1.4

Gladman however, do not believe that there is sufficient flexibility within the supply to ensure that
the housing requirement of the plan area will be met in full. Capacity for only 27 dwellings in excess
of the minimum housing requirement identified for the District (outside of the National Park) is
proposed by the Council through the Part 2 Local Plan. This provides flexibility of just 0.5% in the
context of the overall housing requirement. As a result, the Council is hugely reliant on full delivery
of all identified and committed sites moving forwards over the plan period. This is inclusive of a
windfall allowance of 600 dwellings and rural exceptions sites allowance of 125 dwellings over
which the Council has limited influence over. As a result, Gladman conclude that there is a distinct
9
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possibility that the housing requirement will not be met in full, contrary to Policy SP1 of the Part 1
Local Plan.
5.1.5

The allocation of housing land within the Part 2 Local Plan is also made in the context of an
acknowledged shortfall in the overall level of housing provision made within the Part 1 Local Plan
against objectively assessed housing needs.

5.1.6

No means of meeting this shortfall have yet been identified by the Council, and a potential
resolution to this shortfall will not occur until the commencement of a future Local Plan Review. In
the interim Gladman consider that this context provides the Council with further cause to ensure
that housing delivery is maximised through the Part 2 Local Plan.

5.1.7

Gladman believes that enhanced delivery within the plan area can be secured by adopting the
following two measures.

5.1.8

First, is the need to allocate further land through the Part 2 Local Plan. Gladman consider that an
additional supply of at least 10% (above the housing requirement) should be planned for (circa 550
dwellings). This approach will provide greater certainty that the minimum requirements of the Local
Plan can be met in full. It will also ensure that the Local Plan is more adaptable to change which may
be experienced during the plan period. In response, Gladman submit two sites for consideration as
allocations for housing through the Part 2 Local Plan (see Section 6 of this representation).

5.1.9

Secondly, the Council should adopt a flexible and positive policy framework for the determination
of applications submitted on sites which are not allocated for development within the Local Plan.
Such a policy would provide scope for proportionate and appropriately scaled development to
come forward on sites which are located on unidentified sites beyond the settlement boundary,
provided they are well related and adjacent to existing specified settlements, and subject to
meeting other local and national planning policy requirements. The adoption of this approach
would prove a boost to sustainable housing delivery.

5.1.10

Such a policy has been prepared relatively locally by Ashford Council through Policy HOU5 of the
Ashford Local Plan 2030 (currently at examination). The policy text (as modified) reads:
“Proposals for residential development adjoining or close to the existing built up confines of
[listed] settlements will be acceptable.. provided that each of the following criteria is met:
a) The scale of development proposed is proportionate to the size of the settlement and the
level, type and quality of day to day service provision currently available, and
commensurate with the ability of those services to absorb the level of development in
combination with any planned allocations in this Local Plan and committed development,
in liaison with service providers;

10
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b) The site is within easy walking distance of basic day to day services in the nearest
settlement, and/or has access to sustainable methods of transport to access a range of
services;
c)

The development is able to be safely accessed from the local road network and the traffic
generated can be accommodated on the local and wider road network without adversely
affect the character of the surrounding area;

d) The development is located where it is possible to maximise the use of public transport,
cycling and walking to access services;
e) Conserve and enhance the natural environment and preserve or enhance any heritage
assets in the locality; and
f)

The development (and any associated infrastructure) is of a high-quality design and meets
the following requirements:
i)

It sits sympathetically within the wider landscape;

ii)

It preserves or enhances the setting of the nearest settlement;

iii)

It includes an appropriately sized and designed landscape buffer to the open
countryside;

iv)

It is consistent with local character and built form, including scale, bulk, and the
materials used;

v)

It does not adversely impact on neighbouring uses or a good standard of amenity
for nearby residents;

vi)

It would conserve biodiversity interests on the site and/or adjoining area and not
adversely affect the integrity of international and national protected sites in line
with Policy ENV1.

5.1.11

Gladman consider that a similar policy should be implemented in the case of Lewes. Safeguards
relating to size, location and impacts included within the policy would ensure that the overall spatial
strategy as defined in the Part 1 Local Plan would be safeguarded and reflected in decision making
when applying the policy. The policy would be beneficial in enabling additional development not
otherwise provided by the development plan, ensuring that sustainable housing delivery in
maximised within the District.

11
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5.2

Neighbourhood Plans

5.2.1

Great emphasis is placed by the Council on securing the delivery of the residual housing
requirement through Neighbourhood Planning. Of the residual need for 1,660 dwellings, 1,250
dwellings are identified through the Neighbourhood Planning process (75%). Gladman notes the
strong take up of Neighbourhood Plans within the plan area, with ‘made’ neighbourhood plans in
four areas and allocating sites sufficient to deliver 385 dwellings. A further three emerging
Neighbourhood Plans would deliver 865 dwellings.

5.2.2

Whilst a positive start has been made in Lewes in relation to Neighbourhood Plan making, the
Council must recognise the risk associated with reliance on Neighbourhood Plans in securing
housing delivery. The Council will need to closely monitor the implementation of Neighbourhood
Plans and ensure that the appropriate policy mechanisms are in place should allocated sites not
come forward as and when envisaged within the Neighbourhood Plan.

5.3

Newhaven: Policy NH01 and NH02

5.3.1

Two previously saved allocations for housing within Newhaven are carried forward through the
Local Plan Part 2. Both allocations form part of the committed supply within Newhaven, and as such
make an important contribution in meeting the identified housing requirement in full.

5.3.2

In our previous representation to the Draft version of the Part 2 Local Plan, Gladman raised concerns
relating to the deliverability of both sites. No evidence has been provided by the Council since the
conclusion of this consultation which has satisfactorily addressed these concerns.
NH01 – South of Valley Road

5.3.3

NH01 is carried forward from the 2003 Local Plan and has a history which extends into the 1970s.
Whilst parts of the site have come forward for development over this period, development of the
site has been taken at a considerably slow pace, with a further capacity for 24 dwellings yet to be
developed. Despite being available and suitable for development for a period of at least 35 years,
this part of the Site has thus far not come forward for housing development. No evidence has been
produced by the Council to confirm what has altered in the site conditions and market which means
that this Site is now likely to be developed.
NH02 - Land at the Marina

5.3.4

NH02 is also a previously allocated site and has been subject to a previous and now lapsed planning
consent for a mixed-use development which included some 331 dwellings (lapsed in May 2015).
Beyond this lapsed planning permission, there is little evidence that the site could be developed for
300 dwellings during the plan period. The Site is subject to multiple constraints and planning issues
such as its small area, proximity to heritage assets, active use as a marina, and site pollution issues.

12
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Whilst Gladman agrees that the potential exists for some development to come forward over the
plan period at both NH01 and NH02, Gladman cannot conclude with any certainty on the extent
and timing, which is particularly significant given the absence of flexibility within the wider plan.
Gladman consider that this uncertainty further underlines the need for additional allocations and a
relaxed policy position as previously set out in Section 5.1 of this representation.

5.4

Barcombe Cross: Policy BA01 and BA03

5.4.1

Gladman welcome the Council’s decision to allocate land at Barcombe Cross for housing
development through the Part 2 Local Plan. This is consistent with Policy SP2 of the Part 1 Local
Plan, which identifies the need for Barcombe Cross to accommodate new development within the
plan period. Barcombe Cross is a sustainable settlement with a primary school, post office, shop,
public house, village hall, and bus services. Further development is necessary to ensure that existing
services remain viable and provide a response to the housing needs of the village and its rural
hinterland.

5.4.2

Whilst housing allocations at Barcombe Cross is supported, Gladman hold concern with the
suitability of some of the sites identified by the Council for allocation for housing within the village
through the Part 2 Local Plan. Gladman believe that there are more appropriate locations for growth
at Barcombe Cross which should be explored first by the Council (see Section 6).
BA01 – Land at Hillside Nurseries, High Street

5.4.3

Site BA01 is known to experience access constraints which require third party land in order to be
suitably addressed. The 2018 Housing Site Options Background Paper illustrates that there is
currently disagreement about the availability of this land as providing the solution for safe and
sufficient means of access to the Site. The Paper reveals a dispute on whether an agreement has
been reached for this land to be used. The agent of this land disputes the claim that an agreement
on this matter has now been reached. It is unclear, whether the Site could be developed without
this third-party land.
BA03 – Land at Bridgelands

5.4.4

This Site is known to experience surface water flooding issues and currently provides flood water
capacity with features such as a pond and ditches. The development of this site may have an
adverse effect for flood risk for off-site locations contrary to policy and will require further study
before the developability of the Site can be confirmed. The Site is also located within a part of the
village which is assessed to have a low capacity for change in landscape terms. As such, even a
modest development of the Site could have significant adverse effects for local landscape quality
contrary to national planning policy.
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5.5

South Chailey: Policy CH03

5.5.1

The Council state that a limited level of allocations is made in South Chailey on account of the
limited range of services available within the village and the sensitivity of the landscape to
development. Gladman dispute the Council’s position with regard to the sustainability of the village
and its capacity for further development.

5.5.2

Gladman consider South Chailey to be a sustainable settlement. The village benefits from various
services and facilities such as Chailey School, a GP, church, a playground, and village a shop/post
office. The village is served by the 121-bus service which links the village to the nearby higher order
settlements of Newick and Lewes. The 121-bus services operates 6 days week (not Sunday) at 2
hourly intervals. The service provides access to both Newick and Lewes during rush hour, affording
a viable alternative means of travel for accessing wider services and employment facilities available
within these centres.

5.5.3

Gladman consider that there are alternative locations for development within South Chailey which
are contained from wider long views which have not been explored by the Council (see section 6).
Gladman believe that it is important that the Council explore all options available to secure
sustainable development within the District, in order to maximise housing delivery in the context
of significant housing need and in order to provide greater certainty that the minimum
requirements of the Part 1 Local Plan.

5.6

Ringmer: Policy RG01

5.6.1

The Part 2 Local Plan seeks to role forward the allocation of Caburn Field for housing from the 2003
Local Plan. The Site is in active use as the home of Ringmer Football Club. The club’s owners wish to
relocate the club to an alternative site, however, despite being allocated for housing development
within the previous local plan, the site has not yet come forward.

5.6.2

Policy RG01, like its predecessor, requires the relocation of the football club to an alternative site,
ahead of permitting its development for housing. Gladman support this approach, however holds
concerns about the deliverability of this when an alternative site has yet to be identified. Gladman
is aware that land is identified for playing fields within the made Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan on
a site to the east of Ringmer Community College (Site RG3). However, it is clear from the supporting
text within the Neighbourhood Plan that this field is required in order to meet existing shortfalls in
open space provision. It is unclear whether the football club could be accommodated at this site in
addition to the needs identified in the Neighbourhood Plan.

5.6.3

Gladman consider that in order to heighten the certainty of this site coming forwards within the
plan period, there is a need for the Council, in partnership with the Parish Council, to identify an
alternative location for the football club. The demonstrated availability of a suitable alternative
would alleviate Gladman’s concerns regarding the deliverability of this site.
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Should this not prove possible, Gladman consider that further allocations and/or greater flexibility
in decision making (as set out in Section 5.1 of this representation) should be provided by the
Council in order to give greater certainty that the Plan’s minimum development requirements will
be met in full.

5.7

Policy DM1: Planning Boundary

5.7.1

As set out in Section 5.1 of this representation, and further to the concerns raised relating to a
number of proposed allocations, Gladman consider that there is a strong case for greater degree of
flexibility for the types of development permittable within the open countryside. Policy HOU5 of
the Ashford Local Plan (as quoted in Section 5.1), is considered by Gladman to provide an
appropriate basis for the rewording of Policy DM1. This approach would secure the delivery of
additional sustainable, proportionate development, which is consistent with the spatial strategy,
and responsive to identified constraints and issues.

5.7.2

Gladman consider that the Policy should be applied to the settlements of Newhaven, Seaford,
Peacehaven and Telscombe, Ringer and Broyle Side, Cooksbridge, Barcombe Cross, North and
South Chailey, Newick, Plumpton Green, Wivlesfield Green, and areas adjacent to Burgess Hill.

5.8

Policy DM19: Protection of Agricultural Land

5.8.1

The policy adopts a sequential approach to the development of best and most versatile agricultural
land. This represents a departure from national planning policy where no sequential approach is
applied. No evidence is provided by the Council to justify the application of this strict approach.

5.8.2

Furthermore, it is unclear how an assessment of alternatives could be undertaken given that only
indicative mapping of best and most versatile land is available, and accurate testing can only be
undertaken following site investigation. It is also not clear on what basis the alternative assessment
will be undertaken (settlement based? Parish based? District based? Etc). As drafted therefore, the
policy could not be effectively implemented.

5.8.3

In response, Gladman consider that the policy should be reworded. The policy should set out that
the development of Best and Most Versatile land should be avoided, and that proposals on best and
most versatile land will need to demonstrate that the benefits of that proposal will significantly
outweigh the adverse effects of its loss. This is consistent with the approach of the NPPF.

5.9

Policy DM33: Heritage Assets

5.9.1

The approach to protecting the historic built environment must fully reflect the guidance set out in
NPPF2 paragraphs 184-201.

5.9.2

The Policy should ensure that a graded approach to assessing the weight applied to the
conservation of the asset depending on the importance of that asset.
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With reference to designated heritage assets, the Council should refer specifically to paragraphs
194 and 195 of NPPF2, which set out the need to assess the significance of a designated heritage
assets and where there is less than substantial harm, this should be weighed against the public
benefits of the proposal. Where there is deemed to be substantial harm, then the proposal would
need to achieve substantial public benefits to outweigh that harm.

5.9.4

For non-designated assets, the policy must reflect the guidance set out within paragraph 197 of
NPPF2. This states that the policy test that should be applied in these cases is that a balanced
judgement should be reached having regard to the scale of any harm and the significance of the
heritage asset.
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6

SITE SUBMISSIONS

6.1

Land at Barcombe Mills Road, Barcombe Cross

6.1.1

Land at Barcombe Hills Road, Barcombe Cross extends to circa 3.7 hectares. The parcel of land is
well related to the existing pattern of the settlement and its release for development would form a
suitable, sustainable extension to Barcombe Cross. A significant amount of additional land is within
the same ownership and has the potential to be used for additional community benefit.

6.1.2

The development brief for the Site is again submitted to the Council in Appendix 1. The
development brief illustrates how the site could be developed, however this is not fixed, and
Gladman is flexible to change subject to further to discussion with the Council and the local
community.

6.1.3

It is considered that this site has the capacity to deliver 50-70 dwellings and could provide for a mix
of house types and needs. The scale of development is proportionate to the size of Barcombe Cross
and could make an important contribution to the District’s housing land supply.

6.1.4

Development in this location would be deliverable in the short term and increase the supply and
choice of housing, including affordable housing, in Barcombe Cross and the wider area. In addition,
it would contribute towards economic growth and have wider social benefits to the local
community.

6.2

Land to the West of the A275, South Chailey

6.2.1

As set out in Section 5.5 of this representation, Gladman considers that South Chailey has a good
level of services and facilities and as such forms a sustainable location for new development.
Gladman propose that land to the west of the A275, South Chailey (see development brief at
Appendix 2) is allocated for residential development.

6.2.2

The site extends to 2.6 hectares and is well related to the existing built environment of South
Chailey, as well as being well contained by existing woodland and a public right of way. The site
would be capable of delivering circa 55 dwellings as well as improvements to pedestrian links and
a new play area.

6.2.3

This development, as proposed, clearly constitutes ‘sustainable development’, and is viable and
deliverable and should be considered as a potential housing allocation.

6.2.4

This proposal would be deliverable in the short term and increase the supply and choice of housing,
including affordable housing, in South Chailey and the wider area. In addition, it would contribute
towards economic growth and have wider social benefits to the local community.

6.2.5

Gladman would welcome the opportunity to discuss the potential of the site further with both the
District Council and the local community.
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7

CONCLUSION

7.1.1

This submission has provided Gladman Developments’ written representations to the presubmission version of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2.

7.1.2

Gladman hold significant concerns that the approach adopted by the Council in its allocation of
housing land through the Part 2 Local Plan risks the deliverability of the housing requirement. The
Council is reliant on the full delivery of committed and allocated sites, as well as other sources of
land such as windfall development and rural exception housing to meet its housing requirement,
with minimal flexibility provided. As such, there is a high degree of risk that the full minimum
housing requirement as set out in the Part 1 Local Plan will not being achieved.

7.1.3

To address this, Gladman consider that further allocations are necessary. Gladman also consider
that the Council should adopt a flexible approach to the determination of applications which are
submitted on sites which are located beyond but adjacent to existing settlement boundaries.
Gladman submit the wording of Policy HOU5 as amended within the emerging Ashford Local Plan
as an exemplar policy for the Council’s consideration. Gladman has also identified the settlements
located within the plan area at which this policy could be sustainably implemented.

7.1.4

Gladman maintain their concerns regarding the deliverability of a number of allocations proposed
through the Part 2 Local Plan which have not been addressed by the Council since the previous
consultation. Gladman consider that the deliverability issues highlighted within this representation
provides a further case for additional allocations to be made through the Part 2 Local Plan and for
greater flexibility to be implemented by the Council in decision making as highlighted above.

7.1.5

In response, Gladman has submitted two sites for consideration as allocations for housing, at
Barcombe Mills Road, Barcombe Cross and west of the A275, South Chailey. Both sites are
considered by Gladman to provide for suitable locations for housing, and both are deliverable
within the remaining plan period.

7.1.6

Beyond this, Gladman has concerns with the soundness of the proposed policy approach outlined
in relation to Best and Most Versatile Land and Heritage and has suggested suitable amends to both
policies.
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Should you wish to further discuss our
proposals, please contact:
Planner: LaVSB5JMTUPO
Email: l.UJMTUPO@gladman.co.uk
Telephone: 01260 288

The indicative framework plan is, of course, just our first
attempt at considering the development potential of the site.
Gladman would welcome the opportunity to discuss the
potential delivery of this site with you in more detail so it can be
considered fully in the preparation of your emerging Local Plan
Part 2.

This document includes an initial indicative framework
plan, indicating how the site might accommodate a future
residential development with high quality open space and
landscaping. This will complement the site’s surroundings to
achieve seamless integration.

A new residential development on this site would
incorporate both new market and affordable housing of a
variety of types and tenures, to help meet the current and
future housing needs of Barcombe Cross and the District.

Gladman Developments Ltd wishes to promote land at Barcombe
Mills Road, Barcombe Cross for development. The 3.7
hectare QSPQPTFE EFWFMPQNFOU site JEFOUJGJFECZUIFSFEMJOF
CPVOEBSZ  presents an ideal opportunity to create a
sustainable, high quality residential development situated
in a sought-after location whilst responding to the
existing landscape context and nearby heritage assets.

Introduction
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Village Hall

•

•

•

Bus links to Cooksbridge and Lewes

Post Office and Store

Barcombe Cross is well placed to host additional development to meet
future housing need and support future economic growth. Spatial Policy 2
of the Core Strategy identifies that a minimum of 30 additional units are to
come forward within the settlement across the plan period.

Royal Oak Public House

Barcombe Primary School

•

•

Barcombe Cross is an active and successful community and provides
residents with direct access to community facilities including:

Barcombe Cross is a vibrant settlement with a population of 741 according
to the 2011 Census.

A Vibrant Community

As can be seen on the aerial view of the site on the previous page, the land
identified by the red line boundary is the proposed development site, with
the remaining land under the landowner’s control identified by the blue
boundary, which will be retained as agricultural land. It is anticipated that
the majority of the site would provide for residential development, with the
remainder comprising green infrastructure and public open space.

It must be noted that two of the proposed allocations for Barcombe Cross
comprise developments of fewer than 11 dwellings. Therefore, the threshold
for on-site affordable housing provision as set out in adopted Core Policy 1
will not apply and there will be no policy requirement for affordable housing
on these sites. New residential development on land off Barcombe Mills
Road will provide the full policy compliant amount of affordable housing
on-site, which should be seen as a considerable benefit of the proposals.

The emerging Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development
Management Policies proposes to allocate 3 sites for residential development
in Barcombe Cross, providing 38 dwellings across the plan period. Gladman
believe that Barcombe Cross is capable of supporting further growth
beyond the amount currently proposed within the emerging Local Plan,
and housing development need not be limited to this amount.

The Full Objectively Assessed Housing Need for Lewes District cannot be met
due to constraints across the area such as the South Downs National Park.
Therefore, further opportunities to deliver appropriate and sustainable sites
for housing development will be very important for local people to meet
existing housing need. Barcombe Cross is a settlement that is relatively free
from constraints (such as the national park) and therefore is an appropriate
location for housing growth.

The village of Barcombe Cross is located approximately 3.5 miles north of
Lewes town and 4.5 miles south west of Uckfield.

The site is located to the south of Barcombe Cross, to the west of
Barcombe Mills Road and is approximately 3.7 hectares in size. The site is
immediately adjacent to existing residential development on Monger’s
Mead to the north.
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Gladman considers that housing on this site is capable of being brought
forward within the next 5 years.

Delivery

The site is capable of delivering approximately 50 dwellings of varying sizes,
types and tenures (including affordable housing delivered in accordance
with planning policy).

Housing Delivery

This site oﬀers a unique opportunity for Lewes District Council to
plan, and more importantly deliver, a new development where people
will genuinely want to live and choose to stay, whilst embracing
the distinctive character of the surrounding area. This will be
achieved by:

Site Development Potential

The village hall on the opposite side of Barcombe Mills Road and the footpath
connection to the existing residential area to the northwest would link the
site to the existing fabric of Barcombe Cross. Through sensitive design, the
development of the site can be absorbed into the wider landscape without
causing any unacceptable landscape and visual harm.

The site is not designated for its environmental value, and does not feature
any landscape features which would elevate it above that of the open
countryside in which it sits. The site can be developed in such a way to
retain and positively manage any key landscape features and to provide
substantial areas of structural planting to act as a landscape buffer, as
identified on the indicative framework plan within this development brief.

Landscape Character
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The development proposal falls entirely within the Environment Agency
Flood Risk Zone 1 i.e. land assessed as having a less than 1 in 1,000 annual
probability of flooding. The site is also not within a surface water flood
risk area.

Hydrology

The proposed development is set back from the heritage asset in this area,
and the site has been selected to retain agricultural land directly to the
south to minimise any adverse impact to the setting of the listed building.
The site is well screened from other listed buildings and the conservation
area within the village and will be carefully designed to integrate with
existing development.

The site is located in close proximity to Monger’s Farmhouse, a grade II listed
building. Having sought advice from heritage consultants at Pegasus, we
understand the immediate setting of the listed building and the converted
barn to the south has changed considerably as they were once a farmstead
set a little distance apart from Barcombe Cross, however recent residential
development has joined the farmstead to the settlement to its west and
north. Monger’s Farm is no longer used for farming and its character has
changed completely to residential with the former farmyard now being in
use for parking and gardens. This change to character has diminished the
contribution of the wider agricultural setting to its significance.

The proposed development will aim to enhance the environment through
the provision of green infrastructure, comprising new publically accessible
greenspace and recreational paths increasing permeability to surrounding
areas of interest and facilities.

Ecology surveys will be undertaken prior to the determination of the
planning application and work will also be carried out to assess any impact
on nearby ecological designations. The development proposals will provide
adequate mitigation as required to ensure species are protected, with
enhancement where possible.

Heritage

Biodiversity, Green Infrastructure & Local Wildlife

Site Development Potential
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Accessibility
Development in this location will provide quality pedestrian, cycle and
public transport connections with Barcombe Cross and the wider highway
and footpath / cycle network. The site fronts directly onto land in the
adopted highway so a vehicular access is achievable. The nearest bus stop
is located around 350m from the centre of the site and can be reached by
an accessible footpath.

Socio-economic
Our preliminary research shows that the proposed development could
lead to a significant boost in local spending and there is an indication that
the gross spending power of the new residents could be in excess of £1.6
million each year, a proportion of which will be spent in the locality.

Design

A design-led approach, informed by consultation with the District Council,
key stakeholders and the local community, would inform plans for the site
so that a future development responds sensitively to the site’s village and
landscape setting. The development would make a positive addition to
Barcombe Cross, complementing the character of the surrounding area in
terms of scale, density, character and quality.

Topography

TheMBOEXJUIJOUIFSFEMJOFCPVOEBSZis flat with no technical barriers to
overcome in order to secure its development.

Site Development Potential
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Site Plan With Indicative Framework Plan
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LauSB5JMTUPO
01260 288
l.UJMTUPO@gladman.co.uk
www.gladmanland.co.uk

For further details, please contact

Gladman Land
Gladman House, Alexandria Way,
Congleton, CW12 1LB
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Should you wish to further discuss our proposals,
please contact:
Planner: LauSB5JMTUPO
Email: l.UJMTUPO@gladman.co.uk
Telephone: 01260 2889

The illustrative framework plan is, of course, just our first attempt
at considering the development potential of the site. Gladman
would welcome the opportunity to discuss the potential delivery
of this site with you in more detail so it can be considered fully in
the preparation of your emerging Local Plan Part 2.

This document includes an initial illustrative development
framework plan, indicating how the site might accommodate
a future residential development with high quality open space
and landscaping.

A residential development on the site would incorporate both
new market and affordable housing (of a variety of types, from
affordable rented properties to discounted sale properties
to help key workers and first time house buyers) to help meet
the current and future housing needs of both South Chailey and
the District.

Gladman Developments Ltd wishes to promote land west of the
A275, South Chailey for development. The 2.5 hectare site can
accommodate a sustainable, distinctive residential development
situated in an attractive market location to ensure the delivery of
high quality homes.

Introduction
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South Chailey hosts a population in the region of 1,000 people providing
access to community facilities including:
•
Chailey School
•
GP
•
Church
•
Bus links
•
Shop and Post Office
South Chailey is well placed to host additional development to meet future
housing need and support future economic growth.

A Vibrant Community

The Full Objectively Assessed Housing Need for Lewes District cannot be
met due to constraints across the area such as the South Downs National
Park. Therefore, further opportunities to deliver appropriate and sustainable
sites for housing development will be very important for local people to
meet existing housing need.

The site consists of 2 open fields and is situated at the southern end of
South Chailey, immediately adjacent to existing development on the A275.
The site is bound by the A275 and existing development to the east, hedge
and woodland to the north and west, with a public footpath along a road
forming the southern boundary. The site topography is relatively flat with a
small rise of around 5 meters to the northern extent.

SCHOOL

South Chailey is a settlement that can support development and is free of
the national park constraint and it can therefore accommodate additional
much needed homes in the District.

Principle of Development

Site & Surroundings

Site & Planning Context
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Landscape Character
The site is not designated for its environmental value, and its development
can be sensitively designed to sit within the wider landscape
without causing harm to local, nationally and internationally important
designated assets.

Housing Delivery

The site is capable of delivering approximately 55 dwellings of varying sizes,
types and tenures (including affordable housing delivered in accordance
with planning policy). Gladman considers that housing on this site is
capable of being brought forward within the next 5 years.

This site oﬀers a unique opportunity for Lewes District Council to plan, and more importantly deliver, a new development where people will
genuinely want to live and choose to stay, whilst embracing the distinctive character of the surrounding area. This will be achieved by:

Site Development Potential
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The site is located near to the Swan Public House a grade II listed buildings, but
the significance of the building is derived from its function as a community
buildings in a village locations. The setting of the heritage asset is such
that the development of the site for additional residential development in
the village will have a neutral effect. The site is well screened from other
heritage assets within the village and will be carefully designed to integrate
with existing development.

Market Appeal

The development proposal falls entirely within the Environment Agency
Flood Risk Zone 1 i.e. land assessed as having a less than 1 in 1,000 annual
probability of flooding. The site is also not within a surface water flood risk
area.

Hydrology

The site is located near to the Swan Public House a grade II listed buildings, but
the significance of the building is derived from its function as a community
buildings in a village locations. The setting of the heritage asset is such
that the development of the site for additional residential development in
the village will have a neutral effect. The site is well screened from other
heritage assets within the village and will be carefully designed to integrate
with existing development.

The proposed development will aim to enhance the environment through
the provision of green infrastructure, comprising new publically accessible
greenspace and recreational paths increasing permeability to surrounding
areas of interest and facilities.

Ecology surveys will be undertaken prior to the determination of the
planning application. The development proposals will provide adequate
mitigation as required to ensure species and habitats are protected, with
enhancement where possible.

Heritage

Biodiversity, Green Infrastructure & Local Wildlife

Site Development Potential
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Development in this location will provide the quality pedestrian and cycle
links into the settlement, as well as, public transport connections with
adjacent developments and communities.

Accessibility

The site is flat with no technical barriers to overcome in order to secure its
development.

Topography

A design-led approach, informed by consultation with the District Council,
key stakeholders and the local community, would inform plans for the site
so that a future development responds sensitively to the site’s village and
landscape setting. The development would make a positive addition to
South Chailey, complementing the character of the surrounding area in
terms of scale, density, character and quality.

Design

Site Development Potential
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Site Plan With Indicative Framework Plan





Existing Public Rights of Way

Existing Trees & Hedgerows


  
Habitat Creation

Proposed Pedestrian Links

(Incorporating LEAP - 0.04ha)

Proposed Play Area

(Location subject to engineers recommendation)

Proposed Attenuation Area

(overall GI includes below)

Proposed Green Infrastructure



Proposed Vehicular Access Point

Indicative Shared Driveways

Indicative Primary Road

0.96Ha

1.65Ha

Residential Area
Up to 55 Units @ 34dph
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Application Site Boundary

Ordnance Survey Mastermap - Crown Copyright. All rights reserved.
Licence Number: 100019980 (Centremapslive.com)

This drawing is the property of FPCR Environment and Design Ltd and
is issued on the condition it is not reproduced, retained or disclosed to
any unauthorised person, either wholly or in part without written consent
of FPCR Environment and Design Ltd.
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01260 2889
l.UJMTUPO@gladman.co.uk
www.gladmanland.co.uk

For further details, please contact

Gladman Land
Gladman House, Alexandria Way,
Congleton, CW12 1LB

Representation ID: REP/215/DM33

Representation ID:

REP/215/DM33

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/215

Name:

Pippa Hildick-Smith

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM33: Heritage Assets

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
re 4.108. Historic environment.
Theobalds Road is an ancient bridleway - in fact it is one of the earliest recorded
bridleways in the country. It is used daily by those on horseback. It is used by dogwalkers, joggers, those wanting to walk along a green corridor from West Sussex to East
Sussex, and even by some cyclists although there is no real cycle path beyond the end
of Theobalds Road.
Theobalds Road absolutely fulfills the criteria of 4.108 which defines a heritage asset as
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Representation ID: REP/215/DM33
a site, place, area or landscape identified as having a degree of significance meriting
consideration in planning conditions, because of heritage interest.
There can be no justification for development being permitted which has an impact upon
the current nature and use of Theobalds Road.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
Theobalds Road bridleway should be designated as a historic asset and therefore any
proposed development which would have an impact on the current use and nature of
Theobalds Road should be dismissed and not considered.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
The only way to protect our heritage sites is to speak up for their protection.
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Representation ID: REP/454/DM33

Representation ID:

REP/454/DM33

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/454

Name:

Robin Walker

Organisation:

Theobalds Road Residents' Association

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Residents Association

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM33: Heritage Assets

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared
Not Justified
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
There are three historic elements within the Theobalds Road bridleway area; the
bridleway itself, Grade II* listed Theobalds Farm, and Grade II listed Ansty House. The
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plan should respect these sites, yet what has been identified does exactly the opposite.
Footpath, Cycle and Bridleway Network
I note that it is LDC policy 'to ensure that the existing footpath, cycle and bridleway
network is adequately protected'
When the development identified in SHELAA 2018 as 04WV was initially mooted,
The topic of the suitability (or, in the event, not) of Theobalds Road (TR) as an access
route for additional housing came up during the extended discussions and the public
enquiry which took place before the development was finally approved
I should remind the authors of this plan that LDC’s Director of Planning issued a very
well researched report into the housing considerations to be adhered to by any
developer of this site, in June, 2004.
The map included in that report unambiguously identified TR as a bridleway. It also
made the following points, which I quote verbatim (highlights are mine)
The development must place particular attention to providing access through the
Downscroft Estate and also providing adequate buffers on the edges of the site.
The site is surrounded by open countryside on its eastern and southern boundaries.
there is a bridleway to the north of the site and a footpath, which starts at the north
eastern corner of the site. There are bus stops on Valebridge Road just north of
Theobald's Road, it is therefore important to maintain links from the site to the bridleway
along Theobald's road (See plan A).
Access to the site must be via the Downscroft Estate. Access via Theobalds Road
would require road improvements on third party land under multiple ownership.
Theobalds Road also joins Valebridge Road near to the brow of a hill, which would have
safety implications.
In the context of Lewes District, the site is relatively well located in relation to urban
services and facilities, employment sources and reasonably frequent public transport
(both buses and trains). Although development here would extend the urban area into a
generally undeveloped zone the site is fairly well self-contained visually and, with careful
attention to the retention of trees and vegetation, need not affect the setting of
Theobalds, a listed building.
The bridlepath to the north of the site, which links Valebridge road and the bus stop
should be upgraded for pedestrian, horse and cycle use by the developer.
On this final point: this did not happen. Maintenance of this (i.e. TR) to Bridleway
standards happened entirely at the expense of TR residents. TRRA would be more than
happy to send the bill to the Downlands developer.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
LDC’s own documents identify critical issues with this area and the need to protect its
distinctive character. LDC should clearly work in a self-consistent way and
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unambiguously:
1. reject any attempts to change the status of Theobalds Road in Est Sussex
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
From the evidence, LDC is not a competent authority and its plans should be challenged
legally.
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Representation ID: REP/498/DM33

Representation ID:

REP/498/DM33

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/498

Name:

Janet Clifford

Organisation:

Newick Village Society

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM33: Heritage Assets

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:

No
Not Justified
Not Effective

Representation:
Paragraph 4.108-4.112 and policy DM33 refer to heritage assets and Conservation
Areas, with paragraph 4.112 particularly referring to the importance of your Conservation
Area Appraisals. Your two Newick Conversation Area Appraisals ('Church Road' and
'The Green') in 2006 showed clearly, on the accompanying maps, proposed extensions
to the Conservation Area boundaries. Yet after more than ten years you still have not
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formally agreed such extensions! Such a lengthy delay would surely cause any
government appeal inspector to question how serious your Part 2 policies are in
pursuing your Core Policy 11 relating to the built and historic environment.
The Village Society is therefore not convinced that your PArt 2 policies are adequate to
achieve the aims of your Joint Core Strategy policy 11 for the Built and Historic
Environment. The District Council's comments on this matter are on page 46 of the
Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 - Site Allocations and Development Management
Policies... Summary of Consultation Draft Document (30/11/17-25/1/18) which includes
the words '..it is not the role of a local plan to designate Conservation Areas'!!... Even if
this matter may not justify changes to the proposed policy DM33 itself, surely the
accompanying text should clarify the issue. Conservation principles are certainly 'the role
of a local plan'. The NPPF July 2018 indeed has chapter 16 on 'Conserving and
Enhancing the Historic Environment'.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
See section 6 above. Please add to the text of paragraphs 4.108-4.112 such working to
(a) illustrate that areas specifically identified in Conservation Area Appraisals as being
worth of Conservation Area status will be recognised as having heightened impo
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Policy-specific Representations

DM35: Footpath, Cycle and Bridleway
Network
Representation References: DM35
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Representation ID: REP/021/DM35

Representation ID:

REP/021/DM35

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/021

Name:

Rebecca Pearson

Organisation:

Natural England

Consultation Body:

Specific

Stakeholder Type:

National group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

Rebecca.Pearson@naturalengland.org.uk

Address:

Guildbourne House
Chatsworth Road
Worthing
West Sussex
BN11 1LD

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM35: Footpath, Cycle and Bridleway Network

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
We advise that links to Green Infrastructure could be made in this policy.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Date:
Our ref:

05 November 2018
259464

Customer Services
Hornbeam House
Crewe Business Park
Electra Way
Crewe
Cheshire
CW1 6GJ

BY EMAIL ONLY

T 0300 060 3900

Dear Sir/Madam
Planning consultation: Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations, Development
Management Polices Pre-Submission Document and Habitats Regulations Assessment
(HRA)
Thank you for your consultation on the above dated 05 December 2017 which was received by
Natural England on the same day.
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that the
natural environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present and future
generations, thereby contributing to sustainable development.
Please find our comments in relation to the Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations,
Development Management Policies and Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA)
Habitats Regulations Assessment-clarification required
We advise that the Habitats Regulations Section presented in the Pre -Submission document does
not concur with the findings of the accompanying Habitats Regulations Assessment for the Local
Plan Part 2. Although Natural England agrees with the findings of the attached HRA, following the
recent People Over Wind European Judgement, aspects of the HRA and its interpretation within the
core document need to be amended as follows:
Conclusion of NSLE for the Plan
Natural England does not agree with the conclusion that the implementation of the Lewes Local
Plan Part 1 or 2 will have no Likely Significant Effect as cited in the Lewes Local Plan Part 2
Document . We advise that this conclusion needs to be revised to concur with the published HRA
and the recent People Over Wind European Judgement. Following this judgement competent
authorities are no longer able to include mitigation for impacts to European Sites at the screening
stage of an HRA. Therefore it is not appropriate to rely on ameliorative (mitigation) measures such
as SANGS and SAMS and policies pertaining to these when determining any likely significant
effects within Habitats Regulations Assessments. We advise that an appropriate assessment will be
required if, in the absence of mitigation, the competent authority cannot conclude “no likely
significant effect”. However mitigation can be used at the appropriate assessment stage.
The HRA correctly interprets this judgement and sets out that any development within 7km of
Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC (within the plan area) without the mitigation set out in Core Policy 10
of the Local Plan Part 1 could have an in-combination on the international site via recreational
pressure; therefore concluding a likely significant effect cannot be ruled out. The HRA therefore
takes this through to appropriate assessment as no likely significant effect cannot be concluded. We
agree with this approach.
Including Air Pollution impacts in the Appropriate Assessment stage
Page 1 of 6
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We note the following statement:
3.39 states that In summary, the only impact pathway that requires consideration in the LPP2 HRA
is recreational pressure upon Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC as this is the only impact pathway
for which a conclusion of no likely significant effect or no adverse effect on integrity could
not be reached for the growth in the Joint Core Strategy without mitigation.
We advise that air pollution also needs to be included here as an-in combination effect remains for
this impact in the absence of mitigation. We recognise that the HRA has indeed taken this through
to appropriate assessment, but for clarity and to ensure no misinterpretation is made we advise that
the above sentence is revised to include air pollution.
Overall conclusion for the HRA
We agree with the following statement:
It is therefore be concluded that no adverse effect upon the integrity of Ashdown Forest SAC is
expected to result from development provided by the South Downs Local Plan/Lewes JCS, even
in- combination with other plans and projects.
However the audit pathways taken (through appropriate assessment ,where relevant) in order to
reach this conclusion should be more clearly defined in the HRA as above and importantly,
accurately interpreted within the LLPP2 Submission Document.
Further advice
1.19 We advise that the following sentence should be re-worded
A Likely Significant Effect must be established both in terms of the individual plan and of the plan in
combination with other policies and proposals,
We advise that this should read:
Any likely Significant Effect must be established both in terms of the individual plan and of the plan
in combination with other policies and proposals
Overarching advice-net gain
Since the Publication of the Lewes Local Plan Part 2 The NPPF has been amended and contains a
clear direction to ensure new development demonstrates a net gain in biodiversity. We welcome this
approach. The various allocation sites will need to echo this direction stemming from a clear steer
within Policy DM24 to include net gain as advised variously throughout our advice letter below:
The revised NPPF states the following:
170 d). Planning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and local
environment by“minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity….” 174 b) Plans
should ”….identify and purse opportunities for securing measurable net gains for biodiversity”
118. Planning policies and decisions should: a) encourage multiple benefits from both urban and
rural land, including through mixed use schemes and taking opportunities to achieve net
environmental gains-such as developments that would enable habitat creation or improve public
access to the countryside”
Site Allocations
Policy NH01 - South of Valley Road
This allocation is close to the National Park boundary and we welcome the inclusion of the
requirement to fully assess the impacts of views on any development here.
Policy NH02 - Land at The Marina
Page 2 of 6
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We note that this allocation has the potential to impact on biodiversity. We advise that the allocation
policy includes a requirement for a net gain in biodiversity in order to comply with he recently
revised NPPF (further discussed in Policy DM24).
Policy BH01 - Land at The Nuggets, Valebridge Road
This Site allocation is surrounded by ancient woodland and networks of natural Habitats. We
welcome that this policy has been amended to include the irreplaceable nature of ancient woodland
and note the additional information pertaining to this in the supporting text. Thank you for consulting
Natural England on this matter.
Again the development will need to demonstrate a net gain in biodiversity and we further advise that
networks of natural habitats should be maintained and enhanced in order to provide a development
which is sympathetic to its location and clearly biodiversity-lead. We advise this should be a key
requirement to guide any development proposals.
We also advise re-iterate that the policy should state that impacts to ancient woodland should be
avoided to echo to the recently updated NPPF as follows:
175 c) “development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats (such as ancient
woodland and ancient or veteran trees) should be refused unless there are wholly exceptional
reasons (footnote 58) and a suitable compensation strategy exists”.
Policy BA03 - Land at Bridgelands Barcombe Cross
We further advise that this policy includes the consideration of the use of SuDS. We welcome that it
is included in the supporting text but it is not a requirement within the policy. We advise that welldesigned SuDS have multiple benefits for wildlife and people, providing habitats and valuable
ecosystems services such as, flood amelioration. A SuDS lead scheme would be welcome here.
Policy CH01 – Glendene, Station Road
We note that ancient woodland lies adjacent to the site and would refer you to our Standing advice
with regard to this matter. This includes a requirement for a buffer of at least 15m between the
woodland and the development. We welcome that SuDS are cited for use here and we note that full
ecological surveys to include protected species have and will be carried out.
Policy CH02 – Layden Hall, East Grinstead Road
This site lies adjacent to Chailey Common Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). Chailey
Common Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) is afforded statutory protection under the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended).Thank you for consulting Natural England regarding this
allocation policy which I note has been amended to include the SSSI. We have the following
additional comments to make regarding the following:
An ecological impact assessment is undertaken and appropriate measures identified and
implemented accordingly to mitigate potential adverse impacts on Chailey Common SSSI and the
local biodiversity. Development allows for the protection of biodiversity
and enhancement where possible; and
Again due to the nature and location of this site we advised that the term where possible was
omitted as enhancement should be a requirement of new development (as for policy BH01). We had
understood that this had been revised to reflect our advice. We further add that the need to
demonstrate biodiversity net gain will be of key importance here. Consideration of this will also need
to be made with regard to any tree felling on site.
We advise that the policy states that impacts to the SSSI must be avoided.
Newick
We note Policy DM Planning Boundaries that states Development proposals that result in a net
increase of one or more dwellings within 7km of the Ashdown Forest will only be permitted where
they comply with Core Policy 10(3) of the Local Plan Part 1. As Newick falls within this zone we
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advise that it is worth noting that development will need to be commensurate with this specific DM
Policy here.

Employment Site Allocations
Land at East Quay, Newhaven Port
Natural England has serious concerns regarding this allocation.
The allocation site is directly adjacent to and in the setting of, the South Downs National Park. There
is therefore clear potential for a significant impacts on the Special Qualities of the South Downs
National Park. The policy states that visual impacts will be minimised however, from the information
supplied, the impact from the development of this land in both landscape and visual terms is likely to
be significant. This allocation did not form part of previous iterations of the LLPP2 although we note
that part of this land was included in the 2003 Local Plan. We are very concerned that it has been
included at this late stage. We also note that the employment quota has already been fulfilled
elsewhere within the Local Plan area. Due to the sensitive location o f this site we therefore question
the need for the inclusion of this site in the Plan. The site is located in an area of open coastline
surrounded by a nature reserve.
Furthermore the allocation site contains valuable priority habitats of vegetated shingle and floodplain
grazing marsh for example. The allocation boundary stretches down to the mean high water mark.
This is of key concern to Natural England. The policy and supporting text make no mention of the
biodiversity value of this site and this is of key concern to Natural England. We advise that this
allocation site is removed from the LLPP2. We advise that you contact the South Downs National
Park Authority for their advice on this matter. We will be also be happy to advise further on this
matter.
We further advise that any obstruction to public rights of way and any intrusion of the England
Coastal Path is avoided.
Policy E2: Land Adjacent to American Express Community Stadium, Village Way, Falmer
This allocation also lies in the setting of the South Downs National Park. We advise that they are
consulted for their advice on this allocation site.
Policy DM14: Multi-functional Green Infrastructure
We welcome this policy which recognises the importance of the provision of multifunctional green
infrastructure throughout new development. Multifunctional G.I provides a wealth of benefits for
people and wildlife and provides a key role in the provision of ecosystems services. We fully support
this policy.
We note the following wording which we advise requires clarification:
(G.I) would be provided where justified by the character of the area or the need for outdoor playing
space. We advise that Green Infrastructure, if well designed, should incorporate a multitude of
functions as identified in the supporting text, and that accessible natural greenspace rather than
outdoor playing (amenity) space should be a governing factor for this. We advise that the important
role that Green Infrastructure has in contributing to biodiversity and environmental net gain should
be highlighted here.
Strategic provision of GI
We advise that GI should be strategic in Nature. Planning for GI at a strategic scale based on a
robust evidence base has clear benefits for people and wildlife. A well-designed G.I strategy can
provide Natural Capital and secure Ecosystems services in a resilient way that safeguards
resources for people and wildlife into the future. Links to wellbeing, heath and climate change
provision for example are clear. Natural England would welcome the opportunity to contribute to the
formation of any future GI strategy. We attach a GI checklist in support of this.
Children’s Playing Space
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We fully support this policy. Interaction with the natural world has multiple benefits for people and
linking this to G.I networks and cycle routes for example can enhance this.
Policy DM18: Recreation and Rivers
We support this policy
Policy DM24: Protection of Biodiversity and Geodiversity
We note this policy ad have the following amendments to make:
The protection pertaining to SSSIs is provided to mimic that of the NPPF but the wording provided
lacks the strength of the NPPF in the following ways.
Development which would be likely to adversely affect a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI),
National Nature Reserve (NNR), or a Marine Conservation Zone (MCZ) will only be permitted where
the benefits of the development, at this site, outweigh the damage to the nationa lly recognised
special interest of the designated site and any adverse impacts on the wider network of SSSIs.
The NPPF states that:
175 c). “development on land within or outside a SSSI, and which is likely to have an adverse effect
on it (either individually or in combination with other developments), should not normally be
permitted. The only exception is where the benefits of the development in the location proposed
clearly outweigh both its likely impact on the features of the site that make it of special scientific
interest, and any broader impacts on the national network of SSSIs”
The phrases highlighted above provide a greater level of protection that those included in the Local
Plan.
We advise that collaboration is required between the hierarchy of sites in order to reflect the NPPF
as follows:
Outside of designated sites
Irreplaceable habitats
We advise that irreplaceable habitats be placed above local sites in the hierarchy of designation s to
reflect their national importance and complexity. Once lost these habitats are by their very nature,
irreplaceable. The NPPF reflects this and has recently been revised to give greater weight to the
protection of ancient woodland for example.
175 c) “development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats (such as ancient
woodland and ancient or veteran trees) should be refused unless there are wholly exceptional
reasons (footnote 58) and a suitable compensation strategy exists”.
Priority habitats and species
These include species and habitats listed under S41 of the NERC Act 2006. This includes priority
habitats and species and should be clearly referenced separately to protected species.
Section 40 of the NERC Act 2006 places a general duty on all public authorities, i ncluding local
planning authorities, to conserve and enhance biodiversity. Further information on this duty is
available in the Defra publication ‘Guidance for Local Authorities on Implementing the Biodiversity
Duty’.
We further advise that links to Green Infrastructure policies should be made.
We would re-iterate our advice in our letter of January 2018 that the policy includes networks of
natural habitats and the consideration of biodiversity on a landscape- scale. Habitat networks are
not only rich in biodiversity in their own right but also act as key stepping stones for species
throughout the landscape. For example the provision interlinking habitats play an important role in
enabling genetic exchange between populations within habitats throughout the landscape. They
also act as flightlines and foraging areas for bats for example and provide migratory pathways
through the landscape.
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I would refer you to the SDNP Local Plan Policy SD12 for an example of a Biodiversity Policy which
encompasses these issues and which we fully support. The SDNP Local Plan also has an
overarching requirement for net gain. We advise that net gain is included in this policy as an
overarching requirement. The NPPF States the following:
170 d). Planning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and local
environment by“ minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity….” 174 b) Plans
should ”.identify and purse opportunities for securing measurable net gains for biodiversity”
118. Planning policies and decisions should: a) encourage multiple benefits from both urban and
rural land, including through mixed use schemes and taking opportunities to achieve net
environmental gains-such as developments that would enable habitat creation or improve public
access to the countryside”
Policy DM27: Landscape Design
We advise that this policy includes the requirement to protect the Special Qualities of the South
Downs National Park as future developments outside the National Park may nevertheless affect it’s
setting or views in or out of this nationally designated landscape.
Policy DM35: Footpath, Cycle and Bridleway Network
We advise that links to Green Infrastructure could be made in this policy.
I hope the above is helpful and please do not hesitate to contact me should you wish to disc uss this
matter. Please send further correspondence, marked for my attention, to
consultations@naturalengland.org.uk quoting our reference 259464
Yours sincerely

Rebecca Pearson
Lead Adviser
Sustainable Development
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thom, Tondra
06 November 2018 15:15
ldf
FW: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission

Please see and add to NE rep the below clarification
From: Pearson, Rebecca (NE) [mailto:Rebecca.Pearson@naturalengland.org.uk]
Sent: 06 November 2018 14:56
To: Thom, Tondra
Subject: RE: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission
Hi Tondra
You are absolutely right, the confusion was that the level of detail provided was an enhanced level but this did not of
course mean that mitigation was required to concluded no likely significant effect!
So, in answer to your query
You do not need to add air pollution as an impact pathway for which mitigation is needed. We are satisfied with the
evidence provided for air pollution impacts and concur that no mitigation is required in order to conclude no likely
significant effect.
I hope this is helpful, please do get in touch should you wish further clarification.
Warmest wishes
Rebecca


From:Thom,Tondra[mailto:Tondra.Thom@leweseastbourne.gov.uk]
Sent:06November201812:14
To:Pearson,Rebecca(NE)
Cc:ldf
Subject:RE:LewesLocalPlanPart2PreSubmission

Hi Rebecca,
Thank you for the Natural England rep you submitted, I appreciate that you managed to submit
this within the timeframe of the consultation period, that’s most helpful. I accept that the People
over Wind Judgement means we need to reword the LSE section as mitigation has to be applied
through AA rather than at screening stage – this applies to the 7km recreation impact zone for
Ashdown Forest.
I do have one query though, on which I would like some clarification on please. On page 2 of your
rep under air pollution impacts heading, you state the following:
We note the following statement:
3.39 states that In summary, the only impact pathway that requires consideration in the LPP2
HRA is recreational pressure upon Ashdown Forest SPA and SAC as this is the only impact
pathway for which a conclusion of no likely significant effect or no adverse effect on
integrity could not be reached for the growth in the Joint Core Strategy without mitigation.
(my emphasis)
1
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We advise that air pollution also needs to be included here as an-in combination effect remains for
this impact in the absence of mitigation. We recognise that the HRA has indeed taken this through
to appropriate assessment, but for clarity and to ensure no misinterpretation is made we advise
that the above sentence is revised to include air pollution. (my emphasis)
Whilst I agree that our work on air pollution did result in AA being undertaken - due to the scientific
rigour of assessment it could hardly be considered screening and the ecological interpretation did
result in conclusions regarding the integrity of the Forest; however at no point was it concluded
that mitigation is required alone or in combination. To add air pollution to the sentence in bold
would imply that mitigation is required.
I am concerned that your rep implies that mitigation is required for air quality impacts, when our
conclusion in the HRA does not identify this requirement.
Could you please clarify that we do not need to add air pollution as an impact pathway to the
above sentence and can you confirm that you agree with the conclusion of the HRA that no
mitigation is required?
Thank you
Tondra
Tondra Thom
Planning Policy Manager
Lewes District and Eastbourne Borough Councils
Tel: 01273 085677 or 01323 415677
Mobile: 07824 596 985
E: tondra.thom@lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk
W: lewes-eastbourne.gov.uk

From: Pearson, Rebecca (NE) [mailto:Rebecca.Pearson@naturalengland.org.uk]
Sent: 05 November 2018 17:48
To: ldf
Subject: Lewes Local Plan Part 2 Pre-Submission

DearSir/Madam

PleasefindattachedNaturalEngland’scommentsontheabovedocument.


Kind regards 

Rebecca Pearson
Lead Adviser
Sustainable Development Team
Natural England
Guildbourne House, Chatsworth Road
Worthing BN11 1LD
Tel: 0300 060 4090 Mobile: 07810694335


I work part-time Monday to Wednesday. 
www.gov.uk/natural-england
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We are here to secure a healthy natural environment for people to enjoy, where wildlife is protected and
England’s traditional landscapes are safeguarded for future generations.


In an effort to reduce Natural England's carbon footprint, I will, wherever possible, avoid travelling to meetings and
attend via audio, video or web conferencing.


NaturalEnglandisaccreditedtotheCabinetOfficeCustomerServiceExcellenceStandard





This email and any attachments is intended for the named recipient only. If you have received it in error you
have no authority to use, disclose, store or copy any of its contents and you should destroy it and inform the
sender. Whilst this email and associated attachments will have been checked for known viruses whilst
within the Natural England systems, we can accept no responsibility once it has left our systems.
Communications on Natural England systems may be monitored and/or recorded to secure the effective
operation of the system and for other lawful purposes. 
This email and any attachments is intended for the named recipient only. If you have received it in error you
have no authority to use, disclose, store or copy any of its contents and you should destroy it and inform the
sender. Whilst this email and associated attachments will have been checked for known viruses whilst
within the Natural England systems, we can accept no responsibility once it has left our systems.
Communications on Natural England systems may be monitored and/or recorded to secure the effective
operation of the system and for other lawful purposes.
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Initial advice on providing GI strategies in Local Plans
Key principles
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states in paragraph 114 that local
planning authorities should:
“set out a strategic approach in their Local Plans, planning positively for the creation,
protection, enhancement and management of networks of biodiversity and green
infrastructure;”
Supporting guidance to the NPPF is set out in the National Planning Practice Guidance at:
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/naturalenvironment/biodiversity-ecosystems-and-green-infrastructure/
GI is multifunctional and provides ecosystem services; if well-designed it encompasses
linking habitat networks, climate change mitigation, flood management, health and
wellbeing, alternative transport links, improved air quality, food production, and habitat
creation for example.GI can also be effectively used to provide biodiversity net gain.
Stages of creating a GI Strategy
Use mapping tools (see below) to evaluate:
1) Evidence Base-Existing GI
a) Typology Mapping -What GI resources are already there? (for example
woodland extent)
b) Functionality Mapping - What is the GI currently doing?
2) What is required in your Plan Area?
c) What are the functional needs of the area? Priority themes, local plan policy,
how can the GI resource be improved?
d) Where are these needs? Spatial mapping.
3) Design The GI Strategy based on evidence from 1-4 above

Evidence base-what tools are available to provide this?
There are a variety of tools available to provide the evidence base. The Ecosystems
Knowledge Network https://ecosystemsknowledge.net/ includes further information and
range of tools available. The tool adopted will depend on local requirements.
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Links between Natural Capital, GI and Ecosystems Services

Green Infrastructure, Natural capital and Ecosystems services are fundamentally linked as
demonstrated above. Understanding these links is key to developing a GI Strategy.

A GI strategy can be used to:
x
x
x
x

Inform development decisions and design .Ensure project-level interventions
contribute to the strategy;
Support the development of Green Infrastructure Policy and other policies in the
Local Plan (for example biodiversity, health and wellbeing, climate change due to
multifunctional nature) and support Local Plan reviews;
Provide evidence to inform and guide other strategic actions and bids for resources
(LEP/LNP for example);
Provide a baseline for periodical review and monitoring.
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Representation ID: REP/105/DM35

Representation ID:

REP/105/DM35

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/105

Name:

Patrick Collins

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM35: Footpath, Cycle and Bridleway Network

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
Suggest the addition of 'and maintained' such that the last sentence reads .... or
improved quality delivered and maintained as part of the development.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
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Representation ID: REP/105/DM35
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/215/DM35

Representation ID:

REP/215/DM35

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/215

Name:

Pippa Hildick-Smith

Organisation:
Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM35: Footpath, Cycle and Bridleway Network

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

No

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared
Not Justified
Not Consistent with national policy

Representation:
Theobalds Road is an ancient bridleway which connects West Sussex to Wivelsfield. It
starts at the western end in West Sussex leading off Valebridge Road, and is a
bridleway route which has residential housing along part of its length.
'Any proposals to create housing developments which link onto Theobalds Road would
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Representation ID: REP/215/DM35
have a harmful effect on the safety of users of the bridleway. Those on horseback have
priority on a bridleway and this must be protected. Any increase in vehicle traffic on
Theobalds Road would have harmful effect on the amenity.
'Such proposed development cannot be mitigated as the route is a single track with
there being no possibility of widening the route, and therefore vehicle access is
significantly limited with no option to "improve" this - indeed any such proposal would be
hugely detrimental to the area.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
The afford full bridleway protection to Theobalds Road
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
It is hugely important that we protect our heritage and speak up to do so.
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Representation ID: REP/250/DM35

Representation ID:

REP/250/DM35

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/250

Name:

Lucy Kalogerides

Organisation:

Mid Sussex Area Bridleways Group (MSABG)

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM35: Footpath, Cycle and Bridleway Network

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

Yes

Representation:
MSABG fully support Policy DM35, which means that all developments are assessed in
terms of the effect on a current Right of Way, used by horses and the route either
preserved with the same degree of safety or an alternative safe route provided.
'In addition, we request that, in terms of the 'impact on the convenience, safety and
amenity value of......the bridleway network....', Impact should be assessed in terms of
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Representation ID: REP/250/DM35
potential 'busy-ness 'of roads and lanes that provide the essential access to the
bridleway network, and not just the network itself.
'While we would prefer roads not to become busier and therefore unsafe, we would like
to see alternative safe routes established in parallel where routes are impacted by
additional traffic, including temporarily during construction.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Representation ID: REP/362/DM35

Representation ID:

REP/362/DM35

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/362

Name:

Sarah Rayfield

Organisation:

British Horse Society

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Other group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:

sarah.rayfield@bhs.org.uk

Address:

British Horse Society
Abbey Park, Stareton
Kenilworth
Warwickshire
CV8 2XZ

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM35: Footpath, Cycle and Bridleway Network

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
DM35 – we welcome the inclusion of this policy but would further comment that
bridleways over which there is currently limited private vehicular access ought not to be
used as access routes for further development. Where it is possible that unofficial use of
the public right of way could happen then steps should be taken wherever possible to
prevent this in the form of vehicle barriers and/or the provision of alternative routes of
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Representation ID: REP/362/DM35
equal value and amenity.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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PatronHer Majesty The Queen

The British Horse Society
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Abbey Park,

Website www.bhs.org.uk



Stareton,

Tel 02476 840500



Kenilworth,

Fax02476 840501



Warwickshire CV8 2XZ

Bringing Horses and People
Together

3ODQQLQJ3ROLF\7HDP
6HQWYLDHPDLO
QG1RYHPEHU

'HDU6LURU0DGDP

/HZHV'LVWULFW/RFDO3ODQ3DUW

)XUWKHUWRRXUFRUUHVSRQGHQFHLQ$SULORIWKLV\HDUSOHDVHILQGEHORZFRPPHQWVUHODWLQJWRWKH
FXUUHQWFRQVXOWDWLRQUHJDUGLQJWKHDERYHLQUHVSHFWRIWKHSODQĜVSURYLVLRQIRUHTXHVWULDQV
ZLWKLQWKHSODQ

<RXZLOOEHDZDUHWKDWHTXHVWULDQDFFHVVLVOLPLWHGWRMXVWRIWKHSXEOLFULJKWVRIZD\
QHWZRUNQDWLRQDOO\ VLJQLILFDQWO\OHVVIRUFDUULDJHGULYHUV DQGHYHQWKLVILJXUHLVVRPHZKDW
PLVOHDGLQJDVPXFKRILWLVIUDJPHQWHGUHVXOWLQJLQGHDGHQGEULGOHZD\VRUUHVWULFWHGE\ZD\V
,QFUHDVHGWUDIILFRQURDGVZKLFKSXWVWKHPRVWYXOQHUDEOHURDGXVHUVDWVWLOOPRUHULVNDWDWLPH
ZKHQWKHOLPLWHGRIIURDGDFFHVVWKH\KDYHLVEHLQJWKUHDWHQHGE\GHYHORSPHQW,WLVZLWKLQ
WKHVFRSHRIHDFKORFDOSODQWRSURYLGHQRWMXVWIRUZDONHUVDQGF\FOLVWVEXWDOVRIRU
HTXHVWULDQVDWQRDGGLWLRQDOFRVWVLPSO\E\UHFRUGLQJSDWKVDVęEULGOHZD\VĚUDWKHUWKDQ
F\FOHZD\VRUIRRWSDWKV

3ROLFLHVFRQWDLQHGZLWKLQWKH1DWLRQDO3ODQQLQJ3ROLF\)UDPHZRUNZKLFKVXSSRUWRXUUHTXHVWV
DUHDVIROORZV

6HFWLRQFRIě3URPRWLQJ+HDOWK\DQG6DIH&RPPXQLWLHVĜ

ę3ODQQLQJSROLFLHVDQGGHFLVLRQVVKRXOGDLPWRDFKLHYHKHDOWK\LQFOXVLYHDQGVDIHSODFHV
ZKLFK>đ@HQDEOHDQGVXSSRUWKHDOWK\OLIHVW\OHVHVSHFLDOO\ZKHUHWKLVZRXOGDGGUHVVLGHQWLILHG
ORFDO KHDOWKDQGZHOOEHLQJQHHGVĚ


The British Horse Society is an Appointed Representative of South Essex Insurance Brokers Limited
who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Registered Charity Nos. 210504 and SC038516. A company limited by guarantee. Registered in England & Wales No.
444742
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6HFWLRQRIě2SHQ6SDFH 5HFUHDWLRQĜ
ę$FFHVVWRDQHWZRUNRIKLJKTXDOLW\RSHQVSDFHVDQGRSSRUWXQLWLHVIRUVSRUWDQGSK\VLFDO

DFWLYLW\LVLPSRUWDQWIRUWKHKHDOWKDQGZHOOEHLQJRIFRPPXQLWLHV3ODQQLQJSROLFLHVVKRXOGEH
EDVHGRQUREXVWDQGXSWRGDWHDVVHVVPHQWVRIWKHQHHGIRURSHQVSDFHVSRUWDQGUHFUHDWLRQ
IDFLOLWLHV LQFOXGLQJTXDQWLWDWLYHRUTXDOLWDWLYHGHILFLWVRUVXUSOXVHV DQGRSSRUWXQLWLHVIRUQHZ
SURYLVLRQĚ

,QFRUSRUDWLQJWKHUHTXLUHPHQWWRDFWLYHO\VHHNHYHU\RSSRUWXQLW\WRFUHDWHQHZOLQNVDQGRU
QHZFLUFXODUURXWHVZLWKLQ/HZHV'&DUHDIRU$//QRQPRWRULVHGXVHUVLQFOXGLQJHTXHVWULDQV
ZRXOGKHOSVXSSRUWWKHSROLFLHVDERYH

:LWKLQWKHORFDOSODQZHZHOFRPHWKH&RXQFLOĜVDFNQRZOHGJHPHQWWKDW

ę+RUVHULGLQJDQGRWKHUHTXHVWULDQDFWLYLWLHVDUHLQFUHDVLQJO\SRSXODUIRUPVRIUHFUHDWLRQ
LQWKHFRXQWU\VLGHWKDWFDQFRPSOHPHQWDJULFXOWXUDODFWLYLWLHVDQGKHOSWRGLYHUVLI\UXUDO
HFRQRPLHVĚ

)XUWKHUFRPPHQWRQWKHEHQHILWVRIHTXHVWULDQDFWLYLWLHVERWKWRWKHHTXHVWULDQDQGWKH
HFRQRP\DUHGHWDLOHGWRZDUGVWKHHQGRIWKLVOHWWHU

6SHFLILFREVHUYDWLRQVRQWKHGRFXPHQWSROLFLHVDUHEHORZ

3ROLF\%+/DQGDW7KH1XJJHWV9DOHEULGJH5RDG
3RLQWę$FFHVVLQFOXGLQJSURYLVLRQIRUSHGHVWULDQVDQGF\FOLVWVWREHSURYLGHGIURP

9DOHEULGJH5RDGĚQHHGVęHTXHVWULDQVĚLQFOXGLQJLQWKLVSURYLVLRQ([LVWLQJEULGOHZD\VVKRXOG
QRWEHXVHGDVěSULYDWHDFFHVVĜIRUWKHVHGHYHORSPHQWVRUDOWHUQDWLYHSURYLVLRQRIQHZSXEOLFO\
PDLQWDLQDEOHULJKWVRIZD\RIDGHTXDWHDPHQLW\DQGFRQYHQLHQFHVKRXOGEHVXSSOLHGLQWKHLU
SODFHIRUDOOXVHUV

3ROLFLHV%$%$%DUFRPEH&URVV
3RLQWę$FFHVVLQFOXGLQJSURYLVLRQIRUSHGHVWULDQVDQGF\FOLVWVđĚęHTXHVWULDQVĚVKRXOGEH
DGGHGLQWRWKLVSURYLVLRQ

3ROLF\'0
 ę&RPPHUFLDOULGLQJVFKRROVOLYHU\VWDEOHVDQGRWKHUFRPPHUFLDOIDFLOLWLHVVKRXOGKDYH

VDWLVIDFWRU\DFFHVVWRWKHSXEOLFEULGOHZD\QHWZRUNZLWKRXWWKHXVHRIXQVXLWDEOHURDGVĚ

ę8QVXLWDEOHURDGVĚLVVXEMHFWLYHHYHQDPRQJVWHTXHVWULDQVDQGWKLVQHHGVFODULILFDWLRQZLWKWKH
UHOHYDQWSDUWLHV
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3ROLF\'0)DUP'LYHUVLILFDWLRQ

ę7KHSURSRVHGGHYHORSPHQWZRXOGQRWFUHDWHDQXQDFFHSWDEOHLPSDFWRQWKHORFDOURDG
QHWZRUNRUUHTXLUHKLJKZD\LPSURYHPHQWVWKDWZRXOGKDUPWKHODQGVFDSHRUHFRORJLFDOYDOXH
RIUXUDOURDGVLQWKHDUHDĚ
3ULRULW\VKRXOGEHJLYHQWRVFKHPHVZKHUHDGGLWLRQDORIIURDGDFFHVVIRU$//YXOQHUDEOHURDG
XVHUVZRXOGEHSURYLGHGDVDUHVXOWRIVXFKVFKHPHVYLDGHGLFDWHGEULGOHZD\VDQGRUORQJ
WHUPSHUPLVVLYHURXWHV

3ROLF\'00XOWLIXQFWLRQDO*UHHQ,QIUDVWUXFWXUH

ę'HYHORSPHQWZLOOEHSHUPLWWHGZKHUHRSSRUWXQLWLHVIRUWKHSURYLVLRQRIDGGLWLRQDOJUHHQ
LQIUDVWUXFWXUHKDYHEHHQIXOO\FRQVLGHUHGDQGZRXOGEHSURYLGHGZKHUHMXVWLILHGE\WKH
FKDUDFWHURIWKHDUHDRUWKHQHHGIRURXWGRRUSOD\LQJVSDFHĚ
3URYLVLRQRISXEOLFULJKWVRIZD\ IRU$//108V VKRXOGEHLQFOXGHGZLWKLQWKLVSROLF\DVLW
IXOILOV133)VHFWLRQFDQG

3ROLF\'03URYLVLRQIRU2XWGRRU3OD\LQJ6SDFH

ę7KH&RXQFLOZLOOVHHNWRDFKLHYHSURYLVLRQRIRXWGRRUSOD\LQJVSDFHZKLFKLVDVDPDWWHURI
SUDFWLVHDQGSROLF\DYDLODEOHIRUSXEOLFXVHWRWKHIROORZLQJPLQLPXPVWDQGDUGV
KDSHUSRSXODWLRQIRURXWGRRUVSRUWVLQFOXGLQJSOD\LQJSLWFKHVWHQQLVFRXUWVDQG
ERZOLQJJUHHQVĚ
:LWKLQWKH8.WKHUHDUHPLOOLRQKRUVHULGHUVFRPSDUHGZLWKDSSUR[LPDWHO\PLOOLRQ
WHQQLVSOD\HUVDQGPLOOLRQERZOVSOD\HUV:HZRXOGVXJJHVWWKDWWKHQHHGIRUHTXHVWULDQ
DFFHVVYDVWO\H[FHHGVWKHUHTXLUHPHQWIRUIXUWKHUWHQQLVFRXUWVDQGERZOLQJJUHHQVDQGVR
VKRXOGEHJLYHQDWWKHYHU\OHDVWHTXDOFRQVLGHUDWLRQ

'0ė)RUPHU/HZHV6KHIILHOG3DUN5DLOZD\/LQH
ę'HYHORSPHQWZKLFKZRXOGSUHMXGLFHVXFKXVHVZLOOQRWEHSHUPLWWHGXQOHVVSURSRVDOVDUH

DFFRPSDQLHGE\DOWHUQDWLYHURXWHSURYLVLRQĚ
:HVXSSRUWWKLVDQGSURSRVHWKDWWKLVVKRXOGH[WHQGWRCNNGHYHORSPHQWQRWMXVWWKHVSHFLILF
SURMHFWPHQWLRQHG
+RZHYHURIFRQFHUQLVWKHSKUDVHDERYHWKHSROLF\LQVHFWLRQ

ę7KH&RXQFLOZLOOWKHUHIRUHHQFRXUDJHRSSRUWXQLWLHVWRLQFUHDVHDFFHVVWRWKHFRXQWU\VLGHE\
HQDEOLQJWKHSURYLVLRQRIDIRRWSDWKF\FOHZD\RUEULGOHZD\DORQJWKHXQGHYHORSHGSDUWRIWKH
IRUPHUOLQHĚ

7KLVVHQWHQFHPXVWEHDPHQGHGWR
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ę7KH&RXQFLOZLOOWKHUHIRUHHQFRXUDJHRSSRUWXQLWLHVWRLQFUHDVHDFFHVVWRWKHFRXQWU\VLGHE\
HQDEOLQJWKHSURYLVLRQRIDEULGOHZD\UHVWULFWHGE\ZD\DORQJWKHXQGHYHORSHGSDUWRIWKH
IRUPHUOLQHĚ

7KLVSURYLGHVIRUHTXHVWULDQVF\FOLVWV$1'ZDONHUVZKHUHDVęIRRWSDWKF\FOHZD\RUEULGOHZD\Ě
H[FOXGHVHTXHVWULDQVIURPDWOHDVWWZRRIWKHRSWLRQV

'0ėZHZHOFRPHWKHLQFOXVLRQRIWKLVSROLF\EXWZRXOGIXUWKHUFRPPHQWWKDWEULGOHZD\V
RYHUZKLFKWKHUHLVFXUUHQWO\OLPLWHGSULYDWHYHKLFXODUDFFHVVRXJKWQRWWREHXVHGDVDFFHVV
URXWHVIRUIXUWKHUGHYHORSPHQW:KHUHLWLVSRVVLEOHWKDWXQRIILFLDOXVHRIWKHSXEOLFULJKWRI
ZD\FRXOGKDSSHQWKHQVWHSVVKRXOGEHWDNHQZKHUHYHUSRVVLEOHWRSUHYHQWWKLVLQWKHIRUPRI
YHKLFOHEDUULHUVDQGRUWKHSURYLVLRQRIDOWHUQDWLYHURXWHVRIHTXDOYDOXHDQGDPHQLW\

:HDUHSOHDVHGWRQRWHWKDW\RXUHFRJQLVHHTXHVWULDQLVPDVDQLQFUHDVLQJO\SRSXODUIRUPRI
H[HUFLVH:LWKLQDQDUHDVXFKDV/HZHV'&DJRRGFRQQHFWHGZHOOPDLQWDLQHGULJKWVRIZD\
QHWZRUNDWWKHKLJKHUVWDWXVZLOODOVRUHVXOWLQLQFUHDVHGHTXLQHWRXULVPDVFDQEHZLWQHVVHG
E\WKHQXPEHURIVXPPHUFDPSVUXQDW3OXPSWRQ&ROOHJH:RUWK\RIQRWHDOVRLVWKDW7KH
%ULWLVK+RUVH6RFLHW\RSHUDWHVDę+RUVHV:HOFRPHĚVFKHPHZKHUH% %VFDQEHDSSURYHGE\
WKH%+6IRUHTXLQHWRXULVP$ORQJZLWKWRXULVPWKHFRVWRINHHSLQJDKRUVHZDVHVWLPDWHG
QDWLRQDOO\E\%(7$LQDW SDSHUKRUVHZLWKFRVWVLQWKH6RXWK(DVWEHLQJ
VXEVWDQWLDOO\KLJKHU DVPDOOVXUYH\LQ:HVW6XVVH[LQIRXQGWKHVSHQGZDVEHWZHHQ N
DQG NSD 0XFKRIWKLVEHQHILWVWKHORFDOHFRQRP\DVLWLVVSHQWRQORFDOEXVLQHVVHVOLYHU\
\DUGVYHWVIDUULHUVVDGGOHUVIHHGPHUFKDQWVIRUDJHSURYLGHUVHWF7KHYDOXHRIHTXHVWULDQLVP
VKRXOGQRWEHRYHUORRNHGLQDQ\GHYHORSPHQWSODQ

)LQDOO\,KDYHDWWDFKHGIRU\RXULQWHUHVWDGRFXPHQWHQWLWOHGę7KHKHDOWKEHQHILWVRIKRUVH
ULGLQJLQWKH8.ĚZKLFKH[SODLQVWKHNH\LPSRUWDQFHRIKRUVHULGLQJIRUSK\VLFDODQGHPRWLRQDO
ZHOOEHLQJ7KLVKHOSVH[SODLQZK\LQFOXGLQJHTXHVWULDQVIXOILOVUHTXLUHPHQWVZLWKLQWKH133)DV
PHQWLRQHGDERYH6RPHNH\ILQGLQJVLQFOXGH
x 0RUHWKDQWZRWKLUGV SHUFHQW RITXHVWLRQQDLUHUHVSRQGHQWVSDUWLFLSDWHLQKRUVHULGLQJ
DQGDVVRFLDWHGDFWLYLWLHVIRUPLQXWHVRUPRUHDWOHDVWWKUHHWLPHVDZHHN6SRUW(QJODQG

HVWLPDWHWKDWVXFKDOHYHORIVSRUWLQJDFWLYLW\ZLOOKHOSDQLQGLYLGXDODFKLHYHRUH[FHHGWKH
JRYHUQPHQWĜVUHFRPPHQGHGPLQLPXPOHYHORISK\VLFDODFWLYLW\
x $UDQJHRIHYLGHQFHLQGLFDWHVWKHYDVWPDMRULW\ SHUFHQWSOXV RIKRUVHULGHUVDUHIHPDOH
DQGPRUHWKDQDWKLUG SHUFHQW RIWKHIHPDOHULGHUVZKRWRRNSDUWLQWKHVXUYH\ZHUH
DERYH\HDUVRIDJH+RUVHULGLQJLVHVSHFLDOO\ZHOOSODFHGWRSOD\DYDOXDEOHUROHLQ

LQLWLDWLYHVWRHQFRXUDJHLQFUHDVHGSK\VLFDODFWLYLW\DPRQJVWZRPHQRIDOODJHV
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x $PRQJVWWKHKRUVHULGHUVZKRWRRNSDUWLQWKHVXUYH\SHUFHQWKDGWDNHQQRRWKHUIRUP

RISK\VLFDODFWLYLW\LQWKHODVWIRXUZHHNV7KLVKLJKOLJKWVWKHLPSRUWDQFHRIULGLQJWRWKHVH
SHRSOHZKRPLJKWRWKHUZLVHEHVHGHQWDU\
x +RUVHULGHUVZLWKDORQJVWDQGLQJLOOQHVVRUGLVDELOLW\ZKRWRRNSDUWLQWKHVXUYH\DUHDEOHWR
XQGHUWDNHKRUVHULGLQJDQGDVVRFLDWHGDFWLYLWLHVDWWKHVDPHVHOIUHSRUWHGOHYHORIIUHTXHQF\

DQGSK\VLFDOLQWHQVLW\DVWKRVHZLWKRXWVXFKDQLOOQHVVRUGLVDELOLW\

7KH%ULWLVK+RUVH6RFLHW\LVYHU\KDSS\WRDGYLVHDQGEHLQFOXGHGLQDQ\SODQQLQJZLWKWKH
SRVVLELOLW\RILQFOXVLRQRIULJKWVRIZD\

<RXUVIDLWKIXOO\
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The health benefits of
horse riding in the UK

Research undertaken by the University of Brighton and Plumpton College
on behalf of The British Horse Society
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The health benefits of horse riding in the UK
Executive Summary
Key findings
The physical health benefits of horse riding and
associated activities
G

Horse riding and activities associated with horse riding, such as mucking out, expend
sufficient energy to be classed as moderate intensity exercise.

G

Regular periods of trotting in a riding session may enhance the energy expended and
associated health benefits.

G

More than two thirds (68 percent) of questionnaire respondents participate in horse
riding and associated activities for 30 minutes or more at least three times a week.
Sport England estimate that such a level of sporting activity will help an individual
achieve or exceed the government’s recommended minimum level of physical activity.

G

A range of evidence indicates the vast majority (90 percent plus) of horse riders are
female and more than a third (37 percent) of the female riders who took part in the
survey were above 45 years of age. Horse riding is especially well placed to play a
valuable role in initiatives to encourage increased physical activity amongst women
of all ages.

G

Amongst the horse riders who took part in the survey, 39 percent had taken no other
form of physical activity in the last four weeks. This highlights the importance of riding
to these people, who might otherwise be sedentary.

G

Horse riders with a longstanding illness or disability who took part in the survey are
able to undertake horse riding and associated activities at the same selfreported level
of frequency and physical intensity as those without such an illness or disability.

The psychological and social benefits of horse riding
G

Horse riding stimulates mainly positive psychological feelings.

G

Horse riders are strongly motivated to take part in riding by the sense of wellbeing
they gain from interacting with horses. This important positive psychological interaction
with an animal occurs in a very few sports.

G

Being outdoors and in contact with nature is an important motivation for the vast
majority of horse riders.

Study methods
The British Horse Society commissioned the University of Brighton in partnership with
Plumpton College to research the physical health, psychological and wellbeing benefits
of recreational horse riding in the United Kingdom.
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Sport England UK have adopted a threshold value for the contribution of sport to meeting
Government guidelines on the recommended intensity and frequency of exercise that is
likely to achieve physical health benefits. The threshold value measures the degree to
which an individual participates in sport of moderate intensity activity for at least 30
minutes or more, three times a week. The research, therefore, assessed whether horse
riding can be classified as a moderate intensity exercise and examined the frequency
with which individuals take part
The research also examined the psychological and social benefits of horse riding. Reliable
existing evidence indicates that physical exercise produces wellbeing benefits linked to
social interactions and changes in mood, anxiety, self esteem and other personal
emotions.
Two scientific exercise testing trials were undertaken to analyse the physical exercise
intensity of recreational horse riding using validated scientific measurements of energy
expended and current definitions of what constitutes moderate intensity exercise in terms
of energy expenditure measured in metabolic equivalents (METs).
The first trial involved 17 participants cycling in a laboratory to assess their aerobic fitness
levels. Measurements were also taken of their descriptive anthropometric characteristics.
In the second trial the same 17 participants rode a horse for 45 minutes at the Plumpton
College equestrian centre following a protocol that replicated the pattern of a typical riding
lesson.
A questionnaire survey was undertaken of 1,248 horse riders. The quantitative and
qualitative data gathered by the questionnaire allowed an analysis of the respondents’
self reported measures of exercise intensity and frequency, and their perceptions of the
social and psychological benefits of horse riding.
Physical health benefits
The scientific trials indicated general horse riding energy expenditure was equivalent to
3.7 METs and trotting equated to approximately 5.0 METs. These levels are clearly within
the moderate intensity exercise band recommended by the UK’s ABC of Physical Activity
for Health guidelines that considers moderate intensity to be typically characterized as
between threesix METs.
The national compendium of physical activities categorises energy expenditures for
different recreational physical activities and reports levels of four METs for general horse
riding and 6.5 METs for trotting, which are similar to those obtained in the scientific trials.
The compendium also reports that the energy expenditure for saddling and grooming
was 3.5 METs which is in the moderate intensity band
More than two thirds (68 percent) of questionnaire respondents achieved the government
guidelines for exercise intensity and frequency (30 minutes for three times a week or more at
moderate intensity) from horse riding and associated activities alone. Of these respondents
69 percent achieved this level of intensity and frequency through horse riding and the other
21 percent did so through associated activities such as mucking out and grooming.
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Women have been identified in government studies as a social group with relatively low
levels of participation in physical activity. Some 93 percent of questionnaire respondents
were women and 49 percent of female respondents were aged 45 or above. These are
comparable figures to a major Sport England survey which found that 90 percent of those
participating in equestrianism are women and 37 percent of the female participants in
equestrianism are aged 45 or above. The gender and age profile of equestrianism is not
matched by any other sport in the UK.
Thirty nine percent of questionnaire respondents indicated that horse riding was the only
form of physical activity in which they had participated during the last four weeks. These
respondents, if they did not ride, would be sedentary people unless they changed their
exercise habits, thus stressing the importance of horse riding for these individuals.
Qualitative data obtained in the questionnaire suggests that for some respondents with
longstanding illnesses or disability, horse riding had actually improved their physical or
mental condition.
Psychological and social benefits
More than 80 percent of questionnaire respondents reported that horse riding made them
feel ‘quite a lot’ or ‘extremely’ cheerful, relaxed, happy or active. Qualitative data suggests
that horse riding can play a role in managing negative feelings relating to anxiety and
depression. The experience of these psychological benefits amongst questionnaire
respondents was not influenced by the frequency of participation in horse riding and most
psychological benefits were experienced by riders who did not participate regularly.
Asked to rate different motivations for going horse riding 82 percent of questionnaire
respondents rated the motivation of ‘interaction with horses’ as either ‘very important’ or
‘extremely important’. No other motivation received such a high importance rating. Existing
evidence suggests that companion animals can provide owners with certain
psychological benefits. These findings suggest that the interaction with horses may be
very positive psychologically for horse riders.
More than 80 percent of questionnaire respondents rated the motivations ‘contact with
nature’ and ‘scenery and views’ ‘important’, ‘very important’ or ‘extremely important’. Some
personal development motivations identified as important by respondents included
‘escape’, ‘develop skills’, ‘challenge myself’, ‘experience excitement’, ‘to be physically
active’ and ‘to relax’. Participation in horse riding provides a range of psychological and
social benefits, some of which are particular to the interaction with animals and nature
and therefore would not be gained from other forms of sporting activity.

The British Horse Society, Abbey Park,
Stareton, Kenilworth, Warwickshire CV8 2XZ
Call: 02476 840500
Email: enquiries@bhs.org.uk
Registered Charity Nos
Website: www.bhs.org.uk
210504 and SC038516
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Representation ID: REP/403/DM35

Representation ID:

REP/403/DM35

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/403

Name:

Chris Smith

Organisation:

Open Spaces Society

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Member of the public

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:
Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM35: Footpath, Cycle and Bridleway Network

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:
Sound:
Representation:
I am the local correspondent for the Society and this representation is made on the
Society's behalf.
I write in support of the objections to draft policy DM35 on footpaths etc. made by
Ringmer Parish Council.
The policy is imprecise and will lead to dispute. There are footpaths, bridleways and
byways recorded on a definitive map of public rights of way resulting from legislation in
1949. However a significant number of urban twittens and other ways were and are not
recorded on this definitive map. This may be because they were overlooked or because
they have come into being as part of new develeopments. The society has identified a
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Representation ID: REP/403/DM35
number of these in Lewes (although the town is not part of this consultation) and
Peacehaven/Telscombe Cliffs. Our preliminary research suggests that there are also a
significant number of unregistered twittens in Newhaven, Seaford and Ringmer.
As far as I am aware there is no statutory definition of footpaths bridleways or byways
other than in the definitive map legislation.
Our experience is that these unrecorded twittens and paths can often be the subject of
planning applications. The document should make clear whether or not the policy refers
only to routes that are on the definitive map or not. The Society believes that it should be
made clear that these unrecorded routes are covered by DM35.
I also write to object to the proposals to zone part of the beach west of Tidemills in
Newhaven as suitable for port-related industrial development. This area is extensively
used as an open space for public recreation and is potentially an important part of the
regeneration of Newhaven as part of a potential tourist offer. Additionally access to one
of the few sandy beaches in East Sussex would be further restricted. In general the
Society supports the objections made by Community Action Newhaven.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Thea Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

chris smith
04 November 2018 13:14
ldf
Response to consultation on Lewes District Local Plan Part 2 by the Open Spaces
Society

Categories:

LPP2 comment to code - stakeholder details have been added

IamthelocalcorrespondentfortheSocietyandthisrepresentationismadeontheSociety’sbehalf.

IwriteinsupportoftheobjectionstodraftpolicyDM35onfootpathsetc.madebyRingmerParishCouncil.

Thepolicyisimpreciseandwillleadtodispute.Therearefootpaths,bridlewaysandbywaysrecordedonadefinitive
mapofpublicrightsofwayresultingfromlegislationin1949.Howeverasignificantnumberofurbantwittensand
otherwayswereandarenotrecordedonthisdefinitivemap.Thismaybebecausetheywereoverlookedorbecause
theyhavecomeintobeingaspartofnewdeveleopments.ThesocietyhasidentifiedanumberoftheseinLewes
(althoughthetownisnotpartofthisconsultation)andPeacehaven/TelscombeCliffs.Ourpreliminaryresearch
suggeststhattherearealsoasignificantnumberofunregisteredtwittensinNewhaven,SeafordandRingmer.

AsfarasIamawarethereisnostatutorydefinitionoffootpathsbridlewaysorbywaysotherthaninthedefinitive
maplegislation.

Ourexperienceisthattheseunrecordedtwittensandpathscanoftenbethesubjectofplanningapplications.The
documentshouldmakeclearwhetherornotthepolicyrefersonlytoroutesthatareonthedefinitivemapornot.
TheSocietybelievesthatitshouldbemadeclearthattheseunrecordedroutesarecoveredbyDM35.

IalsowritetoobjecttotheproposalstozonepartofthebeachwestofTidemillsinNewhavenassuitableforport
relatedindustrialdevelopment.Thisareaisextensivelyusedasanopenspaceforpublicrecreationandispotentially
animportantpartoftheregenerationofNewhavenaspartofapotentialtouristoffer.Additionallyaccesstooneof
thefewsandybeachesinEastSussexwouldbefurtherrestricted.IngeneraltheSocietysupportstheobjections
madebyCommunityActionNewhaven.



ChrisSmith
OpenSpacesSocietycorrespondentforLewesDistrict
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Policy-specific Representations

DM36: Station Parking
Representation References: DM36
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Representation ID: REP/011/DM36

Representation ID:

REP/011/DM36

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/011

Name:

Mary Greenwood

Organisation:

CPRE Sussex

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Local group or organisation

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM36: Station Parking

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No

Representation:
CPRE Sussex strongly supports the intention of protecting car parking provision at
railway stations, to encourage sustainable travel. However, the term 'adjacent 'has a
specific meaning that is not appropriate here. For example, at Glynde railway station the
'adjacent 'parking is extremely limited and much too small to encourage commuter use
of the railway here. The important car park for rural car/rail commuters is about 200
metres away. To encourage railway use the wording needs to be revised to protect this
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Representation ID: REP/011/DM36
car park too.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?

Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

No

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
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Comments made by the Lewes District Branch of CPRE Sussex
Secretary: Mrs Mary Greenwood,

Representing: CPRE Sussex, Brownings Farm, Blackboys, East Sussex, TN22 5HG
CPRE Sussex believes the sections of the draft Local Plan referred to below to be neither sound nor
effective in their current forms, and in some cases not compliant with national legislation. In most
cases appropriate modifications are suggested.
CPRE Sussex considers the most significant comments below to be comments 1, 2, 6, 8 & 11. We
would welcome the opportunity to present more detailed evidence and argument at a later stage
to assist the Inspector examining the draft Local Plan part 2.

1.

Comment on Housing Policy Context (paragraphs 2.1-2.11: pages 12-15)

CPRE Sussex strongly disagrees with the conclusion in paragraph 2.1 and Table 1 that the Housing
Requirement Figure for Lewes District from the adopted Lewes District Joint Core Strategy should be
6,926. The correct figure, approved by the Inspector and included in policy SP1, is 6,900 (345 per
annum). This number is reiterated in the introduction to policy SP2.
The fact that the sum total of the different allocations, categories and provisions in policy SP2 is
6,926, a very modest over-provision given the uncertainty of some supply categories at that time, is
of no relevance. The starting number for line 1 of Table 1 should thus be 6,900, which represents
345 dwellings per annum.
The basis of the division of the number that should be 345 dwellings per annum (6,900 total)
between the part of Lewes District outside the South Downs National Park (covered in this draft
Local Plan part 2) and that part of the District within the SDNP (to be covered in the emerging SDNP
Local Plan) is not clear. The division proposed in paragraph 2.2 and Tables 1 & 2 is stated as if an
agreed objective fact, but appears to CPRE Sussex to be unexplained and, apparently, arbitrary. The
basis for this division, and whether it has been the subject of any consultation or examination, needs
to be explained. It is important to appreciate in this context that the town of Lewes, which is entirely
within the National Park, is nevertheless the best connected, and by some margin the most
sustainable, location for new development within the District and offers a considerable number of
brownfield redevelopment opportunities. Lewes town has an advanced Neighbourhood Plan that
appears set to deliver a higher level of new housing (predominantly on brownfield sites) than was
envisaged at the time that the Lewes District Joint Core Strategy was adopted.
For this new draft Local Plan part 2 to be sound, it needs to deliver not only the correct numbers of
new homes but also to deliver them at an appropriate development speed. Given that the evidence
suggests that recent housing delivery in the District overall has been very close to the required
annual rate, and the profile in the 2016 Lewes District Joint Core Strategy suggested high rates of
delivery in the next few years, it is a matter of some concern that the 1 April 2018 assessment of the
District’s Housing Land Supply was that it had fallen slightly below 5 years. CPRE Sussex believes this
assessment to be incorrect, and that the actual supply is significantly above 5 years. We have
supplied detailed supporting evidence to the Council. To be sound this draft Local Plan part 2 needs
to address the question of the profile of delivery, and in particular to demonstrate that it will deliver
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an adequate and secure supply of new homes over the coming 5-year period. It does not at present
appear to address this important question.
There is a small but not completely insignificant numerical error in Table 5. Table 3 indicates that the
adopted Ringmer Neighbourhood Plan will provide 183 new homes, but that a further 32 are to be
identified in LPP2 (para.2.118 et seq). Draft Policy RG01 then allocates a Ringmer site [an extended
version of site RG1 in the 2003 Lewes Local Plan] for 90 homes, contributing an additional 50 new
homes, against the Ringmer requirement for 32. Unfortunately Table 5 overlooks the fact that the
extension of the 2003 site RG1 to create the new site RG01 in this Plan encompasses Ringmer
Neighbourhood Plan site RES3, so to this extent there is a double-counting of the new homes to be
delivered. The necessary correction takes the ‘Units allocated in LPP2’ in Table 5 from slightly above
the ‘Housing growth to be identified in LPP2’ to slightly below it. However, the compensating
correction that CPRE Sussex contends above should be made to the starting total would, if made,
restore a surplus over the requirement here.
2.

Comment on the Sustainability Appraisal of new rural housing developments, as used
throughout Section 2

CPRE Sussex notes that when potential new housing sites are appraised for sustainability there are
no differences between the appraisals of sustainably-located urban sites and much less sustainable
village sites against the objectives considering travel (objective 3) and carbon dioxide emissions
(objective 12). If new homes are located in villages (particularly villages such as Barcombe with few
local services and little or no public transport) then the lives of the new residents will inevitably be
much more dependent on use of their private cars, and car ownership will be much higher, than if
the same new homes had been more sustainably located in urban areas. East Sussex County Council
has published detailed evidence on car ownership and use for commuting for the different urban
and rural communities in Lewes District [eastsussexinfigures.org.uk]. The inspector examining part 1
of the Local Plan made this specific point, recommending that additional new housing should, in so
far as is possible, be located in the District’s towns. The principle is enshrined in Core Policy CP13 of
the adopted Lewes District Joint Core Strategy. This should certainly have been reflected in the
sustainability appraisals of new housing sites. It is not, even though in several cases it is specifically
noted that the rural housing site appraised is likely to be car-dependent. Because the sustainability
appraisals ignore this important factor, they cannot be considered sound.
3.

Comment on Section 3, Employment (Policy E1, paragraphs 3.11-3.17)

CPRE Sussex is concerned that the proposed new employment site E1 intrudes into the existing Tide
Mills shingle beach area, which has high value both for recreational and leisure use and as a
distinctive wildlife area. We support the comments from Community Action Newhaven that the area
of site E1 should be reduced and that it should not include any of the present shingle seafront beach.
4.

Comment on Policy DM6(5). Light pollution from equestrian development

CPRE Sussex is concerned that policy DM6(5) is too weak. Light pollution from this source in dark
rural areas should be avoided in the interests of protecting dark landscapes, nature conservation
(particularly bat foraging) and local amenity. Our concerns could be met by deletion of the word
‘unacceptable’ from the policy. Such equestrian use is of insufficient importance to justify any
adverse impact in currently dark countryside. The change we propose is necessary for the policy to
be in accord with NPPF 2012 para.125 or NPPF 2018 para.180(c).
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5.

Comment on Policy DM9. Farm diversification

CPRE Sussex supports the general intention of this policy. However, an additional condition about
car parking is required. It is likely that effective farm diversification schemes will generate an
additional requirement for such parking. Insensitive vehicle parking outside a farm curtilage can
have a strongly negative urbanising impact on the rural landscape. It is essential to include an
additional condition to ensure that vehicle parking is either confined within the farmyard concerned
or otherwise effectively screened.
6.

Comment on Policy DM14. Multi-functional green infrastructure.

This policy is weak and generic. As written it does not meet the requirements of NPPF 2012
paras.113-114 or NPPF paras.170-171 & 181. It merely repeats them. It needs to be strengthened
and made more specific. The first sentence of the draft policy is unfortunately phrased, and
presumably is not intended to mean what it actually says. CPRE Sussex suggests that this policy
should include a clear strategy that, as a minimum, gave a clear indication of the types of natural
assets that contribute to the important ecological networks in the different parts of the District.
They should include woodland, valuable trees, established hedgerows, ponds, ditches and streams.
Specific locally-important habitats should be identified. The policy should require that these should
be retained within new development. Where such assets are not pre-existing, they should be
provided by new planting and provision. Domestic gardens can make an important contribution to
biodiversity, but only if they are of reasonable extent and linked by appropriate green infrastructure
to the surrounding countryside.
7.

Comment on Policy DM15. Provision of outdoor playing space.

CPRE Sussex welcomes this policy. However, it would be stronger, and clearer to developers, if
accompanied by an indication of the current situation for the different communities in the District
and/or an indication of where up-to-date information about this will be obtainable in the future.
Such information will be necessary to enable developers to assess development viability at an early
stage (e.g. prior to site purchase). Larger developments can reasonably be expected to make on-site
provision, and this should be specified as a requirement. This will not be practicable for smaller sites.
8.

Comment on Policy DM24. Protection of biodiversity.

CPRE Sussex is very concerned that an arbitrary 7 km distance from Ashdown Forest is not adequate
or sufficient to discriminate whether or not an impact on a protected site may occur. The scale of
the development obviously matters. A very small (e.g. single house) development at 6.9 km from the
Forest is very unlikely to have any impact while a large development (e.g. 1,000 houses) at 7.1 km
from the Forest should be of much greater concern, and an appropriate assessment should be
required. We do not believe the policy as written to be sound.
CPRE Sussex recommends that to be sound paragraph 3 of policy DM24 should also require an
additional condition that there is no suitable alternative site before a development with an adverse
impact on an SSSI, NNR or MCZ is approved.
In paragraph 4 of policy DM24 the term ‘irreplaceable habitat’ should be defined in the glossary or
more specific information should be included in the policy. We assume that, for example, that this
term encompasses both ancient woodland and ‘important’ hedgerows.
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9.

Comment on Policy DM31. Advertisements.

CPRE Sussex believes that this policy should specify that advertisements in the countryside (outside
planning boundaries) should not be illuminated.
10.

Comment on Policy DM36. Station Parking.

CPRE Sussex strongly supports the intention of protecting car parking provision at railway stations,
to encourage sustainable travel. However, the term ‘adjacent’ has a specific meaning that is not
appropriate here. For example, at Glynde railway station the ‘adjacent’ parking is extremely limited
and much too small to encourage commuter use of the railway here. The important car park for rural
car/rail commuters is about 200 metres away. To encourage railway use the wording needs to be
revised to protect this car park too.
11.

Comment on the need for an additional DM policy or policies, required but not currently
included

To be sound a Local Plan needs to plan to deliver not only an adequate number of new homes in the
District, but it also needs to ensure that the types of new homes match the projected requirement
(see NPPF 2018 para.61). To take an extreme example, a need for 6,900 new 1-2 bed homes for new
small households of modest means would not be met by the delivery of 6,900 expensive market 4+
bed homes, nor would a requirement for 6,900 large family homes be met by the provision of 6,900
1-bed flats.
There is no policy in this Local Plan (or in the Lewes District Joint Core Strategy) to ensure that the
new homes delivered are of the right type to meet the assessed housing need. The recently
(September 2018) issued 2016-based ONS projections show that for England as a whole all the new
households formed to 2041 will be headed by people aged over 55; that almost 90% of them will be
headed by people over retirement age; and that a quarter of them will be headed by people aged
over 85. A similar pattern could be deduced from the 2014-based household projections issued by
ONS in 2016. It is extremely unlikely that this situation is not fully reflected in Lewes District, which
has a significantly higher proportion of older residents than England as a whole.
No Local Plan that fails to include specific quantitative policies to deliver the types of housing they
are likely to require can be considered sound. Policy SD27 of the emerging South Downs National
Park Local Plan provides a model for a step in the right direction, but more specific policies to
address the needs of older residents are also essential.
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Representation ID: REP/454/DM36

Representation ID:

REP/454/DM36

Representor Details:

Representor ID:

REP/454

Name:

Robin Walker

Organisation:

Theobalds Road Residents' Association

Consultation Body:

General

Stakeholder Type:

Residents Association

Agent Details:

Name:
Organisation:
Contact Details:

Email Address:
Address:

Representation:

Policy/Section:

DM36: Station Parking

Do you consider the document to be:
Legally Compliant:

Yes

Sound:

No
Not Positively Prepared
Not Effective

Representation:
Station Parking
4.117 As has been noted elsewhere, any and all developments in Wivelsfield Parish,
given the shortage of employment within the Parish, will result in increased requirements
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Representation ID: REP/454/DM36
for people to travel to work in West Sussex. This will either be on bus or - more
realistically - either car, this increasing the congestion on the road network, or by train.
Potential train stations are identified as:
Wivelsfield - in West Sussex
Burgess Hill - in West Sussex
Haywards Heath - in West Sussex.
Of these three, there is no practical parking facility at Wivelsfield or Burgess Hill stations
(only limited drop-off) and whilst the level of parking at Haywards Heath has recently
been significantly extended, in practical terms, it is not possible to be assured of a
parking place as a casual user of the station, as it is already over-crowded.
Thus, although this section refers to the loss of pre-existing parking space at stations,
given that the only stations identified in planning documents are in West Sussex, it is not
possible to exclude the issue of a long-term negative net change in parking availability,
not as a result of removal of supply, but from addition to demand.
This section should take this into account.
What changes do you suggest to make the document legally compliant or sound?
This plan should also take into account the significant impact the already approved
developments will have in terms of increased imbalance between demand and supply of
the currently available station parking space - effectively limited to Haywards Heath.
Do you consider it necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?

Yes

Why do you feel it is necessary to participate at the Examination in Public?
LDC has mis-framed this issue in the context of sacrificing station parking space;
planning documents for Nuggets (inter alia) demonstrate LDC’s complacency
concerning the provision of travel resources in Mid Sussex. Apart from Lewes itself and
East Grinstead, there are no realistic main line stations into London in the plan area, and
therefore the issue of additional burdens is far more relevant.
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This would have been a pragmatic approach, if all the Neighbourhood Plans were already ‘made’.
However, as several of the Neighbourhood Plans on which the Plan relies to deliver housing are
not yet close to this stage, there is a significant risk that they may not deliver the required housing,
and a further risk that if the housing does come forward, it will not be delivered by 2030, the end of
the Plan period.
MSDC notes the requirements of the NPPF, paragraph 23 of which states that:
‘Strategic policies should provide a clear strategy for bringing sufficient land forward, and at a
sufficient rate, to address objectively assessed needs over the plan period, in line with the
presumption in favour of sustainable development. This should include planning for and allocating
sufficient sites to deliver the strategic priorities of the area.’
MSDC questions whether the reliance on emerging Neighbourhood Plans represents a clear
strategy for bringing sufficient land forward, to deliver the strategic priorities of the area.
Lewes District Council is therefore encouraged to identify further sites to allocate for housing
through the Plan preparation process, to remove the uncertainty of delivery associated with as yet
untested, draft Neighbourhood Plans. This approach will seek to ensure that there is minimum
unmet need within Lewes District, and that neighbouring authorities are not asked to review
whether they are able to meet this unmet need.
Policy BHO1 (Land at The Nuggets, Valebridge Road)
Policy BH01 allocates land at The Nuggets for 14 homes, which is proposed to be accessed
through the property ‘Woodreeves’. The site lies immediately adjacent to the border with Mid
Sussex District, with the proposed access to the site from land in Mid Sussex District.
In response to Lewes District Council’s previous, Regulation 18 consultation on the draft Site
Allocations and Development Management Policies document, MSDC noted that the policy should
acknowledge the impact of the proposed development on services and facilities provided in Mid
Sussex District, due to the proximity of the development to the district boundary. This is particularly
relevant now, as there is a current planning application for 25 homes on this site, rather than the 14
units set out in the draft allocation.
It is disappointing to note that, while paragraph 2.47 of the supporting text to Policy BH01 notes
that the proposed access for the site lies within the county of West Sussex, the text and the policy
still do not acknowledge that the shops, services and public transport provision which will support
the new residents of the development lie within Mid Sussex District.
As set out in our previous response, in line with the spatial strategy set out in our District Plan
Burgess Hill is subject to a major growth programme for 5,000 new homes, and 25 hectares of
employment land along with associated infrastructure. MSDC is working closely with service and
infrastructure providers to ensure that the corresponding social, community and highways
infrastructure is provided in a timely manner to support this strategic development.
MSDC will be responding to future Lewes District Council ‘Community Infrastructure Levy Window
for Bidding’ to ensure that development on the border with Mid Sussex makes a proportional
contribution to the impact that the development will have on local services and facilities.
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BH02 (Land at Oakfields, Theobalds Road)
Mid Sussex District Council welcomes the removal of the draft allocation of Land at Oakfields,
Theobalds Road, Burgess Hill which was in the previous version of the Plan.
Gypsy and Traveller Provision
MSDC welcomes the inclusion of the proposed allocation of Land south of the Plough for 5
additional permanent Gypsy and Traveller pitches in Policy GT01, and notes that this allocation
meets the need identified in the Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Assessment, 2015, for
Lewes District outside of the National Park, over the Plan period.
Policy DM1: Planning Boundary
MSDC welcomes the fact that the Planning Boundary on the Plan’s Policies Map, Inset Map 11 –
Edge of Burgess Hill, has been amended since the previous consultation, to exclude land east of
Valebridge Road, which is not allocated for development. This will help to ensure that this land is
protected as open countryside, and will help to deter speculative development in this area.
Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA)
The District Council remains committed to co-operating with the other affected local authorities
through the Ashdown Forest Officer Working Group and looks forward to working in partnership to
protect the Ashdown Forest SAC in an appropriate manner.
If you would like to discuss any of these comments, please contact Alice Henstock, Senior
Planning Policy Officer, alice.henstock@midsussex.gov.uk
Yours sincerely,

Councillor Andrew MacNaughton
Cabinet Member for Housing and Planning
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3.

Plumpton Neighbourhood Plan

With respect to planning policy, and in the spirit of localisation, comments hereafter are presented
with reference to the made Plumpton Parish Neighbourhood Plan (PPNP), the Local Plan, NPPF and
PPTS incorporated into that framework, as relevant.
With respect of the PPTS, comments are restricted to those relevant to Plan-making as enacted in
the Part 2 Document. PPC has concerns about further information received from LDC in respect of
PPTS Decision-taking, but these are not immediately relevant to this response.
While GT01 specifically addresses the needs of gypsies and travellers, the PPC response reflects the
fact that the policy primarily represents an additional new development of five permanent
dwellings.
With regard to the made Plumpton Neighbour Plan (PPNP), Policy GT01 is regarded as not in
accordance with the following policies:
Policy 1: Spatial plan for the parish
Policy 2: New-build environment and design
Policy 3: Landscape and biodiversity
Policy 5: New housing
Policy 6: Local employment
Policy 7: Plumpton Green Village Centre
The consultation response will deal with these in policy order.
3.1

PPNP Policy 1: Spatial plan for the parish

PPNP Policy 1 states the primary objective:
‘New development proposals within the planning boundary for Plumpton Green (see Map C)
will be supported, provided they accord with the other provisions of the PPNP and the
development plan for the area.’
LDC retained Policy CT1 aims to resist development outside existing planning boundaries unless it
meets certain criteria. Plumpton Green is the only settlement in the parish that has a planning
boundary, and the land allocated in Policy GT01 is not within the Plumpton Green planning
boundary, or indeed near that boundary (it lies approximately 650m to the north). The ‘certain
criteria’ rider of Policy CT1 is covered in subsequent paragraphs.
While it is acknowledged that PPNP Policy 1 would ultimately have to include the Local Plan Part 2
once that is adopted, it was not envisaged that Part 2 would apply additional new development
targets to Plumpton, and propose extension of the planning boundary to areas regarded as
unsuitable for development in respect of Local Plan Part 1 policies.
The parish of Plumpton is rural, and comprises two distinct characteristics:
• Plumpton Green – a Service Village where new development should be sited
• Plumpton –- a Hamlet where no development should be sited.
While some regard the hamlet as only existing to the south of the Parish, and largely within the
South Downs National Park (SDNP), it is clearly identifiable on Policies Map Inset Map 8 Plumpton
Green that the character of the parish to the northern boundary is very similar to that of the
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southern hamlet, and that is reflected in PPNP Policy 1. We therefore regard this as an unsuitable
area to site permanent dwellings, in which category we include static caravans.
The choice of site also does not meet LDC Core Policy 3 – Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation,
which sets the objectives:
‘To deliver the homes and accommodation for the needs of the district and ensure the housing
growth requirements are accommodated in the most sustainable way’, and
‘To maximise opportunities for re-using suitable previously developed land and to plan for new
development in the highly sustainable locations without adversely affecting the character of the
area.’
On the first objective, we do not regard the proposed site as sufficiently sustainable by virtue of its
likely impact on local employment, discussed below under PPNP Policy 6.
On the second objective, the proposed site is greenfield and we regard its development as adversely
changing the character of the area by replacing arable land with residential development, in addition
to the previously discussed spatial plan issues.
In addition, the site cannot be regarded as highly sustainable in respect of CP3 policy statement 2:
‘The site is well related to, or has reasonable access to settlements with existing services and
facilities such as schools, health services and shops.’
Accordingly, the site would not score well under the sustainability assessment criteria applied under
PPNP Policy 1 for the selection of sites (Soc/3: Promote walking and cycling and other forms of
sustainable transport with the aim of reducing the need to travel by car), as it is approximately 650m
outside the existing planning boundary (which represents the 800m recommended maximum
distance limit for walking), and completely lacks safe pedestrian access, as residents must walk along
a national speed limit minor road to reach the village amenities, including the primary school and
shop.
LDC asserts that this aspect of sustainability can be adequately met by providing a footpath north to
the nearest bus stop at The Plough. This relies on a bus service that is currently under threat and
therefore cannot be guaranteed in the near future (PPC is unsure whether the provisions of the Bus
Services Act 2017 will provide any protection against the deficit in funding for ESCC and LDC).
Accordingly, the choice of site for GT01 also appears not to confidently address the responsibility
within the PPTS under Policy B: Planning for travellers sites (13 c) to ‘ensure that children can attend
school on a regular basis’.
The proposed site is also in conflict with LDC Core Policy 10 – Natural Environment and Landscape
Character. This states the Key Strategic Objectives as:
‘To conserve and enhance the natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage of the area’ and
‘To conserve and enhance the high quality and character of the district’s towns, villages, and
rural environment by ensuring that all forms of new development are designed to a high
standard and maintain and enhance the local vernacular and “sense of place” of individual
settlements.’
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The proposal is to erect a toilet block of unspecified dimensions, plus hardstanding for up to 10
caravans (static and mobile) plus cars for each pitch’s residents. Accordingly, we consider the choice
of site for GT01 does not adequately address the responsibility within the PPTS under Policy B:
Planning for travellers sites (10 e) to ‘protect local amenity and environment’.
Finally, the assessment in the 2018 SHLAA shows this site 03PL as ‘Fails proximity Assessment’ and
regarded as undevelopable for residential development. LDC has subsequently documented (in its
presentation to parishioners at the PPC meeting of 09/10/18) that the proximity criteria for
residential development will need to be adapted to gypsy and traveller accommodation. At the same
presentation, it was stated that the site is not regarded as suitable for traditional residential housing
development and would be extremely unlikely to receive planning permission, even if GT01 was
implemented.
PPC questions under what planning statute LDC is applying a different test of suitability. This appears
contrary to PPTS Policy B: Planning for travellers sites (11), which states: ‘Criteria based policies
should be fair and should facilitate the traditional and nomadic life of travellers whilst respecting the
interest of the settled community.’ It appears potentially discriminatory, as a lower threshold would
seem to apply to the proposed gypsy and traveller residents than to residents of permanent, brickbuilt housing, especially when there is still uncertainty as to whether the site will be used for gypsies
and travellers with protected characteristics under English law, or whether it is available to all
travellers as under the definition of ‘gypsies and travellers’ under PPTS Annexe 1.
3.2

PPNP Policy 2: New-build environment and design

PPNP policy 2 states:
‘New development should reflect the scale, density, massing, landscape design and material
of surrounding buildings, having regard to the Plumpton Design Statement.’
Five permanent dwellings in the form of static caravans, together with five mobile caravans (as
stated at the meeting with LDC of 09/10/18), are entirely out of keeping with the rural hamlet
nature of the site.
3.3

PPNP Policy 3: Landscape and biodiversity

PPNP policy 3 states:
‘Layout and landscape schemes of new development should be informed by the landscape
character of the area.’
Principle 3 supports the retention and, where possible, enhancement of existing green corridors,
ponds and other wildlife features. GT01 impinges on a prominent green corridor used by wildlife ,
including deer.
3.4

PPNP Policy 5: New housing

PPNP Policy 5 states:
‘Residential development will be supported on the sites allocated in Neighbourhood Plan
Policies 5.1 to 5.4 inclusive, and on suitable windfall sites within Plumpton Green.’
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We do not regard the site proposed in GT01 as suitable as it would not qualify under PPNP Policy 1
(and LDC CT1, SP3 etc), as stated previously (para 3.1).
3.5

PPNP Policy 6: Local employment

PPNP Policy 6 states:
‘New development proposals that result in the loss of an existing employment or business
use will be resisted, unless it can be demonstrated that its continued use is no longer viable.’
This policy conforms to NPPF paragraph 28 (especially bullet point 4) and aligns to the JCS policy E1
(point (i)), which reflects NPPF paragraphs 18–20 and is designed to secure the future of the existing
employment uses within the parish and plan for their growth to serve parish needs.
PPNP Policy 6 also records under paragraph 5.67:
‘Comments made during the consultation events made it clear that parishioners wished to
see existing businesses preserved as far as possible and that they had no wish to see
Plumpton become a dormitory community.’
There are significant concerns regarding the direct and indirect employment implications of Policy
GT01. There are 3 major employers in the parish:
•
•
•

Plumpton College – an outstanding rural education centre covering 2500 acres,
predominantly within the SDNP, specialising in land-based courses
Plumpton Racecourse – a National Hunt racecourse to the south of Plumpton Green that
saw its first race in 1884
The Old Brickworks – a light industrial business park to the north of Plumpton Green and
directly adjacent to the site proposed in GT01.

Of the three, the Old Brickworks is the only one in the northern section of the parish. It comprises 21
businesses on what was formerly a brownfield site. These businesses between them employ in
excess of 50 permanent employees, many of whom live in or locally to Plumpton. The businesses are
categorised as ‘quiet, non-industrial businesses’, and the site is well respected and supported within
the parish.
The Old Brickworks conforms to the principles of NPPF (July 2018): ‘Supporting a prosperous rural
economy’, as set out in paragraph 84. It is outside existing settlements, and not well served by public
transport, but is on previously developed land and is sensitive to its surroundings.
The businesses at the site contribute significantly to the local and regional economy through
business rates, employment and use of local amenities and other businesses such as the village shop
(and post office) and local public houses - the Plough immediately to north of the site proposed in
GT01, the Fountain in Plumpton Green, and The Half Moon to the south of the parish.
GT01 proposes to locate the site directly adjacent to the Old Brickworks, with no meaningful
separation between the two. The businesses of the Old Brickworks have made it clear that they
chose the site because of its quiet, rural location and existing ‘soft security’ and that their continued
use of it is dependent on those conditions continuing. They have all stated that any kind of
development adjacent to the boundary could result in re-location of their businesses elsewhere, at
some cost and inconvenience. They are prompted by concerns about the need for greater security
5
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and potential restriction on current and future operations due to their proximity to residential
development.
Even if those businesses remain, or other businesses take their place, the presence of a residential
development immediately adjacent to commercial activity is highly likely to result in the need for
additional security measures (notably, as a condition of insurance) that will be highly intrusive, such
as security fencing and also security lighting in what is ‘dark skies’ parish where 91% of respondents
to one questionnaire informing the PPNP supported preservation dark skies as one of their primary
valued aspects of current village life. Dark skies is also a policy of the SDNPA.
The challenges of maintaining public houses in general, and rural ones in particular, is well
documented. Plumpton Green has already lost one pub in the past five years.
3.6

PPNP Policy 7: Plumpton Green Village Centre

PPNP Policy 7 states:
‘New development proposals requiring planning permission that result in the loss of existing
shops or commercial units in the village centre and elsewhere in the parish will be resisted,
unless it can be demonstrated that their continued use is no longer viable.’
It further states in paragraph 5.68:
‘Over the past 25 years the centre of Plumpton Green has lost one general store, one public
house and a garage to housing. The remaining businesses in the village centre, in particular
the village shop/post office, are important to the community as a whole but especially to
residents without their own transport, as public transport services are limited. Development
proposals that might negatively affect the remaining facilities and businesses will be
resisted.’
While it is acknowledged that GT01 does not in itself mandate the loss of the businesses located at
the Old Brickworks, the real threat of loss exists, based on the same concerns as under PPNP Policy 6
discussed above. The income arising from the occupants of the new development is unlikely to
offset the likely loss in custom from the departing businesses.
Accordingly, the choice of site for GT01 does not appear to adequately address the wider
responsibility within the PPTS under Policy B: Planning for travellers sites (13) to ‘ensure that
traveller sites are sustainable economically’.
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Section 96 of ‘Open Space & Recreation’:
“Access to a network of high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and physical

activity is important for the health and well-being of communities. Planning policies should be
based on robust and up-to-date assessments of the need for open space, sport and recreation
facilities (including quantitative or qualitative deficits or surpluses) and opportunities for new
provision.”
Incorporating the requirement to actively seek every opportunity to create new links and/or
new circular routes within Lewes DC area for ALL non motorised users, including equestrians
would help support the policies above.
Within the local plan we welcome the Council’s acknowledgement that,

“4.23 Horse riding and other equestrian activities are increasingly popular forms of recreation
in the countryside that can complement agricultural activities and help to diversify rural
economies”
Further comment on the benefits of equestrian activities both to the equestrian and the
economy are detailed towards the end of this letter.
Specific observations on the document policies are below:
Policy BH01 - Land at The Nuggets, Valebridge Road
Point 1 “Access, including provision for pedestrians and cyclists, to be provided from

Valebridge Road” needs “equestrians” including in this provision. Existing bridleways should
not be used as ‘private access’ for these developments or alternative provision of new publicly
maintainable rights of way of adequate amenity and convenience should be supplied in their
place for all users.
Policies BA01, BA02, Barcombe Cross
Point 1 “Access, including provision for pedestrians and cyclists…” “equestrians” should be
added in to this provision.
Policy DM6
1. “Commercial riding schools, livery stables and other commercial facilities should have

satisfactory access to the public bridleway network without the use of unsuitable roads.”
“Unsuitable roads” is subjective, even amongst equestrians, and this needs clarification with the
relevant parties.
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